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T7"OU, who would truly be wise, discarding all cant and all humbug ;

You, who would know what is what, and also its converse what isn't ;

You, who would see through a millstone without peeping in at the hole ;

You, who incline to impart to your grandmothers skill in egg-suction ;

You, who would be on a level with tabac in pulverisation ;

You, who would manifest knowledge concerning the hour on the dial ;

Down on the knees of your heart, and thank MR. PUNCH for this Volume.

Here you will find the true story, here, and in no other quarter,

(For all the historians but PUNCH are windbags, and blockheads, and boobies,

And further to quote T. CARLYLE, Apes from the Sea called the Dead Sea,)

Of six most eventfullest months, first half of the year Fifty-Nine.

Year of the War in the South, and the winning the Derby by Musjid ;

Year when the Oxford boat won, and Cambridge was merged in the billows ;

Year MR. MILLAIS came out with those terrible nuns in the graveyard ;

Year the great Ebrew composer, BEER, gave Le Pardon de Plocrmel ;

Year the first fountain for drinking was set up by GURNEY, near Newgate ;

Year ALFRED TENNYSON uttered a trumpet-tongued warning to Arm us ;

Year that KING BOMBA departed from out of the world he polluted ;

Year that the Daughter of England gave a nice baby to Prussia ;

Year that Miss CRAIG took the prize for her Ode at the London BURNS Festival ;

Year that the young PRINCE OF WALES was received by the POPE in the Vatican ;

^ ._
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Year MB. PUNCH, the Avenger, kicked ME. Cox out of Finsbury ;

Year that the new Temple chambers were marked with the name of SAM JOHNSON
;

Year that the fashion broke out of abusing our wives for bad dinners ;

Year QUEEN VICTORIA announced that India, subdued, was HER kingdom ;

Year MR. OWEN, Professor, expounded the dreadful Gorilla ;

Year that the Tories, in office, brought in another Reform Bill ;

Year that such Bill was rejected, and DERBY appealed to the Country ;

Year when the General Election ejected his Lordship from office ;

Year that LORD PALMERSTON found himself Premier again on Whit Sunday ;

Year that SAM WARREN the Poet was raised to be Master in Lunacy ;

Year that the Westminster Clock began to have thoughts about going ;

Year that the gay Floral Hall rose alongside of the Opera House ;

Year the Welsh child in the Gallery howled wlrilc LORD STANLEY was speaking ;

Year that the EMPEROR NAPOLEON THE THIRD entered Milan in triumph ;

Year that the Thames smelt as bad as it did in the year antecedent.

Such the events which occurred in one -half of the year Fifty-Nine;

Such, and ten million beside, in the Volume before you are noted.

Noted, but not in the fashion of Apes from the Sea called the Dead Sea ;

But made texts for uncountable wealth of wit, ever blended witli wisdom.

Down on the knees of your hearts, thanking great PUNCH for this Volume ;

Rejoice that you live in a world that He condescends to enlighten ;

Shout for your QUEEN and your PUNCH, and then all go and mind your own business :

Leaving Him Watcher, Protector, Censor, Curator, Chastiser.
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PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 1859.

BIRTHDAY PRESENTS
UY A BCRIOU8 DIARIST.

March 24. My dear daughter LAURA'S

birthday. She has pleased me very much

lately ; for he has taken ]>alns to break

with omo needy relations who were in-

clined to presume upon our relationship,

and to visit us too often, and she ha*

managed to offend them so gracefully

that they cannot complain, and yet can

hardly be so mean as ever to intrude

again. Also, at my wish, she has dis-

carded CAPTAIN HARDUP, and 'Contrived

to lot my rich old friend GRUB MOULDY-

WORT see that his attentions are liot

disagreeable. I augur the very best for

the dear child's future ; and feeling that

I ought to do everything for her, 1 pre-

sented her to-day with a pair of dumb-

bells, to improve her figure. They had

belonged to my sister, deceased, but were

nearly new. May they prove beneficial I

BEHAVIOUR IN TH BALL-ROOM.

Do not, for the purpose of creating a

sensation, accompany the musicians by
a performance on your chin. It is a

mirk i.f vulgarity. If a dispute arises

respecting priority of eiiRaKcnient to a

partner, never offer to "go the odd man '

for her.

An UNACKNOWLEDGED PHILANTHRO-

PIST. A Stock Exchange humourist has

observed, that every miser is, after all, a

lover of his sj>eci.

Fnrnc FOR THE Pros. A gentleman

farmer, who has been inoculated with

homoeopathy, perseveres in attempting
to cure his bacon with infinitesimal

globules.

MONSTER MEETING. A geologist assem-

bles the Ichthyosaurus, the Plcsiosaurus,

the Labyrinthodon, and other contempo-

rary reptilo of the ancient world, in his

museum.
PROFESSIONAL ENTHUSIASM. A mem-

ber of the Swell Mob, having an addition

to his domestic happiness, registers the

little stranger with an alias. The mother

of the infant lings it to rest with " Alibi

Baby 1
"

FIRESIDE FANCIES.

Or 11 kinds of know edge there Unona
leu backed by modesty than the univer-

sally claimed knowledge of the way to

poke the firo. In evsry one's opinion
there is but one right way to do it: and
in every one's oplnio< that right way is

their own. Were an Issay to be written

upon Haw to Poti tht Pirt, nobody would

read it without feeling quite convinced hi
could have written a f*r better one ; and

yet no one could get any one to coincide

with that opinion, without every ono'i

reserving that his own would bo the best.

The fire makes a noise when something

bright pops out of it. Bo is it with your
Wits. They generally make noise enough
when they have shot out something bril-

liant.

Many say they love a fire for its com-

panionship : but it will not do to bo on

too close terms with it. Like a certain

class of men, a firo is pleasant company,
but to be so one must keep it somewhat
at a distance..

If the fire be not poked it will get dull

and dead. Poking stirs it into life and

Bov " OH! LOOK 'EKK, BILL! 'Ens'* A BLOATED HAHISTOCRAT. THERE'S NO ONE LOOKING.

LET'S ruNcn ins ED !"

.

wakes it to a blaze. In like way too the

fire of'genius might die out, were It not

stirred to action by the poker of Neces-

sity. The brightest of ideas have in this

way been poked up, and the dullest minds
so stirred that they have shone forth

flamingly._
"ADJOURNED dt die in diem,*' To-

morrow.

A DELICATE FLOWER.-The roseWashes :

no wonder, considering the things that

are done under it.

A BRDTE. MRS. MOPES says she should

so like a little change. MOPES oflers her

two-and-sixpenco for half-a-crown.

THE CONTRADICTORY SEX I A young
girl at school wishes she could have two

birthdays in every year ; as she grows up
she wishes that ah had but one birth-

day in every two years I

PENNY-WISE PHILOSOPHY Is not

always to be despised. For instance,

ROWLAND HILL is the first philosopher,

who, being "penny-wise "proved himself

not to be, also, "pound foolish."

lad, J-lora,
" FOCR-IN-HAND CLU* nrwDl FOR MY PART, I THINK TOUNO MEN or FORTUNE non EMPLOY TBETR T.M.

EENWICH! DON'T YOU, ALICE!" Alia (with a tremmdmu tiyK).
"
On, YES

BETTER THAN DRIVING UORSEd TO

GREEN
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BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BT A 6ERIOUB DIARIST.

April 9. My dear and worthy partner
STOOGINGS'S birthday. He has been with
me for many, many years, and from his

having been a faithful and attached
clerk, I raised him to hia present con-
dition of partner, nominally, it is true,u regards profits, but with the advan-
tage of associating with me on equal
term* (though I cannot cure him why
houla I? good fellow! of the respectful

"Sir"), and of knowing that in the little

word, Co., is embraced, though the world
U nob to know it, the word STOOGINOS.
Our truest joys are those we lock up in
our own breasts, and I am sure I do not
grudge him this. Having bought myself
A new pencil-case, I presented him with
my old one, which, if lie repairs it, will
serve him well, and he was pleased to
eo I remembered the day. May he
long be spared to servo me

LONDON HARBOURS OF REFUGE
, (IN STORMY WEATHERJ.
THE Lowther and Burlington Arcades,

the Soho and Pantheon Bazaars, the
British Museum, the Opera Colonnade,
and the National Gallery. In addition to
the above, there is the Exeter Change
Arcade ; but the latter is seldom resorted

to, excepting in very severe storms. The
pastrycook shops also may bo looked upon
as Harbours of Refuge, but as those who
run in are bound to take provisions ou
board, it is only such superior cr.ift .is

have a purser with them, who "venture
inwards.

A SENSATION FOR THE SERIOUS The
Record, in observance of the First of

April, comes out with a report of a horse-
race and a steople-chace, a notice of a
new farce, and an account of a prize-
fight.

THE EXTRKMK or FOLLY. The biggest
fool of a frog that tries to pu9 itself into
an ox is a bullfrog.

CHEMISTRY or THE CONSTITUTION.
When Parliament is dissolved, it quickly
evaporates.

PATERFAMILIAS, WHOSE PET AVERSION is STREET Music, GOES TO THE BEA-SIDI, HOPIKO
TO HSCAPE FROM THE NUISANCE. HK IS AT BREAKFAST, BEAUTIFUL VlJEW, NEW-LAID

BOG, &C. &C. WHEN

COX'S CIVIC CHRONOLOGY.
B.C. 99. Temple Bar erected by LORD

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS, under the direc-
tion of the Last of the Goths.

B.C. 2. Building of St. Paul's Cathedral
by GEORGE ROBINS. Si gwzrit monwnen-
tum, Sir, come, spy, see.

A.D. 6ti. Siege of the Tower by the
Roman and French fleet*, under the com-
mand of the Admiral, or Admirable
CRICUTON.

A.D. 177. Opening of the Coal Exchange
by EDWARD THE ULACK PRINCE, aa the

proxy for his father-in-law, OLD KINO
COLE.

A.D. 234. Invasion of London by JUUUB
AORIPPA, after his meeting with WAT
TYLER at Philippi.

A.D. 300. Opening of Smithfield u a
fashionable watering place and alderman's
resort.

A.D. 421. SIR ROBERT WHITTINOTON
elected first Lord Mayor of London.
Feast of mice given in the Guildhall to
his cat.

A.D. 505. Founding of the Blue Coat
School by the MAN OF Ross, as an asylum
for the refuge of the Whiteboya.

MAXIM BT A MAN OF THE WORLD.
DON'T take any trouble whatever to

please your acquaintance ; for the attempt
will be unsuccessful ; and nothing that

you can say or do to iugratiate yourself
with them will save you 1'rom being ridi-

culed and traduced behind your back.
It" you wish to be generally respected,
treat other people with calm contempt,
and the majority of them will worship
your serene Highness. Aristocracy U
commonly revered.

AMIABLE CONVERSATION.

Wife. If you go on in this way, MR. JONES,
I '11 sue for a separation, that I will !

Husband. Have a care, Madam, for Di-
vorce is a game that two can play at t

A TIME TO SELL. An old bachelor,
hearing a report that he was going to get
married, purchases a pound of weddiug-
cake, and sends pieces of it around to hia

acquaintance on the First of April.

OH, HORROR!
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BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BY A SEKIOUS DIARIST.

Jtfayl6. MydcaroldMinriiKn's
birthday. Gladly would I have
made her a costly present, but
that AS she is entirely tukun otf

my hands by my brother-in-

law, whose means are not very
large, it would perhaps cause
invidious comparisons to his

disadvantage, did 1 lay out any
largo sum in testimony of my
love and affection. Nor would
sho wish it, with her sense of

family duty, she having nothing
to leave to my children iu re-

turn for what thuir father's li-

berality might take from them.
Yet I thought of a silver urn,
or Sevres ornament, to be re-

stored to us whon my beloved

parent's interest in sublunary
things shouldcease; but I have

not, alas, that confidence in
J A NE'S honour thatwould make
me certain of the restoration,
nml wo should not tempt the
weak. So I sent my dear pa-
rent a photon-nipt! book-mark,
representing a sacred subject,
fur herPrayer-Book. Bless her 1

EXASPIRATION. The H-bone
of contention.

POSITIVE EXISTENCES. Pigs,
like facts, are stubborn things.

How TO DESCRIBE A CIRCLE.
Wait till your wife has put on

her Crinoline.

LEGAL REMEDY FOR LOVE.
No sensible young woman
whose sweetheart has prove,!
false, will ever die of a broken
heart. Having taken the pre-
caution to secure a promise of

marriage, she will always reco-
ver in a court of law.

COLD CREAM INTER-
NALLY.

COLD CREAM is an excellent

remedy for hot coppen. It la

much resorted to by young
ladies during the London sea-
son after late dancing, lobster-

salad, and champagne, being
taken the next day, under the
name of Ice. This is a wholly
incorrect expression ; ice is fro-

zen water : and water-ice U
surplusage. Every young lady
who minds her science will

ask the pastrycook for cold

THE OPERA.

Liay. GOOD GRACIOOS, SKLINA, LOOK THERE! THERE'S THAT RIDICULOUS LITTLE MAN AGAIN
DID TOD EVER SEE ANYTHING SO ABSURD?"

THE END or CELIBACY.

Sigh!
THE HEAD or ANONYMOUS

JOURNALISM. MONSIEUR Com-
munique

1

,

How TO PLAIT HAIR. With
port wine, if it ia juggod ; with
currant jelly, if it is roasted.
Mr*. Glass (of Fashion).

THE LISTS or LAW. It La

good fun to witness rival soil'

citors tilting at each other *\ a

County Court. The contest

may be described as attorney-
ment in the modern time.

WHICH is THE WAY TO THE
BANK? "What is the mean-
ing of that, Papa?" said an

inquiring youngster tohis Papa,
who was Diwy crossing n cheque.
"That, my dear, is a crossing
that leads to the Bank."

HOW TO FIND THE DIAMETER
or A CIRCLE. Measure from
the centre parting ofyour wife's

hair to the extreme edge of
the circumference of her dross.

Double that, and you will have

your diameter to a nicety.

ADVICE TO EVENING-PARTY GIVERS.
BY ONE WHO NEVER OAVE ONE.

HAVING ascertained by measurement the exact number
of persons that your rooms will hold, proceed to issue
invitations for precisely double it.

Sow all your seedy-looking hats and great-coats in the

cloak-room, that you may reap the benefit of some one

possibly mis-taking them. Exchange is no robbery, and
may bean advantage.
In hiring your musicians accept the lowest tender, with-

out making inquiries about their antecedents. It is pos-
eiblo you may but get some Gravesend-boat Greeu-baizers :

in which case, like SWIFT'S bear, your guests will dance to
none but the "genteelest of tunes."

REFORM MEASURE. (The only True One.)

1 Calmon Dinner maket One's Head Ache.
1 Headache . Oue Repent.
1 Ke[>ont.'i._-_:o . One Surly.
1 Surliness . One Quarrel.
1 Quarrel . . One's Home Uncomfortable.
1 Unhappy Home One's Wife Cry.
1 Wife in Tears . One Rush Out.

500 Rushes Out . make One Serious Illness.

1 Serious Illness mates One Reform.

[ The Reform Measure lasts one or two Sessions, according
to the House in which it is brought, and the conxtiiu-

tion that has to be reformed. However, in a House
where there it no opposition, and the members are in

good working condition, the Reform, wilt last a long time.

ECHOES OF 1858.

THREE CHEERS FOR CHINA.

CuiN'G a ring a ring ! we 're at peace with China :

Ring a ting the bells, and bang the gongs !

The Treaty has been signed, LORD ELGIN was the signer,
So of triumph now our tea-kettles may sing songs.

In future to all customers the China shop is open.
And all the world may pop in there and see what it can

see ;

With the Mandarins in vain we tried kootooiug and soft

soaping,
But now they

fve smelt our gunpowder they '11 suit us to

fttl

COX'S CIVIC CHRONO-
LOGY.

A.D. 666. JOAN or ARC be-
headed upon Tower Hill, for

naving conspired with COLONEL
BLOOD and AUBER the com-
poser to make away with the
Crown Jewels.

A.D. 790. Erection of the Mo-
nument by SIR JOSHUA LAW-
RENCE, to commemorate the
burning of the Dutch ARMADA.

A.D. 868. News of the decease
ofQUEEN ANNE reaches Loudou :

her Majesty having died of a
surfeit of stewed lampreys.

A.D. 900. Execution of LADY
JANE GREEN at Newgate, for

having told the Speaker of the
House of Lords to "Take away
that Bauble,

"
meaning the Long

Parliament.

A.D. 1001. Firstattempt made
in the City to set the Thames
on Fire, with the view to

purify it.

A.D. 1065. The famous March
to Finchley by the Aldermen of
London, prescribed to them for
exorcise by theCourt physician.
Feast at the Guildhall after it ;

average consumption, half a
haunch of venison each, and
two tureens of turtle. (See

Pejyy't Diary of a Late Physician. )

CARBONIC ACID. BROWN'S
reply, at breakfast, to MRS.
BROWN'S remark, "My dear,
ve're^nto' coals."

1 PYROLIONEODS ACID. Ditto,
when Bhe reads an advertise-
ment of wonderful becchwood
logs and of course imme-
diately wants some.

RIBALDRY REBUKED.
A GREAT deal of wit has been

wasted on the reluctance of
ladies to tell their age, and
stupid men often wonder why
women object to name their

time of life t The reason for

that objection is, that every
lady dislikes unnecessary
words, and feels that she has
no occasion to tell what she ia

sensible is written in her coun-
tenance.

ADVICE TO EVENING-
PARTY GIVERS.

BY ONE WHO NEVER OAVE ONE.

WHEN the dancing at all Hags,
sol ici t some young lady to

oblige you with a song. This
will greatly add to everyone's
enjoyment, and you will find

the dancers set to again most
vigorously, and give no second

loophole for the chance of such
an infliction.

If you happen to have any
reputation as n wit. get up no*
old crusted jokes about tonguo
and fowl, and trine : and let

them off at intervals of not
more than two minutes to any
one who is unfortunate enough
to be in earshot.
When your guests are going

and their carriages are an-

nounced, it will DO paying
them a delicate vehicular com-

pliment to bid the band strike
" ~up the air

gon*/"
Wait for the Wag~

Busby.
" AH I THERE SHE is, BLESS HER ! AND LOOKING THIS WAY TOO. OH 1 IT'S AS CLEAR AS POSSIBLE

SHE HA3 TAKEN A FANCY TO HE 1
"

QUESTION EVERY MAGIS-
TRATE OUGHT TO ASK HIMSELF
BEFORE GOING TO SLEEP ?

"
I

wonder U I have committed
myself in any way to-day T

"
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. J BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BY A SERIOUS DIARIST.

Jwu 23. My dear boy ROBERT'S birth-

day. I think that as a loving father, it is

my duty to make a record of my grati-
tude that my children are likely to re-

ward me for my affectionate care of them.
ROBERT'S school is, it is true, costly; but
I do not think that I could maintain him
much more cheaply at home, while ho is

rapidly acquiring knowledge which will

soon entitle me t<> point out to him, dear

follow ! that he must provide for him-
self. He is at homo for the holidays, aud
I am thankful to say, tbat at a very slight

suggestion from me, he abandoned all

ideas of fishing parties and other frivoli-

ties, aud attends at my office from nine

to six every day, dusting, sorting, and
cataloguing my papers. He will complete
the work by the time ho returns to school.

Save the dear fellow a brass seal with his

Thitial, R, which 1 expressly bought or

him. Bless him I

A CHALLENGE TO THE MILLION !

JWiTB fearlessness Punch challenges the
Jailion that is to say, the million readers

~r his Almanack,
'

To find a young gentleman, who fancies

he 's % poet, of sufficient self-command to

keop his nonsense versos to himself whim
ho is lu chat with you.
To find an alderman so absent-minded

as to go without his dinner.

To find a West-end pavement whereon
one can walk ten yards without meeting
a perambulator.
To find an argument which will con-

vince the mistress of a lodging-house that

you have found a flea in it.

To find an amateur photographer, or
member of an etching club, who, in his

pursuit
of art, can any how contrive for

half-au-hour to keep bis hands clean.

MEDITATION 70R MIDSUMMER.

TUE Longest Day
Is called the Quarter ;

That's not the way
To make it shorter.

METEOROLOGY. Ozone may bo said to
be the Irish element in the atmosphere.

"TICKLED WITH A STRAW."

Advertising Medium. "COMB, NOW, YOU LEAVE ORF! OR I'LL CALL THE PEBLICE !"

BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BY A SERIOUS DIARIST.

July 19. My dear Aunt MARY'S birth-

day. I am always much perplexed how
to act upon this occasion ;

for she is bles-
sed with wealth, and it is my duty to my
children to neglect no lawful means Of

pleasing her ; but then she is occasion-

ally liable to be evilly influenced by th

worldly family of my Cousin WALTER,
and might so allot her property tbat I

should have thrown away the seed I had
sought to sow. Happily, a middle way
was shown to me. A client who had de-

posited with mo a largo picture was dis-

tressed, and accepted a small sum for it,

and I presented it to my beloved relative.

If it bo worthless, the blame be with him
who sold it to me; but I am unlearned
in such things, and it looks imposingly.
May it providentially prosper my cause 1

SHOTS WITII A LONG BOW.

ABOUT a peck of the wild oats which
were sown by Prince Henry whilst he fra-

ternised with Fal&taff, are still treasured
in a Granary on PRINCE ALBERT'S farm at
Windsor.
The man Macbeth called "wheyfaoo"

was in reality a Kurd. ( Vide fly-leaf of

Princess's play-bill.)

A TAIL FOB THE MARINES. Tho Ame-
rican Sea-Serpent.

CHARACTER OF A COOK. She makes a
hash of everything except mutton.

SENTIMENT OF VEGETABLES. We price
the cabbage for its heart, the cauliflower
for its head.

CAUTION TO SERVANTS. Let no ono
who undertakes a situation agree to find
himself. He who makes that engagement
is a lost man.

THE CHILD THE MOTHER OF THE WOMAN.
Said little MINNIE to her admiring Mam-

ma,
"

I don't care how foolish I am, Ma,
so long as I am pretty."
THE MIND OF THE GROWN MAN. MR.

HEAVYSIDE, who weighs twenty stone,
has arrived at the conclusion that he is

too big to go to the play. MR. BUFFER
complains that the Opera gives him a
singing in the ears.

HUSBAND-TAMING.
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ON ARKIT1KO AT THE BEST PART Or YOUR FlSUINO, TOO ABE OF COURSE CHARMED TO JTSD THAT OLD MUFFINS AND HIS LITTLK BOY HAVI BEES WHIPPINO Till
STREAM ALL THE AFTERNOON.

THE PICNIC.-OVERTAKEN BY THE TIDE.
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BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BT A SERIOUS DIARIST.

Avffwt 22. My dear Niece
ALICE'S birthday. Unguardedly,
in early days, when one does not
feel the responsibilities of life

u one should do, 1 assented to
become godfather to my dear
Brother CHARLES'S eldest child.

Custom has grown up between
us that I should always present
his first-born with some token
on her natal day, and Heaven
forbid that I should break that

pleasant compact, so long as
circumstances make it right to
maintain it. But I have observed
with regret certain indications
that CHARLES has not the same
command of money that he had ;

and as he stands in sponsorial
relation to my little POLLY, ho
might be induced, in making u

present to her, to exceed his
means in order to equal my Kift

to dear ALICE. So, with reluc-

tance, restricted myself to a
silver thimble for her. May her

industry b blessed !

CURRICULUM FOR THE J,ADIKS
COLLEGE. Every pirl who in-

tends to qualify for marriage
should go through a course of

cookery. Unfortunately, few
wives are able to dress anything
but themselves.

A SDK STROKE. Every one
who Bits for his photograph for

One Shilling, is liable to receive
a most fearful attack of Coup-
dt-SoUil,

RARE FEAT OF HORSEMANSHIP.
A mounted policeman takes a

fence. Bathing Woman. " TEACH YER TO SWIM! LOR BLESS YER, MY LOVE, WHY OF COURSE I CAS !"

SHOTS WITH A LONG BOW.

(The Weapon may be inspected in

the Armoury of Mr. Punch.)

THE old Bow Street Runners
were a police force set on foot by
MR. ATTORNEY-GENERAL SOAK-

LETT, and from him they took
their title of the SCARLETT Run'
Den.
FREDERICK THE GREAT stood

eight feet in bis stockings, and
his fighting weight was upwards
of five-and-twenty stone. (MR.
CARLYLE will, if required, supply
the vouchers for these facts.)

The far-famed Uttert of Juniut,
it has been proved, were written

by a MB. SMITH, who lived in
London sometime within the
last six centuries. (For further
identification see tho Post-Office

Directory.) They were called
Junius's Lttttra because they were
all dated in the month of June.
The antiquity of Coachmen

may be argued from the fact

that the first thing in creation is

believed to have been a cha-os ;

v-hi'-h in the spelling of tte

period is written otherwise a
shay-oss.

Contemporary proofs are ex-
tant in the Vatican that the
Roman Augurs were so called

because they were great bores.

The costume of the Beefeaters
in the* year 1001 consisted of a
pea-green coat, with leg-of-mut-
ton sleeves and mustard yellow
trimmings. Their trousers wer
of cherry colour, turned up to
the knees ; and their boots were
of the kind which is now known
as Balmoral, which they wero
allowed daily six hours to lace.

WORD PAINTING IN WATER COLOUR. The flesh-colour of
the Sepoys is Sepia, but that pigment is not extracted from
those creatures. It is the ink shed by the cuttle-fish to
darken the water between it and its pursuers, aud must not
be confounded with Indian Ink, although it may afford
some inkling to the naturalist in quest of a specimen.
CHAM FOR CoMrrrmvB EXAMIHATIOH. Q. Exemplify

A. Worship Street.

CAUTION. Be cnreful to keep a guard constantly before
the fire of a room in which there are ladies. Tho present
extensive dresses were made to catch sparks, aud are also
liable to bo caught by red-hot cinders that are apt to leap
out of the grate.

THE ECONOMIST ABROAD. SAVEALL, who has gone to
d bad wood fire,
than King Coal.

.
,
w

Paris to live cheaply, sitting by his dear and bad wood fire,
remarks that he has found King Log worse

THE LANGUAGE OF LADIES. Plain is the strongest word
in the feminine vocabulary to express ill looks. Some think
it mild, but it is powerfully though delicately expressive.
That which is plain is conspicuous. It means, therefore,

remarkably ugly. A lady never calls a bull-dog plain, or a
baboon. That would be too severe.

GASTRONOMICAL. MR. ALDERMAN GARBAGE defines green
fat to be a gluttonous substance.

Br MUCH THI PL.ABAXTEST WAY or SEA-BATHING is TO TAW A BOAT, AND HAVE A GOOD SWIM
BOAT AGAIN I EH ?

THI CLZi BU7I WA1TO AMD MS1

! IT C SCRAMBLING UITO IH
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BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BY A SERIOUS DIARIBT.

Btptcmbcr 4. My dear MOTHER-
IK -LAW'S birthday. Oouoltad
with my MARIA upon the tnMect
of showing her any attention.

which I should naturally be glad

to do, but that there aro d

of self-respect we owe to our-

selves. My dear wife was entirely

opposed to my presenting Mus.

BLAHBER with any thing. It

would appear that she is

ing herself of many articles which

might naturally be expe<
come to us, or to ours. Many
choice books have been given to

her godson WILLIAM, two China

Jars, lilted by MARIA, have gone
to HESTER BROWN, and the newly
married SPARROWS have, it seems,

promise of the rosewood table.

Still, we roust not be small nr

spiteful, and as we may yet savo

something by being on g 1

terms with my dear wife's mo-
ther, I dscided on giving her thr

large print Prayer-Book. wlikli

I found so unaccountably in my
carpet-bag, after stopping at the

Birmingham Hotel. Slay in

teachings do her good 1

OOB. BY A LETTER-CARRIF.R.

WHAT is the Postman's Knock
now-a-days T

A Knock under. Didn't Lonn
COLOIIBTTKR suspend arf-a-dozen

on us, 'aces we wcntered to

grumble.

ETIQUETTE or COURTSHIP. If

you wish to offer your hand to a

lady, choose your opportunity.
The best time to do it is when
she is getting out of an omnibus.

COX'S CIVIO CHRONOLOGY.
A.D. 1111. laying of the flrit

stone of Old London Bridge, by
the Deputy Grand Master of the

Court of Arches.
A D 1212. State Interment in

St. Paul's of the body of KINO
HAROLD, discovered on the field

of the Battle of Coruunt,
A.D. 1260. Burning of the Royal

Exchange in the LORD JOHIC

GORDON Hints, as a bonfire to

celebrate the Peace of Amiens.
A.D. 1644. Groat debate amonj

tlui members of the Common
il. as to the defenceless

state of the City. Resolutions

passed to keep the Lord Mayor's
Bnowman constantly in armour,
and to dress the beefeaters in so

horrible a guise, that their ap-

IKjarance should strike terror to

the hearts of any enemy.

ToMKINS RETIRES TO A SKC1.UDEU VlI.IA'ir., THAT UK MAY ..HOW IMS XtODSTiCHJH, AND BO CUT OUT 1113

uinof.i BIVAL, JONES. JONES, IT so HAPPENS, IIAB COMB TO THE SAME PLACE WITH TUB SAME OBJECT

FRIGHTFUL MKKIINO 1

PHILOSOPHY AND FLUSKETIBM.
If BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, who

drew electricity from the clouds,

had been fool enough to adopt a

livery, what would have been the

colour of the plush? Of course,
thunder -and -lightning. Note.

That FRANKLIK'S countrymen
now fly the kito without bringing
down the electricity.

MYTHOLOGY. Saturn devoured
his otisprmg, to get them ofl hi*

hands. lie did not consider that,

after having eateu a child, ho

might nevertheless be forced to

bring it up.

HINT TO THE HIQIIER CLASSES.

For a fashionable old lady to

paint her face, is to butter bacon.

THE MOST ErrEcruAL BREECH-
LOADER. A small rustic riding

donkey.

TO 80KTEN THE BRAIN AND DttTFRIOH ATK THE COM-
PLEXION. Take braudy-aud-water until the desired effect

is produced.
" THE BILL ! THE WHOLE BILL ! AND NOTHING BUT THE

BILL I
"

Shakiptare.

A PRIZK WOMAN. Why, it's downright nonsense, just

as if every wunian wasn't in herself a Prize !

HINT ON BUSINESS. If you wish to become Lord Mayor
of London one of these days, habitually take stock. That
is the basis of turtle-soup.

OUR FAIRY QcBEN.-Why is QOF.ES- VICTORIA like Kn
Mull! Because, during a royal progress, HER MAJESTY
often gives Aldermen a Knight-Mayor.

ELYSIUM IN A NUTSHELL. A Squirrel making iU nest

inside a Cocoa-nut.

MARRIED FOR MONEY.-THE HONEYMOON*
" Now THEN, DARLINO, PUT AWAY YOUR PAPER, AHD WE 'LL HAVE A NICE LONO WALK, AND THEN COME BACK TO TEA IN OUB own LUTLM COTTAOE, *u> L *

TWO LITTLE BIRDS I

"
SAID THE FAIR BHIDE " OH I HANO IT !

" MENTALLY EJACULATED THE CAPTAIN.
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COX'S CIVIC CHRONOLOGY.
A.D. 1299. The Company of Cobblers

wait upon tbo Government, with a petition
for the passing of the BUI of Rights and
Lefts.

A.D. 1303. First Lord Mayor's Show.
Thirteen thousand citizens split their
sides laughing at it.

A.D. 13721398. Great Fire of London,
lasting 15 years, 11 months, and 7 days:
during all wlu'ch time POPE NERO played
upon the Jew's harp.

A.D. 1440. Opening of Billingsgate. In-

auguration Speeches made by LOROCHES-
TER KIR!,D, DKAU BllUMilELI., and SlR
ROGER DE COVERLEY.

A.D. 1492. Deputation of distressed
women petition the LORD MAYOR toobtain
them some employment from the Chief
Commissioner of Sewers.

A.D. 1666. Attempted blowing up of the
Mansion House by CHARLES Guv Fox,
on the occasion of KINO BOLINODROKE'S
visit to the City.

A.D. 1700. Great Plague of London. In-
troduction of street hand-organs by the
minstrel BLOKDEL.

THINGS WHICH DO NOT HAPPEN ABOVE
ONCB IN A COMETSHINE.

THE discovery in a lodging-house of a
knife that will cut, a spoon which is not
bent, and a fork which possesses its full

complement of prongs.
The detection in a cabman's countenance

of a look, which is indicative that what
you have paid him has contented him.

CHARACTER or (TOO MANY) A SERVANT.
The bearer has no one good quality but

her appetite.

CITT PROVERB. You may take your
kites to the City, but you cannot always
fly them.

To FRY GOLD FISH. The best way is

to do them en vapillote consisting of bank-
notes. But as MRS. DURDEN remarks, this

seems, as you may say, almost like eating
money.
TEMPERANCE AND TAXATION. The

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER need
never be afraid of raising the duties on
distilled drinks. The heavier they are,
the higher will be the national spirits.

SOME LIKE ONE THING, AND SOME ANOTHER. FOB EXAMPLE, JACK LIKES A BLOW OK
THE NORTU CLIFF

BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BY A SERIOUS DIARIST.

October 25. Sly dear daughter ELEA-
NOR'S birthday. She called on us with
her husband, whoso business on the Stock
Exchange prospers, and who is every
way worthy of the dear treasure I have
confided to him. SAMUELS seems to have
been lucky in time bargains, and indeed
time is ever blessed to those who know
the value of it. Ho is perfectly able to
present dear NELLY with any elegancies
or comforts which she may require, and
there is no wisdom in expending money
needlessly. So I playfuUy taxed her
with having come to us to-day in the
hope of getting a present, as when she
was a little girl, at which I thought she
showed some irritation, and therefore told
her, that to punish her, her husband
should have the gift, not she ; and I gave
him some shares in a railway I am pro-
moting. May it be privileged I

HINTS TO ARTICLED CLERKS.
To acquire the practice of Highway-

rating. Get into a row with a Turnpike-
man.
How to acquire a ready legal phrase-

ology. Use the language of the Law on
:U1 occasions, as e.g. : If your cold mutton
goes faster than it ought, threaten your
landlady with imptachment of waste, and
tell her she has no right to utowrt, or
what is over of your butcher-meat.

If you see a rat with his tail caught in
a trap, you may call attention to him as
"tenant in tail, with possibility of issue
extinct."

If, in your examination on British His-
tory, you are called upon to describe the
Battle of Bannockburn, and the death of
DB BOHUN at the hands of the Scottish
monarch, you may put it neatly in legal
language as follows: " DE BOHUN, as
leader, moved first in this action, but was
at once pnt down by KNIOHT BRUCE."
The best tcxHxxjk for you to study.

The Comic Blucksttme. It will make you a
learned legal pundit at all events.

IMPARTIAL CRITICISM. You cannot say
that the Divorce Court is a good Court on
the whole, for it is always doing things
by halves.

WHILE CHARLES PREFERS A QUIET CORNER OUT OF THE WIND.
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BIRTHDAY PRESENTS.
BT A SERIOUS DIARIST.

nowmtxrll. My dear sister ADELAIDES
birthday. This vale of life ia thickly et

with thorns, and few of us escape them.
Dear MARIA ia continuously dissatisfied

that I feel it right not to let a sister's

love and faithfulness go unmarked, and a

bracelet which once I bestowed on ADE-
LAIDE has often been matter of repronOi.
Yot did either MARIA or ADELAIDE know
that I found that bracelet, dropped in ray
office by an unworthy femalo client who
in transported, neither would grudge It to

the other. To-day wo had an altercation,

MAHIA having a fatal memory for dates,

and I was askod how much I had l:iid out

on my precious sister. Reproved MARIA
with severity, and left h'ir in tears. It

U not for me to tell her that ADELAIDE
knows more of certain past transactions

than I could desire the world to know.
Called on dear ADELAII.E. and gave her
Aunt BETTY'S garnets, on the understand-

ing she got them reset, and was silent on
the subject. May she keep so 1

THE GLORIES OF NOVEMBER.

Guv FAWKES rides about this time,
Borne by boys in chair sublime.
Next stop is the Lord Mayor's fusa :

Which is moat ridiculous T

DEFINITION. By a Lady. Tyranny is

Man's prerogative submission Woman's
destiny.
PUNCTUALITY. With kings, a polite-

ness ; with meu, a business
;
with women,

ft past-time.

SUOOESTION FOR THE STOPID. Never
think of saying Bo to a goose. Bay 6eau
to the gander belle to the goose.

A FORWARD CHILD. An infant two
months old, taken an airing, crowed at a
" Caution to Trespassers

" on a board in a

plantation. The nurse remarked that it

was beginning to " take notice."

MAXIM BY A MAN OK THE WORLD.
Never refuse assistance to a friend in dis-

tress, unless you are quite sure that you
will never be in a position to require his
aid in return, or if you are, that you won't
get it

PRIVATE OPINION.
Little Slirimpton.

" HAH I THEY MAY LAUGH ! BUT I MEAN TO SAY THAT THE BEARD
A GREAT ORNAMENT, AND GIVES DIGNITY TO THE HUMAN FIGURE I

ADVICE TO EVENING PARTY GIVKR8.
BY ONE WHO NEVER GAVE OKE.

RAKE up crops of visiting cards which

happen to nave fine names on them, and

plant them out conspicuously in a bowl
in the back drawing-room. If you chance
to have a lord or two among your card-

leaving acquaintances, you may be sure

your wife has treasured up their pasta-
board ; and you will of course take cart

to sow it broad-cast on the surface.

Be sure you have your ice-room as re-

mote and unget-at-able as possible. You
m:iv m;ike a very little ice go a long way,
if you make those who want it have ft

long way to go for it.

In planting out your Wall-flowers, be
sure you set them all in the least eligible

place*,
and where they will bo certain to

be most in the way.
If you get the chance of choosing a

partner for a swell, take pains to introduce

him to the dowdiest of the dowdies. The

coupling probably will prove a pleasing

novelty to both, and may perhaps afford

some amusement to the company.
In order to prevent your

' band " from

getting tipsy, take care not to give them
anything that can by any accident get
into their heads. In return they may in-

dulge you with HANDEL'S" Water Afunt;"
but don't yield to such sarcasm, or they

may signalise their victory by playing
"
Drop* of Brandy."

PROOF OF A HELPLESS OLD BACHELOR.
"

I ALWAYS know a helpless old Bache-
lor (says a clover lady) by looking at the

corners of his pocket-handkerchief. If I

notice in them any little pieces of red,

blue, or yellow worsted such as washer-

women run in to identify the property of

each separate customer, I know at once

that he has no one at home to mark his

linen, and that he must be a poor, pitiful,

misanthropical, friendless, helpless old

Bachelor/'

MEMORANDUM ON MARKETING. Tho
freshness of fish may be Judged of by the

brightness of their eyes. The eye is th

window of the Bole.

SEASONABLE WEATHER. In the very
finest November, the fog is much mist.

THE LOVERS' QUARREL.
Frederick "BCT 1 ASSURE You DEARESf "

fmily. "On, NON-SENSE, FREDERICK ! DON'T TELL ME I I Jutxw BY DEEDS, NOT WORDS; AXD t AM SORE YOU CANSOT REALLY toV* tit, ok *ot> NETEB, WOCLD HAVE
oivrjf^

THAT HORRID Miss CLAPPERTON THE WING OT THE CHICKEN, AND ME THE LEO. BESIDES, YOU HANDED THE STRAWBERRIES IrtMT TO FLORA GlOOLES, AND YOU KNOW HOW I HATE HER.
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FIRESIDE FANCIES;

MY Son, there are two ways of putting coals upon tho
fire. Whore Kxtravagance takes the shovel, Thrift uses

! the tongs. So is it with money. Many use a handful
whete a piuch would be sufficient.

From the time of the Old Romans the hearth has been
held sacred. It had then its proper deity, and woe botided
those who dared to treat it with irreverence. So is it now
with us. The Bright Poker is tho deity of many a Uritiwli

fireplace, and woo betide the husband who irreverently
handles it.

The cynics hold opinion that all friendship U deceit, and
their opinion may be backed when they stand upon the
hearth-rug-. A fire is decidedly the warmest friend man
haa. and yet man often suffers from coming into contact
with it. Unions he keep a guard on it, like other of his

friends, a fire may make him burn hi* fingers.

BIRTHDAY PKEHEXTS.
BY A SERIOUS DIARIST.

December 21. My own birthday. Wo are not to be orer-
careful (about creature comfort*, but they are intended for
wir use ; and as I knew the dinner at homo was colder and
impler than 1 cared for, I sent my clerk to order mo u

Erirata
room, a good fire, and a comfortable rcpt^t at the

lue Port*. I was privileged to find all snug, and tho
cup, the fish, the cutlets, the ialmi, the omelette, the
parmesau, tho dessert, and all the winea and liqueurs were,

I hope, blessed to me. And in looking over my diary, as I

drank my 20 port, I felt thankful that I had not only done
my duty to those near and dear to mo, but had been able
to show them kindness and generosity. Having intimated
to MARIA that chore was necessity for my sleeping in town,
1 was uuaisturbed by tho thought of having to move, and I
must have dozed into the New Year. May it be a happy one !

A CLGWN*S CONUNDRUM. Why is there never any such
thing as one whole day ? Because every day begins by
breaking.

TO KILL RAT3 AND MICE.

TAKE lozenges, carraway comfits, peppermint drope,
or any other of tho opaque sweetmeats commonly oli
in the shops. Mir with meal, and place iu the way of tho
rats and mice. The sweetmeats consist chiefly of "

daff"
or plaster of Paris, which, being swallowed by the vermin
together with the meal, will form concretion* in their
insidca and kill them.

A Youwa LADY'S REFERsxcr. " Ask Mammal'



A CHRISTMAS DINNER.

MH. PUNCH, You were good enough last ueck to insert in your

pages my lamentations on the downtal of Christmas. They have

been. I rcgrcl to sav, fulfilled to the very letter. We have all by this

linn 1 been martyrised in the iu;ittcr of Christmas-boxes
;
and I, for one,

have sufiVml very severely from having been obliged to close iny esta-

blishment OH Boxing Day. I don't know, by the bye, what these extra

holidays are coming to. First of all, Christmas Day conies on a

Thursday; then it. is, 'Oh, you'd much better close on Friday and

your people a holiday.' Very good. It was done.
Then it falls on a Friday ;

' Of course, you close on Saturday.' Of
course. And now it comes on Saturday, and I had to close on Mon-
d:iy. and was considerably inconvenienced thereby."

Hut these are minor mailers, my dear Mr. Punch. The greatest
blow and most siginl discomfiture 1 have suffered was under the
shadow of IIP iL'st my household gods, and was, in fact,

in) Christmas dinner.

"Now, \ou must know, in (lie first, place, that I am blessed with a

i.\ large family of brothers and sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles,
and all the rest of it. My nun personal Tamil), so to speak, consists
of in) self, Mi;s. <i HTM in. Kit, ni\ eldest boy (a fine youth of about iive-

and-tweiity, with luxuriant whiskers, perpetually smoking, and with a
taste Cor pml wine l>e\ond his years), my eldest daughter Snnnv
(whom 1 have introduced to you in my previous letter in connection
with a little mistletoe episode), and my second daughter JANK, and a
small boy who is immaterial to the ston. being still in the nursery.
"I am fond of having my family about me mi Christmas Day, and

always do the orthodox indigestible dinner business. I procure the
fattest sirloin of beef which money will buy: I spoil my turkey by
boiling him; and, furthermore, dclhcr myself with assumed cheerful-
ness to the monster Indigestion, as represented by plum-pudding. I

make my rooms perfectly dark and chilly with great damp boughs, and
endeavour, in short, to persuade myself, in the orthodox way, that it is

A highly
jolly

affair alt < Aether, that 1 am an old English gentleman, and
i he discordant elements in my family are brought together, and

all animosities healed on the auspicious occasion. How stands the real
case'? What is the miserable fuel ':

"The tirst arrivals were my amii.ble mother-in-law, Mils. M 'NAGGER,
with her obnoxious husband. For the lady, of course, my sentiment-
arc simply gratitmlc and affection; for M NAGGER, horror ai

sion. He is simply and solely a bore. The next party consisted of

my brother WILLIAM, with whom I have been quarrelling any time

these twenty years. We rarely meet, except on Christmas Day, and

the manner In which Mrs. WILLIAM and my wife embrace and
'

d>

each other is perfectly charming. Unfortunately, 1 happen to know
from a mutual friend what MKS. WILLIAM remarked about my wife's

new bonnet
;
and I also know my brother's opinion on the subject of

the pamphlet! I published some six months ago, On our Foreign Policy in

Mesopotamia." A crowd of relatives followed these last arrivals, and for one

moment for just one moment while the hand-shaking was going on,

there was a gleam of cheerfulness; but this, alas! was of brief

duration, and misery shortly reigned supreme.
"All the M'NAGGER family, of course, hate the GRUMBLER family;

and, not content with tacit hostilities, my various guests, by expressive

sniffs and shrugs, began to indicate their contempt for me and for each

other. Not
oiJy, indeed, do the families cordially detest each ot her, but

every individual member of those families hates every other member
with linn and determined perseverance.
"I was getting into a dreadful state of mind when dinner, to my

relief, was announced. As in duty bound, I took down Mi;-.

M'N., and left the rest to follow as best they might. My spirits were

not at all raised by hearing a slight scuffling going on behind me,
which proceeded from the eagerness of my various relatives to take

of each other; and it was with great difficulty that I pre-

vented myself from bolting out at the street-door as we passed it, and

flying from the melancholy banquet which 1 knew awaited me.
"
\nd a melancholy banquet it was, indeed. The conversation was

limited, and confined
chiefly

to the Great Eastern, the weather, and the

price of the fund-. Nobody dared to introduce any debat cable topic,

as i hat would have been at once the signal for a denial from somebody,
and general hostilities on all hands. We dined. I won't say what tor-

tures I suffered I am,naturally delicate from having to cat the fear-

fully heavy comestibles which were presented to me, and which, it being

Christmas time, 1 felt bound to devour. I don't think mock-turtle sou]),

boiled cod, roa-1 beef, and plum-pudding, are quite the things for a dys-

peptic subject. 1 know that I felt compelled, by prescriptive custom, to

partake of them all, and 1 further know that MKS. M'V onlj

consumed lhe-e dainties, but also several uncousidered kickshaws

besides. What the state of her health must be now, I cannot imagine.

"The penitential meal at last concluded, and Mils. GKUMHLEU having

VOL. xxx\i.
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frinned
anil bnl>b.-d ;il tin- oilier ladies, they retired. I subsided into my own though!*, and

didn't like tiiem at all. My eldest hope being deprived of his smoke, slept the sleep ol

indigestion, accompanied by nighl-mare, and M'i\AOGKR began one of his stories which lasted
till IcM-tiine.

"SOPHIA, my nephew ( 'n\i:u-.s not being of the party, sulked in corners for the remainder
of the evening, and my son eventually retired into his apartment with a view to the enjoy-
ment of tobacco.

"
My guests shortly afterwards departed in dudgeon; this was the melancholy cud of iny

Chrisii
" To \vlial am 1 to attribute this failure? I don't know, 1 am sure, as my other dinner-

parties are elieerl'id, and indeed convivial. Christmas Day is the only 'sell.' 1 believe, the
i'aet is. that we try to be too demonstratively jolly on that day, and that if we w ere only to

and not overdo and force the hilarity and joviality quite so much as we' try
to do, we should get on much better, and Christmas 1>a\ would lie socially, as it ought
to be and naturalh is, ilie happiest and most blessed day in all the year."

J write ii lie influence of several forms of illness, wm'ch, 1 trust, will excuse
any &h on the part of

"
Yours, indigestibly,

"
The Gn- foti."

"
CRUSTY GRCMBLER."

A SHORT PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF A HEAD
(COMMONLY KNOWN AS SIR FRANCIS).

HIS Head is extremely
bumptious. It is unlike
all other heads. Vanity
is extremely developed.
Self-esteem unusually
large. The organ of
facts and d.tte.-. propor-
1 ionately small. Caus-

ality altogether want-

ing. Combativeness not

bad, but rather inclined
to be on the wrong side.

There i-. our organ thai

is extremely pronanre
and forward, and as it

is not an English organ,
we lean to the belief

that it must be a French
one. For the want of
a name, we will call it

!5= the Monitcur. This
pr-

xtf% gan is BO overlaid with^ matter, iiot of the
healthiest description,
that it has usurped I he

place of nearly all the
intellectual faculties. It

is said that "two Heads
are better than one;"mt we can only say, from a cursory inspection of the curious specimen before us, that we

decidedly prefer the head we have on our own shoulders.

THE PITH OF THE PRESIDENTS
MESSAGE.

TOWARDS almost all foreign nations
Our outlooks ain't no ways fust-rate

;

There 's most of our foreign relations
In an unsatisfactory state.

With the Britishers, through our high-mettled
Diplomacy, guc> we have got

The Right of Search Question well settled,
The Ceutral American, not.

With Spain we 're in a condition,
Of which we hanle uothiu' to brag;

Her folks in official position
Has insulted our national flag,

Done our citizens one wrong and t 'other
In their persons and properi. \ too;

And she won't pay our Cuban Claims, nutlier,
Which is now fourteen year overdue.

Peculiar I reckon the natur'
Of the sort of relations we bear

To Mexico not wuth a 'tatur

Can't pav if they would them coous there.
I can only lay one plan afore \ e,

By our own from them critfurs to come
;

To drop down upon their izmtory,
And seize, for a pledge, on a some.

Then there's that air Panama's Isthmus,
\Ve must then' clear the transit, in course,

And, if not exactly thia Christmas,
Still, sooner or later, by I:

New Granada, Nicar;
Costa Rica, have all got to pay

For damages done, more or fewer,
And I 'spects we must whip Paraguay.

Pacific as is all our labours,
I 'm consarned for to mention how ill

Is the tarms we are on with our neighbours,
Pretty nigh the whole world but Brazil.

As a pattern of peace, cotton-spinners
In the old country quote us

; but now
I expect we're a caution to sinners,

With a' most all the airth in a row.

Boxing Day.

Spiritmilint. Who is that rapping at the door,
.1 \ M r.s :

James. Can't say, Sir. They've been a rap-
ping. Sir, ever so long. If yon ask me, Sir, I
think it's the Spirit's Medium, Sir, that's called
for a Christmas-Box !

THE GREEN MEN 01' THE.CHURCH.
THE BISHOP OF LONDON condemns with much propriety the practice

'ing green vestments by the Puseutcs, aa being a departurefrom the habits of the Church. Nevertheless, we would not have the
iage discontinued : M second thoughts, we think there is

some use in it. Being on the brink of departure from the Church the
useyites are of course fast departing from its practices Now their

a very harmless habit, and it serves by
<>st to point tin- road D U ,

} alv .(,;_ Clergymen who
have a Roiuemg disposition show us where they are bound for when
they put ont heir tr.^ellmir suit. U e see them 'in their true colours
when they are ttuu

"
ll'it/i Ferdttn dad."

Many rc-rard the l'nsc>itcs as wolves in sheep's clothin- and are
naturally on the look-out for the marks w herein to know them This

'lour ol their cloth Mould supph. supposing them
indued with

peculiarly dyed vestmemta. Rome is not reached in a
Hay; and perhaps the reverend travellers may lie in need of some
refreshment to Mgtain them on the way. There ondit to be esta-

,,,f '.rei
"'

-,'".
v

.

l

"''!
s '-

>;

f"'H for them; and we suggest in all humility
lhe

.
(

':
!>< the sign of it. The' man who would

exchange* living here in England for a priest ship under Rome can in
no light be regarded as otherwise than green; and we think, if he bedm it, the slat,' ot mind of those who listen to him will be most cor.
oUy typified, inasmuch as it will be impossible for any to look up to
im, witliout their having, in coarse phrase, a little green in their eve

THE EXTREME ANIMAL.
MY DEAR BRIGHT,

\\ ii v do you abuse the aristocracy with so innch violence ?

There are more than fools enough among them, Wisdom knows
; but

so there are in every degree. Old SQUIRE BOOTS-AND-BKEECIIKS
abuses you in just the same spirit as that in which you vituperate the

squires and the nobility. He calls yon Cotton-spinner, and other such
names, preceded by epithets unquotable in these columns. BOOTS-
ANi>-Bi!KK<:iiivs is an old fool, an extreme fool, a fool at the, remote end
of that line of which Reason is fixed in the middle. There is BOOTS-
AND-BREECHES out at the right end of the line, there is Keason in the

middle, and where are you? How far on the other side of Reason?
how near to the

left^
end of the line? 1'ray, JOHNNY, please to

moderate the rancour of your tongue, and begin your re Conn by reforming
your own eloquence; if but to please your sincere well-wisher,

P.S Read Horace; 1 think you know what I mean.

Pragment of a Witty Conversation.

(Onrluard in tke Presence of COLONEL I'i

''

I SAY, what capital English Louis BLANC writes?""
Yes. and i! his prose is so good, it is but fair to conclude that his

BLAKC verse would be even better !

"

[Roars of laughter, only checked by the entrance nf the PRINCE.
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AURICULAR CONFESSIONS.
\ DEVOTEE AT ALMACKS.

HAT
arc

1

II rude croai i

,M, ! How ilnri' v-oii ask

hat is it

,.,- 1 iro

know? Indc-ed!
- And pr.v.

jiiestions that they
,;!< to 096. No"

.tfer yon must be ! You
not lo tell? Oh,

,cs. I dare say joii do. A

\\ ell I 'm nol MI xrc of

;l;at. Sir. Who told

('lIAKI.EY I'nl.KI.Vi.

ADAW ALTZLEVworefalse- -

HI? no, I w<

look so

pitiful May you be my
Confeisor? Well just for

this quadrille. But mind,
it.'s quite Ix'tween our-

selves, j'ou know. I don't

mind telling yov, but I

don't iwaat CHAKLEV to

know everyth Well, I

iri'l have mercy. But you needn't squeeze'my land SO.

Do I not love waltnngf Ws, jour Reference. I do. Better than

pat? Can I waltz aud not

rcnce, 1 've never tried. Will 1 for your sake ?

No, vonr Impudence, I won't.
" Who is that irl opposite?

What makes your Reverence want to

know? Don't 1 think she's pretty? Oh. / '/ no judge of doll*, jour
I. mj little sister. Am I ever jealous ? Well,

n-n-no: at least- thai is not <,ft,-*.

'

What! jealous of a, <loll,

your Reverence ! he ! he ! no, not exactly : he ! he ! this child not

quite so silly he ! lie, ! he, !

" Where did 1 learn to sriirglc? Ask Mamma, your Impudence. Do
1 think giggling pretly? Y-y-y , that is, n-n . Well, I shan't say.

Do I think girls ever crigglc lo show they have white teeth? N-no,
ihai is, I don't know. Von should a-k Unit tiirl n^jinxi/,-.

" Who sent me this bouquet? I ff rtcv cri nee, my Aunt.

Mv Grandma'? No, your Reverence; I have no Grandma', as you
call her. What used I to call her, then? Your Reverence, I gave her

the full complement of syllables. But. perhaps your Reverence likes

to hear girls call Mamma their
'

Ma.' If von do, I rather think you \\
'

talk lo Unit i/irl ii/i/Hixi/i'." How long upon the average do I take to put my things on?
lour licvcrciiee. on what I 'm dressing for. Docs 'what

'

for 'who' sometimes? Well -

-yes. if .von like.
* * flow main

times a-ilav do I see whether my bonnet 's siraight? Can't say, and

won't. Could I ever pass .v. looking-glass without taking a sly peep
at it ? Won'.

" Do 1 like the count n ? Yes. pn-tn well, your Reven
where it 's Do 1 tlirt then- too? What does your
Revercmv mean by tan :ow one' must do something pour

-aid, jour Reverence; 'parsons' is

not French.
"
How- often have I been bridesmaid? Not so often as I've wished

Am I well up in the Service? V ,s, perhaps so.
* * NOH

nr last ([in ally don't remembei
il' it's - the Rubric, that when the bride- is above fifty the
clerk IK. kiss.

"Have I any little brothers? Yes, your Reverence, and big ones
Are they ever troublesome ? oh. u ?<// bothers ! What do

they do to me? Oh, you know, they tease one terribly. How? Oh, why
you know.lhei hair nue's letters so, and they upset one's drawing
box, and the\ scrawl nonsense in one's album, and they muddle up
one's music so, and get one's crochet in a mess, anil lay crackers in

one's bedroom, and interfere with one's ilirta with one's partners
and they steal the hoops out. of one's

pet.
one's dresses, and and- -

Do I ever box their ears, then? I wish vour Reverence were one o:

them, and your licvcrcnec miyht lind out then,
".Who is tint at llie piano? 1 think it is Miss SQUALLIxr.TOX. Air

I quick at nicknames? I can't say ; ask my governess. Has \lissS
a nice

But,
then

quick at.nicknames ? I can't say; ask my governess, lla^ \lissS
nice voice ? Oh. yes ; quite delicious

;
that is, what there i.i uf it

\s tries songs murk too high for 1

en, isn't it a pity? she almost always squeaks!

din:; (icil.nsMiTil. havc'ic't jon? What is it some OD

bont the- pleasure
*

J

hat! of lii \ likely thin

"Have I a good aiipetite? Well, y yes, as much as most
* *

Well, u 00; 1 don't care much for meat. Am I fund of -

stuff? W; OUT Reverence mean? * ' X
at more I hail fifty macaroons at once.

' Do I know KAIL LUBBEI ?

in '-'lets? Oh, j
i in call thc'ici auburn, do u/u ! Then um "ll saj

uiburn elbow 1 \c '. he : lie ! >
'

ib

W
"Am I fond of plajin.- ? Oh, res! when il

What d- .
'

ill, 1 mean when the -,

.11 them. " " No. 1 a good riddle lately. 1'. ':

inuiine i> hke a p'n-k of hounds r Dear, no; I cau'l

SoiuHliing dreadful, is it? Oh, then, pica-
ifa tell !

I not glad that the
c|iiadrille

's overP 1 At
estions. Would 1 walk into the Conservatory? Perhaps I mijht,

if I wei-c asked. Your J{e'. u s I he way to it.
* * ' N '.

;

'f give you that rose. There! now, you sec, you've prick
self! Oh, do, iilnim; sit flirt her of,'. There's Mies. \,\\'

us.
* *

Yes, I do walk in the (iardc-ns; but I shall ha-

with me.
* * \ HM.

;,

( ,ui- Hrverenee, not the hip one. 'I
1

needn't squeew- my lingers off !

"

FOGGY THOUGHTS.
Written in a very Toggy State OH a Foggy Day.

BT AN OLD TOGET.

A. DnrER without the presence of ladies is like a (Town vt it'

paint.
The ungalhered violet is not lesb a violet for that !

Mind you, a child is not_ a wooden top, that you e come
round, ;LS you will, by whipping it.

You should not blame tie coals because the chimney smokes.

Happy the mind who is c i h a good dinner that he has paid
for himself !

Arguments are the salt of life; but as salt is good at a pinch, and
not in buckets-full, so you should not argue over much.
A little man in a passion is sometimes a most dangerous thins!

h is curious how little we feel the burdens we put on the shoulders

of others!
If you meet with a misfortune, it is best' to meet it half way, and

to give jour arm to it, as though it were a friend instead of an enemy.
It helps you on the road, and shortens the distance wonderfully;
whereas, to try to avoid your misfortune is wrong, for it is sure to

kc you in the long run, and then the chances arc that you will

no loiiifcr have' the pluck to face it.

Life is a singular problem. We begjii life without a single tooth,

and we end life, too, with scarcely a molar that we can call our own.

By Gum ! it would seem as though, in life's pilgrimage, our childhood

;'ier all, but le commencement de l-aji,/.

Mi laphy-ie- arc the GODFREY'S Cordial of the mind, with which old

women talk joung children to sleep.
Some one must be the last to put the caudle out.

The barometer is not proud, because it is up to-day, nor will it be

low, should it happen to be down to-morrow. Man, if he were wise,

would take a lesson from this !

Don't scold a woman, lest she should scold better than thee.

Troubles are dreadful bores, so long as we an bj them; but

it is pleasant to laugh at them as soon as they are gone.
A headache is the hatband of some departed pleasure.

QUESTIONS FOR THE CITY.

WHAT amount of fraud committed constitutes any man a ro

Is thew anjbody v\ ho deserves to be called a rogue in a dyslogistic

SC11SG ^

Admitting fraud to be discreditable in its concentrated form, when
limited by the personality of one individual, is there anuliint,' to be

ashamed of in it on the part .,f any member of a joint-stock company,
over the whole body of which it ia diffused in a diluted state? Of how

many shareholders must a company consist to attenuate )

canoe a fraud which, if it were not spread over a plurality of parties,

would be gross and palpable ?

Why is rosier) like gold? Because ii is extremely malleable,

Why is roguery not like gold? Because, by extension over a eertair.

breadth, it ceases to be roguery.

Q. WHAT must the 1 1 HAD be that produces uFagoi ofFrench Slicks?

2. A French 1 '-lock- HEAD.



A RAILWAY COLLUSION-A HINT TO STATION-MASTERS.
Porter.

"
Now, THEN, BILL ! ARE YOU OFF r

"
Cab Riffian.

" No
;
WHAT SORT OP FAHE is IT ?

"

Porter.
"
SINGLE GENT, WITH SMALL BAG."

Ruffian. "Ou,Hs WON'T DO! CAN'T YK;I FINDUSAOLD LADY AND TWO LITTLE GALS wim LOTSO'BOXES? I'M GOOD FOB A PINT!
'

JURY TORTURE.
A GRAND Thing for Great Britain is trial by jury ;

an inestimable
blessing for a people to possess a bulwark to tlie nation which is

fortunately blessed with it. Public orators and writers concur in say-
ing this of it, and in claiming for it a first place among the birthrights
of a Briton. Nevertheless, there arc few Britons who do not grumble
at their lot when they are called upon to exercise their "inestimable
privilege.

' Not one Briton in twenty goes with anytliins' approaching
to a cheerful face into the jury-box, when summoned to take part in
keeping up his bulwark. We should like to see a photograph of the
juror who could take his oath and seat without a scowl, and could look
as though lie took delight in the birthright lie is blessed with

It is constitutional, we know, with Englishmen to grumble- but a
man may be excused for making a wry face, when he knows that such
a fate as this may be in store for him :

*

r?'
C

-
jV7 ''i

U
!,

"
nf

c
'

.

not boi"S abl * a^ee ullon their verdict, were
'I be .inry did not go out for refreshment at 1 o'clock

yesterday and consequently had had no food since l.reaktHst yesterday inomiiK/

. i ,
JU7 now came into Court - and as the-v took their seats in the bra the

majority looked extremely discontented; and one or two appeared very pale nr ill."

To be locked up for the night with only gas for supper is a bad
enough look-out but a juror has tlie chance of even a worse fate

tiling him. Jn his parting benediction to these "discontented"
jurymen, LORD CAMPBELL kindly comforted their minds by tellin"
them that

he had a discretion as to the time when

into a ditch.

Cruel LORD CAMPBELL! \Ve can imagine the blank looks which
were caused by this announcement. We can picture the poor jurymen
supperless and breakfastless, upon learning that it was in the "dis-

cretion" of the judge whether or no they were to go home to their

dinner, or to be carted oil' to the next county, anil there shot into a
ditch. How relieved they must have felt to hear his Lordship adding

' But as the jury had sat up the whole night, and had already been t .

great inconvenience, he should now discharge them."

LORD CAMPBELL, in conclusion, stated his intention to bring in a
Bill next session to amend the present law as to the torturing of juries,
and lie trusted thai, in civil eases, the lock-up plan might be dispensed
with. As lovers of liberty, we hope his Lordship's Bill will pass ; and,
as summpnable jurymen, we will do all we can lo forward it. As it is,

I rial by }\u-\ is, int'ict, trial by torture. Confinement and slan ati-m

are the peines fortes et dun's by which we force our jurors to determine
on their verdict. Now, this may lie law, but it is doubtful justice. If
there be two sides of thinkers in a jury-box, that side proves triumphant
which can hold out the longest. Cases are decided not by argument,
but appetite. Pujbustness, more than reason, will influence a verdict.

The weakest case will get the better of the strongest if it be supported
by a juror of sound stomach and more than average power of physical
endurance.

A Pleasant Christmas-Box.

THE pleasantcst of Christinas-Boxes must be a Jury Box, that con-
tains a disagreeable Jury, who cannot, or will not, agree, and who,
consequently, are locked up all night, and all the next day. It must
be vastly pleasant to pass one's Christinas Day in a cheerless room
without fire, food, plum-pudding, cigars, songs, or friends !

LIFE AND DEATH BATHS.

MONSIEUR DE MONTALEMBERT says that coming to a free country
like England is as good as a

"
bain. rti> vie" There are many gross

Englishmen who go to France for a soaking of a very different kind
the object with them being to have, as it were, a "bain d 'eau-de-vie."
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ODE ON A PORK PIE.

BY A CfiUSlY OLD CUBISTMAS-KEEPEll.

On. Ilial 1'orkPie!
iut had J done, hard-hearted friend,

That up from Yorkshire thou should'si

Freighted with Indigestion (lire,

And Seart-bom's aorid ire,

III fortress-crust of golden dye,

Tempting to nose, and glad-ome to the eye,

KnuTailed willi scallop, and set round uilh

Of I iste, inadr heavier yet with (ire

That Chris! mas mocken ?

So came \vithiii the walls of Troy,
Greeted willi blind acclaim of jo\,

The Grecian ho^c thai held

Within it" womb concealed,
The warrior band whose hostile ire,

Did wilh Minerva's hate conspire
Proud lliou to destroy !

Hut no I. ill a warning voice,

Shrieking "Lament!'' when afters hade
"

It.

( )ver this |iork.\ snare,

Wilhin Ewe iraii'roits lair

lieilded in golden yokes, and forcemeat choice

<l stalled the ii'h;istl\ Mare
Of Xi-ht. i hat lii'ts (he hair,

When, by the hag Dyspepsia bcsimde.

Across the sleeper's breast she draws her crusliin;-

()r drags him at her tail

Through park and over pale,

Or, down the precipice's awful -

Or, in the briny bosom of the deep.
Till Terror cloth o'er sleep prevail.
And starting up we quail,

And goose-skin rigors rise, and o'er our members creep !

Such dreams to-night were mine :

Their source, oh friend! too surely I divine:

It was this flaky death, this Christmas gift of thine :

If before liosworth's tight,

The crook-back BJCHAHD passed a night
As bad as mine, or worse,
'Twas that the haunting curse

Of murdered victims poisoned sleep's sweet son

But I what had I done,
To porcine sire or son,

"Whose greasy limbs within that crust repose,
That ghost U pettitoes
Should trot iny duodenum o'er,

Like the familiar floor

Of the low stye which, when in life, they trod ?

That phantom snouts should root, and tusks should prod
My stomach's inmost hold ?

That gristly tails should fold,

And mottled sausages entwine,
lu still-beginning, ne\er-ending line,

This scorched oesophagus of mine ?

Wherefore meseemed the bed whereon 1 lay,
Was with polonies stuff and saveloys ?

Why that euniiimai noi-'e,

Of swinish grunts, that vexed the slow sad night away?

Friend of the fatal sift,

'Twas thou the hand didst lift

Against the porkers of that pie accurst ;

And thine the penance should have been,
The Indigestion keen,

Heart-burn and flatulence, and worst-
The dead dull weight, that all night loim- has been
Burd'uing my midi-ilf. bred of fat ami lean,
And still like lead doth h.-r

The fevered pulses that like hummers clang
The Night-mare's gallop, urged by dire Dyspepsia's tr:

Not mine, no! mine the Pie Oh, wherefore mine the P

And yet I needs must own,
Out of my groan,

How cunning y 'twas spiced; combined how well,
Of luscious IV, and linn gre\ lean;

How from each jellied dell,

White-globed, and gold-yoked pullet-eggs did swell,
Lightening what else too heavy would have been

;

llow rich, how flaky, yet how firm the crust
;

Sprinkled how tenderly the pepper's dust;

The seasoning h. -at how a'i

At breakfast, with what grace,
It showed its go'dcn !

Nor yet at luncheon was superfluous deemed ;

Nor even at dinner was it out of pl..c ,

We seemed our friend still in his gift to tr

As if out of the crust his kindly features beamed !

We all ate of the 1'ie,

But none so much as 1,

Ah, little of the consequence I dreamed!
Though o" the I'ope that holds ST. IVrnfs chair,

Little 1 know, and less than little care.

Still, "Tie y oh! no no!" since last nii'lil has been my cry,

And "Pie ? oh ! no no !

"
still while life shall last- say I !

A CASE OF REAL DISTRESS.

Foil a reason we shall mention, we ihink the same \oung gentleman
is interested in each of the tun I'ullnv.in; advertisements, which we
lind next to one another in the '/'//// of the 18th:

EXCHANGE OF INVKKNKSS CAI'KS. London Dining Rooms,
J-J Deo 15. The GKNTLKM AN, who Ksi. u shnrt i-hiy pi;. <, may

'Din. with his (,'AI'K, !.y .!ii.liii
;

- tho i.liu TAKEN l.y MISTAKE,
AXI> R , &C. &C.

Don. -LOST, a full-grown IlioN-CliA Y SCOTCH TERMER, long
hir, short lo^s, :i whito [mtrh on his hrra-1. ;>.]hl :i r i]'it;tl I>I';/L;-;U-. Any purson

who will lirinx the s;mie to the Hermitage, B-
,
or to 2^, ,

shall iv

: ( HKWAlil) ..f TWO POUNDS.

Of course we may be wrong ;
but we really can't help fancj ing t hat

ctleman who wears, or, as lie would rather phrase it, "sports" an
Inverness Cape, and carries a short pipe and bit of toll'ee in his pocket,
would be just the boy to keep an ugly

"
beggar

"
of a dog, with long

hair and short legs and a white patch on his hreaM , and having lost his

precious pet, would be green enough to advertise it.

After all, however, we must not be too hard on him. Down in the
month as he now must be, we shoifld refrain from making hits at him.
Let us pity his small wee [ grieve for his great sorrows.
Poor fellow! Only think, ladies, what a loss he has sustained! Cape
and cutty, dog and toffee, all are lost now ! Like Macduff, he is

bereaved of all his pretty ones at one fell swoop. Alas, misfortunes
ne'er come singly. Let us trust that in his Cape there is Good Hope
of recovery, not only of those valuables, the pipe and r

piece of toffee,
but of the white be-patched Scotch pet, whose preciousness is

moderately valued by his master at a price which is equivalent to the

purcliase-money of one hundred and sixty of our Almanacks.

Striking and Kicking.'

IN the Halifax Courier we are sorry to see the following announce-
ment :

" STRIKE NEAR TODMORDEN. The mule spinners employed at MESSRS. ORMEROD'S
new factory, Walsden, turned out on strike on Thursday morning."

We trust that the mule spinners will not discover that in turning
out on strike they have rejected the better part of their nature, and
made asses of themselves.

PETTICOATS v. PYROTECHNICS.

(A KEMONSTRAKCH.)
Dearest MB. PUNCH," You are really too hard on us poor weak wearers of Crinoline.

Positively, to read what you write, one would never

taught us (o shudder at the Miss Weatles, in their odious limp petti-
ithout the least soupfon of a bine of beauty about their figures,

either natural or artificial."
I am SURE, from your drawings, you horrid sly old roguey-poguey

--that yon tmurt the new fashion, and that von would no more like

us to throw oft' our steel tubes, than you would wish us to give up our

darling round hats with the pheasant-breast plumes, and our smart little

mtlitan -heeled boots, and all the other attifes which you give every
week.

"
1 am bound to say, t hough, yon do us juxtife, as far as gooil looks

go; and we are all rery much Mir/eil to you." Hut 1 am so sorry yon sive way to all the ritfirntwm exaggeration
of the flay on the subject of Crinoline. About its liability to catch

Jirt, now. Dfpeml upon it, /'" know i>i'rj'rc1lii well how to guard against
xjii/,-kx, and are not half so liable to pln.u with mulch?* as you Lords of
the Creation, I really didn't mean those for pinix and that you men,
in your absurd ji>-:

,' ,\\ call themare far more likely to catch
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fire from our Crinolines than ware. Yes. Mr. Punch, you may shako your head; but the real

danjjrr lies in that direction. I know at least three young men, who have been very severely
scorched in this way, in our own drawing-room (there are four of us, you must know) ; and they

suffered all the more, by not following the newspaper directions
'

for persons catchingfire'"
Instead of rolling on the carpet, they only knell on it

;
and when they should have allowed

us to throw wet blankets over the names, they only made desperate attempts to throw their arms
round itf, ; ; ud MI b/rvlte us in the, co/ijla/jration. Happily oui jtipes saved us from such a dreadful
fate. So you see, it was Crinoline that fired the gentlemen, and saved the ladies, and not vice

"
I remain, dearest Mr Punch, your devoted reader,

" FAXNY FULLBLOWN."

HOOTI-TOOIT I 'VE GOT CHER!

APOLLO AMONG THE DRAPERS.

FROM the subjoined advertisement in the
Northern Daily Express we rejoice to infer the

prevalence of early closing among our north

countrymen :

TO JOURNEYMEN DRAPERS AND OTHERS.

ONE or more Gentlemen can be accommo-
dated with comfortable LODGINGS, with the

use of a Pianoforte, in a healthy situation. Apply at
the Office of this Paper.

As a correspondent remarks, the foregoing
is evidence that the schoolmaster is abroad

among the linendrapcrs' assistants. Some
may propose to say, rather, schoolmistress
and for journeymen and gentlemen to read

shopwomcn and ladies, considering that pianos
are things rather in the way of Crinoline than
of Pcgtops. The fingers, however, that ply
the scissors and the shop-yard in hours of

business, may, with perfect consistency, rattle

over the ivory keys during the moments of

leisure. Not that we would insinuate that

piano-playing must needs be an effeminate

amusement; it may be a manly recreation,
and the best restorative of the spirit that has
been depressed by the drudgery of the counter.
But then the performance must consist of

spiritual music ; and for the right article the

musical young man may be recommended to

the establishment of BEETHOVKX, MOZAKT,
&Co., the Co. being all the other composers
whoso works appeal to the superior senti-

ments. If any journeyman plays casino music
in his lodgings, he will be deservedly insulted
if the party in the room below, disgusted
with the vile tune hammered over his head,
should knock the ceiling and cry,

" How
much is that a yard ?

"

Amusements of the Season.

WE are not astonished at the Letters of

SIR FRANCIS to the Times being so dreadfully
cut up at most of the breakfast and dinner-

tables, where they have been discussed, as it

is not at all an unusual thing at this festive

period of the, year, to meet m large houses

that have any pretensions to taste with a

Boar's Head, that is kept as a standing-dish
for the entertainment of one's friends. It

only wants the addition of a lemon, and the

likeness would be complete.

" THE BRITISH FREE PRESS." On Box-

ing-night there is but little doubt that the

Press was exceedingly free, especially outside

the gallery-doors.

HELP YOUBSELVES, GENTLEMEN OF THE JEWRY.
MR. PUNCH presents his compliments to MR. J. P. DOBSON, Secretary

1

*
the Evangelical Alliance, and affectionately begs to be excused from

! publishing the correspondence accompanying MR. DOBSON'S note
I concerning the MORTAHA case. The abduction of the young MORTAHA
from his parents was no joke ;

and the readers of Punch would regard
the publication of the letters of SIR C. E. EAKDLEY and SIR MOSES
MONTEFIOKE, together with MR. DOBSON'S extract from the minutes

i
of the Evangelical Alliance, in the same serious light. They are all

perfectly well convinced that the Holy Office ought to be served with
a writ of Habeas Corpus for the surrender of the child of Israel,
enforced if necessary ei et amis. They think it is very desirable that
the said Ofhce should be converted into an old clothes' shop, its
inmates having been all turned out and relegated to Jericho, a city to
which they, moreover, would be glad if the chair of St. Peter, and the
POPE in it, were transferred. But these results of the supremacy of
common sense are hopeless, so long as the intelligence of Europe
upholds that of his Holiness, and prostrates itself before winkin-*
pictures and fictitious apparitions of La Salette. Superstition is still
too strong for justice; that is, the Roman Catholic Powers of Europe
have strength and stupidity enough to prevent the Protestant from
serving the POPE with a Habeas Corpus. All Punch can do is to advise
MR. DOBSON to advise SIR MOSES MONTEFIORE to advise DR. ADLER,

to take the necessary steps, if any Jew, of whatsoever station, lends
the POFE any money, on any pretence whatever, and no matter for

what interest, till his Holiness shall have restored young MORTARA, to

cut that Jew off from the congregation of Israel.

D
[ADVERTISEMENT.]

YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR, WHISKERS, &o. If so,
do not fail to purchase Punch's Almanack /{ t It removes baldness, and is an

infallible specific for strengthening-, comforting, and beautifying the hair. It restores
to pristine vigour weak and failing hairs, and imparts to them a gloss which far

surpasses that of nature. Ladies using it for curl paper will derive an instantaneous

advantage from the act. It renders curling tongs unnecessary, and entirely super-
sedes t ho use of bandoline and fixings. Such is the luxuriance to which it stimu-
lates the tresses, that any lady using it mav wear her own hair all her life without
needing other people's to make it look exuberant. Young gentlemen will likewise
find it of great service in promoting the growth of premature nmustnehios. It pre-
vents the gooseberry-like appearance of newly-bearded chins, ad engrafts a manly
bristle mi the juvenilest countenance. <>m; 1rial will in general be found to prove
the fact : but if that be insufficient, be advised to try one hundred.

Cure, No. 1,000,001.
"

I have bought one Punch's Almanack, and find my hair
curls beautifully. Please send me ninety-nine more, for fear it should grow straight
again. (Signed) MARIA FOLLY, London."

Cure, No. 66.666,666. "I have applied Punch's Almanack to my moustachios, and
have now as fine a crop as any fellow in our office. No less than eleven hairs are
now distinctly visible (with the help of a strong microscope). (Signed) ALFRED DB
GOOSE, Bury."
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ROEBUCK IN FRENCH.
XE would have been

il 11! hearing .M.

CHAIX I)' KM \M,I.

speak against the ap-
MONTA-

I.EM I" - the

i''V

\Vliat a I'VetM

i make of the

name of I he Hun.
Member for Sheffield ii

is difficult to in :

K K is. perhaps,
the nearest approach

its pronun'
that could be made

by French org:

ing the tune which

characterises MR. lioH.ni CK'S orator)-, most people will allow that version of his

name to be a not very inappropriate perversion of it.

MOKE POINTS TO THE CHARTER.

WHAT do peop]
'

"-\ Suffrage?

being a tVn|uent cpiestion, (lie following points may be
-

principal
:

rmplatcd by

1. Abolition of .;<[ Debt.

'2. No Taxation of Working Men.
.uTiiment to be exclusively sus-

ed by Capital ai

(..

'- with Insurgent Populations, arid

."). No Slamliii'/ \riin.

innel Tier-.

7. No Militia.

'acy.

12. No ['iinishmcnf.

Bel Honesty.

andoiir of the fo iicouncement

;

has greatly pleaded Mr. I'mif/i. \\
'

< all know that cigars
are made of dook-lea\ es ; hut t'cv

Hit, as an advertiser did the other day,
"
IIAXANXAII I IGARS DIRECT FKOM THE DOCK."

THE CONVENTIONALITIES OF THE STAGE.

THE LEGITIMATE DRAMA.
:

1 DON'T exactly kno- /'/,
how the Legitimate Dram.

suit Furzebrake : I. i v, ill tax my imagination, and see

E should be likely to do, if events, which are familiar to us on
(lie slau'e, were to oeeiir amongst us in our rural village.
"

I was at the Shak.-pcarc 'i winter, and saw Othello most

admirably performed, and on my return home sat up far into the, night
with my friend young LIVELY discoursing on the moral good which the

excellent lessee had effected b\ clearing a dirty suburban theatre of a

noisy rabble who were oidy contented with such pieces as Tin- liri't/i's

11nil/ a,/!/ Ci-usx ii<iHi>i!, in- Tfo Lonely Occupation Road aiu tie Murder
at lli'lliiira Ji\t/-,n. and supplanting (hem with a quiet and respect-
able audience who could appreciate the works of our immortal
bard. I'remeniber, moreover, that, I indulged in that savage triumph
which is peculiar to foge\s, and which counterbalances the incon-

uf incipient grey hair (Iain ten years older than Li\

by remarking, 'Ah! LI\KM. my boy. you xhni'lil have seen \J.\DAME

id Mils. NisitKT in The Merry H'in-s of H'intlsur, tlm

"
\\'>'ll. Mi-. Punch, io return to Othello. In the first act, where

! Roderit/o calls out 'Thieves! Thieves! Look to your house, your

|

daughter, and your bags !

'

Brabantio came to the window of a three
'd house, v 'il\ lifleen feet hiu'li at a liberal computation,

and when he put.his head out of the first-floor, he almost barked his

chin ;
~,K'S head. Now, I fear, if this had

occurred at, Fru ; would have cried out,
'

legs out of the > Id fellow :

'

and again, when Roderigo says
in a measured tune

-a\t:
> rlmliiln-r. <T your

Let lr><. of the State
I'm- :i, i'k'you.'

''
The same wag would oare said, [fthe IBM not made a clean bolt

of it, I'll rat my hat.' I i :i,'s is

the most elegauf waj of c\pn ssing it, though our homely manm
Finv/'brake v.onld con\c;, in fewer words. To
which lii-ii/.,i.,!'n replied \ery solemnly:

" *
Strike on the timler, ho !

(Ii\ '

: <'iill up nil my people ;

This jUTiik'iit is nut unlike im"<
liolk'!' nt' it Mpjin'ssrs ]nc ;llreadv :

Ught ! I say, light !

'

it so happens that I can draw a comparison between what occurred
'ii Mi- /;,'

.itlo, and an incident which took jilaee at I'mv.ebrake.
DIANA RATTLEBONES, whom we all nmember as the celebrated e

trj beauty, fell in love ':I.KY DASIIKK. of the Hi!le
d by moonlight. TOM SOFT, a neighbour of MH. RATTM:..

who was sweet "ii DIANA, p ' wind of the affair, and gave the alarm-
am! I will tell you what lie did-lie rushed up to Eattlebones' Hail
and rang the alarm-bell. Instead of holding a long consultation at

first-floor window, and telling his people to 'strike on the tinder, ho!' i

i he Squire jumped nut of bed, lit a Incifer match,
'

looked to his bags,' |

for lie instantly put them on, seized his revolver, and rushed down-
TI>M SUFI'told his stun half-a-dozen words, and instead of

idled his horse, galloped to the

KnaiK I! .d telegraphed to London, Liverpool,
. i rued out, it was no-go, as

b;.
the afternoon

train ne\! eel arrived, containing the marriage certificate.

Fortl '! 1/uly readers, who I know will be curious, I

mav add that the old gentleman forgave them, and asked them to

Rattlebones Hall, where CHARLEY enjpyed his honeymoon and the

pheasant-shooting, and what is better still, sent me a brace of phea-
sants, lint this wouldn't, do for the stage, Mr. Punch; such rapid
action as this would finish a play in ten minutes, whereas our old

Legitimate, bless its conventionalities, is so jolly slow, that we can

enjo> it for three hours at a time, and I hope to go again, and hear

.I//-. Sraiaatio talk out of the first-floor window, this winter.
" You see. I/A Pinii-li, there is nothing like bringing the case

home to parallel eases in domestic life, to get at the real view of the

if. for instance, 1 was to play Macbeth, I should like to be sure

that the man who takes the part of Xeyton felt his part. True it

is, that Si'iitun'x part is not a Tery onerous one, but still he has to

announce the death of l/n/i/ Macbeth, immediately preceding that

wonderful soliloquv, 'She Jionld have died hereafter,' &c., and I can

assure you that I have had the announcement of her Ladj.ship's
demise 'in e\er\ tune by a walking gentleman sometimes after the

M',1 hi \, inch .IKAMKS ca:U oni,
'

MESSRS. BROWN, JONES, and llomx-
sdx

'

.ling pail.v and sonietimes after the manner of a sea

n speaking through a trumpet; though I once remember at a

Country Theatre, a most worthy gentleman, a theatrical wax-chandler,
delivered the message with sued a startling effect, that he brought the

house down, and made a part of it, and bowed his acknowledgment ;

in the midst of which a vulgar man in the gallery cried out, in allusion

to Ids i

'

U'hose candle 's out, old boy !

'

"
Now, let me address the Legitimate Drama as if it were an indi-

vidual. Sir, I would say, you arc a most excellent gentleman, I admire

you vastly, though 1 fancy I see a mole on your nose, and a wart under

your left <

" To this remark he probably would answer, Take the beam put of

your own eye, and look to the conventionalities in your domestic life,

of vihich urn boast the reality. When you wrote to your former

friend. Noims, this morning, a letter which you knew would terminate

your friendship, did you no* sign yourself, 'Yours, my dear NOBBS,

\ery faithfully. CHAN us \] i IP.' And when XOBBS replied, repudi-

atinir your further friendship, and signed himself,
' Your very obedient

nt, TOBIAS Nouns,' did not he moan, instead of being
i \aiit.' he should like to kick you and when you went to

LADY KICKSHAW'S ruin'/; and she addressed you as 'My dear MR.
ten your verj name, did not you smile and bow,

io pull off her wig and throw it on

e. Look at home, Sir, look at home, and consider whether all

the bows, and 81 i pretty speeches in ">v real life, are i

nine of our little misinterpretations. Now cerrotu, Momieur
.'"
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SMART, FOR THE EASTERN COUNTIES.

Old Lady.
"
Oh; you bad Boy ! where did you get all that ffolly from ? Don't you know your Catechism enjoins you to keep your hands

from
'

Picking and Stealing r
"

Boy.
"

Yes, 'm, and '

yar' tongue from evil Speakin' , Lyin', and Slanderin', tew !
"

A REAL SCOTCH ROMANCE.
THE reader whose idea of Scotch romance is derived from SCOTT'S

novels, may be glad of an opportunity of contrasting.it with the
romance of real Scottish life. The North Briton, relates an interesting
tale, which may enable him to institute that comparison. Our northern

contemporary thus commences his appropriately headed narrative:
" A ROMANCE. On Thursday evening, while sauntering down Leith ,

Edinburgh, my intention was attracted liy a remarkably sweet voice quite uncom
lally infest our modern Athens and suburbs

pouring forth, in rich melody but faltering eadeuce,
' We may be happy yet.'

"

Seniiish minstrelsy does not include either the words or the air in
i unless, like most of our English music and poetry, they

jwere both borrowed from the Scotch. Was the singer a wanderer
from the comparatively sunny south from the mild fumes of smoky
London to the stronger reek of Anld Reekie ? We shall see.

The narrator proceeds :

" On approaching I discm-eivd a female of the middle stature, thinly dad, her
features parUy enveloped in the remains of what once might have passed for a
shawl. Her general appearance bespoke one that had seen better days her shawl,
falling from it.-, adjustment, displayed features whose beauty riveted my attention."

This is a poet ieal way of saying that she had a fine forehead, e\es,
and perhaps nose; features enveloped by the shawl that had fallen
from its adjustment. Of course she could not have sung

" We m<nj Im
>"""*>" '">t" with the shawl over her mouth.

editors weiv gome few reckless and apparently callous-hearted fast young
gents, whose inclinatt . way bent to give a mite to cheer that sad' heart
who Btrove 'to be hap mils and rails were re-echoed with such
unfeeling wantonnei that the street songstress's pretty voice was checked and

for her integrity and unimpeachable character.' He told us that she had belonged
to a good family, and must indeed have suffered much hard fortune ere she could
condescend to sing upon the streets. His words had the desired effect of melting
the listeners to contribute liberally. He gave the sum collected to the fair singer,
with the words,

' God bless you, JESSIE,' and bounded off amid the general shouts of
those who had witnessed the affecting incident."

And, the prosaic reader will probably expect to hear, was out of

sight before the arrival of an approaching policeman ! Not so. It is

true that the young man is not described as putting any money of his

own into the hat which he had doffed, and sent round for the relief of
the reduced young lady. But the recorder of the affecting incident
does not state, or even intimate, that the street-vocalist and her

generous benefactor at the expense of the public, were in collusion.
The story is told, and is to be taken for a genuine Scotch romance of
real life

; JESSIE, surname omitted, for the parallel of Jeaimie Deans.
Never mind the surname of JESSIE ; and trust that she had only one

;

and no alias. The conclusion of the story ;
the hero relieving a dis-

tressed damsel, his acquaintance, perhaps his love, of auld lang syne,
by the alms of other people, may seem rat her weak to those who have
money in their pockets as well as hearts in their bosoms. Natures at

once prudent and generous, however, will understand the elasticity
with which he "bounded off" in the flush of both feelings combined;
and would have been inclined to join in the shouts, if not in the sub-

scription, of the crowd who witnessed the affecting incident.

TO THE SCHOOLMASTER, WHO IS SAID TO BE "ABROAD."
J- You are requested to return home immediately, and see if vou cannot make the

- . L |st
iiKC .st; l mi,s B(M*o(Ar/rf(r rather better than they have lately done. They

she suddenly burst m'' [of tears. Whilst this \v;us taking plan- a "*Te l "-:<;11 railing on dreadfully of late, and perhaps they might be taught to apply
young man. who hud .;u-r before ;hi':d the crowd, stepped forward exclaiming

themselves more effectually to their lettered pursuits, if occasionally their backs
' Heavens : is it po-O ,. '. \

-

1 ifn, su i\'<lii:

"
wi-re rnbKcd wirh a thin coating of gum. Some strong adhesive measures arc

Icdly wanted, as the public correspondence is no right to be put upon in this

Come to these loose and caivlos.s manner. At present the stamps ;uv of such a vagrant turn, that
s< "lively one out of five is to be found at his post when wanted, and it is believed

they
"
go out on the loose." The Schoolmaster's attention is earnestly requested to

the above subject, as no postage-stamp has a right to turn its back on the public in
this impudent manner.

J)fim ex nififhimi, apparently. What follows ?

arms !

"
&c. NOT exactly.

" He doffed his hat. dressed the crowd who had gathered round :

You will forgive me, but this is a lady 1 have kn.r.vn for many years ;
I e.in vouch

in
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STANZAS FOR THE SENTIMENTAL.

TRYING IT OX.

On a Tcur which ANGELINA olwi-n-il ////// /// /Vote on

,
( '/1,-ix/nMX Dill/ III linl-liiiii-.

WHAT, though a silent tear may fall

\dovvn tills chiselled uo-i .

Deem not that I past griefs rccal,
( )r weep for present woes ;

A future sadness bids me ri

And pangs of anguish feel,

As when one liiids one's favourite eoni
Beneath some fat man's heel.

Think not in what lias caused [my grief,
That tliou hast, any part ;

I would not suffer that belief

To wound thy hiving heart.

Think not a tOO tight boo! mv tors

So cramps 1 fain would cry ;

It is not. this thai gems my noi-r,

And dims my glistening eye.

A heavier cause, 'tis meet you hear,
O'erwhclms my aching breast

;

I've eaten too much pudding, de;ir.

And fear 'twill spoil my rest !

Indeed, DR. Errs does not approve of any suggestions of
' is to say, of any suggestions that could be aiforded by

DTI. EPPS'S INFINITESIMAL FEBRIFUGE.

MISTAKKS will happen in the best regulated families ;
mistakes in

medical as well as oilier matters. .Mistakes, for instance, might be
made in taking precautions against scarlet fever. That, if possible,
there should be no mistake on this point, the celebrated physician Dn.
KITS has written to the Daily News a letter on the subject, thus

commencing :

"
Sin, In your paper of this day is a letter from a medical prentlcmau, containing

SH<^estions as t<> the course to bo adapted in relation to the social parties of children
at this season of the year, these suggestions having reference to the fact that many
children have returned homo from schools where the scarlet fever has prevailed."

Da. EPPS does not approve of the suggestions to which he alludes;
because children thoughtful little things are dangerously alarmed by
the solicitude which they betray; for

" The suggestions given would tend, by exciting fear, to create the very evil which
lirevent,' as nil inquiries ivspei-ting the fart, whether this or that child

iias U:eu exposed tn mutation, \vjll have a depressing tendency."

the kind,

.' common
science or common sense. He affirms that,

s all these suggestions are needless ; since every one who is acquainted
with the medical literature of the ago must be aware that a globule of belladonna,
taken night and morning, is as perfect a protective against the attack of scarlet
(ever as is vaccination against the attack of .small-pox."

This is a verj \\oudei-ful statement. Wo will suppose, for the sake
of argument, that l)u. KITS verily believes in the virtues of infinitesimal

riobules, and really thinks that such a globule of belladonna taken into
the stomach is sure, Urst, to be absorbed into the sjstcm, and next, to
have so powerful an effect, when it ire Is there, as that of a preservative
against scarlet fever. Du. Errs may possibly believe all this, which he
asserts; but how can he believe, what he also asserts, that even one
who is acquainted wit h the, medical literature of the age must be aware
ol it y The peat majority

of the Colleges of 1'liysieians and Surgeons,
and the Society of Apothecaries, consider themselves aware of quite
I he reverse. They are, indeed, aware that the fact asserted by DK.
EPPS is alleged in homoeopathic treatises, the Apocrypha of medical
literature. Some of them think it a falsehood; the others, fud-e.
llie.v would be divided in opinion whether the author of the ensuing
assertion ought to be confined as an impostor or as a lunatic :

All that is required is, that, where scarlet fever is prevalent, the individuals in
the families in that, neighbourhood should rake a globule of belladonna onoe or twice
a day, and they will

All that is required ! No flushing of sewers
; no scouring of drains ;

no abolition of filth; no abatement of : Swallow
infinitesimal globule of belladonna, and never mind the indefinite
quantity of infinitesimal particles of sulphuretted hydrogen which you

he into your lungs ! Never mind regimen ; eat and drink as much
is you like, and as little as \ou must. Gulp only your belladonna
globule, and, robust or weak, plethoric or emaciated, 'in good or bad

condition, you will be equally insusceptible of Scarlet fever. For, adds

that confident physician, Du. Errs,

"
I write this as a fact established by the experience of multitudes, and als,, l>y

the experience of myself.
"

1 am, &c.,
"

89, Great Russell Street, W.C., Dec. 29."
" JOHN EPPS, M.D."

Wherever scarlet fever rages, the majority generally escape it,

whether they take globules of belladonna or no. Anybody who has

been in the way of scarlet fever without catching it may assert, as a

fact established by the experience of multitudes as well as his own,
the infallibility, as a preventive remedy of scarlet fever, of nothing
whatever.
The foregoing remarks are not likely to do much good, for none of

our readers are probably fools enough to be persuaded by Du. K'

neglect every precaution against scarlet fever, except that of taking an
infinitesimal pill of belladonna night and morning.
MB. BABNUM, the other evening, obliged the British Public with a

new definition of Humbug, which he described as the puffery of that

which was wholesome or harmless in itself. Perhaps he will see re

to amend that definition in the letter on homoeopathy which has been

published by Dit. EPPS.

MORALITY TEACHING BY EXAMPLE.

MK. BLACK has been addressing a commercial audience at Glasgow.

endeavouring to impress upon his hearers the commonest
principles

of

morality and the plainest maxims of prudence. Such lectures are

much needed in the commercial world, and calculated to do a vast

amount of good if those who hear them would pay much attention to

them. To preach prudence, however, at Glasgow may seem somewhat
like carrying coals to Newcastle; but even caution appears to have

deserted the commercial mind of Scotland itself. A series of dis-

courses on crime and its consequences, which would be more practi-

cally interesting than the inculcation of mere precepts, might have a

salutary operation if delivered in any of our great centres of business,

Scotch or Knglish. If, for example, any competent speaker and
moralist would read the Xf.iri/,i/r <',//,,/<!,i<- in our principal Town Halls

the reading duly illustrated by diagrams and designs relative to penal

discipline, much fraud and embezzlement would probably be nipped in

the bud. Were the task undertaken by any lover of his sp-

anxious to reclaim the wanderer, and gifted with the requisite talents

and endowments of heart and head, we should cordially wish him

good speed.

AVOID
AND DISCOURAGE HOT SUPPERS. Promote the serving

of Tea at an eavlv part of the evening- Avoid Card-playing Uakc out the

Fire before you retire np-stairs. Don't Read in In"',. Wind up your W
Blow out the Candle, before you go to sleep. N.B. Retire halt an hour

Saturday nights, or as often as you take a IK.; footbath. EABLT-GOMO-TO-BSD
ASSOCIATION, Clapharn.

VOL. XXXVI.
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THE CONVENTIONALITIES OF THE STAGE.

MELODRAMA, FARCE, AND PANTOMIME.

THE title which I have chosen

for the commencement of

blessing lie 1
.' rival's children. What the con-

clusion of ihis Melodrama may have: been, Mr.
I must leave to the imagination of your

readers, as being rather out of spirits on the
: of my witnessing the two first acts, I

was tendered so profoundly wretched at seeing
so many people made unnecessarily uncoinfort-

tliis paper, Mr. 1'nm-h.
is_

u able, that I left the heroine to go home and
snare and a delusion, as in-

'

drown herself in />'<> Lfmnti-il Lu'-r/ttcc's duck-
stead of talking about Melo- 1

yond, or marry him as she pleased. I rather

drama first. 1 with fancy she did the former, as the playbill an-

malice prepense to i iced the last scene to be
'

'Hie Dttckpond of
Lom'luv, Manor by Moonlight.' The Catastrophe !

"But the Farce! Mr. l'",irlt, huvrali for the

Conventionalities of the l-'aive, and long life to

iliem. Thank you ten thousand tii

upon Legitimate ('

including under thai name
^liAKsi-EAitB's Comedies and

the oli ; .'icis,' which
have become part of our MATHEWS, Bi .11 you
national drai . such

'

good gentlemen, who have so manj timi

the plays of GOLDSMITH,
|

me roaring- with laughter home, when I have
ornae. i been surly and ill i seeing you.

, ,
: Oh ! if the Conventionalities of e could

aboiir. the com real life, Try life

of such pice, it would be. Shouldn't you like, U BKOW s.
'" '

!>HKIUDAN, ^w/^wwtf-s ornae.

Well, Sir, what, i-

Like If, Tit '"<(es of you who are reading this ;,\ ;,<;nr (,'lub, or

:\ hen 1 think of such ni . .N'GI;J.SH, you vrlio arc moping in your
l.i.ii . and the like, it makes me tremble to think even of turning into Cluunbers, and cryin crs to

fun the gn. which' they have taught, so I am sure >ou will applaud my discn b-1 with 20,000; meet her once
when 1 boldly state that I put my tail between my legs and walk away, leaving the field at a ball whistle under her window be let in

open to others who have the hardihood to attack them.

"Uiui' ,1 Melodrama. J//. L'nnch, I do not include 'the Cut and Thrust and brick-

dust bo' ! mean to reserve my remarks on the last named class of dramatic

works, until I have a good broad-nibbed pen and two or three glasses of brandy-and-watcr ;

so let me go hack to where I might have commenced, and touch upon the Melodrama,
Irnfinino- if nictinnf frrm '

Hir> IVnntlpnl TVrmpr 3
f)f \vlltph Illsn KfiTfiftftfll*- it distinct from i ical Proper,' of which also hereafter.

"
The laM Melodrama which I happened to sec, was fraught with strong char;

d and fashionable Baronet, a Virtuous Lawyer's Clerk, a pattern Milliner

(daughter of tin- Baronet's bailiff), a gay Widow- Lmii/ Sparkle, and a glorious Villain com-

by the pretty lady's-maid (to whom of course

you would give a kiss and ten guineas, with
no further remonstrance than, Oh lie! Captain?)

heai 'that dear Mitx Ltuira, has been crying
about you all night

'

be shown into the draw-

ing-room, and have a long / ith Miss
be disturbed by the angry Old 1',/r/r,

and be hid in the elosw . ersation

between Miss Liii'fn- and Admiral Thunderbolt
listen to the youiv.':

marrying her cousin, .)//. Sntijiii, interspersed
with the oaths of the gallant seaman be lished

out of the closet, and arrange a runaway match
with Miss iMiirn, aided by .Ilifj/jHi/s, the maid

3 MCUUU
_/

C* &"V *' ***T1 jJi*\*ff ujjiAii -i(,j tixLti. t* gi.vsi.^v/Liij

pared with whom lii/l Sykes would be a perfect CHESTERFIKI.D, and several other ch

of minor imp ig of course the Comic character. I forget whether it was in

London or tne provinces that the Melodrama of Hullmr I In/1, or the Bei-engt> of If'ina//// wa.-.

performed when 1 saw it, but I distinctly remember that the Baronet, Kir Leonard Lmvltm;
was not exactly b'ke the specimens of Baronets in real life whom 1 have been acquainted
with, lie was not so stupid as our 1'urzebrake Baronet, SIR JOHN CORNCRAKE nor so re-appear with Miss Laura as Mrs. Brown or

fat as SIR TOBY Trniis, late A Idenuan aud Cheesemonger, though he was quite as vulgar _l//.s. Lnnguiih, and find 1 / in deep
nor was he so dashing as SIR JACK LIGHTFOOT of the Hussars but he was a stout old conversation with Soapy about his intended mar-

young man of fifty, and cither liis or the Costumier's idea of a Baronet's dress was a riage go down on your knees and confess the

tight green cut-a-away coat with gilt buttons, drab trousers strapped very close over a. wide relationship between the Admiral's ward and
pair o; boots (which bv the bye were made roomy about the corns), and as

I yourself and after a broadside from the old.1T1' I'll Illl'll * ] 1 * 1 I'.ll.l .1 1 il 11<-Y 11 ,1
JJlt II \JL umV9 I WUVW \ " "I i\jU. U<f VJJll^ IJJ U- * <_.! V MMMJW 1 VJW111 GBUVUV 1>-U.^ V 1IkJ/5 *m* t*o

regarded his upper man, a red silk neckcloth with splinter-liar pm.~. and a white hat, the

whole being set oil' bv a pair of dirty white kid gloves. The while hat and the gloves

considerably assisted the Baronet in an easy deportment, as I observed whenever Sir Leonard
made a speech to !

e, at the conclusion of each sentence he elevated the while tile,

and when perplexed by the Widow, after an aside of
'

Soft I must dissemble,' he concealed
lus embarrassment bv playing with the buttons of the dirty kids.

"
It m: Led en /iiixxnnf, that the taking off of tiie hat forms a considerable portion

of the stage effect in some of the demi-Frcnch pieces where the men are dressed in velvet

coats and ruffles and broad-topped boots trimmed with lace, and three-cornered hats edged
with swan's-down, like the prize coachmen's on a drawing-room day, and when all the

characters, except i either Marquises or Mareliionesscs. The scene of these

pieces is i M at Versailles, aud I know for certain when M. le Marquis addresses La
Marquise de <

'.,}\ that pure Anglo-Parisian accent peculiar to our nation, in

Qua style: 'And permit me, .Madame, to remark, that to have had all the blood of the

Charlermniu/n in one's veins, is not equal to have had the oii-tftiy of the xalloHgscii th,-

ioees de '

.,' that he will conclude with a low bow, with his right foot pointed, and
his hat touching the ground and that the .Uanjuise will raise quite a small cloud of dust
with her .sweeping curtesy.

. ".f
uri <<> i he Melodrama, I have a perfect recollection of the Heroine appearingm all weathers in aud out of doors in a low dress and a smart muslin apron, and more-

ijed a dazzling array of jewellery, and I further remember a long soliloquy

gentleman, hear the noble Soapy declare that

he strikes his colours
;
and as a finale, receive

the 20,000 down in a pocket-book, with
'
an

old sailor's blessing,' and a promise that
'

he
will shake a leg at your first christening,' and
an indirect hint 'that there may be a shot in i he

locker t o buy a silver cup for the young scoun-
drel.' Oh, Mr. I'/'iir/i. if we had but the money
and forgiveness which is given away every
night on the stage, how rich we should be in

Christian charity and thn . i. It staggers
one to think how single men, who adopt the

stage as a profession, and who get so lightly
over their love affairs there, do not remain
bachelors for life. How do they ever manage
to face that awful institution in marriage pre-

liminaries, the British mother. Our play-writers
are too sharp to try to introduce that character
in runaway matches, as to make the stoi

like nature il would be necessary to have a

hundred acts. I think, Sir, if any one was tot ry... .
i I-IVI^T _. i^ T.

v-jj-v^ij j it juvii.j j iLUMWVi <lVliO. O. JH-TVj kJlij 11 lllll \.J '

1H.J

et, when he was vacillating between a pure affection for the Widow or the game of whistling under a window in Bel-
anulicit a' o the Milliner, and the latter prevailing, the Virtuous Lawyer's Clerk gravia, he would learn a good mi before

.aha by his supposed benefactor, and the Villain, aided by a gang of ; Ribbons would admit him, even though In
soon alter the.departure of the Virtuous Lawyer's Clerk, attempted to carry off the most virtuous man in Europe. A }>

'iillmcr, wno with loud shrieks of 'Unhand me, Villains!' flourished a crowbar so lustily
j

face with 20,000, or a very ordinary one

f
''

*<<il, a brave Tar, jumped in at the window, i the same money, is always at a premium in
and scuttled th ..board and starboard, and blcwthe scoundrels to the Devil with a London- but if you BROWN, or LANGUISH.
ttying sail Alter tins terrific encounter, the Virtuous Milliner takes a touching farewell of a title or a rent-roll, or cither (both preferred),home to the sound of slow music, with a determination to seek her faithful lover in go boldly up to the door, aud you will be re-

7lelv "> the Second Act, and although three years were supposed to have
j

ceivcd with a smile and it will be your own
elapsed, to all a he had never changed her clothes, as she was discovered in the

'

fault if you don" r.ishop to many yon,
same low urcss and muslin apron, the only addition to her costume being a straw hat with with six' parsons to assiM, and full choral se.

'

ll ribbons, and e , U (
- had the scene of the diseo\ery of her lover,

'

besides having the wedding speeches reported in
wh"' hi

!
the Villain in a letter that the Milliner was livii,; in great the Mo,- and all t he happiness which

-( d with a family. Hereupoi
1 :l

.

v "ji "id jealousy, crimination and recrimination, which ended. , ,

in a touching tableau, to slow music again, of the Virtuous Milliner going on her knees and

" As to the Pantominn //, there arc

no Conventionalities about them i believed in
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y, ;unl I choose, to do so now. I fin that

act for llir uniiMud niinilii-r of Policemen] w we ra

knocked out, and that I sit in the boxes and look

ire only rcn

nuite riu'lit to steal

of ilic I'nii! 'i butter tb

broker's assistant runs out to see who hafi smashed the window
and i: "1> 0!1

his liack, and I h liurt. himself, 81

r robbing his o\vn shop, and the Clov* tor

All ! -'// .

i had liad my o ' the earh :

marri iiitifuU'u/r

anil who to
'

miglil have been the. i'al!

of OfeiWM and Uarl:'i[i'

been fined eleven times in

inasn

sellers.

CUSTOMERS' PROTECTION CIRCULAR.

LONJK d an clalx ' spy system,

fbrthepurpo .1 b;>d customers. There
nlateil among tradesmen, a Black List,

.is who ore supposed to
"iis of trade are duly printed. \\ ith any information

.led up about the parties; and the subscribers to this

work, when a ne\i present:, himself, search the list, with a

(rusted. It has been felt that this is

1 1 not be one-sided in its operation ; and,
e are at least ten di.v

he purchasing public may well

. . Mr. j'",,i'fi has been
requested id p!ibl

;

,1 to edit the
Custot Kit. Re hi .1 to the first request: but
his numerous avocati

t, on the fall of LORD
DERBY, he will be obliged to ac

i, compel hi

decline the is aid to a

project which . him a far.-

'

riiOTECTiON LIST.

A.
A me . ery ignorant, and has poi-

?
f
'"''.'i. Clever at sending

in hill uuty-courtius- you unless

yon
-\i"' '. Confirmed habit of giving servants and

children bad money m change, and bullyinc
restiti

St. Habbakuk, Nor\.

AJ'|' !

aper). Professes to sell cheap and
uls put up for yon are those you

parcel yourself. You mnybe (\--'

they will not b id the Thi. ,

AIM-M inn . e.M'Mionger).
one

;
:'d weight.

B.

, Loafer M. (Perfumer). His favourite habit is that of

BTJ ieles gel insl their i

as ; .incut, and making it worth the

ex-. wliili; to swear that she procured the articles for her

lias been in America, and se\cral pri

BLABI \ddicied to lea

without giving a new ne, ami taking with IKY

make up. 1! d her ninii- 'I for

some time aa MAI>\\ - of Paris.

). Formerly small .

-Mant.,

previous 1

iously pho' :.t(.or-

li<ise

fuiids he boiled. Knows nothing; lint does not ill-1 1- Idren

ie is dnin!. illy.

do to

be the most admit adulterator it e- Look rare:'.

;cy of

Btpwns.

C.

dging-house Keeper). Her name is

:.t a bad i any

linh her

brother, r inks.

,

and

Sw .1 to 'i
1

:

1

.

1 iricks. Do not be

wan worth' of repair, merely li looks at^it

suppTcili. 011 (o call in a month. And do not let him
used while your own is under repair, unless

10 the former in consequence of

^eitor). He is only a tradesman as a
t lie more honest for (hat. Le,

lii^. : mi are hi.s client; and if ho is against, you, beware of

trust ing any pri him except w'ith a witness taken

by yourself, lie lends money of his mother-in-law's, who keeps a
: ne store. Yon I uot borrow any of it.

COWPOCK, Pump (Milkman). Notliing known against him, except, that

he adulterates all his milk, and invariably charges families with a
third more t liau they have had.

D.

DANDELION, Barnabas (Proprietor of Houses). Be particularly careful

in examining your agreement ; also, that non-existent fixtures are not

set down
; also, that articles said to be in the house are there when

you go in, as they certainly will have to be left there when you go
out. And pay your rent to the day, or he will set a dirty little attor-

ney, his nephew, to screw (he price of a lithographed letter out

of you.

DEABBIKD, Carney (Undertaker). Let some friend, who is not too

much afflicted to remember exactly what he order i this

party; and look after greatcoats and umbrellas while his carrion-

crows, with their big bags, hover about the hoi

DE PORTMENT, Vestris Chesterfield (Dancing Master). Kept a drink -

ing-house, under the name of a dancing academy. "VVas horsewhipped
for trying to entrap dy pupil into a marriaL Irish

billiard-marker. Good manners and address ;
but if

.
him

for private lessons, see that there is nothing in (he school-room on

which he can lay hands. Has been fined for beatin;- but is

a good instructor.

Doo, Abimelech (Pawnbroker), brother to Mrs. Choker. If you live

within half a mile of him, you are p
< vman

try goods you may miss. He "never asks questions."

[S/f/ sent to -VK Punch, 85, Fleet Street^

Fashions for January.

THE New Year is heralded with a pretty novelty. On collars, cuffs,

jackets, the robe, the skirt- able red s; >w so

nineli wnni (\\ithoni .he darned) is splendidly embroidered,
in the mi . the figure at which e was

purchased, and the name of the establishment by whicli phed.

Thus: friority of the e. iially

precluded, and the
draper'-

: -ed into the bargain. The
. us are considered very prci

SERIOUS 1 NCY.

Tin limited to "at is

calle.
- of these : ieopk

who profcs i ig (heir p.
e;ison

and on;
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School Boy (to Farmer, who has come out to protect his ficlils). ''X<nv TIIEX, OLD TURNIP-TOPS! WARE lt
fjiEAT.'"

PASSING FOR A CORNET.
(See Alloa Advertiser.)

THERE was a young gallant, of strong martial bent,
A juvenile hero, on glory intent

;

The blood of a warrior ran hot in his veins :

A full heart was his, but he bore empty brains.

This hero that would be, since now some twelve moons,
A Cornet ey sought in a troop of dragoons;
But he tirst had an examination to pass.
For now a horse-regiment can't let in an ass.

So what did our hero in such a hard strait,

Impassable quite with his ill-furnished pate ?

He just went and borrowed another man's head,A substitute hiring to pass in his stead.-

The substitute stood the ordeal at once,And passed in the name of our valiant young dunce,H no obtained thus by proxy a first class degree ;

His commission he bought, and gazetted was he.

The knave he had been fool enough to suborn
Soon fixed in the young dragoon's saddle a thorn;
I In- threat of exposure hard bought off, and then
.Renewed, and bought off, and repeated again.

Ten months of this life the bold stupid youth bore,
Until lie could buy off the rascal no more,Who his avarice now sopped no longer with pay,
Peached forthwith on the dupe that had ceased to yield prey.

Prom head-quarters down word of question prompt speeds ;
iact can t be denied, .and dismissal succeeds.
The price of Commission escheats to the Crown
And the red coat is doffed, and the wearer done brown.

Oh, gallants, whose valour your wit doth excel,
There 's no longer a chance for a dense dashing swell

;

You must now learn and labour to furnish your brains,
Before you can have them blown out for your pains.

In the eating's the proof of the pudding, 'tis said
;

Some think fighting the proof of your good pudding head
;

The head that reflects like the pudding, when hot,
And is fit to supply food for powder and shot.

lint t rust we that boobies do not fight the best,
And scholars won't fail when they come to the test ;

And though, ere in war they can venture their luck,

They must take a degree, will show no want of pluck.

Lines Written in Christmas Week.
(With the Point of the Forrfmger on the Window.)

HERE 's a merry Christmas neither frost nor snow,
Not a pond to skate on all the rivers flow.

Hedge-sparrow keeps warbling ;
thrush and blackbird sing ;

You may call this Christmas ; I should call it Spring.
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GREAT BRITAIN

AN ACT OF GRACE.
Montalembert Pardons the Emperor.
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THE DREAM OF JOHN BRIGHT.

of Ylllr,

Came four-and-twenty loose M.P.s

ool;

There were MM, red, MM
lid-

Like old Lords of Misndc.

Ihej talked alioui with recklc-; minds;

Reformers I hick aiul tlnii :

All old-world camion Laughed to

Called iiioderatiou sill:

Bade folks kick British aptions
And Yankee tines take ill.

Such gen'ral shying ne'er war

Since fcnock-me-ttowns bc:_

They turned to inirl h rank, wealth, and

As but mob-Hai i

But the leader sat apart from all,

A melancholy mail !

His broad brim off: his vest apu
to squeeze:

Iii iwgliyt! unquakerlike,
And wilh spirit ill at

As a tar who finds he 's raised a gale

By whistling for a breeze.

Tired of distorting facts, to fig-

-ures tired of playing cook,

He fumed, he fretted: springing up,

Some moody turns he took.

When lo! he saw a small M.P.,
That pored upon a book !

"
In what book read you, thus intent

Progi-i'**'* Tiili', by PHILP iu ?*

Progress ! Oh, happy they, their

Wlio on the word can still pin!
The small M.P. looked up, and said,

"I'm reading Johnny

The leader took six hasty strides

(To such strides he was prone :)

Six hasty strides beyond the place,

Six hastier back anon :

And down lie sat by the small M.P.,
And talked to him of JOHN.

And how the tale that COWTER wrote,

And all the world doth know,
Deep alle ils,

Its mask of mirth below
;

How few that start to ride can tell

How far they '11 have to go.

And how ,1 < \ is a type
Of Agitator kii

The calender's hot, hard-mouth'd hn
A hobby of the mind ;

Whereon who mounts by no means can,
Pull up when so inclined.

And he told of lie\ .Millions wild,
And things that t!i< n bri'all

;

How there are times, when public men
Turn JOIINM GlLPINS all:

To whom, at speed, mobs shout
"
wci'

As loud as they can bawl."

*Soo "Pniu I'rogress;" very nice
for M.P.s "i':m in, [Miring turn of inin.L ED.

While they have much ado to hold

The saddles they bc> ,

Nor more control the steed they sit,

is do the tide :

It is the team has bo

Are i>
.nsidc.

I well," quoth !;, for truth

Their pan--

sin

For
But i-

i'.nunmagcm CROMWELL I woidd be,

face

: >ol's-cap treat his reverend wig,
.ock his ma,

\ es : now, said I, the old House shall

a new House take its place.

' Two monster

A talk at Glasgow and Edinburgh,
And then the deed was done :

There lay the old Parliament defunct,
And I was the great gun !

"
There lay the old Parliament defunct,
And I had drawn the bill !

lint, oh ! the pricks and qualms I felt

When I had wrought my will:

There seemed a life in the Old House,
Not even I could kill.

"
I thought of all my triumphs there,

In Corn-Law fights of fame
;

Ten thousand thousand memories
Seemed to be crying

' Shame !

'

I took my COCKER in my hand,
Bnt the figures went and came.

" And now for my new Commons' House
The writs went through the land

;

!i I had parcelled out iu squares,

Symmetrically planned :

With household suffrage and ballot-box,
That numbers might command.

" The new House met : a motley set :

The place I hardly knew :

What with COXES multiplied by ten,

And the POPE'S brass band by two.

The old House had few working men,
But none at all had the new !

"
Yet where the old House passed one bill,

The new one, it passed three :

For as all were of one way of thinking,

They didn't disagree.
And the know-nothings and the have-nothings
Worked well in companie.

" And first they voted each Member
Should have his pound a-day ;

And then they voted the National Debt
Should be sponged clean away ;

And they organised labour on the plan
Of

'

no work and good pay.'

". I urged them to clap on the break ;

I swam airainsl tin- stream:
But was called a bloated aristocrat,

Puffed out by blood and s,

My good M.P., remember, tnis

nothing but a di

"
They voted the peoples of the i

AVent in for oppressed nai ioualit

Big or little, (lark or fair;

1 called for diminish ids,

1 t'om'.l myself oowi

Inoome-Tax they doubled

In country and in to-.

Why shoi.M ked, pay up
',ilHiis in ii

1 quoted ,\r('i ' rif,

But was instantly coughed down.

" The old Trade.-Combinations
Next reared tin

The statutes 'against r'orest.-illers

And Regraters' were revived:

I saw Protection's old flag brought
And for shame "neath the benches dived!

" O Lord ! to think of their wild sche

1 mine so right and fair ;

lehment, n< .lion,

le, and laittetfcn
Where were my hopes from the House I had

made P

And Echo answered,
' Where ?

'

"
I had raised a power I could not guide ;

Like GILMN, of whom you read ;

I meant to stop at Birmingham,
And got Lord knows where instead.

And the more I pulled at my horse's reins,

The straighter he kept his head.

"
I couldn't appeal to Knowledge ;

Household suffrage drown'd her cry :

I couldn't appeal to Wealth or Worth,
Or Rank their power to try ;

The ballot to all such influences

Had given the go-by.

" Then down I cast me on my face,

And did my best to weep :

And I wished the Old House alive again,
And the New One fathoms deep

But 'tis easier to lose the road,
Than back to it to creep !

"
Oh, me that frothy, fussy House
Besets me now awake

COXES and WILLTAMSES by scores,
With each a speech to make ;

And ERNEST JONESES at intervals,
The monotone to break !

" And still no peace to my tortured soul

Will night or day allow ;

That dreadful New House haunts my life

I'm sitting in it Now !

"

The scared M.P. looked up and saw-

Huge drops upon his brow.

That very night while his plai itudes

That M.P.'s audience hissed,
A stout Quaker took train for Rochdale,
And resumed the spinning of twisi .

And if JOHN BRIGHT bring in no bill,

I can't say 'twill be miss'd.

Interesting to Debating Societies.

SUPPOSING that we Englishmen had been born in France, and that
the Frenchmen had been born in England, what, effect do you fancy it

would have had on the course of the world's history '{ \Vc cannot help
thinking ourselves, and it is without the least vanity we say it, that we
should have driven the French out of England, and have made a colony
of the island, long ago !

Liberality of a Landlord.

WE feel great pleasure in giving publicity to the fact that GEOFFHT
COVEKDALE, ESQ., with his accustomed liberality, and consideration

for the juvenile branches of the community, this year,
on the Monday

holiday following Christmas l)ay, threw open his extensive and well

stocked preserves to the rising generation of marksmen home for the

holidays, and out shooting. This is as it should be.
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MITCHEL AND MADNESS.

MK. MITCHEL, celebrated for the oil of vitriol

which lie used to pour on the troubled waters
of poor old Ireland; for being transported,
escaping to America, and trying to make the

country that shelters him too hot to hold him.
declares himself, according to the -Vcv \ui-l;

Times, the sole member of his party, and falls

himself the United Irishman. The constitution
of this truly Irish parly will inevitably break
up. The belly and the members will disagree,
the head and the heels will want to c

places, the whole system will become disor-

ganised, and go to pieces. Before that consum-
mation arrives, however, the party ought to be
put in a strait -waistcoat ; because it is a man
beside himself: lest one side of it should throw

|

vitriol on the other side, or run it through with
a pikc;

and thus the United Irishman should
commit suicide with the view of saving lik

own life.

A KEEN EYE FOR BUSINESS.

lli/ji a poor brokcn-d'H'-ii Tmil<sM<ut. jl//.. .!/// tin laxt Jin-Mrs a bargain fov 'em loth

fur a Shiltiny."

The Results of Hippophagy.

A BELIX gentleman lias eaten so much
horseflesh lately, that his nature is becoming
rapidly altered. He went to a farrier's the

i other day to be measured for a new pair of

!

shoes.
_

He has grown so wild and restive, that
his wife finds the greatest difficulty in reining
him in. It is supposed that the horse, of which
the poor man partook so largely, must have
had a great deal of the Cruiser m its compo-
sition. At the advice of her friends, the dis-

tracted wife has decided upon sending her hus-
band to MR. RAREY, with a view of seeing
whether he cannot be tamed.

A WOMAN OF EEAL NEEVE.
A VERY pleasing and instructive exhibition recently took place at

the private residence of PROFESSOR BLANDE. This was a woman of
real nerve (species almost extinct, and not classed by CUVIER or

OWEN), whom the Professor had discovered among the Lakes of
V\ est inorelaud, and had secured by a matrimonial knot, after long and
severe wooing.

Having introduced three of his bachelor friends to the lady, she
received them with unaffected affability, though no previous intimation
had been given by the Professor of his having invited them to dinner !

On sitting down to dinner, the lady was attired in morning dress, of

which, however, beyond a smiling allusion to the inconvenience of

having painters in the house, she betrayed no consciousness !

Wine and filberts having been placed on the table, PROFESSOR
BLANDE produced a box of cigars, and requested his bachelor friends
to help themselves, the Professor observing that, if smoking was not
injurious to them, it could not possibly affect the muslin curtains a
philosophical remark in which the lady entirely concurred!

During tea, the Professor, winking at his bachelor friends, informed
them that he had been elected a Director of the "Royal Sand Bank,"
and that in performance of his duties he should be obliged at least
once a week to sleep upon the premises, at which announcement the
bachelor Iriends were much concerned. The kdv, however, composedly
observed that business must be at tended to, and hoped that "EDWARD"

ng the Professor) would take lus nightcap with liim and
ascertain that the beds were well aired !

A \ery pretty servant maid waiting at table, the Professor took
occasion in her absence to comment upon her personal appearance
the lady continuing his favourable opinion, and adding that PIKEDE
was an excellent servant and a very good girl, and regretting in one

respect
thai she was soon about, to be married !

The exhibition concluded by PROFESSOR BLANDE ingeniously drop-
ping

a letter from his poeket, vhieh the lady picked up. and found to
be a Valentine highly coloured. PBOWasoB Hi. \.VDE feigned to be
much disconcerted at this discovery; but the lady was so amused by
his guilty countenance that he was at length constrained to admit that
he had written and posted it himself. On hearing this confession the
lady pleasantly observed that a little innocent diversion was not dear
at a penny, and that it might have been less usefully spent for
example, in snuff, which never made people laugh, though it often made
them sneeze. At this mild expression of a feminine prejudice the

bachelor friends lifted up their eyes with one consent, and marvelled
hugely.
Before their departure the bachelor friends warmly congratulated

PROFESSOR BLANDE upon his invaluable acquisition;' and requeued
him, if he should hear of another specimen, to let them know as soon
as convenient

; which PROFESSOR B. promised to do, archly observing,
however, that he rather flattered himself his exhibition was' unique.

STRANGE COMPANIONS.
MR. PUNCH has had his curiosity aroused to ascertain the principle

011 which a contemporary, one of the pirates of an original idea, selects
his portrait gallery of Eminent and Illustrious Individuals. The
curious mixture of preachers, politicians, Indian princes, philosophers,
and Lord Mayors, which lias hitherto made up the "Gallery" is

remarkable, but puzzling. PRINCE ALBERT and MR. WALLET "
the

Shakspeariau Clown and Jester," maybe, fitting companion portraits,
but the fitness is not apparent to the popular mind. However, that is

the business of the Illustrated News of the World, and we shall not be
surprised if the gallery list should proceed in this way :

THE HANDS OF THE ENGRAVER.
21 2 The Chancellorof theExchequer
213 Herr Von Joel
214 Earl Grey
215 Mr. Jack Sanders
210 The Princess Alice,

217 Wiljabber I'rikkle

218 Lord Macau lav

219 The Christ j Minstrels
220 Rev. Dr. Gumming
221 Mr. Ernest Jones
222 Mr. Punch.

SPLENDID PORTRAITS IN

201 Louis Napoleon
202 The Wizard of the North
203 Mr. Benjamin Caunt
204 The Archbishop of York
205 The Tipton Slasher
206 The Head Waiter at Joe's

207 Baron Rothschild
208 Paddy Green
209 The Duke of Wellington
210 Miss Gilbert

211 Mr. Rarey

RANK. LUXURIANCE.

THE number of titles one meets with abroad, where every one, from
the Landlord down to the "Boots," is a Count.

"
LETTERED EASE." The case with which the postage-stamps fall

off the letters for the want of a little gum.
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A COURSE THAT IS NOT MEAT.
ii K i'dllov. ing parallel is adv:

by the Mm-iiing Post :

" We don't

iiimity should be demanded o!' juries
in (|uc-it.ions of damn
jud- . l'i

either cu-'

.

iiidi'/iiity if, iu the case (it'iii,- ,

treo c! i

eight judges of Bxcnequer '

ettle their ilift'crenc.

mud of the I"

Wo thorouglily agree with
our humorous, contemporary.
What is good for a box fidl oi'

ii should be i

fad
for a bench full of judges.

c think great lienelit might
arise from locking up fifteen

big-wigs. After fasting four-

and-twenty hours, aft er being
denied wine, filberts.

msic, for an entire even

ing, after the ineonvenii

of a strange room, separated from the warm fire and the easy chair

by the side of it, to say nothing of the other nice comforts of

one's happy home, perhaps our judges would have a little more

compassion on jurymen, and do their utmost to get the absurd law
d. Supposing the death of a juryman were to ensue in consequence

of this cruel treat lucni, would the presiding judge be answerable for

it? Could lie li for manslaughter? and is it necessary for

-oine such calamity to occur before our la\ucrs will see the necessity
of having the present system materially modified, if not- repealed ? As
it

is,
the juryman in many cases is treated with less mercy and

consideration than the prisoner at the bar; and perhaps wishes, at

the time he is feeling the sharp pangs of hunger, that he could only
change places with him. Were the jury composed exclusively of

aldermen, or men whose consciences lie in their stomachs, we should
see no great hardship in the matter; for the lot would instantane-

ously agree, sooner than run the risk of losing a dinner. But with
conscientious men, whose souls do not float in a tureen of turtle, the
trial is somewhat severe. The maxim of

"
Fast bind, fast find," may

be perfectly correct ; but we cannot believe that so much fasting is at

all binding, simply for the purpose of finding a jury unanimous. The
cart, too, in our opinion, is most savagely dragged forward. It is only
adding insult to injury, to bring up the carte to a set of starving men,
when they are not allowed the option of choosing anything !

being to e\ehe a laii'rh, we have no objection to admit it. to our

mis, where, a* mailer for hilarity, it more fitly finds a place than

among the! apers of the mercl -M-HI to. At the same
i caution MESM; that, it. is only for its

novelt;. b their facetiousn
' relieve the monotony of i' he writing comic

circulars mi-rlil, be excused, if it. were not for the fear that they may
injure 1'nnrli. \\ ihe MUIIC time, uc feel little apprehension on that

so long as their facet iousncss is not. more convulsing than that

888KS. (<KOM:S. The joke they crack about, the weather may be
cited as a proof of the mild 1

in. Indeed, ue cannot avoid

thinking that, in coining out as joke-factors, these corn-factors forget
the old

"
Ni- fiii/,it,-" principle.

" A PRESS OF HIGHLY IMPORTANT MATTER."

COfiN AND CHAFF.
WE clearly must look out. Our success is encouraging a whole

swarm ot copyists. Imitation is, we know, the homage paid to genius;
nevertheless, we cannot say that we feel altogether pleased" by it.

Punch has so long held the post of joke-purveyor to the nation, that it
is painful to imagine his having to retire from* it. Yet, if the practice
of facetious writing spreads much further, the time cannot be far
distant when we must put our shutters up. Every man is now
becoming his own Punch; and, as everyone, of course, thinks more of
his own jokes than of anybody else's, there is the fear that Punch may
soon be nationally dispensed with.

_

To show that this calamity is really getting imminent, we beg to
cite a passage from a corn-factor's Price Current, which has been sent
for our inspection by a country correspondent

"SlB, Being rather of a musical turn, a variety of airs often intrude themselves
on our meditations, but it is long since that the air of '

There' a. good time coming
only wait a little longer,' has been chaunted, and ' Thou art gone from my gaze

'

sub-
stituted, accompanied by the Light of other days ;' still oui- tone is not so subdued
that we would not listen to Come, clieer up, my lads,' although the prospect of the
wheat trade is not over-cheering ; if we get a glimpse of sunshine one week it is
overcast the next, no redemption of the lost shilling "i- two on Monday last duringthe week, a few more frosty days may give a little more life to the trade, but till the
turn of the year we cannot expect much revival in anything.

" * Nothin" could
be much worse than the wheat trade this morning, except the weather which was
very toggy and gloomy ; only dry parcels taken ; mid these were at a reduction of
Is. on the terms ot this day week. Foreign scarcely heeded. Flour very irregular.

Oats rn dull demand. * *
"
Faithfully yours, i.c."

Tins circular has been issued by certain MESSRS. GROVES who
though their place is in Mark Lane, must be viewed as close eon-
chons to the famous Groves of Blarney. The object of their circular

ALTHOUGH reporters of the press are in geiierd to be commended
for the circumspection of tin ge, slips of the pen will yet occa-

sionally occur; and one of notice in a passage which was
printed in the Tiitif-i the other day, having reference to an Evening
Service at St. Paul's :

"
'l'i : ihe reserved
on which there was more than ordinary pressure."

To make "more than ordinary pressure" on a seat, the sitter must
of co' a-c than ordinarily ponderous; and to readers unac-

quainted with Silt W. PAGE WOOD, the above, words would convey a

quite erroneous impression of him. They might picture him a man of

aldermanie ponderosity, and might conceive that if he had had regard
for the fitiir :s, he ought, by rights to have be . unong
the Corporation. But we, who know SIB PAGE WOOD personally, know
him to be spare in person, and therefore think he should be spared
from such an imputation.
In making such allusion to the weight, of the Vice-Chancellor, we

cannot say the Times speaks with undue levity. The gravamen of our

charge is, simply, that the language undeniably is personal, and it

cannot be alleged that it is founded upon fact.

It is quite right that a judge should be looked upon and spoken of as

being a man,of weight; but in such case we infer that the weight
which is imputed to him is not bodily but mental. We do not think
that one's ideas of the importance of a Chancellor would be heightened
by one's picturing him as ponderous of person; and as in this instance
the imputation of obesity is in substance incorrect, we certainly can
see the less shadow of excuse for it.

PETTICOAT PROTECTION.

Ir ladies will wear Crinoline, clearly something must be done to
protect them from its consequences. We must either adopt the i

Russian plan, and give up burning open fires, or else prevent the
j

chance of female suicide through contact with them. As it is, we
|

never see a lady on the hearthrug, without fearing she will make an
:

auto da fe of herself. We have put down in India the practice of
,

Suttee, but in England wives and daughters are consumed as well as

widows. Clearly, if we wish to see advancement in our census, we
must stop these female sacrifices on their idol Fashion's altar. Lives
enough are lost through their shoes and tight-hieing, without our
adding Crinoline as a depopulating influence.

Unless dresses are made fire-proof, no one, while the present stuck-
out fashion lasts, can wear them safely. As a deterrent from wide
petticoats, we should pass an Act of Parliament to regulate their sale,
and should permit none to be worn without being marked "DAN-
GEROUS !

" The chances of incendiarism are so numerous, that, were
a Crinoline Insurance Company established, it could not possibly
withstand the constant claims that would be made on it. Fire-escapes
should be provided in all drawing-rooms, by which ladies when alight
might be rescued without scorching. As an additional precaution, I he
air-tubes of the petticoat might all be filled with water, and fitted with
the means, when needful, to eject it. Every lady thus would, in fact,
be her own fire-engine, and could play upon herself the moment her
dress caught. At a moderate, computation, a properly-spread pet
contains some thousand feet of tubing ; and such a reservoir as this

woidd hold enough to put out any common-place conflagration. The
more cold water that is thrown on Crinoline the better; although we
fear the rage for it burns with such a heat, that no cold water \ve can
throw through our columns will extinguish it.

The Jury Starvation System.

Q. WHAT foreign institution does Starving a Jury approach the
nearest to ?

A. The Diet of Hungary.
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JUVENILE ETYMOLOGY,

/oat "MAMMA DEAR! Now ISN'T THIS CALLED KISSMAS TIME, BECAUSE
EVYEKBODY KISSKS EvYEKHODY UNDER THE MISTLETOE? ADA SAYS, IT ISN'T."

ASTROLOGY EOR-IRISH BLACKGUARDS.
TAUKUS in the Cusp of the Tenth House. LOONEY

MACTWOLTER joins a Riband Society.
Mars in Square with Saturn. LOOXEY purchases a

blunderbuss.
Aries in Trine: to Cancer. The lot to assassinate a

Landlord falls upon LOONEY.
Retrocession of proud Jupiter in the Crab. LOONEY

loads his blunderbuss with slugs, and sneaks behind a

hedge.
Mars'in Leo. LOONEY fires his blunderbuss at somebody

else's Landlord, and shoots his own Priest by mistake.

Mercury in Square with Libra. A reward being offered
for the apprehension of the murderer, LOONEY is betrayed
by several of his associates, tried at the Assizes, found

guilty by a jury of his country, and sentenced to death
Occultation of Jupiter by the Moon. LOONEY MAC-

TWOLTER is hanged.

HOT WATER WITH AMERICA.

ANOTHER serious complication with America is unfortu-

nately to be apprehended. Yesterday an individual arnueii
in an ample blue coat of broad cloth, with brass buttons.
a buff waistcoat and drab breeches; his legs eucased in top
boots, his upper storey surmounted with a broad-brimmed
hat, his hands in his pockets, and a cudgel under his arm,
railing himself JOHN BULL, was conveyed to the Police
Office on a charge of swindling. In his pockets were found
abundant evidence that his real name was OBADIAH BRUM,
of Brumville, N. Y. ; on the manifestation of which fact
he "cut up rough," and declared that the British con-

stabulary officials had in his person violated the privileges,
of an American citizen by exercising the Right of Search..

Correspondence on the subject has taken place between
MR. DALLAS and LORD MALMESBURY.

Classical Conundrum.
Picked up near St. Paul's.

Q. IF a gent wished to invite another to his house/and
wanted to remind him to put on his best, toggery, in what
one Latin word could he express both wishes ?

A.
"
Cimtmspice .'

"
(i.e., Gentice, "Sir, come spicy!")

TJLTHA-CREPIDATORS.

COLERIDGE, in one of his letters to SIR HUMPHREY DAVY, says :

" That 1 vv;i* ;i \vell-]ne:niiii^ sutor who h:id ultni-erepidated with more zeal than
: ! I give myself credit lor that word ultra-crepidated ;

'

it started up in

my brain like a creation."

Yes, it is a fine cobbled word. We like the notion of ultra- crrpi-

uating as little as we like the race of men who, if we may be allowed to
coin at the same mint, may be called

"
ultra-crepidators." And society

is full of these abominable busy-bodies, \\lio make it their business to
attend to everybody else's business but their own.
A builder, who will persist in being his own architect, is an Ultra-

<;or, to whom we are indebted for the heaps of mushroom villas

and fungi mansions, that, in wild luxuriance, are stuccoed over the
suburbs of London.
The apothecary, who presumes to give advice as if he were a medical

also an Ultra-erepidator, who causes an infinity of mischief by
going beyond the boundary of his pestle and mortar. The bills, as weM
as the pills, of

mortality, (by which we mean all Life-Pills,) are largely
indebted to him for their increase.
The manager of a theatre, who fancies he can write just as well as

any practised author, and will persist in thrusting on the stage his own
puny farcelings, that are so weak that there is no chance of their

making a stand, much less having a run, is another ugly phase of the
Jlfra-crcpidator, whose attempts at wit are so atrociously bad, that it

I
would be a real comfort to know lie had stuck to his "last."
The man who ventures to interfere in a matrimonial quarrel between

and v, lie, tea rich specimen of the mtra-crepidatorial class, whose
i folly is generally rewarded, as it deserves to be, by his

"
catching it

"

I

severely on both sides.

The patriot who abuses the power of his influence by setting class

against class, is in his way an Ultra-erepidator, who generally finds out
1 :s mistaki by the time that the popularity, upon which he has been
trading, lias all but left him, when the chances are, he is the first to

|

lull the victim to the prejudices he has created.

The country, that makes a practice of intermeddling on all occasions

with the private affairs of other nations, is guilty of Ultra-crepidatiou
of the saddest and most ruinous nature, from the effects of which it

rarely ever recovers. A National Debt is the mildest punishment of

such practices; for they likewise involve a painful loss of life and

character, for which the instigators of the wicked folly should be held

legally, as they are morally, responsible.
Circumlocution is an indirect form of Ultra-crepidatiou, for the last

business it attends to is mostly the one it has taken in hand.
_

It shines

particularly in minding everything but its own business
;
or if it does

by accident attend to it, it turns out by the time it commences, there

is no further occasion for its services. The business in the meantime
has quietly settled itself.

And lastly, any one who is guilty of aiming at an excellence he is

disqualified by nature and education from attaining for instance, any
one who is vain enough to compete with Punch, is an arrant

Ultra-crepidator, whose impertinence is deserving of our heartiest

contempt, which we accordingly award to him in the most liberal,

manner.
If only for the last reason, all future dictionaries should be enriched

with the addition of the word
"
Ultra-crepidator," to which should be

appended the classical names of COLERIDGE and Punch.

" THE LATE EARTHQUAKE IN PORTUGAL."

WE read a paragraph in a newspaper with the above heading. We
only wondered what could have occurred to an Earthquake on the road
to make it late. We always laboured under the idea that an Earth-

quake was always up in a crack, and waited neither for time, tide,

man, woman, or child. Did the Earthquake hesitate before it took
its huge meal, fancying that there might be Naples, or the Tuileries,
or some other place worthier of its dainty swallow ? However, let an-

earthquake come ever so late, we should think it must always be on,

the ground very much too early.
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SCARCELY A DELICATE WAY OF PUTTING IT.

S\\ ell Bagman.
"
Nuw, what 's the smallest mm I tan give yon icitlwnt being considered

mean!"

EXTRAORDINARY.! MEETING OF WHALES.

WE liave been informed by our jEsop, that a meeting
of Wliales took place the other day off a large iceberg in

the Arctic regions Ip take into consideration (lie probability
of their speedy extinction in case of the much longer con-

tinuance of hoop and spring petticoats. The meeting was
rather thinly attended, in consequence of the number of

Cefacca which have been lately destroyed for the sakeof the

Whalebone which they supply for the manufacture of Crino-

line, or some of its machinery. A great bottle-nosed

Whale stated that the price of whalebone had risen to full

four times the amount which it cost previously to the

outbreak of the Crinolinomania. According to a Phyxrh'i-

iiiiii-ri,n-/iliiilti!i, spermaceti had risen as high as whalebone
for the same reason, and there would very soon be an end
of ointment if the ladies went on causing I lie: existing

consumption of Whales. Several Wliales complained bit-

terly of the EMPRKSS OF THE .FRENCH for setting the fashion

which is threatening to destroy them from off the bosom of

the ocean, and threw torrents of ridicule on the ladies of

England for the servility and sheepish or gooselike gre-

gariousness with which they imitate her. A Narwal wished
his horn was in the Crinoline of her Imperial MAJESTY,
with her Imperial MAJESTY in the Crinoline. He added,
that he derived some consolation for his bereavements and

bodily fear, from the fact, that if the hoop-fashion was

deadly to the Whales, it was also suicidal to the wearers ;

and that it was better to be harpooned than burnt to death.

A suspicious looking craft here heaving in sight, the

Whales ceased spouting, and broke up their assembly with
a sagacity which was very like a whaic.

The Defenceless State of England.

AMONGST the number of Scotchmen, who will be pro-

bably attracted to London from Scotland, to witness the

BURNS festival at Sydenham, how many are likely, we are

curious to know, to take return tickets? The railways
should be compelled to take them back; or eke the

Crystal Palace Directors ought to be indicted f9r not sup-

porting them, after having lured them into this country.
If not, all the Refuges that we at present have, or may
expeditiously build, will be absurdly insufficient to meet the

dire emergency.

THE PEERS CONDEMNED BY THEMSELVES.
\\ i: ilonlii if MK. BRIGHT has said anything against the Peers that

could reflect upon them half as badly as their own actions. In truth
the Peers (many of them, at least,) are their own enemies. If we wanted
two formidable witnesses in favour of some of the choicest attributes
of their order, we should summon the DUKE OP BEAUFORT and LORD
LINDSAY. The Duke should testify to the nature of the refined sports
of the aristocracy: the Lord should give evidence as to the average
range of their intellects. The Aunt Sally could be called as a witness
to give a character to the one ; while no stronger affidavit in favour of
the intellectual attainments of the other could be wished for than
reading out openly in Court one of his printed letters. We wonder
whose noble turn it will be next. The Peers are so scandalously
decried, that we should like one of their calumniated order to make a
glorious exhibition of himself everv week. CLANRICARDE might
generously rush forward to give simple-minded commoners an oppor-
tunity of judging with their own impartial eyes what aristocratic

purity .was: and LORDS CARDIGAN and LUCAN could venture after-
wards into the public arena, and give interesting as well as convincing
examples of what a Lord, when put fairly to the intellectual test, is

capable of doing. If at a loss for assistance, they might call in the
talents ot LORD INGESTRIE, whose debut at Crcmorne proved that he
was a Peer of the very first water

; so much so, that we wonder the one
on the banks of the Thames, that leads to the Gardens, has never,
out of compliment, been called after him. With such a Macedonian
phalanx of ability, the exhibition would be, not only instructive, but
amusing.

The Sea-Scoundrel's Sanctuary.

THK honour of a vessel sailing under the American flag is more
sacred than that of CAESAR'S wife. She must not even be inspected.
The Stars and Stripes cover a multitude of slave-traders and filibusters,
and it is better that any number of those rascals should escape than
that one honest Yankee merchantman should be examined.

A BULL AND A PIG.

IN its report of a case tried in the Sheriff 's Court the other day, we
find this curious statement made by a contemporary :

" Some questions then arose as to a disease to which the pig had been subject, and
it was elicited that slaughterers frequently killed pigs to save their lives."

Do they, really? Well, very possibly in Ireland they may; but

surely not in England ; eh, Mr. Reporter ? Pigstickers in Paddyland
may lull pigs "to save their lives;" but we can scarcely imagine

Englishmen would have the wit to do so. Indeed, were the pigs them-

selves allowed a squeak in the matter, we can conceive an Irish pig

might fancy it would save its life to have its throat coat, but we
question if an English one would run the risk of trying it. If, to

please the pigs, it were put to the grunt whether, to save their lives,

they would cpnsent to being slaughtered, very likely in a mixed

assembly of pigs, those from the Green Isle might submit to the

experiment. But supposing that the Britishers were asked to squeak
their acquiescence, there would be no need to caution them :

"
Now,

don't all squeak at once !

"
for we have a strong idea that there would

be unbroken
"
Silence in the pig-market."

REMARKABLE EXPERIENCE.

OUR contemporary, the Standard, in a late leading article, had the

following suspicious-looking passage :

*' Our public journals, too, have the tact not to exalt the acts of delinquents into

deeds of heroism, and so they fall to their proper degrading level ; what this level

is, no one can conceive who has not passed some weeks practically in a gaol."

We are, however, bound to say that the context of the above quota-
tion quite dispels the suspicion which the text may possibly excite.

The whole of the article, indeed, indicates such a preponderance of the

higher sentiments as to show that, if the author ever was in gaol on

any charge, either he was innocent, or else has become a wonderful

example of the reformatory effects of prison discipline.

VOL. xxxvi.
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AKING pur" way in the

direction of Cornhill,
on leaving the Ameri-

can, we enter upon a

perfectly different at-

mosphere, as it were,
and meet a different

class of men alto-

gether. St. Paul's Al-

ley is the locality we
choose next to ex-

plore, with your kind
,. .

and traversing that de-

file under the shadow
of St. Paul's Church,
Comhill, we reach an
old-fashioned quear-
looking house, cheer-

fully situated exactly

opposite the eliurch-

\ard, through the win-
dows of which (the

house, not the church-

yard) we discern a

good deal of eating
and drinking goiiig on;
and an inscription on
the door informs us

that it is the
"
Wool-

sack
;

''

and a savoury
smell further informs

us, that the said V\ ool-

sack is apparently full of good things. We will, if you please, walk in and enter the dark,

IVM4UM1MMUUV. iin> utHM* wttiu o 10 rtla^s uaucu yt ILililAM, UU11 C JiUO\V \VIlJ, tne

present incumbent, so to speak, being a foreigner, and evidently MAX, or KKITZ, or -some
such outlandish name. You will find the refreshments good, and the company generally calm,
deliberative, and quiet; the notable exception to which is to be found in that box at the far

corner, which is occupied by those very stunning swells in the whiskers. They are repre-
sentatives of a class which is very large indeed in the City; and if you will take the trouble
to listen for a minute, you will at once recognise the peculiarities of their school. "Well,
JACK," says one,

- What did you do over the Leger?" "Why, backed the Hadji, and lost,
of course. Just my luck. That 's the fourteenth time I 've run second this year. Gave
1' RANK a commission too, to back Sunbeam at twenties, and the beggar couldn't get on."
Well," says the other, "you're down on your luck, that's clear. Hallo, here's TOM!

Why, TOM, how arc you? where have you been? Haven't seen you for an age." "Been?
oh, I 've been down at the Oval just now. Match on at rackets. By Jove, I '11 back BOUCHER
against any man out. Here, WILLIAM ! where 's the book? Let's have a cider cup Seen
Bell, CHAULEY? What 's the latest odds?"
You know them now, 1 dare say. Yes, you 're right ; sporting characters these are, and

very well known. They go to .RAFAEL'S sometimes; and wherever they go, they take
care to let all'.t he company know all about the state of their books; whether TOM is likelv
to play m the Surrey and AH England ;

and all about that last little fight down Erith way.
"

A curious race these men, and almost entirely indigenous to the City. West -End sportingmen are less demonstrative, as a rule, and growl out their remarks as if they are rather
ashamed of what they are doing. Your City man, however, delights in it, and lakes care to
nave it well known. They mostly have very dashing little gigs and other traps to trot about

y always know a man who can be backed to do anything against any other man
;
and

continually being "put, up to good things," which, curiously enough, never seem to
ie Off. llie> aj-e specially great in Graecchureh Street, where they may be seen al all

ours, greedily reading telegrams, full of the most atrocious lies, from Newmarket, Epsom,
.' with the big time-keeper of the omnibuses in that charming loealitv The

scratching ol this horse, the weighting of that filly, seem to take up all their time and how
e of wonder, the.-, manage to find leisure to attend to their proper businesses, is a

iarvel. Still, we suppose they do, as they always seem to have plenty of money and
tacking horses,

'

urn are perfectly aware, Mr. Punch, never did pay yet, aiid never will
-__j_'_ _ " " "

-

fiery furnace t here w a little chop and steak room), and boasts of a large sped ral smokin"-
room, once the delight of churchwardens, and in which paroclu'al balls and dinners it I,

have taken place There is a queer little pi -eon-hole next the roof, where the band used to
be

;
but however tm: drum found room, let alone the trombone, we don't pretend to say

I here is a queer customer twice a week iu the smoking-room here, who smoketh not but
neinpaymg and receiving untold sums of wealth, and apparently makes his

oihce here. Ihe Sack is quiet and comfortable. Mr. Punch; and if we had not our work cut
mttor us, much would I like to smoke several calumets with yon; but "die Kinixt. / Inm,
* kurz ist uimrLebe,,.;" and we must be off down Cornhill, past the terrific passage of

the Mansion House, whore omnibus nursing nearly sends a pole into the small of our Inektm'*
p to the present series, and plunge into narrow iineklersburv and dive

li all speed (as it is getting late, and if we air nor quick, we shall not get a seat) into

ISHAXT'S establishment, the most famous slap-

bangery in London.
The first impression that will naturally occur

to your mind will be, that yon are in a lunatic

asylum; the second, that you are an Easi'-rn

potentate, being lidled to repose by the soft

melody of the bnl-Lid.

The first idea is caused by the wild and excited

gestures
of the waiters, who, in light holland

frock-coats, go flying about the place to the
number, as it appears to your excited imagina-
tion, of several hundreds; and Ihe second, by a
soft murmuring sound, a sort of gentle hum-
ming, which you can't, for the liie of you make
out. You sit down, (hiding an uuneeui)-
with considerable

difficulty,
and look about you

with a good deal of astonishment. This is 'the

very superior class of slap-bang, indeed
;
in fact,

you can hardly call it a slap-bang at, all. Every-
thing is as clean as can be expeeted. the waiters
are nimble and ci\il, and the company vastly
superior to the general run of customers al

places of -the kind. The reason for ihis latter
,

fact will be at once obvious to \on, if urn will

proceed to have your dinner. > on. call that
'

beneficent-looking 'individual with a very Tower
of l.ali'1 of plates and dish-covers ill his hands,
and inquire,

" What have you got?" Then
you understand the reason of t lie dulcet: sounds
you heard on lirsi entering the buildimr. as he
begins blandly a i ui unctuously pouring forth the
bill of fare, lie irencrallj l>. 'Roast
gewe, roasi. minion and onio ,ied Veal
and ham, roast beef." Thenacrowd of delicacies

come knocking each other's heads together, and
tumbling over each other, until you fall into a
state of utter delirium, from which you arc at,

length aroused by
"
Jugged-er-hare, ox-tail, and

i rile." You generally make a shot at

something, it being utterly impossible to re-

member the whole catalogue; and it is about
ten to one you will'.be right, it being a favourite

,

boast of ISIIAXT'S regular patrons that boiled

hippopotamus or jugged elephant and asparagus
tops, would certainly be forthcoming if they
were asked for. How this may be, we don't

know; but this we do know, that the plate of
beef we consume is perfect, that the beer is all

that can be desired, and that the charge is very
small.

These two boys who have just come into our
box will give you some idea of the kind of light
in which your juvenile clerk who patronises
ISHAXT, looks upon him. One of them is

evidently new to the place; and we should think,
from his general appearance, has only very lately
come into the City. He is very proud of being
a "City man," and of his forty or fifty pounds

r, which he thinks a fortune; and is not

Si
it e ceil ain yet whether he will be a partner in

OTIISCIIILD'S, or the beadle at the Koyal Ex-
change, a functionary whom he looks upon witli

the greatest respect. His friend is quite blase,
and is, like almost all clerks of the present day,
a great swell. He exchanges a good day with

JAMES, the waiter, bespeaks the paper with an
air of great 'authority, and proceeds to enlighten
his companion somewhat to the following effect :"
Yes, oh yes, JAMES has been here for a great

many years ;
in fact, before 1 went into ROBIN-

SON AND JACKSON'S." The speaker is about
fifteen.

_

"He gets live hundred a-year, and does
it for his amusement. He is verv well off. Oh
yes, ISHAXT is very rich indeed. He ke_eps a

carriage. They do about two thousand dinners

a-day here." This (almost a, literal transcript
of a conversation we overheard the other day)
is listened to with great attention ;

and the

neophyte is rather shy afterwards of presenting
his coppers to ISHAXT,/?/, who takes the money
in the kindest way ;

and lie appears to be much
relieved by the easy and graceful manner in

which his tribute is received and pocketed.
The most curious thing about Isn ANT'S is

the rapidity with which the cornices get through
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Ilirir dinners. \ mail dashes in, hastily orders, is quickly scr\cd,

and hurriedly Imlis ln's f, KM!. Thru rushes wildly to pay, and is gone
I ic fore \iiii lia\c I a ken MIIIC breath, or have time to cry,

"
Jack Robin-

son!" Stop here half-an-hour, and the chances are tlat you will not

ll'a-do/eii men who were here on your enl rancc.

\'v e have ii i means of knowing exactly the truth of our young
friend's statements, and, in fact, are rather inclined to disbelieve them

(\ve beg his pardon, "should this meet his eye''); but.we would be

j-lad to know that they were more or less true, as ISHANT'S was
our lirst lmr: and we, consequently, take a verj great deal of interest

in his welfare.

MRS. PUNCH'S ORATION.

iri-fnl, ii-illiout threat ur minting, tu //lenx/tii'i/ilc'l Mr. 1'i'nch,

as he peace/idly sat Kith his family at brealcfuxi .

''AND so, Mr. Put/I'll, you have thrown off the mask, have you, at

and shown the cloven foot under it. It was worth while waiting for

such a confession, certainly, very well worth while indeed. A'

suppose we may say that the cup of woman's wrongs is fidl and running
I shall not command my lemper, ,)//. /'"//</;, and so I tell you.

While there is anything to be u. vpoerisy, a woman is the

best of hypocrites ;
but fool . think her, she is not such a fool

as to play the hypocrite for not liing. That she leaves to the precious
lords of creation. [ shall say just, exactly what comes into my mind,
and 1 shall say it in the plainest words. There's no law of divun-
against a poor woman because she speaks in short words instead of

long ones, so far as I am given to understand, though there man be for

aiutliing I know to (he contrary, considering" what a cowardly and

dastardly divorce law you have made against us, enacting, as you call

it. that downright cruelty is not enough to entitle a woman to be rid of

ii brute for ever and ever.

"You read the Time*, Mr. Pxitch. T)on't deny that., when you sit

reading it all breakfast i hue, never pwttg in a wwnl m conversation

any more than if me and the ehilcbv HOTJHMBllVMyiody disturbs

yon, though it's only to ask wheUfcrr JWL will not lave some hotter
eotl'ee or a hit more bloater or haddock (for yon like your comforts at

home at breakfast, though you go out tor them to dinner, just like your
inconsistency) there is a black look, and one's nose snapped off. You
read the Tiu/ex. I say, and of course you read the precious leading
article, and nice leading I call it when husbands are to be led astray
by a newspaper, and wives to be scolded and illtreated if they don't air

it for them, and lay it humbly by the side of the napkin against my
lord chooses to leave off dawdling over his toilette, and come down to
breakfast. You read the article the other morning, 1 don't know which
date it was, but if some people paid more attention to dates, they
woidd not let their lawful wife's birthday go by without a bit of a
present or a dinner

;
but that 's what we all have to expect, and Heaven

help you, girls, if you believe that because your lovers write down your
birthdays m their pocket-books now, and send you verses, and bring

bracelets, that will go on when you are Mas. BKOWN and MBS.
.IOXBS, not a bit of it, so don't vou think it."

\\cll, Mr. I'l'ni-h, you read in the Timn that family dinners arc

had, which isfalse, and that wives pay no attention to cookery, and
if we marry l o make ourselves slaves and cookmaids, you 'd better say so
at once, and get it put into the marriage service, and say that as SARAH
cooked lor ABRAHAM, we arc to cook for you I think I hear myself
saying it and then the writer goes on condescendingly to assin
that Mi;. A. and Mu. !'>.. ami Mu. ('. and MR. D. don't excuse them-
selves from dining at home as they ought to do out of any dislike or
disrespect for the poor creatures they have married, kit that they
make a lit t le part y at, the beestly club, and join to have all sorts of nice
things only because they can't be got at home. They would as soon
have the society of ladies as not, indeed they are good enough to prefer
to have it, it

they
could have the clever cookery too, but if one can't

be had without doing without the other, of course pitch the wives out,
Of window, and let us luve the Potage a la Reine ; not that the

,^

God bless her! would sanction your giving hey name to an
"

~. was her,
didn't go.

,

- -- cv-j -* """ j-iijj 10 L'ui/ nuc*bU yC CJlll IT

coral something, to be drawn from the cant about woman's mission, and
the influence of woman in civilising society, and the angel in the house
and all the rest of the sentimental rubbish that you have been talking
these ten years. It comes to this that the lawful wife, of your bosom
and the mother of your blessed babes is all very well in her place, lint
sooner than dine with her off plain and honest fare, you will desert her
and go to a vile club with a pack of men to talk politics and scandal
about the ballet girls, and all the rest of the abominable trash that men
talk, though they sneer at us for liking to have a little conversation
sometimes about our children and how they get on, and about the
dresses which we wear, I 'in sure for no love of millinery, for I 'd
sooner go about in stuff than in satin but because we naturally desire
to do credit to our statiou and to our husbands' taste and respectability.

Tv'cvcr draw back from this, Mr. J'/'uch, never begin again with your
preaching about the holiness of woman's position and the deferential

respect which ought to be shown her by every chivalrous mind, when you
proclaim, and here it is in black and white, and 1 mean to keep it by
me to my dying day, (and however soon that maybe I was goim: to say
1 don't care), and it shall bear witness to the estimate Inch husbands o'f

the nineteenth century place upon their wives. \Vc should like their

society if we could get good dinners as well, but as we can only get
the good dinners (which is./r-/Ar) elsewhere, we will leave our \\i\cs

to their lonesomencss. and go off to the club.
"
Very good, Mr. Punch. I only wanted just to say one word upon

the mallei-, because it is always right to expose hypocritical pretences,
and became I b'kc you to know that though I don't bury my head in a
paper and scowl at a poor child if he happens to ask for more marma-
lade or anything Oh, not that lie 'd dare to speak to you, he knows
better than that 1 say that you may see that I understand the meaning
of what 1 read, 1 hough we are so unlit for intellectual society that you
would sooner go with a parcel of men to the club and talk about 'the

ancles of the ballet and "

{_An tnrful or/pi" </;///, /-liw In I In' inmloir, mtil, for
IIn- first time i/i M I

iff, I//-, f'tn/rft Ijli'xsetl HH tii-i/ti,i-,',-i.itder for
makingfuri utiim

"ON HOItKOirs HKAI) HORRORS AC( I MULATE!"
\\'K are not over-sensitive, and can keep our feelings generally

pretty well within control; bur \ve. own that 01 at the

following advertisement thrilled us with such horror as completely
overcame us :

WANTED.
TO OPEN Immediately, a Sentimental Singer, and also

'-, Cciinic Siller. N..IM- hut what .-. -prietor,
MB. jAjii-sTn.KY. (loyal Concert Hall, .MidfHV

There is a cold-bio about this announcement which is

enough to freeze the \ery marrow in one's bones. It is no new thing
to hear a new sil nation spoken of as being a ''good opening" for any
one in want of it

;
but the openiiiL' in such ease is a figurative expres-

sion; and personal advancement, not dissection, is implied by it. A
man must lie a worse than Shylock to require the immediate opening of

two persons ;
and we should hardly think the law would sanction the

commission of such horrible barbarity. It is a not uncommon thing
to find vocalists "cut up;" but this is not a work of surgery, but
criticism

;
and the only knife employed in such case is the penknife.

But the announcement we have quoted is expressed so uum'stakeablr,
that an actual operation seems clearly to ne threatened bv it

; and,
were we a comic or a sentimental singer, we certainly should hesitate

before applying for a place where the delights of a dissecting-room
are probably awaiting us.

An Artful Dodd-ger.
THE munificence of MK. DODP, the eminent dust -contractor, has

been described by a poor expectant, who had been building large hopes
on the five acres of ground promised by that gentleman to the Dramatic

College, and afterwards withdrawn, as nothing less than ''dirt-cheap.''

THE IRISH TENANT.

THE Irish lessee's common practice of subletting his holding, when
it causes an estate to be occupied by a series of subtenants, one under
the other, creates a species of tenancy which young solicitors, in passing
their examinations, may take occasion to describe as Tenancy in Tail.

AV.MTS THAT AUK AV \\TEi). Uniform ones for the measurement of
I corn throughout the United Kingdom.
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SERVE HIM RIGHT.

Swell (who, wfieit lie is asked In iliac at half-past six, thinks it fitie to came at half-past eiffht). "HAW! I'M AFRAID YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING DlNNAW FOR ME !

"

Lady of the House. "On DEAD, No! WE HAVE DINED SOME TIME; WILL YOU TAKE SOME TEA?"

SEASONABLE STATISTICS.

As proofs that agricultural distress is still existent, and as tending
to excite one's pity for its victims, we copy from the Times these

saddening particulars :

" NORFOLK TURKEYS. It will perhaps excite some astonishment when it is stated
that last week 10,748 turkeys were despatched as Christmas presents to the Metro-
polis, the greater part coming from Norfolk, and being placed on the railway at
Norwich. It is generally considered that a turkey, with sausages, hamper, carriage,
BO., costs 1, and these presents, therefore, represent an aggregate expenditure of

10,000. After this one may employ Mr. Punch's observation last week' Not bad,
for the Eastern Counties.' "

Writing as recipients of a fair share of these presents, we think this
statement should excite something more than mere

"
astonishment

"
We should hope that in at least 10,000 heads in London, the bumps of
gratitude and veneration have been worthily developed, and that the
organs of benevolence have been in sympathy excited. Indeed, when
we say 10,000, we speak much within the mark. Allowing on an
average a dozen to each turkey, we find that 128,952 Londoners were
the better ior the birds, and as turkey is digestible we hope none found
themselves the worse lor them. With regard, however, to the sausageswe must own to feeling some misgivings on this score. Sausages are
much more excitive of dyspepsia; and as probably three pounds at
least accompanied each turkey, there would be more than 30,000 Ib

i?r
be

,

chAested -

,
Thirty thousand pounds of too, too solid sausage!We shudder to think how heavily they would weigh upon their eaters

and what studs ol nightmares they too probably would breed !

Parents who delight to plague their children in the holidays, and do
then- best to spoil their appetite for pudding by setting them toughsums to work out while they are swallowing it, might concoct some
puzzling problems from the figures in this paragraph. It would be
interesting to calculate how high above the Monument the hampers
would have reached, had they been heaped all a-top of one another at
its base; and striking a mean average of six sausages to the pound
with three inches length m each, it might be asked how many times

would they in single coil festoon round the Lerinftiau, and what bare
inches would be left if they were laid upon her deck? Problems still

more difficult might be founded on the reciprocity these presents
doubtless caused : and algebraic calculations might be worked to find

out x, that being the
" unknown quantity

"
of oysters which left town,

as quidpro quo for the 10,000 turkeys which were sent to it. As a
barrel of "best natives

"
costs not much above a crown, and as one of

these is thought a fair equivalent for a turkey, it seems clear that the

exchange has been in favour of the Londoner; and we therefore beg to

intimate to all our country cousins, that for as many turkeys' bills as

they may beg us to accept, we will value them in oysters at the usual
rate.

To wind up with a homily, as 'befits this festive season, Let us, O
Cockney brethren, lay this paragraph to heart; and what though our

country friends may bore us in the Spring, let us think of the Ten
Thousand Turkeys growing for our use, and of the miles and miles of

sausages then grunting in (lie stye, but with which, when Christmas

comcth, our country folk in links of friendship, will enchain us.

News of the New Tear.

As a proof of the political dulness of the season, we may mention
that we saw this morning a barrow-load of turnips, which a coster-

monger was wheeling past our office, and of which the greens, ifnot the

roots, were all over severely pitted as if with the smallpox. We did
not imagine that vegetables were subject to this dangerous disease,
but if they are, they certainly ought to be vaccinated, and as many as

have already caught it should be given to the cow.

APROPOS DE BOTTES.-Italy has often been compared to a boot.

Taking it on this footing, we suppose Austria may be called
"
the iron

"

that has
"
entered its sole."
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MR. BARNUM'S MISSION.

policy.

Tin; Amiiv- - a bid] M !; - BAR-
nary,

has repeated a! St. Jt

Hull will bo re-dclivcred, no
; doubt, to numerous Itritisli

audiences, toiheir great cdilica-

tioii in the faith of which that

reuTciid gentleman isaminis-
trr. The \\orship of the Al-

mighty Dollar dors not csscn-

ti;dl.\ dill'cr from the devotion

lo L. S. 1). which is pr;e
-

in these islands. M li. 1'iAUNIM

will do a considerable service

to the rconoun In

llnmbnir, as the

means, to the acquisition of

money, as the end, of the doc-

trine which he so eloquently
ople can he

pursue riches

!

by 'the path of Humbug, as

i^s I i iimliui;- is (Mined In Ml:.

M M, the
_
county ;nnl

rates will be materially
I lessened, for swindling and

stealing Trill be generalb rclin-

- quished, mid the number of

commitments will decrease.

Rogues who were wont to

commit gross fraud, will now
learn that Humbug is the best

Mis. I'.ARNI M is the XKWTON of Humbug. The former philosophers, in relation to

The various arts nf dress by which attention is

gained, and affection inspired, are bo many
plifications of an elegant Eumbug. The

delicate attentions which young ladies receive

from their admirers arc refined Humbug. Hum-
huu run IV6, for

nd Humbug is Love.

Of con:-: \|;t. 1! \HNUM does not seriously

Humbug does not involve

d and fraud, and he would not insult a

by pretending to say so.

What he docs mean to say is, that the fraud

and falsehood of Humbug arc umndictable.

:,l llumbn'j: is the, art, of obtaining money
h arc not legally false. It is

inv, or even a m iur. Humbug
is i hr ,

-. e(l bv the sincere

UINUM will promote the

most importatil interests of monetary society,

if, by the continuance of his labours of love in

ness,
he, shall MIC.

i

opt ion. As bitter

beer is swali if old ale, so must

Humbug be accepted as a substitute for old

fashioned moral i

policy. Ml!. ISjulNUMls tne .NEWTON 01 auuiuug. me lunuui puuuoupni, . i^... v

Humbug, as the latter with regard to eravitation. He is the expounder of the principle o

the gn orce Moreover, he represents it aa consisting in attraction the centripetal

power exerted by advertisements and puffery. Regarded in this point of view, Humbug
assumes a peculiar interest. \Vhat, is Love ? Evidently a species of sentimental Humbug.

Parallel Passages.

THE Signs of a Hard Winter seem very gene-
ral. Thus we read in i he Times, that upwards

I

of 100 persons have given notice of their intention

pply to be admitted as Attorneys in
_

the

iiu ;
while the Country Papers inform

us, probably of the same fact, in the announce-

ment, that
"
Great flocks of Cormorants have

lately been seen in the Southern Counties."

THE WESTMINSTER PLAY. The -work done

in the House of Commons.

THE DECLINE OF TURKEY.

WE t ake the following from a contemporary, and hope there is no

truth in it :

THE Si'i-TAS AND ins ('KKDITOHS. A Constantinople letter of the 18th Decem-

ber, iu the Jimmlliftr f ,\lar.-,eilles, says : A demonstration took place a few days
a the part ol . '.vim supply the palace, and whose accounts still

remain unpaid. The s'nitati was OH liis w:vy from Top Hang, where he had l>rcak-

fastecl, tn the palace of D lit', when he was met by an assemM:
us, who (Toweled round the imperial cortigt, calling for

e. The first movement of the Sultan, at finding himself surrounded by this

\\-li.i were uttering louil cries, was to lay hold of the llilt of his sabre, but

liscoverhii; the pacine eh;iv let . T < >t' tin; demonstration, he ordered that three
of the creditors should be dclcf; on HAKI HEY, who should that very
evening receive the necessary orders on the subject of the claims. The foil

day three of the principalcveditors waited on HAKI BEY, who sent them to RIZI
PACHA m formed for the settlement of the accounts
of the civil list, but which has only held one or two sittings,. for form's sake,

assured them that all their accounts should he paid, but that at present funds were
wantinu. Meantime, many of these unfortunate men, who are pressed by their own
creditors, h; i. , .1 to suspend ].:ivment, and several of them have been

completely i nnilar demonstration was made two dayB after by tho
workmen of the Imperial buildings."

If this story be true, we beg in charity to'hint, that it would be an

act of friendship towards our old ally, if MR. GLADSTONE, after he has

settled;the Tonians, would lend the Sultan his assistance in settling
with his creditors. As Ex Chancellor of our Exchequer he could

speak with some authority upon the ways of getting means, and
he might give vent, to his usual longwindciiness in advising the poor
Sultan how to raise the wind. The subject would admit of a tripartite

division, for there would have to be considered

Firstly. How far over head and ears is the Sultan now in debt?
Secii/i'l/ii. U here can he lind funds to free himself? and
Tliirilly. Where does he expect to go to if he can't?
But while for his poverty we pity the poor Sultan, we think that his

poor creditors yet more deserve our sympathy; and for the comfort of
all parties, we trust the Sultan shortly may get hold of a round sum,
with which all accounts that are outstanding may be squared. If the
Commander would escape the mobbing of the Faithful, instead of

drawing his sword on them, let him draw his purse first, however,
taking care to see that there is something in it.

ARCADIAN LITIGANTS.

WE copy the following announcement from the Standard:
' MR. ERNEST JONES has brought an action for libel against MB. G. W. II. REY-

NOLDS. MK. KmviN JAMES, Q.O., has been retained on behalf of MK. JONES, and tho

case, which is . . |.ci -led to come on in Hilary Term, is expected to be one of much
interest."

When gentlemen like MR. ERNEST JONES and MR. G. W. M. B.EY-

HOLDS fall out, the opposite class of politicians come by their own in

point of credit. The hilarity of the public will be excited in Hilary

term, by hciiring what Mil. JONES will be able to
say against MK. REY-

NOLDS by the eloquent mouth of MR. JAMES, and how much dirt MK.
REYNOLDS will fling back upon MR. JONES through the lips of some
other gentleman of the long tongue.

A BEAST OUT OF NOAH'S ARK.

MR. PUNCH predicts very great success for a young barrister who

distinguished himself in court the other day by making the most

infamous and abominable jest in the world. It was at Quarter Sessions,

and one of the magistrates, nay, let us name Slit TIMSK.I.LY CLUMSY,
i had gone to sleep, and was proving the fact by showing his qualification

to represent the Essex borough called Great Snoring. The young and

accomplished barrister sent this note to his leader :

"
Q. Why is SIR TUNBELLY like the first ship on record?"

"
A. Because he snores, hurl.- !

"

Mr. Punch repeats that this barrister will rise, having leisure to

devote himself to law, being palpably unfit for anything else.

Irish Loyalty.

WHKN PAT was at famine's door,
A true liegeman PAT would be ;

When PAT had potatoes galore,
A Ribandman, sure, was he.

WARNING TO TUB POLICE.

CRINOLINE has become such aii intolerable nuisance, that fears are

entertained that it may ultimately lead to "a Town and Gown Row."

THE .Rtf-FORM OP A TITLE.

Sue ii was the character of most of the cases that ciimc before SIR

C. CKF.SSWKU, last term, that he declares his court ought to be called
4-l. '*!> 1,..,,, .,,,,1 I1i,-^r/rt C^.f\\\r4 " Inctfinrl r\f th(>

" PmVlJlfp nndthe "Reprobate and Divorce Court
Divorce Court."

of the
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First Cabman. "
Veil, Bill, yer are a Swell."

Second Do. "
Vy,yes! Tkis'creold ruy ain't amiss, is it ? We only wants the Crincrlme to

take it out of a few on 'em, I think )
"

THE MODEL PRISON.

OF all (he places for a prig
Wot is too lazy for to dig,
A. vim I reckons London town.

Upon him ven the lawr comes down.

To Newgate jug he then is sent,
To take his chance of punishment,
With scarce a fortnight for to bide
In quod afore his case is tried.

Then if lie proves his halleybi,
Restored unto Society,
Forthwith his former pals he jines,
And takes agin to his old lines.

But if the country is your sphere,
You may be in for arf a year,
Hand be withheld for all that time
From follerin' the paths hof crime.

Six months the 'Sizes comes between,
Which many a prig in gaol has been.

Afore acquitted of the charge,
And suffered for to go at large.

And likewise, which I don't regard,

Though some there is as thinks it hard,

The hiimocent may bide as long
As them wot has committed wrong.

So Newgate is the jug for me,
Hincarcerated for to be,

Sharp, short, decisive, is the go,
If you arc hinnocent, or no.

SIIAKSPEARE FOR LIVERPOOL.

The quality of Mersey is not strained.

ENGLISH DINNERS FOR SNOBS.
To the Editor of Punch.

"
SIR

"
SINCE sending to the Tintes my letter, of a column and a half in

length, in which 1 laid down the true principles on which dinners should

be given, (or rather exchanged, for I need not say that a dinner creates

a debt, due from those we invite, except where a writer, buffoon, tra-

veller, or other attraction is introduced as part of the menu, and,

indeed, lie ought to be written down in it), I have been reminded that

there are a good many persons in this country, who, though neither

millionnaires, nor even possessing a decent income of three or four

thousand a year, arrogate to themselves, in this levelling age, the right

to know what they are eating and drinking, and who complain of the

present system of dinner-giving. I allude to those whom, without

my being unnecessarily offensive, I may call Snobs, with, perhaps, six,

seven, or eight hundred a year. I have been asked to give, tor the

benefit of such persons, a few hints in the spirit of the letter which 1

addressed to their betters. It is, I fear, almost insulting their wretch-
edness to advise them on such a subject, but it is our duty to help our

inferiors, and endeavour to make them feel that the state of Me in

which Providence has placed them to labour, and look up to us for

direction, is as comfortable as they deserve it should be.
" Of course, I do not speak to them of

'

dinner at 8,' when, if they
have worked as they ought to do, they are yawning for bed

; of chairs

with
'

spring seats and spring backs
;

'

of
'

Sevres China,'
'

abundance of

flowers,'
'

child with corbeille full of grapes,'
'
French painted moss,'

'
a rose or bunch of violets by the napkin,'

'

ortolans and beccaficos,' or
the other necessaries of civilised life. To mock the needy is the basest

vulgarity. I will merely give the Snobs I have referred to a little

counsel, derived from practical knowledge of their habits and wants.
"
Addressing such persons, I would say," You had better give no dinners at all. It is for your betters to

dine; you have only to eat. Tea, at five o'clock, with plenty of

muffins, Sarah Lunncs, and toast, is a more befitting repast tor you to

offer to your friends ;
and perhaps some bread and cheese, spring

onions, or even a salad, afterwards, may not be regarded as extrava-

gance. Beer is not an unwholesome drink for the inferior classes.

I suppose that your females tolerate tobacco. Why not be content
with the enjoyments natural to your order ?

"
But, if you will imitate your superiors, and ask persons to dinner,

attend to the following hints :

"
Always invite the wives of your male friends. These women will

much abridge the evening, being desirous to get home to their

children, (for whom, of course, they have no nursery governesses and

mrses), and they will in sonic measure check intemperate habits.
"
Give your meal at 6, as persons of your class are unaccustomed to

wait so long, and will have lunched, whereby you will save.

"Make your table pretty, by all means. A plaster cast of the

EMPEROR NAPOLEON, or a Church with coloured windows, for

illumination, can be bought for a few pence ;
and will lead the con-

versation to politics, or to religion, and kindred subjects on which

your class imagines itself to have a right to speak.
"To have a menu would be a mockery, but as you, as well as we, have

'

stupid or silent guests," let your little boys write out on copy-book

paper a few maxims, and lay a copy by each person.
'

Gluttony leads

to want,' 'Temperance profiteth much,' 'Let not your Eye be

bigger than your bell-Eye/ and similar morals may do good, besides

improving your brats' writing. Instead of a rose or violet, place by
each male person a cold saveloy, and by each female a piece of ginger-

bread, to be
' munched '

instead of bread (as in high life) during the

pauses."
Never put tallow candles on the table. A lamp is cheap, and if the

mistress of the house cleans it herself, will long keep in order.

"No soup that you can make is fit to eat. But oysters may begin

your dinners as well as ours, -only instead of
'

four or six,' let each

person have a couple 9f dozen, with roll, butter, and beer. This will

materially help you with the rest of the dinner.

"There is no objection to cheap fish, and I have seen apparently good
fish cried in the streets in which you reside. But a few fresh herrings,
or sprats, will be the safest. Remember that lish should be eaten with

the fork, even though made of steel. But albata is not dear, and looks

nice, if the mistress herself rubs it with wash-leather.
"
Listead of the huge, tough, gory joints in which you delight,

try hashed mutton, Irish stew, or harico. Fried P9tatoes are a deli-

cacy easily .attainable. The mashed potatoe, with small sausage
on the top, will wean many a husband not from his club, for you have,

happily for you, no such temptations but from the chop-house.

Marrowbones, when you wish to oe particularly
'

genteel
'

(as you call

it), may be introduced.
"
Why have a pudding course ? Ugly, sloppy, or hard, unwholesome

things are vour puddings. Go to a respectable grocer's, and ask him
for an article called macaroni. He will tell you how to cook it. With a

little grated cheese, you will find it a novel luxury. Treacle on toast

will please the juveniles." Then your slatternly servant (by the way, insist on her washing
her face, and wearing a cap never let her come in with her bonnet on)
will heave on to the groaning table a hemicycle of cheese like half a
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millstone. Keep (his away, anil have i handed ipuiid.
Do

not, t'roin a foolish feeling of
'

gentility
'

denj yourselves on

you like. Von will nut he a bit more like us if yon never loi

oniou to vour lives' end.

ill means have what you consider de-M-rt. Apples, oranges,

and biscuits \uu have in your gallery at the theatre-, why not on tahle ?

Adn id h.\ oneof your eirls with coloured paper, or si nek

over with red \\afers, will lie a tasteful centre ornament, and lo the

;

fig you may charge the bad taste of your wine. For I suppose

you will giu- I In pence, or even four shillings, for .this nasti-

bongfc I advise i and your females prefer) brandy and v..

I irll >(in Frankly not to be ashamed of tobacco pipes. \\ >

cigarette, and what is that but a tobacco-pipe of paper?
" Your lieM, i-/nt.i.w is being driven up-stairs to tea. The sooner this

is announced the better for the temper of your females, and for your
own heads when yon o to your work next morning.

"
Keep your children up. If they are tired and cross, it is only once

in a way. They materially help to break up a party, and my objee

been to show you how, with your narrow means, yon may ill a humble
eheerful way imitate your superiors, while exercising a wise

eC0110my_. Let me add, ne\er hesitate, if il he a wet night, to send

your maid fur cabs, instead of asking your quests to delay their depar-
ture. Hut gi\e tin- iiniir girl one glass of spirits ; remember what JOH

by dismissing jour friends.
"

If these hints are of any use to persons with not more than

hundred a year, 1 shall have done my duty to the poor, and remain,

"
Berk

' Your obedient sc
"
G. H. M."

HOPEFUL CHARACTERS.
M r. following extract from a

report relativeto Newgate,
li.v i he Uuv. JOHN 1>\\ is.

Ordinary of that unfortu-
i estahlish-

,
deserves to be atten-

tively considered in that

City, to the LORD MAYOII
orporatiou of which il

is addressedbythe author:
"
Hope never ha.s had a more

Fertile cam! in than
tho brea>t ut' a criminal. The
slightest fact that is favouniMi\
the smallest discrepancy in the

evidence, rho chance that an im-

portant witness may be absent,
and the probability that some
point of law may "turn in his

favour, are quite enough to
create a strong anticipation of

escape.''

By the account of the
llcv. Ordinary of Newgate,
then, it seems lliat, under

pardon ofMB. POPE, "Hope
springs eternal in the scouu-

breast" more parti-

cularly than in the human
breast at large. This is

a truth that enterprising speculators, even though they be men-ham
princes, maj lie advised to ponder. A large endowment of Hope, in

proportion to the other moral sentiments, is just what makes com-
mercial gentlemen gamble, with other people's money, and pawn,
pledge, or sell, other people's securities. Hope whispers that the
embezzled property will be replaced, hj -and-by, nobody the wiser, or
the worse. Hope accepts bills which Forethought sees no signs of

meeting. Hope borrows, and owes for ever, or until the term fixed by
the Statute of Limitations. Hope is always setting whitewashed, or

nii\.L i '.i-ii, -,111111 i_n i sjutj a nil, if 11 in "i 'i vjoa Oil UUL i flSOll. itHU. tLIU VJilUl Ul

Newgate aforesaid. I lope turns the crank, dances on the treadmill, is

transported beyond the seas, is employed on board the hulks, and
labours in penal servitude. Hope is the rogue's one virtue; and,
generous reader, choose nobody for your banker, or your trustee, \vho
is very 'plentifully endowed with what may in most cases be called that
immoral sentiment. And if ever you arc induced, by your benevolence,
to accommodate any of these hopeful people with the loan of a sum of
money, take precious good care that it is not a larger one than \\hai

you can perfectly well afford to lose.

IMITATION THE HOMAGE PAID TO GENIUS. Granting this, Crino-
line is the Homage paid by Woman to EUGENIE.

THE TIGHT BOOT.

()p all the ill-sewed and ill-shaped bits of leather,

That ever pinched Imnnions the shape of a boot in,

The Italian boot seems tin- worst altogether

That Emperor, King, Duke, or Tope e'er put foot in.

From the Lombard)
1

top with Venetian binding,

Through the ancle piece Unman and Legal me leg,

The wearer 'tis dialing, and blist'ring and grinding,
While the foot hobbles, crippled with BOMBA'S sharp peg.

The seams
they keep ripping, the welts they keep rending,

(Clamp, cobble, or clout as the state-botchers will)

Till both understandings and soles call for mendimr,
And toes won't be content to be pinched and keep still.

nidcr!
"

cry those, who have studied the problem
What well-seasoned leather icill bear, what it wm't ;

" To make Tight boots easy, I he wa\ *8 nut to cobble 'em,
But to find out what. feel, lit the boot, and what don't."

What wonder this boot so like out-bursting .

That Italy's callouses! corns burn and shout in il.

When Kaiser, King, I'ope (not to men! ion Grand-] dikes)
All alike "/// insist upon putting their foot in it.

And such feet ! one, the claw of a double-necked vulture :

And one, much too closely resembling a hoof:

While of what the Pope stands on just now, let their culture

Who kiss the Pope's toe, be accepted for proof.

But while granting the fact, and in great part the reason,
This advice, poor Italia, I hope, will allow

< )f all remedies don't I c n boot-trees on,
Or the cure may prove worse than the pinch she bears now.

Let the case of her sister, M iss France, serve as warning,
\Vlio found her shoes pinch (she 'd been going too fast)

Called in Louis NAPOLEON to right them one morning,
And has wished ever since she had stuck to her last.

WOMAN STEELED AGAINST RIDICULE.

A WELL-KNOWN Sheffield warehouse, in the department where
cast-steel is manufactured at the rate of several tons a week for the

purposes of Crinoline, has written over its doorway, "LADIES' ows
MATERIALS MADE UP." It is a kind of millinery- manufactory, where,

upon sending her moire antique, or shot silk, a lady can have it expanded
into a perfect little balloon, with the hoop, and all complete. The
workmen are distinguished from the ordinary class of operatives by the

characteristic title of
"
Hooperatives," which they don't like at all.

They are rather looked down upon by their fellow-workmen, who treat

them with the same amount of consideration that is generally paid by
men to a man-milliner. They are, in truth, the men-milliners of the

iron and steel trades.

A Naive Confession.

A YOUNG Lady this
"
Kissmas

" somewhat surprised her partner

by expressing a decided aversion to moustachios. On being pressed to

give her reason for it, she at first fenced off the question by declaring
that a lady needs no reason for disliking things. On being further

questioned, she glanced slily at the mistletoe, and then darting an arch

look at her partner's anxious face, on which the most luxuriant of

moustachios had been cultivated, she replied, with charming naicete,"
Well, I don't mind telling you. It is because they, oh, so tickle

one !

"

The London District Telegraph Company.

WE are promised a Telegraph Company that is to bind our housetops
toget her, which will give the chimney-pots the appearance as though

were playing at scratch-cradle. We will not stop to ask whether
the London sky will look anv the better for being ruled like a copy-

book, but will simply proceed to observe, that such a company could

not be inansnrated at a more promising period than the present, when
the ruler who is in the ascendency in the City happens to be WIKI..

ERRATUM. For "Sm FKAXCIS HEAD," read for the future,

"France's head," for that article seems to be devoted a great deal

more to the service of France than England.

THE PHILOSOPHER OF THE STABLE Mixn. MR. RAREV.
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Street Soy (in playful allusion to the basket-carriage).
"

Oir, LOOK HERE, BILL!

FROM THE WASH! "
IF ERE AIN'T A SWELL DRIVING HISSELF HOME

A REALLY STRONG-MINDED WOMAN.
To Mr. Punch.

"
IN the interview which PRINCE ALEXANDER, the Ex-Hos-

podar of Servia, had with the deputation from the Servian Parliament
(whose name looks so ridiculously like Soupkitchen), touching his

abdication, it seems that the Hospodaress had a good deal more to say
on the question than the ladies of Princes, Premiers, or Presidents, are
allowed by our old-fashioned if not effete, civilisation of the West."

The Augsburg Gazette informs us, that the Princess violently
reproached her Husband for his weakness, declaring that, if she were in

hixjjlace,
she would 'rather be cut to pieces than capitulate.'" The Correspondent of the Gazette a. man of course goes on :

"After the Princess had roued 1 for some time, her husband lout patience," and
taking her by ike shoulders,

3 pushed her into an adjoining room. Hardly, however,
1 the interrupted conversation been renewed by the spokesman of the deputationwhen the lady re-appeared," and discharged a volley of invectives5 at the represen-

tatives of the nation. The llospodar again conducted his wife to the door, and dis-
missed her -with afew sound cuffs."

6

" And this, Mr. Punch, is the sex which a cruel prejudice, endorsed
1

gncye
to say) by you, like the rest of your sex, excludes from

political functions ! See what an element of political stability you are
throwing away, m this fine female determination you men call it

s of tlie last
'

will be cut
- - ~- u~". . ,. r ,, ,,:,,,, . j_,u jwu suwfiusc, 11 i j A i IY PALMER-

STON or LADY DERBY, or the dear EMPRESS EUGENIE, were associated
in authority with those eery poor creatures, their husbands, that we should
liavo all these changes ot ministry at home, and these ridiculous ahiUi/-
s/Ktllt/iuffs about India Bills and Reform Bills, or these childish vacil-

1 'Hike his impertinence.
'Of course he did. They always do.
The cowardly wretch .' brute force as usual !

:.v rijfht. Any woman of spirit would have done the same
liivnctives' indeed! If a man had been the speaker, I should like to know

have been the word.

poor woman, with

, non yon men ca
ofattnacg -ilns ,/oMe tenacityI am aware you call it

'

love of the last
word this hiffhspirited defiance of consequences, which 'will be cutm pieces rather than capitulate !

' Do you suppose, if LADY PALMER-

lations at Paris, these prosecutions and pardons, these./?/.? of severity,
and indulgence P No if the ladies of these very poor Lords of Creation,
were allowed their proper place, we should see a very different, and a
much more steady and consistent state of tilings ! LADY PALMER-
STON'S ability, it is true, has met with a proper recognition from her
husband, and that accounts for his amazing success in the private and
personal side of his political life. Did ever any man told office so long,
and under so many ministries ? Why was this, but because LADY P.,
like the PRINCESS OF SERVIA,

'

would be cut to pieces rather than
capitulate;' and because, when she told her husband so, lie had the

good sense to take her advice and stick to his place, instead of telling his
wife she didn't know hers, as most English husbands would do, or

pushing her out of doors by the shoulders, and giving her cuffs, like
this cowardly brute of a Servian Hospodar ?

"
I have no doubt, if LADY P. were allowed a seat in the Ministry,

without a department, she would soon exercise as much wholesome

influence in the Cabinet as in the bondoir and that we should have no
mistakes about Conspiracy Bills and Lord Privy Seals. She would
show COUNT WALEWSKI the difference, I'll answer 'for it. There would
be no want of spirit in our policy, with her at the helm."

People tell me, that MR. DISRAELI is an excellent and most attentive-

husband, and that he always takes his wife's advice
;
and look how

he has prospered.
"Pray, Mr. Punch, will you tell me which is the best governed nation-

in the world ? Of course, you will say England. And why ? Because you
see on our throne the artificial order of the sexes reversed, and the woman
in her natural position of superiority. I say natural, for it clearly was
in the order of nature that the woman should guide the man. To />///,

I should like to know, did ADAM owe the knowledge of good and evil,
but to that much-maligned EVE ?"

Hoping that I have now set the heroic conduct of the PRINCESS OF
SERVIA in its proper light, instead of the odious and ridiculous view in
which it has been placed by that very small German, the Belgrade
Correspondent of the Augsburg Gazette, I beg to subscribe myself,
Mr. Punch, "

Your faithful, but not obedient,"
THALESTHIS HARDLINES,"

(Autharess of Tlic Cry of the Women: a Plaint in Twenty-Seven Cantos.)

f r

I.ondon.-SAiui,Av,Janur> l ,S oflvL'if,
""""'

t of VI buelrian m
E.ant, of No 1!) Queen's Road Wrst, Regent's Park, both in the Parish of St. Pancra, in the County of Middlesex
be Uty of Lonjgn, ana Published by them t 1>0. 85, Fleet Street in the Purilh of St. Bride in the City. of.
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HISTORY OF A CITY COMPANY.
HE Ironmongers' Com-
pany is governed by a

master, two wardens,
and a liven of righty-
four assistant-, who
on admission pay a

fine of lift ecu pounds,
which a civic wag has

described as a fine \ia\

of getting into oilier.

The same incorrigible
offender has also in-

quired why the Master
of I he Company re-

sembles DKAN SMI FT?

assigningfor reason.
"
Because he was a

master of irony.'
' The

Ironmongers possess
a large estate. '

which they lay out

about 1,800 in cha-

rity; but how much
I hey expend in i

and drinking is known
only to themselves.

They dp not by any
means live upon mere

iron, although the di-

gestion of some of

them has been com-

pared to that of the

ostrich. The iron railing round St. Paul's was the last great work of the Company. Of
late they have ceased to show any metal; but they displayed some spirit in resisting an

id of money made upon them by CHARLES THE FIRST; although they were

afterwards forced to come down on the nail. They formerly drove a considerable
trade in pigs, and are celebrated for having constructed the mail of the original hog-

in-armour, supposed to have been an uncommonly stout Lord Mayor. The long Par-

liament levied a contribution on them, which they were obliged to pay, when their Master
for the time being took the liberty of remarking, that they dealt in iron, and that Parliament

had no business to conic down upon them for tin. Tor making this observation, he was put
in the pillory.

"THE INITIALS."

A PARAGRAPH which has been lately! in the

papers, states that at the Opera in Florence, the

cry of
"
Vica Verdi!" is forbidden by the

Government, on the ground that the initials of

those two harmless words arc also the initials of

"Viva Vittorio" (EMMANUELE), and might imply
a sympathy with that free-spoken monarch, and

with the cause of liberty which he so nobly has

espoused.

Now, supposing that our Government v, ere,

as some wish, more despotic, we should prepare
ourselves to hear that the like order had been
issued. While Englishmen speak English, the

cry of
" Vim Verdi!" is not likely to oe heard

here: nevertheless, in their great wisdom, the

Government might deem it needful to forbid

it, on the ground that the initials would stand

for
"
VISCOUNT VILLIAMS," the defier of patri-

cians and defender of the plclju. In the same

way at the theatres our Clowns might be prohi-
bited to sing the song

" Hot Codliiit," on the as

reasonable plea, that the iirst letters of those

words might, in lower class orthography, be used
for "Hextensionofthe Suffrage;" while at places
like the Eagle it would be wise to stop the people
from crying

"
Brayco, Rouse.'" on the plea that

a Reform Bill agitation is in prospect, and by
reversing the initials of the two words "Bravvo,
House," a sympathy with the Reform Billites

would too clearly be shown. The cry might also

be forbidden on still more alarming grounds,
inasmuch as its initials stand for BERKELEY and
the Ballot, and ROEBUCK and Revolution
which latter calamity, some politicians think,
woidd to a certainty soon follow on the former.

Hit 'em Again.
"The Layi Times is in ecstasies because the Attorneys of

England have resolved to wear robes in Court."

IF they 'd go one step further, oh ! what a good job,

And, beginning to robe, would begin not to rob.

THE OXFORD LADDIE.

OH ! where, and oh ! where, is vour Oxford Laddie gone ?

He is gone to the Greek Isles from the QUEEN upon her throne,
And it 's oh ! how much rather we would he 'd stayed at home.

Oh! what, and oh ! what, will your Oxford Laddie doP
He'll deliver sundry speeches to the people of Corfu,
And the rest of the louians who for OTHO'S rule halloo.

What end, and what end, will your Oxford Laddie gain ?

We believe he '11 waste his eloquence and talk to them in vain,
For the Greeks prefer a tyranny to a mild and gentle reign.

How can you, with only one Oxford Laddie go?
lhat s just the thing we ask ourselves, just what we want to know,
And all we can do is to write and tell him so.

Suppose, and suppose, that your Laddie can't reply,
Another representative to find we then must try,
And our GLADSTONE ask to resign his seat for the University.

GEOLOGICAL TWELFTH-CAKES.

CONTEMPLATING, with benevolent interest, a lot of children devour-
ing a quantity of Twclfthcake, we were suddenly inspired with an idea
which we publish for the benefit of confectioners, enlightened parents,
and promising youth. Let cakes be made to illustrate the science of

geology composed of strata resembling those of the earth except in
their relation to the sense of taste. Children might thus be crammed
at once with cake and geological science, and acquire a knowledge of
the crust of the earth in eating the model of it. It would be pleasing
to the parent aland
of the play-ground _

I 1UIS . _uv^u o i_m.i_- a\jiiii \ji L'licii, WJIILC. AH'ir D
some magncsian limestone for you." "Oh, what a jolly coal form-
ation !'

;

"Here's a plummy lumo of gneiss," &c. What with
glaciers of sugar-candy, boulders ol chocolate or almond-rock, and
extinct mammalia and reptiles, and other fossils, formed of saccharine

matter, and metallic veins imitated with candied peel, a competent
artist might compose a capital cake which would combine food for the

mind with prog for the palate, and even if the latter were to disagree
with the devourer, the former might be retained.

We confidently expect very soon to see the idea of a geological cake
realised in the windows, and to realise it in person at the first break-

fast we are invited to on the occasion of a wedding in high life. For
this notion would be peculiarly suitable for a wedding-cake ;

since the

conjunction of Geology and Cake, or the Intellectual and the Physical,
would be strikingly typical of the union of Husband and Wife. Which
is the Intellectual and which is the Physical ? Whichever you please,

my little dear. Moreover, as a honeymoon is generally spent at the

sea-side, a portion of the wedding-cake exhibiting the geological
formations would be an agreeable as well as an instructive companion
in a ramble among the rocks.

AN EMPEROR AND A SUBJECT.

SOME thanks are due to Louis NAPOLEON for creating a little

excitement'at the present generally dull season. By the utterance of

a few words, he has caused Europe to look alive with apprehension of

a war. To the British mind especially, oppressed at this time with a

weight of beef and pudding, of which the due digestion takes some

weeks, the EMPEROR OP THE FRENCH has administered a sharp but

salutary stimulant ; and he has repaid the abuse which he has received

from the Press of England by giving it something to talk about besides

the singing of blackbirds and the blossoming and bearing of straw-

berries. Tis an ill wind, as we are truly informed by one proverb,
that, blows nobody good ; and let us, as we are properly admonished by
another, give the devil his due.

PULL AWAY. So there is to be a second judge in the Divorce Court,
MR. JUSTICE WILLES, whose name,, however, points him out rather for

Probate cases. However, this is right. The matrimonial knot ought
to be at least as hard to break as to tie, and it takes the united

strength of two parsons to marry folks.

VOL. xxxvi.
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A CURIOSITY IN MEDICAL ADVERTISING LITERATURE.

B0MMB^BS^^^B9MIBi^^^KHES9SE^ ELDOM do we see an advertise-

ment by a regular practi-

tioner; but those of quaek
doctors are plentiful enough.
\Ve therefore tliiuk the fol-

lowing exception to the rule

is worthy, for its rareness,

of insertion in our columns.

Merely altering the names,
and omitting certain details

which are unfit for any but a
medical publication, we copy
it verbatim from a country
print :

MR. NEWLEAF, Member
of the Royal College of Sur-

geons, and Licentiate of Ar-otln:-

carics' Hull, London. res|>ectfully
informs his patient* that he may
now always !>< t'l.'nui at li

ber. He has studied Physic for

25 years, 7 years of which were

.-pi'iit with his lather, who was in

extensive practice for half a cen-

tury,) and who was particularly

distinguished for his knowledge of
ami Buocesafill treatment of all

kinds <>t <iisea,s.'s under the old

systum.) Mu. NKWI.KAK afterwards
studied under the first Surgeons in

London, and was House Pupil with
S. * *

*, KSQ. ,
who performed the

onof " "
*, which h. K-rminati'd fatally in thchandsof other eminent surgeons ; he was

also a pupil of .
v "

: -pital. which beds ."mo in-patients ;
besides having thousands of outdoor patients ;

he resided next dour t<> this H'-spiral. andthcrefore had an opportunity of seeing all accidental and many other
cases before the arrival of the surg
MR. NKWLEAF has al.v l^-en in actual practice 15 years in lilaiiktown, during which period lie has become

fully acquainted with the diseases wliich prevail in this locality, and has attended upwards of 300 cases of

Midwifery.
MR. NEWLEAF has the greatest abhorrence of quackery ;

but in justice to himself, wishes to intimate that,

having been frequently intoxicated, many of his former patients forsook him, and many reports have been
circulated much to his prejudice ; among others that " he was always drunk, and had given up following his

Profession." He wishes, however, to state that he does follow his IVntcssion. having just purchased a tirst-rate

horse and vehicle, so that he can now attend patients who reside at a distance from filanktown,
m in . i.iiMiltatioii : under 4 miles, Haifa Guinea ;

above 4 miles and under S, One Guinea ;

above 8 miles and under 20, Two Guineas ; and above 20 miles and SO, Three Guineas : when in daily attend-
ance upon patients, 1 1. per week under 1 mile, if seen once a dav

;
twice a day, -J Is. ;

if above 1 mile, 1.
per mile extra.

MR. N. is disgusted with the present mode of paying medical men, judging of the bill by the quantity of
medicine taken. His plan is to give as little physic as possible, he only wishing to be paid lor his skill and
attendance.
MR. NLWI.KAF will be happy at all times to meet any other legally-qualified Practitioner, and give up

the patient to him.

Whatever else be thought' of it, there is certainly an honesty about tin's announcement
which contrasts very favourably with most medical advertisements. With no great stretch
of fancy we can conceive the possibility of a quack doctor's getting drunk

;
but to imagine

a quack doctor woidd advertise the fact is too improbable a thought for our conception to

give birth to. The rule in i-iuo veritas would not apply in that case, for no amount of drinking
would ever make a quack so far forget his nature as to speak the truth. MR. NEWLEAJ
therefore need not have feared that his advertisement might be mistaken for a quack's;
although we know it is thought quackish for a medical man to advertise, even when he does
so "injustice to himself."

_
The soberness of statement with which Mil. NEWLEAK owns his past intemperance, umi

intimates that he has now turned over a new leaf, is in better taste, we think, than other
parts of his advertisement, which to our mind, smack too much of the nature of mere
puffs. U hen he speaks in such high terms of his relatives and antecedents, we are apt to
call to mind the theatrical phenomenon, who couldn't act himself, but knew a gentleman who
could and when he adds to his assertion that he "does follow his profession," the remark
that he has "purchased a first-rate horse and vehicle." we feel tempted to conjecture that
his practice ran so fast away from him, that he needed something "first-rate" in the equine
way to follow it.

MR. X.'s disgust at the mode of paying doctors, according to the quantity of medicine
they send in to one, we do not mind confessing that we cordially share. We however think
the system is with more truth to be described as of old time than'of present. Punch knocked

single items, as

To ei'fiaf/ i/n-i '>/' cold *.'/.
To cleaning out yo. '////// *./.
To extractingpainfrott toe . s. /[.

I

and in brevity the like. Least taken, soonest mended, Punch had found to be the rule;
and so when deluged with black doses lie "threw physic to the dogs," and told his doctor he

t look to loby as his patient. It was bad enough, Punch lound, to bear the cost of
over-dosing, without having to gulp down the nasty stuff made up for him

THE MAYNE DRAINAGE SCHEME. The Police rate in St. Pancras.

THE CHARGE OF THE BUBNS
BEIGADE.

" We hear that no fewer than 600 poems have been
sent in for the prize of 50 guineas offered by the Crystal
ralaee Company tor the best copy of verses to be recited
on the hundredth anniversary of the Birthday of BfKNs."

" How many candidates ? "-

Thus the world wondered
Little it deemed that then

Scribbled six hundred !

"
Write !

"
cried the Company :

Not theirs the modesty
Asking,

"
Is 't mine to try ?

"

'! heirs but the pen to ply ;

Hard for the
fifty guas,

Wrote the six hundred !

Critics to right of them,
Critics to left of them,
Critics in front of them

Volleyed and thundered.
Poems are hard to sell,

Publishers all can tell :

Yet scorning waste of time,

Braving the critics' yell,

Wrote the six hundred !

Flashed all their pen-knives bare,
Nibbed were their goose-quills fair,

Helicon's heights to dare,
While at such rhymester-growth

All the world wondered:

Rhyme spurning
reason's yoke,

PMSCIAN'S head they broke ;

Line on line, stroke on stroke ;

Making the judges feel

Blank and dumbfoundered,
One they might please, but not,

Not the six hundred.

Rhymesters to right of them, ,

Rhymesters to left of them,
Rhymesters behind them,

Volleyed and thundered,
Stormed at with shout and yell,

They that had given the bell,
Pale on the judgment seat,
Wished themselves off again,
Ere they had dared to sell

Thirty score bards save one,
Out of six hundred !

Honour to BURNS ! and gold,

Fifty broad pieces told,
To him the prize shall hold,

One of six hundred !

ILLITERATE MEN OF LETTERS.

GENTLEMEN by the showing of "CANTAB"
in the Times may be entitled to write M.A. or

D.D. or L.L.D. after their names, on account of

their classical or mathematical attainments, and
yet be incapable of writing in plain English a

notice fit to be stuck on a ehurcn door. A bull

in a china-shop is not more out of place than a
bull on the door of a Protestant English College
chapel. Could not LINDLEY MURRAY Professor-

ships be established at Oxford and Cambridge ;

and ought not examinations to be instituted with
the view of securing, on the part of graduates,
some proficiency in the art of writing and speaking
the English language with proprietv, if not with

elegance ? Elegance, however, might be exacted
of all candidates for honours : at any rate the

occupant of a high place in the mathematical or

classical tripos ought not to deserve the position
of a common dunce on the stool of a juvenile

academy. It is sad to think how many great
scholars are half-educated men, and, as regards
their mother tongue, might (if they got

"
into

trouble ") be classed in the prison-registry, as

Imperfect Writers, under the head of
" W. Imp."
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AWFUL LANGUAGE BY LORD CAMPBELL.

MAY IT PT.KASK roi HIP,

As one who entertains ;i profound veneration for the world,

eially for ihal part of it specilically called Society, I cannot

tell you how ^really 1 was shocked by the following passage of the

opinion lately pronounced by your Lordship on the motion lor a new
trial in the case of MARCH viovi r. MAKCHMOXT:
" The ^ fr ..... M.IIMI-, ami shi- app<Mt'-<l In )i:i

i 'K.- rharartu-. lint what was tl,>

nl tin; hi . JillillL- ill

tUfGO&n lan up to the very hourwhi
' tiled upoi

ce. Hi; ha<l ' racta

chalice, not mi.-rcly nt" having the cli.jn\ inent uf it din

lily older than himself, oi'uii.inying the gl

iothin^ in ci>: '1 himself i't'l

which had seduced liini intn tlii.-^ di.M.-rL-<iitul>le cciine.

,My Lord, these obsorvatj< ery painful. I use the word

advisedly, because it is u favourite word with a class of people who are

favourites of mine. It expresses the sensation which we feel when v, e

hear the conduct of those with whom we sympathise coudei.

stroni.' language. Tlie authority with which it Luiu> CIIIKI- JrsTici:

augments the painfulness of liis censure. Your Lordship
deserilie.s I he coiiduct of MR. MAKCHMONT "as most sordid, base, ami

nil. from the beginning of liis connection"' with t lie party
whom he married. And then you say that, "he had been attracted

merely by her money." Pray consider, my Lord, to how many persons
of i he highest respectability you thus applvthc epithets sordid, base,
and disgraceful. You hurl them at the head of every individual in

Society Soeietj with a. capital S. Nobody in Society contracts a

ni earnest regard to pecuniary consider-

le marry for love only in novels, and among the inferior

classes. I'm ties who are living in the best situations, and moving in

nisi have blushed in reading vour Lordship's
severe remarks on those marriages- which aloue are dictated by pru-
dence, and applauded by gentility. How many a fond parent's heart

iinawith grown-up daughters must your obserra-
ve womulc.' me time poisoning the correctly educated

if her children!

Docs not i he law, -which it is your high office to administer, actually
lH-nsalion for the pee:. |>pointment involved in a

rupture of a hymenml engagement r Do not British juries, inspired I

by the honest eloquence of an impassioned barrister, award h.

damages to a young lady for a contract broken with an elderly gen-
tleman whom she was going to marry with precisely those affections
and expectations which your Lordship so dyslogistically ascribes to
MR. MAUCHMONT ? But you, my Lord, are a Law Reformer, and
now that you have denounced the principles by which, with respect to
the conjugal relation, Society is regulated, 1 shall not wonder if you
proceed to tamper with those legal sanctions which they receive from
the time-honoured institutions of your country; and that the next
thin;* you will do will be to propose some modification of the law con-

cerning breach of promise of marriage. I trust in thus addressing your
Lordship, 1 have avoided any violation of that decorum whicli is

esteemed above all the virtues by your Lordship's most obedient
humble flunkev,

inability to think of any masculine floral name, we will call lin.i., and
of whom she is : inily with
this view, il must of course be suppo-ed that the advertiser addresses
her friend, (irsl in the third per-on, and lastly in the second, a

peculiarity r uder.

THE Ktt

(l'fu,,i 7/r //','/.

Tut: DERBY SLAMIKI; AND THI: BIRMINGHAM S A liual

meeting was announced for Bradford, on Mondav.w! ^slier

was present, attended by a i

' ring of friends, but the !SI

did not show. There is no gamin .-. we believe, in the mailer,
a- the Slasher must either light, or resign the '

I'I.KI.'S HriHitv i
-willing

to make a match with Qtp PAM, if I'AMis
or anything but chaff.

KiNM.m JACK ha- -ilenges, but would like to

see how one or two nun come up to the -craicli. before he i

. s. He Hatters himself that In- I
: ome folks'

\pply at the liedt'ord Arms.
'

I'.n.i. .MKKHVI i. HIM id will be
found too far North for some vv ho expected he would ' The
report that he was Corfu-lent is iinfou:'-.

TIIK. U'uoi N i ha-- (ailed UIOTII us to usrmry,
who goes about bragging that he knu'. n the
Y. We iu-cri his complaint ; but m much
brag in Cox's ,-dlegai ion. /' 'fratmet.

THi; LANGUAGE OF FLOWEES.
SUBJOINED is a touching specimen of the poetry which under the

lorm of an advertisement occasionally appears m the second column of
the ///.-

nnO HEH WHO CAN UNDERSTAND.-Let the fWer not droop.Itnin . the other fl,,
.)>athise with it A reply sent to

yourhn, lk n..t duly inserted. There will le no delay now,
-and all may yet be right.

Curiosity ma> desire to
penetrate the mystery of these advertising

flowers, and pluck out the heart of it. Though 'this ma\ not be quite
practicable, an industrious bee may perhaps succeed in extracting a
little of their honey, or a diligent grub might manage to worm out a
few of their secrets.

There are three flowers in the case. Two of these are female, and
one is male. Drooping flowers of the female s.-\ do not expect Sowers
<>t then- own sex lo sympathise with them. The sympathetic flowers
may be presumed to be of the kind which, in the language of botany,
are called din'eious far, far away from each other. The lirsi (lower 'is

the person addressed
;
the other is her lover; the third flow.

authoress of the advertisement, who calls men and women flowers, and
would describe herself as a flower. She is the common friend of the
other two flowers. Call her ROSE. The interpretation of her adver-
tisement is probably something like this. She, RUM. means to tell
her who can understand

say
the intelligent VIOLET not to be down

in the mouth, as she may be sure that the other flower, whom, for

KENT.*!

BEFORE
YOU HAVK YOUK UKKNKSS TAKEN, you will do

well t" I'wiJiu ii pmvluiwer of Punch. Punch is the infalliblest of all infallible

those who are in want r ihi-in. It
beauti

depot t
. logical and i;

taueous. A single appi;,
'

;i .,st of
mug. Of all advertised cosiueiirs r, t ical. It removes
wrink". ml pmipl.-s ;

and implants the bloom of beauty on
complexions tin; most uUlmv-like. Furrow.-, plmii. i ,-,.- in^ttuitly effaced

by it, a- >mvs' (uet which Black Care h;us iinj>rilito<l.
Punch is also an unfailing corrective of acidity, and engrafts the sweetest smile

upon the sourest of visages. It cures defective vi>i< n, ni.litcrates the hue of verdure
in the eye, and enables the short-sighted to see with ]erfect clearness into the
middle of the literary, the social, and the political next week. It may likewise be
relied <>n for runmvin^

1 mental squints, ana preventing men from taking one-sided
views of things. By the cheerfulness it stimulates, ( )ld Ago is deferred, and Grey
Hairs are prevented. Beings the most bilious and the most blighted will find
comfort in it. One joke will relieve one Volume will cure them. In short, such
are the restorative properties of fttnch, that good health and good looks are equally
ensured by it. Those who take it regularly will be as well secured from sickness as
from wearing a wig.
Sold (in numbers) fresh made every Wednesday, price only Threepence ;

or Four-
pence when impressed with a Government Stamp.

tf.Ji. Beware of Spurious Imitationi.

PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN

BEJORE AXD

Taking Sil Mouths' Course of Plinth.

Hint to an Old Party.

How should you know that you are fat,

How should you know that you are grey,
How should yon. .tain that

You 're old, and age-ing every e

. do young ladies glance aski

Speak low and quick, or drop their eyes:
Or do they frankly look at you.

Chat, smile, shake hands ? ( )ld Goose, be wise.

THE LADIES' PLAGUE.
" Burn the Crinoline!'' ''Yes, my dear,

'tis all very well to say, buru the Crinoline; but suppose you are in it?"
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TOO MUCH!
Party (who hates bad music in the middle of the night}.

" WHA-A-T ! ! THE WAITS ! CALLED rcm A CHRISTMAS Box ! ! !

STOP A BIT ! !

"
(The rest is too terrible.)

A DEFENCE OF ENGLISH DINNEES.
BY ONE OF THE OLD SCHOOL.

DEAK MR. PUXCTI,
" WHEN Parliament

is not sitting one sees

strange tilings in the

papers, and the Times has

lately stooped to raise its

voice against our dinners.

What provoked the thun-
der is nut easy to deter-

mine. Some think it was
i lie dearth of news which
caused the outburst,
while others fancy it re-

sulted from a course of

overfeeding. They con-

jecture that the Times
ate too much Christmas

pudding, and was suffer-

ing, when it wrote, the

indigestion of the season.

"But, Sir, whatever
led to the attack, I cannot
think the Times deserves
much 'praise for making
it. Its correspondents
have, I know, belauded

my'mind these allies were either bilious or 7Y/<w.serving ^here are
always writers ready to shove themselves in print ; and whenever the
Times turns its sleeves up for a fight) there are hosts of 'Constant
Readers' and 'G.H.Ms' to back it. One has fearful odds against
one in contending with such combatants; but still I don't mind

challenging the Times to single combat, if you will be so good as to
stand by and see fair play for me.

" But before I take my coat off I should tell you, Sir, that I am one
of the Old School. I no longer wear a pigtail : and in deference to

my daughters 1 have given up fop-boots. But for all that I still claim
to rank as one of the Old School. I revere old institutions, old customs,
and old port. Age before novelty, is my unaltered motto. I hate all

innovations, and so called 'improvements.' What was good enough
for my forefathers, is quite good enough for me. Let well alone, sayJL
It is made ofteuer worse than better.

"
In justice to the Times, it is but right I should say this, because it

will account in a great measure for our difference. The fact is, \ve

look at things from opposite directions. What the Times complains of
I might equally condemn, but for my regarding it in quite another

light. What the Times looks down upon, I, on the contrary, look up
to. I revere old institutions; the Times too frequently makes fun of
them. The Times goes with the times

; and, in the dining-room as else-

where, is for constant change and novelty. Variety is charming to it,

to me it is offensive. When the Times cries : the wearying monotony
of dinners ! O, when shall we dismount from those eternalfsaddles o'f

mutton ! O, when will those boiled fowls fly off for ever from our
sight ! I reply that saddle of mutton is a good old English dish, and a
boiled fowl seems to me the fittest tiling to serve with it. In the
wisdom of our ancestors, the union was effected

;
and what our fathers

yoked together we should be slow to separate." As for the monotony of diet in our dinners, that, to my mind, is

their merit rather than their fault. Sir, when I was a bachelor, I dined
for six years running off a leg of mutton. I see your smile of wonder

;

but my statement is the truth. Of course, I do not mean to say that
one leg lasted me six years. A leg fresh twice a week was my average
consumption ; so, [in six years, you may fancy what a lot of legs I

walked into. I mention this to show you, not my magnitude of

appetite, but my simpleness of taste. Of course, as one gets older,
one gets daintier in one's diet: and towjours-lcg-of-mution now might pall

upon my palate. But I would rather stick to mutton, good wholesome
English mutton, than live on foreign kickshaws, as that

'

G. H. M.'
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THE HOMELESS POOR.
"AH! WE'RE BADLY OFF-BUT JUST THINK OF THE POOR MIDDLE CLASSES, WHO ARE OBLIGED TO

EAT ROAST MUTTON AND BOILED FOWL EVERY DAY !

"
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would have inc. Cout'omul thai. 'G. II. M. !' What a snob the fellow

must be, professing, as he dues, (o write for 'ordinary dinner-givers,'

and then lading down such laws for them as only CIUESUSB.S could

follow; advising ladies to be satisfied wit It 'twelve or thirteen

courses;
'

in short, suggesting sr.eh a system as, to quote the Times,

" A man must have at least 5000 A year to carry out, must be without a family.
and v. > 'ive tasteB of any kiiid aavc one, and that one the dinner t

"
In tliis blessedly free country, every fool of course may spend his

money as he pleases. He may nave whatever costly follies he may
choose: but why obtrude the nu'ini of them on the public? What
care I to hear about 'foundation' and 'relieving' sauces: about
'

beginning with hon d'mtrre of a wooing nature
;

'
about

'

salsifm
'

and

'Souffles,'
'

/jftTiljirux

'

mill
'

nil nit ri'ill:: ir 'it

la Bateliire ?
'

what have J to do with all such foreign messes? I

have a healthy English appetite, and want no French strop to sharpen
it. I 'eat when I am hungry, and when 1 am so am content with

wholesome. English tare, ifeu like 'G. II. M.' can't dine wir
menus. Having outlived their digestions, they need artificial stimu-

lants to tickle up their palates. Living but to eat, not ealinir but to

live, they make their dinner hist so long that they must have 'spring
seats

'

to sit upon. 1 say, confound tliat
'

G. II. M. !

'

I declai i

fellow's letter nearly made me sick. 1 felt a little better \\ hen [ saw
the dose you gave him, and had you thought fit to cartoon him, I

should have felt still more relieved. It would have done him too
much honour, but it would ha\e served him right. For writing so just

now a man dcscn rs a cut. I wish the Times had put his letter side by
side with that sad narrative about our starving poor, which I saw I

inserted some three mornings after. The printing of each MS. filled
'

a column and a half; but oh ! what a contrast was in the contents
of them !

" As I said, Sir, I approve of our monotony in dining. Variety of

diet is anything but charming to me. I detest at all times being taken

by surprise. Unexpected tastes alarm, and novelties annoy me. Ii

like to snow what I am eating; and, more than this, to know what i

shall have to eat. Now, the advantage of our English dinner system ',

is just this : one knows for weeks beforehand what one will have to
dine off. Only let me see the date of it, and when I receive an imita-

tion i can foresee my dinner. One prepares oneself at Christmas time
for roast beef and boiled turkey, and later in the season for roast lamb
and spring chickens. One gets salmon in t

;

-everywhere one
iroes, and in the same way one may count on codfish in "the winter.
If aii Almanack -h Dinm-Out were published (and if but.

one in fifty bought one, think how great would i[<: of it), I
would advise that all the months should be reeliristened for the

purpose. How it would simplify the Calendar to .liners-out when
using it, if the months were all named after the dishes that one, 11

them !

'

I 'linn-pudding Month
'

would, unmislAcablv, to them, stand
for December; just as 'Ducks: Mould' would signify
July; and, when once the* me thoroughly implanted on his

memory, no Kntdishman need ever vex his soul by thinking, in the
words of LADY CLVTTBKBUGX, What shall m // //"

"
I must break off here, for the dinner-bell is ringing; and I

due to my knife and fork.never let my pen entrench upon the time
But don't think I've exhausted mv p<_ my powers of defence. I 've 110

intention yet of throwing up the sponge. In liu'litm-.'. it is well to

keep one's forces in reserve; and 1 shall withhold whatever else I have
to say until next week. Enough of even Knglish dinners is as good as
a feast.

'Meanwhile, wishing you well through the boiled fowl of the
i. Sir, 1 sign myself what I am proud to call myself,

" As ENGLISHMAN."

The Waste Paper Market

SOME persons have been condemned for forging Russian bank-notes.
All bank-notes are liable to a like calamity, and are frequently visited
with it, but we must say that we never heard of an Austrian bank-note
being exposed to a similar accident ! We suppose the return is so

small, if anything at all, that it is not considered worth the risk. A
forged Austrian bank-note would be considered as such a decided stamp
of madness thiit no one would be likely to be taken in by it. If you
cannot get anything at all for a heap of real Austrian notes, it is not
probable that you would be able to realise much more upon a bundle
of forged ones.

THERE was once a little farmer

Living underneath the mountains ;

Underneath the Alpine shadows,
In the land called Pie

1

di Monte.
There the little farmer, VICTOR,
VICTOR, son of CAUL' ALBERTO,
Aided by CAVOUR, his bailiff,

Kept his little farm in order
;

Kept, his little patch of garden,
With its rows of Savov-Cabba^c,
Trimmed his little bush of laurel,
Reared his little row of pig-s
Reared his little row of hen-roosts.

It betel one winter morning
There was trouble in the. pigstie.-, ;

Grunting of the boar, Huniphrumpha,
Squealing of the sow, Pigwiggin ;

There was fluttering in the hen-roo

Crowing of the cock, Cochino,
Clucking of the hen, Uorki

fluttering of the bantam, Sebright.
Grunting, squealing, crowing, chicking,
That the little I'm net \\nkened
From his snoring 'twixt the blanket s.

From his snoozing in the fea;

Poked his heat! out of the window,
Far as his moustachios suffered
His

monstachips, red and foxy,
Like two marling-spikea protruded
Poked his head out of the. window,
To discover what the shindy :

Wherefore grunts the boar, Humphrmnpkaf
Wherefore squeak the sow, Pigwiorain ?

Why such flatter in the hen-roosts ?

Crowing of the cock, Cochino,
Clucking of the hen, Dorkings,
Fluttering of the bantam, Sebright ?

Soon his eye discerned the reason ;

Hovering grim outside his hedgerow,
Gathered as in act of swooping,
Saw he Austria, the Vulture,

BETWEEN THE EAGLES.

Black of plume and double-headed.

Vulture, whom irreverent sailors,
Sailors heraldry ignoring,"
Split-crow

"
oftcnest entitle.

Very angry waxed the farmer,

VICTOR, son of CARL' ALBERTO,
To CAVOUR the bailiff called he :

"
Take thy gun, CAVOUR the bailiff,

Lo, 'tis Austria, the Vulture !

Double-beaked and iron-taloned,
Lean of head and herring-gutted.
With designs both black and bloody,
'Gainst our hen-roosts and our pig-sties,
Hovers she so near our borders.
Not without the best of reasons
Grunteth sore the boar, Humphrumpha,
Squeaketh shrill the sow, Pigwiggin,
Croweth clear the cock, Cochino,
Clucketh wild the hen, Dorkinga,
Flutters fierce the bantam, Sebright."

As he spoke he donned his garments,
Garments of a martial fashion :

Never was so fierce a fanner

Pigeon-breasted as to bosom.
And wasp-waisted as to middle,
With moustaehios red and foxy,
Like two mailing-spikes set cross-wise,
And a inarling-spike of beard, too,
At right angles to his moustache.
So came VICTOR from the cottage,

VICTOR, son of GAEL" ALBERTO,
Full of wrath against the Vulture,

Waiting till CAVOUR the bailiff

Fetched the gun wherewith to shoot him.

When high o'er him rang the hurtle
As of pinions wide and waving,
And up-looking to his right-hand,
And up-looking to his left-hand,
Either side, he saw an Eagle
Oae was

ashy-grey
of feather,

Worn he looked and somewhat draggled,

A Robert Macaire of Eagles
But with eye of latent mischief,
And with talons sharp though sheathed;
Black the other was and burly,
Double-beaked, and armed his ponnces,
One with sword and one with sceptre ;

Somewhat puzzled looked the farmer,
At this affluence of Eagles,
Wondering if inspired by hunger,
Hankering for the boar, Humphrumpha,
Craving for the sow, Pigwiggin,
They tnus hovered near his borders.

"
Fear not," quoth the ash-grey Eagle,

With the eye of latent mischief," Not for plunder came we hither ;

Not like Austria, the Vulture
;

Not for pigs, and not for poultry,
But for aid and for protection.
I am called the Eagle, Loins,
At Boulogne I imped my pinions :

Caged at Ham I burst my fetters,
Soared to the Elysde Bourbon,
Thence unto the Tuileries flying,
There I hold my giddy eyrie ;

Swooping whence I come, to aid thce,
;

Guard thy pigs and guard thy poultry,
From foul Austria, the Vulture :

With the Eagle, ALEXANDER,
Eagle from the banks of Neva,
From the muddy flats of Azoff.
And the ice-cliffs of the Irkutsk.
V\ e are here with common purpose
To defend thy pigs and poultry,
From foul Austria, the Vulture,
We are proof against temptation,
Be it pig or be it turkey,
Goose or duckling, hen or chicken !

"

So, with folding of their pinions,

Sharp of beak and keen of talon,

Gravely stooped the brace of Eagles
Either hand the little farmer,
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VICIOK, son of CAUL'
Who to this bird and to that bird,

Looked as one that, knowing Latin,

(Which he didn't,) would have murmured,
"
Quis Custodial Custodts?"

But what followed such alliance,

And what came of such protection,
What betel the little farmer,

How the pigs and poultry liked it,

Yet remains hid infuturu ;

Yet remains for Punch to sii:-

Both for pigs' and poultry's WHIT

And for little farmers' also.

A WORD ON THE MODEL REPUBLIC.

SUPPOSE that the ordinary language of parliamentary debate were
thieves' Latin; that Hon. Members were accustomed to call one
another liar and scoundrel, from words to proceed to blows, and often
have a mill before the chair of MR. SPEAKER. Suppose they were in

the habit of caning each other, and pelting one another with brickbats in

Regent Street and Piccadilly, occasionally exchanging pistol-shots for

variety. Suppose they were habitual nightly frequenters of the worst
dens about the Haymarket, and ever roaring, brawling, and getting
drunk in pothouses and ginshops. Suppose the difference between
their average and the generality of convicts chiefly consisted in

exemption from hard labour. Suppose that, whatever were the

political differences of parties in the House, they all agreed in being
corrupt, and consisting of rascals and blackguards. What would the
British Parliament then resemble ? It would resemble the American
Congress, according to the description given of that legislative

assembly by the New York Herald. And what, in that case, should we
call British representative government?. We should call it Govern-
ment by the Worst.

Now, as the American Constitution is the model constitution of

MR. BRIGHT, and it is well to call things by their right names, and
since analogy should Jbe observed in nomenclature, and Aristocracy
properly means Government by the Best, the House of Commons,
reformed after MR. BHIGHT'S pattern, might perhaps be rightly
denominated, in one word, a Cacistocracy. Will MR. BRIGHT accept
that term for his party, go ahead of mere democracy, name as well as

tiling, and declare himself a Cacistocrat ?

A NATIONAL CHARACTERISTIC. England is the country, of all

others, where the greatest readiness is displayed in raising the needful
to raise the needy. A Proud Srito/i.

FINE IDEAS.

WRITING from Stockholm, a correspondent of the Daily Neics begs
its readers to "take notice" that

" The fines dictated by tho Swedish statutes for cruelty to human beings, and
which are at this moment in full vigour, are as follows : For a foot chopped or struck

off, 25 dollars banco (a Swedish dollar banco is Is. 8eZ. sterling) ;
an anelc, 25 dollars

banco
;
a toe, 8 dollars banco ; an arm, 10 d. b. :a leg, 10 d. b. ; a nose, 40 d. b. ; a

hand, 40 d. b. ; an ear, 40 d. b. ; a thumb, 25 d. b. ; a forefinger, 17 d. b, ;
an eye,

48 d. b. ; if the eye is of enamel or glass (incredible, but true !) 60 d. b. ; a broken
head, 10 d. b. ; a tooth knocked out, 6 d. b. ; small wounds, each I d. b. ; a box on
the ear, J d. b. The sufferer must not be a member of the Storthing (or Parliament),
at least during the Session, as any such attack at that period, and in the city of

Stockholm, is considered as high treason, and punishable as such."

As we in England are requested to
"
take notice

"
of the paragraph,

we presume the law of Sweden would affect us if we went there
;
and

that whatever injuries our persons might sustain, would be valued

according to the tariff above quoted. If this be so, the Swedish law-

is not without some moment to us
;
and it comes within our province

to vote for its amendment. We are at present well content to have
our residence in England, bad as are the dinners which the Times tells

us we get here. But should anything turn up to make us live among
the Swedes, it is as well we know the price which they wiE set upon
our heads, in case we are unfortunate enough to get them broken
there. We must confess, however, that the passage we have cited is

based upon a notion of comparative anatomy, which, if we happened to

be hurt, we should certainly protest against. We would not take ten

shillings to have one of our teeth knocked out, nor would we have our
ears boxed for so small a sum as eightpence, unless the boxer were a

female, and the loveliest as well as lightest-handed of her sex. That a

glass
eye should be valued more highly than a real one appears to us to

e an optical delusion, and why an arm may be cut off for a fine of but
ten dollars, while a hand is priced precisely at four times that amount,
is a puzzle which to English brains is quite incomprehensible, clear as

it may seem to the turnip-headed Swedes. If one's ann be "chopped
or struck off," one's hand must needs go with it : yet for the greater

injury, the less
_

fine is imposed, which in whatever light we view it

seems to us an imposition.
The law making it high treason to hurt members of the Storthing,

shows us in what reverence the Swedes hold their M.P.s, and how far

advanced in that respect they are before the English. But much as

you may praise it, oh ! be thankful, fellow-countrymen, that no such law
is yours ; else, think what a calamity would long since have befallen

you. The nation would ere this have been in mourning for its Punch!
for if it were high treason to make cuts at our M.P.s, Punch would
long ere this have paid the penalty for doing so.

"
SWALLOW, SWALLOW, FLYING SOUTH."

ADVICE which it is impossible to follow is simply a mockery. The
above recommendation has been made to Mr. Punch, no doubt in the
most delightful manner, but having experimented, that gentleman
declares himself unable to avail himself of it.

He would have been glad to do so, too, in regard to a reason.

Lately, he had to advert to the conduct of one OLIVER, a stock-

broker, who, being entrusted with the fortune, some 5000, of a young
lady named CAROLINE ADELAIDE DANCE, did feloniously apply the
same to Ins own use, and now Jies under sentence of transportation,

being retained in England only while bankruptcy investigation endea-

vours to ascertain whether anything that has come under his hands has

escaped his wicked greed. It appears that the ladv, thus plundered
of nearly her all, has not sat down to bewail herself

1

, neither has she

taken the next step usual in such cases, of casting herself upon the

hands of others, having something in her own hands, or rather fingers,

that enables her to preserve her independence. She has musical gifts,

improved by cultivation; and these, which were to have been the
amusement of her leisure are now to be the support of her home and
that of her nearest and dearest relative. Miss DANCE lias composed
songs, and the Musical World (which is an oracle in its own sphere),
declares them to be full of sweet and serious thought, and altogether
excellent.

Mr. Punch applauds the young lady's spirit, and wishes her'all suc-

cess. But the above title of her last song, charming as the music is,

gives counsel which he repeats, he cannot follow. The only way in

which he flies south is by an express on the Brighton line, and this

train stops nowhere to enable him to swallow
;
and if he tries to swal-

low from a pocket flask, the motion of the train makes him spill the

Cognac all over the front of his shirt. That the words are ALFRED
TENNYSON'S only shows how unpractical are poets. Mr. Punch cannot

swallow, flying south.

VERY BAD LIVERS.

Q. WHAT did the East India Company die of?

A. Indi(a)-gestion?
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WHO'S WHERE IN 1859?

K have what some mav
think a difficult task

before us. U e have

to criticise awork which

MC have never read
;

and, highly as we think

of it, we never mean to

read it. All that uc
1 to do is just to

e at its contents,
and on that one glance
we mean to stake our

judgment.
After all, though,

this is no uncommon
t lung to do. We will

wager professed critics

untiuually doing
it. How many
of a book upon an

average are cut, to

enable, a reviewer to

furnish his opinion of

ii '-: '['here is a species
of clairvoyance by
which the critic gains

-in insight, into books by just glancing at i he 1 it le-page and table of

Why, if reviewers were obliged to tad through what they
.aid never have the time to write down what they

think of it. Everybody nowadays is bringing out a book, and nobody i

has time to read through anybody else's. A Briarreus of a critic would
[

find his hundred hands filled daily with new works ;
and had he the

eyes of Argus, he could not possibly do more than get but half a

glimpse at a tithe of what is published.

KELLY'S Pott-Office Directoryfor 1859. You have not read it, reader ?

lare bet you have not. Nor, much as we commend it, would

we advise your doing so. We could not in conscience recommend you

AVII, and not get up till you have finished it; for
your lengthened

scdentatiou might be bodily a bore, and we do not think that mentally

you would be the better for it. Yet the work, we make no doubt, will

be often in your hands, and you will seldom lay it down without being

the wiser for it. It will be little use your trying to master its contents,

they will set the strongest mind and longest memory at defiance. An
:d dip into them is all you can expect ;

but such dips, you will

find, will sufliciently enlighten you.

To show what interesting subjects are treated in the work, and give

a specimen of the manner in which they are handled, we think the

following extracts will abundantly suffice :

p. 22T6.""
Punch, 85, Fleet Street, Wednesday

There is no circumlocution to complain of here. No tediousness of

detail mars the grandeur of the truths which have to be enounced.

The statements to be made are of national importance, and they are

told with a simplicity of words which well befits them. Nor is this

the only instance that, if need were, we could quote. The same admi-

rable conciseness, we find, pervades the book. The Directory is not

generally commended for its humour
;

vet, if brevity of statement lie

the soul of wit, the Directory is certainly the wittiest of works.

To persons who are fond of seeing their names in print, such a book
as the Iliri'r/tir/i must be one of lively interest ; and if a tithe of the

names printed in it were put down in the SnbxTiption List, the pro-

prietors of the work would have no fear for its success. We have set

if our fastest calculating hoys to make an estimate of the sum
which would in this event lie realised ; lint a.-, the work of counting up
the names will take them upwards of a week, the solution of the

problem must stand over till our next. Some idea maybe formed of

the labour which is involved in it
;

if we state that of the
" SMITHS

"

alone i here are above eight pages, averaging one hundred and sixty to

a page.

Measuring some six inehe^ ihiek, and weighing as it does upwards of

half a stone, the Directory may with truth be viewed as a great work ;

and when it is reflected that even name inserted involved a visit to

the local habitation of its owner, and that the Post Office initials are

appended in each case, we think some notion may be had, not only of

the penwqrk bestowed upon the book, but of the shoe-leather expended
in collecting the statistics for it. The labour of compiling such a

work as the Directory is not less manual and crural than mental and

cerebral; and we think the getting up of this its Sixtieth publication,
does '.rreat credit to the hands and heads, and also, we may add, to the

leys which were employed in it.

THE NEW PICTUUK-fiALLEUY.

ted lii/ the Policeman on Duty there l IIn: L/ol of his Affections)

1'ii'iM information, SARAH, which this morning 1 received,

I took up a position, as I kep until relieved;
It were in (ireut George Street, Westminster, this station were of

mine,
And the number, if you ask me that, were number XXIX.

There's a dollop of Trusteeses, nearly all in titled names,
lias been buying lots of pictures, which I don't admire the frames ;

And each of 'em 's a likeness like, some full length and some half,

And the gentleman who's hung 'era up by name is MR. SCHAKP.

And to this ouse in Westminster the public they invite

To come quite free and affable and t, >g sight.

LIIKU ST\XI v and LORD ECHO, and LORD SKSSI.K, which is Bon,
And Lot: i

'

it,
which 1 hear have got a tidy nob.

Likewise does good LORD LANSDOWN, a pier as I respex,
And MR. DISSRYELY too, as knows to jaw and w
\ ml M ii. Sins I,Y ERBUT, a politely spoken gent,

They all invite the public to walk up and be content.

There's nothing, S.VIJAH, for to pay, but to keep out blagu-ard-

The public must resort unto Colnaggy for their cards,

When up they walks promiscuous, and what they will behold

To you, my true love, SARAH, by your true love shall be told.

They'll see S;i; JOSIIKR RENOLS, with his hand before his eyes,

As I do in the sunshine when a prig I takes and spies,
And l)u( TDK PARR, but not the one regarding which 1 've wondered

How taking such a heap of pills he Ii
' nnderd.

Here's AXDI.E, which compose the songs 1 1: Kxter All,

And CAPTAI* COOK which circumwented this terrestrial bawl,

\nd I'KIU K.VAL, as some one shot, and near to him ORN TOOK,
And JIMMY TOMSON which I hear have wrote a pleasing book.

Then, SARAH, comes a female, which have got such eyes and arms,

Excepting one, I never see the ekal of her charms ;

That one I needn't name, my dear, because you know it well,

But this sweet party 's name is GWYNN, her Christian being NELL.

There 's likewise BILLY SHAKSPEARE with whom you 're well acquaint,

And Fox the niartlelolloger with whom most like you aint,

And CARNAL WOLSEY, which with me a many times you've seen,

When on duty up in Oxford Street, performer, MR. KEAN.

Brave GENERAL WOLFE as was a wolf that made the Frenchmen run,

And bold BURDETT (how many a time I 've took up MR. DUNN)
And MR. WILLIAM WILBYIORCE as liberate the nigger,

And PRINCESS SHARLOT, dead and gone, a very handsome figure.

LORD CLIYE, as from his worldly beat I 'm told presumed to hook it,

They sav he was a cruel cove, and SARAH, don't lie look it ?

Then MRS. SIDDINGS, and her brother, pictures true to natur,

These parties only played in a respectable theaytre.

Then SIR J. MACKINTOSH, in red, but with a loose white tie,

He invented waterproofs for capes, and bless him, so say I.

And ROBERT BURNS, respecting which they're getting up a row :

I've heard he made good songs, and such, when follermg of his

plough.

At present about sixty is the number as they've got,

But every day. the great folks will be adding to the lot,

And speaking as a constable, I think the thing correct,

It keeps folks out of mischief while such matters they inspect.

I see a heap of swells and nobs upon the private view,

They rub their ands, and says to MR. SCHARF as it wdl do,

Some day there '11 be a splendid show, and in some corner, snug,

Who knows, my SARAH, but they '11 stick your true love's noble mug ?

January 14, 1859.

What is the World Coming to ?

A LADY of Fashion, upon being told that one of her six-footed

Jr.xKtxsKs had been married the previous day to her lady s-maid

the aristocratic church in Hanover Square,
was so scandalised, that,

forgetting her position, her English, her placidity,
and all the other

proprieties of life, she exclaimed most bitterly :" It's too bad, 1

dechre, to turn St. Georges' in this way into a low-mental altar !
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A DISCREET (!) FHIEND HAVING PRESENTED MASTER TOM WITH A TOOL-BOX AS A NEW YEAR'S GIFT THE FURNITURE is PUT
INTO THOROUGH REPAIR.

OUR DEFIANCE TO TYRWHITT.

ROO-EY-TOO-EY, TYRWHITT. Roo-ey-too-ey, MR. TYRWHITT. Hooray!
Bravo ! TYRWHITT for ever ! Hooray !

Bah ! tyrant. Bah ! You limy
"
immediately suppress the cheers of

the people in court," with the aid of your minions and myrmidons, but

S)u
can't put down Mr. Punch. In flat defiance of you, he roars

ravo! TYRWHITT for ever! Well said, Sir. Well spoken, Sir.

Put down those of your own size
;
but you shan't prevent Mr. Punch's

applauding you with might and main.
And this is what he is appkuding :

A poor girl, named MARY ANN HODGE, aged 16, is -found crying on
a doorstep, late at night. Police Constable WHITELEY, 239 S (the man
behaved discreetly, and deserves to be named), finds that she is

homeless, and advises her to go to the St. Pancras workhouse. She
has already been there, and has been refused admission. He himself
takes her there, and she is again refused. He takes her to the station,
whence the added terror of a sergeant is sent with her ; but for the third
time the homeless girl is driven away. Then, of course, in common
humanity, she becomes a prisoner at .the station, and has refuge and
decent treatment for the night.
She is brought, being a prisoner, before MR. TYRWHITT ; and,

"
in

the course of the day," the Master of St. Pancras condescends to
attend. The following conversation ensued :

" The master said the reason why he did not give orders for the girl's admission
was because he was not told that she was '

destitute,' only that she wanted a night's
lodging.
"MR. TYRWHITT. You do not mean to say that when a person is brought by the

Police, found in the public streets, without a home, you refuse admission because
he belongs to a neighbouring parish ?

" The Master. Well, no ; it depends." MR. TYHWHITT. Because the word '

destitution
' had not been used, admission

was refused to a poor" The master, who seemed to treat the matter with great callousness, was about
making some remarks when he was told to sit down."

His callosity sat down accordingly, when MR. TYRWHITT inflicted

upon the callous animal and his proprietors the following castigation :

" He could not help remarking, that the masters of workhouses read Poor Law
Reports and Regulations until they thought of nothing else, and their hearts grew

harder. What was this girl refused admission for? Only because she did not make
use of the word '

destitute.' If she had been taken in and relieved with her four
ounces of bread, the master could this morning have made her work for it. Such
conduct as had been pursued in this case was a perfect disgrace to the administra-
tion of the Poor Law. He knew the storm which would be raised, and strong
interests which worked in St. Pancras, but he would fearlessly do his duty, and he
said advisedly that he believed that no other parish would act in thig way. In the
parishes surrounding this Court, viz., Clerkenwell, Islington (more especially the
latter), and St. Andrew's, Holborn, every attention was paid to such cases atten-
tion which is not paid by the parish of St. Pancras. His brother magistrate (MR.
CORRIE) was, he understood, of the same opinion. How was it that such dreadful
cases came from that parish alone ? There must be several more when one of their
officers was now under remand, and warrants had been issued against others who
could not be found."

Once more, and in utter defiance of you and your minions, Mr. Punch
exclaims, Bravo, TYRWHITT ! The parish of St. Pancras is not only a

disgrace to Metropolitan administration, but to the community
generally. It is one of the instances that are flung in the face of

Reformers, when they desire to extend popular representation. Ob-
structives say,

" Look at the precious parish of St. Pancras, with its

vestry of chattering, jangling, loquacious Bumbles, and look at the

state of the parish. These men are the choice of the many ;
and do

you want to send such men to Parliament?" If there are any true

Reformers, and there must be some in St. Pancras, they will strengthen
the hands of their friends in Parliament by agitating in the most
determined manner for a reform in St. Paneras. The united wisdom of

the assembly of popular representatives there can do no better than

appoint some officers who abscond, and others who do still worse,
namely, stay, and drive houseless girls of sixteen back upon the streets.

"
Storm," MR. TYRWHITT. The best thing that can happen. A

storm, as you may have remarked in walking in your garden, brings
out the slugs, and toads, and crawling nuisances

;
and then they can be

picked up and flung out of the premises. And, if this happens in

St. Pancras, Mr. Punch promises to pick up the creatures that come
forth, and has provided himself with a new pair of tongs for the

purpose. Let us see the crawlers come out.

And therefore once again, and in the interest of humanity, and in

renewed defiance of your myrmidons and minions, Mr. Pmich shouts,

stamps, and clatters, in approbation, Ms. TYRWHITT, of your out-

speaking.
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LETTER FROM THE DEAN OF CARLISLE.

TO T1EE EDITOR OP PUNCH.

IR, Although perfectly
aware of the malignant
hatred which '

bears to religion, and

although profoundly
convinced that he is

actuated by a burning
desire to see every ca-

thedral turned into a

hippodrome, and every

church into a gin-pa-

lace ; yet, as 1 hope I

know better than to be

uncharitable, I propose
to address to you a few

remarks on the subject
of Pantomimes, with

which horrors my name
has been unhappily
connected. I do not

suppose, however, that

you will insert my let-

ter, inasmuch as I be-

lieve you to be a de-

praved worldling:, and
either too bitterly hos-

tile to good men to

show them fair play, or

too stupidly incapable
ofcomprehendingthem
to see the merits of

their arguments. If I

were disposed to write harshly, I might use much stronger language.
"
I have been represented, Sir, as having stated that a Pantomime is a wicked exhibition.

I adopt, and repeat that statement.
"
I have said the thing, Sir, too often to have any doubt in my mind of its truth

knowing that it is my dutv to prove all things, and supposing it possible that the anathemas

of myself and other good men might have induced some outward reformation in these

accursed spectacles, I came to London on Tuesday last, for the purpose of beholding,.with

my own eyes, what 1 deemed it my duty to denounce. I called, in my way, for the Editor ol

the Record, who was so good as to leave unfinished a statement that a leading Puseyite had

just eloped with his grandmother, and to accompany me to the theatre.
" We selected Drury Lane Theatre, as being the oldest and largest of these temples of

Beelzebub, but as we would not encourage wickedness by paying one farthing, we applied to

MB, SMITH for a box. I am bound to say that in the note enclosing it,
there was not a

single oath or other demoralising expression, which, alas, shows^
the

hypocrisy
of the world.

I make no doubt that he and eve

reply, with the most profane and ev:

there was nothing of the kind hi the envelope in question.

am not to be taken in.

Punch, I witnessed

;ry other manager habitually use lithographed forms of

il language therein, but in Christian charity, I state that

We were shown into a box

was not really a policeman) blown int9 frag-

ments by an explosion, caused by an electric wire.

1 am not to be deceived, I beheld his disjointed

limbs fly about, and it is not by the paltry

artifice of bringing in another person, supposed
to be the victim restored to life, that 1 am to be

deluded. I also saw a man's, head cut off with

:i large pair of scissors, and the body was thrown
down a hole, after much brutal treatment had
been bestowed upon it. A live man was put iu

the place of the slain, but again, Sir, I say that

And a third time,

, _ similar spectacle,

another policeman (the hatred of the wicked to

all constituted authorities is awful) being stunned

and thrown into a cucumber frame, whence,

again, the substitute arose, but I am not again
to be so deceived. My friend, the Editor ofthe

Record, informs me that the manager of the

Theatre contracts with an hospital to take away
the bodies of the persons they put to death, and

when we came out I saw a group of medical

students at the door of an hotel called the

Albion, who were doubtless waiting for the

subjects for dissection.
"

Sir, the audience evinced no horror at such

scenes. On the contrary, they uttered shouts of

delight when the victims were stricken down;
just such yells, Sir, as the Pagans of the old

Koiiuin amphitheatre emitted when the wounded

gladiator fell upon the ensanguined sand, and
looked round upon the cruel thousands for the

signal of mercy ; but, alas, saw turned-down

thumbs, announcing that he was to perish by the

sword of the victor.*
"
After such scenes, Sir, permitted in Panto-

mimes by the authorities, why need I dwell

upon lesser, though still great crimes. I am
Ixmnd to say that the females engaged did not

dress in the unseemly fashion which 1 had heard

was usual, and I do not know that there was
much more display of their lower limbs than I

have habitually witnessed on the part of the

miserable but fashionable sinners of my Chelten-

ham flock, who wore Crinolines, and had to cross

roads. But, for the rest, the whole performance
was one of wickedness, lying, thieving, smiting,

brawling, and vanity ; all, however, thrown into

nothingness by the diabolical atrocity of killing

several persons in order to make a holiday for a

London crowd.
"
I returned, Sir, by a late tram, but my

friend, the Editor of the Record, in order

marked F, and the initial suggested the word Folly to my friend the Editor. Would that

only folly were practised in the Theatre !

The box-opener was in red, the livery of the Scarlet Woman. He did not ask for

money, nor would I have given him any; but in exchange for what worldlings call a

play-bill I gave him a tract, called '/* All Serene, my Cove?' May it be blessed to the

poor creature !

"
Sir, the veil disclosing the iniquity called a Pantomime had some time risen, and what is

profanely called the Transformation scene was before the audience. And what an audience !

Thousands of persons, from the pit (well named) to the ceiling, grinning, with idiotic delight,

at a glistening spectacle, made up of paint, tinsel, gaudy dresses, red fire, (ah !) and bedizened

females. What must be the influence of such a spectacle ! I do not deny its fascination

even my eye dwelt on it, I blush to say, with a momentary sensation of pleasure, while the

good man by my side was permitted to be tempted so far as to mutter the slang word
'

Stunning !

'

"
Then, Sir, commenced a series of wickednesses which I firmly believe have never been

equalled, in so short a time, since the beginning of the world. I write them with a shudder,
and even the callous creatures who read your paper must feel some little shame at perusing
such a description."

I do not speak of the horrible morals taught. These were atrocious enough. A poor old

man, apparently the friend of a fiend called the Clown, was treated more brutally than I

could have conceived flesh could bear. He was dashed on the ground, his faee was kicked,
his eye was slapped, he was knocked on the head, all by his false friend, upon whom incessant

remonstrance produced no effect beyond a mocking jeer. Sometimes under the guise of

sociality the athletic ruffian woidd approach the poor aged creature, whose confidence in

him was touching, and suddenly and without provocation would deal him a fearful blow,
which resounded over the house. Sometimes he would wound him, or strike him with a huge
club, or drive a ladder into his abdomen. It was cruel and barbarous. My good friend,
the Editor of the Record, says that these ill-used old men seldom survive more than a night,
and that new victims are hired by the managers, to be slaughtered like the horses in Spanish
bull-fights. But I speak only of what I saw.

"
Sir, I saw with my own eyes several murders that night. I saw a man who represented

a policeman (no, Sir, I am not an ignorant bigot, and I am quite aware that the poor wretch

that the carnal pride engendered in him by his

extraordinary gifts and graces -might be abased,

was permitted to eat such a number of whelks

a stall in Vinegar Yard, that he was exces-

_.,ely unwell next day, and his journal came out

for once without a single instance of what the

worldlings and the Tractarians call misrepre-

sentation ;
but which good men know to be the

salutary scourgiugs for the enemies of true

religion.
"
I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

" FRANCIS CLOSE, D.D."
"
The "Deanery, Carlisle."

It was just tha other va,y}>ollicem vei-tebani but

the Hifrh Church deckire that the Evangelicals are not,

remarkable for the exactitude of their scholarship. P.

How the Austrians Run.

FOK gold, as often as they can: and when

there is no gold, they are too happy to run for

silver.

A WASPISH
health.

LACING FOR LADIES.

waist makes a woful want of

ONE or THE "ITALIAN IKONS." The Holy
Poker!!!
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GEOSS CALUMNY ON A ROMAN CATHOLIC SOMEBODY.

"111 ttomcn were

greatly alarmed at
the I'lUNCE OF
\\ \ LEB'S visit to
Rome. Their ap-

prehensions will be

heightened to the

pitch of frenzy by
the subjoined ex-

tract from a letter
j

from Malta, pub- 1

lished in the Times :

A t

IE. The following
j

garrison order has been !

the Koumc of much bit-

terness : 'All guards
to turn out to tli.-

mil all

sentries to carry arms
and present amis when
the Host passes.' CAI'-

<>f the
I! X. U. I'., having

refused to obey the
above, has been ordered
under arrest, and will

in all probability be
tried by court martial.

It is a case of conscience
with CAPTAIN SHEF-
FIELD, who, it is re-

ported, is ready to sub-
mit to any punishment
ratlicr than do homage
to tile Host"

This'story is not incredible because those old women will believe it. Fancy a commanding
officer daring to order HER MAJESTY'S soldiers to perform an act of homage to an object
winch HEI; M .u ESTY regards as an idol! It is strange, however, to see what monstrous

stories some mischievous knaves or buffoons will tell in defiance of all reason and common
. The letter above quoted proceeds in the coolest manner to assert that

"
Tli and carrying arms to tho Host lias long been a cause of complaint with the Protestant

soldiei "irtinilarly the Presbyterians, when Highland regiments have been stationed here. Some
IISUN", now Governor of Dover Castle, while commanding a company of Artillery at

Malta, \vas ilismisscd the Service for refusing to salute the Host,"

It is hardly uen--:.< > to .-emark tlial all ibis

must be imaginary. Would any IV i

officer in command of a garrison venture to

cause Irish Roman Catholic troops to salute a

British clergyman, or march them (o any other

chapel than their own, and order them to kneel
in it? And if he did, would not the Irish sol-

diers promptly obey the word of command,
without thinking about it, just as the Scotch
and English would in the corresponding case ?

But would not the officer who hud been such a

fool and a bigot as to give such an order, be

speedily dismissed from HER MAJESTY'S
Much sooner would the author of an in

the faith which the QVKKN'S troops hold in com-
mon with the QUEEN be sent about his business

which might consist in counting his In

in deservedly- scourging himself, or in saluiint.-

the Por: own lips. If -Inn no,
the supposition is too absurd if then
foundation for fact in the statement that English
and Scotch I'roiest.-nil soldiers have lie;

polled to do reverence, to a biscuit, all that we
can say is, & i no idea of the extent
to which practical joking was carried in the

Army.

St. Pancras and Reform.

A BAD case for MR. BRIGHT' s Reform Bill, as

far as the franchise is concerned, is presented
by the Si . J'ancras Vestry. Elected by i

payers, that notorious parochial body exhibits a

singular example of local self-misgovern i

THE BUHMS' FESTIVAL.

ONE of the six hundred aspirants, upon being
asked why he had selected the signature of
"
Crinoline

"
for his poem, explained as his

reason, that
"

it could not fail to carry off the

prize for Sums."

CALUMNY ON THE SUPERIOR CLERGY.

SOME rabid Dissenter, or rampant Papist, has put into the 7V.,,w

tbjoiued advertisement, with the double view of bringing the
Established Church into contempt, and hoaxing Pmieh, so as to pio-
voke him to lay his cudgel about the ears of the Bishops, and superior
classes of the clergy :

AID IS ASKED for many poor Clergymen in Distress wanting Food
1 "thing. Donations of money or raiment will be thankfully received by

the REV. W. G. JERVIS, Secretary to tho Poor Clergy Belief Society, 845, Strand, W.C.

is not to be had. Punch is not going to belabour an imaginary
REVEREND DIVES, for hardheartedness to a fictitious LAZARUS in

holy orders. The age of clerical pluralists and sinecurists has passed.
The bottlcnosed Hishop and the bloated Rector are extinct animals.
No Curates now starve, except Puseyite Curates, who fast to excess.
And would they, and the rest of the Puseyite clergy, study the

gratification of a taste for splendid vestments, ii they had the slightest
idea that there existed any, not to say many, poor clergymen in want
of both food and clothing? So monstrous an idea could only be
conceived in the spirit which refuses to pay church rates. Popery and
Dissent will next pretend that lots of unbeneficed and unemployed
parsons arc going about the streets in raswd surplices, singing.
We've got no cure of souls," or imploring charity in the strains of

parochial psalmody. Judaism, however, may, peradventure, have

prompted the insidious appeal above quoted Judaism anxious to
involve a Christian priesthood with a peculiar people in the ignominy
of crying "O' Clo!" But, though the advertisement is evidently "a
thing devised by the enemy." it may be as well for charitable parties
to inquire at 345, Strand, if but to satisfv themselves that there is no
such Association as the Poor Clergy Relief Society, and that the
RET. W. G. JERVIS has no existence.

tt
INDICATION OF A COMING STORM. When a woman gives you a

"bit of her mind," it is, because she cannot keep the peace.

IONIC PILLAR OF THE STATE. W. GLADSTONE, ESQ.

STRAWS TO TICKLE FOOLS WITH.

WHO is it that says the Board of Health is composed of Lignum Vila ?
To the sour all grapes are sour to the sweet aGcnnannrtfeof rooms

is even sweet !

Is it not fair to conjecture that the troughs of the sea are filled only
with sow-sow-westers ?

There are still wives who sit up for their husbands, but rendering
them all honour, it becomes a delicate question whether the sitting-up
of the one is at all equal to the setting-down the other receives when
he comes home ?

The first compliment paid to a travelling Prince is to give him a

review. We thought the day for reviews had gone by ; liut let us

hope that the reyiews got up abroad are a little more entertaining than

those published in our country ;
or else we pity the poor Prince, when

he is presented with one.

Flattery is the language of slaves, and base is the skve who pays it,

unless it is to a pretty woman.
Since the Flea is generally up all night, stealing about like a bravo

in the dark to take man's blood, we are curious to know if he stops in

bed the whole of the next day ? or when does he take lu's rest f or is he

simply satisfied in taking the rest of others ?

A man cannot wait for his dinner without instantly losing his temper,
but see with what angelic sweetness a woman bears the trial! Has
woman more patience, then, than man P Not a bit of it, only she has

lunched, and the man lias not !

\Vhen a man falls asleep after dinner, just
for "forty winks," and

takes more is he to be held accountable for the act?

The Italian Revolution.
" MILAN (say the reports) never was so quiet." This is the very

last kind of Revolution that was expected in Italy. When it was
told to FATHER PROUT, he exclaimed, "Milan quiet ! By the Pope's

grandmother, it must be then the Milanium !

"

A CLEAN IMPOSSIBILITY.-

Tharnes.

-For the Board of Works to purify the
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PLEASING PROSPECT.
Friend from Town. "WELL! AND HOW'S THE MARE?"
Country Friend. "On! ALL EIGHT, OLD BOY ! SHE WILL BE AS FRESH AS TAINT FOE you TO-MOEHOW, FOE SHE HASN'T BEEN

HUNTED SINCE THE DAY SHE PUT PEANK BAILEE'S SHOULDER OUT !

"

A BKIGHTEE HOUSE OF PEERS.

MY DEAE BKIGHT,
I WOULDN'T be content with reforming the House of Commons,

if I were you. Don't do things by halves. While your hand is in,
take the opportunity to improve the House of Lords

; not, indeed, as

your friend JONATHAN says, to improve them off the face of the earth,
but to preserve, in bettering, the upper branch of the Legislature.How well you could do it is clear from this passage of your Bradford
speech :

" You have on this platform to-night two gentlemen who moved and seconded
the resolutions, which you have been so good as to pass, welcoming me to this
meeting. If the House of Lords is to be a representation of all the great interests

2L2 Country,
and not of the land exclusively, where would you find them, but

sitting there as.the barons, the marquises, nay the princes, of' manufactures and
commerce ?

Might not the establishment of a Commercial Peerage be effected bv
a resolution of both Houses, declaring cotton to be of as much conse-
quence as corn, sheets of calico as honourable as acres of land, and
milLowners as noble as landlords ? On these resolutions the Crown
might act, and erect twist into a barony, for instance shoddy into a
marqmsate devil's-dust into a dukedom nay, power-looms into a
principality, which perhaps you see looming m the distance \Vliv
should the descendants of a set of grasping feudal tyrants be noble by
descent, and actually existing heads of warehouses, who are equally
hard-nsted and as arbitrary as they can be, esteemed unfit to wear a
coronet ?

To be sure, men, now-a-days, are in most cases made peers for
the sen-ices which they have rendered to their country and not for
having made their own fortunes. How glad I shall be if I live to see
you raised to the Peerage on the former account, and in future years
shall be enabled .occasionally to publish a portrait of a certain stout

nobleman, and write you a letter, concluding with the desire that you
will believe me to be always,

My Lord DUKE,
Your Grace's most Obedient and Humble Servant,

To the Most Nolle JOHN, DUKE OF BIRMINGHAM AND ROCHDALE.
P.S. May your Grace's shadow never be less.

A National Characteristic.

THE ARCHDUKE MAXIMILIAN, wishing to give a notion of the ex-

cessive tranquillity of Lombardy, said in his despatches to head-quarters,
that "the golden age had come again." The figure (was only taken in

the sense of solid specie, for great was the Archduke's astonishment,
when he received a telegraphic communication back from Vienna, "to
get it changed instantly"into Paper."

'L'EMFIRE, C'EST L'EPEE."

TRANCE has been thrown into a fearful state of funk by certain
words that the EMPEROR let drop on New Year's Day. Frenchmen's
faces, at the prospect of war, fell almost as low as the funds. This
fear is but natural, for is not the safety of France entirely at the

mercy of NAPOLEON'S (s)word ?

Learn this by Heart.

THERE was a young woman, and what do you think ?

She soaked her light dresses in Chloride of Zinc.

Then fire couldn't hurt her, though close she came by it,

ladies ! managers ! why don't you try it ?
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A VERY GREASY POLE.
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VALENTINES TO THE NOSE.

AN advertisement informs young gentlemen and

ladies, and servant girls, that,

T)JMMEL'S PEHFUMED ALMANACK OF
J-V THK LANGUAGE OF KLOWERS forms a novel and

appropriate Valentine, by underlining the sentiment meant

tj bo convoyed.

The meaning of this statement probably is, that

HIMMEL'S Perfumed Almanack of the Language of

ni may be made to answer the purpose of a

ntine by underhning tin' sentiment which the

Bender wishes to convey. An Almanack cannot very well underline its

own contents. WI.MMP.L'S shop smells very nice, and no doubt his

Perfumed Almanack is also fragrant, and therefore may be well said to

form an appropriate Valentine, inasmuch as it is calculated to lead the

receiver by the nose. Hut certainly a novel Valentine will not be

formed by underlining; tin: sentiment meant to be eonve\e<l hi it In

all the numerous Valentines which we are in the habit of receiving

from our fair admirers, not only are the passages expressive of ardent

affection all underlined, but also a great many words and phrases, to

which it is impossible to attach any degree of significance. Such

Valentines may puzzle some dull readers ;
but anybody will be able to

smell out the meaning of a Perfumed Almanack.

A DEFENCE OF ENGLISH DINNERS.

BY ONE OF THE OLD SCHOOL.
"' MY DEAR MR. PUNCH," With your leave, I will resume the attitude of defence

which you allowed me to take up in your last week's number.
" The charge which, under pressure from without, the Times has

made on us is, that

" With the best meat, fish, game, fruit, and vegetables iu the world, and with

DMalUOfUCflMto th&ttsrktfel uf every foreign country, our English middleclass

housewives let no English latly scorn the honourable title liave not yot succeeded,
when they give an entertainment, in going beyond a regulation programme with
which we are all familiar, even to nausea."

" What this 'regulation programme' consists of, Mr. Punch, any of

your readers who are diners-out will guess :

" Dim soup and cod's head and shoulders, relieved by three or four evil side

dishes, and followed by the inevitable haunch of mutton and pair of chickens."

"
Now, Mr, Punch, I ask you as an Englishman, pray what in the

name of conscience can the Times complain of here ? Call this a
'

monotonous nuinu,' forsooth ! What ! Soup, fish, flesh, and fowl,
not to mention the et actcras

;
such as pudding, game, and cheese,

which of course come on as followers, just to fill up vacant corners

with. To cry, oh, we want variety ! with such a bill of fare as this,

appears to me, I must confess, like asking for more air in the midst of

a typhoon, or wanting wetter weather when one is visiting the Lakes.

"But, Sir, grant it is monotonous. I say, so much the better.

Monotony is charming to me, especially in diet. As one of the Old
School, Sir, I like things I am used to. Whatever may be new to me,
my first impulse is to hate. At the table, of all places, I detest making
experiments. What though the soup be 'dim!

'

there's nothing new
to me in that, and theretore nothing disagreeable. What one calls
'

clear
'

soup in England is invariably dim. It 's like a
'

clear
'

day in

Scotland : you can't sec half an inch in it. Thames water is about as

transparent as clear soup with us. But what of that, Sir ? I am used
to it

;
and I say again, 1 like things I am used to. Don't talk to me,

then, about 'wanting
more variety,' about your 'releves' and' con-

sommes,' and
'

dining a la Russe !
'

I say, that, as an Englishman, I like

plain English fare
; and, as an Englishman, I am by constitution slow

to change my tastes. 1 know what / like, and what I like 1 mean to

!
stick to. To hate all foreign kickshaws seems, to my mind, I confess,
the duty of a Briton. It shows his noble self-contentedness, and
independence of advice.

"
I never shall forget what happened to me once when it was my

misery to be dining a la Riisse. 1 liad been eating a curry, and the
next dish which was handed, looked like ground rice pudding with the
skin off. There was no such common condiment as ground rice named
in the menu: but on my asking if I guessed rignt, I received for

answer the words
'

Yessiricepuddink
'

said, as only waiters could
have said it, in a breath. 1 popped a spoonful in my mouth, which
was blazing with the curry, and found that what, 1 fancied had been
rice, was ice. Sir, what I suffered is more easily imagined than
described, and what I did I prefer leaving to a similar conception."

Now, Sir, in English dinners one is not tortured in this way. One

What looks substantial is so. There 's no fear of our meats ever

melting in one's mouth. When one sees a joint cut up, one knows
what toughness to expect; and it very rarely happens that one is

disappointed. A beefsteak is a beefsteak, and there's no mi

about it. One has no fear that a boiled fowl is a hedgehog in dis-

guise, or that what one takes for a hard dumpling will prove to be a

snowball. .French cooks, it seems to me, devote tlieir art to making
pitfalls for one's guests.

'

G. H. M.' may write in raptures of his

boudins and beccaficos, his salsifix a fa poulette and volatile, saute an

supreme.
for me
made c

Indeed, I never taste them but there rankles in my mind a good old

fashioned suspicion that nine French dishes in ten are either toads or

snails, or
'
such small deer,' to which a haunch of venison is, to my

taste, vastly preferable. When 'G. H. M.' advises my 'beginning
with hors d'ceuvre, of a wooing nature,' I seem to hear an inward

croaking, which warns me that those delicacies may possibly be frogs ;

and if such wooing is required to win us to our dinners, we, I think,

should show more wisdom if we went without them. None but over-

eating gluttons need 'wooing' when they are hungry, and when they
are not hungry what right have they to dine ? At any rate, if English-
men want hors d'a-uore of a wooing kind to tempt them to the table, I
think at public dinners our aria d'in/rata by all means should be
altered

;
and for the appetitising strains of The Eaast Beef of Old

England, the tune oiTroggy would a-Wooing go! should nationally be

substituted.
"
I remain, Sir, undismayed by the Times' thunder,

"As ENGLISHMAN."

-board in our system _

Our pieces of resistance have really something to resist in them.

VENUS IN WANT OF A LADY'S MAID.

ANYBODY who would like to see a magnificent woman, should inquire
at the shop of a fruiterer and greengrocer in Curzon Street, Mayfair,
whose name and address will be found in an advertisement which

appeared in the Morning Post of Thursday, the 20th instant. Here,
minus those particulars only, is that advertisement :

WANTED,
a Complete MAID, either English or foreign, to Wait

upon One Lady. She must be a person of general talent, accustomed to dress

a lady, and to take care of her wardrobe, and a first-rate packer. She must be a

perfect dressmaker and milliner, and work quickly ; an excellent hail-dresser is also

required. She must understand getting up fine linen and lace thoroughly. A
superficial knowledge of these qualifications will not be sufficient. Applications
must be made to Mn. , Fruiterer and Greengrocer, , Curzon Street, Mayfair.

The services which this lady requires are evidently those which she

has been accustomed to receive. What a highly cultivated lady, what
a splendidly got up creature she must be ! General talent, experience

in the art of attiring ladies and attending to their wardrobe, first-rate

skill in packing apparel, perfection in dressmaking and millinery,

celerity in performing a vast amount of labour in those branches of

decorative industry, excellence in the dressing and adornment of hair,

thorough understanding of the superfinement of fine linen and lace : no
mere superficial knowledge of these things, but consummate proficiency
in all ot them; all this talent, experience, skill, celerity, industry,

understanding, knowledge and ability in the arts of personal adorn-

ment : all these numerous and intense cosmetic qualities, the endow-
ments of a Complete Maid, an entire and perfect chrysolite, a gem of

an Abigail, concentrated to embellish the person of one lady !

Eancy the result -or no perhaps it had better not be imagined.
The idea of exquisite female beauty enhanced by the extremest efforts

of decorative science and dexterity to an excessive altitude, is too

dazzling. The head swims. Whom does this beautiful being bless P

He must find her rather expensive, though. Or whom, indifferent to

her charms, is she desirous to bless if she can but fascinate him?
Alas ! Perhaps'after[all, this is the difficulty ! The result of a pilgrimage
to Curzon Street might prove to be a

"
sell." The pilgrim who ex-

pected to see a beauty might behold a grifiin; and all the above demand
tor tittivation-power may oe a mere aspiration to be made, as it were,
a silk purse of, on the part, so to speak, of a sow's ear !

Half-a-Minute's Advice to Parents.

No father should have, what is called, the whiphand of his children.

It is a groundless fallacy to suppose that a child, because he kicks up
a dust, is like a carpet, that requires to be instantly pulled up, and

thoroughly well beaten, before it can be put down The Hermit of the

Haymarket.

THE TWO GREAT QUESTIONS OF THE DAY.'

Park Lane. What shall 1 have for dinner to-day ?

Field Lane. Shall I have any dinner to-day P
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ALBERT'S FOLLY, KENSINGTON.

THE Observer says, that a building is in course of erection at Ken-

sington, for the reception of some distinguished personages at present

sojourning at Marlborough House. These are certain Masters, for

whom, by a vote of the House of Commons, accommodation had been

provided in Trafalgar Square. The edifice is to be finished by contract

m nine weeks, at a cost of 4,000. It is rumoured that this sum will

have to come out of the pocket of one 9f the highest persons in the

land, because the House of Commons will refuse to grant it, and that

the dwelling will have to be occupied by some other tenants than those
for whom it is intended, as that Honourable House will object to their

removal to a place where they will be out of the people's way.

THE BARDS OF BURNS.
a liag of gc drgstallt palate.

TYTTE THE FIRST.

IT fell about the Christmas tide, when graziers kill their beeves,
When hall and hut are hung around with the holly's glossy leaves,
When

turkey, chine, and pudding plump present a goodly show,
And many pleasant tilings are done beneath the mistletoe ;

That our good Lord of Syddenhame blew from his Crystal Tower
A blast that pealed through all the land with most uncommon power ;

It scared the man of Manchester beside his cotton twists,
The Cornish miner in his mine, the Gael amoug his mists.

" Ho ! now, my merry minstrels, get all your harps in tune !

A hundred years ago a bard was born by Bonnie Dopn,And he, who best his praises chaunts in most melodious strains,
Shall fifty pieces broad receive of the red gold for his pains !

"

Full joyfully on hungry ears that guerdon's tidings smote,
""

And every bard caught up his lyre, and coughed, and cleared his throat,
And to that Tower of Crystal sheen right swiftly made repair,
Through the pleasant glades of Forest Hill, and of Penge the hamlet

fair.

Oh ! never drew snch motley crew to tournament or feast,
There were

thirty
score of jongleurs, and gleemaidens at the least,

And hope flashed high in every eye,
and they sang out loud and bold,

For those who cared not for the fame cared extremely for the gold.

" An umpire ! Now, an umpire ;
oh ! who will bring to me ?

An umpire good, my gay foot page !

" "
My lord, you shall have three !

The doughtiest men, ttiat may be found, search all broad England
through."" God help the merry gentlemen, they '11 have enough to do !

" Ho ! fetch them here, and spread the cheer
; pie, pasty, pipes amass,

Hock, Burgundy, and lordly Port, Brown Stout and palest Bass!
They must be ammunitioned well, as for a lengthened siege,
To stand such shock of bedlam bards."" It shall be done, my liege !

"

Then in they came, that lusty three ! All fresh as from the hills,
And bearing high a branch of palm, stout MONCKTON hight DE MYLNES

;

SIR TOM-LE-TAILZEOUR, from Whitehall, a swarthy'man and strong ;

Bon GAULTIEK humming, as he strode, thcj)utt-end of a'song.

They ranged themselves behind the Board,~thcy dashed into the cheer." Ha ! they manage all this sort of thing most admirably hen.-.

This Hock is famous !

" "
So is this, the vintage of Moselle !

"
" And I like this tap of Burgundy particularly well."

(Vnd so they laughed, and joked, and quaffed, and chirruped o'er their
wine.

"Six hundred bards," quoth stout DE MYLNES, "who cares though
they were nine !

Let 's have these Minnesingers in, and hear them in their turns !

"
"

I fear, not I, no end of Scalds !

" " And I no end of Burns !

"

Then one by one they led them in, and every poet there
First turned his collar down, and ran his fingers through his hair,
Then broke into a gush of song, and forth his fancies flung
With emphasis immense, and wild expenditure of lung.

And still the three full jauntily submitted to the din,
And bowed the rival minstrels out, as they had bowed them in.
The sun went down, the moon went down, the starry dark had gone,
And in the sky the sun was high, yet still THE THREE sat on.

A glecmaiden came tripping in, and, as she twang'd her lute,
Beneath her swelling Crinoline she showed a dainty foot." No tampering with the Court, Ma'am !

"
cried DE MYLNES, with

brow of gloom ;

BON GAULTIER kissed her fairy hand, and bowed her from the room.

In rushed a frantic lutanist, and he dashed his gauntlet down,"
The red gold shall be mine," he cries,

"
and mine the laurel crown !

My lyre among the seraph spheres I tuned !

" "
Oh, that will do !

To the seraph spheres go oack !

"
outspake SIB TOM,

"
and play it too !

"

So on they came, these minstrel men
;
one measure scarce was 'done,

Ere with unintermitting crash another had begun ;

Night settled down, all night they sang, the day "began to daw,"
And seated still the morning chill THE THREE in judgment saw.

Yet still the minstrel rout poured down, and still they played and sang,
Some softly as the dove, and some with agonising twang,
The fife, the apollonicon, the clarionet resound,
And the dreary barrel-organ there its grating torture ground.

And some on the accordion play'd, and some upon the bones,
And some drew from the ophiclcide the most guttural of groans,
Some shrieked upon the bagpipes wild a maddening Pillalu,

d some on the cornopean a cheery woodnote blew.
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Another ila\
' another night ! still rang the nnnstn

And there with blane 1 sat on TIIK RHADAMASTHIXE! IIKEE;

They clutched their goblets in their hands, and their eyes stood in their

head,
With the look most mipoetical of codfish that are dead.

They sat like men who had been stunned, they sat like things of stone,

And e.
'

hey sobbed a feeble moan,
And BURNS, and Doou, and Mauchlin Belles, and CUTTY SARK, and

J KAN,
Danced through their brains like Will-o'-wisps, or ghosts at Hallowe en.

At length a mantled form stole in, and with a touch of fire,

That woke triumphant tones, he ran Ids fingers o'er the lyre;

When from Tin. THUKK that, eerie train away began,

They rubbed their eyes, and slapped their thighs, and shouted "STfjat's
'

thti'Han!"

I'YTTE THE SECOND.

When January chill had reached its Five and Twentieth day,

The Crystal balls of Syddenhame beheld a brave array,

All London's chivalry was there, and ladies bright of sheen,

In a bountiful circumference of flounce and Crinoline.

And through t In- 1 hroug, with faces long, and tresses thin and wild,

instrels pushed their way, and grimly too they smiled,

For I was hung, and yon might, hear them gasp,

As met their c\ ten prize, and they dreamed it in their grasp.

"A lane there, ho! Hats off! Sit down!" And lo! THE FATAL THREE
Upon i -red forth of the gold and cramoisie,

And each was In his squires upheld, hard task it were, I ween,
To know them then, t hese ghastly men, so altered was their mien.

The stout DE MYLNES looked feebly round, Ids eyes were dim and

sunk,
And in his flapping gaberdine his goodly limbs were shrunk,
With grizzled beard and drooping head SIR TOM- LE-TAILZEOUR stood,
And a perfect walking skeleton was GAULTIEK the Good.

They saoik like, lead into their seats, and a thrill ran through the hall,

When he that sang The l.ra\es ot Palm piped out before them all," Ho ! Trumpeters, a blast, of might upon your bugles blow !

And for the Victor's Scutcheon you, my merry footpage, go !

"

With triumph high full many an
eye and brow was upwards thrown,

For every minstrel there knew well that scutcheon was his own,
And many an eye and brow was dropped with dark and deadly frown,
When they found that all their hopes were done ridiculously brown.

For high upborne by that foot page, they saw a blazoned shield,
With Cruixi'r kicking sinister three donkeys in a field,
And from his jaws in let Id's gules an argent scroll did neigh" A man 's a man for a' that," with some notes of

"
Scots wha" hae !

"

Then rose a yell that seared the owls in Croydon and in Penge,
"Revenge! Revenge!" rang through the air. the cry was stil

"R.
The very pteroilaeule at the bottom of the park
Was s< ari led in his oo/.y lair, and grunted, Here 's a lark !

"

And to the dais on they dashed, that rabblcment of bards,
A surging mass that covered full one hundred cubic yards,

;rw them down!" "
I claim the crown !"

" And I the golden
fee !

"

'Audi!" "Audi!" "Audi!" "Audi!" roared all that weltering
sea.

Up sprung THE THREE, and spread their chests, and their manly
,es shook,

And from their Squires their harness proof, and dinted falchions took :

~\UNT VViDUicoMii ilic 'lay >e well shall rue:!
"

e very maddest n :re grew pale their wrath to \ Jew.

['OODLES bit the 1 1
went down,

\.<m lay the great POSKMHIS (In KS, and the valiant MILTON Bliowx,
i\v 'SIMSKS, fair HriM'i I.KIHNKIE bold,

And of young spasmodic bards a score died grappling fur the gold.

For before that laurelled gi e

And down these reiving troubadours like corn in harvest, mowed,
Lnd well his brothers kept their p<

i d nmstre.1 shock,
\s Kilthstone hurls back the surge that, laves around his rock.

And back before their strokes the tuk ' E minstrel hat tie rolls,

shriek for help to sai ;

iins, some for priests to shrive

their

And fear fell on the men of song, and they called,
" A truce ! A t nice

' "

Then might you hear that crj of >

f/'yne a, la Retcmuse!"

And the chivalry of Scotland Yard came charging fiercely through,
And ilieii at on brain and hai Iv too.

Like leaves before the autm d all thev could not, cai

Another hit," LE-TALLZEOUR cried,
"
in An Unequal Match, !

"

To the Banquet-hall they bore THE THREE, of wine they quaffed the

best,
And to recruit their weary soids was many a dainty dressed;
What chanced to all the bards who fled, no ni" ard,

But legends tell, that those who fell, were decently interred.

A GUINEA. WELL INVESTED.

AT this inclement season, there is a peculiar force in appeals to

charity. Benevolence cannot more efficiently spend money than in

subscribing to a hospital or a dispensary. Such subscriptions are also

conomy of almsgiving. There is a useful institution called

St. Mary's Hospital, iu connection with which an interesting case in

illustration of that fact, is related by the Medical Times. Its main

particulars are the following : Mr. EDWARDS, Surgeon, of Gloucester

Crescent, Bayswater, brought an action in the County Court against
a gentleman named SHARPE, living in the same neighbourhood, for

4 12s. 6d. The demand was made on behalf of a poor man whose
j

case required an operation, and whom Mr. SHARPE had engaged Mr. '

EDWARDS to attend. Mr. SHARPE expressed surprise at the amount
of the charge, remarking, that as the subscriber of a guinea per annum
to St. Mary's Hospital, he might have sent the patient there to be

operated on and attended.
The judge hereupon, rather strangely as it may seem, observed that

it did not add credit to any gentleman to say, that he woidd send such

a patient to such an institution under the circumstances. The truth

was that the patient in question was MR. SHARPE'S own man-servant,

and that a great many persons are so knowing as to do what MR.

SHARPE, with inferior acuteness, appears only to liave thought of doing
when it was too late. They subscribe to dispensaries and the like

institutions the sum of one annual guinea, there to procure for their

domestics an amount of attendance, which, if paid for to the prac-

titioner, would have cost them many pounds. In tin's way they prac-

tise a charity which is curiously cheap, because it relieves those in

whose health they are themselves ini ml affords that relief

partly at their own expense, and part h at: that of the doctor, whose

skill and science they arc thus enabled to purchase at an undcr-pnce.

This is a species of charity which begins at home, though it does not

cxi end any further, and largely consists in robbing poor PILLGARLIC

to procure medical assistance for JOHN THOMAS.

A Royal Prize at Borne.

A LETTER from Rome informs us, that the POPE, considering himself

the successor of the Fisherman, has consecrated a harpoon with which

he hopes to catch the PHIXCE OF WALES. He will be more likely to

catch that fish with a hook.

SERMONS FOR SUOBS. -MR. BARNUM should advertise his lectures

on Humbug and Money-making at St. James's Hall, as "Special
Sermons for the Baser Classes."
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MARRY
Passerby (to Crossing Sweeper).

" WHAT'S ALL THIS ABOUT?"

,S'wpcr. "WELL, SIB, I BELIEVE IT'S A KIND OF WEDDING; BUT IT AIN'T LIKELY TO BEAN
UNION ONLY TWO BBOUOHAMS AND A HACK CAB !

"

CABS AND COFFINS.

AN inquirer in the Times keeps on continually

asking, as though the question were a riddle

which he defied the world to guess :

WHY ABE CABS USED FOR FUNERALS?

To this we feel inclined to make echo. Why,
indeed ! The only reasons we can think of for

using cabs for funerals are, that some infection

may probably be spread by them, doctors' bills

made longer, and funerals increased. Doctors

and undertakers are, we think, the only persons
whom the practice can advantage, and to the

former of these classes it is of doubtful benefit,

as it is clearly to their interest that the census

should increase, and that then- patients be kept

living as long as they can pay for it. Now the

sickness which is spread by using cabs as hearses

is more likely to diminish than to swell the cen-

sus ;
and as children are more prone to infection

than adults, our surgeons lose the profit of

many a grown-up patient, by the patient, when
in long clothes, oeing put into a cab, and there

getting what in no long time will prove its

Seathstroke. The doctors therefore should pe-
tition for an Act of Parliament against using
cabs for funerals ; inasmuch as they (the cabs)
are thus made vehicles of infection which any
child may catch, and which, for all their circum-

spection and maturer bumps of cautiousness,

many a grown-up person may be sent into the

grave by.

THE LETTER OF THE LAW. . The s. d.

follow of course.

ORGANIC REFORM. Disfranchising all the

street Organs.

KEFORM AT THE ADELPHI.

MR. BENJAMIN WEBSTER is rather proud of the Reform that he has

not only introduced, but triumphantly carried with a large majority, at

Ms beautiful Theatre of the Adelphi, Strand.

The points of his new Reform, upon which he principally prides

liimself are these :

1st. Upon more Members being returned. The New house will contain

full (and it always is) twice as many as the old one.

2nd. Tlie Re-distribution of Seats. Arm-chairs have been introduced,

velvet-cushions have been liberally thrown in, and the accommodation
is so ample, that if DANIEL LAMBERT were to be one of the sitting

members, he would not have to be thrown out, or stand for some other

place, from the want of room.

3rd. The Rating Suffrage. This has been brought down to the

smallest possible rate, the prices of admission having been lowered
more than one-half. None but the poorest people need for the future

be excluded. Even the MARQUIS or WESTMINSTER, may occasionally
take a stall.

4th. The Registration. You may register your name in the morning
for as many places as you please, without payment of the usual register-
fee to the box-keeper, who has hitherto been in the habit of exacting

shillings from the public.

5th. The Public Taxation. Largely reduced to a great extent re-

pealed. No more taxes allowed to be levied by vulturous box-keepers.
The bonnet and cloak tax, also, done away. The ladies are called upon
(as soon as they furnish us with their addresses) to give three cheers,
and a little simper in. If they won't, then they are not the ladies we
care to call upon. ^

Oth. Womanhood Suffrage. Women hand you now to the seat for

which you have been returned at the Box-office. The eldest was
not more than twenty-two last birthday.

7th. New System of Bills. Nothing, not a penny even, allowed to be
charged for the play-bills. The greatest free-trade allowed, for they
arc given away for nothing. It is the department of the gentlemen
here to cheer, as it generally fell to their lot to pay for all bills, which
varied in price from four farthings up to half-a-crown, for no box-keeper
was ever yet known to have change, j

We beg to congratulate MR. WEBSTER, upon his splendid Reform.

Whoever was the Cramer (and gilder) of his new theatre deserves the

thanks of the theatrical constituency. Everything is fair, manly, open,

free, comfortable, and so liberal, that it must even give satisfaction to

that most discontented class of all the liberals, who as a class never

pay when they can avoid it, and, orderly as they are in one sense,

invariably hiss when they can. Such a Reform cannot fail to please

all classes, high and low, no matter whether they are up in the gallery,

or down in the orchestra-stalls. If the bills that MR. WEBSTER brings
forward in the course of the Session are only put ^gether half as

effectively, he may confidently rely upon always receiving Mr. Punch's

honest suffrage. All persons, who are of the same opinion, will be

pleased (as they arc sure to be, when they see the theatre) to testify the

same.

Question for Morny and Co.

THE Observer observes that

"
During the Continental convulsions of 1848 an immense amount of British Three

per Cent. Stock passed into the hands of bond fide investers, many of whom were

foreigners."

During the recent agitation on the Stock Exchange, how many Unit

fide foreign investers have there been who may also be said to have

been BONA-PARTE investers.

"
Relieving Sauces."

THAT UDE in disguise, G. II. M., whose elaborate letters on dinners

in the Times prove that he knows more about the carte du pays than

any other man, talks of "relieving sauces." We should say that this

was the very identical
"
sauce," with which the St. Pancras Poor Law

Guardians
"
relieve

"
the poor outcasts who apply at the workhouse

for admission.

A MONSIEUR GL-DST-NE, qui est suppose d'etre eu Grbce.
"
L'Angle-

terre lie peut se consoler du depart d'ULYSSE." Fcncu,d'aprca MADAME CALYPSO.

PUBLIC OPINION IN FRANCE. Liberty begins at home.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13 Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullen E>ani, of So 19. Qu.
Printers, at iheir Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct, of Whitefriaro in tbe City of London,
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'

Oun ONCE FACETIOUS CONTEMPORARY is BY xo MEANS FUNNY THIS WEEK."

[ Vide BRIGHT, in kis Great Political Oryan, the
"
Morning Star."

THE HORRORS OF THE HOMBLIBUSTES.

BY AN UNPROTECTED FEMALE.

O LAWKS ! how them Nusses

Keeps working the busses !

'Tis quite dangersome by 'em to ride now -.

For all the Police

There 's no comfort or peace,
Which it 's hawful the scrowging inside now !

Them as 'ails a Saloon

Might as well 'ail the Moon,
'

'Taint the lessest use, there ain't no doubt on't ;

Both before and be'ind

There 's a Gin'ral, you '11 find,

Which they gin'rally dodges you out on't.

Then they 're in sich a 'urry
And worry and scurry,

All along o' their running of races :

Afore one 's half in

They starts on agin,
And one's pattens flies into folks' faces !

By prepayin' your fares

You may ride anywheres,"
Correspondence

"
they calls it in France, Sir :

But the time one 's kep' waiting

DROPS OF AXIOMATIC COMFORT.

IF a baby is troublesome, and you complain of the noise, it is certainly a great
relief to learn fpr some one is sure to volunteer the information that "we
have all been babies once."

There must be an end to everything," even to a Chancery-suit. In the mean-

time, why deprive yourself of the pleasant prospect there is for several years
before you? on the contrary, why not bask in it? when you must know, for it

in very well known, that "distance lends enchantment to the view."

To be summoned on a jury is not at any time agreeable, but to be summoned
on the very day that one has a grand dinner-party at home is perhaps one of

those contretemps that certainly would, if anything could, "try the patience of a

saint." Never mind, even though you are locked up all night, it is some comfort
to think that your friends have been enjoying themselves in your absence.

You arrive late at the railway there not being another train till Sradshaw
only knows when and the railway officials keep telling you (there must be some
fancied solace in the information, or else they would not din it in your ears so

often) "you have only just missed it, Sir, by half-a-minute rather less than
half a-minute."

Photographs are very deceptive, but still your amour-propre will' never allow

you to believe that that dark, ill-favoured, Saracens'- head, Coburg-brigand of a

fellow in the least resembles yourself ! No no that 's too much of a good thing !

However, what can you say when, the photograph being handed round, all your
friends exclaim, in a tumultuous unanimity, "Oh! it's wonderfully like you!"
You are obliged to pay for the libel, because your vanity will not allow you to
hold out against their verdict.

Should the baby be offered to you to carry, why should your stupid pride stand
j

in the way of your feelings as an affectionate parent ? It is useless objecting, i

You had better take the little thing at once even though it should be in
b
the I

j street, and some members of your club are sailing down full in front of you and
" nf>nv if lil-o o man "

Which
Is so aggeriwating,
I says

"
corresponding

'

don't answer !

Them drivers they 've 'ad

A'most drives people mad,
And as for them cads, ah ! I'd slap 'cm !

When one wants for to go
To Oxton or Bow,

One gits often as not took to Clapham !

I said
"
Ighgit

"

As plain has I could speak,
And to Ighbury me they did take out :

Which it wasn't till I 'd

Paid the brute for my ride,

That I found what he called my mistake out.

Then to give one a treat,

They puDs hup in mid-street,
And the mud one must wade through ah ! drat it !

Then they cries "Full inside

But prehaps Mum ull ride

On the knile-board ! "I see myself at it !

In short, what with them Nusses
And scrowges and scrushes,

Of all worries these wehicles wust is :

They 're a-driving folks mad
Which LORD DARBY he 'ad

Ought to wote a Reform Bill for Bustes !

" OUR LAST ADVICES."

NEVER forget to put the stopper into a leech-jar.

Letters to be delivered by hand rarely come to hand.

The man who trusts to the last omnibus generally has to

walk home.
The greatest promise-mongers have ordinarily the shortest

memories.
[t is a poor heart in which Hope cannot find something

to feed upon.
Things bought as "Great Bargains" are mostly par-ted

with afterwards at
" A Tremendous Sacrifice."

Be careful how you talk to a woman about bonnets,

nurses, puddings, parsons, or babies.

The bitterest Trials of life are those for which we happen
to have committed ourselves.

'

bear it like a man.'
:

The Mediterranean Frogs.

THE Ionian Islanders were always as noisy and discontented as the frogs in

the fable, but the likeness will now be complete. They would not be satisfied

with the Logs they have had for Governors, so they are now going to have
STORKS.

Where is the Man ?

IF a statue has been erected to the man who first

cured herrings, why shouldn't a similar honour be awarded

to him who was the first to acliieve even a greater wonder,
viz.. the curing of a woman's temper ? we haven't the

slightest objection, but should like to know first, where is

the Man?

VOL. XXXVI.
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KINGS IN ELYSIUM.

OlAK/.ri TIIK FII:ST. .l.AMKS THE FIRST. C'HAHLES THE SECOND.

Charles II. (comes up laughing, with, a newspaper Charon has jicst

'-) Oddsfish, Majesties, the world's at an end and doomsday's
come.
James I. Deil of my saul, laddie, whisht ! Is that the way to talk,

with the ghaists o' a dozen Bishops flitting about ye? Whisht for
name !

Charles I. Speak decorously, CHARLES, when within the hearing of
those over whom you would maintain authority.

Charles II. Pluto take the Bishops and their ghosts, dad and grand-
dad, for what I care. When I tell you the news you '11 not be in any
burning hurry to spare the feelings of the apostolic succession.
James I. Eh, news, news, laddie. Tell us, tell your old grandad,

quick. I love a bit of gossip with all my heart. What is it, black
boy?

Charles II. Have I my royal father's permission to read something
from a newspaper ?

Charles I. I hate newspapers. The less that mean men are helped
to discuss the deeds of then- superiors, set over them by Providence,
the better.

Charles II. (slyly). That I am inclined to believe, Majesty. I am
sure it was so in my case. But this news concerns us all three.
James I. Treea juuncta in oono, as we would say in Scotland, paace

my Lord of Oxford !

Charles II. Our beloved descendant, VICTORIA, QUEEN OF ENGLAND,
taking the advice of her Lords Spiritual mark that, dad and Tem-
poral, and of her Commons !-

Charles I. (haughtily). Advice from the Commons !

Charles II. Has been pleased to command her clergy
Charles I. (shocked}. Command her elerm !

CAarbs II. To omit, for the future, the Prayer Book Service in
which England has been accustomed to commemorate, grandad, that
wonderful discovery of gunpowder, which you found out so miracu-
lously when somebody had told you of it

James I. Deil tak' me Quid save us that I suld sav sac. Arc ye no
blate !*

Charles II. Here is the QUEEN'S Proclamation.
James I. Leave off thanking Heaven that I, the Lord's Anointed

having my nose miraculously sharpened for the salvation of my
kingdoi

_
Charles II (aside). A Scotch nose, so it naturally went to the sulphur

in the, powder.
Charles 1. (smiling). Hush, CHARLES we rnav laugh, but not before

tools.

i
a
!i.

e
l f 'n-'f

I
i

did>
?
s '"' ills

)
)il-(-d, incontinently sniff, snuff and smell

out that, hellish plot, that infernal powder that might have traitorously
exploded and sent me

flying across the sky
Charles H Like that bright accidental star, QDEEN ELIZABETH.
James /.Occidental, ye tule, and do not throw your jests ata humble

respectful dedicat ion of the bible to its Patron, myself. And this
miracle, as 1 may sa\ , (fiat was worked by myself is to bc clean for-

'sll. Clean, Majesty. So clean tint the dirty little bovs in
street are to be whipped if in future they dare to sing,

"
Remember,

remember, the hfth of November.
J"mes

. S.P& daft
> JV st dai't

:

And what more, laddie, what more ?
Charles 1[. 1 he next is a delicate subject hi our family, Majesties,but 1 suppose you will have strength to hear of it. My royal father

may possibly recollect walking out of a certain window" one January
morniiK'. *

Charles I. (la,ir,hi>iii). The vile traitors !' The blessed martyr ! But
have been thinking over that matter a good deal, and on the whole

it bear much malice. I would certainly have hanged the other

party, if I had won hanged them alive, CHABLES, I mean, not have
desecrated corpses

Charles 11. My dear father, do you make it my fault that they were
dead before I could get at "em ? But since you are so forgiving, you
will be ready to hear that the splendid service which my Bishops
composed in commemoration of that national sin and crime is to be
dropped.

Charles I. One might have expected it. JOHN MILTON told me the
other day t hat the sin had been sufficiently punished in the succession
of yourself and JAMES.

Charles II. Oh, if your Majesty has made it up with that oW traitor,
and what is worse, bore, I shall crave to talk with you as little as may
be for the future, or my wit may suffer. But as your Majesty is not
more incensed at your late people being told not to go into sackcloth
and ashes for the day in January, you will not. have, much wrath when
1 tell you that the, crowning audacity, ingratitude, and disrespect, is

the omission of t lie service for my happy Restoration.
James I. Wed, that 's just logical. Gin there 's to be no sorrow for

losing the father, why should there be joy for gaining the son.
Charles II. Oddsfish, grandad, you never said such a sensible thing

in your life. 1 suspect you too have been stooping to talk to ghosts
with br,

Charlet I. (aside). My father was a. fool, and my son was a scoundrel.
I was neither, and got the hardest measure. But that profane service
was worse usage of me, to my mind, than the window at Whitehall.
1 shall now walk about more comfortably. 1 could wish, though, that
the Commons had not been asked their opinion.

( '/tarlaf 11. Your Majesty is thoughtful. I could wish you would
not go al>out with that, leaden JACK MILTON.

Charles I. Talk of what you understand, CHARLES.
Charles] 1. I might seand Majesty. I would prefer talking

In what I understand. Oddsfish, acd there it is. Here, NELLY,
NELLY ! [Exit afi/rr a saucy-Looking ghost.

Charles I. I shall go and tell this news to OLIVER. We shall ihen
be quits for the gallows at Tyburn, though he has forgiven that.

James I. My certie ! The only thing I 've learned since I came to
deil forgive me, I mean to Elysium, is to smoke tobacco. May be I,
like SOLOMON, knew everything else in the world. Any way. I'll just
gae and hae a pipe full wi' WAT RALEIGH, and hew' bis "lies about
America.

[Exit.

LEGAL LUNATIC LOGIC.

SUBJOINED is an extract from The Law < idiots, Lunatics,
and Persons of Unsound Mind, ly CHARLES PALMER PHILLIPS. After
having given legal definitions of the terms "idiot, "lunatic," and
"person of unsound mind," the author observes :

"
It must bc remembered, however, that in legal phraseology, a person whose

moral feelings are perverted is not by reason of sucli perversion :i person of unsound
mind. Further, that if the mind is unsound on one .subject, i is nut sound on any
subject, the mind Ixiug indivisible. A'o,i ,,vs mcn(w is tho legal generic term
which includes the three several classes just mentioned."

According to the above statement, the perversion of a person's
moral feelings does not imply their unsoundness, that is to say, if the
moral feelings pertain to the mind; for a person whose moral feelings
are perverted is not therefore a person of unsound mind. Thus, moral
feelings may be at the same time perverted and sound; or else it

follows that the moral feelings are distinct from the mind
;
for if per-

verted moral feelings are likewise unsound moral feelings, and the
moral feelings are not distinguishable from the mind, then perverted
moral feelings imply unsoundness of mind, which in legxl phraseology
they don't. Furthermore, supposing that if the mind is unsound on
any one subject, it is not sound on any subject, the mind being indi-

visible, and supposing the moral feelings and the mind to be insepar-
able, and supposing the moral feelings to relate to some subjects, and
the perversion of the moral feelings to imply their uiisoundness on
those subjects, then again we shall be obliged to come to the illegal
conclusion, that the person whose moral feelings are perverted is a per-
son whose mind is unsound. So, then, according to law, perverted
moral feelings may be sound, or the moral feelings are not; of a mental
nature, or they relate to no subjects. On the subject of mental nosology,
the legal mind appears to be noit ctmipox mentis.

The Monroe Motto.

THE PRINCE REGENT OF PRUSSIA made a joke the other dav, which
turned on the Royal motto of S/tiim Cuique. America might improve
on the motto of Prussia, The legend of a Republic whose principles
are Annexation, Filibustering, and Repudiation, should be Al>'

THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW. Ruin, until all is Blue.
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ENGLISH DINNERS FOR ENGLISHMEN.
BY ONE fir Till", HI. 11 M IIOOL.

If l)i:u: l'i -

I MI. ii smvK
not apologise for trou-

bling you once more

npiiH the subject (if

our dinners, which

are just now tilings

in almost everybody^
mouth. Politicians

very possibly maj
think tin 1 matter un-

importaiit, and

mnitalitts nnysaywe
have debated it ml

lint, Sir, 1

feel persuaded that

nine -tenths of your
readers, as English-

men, view dinners as

of national monien-
.,es s> and a-s pa-

triots aretherefore far

from being sick of hav-

ing them discnaBBfl.

Dinners are the bul-

warks of the lirit ish

; tution. Great Britons would soon cease to be Great Britons, if deprived of

In England no great work is ever done without a dinner. What shall we

'or dinner '-. will always be par excellence the Question of the Day.

fail Sir, to awaken a 'deep interest in every British breast, and the public

niiud at this tiin, ally excited by it. Indeed, I feel a shrewd suspicion

that were Government to brins in a Reform Dinner Bill, they would thereby so

absorb :ion of the House, that all other Reform measures might be

d until neM Session, and, without much Biucm-baiting, the Derbyites might

once more have their white-bailing in pe-icc.
"

Sir, the Times has lately slandered us by saying, that although we iaiglish are

pa I lie dinner-lovingest equations, and have the best of everything to cook at

our command, we yet, of all people in the world, give the very worst of dinners.

The Tintn thunders at our system for its sameness and insipidness; its production
df dyspepsia and proneness to expense. The two former of these charges 1 already

have disposed of: and I will now do battle with the other brace.
"

beginning with the latter of them, I would say that as a rule (and there are not

main exceptions to it), we English loUJipr&T dear dinners to cheap ones. How-
niich we may abstractedly admire it, we are not fond of economy in the matter

of our diet. It has passed into a proverb with us that
cheap things are n-uot nice

ones. Whatever we may estimate, our first impulse in valuing it is to ask how
much it costs. The more we have to pay for things, the more we generally are

1 with them. A Briton likes extravagance, if but that he may brag of it.

At dii- , -pecially nothing smells so nice to us as what we pay for through
the nose. So, when we ask one's friends to dine, expense should be no object. If

you ean'l afford to give a dinner, don't; but turn a deaf ear to all hints ab9ut
'

givin; a siith'eiency and not more than a sufficiency.' Xo Briton of sane mind
will stand skimping in his did. It may be that enough is called 'as good as a

least, but you maj rely on it that Englishmen all like a feast much better.

"The other thunderbolt which has lately been hurled against our dinners is, the

charge of their allegedly dyspeptic influence. Sir. I don't see that one need say-

much upon this score. What is complained of is the fault, not of the dinner, but

digestion. For such defects a host is surely not responsible. As Dii. JOHNSON
once declared, after letting fall a joke, that lie was not bound to iind his BOZZY
brains to understand it, sd, when YOU or I, Sir, give our friends a dinner, we surely
are not called uj-ou to find them their digestions. This complaint about dyspepsia
is, to my mind. Sir, all humbug. When men think they can't digest things, it's

se, Sir
; they don't try. A friend of mine once fancied that hard dumpling

disagreed with him. Knowing he was fond of it, I asked him what he meant to do.

'Do! '

he nobly answered, tin- tears start in 1

.' to his ejcs at the thought of the long
agony of nightmare kept in store for him

;

' Do ! why, as I find hard dumpling don't

with me, 1 've quite n.ade up my mind, Sir, to' eat it till it does !

' A striking

instance, this, of our national bravc-heartedness. What though indigestion and its

terrors weie before him, he could not, as an Englishman, be daunted by a dumpling!
You may call it pudding-headedness and folly, au you will; but I, Sir, regard it as

a proof of Kritish pluck !

"If LORD DERBY takes my hint, and brings in a Reform Bill for Amending
English Dinners, the, only clause I'oi which lie might rely on my .support would be
one for the total abolition of the side-dishes. These I have always viewed as

innovations, taken, like bad English farces, from the French. They have been

introduced, I fancy, to please men like 'G. H. M.,' who, after a long course of

gourmandising at their clubs, want something strange and startling to 'woo' thorn

to an appetite. Such men are, however, the oiitsidersof our race. Adda notitutu
est gens (!. tl . M.-ana : but Great Britons, in general, I think, are no great lovers

of it. We better like to eat of dishes that we know, than fly about to others that we
know nought of. When I hear your gourmand talk about an entree being

'

spoilt by

a change in the weather,' mularuli being 'ruined by caling

plain potatoes
wit hit,' 1 pity the sad state to which his mind

must be reduced, when such niceties are requisite to

his stomach; and when lie further speaks of the 'occult

and unknown science of giving the right wine with each

successive dish,' 1 pity the sad state to which Ids taste

must be reduced, when he can drink wine as a mere accom-

paniment to eating. Such a usage of the grape M
my mind, profanation. As one, of the Old School, I am a

lover of old port, and I love it far too well to eat when 1

am drinking it. As an Englishman, I own 1o liki

at dinner. The taste is now thought vulgar, but 1 am not

ashamed of it. Keer, Sir, is our national Vln dn pays, and if

von talk of 'giving l he right wine with each dish,' give

Englishmen good English licet' and English beer to drink

with it, and they'll disgrace their name if they dislike an

Knglish dinner.
<r
l say then, away with all those 'evil side dishes!

defend our dinners from all such French in--

Foreigners may have a taste for sea-slugs, snails and frogs,

but Englishmen have no great relish for such insects. We
LITOW godd beef and mutton, and don't need the art ol

foreign cooks to make it eatable. If we stick to English
dishes we can give the best of dinners; and as for their

cxpensiu-iu'ss, it 's something to be proud of to think we
can afford it.
"
I repeat, then, away with all your half-bred side-dishes !

Let us have good English dinners and not bad Anglo
French ones. It is this half ami half system to which we

owe it that our cookery has fallen into disrepute. A cook,

like a poet, ncacitmr Mil Jit : and English cooks will never

learn to do the work of French ones. By joining '

systems you are certain to spoil both. ISo compromise,

say I. Be it, ours to keep up British Institutii

maintain the need of English dinners for the English.

May we never live to see King Roast Beef here deposed,
and le Roi cits (Irt-nouillts reigning in his stead.

" Such I feel convinced must be the aspiration of every-

one who calls himself as I do, Sir,

"Ax

JEROME AND HIS CLOTILDA.

TUNE "
Villikins and his Dinah."

'Tis of a certain monarch in Turin do dwell,

He has a fair child, an exceedingly young gal ;

Her name is CLOTILDA, scarce sixteen year old,

She han't got much potion of silver nor gold.

Tewral lal lewral, &e.

Though she han't got much potion, her lineage is high,

Which causes a suitior for to love and draw nigh ;

CLOTILDA was a wallakin' in her chamber so gay,

Yen her father came to her, and thus did he say,

Tewral lal lewral, &c.

CLOTILDA, go choose thyself rich bridal array,

For, behold, this young Prince, all so galliant and gay ;

Behold this young Prince as 1 've brought with me here,

He says as how he Tl make thee lu's bride and his dear.

Tewral lal lewral, &c.

Oh, honoured father ! now, come, draw it mild,

He 's a middle-aged man, and I am but a child ;

Oh, honoured, dear father, this project give
-'

For I'm sure this here Prince won't. see for

Tewral lal lewral, &c.

Out, bumptious gal ! VICTOR EMMANUEL replied,

Since thou hast denied to be JEROME BONAPARTE'S bride,

I'll send thee to a convent.where I '11 have, thee loekedin,

And thee sha'stn't have a chance to marry nobody agin.

Tewral hi lewral, &c.

CLOTILDA on hearing these words was afraid,

And replied to the statement which her paricnt, had

Farewell hopes of happiness, for ever farewell,

How great is the sacrifice there 's no tongue can tell !

Tewral lal lewral, &c.

The story that's a wallakin the Courts all around,

Why poor younir ( 'I.OTI u>.\ to a cove 's to be bound,
Which die hates like cold pison, is ambition and pride,

Is the causes for which this here knot 's to be tied.

Tewral lal lewral, &c.

. . _ o er,

forty no more.

de:
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GRAND BURNS' FESTIVAL- BROWN ENTERTAINS HIS FRIEND WI' A HAGGIS!

LINES ON AN AUSPICIOUS EVENT.
OUR Princess, and Prussia's, has got a fine boy,
And two nations are shouting

"
Hooray !

"

Can't our Laureate express in a poem our joy?
Is there nothing at all he can say ?

Let us try, then. Sing, ALBERT is now a Grandsire,
Come, none of your gibes and your taunts

;

Our Princes are Uncles
; Princesses acquire,

How jolly ! the title of Aunts.

Ring the bells, fire the guns light the lamps, let the gas
Into day turn the night of our towns

;

lor the happy event which has just come to pass
Will unite two great Protestant crowns.

Oh ! blest is the Uncle, with years who unbent,
Hears his nephew saluted as

"
Pa."

G^,Grandmother now is tne DUCHESS OF KENT
And the QUEEN think of that Grandmamma !

WOMAN FOE EVER !

"So, Mr. Punch, it is a, woman who has carried off the prize for the

?
R
\S?njenar?i9de ! Y

factious rhymester of last week, in hisnbatd ballad on this subject, did not anticipate this result when he

+
Up

t
ne of

'PSI]diculous/^ as he calls them.-He is quite
ight to throw himself into fit, for I am sure he will not throw his

eaders^_ the insolent words appbed to the expected winner of
That s the MAN! You see what comes of it directly the woman

has a tair chance Here the competition was anonymous. No 'Mr '

or Mrs, or Miss-no Christian names, to betray the sex of the
writers.and pervert the minds of the judges. Of course the successful-ompehtor is a woman: and more than this, I am glad to hear that twoout ot the nve second-best poems are by women also I be" to sav that
I.did not compete

_
myself ; out if I had done so I see no reason to doubt

that, if I had not borne off the prize, I should have been found with mvtwo SISTERS, m the rank immediately after the first.

"
I am quite prepared for a flood of'far-fetched ribaldry on the occa-

sion in your o\\n pages. I know we shall be told,
" And dark as winter was the flow

Of Isa rolling rapidly ;

"

Or we may, perhaps, have the
'
deaf as Ailsa Craig,' from BUBNS'

Duncan Grey turned into some ingenious jingle of
'

Deaf as ISA
CRAIG,' in allusion to the magnanimoui backwardness in coming for-

ward exhibited by my modest and gifted sister. I am delighted
to see that she sets your sex another example, by the admirable

way in which she discharges the duties of Assistant Secretary to the

Sociological Association, a body to which I myself have the honour
to belong, though they did not think proper to print my essay on
Woman's Rights and Woman's Wrongs in the publication of the Birming-
ham Transactions of the Society, and this, notwithstanding that I had
condensed my views on the subject into a compass that could not mm-li

have exceeded 200 octavo pages of close type. I should like to know
what salary my gifted sister receives for her services, and how much she
does of the Secretary's work.

"
I feel doubly the triumph of our sex, in that it has been won in

doing honour to a bard, who, whatever his errors and imprudences, had
a proper esteem for woman, and has left an impressive record of this in
the lines more read and quoted than practically recognised by the
Lords of the creation :

" His prentice han' he tried on man.
And then he made the lasses, oh !

"

"
I know it will' be said that the poet referred only to our outward

beauties in this couplet; but I have yet to learn that literature is

incompatible with proper attention to dress and looks. Your artist

seems to take a mean and malicious pleasure in always representing
what he would call 'strong-minded women' as plain and dowdy. It is

clear that his experience has been unfortunate. I would take the liberty
of enclosing a likeness of myself, in proof of my assertion that literature
and looks are not mutually destructive, but I forbear, fearing the mis-
construction which newspaper editors, like the rest of their sex, nerer
lose an opportunity ofputting upon the conduct and motives of women.

"
I have the hanonr to be, Sir, your faithful servant,

"
THALESTRIS HARDLINES."
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THE QUAKER AND THE BAUBLE.
"
IT is the Land which the territorial party represents in Parliament.

* * * That is the theory of the Constitution : BLACKSTOSE

says so. But it is a thing which is not likely to he respected much longer, and it must go, even if involving the destruction of the

Constitution." Mr. Bright, in his Penny Organ.
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ELAND LADDIE.

KEN
ye

the tale that gourmands tell,

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie,

PB.OFESSOR OWEN hives yoursel,
Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie,

Of your tribe on une deceased,
Just the noo he 's held a feast,

'

And says ve are, a sonsie beast,

Bonnie laddie, Wand laddie.

zoologists the chief.

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie,
Classes ye aboon ox-i:eef,

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie
;

Hech ! to hear him praise your tat,

Liquid 'maist, that never gat
Tallow cauld ah ! gie me that,

Bonnie laddie, Eland kddie.

In your flesh, for a' ye 're tame,
Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie.

There is just a thoclit o' game.
Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie.

Wow ! but 1 wad like to speer
Gif yc diiina ding red deer '{

And ye 're bigger than a steer !

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie.

Wae ! but ye have just ane trick,

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie,
0' playin wi' your kin' auld Nick,

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie,

Hornie, trowth, ye are as weel,
And wi' thae lang horns, wud duel,
Gore your females lik' the deil,

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie.

Gif each beastie did the same,
Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie.

Sune wad end his race and name,
Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie

;

Wi' horns that Nature did eonfer,
Battle for your kiinmer, Sir,

Dinna rin 'em intil her,

Bonnie laddie, Eland laddie.

THE STATE OF PARTIES IN PARIS.

LOUD COWLEY (so says a fashionable organ)
"
will not grive any soiree* this year." Knowing

his Lordship's gjeat weakness for entertaining

English celebrities, who resort on Government
business to the French capital, we can easily

imagine how painfully disappointed he must
be. This disappointment is caused

"
by the

nature of the repairs still going on at the

British Embassy." Doubtlessly, these repairs
will last a long time at the very least, so

long as LORD COWLEY remains our Ambassador
at the French Court. In the meantime, we
are surprised to learn, that there are no other

hotels wiuch could be hired for ambassadorial

purposes. Paris must be extremely full ; or,

are we to suppose that, whilst the repairs
are going on, the many thousands, which this

gifted Lord receives every year for neglecting
the commonest duties of homage and hos-

pitality expected from an Ambassador, and
for which he is overpaid such an extravagant

sum, are shabbily stopped ! It must be so, for

we read that the English Ambassador "
is

stopping temporarily at LORD HOLLAND'S
house." Paris lias its homeless wanderers as

well as London. Will no benevolent indi-

vidual open a list of subscriptions for poor
LORD COWLEY, who hasn't as much as a house,
where he can hang his coronet ?

ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND ITALY.

AIR." Pa.rla.ni. pour to Sfrie."

WOTILDST thou, LOUIS NAPOLEON,
Have England go with thee,

And make tny policy our own
Concerning Italy r

1

To pledge it, first the boon on France
Of Liberty bestow,

With thee then England will advance,
As far as thou canst go.

Restore the freedom of debate,
Lnchain the shackled press;

The guiltless exiles reinstate.,

And grant the robbed redress.

The priesthood's domineering band
Within due bounds i entrain,

And o'er all sects, with even hand,

Impartial monarch reign.

Whene'er United Italy
Shall France's help invoke

In shaking off the Papacy,
And Kaiser's galling yoke,

Oh ! we shall be too happy then
As well to take her part,

\nd thou wilt all true Englishmen
Have with thee, hand and heart.

Thine Empire constitutional

If thou wilt only make,
Our interests with thine we shall

Delighted be to stake
;

The Tricolor and Union Jack
In flying will agree :

And England with free France wiD back
United Italy.

EARLY CLOSING PARTIES.

R. PUNCH,
" Under the

head of
'

Nobility's Ball at

Windsor,' your fashionable

contemporary informs the

world that
" A grand ball took place at

the Town Hall on Friday night
last, whieb was attended by up-
wards of 100 of the nobility and
principal gentry ofWindsor, Eton,
and the neighbourhood."

" Then follow the names
of some of the nobility, and
other persons of quality,
which are of no consequence
to anybody but the bearers,
and then, continues the

Post,
" The hall was tastefully deco-

rated for the occasion, as was also

"imcil-chamber, where a
magnificent supper was prepared,
<>!' which the company partook at

'dock in the morning.
Priming was afterwards resumed
to the music of the excellent band
of tin: 2nd Life Guards, and this
aristocratic assemblage did not
separate until between three and
four o'clock."

"
The publication of such intelligence as the above is greatly to be

regretted by fathers of families of the middle class ; and indeed by
sensible young men. Consider an analogous ease. Suppose society
were continually informed that LORD LARKINS and the DUKE OF
SHYSTICK, with a party of noble associates, on such an evening, after

having seen the pantomime, went to the Cider-Cellars, had supper
there an hour past midnight, after that sat smoking and drinking, and
did not go away until between three and four in the morning. \Vhat
would be the result ? Surely an alarming extension of late hours and
dissipation among our young commercial friends. Some of your readers
are old enough to remember how the shopmen used to pull knockers
off in imitation of the MARQUIS OP GINANDWATEH. Just in the same
wny they would, after the pattern of the noble LABKINS, or his GRACE

OP SHYSTICK, or VISCOUNT BOGOOSE, devour scalloped oysters, stewed

kidneys, and Welsh ra'bits
;
and swig glasses of stout, and tipple g/>es

of whiskey, whilst they ought to be asleep : and go home to bed just
when they should begin to be preparing to take down the shutters.

Every Paterfamilias will think such courses pernicious ; every moral

young man will abhor them. Now, I would say to them, ponder
boldly, ye parents and ye right-minded youth. If people must sup at

one in the morning, which is the worst thing for them to do ; to sit

digesting scalloped oysters, &c., afterwards, or to dance about with the

stomach full of a medley of sandwiches, trifle,
chicken and lobstcr-

sidad, brawn, custard, tongue, blancmange, patties, jelly, tarts, sherry,
and champagne? Is it better to go capering, and shaking up the

miscellaneous meal, or to sit still Jand digest it ? The Coal-Hole

may be quite bad enough ; but I say the other thing is even more
objectionable.

" The tenderest point in which these reports of the high jinks of the

nobility touch Paterfamilias and steady young fellows, however, remains
to be told. Their commercial and professional friends must follow the

lead of the first class of society. They accordingly give late evening
rjarties, to which they invite Paterfamilias and the quiet lads. Pater-

familias is obliged to go, in order that his daughters may learn easy

deportment, and acquire a facility in talking nonsense, with a view to

Getting

married. The sober young men must go too
;

for if they
eclined invitations to these preposterous assemblies, they would never

get asked to partake of the really acceptable hospitality of those who
require them to sacrifice their sleep on the altar of gentility. They
would never get asked to dine. So then they are under the necessity
of going and spending perhaps sis mortal hours in a hot drawing-room ;

Paterfamilias listening to a succession of tautological tunes, and the

younger victims under the necessity of likewise beating time to them
with toe and heel, or else of exercising the virtue of patience in the

character of what in evening-party slang is called a wall-flower.
" The consequence is, that the next morning we take our place

behind our counter or at our desk with a violent headache, and abuse
the aristocracy for setting a fashion which is sufficiently injurious to

those who can afford to he abed of mornings, but constitutes a ruinous

nuisance for people who have to be up betimes and about their business.

Paterfamilias and the sober young men would greatly rejoice if the

early-closing system were adopted by people of their stamp in the

drawin;-room as well as in the shop and the office particularly the
sober young men, who, considering how greatly the time of sitting
after dinner has been shortened of late years, cannot understand why
the hours of dancing after supper should not be subjected to a similar
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abridgment. A fit of 1 the gout, which^
would furnish me with an

excuse for absenting myself from a 'soiree dattsattie,' for which I have

unfortunately been let in, would really be hailed as a blessing b,
"
Your regular subscriber,"

SNOOZLE."
"
P.S. The early bird, says the proverb, picks up the worm. You

may add, And the worm soon picks up the late bird. I shall say this

at supper." __^

GIVE ME MY HOT POKER!

(Being a Pleafor Cheap Pantomimes.')

COMMON with all good anc
true men, I, Mr. Punch, am
not ashamed to avow my
lingering love of the Pan-
tomime. Clown, Harlequin,
and Pantaloon, are still foi

me the denizens of a bet-

ter world than this, where
business is universally con-

ducted by confiding shop-
men on the pavement
outside their warehouses

;

where all the houses are

panelled with practicable

flaps,
and have carpenters

waiting with blankets in-

side the front parlours;
where the policeman is

invariably bonneted with

impunity by the mob; and
where a grotesque and

grinning buffoon, in a red
and white costume, with a
face whitened by bismuth,
and a streak of vermilion
round his mouth, is al-

lowed, without exciting
suspicion or remark, to assume all callings at a moment's notice, and
to commit

every
crime that can disgrace humanity, unchecked either

by remorse on liis own part, or by reproof on that of the public
authorities.

Around Columbine still hang some fringes of the glory which
enwrapped her in a blaze of superhuman loveliness, to my youthful
imagination. I still follow, with tender touches of interest, her love-

flight witli swift and spangled Harlequin to common lodging-houses,
where the kettles have all squibs in the spouts, where the warming-
pans grow to a size unknown in this working-day word, and the beds
are in the habit of alternately rising to the ceiling and sinking to the
floor ; or through laundresses' yards, where the blacking and boiling
of babies is a venial oifence, and where the washerwomen are, to a
woman, in a state of permanent intoxication, from gigantic bottles of
gin, which by the operation of an unfailing Nemesis, invariably resolve
themselves into jalap.

It shakes my faith in the moral government of this Pantomimic
universe, if Pantaloon is ever allowed to interfere in any business
without his proper allowance of slaps, or to participate in any of
Clown's delightful sins without drawing down instant retribution on
his aged but incorrigible head. I feel it to be perfectly in accordance
with the ethics of this other and better world, that hoary but
vicious imbecility should receive all the kicks, while gay but unprin-
cipled mother-wit pockets all the halfpence. I believe in the butter-
slide

;
I reverence the

"
spill and pelt ;

"
I look upon the policeman as

an institution to be grossly misinformed, scoffed at, and smitten.

_ But, above all, I look forward to the hot poker, with an anxiety not
impaired by years, and enjoy the application of that instrument of
mirtMiil torture to the person of Pantaloon, with a relish that survives
rn me for very few sublunary pleasures.
I deeply grieve to find that these enjoyments, associated with my

happiest days of buoyant boyhood, will not long be left me. A dynasty
of Clowns has risen who know not the butter-slide, and look' down
upon the

"
spill and pelt

" who neglect obvious opportunities for
theft, who will actually allow a policeman to walk across the stage
without bonneting him, and who do not make it a rule to shut
J antaloon's lingers into every box he opens, and to bring everything
that they touch or take up into sharp and severe contact with the head
of their elderly companion. As might be expected, these wretched
innovators do not believe in the hot poker. I have seen several
Pantomimes this year in which it is not even once resorted to.
Others I have witnessed with cain and indignation, in which Clown
has not stolen a single string ot sausages; and I blush to own it-
more than one in which no baby's face and frock have been smeared
with a sportive though inhuman blacking-brush.

I have seen numerous introductions : some gay, as in Red Ridiuy
Hood; some graceful, as in Ututtne ; some innocent and uncostly,
as mJohiiity Oilnin. I have supped full of gorgeous transformations, on
which paint, coloured foils, Dutch metal, ossidew, sloats, scruto-work,
gas-battens, and all the resources of "sink and fly," have been lavished,
till I am beginning to be sick of expanding flowers, and moving
platforms, and

groups
of tissue-clad houris, and coral groves, and

stalactites, and palm-branches.
But the butter-slide, the hot poker where are these, the simple

pleasures of my youth, the cheap resource of managers, the easy but
infallible secret of inextinguishable laughter P Gone killed buried
(like TARPEIA, under the shields and bracelets of the Roman soldiery)
beneath the gilded flats, complicated platforms, elaborate set-pieces,
and glittering. gas-illuminations of some unmeaning "transformation
scene !

"

Shall I be told that I must consider
myself compensated for these

time-hallowed Pantomimic institutions, by a double
"
troupe "> of

Clowns, Pantaloons, HarlequinSj and Columbines; or by such ille-

gitimate and unmeaning additions to the venerable Pantomimic
quartette, of such excrescences as Sprites and Harlequinas ? Harle-
quina ! as though Harlequin has any feminine but Columbine ! Sprite !

as if
any

form that ever wore fleshings and spangles, can be more lithe
and limber, more marvellous in movement, more variable in attitude,
more made up of sparkling activities, than Harlequin himself ! Away
with these sickening superfluities these miserable attempts at gilding
the gold and painting the lily. Away with your elaborate mtroductans
and gorgeous transformation scenes ! Give me the unadorned sim-

plicity of Mother Goose tin; massive gold of a GKIMALDI'S humour
and art, instead of all this trash and tinsel, this pomp and vanity, these

gewgaws, these gildings over of hollow mockeries, these Pantomimic
wind-eggs laid with such enormous cackling, and served up to us with
sucli accompaniment of puff-paste !

What.theatre will have the courage to present us with a real Pan-
tomime.which shall cost the management nothing but invention in the
comic scenes, and humour as well as agility and posture-making, in
Clown and Pantaloon ;

in which thefts and slaps shall be duly insisted

upon, and the butter-slide, and hot poker, restored to their proper
place and significance ?

Awaiting this blessed change I am glad to say that the Adelphi
Pantomime of this year goes nearer to fulfil my aspiration than any I
have yet assisted at. In its introduction there is something of the fine

classic simplicity of the olden time ; the transformation scene is not
thrust into undue prominence by ostentatious expense, and intricate
mechanism

; the comic business is not made up of pointless puns on
sliding shop-panels, or of cold hashings-up of the extinct topics of the
year, in property packing-cases mith movable flaps, but is compounded
of the proper Pantomimic elements of kicks, slaps, tumbles, acts of

petty larceny, and animated encounters of the costermonger with his
natural enemy the policeman.

Adulterating the Atmosphere.

A LADY says she is delighted to hear that at Milan there is an
association against the smoking of cigars in the streets. She only
regrets that there is not a similar association in London, for really it is

dreadful to walk out and see the little bits of boys puffing away at

cigare nearly as big as themselves, and blowing their
filthy

smoke under
ladies' bonnets and in all directions, precisely as though they were men.
The atmosphere of London is already impure enough, Heaven knows,
without being further adulterated by the exhalations of hobbedchoys !
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THE STORY OF THE BURNS' FESTIVAL.

UT of the half thirty thou-

sand, who went on the

birthday of ROBERT
Minstrel of Scotland,

deceased, tlic

and gracious I

1

,

man,
Down to thq Palace of

Crystal, set on the

green hill of Syden-

iiam,

One.acompetitive
ban 1

.

unhappily baulked of

I he guiie

Proposes to sing of that

day, and the sliame-

t'ul defeat of the

Poets,
The ill-fated soils of

Apollo, who found
themselves pitched
to Apollyon.

Warm was the morn-

ing, in fact, it. was
one of the mornings
called muggy,

And warm were the

mugs of the multi-

tude met at the Lon-
don Bridge Station,

Mopping tlicir brows
with their kerchiefs,

and asking if this

were a winter.

Crowding and crushing there was, as is ever the wont of the public,

Although there I likewise abundance of carnage,

Hut half of an Englishman's pleasure is taking the other half foolishly.

Down to the Palace we went, passing the mountainous warehouses,

Passing the stockbrokers' villas, passing the Forester's picture,

Passing the Megalotheria and antediluvian reptiles

Standing out, white in the morning, as clean as our skirt -Ironts, and

cleaner,

And so to the structure of glass ;
some by the awful long passages

Stuck with placards and announcements which nobody stayed to

decipher,
Some bj i he garden and up through the"mechanical dungeon
Where water-pumps splash in your face, and steam-engines bother your

senses,
Thus some reached the Chapter of Kings, and others the fountain of

RlMMEL,
(Fountain more sweet than Bandusian, nymph with more smiles than

Egeria)
So we all gathered at last beneath the proud vault of the transept.

Truly, as writers remark whose lines are well guerdoned by pennies,
The scene which arrested the eye was little way short of imposing.
Full in the midst was a bust inch the vulgar described as a buster ;

BURNS, with gold wreath on his brow, size the colossal, by MARSHALL.
Round him, but smaller, the bards of the soul-stirring days when he

flourished.

Near him was drawn, like a bow, a shrine of a tasteful description,

Wherein, but secured by plate-glass, (for collectors are thundering
priggers,)

Lay, in their niches, BURNS Relics, autographs, snuff-boxes, letters,
Hair of the poet himself, hair of his loved Highland MARY,
The portrait by NASMTTH, undoubted, likewise the portrait by TAYLOR
Which folks have accepted as ROBERT, but which 1 believe to be

GILBERT ;

There, too, the worm-eaten desk on which was composed Tarn, O'Shanter,
Brown as the limbs of the hags who danced in that Scottish Walpurgis.
All were arranged for the best by the active and vigilant SHENTON,
And fiercely the multitude shoved for a glance at the sacred memorials.
While stalwart policemen requested we 'd take the thing cool, and

remember
The palace was not like Aladdin's would stay till we'd all had an

innings.

Then did we speak of the Work, the great Fifty Guineas Prize Poem,
Head, T should state, in the trains, thanks to Wljitefriars typography,
Scowled on by all the defeated, praised by unprejudiced thousands :'

Whose are the soft-flowing lines, whose the magnificent images ?

Who comes to collar the cheque upon which, in beneficent marriage,

Unite the twin names of the donors, of BRADBURY coupled with KVANS

Melting broke valiantly forth: it was AYTOUN, th< '>*;

Twas uiiin- MULWKR-LYTTOX, the son of the gifted and vcrsatjle

net ;

"IVar, SMITH (ALKXAXHEK) pert'crvid, 'twas MASSEY the massy, twas

UNOLD;
'Twas COVKNTKY I'ATMOKK, 'twas V. (the lady who taught, in Pant

Vtmtt,
That when your wife gci you 're perfectly right to

destroy her) ;

"i'was QUALLON, 'twas MILOHMXG, 'twas, perhaps, MRS. AORTON, more

likely Miss PROCTER;
And one man declared lie had heard from another who moved m good

That .pat eh received by SIR BULWER from Corfu,

Containing not <>nU speech to the noisy Septinsular rascals.

Mut a beautiful
; tact, that the elegant poet was GLADSTONE.

Melting went vaJ ks gave the hour for the concert,

All but the big clock of MIANKTT'S, which seems to be minus some

bow ,

Then round the orchestra drew thousands on thousands of Shillings,

Crowding, and crushing, and squeezing; while in the well-guarded
centre

Haughtily lounged the Half-Crowns, where seats were reserved for then-

lordships,
There were the critics and Crinolines, all the most choice aristocracy.

Endured was the music, which might at less feverish time have found

favour,
But now it was felt as a bore., and the audience counted the pieces,

And rejoiced as the number to hear became rapidly fewer and fewer,

And only Miss DOLBY'S bright notes commanded a single f/u-ore ;

'Twas the poem we wanted, the poem, or rather the name of the

author.

Lapsed fifteen minutes or more, a red cloth was hung on the

rostrum ;

Oh, and the men were so clumsy, and ladies became so impatient,

Saying that they could have fixe'd up the stupid affair in two minutes.

Over it flapped, and behold no, not the name of the writer.

But, the word SILENCE, in capitals. Forth came a yell of derision :

Tell us the tidings, and trust us for holding our tongues while you do it.

Then PHELPS, the great actor, came forth, with bearing right stern

and majestic,
And bold was his voice as he bawled (nothing short of a bawl would

have answered)
That he came to announce who had won. MR. GROVE, till then rigidly

guarding
The mystical envelope, handed the same to the famous tragedian.

Broke was the seal with a flourish, as WARDE used to do in Gitstavw ;

Glared o'er the lines MR. PUELPS, and then, in a tone like the thunder,
When lightning has shivered the pine, and the cloud, with a terrible

laughter,
Growls at the wreck it hath wrought, proclaimed to the mouth-open

myriads
THE POET is NAMED ISA CRAIG. THE POET'S ABODE is IN PIMLICO.

Blackness of darkness came o'er me, the rest is a blank and a blanket.

Nought can I say, for myself, regarding the subsequent business.

They say there were shoutings and cries, that the name was repeated

by all men,
That PHELPS i ead the Ode most superbly, that plaudits came down in

big volleys,
That all were agreed that the poem was what you may call a slapupper.
I know not. I only can state that scarce had my being recovered

The shock that ensued on my learning how fatally I was defeated,
Not by an AYTOUN or BULWER, not by a GLADSTONE or PROCTER,
(Stretched, as PBLIDES remarks, a hero, by blow from a hero)
But by a Lady Unknown, a girl from a suburb S.U .,

When out came a ghastly placard, inscribed by the merciless SHENTON,
Forcing the fact on the eye, already too deep in the brain-pan.

Fainting I staggered away, fell on a kind Scottish couple,
Husband and wife, who felt pity, and instantly hastened to show it.

He gave me some snuff from a mull as big as the ewer on my washstand.

She gave me some drink from a flask that scarcely held less than a

demijohn.
Out then I rushed from the Palace, cursing all poems and poet s,

Hating TOM TAYLOR and MILNES, loathing MALGAULTIER MARTIN,

Banning the firm at Whitefriars, foaming at BURNS and his Birth-day.

As for the rest, I forget, perhaps I 'd additional whiskey,
One thing alone 1 can state I passed Tuesday night in the station-house.

A FAIR AWARD. Many of the competitors for the BURNS' prize
were nice, writers, no doubt, but the one who gained the guineas

proved to be an ISA.
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' WHERE THERE'S A WILL, THERE'S A WAY.

Foxhunting Doctor.
" NOT BE IN TIME ! OH, NONSENSE ! SEND MY HORSE ON, SEE MY PATIENTS EARLY, DBESS IN THE

BROUGHAM, THERE I AM !

"
(and we hope he may have a good nni).

V We have been obliged to take the side of the Carriage out, wlu'ch perhaps the kind reader will excuse.

ALEXANDER UPON BUENS.
" The following arc the remarks, with which the REV.

W. L. ALEXANDER closed his lecture yesterday :' Is
there not an idolatry of genius among you ? What is
the homage which thousands in this city and through-
out the country are going to pay to the memory of a
man this week but something of this kind ? I am not
about to detract from the genius of this man in what I
am about to say.

* * But when he was a person who
never loved a woman but to betray her, and who never
made an acquaintance among either young men or
women but he injured and corrupted, I am at a loss
to explain the infatuation that has fallen upon my
country.' "Daily Scotsman.

On, heard ye ALEXANDER,
That credit to his order,

That licht to a' the unco' guid,
Across the Scottish border ?

Snatching from BXJRNS'S honoured bro\v,
His Coila's crown o' holly,

And turuiii' it into a rod
To scourge auld Scotland's folly,

That will na' ban, wi' pious zeal,
The rhyming ranting billie,

Wha scandalised the Pharisees,
And roasted Holy Willie.

What if he sane the Cottar's Prayer,
Was na' he blithe and frisky ?

What if he gied us Scots ir/ut toe,
Was na' he fond o' wliiskey ?

What if John Anderson, my jo,
Be wedded love's own carol P

Did na' he, wi' a score o' jauds,
Mak' love and kiss and quarrel ?

Oh, ALEXANDER ! holy man,
Amang your pious labours,

Cam ye by chance across the text
Men should na' judge their neighbours ?

E'en EAB himsel' hit on a truth

(Though rash and open-fisted)
Singing,

"
What's done we may compute,

But never what 's resisted."

Your blood, nae doot, at siiaw-broth heat,
Ne'er gives the Deil occasion

;

But (hink again as ROBIN sang" Ye 're aiblins nae temptation."

It 's no for sinners such as me
To mind the unco' pious,

That BAB repented ait and sair,

His ilka sinfu' bias.

That when upon his bed he lay,
Wi' Death's black shadow o'er him,

He wrote these words I 'm loath to quote,
To ane o' your decorum.

" When human weakness has come short,
Or frailty stept aside,

Do thou, All-good ! for such thou art,
In shades of darkness hide.

" When with intention I have err'd,
No other plea I have

;

But Thou art good, and goodness still

Dclighteth to forgive."

Pine words ! Your Reverence had he known,
RAB had na' written them

Por gudeness, now-a-days, it seems,
Delighteth to condemn.

A Handy Book to St. Leonard's.

"GIVEN a straight line" the straight line

is about three-quarters of . a mile long it is-

opposite the sea it is ruled with houses the
houses belong to the marine" order of archi-

tecture. That 's St. Leonard's ! If we said

less,we couldn't tell you more.

AN ALDERMAN'S EXPERIENCE UPON DINNERS.

IT is bad discretion to begin dinner by ,

taking twice of soup and twice of fish, for

no man can hold out long in the like pro-
|

portion.

TRUE ECONOMY.

CHECK no man who builds castles in the air.

The Keep of such a castle costs nothing.

PRACTICAL JOKING. The Refuge for tlie

Destitute of wit, who have no power of joking
in any other way.

Puss. The Idle Man's business.
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Printer!, al ttu'ir Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of WUUfran, in the City of London, and Published by them al No. 85, Fleet Street, In the Pa]
London. SATURDAY, February 5, 1859.

icras, in the Connty of Middlesex,
1'arish of St. Bride, in the City o!
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WHAT A DISSENTER IS CONDEMNED TO.

HI. burning Post, in a

most pathetic mood,
says :

"To have the pick of the

popular rliap.'K with a
a thou-

sand a year, aini endless
invitations to five o'clock

dinners is the utmost
that a L'iM.ii Dissenting
preacher can attain in the

way ofadvancement."

Well, a man may, in

this grudging world,
be condemned^to worse
tilings tlian the above!
The great point we
should be inclined to

take exception to

would be, not the

thousand a year, but
the company one would
be compelled to meet
at dinner. We cannot

imagine a Dissenting

party animated by the

liveliest, jolliest, most

uproarious sense of

enjoyment. Would
there be many jokes,

many laughs, or woidd
there be even many

.-miles, at such an .entertainment ? Compliments would be banished, of course, as rigidly as

conundrums or champagne; or supposing there were a bottle or two of the latter, we have
a notion it would be so uncommonly

"
dry," that it would require a little water in one's glass

before one could drink it. We should fancy the young ladies woidd wear turbans and

spectacles, and that the waiters would walk about the room like mutes handing funeral
linked meats round.
We cannot picture to ourselves many flowers at such a feast, or that the table would be

decorated with a profusion of ornaments in Sevres or biscuit! By the bye, the Church,
generally supposed to be such a first -rate judge of everything in the way of good living, has
not yet opened its mouth, as it should have done, on the subject of dinners. Will no Bishop

tell us what kind of petit diner can be given
upon 5000 a year Or, in default, is there not a
"
gifted Dissenting minister," who can oblige us

with his notions as to what, could, and ought to be
done upon 1000 a-ycar? \Vhcii these authori-

ties speak, we think the discussion, absorbing
as it has been, will be about exhausted. To
keep up the old prejudice, who would dare to

presume, when 1

eating is concerned, to speak
after a Bishop ?

SIMPLE JEWS.

THE United Congregation of Jews in New
York have concurred in an act of wonderful

simplicity. They have addressed a petition to

the President of the United States, begging him
to solicit the POPE to restore young MORTARA
to his parents. ,\I u. BUCHANAN of course replies
that foreign atrocities are no* matters which con-
cern the States. We should think not. We can

fancy the reception which the Pontiff would give
the American President in the person of his

messenger, requesting the little Jew's liberation.

"Do you see any green in the POPE'S eye?"
his Holiness would naturally inquire.

" How
about the black the blacks I should rather say

in your own ? Why don't you liberate your
niggers, my son ? Do that first, and then come
and ask me to let my little Israelite go." With
these words, the POPE, ceasing to hold up his

thumb and two first fingers, woidd probably
spread all the latter, and apply the former to the

end of his nose.

Pretty Lines to a Pettifogger.

BAH \ bah \ black sheep have you any wool ?

Well, Sir, I 'vc bags of fleecings full,

Filled by sharp practice with lucre and gain,

Acquired in the neighbourhood of Chancery
Lane.

BOMBA THE BENEVOLENT.
ISING that KING BOMBA caused his death to be reported, that

lu'ht learn to what extent his loss would be lamented, and in what
light his biographers would look upon his character, how truthful an
idea of popular opinion would he get from the perusal of such faithful
words as these :

"
lie had proclaimed an amnesty, and relieved sixty political prisoners, many of

whom in other countries and undar Constitutional Governments, would have suf-
fered the penalties of treason. The benevolent Kin- wits not praised for this act of

* He forsooth was actuated by lower motives '. Alarmed by the
demonstration!! of France and Piedmont and the agitation in Lombardy, he yielded
to fear what he would not concede to justice. Such was the interpretation of his
conduct by the Enulish Press, although it is well known that a mind less disposed
to siTrmty was not to bo found anaon;; the Sovereigns of Europe.

* * * With
some faults and not a little of that obstinacy peculiar to the Bourbon race, FERDI-
VIMI was. iin.l probably still is. a very kind-hearted man. and sought only how to
make Ins subjects hippy. All the stories about the horror in which he was held by
his sulijcctsarc the inventions of his enemies. By the mass of the Neapolitans he
was beloved," &c. Ac.

There, that will do. Neque nimisareum. One must not let the long
bow be pulled too much at one stretch. If the reader wishes more of
it let him consult the Freeman's Journal which is called the

"
leading

"

Romish newspaper in Ireland. Misleading, we might call it rather, if

*/ .?
erc not to grcat flattery to fan y that it anywhere can have any

followers. Even as to Ireland, the thought is &non sequitur. Verdant
as it is, the natives of the Emerald Isle are surely not so green as to
suffer such a journal as the Freeman's to mislead them. Of course, if

they behove thai what the Freeman
says

is true, they must utterly dis-
credit all that other freed men tell them. WATT "and RiBKBS were
clearly liars if the freeman speak the truth. The stories which they
told us of the treatment they received were literally

"
stories," if the

Freeman speak the truth. "The benevolent KING" BOMBA could
never have ill-treated them. KING BOM HA, like the Prince of Dark-
ness,

"
is a gentleman," and is not by many shades so black as we have

painted him. The Freeman knows the minds of all the Sovereians of
.Europe, and knows that none is "less disposed to severity than his."
As for what that MR. GLADSTONE told us some years since of the
crueHics and horrors of his .Majesty's state prisons, all this was merely
the invention of the enemy." MR. G. was misinformed. There are
no Chambers of Horror at Salerno

; nor is there aught of horror in

the mingled love and reverence wherewith the King has ever been

regarded by his subjects. Canst nurture any doubt on't, reader?

By the mass, thou 'rt mistaken \

"
By the mass "

of them, the Freeman

knows,
"
he was beloved." His Benevolence KING BOMBA was, the

1'i-n'iiiaa knows, a
"
very kind-hearted man." Was, said we ? nay

verily, he
"
probably still is

"
(the Freeman puts it, modestly, as not

quite certain of the fact). And if some of his beloving ones are shut

up in state dungeons, what docs this but show the blessings they
receive from him i Doth he not in his great bounty bestow on them
free board and lodging, given gratis ? Are they not his pets that is,

his pet prisoners kept snugly out of harm's way, under kindly lock

and key ? And what are such toys as the Silence Cap, of which we
have heard so much, but pretty little playthings invented for his pets,

wherewith BOMBA the Benevolent beguiles their indoor residence ?

CANT IN A CORNER.

THE ARCHBISHOP or CANT seems to have made a mess of it

MR. POOLE' s business, that is. A curacy at Jericho instead of Pimlico

may be a desirable thing on the part ot Pimlico for MR. POOLE ; but

that is no reason why MR. POOLE should not be heard, when he denies,

and declares that he can disprove, all the charges which, if tiue, would
necessitate his dismission to Jericho. The ARCHBISHOP OF CANT
evades MR. POOLE'S appeal, instead of giving it a hearing.

"
Nulli

iii'iKiliimiii jmtitiam," says Magna Charta. "Oh! won't we, though,"

says the AUCUBISHOP OF CANT. Accordingly, the ABCHBISHOP OF CANT
denies justice to MR. POOLE; and MR. POOLE pulls the ARCHBISHOP

up in the Court of Queen's Bench, and gets a mandamus against him :

so that now he will be obliged to hear MR. POOLE, and will oe in for all

the expense
of the trial, plus the costs of the mandamtts, which he

would have avoided if he nad pursued a straightforward instead of an

oblique course, and fairly heard I lie case at first. The ARCHBISHOP OF

CANT has put his foot in this POOLE affair.

A SENSIBLE REFORM.

A LAW that shall condemn all Tradesmen, convicted of adulteration,
to consume their own goods.

VOL. xxxvi.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

EBRUARY 3, 1859.

And what said the silver-

voiced QUEEN of the

West,
Addressing, on Thursday,

her wisest and best ':

With every advantage of

manner and tone,
These statements came out

in the Speech from the

Throne.

MY LORDS AND MY GKX-
TLEMEN,

Gladlv I tell

My conviction that all

things at home go on
well.

There's a good deal less

povcrty,fe\ver are crimes,
And folk's seem agreed they

don't live in bad times.

In vain any mutinous Sepoy
has tried

To confrontmy brave t n >pn

and my skilful LOKU
CLYDE,

The rebels are beaten as soon as they're seen,

And I hope soon to tell you that alljs serene.

I took your advice, which I do when I can,
And proclaimed myself Empress of wide Hindostan.
I explained to the millions who hold me in awe,
That my throne would be based on peace, order, and law.

Foreign Potentates, all, are uncommon polite,
But I mean in insist on their doing what's right.

'<l 's a kind of policeman, whose beat is

To see that all parties are faithful to Treaties.

They're making a Government (such a cabal it is)

Out of those troublesome twin Principalities.

They 've got a new Prince, who seems frank and high mettled
I hope, gracious knows, that some day they'll get settled.

ALEXANDER OP RUSSIA is pleased to agree
To an excellent Treaty of Commerce with me.
This shows that we both have resolved there shall be a

Wipe out of all memories of Pruth and Crimea.

i now an announcement that 's certain to please.

Having thoroughly frightened those horrid Chinese,
We 've brought them to treat, and have actually made
An opening lor civilisation and trade.

Another new treaty you Tl curiously scan,
It 's made with the wonderful folks of Japan ;

At present precise information is lacking
Of what it will bring to us possibly, blacking.

NAPOLEON THE THIRD, when he found himself styled
A kind of slave-trader, was awfully riled,
But has thrown up his

"
emigrant,

"
scheme bv which blacks

Quite free, embarked gagged, with bauds tied behind backs.

As long as I could they are weak, I am strong
J have borne with the Mexicans' insult and wrong;
But folks who won't reason you "re driven to thrash,
I have ordered my sailors to'settle their hash.

Mv COMMONS,
You'll find you've no cause to be testy matcs,-

U hen you proceed to examine the Estimale.s
;

They 've been framed with a proper regard for, &c.
It 's a stereotyped phrase, but I don't know a bettcrcr.

One point of the utmost importance I deem
;

\11 war-ships, you know, are now managed by steam.
I must make a new Xavy : you'll hear iii the BudgetHow much it will cost, and 1 'm sure you won 't grudge it.

MY LOKDS AND MY GENTLEMEN,
Several new bills

lo remedy social and practical ills

Will be shortly brought forward : we've taken in hand
Insolvency, Crime Codes, aud Titles to Land.

And now for the sentence that heralds the storm,
YOUR ATTENTION WILL ALSO BE PALLED TO REFOKJI,
I hope you'll discuss so important a scheme
With the temper and patience befitting the theme.

That is all I've to say till I meet: you an-aiii

(Now, Duchess, we're moving, keep hold of the train).
.1 pray that your votes and decisions ma> lie

For the good of yourselves, of my people, and me.

The words of Mercury are harsh after the songs of Apollo; but
as HER MAJESTY is not Apollo, and Mr. L'nnch is not Mercury, the

quotation is perfectly inapplicable and irrelevant. Mr. Pum-ii pro-
ceeds to state, that after the inauguration of the New Session by
the above Address, the QUEEX and he returned to the Palace to

lunch. The day was a QUEEN'S day, and at a moderate calculation

there were about fifteen hundred millions of people in the streets

aud Park, waiting to see the SOVEREIGN and bne LOUD PROTECTOR
PUNCH. They heard, in several places, a cry of

"
Nino cheers for

M\MMA!" and loud shouting, at which HER MAJESTY laughed
very heartily, looking certainly the youngest grandmother in her

dominions.

In the evening the Houses met. In the Lords' debate on the

Address, the EAHL OF GUAXVII.LE wanted to know whether Ministers

thought there was going to be war, and also why nothing was said

about the Charles ct Gearyfa affair (everybody forgets everything in

a week, so Mr. 'Punch may mention that this was the affair in which

Portugal seized a French slaver, and was bullied into giving it up
and paying 8000 compensation) ;

or about MR. GLADSTONE and the

lonians. LORD DERBY replied, that he thought ordinary diplomacy
would prevent war, that papers to be produced would show all about
the French slaver, and that MR. GLADSTONE would speak for himself

when he came home. There was nothing else much worth note,

except that LORD BROUGHAM abused Sardinia a little, and LORD
CARLISLE denounced beerhouses.
In the Commons, LORD PALMERSTON deemed it necessary to show

himself, though he nad nothing very particular to say, beyond desultory
criticism

o_n
the speech. He was particularly eager for an immediate

Reform Bill. MR. DISRAELI told him that he certainly would not have
it until the Naval interests of the country had been attended to. He
said, that the state of Europe was

"
critical," but that the maintenance

of peace was not hopeless. LORD JOHX RUSSELL also aired a few

highly-laudable sentiments, chiefly to show that he was at his post and

ready for action. SLR JOHN PAKINGTON said there should be no

unnecessary delay in the production of the Reform Bill. MR. BRIGHT
held his tongue.

Friday. Nothing of consequence, but the Home Secretary gave notice

that the first four Government bills would affect poisons, lunatics,
Church rates, and beer.

LOOK TO YOUR BRITISH BULWARKS!
ALARMISTS we are not

;
and we have little wish to croak. But now

that another session has commenced, and those Radicals the Derbyites
still hold the reins of Government, we think it would be well if some-

body or other were appointed to take stock of our Ancient Institutions.

The work of their destruction will, no doubt, be soon proceeded with,
and it is right we know beforehand what losses to expect. When once

they get to business, such reformers as the Derbyites are prone In

make short work of it
;
and we.quake to think how tottering arc all

our British bulwarks, and how soon the DEUBY battering-ram may
crumble them to dust !

We wish that we could take a more cheerful view of tilings ; but,

looking to the past, we are pained to say we see the darkest presage
for the future. In the few short months of their enjoying power last

session, how many Pillars of the State did these fierce levellers attack !

That of Property Qualification they completely swept away ; and that

of Secret Voting stdl trembles on its base. Even in their holiday their

work was carried on. Flushed with their late triumphs, they laid siege
to the Tower during the recess, and stripped the British Beefeater of

that time-honoured costume which had been for ages an institution of

his country !

What next may be attacked we leave for stronger minds to contem-

plate. It is, however, wise to be, as far as may be, prepared to meet
the worst. After what has happened, nothing short of national anni-

hilation could surprise us. It would be but a small wonder to hear that,

after having stripped the British Beefeater, LOUD DERBY next should

strip us of the British Constitution ;
and ere long should develop suck

a bump of fell destructiveness, as would excite him even to abolish the
Lord Mayor, and uproot that other ancient British nuisance, Temple
Bar!
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BIOGRAPHICAL ADVEBTJSKM KYI'.

\Vi: admire the following advertisement (winch \vr extract from

Sounder!' Newt ////./) for several admirable reasons:

TO 33K SOLD A YELLOW CHARIOT, with front an.'

built in London liy :i firrt-rato maker. and which i
.IM: miles

iVi.in Dnhlii). ;in,l scarcely ever use. I. as ihi: lady preferred an

iily K'.'pl ..... h.u'se in Dublin. :
< -- -

We have not space to enumerate all our reasons, lint the above, we
i hink is a style of advertisement that is beautifully precise, charmingly
illogical, and tantalisingly biographical.
The

precision
is apparent throughout. You arc told that i ho chariol

is'/' yellow ;" that it has "front and backseats;" and is the p
tion^of a ".first-rate maker," as most chariots that are advertised for sale

ally are. We wonder the advertiser did not carry the love

of precision even further, and inform us of the weight of the chariot,
!>crcf nails used in its construe! iou, the united a

persons who have ridden in it, and whether it has any objection to

travel.

The illogical feature (it is the first chariot we have seen with Ml

Irish bull yoked to it) is traceable in the two facts, that ti

was "built iu London," and yet "has never been 1 \vcl\e

Dublin." The distum i the two capitals must have shrunk

terribly recently and perhaps it is the action of the sea-\vater that

caused the shrinking ? -or else Irish miles must stretch almost as

much
as^

Irish trail

The li -, away the prize. Vfr
are pleased to hear, for her dy jirefem
open carriage ;" thoim-h i: grieves us to hear that

"
latterly she lias

only 1, This, however, has a look of carefully-studied
cconoi is the woman who, p>iim' too I':

eouragc to pull up in time, even I lion:: h ii l)e with "only our horse !"

!!ul tnebi lout half fully enough. We BuouM
to have lieeu favoured with more glimpses oi' ibis lad habits

and wishes. \\ hy eoidd not the advertia
as follows?

with him, and driving pointed things into him, as though he were ;<,

pincushion, until \ou make him feel what, is called "pins and needles"

all over. The best trimming, perhaps, is to waltz more than Once

with mi Officer, and you may be sure ihat your young man will be

io hang on to the skirts of your dress with peni ! sub-

on, so that you may lead him a pretty dance all the evening, if

yon like, by seeming to take no notice of him.

Hum to trim a Cap. With coquetry, and matchless ribbons and

charms to match, so that you can set it irresistibly at hy or

handsome husband you may prefer.

rro I:K SOLD. ,\ i;i,ri.; TKI; AMBULATOR, with front ;m<i
-*- SC.I JILT to the nUl-SC having, '

idiot, been :iuil p'ven hei hand I" the Baker, and tin" 1:.. V it is,

beint^ rather hard of hearing, is . :'or tho future to have none but men-
si-rv.ml:., .1 -h .... ,K.,I objection to " followers,

" who never wipe their
boota "ii the doi.nnat, continually gadding in and out of the house, which some day
will he hers, when ;in a^ed ^rundmother dies, who must be 92 if she is a day, and
hasn't had a !.. i. tli in her head I'm- yeai s. and* ..... rdinfcly tlio Whole Will lie I

1

with at a Tremendous Sacritice. for having lost two husbands, and her business not

allowing her to leave her room, and all her boys being in the Haitian army, the lady
has no further use for the same, and she is much too stout (wei^hin^ a trine alwve 11

terms, in,|uire of LADY DAV, 25, JIarch -

Dublin. It is the house with the brass knocker, and you must ring the Servants' UclL

TVe greatly admire this new style of biographical advertisement, and
it. has the further recommendation of allowing every Advertiser to be
His Own Biographer.

"LADIES' TRIMMING."
V, i: often notice an inscription like the above written up in hosiers'

shop-windows. We did not know that the art was purehasealile, and
perhaps the facility, with which the science can be procured, may
account for the high degree of excellence that ladies, general!;. ,

ha\'c

arrived at in it. It must be acknowledged that women are much
clovcrer than men in the knowledge of trimmiiis. from a lamp to a
husband downwards.

We subjoin a few secrets in the elegant accomplishment, that have
been contided to us by one of the clever sisterhood :

How to ti-iui a, Jirrxx. - -With Valenciennes, if you cannot get, Brus-
sels, though the latter is the >i<> jifitx ultra "point" of perfection,
supposing your husband can only afford it.

How to trim one's Income. By hemming in your necessaries, so as
to give greater breadth and fulness to your luxuries. To effect this,
you must "take in" as much as you can at home, the better to enable
you to "let out" abroad.

How In trim a .V/-/-, <///.--Cutting off her fine flowers and caps, il

they arc smarter than your own
; and giving her a good dressing, unti'

she has learnt how to dress more in accordance with her station.

How to trim n lltmlitniil. By keeping him down, as a gardener does
a hedge; by sheer watching and constant clipping, as often as there is

a tendency to shoot out and go beyond the line.

How to trim a Poor Relation. By displaying all your fine airs, anc
trying on all your fine dresses, in her presence.

HOK- I,, tri,,i ii. Yuin/ffi-r Xixler. The only effectual way is, to "cut
her out

"
as frequently as you can.

//'." to trim a Young 31an.Bj being exceedingly sharp and cutting

(I.\MMON BOILED DOWN LIKE SPINACH.

Bring a refwme of the puM/Mel mlU "
.\'<'jmleoa III. and Italy" by hit

esty W? EMKEKOK OF HIE Fin

ITALY is a highly interesting country.

England, under PALMERSTON, encou-

raged Italy against Austria.

It would lie for the interest of Ger-

many to eheek Aust

France's mission lias always been to

set Italy free.

v.

There is a good deal of agitation on the

sul'ji-et.

VI.

The TOPE is in a peck of troubles.

Piedmont l:as been ::nd put ttfl

it.

VIII.

All the small Italim :-i one
r .mother.

IX.

not. on principle, ret'orm,

fryo, iuu.st le kicked out.

Italy can't help herself without foreign
aid.

XL

I don't mean to make a United Italy.

But awrt ofpudding, or eonfetl

OB.
France objects to the Alps as terriers

her.

XIV.

Austria won't have my pudding.

JUT.

to Iww to A

Treaties need not be kept when they

tji-ow inconvenient.

(Hero the Imperial pamnliletr.
butwe believe that i" the

was added another chapter.]

I,<iris NAPOLEON ffl

France thinks
iis antecedents, tntomagt, and

tiovermnent.

" THE SOLDIER'S TIER." The Gallery at A-
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.SIGHT, AIN'T IT, CHABLEY, TO SEE THE YOUNGSTERS ENJOYING THEMSELVES ?
"

SENSIBLE FASHIONS." ME. PUNCH," A WEAK-MINDED man at least a man opposed to a strong-
minded woman has written an article in Fraser, entitled, A Fear for
the Future, in which he disparages the young ladies of the present day in

comparison with those of the past. He says that some forty years ago,
"

Girls were romantic, addicted to falling ill love, and wasting their time over
novels and letter-writing. Their worst foible was apt to be love of admiration ; their
most perilous tendency, one towards thin shoes and young officers. In a word, they
were a thoughtless, foolish, bewitching, loving, helpless, irresistible set of creatures,
in whom one saw at a glance all that was faulty or pernicious, and found out more
nd more, with every day of closer intimacy, the great underlying wealth of worth
and goodness."

"
Then he goes on to complain, that young women

'
have gone over

in a body to the enemy, and now range themselves under the broad
banner of matter of fact, stern reality, and common sense ;

'
and a little

further on he makes the following irrational observations :

" The JtdUts of the nineteenth century would entirely decline holding any clan-
destine communication with Rameos from a balcony. In the first place, they would
consider it weak and nonsensical ; and secondly, they wouldn't like to risk catching
cold. They have a wholesome consideration for rheumatism and catarrh disorders
which the damsels of my day regarded with lofty and incredulous disdain. As for
thin shoes, except for dancing, they appear to have vanished from the female toilet.
' Balmoral '

boots, soles half an inch thick, and '

military heels,' have usurped
their place. These boots, and the martial red petticoats now so familiar to the eye,
are to me eloquent manifestations of the change that has come over the spirit of
womanhood."

" Remarks on the present style of young ladies, and young ladies'

C9stume, conceived in a spirit similar to the above, have sometimes
disfigured your columns. They express a kind of susceptibility now
out of date ; discarded by men and discountenanced by women : dis-

countenanced purposely by means of the verv kind of dress which they
have so sensibly adopted. Those who are old enough to recollect the
time when young ladies were 'thoughtless, foolish, bewitching, lovely,
helpless, and irresistible,' less than forty years ago, can remember what
an annoyance their irresistibility was. Every young man in those days
was in love, or liable at any moment to fall in love. You could not go
about without being smitten with a pretty face, or figure, or foot,
presented under conditions of dress expressly calculated to smite." Now there is no fear of that. Good sound thick-soled Balmoral

boots and martial petticoats operate as non-conductors of the "smiting
influence. They at one and the same time protect you from it, and
the wearers from that sort of admiration which has become disagreeable
to them. The female head and heart have got cooler, lighter, and harder
than they used to be. To these changes of nature, costume and
manners correspond, and produce a corresponding effect on the

beholder a healthy, cooling induration. Formerly the dress was sub-

ordinate to the person, now the person is subservient to the dress a
mere framework for the support of the martial red petticoat, and the

rest of it. No fellow can become enamoured of a quantity of clothes ;

which fix his gaze, and avert from the object inside of them his unplea-
sant attention. The eye is simply pleased with the showy attire, and the

head is not bothered about the individual therein. In fact, it is now
felt that love is a bore ; a bore if it is not returned, as well for .the

kiver who loves in vain, as for the beloved object who is troubled with
tiresome applications : a bore when it is mutual, even if sanctioned by

prudence, for both parties, until .they get married and have done with
it : and if imprudent, a bore, not oiuy for them, but also for their

parents and friends. A man can go anywhere now without being dis-

turbed with absurd emotions
;
thanks to a style of dress and demeanour

which oblige us to desist from speaking of those who sport it as the

softer sex. If they would only take to wearing masks, their costume
would be perfect in the eyes of

^JX

The European Crisis.

(By International Prophetic Telegraph.)

Paris.

THE EMPEROR withdraws the French troops from Rome.
His Imperial Majesty trusts that Austria will also cease to occupy

the Legations.
The EMPEKOR counts on the honour, justice, and wisdom of the

great European Powers.

A QUESTION OF TASTE. We see that there is largely advertised
"
The Reading Sauce." We wonder if, with such a Sauce, an Alderman

would ever be able to acquire an appetite for literature ?
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THE POPULAR BARRISTER.

TUNK "
.<'</ li'i;".,- de Coverlry."

I 'M a gentleman
of ihe lontr robe humility

.Makes me m\n L can

Claim no other gentility,

Learned in the Law,
Gifted with verbosity,

Check as well as jaw,
Uaut, bombast, pomposity.

Petty juries' hearts

Like a dramatic star 1 stir!

Playing many parts.

I 'm a popular barrister !

.) "May it please your Ludship/' we always say Ludship,

you know, instead of Lordship ;
it's professional" Gentlemen

of
the

Jury, I address you with feelings of peculiar embarrassment that s

why ? because my brief is full of lies, which 1 'm afraid 1 ha\ en't

evidence enough to prove
"
on behalf of my interesting and injured

client "widow of certain age; match broken off with imbecile old

millionnaire
"

for whom it is now my duty to demand that compeu-
sation which a generous British jury will never refuse to the lacerated

Peelings l a ennliding and artless woman"who wants to extort

mtiney.
"

I throw myself on your sympathies as fat hers, as brothers,

as Britons, as men." And so on, you know. For,

Petty juries' hearts, &c.

Sometimes 'tis my cue

To crush an honest editor,

Or help a rogue to do
His just and lawful creditor ;

Sometimes to defend
eurrilous slanderous scribbler :

Here 's your learned friend

To abet your common libeller.

(N/iiit/'ii). "Good name, in man or woman, gentlemen, is the imme-

diate jewel of their souls. Who steals my purse steals trash" and all

that luisine".
"

' tentlenten, I call upon you to mark your sense of the

foul blot which has been falsely, maliciously, and wickedly cast on the

fair fame of my upright and honourable client "one of the greatest ras-

cals unhanged. Or,
"
Gentlemen, I implore you to cast the regis of your

protection over the intended victim of a grasping and usurious harpy"
an unpaid and long-suffering tailor. Or,

"
I invoke in behalf of a

fearless but conscientious journalist
" who has knowingly and falsely

accused the plaintiff of forgery "that jealousy for the freedom of the

Press which is tlie only guarantee for public and private morality, and

the palladium of the British Constitution." That's the way we do it,

Petty juries' hearts, &c.

When I 've got no case

To prove what 1 asseverate,
With my brazen face

1 a loss am never at
;

Malign mv client's foe,
Hired abuse to spirt at him,

And through my lips to throw

Any amount of dirt at him.

(Sjiuk-i',!.)
"

( ii utlemen, I say, and if you have listened to the evidence

you will bear me out, that the conduct of the plaiutifty'-^or defendant
1 be, "is scandalous and infamous. When he madf

that representation, will any man tell me that he did not perfectly wel
know that lie was asserting what he knew to be false? When he

i that -i Mement ill the witness-box, was it not manifest that lie

was committing, deliberate perjury? Look at him, Gentlemen! mark
well that blushing countenance, those trembling lips, that confusei
and hesitating manner ! Here is a man, who, by his own showing, was
guilty of receiving stolen goods:" he showed that he had houestlj
bought them in open market, but no matter. That's how we,

samnion 'cm. ,, . .
,

.

Petty juries hearts, &c.

At need, I never dread,
So loose is my morality,

To fix on an innocent, head
A villain's criminality.

To dumfound, or bully, or both,
A witness with questions importunate,

When I thus get a fib told on path
To the jury, I think myself fortunate.

(Spoken.)
" Now then, Madam ! Take your bonnet off, and hold uj

your head." This is how we cross-examine. "Now, then! And sc

ou will swear, will you, that it was not von that wa- Been going down
he lam: on the nmhl of I lie robbery? What is that you say:
nit. Direct, your answer to the jury, and look me m the face. Oh!
ou will swear that, v, ill you? You say it was

half-jiast
ciirlit. \\ill

on suear, now, it was in.) a ciiaih r to nine? Recollect, you arc on
our oath. You think? \Ve don't want to know what you think. Oh!
ou won't swear. No, I t bought not . Now, come, tell us all about it .

A" hat were you in that lane for? Oh ! to i ing man, was it ?

Siow, then. ed between you ? I insist upon knowing. V

ou ever in custody ou a charge of stealing coals ? No? You were an

njurediiinoeeiii, c!i ? Well, then you went home : and what then* Your

grandmother said! We don't vam to hear what your grandmother
How old are your Does your mother keep a mangle? Ha-,

she sold it? Did she know that you were out? Ii was moonlight
when you went, to bed? U'liat makes you remember that? You can't

say? But .Mm HUM say, so now ! When aw the prisoner,
lad he got ou a blue coat or a black one ? You didn't obscrvt ':

Answer my question yes or no." Of course she can't ;
but anything

to puzzle her and put* her out, make her appear to prevaricate, cast

suspicion on her testimony, and brand her with apparent perjury, that

i rascal may escape the crank or the gallows, or that an innocent mau
nay get condemned to penal servitude or death, and I may earn my
fees, and increase my popularity, singing,

Petty juries' heart s,

Like a buskined star, I stir,

.icnsic. arts,

Hey for the popular barrister !

SIGHTS WORTH SEEING IN THE METROPOLIS.

A TBTJTHFUL GUIDE TO STliAJGEIlS AND FOKEIGNMiS.

HOUSE of COMMONS. Can be seen at any time, simply by writing a libel upon
the Speaker, or iu.vu.sini; DISRAELI of being iu the pay of the Jews. Ton will be

requested in consequence to attend at the bar of the House, which position, besides

being the best fur admiring the architectural beauties, also entitles you to make a

sj)eech without being elected a Member.
HATTON GARDEN. Open day and night. Visitors may help themselves freely to

the flowers.

Bl'i: i -. in:. For<M',mers are at liberty to walk through, upon depositing
their cigars at the gateway. There is a cigar-stand kept on purpose. The gates are

closed at half-price, but there is a night porter always in attendance to receive
travellers by the late trains.

ALBERT'S NIGHT LIGHT. Can be seen without charge, whon His Royal Highness
is going to bed, by looking at Buckingham Palace, in St James's Park, any night
between the hours of eleven and six the next morning. It is on the third story, in

the thirteenth and fourteenth windows, counting from the tail of the DUKE OK
WELLINGTON'S statue. The rooms are easily distinguishable, as the blinds are illus-

trated with large white circles picked out on a dark ground, from which pattern it

is inferred that his Royal Highness burns a rushlight.
THE VICTORIA GALLERY. Admission free, on the payment of threepence. Full

dress is not insisted upon. There is a comic song generally between the acts, in
|

which the visitors are expected chorally to join.
Tin; PUNCH GALLERY. On view every day, and no ticket required. You take

your stand opi>osite the shop window, in Fleet Street, and wait for your turn. It

is the most popular sight in London, more especially on publishing day. There is

generally a policeman to keep order.

CARDINAL WOLSEY*S PALACE. The interior of this ancient Palace, near Temple
Bar. can be seen at any time by a country cousin who wishes to have his hair cut.

It is a curious form of admission, and is supposed to have originated in a poll-tax
that the Cardinal had in his time the power of levying. The old tribute ia raised

with a very light hand, as the attendants rarely take off more hair than the visitor

wishes. There is no entrance-fee, but one i.s generally expected to give sixpence, or
SOMIO smalt Irjtli:. as a kind of set-off against the hair-cutting.

THE FRENCH EXHIBITION. This exhibition begins in Leicester Square, runs down
the Haymarket, and extends half-way up Regent Street. It is a promenade exhi-

bition of faded-looking Monsieurs. whose great occupation seems to be to puff away
then* cares tlirough the end of a cigarette. The costumes, mostly of an ancient date,
are well worth looking at, and a large proportion of the originals look as if they had

stepped out of an oM picture in Wardour Street. The beards, also, are beyond all

praise and measurement.
Bow STREET POLICE OFFICE. Open night and day. You liave only to joke with

a stupid policeman, and he will conduct you to it, and show yon the interior of its

arrangements without any loss of time. The fee for the inspection is considered

moderate, if it does not exceed live shillings.

THE TOWER OF LONDON. You can bo accommodated with, a lodging in this vener-

able Tower, by simply being guilty of high treason. The privilege is one that is

not often taken advantage of in those degenerate days, as traitors are scarce, and
they are generally accommodated with apartments iu a far distant penal colony.
A traitor in this country is not considered worth his keep.

The Stage of Foreign Politics.

THE Post says that

"On the evening of the 2h, Kixo VICTOR EMMANUEL, the PRISCIBS CLOTILDE.
and PRINCE NAPOLEON, honoured the Theatre Scribe with their presence, to witness
the representation of Lt Komoii d'voi Jeune ffommt Pawwe.' "

A few days afterwards some of the distinguished spectators performed
iu Le Roman rl'une Pauvre Fille.

"WHAT ARE THE WILD WAVES SAYING?" Keep up a good
Channel Fleet.
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Choleric Old Gentleman. "Certainly not no,-I shall walk; as you ar going to ttop
at (firii jitibtic-house you come to for ylasses of ale. I'm iii a hurry to yet to the JJank;
I shall (jet there sooner walking."

Cad. "
Ok, lor.' ah, you 'II a been and drawcd your diridens, and toddlin' home ayain,

by the time we get to the Bridge I
"

A DIFFICULTY AT WASHINGTON.
WE 'VE had a fight at Washington,
A reglar tooth-and-naihr,

TAYLOR has WALDEN whipped like fun,
And WALDEN wolloped TAYLOR.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

The Honourable GEORGE TAY-LOR
As he passed WALDEN, walking,

Heard some remark that man made
;
for

To a third man he was talking.
Yankee Doodle, &c.

" Was that air you said meant for me ?
"

Was TAYLOR'S 'terrigation,"
Wai," WALDEN answers,

"
that may be,"

Which TAYLOR ryled tarnation.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

He clinched his fist, and let it go
Right slick at t' other feller

;

And WALDEN het back, no ways slow,
By means of his umbrcller.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

But TAYLOR from his fist quick wrung
That there auxiliary,

Fust licked him with it, and then flung
It at his adversary.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

Then other parties interposed,
And further strife prevented,

The difficulty thus was close 1,

And both the men contented.
Yankee Doodle, &c.

Fact is, the New York man was mad
To lose his situation,

Which he had lost, or thought he had,
By TAYLOR'S accusation.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

To see an Ex-official fight

'Long with a Legislator,
I reckon is a prettier sight
Than bear and alligator.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

; COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS FOR THE HOUSE
OF COMMONS.

ONE of the last pearls which LORD CAMPBELL dropped last Session
was the remark, that as the standard of House of Commons intellect

had fallen, he thought, somewhat below the needful mark, it would be
well if, when in future a seat became vacated, the candidates were
forced to undergo an examination which should test their fitness for

admission to the House. During the recess his Lordship has had
leisure to mature this wise suggestion, and we have been favoured
with the sight of an Examination Paper, which, we are given to under-

stand, may be taken as a precedent for those which his Lordship would
wish to see in use. That aspirants for M.P.-ship may not be taken

unawares, but may duly train their minds to gain the knowledge
requisite, we charitably print a few extracts from this paper, to show
the nature of the questions which LORD CAMPBELL would propose :

" FIGURES AND FINANCE.
" What is a pound ? And why ?
"

State in words and figures the exact arithmetical amount which
2 and 2 make.

"
If a cod's head and shoulders are valued at three halfpence, how

many John Dorys could you purchase for eleven pence ?
"
Explain, if you are able, the following slang phrases :

'

Circulating
medium '' Metalb'c currency

' '

Floating liabilities' 'Monetary
pressure

'
and

'

Doing a bill.'
" What was PEEL'S Bank Act ? And where did he bank ?

" FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

"How many Colonies has England? Give their names in full

" Do you happen to know anything about Botany Bay? Mention,
what it is, and where you picked it up. State whether you know that
it was called Botany Bay from the choice flowers of speech which were
formerly transplanted there.

" Where is Vancouver's Island P Do you think that you would know
it if you saw it on the map ?

" What is meant by
'

suspending our foreign relations ?
'

Is such
business entrusted to trie hands of MR. CALCRAFT ?

"
Where is Fraser River ? Is it in any way connected with Fritter's

(paying due care to the spelling) ;
and state, if you had an Atlas, how

many bad shots you would allow yourself to hit on them.
" Where is British Columbia ? And (besides SIR BULWER LYTTON'S

speeches) what has it produced us ?

" GENERAL INFORMATION.
" How many classical quotations do you know ? Mention (in strict

confidence) which are your chief pets : and give the best estimate you
can of the average number of times that you think

' Timeo Danaos '
is

used during a Session.
"
Explain these technicalities as well as you are able: 'Ways and

Means Committee,' 'Bringing in a Bill,' 'Accept the Chiltern Hun-
dreds,'

'

Catch the Speaker's eve,' and
' The House was Counted Out.*

"
Mention any Acts (or Act) of Parliament which you conceive it is

impossible to drive a coach and four through.
' Who was the first Speaker ? And what did he say ?
"
Translate the QUEEN'S speech into good QUEEN'S English, such as

HER MAJESTY would have used if she had written it herself.
" When a Bill is

'

thrown out,' how far do they throw it ?
"
State the difference (if any) between a Tory and a Radical, viewed

as holding office with LORD DERBY'S Government.
" Who is VISCOUNT WILLIAMS, and for what did he receive his

title?
"
Have you any notion what is meant by 'Bribery ?

' Mention some
few of the ways which are generally in vogue for evading all the Acts
of Parliament to stop it."

Give a reason, it you know one, why the Speaker wears a wig." Make a c'rect list of the hobbies which arc annually mounted in

St. Stephens, giving the names and weights and party colours of their

|

riders.
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"
Translate

'

That 's a lie !

'

into Parliamentary langi;

"When tlir l!<!ii-e is reported to tare
'

adjourned at a late hour,'
'

1;ls probably adjourned lo'r And at
-

K:irly .Morning Sitting
'

at E\ .ANN'S or I lie Coal Hole?

"State what meralthe
r
Orders of tte day.' At what hour

do you think ii i- -""^idercd Parliamentary to order any beer '<
"

It will be seen in what high estimation LORD CAMPBJ

House, when it is said that his doirc is that no .Member be admitted,

unless he can ^ * to sueh tough questions as these. U e

think, however, that hU Lordship might in some rases relax the rigour

of his role: and that for instance any candidate, who promised while

in Parliament to speak only on one subject, should be excused from

questions under any other liead. LORD CAMPBELL, we led sure, will

thank us for this 'hint; for his Lordship, it is kiunui, is the most

lenient of men, and however well made up his mind is on a point, the

weakest pica for mercy will never fail to turn him.

THE HEARTS OF INSECTS.

HE political atmosphere is

thundery. There are ru-

mours of wars
;

fear of

change perplexes nations.

The solicitude, in the mean-
while, of the fashionable

world, is apparent in the

following extract from Le
Pallet, prefacing

"
Fashions

for February ;

"

"The unsettled state of the
weather during the last month
makes it ditlicult t<> ^ivc ,-t very
decided opinion as to any change
in lu.shioii. Fog or mud arc

either of them very unlikely
incentives for the display of

elegant toilettes. We look anxi-

ously for the blight sunny
days when the fair wearers may
with safety throw off some of
their wraps, which, although
comfortable, are certainly not
so graceful and becoming as
smaller or closer-fitting man-
tles."

The world of Fashion is

quite another world from
this of ours. Whilst our

thoughts relate to this

earth whilst we vulgar
mortals are lookins for the things which arc coming thereon, the medi-
; at ions of the inhabit ants of that happier world are fixed upon the skies.

We are all ga/ing with anxiety for a gleam of hope in the cloudy horizon
of Europe ; of hope that we may, somewhen, safely relieve ourselves of
some of pur burdens

; they are simply looking for bright sunny days
which will enable elegantly-attired females with safety to throw off
,,omr of their

"
wraps." These are indeed comfortable in that happy

world t here is no such thing as discomfort but they are not so graceful
and becoming as they might be

;
as they would be if they were smaller,

and fitted tighter, and did not somewhat veil and obscure the bright-
ness of their beatified wearers. The desire to cast them off is attended
with a certain anxiety the most serious kind of uneasiness which the
minds that it affects are capable of feeling. Compare this with the

Mixiety anticipating the horrors of war not to be mentioned here, any
of them but the very lightest, increased taxation. What exalted
minds must those be that can entertain the former anxiety, whilst the
souls of mankind at large are tormented with the latter !

Fashionable anxiety is as the sadness of angels public anxiety as
the gloom and dismal apprehension of poor devils. But is it possible
to imagine a bomb bursting in a ball-room, and in that case doing any
injury to the refined organisations of a superior class of beings ? All !

if so, indeed, then the superiority of the class is altogether deniable,
and we may say that natures which in times such as these can be en-
grossed with anxiety on the subject of dress, devoid of reflection and
sympathy, deserve to be considered as bearing to common humanity
not the higher relation of angel, but the lower, of butterfly. The ape
affords an improper standard of comparison less by reason of its ugliness
than because of its intelligence.

British and Forei-n Securities.

WHAT foreign countries arc like English bread and butter ?

Those over which English capital is spread in railway shares
;
and it

won t do to quarrel with them.

TllK I'.KKFKATEKS.

a &ag of the lutst Enhabitant.

l.v Whitehall's crowded street 1 sate, behind the waiting rows :

Our (,ii Den Parliament, in her gilt coach she goes !

All hearts are light, the sun shines bright
"
QUEEN'S weather" of

I llC !

On Guards' cuirass and hebn of brass, and crushers, self-possessed.

Yet heavy fancies tilled my heart, forebodings dark and drear,
"How long," thought I,

"
shall M-ijeMy pass witli its pageants here ?

How long Black Rod and Silver Stick, and Exons ir.-iy
with gold,

Then- wands of office proudly rear, or place and saFry hold ?"

Usage and eld in scorn are held, old symbols are pluck'd down
It is not BRIGHT at Birmingham, nor BEHEST ,!O.\KS in town

;

The Palace witli the Platform works, Court doth with Club-room join,
Old things to efface, and in their place new fauglements to coin.

And therefore 'tis that I am sad, ere yet the show goes by,
For fear 'twill show some changes bad, that worse do propln
And there's one change one dreadful change, that grieves me most

of all

The change that on the Beefeaters of late was doomed to fall.

Thev tell me that the Beefeaters I never more shall view,
In Tudor jerkins broidered fair, with Tudor rose on shoe.

They tell me that the cherry tights those stalwart limbs that <

For vulgar trousers have been changed still vulgar, though gold-
laced.

They tell me that the velvet hat, with roses circled round,
To flower-pot shako Imth giv'n plaee with shaving-brush y-crowned !

All this and more than I his I read, all this and more 1 saw,
Set in the Illustrated Neics, and many a sigh did draw.

Thinking how olden garbs and things are dropping day by day ;

How first they smote I lie .Man in I'rass, until he pass'd away;
How soon, the Herald's tabard, stiff with monsters lainpant wild,

'spite must come to grief, Rouge-dragon be drawn mild!

Till "to more rev'rend symbols still the hand of change shall go ;

The front of Justice on the Bench, the linibs of Law below
From Judge, aud Serjeant, and Q.C., stripping the stiff horse-hair

That, or in lappets or in bob, stern Themis loves to wear.

Thence to the walks of daily life, in its parochial field,

Descending, till the Beadle's hat and coat to change shall yield :

"Iwas thus I thought when, hark ! the blast of fife and beat of drum
Proclaim the QUEEN from palace past ;

and now a cry,
"
They come !"

But little marked I coach on coach, each with its team of bays,
That exons, ushers, grooms, and sticks-in-waiting calm conveys ;

Coach after coach, in slow approach, has passed and now, a cheer !

For lo ! the bandsmen of the Guards, in bearskin shakos queer !

And now the QUEEN her marshalmen, file upon file, go by,
Each with his stick : my heart beats quick me beefeaters are nigh !

I heard their tread my down-bent head I scarcely dared to lift,

Afraid to note the ravage wrought by modern tailor thrift.

My frame it shook I stole a look ohjoy no words can say !

They reappear a Beefeatere, each, of EIGHTH HAKHY'S day
Still crown and rose each doublet shows, embroidered back and chest ;

With sleeve a-puff, aud well-quilled ruff, and velvet-guarded breast.

And rose-girt tile of rich three-pile, and rose on broad-toed shoe ;

And joy of joys the dear old boys with tights of crimson hue !

Those ancient shins, those cherry pins, all marching in a row ;

How orderly, how anciently, how pleasantly they go !

My Beefeaters, my Beefeaters cuts from a Tudor page-
Ye were a glory of my youth, and still reioice mine age !

Long may ye walk like supers drest for the Princess's boards,
On arm your ancient partizans, on thigh your ancient swords !

Long may you bear us back to days and Dukes of bluff KING HAL,
From times whose night is lit by BIUGHT, and Dukes that play Aunt

Sal!

From the PRIXCE CONSORT'S fatal shears long be your skirts secure

Nor Albert tunics, Albert hats, my Beefeaters endure !

Over-Trading.

A MEMBER, with small intellectual means, should not go in to I

too much "
political capital," or the chances are that, long before the

Session is over, the House will be laughing at his Political Insolvency.
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Lucy.
"
WELL, REGINALD, AND WHEN DO YOU GO BACK TO SCHOOL ?

"

Riginalit.
" OH ! THE DAY AFTER TO-MORROW ! AND AIN'T IT A BORE, JUST AS

ONE'S HUNTERS ARE IN SUCH SPLENDID CONDITION ?
"

TOO PULL OP BEER.

A SONG OF THE WORKING CLASSES.

AIR" Poor Mary Anne."

FOE Reform we feels too lazy ;

Too full o' beer.

Much malt liquor makes us hazy,
Too full o' beer.

We don't want no alteration

Of the present Legislation ;

'Twon't affect our sittiwation,
Too full o' beer.

We 've the means to bile our kettles,
Too full

9' beer.

Not bad off for drink and wittles,
Too full o' beer.

When we 've got no work nor wages,
Politics our minds engages,
Till such time we never rages,

Too full o' beer.

Will this here Reform, we axes,
Too full o' beer ?

Clear us quite of rates and taxes,
Too full o' beer.

Income-Tax the middlin' classes

Loads unequal patient asses !

But it don't oppress the masses,
Too full o' beer.

We be willin" to be quiet,
Too full o' beer.

Not a bit inclined to riot,

Too full o' beer.

From the ale that 's sound and nappy,
Him as wants a change is sappy,
Wot 's the odds so long 's you 're happy,

Too full o' beer ?

IT ONLY COMES ONCE IN A HUNDRED YEARS 1
.

Efow did the majority of Scotchmen at the Centenary
Festival preserve the memory of BURNS ? In Whiskey.

MIND YOUR LETTERS.

FOR the future, you must not debate with yourself whether vou will

prepay your letters, or not. You have only one choice, and that is a

compulsory one.
" On the 10th of February, and thenceforward," all

letters must be prepaid. So says MR. ROWLAND HILL, and he further

says :

' '

Any inland letters which may be posted wholly unpaid will be returned to the
writers."

We fancy that, four days later that is, on the 14th of February
he will be extremely clever if he is able to return all the letters that
are not prepaid ;

for it is scarcely the habit, we believe, on St. Valen-
tine's Day, to put a postage stamp on to the end of the Cupid's dart
that a cook is anxious to shoot into her favourite policeman's breast,

any more than it is customarv for the said frolicsome cook to enclose
her address in the letter which has been made the bow of that mur-
derous weapon. We wish the Postmaster-General joy of his occupation
on the 14th. What will he do with all the Valentines that will be
thrown on his hands ? Perhaps he may sell them at half-price, for
with the names and addresses torn off the pictures would come in just
as well any other year.

\1 K. ROWLAND HILL might carry his kindness a trifle further. After

.having opened the letters, to find out the address of each, it would not
be much extra trouble if he would only sit down, and answer the letters

off-hand himself. Invitations to dinner, &c., he might even accept in
his own name.
But how about the stamps that fall off, from an economv of gum ? as

nearly half of one's correspondence is now subject to this infirmity,

(and to whose profit they fall has not yet been decided whether it is

the postman who bags them, or the local post-office keeper, who sweeps
them up in; order to sell again as fresh stamps?) it will become a
question, the solution of which we leave to MR. ROWLAND HILL, as
we do that of the gum, whether it will be worth one's while to write

any letters at all P This will simplify the difficulty wonderfully, and
lessen the business at St. Martin's-Le-Grand to a considerable extent.

In fact, where will be the advantage of scribbling a letter that is sure,

because the stamp is rolled off, to be sent back again to you in three or

four hours ?

The additional penny, that has usually been charged, was quite a

sufficient tax. Hitherto, the rule acted upon with an unpaid letter has

been Double. For the future, it is seemingly to be Quits.
A large revenue has generally been derived from the Post-office.

We are afraid that next year the returns will, in a great proportion,
consist of the letters that have been sent back to their writers, because
t hey were not previously stamped. It will be a cheerful exemplification
of the old trade maxim of "quick Returns" and extremely "small

profits." An unprepaid letter, henceforth, will be a kind of epistolary

boomerang, that is sure to come flying back in the face of the person-
from whose hands it has been despatched.

MATRIMONIAL WEATHER REPORT. FEB. 7m.
DAYS OF THE WEEK.

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday ,

Thursday....
Friday
Saturday ....

Sunday

WEATHER.
Rather cloudy

Rain

Unsettled

Slight breeze
Fine

Stormy
Sunshine

OBSERVATIONS.

Washing Day.
Wife cried, because I wouldn't take

her out shopping.
Housekeeping book for last week

examined.
Dined at the Club.
New velvet dress given to Wife.

Cold meat for dinner.
Took a walk with wife and chil-

dren in the Park.

NOTE. These reports are always written down as I smoke my last pipe upon
going to bed.

(SIGNED) JOHN SMITH.
CUrk of the Matrimonial Weather.

POLITICAL ARCHITECTURE. MR. GLADSTONE is a pillar of the

state of the Ionic Order.

FASHIONABLE INTELLIGENCE. Long dresses make clean crossings.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Woburn Flaw, and Frederick Mullett Eans, of Ko 19, Queen's Road Wwt, Regent's Park, both in the
Printers, at iheir Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wlmefmrt in the City of London, and Published by them at No. 9r>, Fleet
Tioadou. SATUBDAI, February I", lis>9.

Parish of St. Pancras, in the County of

Street, in the Pamh of St. Bride in the City of
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I-

THE THIN END OF THE WEDGE.

"SOUND HIGH THE MAETIAL STRAIN."

WE submit : we ground pens : we cry for mercy : Scotland Las

conquered : Caledonia has found a vindicator : England may shut up !

JOHN MARSHALL has settled her hash. Yes, "JOHN MARSHALL,"
for so he writes lu's hame

;
not

"
MARTIAL," as one might expect, alike

from his epigrammatic point, and his command of military history; not
evon "MAIUSCIIAL:" as one who must surely be descended from the
EAUL MAKISOHAL that high officer of the Scottish Court in those
better days when Scotland had a court is entitled to do : but plain
JOHN MARSHALL,-^correspondent of the Caledonian Mercury, who
thinking it high time that "the squeak of Punch should be deci-

sively encountered," proceeds to demolish our pock-pudding self, and,
in our person, all the irreverent scoffers who have dared to laugh at
the gallant asserters of Scottish nationality. It is ill handling the
thistle.

Anxious to give a wider publicity to MR. MARSHALL'S crushing
demonstration of the superiority of Scotland to England than the
columns of the Caledonian Mercury can secure for it, we lay before our
readers the most striking passages of his letter.

MARSHALL proves that England is an appanage of Scotland, and, not
vice versa:

"
I hail tho honour to bo intimately aeqiiaintc.1 with SIR THOMAS CHRISTOPHER

i, BART., and Knight of the Holy Order of St. John of Jerusalem, the greatest
genealogist of tho age, who died some four years ago, in his ninety-first year, whose

lie in Greenwich Churchyard, and whose works are to be found in folio and
quarto, in tho Advocates' Library, J-Minomvh. In the .nurse of a conversation with
him on this subject, he told me that lie considered England to be an appanage of
Se, ,tl:m.l, and not Scotland an appanage of England : and in this opinion I cordially
concur."

We bow to BANKS, the Knight Hospitaller, of ninety-one, whose
bones sleep in Greenwich Churchyard, and his books in the Advo-
cates' Library. May the dust of both be undisturbed !

What HANKS considered a fact, and MARSHALL cordially concurs in,
may be safely taken for granted.

MARSHALL proves that Scotland has no cause to lie ashamed of herself:

y, an pruence, an vaour, ave savec
India, may stand erect among the nations,
ositiim wliieli it ncpnTiips "

thu British Knipiro from overthrow himm overtnrow in India, may stand erect (

and has no cause to be ashamed of tho position which it occupies

MARSHALL proves that the Scots Greys saved Europe
Who were they that took the lead in stemming tho torrent of the despotism of

BOS the Great at Waterloo? They were the Scots Greys. 'These terrible
1'ivys! was the exclamation of NAPOLEON when he saw that even his Imperial

and. as he fondly thought, Invincible Guard, went down before tho sons of Lochaber,
and the children of the country which boasts of Schchallion and the glories of
l.oe(ma\ai-. IJy one who was present and engaged on that bloody day, I was told
that at out,- point of the battle the conflict was fiercely raging, when a command was
Driven, M.ik'- v.ay for the Greys.' The order was obeyed. The infantry parted
ri^'tit and left. The war-horses of the Greys marched through the sjiace opened for

ni'l martial tramp. They met tho French : and, in ten minutes,
tho French were cut to pieces."

' MARSHALL proves (hut KiinlanA has no national poet ; no national
HI aair ; no national song ; that all her odes, history, and metaphysics, are
written by Scotchmen :

"
Notwithstanding the greatness of her SHAKNPF.AKK, and her MII.TON.

Sir, lias ni>t, in tin 1

proper sense of the word, a national poet. Scotland li;is ;

has Ili'KNS. KiiK'lainl has neither national music nor national song. Scotland has
both. In t::e whole range of her poetic literature, will England tiinl anything to

equal
'

Scots wlia Iwe vji' Wallace bled,' or tho 'Cotter'* Saturday Mff/it ?
' Can .--lie

match ' Avid Lanp Syne ?' a song which is sung with enthusiasm, in far and dis-

tant lands, liv every man who has drawn his tirst breath at the foot of the Gram-
pians, near the waters of the Doon, or on the banks of the Tweed.

" There are two magnificent odes of whk-h England boa-sts,
' Ye Mariners of

Kngltirid' and tho '

Battle of lite Baltic' but who wrote them 1 A Scotsman. That
S', >tsnian \va^ TIIOM s , ( AMPBELL, the author of tho ' Pleasures of Hope.'

When Km'land required her history to be written, she sent to Si "(land for an
historian. That historian was HUME. MACAI-LAV, whose brilliant history has

recently appr otsman. DUGALD STEWART was a Scotsman ; and it is but

terdaysince SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON, the tirst metaphysician in Kuro|.e. )i:is>e<t

away. SIR I)Avm BRFWSTKK and ROIJKHT Cn AMHKCS. men of world-wide celebrity.
still survive to sin round with a halo of lustre the name of their country. And yet
we are told by the Times that Scotland is nothing more than is the fenny county of

Lincoln, or the bullock-feeding county of York."

MARSHALL smashes England generally, and raises up Scotland vpon tie

ruins :

" The ignorance of England is notorious
; the intellectuality and educational

acquirements of Scotland are proverbial. One half of the inhabitants of England
are unable either to read or write ;

in Scotland there is not a cow-boy nor a house-
maid who cannot read the Bible, and lift the pen to communicate with a distant
I'riend."

MARSHALL retorts icith a crushing sarcasm the English calumny that

Scotchmen always move southwards :

" The English are in the habit of taunting Scotsmen with going into England and
of never returning to their own land. There are many thousands of Englishmen
who crossed the Tweed and took up their abode at a place called Bannockbura, and
who have remained there for upwards of three hundred years without the slightest
appearance of their revisiting the land of their fathers till the day of doom."

Even MARSHALL is merciful. The Battle of Bannockburn having been
fought A.D. 1314, MARSHALL modestly describes the interval between
that date and 1859, as "upwards of three hundred years." He is too

magnanimous, doubtless, to insist on the fact that the English
intruders have in truth, been trespassing on the Scottish soil for

nearly twice three hundred years.
When people ask us to go in for "oppressed nationalities," let us

hope, that in future, we shall not be asked to confine our sympathies
to Poland, or Lombardy, or Hungary, or the Ionian Islands. Let us
1 liink of MARSHALL, and spare a sigh for Scotland, trampled under foot

by the base and bloody Southron : its national Doric degraded from
the language of a Court, a Senate and a Literature, to a provincial
dialect : its national bag-pipe reduced to the rank of a street nuisance,
and even its fiddle all but unknown beyond the casual ward of the

workhouse; its national haggis made the theme of Punch's ribald

pencil ;
and the memory of its national poet ignominiously paraded to

draw Southron shillings from Southron pockets, at Sydenham.
Under the stings of accumulated wrongs like these, surely MARSHALL is

justified in reviving the memory of the bloodiest of those bloody
fields in which the mutual hatred of Scot and Southron was vented in

hard lance-thrusts, and murderous arrow-flights, instead of being
voided by push of pen, and fire of paper pellets, in the Caledonian

Mercury.

THE SOCIALITY OF SOCIALISM.
'

WE read in our "facetious contemporary," the Saturday Review, that

ST. SIMON, when he married, returned to Paris, and
"
Wishing to turn the occasion offered by married life into a means of studying

human character on a large scale, he spent the whole of his fortune within twelve
months in a series of balls."

This apostle, independent of his being a Socialist, must have been a

great original; in fact, so great an original that we fancy we arc

justified in pronouncing him to have been the real SIMON PURE pur,
et (exceedingly') Simple!
As we are indebted to our

"
facetious contemporary

"
for having led

us to the above discovery, he is perfectly welcome to the benefit of

it on any future occasion.

Courage Always Meets with its own Reward.
" NEVER be faint-hearted. Have plenty of pluck, my Son. Sup

posing the whole world is against you ? Never mind, go in and fight

the entire world. The world is so formed, that you are sure to beat it

hollow !

" The Hermit of the Haymarket.

VOL. XXXVI.
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Credi-
also

,

the muddle is, that honest people arc dciVauded, innocent

are oppressed, and rogues either profit or escape. Many

The LORD CHAN-
CE I,urn proceeded to tackle to his work,
and Mr. Punch is bound to say that
his noble friend acquitted himself to
Mr. P's satisfaction. Mankind is divided
into two classes, Debtors and

tors, though many debtors are

creditors, and many creditors are also debtors, and the whole world is

a debtor to its great, but alFable and indulgent creditor, Mr. Punch.
>v which deals with these parties, when they come to

extremes, is in a most heterogeneous condition. There is one
rule for bankrupts and another for insolvents, and the general

people ,
.

its have been made to improve this state of things, and
the Government has now taken the matter in hand. The bank-

rupt. and insolvent courts, hitherto in confusion, are now to be
in fusion, and by this Synthesis it is hoped to produce the compound
called Justice. Imprisonment for debt is pretty nearly to be got
rid of, and divers other absurdities and iniquities are to be swept
away. If the lawyers see that more fees will accrue by having the law

.-ight than by leaving it crooked, they will permit the Bill to
i ul they are said to regard the evil of Reform as inevitable,

inasmuch as under the present bad system business is frightened
away.
MR. TOM BUNCOMBE, whose tpMaKtt is putting questions in a form

that makes evasive answers impossible, demanded pt the Government
whether February would smile upon the Reform Bill. MR. DISRAELI
did not smile upon MR. DUNCOMBE, in reply, but intimated that,
though he could not fix a day for bringing in the Bill, it was his hope
not merely to bring it in before Easter, but to have the second reading
before that period. But Indian Finance and Navy Estimates must be

demanding when the Estimates would be brought on. MR. DISRAELI
did not know. But later in the week it was stated that the scheme
for Reconstructing the Navy would be announced on the 25th, which
is the anniversary of the death of Sin CHRISTOPHER WHEN, who
reconstructed St. Paul's, a coincidence of the closest and most

significant character.

Titrst/ay. To borrow a phrase suggested by locality, the painters
were cut loose from the stem of the Admiral. MR. DISKAKU staled

that the Royal Academicians were to lie turned out of the National

Gallery, Trafalgar Square, and that the;, \vnv to have a new place built

for them in the grounds of Burlington House. And as the PRINCE or

WALES, now walking about the Vatican arm-in-arm with the POPE,
(who has given him a mosaic table) will want Maryborough House in

the autumn, the VEKNON pictures and the TniNEii pictures must in

their turn decamp. So they go to South Kensin-rton for the present.
LORD BUUY is quite determined that we shall be allowed to marry

oui' wives' sisters, and to-day introduced a new Bill permitting it. Of
the opposition to that Bill, Mi: Punch has said the most severely con-

temptuous thing, wheu he has mentioned that the leading opponents
were MR. GEOIIGE BOWYER, MR BERKSFOHD HOPE, and MR. HENRY
DRUMMOND a queer trio, illustrating K;:iih. Hope, and Charity. A
majority of 15,j to So, in favour of tlie Bill, showed the numerical

opinion" of the House, and an examination of the names will show that

LORD Bruv had with him not only the noses but the brains.

M ii. EWART tried in vain to get the House to pledge itself not to sit

after twelve on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This arrangement was
intended to enable Members' wives to command their husbands'

atten < )|>ci"i-hou--e, with the umbrella and cab, and it was,
of course, needless to include Sat unlay, as though there is an opera,
there is no house on that night. But LORD PALMEHSTON thought
that the ladies iniirht manage for I hcmsclves, and rudely called the

proposal "a sclf-deming ordinance." It was rejected by 237 to 28.

-Mil. WALPOLE brought in a Poisons Bill, which imposes various

restrictions on the sale of such articles ; but its best pomt_ is that it

makes the vendor liable for the negligence and blunders of his shopmen
or servants. He will, therefore, be inclined to keep his poisons where

they cannot be got at except by himself, or to engage only such

dependents as can be depended upon. Very proper reference was
made to the melancholy Bradford poisonings, but no allusion was
risked touching the latest case of attempted poisoning at Bradford,
when Mu. ISiuuiiT endeavoured to poison the minds of one class there

with prejudices against, another. MR. PUNCH, however, has labelled

him in a way which will prevent his being taken, by mistake, for a

statesman.

Wednesday. Nil.

Thursday. Wallachia, permitted to choose a Hospodar of a certain

age, has chosen the individual already selected by Moldavia, who is

moreover under that age. This means that the provinces wish to be

united, but the election will be declared informal, and there will pro-

bably be no end of a row. LORD MALMESBURY declined to discuss

the subject at present. The Commons did nothing to justify a sacrifice

to them of Mi: Punch's invaluable space.

Friday. LORD LEITRIM was very desirous to have a published return

of the number of assassinations that have recently taken place in

Ireland. But LORD DERBY pointed out to the other Earl that the

subject was by no means a cheerful one, and that if he wished to

indulge a morbid taste for disagreeable reading, he might do so by
means of the Irish Newgate Calendar. Some not

very profitable talk

about the Militia followed, but the subject was elsewhere being ven-

tilated in a much more entertaining way in the presence of LORD
CAMPBELL, and in the case of DICKSOX v. LORD WILTON.
In the Commons there was some discussion on the new Post Office

order that all unpaid letters should be returned to their writers. It

seems that out of 530 millions of letters annually sent, only about Si-

are unpaid, and of these 60 per cent, are sent for purposes of annoyance,

many containing soot and similar epigrams. Mr. Puiirli is inclined to
, i f. ,

-
i ,, . , . oi_ -11 i. ] T T* Jllctnv uuuiiuiiiiis suoi. diiu annual epigrams. J'. -t w*w ^ in^niiuu. uu

taken first, and the inexorable Showman will not permit JOHN BULL to thim( that the Burning the unstamped letters is a good plan, for the
peep through the telescope at the Reform Planet until JOHN has paid ]loncst writcr of a letter that has miscarried will wish to know thatmrvvf lu vrugu. uuv W*WWWJ^ ll I. l/.lVj Al^lUl U-l -L-ltVlH^lJ. IAUUU V^lli-l JJUtfl JjaiU.
his money. A Scotch paper makes a great parade of certain points of
information which it alleges have oozed out, touching the DERBY
Reform Bill

;
but they are trumpery matters. If Mr. Punch, who has

read Ihe Bill through and through, and made some important, marks
with his red-chalk pencil in the margin, chose to reveal secrets, the
whole measure would now be before the public. But he utterly refuses
to tell more than that the paper is rather blue, that LORD DERBY'S
copy is tied up with green silk, and lias a large blot on the seventh
page, and that MR. DISRAELI'S, which is bound up in a black leathern
cover, is much dog's-eared ; and that there is a burn with a cigar on the

clause, by which it is enacted that London No, you don't. But
even now Mr. Punch has told a good deal more than the Scotch
boaster !

MR. WALPOLE states that it is absolutely necessary to reform the

Corporation of London, but he thinks that the grand Reform Bill Islands." We do not know what they may have been previous to
must be first introduced. LORD JOHN RUSSELL made an attempt to MR. GLADSTONE'S visit, but we do not suppose that even an United
get an approximation to the date of the advent of that Reform Bill, by

'

Irishman would venture to pronounce them
"
United

"
now.

such -has been the case
;
but there are some instances in which the

alteration will work hardly on helpless people, for whose benefit

arrangement should be made.
LORD PALMERSTON abused the intended New Foreign Office, and

talked a good deal of smart nonsense about architecture. We have

always said he was a Brick, but a brick is not competent to judge of a

house. After this the SOLICITOR-GENERAL introduced an admirable

Bill for improving the system of establishing titles to landed property,
and so ended a not unpromising or unprofitable week.

A Laugh in the Gazette.

THE Gazette talks gravely about "the United States of the Ionian
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PUNCH'S OWN GAZETTE.

ouncements
An- thi.sc of the lii-iiili/nii iSnzi'lli'!

What matter Impei-iel bouncements,
se 1'iinir, <ir Austrian I'd,

U'lliil 's ihr t:ilk "f Kci'onil ill till- Coin"

What lire Indian losses or ;:ains,

To the interesting fact tlud. LOKD Cu\\
At the Alliidii Hotel still remains?

What care I for Begum or Nona,
\Vliat care 1 for T;uilia 'l'o|iec,

Compared \vilh ihe recent arrival

OI'Sii; \V. b'RAZER, M.l'.?

I might sigh at the news ih. Vend
.1. liKo.uuviHjj) is going away,

If I had not the cdiiil'dH dl' biqwisg,
I,OKU PiyiinN 's prolonging

And what if SIR W. TCUMIAM
His ticket for London has ta'en 1"

: e'en \ ISCOI m (ED be going?
Doth not still Sin JOHN I'KDDAR remain ?

How the heart hails with joy the arrival

Of LADY (i. UHMHWEI.L and Son;
Or the news that the KARON SAMPAYO
At the Albion Hotel still makes one !

To their elegant mansion at Patcham,
With \\hat satisfaction 1 learn,

Prom the seat of the 'MAKQI'IS Of CllANDOS
COLOKEL PAINE and his lady return :

And if for LORD SEAHAM'S departure
Some natural sorrow appear,

I when uc read COLONELS EDEN
And LLOTD are still sojourning here !

AN EXAMPLE FOR ADVERTISING GENTS.

VARIETY is charming. The mind of man, and especially the female

mind, is fond of novelty. Therefore all our readers who have been
familiarised with British puffs will doubtless be pleased with an

example of German English advertising literature subjoined :

" ANIMAL VEGETABLE

"HAND AND FACE POMATUM.
" The effect promised, of that remedy which is examined and aprovd by the

medical farulty Irom Vienna, is surprising The employment rends the most friable

micr, white, and smooth, it take away in a short time every pollution, ;tml

principally the pan iiocold; as the chilblain, are that, on
which that pomatum, pn><l<is^ the greatest effect. Its parfume is agreablo and fine,
and it has a consistauce, to be very long conserved, aud transported, without lose ita

quality." The elegant vessel cost 1. -', till 4 florins in good monney.
''Application. The morning before dressing, ami the evening, before going to

bed, one take a little of tl . lib in ..r \
r
> minutes on the hands or

others parts nt' hide, till the most of ^ivase is siu-ked up. After a quarter of an hour,
one wash the rulxjd parts with warm soap-water, and dry it than with a fine
handkerchief.

"DENTIST LUX.
' In Vienna, Ad'.ergasse NT. 723, 'znm Kliss den Pfennig.'"

Anybody whose taste is unsnobbish will much prefer the above
composition to that of I'ritish puffery. The plain and unaffected lan-

guage, however, of this advert i--- i Is a glossary. The epithet
We" eridently means "scurfy," which strong and simple Anglo-

Saxon word the Author would no donbt Iiave used instead of a

Latinism, if he had known of it. The British quack advertiser would
as surely have put

"
fiirfiiraccous" in its place, and instead of "hide,"

would have written "integument." Even, lady will be charmed with
the natural feeling manifest .in choosin- a

"
hide

"
rather than

its less expressive synonym, "skin." l!y "onuch" is clearly meant
"an itch;." a short and siillieienl name for a thin;; about which the
less is said the belter, and much less disgusting than the phrase"
pruriginons sensation," which one of our own puffing cosmetic

vendors would most likely have used to signify the same. For "its

pari'iiine is agreable and tine," our native humbug would, with greater
diffuscncss and a proportionate loss of force, have said, "Its odori-
ferous exhalation is exquisite and i->v/n'iv/ti

:

," and, in lieu of "It has a

consistancc, to be very long conserved, and t ransported without lose
its quality," would. \i ith better grammar perhaps, but in a much baser
stjle, have added, "Its chemical composition is such as to render it

capable of unlimited preserval inn. and removal to other clim:
without deterioration of effn

For "elegant vessel," we may safely trust that UKKR Lux would,
had his dietioiriry knowledge of English been equal to his unaffected-

it "pretty pot."
She that might prop' 1 1 I:I:K Lr\'s pomatum could be at no

hiss how to do so, being told to nib her hide with it "till the most of

grca-e is sucked up." M 10 her would be the

direction which a domestic salvemongcr would have given her to
"
apply the unguent with manual friction until the majority of its

inns particles are absoi

\\ c admire the advertisement of Hr.RR Lux so much that we could

almost rub our own hide with his pomatum every morning,
.scrubbing it with jell" <A a brush of hogs' bristles. We com-
mend his style to ihe M.udj of our advertising perfumers; whose puffs

produce in our nostrils an ell'ect precisely the reverse of that which the

articles cried up in those nauseous manifestos are designed to excite.

Let them take a lesson in plain, if broken, English from a dowmiglr
German, and eschew their condemnable miminipiminivity and

idditiosity.

MINISTERS RETIRED FROM BUSINESS.

IT is a curious thing for a Minister, when out of office, to occupy his

leisure, like Muss, (iri/.or, by writing a learned book upon L''Amour.

We can hardly picture to ourselves an English Premier thrown
idle moments into the investigation of such a subject as Love unl<

should be our noble Lcn.-n |'AI.MI.I;ST<>\, who ought to possess a deep
knowledge of the sweet mystery, if we may judge from the fact of his

rejiiicins, for upwards of half-a-century, in the playful cognomen of

Cttpid ':

THE POPE'S MOSAIC WORK.
A LETTER from Rome has informed the British Public, that

" Our Charpf <fAffaires, MR. Ono Kessru., will without delay arran<,'e for the
Princr 'audience of his Holiness, who has already prepared an

extremely beautiful mosaic tahlc to present to his Jlnyal Highness on 'the occaBioa,"

The I'm tte to accept the 'papal pn
The I'OI'K'S conduct in the MOI;TUI.\ ease, shows that the moral sense

of his Holiness is dormant in relation to a peculiar people ;
and oiir

young I'IUKCE will perhaps be afraid that, in taking anjthing mosaic
at the gift of Pivs, fie may be receiving stolen goods.

A CONSTRUCTION THAT'S "jUST LIKE A MAN."

WIIKX a woman can faint, and IKIS a capital opportunity for i'ainliii2,

and yet doesn't f;unt, you may be lolerably sure that she has some other

feint in view.
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Small Boy (to prodigious Swell). "I SAY, MISTEK, KETCH MY DONKEY, THAT'S A GOOD CHAP I'LL DO THE SAME FOE YOU
ANOTIIEK TIME !

"

THE IMPEEIAL FRENCH PORCUPINE.
" WALK up, walk up, gentlemen and ladies, into the Menagerie of

Modern Europe. Here you will behold that wonderful animal so

correctly described by the celebrated prophet SHAKSPEARE, under the
name of the French Porcupine. Fretful, according to some authors,
was the original expression ; whichever you please : you pays your
money,

and you takes your choice."
This extraordinary creature is an animal of what the zoologists call

the Napoleonic species ; he is of a reserved and silent disposition ; but
is able on occasion to open his mouth, and show his teeth. The
remarkable specimen of natural history afore you is covered with
quills, which may appear inconsistent when you consider the sin<nilar

animosity
he is said to display against the liberty of the Press. The

quills exhibits a striking similarity to swords and bagonets, together
with artillery, rifles, carbines, and other firearms, by means of which,
possessing the astonishing property of shooting missiles out of his self,
the creature is enabled to annoy his hadversaries at a considerable
distance

_
The Irench Porcupine, by the sounds which he utters for to

express his sentiments, is apparently desirous to get the credit of being
ot a peaceable disposition, which you will scarcely perhaps be inclined
to allow, considering the formidable weapons with which this animal is
armed. Ihough an inhabitant of France, his inclinations, by some i

accounts, prompts him to extend his range over Italy, and some suspects !

tan of intentions to carry his ravages into the Austrian dominions '

whilst, according to others, he is disposed to be quiet, if so be as how !

you only let him alone. According to which, I shall omit the usual I

operation of stirring him up with along pole : which Muster WALEWSKI
is at liberty to perform if he pleases. The Imperial French Porcupine
gentlemen and ladies; an admirable likeness of him. price threepence
only, recollect who 'tis as keeps him out of mischief, and pleaseremember the keeper."

COO-EY COO-EY.

THE Empire 's Peace, and, L. NAPOLEON, you
Are Peace 's Dove we 've recognised your coup.

A FOX AND GOOSE STORY.

PERSONS with large swallows are invited to read this :

"A XOVKL CIIIMXKVSWEKI-. A curious freak of 'Reynard the Fox' occurred last
week at Dursley. SIB MAURICE JiKi:KKLi:y's hounds mot at Kingcotc one day, and
having found, the fox made away, skirting the hill right into the town of Durnslev
Here he got on the roof of a shed, and, rising gradually from roof to roof, at last
gained the top of a house lately occupied as a pawnshop, and 'popped' himself
down the chimney into the interior. Having rested penltt for some time, the hounds
being at fault though close to his lair, he mounted the chimney, took a survey from
the top, and, seeing the hounds in a neighbouring court-yard, he made off in an
opposite direction, completely transformed in colour. Unfortunately hia escapewas soon discovered, and after running about a mile from the town" he droppedfrom sheer exhaustion, and surrendered his '

brush,' which was black from its uorel
employment ill chimney-sweeping." Sussex Advertiser.

We should be wanting in politeness to the writer of this story, if we
failed to make confession of the pleasure it has given us. Barrenness
of invention is the recognised defect in the literature of the age, and it

delights to have hit upon so striking an exception to it. We would
however, add, by way of friendly caution, that the writer runs the risk
that he will weaken his long bow, unless he takes care not to pull it

too much at a stretch. That a fox should "steal away" by poppingdown a chimney, is a statement which sufficiently taxes our credulity ;

and when we hear he
"
mounted up again and took a survey from the

top," we find the first assertion so exhausted our belief, that we have
scarce an atom pf it left for the second. If it were not for our wish to
call things by right names, we might content ourselves with terming
tliis a cock and a bull story. But as these words would not be
zoologically accurate, we prefer to put it down as a fox and a goose
story. The fox being the one which swept the chimney of the

pop-shop," and the goose being the reader who gives credit to its

doing so.

Drill of the Militia Artillery.

THE Militia Artillery are trained to fire with a word of command,
which may, by some, be considered as more suitable to the Horse
Marines. The gallant Artillerymen are summoned to their exercise

by the order" All hands to the pumps !

"
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EDUCATION IN THE HOLIDAYS.

(A Letter from MASTER HARRY HOPEFUL to the REV. MR. STUM-EM,

Collet/idle Ai-ail'-iiiy, Cci'micell in the Clay.)

"
London, February 2, 1S59.

ESPECTEI)
- Mv kind

father has ihis

morning directed

my attention to

our
ment tin

Monday w
and all urn.

pupils are
'

ex-

d tore! urn'

to your delightful

residence,
'

in

order to resume'
there our
lastic dut ;

" The thought
that I so soon

shall sec

valued tutor has

afforded me, I need not say, the liveliest enjoyment ; and it has recalled

to mind the fuel (which, believe me, 1. have never for a single day lost

sight of) that you enjoined me, \vhcn we parted,
'

not to
_

let my mind

lie fallow
'

in the holidays, but to
'

continue with due diligence in that

curriculum of study
'

which you were good enough with such minute-

ness to point out. That 1 have duly profited by this excellent advice,

the following brief statement will suffice, dear Sir, to show ;
and when

I have the happiness of meeting you next week, I hope to give you
! a more detailed account.

"
Having spent the greater part of my holidays in London, I have

been favoured with most rare aids to the improvement of my mind, and

have availed myself of them. I trust, to the extreme extent. Not for-

getting your advice that i should
'

take care to keep up my acquaintance
with the Classics,' I have paid frequent visits to the Sydenham Crystal

Palace, and have studied the antiquities in the Greek and Roman
Courts. I have inspected the nude statues, and haye wondered if they

really have been taken from the life. Granting this, it has sur]>'

me to discover that the ancients went about without their clothes on.

Still further pursuing my classical inquiries, I have examined the

busts of the CICEROS and CATOS, and have added annotations in

pencil at their feet. At the POMPEYS and the CJESABS I have also

taken sights: and have thought them both so ugly that any negro
scholiast might be well excused for not knowing which was which.
1 have been backed in this opinion by contemporary authorities need
I name my fellow-students, BHIGGS Major, and BLOBBS ? who have

(on VIRGIL'S nose) recorded their conviction that if such liideous

whitewashed faces form the
'

Beauties of the Classics,' they in truth

must be regarded as
'
beauties without paint.'"

In other branches of instruction, I rejoice to think, my time has
been equally well spent. Duly mindlul of your hint about 'improving
niv arithmetic,' 1 have repaired more than once to MADAME TUSSAUD'S;
which, as probably you know, is a kind of f(Ma) Dame's School, kept

open expressly for the study of figures. That I might at the same
time make progress in my Kuelid. \ have prevailed upon my father to

take me twice to Astley's ;
and 1 can now define the uses of a circle,

and can describe the sort of triangle required by the band. Wishing
to acquaint me with the Poms .hii/nr/'i/i, my father took me to the

Alhambra, to see the educated mules. The problem, how to ride them,
was however more than I could solve; and I found myself in fact

regularly floored by it.
" As I haye spent most part of my holidays in London, I have not

done much in the way of triggeruometry : indeed, my only exercise has
been the shooting of our cat, which 1 sentenced to that fate for eating
my white mouse, and have interred with military honours in the
coal-cellar.

"Pursuing useful knowledge, I I, \\\ the Polytechnic, and
have had im mind improved by lectures on the Diving Bell. Optics I
have studied in tiie Dissolving Views, and the medal-making machine
has shown me something of Die-namics. (ialvanism I have had quite
a! my fingers' ends, for BKIGGS .Major inmUl make me put my hands
into the basins : and what 1 learned of Chemistry in the ten minutes
devoted to it has so impressed me with the wish to gain still further

knowledge, that I have Been daily hard at work repeating the experi-
ments, and my mother feels persuaded I shall ere long blow the
house up."

In Geography and History I have also made good progress. The
former I have studied at the fountain head need I say I allude to the
'Great Globe' itself? and besides the general glance which I have
there taken of the subject, I have elsewhere acquired more particular

instruction: learning somewhat of Ohio from its native Minstrels, and

hearing some few words of L'hinu where 1 remember being instructed

how to get up my Mont Blanc. Pajing a visit ;nid a shilling at the

( 'oliscum School, I have there had
'

injury made Exsy' ID inv mind ;

which has been still more instruct ed in historical events by the Pan-
liobin Hood, and the ,S'/V///< nf ///_(/ burlesque, and by study

ul' ihc erudite fly leaf at. the Princess's.

"Trusting, my dear tutor, you will view ihcse facts as proofs that

my education has not been neglected in the holidays,
"

I remain (until next week),
" Your obedient, and grateful pupil,

" HAXRY HOPEFUL."

I'.S. Tin: Onv.-: h:it if there
this it i.snt niu Init .'.riling it all down from
his Dicktation ns hi fva 'inlm !

'iim who have licen altering the grummer an* - H.H.
"

P.S. I have wrote those 2 P..S.6 all out of my own head :uid without Lis

direction. U.H."

ALABMHfG INTELLIGENCE.

\\"K have been startled out of four and a haJf at least of our five

senses by perusal of the E .seaenis, which
were inserted next each other in the Timi'n of the 10th utt.

rrHE BEAR HAS COME TO TOWN.

SCOTLAND WILL BE IN LONDON on the 14th of February.

To persons like ourselves of a \ nervous temperament the
-e announcements is terrible enough: yet in productiveness

of horror it is quite capped by i I . Although we frequently
meet bears, both animal and human, we cannot say we feel quite at our
ease in doing so: and the bare announcement that "the bear has come
to town," has developed most unpleasantly our bump of Appre-
hensiveness.

The other piece of news is, however, far more terrifying, and tempts
us to make use of the oft-cited quotation, that

" On horror's head horrors accumulate."

To think that Scotland will before these words are published be in

London, is so startling an idea, that it completely takes our breath

away, and has thoroughly unnerved us. There is something of the

magical in so astonishing an advent, and it brings to mind the childish

terror which we recollect we felt, when we read that the Genii had
removed Aladdin's palace. There is another point too, which much
increases our bewilderment, and in considering it we own we feel a

"vague inquietude," and "
hollow sense of insecurity," akin to that

which the French Emperor described in his late speech. For, knowing
that the Scotch whenever they leave home do so invariably for good,
and that there are vestigia nnlla restrorsum in their track, we tremble
to reflect that when once Scotland is in London, it will be past hope
that Scotland ever will go back again.

An Unpublished Compliment.

WE do not know whether it was FONTEITELLE, or BEAU NASH, or

MIRABEAU, or CHESTERFIELD, or SAM ROGERS, or COMTE D'OHSAY, or
LORD PALMERSTON, or BEN GAUNT, or who it was but we know it

was somebody who, upon hearing the popular song of "Man. the Life
Boat" exclaimed contemptuously, "Take him and welcome but my
cry is for

' Woman the Pleasure Boat' "
Three vociferous cheers from

the entire assembly acknowledged the good taste of the compliment.
Literary Recollections of an Old Truukmaker.

"iCI ON DINE A LA RUSSE."

OUR boas vivants have been wonderfully eloquent in the papers about
certain dinners, whatever they may be, a la Kusse. For ourselves we
should have a sensitive horror of such a thing, for we always supposed,
in our ignorance, that a Russian's dinner mostly consisted of tallow-

candles and train oil !

TO TRADESMEN WHO SEND IN THE1B BILLS TWICE.

THE truthful man always calls a spade a spade, and the same with an
honest man : you may be sure, when he says a bill is paid, it 's paid.

ADVICE TO TRAVELLERS. If you are travelling in the neighbourhood
of Rome, it is as well not to cry out

"
Bravo," before you are out of

the wood.

Louis NAPOLEON'S PIPE OF PEACE. A little too much of the
i
n/i'ii-al" in it!
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JAPAN OUTDONE.

THERE is a pleasant custom among pur new
friends the Japanese, called the "Hiri Kari,"
or

"
Happy Dispatch." When a minister is' dis-

graced or a gentleman insulted instead of the
former g_oing out of office, or the latter calling
out his insulter, he takes a knife, and by one
cut upwards and two cuts across, rips open his

bowels, and expires, with the comfortable sense
that he has done his duty to himself and to

society.
We have lately opened up a trade with

Japan, and the ports of Hakooadi, Kanagawa,
and Nagasaki, are soon to be free to our ships
and merchants. With what pleasure our new
friends will learn by the first batch of British

newspapers that may be translated into Japanese,
that an attempt is to be made to introduce their

usage of the Happy Dispatch on an enormous
scale into the House of Commons, where some
five-score members for small boroughs are to be
asked to go through the process of bringing
their own Parliamentary existence to a close, by
stroke of Schedule.

Butler (to personal Friend). "There, my lay t I wonder u-hat Mi/ Lord would yii-c, if he could

get smh a ylass of Madeira as that .'"

" Whichever you like, my Little Dears."

IT was, we think, BUFFON, who said,
" Le style

c'est Phomme." But really women nowadays write

so much like men, that it requires a very clever

judge indeed to tell from the style whether it is

nil ftomme or unefemvw.

"A WISE SAW." A Saw, all the teeth of

which are Wisdom-teeth.

THE PARSONS' BURLESQUE OF PARLIAMENT.
THE clergy of the Province of Canterbury assembled in Convocation

on Wednesday last week, and had a merry meeting. In the Lower
House especially, jocosity was the order of the day. Several funny
things were said. The REV. W. MASSINGBEHD went in for a rollick.

In moving a ridiculous amendment to an absurd report complaining of
the just and rational new divorce law, this droll and reverend gentle-
man remarked that

4<

They knew that before the Reformation, interference of this kind was held to
be intolerable, and it was not surprising that Parliament should be anxious to keep
the clergy down, and to prevent them i'rom assuming that government which the
clergy had before the Reformation, and of which they were at the Reformation
deprived."

This short extract will convey a sufficient idea of the wild and
rampant comicality of the reverend speaker's discourse. The notion of

any possible Parliament not trying to prevent the clergy from assuming
that government which they had before the Reformation, is rich
indeed.

Nearly after MR. MASSINGBERD fallowed ARCHDEACON RANDALL
(of Berkshire). This divine talked like a jolly parson. He told his
consecrated hearers that
" Their great object, he thought, should be to keep Parliament in good humour."

The evidently good-humoured Archdeacon considered that the
Divorce Act was a bad Act, but still that Convocation would not be
justified in going and telling Parliament that it had not the power to
pass such an Act

; because Parliament had. But, he suggested,
"
They might, however, try to persuade Parliament that they had taken a wrong

step, and that they ought to retrace it. They might also be told that for the future
it was to be hoped they would be good enough to consult the clergy upon such
matters. (Hear, hear, and lauyktcr.)"

The laughter was well earned
; though it cannot be forgotten that

something very like the above has been said before. See Much Ado
about Nothing, Act iii., Scone 3.

The DEAN OF ELY made a few remarks, excellent in their way,
which was that of sense and reason, but wholly out of keeping with
the general tone of the assembly. He told his hearers for instance
that Parliament

"
had not overridden the canon," t and he reminded

them that those present "were merely the representatives of the
Church of England; and Parliament was bound to consider the whole
nation." All very true, and very wise, but Convocation had not come
there to listen to truth or wisdom. Accordingly,

'DR. WORDSWORTH took a different view of the subject and said the Dean had
subjected himself to an anathema of the Church. The Canon said that if any one

said that the Convocation was only a representative of the clergy, and not of the
whole Church of England, 'lot him be excommunicated and not restored until he
repent and publicly revoke that wicked error.' (Loud taugttttr.) Ho hoped the new
DEAN OF ELY would not find himself in that position."

The DEAN OP ELY had not said that Convocation did not 'represent
the whole Church ; he had (inly intimated the fact that it does not

represent the whole nation. Well, therefore, might DR. WORDSWORTH'S
uncalled-for reference to the canon have provoked the loud laughter,
which, as in a pantomime, never fails to reward a zany's vast imper-
tinence, even it the bare allusion to excommunication, at this time of

day, had not been of itself quite ridiculous enough to set [the table of

Convocation, or any other, in a roar.

Having voted, in respect to the Divorce Act, some resolution which
nobody will mind, the reverend assembly adjourned to another day,
when they will probably again meet, talk nonsense and twaddle, ana

say and do all they can to^expose the Church, of wliich they call them-
selves the representatives, to public derision.

A SENSIBLE WIFE.

-V/x Smith.
"
Why do I allow my husband to smoke in the house ?

Bless me, MRS. BROWN, I would not stop him for the world ! Do you
know that when he is angry with me, when we have been having a

word or two together, as I suppose the best of husbands and wives

occasionally have, he rushes to "his cigar, and leaves me for a good hour
all to myself. It seems to relieve him, and saves me an infinity of

blowing up. After he has smoked it, I can assure you the poor creature
is quite mild, and sometimes he will come up, and actually beg my
pardon ! The fuming that I should have got is bestowed elsewhere.
I look upon a cigar as the very best friend a woman has, and I 'm
positive, too, that it 's the saving of an immensity of swearing. After

all, a volley of smoke isn't half so offensive as a volley of oaths. Good
gracious me, only to think what beasts some men would be without
their filthy tobacco ! There would be no going near them, I declare !

When all is said and done, my dear, smoke, take my word for it, is a

very fine thing. It cures many a bad temper, and preserves many a
sweet one !

"

SHORT .VACATION AT OXFORD.

MR. GLADSTONE resigns his seat to'accept the office of Lord High
Commissioner of the Ionian Islands for a few days, at the expiration of
which he will return to his constituents, and present himself for

re-election.
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THE EOYAL ACADEMY OVER THE WATER.

J1K HoVAl. ACAIIKMV We
allude

Hull. IN IVe-iilent

('. MoKi i ad of

liuiitiii'.' its walk i<) some

forty members, ii can

of some four hundred.
I.OMI , too proud

You meet with pictures good,
bad, ;

aps, till! ill-

inl preponderate ami

this similarily onl\ stiviigt li-

ens the likeness between the

two rival exhibitions. How-
ever, Canterbury Hall has

certain marks of superiority,
which Trafalgar Square, it'

it be wise, will do well to

imitate.

First of all, the price of

admission is only sixpence.
This is a clear gain of one-
half.

Secondly. The catalogue is

only one penny, instead of the shilling that is usually charged at the
other colour-shop.

Thirdly. The catalogue is not disfigured by certain, misquotations
i'rnni the Latin or German.

Fourthly. Over and above your admission to the Gallery, you can
retire to ;. magniiicent Hall, which is as ell'ective as any interior thai

D.ui i) HojiEBTS ever painted. There is no extra charge for this

privilege.

Fifthly. You may hear in this same Hall some capital songs, the
tone of which is very superior to that of many of the tableaux at I he

opposition show, so inharmonious in their treatment
,
and so criard in

all their artistic utterances, that they can scarcely be called "worth a

song." This is an attraction, which might be imitated with advantage
at the National

Gallery.
A eomic song, relieved every now and then

by a comic dance, might have the power of drawing, which is a faculty
that more than one R. A. cannot boast of.

Sixthly. (We think it is sixthly, for really there are so many points
of excellence to mark down, that we may be wrong in our scoring),
you can order at Canterbury Hall exactly what you like. If some
fruit by LANCE tempt your palate, as it often does that of some hope-

-

,

uuil.-itor, von can call for apples, or oranges, or even ginger-beer.

touch ever

Another point (we fane;, it is the Seventh) Ml;. MHHTON pays
his rent. \\ hich y they do;
for it i

i our neat
ng to the public, and from

which the
[

'ii of it, is

'eel. Turn them out ! Yes, but who is to do it ?

\Vcmiirht multiply our points until nil rubber,

but we imagine we ha >\e that the game is all

tKTox. Li i' we could not find the

y' Iliiriil'/ anywhere within sight of Canterbury. The old //'/
:

ugularly absent, though his old friend MA<
. This is an absi -peaks great presence

of mind on the part of the distinguished President.

-t ly, by way ofala.it finishing touch, we mnsi say that we admire
the cruet-stands of Cantcrburj Hall a va-t sight more than the vile

mustard and pe, of the National
(iiillery,

which it is time

\\ereremo'. being rather an old one, can no longer
stand in want of seasoning.

MILLENNIAL SHELLS.

THE Peace Society, which used to be very noisy when war was never
dreamt of, and has lately, whilst war lias been inn

should vote a medal, or a snm of money to CAPTAIN .1. NORTON.
According to

"
Naval and Military Int elligcnce." in the Timet, some

missiles invented by CAPTAIN NOKTON were tried the other day at

( 'hatham, with a success that warrants the hope of the abolition of

war. The first of these contrivances, of which the pacific properties
were tested, was a handy little bomb, called by the inventor the

"liquid-fire rifle shell," audits antibelUgerent effect consists in burning
any part of any ship, but an iron one, into which it may be shot, or the
sails and rigging of any ship, except, as regards the rigging, a ship

rigged with ropes of wire. This interesting mvention is thus
described in the Tii.irs:

" The shell is about three or four times the si/.<- t ;m unliimry i:nni,-:il rifle bullet,

but is hollow, the interior being iilled with a ii is contained the 'liquid
fire.' This cin,-mi, ul siilistunrr is |'ivp;tred from a secret in the possession of CAPTAIN
NORTON, tint thu t-hief ingredients are phosph- 'te of carbon,
and hermetically scaled. Immediately on thi> sh</ll striking any ignitable matter
the glass is ! m ikan, and so powerful is the liquid that it almost instantaneously sets

the object in a blaze."

Neither shells nor puddings can be taken for granted ; as the proof
of the latter is in the eating, so is that of the former in the explosion ;

and this proof was afforded by CAPTAIN NORTON. As thus :

"
During the experiments yesterday afternoon a number of large sacks were

suspended on poles to represent the sails of a ship, and these were soon soaked

through with rain, so as to become completely saturated. CAPTAIN NORTON then
took a heavy three-grooved rifle, which he loaded with one of his shells, and fired at
the canvas. Notwithstanding that the sacking was very wet, the effect was ex-

ceedingly surprising", the liquid spreading through the canvas, which in a short

Tf
" rr '

"i P~~ --"-
. time began to smoulder, and after another interval Imrst forth into flume, entirely

M sun ic cattle by SIDNEY UOOPEK provoke TOUT taste, you can instantly I consuming the whole. Had the sacking been dry, the effect would have been

gratify it by ordering a steak, or a mntton-cliorj. These arc graces that tMbmtHneoua."

every man most inwardly, for we doubt if Ri SKIN himself could Certain Colollels on the other side of a^^ part of the ocean^
be flabcrgastered to hear that

"CAPTAIN NORTON can undertake, with the same description of shells, but of

larger size, to set tire to any line of battle ship in the navy."

Fire-eaters as the Colonels in question are, a few of CAPTAIN
NORTON'S liquid fire-eggs, thrown into a vessel in which those officers

were coming to tear imaginary assassins from their dens in London,
and pillage that metropobs, would, when the shells cracked, be probably
rather more than the most greedy of the ignivorous warriors could
stomach.
Another of CAPTAIN NORTON'S messengers of peace called the

"Spinster," is a rifle-shot charged with combustible matter, which will

blow up ammunition waggons and bags of gunpowder, or set a camp
on fire at more than a mile off. The spinster that can thus inflame a

whole camp will, we may venture to say, prove more than a match, in

every sense of the word, for all our enemies.

,

speak ill of a picture, after it had filled him with admiration to the

happy extent of having proved both meat and bread and beer to him.
Thus, critics, true to their capacity, can dine, and sup, and fatten off
the pictures they have been previously cutting up.
Now. the B/nal Academicians on the Middlesex side of the water

have always shut their mouths against everytlung in the shape of
refreshments. A lady might faint before a POOLE, and there would not
be as much as a glass of water in the place you could offer her. K\ ery
one must recollect the choking sensation that the dust of the J>/-rhi/
/>:ii/ (we mean FKITH'S) gave him last year. The very sight of the

champagne bottles that were being opened in every direction, helped,
it anything, to aggravate one's thirst, and yet there was not a drop of
anything to be had nearer than the Union Club, and one of the beau-
tiful reguktions of the lio\al Academy is. that you pay a shilling every
time you enter. Quench your thirst twenty times in the course of a
long sultry afternoon, with scorching pictures of the Desert before you,
and red-hot sunsets by DANBY behind you, and you must pay twenty
shillings, that is to say, if you are anxious to rejoin the pretty count ry
cousins, to whom you arc

playing
the cousinly part of a catalogue more

or less raisonne. How different at the Royal Academy on the Suirey
side! You can leave as often as yon like, and enter as often as yoii
like, and there is nothing extra to pay. The only payment is in 'the

shape of a check, made payable to order.
We said that our Quaraxte Jn/i,in,-Ms, who have the right to write

R. A. after their names, never allow feasting within their classic walls
llns is scarcely true, and we apologise for' defaming them. They do
give a dinner once a year ;

but then the public is not admitted to ii.

Now, when PRESIDENT MORTON gives a dinner, any one is at liberu
to go who chooses io p:i\ a guinea. This is much more liberal, and the
consequence is, the company is not so numerous as when persons gom for nothing, and the effect naturally is much more select. Ask the
waiters.

A Precious Native.

FANCY DANDOI/O pretending to be an Ionian, and bellowing for the

union of the SeptinsuLar Republic with Greece. An agitation for the

Repeal of the Lnion with Ireland might as well have been got up-by
DANDO the English oyster-eater, from whom, and not from

"blind old DANDOLO,
The octogenarian chief, Byzimtium's conquering foe,"

there can be no doubt that this blinder owl of a DANDOLO is

descended.

A CAPITAL JOKE. Paris is said to be France aud we
Manchester would, if it could, be England !
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Faa<-/iii'iiii'i Hint, (to precocious little Girl). "You ARE A VERY NICE LITTLE GIHL;
YOU SHALL BK MY "\VllKY WIIKX YOU GHOW Ui'!"-

Liitli- iiirL
"
Xo, THANK YOU; I DON'T WANT TO HAVE A HTM'.AND; BUT AUNT

BESSY DOES; I HKAHU HEH SAY so!" [Sensation oti the part O/AUNT BESSY.

A NICE LOT OF INCUMB11ANCES.

IF an Encumbered Estates' Bill for England is passed this Session, we fancy that
the following eligible property will be able to send in a very good claim for relief.

The statement, which briefly represents its melancholv position, is taken from the

report sent in by MR. NELSON to the Committee of the Westminster Bondholders :

" Those circumstances are as follows, viz. : That the land is encumbered with ten mortpi^es.
twenty .pi' laments, and sixteen chancery suits, making a total of/orZ.y-six incumbrances, to which
there are no less (exclusive of the Commissioners) than upwards of eighty parties."

New brooms enjoy the reputation of sweeping clean ; so there could not be a
better bit of encumbered ground for the New Act to be tried upon than the above
overladen instance. How sixteen Chancery Suits are to be carted away we cannot

imagine ! It isn't every one who would like to have a Chancery Suit shot on to
his premises. Supposing they were to be pitched into the sea, they never would
settle, for a settlement with a Chancery Suit is a fundamental impossibility. It
will require a very sweeping measure indeed to get a property like the above clean
of all difficulties, and the difficulty is certainly increased, when you have to satisfy

twenty judgments, independently of what satisfaction you may be called upon to

give in order to conciliate the judgments of the sixty other creditors. It would
not be a bad title to call this highly-mortgaged Victoria Street, Westminster, BOND
STREET, for every other house in the place seems to be, more or less, in that legal
predicament. The Bondholders may console themselves with the happy delusion
that they have been only locking up property for a time in a

"
bonded

"
ware-

house. And it is effectually locked up, for most of the wards of the lock are in

Chancery !

Maxims by Modern Advertisers.

THERE is no cement for broken vows. Poo-Loo. The
spirit that is brniscd is

the most sensitive of chaff. Mary Wedlake. Advertising is the poetry of trade.
.1/i-w.s- in,il Son. Every cloud is eleetrotyped inside with silver. Klkinglon and Co.

All cats are the same in the dark, unless you burn a Night Light. Price. The
Hair and the Tortoise is a musty old fable, but if the Kalydor had been in existence

then, the Hair would have won by several lengths. Rowland. lie who causes two
blades of steel to be manufactured where there was only one before, is a benefactor
to the human species. Meclii. I wish you a Good Day. Martin.

FILIBUSTERS
*E Etfo Sang to an IB Cunt.

Am " LillibuUro."

On GIN'HAL WALKER, d'ye hear what 's to be ?

Filibustero buster a la
;

That with Cuba the States are agwine to make free

Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, Filibustero,

Filibustero, buster a la.

With powder and shot you 've attempted the same,
Filibustero, buster a la

;

Till in Central America up was your game,
Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

Nicaragua don't walley your notions I fear,

Filibustero, buster a la
;

And says "GIN'RAL WALKER, you musu't lodge here,"
Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

The United States Senate taught wisdom by you,
Filibustero, buster a la

;

Abhors sympathisers, and
"
Lone-Star

" men too,

Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

We 've concluded that Cuba from Spain must be got,

Filibustero, buster a la
;

Hut wo. don't think the island worth powder and shot,

Filibuslero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

We guess the raal weapon of conquest is gold,

Filibustero, buster a la
;

No sensible isle can object to be sold,

Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

So we comes forward haudsum, and calls a spade,
"
spade,"

Filibastero, buster a la ;

And offers the Spaniard his island to trade,

Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

There aren't nothin' so scaarse as the Spanish, in Spain,

Filibustero, buster a la
;

And so lib'ral a bid you may ne'er have again

Filibustero, buster a la

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

The Spanish Ambassador he may look big,

Filibustero, buster a la
;

But I guess he '11 come round, if the dollars he twig
Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

And if e'en at our dollars he turn up his nose,

Filibustero, buster a la
;

We have still the
"
Lone-Star

"
to fall back on, he knows,

Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

So if to our coin Spain conclude to say "No,"
Filibustero, buster a la ;

We have but to let WALKER and HENNINGSEN go,

Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, &c.

And then 'twill be Spain, and not Cuba that 's sold
;

Filibust cro, buster a la,

And she'll wish she had swallercd her pride, and our gold,

Filibustero, buster a la.

Chorus (Bis.) Tero, tero, Filibustero,

Filibustero, buster a la.

A Brace of Advantages.

ONE ADVANTAGE OF LIVING AT EASTBOURNE. That

you get the morning papers earlier than you do in

London.
ONE ADVANTAGE OF LIVING IN LONDON. That you

get much better (ish than you do at Eastbourne.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, VppT Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 19, (lueeu'e Road West, Regent's Park, borh in the Parish of St. Pancras, in tlie County of Middlesex,
Pnnterf, at tti.-ir Office in Lombard Smet, in the Precinct of YVhitetmrs, in the City of London, and Published by them til No. f, Fleet Street, In 'be Pariah of St. Bride, in the City of
Lndon. SATvuoAr, February ly, 1859.
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A SKETCH IN THE HOUSE OF C-MM-NS SM-K-NG-ROOM,

SHOWING HOW DISTINGUISHED SENATORS WEAR OUT THEIR LIVES IN

THE SERVICE OF AN UNGRATEFUL COUNTRY !

"A REFORM BILL IS COMING, OH DEAR!
OH DEAR!"

31 Crji from the ffiongctbatibt Ipartg.

A KKFORM Bill is coming, oil dear! oh dear!

A Reform Bill is coming, oh dear !

Spite our ha'ing and humming,
To quarters they 're drumming,

A Reform Bill is coming, oh dear ! oh dear !

JOHN BRIGHT is all bustle, oh dear ! oh dear !

JOHN BRIGHT is ail bustle, on dear !

BRIGHT has braced up his muscle,
And RoEinrcK and RUSSELL

Have stripped for the tussle, oh dear ! oh dear !

Hut how about DIZZY? oh dear! oh dear!

How about our hope, DIZZY ? oh dear !

Our hope and pride, DIZZY,
With a Bill too is busy,

Turned Reformer now is he, on dear ! oh dear !

British Bulwarks are shaken, oh dear ! oh dear !

British Bulwarks are shaken, oh dear !

Now by Dizz we're forsaken :

And our shoes we all quake in,

Lest we mayn't save our bacoii, oh dear ! oh dear !

The country they '11 ruin, oh dear ! oh dear !

The country they '11 ruin, oh dear !

The country they '11 ruin,
Yet the storm they are brewing

Needn't be our undoing, don't fear ! don't fear !

If by numbers we 're beaten, oh dear ! oh dear !

If by numbers we 're beaten, oh dear !

If by numbers we 're beaten
The leek must be eaten,

Still its taste we may sweeten, 'tis clear ! 'tis clear !

We must make some concession, I fear ! I fear !

We must make some concession, I fear !

Still of pkce we 'ye possession,
And by a concession

We may tide through the Session, hear, hear ! hear, hear !

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Utft. LORD MALMESBURY, questioned, explained

that we had given up, not the Right, but the Wrong of Search, and he
thought that his predecessors had claimed the latter too long. But
everybody seemed to agree that there ought to be some universally
adopted mode of verifying the nationality of vessels.
This being Valentine Day, MR. RICH was naturally reminded of

MR. ROWLAND HILL'S new ordinance for the prepayment of letters.

He threatened a motion on the subject. The real state of the matter
is, that extreme celerity of delivery is now absolutely essential, and
MB. ROWLAND HILL does not think that the hundreds of millions of

properly stamped letters should be retarded while the postmen are

squabbling with servants for twopcnees in the eases of the small per-
centage of letters posted, unstamped, by foolish, negligent, or dishonest

people.
St. Valentino was further honoured by the tremendous announce-

ment, on the part of MR. DIMI.M u. that, on the last day of February
he should bring in the Derby Reform Bill. LORD PALMEKSTON
pulled his hat on a little tighter, Loiin JOHN RUSSELL fidgeted
menacingly, and MR. JOHN BRIGHT clenched his fist. The Ministers
own to a sort of now-we-are-in-for.it feeling, like that of a young
dramatist when the prompter has rung the bell for the curtain to rise
on the first night. No escape now.

_
In the Epping Hunt, THOMAS HOOD describes the landlord of the

mn as becoming exceedingly jolly at seeing so many customers, and
adds,

" So certain congregations meet,
And Elevate the Host."

MR. GRIFFITH, member for Devizes, is by no means inclined to consider
that the object of elevation deserves the honour shown to it by British
soldiers in Malta, and he elicited a long explanation from SIR B.
LYTTON that the saluting it meant nothing at all, except that the
English recognise and respect the religion of the country in their
possession.
MR. DISRAELI gave Scotland a new grievance. He said that

bovernment intended to bring in a Scotch Reform Bill, but he did not

I

know when. This is most insulting. Why was not the Scotch Bill

|

brought in first, and England dealt with when her betters had been

[

served ? Later in the week, LORD DERBY took the opportunity of

inflicting another outrage upon the North. He refused to do any-

thing for Scotch Education, because the two factions in the Scottish

Church were so rancorous that they would never agree upon an
educational measure. We only hope that Northumberland is well

garrisoned, as we are provoking Scotland fearfully, and may expect an

avenging invasion.

The Sale of Opium in China is now declared legal, under the new
treaty. SIR A. ALISON'S publishers are in the highest state of ecstacy,
and have already chartered nine large ships for Canton.
LORD STANLEY brought in the Indian Budget, and the cat which he

let out of it was an Indian loan of 7,000,000. He delivered a long
and clever speech, and augured financial prosperity for India.

Tuesday. LORD DONOTJGHMORE stated that he could do no more (joke)
for the shipping interest. The ship-owners are dreadfully mean, they

require that all our coasts should be lighted up until they are as bright
as Piccadilly, and then grudge paying. However, we think some-

thing might be done, and ships that sail in the day time only, should
be toll free.

The City of London consists of ninety-eight parishes, and Bumbledom
permitted the collectorship of nine of them to get into the hands of

rogues. The rogues bolt, and Bumbledom wishes to spread the loss

over all the parishes. There is no limit to impudence, but it is gene-

rally rewarded with a kick ; and in this case, thanks to ALDERMAN
COPELAND, a kick from the House of Commons sent the Bill into the

middle of next week it was thrown out by 89 to 57.

MR, SLANEY is a very good, kind gentleman, and wrote a charming
little book on our little birds. But when he was going to rise in

Parliament to propose the making of ledges in the thoroughfares for

! porters to rest their burdens upon, one of his own little birds should
have whispered De minimis on eural lex. MR. WALPOLE, who is

rather a big bird, had to say something of the kind.

Now cometh a curious little story. MR. W. FRANCIS HIGGINS, a

very nice young person, marrieth Miss TIIESIGER. In due time his

wife's papa becomes LORD CHANCELLOR CHELMSFORD, and MR.

VOL. xxxvi.
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HIGGINS is provided for handsomely, iu a public office, not beyond his
1

powers. But a Mastership in Lunacy falls vacant. Its duties arc

most important, and requhe knowledge of law, medicine, the rules of,

. and, in fact, very high accomplishments and experience. The
j

salary is 2000, and rises from that, Mini. Papa-in-law is, in an evil

si hour, persuaded to give this office to dear W. FRANCIS.

Gray's Inn groans, the Temple thunders, Lincoln's Inn lashes out,
Clifford's Inn cusses, Serjeant's Inn swears. Thieves' Inn threatens,
Barnard's Inn bellows, Clement's Inn eries, New Inn Nagitates, and
Furnival's Inn flies into WOODS'S fora drink. The profession, in short,
is infuriate. MR. CIJVE just mentions the matter in the House hist

night, and to-night MR. DISKAKU rises to state that W. FKAKCIS has
resigned. This affair is decidedly Fishy. However, somebody must
have the place, and so our friend SAMUEL WARREN, (not without re-

!

luctanee, for lie says that "the Eyes of Christian England
"

are upon
him, \vatching his Indian resolutions about religi9n) takes the

'

Mastership, resigning liis scat. Long life and prosperity to MASTER
SAM.

Lunacy again occupied Ihe attention of the House, and a Select
Committee was appointed to inquire into the working of the acts of
Parliament affecting- the mentally afflicted.

Another comfortable subject was brought up, namely. Bankruptcy.
LORU JOHN Russ 1-LL, desirous to show that the Social Science meetings
bore good fruit, obtained from divers practical men who attended them, an
outline of a Bill for improving the Bankruptcy and Insolvency system,
and having filled up the outline, to-night laid his performance 'before
the Mouse. The Bill is i.houglil io be better than LORD CHM.MS- 1

PORO'S. MR. ALOOCK then beiran to talk against turnpikes, and went
on until there were only sixty-Jour ears to listen 10 him, even supposing
none of the owners were deaf on one side. This being an unconsti-
tutional state of tilings, the House was counted.

Wednesday. BARON MEYKR DE ROTHSCHILD, elected for llylhe,
came to take his seat. NEWHEGATE, of course, the unrivalled Pious
Clown, laid himself across the floor, in order to trip the Jew up;
tut LORD JOHN RUSSELL and Alii. ABEL SMITH lifted him over,

the unfortunate acrobat, who got up, covered with shame and dust.
The gallant LORD BURY perseveres, with the earnestness of a
statesman, and the courage of a Scots Fusilier, in promoting the Bill
for the emancipation of the Wife's Sister; and to-day, after a smart
debate (in which MR. DRUMMOND compared a wife's sister to the

Apple, and a brother-in-law who wanted to marry her, to Adam, and
falsely accused poor Adam of making a most impertinent answer
to the prohibition) the second reading was carried by 135 to 77.

Thursday. LORD GREY wanted to raise the Ionian question, but !

LORD DERBY told him that neither then, nor on the day he proposed,
would the Government say a word on the subject. So 'LoED G. had
to shut up.

To-dav cometh ALDERMAN SALOMANS, M.P. for Greenwich (vice

TOWNSEND, undertaker and play-acton and taketh his seat. MR.
NEWDEGATE turned very pale as he looked upon the faces of the Three
Jews as they advanced up the House. He muttered (from COLERIDGE)

"And they are coming, and they are Three.
O Hall of Exeter, can it be '!"

MR. AYRTON introduced a Bill for getting rid of some Statutes that

nobody had ever heard of, and which inflicted hardships which nobody
ever felt. SIR HUGH CAIRNS saw an objection to the case as

stated, but, like Mr. Punch, wished to hear R 1

Friday. LORD CAMPBELL, sharing Mr. Punch's indignation at the
abominable dawdling with the Great Clock and Bell, very properly
gave notice that he should stir up all parties on the subject. The last

thing we heard was that some additional
"
supports

"
(things Fox AND

IN would have cast and lixed in three days) were wanted, and
this was some time in last year. There is Imbecility somewhere.
More g about MR. 0. G. SCOTT and 'the new Foreign

Office; u I'eruvian l!a;k from Alii. nut Guano (there is

:h in the Victoiia Dock to fill tin
I; an intimation

i,/\KK, that lie thought, Government Mas "cooking" the
".s Papers; and an Indian Finance debate, finished

the week.

THE NEW POLITICAL CREED.

HAT a good thing is novelty 1

now-a-days everything
must be quite spick and
span new, or else what

|

do people care about it ?

And there are many forms !

of novelty: there is the

novelty of having Jews
in Parliament

; there is

a certain amount of

novelty in a Conservative

Government, more espe-
cially when the Conser-
vatives composing the
said Government ''write

themselves down re-

formers
"
and take to in-

troducing elaborate vnic

by ballot, extension of.

franchise, and such like

reform windbags.
It has been, however, reserved for the brightest jim of the sea, for a

'

bould pisantry, their country's pride, to be the means of introducing
to us the latest novelty, which is nothing more nor less than a new
political creed, a new reading, in fact, of the Constitution. Timid old
gentlemen, nervous agitators, start not ! unless indeed your interests

i

Liverpool, or in any other American shipping port. In that case
you may be. justly alarmed, as the new creed we allude to is nothing
more nor less than the destruction of London, Liverpool, Bristol, and
Southampton, and the elevation, on the shattered ruins, of a new citv.M here ': in Galvvay.

aided and abetted by FATHER DALY,
id tor

(ialway, and thanks to the disinterested eloquence of
that reverend tat her is now Member of Parliament for Galway ? Not
exactly. No ! For Galway Packet Station. And what are MR. JOHN
URRELL LEVERS political principles? Well, generally, Packet

1 will support any government that supports a packet
[adeed. Is this quite enough ? Is a Member of

1 arhament to have no ideas, no wishes, no principles, but the well
doing of a particular business scheme, however excellent in itself,
which he may happen to have founded? Never mind Reform: away
With

Education, bother the Navy, a Ims everything, vine the Packet
!_

This is the war-cry of the new Member, and oddly enough,a Constituency can be found to echo the cry, and to send a Member
to Parliament for uttering it.

What, next ? Shall we have on the election placards such inscrip-
tions as "SALOMONS and the Halfpenny Boat," "WARREN and
Blacking for ever," or

"
SMITH and South African Sherry." What

would happen if Baubury only thought of her cakes, if 'Cambridge
believed in nothing hut sausages, if Canteibury's electoral mind was
centred in brawn? What a maskable dead lock should we come to!
One word, MR. LEVER, perhaps you have erred from excess of

honesty : next time you go in for Packet Stations, keep it to jourself.
It is surprising how many Packet Stations there are in the House
under fictitious names, and on false pretences !

MAGNANIMITY OF OUR MILITIA.

His ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE was summoned
as a witness in the late tedious trial of an action for slander in high
life. To a question about a matter of niess -management, in which
accounts had got into a mess by some mismanagement, the following
reply was given by the Royal Duke :

' The DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE. I am not much acquainted with militia matters: but
if yon ask my opinion us a military man, 1 think it would be the most irregular
thing 1 ever heard of.''

The antithesis observable in the above, has, we have reason to

believe, produced no excitement whatever among the officers of Militia

regiments. Not one of them appears to have torn his hair, or to
have cursed and sworn, or to "have committed suicide, or has even
written to Punch to complain of the distinction between military
matters and the affairs of the Militia, drawn by the COMMANDER-IN-
CHIEF. The fact, is, that English country gentlemen are English
and not French. They do not see those subtle antitheses.

PRO HAC VICE.

SCOTT vice HIGGINS, PHILLIPS vise SCOTT,
And vice versa tread preferments round,

But. vice CHELSISFORD, patron of the lot,

Where shall a worthier substitute be found ?

Kor, in distributing preferment, he
Rises superior to mere party ends ;

And, pure and lofty to the last de

Vice his party, gives it to his friends.

THE AUTHOR'S HEATJSN. A place where there
Devils.

Pi-inters'
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OUR HOMELESS RICH.

-I that tho-

rn London a
.-. \vlio,

although!
off in a pecuniar

mo" home"
(in the true sense of

\un-d), and that

laiger class of

Ofi \\hu il they

glad
[

occasional!;.

from it. ha--

;ihli> pabiie, and

foot by the beneN
ocial

felt.

There is. little need
to specify the p<

'

we refer 19.
1

reader, we i

acquainted with some
few of them, an"

with no ft''

of fancy think of many
.

^j^-^" round upon one's

circle of acquaint-

ances, one may see at

the first glance . of these unfortunates: and can I

from i there inii-t be -men of are:

nay ]'
"( noble birth whoif they were asked

to gi\ iule, of their property could not include in their pos-

sessio teuton of a home. BOM many of these we know, and

how many more maj we not easily imagine! look, sceptic, at your
visit in? list, and then say if yon agree with us. Longum esi numerun'.

A leash of samples \\ill suffice to convert you to our thinking:

To begin with, we all know those poor wretched homeless creatures

who by terror of their wives are driven nightly out of doors, and are

glad of an .MI the tongues they leave, behind them. We all

of us know too, that olher largo class of unfortunates, who although

they have a IHMKC have no home to go to: their home comforts being
sacrificed to iheir wires' idol, SOCIETY, at whose shrine they are

devoted to a nightly immolat ion. Moreover, we are all of us acquainted
with those wretched ones who having, alas ! that British Institution, a

MOTHER,-iN-L.vw, to support, are liy consequence reduced to the most
home! i up the mastership of everything
belon -ill their own, much less one
to make a home of: and so these abject, outcasts are thrown upon
the streets. elves of am refuge which is open to them.

It maybe asked, "Are I here no Clubs fur the relief of these un-
fortn ire not Refuges in Regent Street, forrich rein

to run to: and : in Fall Mall?" To
this it ma\ il. i hat all these useful pkces are already over-

flowing, and we lind increasing numbers weekly of our outcasts
unrelieved. Moreover, there are men who object upon high principle
to make use of a Club, be: sneli luxury is top enjoyable to

last, and wisely 1'earini' if depri\cd, ihcj would not survive the loss of

it. Besides when henpecl mother-iu-lawed, are seen much
at their Club, the fact, is

,
10 their wives' ears,

and may be used hereafter as ground for a divorce.
For the relief, then, of such snft'Tcrs, it is proposed to found a

Refuge for the Homeless Kicli, which, upon the system of the Field
Lane institution, shall be open lo all applicants of a genteel exterior,
without undue inquiry in the matter of their character, habits, or estate.

\ confession of tneir homelessness first, baring been obtained, admis-
sion will be freely granted to all comers, and ;ird and loo

of a fit kind will be found them. No unn: tunes will, how-
ever be supplied ; ii being thought desirable to folio ': is respect,
our prudent workhouse system, and not to make the Refuge too

tempting an abode, but on!y a.u asylum for those who really need one.
The same admirable system will also be adopted with regard to the

locality in which the Refuge will be built ; il being wisely held, that as
it is intended to be OB uns in the direst of emergencies,
the most out-of thc-way of spots, will be lii t est for its site. Accordi :

as those who are expected to resort to it exclusively belong to the
1 ior classes, and have, no knowledge of London further e;ist than

ing Cross, the Refuge will most likely be placed somewhere in the

City, so as to make it as remote, and inaccessible as maybe, audio
all those in quest of il a good long hunt to lind it out.

Although the Kcfiige will be furni.-hed with a casual ward, and will

profcsscdl} In' c

i
ire all casual comers, it is

intended,
as far

as may in 'decency be done, to deter such persons from apphil
admittance. As tin workhouse plan is found to answer

fully, there, is very little doubt that it will be adopted, and that the

night porter at the llcfug,- will lie generally ordered to be least ready

e entrance to those appearing most in want of it. He will, no

doubt, be also specially instructed to slam the door with empha
the face of all Ill's! comers, and only to admit them when baeketi b> the

police, and never I In .precation. Mv

wholesome deterrents, the Refuge will so speedily acquire a bad HI

that D <-ed to direst want will go to it; and

thus, the cost |u ki rp il up will be cut down to such a litrniv, that

Poor Law (Jitardian would lind nothing to complain of in it.

NOBLE BIRTH EXTRAORDINARY.

AccoRm-SF. to a law report, MR. EHULN ,l.\-. -
I for the

plaintiff in the f LI OF WILTON, addressing

thcjiii df of his client, made the following eloquent but
ii -k on the defendant:

" TboMh Ha Lordnhip was bora with a. coronet ou hii brow, he was .subject to the

sao* enotaMw and pAMaotut a* the OMftlhMfc creature."

The established notion that sowe people are born with silver spoons
in their mouths may have emboldened I he learned gentleman to say. if

id it, thai the EARI. OF WILTON was born with a coronet on his

brow. We cannot suppose that be meant to represent the noble

as a luftti natures. A nobleman born in a coronet would be a specimen
for tie i >f Surgeons, matchable only with a barrister born in a

wig. iiu, OF WILTON did come into this world

bringing his coronet with him. he certainly was not exempted, by that

rity, from being subject to the same emotions and
ins as those which actuate the commonest person. It is not,

however, necessarily true that the passions and emotions of a noble-

man are equally base and sordid with those of the meanest creature

namely, a Snob.

PAMPHLETEERING.
WB understand that it is the intention of the EARL OF WILTON to

answer the Krcnch pamphlets about La Paix, ou la Guerre? and
Aurons-nous la Guerre ? and a military host of others. His Lordship
will, to the best of his ability, endeavour to express the folly and

extravagance of War
;
and give touching examples of the injury, and

cost, and sacrifice ol character, it inflicts upon every one who h <s

anything to do with it. His Lordship will conclude by dec'aring that,

though he has been a military man, and has no reason to complain

personally of the hardships of war, still he has felt some of the

damages of it
;
and it is the recollection of this feeling,

in addition to a

painful conviction that the little gtory connected with it is scarcely

worth the severity of some of its trials, which forces him to the bold,

but honest, declaration, that, after all, for the enjoyment of one's

and the spotless maintenance of one's dignity, there is NOTHIKG L.KE
! He, for one, doesn't intend fighting any more.

We are informed that it is the EARL or WILTON'S intention to send

a copy of his military views, as soon as they have been cast into

to his esteemed friend, the EMPEROR OP THE FRENCH, with whom
doubtlessly they will have the greatest weight.

A Short Note of a Long Trial.

THE brave COLONEL DICKSON
It 's proved played no Tricks on

The mess chest, nor oped it with wrong key :

Some fresh mud is spilt on
The blulihel [ng Li 'K|> U'll.TON,

And COMBEKMEHE 's just an old donkey.

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

THE Hat-keeper of the Hcuse of Commons has petitioned that

august assembly to decide ti utitled to extra fees now that

Three Jews ha\e been elected. He claims to charge th men
for the care of Nine Hats.

A Place for National Pictures.

THERE is a vacant space of some dimensions over the archway of

Temple Bar. This has evident!; 'he attention of the repre-
sentatives of (lie Fine, Arts in the House of Commons, not one of

whom has as yet proposed to reml le for the reception of those

pictures for which there is not room enough in the National Gallery.
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MODERATION.
First Undergraduate.

"
HOLLO, CHARLEY ! AIN'T YOU GOING OUT TO-DAY ?

"

Second Undergraduate (driving]. "WHY NO NOT THIS MORNING. You SEE I'M ONLY A ONE HORSE MAX, AND AS I HAVE HUNTED

HIM THREE TIMES THIS WEEK, I THOUGHT I *D GIVE HIM A DAY'S REST IN A DoG-CAKT !

"

" TEN, CROWN OFFICE ROW."

a Con-plat's Ctibutc.

" There is another block of old houses in the Temple now condemned, which are
said to bo upwards of 200 years old. They form what is called Crown Office ltu\v.

Their destruction will commence forthwith." Daily Paper.

THEY were fusty, they were musty, they were grimy, dull and dim,
The paint scaled off the panelling, the stairs were all uutrim

;

The flooring creaked, the windows aped, the door-posts stood awry ;

The wind whipt round the comer with a wild and wailing cry.
In a dingier set of chambers no man need wish to stow,
Thau those, old friend, wherein we denned, in Ten, Crown. Office Row.

But tee were young, if they were old, we never cared a pin,
So the windows kept the raiu out, and let the sunshine in

;

Our stout hearts mocked the crazy roofs, our hopes bedecked the wall
;

We were happy, we were hearty, strong to meet what might befall
;W ill sunnier hours be ever ours, than those which used to go,

Gay to their end, my. dear old friend, in Ten, Crown Office How?

We were two sucking barristers ; briefs few and far between,
Upon our reading-tables, in their red-tape bonds, were seen ;

But we had friends, and we had books, a pewter, pipes and weeds,
And tin enough to pay our way, or credit for our needs ;

And so we doffed the world aside gave Father Care to know
;

Go where he might, he must not light in Ten, Crown Office Row.

Narrow and dark the Clerk's room
; our kitchen 'twas, as well :

Whence a pleasant sound of frizzling at breakfast time befell :

Narrow and dark the bed-rooms, where we snored and splashed and
sung,

Each in his tub, and took the rub of life with sinews strung.
Where we parted, in the small hours, friends, with a glad

"
good night,"

Where the struggling sunshine found us, still friends, at morning light :

Glad morning times, glad midnight chimes, come back from long ago,

Peopling apace the dear old place, in Ten, Crown Office Row.

Those merry Sunday breakfasts they never could bo wrong
When you made such scrumptious toast, and I brewed the tea so

strong.
Were ever sausages like those from TUCKER'S famous shop?
Where could the sheep have grazed whose loins produced our special

chop ?

And then the lounge and weed, with the Garden green below,

And the Thames all smile and sparkle, past Ten, Crown Office Row.

You remember those queer dinners from the Rainbow and from

Dick's ?

That great day of Kabbbs with fair hands to cut the sticks ?

I low deftly those white lingers on the skewers disposed the meat

Till, for pleasure in the cooking, we scarcely cared to eat.

I 've often since dined a la llanxf, with (1. H. M. but, oh,

What are his dinners to those meals in Ten, Crown Office Row ?

Those scrambling, screaming dinners, where all was frolic-fun,

From the eager clerks who rushed about, like bullet out of gun,
To the sore-bewildered laundress, with SOYER'S shilling book

Thrust, of a sudden, in her hand, and straightway bade to cook.

What silver laughs, what silver songs, from those old walls would flow,

Could they give out all they drank in at Ten, Crown Office Row !

Some of those tuneful voices will never sound again,
And some of them will read these lines, far o'er the Indian main

;

And smiles will come to some wan lips, tears to some sunken eyes,

To think of all these lines recall of Temple memories
;

And they will sigh, as we have sighed, to learn the bringing low,

Of those old chambers, dear old friend, in Ten, Crown Office Row.

And one whose voice awaked the song, whose hand awaked the strings,

One of our guests, in those old rooms, even now beside me sings :
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NAVAL REFORM.
ME. BULL. "

NOW, MIND MONEY IS NO OBJECT, BUT I WILL HAVE MONEY'S WORTH.'
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To cat our bach'lor dinner, on a. time she deigned to come,
And now she smiles my vi ife, by the hearthstone of our I

You too have found a loving mate ah well 'twas time to go
No wives we had 'twas the one tiling bad in Ten, Crown Office Bow.

(,'ond bye, old rooms, where we chummed years, without a single light.

Far statelier sets of chambers will arise upon your site;

More
airy bed-rooms, wider panes, our followers will see;

And wealthier, wiser tenants, the Bench may find than we ;

But lighter hearts or truer, I '11 defy the Inn to show,
Than vours, old friend, and his wiio penned this Ten, Crown Office

Row.

A GOOD JOKE IN A LAW COURT!

IN the not very lively ease of DICKSON . LORD WILTON which

I

"
like a wounded snake

"
has been "dragging its alow length along,"

we don't know how many close columns of the newspapers- -the pro-

j

ceedings were agreeably enlivened for a while by the playfulness and

! pleasantries of ME. THOMAS DUNCOMBE, who in cheerful cross-exaini-

i nation, is reported to have said :

" There was very little CHH\- . -,ui"ii between me and LORD WJI.TON '

toCoLo.Nn.
'

<i
,y(

ni what we talked about. It was radu.ir ('

:LII<I Imniujopatliy (laiiyJUer). I did not mention the Government .Reform Hill.

; (Lauyktcr.)

We can scarcely feel surprised at the repeated bursts of laughter
with which this bit of evidence was received in Court. Law pro-
eci dings are in general so insufferably dull, that the least approach to

humour is always made the most of; and although it may appear to

I

our more sobersided readers that MR. BUNCOMBE'S statement was one

I merely of dry fact, we are not a whit astonished at the cachiunation it

produced.
Besides, the thinking mind (if it only fathom deep enough) may

really find some fun in MR. D.'s remarks ; and they are clearly far

more humorous than nine-tenths of the jokes which in general suffice

to win the laughter of a Law Court. The idea that MR. D. should
own he "talked of homoeopathy," and then should say he "did not
mention the Government Reform Bill," seems to our view, we confess,

irresistibly facetious. It is as if one owned to having talked of

lozenges, but said one had not mentioned "daff;" or had talked of

Curiosity, and said nothing about Woman. It is in everybody's mouth
that the Government Reform Bill will most likely be the most infini-

tesimal of measures, and in any conversation upon matters homoeopathic
the globule which LORD DERBY is concocting must be mentioned."
Talking of

homoeopathy,
how about Reform ?

"
appears to us quite an

inevitable sequitur; and the joke of ME. BUNCOMBE pretending he
avoided it is very much too good to be wasted on LORD CAMPBELL,
and MR. DUNCOMBE clearly ought to have sent it to LOUD PUNCH.

THE COSTUME FOR CELIBACY.
" MB. PUNCH,"

PERMIT me to invite your attention to the confirmation
which the remarks I addressed to you on the present sensible fashions
have received from the report of the Registrar-General. According to
this document, marriages are decreasing, in the face of advancing pros-
perity. There is absolutely no other cause to which this apparent
anomaly can be referred than the wholesome anti-hymenseal influ-

ence exerted, as I pointed out, by stout thick-soled Balmoral ancle-

jacks, and flounce-extending hoops of repelknt Crinoline. The fact is

quite in accordance with my theory. It is very interesting at least
to your philosophical admirer,

"
P.S. As the mere nucleu* of a lot of clothes, the best looking young

woman is regarded in the light of an object simply expensive."

THE ORGAN OF FRENCH OPINION.

THE Paris Correspondent of the Times, the other day, too truly
observed that

" Now that the tribune is silent, and the Press without life, the Bourse has
become the only forum where the opinion and the judgment of the public aro
exercised on the acts of the Government."

What the French Imperial Government has now to do, in order to
prevent, the expression of public opinion, is to suppress the Parisian
Bourse reports and money-market intelligence, and prohibit the publi-
cation of the prices of funds and stocks. In short, effectually to stifle

public opinion, it must burk the Bourse.

Tin-: BATTLE ov QUACKERY. Testimonials are glorious despatches
written by the survivors, but which make no mention as to how manj
nave been killed or wounded.

THE ILL-USED HOMCEOPATHISTS.
MK. PUNCH is accustomed to receive letters and treatises, imploring

him not to call homaiopathv fudge, and some of them attempting to
assiirii reasons why he should not. In all these communications, the
medical opponents of homeopathy are called "allopathints." "Allo-

pathist," as contradistinguished from
"

homosopathist," of course
means a person who treats diseases with other medicines Hum :

which produce similar diseases, that is, who endeavours to cure unlike
with unlike, instead of endeavouring to cure, like with like. Who are
the allopathists? Mr. Punch has an extensive medical acquaintance,
but he does not know any. No intelligent medical practitioner
attempts to cure diseases in general wil.h specific medicines of any
kind. There are very few such medicines known to the medical
profession. The principle on which diseases, for the most part, are

d by rational and scientific physicians and surgeons, is that of

removing impediments to the n eess of recovery, or that of

assisting the curative efforts of nature, not m and not always,
by causing people to swallow drugs. V'v hen drugs are given by such

practitioners, they are generally given with a view to their indirect
influence on disorders. For instance, the combination popularly
known as the

"
black and blue reviver," which directly affects internal

parts of the trunk, may be
"
exliihii ed

"
for the relief of a headache, or

for the removal of an inflammation of the great toe.

PROFKSSOR HOLLOWAY is perluips an ailopathist ; however, he docs
not tell us on what principle his

pills
and ointment cure all diseases.

The various doctors who advertise their patent medicines in the

quacks' corners of newspapers of the baser sort, may be allopathists
also

;
and likewise the medical pn>f< ?si m possibly contains a few fools

or impostors who are so descnbablc. But the few specifics used in
the ordinary practice of pin sic may absolutely even act on the

homoeopathic principle, that, "like cures like;" thus differing from

homoeopathic doses only in not being infinitesimal, and, Mr. Punch
supposes, in being efficacious.

In none of the communications about homoeopathy received by
Mr. Punch is there anything like scientific proof that infinitesimal

globules produce any other than inliiiitesimal effects. Cases of alleged
cmvs, subsequent to the swallowing of those globules, prove nothing,
until they amount to enormous numbers. PROFESSOR HOLLOWAY, and
Messrs. Du BARKY and Co., adduce plenty of such proofs ; perhaps not
fictitious. Mere swallowing and cure can be connected as cause and
effect only by immense clouds of cases in which the cure is almost the
invariable sequence of the swallowing. It does not signify whether
the thing swallowed is a great bolus or a pill of the size of a pin's head,
containing an invisible dose.

Quinine is acknowledged, on the strength of a vast accumulation of

evidence, as a remedy for ague. It cures ague in one grain, two
grain, three grain doses. Will quinine, or anything else, in infini-

tesimal doses, cure ague as obviously in an equal number out of a vast
multit ude of cases ? Will an infinitesimal quantity of sulphur exert

any curative influence on that cutaneous affection which delicacy
expresses by the euphemism of the Caledonian Violin P

Mr. Punch's homoeopathic friends seem to forget that statements of
facts which are contradictory to common sense and received science,
require rigid proof. None of them propose any method by which the
active properties of an infinitesimal globule can be demonstrated.
Neither homeeopathists, nor mesmerists, nor spiritualists, either offer
or accept the test of any experimentvm crucis ; and when Mr. Punch
asks for it, they answer by aouse, and the comparison of themselves
to GALILEO, and those who laugh at them to the Inquisition.

A Mad World, My Masters in Lunacy.
SAYS CHELMSFORD to HIGGINS,

" With terrible wiggings
I'm menaced, about you, in front and in flank:

I fear I must bid you come out of the diggings
It pleased me so much to allot you, dear FRANK."

"
So be it," says FaANCis, with mischievous glances,"
But closely I've studied one Lunacy case:

There is not a patient in Bedlam that dances,
As mad as yourself when you gave me the place."

Premature Pairing.

IN the Parliamentary Intelligence, the other day, there appeared the

subjoined heading :

PAIRS ON DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER BILL.

This announcement appears to be premature. The Lords' Con-
currence and the Royal Assent have yet to be given to the Bill for

empowering Widowers to pair with their deceased wives' sisters.

TKE Drvonce MEASURE. Half-aud-Half.
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SUGGESTION ON STOMACH WORSHIP.

HERE lias been a

great deal written

lately about Diners
a la Basse,and other
dinners differing

from our customary roast-beef, mutton, veal-and-liam, chops and
steaks, potatoes, greens, apple-tart, plum-pudding, bread-and-cheese
and celery. It is surprising that no gastronomer has hitherto
proposed to revive the "Dinner after the manner of the Ancients,"
of which so appetitive a description occurs in Peregrine Pickle.
For an epicure who is disgusted with his sirloin, what can be more
tempting, what more likely to prove savoury and succulent, than
a nice dormouse pie ? Our gormandisers all seem partisans of the
French romantic school they might, for a change, cultivate a classical
taste, remaining as remote as ever from the prejudices of the British
palate. But we must not indulge in too much talk about eating, which
on the sensitive stomach is calculated to produce an effect which is the
reverse of that process.

SOMETHING LIKE A QUESTION.
HAPPENING to be in Court during the trial of the case DICKSON v.

LORD WILTON, Mr. Punch was much struck with the briefness, neat-
ness, and precision of the questions which HER MAJESTY'S Attorney-
General, SIR F. KELLY, put to the witnesses. One of these questions
was so beautifully epigrammatic, that Mr. Punch could not help taking
a note of it, that he might preserve it as a model for cross-examining
Counsel. The punctuation is exactly SIR FITZROY'S :

" Xow COLONEL DICKSOB will you be kind enough I hope that you will indulgeme so far my Lord I am now coming to more general matters but I wish just to
satisfy myself on one or two points affecting these matters of account those I mean
we went into yesterday COLONEL DICKSOK now are you prepared to say from all

your lengthened experience both in the Line and in the Militia here and elsewhere
in the service of HER MAJESTV speaking as an officer you knuw to give me an
answer I am obliged to put this my Lord to give me an answer to one simple
question You have here two items COLONEL WILTON I mean DICKSON can you
I say from your own knowledge now do let me ask you looking at the fact that
after perusing these accounts I must take the answer as you give it me you know
you yourself being most capable in many years service both in the Line and in the
Mihtia since you paid the monies as you told me yesterday Can you I say
[LORD C. Really Mr. Attorney} I really must say my Lord that my learned
fnends who had more time to devote to this particular head of inquiry than myselfcannot find at least in these vouchers how to account for certain discrepancies

- can
you of your own knowledge and tell me as briefly as possible I will thank you not
to waste time by many words Now be good enough to give me a plain ansicer."

No wonder the trial was so short, and the verdict so logical.

A SPRING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.

A BENEVOLENT and patriotic individual is about to erect a drinking-
fountain in Palace Yard for the accommodation of Irish Members.

CRITICAL INTELLIGENCE.
OUR facetious contemporary, the Illustrated Times, has been printing

riddles lately in the place of criticism. One of these we find in the

following remarks, naving reference to a picture in the British
Institution :

" A MB. Buncos gives His notions of Spanish life, which, I need hardly say, are
not quite so satisfactory as MR. PHILLIPS', and anythiuj? more unpleasant than the
attempted imitation of this great master's style cannot be conceived."

With the kind view of calling to console poor MR. BURGOS, and to
ask him how lie felt after this critical attack, we turned to the cata-

logue to find out his address, and were puzzled by discovering that his
name was not inserted. We next consulted the Directory, and were
perplexed still more by finding there was

"
no such never a person."

In despair then, but resolved on the unravelling of the riddle, we paid
a visit and a shilling in Pall Mall, to try and see the picture which nad
roused the critic's wrath. We speak with some slight diffidence (not
being a critic), but by patience and an eye-glass we think that we
discovered it in

"
No. 78," in which a Spanish subject is undoubtedly

depicted, and which bears in the corner the initials of the artist, with
the addition

"
Burgos, 1858." Remembering that Burgos is a town

in Spain, we then thought that we could solve the enigma which had
puzzled us, and could guess why Burgos, being a town in Spaiiu was
not to be found in the London Directory. Had we thought of this

before, we might have saved ourselves the hunt but then who would
ever dream of a critic writing riddles, and miscalling an artist by the
name of a place ?

THE LAWYER'S TEAR.

Shed on the First Reading of SIR H. CAIRNS' Sill to simplify the

Title to Landed Estates.

UPON his heel he turned,
To take a last fond look

At the deeds by which such pretty sums
He had contrived to book.

Those abstracts too he eyed,
Which CAIRNS away would clear :

And the lawyer sadly turned aside,
And wiped away a tear !

Bethought: "Alack! law !

If thus they dock our fees,
Ere long thy votaries 'tis plain
Will scarce earn bread and cheese ;

Some pleasant six-and-eight
Will daily disappear ;

And who will o'er pur beggared state

Let fall the pitying tear f

"
Recovery and Fine
Have long abolished been,

JOHN DOE and RICHARD ROE have both
Been banished from the scene

;

More costly fictions still,

Hard truth ! will disappear :

And all in vain the lawyer will

Implore the client's tear."

A second here he shed,

Oh, do not deem him weak !

A tear upon a.lawyer's nose
Some pity should bespeak.

And yet thy grief repress,
For is the truth not clear

When lawyers say they feel distress

A good time, sure, draws near.

OFFICIAL PANTOMIME.
SCENE A Registrar's in Bankruptcy.

Cloien. Nobody 's looking, so I '11 just pocket this

[Pouches bay of money labelled "Mastership in Lunacy, 2000

a-year," which is handed to him by PANTALOON, who has a Lord
Chancellor's wig on.

Enter POLICEMAN, lettered to represent the press.

Policeman. Hullo, you Sir ! Where are you going with that Master-

ship, eh ?

Clown (confusedly). Who? I, sir? me, Sir? law! I'm only
a-goina: BACK AGAIN !

[Drops it like a hot poker, and exit with a pantomimicflea protruding
from each ear.
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ONE-ARMED ORGAN-CRUSHERS.
IIAT to do with our wounded ?

has been long a question
among military incu, and
tin- problem has al lenu'th

been sal

by the Marling of the
"
Pensioners' Employ-

"
patronised by the

i and F. M. the
i; CONSORT," and

enjoys the furtlier pal run-

f. M. the I'iiiNCK

i. Thai the
'

lie public will also

"III; d i"

statiag this last fact,

doubt;
ami if one it

imme-
diatelj removed, when
the public is informed
of the nature of the

service,, which i h

ployed Pensioners pro-
o undertake. A

letter t'rom their captain
has briefly described

this :

"With regard to their

utility, I think it is

rent th;it I wHl merely say
t^'iis, hold horses, call carriages, lionise strangers and la-

deliverance t'r(m the plaguo of or^an-^rrinricrs, lit; has only to scrmv the

ilil a. lew nl
1

his neighbours join, a weekly expenditure of 1. will injure

we."

*ring this, who of the public will not patronise the Pensioners, and tender his sub-

scription for Ice i] on foot? Who that wants a horse held, or a cab called, or

an organ crushed, will not willingly contribute his quota to their fund? It will be seen

that such subscription will not be merely charity. The patrons of the Pensioners will set

their quid pro quo for the sums which they subscribe. The Pensioners have published a

fixed t ariff of their charges ;
and the sums which they receive will not be charity, but pay.

As their captain has explained for them :

" There are so few people who can find work for one-armed men, that many of them are in a state oi

distress from want of it, and hence arises the necessity of their appeal, not for money, but for encourage-
ment in the occupation they have chosen."

And it is added, for the benefit of that part of the public whose Cautiousness is bigger
iu the bump than Hit ir I

'

i icvolence, that
" With regard to the advantage of employing this particular class of men, it will not be denied that the

habit.s and education ol'a soldier, his punctuality and precision, qnalifv him especially for this purpose ; and
in addition to this, the enjoyment of a pension that is liable to forfeiture in cases of misconduct affords
a guarantee to the employer otherwise unattainable."

We repeat, then, who can fail to patronise the Pensioners ? To say nothing of the other
fields of action they will take, doing battle with the organ-men will give them endless work.
( '. imideriag the enormous forces of the foe, such a campaign cannot but be a protracted one ;

but the. public cheerfully will subscribe to bear the cost of it. Who that has been ground
down by our organ-grinding tyrants, would not give a shilling weekly to be freed from their

oppression? Up, Pensioners, and at 'em! Upon them charge, ye Crushers! and charge
the public for your service. Armed with our good wishes, go and battle for our peace ;

and
one-armed though ye are, success will crown your efforts. The fight may be a hard one, but
our Crushers will not shrink from it. What though, it is true, they have to battle single-
handed! heroes who have fought at Tnkcrmann and Delhi are not the men to show the
white feather to an organ-grinder. That the enemy is Legion, no one can deny. Italian

boys and German bands are numbered in his ranks. But we may crush this Foreign Legion
by an organised attack

;
and who are fitter for such warfare than our one-armed Organ-

crushers ?

MRS. CARDINAL.
THE Polonius of the French Imperial Court the other day issued the subjoined official

announcement :

.;>'! KOR will receive on Tuesday the ISth inst, and all the Tuesdays from the 1st March, the
cardinals, ministers, marshiils, admirals, and other high functionaries, with their wives. The receptions
will commence at nine o'clock. The gentlemen must be in uniform."

Everybody has heard of the "Liberties of the Gallican Church." They seem to have
been extended. Cardinals, aniong t he various high functionaries invited to the EMPEROR'S
receptions, are to bring their wives. Perhaps their ecclesiastical uniforms will be addi-

tionally decorated with bows of white satin. Has this arrangement had the sanction of
the POPE, or have the French Cardinals merely taken French leave to marry? Very
likely, Pip NONO has recommenced the career of a reforming Pope, and intends to permit
the marriage of the Komau priesthood. That apparent, probability, no doubt, occasioned the
uo,l men to be unusually loaded the other day with Valentines directed to Golden Square.

EONDELETIA.

(A Plagiarism from various Poets.)

DOWN e:i)n" HOMIKI.KTIA, danci

Dancing, dan.'ing down the lawn,
\\ ilh her ancles glan. ;iiir,

Hopping, hopping, hopping, skipping,

Tripping, tripping, tripping, trip!

'1 ripping, tripping like a fawn.

In her eye there was a gleaming,
Iu her hat there was a leather,

And she heard the lin, 'ning
To the bluebells on 1 he heal her.

High she held her dress from fluv.

A seurlei under resl ore -howin^,
Like a red-hot poker glowing.

she looked upon the mountains,
\\ here the stormy sold rep

,he si\\ the sparkling fountains
Triekle d'e

Like the
j<

T'iekle dov,

Trickling, running, pouring, dashing,
Tumbling. ro:ini

Flashing, foaming, to the billoxv.s :

Oh, how strong! and oh, how weak!

So she went on dancing, dancing,
To the nmsie of the mind,

Like a Vision heart-entrancing,
Her gushing eyes with rapture blind.

it.h tumu't heaving,
\\ ilh a joyousne.ss of grieving,
And a darkness and a brigufcUM^
And an aching and a light n

And a flowing and a tight n.

And a blessedness of burning,
And intensity of yearning,
And a thrilling effervescence,
And a calm profound quiescence.

As she went on dancing, dancing,
In the sphere of Spirit Powers,

Through the forest glade advancing,
RONDELETIA thought of flowers.

Of the loving laurustinus,
And the tulip and acanthus,

And the dahlia's royal higliness,
And eternal a-naranthus,
The terrible tiger-lily,

The rose and daffy-down-dilly,
And the jealous polyanthus.

Still she went on dancing, dancing,
With those blue eyes blindly gushing,

All the quags and puddles chancing,
Till she neared a torrent rushing,

Which a rugged plank had gotten
O'er it and the plank was rotten !

On she danced without a shiver

Danced upon the rotten plank :

Crash and she was in the river !

Can it be that there she sank,
And the trout and jack did get her,

And the eels and lampreys eat her.

And that the kingfisher drcst

With her silken hail- his nest ?

No ! she floated down the tide,

Sailing like a Water Queen,
On her scarlet vesture wide

Spread with ample Crinoline.

And the fishes never got her,
No kingfisher took her hair,

And she never fed the otter :

Her the waves in safety bare
To a ford, where she got out,
And dished the jack, and eels, and trout.

Ax UNIVERSAL FAVOURITE. Generally, an
universal fool, or else an universal humbug.
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MR. PUNCH AND THE TALKING FISH.-AUTHENTIC NARRATIVE.
ME. PUNCH, who reads from end to end every country newspaper

that is published, of course observed, in the Manchester Examiner, the

following paragraph :

" A 'TALKING FISH.' On Tuesday there arrived in Manchester, for exhibition,
.111 animal styled a 'talking fish,' which, no doubt, will prove a source of attraction
to tlic public in general, and to naturalists in particular. Amongst others, we paid
a visit yesterday afternoon, and were much gratified by what we saw. The term
'

fish,' however, appears to be a misnomer, for there can be no doubt that the
animal is a specimen of the phoca leptonyx of, &c. [here comes an irrelevant crib from
some natural history books.] The animal readily comprehends whatever is said to it.

* If it be told to turn over, it at once obeys the command, and repeats the evolu-
tion as often as directed. It is provided with two fore flappers,

* * and it extends
either the right or left one. as the keeper commands

; elevating both, in an appeal-
ing attitude, when requested.

* * * It is extremely docile, and, although possessing
a mouth full of formidable teeth, will kiss its keeper with an appearance of affection,
and, when desired, will pronounce the words ' Mamma ' and '

Papa
' with consider-

able clearness of articulation."

It is needless to say that in ten minutes from the perusal of this

paragraph, Mr. Punch had telegraphed to the Fish that he was coming
to see it, and that in half an hour he was in the Manchester express

train^ Having arrived at Cottonopolis, and ordered dinner at the

Palatine, he inarched off to see the wonderful creature.
"
Oh, Sir !

"
exclaimed the proprietor, who was waiting at the door

with his head tied up in a towel, like MRS. SIDDOXS in Lady Macbeth,"
I am so glad you are come. The Fish has been in an awful state of

excitement ever since your message was brought, it has bitten off both

my ears, and nearly flapped the hie out of one of the Aldermen. Pray,
take care of yourself.""

I always do," said Mr. Punch with the calmness of true greatness.
He entered the apartment devoted to the Fish. The animal was lying
quietly on its back, in a huge bath, smoking a cigar, and reading one
of the Manchester penny papers." And how are we ?

"
said Mr. Punch."

Jolly," said the Fish, jumping out of the water, and holding out a
fin.

"
very kind of you to come down."

" But why did you bite off that poor man's ears," remonstrated
Mr. Punch.

"
It wasn't at all pretty of you."

'

Because I am a lady," responded the Fish."
Ladies don't bite people's ears off, at least not habitually," replied

Mr. P.
" Then what does he keep asking me to kiss him for. I '11 teach

him manners. But sit down, and have one of my weeds."

" Not sea-weeds, are they ?
"

'_' They are Cabanas, Sir. A Yankee fell overboard when I was
swimming, and I bit Ids pocket off, and found these. They are good
ones."

"
They are good, Miss," said Mr. Punch.

" But don't you spoil
those pretty white teeth with tobacco."

"
Don't make me blush," said the Fish.

"
Any news from where you come from ?

"
asked Mr. Punch.

"
Well, not much. Don't you put any money into the electric

cable."
"
Why not F"

"
Because a party, a friend of mine, in fact, a very respectable

walrus, is opposed to the scheme, and means to bite through every
wire that is laid down."

" We '11 have him harpooned."" He 's much too deep for that, I can tell you," said the Fish. "By
the way, old man, don't you let out that I can talk like this, or I shall

be bored to death, besides catching the Manchester accent, which is

horrid. I never give them more than a word."
" You talk so well that you ought to talk more," said Mr. Punch.
"I'll bite you, you old flirt, if you go on like that," said the Fish,

winking in the sauciest manner.
"
Will you come and see me when I

come to London."
" Won't I !" said Mr. Punch. "Can I get you anything some barley

sugar Everton toffee, genuine what will you have ?"
"
No," said the Fish,

"
I am not hungry. I have eaten all the cats

in the house, and I 've got my eye on a fat terrier, but I take so little

exercise here that my appetite fails me. Would you mind taking that

man's ears to him, there they lie no, the other 's under the chair and

{

tell him with my compliments, that I don't bear any malice, but that

I

he must not be rude."
"I will. I'm glad I've seen you," said Mr. Punch, "because I own

I thought that what I read of your talking was a lie. Good bye !

""

"Tip us your fin, old fellow," said the Fish, "and mind you come
and see me in London. Papa ! Mamma !

"

Mr. Punch regrets to add that, as the Fish uttered these last words,
she put her fin to the tip of her nose. He publishes these particulars,
because a lady's interdiction is not always to be understood literally,

and because the interests of truth are paramount to every other consi-

deration with him.

Primed by William Brndbury. of No. 13. Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullett Ean, of No 19, Queen's Road Wet, Reijent'i Park, bolh in (he PariiU of St. Paneras, in tbe County of Middlnex
Prmtern, at ilieir Offire in Lombard Street, in the 1'recinct of Wliiiefria in the Cilyof London, and Published by them at No. Sb, Fleet Street, in the Parijh of St. Brid<. In the City ui
Txindon. SATURDAY, February ?G, IS59.
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T11K I'.KST SEWING-MACHINE.
TNI: very best Sewing-Machine a man can

have is a Wife. It is one that requires but a

kind word to set it in motion, rarely gets
out of repair, makes but little noise, is seldom
the cause of a dust, and, once in motion, will

go on uninterruptedly for hours, without the

slightest trimming, or the smallest personal
-npi Tvision being necessary. It will make
shirts, darn stockings, sew on buttons, mark
pocket handkerchiefs, cut out pinafores, and
manufacture children's frocks out of any old

thing yon may give it; and this it will do
behind your back just as well as before your
t'aee. lii I'ael. you may leave the house for

.UK! it will go on working just the same.
If it does get out of order a little, from

being overworked, it mends itself by being
left alone for a short time, after which it re-

turns to its sewing with greater vigour than
ever. Of course, sewing machines vary a

great deal. Some are much quicker than
others. It depends in a vast measure upon
the particular pattern you select. If you arc

fortunate in picking
out the choicest pat-
tern of a Wife one,
for instance, that

sings whilstworking,
and seems to be
never so happy as
when the husband's
linen is in hand the

Sewing Machine may
be pronounced per-
fect of its kind

; so
much so, that there
is no make-shift in

the world that can

possibly replace it,

either for love or

money. In short, no
gentleman's esta-

blishment is complete
without one of these

Sewing Machines in

the house!

I _

SCENE ON BOARD H. M. S.

I LIKE THE QUEEN'S CHIEF COOK ? Do YOU GIVE IT UP \

" I SAT, WHY AM
" VMS."
" BECAUSE I AM IN A HIGH COOL-AND-AIRY (culinary) POSITION."

You Young Monkey, how dare you joke up in the air like that ?

[Astonished Cadet nearly falls from the yard.

However, we look over it this time. PUNCH.

THE IONIAN MEMBERS' ADDRESS TO THE
THRONE.

To HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY VICTORIA, of Great Britain and

Ireland, fyc.. Queen, Defender of the British Faith, the Candid
Petition of the Representatives of the Natives of the Ionian Islands

Plainly Sheweth:

THAT your Petitioners lately presented YOUR MAJESTY with a
Memorial requesting that you would be so good as to abdicate your
authority over their Republic, and allow them to transfer their alle-

giance to the KING OF GREECE : to which modest and reasonable
application, YOUR MAJESTY declined to accede :

That it has occurred to your Petitioners to remember that they
omitted to assign any reasons for the request which they made to
YOUR MAJESTY, and that perhaps that was why YOUR MAJESTY refused
to grant it :

That your Petitioners npw propose t9 repair that omission, and tell

XOUB MAJESTY their motives for desiring to become the subjects of
KING OTIIO instead of remaining YOUR MAJESTY'S :

That accordingly your Petitioners would have YOUR MAJESTY under-
sfaiul that they do not care a straw for your British constitutional
liberty ; but, that, on the contrary, they hate it, and would much rather
live under a despotism of their own choice :

That your Petitioners abhor and detest the dull regularity of English
law, the plain uniformity of order, and the dead level of even-handed
justice ; that they prefer a state of facility for intrigue and corruption,
with a popular tumult occasionally by way of change; any deaths
occurring therein being passed over as accidents, no inquiries made,
and nobody called to account :

That your Petitioners are disposed to tolerate a moderate amount of

brigandage and piracy, the suppression of which, by hard police
arrangements, robs life of poetry :

That your Petitioners do not like to be ruled by a Protestant

Sovereign, and prefer a Popish one ; because, although Popery differs

from their own religion on some twints of vital importance, it agrees
therewith in nearly everything which Protestantism calls folly and

superstition :

That your Petitioners want to be united with Greece, because'Greece
is devoted to Russia, and Russia desires to extend, with her empire,
the orthodox Greek faith over all the world, inclusive of Great Britain
and Ireland :

That the views of your Petitioners have been wholly unaffected by
the eloquence of your great Homeric Scholar. That your Petitioners

know nothing about HOMER, except that he was a Heathen, and has

gone to Hades, whither they wish that all his scholars may follow

him, and they hope never to hear anything more either of him or

them :

That your Petitioners represent a nationality naturally governed,
not by cold reason, but by the passion which is uppermost in their

minds for the moment
;
ana that they require a political government

corresponding to their moral and intellectual nature. And your
Petitioners, when their piratical propensities are unbound, will ever

Prev- ______^^^__
OBJECTIONS TO A TITLE.

WE much regret to state, upon the best of all authority (we mean
of course our own) that VISCOUNT WILLIAMS will oppose SIR H-
CAIRNS' Bill to Simplify the Title to Landed Estates : a measure which
we trusted, but for this, might have passed. We believe the noble

Viscount bases his objection on the ground that one of the intentions

of the Act is to
"
confer a Parliamentary title

"
on any purchaser or

holder of any real estate. The noble Viscount recollects how his more
than Spartan virtue was once tempted with a title ; and he views the

present measure with suspicion and alarm, as an insidious endeavour

on the part of the Government to seduce him into purchasing a square
foot or two of land, in order that a title may be forced on him for

doing so.

VOL. xxxvi.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
EBRUAKY 21, Monday. EARL
GREY, who, by right of des-

cent, ought to have some-

thing to do with the Reform

question, but has not, is very
restless just now, and is

rolling his tub about, like

DIOGENES, rather than be

doing nothing. The House
of Lords was brought to-

".rlher this afternoon only
that LORD DERBY might
make a long and humble
:nijical to LORD GREY not to

stir the Ionian business until

Ma. GLADSTONE'S return,
and it took two speeches
from DERBY and one from

BROUGHAM, to prevent
GREY'S bringing on the

matter in the absence of the
who alone can fully

explain it. The great Phil-

hellene was stated to be en

route for England, and we
also know that the louians

have utterly rejected his

plans for their welfare. A
little Greek boy, who sells

oranges near the Royal Exchange, neatly remarked to Mr. Punch the

other day. that the "wordy" GLADSTONE would not do for the

islanders, in fact KING LOG-OS was useless, so KING STORKS was a

necessary consequence. Mr. Pt>,irh rewarded the subtlety of the youth
with a drachma.
CODRINGTON and SALOMONS, Members for Woolwich, moved the

second reading of a Bill for preventing that most flagrantly unfragrant

place from being drained under the New Metropolitan Act. The

House, instigated by THE, made short work of so preposterous a

proposition. One JONATHAN RICHABBSON, an Irish liuendraper,

thought it was his duty to call upon HER MAJESTY and her people to

return thanks for the suppression of the revolt in India. LORD
STANLEY said he thought we might .as well wait until the revolt was

suppressed, and LORD DERBY gave an answer similar to his son's in

purport, but much more ample and impressive in manner, to the DUKE
OF MARLBOROUGH, who, never having gained any victories himself,

wishes to be thankful for those of other people. He thinks he should

do something, in return for Blenheim and the pension.
SIR EDWIN LANDSEER was stated to be busy on the Lions for

Trafalgar Square, but LORD JOHN MANNERS could not say whether
the fountains were to continue there. Mr. Punch observes that, they
throw up hot water (supposed by the public to be the waste from
St. .Martin's Baths) j

and lie suggests that soap and towels might be

supplied at, the basins, under proper regulations. MR. WALPOLE, in

answer to MR. DUN COMBE, said that the law officers of the Crown
had reason to believe that Smithfield had reverted to HER MAJESTY,
and was no longer the property of the City. This is excellent news

;

and Mr. Punch only hopes that KELLY and CAIRNS, or rather, the

learned gentlemen who do the work of which the leaders make show,
will be able to sustain their law.

That same MR. WAIPOLE then brought in a Bill for settling the

Church-rate question. His plan is, to let the owners of land formally
charge it with Church-rates in perpetuity, and when the amount, witli

the aid of voluntary subscriptions, shall be enough for the purposes o)

any given parish, the QUEEN is to be enabled to abolish the present Rat.
in that parish. He also proposes to relieve Dissenters, on their simply
signing a paper stating their conscientious objections to the rate.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL thought the plan opposed to the national

character of the Church of England. SIR JOHN TRELAWNEY has .

Bill of his own, and gave notice that he should try to defeat that of

MR. WALPOLE. What the plan really comes to is this
"

If you like a Church-rate,
You may fork it out straight :

If you like to dissent,
You may pay it as rout."

j. The Pre-payment of the Letters question came up again
and the l)i KI-: 01 ARGYLL made a speech against the new rule. He
did not accuse the Postmaster of the vulgarity of wanting to look into
other people's correspondence, and said, indeed, that however fond
COLCHESTER might be of opening the oysters which gave him his

family title, the Duke did not charge him with any hankering for

opening the letters which give him his official one. But the Duke
1 to the nevv arrangement ; and, finally, the Postmaster said

that he would rescind the rule. LORD CAMPBELL said that he was

always receiving unpaid letters from "insane persons and suitors

in his court" (in more than one case, we should call this tautology, but

not in JOHN'S, who serves out very good justice, and is civil to respect-

ible customers), who, seeing the writs bore his name, deemed it polite

.o send their answers to Stratheden House. The rule is rescinded; but

Mr. Punch begs to give notice that he takes in no unpaid letter what-

ever, inasmuch as writing to him is a solemn and awful business, which
no person should presume to undertake in a hurry, or without several

weeks of study and consideration, during which time stamps can

ilso be bought.
LORD PALMERSTON gave notice that he meant to ask the Govern-

ment whether war was going to break out. This simple announcement
caused an enormous sensation, and the Ministry began to see glimpses
of hope of excuses for discussions which would cause delays in other

discussions, and thus push back further discussions in a word, that

,he Reform Bill might not be an absolute necessity after all.

Conversation arose on Education, and complaint was made that the

jovernment Inspectors of Schools, instead of reporting briefly and to

lie point, sent enormous treatises on educational subjects, giving an

account of every school that had ever existed, and every boy that had

seen in it, and whether he had been birched or caned (with tabulated

statement of the whacks), and how he had turned out in after-life, and

so forth. LORD PALMERSTON advised Government to cut the matter

very short : to order the Inspectors to report like men of business, and

if they did not, to discharge them. We dare say these ingenious

essayists will think the suggestion very coarse, but life is too snort for

essays.
Last year a Bill was passed prohibiting any but rich people from

coming into Parliament. The machinery of exclusion was the per-

mitting voters' travelling expenses to be paid by a candidate. MR.
COLLIER brought in a BUl for undoing that pleasant arrangement, but

both the Home Secretary and LORD PALMEBSTON opposed him.

Wednesday. There are in Ireland some things called Manor Courts,
which a Shakspearian Jester (or any other donkey) would probably

say were so called from their bad manners. In one of them bribery is

stated to carry the day for a suitor, and probably the Courts, like

Society, are divided into two portions, those who have been found out,

and those who have not. The Irish Manor Courts are to be abolished

by MR. WHITESIDE, who sees their black side, i

Thursday. LORD BROUGHAM introduced a Bill allowing prisoners to

be examined, on oath, if they wish it. LORD CAMPBELL said he viewed

the innovation with alarm, and LORD BROUGHAM retorted that this

was a view hollow.

In pursuance of a bright idea, PAKINGTON declared that if there

were a debate on Foreign topics, he should not bring on the Naval

Estimates on Friday, as proposed, and then MR. DISRAELI could not

bring on Reform on Monday. PAM winked, and said that PAKINGTON
need not frighten himself, and added, in plain terms, that Government
wanted an excuse for delaying Reform.
The celebrated Catholic oath, which was held to be the safeguard of

the Constitution, is to be overhauled, the Roman Catholics, according

to MR. J. G. FITZGERALD, having found out that it is insulting He
beat the Government, and earned his preliminary motions; but it

is dubious whether the Lords will permit the abolition of an oath

which gives comfort to an immense number of old women of both

sexes.

Friday. EARL GREY at work again. He has got a notion, in which
there is a good deal of truth, that the last changes in the municipal
franchise have thrown the government of our towns, in a great

measure, into the hands of Bumbles and boobies
;
and he moved for

some returns to enable him to establish the fact. Anybody who has

had to deal with the "municipals
"

in reference to local improvements
of any kind, can tell the EARL more than any returns can. LORD
BROUGHAM took an opportunity of saying (obiter) that he hoped he

should not survive the British Constitution. We hope he will not,

though we wish the noble old boy many happy years to come.

MR. S. FITZGERALD, for Government, was perfectly rude in

answering MR. MONCKTON MILNES about an objectionable appoint-
ment in Japan. MR. MILNES deserves plaudit for showing up the

mistake.

Then came the grand event of the week :

"
Pray, tell us," says PAM, "are folks going to fight ?

"
"
Aii contraire" replies DIZZY,

" we hope it 's all right ;

Both armies, the Austrian and French, will go home,
And his Holiness, Pio, stand solus, in Rome.
And we 've sent off an envoy so grave and so owley,
On a mission of peace to Vienna old COWLEY."

This news happified the House. Shrewd JOHNNY RUSSELL hoped that

the armies, once out, would keep out, a speech in which, probably,
lies a key to a good deal that wiU happen. But so the matter was left,

and First Lord PAKINGTON had to bring on his Naval Estimates. We
are to have twenty-six new men-of-war. (Cheers from Mr. Punch.) SIK
JOHN asked for and received 62,400 men and boys, and 2,487,062 in

i money. (More cheersfrom Mr. Punch.)
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T!!K TICKET FOB SOUP.

Tin: v :1 propriety of encouraging mendicancy liy givimr

em was beautifully illustrated the other d;

'ijoined police case :

a respectably <lreB.scd woman, was charged with

led charity fl

her in 1

that she had ami blc home; that her huslmnd v

' only a few 'lays !' -:t'']iail

also I'. .::;0 in the 1

own :ui'i li'-r husband's joint earning, li

r:uiti"i b 'ts'^nt,', ''lit she "'..

. tli:tt he found it impossible to break her

habit."

,is AlDERJlAS Moos will have succeeded better than Mi'.

CADGE in breaking M i;.s. CADGK of what is commonly called cadging:
"

Si'
' ratue under

his no' r lor ?1 du\k with hard labour."

When KE/.IA CADHE comes out of Bridewell, having "had" her

"three weeks," it may at ]ca-t be hoped, or feared, thai she will look

carefully to sec Ilia' I he coast is clear of a policeman or Mendicity
Society's officer, before imploring the passenger to "relieve a poor
distress-ed envehur," andgne her "a ';ipcny to buy a bit o' bread."
To this kind of appeal, however, we would by no means advise the
affluent to turn a deaf ear, or a closed fist. Instead, however, of

answering it. with coins of the realm, let them meet it with tickets, to

be obtained for a pecuniary equivalent of subscription from that same

Mendicity Society. "Gentleman! ar yer got ar-a-copper to give a

poor man ?
"

is a demand with which most of our readers are probably
:;tr. There may not be much question about the deserts of the

uttercr of this very professional Ian If he had them he

probably would not c.-.cape whipping. Hut there may be some doubt.
Give the poor man the benefit of the doubt. Don't give him
"
ar-a-copper," or "a 'apeny," but give him a Mendicity Society's

ticket; and then perhaps the poor man will bless you, perhaps he
v. ill do the reverse. In either case, you will experience that inward

complacency that arises, on the one hand, from the consciousness of

having done a really benevolent action, or, on the other, from the

knowledge that you have
"
sold

"
a rogue and vagabond.

must be understood to be distinctly I'.urniimnn; laking rank wrh
humbug only by the favour of HAII.M'M. Great as is M i;. BAKM n's

genius in the line nf i humbug is not all humbug pure and
simple. Merely to ghe an object designed for exhibition a loir.: com-

pounded Greek nani" in order to invest it with attraction for the
.British Pub nine humbug. If the Greek compound involves
no misstatcmen' body who is allured by it to pay his n

-ing something which, it'll: Bgotits s-

name, lie would not care to see, is merely humbii. is not
cheat- :

n weakness of ihe vulirar

mind, that of being captivated \vilh the gi andiloquenee mnot
comprehend, the dupe is causal relf in, and ought to call

! himself a fool instead of calling the party who imin him a

knave; .although he may with eviel |)ropriety call him a humbug.
l!nt when we construct the skeleton of a fictitious animal out of the

bones of several other real ntea, and give it a pompon ^'jing
what never existed, we direct K do and say the thing which is in

.hibition of the sham, and let people iu to see it for so
much a then obtain money upon incorrect representations, of
which the incorrect ness lies in our word and deed. Illusion ;

of this kind are too coarse I o be called humbug. B never be
resolved into downright falsehood or fraud.
The respect which we entertain for Mil. BARXVM"

in the domain of humbug proper, makes us rc<rrcl that lie should have

given, by example and precept, the sanction of his high aut ho,

the practice, under the name of humbug, of arts which
least of them, unworl onier
involves a compliment to the -//(/' > the
Ai;< IIBISHOP or CAKTERBI

PROFESSOR OWEN ON BARNUM.
PROFESSOR OWEN, the other afternoon, in lecturing at the Royal

Institution on the fossil mammalia of the middle tertiary strata,
diverted his audience with some illustrations of Barnumian humbug.
II aving informed them that among the remains of mammals, principally
those of Cetacea, found in the tertiary strata, there exist those of a
very remarkable sort of whale called the Zeuglodon, an immense
herbivorous creature th:'( lived upon sea-we us discovered in
the United States :

slracted to sea the nrodiftious monster. Pun-
use fossil animal with the stranze Greek

i! bones of throe large Mastodons put together to
form one.

Tigs
Bammnised compound of pre-Adamite remains was bought for

the British Museum and one good Mastodon was made out of a selec-
ot bones from those of the three imperfect specimens that con-

stituted i\\c PolttpkoisboH, Thai,,**,'*, or whatever name MR. EARNUM
calli il Ins monster. MR. COOKE, notwithstanding he was a practitioner
ot humbug, was nevertheless a veritable fossil-hunter ; and accordingly

11 his return to the I

,. was recommended by Pr
N to continue his researches in the same stratum for tin ,,( other

<i veryofthefixsU bom
of herbivorous Cetacea, tlio Zeuylodon. The bones of several were found, and liv

ofthreeor four of th. ,, was formed
Inch was exhibited in New York ...uof a veritable

rpent. Mi:. CO,,KI: was afraid to bring it to this country, but ho exhib
'

Europe, and itwasbougW f,.rthe .Museum at Berlin The real
1

length of the animal was about ISO feet."

Very like a, whale was the Zeuglodon per se ; very like a Sea-serpent
'

iiijomed with three or four others by the ingenuity of MR
From the latter of the foregoing cases of humbu<r, MR. COOKE
io have been a pupil of MR. BARN u si, and one worthy of his

master, inasmuch as he contrived to cook up the skeleton of a Sea-
serpent and induce the Yankees to swallow it. The kind of humbii"
under the head of which proceedings of this sort may be :<

v

A Condensed Family History.

"H'M, h'm," murmured MR. JONES, running his eye down the

Parliamentary report, "Government introduced
"

an Act for

Amending the \Vinding-Up Act.' id of it." said MRS. JONES,
who v. as cutting the bread and butt ;!, "Perhaps it will save watches
fVom being scratched all avet by gentlemen who have been dining out
on particular business, He !HMH till two in the morning."
MB,. JONES had the good grace to 1

if, and to
meutiou that his wife would i

:i

A SET OF MAINEIACS.

THE teetotallers have been meeting in Exeter Hall with a view to
obtain the power of passing local Maine Laws. Let these frantic

1 motto of true temperance,
" Moral Suasion ;

but no Maine 1'orce."



VIVE LE SPORT!
English Friend (to Foreigner of distinction). "TiiE Fox HAS BROKE, AND GONE AWAY!"
Foreigner of distinction (who has been galloping about the rides, to his immense satisfaction). "AHA! HE is BROKEN, AND GONE AVAT!

WHAT A PITY ! ZEN i SUPPOSE IT is ALL OVARE, AND WE MUST so HOME !

"

Ii'is not that a small bird sings
With aught of warning voice,

And bids distrust Anointed kings,
Or chiefs, the People's Choice.

We trust them all with all our soul,
We know their honour 's high ;

But still we think, upon the whole,
We'll keep our powder dry.

No Monarch ever broke his word,
Far less the oaths he swore,

Or if such things have e'er occurred
'Twos in bad days of yore.

All kings are now so good and true,
What, doubt a Sovereign, fie !

But still, JOHN BULL, 'twixt me and you,Wt II keep our powder dry.

KEEP IT DRY.
No nati9n lashed by dastard greed,
Or priests, or ancient spite.

Will clamour to its chiefs to lead
Its armies to the fight.

We 're all a band of brothers, JOHN,
All linked by friendship's tie

;

But this one whim we '11 act upon,
7^i? '// keep our powder dry.

No statesman now is led astray
By love of place, or fame,

To urge his wavering prince to play
At war's infernal game.

They 're all so cosmopolitan,
For justice each would die;

And yet it 's just as well, old man,
To keep yourpowder dry.

No chance lest hot sea-captains clash
On far Atlantic waves,

And raise a quarrel o'er such trash
As buccaneers, or slaves.

No distant parties burn to thrust
Lean fingers in the pie ;

But though we 're all belief and trust,
We 'II keep our porcder dry.

No armed three-deckers crowd a dock,
No soldiers mass and drill;

No royal hands, on rifle's lock,

^
Test how the gun will kill.

No cannon stores with strange increase
Pacific pledge belie :

But though the world 's so lapped in peace,
WE 'LL KEEP OUR POWDER DRY.

THE GARDENER OF COVENT GARDEN.
* Cont

.

emporary devoted to horticulture, we cull the following

, AS GARDENER, by . Clergyman in Yorkshire, a res-

,
Pe

.

ctab
<c middle-aged Man to look after two Cows Pitrs and Poultry -Y

"""tabLrf

W : a Si g'e ma"
"!:

Cferred
;
t0 board witfthe trvaSnd doe,"ft ages, 8. per week, or to a Man with a Bass Voice, able to prac-e in the week with the singers, and to lead the church sineers 10 Must bemember of the Church of England, and his character murt b^ar Srict inqu"rv He

BEV'C* T
88^ Gardener, and be able to attend tcSTsSI Greenhouse^

lm the o
-

6 pe
.

ratic ^Per who docs the
t Figaro, it may put him in the way

of finding employment, horticultural and musical, on the stage of real
life. In obtaining it, however, there are a few difficulties which he
may have to surmount. The artist who enters with the flower-pots in
MOZART'S opera is apparently a drunken character, and this will not
dp for the REV. C. T., if it is the case with that Gardener's representa-
tive, i'hen the man for the Reverend gentleman's money must be a
member of the Church of England, whereas the Italian operatic super
is probably an adherent of the Church of Rome, and would lead the
church singers to the Popish chapel. Lastly, the Reverend gentleman's
money is at the most no more than ten shillings a week, whlist perhaps
the salary of the super is superior to that amount, and in quitting
Covent Garden to cultivate real cabbages, and deserting the footlights
tor encumber frames, a super may consider that he would be accepting
a rather too subordinate engagement.
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THE QUEEN IN HER STORE-ROOM.
HEH MAJESTY (TO HEK FAITHFUL SERVANT). "I DON'T KNOW WHAT MAY HAPPEN, MR. BULL, BUT 'KEEP OUR

POWDER DRY.' "
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THE ARMSTRONG TESTIMONIAL.

E understand that an emi-

nent firm of jewellers in

Bond Street has received

an order from the Peace

Society for the execution
j

of an elegant work of art
|

iu silver.

The design is to be that i

of a dove about to take

wing, with an olive branch

in iier bill. This chaste
j

production, which has IK-CM

modelled by an eminent

Artist, is intended by the

Society for a testimonial !

in SIR W. ARMSTRONG,'
in acknowledgment of his !

scrucus to the cause ofj

peace, rendered in the in-

vention of the wonderful

gun, from the mouth of

which have proceeded the

strongest arguments that

liau- ever as vet been
advanced to disarm an

adversary.

IMPROVED PARLIAMENT.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.-APRIL 1, 1865.

MORNING SITTING.
THE SPEAKER took the Chair at a quarter past 9.

NEW WRIT FOR PADDINGTON.
A New Writ was moved for Paddington in the room of MR. KITE,

who has accepted Accommodation Bills.

LAW REFORM.
The Bill for the Abolition of Wigs was read a third time and

passed.
THE RIVER PLATE.

The Report of the Special Commissioners appointed to investigate
the claims of patties to the River Plate, consisting of salt spoons,
punch ladles, toast racks, &c., carried down by the Metropolitan
culverts to the bed of the Thames, was brought up by MR. HATFULL,
and ordered to be printed.

RUMOURED VISIT OF THE EMPERORS OF JAPAN.
MR. PUMP, seeing the Secretary for Foreign Affairs in his place,

wished to know whether HER MAJESTY'S Government had received

any intimation of the expected visit of the EMPERORS OF JAPAN to

this country ?

SIR A. ROEBUCK stated that the only intimation HER '^MAJESTY'S
Government had received of the anticipated visit, was derived from a

paragraph in the Leading Journal (Punch). He had no doubt there-

fore that such report was substantially correct.

THE DERBY DAY.
MR. TTTCUI-, addressing the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment, desired to be informed, whether the system of retrenchment

adopted on the last occasion of the House attending in state at the
National celebration of the "Isthmian Games" would be adhered to
on the forthcoming occasion, and whether covered vans would be

provided alone for HER MAJESTY'S Ministers ?

SIR W. Cox stated that all the vans would be covered, but that
Honourable Members would be required to contribute pro rata to

defray the expenses of the tolls.

ADDRESS TO HER MAJESTY.
VISCOUNT WILLIAMS moved that an address be presented to HER

MAJESTY praying, that at the next Levee, permission for passing
through the Housekeeper's room maybe given to Honourable Members
wishing to avoid the crowd.
MR. TURNBULL characterised the motion as being suggested by the

minor theatres during the Pantomime season, when a premature audience
was allowed to pass through the green room, and recommended
Honorable Members who were apprehensive of a squeeze to

"
come

early."
The motion was ultimately withdrawn.

PROTECTION OF WIFE FROM FIRE.
On going into Committee on this Bill, a clause was proposed by

MR. LOVELACE rendering wire-gauze over-skirts on the Davy-lamp
principle, compulsory in certain cases agreed to.

The hoop-clause was struck out, it being understood that the Com-
missioners of Woods were making arrangements for widening the

entrances to the Parks.

THE NATIONAL DEFENCES.
The adjourned debate was resumed by MR. I'ARKE DRUM, who

could see no difference between a protected duty and the duty of pro-

tection, we admitted French silk how then could we consistently shui

out French steel? (Hear bear.) He reminded his honourable and
gallant friend, the Secretary of War, that he was once the champion of

Peace at any price (cries of no, no. from the Ministerial benches, ami
ironical cheersfrom the opposition). His honourable and gallant friend

now proposed to establish a Training College, where Young England
might be initiated into the noble accomplishment of single stick (MOT
hear) he also understood that his honourable and gallant friend had

n cd the command of the Dockhead Volunteers. (The, conclusion

of the honuiifiilili- Mi'mln /' ,v//w// p-im ilrowned in shouts of laughter and
cheers which lastedfor several mimilcs.)
SIR J. BRIGHT protested against any allusion to opinions expressed

by him in an unreformed House of Commons they now breathed a

purer atmosphere, and saw the true policy of England in a clearer light

(hear, hear). They had now an Improved Parliament," and he

hoped the House would support him and the Government, of which he
was a member, in their determination to uphold the honour and dig-

nity of the country (loud cheers). He should not have taken office had
he not seen with indignation the deplorable condition of our national

defences, and the apathy with which they had been regarded by all

former Governments (groans froni the opposition). The Dockhead
Volunteers, which he had embodied and was proud to command, were

ready in case of invasion to defend the entrance to the Thames Tunnel

every man in that distinguished corps being an expert player at

quarter-staff a fact of which Honourable Members might convince
themselves by personal application at the practice-yard (loud laughter).
The Staff was England's safeguard it was an arm that never missed
fire

;
he could speak with confidence on this point ;

he had tried it and
never found it fail. In the words of an immortal Bard, continued the

honourable and gallant Member, I would say
" Let the green tree of Liberty
Be planted in the centre of our land,
And every man have power to cut his atick."

The honourable Member sat down after a speech of nearly twenty
minutes amidst prolonged cheering from all parts of the House.
On the Motion of MR. HOUNSLOW HEATH, the debate was adjourned

to Thursday next. The House rose at a quarter before one.

AFTERNOON SITTING.
The House met at two precisely.

BEEACH r
OF PRIVILEGE.

MR. RUFTJS Box rose to call the attention of the House to a defa-

matory libel upon himself, which had recently appeared in an obscure

print called the Refiner of Parliament. The libel complained of was
as follows :

"
Once a hatter, always a hatter the Honourable Member

for Brentford can't leave the
shop

at home
;
wherever he goes he

carries a blockhead with him." Tlie Honourable Member concluded

by moving that the Publisher be brought up by the Serjeant-at-Anns.
After some remarks from the Attorney-General and SIR M. T. PATE,

the House divided. For 690, against 2. Majority for bringing up the

Publisher, 688.

REFRESHMENTS FOR MEMBERS.
MR. CRAMWELL brought up the Report of the Refreshment Com-

mittee. It recommended that Honourable Members should be sup-
plied under certain restrictions with DISHER'S Ten Guinea reviver, but

negatived the proposition for chinsurahs.

MR. TIGHT was sure that the working men of England would not

grudge their
Representatives

that sokce which would enable every
Honourable Member, in the words of the great LORD LYTTON, to think
like a Philosopher and feel like a Samaritan. (Cheers.)
MR. BITTERS decidedly approved of fumigation it might destroy

those parasites with which everv greenhouse was found more or less

to abound. (Cries of order, and loud expressions of disapprobation from
the Ministerial benches.")

SIR M. T. PATE observing that strangers were present, moved that
the Gallery be cleared.

On our readmission we found
MR. CAVENDISH on his legs. If Honourable Members desired to

enjoy the post-prandial luxury of a whiff, he felt assured that t lie

country would willingly pay the
piper (a laugh), he however deprecated

extravagant measures, and would propose that everv Honourable
Member on application at the bar of the House,be furnished with returns.

After some remarks from MB. SYDER SELLERS which were inaudible

in the Gallery, the motion was carried without a division.

The House rose at a quarter to five.

EVENING SITTING.
The SPEAKER took the Chair at six precisely, at which hour there

were no Members present, and the House was counted out, owing to

the production of a new farce at the Adelphi.
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PLUM-PUDDINGS IN PERIL.

AN ALARUM FOB FAMILIES.

HAT do we care about the
Ionian Islands ? is the ques-
tion of many a shallow, un-

thinking, domestic oaf. Poor
creature ! Do you know
what we owe to the Ionian
Islands F Plums, you de-

plorable creeping thing, you
personal and private-spirited
being ! currants, whereof is

made that plum-pudding of
which you have devoured so

many great wedges in the
course of your sensual,

unpatriotic existence, and
which, in consistence, resem-
bles your own soft head.
What would yon say, if the

Septinsular Republic were
to be annexed to Greece,
and then KING OTHO, in-

fluenced by Russian in-

trigues, were to lay a pro-
hibitive duty on the ex-

portation of currants from
Zaute? The Ionian Islands'

question is a plum-pudding
question, nothing less na-

tional, nothing less familiar.

Think on the boys and the buns Those Isles of Greece are connected with your own suet,
in your own pudding-cloth and your own pot. Expose no more of your densely selfish

unconcern about foreign politics : eat your pudding, slave, and hold your tongue.

THE

NONSENSE OF THE NATIONALITIES.

No more talk of national races,

Panslavic, Hellenic, all stuff!

Of rant, gestures wild, and grimaces
On that point, we 've had quite enough.

JOHN BULL you will vainly appeal to,
That in his own person contains

Both Saxon and Norman
;
a deal, too,

Of Danish blood runs in his veins.

Of Great Britain the Kingdom United,
Indeed, is a thorough hotchpotch ;

We couldn't stand discord, excited
Between us, Welsh, Irish, and Scotch.

To struggles for legal equality
And freedom, we '11 never refuse

Our aid; but hang mere nationality,
Like that of your friends the Hindoos !

Constitutional liberty go for,
You peoples, as hard as you like.

Tree speech, conscience, press, hit a blow for,
And with England's best wishes you'll strike.

But the fight to replace a strange ruler,

By a native as tyrannous, full.

Is a cause for which no man feels cooler

Contempt than plain-thinking JOHN BULL.

Tire ENCUMBERED ESTATES' ACT. We hope
Trafalgar Square will be the first to take the
benetit of the Act, as there is no property in

England, looking at the buildings about it, that
is so heavily encumbered.

EEFORMED CABMEN.
LET the Clubs say what they will about the^

"
national apathy

"
in

the matter of Reform, it is quite clear to our mind that Reform is now
par excellence the order of the day. Government included, we are all

having a hand in it. Measures of Reform are without measure being
crowded on us. Everybody's bent upon reforming everybody. Besides

being urged to reform our tailors' bills, we are prompted to attempt
to reform our lawyers', even. Our navy and our knavy, our sailors

and our swindlers, are alike undergoing a reformatory process : and,

by way of climax, the reformation of our criminals will ere long, we
believe, be extended to our cabmen !

This millennial expectation we base on a report of a
"
somewhat

singular" meeting, which was held the other evening at the Ragged
School, in Bell Street,

"
for the purpose of forming a Cabman's Club,

consisting of a provident society, reading-room, and library." Good
LORD SHAFTESBURY was good enough to occupy the chair, and
"
several ladies" graced the meeting with their presence. The Wrongs

and Rights of Cabmen formed the subject of the speeches, and it was
urged (without unnecessary expletives) that the public had

"
imbibed

a prejudice" against them; that they were "maligned" and "mis-
understood :

"
and that although perhaps there might be some black

sheep among the flock, even these were not by several shades so black
as fancy pointed them. That the speechifying was quite up to public-
meeting pitch, the brief extracts which are furnished us suffice, we
think, to show. Among the pearls of eloquence which were dropped
on the occasion, one jewel of a cabman, we are told, let fall the

following :

" One driver, in a very forcible and intelligent manner, strenuously advised Ms
fellow men to abstain from using profane language, which he knew they were
addicted to ; also intemperance and incivility. He had done so, and found it answer
exceedingly well ; for even when gentlemen only gave sixpence, he politely thtnked
them, which very often brought out another sixpence, which all the swearing in
the world would never have done."

If this
"
intelligent driver

"
be as good as his word, we regret that

the report has not informed us of his number. His sentiments are

woithy of a man of higher standing than one upon the cab-stand ; and
prove to our mind that

" The Rank is but the cabman's stamp,
The man f

fi the gold for a' that !

"

To find a civil cabman is so perilous a task, that we would gladly
save ourselves in future from the risk of it.

" When found," we would
not only take care to

" make a note of him," but we would gladly
appoint him as our Cabman in Chief, and hand down his name to

posterity in Punch.
Let cabmen take the hint, and by following the advice of this their

model in morality, let them aspire to win the premium we thus offer
for reform. In common with the public, we own to haying

"
imbibed

a prejudice
"

against them : one chief reason of which is, that they so
often are imbibing. Their weakness for strong liquors and strong
language is what damns them. Intemperance in drinking leads to that
of speech, and excess in language as in liquor is injurious. This is-

clearly shown by the Solon we have quoted ;
who has proved by

experience that, for cabmen, civility is always the best policy. His
sage reason for prescribing it is that "he has found it answer

;

"
and it

would puzzle us to find a more convincing plea for it. Many a cabman
might be blind to subtler ways of reasoning, but of the argumenturn
adpocketum none could fail to see the force.

Cabs have so long been regarded as mere vehicles of abuse, that a

meeting with a civil cabby is indeed "somewhat singular," and we are
not surprised at the reporter's having called it so. We hope such
meetings may ere long be spoken of as plural ; and as civility costs

nothing, and is moreover
"
found to answer," we trust the public call

for it will soon be generally responded to.

GENTLE REMONSTRANCE
TO ALL CONCERNED IN FINISHING THE WESTMINSTER CLOCK TOWER.

LAZY, idle, sluggish lot,

Dilatory dawdles.
Stagnant, slow, and sleepy set,

Temporising twaddles !

Tardy, slack, and crawling slugs,

Helpless, creeping snails,

Stolid, loafing stick-in-muds !

Paring of your nails !

How much more delay d' ye mean,
Will you please to tell ;

Apathetic auimals,
Where 's our Clock and BellP

1

A New Fact in Ornithology.

AMONGST the visitors to St. Paul's, we observe the name of JENNT
LIND. The fact is worthy of note, as it is not often one sees a

Nightingale inside a WREN'S nest.

THE IMPERIAL SHOE-BLACK BRIGADE.

Louis Napoleon (as a de'crotleur to Italy). Beg your pardon don't

you want your Boot cleaned ?
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TIIK Isles of Greece, the l-lrs of (invee,
\Vhcrc glib lonians gammoned Yor.Ni;;

Where crops of currants never cease ;

Where MAITLAXD ruled, and l!vi:ii\ sung
iii, and iinisi keep them yd,

Though nothing by 1 hi: job \ve get.

i here that SAPPHO, first of blues,

By PIIAON treated like a brute

(No Crinoline Greek m;mls did use,
Or it had .-erved as parachute).

Down white Leocadia s stony breast

['lashed, like a sea-gull, to her rest.

'LI looked SIR LYTTON on;
SIR LYTTON on DISKAELKE :

Each thinks
"
were G I.ADSTONE only gone,

Much easier our game would i

For changeful still, as wind or wave,
One never blows how he '11 behave."

SIR LYTTON tapped his thoughtful bn.
His finger by his nose laid Diz' :

"
Those troublesome Sey'n Islands, now !

If the Commiss'nership were his!
There's sure to be the deuce to pay;
And means to pay it where are they ?

"

Ay where arc they? And where arl tliou,

My GUERNSEY ? Through thy prison-door
They shove thee in thy victuals now :

On MILLER thou canst call no more :

'THE ISLES OF GREECE;"
IFow must a souring soul like tlnnr

On prison rules and rations pine !

And so YpUNG went
,
and (I U

Homeric raptuie iu his face;
With I'liilhi d to his name,
To calm the heady island race :

1 1 is rounded periods they cheer ;

He gave them tongue : they lent him car.

They listen : to obey v

!ks : old MAITLAND '/// instead :

We might hare spared the kiss lie prest
lie Greek Church's Holy II

i ireek meet-, (iieek, strife's svire to be:
When Greek meets GLADSTONE, we shall see.

The senate gathers at his call,

And flings his offers at his head :

Reforms they don't require at all

But union with Greece ins:

To aught but this, the chamber 's glum ;

i DAUDOLO deaf, LOILHARDO dumb.

i

, in vain his homed words :

Deaf adders, they'll no ear incline :

"
For Greece, we '11 draw bills, if not swords :

For Greece, for Greece we '11 shed our wine :

For Greece Bavarian, Russ, and all

Union with Greece, whate'er befall !

"

Yon have the GLADSTONE presence yet,
Where is the GLADSTONE influence gone ?

Free of Kin? Log you chafe to get,
MJKKS is coming ou ;

The Constitution SEATON gave,
iiut lends you means to misbehave.

JOHN- BULL won't let you raise a shine,

Though you may talk what stuff you please :

You miu'ht get GLADSTONE in a line,

I ! nt SIOKKS you'll find less hard to squeeze.
We're tyrants, if you like; but then,
What are your so-called countrymen?

Trust not for freedom to the Greeks,
Whom Itussia buys and OTHO sells ;

In British bottoms, British bivcks

Your hope of trade and money dwells ;

What were Greek language, lyre, or sword,
Were once your currant-business floored ?

Fill high the bowl with currant wine!
GLADSTONE returns, his feathers laid;

'ISRAELI'S black eyes shine

O'er an old debt of vengeance paid;
The Commons' wrath while BULWER braves,
Deaf as a rock that breasts the waves.

Plunge GLADSTONE into HOMER deep,
With pen and ink and paper by,

There let him prove the world asleep,
There glo/e and Hellenise sky-high;

While BULWER office shall resign
To stick to novels and the Nine !

A DIVISION OF PROFITS.

TIE sum of 10,000 francs
has been paid to Mo-
GUEKRONIERE, being the
amount of profits that have
hitherto accrued upon the
sale of the pamphlet, Napo-
leon Trois et PItalic . But
we always considered that
NAPOLEON TROIS himself
was the author of that

cock-crowing production ;

or, at all events, that it

was written at his dicta-

tion. Ought not the 10,000
francs, then, to have been
handed over to the Em-
peror? or, in any case,
should not he and his

favoured confrere go halves

together? We should ad-
vise his Imperial Majesty
to stick to his pamphle-
teering propensities. The
speculation seems to be a

profitable one. In these
hard times, the receipt of
a sum like 400 is not bad
remuneration for a puny
post octavo that would not

fill half-a-dozen columns of a newspaper. We doubt if our illustrious

wielder of the sceptre and the pen will ever realise as much from any
other pursuit of war. The campaign of Italy, far from bringing in any-
thing equal to what the pamphlet written upon it has produced, would,
doubtlessly, only return a dead loss. It is, therefore, for his own interest
that we seriously recommend our Imperial contemporary to seek for no
other victories than those he can gain in the fields ot literature. Let him
foolishly rush into print as often as he pleases, so long as he M :

abstains from rushing into war. Spilling ink is more harmless thaii

shedding blood, and, apparently, pays better. A pamphlet a week, at
the rate of 400 per pamphlet, would bring the Emperor in a com-
fortable income of 20,800. NAPOLEON TROIS should cultivate i

capabilities that he !i. ingers -ends. With one or two more
paper-triumphs, he might be crowned, with imperial foolscap,

"
//

Premier Pamphletaire de I'Europe"

WANTED FOR THE IONIAN AISLES. A good stout Beadle.

HONOUR TO OUE. BEADLES !

THE Press must clearly leave off calling us their "facetious con-

irary." Our success in comic writing is so marvellously marked,
that it is spurring to compete with us a whole host of copyists. The
most serious of newspapers are getting more and more facetious, and
the prosiest penny-a-liner can hardly write a paragraph without

cracking a joke in it. Every journalist seems bitten with a sort of

punomania, and the spark of wit bursts forth from the driest sticks of

writers. To show the liveliness with which the dullest
subjects

are

now treated, we cite the following bit of humour from our business-

like contemporary, the Building News -.

" THE CITY PAVEMENTS. Last week, for the first time within tho memory of the
oldest beadles of the City, some of the numerous porters, beadles, and messengers
Jn the Bank of England, or persons employed by them, were seen busy in sweeping
the footpaths around tho Bank of England. The cause of this operation is not

apparent, although it did remove the dirt, and the Bank footpaths were clean.

Whether the beadles will ever condescend to do it again, remains doubtfuL There
are now even bets among the members of tho Stock Exchange that the Palais du
Lord Maire tho Mansion House will succeed to the Dignity of having the filthiest

footways in the City, lately and for many years enjoyed by the Bank of England.
It has been supposed that the paths were never swept, to prevent respectable men
from engaging in designs to break into the Bank."

If, in spite of its jocosity, this paragraph be true, we would commend
the Building News for giving it insertion, and we are glad to extend
its publicity in Punch. The fact of British Beadles condescending to

turn street-sweepers seems at first thought so appalling that the mind
can only shudder at it ; and it requires a considerable stretch of com-

prehension to grasp the grandeur 9f the action which is sought to be

conveyed. Such a sacrifice of dignity should not pass unrecorded;
and we even think it due that it should not pass unrewarded. We
hope we know our place. To contemplate a Beadle should inspire us
with humility. In all humbleness of mind, then, we would venture to

suggest that a presentation of new brooms should take place at the

Bank, as a tribute to the heroism which the Beadles have displayed
there. To take a broom in hand, and actually sweep with it, is a
labour which the boldest liritish Beadle might have quailed at; and
their daring it is proof that the brave Beadles of the Bank are emi-

nently heroes who are fitted for the post of defending the Old Lady
whom they have in keeping.

French Art.

A COMPANION to the celebrated work "Les Francois peitifs par eux-

is to be published in Paris. It is to be called Les Franfaises

peintes par ellcs-nitmes." It is to be profusely coloured, and the style
of each lady's painting is to be strictly- preserved.

A " TAPER WASTE." Burning the candle at both ends.
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are you getti:

OUR FUTURE STAFF.
A rather Heavy Dragoon (who has some idea of going in for a Staff Examination, rides over to the College to make inquiries)

" WM horn
you getting on ? What sort of things do they give you to do ?

"

U for last Examination. Knocked off dead and living
ralrulus, rectification, quadrature and cubature of

_ -10 "J -VJVTI
-"- " p..-,.,.,..,..-...,..,,, .tVm OnlT-llwTT til,. I.. l*i*nl .,:.:...- 1 1- ! _ _i'

equilibrium of arches, method of tangents, nmishing fractions, pneum
'

(the Cavalry finds himself rising in his stirrups),

[PLUNGER rides furiously back to Camp.

CLO' FOE THE POOR CLERGY.

(NO FICTION.)

IT is a positive fact that there exists an actual bond fide Clerical
Fund and Poor Clergy Relief Society at 345, Strand, London, W.C
It is really true that there is such a person as the REV. W. G. JEKVIS,
Secretary to that Society, not a myth, but a live and kicking divine-
kicking in vain against the doors of episcopal palaces, deaneries, and
other lat parsonage-houses. Furthermore, it is literally the case and
no mistake, and no joke, that this Society will thankfully receive Warm
Clothing, Blankets, and Sheeting for the use of the destitute Clergy.

In consequence of the appearance, in the pages of Mr. Punch, some
time back, of a notice of this charitable association, a great increase
has taken place in the number of its reverend applicants for relief
who understood Mr. Punch. They were quite aware how possible it

was that the richest church in the world should contain starving
clergymen. But no corresponding increase has taken place in the
number of benefactors to the Society : the charitable public naturally
but erroneously thinking the idea that the opident Church of England
can allow such a Society to exist ridiculous. Let the benevolently
disposed, then, clearly understand that if they will visit 345, Strand

they will find the Society there; and be satisfied of the authenticity of
the REV. W. G. JERVIS.

It is clear that one half of the clerical world cannot know how the
other half lives, or else they would not allow brethren of the cloth to
go about famished, threadbare, out-at-elbows, and glad to get a suit of
cast-off clothes, in which, however, to the judicious eye, the ragged"
reverend gentlemen will look infinitely less shabby than the wealthy
but close-fisted wearers of canonical sable and fine linen.

A Tremendous Crammer.
THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH is hugging secretly to himself some

wonderful gun which, we are told, is to be the death of every other
gun yet borne into the battle-field. We look upon this as a bit of
Imperial gasconade, which will be no sooner put to the test than it

will be blown to atoms. Or, to cast a new word for the occasion, shall
we name this new invention, the EMPEROR'S Gascannonade ?

A STERLING SUGGESTION. All the persons employed in the Mint
should be Jews, properly, for they seem to make money faster than
anybody else.

2
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Hunt <i,H/.
" DKAH ! DEAR! So HE HAS FORMED AN ATTACHMENT THAT YOU DON'T APPROVE OF ! AH!

, WELL, TIIKUE'S ALWAYS SOMETHING. DEPEND UPON IT, MA'AM, THERE'S A SKELETON SOMEWHERE jx KVXRY

HOUSE!"

WHAT 'S HIS LITTLE
GAME?

UPON the whole we think the

Government have dealt pretty

fairly in the matter of Reform,
and although they have been
forced to sacrifice two trumps, it

would not surprise us to find

they "do the trick." Much de-

pends upon the way in which
LORD PAM will play his cards,

and he is much too old a hand to

let one get a peep at them. His

Lordship is, we know, a master of

li,n:i.v ; and as the stakes are

rather high, we may depend he

will not wittingly let slip a chance

of winning. The game, as we may
see, is just now at its turning

point ; and if it were played by the

rules of Five-card Loo, now is

just the time for Government to

call out -.

"
PAM, be civil !

"

An Early Season.

WE noticed two or three peram-
bulators in the Sun last week.

They were very young specimens ;

but it is rarely they make their

appearance before a more advanced

period of the season. They looked
iresh and healthy, though a little

pinched, we thought, by the cold.

THE MOST USEFUL FORM or
" BRAY'S TRACTION-ENGINE." A
well fed Donkey.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
FEBRUARY 28. Monday. This was the Great Day of the Session. This

day did BENJAMIN DISRAELI, ESQ. in other days author of a Revo-

lutionary Epic, introduce a Reform Bill to the notice of the House of

Commons. Unable to trust himself to deal in prose with such a sub-

ject, saturated as it were with all the richest jews of poetry, Mr. Punch

has, upon another of his golden leaves, inscribed with pen of diamond
the story of this day. Here, therefore, it shall suffice to say that,
when MR. DISRAELI had made his speech, sundry Members ventured

remarks, but most of them in gingerly fashion
;
for an explanatory

oration is usually a thing which must be read before its theme can be
understood. MR. BAXTER, Member for Montrose, however, having
discovered that the measure, being avowedly an English Reform Bill,

did not affect Scotland, was safe in denouncing it on that ground.
MR. HEADLAII was dissatisfied, but would wait

;
and BAXTER, who

wanted Scotland put into the Bill, was obliged to withdraw his pro-

position. MR. CRAWFORD, another Scot, complained of the
"
insolent

silence
"
with which Scotland had been treated, upon which the Lord

Advocate promised a Scotch measure
; MR. Fox said that the Bill did

not provide for the emancipation of the working classes
;
LORD JOHN

RUSSELL, suddenly inspired with a veneration for those classes, whom
he has hitherto been thought to hold in no great regard as politicians,
said the same thing_; MR. ROEBUCK declared the Bill a boon to the
landed class

; MR. BRIGHT, of course, abused it ore rotundo
;
MR.

DRUMMOND scoffed at everybody, rather amusingly, and likened LORD
JOHN to ALEXANDER, and MR. ROEBUCK to THAIS

; and LORD PAL-
MERSTON (Wily Old Party) had not heard enough about the Bill,
and wished to be supposed not to have any particular opinion at

present, the W. 0. P. wishing to know what the country thought
upon a matter on which he is profoundly indifferent, except so far as
it affects political relations. MR. CROSSLEY spoke so

; MR. EDWIN
JAMES said he came in

"
fresh

" from Marylebone, but spoke soberly
enough MR. BENTINCK simply abused MR. BRIGHT ; and there were
some other speeches, not worth delivering or recollecting. After this,

BENJAMIN, like Falitaff, took all their points in his target, fenced

smartly enough, and lixed the second reading for Monday, the Twenty-
First. Mr.^Punch, who is not always exactly at MR. DISRAELI'S feet,
begs on this occasion to make that gentleman a bow, and to state
that his manner of introducing a most important measure was worthy
ot the occasion.

LORD MALMESBUIIY explained that the POPE himself had asked the

French and Austrians to depart out of his dominions. This was a

marvellous modification of previous statements that they were cer-

tainly going ;
and it seems by no means sure that they mean to do

anything ot the kind. One of the Bills for reforming the Debtor and

Creditor Law made progress ;
OVERSTONE obstante, as became a very

rich man, more likely to have debtors than creditors.

Tuesday. LORDS CAMPBELL, BROUGHAM, and CRANWORTH helped on
a Bill for preventing people from being indicted until a magistrate
should have had an opportunity of looking into the case. LORD
WENSLEYDALE thought this provision unconstitutional. This old

lawyer was stuck in the House to advise the Peers ;
and he gene-

rally gives advice which he would do inexpressibly better to keep to

himself.

The Commons had the pleasure of hearing MR. WALPOLE state

gracefully, and MR. HENLEY grumblingly, why they had respectively

quitted office. It is very meet and right that such statements should

always be exacted, as everybody is interested in knowing that public
men act on high motives. There could be no doubt of the perfect

purity and the extreme absurdity of the reasons which actuated both

these gentlemen. MR. WALPOLE is succeeded in the Home Office by
MR. SOTHERON ESTCOURT, and MR. HENLEY at the Board of Trade by
LORD DONOUGHMORE. After the explanations came an exceedingly

important and unreadable debate on the state of the Shipping interest
;

and a Committee was appointed, to save the House the misfortune of

being again bored thereon.

Wednesday. If TITIUS dies, which he usually d9es some time or

another, and leaves personal property not such an invariable, but an

equally laudable act the law divides it among his representatives, in

case he makes no will (and if he makes none, he is a negligent and cul-

pable idiot) ;
but if TITIUS leaves landed property

under the same con-

ditions, it goes to his eldest son and heir. MR. LOCKE KING proposed
to assimilate the rules, and divide the land

;
but this is not a propo-

sifon which was likely to find favour in England, a family-founding

i

nation
1

;
and after a debate, the whole weight of the House went

against the measure, which was rejected by 271 to 76. So, if TITIUS

wants to split up his land into slices, he must go to an attorney, and

get a will made
;

or make one himself, which will probably send his

representatives to the .attorney with a squabble, a course the latter

gentleman will probably prefer.
The Bill for undoing the Bill allowing Candidates to carry about
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voters in carriages had a squeak for it, but the second reading was

carried by a small majority. Honourable Gentlemen do not like then-

kindness to their poorer friends (who have votes) to be interfered

with.

T/ii>,-*<ltni. Some row made by Mil. CHISHOLM ANSTEY at Hong
Kong was poked into by the ever-restless LORD GREY, but Loiin

CARNARVON with a piteous allusion to the masses of despatches which

Mn. ANSTEY sends home by every mail, begged to postpone the

The Jews having been fairly, if not in very dignified fashion, landed

in Parliament, the House is to consider how the wnmraBOU can be
'

made a little more decorous. The House then decided that the duties

on foreign wood should not be removed
;
that a commission should be

appointed to consider the Liquor Laws of Scotland, and what could he

done to make that dreadfully drunken province more moral; that an

inquiry into the condition of the West Indies should not be made, and

that people should be at liberty to marry their defunct wives' sisters.

LORD BURY gained this final triumph by 137 to 89.

l-Ynliiy. LORD LYNDIIURST, as became the son of SINGLETON COPLEY,

luiiiirr, made a very good speech about the Royal Academy, which, it

is dreadfully afraid of being considered responsible to the

country, or anything but an institut ion under the Crown. It demands,

however, about half of Burlington House, which cost, 140,000 of our

money, and something will have to be said about this little fact. Why
do not the artists of England, Academicians or not, meet, and let the

country, which only desires to do the best for art, know what is the

feeling of the painters, generally, upon the giving this grand present

to an exclusive body. If the Palette finds it unpaletteable, let it

say so.

The Commons got on the Army Estimates, and gave PEEL 122,655

men, and 3,72-1,471 in money, and !//. Pi'urk went off to his Club,

cheering like one o'clock, which it was.

TWELVE LITTLE JOCKEYS.

SHANKS come in at a canter, was little CLARA POTTY a bad second,
and were the rest no where ? 1'inally, we would respectfully demand
whether, if the Turf is to contribute ecclesiastical adornments, the

Ring may not do the same, and what the EAKL OP ZABULON and the

twelve bridesmaids would say to this ?

" At the marriage of Miss MARY ANN CRASHER, of the Boxing-Gloves Tavcru, a
few 'lays ai^o, her bridesmaids, four in number, were 'arrayed in the fighting colours

of the TIPTON SLASHER, a near relation of the bride, the dresses being blue, with re' I

spots, tastefully copied from the fogies distributed by the Slasher at his lust mi!l

with the Birmingham Bubblyjock."

WE copy this from the Inverness Courier, only varying names and

address, as a lady is mentioned :

' At the marriage of Miss HENRIETTA liiocs, of Walton, a few days ago, her

mis, twelve in number, were arrayed in the racing colours of the EARL OF
ZABULON, a near relation of the bridegroom, the dresses and scarfs being of white
muslin with scarlet spots, white silk bonnets, friffqufes with a spray of holly and
frosted leaves inside."

The aristocracy, and those who imitate them, are so wise and so

refined, that they never do anything without the best and most graceful
of reasons. Therefore in all humility, and with a sincere wish to be

instructed, M/\ I'l'm-li asks, why twelve young ladies condescended to

M-ra.\ themselves in L'armrnfs designed to remind the spectator of tin 1

which the EARI, or ZABULON puts upon his jockeys? Also,
whether the groomsmen, for there must have been companions for the

twelve graces, -acre arrayed in the colours of the EARL OP ZABULON'S
footmen. Surely a footman, home-trained and fastidious, is as legitimate
an object for the imitation of a gentleman, as a promoted stable-boy
is for that of a lady. Next, in the same humble spirit, we would ask

(nothing doubting to receive a sufficing answer) what was the fitness

of bringing racing associations into a sacred edifice? Rejecting any
miserable jingle about a horse's halter and a holy altar, we enquire
Did the twelve young ladies keep up the idea by going off at a

scamper, on alighting at the church door, first bridesmaid lieiu;,'

rewarded with a bracelet, but being bound to accept any one who
would claim the winner. And who was first ? Did EMILY DE LONG-

SCOTS WHA HAi:.

(Mr. Punch's Ferstou.)

SCOTS wha hae dune WALLACE dead,
Scots wha BRUCE fling at our head,

Drop sic havers and instead,
Let 's like freens agree.

Now 's the day, and now 's the hour,
Britain 's a united power ;

Why should Scotland's lion glower
Wi sic angry 'ee ?

Scots hae wuts, and Scots hae wills,

Gudeness knows, to help their-sels,

Out of Southron pocks and tills,

Sacking the bawbee.

For each plack JOHN BULL can make,
SAWNEY still his pound will take,

They are Scottish hauns that shake
The Pagoda tree.

Wha wad idly rant and rave,
Ilk dead feua dig frae its grave,
Scour auld spear and rusty glaive,

Let him growl wi' ye.

Wha in bonds o' luve an' law,
British hearts wad closer draw,
A' wi' each, an' each wi' a',

Let him laugh wi' me.

Wha speaks scorn o' WALLACE wight ?

WTia denies that BRUCE could tight,

BURNS could sing and SCOTT could write,
Wi' the best that be ?

Wha 'd ding Scotland's Lion down,
Clip his claws or shave his crown?
The bonnie beastie need na frown,

At Lions gude as he.

I 'm no anxious to oppose
Case o' Thristle versus Rose

;

Why still thrust it neath my nose,
Wi' the holly tree ?

Baith hae glories to maintain,
On the land and on the main :

Gude sake, let 's each keep our ain,

Nor wi' ither jee.

" RACK THEM WITH AITCHE8."

MR. HADFIELD, or ADFIELD, as he would call himself, is really too

bad with his aspirations, and something must be done. Punch is

overwhelmed with complaints of MR. H.'s or MR. A.'s liberties with

the alphabet. The other day he was speaking to SIR G. C. LEWIS,

who, adapting his discourse to his companion's calibre, remarked,

"Very warm to-day, but the rough winds of March will play the deuce

with our skins."" Yes," replied H., (or A.),
"

as the Greeks said,

we must beware of the Hides of March." SIB GEORGE (being a
|

classical scholar) nearly fainted, but (being a patriot) supported him-

self into the lobby, and voted. But this is not the worst. Meeting
another Member on his way to the washing rooms, H., (or A.) said,
"
Ah, going to wash your conjunctions ? "- " My what ?

" asked the

other senator, aghast.
"
Why, your Ands." We repeat it, something

must be done.

"
'TIS A WISE CHILD THAT KNOWS ITS OWN FATHER."

MEN newly raised to honours used to be described by old heraldic

writers as
"
sons of their works." On this principle will SIB, W.

ARMSTRONG take it as an offence to be styled
"
son of a gun ?

"
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COMPANIONS IN CAPTIVITY.
in- Wonting Pott inform

Mil. MlK'HKLI,, the

energetic Secretary of our

(AMI Zoological Socii

preparing a collection of

birds and beasts lor the

I'm,. OR in the

I'.ois ilr I'louhigne.

Judging by the par;
I.i 1 1 is NAPOLEON is now
playing in Kurope, lie evi-

dfiitly anticipates a time

when he shall be able to

exhibit, in one cage the

1'irili.sh Lion, the Russian

, and the Prussian

and Austrian Vultures,

all perfectly tame and
cordial. Meanwhile, as he

has succeeded in trans-

forming aU France into one

great cage for the Gallic

rlasile, it. is not to be won-
dered at that he should be

anxious to fine that spi-

rited, but for the moment
discomfited, bird, com-

panions in captivity. The
collection wiD be rich in

the genus Kapiores, species Aqnilit, if it include nothing beyond the

Kites, -which the Imperial eutvi/nrt/r is in the habit of flying, and
ihe IWzards who entrusted Louis NAI'OLJSOX with the task of

saving society.

RAILWAY COMPENSATION.

IT is so generally admitted that accidents will happen on the best

regulated railways, that we shall hardly be accused of any wish to

startle or astound our nervous readers, if we apprise them that even
on the Eastern Counties line it is within the bounds of possibility that

they may meet with a mishap. That they may know in such case

what a trial may await them, we quote the following account of one
which came oil' very recently in the Court of Common Pleas :

" ROBERTS v. THE EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY COMPANY.
" This was an action brought to 'recover damages for injuries sustained by tbc

plaimift on the railway of the defendant i was that the plaintifl had
.02 in accord and satisfaction. In the month of October last, the plaintiff.

who was in the employment of a firm of shipbrokers, was coming np to town from
! i jr. in one of the carriages of the defendants, when at Bromley

Station, owing to an error in the turning of the points, a portion of the train got on
tooneLUleof rails anil the remainder on to another. The train was overturned,
and the hat of the plaintiff crushed. He was not aware at the time that he had

i-msly injured, and when he arrived in Lnndon, the station-master, MK.
, suggested that hu should have some remuneration for his spoilt hat, and

^ Inch lie signed a receipt. The plaintiff wont to his business as
usual, but he soon be-^au to suffer great pain in the head, ami lieeame nervous and
sleepless t:\rntn:illv In- txmmutnd a DR. HAMSKM.L, who told him he had been

seriously injured than he hd at first conceived. He was obliged to leave
business, was light-hunted, vomited, fe-., and at last (went to Redhill, whore his
health impriivcd, and he returned to town. He is still far from well, has lost his

memory, aim Menl." Tho plaintiff having been exauiinc-d, Sli>. SIKIKAVT BAM.ANTISE was cross-

axaminlng him U t.> Imw much he usually gav. when
I.IUKX observed that it sin >t be urged that if the

plaintiff had been seriously injured he was precluded from recovering because he
I..]

it '.! for his hat.
" MK SERJEANT BAU.ANTINE said that he had certain instructions, and that his

duty was to act upon them.
!'ii LORD CHIEF .1' STICK. Of course you must obey your instructions. I am

<inly .surprised that a I instructions.
The learned SEIUKANT then pro. , ine the plaintiff with "great

mill i it i-l less as tn hi.v having K-en inloxieated i>n many nt-cMsions siuec the accident,
but without <-li<-itin<,' anything favourable to thedefeli'l

" The e\iil<.nee nl 1)1;. HAMSKII.I. having lui n I

" MK. SEH.TEANT BAI.I.ANTINK rose and ,T what that gentleman had
said, he could not den lintiffhad met with serious injuries, at the- same
time it was tin- duty of Hallway Companies to .olders were not

upon.
' A verdict was entered by consent for the plaintiff Damages 250."

It will be seen from this instructive statement what a sufferer by an
accident upon a railway may expect, if he be rash enough to bring an
action for the damage he has sustained by it. By the express instruc-
tions of the Company, he will be chaffed and badgered by the
Bar, and insult will be copiously added to his injury. If his hat be
smashed, the question will be put, "Pray, who's your hatter?" or
if his attire has otherwise been damaged, he will tie asked if he did not
I)" \ his coal at an old elo' shop, and if he ever in his life gave so large
a sum as hiilf-a-giiinca for his trousers.

It is possible that Railway Companies may issue such ins! i

to deter Iheir damani '< is from suing for their damages ; but
it is ;i|su possible that where actions are so brought, such instriic

may tend rather to the damage of the Company. We heartily eominend
the LOKII Cim:r .IISTHI; ('<>< KHI it.\ for expressing his "surprise"
that sneh ins! met ions should be i--sm-d : but we really think his 1.

ship mitrhl h.-i\e gone a little further, with the view (if making the

KaMeru Counties Railway fare worse. U err L<uii> Cm:
I'l M i! to have the charging of a jury, his Lordship would instruct

them to take note of the way in which the plaintiff was examined, and
to increase the sum which they awarded, in proportion to the verbal

injuries sustained. When Counsel are instructed to badger and to chad',

LORD 1'vxcn would give, the sufferers compensation for i heir e\ideue<
-.

and would in such eases consider they had nut. had justice done them,
until they found a compensa! mi: balance al their bankers, not. oidy for

the injury which their persons had sustained, but also fur the insults

which in Court might hurt their feelings.

TAXATION AND RKI'UKSKXTATIOX.

THAT taxation and representation should go together, is the plea
on which Reformers of the BRH.IIT sel fur I "ni\

Suffrage. But how, if Universal Suffrage be found to separate tin-

two tl: L-i\e us a set of representatives who pay no taxes, and
a set of tax -payers who have no share in the representation-
An American little bird not a imiekinL'-bird either sings in

Mf. I'liin'li's Conservative ear Mr. Punch has one Conservative and
one Progressive auricular appendage that this pleasant state of

things may be seen in full play in the Stale of New York. In that
"

airthly paradise
"

the body politic is divided into two large sections,
one of which is called "the Tax-payers," the other "the Non-
tax-payers." The first class includes all persons with incomes above
a certain amount: the latter, all with incomes below the favoured
lerel
The latter body, having the absolute majority, controls all the

elections, both state and municipal, appoints to all the offices, votes all

the taxes, monopolises all the jobs, and appropriates all the loaves and
fishes. To the former is left the solitary satisfaction of contributing
the money.

In this way is attained a division of the duties and rights of property
highly satisfactory to the largest portion of the inhabitants of the
state. The minority bears all the duties

;
the majority appropriates

all the rights. On the Benthamite theory, that the ruling principle
of human society should be, "the greatest happiness of the greatest

number," what can be better than this arrangement ? The non-tax-

payers are the greatest number, and their greatest happiness is realised
when they have shifted all the public burdens off their own shoulders
and transferred them to their wealthier neighbours.
We recommend the case for the study of the British middle classes,

in connection with any scheme that may be pressed upon them for

torring the entire control of political power from themselves to

the masses, who have not yet reaclicd the not very unattainable level

of a 10 occupancy, or, in other words, who do not pay 4*. a week for

their lodgings.

The Beauties of Hastings.

THE Hotels have no smoking-rooms ! We tried two of the prin-
cipal hotels, and there was not a smoking-room in cither. This is,

undeniably, a very great advantage to persons who do not smoke.

Again, the letter-box of the Principal Post Office is closed on tin-

Sundays during the hours of Divine Service ! This, it must be admitted,
is a very great service to persons, who take very little service, as it is

the cause of bringing them out of doors a second time. Moreover, it

is a deserved slap on the face for not going to church.

Wheels within Wheels.

THE Presse newspaper, the organ of Plan Plan, who is just now
Lord of the Ascendant at, the Tuileries, has been sold to M. SOLAR,
who is already the proprietor of the 1'um and the Cutttitutionnel.

Frenchmen arc fond of declaring France tiie central influence of the

world, and Paris the central influence of France, and the Press the
central influence of Paris. From proprietorship, as well as influence,

the Press of Paris seems now, more than ever, entitled to be called the
Solar System of Europe.

THE DEFENCE OF THE TAY.
"
Is it the

Tay you're defending?
"
burst in an impetuous Irishman,

not paying the slightest attention tut lie \<m ions part of the discussion," W ell, 1 can tell you, it's not bad stuff, gentlemen, screaming hot,
lots of sugar, and plenty of whiskey in it !

"
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Youth.
" You NEEDN'T BE AFRAID, MA'AM. STAND BEHIND ME !

"

THE SLEEPING BRITISH LION.
" GET up, British Lion, get up," says JOHN BRIGHT,

' And then you shall have such a feast
;

Get up ! What, asleep ? Do you take day for night ?

Get up, you great lazy old beast.

Here, I 've brought you a carcase of prime Reform pork ;

I 'm the man to supply you with prog ;

So jump up and pitch in
;
tooth and nail set to work :

You observe that I go the whole Hog."
"
Awake, British Lion, awake and be fed,"
Cries DERBY :

"
awake, you slow brute,

Here 's a haunch of buck-venison, the finest e'er bred,
Which just your digestion will suit.

Look, only just look, what a nice joint of meat ;

You could manage a bit if you 'd try.
Take this now, or you may be wanting to eat
And unsatisfied be, by-and-by.

"
Arise, British Lion !

" LORD JOHN shouts,

i

You are famished I 'm sure you must be.

arise !

Then why do you snore so ? Come, open your eyes,
And you shall sec what you shall see.

I '11 warrant you '11 find it a better blow out
Than those other fellows can give :

I
'i,Pny

ide you a meal> wluch > beyond any doubt,
Will last you as long as you live."

They
talk to the old British Lion in vain ;

The Lion does nothing but snore :

He won't wag his tail, and he won't shake his mane,And they can't get the Lion to roar.
But you may make him roar and his jaws wide expand,

Just presume on his peaceable mood,
You may then find it hard to supply the demand
Of the roused British Lion for food.

THE FLOWERY LAND. The Chinese call a cocoa-nut
"
a Cow's Egg."

GOOD SEXSE AT THE PALACE.

BRITISH snobbishness has been snubbed, and well snubbed, in Egypt.
Poor little PRINCE ALFRED, after escaping from the awful boredom of

Maltese ceremonial and Tunisian official civility, has been rescued from
a repetition of the annoyance at Alexandria by

"
peremptory injunctions

received from England."
In consequence of these injunctions, says the Egyptian JENKINS,

with evident disgust,
"

all public demonstrations of welcome have been
reduced to the lowest possible point." The only amusement the

youthful Prince has been allowed to partake of since his arrival

m Africa has been lion-hunling. Considering that his usual fate

is to be stalked by snobs, with the most unrelenting pertinacity, it

must be an agreeable relief to him to figure as a hunter of lions, instead
of a lion to be hunted. He ought to be much obliged to his Royal
Mamma and his kind Papa for the good sense which has prompted their

peremptory injunction tor the suppression of snobbery, in the disguise
of loyalty. There is quite enough of the real article extant to allow
of their dispensing with its base and Brummagem counterfeit.

PHffiBUS IN A FLASK.

FRENCHMEN are not usually suspected of a propensity to "hide
their light under a bushel

;

"
but M. NIEPCE DE ST. VICTOR, to

judge by the account of his recent experiments, has at all events"
hid his light in a bottle," and drawn it out to photograph with, after

six months' bottling.
What next? We shall be shortly seeing advertised, "Best Italian

beams, at per dozen," or
"
Fine dry South African sunshine, in the

wood, at per quarter cask." We may expect, too, that the new
invention will be invoked to remove the prejudice against home-
made wines, and that we shall be invited to patronise "the raisin"
of the British medicine-man, on the strength of the rays that have
been absorbed in it.

Some incredulous .persons declare that M. DE ST. VICTOR'S bottled
sunshine on being uncorked will turn out mere moonshine

;
but have we

not MR. WHEATSTONE'S testimony to the fact that it has blackened
sensitive paper ? which ought certainly not to be made light of.
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THE REFORM BILL.

DONE INTO HIAWATHAN VERSE BY MR. PUNCH.

IF you question, if you ask him
What about this new Reform Bill,

Just brought in by HICN DI.SKAELI,

Fluent, mocking BEN DISUAELI,
In fulfilment ofthe pledges
Given by hinij

and by LORD DERUV,
Fluent, mocking EARL or DKKIIY,
When last year they entered office ':

I'tiiii-h will answer, Punch will tell you
That the Bill has seventy clauses,

Not.to mention certain schedules.

If you ask him, if you question,

Who, in case this Bill 's adopted,
Will, of all this British nation,
Have the right to vote, at poll-booth,
For the candidate aspiring
To be chosen and elected
To the English House of Commons ?

Punch will answer, he will tell you,
Those he 's now about to mention.

He, with forty shilling freehold :

He who is the happy owner
Of five pounds of other tenure :

Or shall occupy, as tenant,

Aught of ten pound yearly value :

Or shall occupy apartments
(Here 's the clause to let in lodgers)
For the which he pays the moderate
Sum of twice four shillings weekly,
Or of twenty pounds per annum.
He whose stock, (or Bank or Indian)

Brings its owner ten pounds yearly,
He whose pension (army, navy,
Civil or uncivil service}
Is what 's called a twenty-pounder :

He who in a bank of Savings
Sixty pounds hath wisely hoarded.

He, a graduate of a College,

He, a clergyman, established,

He, a minister dissenting,

He, a barrister, or pleader,
He, a proctor, or attorney,

He, a doctor, (quacks exeepted)
He, a certified schoolmaster,
And all other men, if any,
Qualified by the Reform Act
Passed by GREY, BROUGHAM, and RUSSELL.

These are those to whom LORD DKRBY
Gives, or else preserves, the franchise.

If you further ask or question,
What is in some fifty clauses,

ensuing numeration
< If I lie i arioua coves, or parties,
Who will henceforth have a franchise?

Punch will answer, Pi'iirh will tell you,
You may go and read those clauses.

Those who do not like can lump it.

All that verbiage fas it seemeth)
Is what statesmen call machinery,
Not affecting you, sweet reader.

But, if you make further query,

(As vou will do, if inquiring,

Intellectual, patriotic,
A/Y humani alienum
A tepnta>is) What great feature,

Principle, or point of party.
Is involved in this Reform Bill,

Planned by the inventive DERBY,
Published by the daring DIZZY ?

Punch must answer. Punch must tell yon,
That the Bill is, rather wisely,
Framed of Compromising order,

Doing much that 's good aud proper,

Greatly pleasing neither party,

Greatly riling all the ultras ;

And the British Lion slumbers,

Spite of everybody 's poking :

Long in pace requiescut.

For the boroughs and the counties

We have now a different franchise.

But this Bill, of good LORD DERBY'S,
Makes in both the franchise equal,

This, unto the ultra-Tories

Seems an awfid step and horrid,

Tearing down the Constitution,

Letting in a revolution,
Such the awe and such the terror

This proposal hath excited,
That the good and gentle WALPOLE,
And the good and growling HENLEY,
Both have jumped clean out of office ;

Just as in the nursery legend,
MOSES and his brother AABON

In a pot were set a-boiling,

\Vlu'ii<v, the legend adds, meek Yi

Straight ('ere hot was AARON) jumped out.

Fifteen boroughs, now returning
Each its brace of members, henceforth

Must put up with half that number.

If, before, they've scut two thin men,
Let them now elect one fat man,
Thus the si'lf-namc weight preserving
In the English House of Commons.
Fifteen seats, thus rendered vacant,

Unto places are allotted

Which it seems waut representing.
U'heu he states that one is Gravcsend,
With its shrimps and snobs and slippers,
Punch might be received with jeering

(But that 'well he wields a cmta
'Tis the truth, and no mistake, though.

Where, oh, where is BARON NATHAN,
Here's his scat, by BAJLOX ROTHSCHILD ?

Henceforth, freeholders in boroughs
Cease to have a vote for counties,
This displeases LORD JOHN RUSSELL,

Who, besides, proclaims his anger
That the Bill does next to nothing;
For, he says, the working classes :

So declare both BRIGHT and ROEBUCK.,
Who are bent on giving battle.

Needs not waste your time and Punch's
On a scheme of Voting Papers,
Meant to save some folks the trouble

Of attending at the hustings,
Or a scheme of polling-places,
Or on divers other details :

You requested general knowledge
Of the Bill which mocking DIZZY
Introduced on Monday, speaking
Just three hours and fifteen minutes ;

And the gracious Punch, delighted
To diffuse such information
As may lead to make the crisis

Plain to even the least enlightened
WILLIAMS, SPOONER, Cox, or HADFIELD
Hath supplied you this description,
Daisied with his star-bright fancies.

Thank him, touch your hats, and hook it.

SLOW EETUENS AND SMALL PROFITS.

WHENEVER, by an accident, a Minister lets fall a sensible r emark,
Mr. Punch is always pleased to preserve it for posterity, encase d, like

a fly, in the amber of his type. As a specimen which he thinks fit to

add to his collection, Mr. Punch from a month's speeches has picked
out the piece following :

" SIR C. NAPIER asked when the return of deserters, moved for last session, would
be laid on the table of the House.
" SIR J. PAKINQTON said : ho hoped his answer woTild be borne in mind by hon.

gentlemen on both sides of the Hmisc. The return of deserters could not be pre-
pared at the earliest in less than two months from this time. Six clerks had been
employed upon it ever since last August, and it would cost the country not less than
500. Perhaps he ought to take blame to himself for having granted the return.

Had he been aware of the cost and labour, ho should certainly not have granted
it. (Hear.) He hoped hon. MemK-rs would abstain ;ts much as possible from
pressing for returns involving an amount <>f expense by no means commensurate
with their value or utility. (Cheers.)

"

To this reply of SIR JOHN PAKINGTON'S Mr. Punch would fain give
credit on two separate accounts. Mr. Punch would first commend
the manly conduct of SIR JOHN, in condescending to confess that he
"
perhaps

" had done amiss, and ought to blame himself for doing so.

It is so new to hear a statesman volunteering to condemn himself, that
one really, at first thought, can scarcely tell what to think of it.

The novelty is charming, out it also is alarming : and one abnost fears

SIR JOHN "doth profess too much," when he professes himself doubt-
ful if his conduct be not censurable. If such self-scepticism as this

becomes a precedent, it will clearly be the death-blow to the British
Constitution. It is the right divine of Governments to go wrong;
and whoever doubts this axiom saps a bulwark of the State, and
lays a. train to blow up both the Lords and Commons. Who will

undertake to fill an office under Government, if. when he finds

himself in. fault, he is expected to degrade himself by deigning to

acknowledge it ?

The other cause for commendation which Punch finds in SIR JOHN'S
speech is, the hint which he throws out in the matter of our blue-books.
Viewed as touching their expensiveness, these blue books are our black
books ; and all who wish for the reduction of the national expenditure
must echo SIB, JOHN'S wish to see the rage for them abating. The
causes of the mania may easily be fathomed. The Member for Great

Muffborough wants to get upon his legs, that his constituents may see
he is "attending to their interests." So he moves for a return of the
number of mutton-chops which are consumed per week at BELLAMY'S ;

or of the numbers of the cabs which for the last half-score of sessions
have stood upon the stand contiguous to the House

;
or for the returns

of any other matters which appear to him as being of bike national

momentousness. To catch a Minister asleep, needs (just after dinner)
no such wary watching; and without being

"
aware" of the expense of

the returns, in a moment of unconsciousness he nods assent to granting
them. Punch trusts, then, that the hint which his friend SIR JOHN has

dropped will be laid to heart verbatim by all honourable Members
; and,

to ensure its bearing fruit, Punch would beg leave to suggest that in

future any Member moving for returns should, if their
"
expense be not

commensurate with their value or utility," be personally liable to have
to bear the cost of them. Were Punch returned for Parliament, Punch
would move for a return of the returns which have been granted, where
this reasonable rule might have with justice been enforced. As a tax-

payer, Punch feels purse-onally interested in the matter ;
and as his

literary tastes do not "incline" so "seriously" as to tempt him to
read blue books, Punch objects to the collection of slowly-made returns

which, for the most part, are attended with remarkably small profits.
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Fred, (affectionately taking the arm of his friend HAERY as he thinks). "On ! DO
LOOK AT THESE BEAUTIFUL DIAMONDS. HOW WELL THEY WOULD BECOME YOUK
SWEET SISTEB !

"

Cual-Heaver. "
COME, NOW ! WALKER !

"

DUE TEEASUEES IN THE DEEP.
Borrowed from MRS. HEMANS, and Dedicated to SIR JOHN PAKINOTON.

WHAT hidcst thou in thy treasure-caves, by Swells'
Official blunders, thou mysterious Main ?

Huge cannon-balls, and lots of monster-shells,
Old rusty things all fired away in vain.

Keep, keep thy rubbish, melancholy Sea !

We don't ask that from thee.

But more, the Depths have more ! What sum untold
Ear down, and sunken in their stillness, lies !

Thou hast the heaps of notes, the loads of gold,
Wrung from the millions' various industries.

Sweep o'er thy spoils, thou tax-devouring main !

We shan't see them again !

Still more, the Depths have more ! Thy waves have
rolled

Above the frigates of years just gone by !

Sand, in effect, has choked up every hold,
Sea-weed o'ergrown their decks fragmentary !

Dash o'er them, ocean, with unfeeling play :

Our riches thus decay !

Yet more ! the Billows and the Depths have more !

Gunboats and brigs are gathered to thy breast !

There sleep the Seventy-two and Seventy-four,
All Cherbourg's thunders will not break their rest.

Keep thy old rotten hulks, thou stormy grave !

Hand back the price we gave.

Give back the lost, the money, thou on whom
Our place to keep we 've fought and paid so long ;

The Estimates went up 'mid looks of gloom,
And the vain grumbling woke the comic song !

Hold fast thy buried tubs, thy pans o'erthrown :

Our failures are thine own !

To thee the iron steamer hath gone down,
Dark flow thy tides o'er paddle-wheeler's head,
O'er GRAHAM'S old junks, which WOOD'S last luggers.

crown;
Yet hear thou JOHN BULL'S voice Restore the bread
In countless millions which we 've cast on thee !

Restore our cash, thou Sea !

NEW BONDHOLDERS FOR SPAIN.
" OLD Hoss,"

I EXPECT
you

are a tarnation sight too 'cute to be in pos-
session of any Spanish bonds. But perhaps among your acquaintance
you may have got a few softhorns owning some of them precious
securities. Well ; now I '11 give you a bit of good news to tell them
there unhappy 'coons, for the comfortin of 'em.

"
Fust you must know that our illustrious GENERAL CASS, in a

splendoriferous letter that he wrote to GENERAL LAMAR, laid down
this here just and necessary doctrine consarnin our relations with other

powers. He declared it is the
duty

of the Government of the United
States to enforce the obligations of foreign Governments to our own
citizens.

" Now then, just you see here the program for acquiring the Island
of Cuba, which has just been published in a paper to Washington :

" A Cuban now in this city designs to make that principle the life of his specu-
lation ; and it only remains to establish the other doctrine, that foreign claims may
be Americanised by passing into American hands, and when thus Amerinuiis.'.i.
come under the operation of the rule laid down by Mn. CASS, and substantially
re-affirmed by the President a little later. To achieve this point is the first thing to
be done. Assurance once given that the United States will recognise this new i

species of sudden naturalisation, our speculator in the Cuban fancy designs the
formation of an American company to go into European markets and buy up a lar-ic
amount a hundred million or more of Spanish Bonds, the best of which sell at
less than fifty cents on the dollar, while the others, if I mistake not, can be had for

defenceless victims of Spanish injustice, whose own Government is too
weak for to obtain 'em redress. Besides all this here benevolence to

the Britishers, jest think what a considerable quantity of the milk of
human kindness gushes out in the project of liberatin the Cuban popu-
lation from the gallin yoke of the Spanish monarchy. Next, cock

your eye at the patriotism of the notion annexation of that fertile,

productive, and important Island of Cuba to the great and glorious

Republic of the United States. Last, look at the pure and spotless

justice of the whole of the speculation, purchase of the territory from

Spain with her own bonds, makin of 'em as good as her own money,
redeemin of 'em, as I may say, from bein bonds of iniquity, and visitm
of her at the same time with a righteous retribution

; by that means
makin of her a caution to national sinners.

"
Expectin you'll keep on screamin for a long time with enthusiastic

admiration of this here last new specimen of American design, intelli-

gence, and 'cuteness of moral perception, I conclude,

"
Yours, under a sense of responsibility,

" AMOS B. SLOPE."
"
P.S. How about Michigan, Mississippi, Florida, and Arkansas

rcpudiatin states ? perhaps you '11 ask. How about part repudiatin
Illinois and Indiana, and Michigan, that pays interest on the part of
hci- debt not repudiated, and whose Governor always cracks her up by
the official statement respectin her debt that the interest

'
has been

paid with usual regularity ?
' Well

; buy up all their indebtedness too,
and if they won't pay you, distrain if you can."

"
There now, if that air ain't as smart a plan for doin a stroke of

business as ever was chalked out by an enlightened citizen, I 'm a :

nigger. Sitch a lovely mixtur of patriotism and philanthropy did you
ever hear of afore P I, never. Fust look at the philanthropy on it

repayment in part of the poor unfortunate ruined critturs that lent
their money to Spain, has lost it principal and interest, and despairs of
ever sightin a cent on it agin. Ana mind, the sufferers is mostly
Britishers, so 'tis a kinder showin charity towards strangers them

A Prophetic Shot at Long-range.
Ax insane Shakspearian student, who finds everything prophesied in

his favourite author, declares that the Swan of Avon clearly fore-

shadowed SIR W. ARMSTRONG'S elevation to Knighthood, in the lines

" It is the sport to see the Engineer
Hoist with his own petard

"
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" NOTHING TO EAT !

" OR THE LADY'S KEVENGE.

A SATIRICAL creature has
told the distress,

Of a certain fair maid, in

the matter of ii:

How, although a new bon-

net she'd daily K
And buy at the least four

lieu i

'

eek,

'lit \\ hene'er she went out

as heard to declare,

really and truly-

had "Nothing to \Vcar!"

Now another sad story 1

fain would reveal,

Of the wants which rich

so bitterly feed;

Not the ladies alone, if of

truth there's locution,
! he gentlemen too are

in dire destitution;

poor creatures who lately ha\e tilled ihr Tim f sheet

\V ith their pitiful stories of
"
Nothing to Eat."

MORAL.

Now, Ladies! Wives! Sisters! for Yenceance prepare!
To a -.. t word is v

When thev twit US for saung we 've
"
Xothins to V

We'll ivply, "And, poor fellows! you've XOTI11XV TO EAT.'"

.IK/KBKL REDIVIVA.
"

MIL. Prxrii, /

"
( K Wednesday night last week, M. FOULD, Ministr*'

andMADAMF, F"
'

according to the i':i vis Correspondent
of the N<if,;i.'i<j I'nxl, the Tuilcries, the lashion-

\vorld of I'-. That is to say, they gave the fiddle-

faddle part of Parisian Soci.' "d ball. The Post's correspondent
then proceeds to describe the scene of depraved love, of approbation

dancing-mad. Try if you can gulp the ensuing dose of his nauseating
narrative :

-

'The majority "H:idies who aidnotaisumo any foreiijn national dress, availed them-
selves of the Fren. Is of powdor. t''h. M;my might

'

rters we meet,
That the lords of creation

have "Nothing to Eat!"
'Tis now scarce a month

since that sorrowful day,
When SIR JULIAN DAIX-

TYE, of Asterisk Street,
"Was heard by the wile of

his bosom to say,

That, although he had dined, lie 'd had
"
Nothing to Eat !

"
"
Nothing to Kat ? why, there stood just before you,
Of mutton a haunch, in t he primest of cut :

Had been hanging a fortnight it had, I assure you,
And cook t ook mouth here was shut ;

JULIAN turned up liis nose, as much as to say,
eat it every day!"

So I ventured again: "There was boiled fowl by me""
Boiled fowl ! ugh !

"
(a shudder afflicting to see :)"

Well, at least the first eourso to your notice had claims,
That clear soup "-

" Was muddy and thick as the Thames !

"
"
Noble cod's head and shoulders

" "
Looked fishy and queer" And such smelts !

" " Out of sc;ison at this time of year."

"Well, the side-dishes then: the sweet-breads "--" Weren't
sweet :

"
"
Oyster /n/'fr, home made"" That I never can eat !

"
"
Stewed pigeon"- --" A libel to call it a stew-"

"
Calf's head

" -" Looked and tasted extremely like glue !

"
" On that jugged hare a prince might have dined, I declare "-
"
But one 's not a chameleon : can't live upon hare !

"

"Then the cutlets
" "

Too cold "-"And the curry "-"Too
hot,"" And the dainties which followed, the souffle"" The wluit?"

"
Call that mess a souffle!"" Well, the sweets were divine,

Fit for gods !

" "
But not men : may suit nectar : spoil wine :

And as fellows who 're mortal can't live without grub,
And I 've had no dinner, I '11 sup at the Club."
Away went my half-starving husband with this,

(And without going through e'en the/ow of a kiss !)

Left alone : all my wifely attentions rejected :

On the Wrongs of poor Woman I sadly reflected.
I had taken .w/; pains to ha\e everything nice,
Had ordered such dainties, regardless of price,
Yet our last guest ha- ,-t foot in the street,
When my JULIAN bursts out" I 've had Nothing to Eat !

"

Pursuing the theme, (on the fender my toes,
And a tear trickling over the bridge of my nose,)
I thought If a wife in our

"
Upper Ten" sphere

Were allowed (say) a trifling Five Thousand a Year
For housekeeping, and spent every penny upon it,

And ne'er put down as "Poultry" some "duck" ofabonnei,
Don't

you
think she 'd be I ronbled to make both ends meet,

If her husband were one who finds
"
Nothing to Kat r

"

Well, since that fatal night, (I need scarcely relate
When my JULIAN returned he was in tuck a state !

Nor need I say here how those vile Clubs I hate,
For they smell .TO of smoke, and they sit up so late !)

Since that fatal night, the most saddening statistics
I have gleaned of the Waul in t he well-to-do districts :

And by patient enquire of their wives L have found.
That alas ! starving husbands in London abound :

That our homeless Poor suffer in quite a low pit eh,
Compared to the pangs of our Diimcrless Rich :

i 'f nnmnliimi- in all Bclv ' iods of powder, paint, and patch. Many might
nulls .if thoie old enamel miniature*, now so much sough

d hair dotted with gems, pink c]icek.s, de<
:

lips. Mid that de/ul white complexion which you do not care to meet in the truth-

telliug light of the day."

" Of this bedaubed, beplastered, befloured, bepainted, female Clown's

ridiculous and horrid style of visage, the following opinion is added to

the above description :

" And yet it is a pretty, groaUady style of toilette. The eyo looks brighter

!

framed about with powder, tho skin more pearly pnre ; and women undc;
< ircumstancca doubtless may koep up an appearance of youth even when they hare
a sou old enough to :csk for a hitch-key."

"
Is not the eye, Mr. Punch, the window of the soul, and docs not

all its proper brig-lit ness consist in the spiritual light which sliines

through its transparency P A frame of powder surely cannot heighten
that bght. The light which it does heighten is simply light reflected

from gas or tapers : the light as of glass, glassy, and such is the glitter

of the soulless eye of a patched, varnished, whitened, vermilioned

woman.
"
Any lady who has a son old enough to want a latch-key will only

render him ashamed of his mother, by making up her face like that of

a zany. It is to worse than no purpose that a withered aged creature

calks the seams of her creasy old face with composition, and ruddles

her cheeks. Rouge and putty only serve to make the old hag look

more haggish and hideous.
"
Indeed, Mr. Punch, I am seriously afraid that we shall soon be

really hag-ridden. See how all the foolish and ugly old fashions

are reviving. Powder, paint, and masquerades, as we have seen, have
arisen from the sepulchre, and are flaunting in the saloons of Paris

where four or five more masked balls ate arranged to come off in high

places. Hoops, which we once imagined that HOGABTH had demolished
for ever, have been restored. I suppose that the costume of the

period may correspond to its moral inflation. Witchcraft the mention
whereof till lately was never made without a comment on the absurdity
of the very idea of such a thing in the nineteenth century has reap-

peared under the name of Spiritualism. Ladies actually profess to

practise necromancy, and there are some whom you know, and I could

name, that will perhaps, before long, mount steeple-crowned hats, and
afford us an aerial spectacle of high-heeled Balmoral ancle-jacks,

displayed by the medium of an intervening broomstick.

But, Air. Punch, although we may be destined shortly to see some
of the fair sex riding upon broomsticks, in the meantime, thank hoops
ind other extravagant fashions, we are not so liable to be bewitched

)y them as we were formerly. What is, perhaps, more conclusive,

they do not bewitch young men in the way that their mothers did

"
P.S. I can't sign myself Paterfamilias, and I don't envy anybody

who can, if he has any milliner's bills to pay."

"
Flog High, Flog Low."

MB. WISCOUXT WII.I.I.VMS the other night expressed his dissatis-

action that any honourable Member should have moved for a return of
'

Corporal Punishments in the Army." Such returns were very likely
o mislead. What is wanted is a return of Private punishments.
'Corporals," observes the Member for Lambeth,

"
being petty officers,

re, on our aristocratic system, less exposed to punishment than rank
nd file."

AN L'xKQUAL MATCH. A POOLE of Pimlico against the See of

i Canterbury I
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THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON.
Frame-Maker (who comes to meaaure STODGE'S Academy pictures).

"
Now, I think it's a pity ymt don't let me haw some o' these for my

Winder, since you have no idea of the amount of Rubbish I can get rid of at times."

POKING AT THE BRITISH LION.

(From MR. BRIGHT'S Organ.)
" CANNOT the Ministers see that they and their outrageous, aristo-

cratic, revolutionary, and do-nothing Bill are alike doomed? The
country is up, and in a storm of indignation. Enormous and enthu-
siastic meetings are being everywhere held, and the voice of the nation
is speaking in no buttered thunder. Among the most important
demonstrations which we have to-day to chronicle are the following :

A meeting of the noble tailors of Tadcaster, where the measure was
denounced in language worthy of the Roman orator, THUCYDIDES. A
glowing address delivered in the school-room of the Independent
Anabaptists at Seroffleton, and a petition signed by the pew-opener,
teachers, and children. An eloquent debate in the Commercial Room
at the Boiled Goose, Waddlington, where a resolution, couched in

quaint but significant language, and carried by 11 to 3, declared the
Bill to be a Rum Go. Petitions from the Islington Areopagitcs, in
which those intelligent young men and their sweethearts (for even
woman's gentleness is roused by tyranny) denounce the Bill in lan-

guage that may be sueered at as extravagant, but which is based on
intense indignation. A grand meeting ofthe vestrymen at Blobberby,
at which the Mayor, (whom one day we hope to see in a reforme'd

Parliament, if his bone-boiling pursuits will spare him to his country)
aptly compared MR. DISRAELI to CORIOLANUS in chains before CJSSAR,
envying the humble cottages of Britain. A torchlight meeting by the
linkmen of Leeds, at which it was more than hinted that the aristo-

cracy wanted a new light upon several subjects. A meeting of the
chemists and druggists of Little Holliwaggle, at which it was unani-

mously resolved, that if physical force should be needed, physical force
should not be wanting ;

but that for the moment they should bottle
their indignation, and watch the course of events. These are but
a few of the gatherings which we have

daily
to notice, and we may

add, that if the tyrants and slaves who call themselves a Government
rely on their army and their police, they may find themselves mistaken.
We have heard, but shall of course not expose the poor fellows to
aristocratic vengeance by being more precise, that at the Albany
Barracks the Bill, the Ministers, and Parliament generally, were
denounced by a corporal in no measured terms of commination, and I

!'' I,-now that several policemen have borrowed the Morning Star
from the youths who tout for it at the omnibuses, and have been
seen reading its articles with a satisfaction suppressed by habits of

discipline, but none the less true and real. In a word, the DERBY
Cabinet has brought in a Bill which will lay that hollow mockery, the

j

Constitution, level with the ground or the intellects of the framers."

THE DERBY REFORM BILL BRIEFLY JUDGED.

YOUR Bill is good, because it is so small :

(P'raps 'twould be better, were there none at all.)

MIRROR FOR LADIES. Show me a lady's toilette-table, and I will

tell vou what she is.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Woburn Place. nd Frelerick Mallett EY.BS, of No 19. Queen's Rocd W.st, Regent's Prk. both in the Pari.h of St.<' ilie:r Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of WLitcfriua in the Cltyo." Londjc, n<l Published by them t No. So. Fleet Street, in the
Pancraa, in the County of Middlesex
Parish of St. Brldi in tbe Civ at
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FLOWERS OF VESTRYDOM.
HERE was a Meeting the

other night, in the Vestry
Hall of St. Pancras, to con-

sider LORD DERBY'S Re-

form Bill, and a Church-

warden was stuck in the

Chair. The Members for

M arylel>oiie were ordered to

be iii attendance, and were;
and there also came a batch

of the Marylebone patriots,
"

^ whose names the public have

learned, as it will learn any

j name incessantly thrust bc-

^V fore it. There was also a

hall full of admirers of the

batch, and all went OIL as

vulgarly as could be desired.

That people who have not

the misfortune to be rate-

payers of St. Pancras, may
know the nature of those

who are the dictators

therein, Mr. Punch (with
sincere apologies to the lady
mentioned for helping to

bring her name before the

world), extracts a charming

epigram launched at the

wife of the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQI-KR by one of the set,

named T. Ross. Objecting to the Savings' Bank clause in the Bill,

he said:
" He would like to know how MR. DISRAELI would himself have fared in this

particular had he not married that rich old woman. (LamMtr and Clu.tr>.) He ques-

tioned if he wnuld have saved twopence, (laughttr and ll Of, hear.) He WM nothing
.'ilical adventurer, but it would not do this time. (Kmfictd chieririg and

This argument against the Bill was received with the favour that

might be expected. The insolent allusion to MRS. DISRAELI was

rewarded with
"
cheering and laughter." That might be expected of

the people who admire St. Pancras spouters. Insult to a lady is just

the sort of illustrated logic they love. But there were two or three

gentlemen present. Sin BENJAMIN HALL, who is a gentleman, and

hopes to be a lord,' was there. Whv did he not tell the vulgarian

Ross that there was no necessity for brutality ? MB. EDWIN JAMES,
who is not only a gentleman, but an honourable and learned gentle-

man, was there. Could he not haye smashed Ross with one of the

poetical quotations so telling on juries
" Come, you Ross,
Shut up, old boss,"

or some such effusion ? MR. WYLD, M.P., who sells maps (and very

good ones), was there. Could he not have hinted to the fellow not to

get into such low latitude. None of them interfered, however, and

so we may charitably suppose sat humiliated at being obliged to

make speeches and answer for their conduct before an audience that

could accept as a political argument, a blackguard scoff at a man's

private means, and an offensive sneer at an inoffensive lady. Mr.

J'uin-lt is ready to go in for Manhood Suffrage, if it will take political

power out of the hands of unmanly snobs, and MB. ERNEST JONES

may call at No. 85, as soon as he likes, and swear Mr. P. to the

Charter.

ST. PETER AND THE POPE.

WE read in the Daily News that :

" The Uniwrs advances a tremendous argument against the politicians who pro
pose a re-organisation of the Koman States, viz.

,

' The Roman States are not the

property of Pius THE NINTU, they are the property of ST. PETER. The Pope has only
a life-interest in them.' "

"Tremendous" as it may be, we are not surprised to hear the

Unicers say this. It has so often tried to startle us with strange
statements about England, that we always keep our nerves well strung

up when we read it
;
and its comments upon other countries never can

astonish us. We fancy we have now such perfect self-command, that

we could bear a much more terrifying story without wincing. We
should hardly feel astounded were the Utiivers to state, not only that

the Roman States were "the property of ST. PETER," but that his

title-deeds had lately been discovered in the Vatican, and that the

faithful had received the Saint's permission to inspect them. Indeed,
we really almost wonder this idea has not been acted on, if only for the

sake of filling up the Papal purse. The faithful are getting tired of

their stock Church exhibitions. The sight of bleeding statues has

palled upon their palate. Winking pictures serve no longer to excite

their veneration. The Papal showmen clearly are in want of taking
novelties. Now, we think ST. PETER'S title-deeds are just the very

things for them. The knowledge of the Uuirers, of course, is

universal
; but, the &W<vrs executed, nobody has knowledge of them.

Let the Uuirers be paid for the disclosure of their hiding-place, and let

the POI-E proceed to advertise these interesting relics. When the

faithful have forked out their utmost for the sight of them, and no more

money can be drawn by them into the Papal pockets, it would be easy
to get up "ANOTHER MOST MIRACULOUS DISCOVERY!" and to

enounce that His Holiness had found "ST. PETER'S OWN HAND-
MUTINI, !!" wherein was conferred the Pope's life-interest in the

States. This might be be-postered in all the Romish Churches, as being
an "ADDITIONAL ATTRACTION ! ! !

"
to the Show.

If the Roman States be still "the property of ST. PETER," it would

ilmost seem to follow that ST. PETER can't be dead : and this reflection

night give basis for a further imposition, and ST. PETER might himself

)e
"
discovered

"
by His Holiness, and be announced to act as showman

n the show of his own deeds. Anyhow, we think that the POPE
should have the benefit of the marvellous discovery which the Univers

las made, and that ST. PETER'S title-deeds should be immediately

ooked up. They should be added to the "properties
"

of the Romish

Church, and be used on all occasions requiring an enhancement of

lieatrical effect. Not being of the faithful, we have little faith in

elics
;
but we should quite as readily place credence in the genuine-

less of ST. PETER'S Title-deeds as in ST. VITUS'S Dress Hair Shirt, or

ST. FILTIIIUS'S Great Toe Nail, or in any other of the holy curiosities

which are now "on view" in any of the Peepshows of the POPE.

GOING TO THE BALL-THE FINISHING TOUCH.

ADEIELD'S LAST. :

PROCEEDING along Oxford Street the other day in company with a

little boy whom, in fulfilment of promise of a holiday, the onourable

Member for Sheffield was taking to a
missionary meeting, MR. AT>-

FIELD'S heye fell on a hall-mat exposed for sale, and bearing the

classical greeting
" SALVE !

"
This, of course, MR. A. at first took

for an English monosyllable, and justly remarked that it was a rum

place to advertise salves and ointments on. But being set right by his

little companion, who translated the word into
"
Hail !

"
the onorable

Member immediately bought it as a present for a certain publican-

constituent, who, MB. A. remarked, ought to hadvertise his Hale, it

was so strong and good.

Gentlemen's Fashions.

THE sleeve is fuller than ever. A little more, and the old gigoi

sleeve will be revived, with the simple difference that men will carry

the oigoti, instead of the women. LADY M. says that the peg-tops

are leaving the gentlemen's legs, and taking shelter under their arms.

VOL. xxxvi.
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THE LAWYER'S PETITION.

" THE VACATION JUDGE. Any person who has seen the Vacation Judge at work

must be pained to see what he ha.-, to undergo; from morning ti.

its, he hears summons nut attended by counsel; some of the sr

and their clerks, who an- I h v be competent to their duties and aware

of the proper limits to which they may approach in propounding their difficulties :

but however they may assist the judge, their numb.
him and waste publi,- time, with their ignoranee, vulgarity, and impor-

than all. we have many a time seen little oftce boys in jackets

rushing into the man to ask for time to plead ;
two of these s.n 11 urchins are

said to have fought in the august presence of the late MR. .livn, K Wiuj
i the onset with calmness and resignation, remembering how he himself

i lays long gone by. At two o clock come the counsel

and plea- n forgetful of the trials the judge has undergone, and they

frequently detain him to a late hour in intricate ai-guments. Law Magazine.

ITY the case of the Vaca-
tion Judge,

Who sits in Chambers, and
decides the law :

To hear his griefs a mo-
ment do not grudge,

Oh, give me leave awhile

your tears to draw !

Each day at ten his weary
toils begin.

And thence till two in pur-

gat 'ry he sits
;

While squabbling lawyers
with their ceaseless din

Deafen his ears, audstupify
his wits.

Of these, his torturers, are

some
Who to

"
my Lord" a

proper deference show
;

ily to ask for his de-

cision come,
Quickly, this granted, from

his presence go.

But and their name is

Legion -there are those

Who drop their H.'s at his Lordship's feet :

Call orders
"
borders," and speak through their nose,

In breath wliich beer and 'bacco have made sweet.

And some there are, importunate and loud,
Bears in their bearing, boreish in their speech,

Who with Hide clamour round his table crowd,
And in egg-sucking fain my Lord would teach.

And worse fate yet ! Small
"

fiends in shape of boys,"
With insolence of lawyer's office big,

Worry the Judge with childish chaff and noise,
And strip to light before his very wig !

Then counsel come, and in his wearied ear

Their prosy pros and coos relentless pour :

AVrangle and jangle until night draws near,
Nor cease their speech e'en though they hear him snore.

From day to day, from weary week to week,
Tortured he sits, nor from his seat may budge ;

Oh, let me then your sympathy bespeak,
Pity the griefs of the Vacation Judge !

-Not a woman within reach, and he unused to the rebellious ways of
children ! The crisis was alarming. At last, in his despair for he
had been doing a

"
ba-a-a-lamb

"
with very indifferent Mat he hit

upon the following bright expedient :

"
Now, MASTER JACKET," he

exclaimed glowingly, "we'll have a fine game! Let us play at

bye-bye." So saying, he closed his eyes, and so did the child. Ten
minutes afterwards, AVUNCULUS .opened half an eye-lid to recon-
noitre : the trick had answered, almost beyond his hopes. The child
was fast asleep! He removed the voting picture of innocence to the

sofa, as tenderly as any mother; and UNCLE continued his newspaper
with the greatest comfort, until "MAMMA" came home to release him
from his difficulties. N.B. llemember: the best game to play with a

playful child when there is a great disparity of years between the
two playfellows is "Bye-Bye."

A HINT TO DISTRESSED UNCLES.

OUR good friend A\VXITLVS was entrusted with the care of a
cliild for a couple of hours. He rode a cock-horse to Baubury Cross;
he ran up the hill with JACK and JILL; he expatiated merrily on the
agricultural distress of LITTLE Bo-FEXE, who had lost all his sheep ;

and eat bread-and -but t er an infinity of times with MASTER Ton TUCKER.
He played at eoach-and-horses ; he crowed, and grunted, and brayed
with a fidelity worthy of HERR VON JOEL; and laid bare all his wealth
of nursery lore. His young charge was in ecstasies

;
it laughed, and

clapped its hands, and opened its eyes and ears eagerly for more. The
success was undoubted; but alas! what was fun to the young child
was fatigue to the elderly uncle : his strength and memory had alike
come to an end, and there was still a big hour left for dandling and
romping. Should he pause hut. for live n knew only too well
the falality that would infallibly ensue. The child would' e

cry! probably howl! perhaps kick! and then what was he to do?

BLOATED AEISTOCKACY.

d. Warning to Ymmg Women.

A YOUNG Lady, dancing with a gentleman at an evening party,

consisting chiefly of respectable mercantile people, informed him, with

an evident desire to intimate that she considered herself a cut above her

company, that she had a cousin in the Army! In the same spirit,

apparently, as that evinced in this statement, aj contemporary lately

published the following paragraph :

" Wnn-i IM:-I'UN CLUB. A ball was given on Tuesday evening, at the Whittington.
Club, by way of inaugurating the dining and refreshment department of the Insti-

tution. Whether in honour of the dining-ioom, or for the sake of the ball itself,

then- Lt tendance of dancers, and, from tlio general^
' enter-

tainment, it may be argued that the directors wouM please the subscribers, and
benefit the < 'tub by inaugurating .sMiucthin^ else as soon as possible in the same
manner. Mi:. SIIL'RY'S band was in aHen<lanee. and played some two dozen

quadrilles, polkas, waltzes, schottishcs, redowas, varsoviaiias. cotillons, ma/.ourkas,
ma/onrkas, and galops, in tlie course of the evening. A ;/ay. and at the same

time distinguished appearance was given to the ball-room, hy llie prtsence of a

gentleman in a militia, uniform."

It is, however, quite a mistake to suppose that there is anything
peculiarly snobbish in worshipping a militia-man as an officer and a
swell ; the snobbery simply consists in worshipping officers and swells.

Officer-worship and swell-worship are equally snobbish, whether the

idol is a militia subaltern, or a colonel of what is called the "crack"

description of regiment. All due honour, nevertheless, to the brave,
whether the regiment in which they serve be the Tower Hamlets or

the Coldstream.
,

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
MARCH 7. Monday. The H9use of Lords paid a tribute to DR.

JENNER, by getting up a vaccination debate, in which the value of

JENNEK'S system was earnestly proclaimed on all hands. Such is the

course of the career of a real reformer. Sham ones are shouted for

while they live, true ones receive homage when they are dust. Even
Mr. I'/'/ich himself, far and away the greatest and wisest man who ever

wrote, awaits his laurels, though millions profit by his teaching, and it

was not until the other day that one of the ablest of the Judges of

England, BAKON BUAMV. 1:1.1., referred, in his place upon the bench, to

the immortal pages of Mr. Punch, and cited one of his dicta as a rule

of conduct. Be not disheartened, therefore, worthy philosophers,
priests, physicians, soldiers, scholars, artists, who humbly follow in I he

(outsteps of Mf. Punch. Your reward \vill come some day. Wait for

the waggon. In reference to this particular debate it may be men-

tioned, that there are still thousands of fools who neglect, or object to

vaccination, and that the Government is wisely bent upon enforcing
the practice.
MR. .Si'OONER gave a notice which was marked by trne Spoonerian

wisdom. He fixed a motion on the Maynooth question for the niirh 1
;

appointed for the Second Reading of the lleform Bill.
"
Oh, wise old

Spoon, how doth Punch honour thee!
"

An Indian debate which followed was chiefly remarkable for a speech
by MR. BRIGHT, in which he pictured the past, present, and future of

India in colours so black that it would seem that he thinks India in

almost as wretched a condition as England, crushed, mangled, and
flattened by the Juggernaut car of a territorial aristocracy.

Tuesday. Every Englishman who has ever been at school, that is to

say, about every man in England except Cox of Fiusbury, must have
been reminded, by this night 's debate, of a couplet which British

youths, during their educational period, are wont to chant. Its ortho-

graphy is exceptional, its politeness is Questionable, but the spirit of

the song is one which it is highly desirable to cultivate :

" Two skinny Frenchmen and one r^rin^uee.
One jolly Englishman '11 lick 'em all three.'

1

The lines were not. quoted in l.he grand debate which arose to-night in

both Houses on the OwrUi-tt-GtorfH question, and which :-ome

persons said was intended to damage and cripple the Ministry, by way
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of preparing it Cor a cnn/, n the Reform Bill fas blacklegs
\vliu live to have the bint ]iinchrcl a- lie is

put into the Imp, that he may not By 10 foot), bttl the |ioetry would

irave notice that on the motion for the Second Heading of the Reform"
Mill, he should move "that the proposed interference with the
hold franchise was unjust"

been as pertinent, as much that.was said in the Speeches. In the ( M i:. DISK A K 1. 1 m,ii /,</, luirinij n churl-mull' ,,ii,ri' i,, his li^ni/.)

Lords the proceedings were these. In the />'/// I lie "and that DO readjustment of the IVanehisc would be that

ding week there was an extremely clever, and like n:< did not provide for a greater extension of .the suffrage in cities and
things, extremely unkind article directed against l.iiiin MAI.MKSIU in , boroughs."
and his management nf I In- Kiench slaver question. This article LOI;I>

'

' M u. DISHAU.I xt/iilril mi more.)
\\ (M)Kii(it si:, late our Plenipotentiary at St. Petersburg, n cited, b> The hell had rung for the curtain to rise on a tragedy, and a MI.

way of a speech, and ],HHI> DI.UBY deliberately told him that he had Went through the I louse. Nevertheless,
done so. A debate took place. LORD MALM I'siu i;i defended himself

,

Mi:. DISKAKI.I ro-e, and stated with refercnee to the first part of
as best he could, but the gi h of tlie Government that night hi- cnemj'.s motion, that the Government intended no dist'rauehi-e

WEB in the Maiden speech of LORD KIM,SHOWN (born IT'.Kil, a noble- and that he meant to introduce elau-es to preserve the right,- of the

man who used to be M L Pi '

r.i i; TON of the Chancery Mar, and who freeholders in In Chased by the wolves, the (

afterwards took the elegant and distinguished name of LEH.JI. He is flings one of his children to them, in hop* himself and the
a lirst class lawyer, and a luan of M-I upulou- conscientiousness, a. a! others, l>u| it i> gobbled up, and the wolves arc again on the. track,
when such a man risks his reputation, in a 1: . he is not likch The Ho on, ith a -en-ation, to a linancc debate, in which
to be very far wroiiLr . It may he safe to assume, with LORD KINGS- MK. GI.AIISTONK came out. The CHANC u.i.cu; UK THK EXUM
DOWN, that the Portugnc.-e acted erroneously, and that England could has been lending more money and funding more Exe
not properly have done more than she did. The manner of her doing other words increasing the National Debt, and it is 1 1.

nothing, hoe\ei, \\:is about as bad as it could be, and a man of spirit should be some little check on the practice. If, Mies, .losi

i.-. rather inclined to back his friend a little over-ardent ly, than to avail M.UIY round the corner with halfpence to buy a bloater for 'ti-

ll' of the slightest error on his friend's part, as an excuse for being breakfast, and she lends the browns to her cousin it

ily quiescent, i when his friend is honest fellow, mind), and has the bloaters scored up to you, MARY is

bullied by a much stronger partj. l.o; i- \ Bullied Portugal, a linaneier of MR. DISKAE Li's school. r/,/,/// /vw.j/
>

who had not been tech . -ular in hi
1',-ulay. Restless LOUD GRIY, who had intcTmTTl to brine- up the

have been more chivalrous m England to have given the bully :i little, Ioniail qU ,,M i ()I1 t,-ni'_'ht, relinquished that design, at the
defiant English, than to IKU -.cry ready to tell Portugal to Lolu , |) E11 in,who overwl RD DIOGKNF.S with a shower of
drop on her I The matter having been battled, the Petersburg compliments upon bis patriotism in abandoning
llenipo dropped it ,.,,,,, . , J MR. THOMAS DUNCOJIIU n : to the

In 1 lie Commons (to which body MR. GLADSTOXE returned to-night) appointment of direr! Tory Magistrates for 1 1 iintinsdonshiiv
Mll KiNGLAKKbrouclil nj) the same subject, and there was a night s

t |, (
. j wnaplaint that a "common brewer" I,.- it into

light. LOKD JOHN KIS.SKLL, who meant more than he said, emphab- the commission, was met by a reminder of a certain Hunt
SiW declared thi e tor Censure, but for comment, brewer, called (). CKOMWKI.I.'. A .Vu i Debate followed, air
I his was a hint to certain clever folks m Opposition, The debate was was tui . voting 'J'J5 017 for sailors' wi
adjourned.

To-day came the welcome news that BAROS POERIO, and the other
PioMKA when he fancied that lie was i

and wanted to cheat another siilphureoi n(a friend of eon
i icau captain to steer for this rountrv, and

!. Everybody rejoiced, DBt it was left for Mr.. ,f. D.
l'iT/(,F,(i.\r.n, a tool of the Romish priests, whoso pot the baffled
I in MISA is, to ask in the House whether POERIO and his friends had
murdered the Master of the vessel. So spiteful and vulgar a sneer

might have been spared to brave and honourable nun escaping from
a ten years martyrdom. MR. BOWTEK, M.P., CARDINAL WISKMAN'.S
laeqoey, will perhaps suggest that the exiles be given up to the
excellent

n>

LORD JOHN RUSSELL, having succeeded in obtaining
his own consent to be a Minister once more, gave notice that he should
give notice of an Amendment, which he should move on the Second
Reading of the Reform Bill. HER MAJESTY'S Servants sent out for
cord to pack their boxes.

Misfortune is of a matrimonial character (hat is to say, it never
conw ! harmless Jit,lc Church Rates Bill,
brought in by Mit. WALPOLE for the Government, was furiously set

upon by Sn: Jonx TKKI.AWXM, and slaughtered. The ma ;

auain.-i Govern;, wopper 254 to 171. It was remarked that
Sin, I. INN l'.\ki\<,T.i.\, wlm is .isually as polite and argumentatii
becomes a genii Ister, "let out uncommon." i was
inferred that fie descried the hopelessness of carrjmg the liill, and

(Trying on the Government.

Q on the curious desire of the Singapore
merchants to be d from the rule of the Indian Goveri
to that of SIR lin.v i ( 'lianeellor brouu-hl. in a Bill for
P 1 '" 111

iuition, but now
the Grand .Jury. He point.- body

frequently prevei al being had. as in the painful .

to winch his Lordship adverted, of the poor Inn: :-, whowasl
kept in a sho-aer bath for half an hour and the
emetic, by order of a medical man named SNATE. The (

then SIR 1*'. THESIGIB, had strongly advised the Lunacy Co
Bioners to inquire into S , and "one of 'the ablest
London magistrates" decided that the case ought to be sent for
Bui the Grand Jury threw out the bill to the astonishment of a!'

aa not tried. LORD CnELjisroRD ad ..iher anni-
ts in favour of the 'abolition, and LOUD Sin; -ri-siii uv said that

having had to prosecute a pickpocket his grave Lord-hip had
kept dancing attendance" at Clerkenwell waiting, for bu-ine.-s that
did not occupy five minutes. \Vc hope that the

'

. i eia
that his Lordship did not use the word "dancing" in its worldly
sense, and that. LORD SHXnZBBl i;v was not seen performing the

:>enwell Green. Loun \\KNSLE\DALE, as usual
waa obstructive, but the p,ii; fn-st time.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL, Minister intending, fulfilled his threat lie

A New Style of Puffing.

A PRESTON Quack advertises some Cough Lozenges, -which
" owe

their curative powers to the invigorating properties of concentrated
hr." This e ])ublic to be a set of "(in

indeed, if they will swallow this. \Ve wonder, with all their
"

"led sea-air," if ever "a Sale! a Sale! in sight appeals" for
: highly-puffed lozenges P AVe should advise the Prestonians not

to take too many of them, for fear of the "sea-air" being too much
for them, and sea-sickness following.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
Newly Married Daughter (*ta H^ba*** Income is, if MJIm g, ckciMly limited}. "-A SEE HERE, PAPA DEAR, WE ARE GETTING' r INo! WE B IT LOVELY GOLD AND SILVER INDUN ELEPHANTS AT A SALE T

POUNDS FOR THEM> ^ IT CHEAP? WE ONLY

A DEATH-BED AT BARI, 1859.

COULD I pass those lounging sentries, through the aloe-bordered entries
up the sweep of squalid stair,On through chamber after chamber, where the sunshine's gold and
amber turn decay to beauty rare

;

1 should reach a guarded portal, where for strife of issue mortal face
to face two kings are met

One the grisly King of terrors, one a Bourbon, with his errors, late to
conscience-clearing set :

Well his fevered pulse may flutter, and the priests their mass may
mutter, with such fervour as they may

Cross andchrysm and genuflexion, mop and mow, and interjectionwill not frighten Death away.
By the dying despot sitting, at the hard heart's portals hitting, shockm-*

the dull brain to work,
Death makes clear what life has hidden, chides what life has left

unchidden, quickens truth life tried to burkeHe but ruled within his borders, after Holy Church's orders- didwhat Austria bade him do
By their guidance, flogged and tortured; high-born men and gentlv-

nurtured chained with crime's felonious crew
What if summer-fevers gripped them what if winter freezings nipped

them, till they rotted in their chains ?
1

,

1

his

rud(ferless> without a pilot-

cWted^ and

PUNCH AND THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND.
txM^rtin

'

s Hall
> Westminster, at a Reform Meeting the other day

. U. ttOBtNSOK made the following joke at the expense of Pu.,ni .-

'

people

The assertion that Punch ever went against the people is certainly a
high joke ; by people, being meant the whole British Public But it
is nevertheless true, that Mr. Punch has occasionally felt it his duty
to stand in opposition to that body which perhaps MR. KOBINSON
means when lie talks of the people; namely, MR. ROBINSON himself
and two other gentlemen, named, respectively, BROWN and JONES
Ihese three gentlemen, if we mistake not, once issued a manifesto
signed with their three names, and beginning with "We, the People

r!P if-nr
At at time

' we believe, MR. ROBINSON was uncon-
nected with Westminster, as were also MESSRS. JONES and BROWN
all three ot them carrying on business in the same line on the other
side ol the water-, the line being the tailoring one, and the locality
iooley Street.

All Bound our Hats.

MR. DISRAELI has announced the intention of the Government to
abandon that clause of their Reform Bill which was to disfranchise the
iJorough freeholders in regard to the Counties. The British Oak used
to be the cherished symbol of the Conservative party, and the old
lories preferred being blown out of office to yielding the least point
)ut the Derbyit.es have adopted the plan of bending to the storm, and*

ra -u-r
r

o
r emblem is one f which the mere name is significant

it flexibility. bing, oh ! the green willow shall be their garland.

PROGRESS IN FRANCE. The march " De mal Expire."
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GREAT REFORM MEETING.

From OKI' oirn Ecportrest.

N important, and it is" be-

lieved, highly influential

Meeting was held at Phil-

lis's Rooms, on Friday

evening hist, fw the pur-

pose of considering the

Government Reform Bill,

and of expressing what the

ladies of England wished

to say about it. It being

thought desirable to secure

unbiassed utterance, none
of the male sex were per-
mitted to be present. Hus-
hanils were, however, suf-

fered to attend in an ante-

chamber ; and, with the

view to their comfort and

cousolcment, notes of the

proceedings were from time

to time sent out to them.
After an exciting squab-

ble as to precedence, the

chair at length was occu-

pied by MRS. SHRIEKKR
SCREECH, the talented au-

thoress of
" The Jti>/li/x

and Wrongs of Woman"
" A Warning ><> >:

"The Mufim mi.' Hi'' J//," and several other pamphlets of

acknowledged weight.*

In opening the proceedings, the Chairwoman remarked, that the

question of Keform had come to such a crisis that she thought n

high time to be up and doing, and 1 herefore she (the Chairwoman)
i

*
, , r, , 7 ___/> t(/"T * / JJ _

had got upon her legs. (Sensation, ami erie <>f "Gracious!" and

Oh, 'I

but sh

put, her in mind of the position of the Government, for it was as clear

as crochet, if they stood on their Reform Bill, they had not a leg to

stand upon. (Hear.') The Bill made no provision to redress the

Wrongs of Women. (Groans.) It therefore was a mockery, a delusion.

and a snare
;
and she, for one, was much too old a bird to be found

caught by it. (Chters. <///</ xnMuctl ichispers of
" How old did site say

she was ? ") Her feelings were too strong for her to trust herself with

utterance, and she therefore begged to call upon some other lady

present to be calm enough to move the Resolution she would read to

them.

Several ladies here rose in a most excited manner, and at the tip-top

of their tongues declared themselves "quite calm:" on which the

Chairwoman observed, it was a rule at female meetings that not more
than six ladies be allowed to speak at once, and she therefore begged
to exercise her power of discretion by .selecting Mils. SNORTER as

exponent of her sentiments.

M RS. SNORTER, who was as well received as, after what had passed,
could have in reason been expected, proceeded in a moving speech to

move as follows :

" That the chief fault of the present representative system is the exclusion of
i t'rmn electoral power, and this Meeting will Itc satisfied with no measure of

Ilet'urm which does not remedy that glaring grievance and injustice."

The fair speaker said that, with ' ion of her wedding day
she felt the present was perhaps the proudest moment

9!'
her life.

(Ilc<ir!) To see such a Meeting as that she was addressing was as

pleasant to her eyes as the sight of a new bonnet. (Cheers.) In a

ribald publication which she owned she sometimes read, although the

way it laughed at ladies, and especially strong-minded ones, was often

deeply painful to her (sensation), she had observed a picture of the

Sleeping British Lion, which she supposed was meant to show that

her husband and the rest of men were not sufficiently awake to the

matter of Reform, and wanted somebody to rouse them to a sense of
j

its importance. Now, she thought the present Meeting was just the

very thing to do what Punch thought wanted. It would show that

though the British Lion might be sleepy, the British Lioiirss, at any
rate, was not to be caught napping. (Cries of "Hear no!" n,nl fu/nf

inff,andscrcaiitsof"Sodotoe!") She perhaps was not possessed of

so sharp a tongue as some people (Sensation, n/i-l rri/v nf "Name!
name!' ) but MR. SNOKTKK might depend he'd not have a night's

peace, until she got her Right to Vote safe underneath her pillow !

This assertion was received with a prolonged burst of cheering, a

waving of iinji'.i-linifs, and a brandishing of scent -bottles. Several

ladies very nearly fainted from excitement, but, remembering there

were no gentlemen to hold them in their arms, they restrained them-

selves, and didn't. The Resolution, which was seconded by a

MRS. SMITH, or SMYTH, or SMYIJTIIK (we could not catch the spell-

ing), was then put formally, and carried nem.feni. con.

Twenty minutes having been allowed here for refreshment, some
conversation of a desultory character ensued, family matters and the

fashions being the chief subjects. On business being resumed

Mas. SCBATCHER said, she should not have arisen to address them'

but that her husband had forbidden her to speak. (Shame!) Yes, it

was a >hame; but of course she didn't listen to him. (Cria of
'

J{f,ir .'

" "
II,

'" tmd
-

// " I 'd lilf,' /" I'iiK'k him .' ") She

hoped ladies would be calm. She (Mils. SCIUTCHEK) was an advo-

cate for peace ;
but they knew that, to obtain peace, war was

sometimes a necessity : and at the present t inie she felt like the

angel in the poem. (Name.') Let ladies read their MILTON', and I hey
would see she meant her "sentence was for open war." (Hear! hwr!)
For her own part, as they all knew, she (Mils. SciivrciiEii) was as

peaceful as a dove ((.jn'^limi !\ : but '-. need remind ladies

that even doves have claws. (A mice,
"

I
/'.*, ant MM 1,-iimr /,.,// I

them!") She cried, then, War to the finger-nails, and, if need be, to

the carving-knife! If they could not rouse their husbands by fair

means, let them try what a diet of perpetual boiled/"/-/ would do!

Or, if that be insufficient to get the British Lion's monkey up, there

was but one course left them, a course of every-day cold mutton.

(Cheers.)

Miss TABITHA :M'CLAWLEY said, She heartily concurred in the

views of the last speaker; ami if she ever had the misery to be

pestered with a husband (Question .'), she should certainly adopt the

pacific course suggested.

MRS. GREYHARE ventured to remind her gentle hearers, that they
had met to attack Government, and not, just then, their husbands.

She, like MRS. SCRATCHEH, liked having her own way; but she had
i i i i i_ / :i . x _ _j__'j_ 01 /TLIT /"i

never been reduced to use her finger-nails to get it. She (MRS. GREY-
and MARE) thought, while ladies had their tongues, they certainly had need
This of no more formidable weapons. (Hear !) As for the Reform Bill, it

was a most iniquitous, because one-sided, measure
{

Averse as she

was always to vituperative epithets, she thought that such a provo-
cation justified her using them. (Hear! hear!) The Government
Reform Bill was an insult to womanity (loud cheers), and, in the name
of outraged Woman, she indignantly rejected it ! Her reasons for so

in six seconds. (Hear ! liear ! and cries of
'sa dear ! ") She had called it a one-sidea,

and a therefore unfair measure. It made no provision at all for the

fair sex, and was intended solely for that which in distinction she

would call the afair sex. (Hear!) If they looked to the last Census
ice:

"
Gracious me, what's tltatf"), they would find that women

formed byfar the better half of the British popidation ;
and the people,

it was clear, could not be rightly represented while th

,
.

'iy.) Englishwomen were alive and awake to what was wanted.
Reform was what they wanted, and their husbands might rely on it

that they would get no rest until Reform was granted. (Hear!) She
(MRS. SNORTER) meant mischief, she could tell them. (ltc,i

*
Queiy, Heaviness ? PwncA.

leir better halves

were thus excluded from the"Suffrage. (Cheers.) She therefore begged
to move
" That this Meeting, having proved that Woman has a Right to Vote, hereby

pledges its unanimous support to any Government which will extend to her the
use of what is logically hers."

MRS. PRETTYWOMAN seconded the resolution, observing, that she,

personally, did not dislike LORD DERBY: indeed, in certain of his

views she completely coincided. He was fond of going to races, and

so, she pwned, was she. (Oh, fie!) To MR. DISRAELI she had not

much objection, except that she must say, she thought him far from
handsome. (Oh! oh!) As to the other people, she did not much like

MR. BRIGHT, because he dressed so queerly, and he talked so loud
;

and she could not place much confidence in LORD JOHN RUSSELL
either : he really looked so small, and was getting oh ! so Grey.

/.) If she must make her choice, she thought that she 'would

rather give LORD PALMERSTON her countenance (oh ! oh ! and whispers

of
"
Does she mean to kiss him?"), because she had always thought him

such a "love" of a man. (Sensation, and vociferate cries of "Order!

.'") She (MRS. PRETTYWOMAX) was not out of order. She was

only making use of a popular expression. Were ladies not aware his

Lordship had been christened
"
Cupid?

"

This explaivit ion was received with general titters, and a lady was

proposing "Three cheers for LORD CUPID !

" when
The Chairwoman observed, that she regretted to deprive the noble

Cupid of his due, but ladies ought to be informed that their husbands-

iu-waiting had all pulled out their cigar-cases, and declared their

intention of adjourning to their Clubs. Hearing this, the Meeting
separated in considerable confusion, and it is difficult to say to what

precise results the proceedings had arrived.
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AGRICULTURAL PREJUDICE IN HAMPSHIRE.

IT it some oddity, the

place named ill the

subjoined advertise-

ment from the An-
doverAdvertiser, calls

itself, by the mouths
of its natives and
their neighbours, Up-
husband. It is, like

one ofLORDMALMES
BURY'S truths, im-

mortal, having been
rendered so by that

great paragraphic
poet, WILLIAM COB-

BETT, in his Rural
Hides. Further ce-

lebrity will now be
conferred on it, by
the publication of the

fact that it contains
an "A. Z. ;" though
this may not be ex-

actly the way to spell
the name wliich that

individual might
more correctly as-

sume, he being evi-

dently, by reputa-
tion, a man of three

letters, of which,
albeit the first is A,
the two others are

not Z's. The follow-

ing announcement

expresses a want so

does a bray :

WANTED on a Farm, a Man and his Wife, to live in a Cottage ;
the man to work on the

farm and the woman to do tbe washing for the house, either by the dozen or by the quarter. A good
character required. No Dissenters need apply. Address post-paid, A.Z., Post Office, Hui-stboume Tarrant.

What can be the object of the Uphusband agriculturist in notifying that, for the privilege
of working on his farm,

" No Dissenters need apply
"

F This question for some seconds

puzzled us
'

considerably ;
but at length we

arrived at the conjecture, that he had probably
contracted a dim idea that Dissenter and Inde-

pendent were convertible terms ; so that, if he
were asked what objection he entertained to

Dissenters, he would, as soon as he had been
made to understand the question, if put to him
in those words, probably reply,

" Oh ! I won't
never ha' noth'u to do wi' none o' them there

Dis-zenters
; they be a precious zight too

independent vor me, mun !

"

If the advertiser is an old woman, the answer
would be just the same, only pitched in a high
key, of the nature of a shriek, instead of being

grunted in a profound bass.

The Ciphering Boy.
"
I CANNOT print," said meek LORD MAM,"

All the despatches you apply for,
"
For mortally afraid 1 am

Lest foreigners find out our Cipher."

That fear comes late, 'tis past a doubt.

Ask at Vienna, Lisbon, Paris,

Long since they 've found our Cipher out,
And know his name 's JAMES HOWARD

HARRIS.

A Musical Critic.

" You are quite right, Sir ; VERDI is a crack

composer, on the just ground that he has cracked
more voices than any other composer of the

present day."

THE GENERAL BRAND OF HUSBANDS.

IT is strange, but every woman's husband is

the very worst that ever lived, until he is

attacked, and then, "dear fellow," he is the

very best !

" WHITE LIES." Mock-Auctioneers
Plated articles for Silver.

selling

PECULIAR ANIMAL POLAEITY.

To the Editor of Punch.

" PERHAPS I may gratify some of your readers bv the relation of a

little incident, interesting both in a domestic and philosophical point
of view, as illustrative both of the probable nature of a familiar article

of consumption, and also of the keenness of canine instinct in com-
bination -with olfactory sensibility."

This morning at breakfast I was indulging in the luxury of that

well-known admixture of animal substances and aromatic condiments

commonly denominated a German Sausage. This peculiar compound
of savoury ingredients is, as you are probably aware, enveloped in a

membranaceous investment, formed, I believe, of the outer or serous

coat of a portion of the smaller division of the alimentary canal of one
of the Ruminantia."

Beside me on the floor lav a small dog of the Skye Terrier species,
by some erroneously believed to be a French Poodle. I am in the
habit of employing this animal in the disposal of those portions of my
food, which, in relation to the exigencies of my own economy, are too
hard and indigestible. I may mention, amongst other fragmentary
matters, crusts and bones.

" As I sliced disc after disc from the cylindrical column of nutri-

ment with which I was recruiting my organisation, I separated from

it, by peeling, the outer rind or integument, the density of whose
texture renders its mastication difficult, and is therefore incompatible
with its due assimilation by the human stomach, although presenting
no obstacle to the functional energy of that organ in the dog. Accord-

ingly, from time to time, rejecting these strips of membrane, I

consigned them to the more appropriate discussion of my canine

companion."
The expectant avidity with which the quadruped awaited each

morsel of the sapid substance was only equalled by the appetitive
celerity with which he caused it to disappear. The most diminutive

particle was eagerly apprehended with the lingual extremity, or, if not
at once recognised, was perseveringly traced by a nasal investigation
on the floor.

"
In divesting the German sausage of its containing membrane, the

latter is often separated into two layers. I dropped on the carpet a
section of the inner one of these. It fell like a snow-flake. The
creature was unable to distinguish its whereabout by the sense of

vision. But its odour, derived from the meat with which it had been
in contact, was instantly recognised by his olfactory perception, and
after a prolonged series of forcible nasal inhalations, he succeeded in

discovering the minute debcacy. To despatch it was, of course, the
work of an instant.

" When we consider the peculiar predilection of the canine 'species,
as above exemplified, in connection with the similar excitement mani-

fested by the same Carmvora whenever a wheelbarrow laden with a

certain description of aliment approaches their vicinity, we shall per-

haps be enabled to form a probable conjecture of the nature of the

animal substance which constitutes the basis of German Sausage.^ We
may, I think, safely suspect that the matter which, in its inanimate

state, is so eagerly sought by the dog-tribe, may, during life, have
followed the hounds, and subsequently perhaps have been employed_ in

the traction of public vehicles. In short, the hypothesis of the equine

origin of that article of food seems confirmed by the experience of
" A STUDENT OF COMMON THINGS."

"
Plimpton Institute, March, 1859."

"
P.S. A visitor known in families by the name of Puss has just

entered my apartment. She approaches the cupboard in which a

renmant of the viand above alluded to is reserved. She utters plaintive

cries, whilst scratching and smelling at the keyhole she attempts to

open the door. This is very interesting. Appetency for the Teutonic

species of sausa?e is evidently characteristic, not only of the canine

race, but also of the domestic variety of the class Felis."

VERY VULGAR, TRANSLATION. Audi Alteram Partem. Before

believing a "party," you should always hear what the other "party"
has to say.

' THE MELTING MOOD." The Future, when awoman says "I will."
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PASTORAL SIMPLICITY.

LTHOUGH the prosi>

the Scarlet Hat be daz

/ling to his eyes, good
ARCHBISHOP CULLEN still

looks to his old flock, and
takes the teiiderest care

ir welfare is pro-
\ ided fur. In the Lenten
Pastoral, which In

sued for their

spiritual guidance, the

perils of "societies" are

denounced in the same
i li with the pleasures

of Society :

" As S-nvi BooMiM :ire the
cause of evils to

; to promote!
!ity, and

lie rhureh h-i-s

:mrmnicatud all

v, ho engage in

Ribundmon. or en-

:t iiny other secret

H, a vice

. :uid the

{roper dances, such as the
others of tli

deacrii .iniant to the !. not

ins who profess to tie follower

immacukte Uunb of God, Jesus irk-s " f piety

Lmt, Ttattiii relieving th<

Me ;i piod Catholic ed- Quholic

,-liilili-.. t from tho innumerable sn;u-es now laid for them in

mixed ami proselytising schools."

Our Free-Masons will feel flattered to be coupled thus with Riband"

it doubtless will astonish the strong minds of our young
ladies to be told that the polka is

"
re]

> pure morals," and au

evil to be shunned by all
'

professing Christians." They will, however,

know what value to attach to such denunciation, when they find the

voice of warning raised in the next breath against the vice of prose-

Ivlisni, which is accounted "above all" au evil "all" should guard

against. . By coupling such sins as making proselytes and polking, the

A rehbishop, we think, weakens his denouncement of them both ; and
if we view his pastoral with the eye of a logician, we must regard it as

a specimen of pastoral simplicity.

M 1'ERSTITIONS.

(In Full Force at the Present Enlightened Day.)

1. WHOEVER receives a letter with
" On Her Majesty's Semite"

printed on it, may make up his mind that there is some unpleasant
summons in store for him.

2. If a husL home late from the City, and doesn't find the

dinner ready, he becomes fretful.

3. The alphabet, stamped in gingerbread, should be given to children

who are slow in learning to speak.
4. To receive gloves from a lady, who has lost a bet to you, is a sign

of great luck.

5. A long yarn, when spun by an elderly gentleman who has lost

half of his teeth, possesses wonderful virtues of sleep.
6. Reading in bed ovcr-ni ;is heaviness in the morning ;

and the same may be predicated of pork-chops, when taken after a late

dinner, for supper.
7. The curtains are sure to smell in that room in which cigars have

been smoked.
8. The young lady who sleeps with Jon\s<>\'s Dictionary under her

pillow is sure to find the Christian name of her future husband in it

the next morning.
9. Forgetting to close the street-door after you, when you go home

late, is unlucky.
10. Hearing a Frenchman crow before breakfast, generally produces

a feeling of nausea during the remainder of the day.
11. When women are picking characters, men shoidd not listen, or

else a few sharp truths may come flying through the keyhole.
12. To be born with a' silver spoon in your mouth is lucky; but

twice lucky he who can open his inouth without betraying the spoon !

T:TE-A-TETE. The Correspondence between SIR FRANCIS HJEAD
and France's Head.

THE JEWEL OF LIBERTY.

THKKK, PADDY, my honey, are the men for your money,
Tin: Exiles for Erin to brag of and boast,

Those noble Italians, no factious rascalions,

Who have just set their feet upon Liberty's coast.

They made for the dry land of your happy island,

nge to seek from the winds and the waves,
From a tyrant escaping, and then their course shaping
To a land of free men from a nation of slaves.

In them is exampled what 'tis to be thrampled,
Insulted, degraded, and loaded with chains,

On the limbs of your betters you'll see marks of fetters

Kit t<> make ail the blood of ye boil in your vein:,.

In tli i of Naples, to positive staples,

Of iron, sel. fast, in a solid stone wall,

Those patriots were fastened, with rale scourges chastened,
And not bate in nothing but ligures at all.

Some linked lo each oilier their groans had to smother,
And whisper the curses they couldn't restrain;

No hope for to-morrow to lighten their sorrow,
No prospect but Death to release them from pain.

And these are no traitors, nor vet instigators
To riot and bloodshed with daggers and pil

They are patriot statesmen- -not Kibbonmen's mates; men
Of whom you may go far to meet with the likes.

And they 're come to old Erin, that freedom to share in,

Which all QI/EEX VICTORIA'S true subjects enjoy,
\Vhat a proud situation, and fortunate nation,

Musi yours then be, PADDY, my broth of a boy!
So join we together in extending, like brethren,

A fist to the band who at BOMBA may smile,
i, dreading, the soil who are treading

Of" Liberty's jewel, the Emerald Isle.

A PRINCE OF THE BRITISH CHURCH.

To the Editor of the "Record."

DEAR FRIEND AUD BROTHER,
\\II\T do you think the REVEREND ARCHDEACON LAW has

been and done ? See, here, what the Morning Post says :

TRIM KT.Y CIFT. We HI.' informed that ARCHDEACOX LAW has given to the

:tants nt Weston-super-Muro a town-hall, and ball and concert-room, at a cost

to himself of 4,000."

Here is sad work, is it not, for the pen of the recording angel of

the Record? What is a
"
dancing clergyman" to one who causes

others to dance tiddling, as I may say, the tune of 4,000 P A
princely gift ! Yea (say you), a gift that might become a Prince of

the Court below. Of course you will call ARCHDEACON LAW the law

of sin, though, between ourselves, there is gospel, as well as law, for

music and dancing. And recollect, that whilst people are dancing

they cannot be gu/./.l in-r; and so long as they are listening to music,

they must keep their tongues from evil-speaking. So, on the whole,

though MR. ARCHDEACON'S munificence is very painful,
we must bear

it as well as we may, you and your affectionate brother and friend,

P.S. Come to my office any evening you like, and smoke a cigar with

our friend of the Tablet.

Tr uth out of the Mouth of a Prince.

SATIRISTS in Paris compare the mouth of PRINCE NAPOLEON to the

old Temple of Janus
;
for they say that when it is opened it means

War, and it never opens for any other purpose ; and only when it is

closed does it indicate Peace It is almost needless to state, that the

Prince's inouth has scarcely been closed once during the last two
months. His late retirement, however, from the Algerian Ministry

may have the happy effect of inducing him to
"
shut up

"
a little.

The Choice of a Fiofession.

Distressed Father. I 'm sure I don't know w hat to do with my boy
TOM. He has acquired such an inveterate habit of lying.

liovr. Make a Diplomatist of him, Sir, and his

fortune is made.

"PARTING is SUCH SWEET SORROW." The Farewell that MADAME
GRISI intended taking this year is postponed, we understand, until the

year 1809.
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Rnggles.
" HOLD HARB, MASTER GEORGE. IT 's TOO WIDE AND TJNCOHMON^DEEP !

;

Master George. "ALL RIGHT, RUGGLES ! WE CAN BOTH SWIM!"

MYSTERIES ABOVE AND BELOW.
IF we are to believe a reverend Welsh divine, and an apparently

respectable Welsh working-man, a shower of fish, some of them as big
as sprats, fell the other day, together with a quantity of rain, at
Aberdare

; and some of these sky-fish have been sent to PROFESSOR
() \VK.N for his opinion on them. In the mean time PROFESSOR OWEN
tells us a thing which there can be no doubt about, and which is nearly
as wonderful as the fish, which, if they fell out of the air, may be
supposed to have been formed in the clouds, or to have come at least
all the way from the moon. At the Royal Institution, the other day,
in his Lecture on Fossil Mammalia

" PKOFESSOR OWES said, that among the fossils most abundant in the red crag of
Norfolk are the Bar-boned of whales

;
and it is not uncommon in travelling through

that county, to sec heaps of bones of ancient lions, whales, elephants, and hippo-
potamuses piled up iu the farms ready for conversion into manure for when
occupation for the labourers in the fields falls short, they are employed to dig pits

r the extraction of these bones. The stratum which c ntains them lies usuallywithin 10 feet of the surface
;

it extends along the coast for SO miles and stretches
inland in several places fur an equal distance. There is, therefore, an almost inex-

upply from which the farmers of Norfolk and Suffolk may manure theirbaustibre su

gnu and turnips, and thus they now extensively feed their cattle from the fossil
remains of the extinct animals that once occupied that portion of the globe."

Since there are such immense quantities of the bones of lions,
whales elephants, and hippopotamuses under the surface of Norfolk
and bufiolk, what prodigious numbers of all those creatures must have
once existed on the soil, except the whales

;
but what shoals of these

also, must have rendered in the neighbouring seas ! How did such a
dense mass of wild beasts manage to get on together ? They must
have been very thick with each other at any rate, equally so, in a
mechanical sense at least, with bees in a hive, emmets in an
nnt-hill, or insects of a baser sort in a marine lodging-house
bed. A submerged forest turned into a coal-tract is intelligible
enough ; but an underground assemblage of skeletons, forming the
remains ot a flock oi huge and ferocious animals, which, when
Jiving, must have extended in a compact body over many square
miles ol ground, baffles understanding. Such a fact is a fact of the
same kind as that if it turns out to be a fact of the moon-fish, or
star-fish, or whatever fish those were that descended out of the atmo-

sphere the other day in Wales. It is one of those things in earth that
Hamlet mentions in a passage which it is unnecessary to quote. The
shower of fish may be one of the other things which he alludes to.
These fish may, indeed, be conjectured to be sticklebacks, which had
been sucked up by a waterspout ;

but there is as much, or as little,

ground
for

supposing
that they were discharged from the tail of the

omct. If, as the phrase is, it rained them, what rained them ? The
Comet, as likely as anything else. We pause for an assurance that the
alleged phenomenon of the fish-shower is not a hoax; but if we come
to believe in the possibility of whitebait dropping into our mouths, we
certainly shall be capable of swallowing anything, except the infini-

tesimal globules of Ilomojopathy, which still stick in our throat.

A Distinction with a Difference.

(Beii>0 a Query resptctfully submitted to Louis NAPOLEON.)

THAT the
"
Empire is Peace "

you still say,
But while guns cast by hundreds we see,

Some natural doubts force their way,
Which description of peace it may be,

That spelt with an
"
e
"

and an
"

a,"
Or that spelt with an

"
i" and an

"
e."

MURDER WILL OUT.

IN the speech delivered by MR. KEELEY as Chairman of the admi-
rable association for relieving Dramatic and Equestrian Artists in

sickness, he referred to an amusing retort made by somebody to certain
ecclesiastical strictures upon the theatrical profession. Tne repartee
was, that whereas no actor had ever been executed for a great crime,
there was no crime punishable by death of which a clergyman had not
been guilty. Smartness rather than exactitude is the characteristic of

repartee, or else a parson might answer, that for one murder bv a

churchman, a thousand have been committed by actors. Who Los
seen Mr. Never-Mind-Whom in Macbeth ?

11869
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Zealous Shoe-Mark (t(i Friend who has hail his Photograph taken).
"

Well,

'/Hi/ ftnl, if I'd a ken you,."

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tin 1

lawyers h-ive got, a grand plan for leaving
\\ estminster entirely to the politicians, and for concentrating all the
Law Courts upon an area to be obtained by making a clean sweep of
all the dirty, crowded, and pestilential district, between Carey Street
and the Strand.

"
Set a thief to catch a thief," is a respected motto;

and the idea of setting the, nuisance, Law, to clear away the nuisance,
Squalor, is a good idea. The proposal to take the money for the

purpose out of the Suitors' Fee Fund is not so preposterous as it

looks; anil LOUD CIIKLMSIMUII'S condemnation thereof to-night, in

bringing in a little Hill to build some little Courts for the little Chan-
cery Judges, was simply official.

Mil. TITE briefly expounded I he Great Drainage Scheme for London;
and those who are interested iu the healthy condition of the Metro-
polis may like to know that there is to be a sewer from Clapham, and
another from Putney, to Deptford, The religious world is acquainted

j
with the first-mentioned place ; and rowing.clubs, and other lovers of

]
good beer, know the second: but as nobody knows Deptford, it may

!
be mentioned that this is a nasty place, on the right-hand side of the
river, as you go down to eat whitebait, and is opposite to MR. SCOTT
KUSSELL'S yard, where the 1'uvnt Eastern, alias the Leviathan, alias
the Great Snip, was built. At Deptford, the united contents of the

i sewers are to be pumped up to a higher level, and taken to Erith, an
I objectionable little watering-place, on the right-hand side, and here the

j

river is to become the sewer. Similar processes will bring the sewage
|

of the north bank from II
, from Kilburn, and from some,

1 other point, to the river 1, < it is to be taken to Barkinsr, an
excessively dirty-looking hole, on the Southend railway, and thence
this sewage goes into the river. All is to be done in four years, and
the Bank has advanced the three millions necessary to do it. A
rate of threepence is to pay this money back iu forty years. It is

j

very desirable that these arranwmeiits should be understood; and 1

J//-. 1'i'in-k begs that he may hear of no affectation of dislike of a
subject of so much importance.
The Bill for cheapening conveyancing proceeded, applauded by the

best legal authorities
;

and the House took the Navy Estimates,
MB. (iiurix interpolating a small debate about, a certain execution of
a large number of revolted Sepoys, during the Indian war. GENERAL
THOMPSON- emitted the most foolish speech which even this poor old
party ever uttered; and LORD STANLEY said that the execution was
probably necessary, thouvli the persons who had conducted it had!
treated the subject with too much levity. In different hands than'
those of a professed peace-monger, the topic might have created more
sensation: but fanatics spoil everything.

;.'//.
SIR JOHN Tin- LAWNY, Church Kate Reformer, and \

terer of the Government Kill, bnmdii on his own for second reading,
orning sitting, and on division, earned it by 212 to 16S. This

effort seemed to have exhausted the House, for scarcely anybody came
in the evening. There was a Count.

Wednesday. LORD JOHN RUSSELL gained a triumph, his Bill for

improving the law of Debtor and Creditor being read a second time,
and muen approved. There is another Bill of the same kind, which

passed the Lords next day ; and so the two are to be considered

her, or, as Mil. HADKIKI.U might say, smultaneous. Something
was then done towards relieving the Quakers, whose feelings about
affirmation had been incautiously hurt Dy the Jew legislation of last

year. It is quite right to remove every kind of vexatious interference
with anybody's creed, or superstition; and as there is no more perse-
cution of Quakers, and as they have

"
concluded

"
to dress like other

people, and to talk grammar, it may reasonably be supposed that in a
few years there will be no more Quakers left

;
for who will care to

belong to a sect unless it is oppressed, or singular?

Thurx'lity. The Five Powers, having an idea that by their drawing a

boundary-line on the maps of Europe in their Foreign Oflices the

Montenegrin savages will be deterred from going into Turkey and
cutting off the noses of the Faithful, have sent out instructions to pre-

pare that invisible fence. Tins, LORD MALMESBURY explained. We
hope the Monteuegroes will be as much awed as is expected.
The Commons had a long miscellaneous night, chiefly marked by

MR. DISRAELI'S producing his device for getting rid of the objection
to the disfranchisement part of his Bill, and by one of the stereotype
debates upon the privileges of the Guards, which came to nothing.
And it seems that, among the QUEEN'S possessions, is an island called

Jersey, situated in the Channel, very near France
; and as nobody has

ever given such a place any attention, all its laws, prisons, charities,
and the like, are in the awful mess that might be expected. Parliament
is to inquire into the subject.

/'//'//////. Mr. Punches suggestion to the Water-colours, that they
should not let the Oils have it all their own wav an objectionable

way of putting oil over the waters has produced its effect ; and so
has his other suggestion, that there should be a congress of the repre-
sentatives of Art, in reference to Burlington House. The Water-
colour Society has put in a strong and just, claim for a portion of the
site, and i.niu) DERBY has commanded the First Commissioner of
Works to summon an Art-Congress for the discussion of the whole
subject. Mr. Punch is not self-complacent, considering that he saves
the eoiintry about three times a-week, besides filling up the rest of his

time by conferring the most inestimable boons upon it
;
but he fecK a

little proud that he has thus stirred up all parties to do justice. He
takes this opportunity of announcing, that he declines to sit for
his portrait, or to receive any other testimonial of gratitude from
anybody.

\Vhci her the Derbyites exactly love LOUD CANNING, or not, is beside
the question. HER MAJESTY has commanded that his Lordship be at

once made a G. C. B. ; and when he writes home that all is serene in

India, he is to have a step up the Peerage ladder, that is to say, he is

to come to Court as an Earl, which is the more appropriate, as he was
born near Earl's Court, Brompton. This came "out in a brief Oude
debate, not otherwise interesting.
But in the Commons, there was some fun. MR. ROEBUCK affectingly

appealed to LORD JOHN RUSSELL not to smash the Government,
because this might let in the Palmerston lot, and also agitate Europe.
Then, amid the laught er of the House, uprose the furious Cox, member
for the public-houses of Finsbury. He, too, assailed LORD JOHN, and

apprised him that he was not half statesman enough for such men as

Cox, and must bid higher for the support of the Great Liberal Party,
of wlu'ch Cox is the acknowledged Cock. Into such a rage did tlie

M.P., or Member for Public houses, work himself, that in order to

enforce his argument (as BURKE, on revolution, flung down a dagger,
and RICARDO, on finance, flung down a one pound note), he aei

rounded a sentence by flattening the nose of a orother-member who sat

next him.
" We will not be made a tool !

"
roared Cox

;
and down he

came, like a hammer, on the face of his unlucky neighbour. The
shouts of the House were deafening ;

and the senatorial Bruiser, thus
at once Box and Cox, drew more laughter than the capital farce of that
name

;
TOM DUNCOMBE was obliged to lead the minds of the members

away to some other subject, of not the least consequence. Ai
ilist ussion on this, LORD JOHN RUSSELL (who did not dare to trust
himself to look at Cox) stated that he knew what he was about, and
should certainly make his motion on the Monday. After that, Ministers
had nothing to do but to send word to their servants to finish cording
the, boxes, only keeping out a few knives and forks and some little

things wanted up to the l;<si moment of moving, and which could be
carried in the cab, or in the perambulator.
Some Indian discussion took place, and it was elicited that the

thanks of Parliament were to be given to LORD CLYDE and his army;
but it was felt to be rather doubtful who would have to propose the
vote. The duty may devolve on a small man with a large hat, who
obleegc and se'nnigm.
The extremely foolish, because useless, Sale of Poisons Bill passed

through Committee; and if any intelligent chemist would just write
a plain letter to the 7V///, and therein say to the House what he says
to any intelligent customer on the subject, little more would be heard
of so silly a measure.

VOL. XXXVI.
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Manly as lie i?, even Mr. Finish shrinks at the thought of the scenes

he will nave to describe when Beit lie lakes pen in hand. A refresh-

i; in cheerful society in the country is absolutely m-e.

.| he tiler to the World, that not the

.it ion will lie given by him to any business whatever

until further notice. Toby, a Hansom ! Brighton Railway !

THE GROWING LIBERTIES OF THE PRESS.

MOKE than one of our weekly contemporaries including some

co'.mtry papers have of late betaken themselves to the supply of a

:il had lei ell on this side of the Atlantic h;;d lieu

; the extinction of the Satirist. Personal remarks rela

tire tn ! d artists of repute, or any other gentlemen whos
names are before the world; details respecting their private trans

actions. oflVnslu', nntl, for the most part, in: such are the

i he kind of newspaper article which those

journal o that public which they (latter by the supposition
this sort of provender. Each of them appears to have

engaged a contributor on whose shoulders has fallen a rag of the

torn-up mantle of MR. BARNARD GREGORY, of putrid memory.
Not to be behind our contemporaries, we have hired a monstrous

native of Bohemia, to supply a
lo_wer

class of readers
than an/ i present have with the kind of entertainment whicl

rlh, and the dregs of society, derive from scanda.
and slander. Our infamous Contributor will supply this species ol

stuff from time to time, as occasion may serve. He calls himseli
"Our Eavesdropper;" and we subjoin a taste of his quality under the
plain, unvarnished title of

A COLUMN OF LIES.

HERE is now no doubt that

HH;GIXS, the historian,
banks at TROTTER'S. As
he was walking the other

day in Kegent Street, in

pulling out his pocket-
handkerchief, he dropped
his pass-book. From per-
sonal inspection of its con-

tents, I can attest the truth
of the report that he has
overdrawn his account.

SHARPE, who writes in
the Razor, generally dines
at the Feathers, out of
which tavern, late at night,
he may often be seen reel-

ing. He has now a score
there three months long.
He does not get quarrel-
some when drunk, but

only talks maudlin, and
cries.

It is true that VAN-
DYKE BROWN'S pictures
sell well; but I have rea-
son to know that he lives

beyond his income. I saw,
the other day, a bill which

he has lately accepted for 50
;

it was shown me by my friend LEVF.
JACKSON, the poet, is not worth dining with at his own table. His

conversation is slow, and his wine bad. I have diued at his house
His spoons are electrotype : his wife was a scullion.
A ease will come on next week for trial in the County Court in

which ScissoBS, the dramatic author, is the defendant, and the plaintiff
is MB. SCTSSORS'S tailor.

Before COCKROACH took to journalism, he had run through a large
fortune, great part ol which he lost, on the Turf. He then became^
billiard-marker; when I first had the honour of making his a.

ehM been several times through the Insolvent Court. He
smokes an undenii !K1 is one of the best fellows that I know

.
Ihe tost thing Bl mts written is a note to RUGGLES askinghim to lend him ten pounds.

,

]

V?-y ,

sc
,

eu the oihcr d y coming out of SNAGGS, the
dentist s. lie has had two teeth out, and sevcral'more stopped, which,
I believe, MRS. B. is not aware of.

A
M
v2
R
.

L
K
E
y ?

S n0t the Iul1
-

1 ' 01
'

ot
'

ille Tribut(; to T'-<"'f'tl ; but there is no
)ubt that he wears a wig, aud likewise dyes his whiskers.
Excuse the brevity of this communication, occasioned partly by a

violent ear-ache, which I caught in listening at a key-hole, and partly
>> ;

',

M "" '

' li'-lwincnt which 1 have lately received anil which
iders a long continuance in a sedentary position extremely painM

MINISTERIAL EPITAPHS.

As the Cabinet seems on the point of giving up the ghost the only
thing, apparently, it has any dilhcilltyabottt giving up, Mr. P,!,<rh, in
his usual character of Cock Rubin, be^s leave to strew a few leaves over
the body of the dear departed.

They may grumble at him for not waiting till they are dead. But
we would say to them las the African captain said to the moribund
sailor, whom he had ordered to lie i In-own overboard, and who obsi

dcprecatingly that "the captain might wait till a fellow was dead.")" You needn't be so nasty partie'lar to a few minutes." So without
further apology, Mr. Punch begs to submit his

MINISTERIAL EPITAPHS.

1. For the T<n,ili
<ij'

the Ctiljia/-!, it ("It;,

"
I was Conservative : I would be Liberal : and here I lie."

2. For (lie Tombstone e/'LoHD DERBY (on a brass plate).

Stay, traveller ! Beneath this plate,
Still sleeps the RUPERT of Debate ;

Like that hot prince he wildly warred,
And ne'er fought hat lie but he marred.
Like him too (as Art -hist" ries print),
He found an A't of Mi /,/o-tinl,

A something of the middle-kind,
Tory and Radical combined

;

Rash as the first,, blind as the second,
In strong efl'ects, bold contrasts fecund

;

Ingredients so mixed have seldom
Failed to blow up the things that held 'em :

So fared it. now : their mutual fret

Blew up the Derby Cabinet,
And crushed by an untimely blow,
The gallant chief who sleeps below.

May peace be his : and lightly rest
The Turf he loved upon his breast.

3. For the Tombstone of the Right Honourable B. DISB.AELI.

Beneath this stone a Son of ISIIMAEL
lies,

All hands against him and his hand 'gainst all;
At the pen's point, up from low destinies,
He fought his way, not recking check or fall.

All
^creeds political by turns he held

;

Knocked at all doors that to preferment lead;
Eat his own heart his pride and temper quelled,
And filed and formed his tongue, to stab at need.

The moment came : a traitor in the ranks :

The dumb bucolicals required a tongue :

He offered his : proved it : and earn'd their thanks,
The gladlier paid, the more he stabbed and stung.

By many arts he raised himself to power ;

The world by turns abashed, alarmed, amused;
Till the bucolicals, late waxing sour,

Flung in the dust the dagger they had used.

The father of Young England lies below
;

Old England in the riddance joys indeed
;

Of all Caucasian myst'ries worst to know
;

A Sphynx, whom his own Sibyl could not read.

4. On LORD JOHN MANNERS.
That

"
Manners make the Man " we know.

Will Punch be blamed as sinister,
For saying, here lies one who proved
MANNERS won't make the Minister ?

3. On, MR. WALPOLE (sleeping, 'not on the Treasury Jlf,

Weep not for me, DISRAELI dear:
I am not gone, but sleeping near.

If I am out, you soon will be
;

Your pension earn, then follow me.

C. On MR. HENLEY-.

Here, like Love among the roses,
HENLEY the exact repo-r^.
He loved crotchets : ne loved quibbles :

Quillets, quiddcts, prabbles, pribbles.
In Amendments great of skill:

In Objections greater still :

Into six he 'd split a hair :

And each sixth in sixths would share :

He was rusty, he was restive,

Eminently unsuggestivc ;
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ho would supply reflection,
Still 'twas liis 1 linj objection:
As one of his party's tools,
At the Board of Trade lie rides,

Which since this appointment made,
Should be spell

"
The Bored of Trade."

Till, \vhen qualms of eniiM'iencc pleaded,
lie, with \\

id, seceded
And magnanimous gave o'er

Ills (illiee-.seat (o rtuv.rcilMORE.
Dnxni ciiMoiiE who, all confess,
Cannot possibly do less

For his thousands b> the year,
Than the worthy who lies here.

LOOK OUT AHEAD !

WHAT next? Here is the Armstrong gun with a sweet litil

|

of about live mile*, and lure is
- name we forget,

with a patent, machine for suubca: an with a black
i sulphurous smoke, under cover of which canopy BRITANNIA shall
'

henceforth rule I lie waves. It is to lie anticipated 1;

! 1050, permanent!] enlarged to three volumes folio per diem, will contain.
1 such startling facts as these :

"
April \. The gt ,

: eclared war against England at

2'30 p.m. Travellers all returned to England by the electric v.

;
2'35. Channel Fleet and militia called out at 2 36. CAPTAIJJ SXITU,
of the Engineers, walked down to Dover beach with an Armstrong gun

l in his pocket weighing exactly three ounces anil a half, and const n
, to throw a ton and a half of shot two hundred and four miles, seventeen

'

'

hundred times in one minute. Having adjusted this instrument on a
bathing machine. (' MT. HHITII, by the aid of a strong telescope, got a

:

: good sight of Paris, ami proceeded to business. Shot No. 1 missed, and
was last seen going over into the Bay of Biscay. Shot No. 2 struck the

i
Hotel de Louvre, and being an explosive shell, destroyed half Paris;

' a third attempt was equall) i, destroying the other half.

"After this pretty practice, (though better has been made we must
admit ) the seveii-aiid-tweuty double Leviathans, built, for the transport
of troops, embarked three hundred and eight thousand volunteers,
armed with the patent self-acting, self-loading, self-aiming, and self-

cleaning gun, no\v universally usei! in the British army. They were
headed by LORDS BROUGHAM and PALMERSTOX, those 'two surprising

j

veterans, who, we believe, will never grow any older, and were landed
at Boulogne at exactly 2'5S

; twenty-eight minutes after the declaration :

of war. Being provided with BRAY'S pat cut t raet ion-engines our gallant
'

fellows were enabled to reach Paris in i>2 minutes, and thanks to the
cllicaey of the gun above alluded to, made very short work of the
inhabitants of the country they passed through. They entered Paris

(or rather what was left of it) under cover of the celebrated noxious
smoke-producing machine, which exceedingly horrified the helpless
Parisians, but which, being no thicker than an ordinary London fog,
had few terrors for the bold sons of Albion. CAPT. SMITH and the

Armstrong ? arrived shortly afterwards, made such play on
the provinces, from the top of the column in the Place Vendosae, that
the; sent telegraphic despatches at once up to town, placing themselves
entirely at the disposal of their conquerors; the last town gave in its

> .as' thus at an end in one hour and
forty-five minutes from its commencement. It is surprising to n-
Prance, who baa been so repeatedly foiled in attempts of this kind,
should have again endeavoured to disturb the peace of Europe. We
had hoped that war had been entirely put an end to by the perfect
state to which we have brought our 'artillery and engineering. The
I rench people must surely have forgotten, how the hve small Arm-
strongs placed on the Brocken have sutiieed to keep the English
colonies of Prussia, Austria, -.1 in order P Or
they forgot I en, !> orated BISHOP SPUHGEON

j

destroyed the Puri-:. and. in fact, KOI:.-,
ral, by one

'

o well-directed shots from the new Tabernacle tov could
produce instances to prove our case in any number, but as they are patent
10 lli. hool-boy, we will refrain from bringing them forward.

en decided thut France shall be employed as a large garden in
which to grow the horse-radish for the rosliif so dear to ever Briton."

"Why shouldn't we see all this, we should like to know? Really
> limit at all; it is only io be hoped

ndous inventions will quietly and calmly sun:
liellona's torch, whenever she feels inclined i'o show it. After all, it

iy likely that we shall at last by mutual consent.abolish gunpn
in warfare, and come back to the orthoi'. ents

I'ine times those would be for prizefighters. GKXEK
BAYERS the RIGHT HON. Si H. BBOOME, LORD CHAUCBILOR YCHTNG

>, would of course be some of the new titles, and wouldn't sound
|

so very badly. At any rate, if we do get back to iiist principles and
.gland will stand the best chance of the lot; we can back hei-

st all comers, and our money may be heard of at our office.

LESSON FOR AGED LOVERS.
AT the Exeter Assizes, last: week, in an action for breach of p;

of marriage, it v. ,

! between the parlies thai a verdicl should
:.en for the Plaintiff, with 200 damages. The Plaintill' was

twcnl\-cight years old; the Defendant upwards of fifty. Seven
back, the Plaiu'ill' had been engaged to an individual who had (lied

;

and now her heart had been broken again through the breach of

promise which had been cunimittcd by tin: Defendant, that incon
old L'enVeman ! Fickle fogy! he may consider himself let d

lightly in Inning Io pay only WlO ; for a wife would have co.-t. I

much in fttnoai no time, remaining, for an indeterminable period, a
EC of mil' linire expenditure. Elderly triller that he is, let him

acknowledge that he is too well off :i bargain of the cost of whose
fullili! sc days of hooped drapery, it, would have been impos-
sible to estimate the magnitud; or predict the end.

I this gro-s ei-e of senile faithlessness gout to a P>rilish jury, no
doubt that sympathetic assemblage of Englishmen and fathers would
have marked their sense of the aged rover's baseness in sponiie_r with
the affections of an artless girl, as her barrister would have besought
them to do, by :- nil to it figure considerably 0. In
ordinarily g to JFMBf ladies against old gentlemen
who have disappointed their matrimonial expectations, British jnr:
sometimes thought to afford too emphatic a sanction to the principle
which ranks pecuniary cor -, very highly amongst the legiti-

mate motives to matrimony, and rather ignores the in ei s Ltj for much
love in the case. Well, even if this is SO, no great harm is done. A
hoary simpleton is smartly lined for his folly ;

that is all. And if the
fine ought to be proportionate in magnitude to the folly, what damages
can be too heavy to inflict upon the grey-headed oaf who is capable of

promising to marry a irirl, whereas he is old enough to be her father ?

The sum should only fall short of the penalty thai he would deserve to

pay for performing such a thoughtless and ridiculous promise.

PRIVILEGES OF THE GUARDS.
" WHAT are the Privileges of the Guards ?

"
exclaimed a Belgrayian

beauty, who little suspected that (lie quod'on ; only in a

military point of view
;

"
Why, 1 can tell you the U ride the

beautiful horses, dance with the prettiest girls, talk English in a
style delicionsly their own, are distinguished for ha\ ie best
moustaches and manners, !: awn, tiirt, wi.lt/. belter than any
one else, ai- . rywhere. are invited , d en- deer.

handsome, silly, amusing, good humoured, absurd, charming, universal
favourites wherever they go. These are a few of the Privileges of the

Guards, and 1 don't wonder at the other office. 111 !

"

Here our Belgravian beauty blushed so much, tl; obliged to
leave the room.
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Sill (reads).
"
GENTLEMEN RIDEKS ALLOWED FIVE POUNDS."

Tom.
" ALLOWED FIVE POUNDS ! ! WHY I 'D BIDE BETTEH NOB. HEFOR 'Aur A CROWN !

"

TERRIBLE POACHING AFFRAY.

ANOTHER of those unfortunate collisions which arise from our frame-
preserving system has just taken place upon some land known as Rri'i inn
Field part of the preserves long held and jealously kept by the family of
the Oldwiggs, connected with the noble house of Bedford. One of "the
shrewdest and most vigilant of the Oldwigg keepers, a man named
Rustle, had, it seems, been watching the actions ot two persons whom
he had reason to suspect of intention to poach on the Oldwigg manor
but though he had known that for some time the men in question had
been setting snares, it was not until the other night that he felt himself
mstined m interfering. One of the men in question comes from
Xnowsley, and has passed under several aliases, as Young Slanlov
the Scorpion, Prince Rupert, Chivalry Ned, and other names, and
is what is commonly called a sporting character, doing a good deal in
the betting line. The other is a Derby man, whose features betoken
Hebraic descent, and whose talents are reported to be of an extra-
ordinarily high order, and such as might have placed him in a superior
position, had they been otherwise directed. He is in general rather
taciturn but can be exceedingly abusive if provoked, "lie is called
Benn On Monday night Rustle, still on the watch, saw Rupert
and Bam enter Reform

Field, and with a double-barrelled gun
begin blazing away at game which had always been sacred to theUUhvigg family, and had scarcely been disturbed since a grand battue
winch took place in 1832. The veteran Rustle gallantly advanced
upon tlie poachers, and demanded their gun. He was received bya jeer, and with some flippant remarks about one man having as
much right to knock down what is foul as another; and, lookinground lor support he observed two persons known in the district

the Bottleholder and Burly Jack, the former of whom was
chewing a twig, and the latter twirling a large cudgel. Neither, how-
ever, seemed very eager to come to his aid, and rather looked to see
what his chances were, when the brave little man (he is considerablyunder t he middle stature) rushed upon the unprincipled poachers with a
resolution which appalled them. A fierce struggle ensued, but Rustle,
strong in the conviction that he was defending private property against
thieves, succeeded m dealing his antagonists some terrible blows and

damaging their gun that it became useless. Extremely stron<* and

bad language was exchanged, in which both the Bot.tlcholder and
Burly Jack joined; and on all sides a rancorous spirit, was evinced,
which will infallibly break out anew on the first occasion. The men,
Rupert and Benn, are both injured for the rest of their lives, and
neither will ever be able to get a place in service again, if so minded.
Such is poaching; such is the cost at which the privileges of such
persons as the Oldwiggs are maintained! May not a country,
burdened to uphold their sacred sport, ask, Who and what are tlie

Oldwiggs ?

STUCCO FOB THE SOFTER SEX.

To what kind of beings is it possible to conceive the subjoined adver-

tisement, from the M/ifuhiy Post, addressed ?

"DEAUTIFUL WOMEN. MADAME RACHEL begs to inform her lady
LJ

patronesses, the nobility, and aristocracy generally, that she has opened her
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION list I'm- fie supply of her Costly Arabian Preparations for the
restoration and preservation of female loveliness, which have obtained 1m- her the
patronage of royalty these being manufactured entirely by MADAME RACHEL, who
has no agents, and cannot be obtained fn .in any other source. Terms as usual,
20 guineas per annum, which includes every requisite for a most rechercle toilet,
and two attendances by MADAME RACHEL, viz., one drawing-room and one state
ball."

To advertise cosmetics as being costly instead of cheap, if the
advertisement were addressed to rational creatures, would be to

adopt a style of puff about as judicious as the cry of unsavoury fish.

Soft indeed must be that sex to which the costliness of any article
could be a recommendation of it. The softness which can accept
Arabian Preparations, manufactured entirely by MADAME RACHEL, as
Arabian in any other sense than that in which they may possibly be
associated with a Mosaic Arab, seems quite waxy. Tlie female loveli-
ness which these preparations may be supposed calculated to restore
and preserve, appears indeed to be. as it were, that of the ladies in the
hairdressers' windows, bright and brilliant with their glass eyes
radiant in red and white wax. Imagination pictures MADAME HACHEL'S
patronesses as having been fashioned out of that plastic material, and
animated with a faint life by a disciple of FRANKENSTEIN. What, real

lady would be allured by such a phrase as
"
a most recherche toilet ?

"

In another advertisement MADAME RACHEL describes herself as
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GREAT POACHING AFFRAY ON THE LIBERAL PRESERVES.

J-u R SS-LL. "NOW THEN, YOU SIR! GIVE UP THAT GUN!"
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"the ; ." Tliis notification is, like the foregoing, h.

"
ISrau i ii'ui Women." nifut

women, i)i' a sort, are Iliv.- ^1K KACIII

processes ;
and what sort of women can that be, but an

prettj ; ire. Fancy an enamelled object
n ! The nearest thing to it well imaginable is, perhaps, a

whited sepulchre.

LIST OF THE NEW MINISTRY.

SEVEHAL lists of the next Ministry are, as usual, being handed ; >

Cox of Finsburyhaa distributed three, in different hanthviitin

one of which he is announced us Premier, in the

the Buck Hounds, and in the third as AirhitiMiop of Canterbury,
Cox appears to think, goes out v laud. l>ul the foQi

is the only correct list, which Mr. PHUC/I is privileged to copy from a

half sheet of tureen note paper with tcarlei edi^cs, BCollopped, the pretty

writing bein;.r that of PK NC s A E, ana the memoranda being

made for her 11 T L M A:

Lord. Chancellor

Chancellor of the Kv ...
President of thu Cnnin-il

Privy ISeal (with a Kong)
Homo Sucretary

Foreign Secretary

Colonial Secretary (when In cor.ift bacL-';

.rotary

Indian Secretary (with the Senyal Tigtr) .

First Lord of the Admiralty
President of the IVunl of Trade

Chancellor of the Duchy
Master of the Hm-so

Chief Commissioner . . . .

Attorney-Gentirtil

Solicit' r-Gcneral

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland (as Barney iktj

Irish Cliaiieellor

Irish Attorney -General

Irish Solicitor- General ......
Advocate for Scotland (wi(h title : Sir Pertlnax)

WITHOUT OFFICE (but with a good Stick)

Sn; 11. Co MI TON.

ADMIRAL E. T. SMITH.

LORD WKBSTKR.

Ma. W. FAKP.EX.

HON. P. BEDFORD.

SIR WALTER LACY.

MR. W. H. PAYNE.

Mu. G. V. BROOKI:.

LORD BALDWIN But :

SIR ALFRED WIGAN.
SIR T. P. COOKE.

MB, TOOLE.

SIR LEIGH MURRAY.
MR. W. COOKE.

Si it CHARLES KKAX.
SIR FIIANK MATTHEWS.
SIR CHARLKS MATHI-JWS.

BARON WILLIAMS.

LORD H. WIDDICOJTBE.

MR. CLARK.

Mu. G. HONEY.
MR. PHELPS.

MR. PUNCH.

THE POLITICAL POACHEES.

N I was bound a Tory,
'

!;ire,

And 1 well served the farm i-ar,

Till we took up with poaching, the truth you soon sh 11 hi ar;

Oil, 'tis nij delight of night ill the Session of the \

As I and my compauions a Jew Hill did prc,

The Vi :

:

out,
"
That '.s eribb'd from us ;

"
but for them we

did uot-eare,
Tor Ille or dodge, my hoys creep under anywhere :

l)h, 'tis my delight of.

'

.;ht in the i he year !

iiipanions from place they thought to drive

(nil, uur India Bill, but. we k<\

it, my boys, and through the llouse we

Oh, 'tis my delight of a stormy night ill the Session of the year !

Xow we are turned Hi/formers, they cry about the town,
"There go those ; natives, t.o Kiri :'.owu,"-

To Radicals conn: down, my boys, but poaching is all fair;

Oh, 'tis my delight of a stoi my night ill the Session of the y> ar !

So, here's to Liberal principles, which views we now declare,
Bad luck to ever ;n who reminds us of what we vn

Success to all n , the spoils of place who sha^e:

Oh, 'tis my delight of a stormy night in the Session of the year !

Austria in Three Letters.

IN reply to the VEKDI cry, the walls of Vienna have been chalked
with the letters

"
A. E. 1. 0. U.," which, translated by the wits of that

Boeotian capital, are said to convey,
"

. /
'

//,/jjerarc Or/ji

Universo." The only bit of truthful likeness that we can trace to
Austria in the above chalk drawing is in the I. O. II. That is an
Austrian feature that is true to a letter, and one which would have
been immediately recognised, even without the presence of the "chalk"
to increase the point of the resemblance.

THE ATOMIC THEORY. Little minds appreciate little minds the
best.

ADDRESSES TO LORD COLCHESTER.
LETTER appeared in

the Times the other

day, stating that the
POSTMASTER - GENE-
RAL had issued a war-

rant, increasing the

book-post to treble

the former charges.
As this new arrange-
ment was to date from
the First of April,

perhaps it will come
into operation after

the Greek Calends.

The Correspondent
of the Times signed
his communication
" Vox POPULI." This,
attempt on the part
of the president of

'

the Post Office to try
on a rise of the postal

tariff, coming after

the unsuccessful
scheme of returning

unprepaid letters,
will if followed, as

it seems likely to be,

by many similar efforts to make himself disagreeable probably occasion him to

hear more from Vox POPTJLI than he will like. The voice of the people will

perhaps address the Noble Lord at the head of the St. Martin's-le-Grand establish-

ment, as he walks or rides about, pursuing him with cries and questions of this

sort :

"
Hullo ! I say, old Natives, what are you up to raising the postage ?

Stand out of the way of the Mail, old Double-barrel ! Take your hand out of the

letter-box, old Scollops ! Don't put your foot in it, Shelly f COLCHESTER, hook
it you ain't fit for your post. Shut up, old Oysters !

"

A SYMPTOM OF DISSOLUTION.

WE have an ill-natured suspicion that MR. BERNAL
OSBORNE never gets up to spealc, unless he has a strong
personal object in view. He labours under the loss of

his voice sometimes for months and months, and then
recovers it all of a sudden, and just in time. The fear
of losing his seat will suddenly endow him with the most
facetious facvdty of speech, though he may have been
dumb as any Steward of the Chiltern Hundreds for an
entire session previously. It is with this intimate know-
ledge, that we look upon the two or three little speeches
he lias been lately entertaining the House with as the
most alarming symptom of an impending dissolution. You
may be sure that OSBORXE would not have talked so much
(the united length of all his recent speeches would amount,
perhaps, to a full quarter of a column) unless he had a

stirring presentiment that he was likely, before long, to

be summoned before the electors of Dover. It is not to

the House he is talking so much as to the Hustings. His
constituents may be getting their bundles of chaff ready
for his humorous reception. Shakespeare's Cliff will

soon have an opportunity of cracking its sides [with
laughter.

The French Scale made More Harmonious.

Tin; diapason is to be lowered a quarter of a tone in

France. This is call very well for music, but how about the
it of politics? for we take the liberty of telling
VNCIS HEAD'S protege, Louis NAPOLEON, that the

tone of that has been pitched a great deal too high lately.
It must be lowered several diplomatic notes before it can
be made agreeable to our ears.

You may be bctt :-r than others,
but that doesn't mean to say that you are worth much.
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FLATTERING TESTIMONIAL.

WE understand that the English residents in Paris
intend presenting LORD COWLEY with a little testimonial,
in remembrance of his Lordship's recent Mission to Vienna,
and the success which has attended his pacific labours. To

typify his Lordship's usefulness at Court, it is proposed the
little souvenir should assume a form rather of utility than
ornament ; and we believe it will consist of a set of dinner-

napkins, which, in his Lordship's hospitalities, will be in

I
constant use. We understand that the napkins will be

tastefully embroidered by the hands of those (remarkably)
select few of our fair countrywomen who have been honoured

by his Lordship with a dinner invitation. Of the designs we
are at present not at liberty to speak ;

but we are given to

understand that napkin
"
No. 1

"
will be embroidered in the

centre with a few neat, lines of compliment , setting forth

the dinner services LORD C. has done the State ; and that

on napkin
"
No. 2

"
will be depicted, in raised needlework, a

portrait of his Lordship, taken from the life, as he appeared
on his return from his late pacific mission. To give the like-

ness more effect, certain details will be added from MR.
MILLAIS" picture, and underneath will be inscribed the

explanatory words

"
Paris, fBatci), 1859: BE Htlurnt of $t Bobe

'

tolttoiit $t

lite BrancJ."

A BROAD HINT.

Stumpy Artist (to Friend with a Government appointment and lots of time).
" Come

and see my Picture ; can't you come in the daytime ear/// .' And look 'ere: do yon know

a tall, handsome, gentlemanly-looking fellow, with a light beard and moustache, who

tcoidd sit to me for my Hungarian Chief ?
"

WHAT MAY BE DONE IN PIETY YEARS.

AN American paper is eloquent upon the many inven-
tions and discoveries forwhicli the world is indebted to the
first half of the nineteenth century. Amongst others, may
be enumerated the following : Punch, Steamers, railways,
the electric telegraph, gas, photography, and chloroform.

The second half of the nineteenth century scarcely pro-
mises to be so rich. Its claim" to originality do not, at

present, extend much beyond Crinoline, all-round collars,

peg-top trousers, perambulators, pennyices, halfpenny steam-

boats, and penny papers. The list is not a lively one.

However, there is plenty of time between this and the

commencement of the twentieth century. The next forty

years may witness the birth of some tremendous genius,
who may hit upon the means of setting the Thames on
fire

; or, for aught we know, abolishing the National Debt.
All things are, we believe, possible to the genius of Man,
even down to the completion of Trafalgar Square !

THE DONKEY'S MEDICAL GUIDE.

EVERT North Briton is on this side of the Tweed described as a
"
hard-headed Scotchman

;

"
but the North British Advertiser appears

to circulate among a population, many of whom, if their heads are not

as soft as puddings, are remarkable for that peculiar hardness of head
which is otherwise called density, and is accompanied with thickness.

To hard-headed Scotchmen of this latter description, if not to soft-

headed Scotchmen, must the following advertisement, extracted from
our North British Contemporary, be addressed :

DR.
JAMES GREEK'S, OF GLASGOW, ONE OF 300 SCIENTIFIC

MIRACLES. It's a positive fact! Philosophers, Doctors, Lawyers, and

College Professors, can neither understand nor leani how those True Miracles are

wrought, not on the Dead Body, but on their Dying Victims, by DR. G UEER'S Pills.

Behold the truth as it is declared by the Patients in Newspapers :

A dying man, MR. WILLIAM SHAW, master millwright, 88. Gallowgate, swelled

from head to foot, was drawn in a cab from 114, Main Street, Bridgetou, to DR.
GREEK'S Shop, . He took 122 Vegetable Pills, and walked four miles! the next

day to publish that he was perfectly cured of all the swellings.

What was the matter with'Mn. SHAW? will perhaps be the question
of any bloated fool who, wishing to reduce his bulk, may propose to take

DR. GREEK'S pills for that purpose, and may not be quite such an

idiot as to take them without at all thinking whether or not they are

suitable for his complaint. MR. SHAW'S case was evidently general

emphysema, or windy swelling, of that species in which the patient
assumes the character of a human puff. That character, however, is

by no means destroyed when a quack medicine has brought down all

the bodily tumefaction which the sufferer ever laboured under. It

appears to be constitutional and inveterate in the case of this fellow,

SHAW
;
for the above advertisement proceeds to inform sumphs and

simpletons that

' MR. SHAW says DR. GREER'S numerous cured patients arc sinners wilfully,
while they don't tell their doctors how they are cured by his pills. Mi; WHAW
declares that forty of DR. GREEK'S Pills cured him ol

1

Cholera, after he was given

up for death ten years ago, where three corpses were taken from the stair. All
that took his Pills recovered,"

Blockheads and boobies are next advised where DR. GREER'S
medicines are to be sold : knowledge to the dissemination of which
Mr. Punch does not choose to be instrumental.

So much for DR. GREEK'S pills, and hard-headed Scotchmen. But
there are also Englishmen equally and likewise hard of head; and to

their belief and acceptance the following statement is proposed in the

Morning Post, in the form, not of advertisement, but that of paragraph :

" HOLLOWAV'S PII.I.S AND OINTMENT A Perfect Panacea. In these two prepa-
rations are found reliable remedies f<>r all complaints caused by climate, irregularity,
over exertion, or accident. Internal or external disorders are subjugated by these

;
'arable medicines without demanding any knowledge or faith <m the patient's

part. They act physically by removing impurities and establishing regularity of
function ; in fact

' Before their healing presence life respires,
And sickness, with his rueful train, retires.'

"

The foregoing assertions are noteworthy for containing one statement
of which the truth is indisputable. There can be no doubt t hat nobody
can know that HOLLOWAY'S incomparable medicines that is to say,
medicines that cannot be compared to any that are good for anything
ever cured himself or anybody else of any complaint -n hat ever

; so that

all disorders, whether internal or external, which they ever subjugate,

they subjugate entirely without demanding of the patient the know-
ledge that he has even anything the matter with him. There can be as

little doubt that they demand no faith whatever in their efficacy on the

part of those who attest their curative effect-;.

|

One other truth is very probably contained in the remainder of the
above quoted medical paragraph in the 7W.-

" No organ in the body can long resist the combined action of these remedies,
which invariably harmoiii-3 every corporeal t'un<:i ion, and on tbo brain reflect a

happy state of mind, remov': g low spirits, lassitu'le, and hypochondriacism, for

which they substitute cheerfulness and contentment, and render pure om- physical
and moral being."
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It may be fearfully true that no organ in the hod; I the

combined action of EOLLOWAY'S Till'. ami Ointment. But LD

from harmonising every corporeal function, or

MI-! of magical effect, would play I he deuee \vitli all the
in the oodj i resist the

,ined action of pruasio acid and arsenic. PROFESSOR HOLLO .

iu," tli'- Morning /'/, may considerthat \'< '"-
r Ins

patent medicines by Ilie. statement that no organ of the body ean i

eombined action, but one would think that this representation of

their properties cannot be much relished by HOLLO

THE BATTLE OF THE BIG-WIGS.

Vide Times, Law Report, March 11.

ING, O, Punch, the quick
wrath, the soon-put-up"
monkey

"
of KNIGHT

Bin
KNIGHT URUCE the active of

mind, the jumper to hasty
conclusions :

KNIGHT BRUCE the feared of

the Bar, the bully of junior
counsel :

Sing the hot anger of BRUCE
at the cool encounter of

BETH K i, i.;

BETHELL the feared of the

Bench, the RAKEY, the
'T of Horsehair,

Tinner of legal Big-Wigs,
subduer of Lords and
Vice-Chanc'llors :

Twister of Courts round his

thumb with his silvery
voice of persuasion.

Off in the Chancery Court on

Saturday week came the

combat,
i' the Fields of Lincoln his Inn was the field of battle appointed.
There came the fiery BRUCE, and BETHELL the many-briefed there came ;

Attended was each by his clerk, as knight of old by his squire was.

Donned they their armour for fight, their wigs, and their bauds, and
their silk gowns :

And, for their weapons, their tongues were as sharp as new broad-

swords, and sharper.

But say, 0, Punch, what was the cause whence arose such terrible

warfare ?

LYDDON v. Moss was the cause . Punch down to posterity hands it.

The case was one of Appeal : KNIGHT BRUCE a Judge of Appeal is
;

SELWYN opened the case, the quick-witted Queen's Counsel JSELWYN ;

Little he dreamed what a row and a rumpus would rise from his

opening,
Else he had surely refrained, and thrown up his brief, and home mizzled !

Scarce had he said twenty words, when
L
hiin thus KNIGHT BRUCE

interrupted :

"
Seemeth to me, sitting here of Appeal as one of the Just'ces,

I' this Court well-frequented, world-kuown, much-solicitor'd and many-
counsel'd,

Seemeth to me this Appeal of this Court will not occupy much time,
A deed of assignment is here, to secure certain sums to a lawyer :

Now, assuming this deed to have been of a perfectly hon'rable nature,
And assuming it to have been for the good of the lady, his client,
Still must I say I 'm surprised that a wise and experienced lawyer
Should have so committed himself by this most imprudent transaction."

Here with his silvery tones interposed the. many-briefed BETHELL,
Every word he let fall was like dropping of pearls into water :

"
Your Ludship, permit me to say that your Ludship should hear the

appeal first,

And then, if your Ludship thinks fit, your Ludship, surprise may give
vent to."

Like as oil were the words of the smooth-tongued, silvery BETHELL :

Like as oil upon (lame were those words on fiery KNIGHT Bin

Uprose his
"
monkey

"
at once, being one which is soon elevated,

And thus in a crackle of words KNIGHT BRUCE, the all-fiery, flared up :

"
Dar'st interrupt the Court, and dictate a Lord Justice's duty ?

Knowest thou not manners, rash man, and know'st not to whom thou
art speaking ?

Teach me my duty, gadzooks ! go, teach thy grandam to suck eggs!
Again 1 say, that the deed was a most imprudent transaction,

niug it to have been of the purest, most hon'rable nature,
And u>.smuin'.r it i<> have been for the lady's hem-lit: which i

Expressions 1 used before, and fearlessly now I again use."

So speaking, he glared lound the Court as one who was cock-of-the-

walk there:
Over his eye-glass he glared, till the counsel all quaked at his glaring,
And t trembled to tliink how BETHKLL was silenced and

shut up.
But SIR RRIIAHTJ the Bold feared neither the crowing nor glaring .

Cock-of-t he-walk too is he (at least, by himself so is reckoned),
Game-bird is he to the bone, and the spurs of knighthood are on him :

Calmly he rose from his seat, and thus sadly gave vent to his feelings :

"
Your Ludship, it grieves me to own, I am pained at your Ludship's

expressions.
That your l.ndsliip, ere hearing the case, should cast on my client

reflections,
'Tis most unjudge-like, unjust ! I regret I can't otherwise speak oft."

E'en as a bull, when attacked by a foe whom he deems beneath

notice,
Stares for a while open-eyed, in surprise at lu's pigmy assailant,
But on a second attack, perceiving that mischief is meant him,

Terribly shaking his head, he rushes to crush the intruder :

So the bully K NIGHT BRUCE eved BETHELL a moment in wonder,
Startled so stran :.- was the thought that a Bar'ster should dare to

confront him ;

Then shook he fiercely his head till his wig-tails rattled upon it,

And thus in a terrible tone he came down on BETHELL the glib-tongned :

"Dar'st thon again, rash man, presume to find fault with thy betters ?

Dar'st thou censure the Court, and assert that its Justice is unjust,
:r t hat he has pronounced what to you seems a premature judgment ?

Know that this Court will ne'er stoop to learn auy lesson from Counsrl .

Know that this Court will pronounce whatever judgment It pleases,

Say whatever It likes, and whenever It chooses to say it !

"

Here was a moment's pause, and the well-wigged Juniors wondered.

(Juniors who by KNIGHT BRUCE the bully had often been well wigged)
Whether BETHELL the Bold again would come to the combat,
Whether cocky KNIGHT BRUCE again would in victory crow out.

"fwas but an instant they waited, and then, to their joy and amazement.
Clear as a bell thro* the Court rang the tones of the silver-tongued

BETHELL:

" Your Ludship, again I repeat, that your Ludship has judged prema-
. turely,

And what your Ludship has said neither justice nor precedent sanctions."

The BRUCE smiled a terrible smile :

"
You are perfectly welcome to

think so :

I 've no doubt I shall say it again many times ere the case is concluded."

Sorely this taunting retort stung the courteous, calm-tempered
BETHELL,

Quickly he rose from his seat, and the heat of his dander rose with him :

"
If your Ludship says that, I repeat, it surprises me greatly to hear it."

Replied BRUCE :

"
I shall say it again whenever it suits me to say it,

Without the slightest regard'to you, or your pain, or opinion."
Returned BETHELL : "Again I repeat, I deprecate jumps to conclu-

sions
;

"

Replied BRUCE :

" And again / repeat, I don't care a snap for your
censure.

What I say I shall soon say again: and what I have said I shall

stick to !

"

Fiercelv the battle thus raged, but Punch has no space to tell more
of''t.

Fiercely the combatants fought, cut and thrnst, in broadswordy fashion :

Fiercely the combatants fought, while the Juniors stood by and
trembled :

Furious, fiercely they fought, for neither the last word would give in.

Still on the conflicts of men the gods, as of yore, sit in judgment,
Both the Big-Wigs next morn were called to the bar by the Thund'rer :

BETHELL was /tuSos-ed for pluck, and KNIGHT BRUCE called over the

coals was,
For wasting the time of the Court, which to suitors so preciously dear is.

Some good may come of the fight, if the
"
monkey

"
of KNIGHT

BRUCE is put down :

Some good has come of the fight, for Punch, the uew HOMEK, has

sung it !

AFFECTATION. The Natural made unnatural.

Nature.

The Caricature of
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THE HOUR BEFORE DINNER NOT THE WORST PART
OF A DAY'S HUNTING.

A SHOWER OF REFORM BILLS.

MR. H. BERKELEY, M.P., said, at Bristol :

" Talk of not wanting Reform ! Why, there was hardly .1 member
in the House among those (JOU gentlemen who had not a Reform Bill
in his pocket."

We trust that they -will remain there. A shower of
000 Reform Bills would be a legislative avalanche such
as the stoutest Reformer eould not fail to be alarmed at.

The House might be effectually buried underneath the

heap, which would certainly be one way of reforming it,

in the same way that a patient is frequently cured by
being killed. Such a Radical cure as that of our national

complaints would be more than the most reckless Radical
would like to bargain for. If these 600 Reform Bills are

really in existence, it is certainly the strongest plea we
have yet heard for an immediate dissolution. Parliament
is not safe, the nation is not safe, no one is safe, so long as
this vast amount of combustible material is allowed to
be deposited under one roof. Were any one of them to

go off, there is no calculating the amount of mischief it

might inflict
;
and were they all to explode, England might

be shaken to her deepest foundations. An American
senator carries about his person a revolver

;
an English

legislator, it seems, is armed with a Reform Bill. We do
not know which would be the more comfortable position,
to sit between two loaded revolvers, or to have a Reform
Bill, charged to the muzzle with explosive principles, on
each side of you ? ME. GUIDO FAWKES' stock of gun-
powder inside the walls of Parliament is harmless as an
arsenal of brandy-balls, compared to this huge accumulation
of Reform BUls !

A Double Merit.

THERE are some men who are equally idle in doing
themselves any good, as in doing any good'to others.

A SAFE CONCLUSION. When two women quarrel, you
may be sure that one of them is in error, at least.

LILLIPUTIAN PILLS.

AN intelligent correspondent entreats Punch to study Homoeopathy.
Mr. Pimch,m return, implores his intelligent correspondent to study

Anatomy, Physiology, and the nature of diseases. He will then see

that the rule of healing disease by assisting nature, and removing

impediments out of nature's way, is not theory, but ascertained

science.

If brevity is the soul of wit, it is also the essence of argument
especially the argument of Punch, whose enlightened readers know
almost everything, and are bored by discussions which teach them

nothing.
No doubt a lady at the top of a house can smell a cigar smoked in

the hall. More than that, a hound can smell the foot-print of a distant

fox. But there is no proof that what immediately affects the sense of

smell is ponderable matter at all. If it is, it requires nerves of special
sense to perceive it, and thus proves the aphorism which Mr. Punch
proposes to accompany "Like cures Like;" namely, "Infinitesimal

Quantities produce Infinitesimal Effects."
Of course no quantity is in strict language infinitesimal; but the

word is current. Say Peninfinitesimal, if you like, instead.

It is also very doubtful if the force or influence of contagion is

ponderable substance. Suppose it to be so, what infinitesimal globule
will produce an effect on the human body so remarkable as scarlet

fever ?

The circumstances affecting statistics must be stated to make them
worth a thought. If a given number of inflammations had to be treated
on the old plan of bleeding and drenching, and an equal number
homoeopathically, Punch has little doubt that the disadvantage, in

point of recovery, would be greatly on the side of the former, and that
this class would show a much superior mortality per cent. A certain
number of such diseases will get well if let alone

;
will not get well if

improperly interfered with. Mr. Punch believes that homoeopathic
cures correspond precisely to this number

; their treatment, regimen
apart, consisting in the administration of next to no medicine at all.

Will homeopathy set to a leg? Will it cure a broken arm ? These
questions may be absurd

, but it is as hard to conceive infinitesimal
doses doing these things, as it is to conceive them producing any
material effect on the human frame.

Will homoeopathic globules make a dry skin perspire; cause a

torpid liver to pour out bile, or any inactive gland whatever to

secrete ;
or compel to work any lazy scavenger organs, whose office it

is to cast rubbish out of the system ? If not, they will not effect the

conditions on which the cure of diseases depends, and without which
all who know anything of the matter know that it is impossible.

" The Happy Dispatch."

WE recommend this form of Japanese execution to MR. DISRAELI,
to be tried on his Reform Bill. If he does not act as the executioner

in cutting it up, he may be sure the Opposition will. The sooner

it is made a "Happy Dispatch" of, the better for the honour of all

persons concerned in it.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

KNOW ALL MEN !

Firstly, That Mr. Punch does not want to be bothered with yam
communications.

Secondly, That he will NOT answer your letters.

Thirdly, That he will NEVER. RETURN ANYTHING you send him,

with stamps or without.

Fourthly, That he keeps a large FIRE before him in winter.

Fifthly, That he keeps a large WASTE-PAPER basketlbeside him in

summer.

Sixthly, That into one or the other infallibly go ninety-nine letters

out of every hundred, in which people pester him with hints,

sketches, drawings, inquiries, bets, and other impertinencies.

Seventhly, That if he makes any use of the hundredth, the happy
and fortunate correspondent will know all about it in proper

time.

THIS NOTICE IS FINAL.
85, Fleet Street.

Printed br Willisra
BrjJbory.

of No. 13 Upper Wobum Plure. nd Freienck M .licit E-a", of No 19, Qwsen'B Rond Wt, Ke.-pM's Park, b.vb in -he Puri.h of St. Vaiicras. in the Countr of MiddleMl.

u'ndoL'-s'iTuaDA? ilwch "eTa"
'"* Prccioct "' w iltfri '" < e of London, nd Pubhehed oj -. 3em *t i\o. So, Fleet Street, In the ?amh of St. Bridi in tie Citj of
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A HAPPY NOTION.

Delightful Boy.
" OH ! I 'LL TELL you WHAT I 'LL DO ! I 'LL GO AND PLAT MY

DRUM AT UNCLE FOOZLE 's DOOR !

"

THE CUT BARGE FOR SALE.

Song fag an IB Qtputg.

On, what a shame, oh what a pity !

My eyes, salt seas of tears discharge !

Alas, the City Lands Committee,
Has got to sell the City Barge.

The Lord Mayor's Barge of State is given
Into that trusty body's hands,

My stomach aches, my heart is riven,
Committee of the City Lands !

Oh, when ye sell that noble vessel,
The pangs within that you will feel !

How dutv and regret will wrestle
U'hen Memory makes her fond appeal !

The feasts that long ago were eaten
On board she then will conjure up,

And to the lips she cannot sweeten,
Present an empty Loving Cup.

You '11 feel a grief beyond the throes of

Gout, colic, indigestion, bile," To sell or otherwise dispose of"
That gorgeous old aquatic pile.

Dispose of it you need not sell it

Maintain it for a show, at least ;

Still let it float where all may smell it,

Perfumed with many a vanished feast.

The silent turtle for the cooing
Another taste than mine may care

The fat of green that needs no chewing,
Ha, ha ! how oft I 've gobbled there !

Oh, keep the dear old Barge in honour
Till I am gone ! and I am old

I would not see you chalk upon her
The base inscription

" To BE SOLD !

"

WHAT AGE BRINGS WITH IT. As we grow older, it is

with hearts as with heads of hair
;
for one that we find

real there are nine that are false ! Truefitt.

HERE WE ARE AT ROME !

ACCORDING to a letter from Rome, quoted in the Times, his Holiness
the POPE inaugurated Lent with a performance which in this country
would be deemed more suitable to Christmas :

" The POPE proceeded on Ash Wednesday to the Siatino Chapel to give his

lienc.liction, in the usual manner, to the ashes which he received from the hands of
tic.' i 'animal ;u:tiii(,' as livst IVnitentlary. His Holiness afterwards distributed a
p- rli. >n to all the Cardinals, Archbishops, and Bishops, to several Members of the
diplomatic corns, the General in command of the French troops, and a number of

vs of distinction, and among the rest, QUEEN CHRISTINA."

Notwithstanding the name by which the first day of Lent is com-
monly called among ourselves, the scene above described will be
better imaginable by the British Public as occurring 9n the night of

the day after Christmas Day, commonly called Boxing Night. At
Rome it appears that Lent brings round' the Pantomime, pontifically
sustained. His Holiness on this occasion seems to have played Clown,
whilst the part of Pantaloon was taken by the CARDINAL, who, in the

capacity
ot the first Penitentiary, handed him the ashes, which he

proceeded to distribute among the spectators ; perhaps, characteris-

tically, both as Zany and as Pope, flinging dust in their eyes. The
,

Columbine of the performance may be presumed to have been the
celebrated CHRISTINA, Queen-Dowager ot Spain. Perhaps Monsieur

j

ilie General of the IVench troops did himself the honour to enact

Harlequin.
The papal Pantomime appears to have been splendidly got up, and put

on the stage with great magnificence ;
for we read in continuation that

"
It would be difficult to imagine a greater contrast than was presented by the

,

gay appearance of the uniforms and embroidered costumes of a considerable portion
|

of the congregation and the day of mortification and humility which the fete was
intended to designate."

That portion of the congregation which appeared in embroidered
costume evinced their humility, and submitted to mortification, not
only by accepting the pontifical JA-;T/y,/w//'.v present of ashes, but also

possibly, by allowing themselves to be knocked down, and in pelting
one another with the contents of a vegetable-barrow. Humility, from
the sequel to the above description, appears to have been exhibited, by
the parties mentioned in it, in another act, of a decidedly pantomimic
character, inasmuch as

" After the ceremony, the POPE, on leaving the chapel, went into the throne-

room, where the ARCHDUKE REGNIEK OF AUSTRIA, the ARCHDUCHESS MARIA his

wife, and the ARCHDUKE WILHELM were awaiting his arrival. As soon as the
Princes saw Pius THE NINTH they threw themselves at his feet with profound
respect."

Did they expect' that the POPE would tumble over them ? Any
one who has seen the smile with which the Clown of the British stage

regards the attempt of any common rogue to pick his pocket, may
perhaps fancy the look given by his Roman representative to those

prostrate simpletons.
The hat of the Cardinal who served the POPE with ashes, did

admirably for the business in which he was employed, so that it was

unnecessary for him to borrow, or steal that of a dustman. The ashes

we presume were make-believe, like Popish wonders, and like Popish
measures for enforcing the faith. Otherwise, for aught we know

;
they

were the ashes of all the cigars which Pius and the Conclave ot Car-

dinals had smoked for a long time previously over their beer.

Ashes are odd things to bestow a benediction on
;

it is more natural,

though it may be just as absurd, to do the reverse; as when, for

instance, you find cinders accompanying your chop.
We are not told, but we may imagine, that the. pontifical Pantomime

of Ash Wednesday concluded with a display of fireworks pinned to the

POPE'S tail. It is greatlv to be feared that all this sort of thing will

convert the PRINCE OP WALES.

THE SPREAD OF SINGLE BLESSEDNESS.

PATERFAMILIAS, who reads his Times daily, knows that the column
of marriages continues to be remarkable for its brevity. The decline

of matrimony reported by the Registrar-General, was not merely a tem-

porary thing, then, but is still proceeding. No other theory has been
advanced to account for it but that already proposed by Mr. Punch
which the parties concerned, namely, PATERFAMILIAS, himself, and

MATERFAMILIAS, if their family comprises daughters ;
and perhaps also

the daughters themselves
; may as well take into their serious con-

sideration for facts are confirming it.

Beauty, overclothed, ceases to exert influence, and a growing indif-

ference on the part of mankind towards the fair sex has resulted from

the fashion which has obscured ladies in their dresses, and Balmoralised

female society.

VOL. xxxvr.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
THE ARGUMENT.

HE POET PUNCH, feeling that nothing

but heroic verse can do justice to the

deeds of the lirfufiu Buttle Days, pro-

ceeds to describe the history of the

cuiijlii't in the Most noble strains of

which the subject will allow. He
beginneth with Monday, the %lst

March, and contimieth -until Friday,
the <%>th thereof.

Now Westminster's great clock, high
raised in air,

Had stricken four, had any clock been
there

;

But DKNISON and BARRY, dawdlers

twin,

Deny the town Big Ben's harmonious
din.

The other DJENISON, the Speaker, sat

Enchaircd, and guarding his three-cor-

nered hat.

Petitions on petitions strewed the floor,

One Member brings a dozen, one a

score,
And one a hundred, which he painful drags
To fill the ever-yawning carpet-bags.

The time is past, petitioning is done,
The hour of pointed questioning begun.
But brief to-day the catcehismal rite,

uick query, answer prompt, although polite,

ills, dealing with twelve millions, vowed to Mars
Tor shooting weapons, pass like shooting stars,
And RUSSELL'S nervous cough, and DIZZY'S nose
Blown slightly, tell those chiefs have met to close.

Rises lithe BENJAMIN, with air sublime,
And moves the Bill be read a second time.
A single moment o'er the floor he flits ;

His say is said, he takes his hat, and sits.

Then rises RUSSELL, eager for the raid,
And moves amendment to the motion made.
" Not mine," he cries,

"
the duty to condemn

This measure solely that it comes from them ;

For though I deem it showed a want of grace
In that minority to grasp at place,
And though I hold that it might not be wise
In such as. they to raise reforming cries,

Still, give your word to sovereign or to sweep,
And that engagement you are bound to keep.
The Ministry were pledged to give a Bill,

'Twas fan- to draw it with their utmost skill.

"
Grave is the question, statesmen, therefore grave

Is the attention I would humbly crave.
Look well before you leap, for u you swerve,
No afterthought your bacon can conserve.

"
I feel much fortified when I reflect

That even his friends to DERBY'S Bill object.
The thoughtful HENLEY quits the council board.
The generous WALPOLK must renounce his Lord.

"
This Bill to change the Constitution goes,

To ancient rights its authors prove them foes.

They seek to do our great Reform away,
And in the boroughs give the Tories sway.
Therefore do I denounce it, and beside,
I think a wider franchise should be tried.

The day has come, nay, I might say the hour,
When we should give the working classes power.
The Bid 1 view with something like disgust,
Hold it as noxious, dangerous, and unjust,

Though lii-re and there it takes a liberal jump,
Too little leaven for so large a lump.
'Tis said they will dissolve upon this Bill :

Well, let them face the country, if they will:
I 'in not afraid, but should things go awry,
On DERBY heads the consequences lie.

" As for the charges made against myself
That I 'in ambitious, factious, or want pelf,

I'm half ashamed the rubbish to repeat.
Such bosh be blowed." He scowled, and took his seat.

Next to the table see young STANLEY draws,
The Tories' hope : each Tory storms applause.
In a well-written speech he met the foe,
And urged 'twere dangerous to reform too low.
Our choice must lie, so argued DERBY'S son,
Between a moderate Bill like tliis, or none.

From yonder gallery comes a voice of wail,
And woman's cheek is red, an usher's pale.
A child what doth such infant there on high ?

Emits a shrill and discontented cry.
Loud laughs the House : the SPEAKER, in a rage,
Sends frantic orders by a flying p:

He '11 clear the Ladies' gallery. Gods ! how dare
The women bring their brats to bellow there ?

Some said that UU.SSKLL'S bride had come to teach
Her boy to recollect his father's speech.
"1'was no ungraceful thought; but, far away,
The child si i , harmless play.
Another met her chides her pet alas,

Why bring llni pet, Lady of Plate-Glass!

Forgive her, SPEAKER thou hast, eyes to see.

Whea did plate-glass reflect a sweeter plea ?

Then, in swell garb, and most elaborate shirt,
Rose a, gay youth, well known as BUNHEY STUUT.
.Nor smarter was his garb than his address :

He liked not much tin- Bill, but RUSSELL less.

Voted with DI/.ZY, thought with DIZZY'S foes :

Did DIZZT smile upon liim when they rose ?

^Y, the Bill would bury out of sight ;

KEH SETMER set himself to wallop BRIGHT;
Hebraic SALOMONS the Bill decries
As inJewdicious. LIDDELL thinks it wise.
Then WOOD his bark contributes 'tis but small

;

To this he would prefer no Bill at all.

Dashed the wild HOBSMAN at lus liberal friends,
And charged them all with party aims and ends :

He tore their battle, smashed them left and right,
And made the speech of chiefest mark to-night.
'Tis meet to tell that MILLS made fight for BEN,
That KNATCHBULL HUGESSEN did not, and then
Sad NEWDEGATE assailed with piteous cry
A Bill to please the fierce democracy ;

And LORD R. CECIL urged, in language terse,
'Twere better take this Bill than wait a worse.

The dull debate 's adjourned, the Senate drives

Off to its toddies, clubs, weeds, whist, or wives.

Hail, Mews, or rather hail the Hansom cab
That leaves the mews, and we 're in luck to nab.

Again the House has met debate begun,
WILSON is up, old COCKER'S favourite son.
Arabian numerals at his bidding ramje

Against the new Mosaic-Arab change.
Convinced, not charmed, each listener marks with joy
The peroration of that Counting Boy.
For lo ! upstands the Crichton of the Age,
Romancer, statesman, orator, and sage,

Playwright, translator, essayist, divine,

Historian, poet vowed to love and wine
Of all man's brain may do "twist sun and sun,
What hath not EDWARD BUI.WER LYTTON done ?

With vigorous utterance and with finished phrase
He charges home, and blow on blow he lays.
No paltry subterfuge employs his pains"
I '11 give the franchise where you '11 show the brains.

To education be the suffrage free,

Impatient ignorance gets nought from me.
Beware nor trust it or the State may fall."

A storm of plaudits shakes the lofty hall.

BYNG, hope of Whigs, of course talks Whiggish talk,
PHILIPPS desires the RUSSELL scheme to baulk :

FORSTER, of Walsall, joins LOB.D JOHN'S array,

STANHOPE, North Lincoln, won't vote either way:
DODSON, East Sussex, thinks the Bill a myth,
VANSITTART, Windsor, sees its stuff and pith :

CROSSLEY 's for what he calls the working class,

KNIGHTLEY the Bill, amended, says should pass:
And gentle SIDNEY HERBERT seeks to smother
This Bill, and let LORD DERBY make another.
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A rougher champion, RISSKI.L, comes in view
Now hold tllini 1

own, here stands the hold SlR HlTGH.
Small reverence, .Imix, thai brave Hibernian ov.

l''nr Holland Houses and old Whig dry bones.
That awful dynasty, those gloomy nods,
And the small utterance of your frigid gods
He laughs to scorn, and tells uni, to \oiir face,
Your motion's but a trick to grab at place.
That England don't like "dodges," that just now
When all the world is waiting for a row,
Statesmen should be forbearing, candid, true,
Not hatching small devices, JOHN, like \on :

Alid all your flummery won't di.-guise jour
To get LOKII DHKHV'.S scat 's your Little < fc

How like you thai from one of Erin's b;

(Scotch-Irish by his name) MAC CALMONT CA.IKXS?

The smart debate'*, adjourned, the Senate drives
Off to its toddies, clubs weeds, whist, or v,

The day of Woden passes ;
that of Thor

Beholds resumed the light so hungered for.

The fluent I lakes the plain,
And shouts to have the Ball untimely slain.

The graver AMIKHT.M the J louse invites

To stand by prop: 'god rights.
HKADLAK eaiuie I'.BKTTKCK. sees
Much in the Bill with which he disagrees;
Hut, adds 01. ,

. sooner than consort
With BHIGHT'S confederate, UTSSKU.. he'll support.
"loung \\ n.i.i.ni Hi MI 1 XIIJBMBSBBOGH'S heir,

Opposes in a speech that 's brief and fair;
LUCKK KIM; 's en rased ilia; adopt
His Franchise Hill, inn inaiiirled. spoiled, and chopped;
\\"hile HENEAi.i iJoodlc should,
Supports the Bill because it is not good.
Fat Fox as- lopnlar demand,
Jlni'E thinks the Bill, as practical, should stand.
And BEKNAL OSI:OI;M:. breakins silence, pokes
At various parties various -well-meant j

Condemns the measure in his off-hand waj .

And blows up CAIRNS for blowing-up LORD J.

Then WALTOLE rises, and with anxious pains,
Why his portfolio he resigned, explains.
Raises objections to the Derby scheme,
The rights of property his strongest theme.
He hones the Government will not be floored.
But adds that it were much to be deplored,
Were they so badly bold, so void of vois,
At such a crisis to dissolve the House.

Then on the yawning Commons' wearying sight,
Refreshing, looms the stalwart form of liuie

Coughs cease, mouths close, and men sit up to hear
The bold invective, and the telling jeer.

They look for show of gladiatorial force,
For direst slaughter, dealt without remorse,
For that best hlow which gives the deepest pain,
For these the Commons look and look in vain.
Non OvaKt ITU!. Calmly he declares
The Bill a mockery of his clients' prayers,
Derides the fears of those who fear the Crowd,
Asserts its rights, in '

; ,,ld and proud,
Foretells its certain vieior\ o'er the .'

Demands Reform that shall be larur rnd true,
And promises our guerdon shall be
In what ? Mob rule V No. Siren-l h to Slate and QCDSMT.
Nor taunt nor threat escaped him while he spoke,
Nor from hit c\c the gladiator broke.

The long debate's adjourned, the Senate drives
Off to its toddies, clubs, weeds, whist, or v, i

Thrice hath the sun upon tlicir conflict set,
And the fourth day beholds them grappling \et.

NORTHCOTE, for Government, in '

ains,
Of cruel treatment by its foes complains,
And pleads its willingness to alter much
That's inexpedient, or is fancied such.
At this sneers CARDWELL: Angel DKUMMOND states
The Bill contains what he intensely hates,
But votes a second reading. Mil. DENT
To such a course refuses his assent.

Semi-defends the measure M
LORD HARRY VANE comes down upon it, whack ;

While STUART WORTLEY, like a lawyer, tries

To lead opinion to a compromise,
Suggests the lloii-e aur ree I ) keep the measure,

I :ag right to botch it at. Iheir phv

Then, deeming that 'tis time the train tot-!

Stands the tall VISCOUNT in the battle's front.

The House is hushed to ealm. and crushed to

As fixed it listens to the wiU PAH.
Good-natured insolence, but lightly veiled,
Marks eji eh iray period Milli "sensation" !::

Jle vole- with Hi ssi i !.. oa, his \oble Friend
Had shown him his A rmmimeai, freshly penned,
And he had told his .\ . end the same
Was the niost perfect tiling that he could frame.
The Hill v ,!. without a doubt,

no reason l)i;iim should go out :

He n nor vet resign,
Nor must a Dissolution be his line.

(In fuel, 1

On that : h-' '11 -wwrt Suppfes, which they'll 'fuse.)
IjOUJ) DERBY to th<' Common- innsl sii

And pass the measure they maj u.tc is til ;

And, for the aid he has been picnscd to lend.
LORD DERBY ought to thank his Noble Friend.

Pleased that his speech had every Party riled,
The virtuous PALMEKSTOX sat down and smiled.

Then fiery WIIITKSIIH : ! Ic rushed,
And red-hot, eloquence like luva gushed.
Who was LORD I'AI.MKU.STUX, to give ad\ :

A blundering player, though he loads his dice.

And who were LORD JOHN RUSSEXL and his tools 'r

The Bill was splendid, and they all were fo.

He scorn'd the roBrael meant tic >eheme to kill :

The QUEEN'S Advisers would uphold their Bill.

The strange debate's adjom Senate drives
Home to its tod&es, dubs, weeds, .whist, or wi .

Nought else of Parliamentary marks the week,
Nought else of which the poet Punch will speak :

Save that the Lords, who say thev 're Ladies' Men,
Smashed the Wife's Sister Bill

; by (only) 10.

DIFFICULTY OF RECOGNISING ONE'S FRIENDS INCONVENIENCE OF
THE NEW P1TES.

DID YOU EVER?
THERE can be no doubt that .IKNKIVS still occasionally looks in at

the office of the Morn id polishes a pair of boots or does a

paragraph. His hand is evident in the subjoined extract from a critical

notice, in that journal, of a print representing some ladies, and named
The Bouquet of Beauty :

" Few modern artists know better than Mn. CHARLES IlAXTEn how to paint
' the

sleepy eye that speaks the melting soul.' to imitate the fascinating untlulation> of
the female form, or give voluptuous glow and solid softness to youthful flesh and
blood."

La ! MR. JENKINS, what a man you are ! says BETSY.
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SYMPTOMS OF HARD READING !

Student.
"
OH, MAM ! HAVE YOU TAKEN up HIE LAMP AND HIE CIGARS ?

"

Mary.
"
YES, SIR."

Student.
"

AND THE WHISKEY, AND THE SUGAR, AND THE LEMON, AND BOILING WATER ?
"

Mary.
"
YES, Sm !

"

Student.
" THEN COME, JACK ! SUPPOSE WE GO INTO THE STUDY !

"

WORKING-MAN WORSHIP.

(Popular M.P., loquitur.}

WE may differ in some things may differ in all,

We are some for the Factory some for the Hall
;We may look up to Cotton, or on it look down,A President wish for, or rev'rence the Crown :

But (so long as to office assist us he can)
We all love and respect, Sir, the true Working-man-
Yes ! all other titles we place under ban,
Tor the highest of lordships my Lord Working-man.

Some may say that respect would by truth be best shown,
lhat those wish you best who your faults would make known ;

lhat to fawn and to flatter is not so like friends,
As like those who would use you to help their own ends.
Such assertions as these class-distrusts can but fan,
Which should ne'er stand between us and you, Working-man !

Yes Whig, Tory, Radical none of us can
j< md a blemish m you, my revered Working-man !

You may ask, why our worship's invariably paid
At the moment our Party 's in need of your aid ?

Why we leave you, unpuff 'd, to your pipe and your pot,
iill by puling you, something, it seems, can be got?
Such questions as these let him answer that can
We should wish to avoid them, my dear Workin--man
But we surely must be your best friends who began
To stand forth as your shoe-blacks and slaves, Working-man ?

A DIGESTIVE DINNER-PROVERB. England sends us meat and
,

France cooks.

A NEW VICAR OF BRAY.
IN order to secure its being read by Royal eyes, Punch begs to

quote the following from the pen of the Examiner .-

" CLERICAL AFFRONT TO HER MAJESTY. It is stated that a beneflccd clergyman
of the Church of England has composed and offers up a prayer forthcPKiNCE OF
WALES'S preservation from Popery, while ou his visit to Rome. Can such an insult
to the QUEEX be permitted by the Bishop of the diocese, and is it allowable for

clergymen to invent and introduce prayers embodying their own peculiar ideas ?
"

Mr. Punch would fain condone the act of this weak clergyman, as

being in the nature of a clerical error. But although he may consider
it as almost beneath notice, still as Mr. Punch is weekly honoured with
an audience by his Sovereign, it is Ms duty to bring facts concerning
Her beneath Her notice.

It is certainly an
"
insult

"
to HER MAJESTY to fancy that her Son

has not received sufficient education to teach him to preserve himself
from being made a Papist; and it is certainly surprising that the

Bishop of the diocese should have suffered such an outrage to have

passed without his censure. Nevertheless, severity is not the cure for

folly. Were Bishop Punch the Bishop of the diocese referred to,

Bishop Punch would have suggested to the clergyman in question, that
when he felt the spirit move him to

"
compose and offer up

"
such

prayers as that alluded to, it would be well to seek some place that

might assist his inspiration ; and Bishop Punch would have reminded
the long-eared reverend gentleman, that a lit place would be found him
in the Vicarage of Bray.

Political Antiseptic.

ONE element which is much to be desired, but is not to be found, in

any of the proposed measures of llcform, is something like FALCONI'S
powder that will prevent corruption.
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OUR ADMIRALTY TINKERS.

HE LOED C. PAGET, in

rch upon the Ship-

building department of

\avy, Ls reported
to liave said :

' Ho did not think the

Houso had the smallest

notion of what had been
'

way of tinkering
I : amputating them.

and performing ai!

surgical operat inns upon
them. Their headhunt taiU

were cut off, they v.

asunder, they were mid-

treated in every possibks

way. Take the" C

three-decker, the //

guns. She .

only last year, or the winter

before, but the Uockyard
IK

i

ipk: were now pulling her

to put a nw bew
upon her. Another

that of the
a 51-gun frigate, now boiug
built at Pembroke. Tbt
unfortunato ship had OB-

dergone a deal of . t of all lengthened amidships. Last year orderiWBB*

dowu from th, '>y the bow It w, represen e 1 thM I

lengthen a frigate live feet by the bow would have no effect whatever ;
but the auth.

memorable, . !. berated, and the poor ship was lengthened hvo feet by he bow

The result was as might be natural!,- supposed, that either the 1-irst Lord himself, wtl

fine nautical eye, or some other member of the Admiralty Board, saw upon voting
her that she

v^ , ot t tto go to sea. :U,d ordered her to be pulled down again and lengthened t, teen feet.

So the r.,,r, the /{,, and other noble vessels, began life at 450 tons, but they gra< "ally -rev, in

size until U 'I 750 tons, when they were launched. Sueh instances ot offldal blilu-

dorin.' would be amusing, if they wero not so costly. But the ta, areely a ship went

to sea"without costing tar more than the lum fixed by the estimates as the cost ot her construction.

Head and tail cut oil'! Sawn asunder in amidships ! inside taken out in order

to be lengthened ! of a truth a ship may well be called the Immortalite, it she

can survive such cruel surgery as this. No wonder we hear stories ot the weakness

of our Navy, when our poor ships are undergoing such frequent amputations.

A man-of-war must have the constitution of a sea-horse, in order to bear up

when being "pulled down" so continually.

The House should clearly interfere for the prevention of such cruelties : indeed

the House, we think, should pass a Vote of Censure on itself, for not having a long

while since taken steps to put a stop to them. The House may try
to shield itself by

saying that what LOUD PAUBT
"
thought

"
of it was true ;

and that, until he spoke,

it
"
had not ' t notion" of what went on in our

1 )ock yards. But this is clearly DO excuse. If the House had
read its Punch, it would not have been so ignorant. Over
mil over again has Punch directed public notice to the way
in which our Admiralty tinkers go to work, and how the

ships tfcey try to tinker go, naturally, to pot. Over and
over again has Mr. Punch's cudgel been laid across the

-houlden of the Admiralty Board, and brought an

echo from the wooden heads whereof that Board is aptly
If the l!on>e would read its Punch, no one

would ever "think" it ignorant of arivthing whatever

which it ought to know; and "what goes- on in our Dock-
yards" is one of the things clearly which it ought to

know. The Mouse is for the Commons, and it <

have a knowledge of the commonest of things. Slu'ps cut,

ilo\\n, ami t.lu;u cut up, are coninxm things enough ;
and

uch, il wns the duty of the House to have made,

luainte.d with them. Having knowledge of such

things, it. \v hen the duly of the II 'I its

i ly viewed, the House is the overseer i

ii-nt; and it is the duty of the House to

see that Government docs its duty. Tinkering ships to

pieces, and making new ships into old ones, is very
olwkmsly, we think, //>;/ the duty of the Government.
Such blunders might be laughed at, but we can't atfqrd to

i them. As critics we might certainly contrive to

Md "
by them

;
but as tax-payers, the laugh is on

the wrong side of our mouths.
We reqtwst, then, in. all seriossnesa^ that the House will

keep its eye upon our Admiralty tinkers. As tinkers pro-

Eer

have a knack of damagiig new kettles, and knocking
oles in them merely for tie sake of mending them, so our

Admiralty tinkers pn.ll new ships to pieces, merely for the

sake, it seems, of putting them together again. Now this

may be fun to them, but it is death to us who have to pay
the cost of it

;
and we therefore ask the House to keep

its eye upon our tinkers, and, when it sees them go to

work on a new ship, to interfere at once and
"
stop dat

knocking
"

of its bottom out. This we feel assured

might very easily be done. When the Naval Estimates
are brought before the House, we would have the House
refuse to pass a vote for the supplies until the Govern-
ment passed its word that they should not be wasted.
There is very little doubt that by a stoppage of the

tin, the House might pretty soon put a stopper on the

tinkering.

THE WILD HORSMAN.

THERE'S a legend of the woodlands you may travel where you will

You'll hear it on Norse^/eW and //'/, on pine-crowned Tyrol hill;

By the charcoal-burners lire, in the Schwari/widd's tiny glades;

In Palermo's scented gardens, under vine and orange shades.

By many names the legend goes, but still its theme 's the same

Of a wicked Lord, who in his lite too well had loved the game :

And so upheld the forest-laws, so bloody and so grim,
That his ghost still rides the night as though the Sends were hunting Mm.

And when the wild hunt passes through the dark and troubled air,

With bay of hound and hunt ing-cry, and hunting-horn's shrill blare,

Then wicked Lords grow pale, and t hink of prosecuted poachers,
And crops and fields whereon their game and hounds have been

encroachers.

But little did men think, within St. Stephen's blessed pale,

To see the apparition of this wild and wondrous tide ;

Amid the Bude-Iighta burning and members looking blue,

To witness the Wild HORSMAN, sweep the House of Commons through.

He rode a horse of blood and bone, of whip nor spur was slack,

And fiercely bayed behind him the hungry Whirling pack :

lie emsh'il athwart Whig fences; adowti Whig t'aels he. rode,

As one that, in his lumliiig-dajs, front of the field had showed.

He had been a great Whig hunter ; too well had loved the game ;

And all might note the quaking of the Lords that did the same;
As the Wild lliin.sM.vN from the clouds of night so liereely bore,

Striking terror to their marrows, that rode with him of yore.

Then may the Saints assoil him. and assuage this HOKSMAN'S fate
;

And may his ancient friends in sin repent ere 'tis too late ;

And remember wlu'le they 're running down their
. game with fierce

halloo,
That the hunter may be hunted, ay and made game of, too !

" FAGGOT VOTES."

PATEJtTAMrLlAS was reading put the Times, the other morning, for

the (supposed) delectation of his wife and daughters, when he found
an opportunity to show them his great learning, and at the same time

to let off a small joke, by coming across the following (to them) highly

interesting statement :

"
If a forty-shilling freehold in a Borough is to confer a vote for it as well as a

ten-pound occupancy, the Government Reform Bill will create a great facility for

making faggot votes."

"
Faggot votes !

"
exclaimed his daughters, to show they were

attending ;

"
Pray, Papa, enlighten us. What are Faggot votes ?

"
"
Well, my dears," returned the Pater, taking off his spectacles, and

looking as wise as the Owl of Minerva in an ivy-bush, "unaccus-

tomed, as you are, to Parliamentary expressions, if I gave you any
lengthened definition of the term, your feminine comprehension would\

doubtless, fail to grasp it. To suit my soeech, then, to
your ears, I

would say that Faggot votes are a sort of tancy articles, which, for the

convenience of purchasers, are made up into bundles, and hence, no

doubt, derive their name of
'

Faggot
'
votes. I hope, my loves, you

now see what is meant by the expression ?
"

"Oh yes, Papa, we see !" returned the quickwitted young ladies.
"
Faggot votes are so called from their being sold in bundles, just the

same, you know, as needles : only, being bigger, people make them
into faggots. But, dear 1'apa, you liaven't told us yet what is the use
of them." The left eye of the Pater was here observed to close, and
the merriest of twinkles danced gaily in lus right, as he responded:

'

Well, my dears, I believe thai the chief use which is made oi Faggot
votes is, to bring into the House with them a quantity of Sticks .'"

Fasting in France.

BY advice from Paris we learn that
' Toe number of uoraes sold at the first Lent fair at Caen amounted to about

4000."

Is this how our Norman neighbours keep Lent ?
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" THOUGH LOST TO SIGHT TO MEMORY DEAK !

"

Gent. "Hullo, Charles! hare you Icen fighting 1 That look's rather a
Hack eye you, 'vc got."

Waiter. "
Flyht, Sir ? Ycsrir. Slack eye, Sir ? Yessir p'raps it is a

little dark. But talking o' black eyes, Sir, lor! you should ha,' been and
seen the T'OTHER PARTY !

"

WOMANHOOD SUFFRAGE.
" MY DEAH MR. PUNCH,

"
Cicero Cottage, Cambeneell.

" WE ladies are so much obliged to you for your inserting that
report of what you justly call our Great Reform Meeting. We all so

hoped that the Times would have sent us a reportress, and it was most
unmanly in them not to do so. I am sure that what we said deserved
to be made known as publicly as possible, and I can't think why the
Tiuirx didn't condescend to notice us. Indeed the press generally has
behaved in the most shameful way to us poor injured creatures. Your-
self honourably excepted, not one of the mean things has said a word
about our gathering, and yet their columns have been teeming with
reports of your men's meetings. It is really most unfair that you
male people should have all the talking to yourselves, and never
print a word that we poor women utter. I know that, if I had my
way, I should like to kidnap all the Editors in England, and have their
ears pulled till they listened to the voice of Justice. It seems quite
clear to me, that women's wrongs will not be righted, till the fair sex
get a fair hold of wefublic ear; and if ladies will but organise a
deputation to do this, I for one will gladly lend a hand to do the
pulling.
"I merely throw this hint out en passant as you say, for when a

good thing strikes one I think it is a shame to keep it to oneself. But

JJ"T to say= Slr
' was> tllat if our mee(;ing "ad not broken up

so suddenly (one's husbands as you know are always in the way),
there was one especial point which I should have ventured some
remarks upon, as I consider it of vital importance to our cause. We
met, if you remember, to complain of your Reform Bill, because it
made no provision to give women a vote. Now, that Womanhood
Suffrage is one of Woman's Rights has been admitted by a statesman
(need 1 mention MR. ROEBUCK ?) in the following plain words

I

right
were, the people would not be oppressed. They have not, then, as ft'matter of fact
that which they call their inalienable right ; or in other words, universal suffrage'manhood suffrage, or the other terms they give it * * What I believe is necessary
is that the body of electors should represent the interests of the community at largeHere again is a difficulty in understanding this inalienable right ; for one half of the
population, and more than that, are women. How are they to become an elective

This is a matter which has often been discussed : and I must say that
owing, as I do, everything to women, for their happiness and our own I would
certainly relieve them from the trouble of politics. But, mark you if yoii tilk of
the inalienable right to electoral power, it must be for the women as well as for
the men.

"
There now, Mr. Punch ! What do you say to that, Sir P This is

what a statesman, you observe. Sir, says for us. The inanieliable

(what a horribly hard word, and how difficult to spell!) the ilanienable

right to electoral power must he do you hear, Sir ?
' MUST be for the

women as well as for the men !

' That dear M it. ROEHUCK ! What a
duck the man must be ! How can you call him names when he speaks
such noble sentiments ! Sheffield file, indeed ! You ought to be
ashamed of it.

" As for what he says, though, about
'

wishing to relieve us from
the trouble of politics,' I would reply, We're much obliged, Sir, but we
don't want to be relieved. Trouble, indeed ! Why, bless the man !

does he think women such dolls that we can none of us bear troubles?

Pray, what is marriage but a trouble ! yet do women ever shrink from
it ? What are housekeeping and shopping and dinner-ordering bu
troubles ! yet do you ever hear of women wishing to be

'

relieved
'

o
them ? What are husbands but great troubles ! yet don't we poor
weak women somehow manage to get over them ? Trouble is a pleasure
at least some troubles are, and I 'm sure that to right-minded female.
the exercise of power of any sort is one of them.

"
I repeat then, Mr. Punch, on the authority of a statesman, thai

we ladies
' MUST HAVE '

an inalienable (there ! that 's spelt right
now isn't it?) right to vote.

'

cannot be a doubt of it.

to hear such gentlemanly sentiments. 1 declare if i 'd been present
when he spoke so, I 'd have hugged him ! Had MR. SMITH been
present (MR. SMITH 's my husband), I should have braved the danger
pf such an indiscretion. And yet this is the man whom you are al

inventing names for. This is the man whom you put down as a
'

Bath
bun.,' Sir ! But it 's just like you men. Always jealous of your betters,

including MR. ROEBUCK, and your better halves, Sir. And that's the
reason, I believe, why you won't let us into Parliament. You fear our
heads would be too long for) you. And so you greedy creatures keep
all your nice Sectoral powers to yourselves, and don't allow your poor
dear wives the chance of a sMectoral one !" As a woman I cry shame upon such MEANNESS, Mr. Punch, and
remain, Sir,

"
Yours, defiantly, XANTIPFE SMITH.

"
P.S. You will insert my letter, won't you ? Do now, there 's a

dear !
"
P.S. I re-open this to say, that if you '11 print my letter MR. SMITH

shall buy a copy, and I '11 make him read it out to me and dear
Mamma, who so admires you !

"

; to vote. MR. ROEBUCK says we must, so there
'

it. Dear
; delightful man ! It 's quite a novelty

lanly sentiments. I declare if I'd been presenl

THE SONG OF THE FRENCH EAGLE.
BELIEVE me, that all those great guns and small arms,
Which I 'm casting by hundreds, you say ;

Need by no means excite your vain fears and alarms :

Dismiss all such disquietudes, pray !

All these terrible weapons mere playthings are for,

They are warranted never to kill :

And altho' you may think I'm
preparing for War,

At Peace I quite mean to be still.

'Tis true I 'm increasing my Army, 'tis known
That my Navy grows stronger each day ;

But by this no belligerent proueness is shown,
'Tis to prove that

" L'Empire, c'est la Paix !"
If I arm, 'tis for peace ;

if I fight, 'tis for love
;

For your fears, then, there 's really no cause
;

I 'm a bird with the heart and the voice of a dove,
Of an Eagle although I 've the claws !

THE COMPLAINT OF THE COALWHIPPERS.

COALOWNERS, come over the coals and bring Shipowners with you.What means the complaint that the coalwhippers are brinsing against
you for

insisting on paying them at pot-houses instead of a proper
office, whereby, in the first place, they are made to depend for their

employment on publicans and middlemen, and, in the next, obliged to
spend a great part of their reduced wages in gin and beer ? Is it true
-hat Parliament has had, from time to time, to pass Acts compelling
7ou to hire them and pay them at a decent place, and in a proper
nanner

; and that you at last got those enactments discontinued on
he pretence that they had answered their purpose, that is, had caused
you yourselves finally to abandon your low and disgraceful [line of
lealing with those men; and then that, having thus succeeded in

Icluding the Legislature, you forthwith reverted to that shameful
ystem, and persist in it now ? For, if these charges against you are
rue, the coalwhippers might, with great propriety and justice, if but
awfully, have their sphere of usefulness extended by a little further
vork, and be employed, not only in whipping your coals, but likewise
ourselves.
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A COOL DEMAND.
'[',; 5

aduTtisement has appeared in the '/'/"//*, with an

address which, as we've uot been paid to do so, we doii't cnOO

:

NIvM'OUTAX
ICiOl.YIUUt WAXTKD. Only an artist iuvd

i'er from this announe lace which is

famous Cor its
: 1!<>MH\ the Hot-headed has "'

us. We should have fancied thai the presence oi so

\ni would bi ..ly raised .

anil its environs, thai to nnuufacture ice there would be

il>;
;
and it' any frozen subst ''V chance

mid liave imagined it to be of the kind winch

SiCAJispEAttE speaks of :

"
Th:it is, hot iuo and wondrous ri

The intimation, that for I his now vacant post of ice-maker "only an

artist" need take the i rouble b ppears to us to be

cucumbriau a coolness, tliat we really think tlie advertiser might him-

self have undertaken to be liis own refcurerator. Au artist to turn

:all! our blood freezes at, the I hough!, ! There urr artists.

true, whose pictures don't sell wr well ;
and who, instead of making

water-colours, might make more by making ice. But were this low,

money-grubbing spirit to be prevalent, how would it be deplored by ail

the lovers of high art! Were artists to exchange the palette for the

ice-pail, the only views the world would get from them would thence-

forth be dissolving ones. Then; would, of course, be soon an end to

all water-colour drawings, if ihe water were drawn in, -rely for the

sake of making ice. No, no ! we can't hear of it. However pleasant

Neapolitan iee in::;, be, v.v cannot spare our rising ( 'AIT EllMOLES and
I'KOTTS to manufacture it. Such gems of the lirsl, water (colour) are

very much too precious to be thrown away ill ice-making. No, no I-
it won't do. t.'liai-iitt it ma l'i; painting m 'is, be

nit a slippery puth to fortiuie, but it surely cannot be so slippery
d that, were an artist to turn ice-man,

if not in purse, at least in person, he would soon be iu an ice mess.

thinks proper." Hitherto, we have too often served our trooi

Lolii, i, led his son to -
, hers: we

have lirst. taken inliniie painfl in drilling Bud dressing th i ice

and then thrown them away ! Let us the Indian Army will

not be the only one iu which a less wasteful recipe will henceforth be

followed.

OFFICIAL SECRECY.
IN one part of ihe .!/<///// read that, at Woolwich:

strict 01 "t o* other-

ul Ijti allowed to viuw it without, L0B tor tiuit puriH,.ic'."

In another we are told that

|i. :

iy.1 KTnvitutu 'o the whole

\i-instnmyfcjiuiwaa Hold I .muiita U Uio Governments of

Moivmer, a D ription of t ong gun, a few v.

irenl the round of the papers. Does not i

.-, ieh resemble a stable, ami is not ihe secret of I lie Anns! rollg

gun Idee a horse, and Ihe precaution of preventing any nnauthi

\inglhat invention, very much like the pro\idei.

|

closii! Iruped's abode, at a period subsequent
to the felonious abduction of the noble aniiiud.

I'M A SKUNK!

Song for tlje ganfecc ILgtt.

I'M a Skunk, I 'm a Skunk, I 'm the Skunk of the Press !

1 've the talent of being offensive, 1 guess ;

When I let off my spite you were best up a tree,
For the world contains notliing so noisome as me.

I 'm a Skunk, I "m a Skunk ; 'tis my line to disclose

Any fact that can pain any gentleman's nose,

Any secret that snobs odoriferous find
;

For we crittuxs delight in the trail of our kind.

I 'm a Skunk, I 'm a Skunk, in a paper's employ ;

With scandal and slander nice minds I annoy ;

But I yield every loafer the sweetest content,
With the reck of the trash, true or false, which I vent.

I 'm a Skunk, I 'm a Skunk, I creep up the back stairs,

Where I learn, to reveal, people's private affairs.

Kick me down if you dare
you

'11 repent of the act,'

For a Skunk pays you out, though he runs when attacked.

I'm a Skunk, I 'm a Skunk don't provoke me take heed,
You have now in Old England some beasts of my breed :

Touch us not we fume worst when we 're most in a funk;
1 'm a varmint beware ! 1 'm a Skunk, I 'in a Skunk !

A GREAT BLOW TO BUCKRAM.
PEOPLE talk of the fall in Indian Stocks. This certainly does not

refer to the DUKE OF CAJUiiiiDGK's Order to LOUD CLYDE, putting
down stocks in the Indian Army. This may be a fall in Indian

Stocks, but it is a decided rise in Indian Securities. Let the soldier's

collar fall, even though the martinet's choler should rise. Down with
buckram, red-baize, and pipe-clay; and up with karkce coats, light

continuations, long winds, unimpeded respiration, and free transpira-
tion! These arc the true military comforts in a tropical climate.
LORD CLYDE is a right hard-working soldier, and knows that the
health of his men is their best weapon, and the sun, strong drink, and
bad air, their worst enemies.
The DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE deserves the gratitude of every one who

has a father, brother, relative, or friend, in the Indian Army, for
_ the soldier from his leather dog-collar, and giving the Indian

Commander-iu-Chief the large discretion
"
to dress the soldier as he

POPISH BOYS PLAYING WITH FIRE.

A HOWLING mob at Enuis, the other day, burnt in effigy Ma. FITZ-

GERALD, member for the borough, because he had, as Attorney-
General for Ireland, held a brief for the Crown in the prosecution of

PRIESTS CONWA.Y and RYAN. This rabble stopped before the house of

a MR. CONSIDINE, who addressed the rascals from a window, and in

the course of his harangue is reported to have said :

" Let nooiie misconstrue the object of our > ui^ht. Wo stand up in

defence of our religion :md our priesthood, whmu \ve rcv< : iv, und shiiil ever liow to

with tin; Ki'<::itest reverence and respect. I u<k y^n. would you not ipBlt&ttlkat
drop of your blood in defence of your priests and yourChurch? (i't, j, andCheen.)

If ever the orator and his worthy hearers have an opportunity of

carrying their determination out, and do not, as they certainly will,

carefully neglect it, lint actually execute it, and if all who share their

sentiments imitate their self-devotion, a very considerable quantity of

frood-for-nothiug blood most of the ill blood which exists between
Great Britain and Ireland will be spilt entirely.
But these fellows will never have a chance of bleeding in defence of

their priests and their church. Unless they murder somebody on that

or some other pretcM , l In > will not even come to be hanged.
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A QUIET LOOK AT THE COUNTRY.
Frank.

"
THERE, CHARLEY ! WE HATE A GOOD MANY OP THOSE LITTLE DOUBLES HERE ; BUT, BLESS TOU ! OUR HORSES THINK

NOTHING OF 'EM !

"

Charky (who is not to be beaten}. "HA ! I SEE NICE CLEAN JUMPING ! Now, IN OUR COUNTRY THE FENCES ARE BIG AND CRAMPED !

"

A CKUEL CASE.
" DEAR MR. PUNCH,

" You have done one thing which is what we poor womeii
can't do, try as we will and that is, worn Crinoline thread-bare. That
is the only objection I know to those dear petticoats. You CAN'T wear
'em out with wearing ; though you can with joking about them, and

caricaturing them particularly if you do it with blunt pens and point-
less pencils. So allow me, as a young lady on my preferment, to
furnish you with another article of dress for your overworked and not
over-well supplied pens a.\\A pencils. This time you will admit it ought,
infairness, to be an article of apparel worn by your own sex.

'

Peg-top
trousers

'

I know you will say : but it isn't Peg-top trousers nor long
Noah's Ark overcoats, nor gigot-sleeves. All these are ridiculous

enough, and make young men horrid frights, but at least they do no
harm to anybody but the wearers. What I complain of is an article

dangerous and rfiimamng to others, as well as uyly and deceptive. I mean
the high, haril heels which young men now wear to their dress boots,

'military heels' I think they are called I suppose because of the

slaughter they make among pur poor ancles, toes, and insteps. At all

events they have nothing civil about them. I have not been at one
ball this winter, at which I haven't been trod upon, and dreadfully hurt,

by some clumsy partner or other and how many of you are not clumsy?
wearing these odious heels. I find almost all the girls I know

making the same complaint. Now, really women may be inferior beings,
but they were never meant to be trampled under foot, in real earnest.
If you could only see my right foot

* how horribly bruised it is, from
the hoof of a horrid gawky wretch of a hobbydehoy I danced with at
Aliis. TRIFLES' last week, I am sure you would pity me though you
do laugh so at us girls, and indeed, Mamma says, at everything else
that is deserving of respect and protection and pity. I rather think ,slio

has been a good deal vexed at some things you have said and drawn,
about Mothers-in-law.

* Mr. Punch would be only too happy to be allowed the privilege.

"
Now, do be a good and compassionate Mr. Punch for once, and put

in a word, and a cut, against military heels to dress-boots, and for
" Your devoted reader,

" BLANCHE POLKINGHORN "

"(Pp. All the dancing girls of Great Bi-itain)."

"
Call you that Backing of your Friends ?

"

BERNAL OSBORNE, observing the very black looks and long faces of

Liberal Members in the rear of MR. HORSMAN, the other night, while
that gentleman was dealing out unpleasant truths to the Liberal party,
with all the freedom of a d d good-natured friend, whispered to

Mil. HAD'FIELD, from HORACE :

"
Post equitem sedet atra aira." The

Honourable Member for Sheffield does not understand
"
foreign

lingos
"

(as he impatiently told the facetious B. 0.), so that gentleman
was compelled to explain to his energetic, but not erudite, neighbour,
that the words meant,

"
Black care sits behind the HORSMAN."

The Garden and the Lane.

SAYS MR. GTE to MR. SMITH,
Your GRAZIANI is a myth.
Says MR. SMITH to MR. GYE,
Your GRAZIANI is a lie.

[Anything else must appear in theform ofan advertisement^]

Perfectly Consistent Statements.
" ENGLAND has resolved to send nobody to the Congress at

Aix." La Patrie.

"England has decided on sending LORD MALMESBURY to. the

Congress. at Aix." Moniteur.

Printe.! by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullett F,van, of No. 19, Qneeu's Ri atl West, Rejfnfs Park, both in the Parsh of St. P&ncras in the County of Middlesex,
Irtnteri, at their Office in Lombard Street, In the Precinct of Whitefriari, In the City of London, and fubl shed br them at No. 85, Fleet Street, In the Pama of St. Bride, in the Ully-ot
London. SATUHBAI, April 2, 1SJ9.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
THK AUGUMKXT.

POET Pr i 'ion of the

Co////
- Battle Days,

art. He beginneth with Mon-

day, March the 2S///, i .", being All FoolifDay.

STIRRED to a blaze once more the battle flames,
And forward stands the stalwart EDWIN JAMES;
Foregone conclusion doth his speech denote,
Namely, that DERBY falls before the vote.
Next, a new Premier EDWIN darts upon,
And hands the country to the good LORD JOHN.
Right earnest pains doth gallant EDWIN take
To show what, ministers LOUD JOHN should make;
Not dim old Whigs, or boys of lordly breed,
But real men, the people's friends indeed.

BEAUMONT, a Liberal, which his name is BLACKETT,
Votes for the Bill expected to attack it.

LORD ELCHO, loyal to his friend LORD GREY,A Liberal also, voles the Tory way,
And. in a smartish speech, gives little quarter
To BRIGHT, whose speech he christens milk-and-water.
Bad is the measure, growls E. ELLICE, sage.
SMYTH would amend it on another stage.
The fated Bill receives an extra knock
Prom grimy Southwark'a delegate, JOHN LOCKE.
The LORD ADOLPHUS TEMPEST plainly tells

His creedthe workman's real friends are Swells ;

Whereat the ready MONCKTON MILNES invites
The swells to yield the workman's claim of rights.

Then oily GRAHAM rears his length in air,
And gazes round him with a wild despair :

Laudalur ti-uijim-ix ,/,-li, when Reform
Rode on the whirlwind, and he hurled the storm.
That was a triumph. He had fondly deemed
That settlement was final. He had dreamed.
The time had come, he urged, with accents sad.
To lower your franchise, and new Members add

;

Way though he hates the sneaking secret ball,He hears it asked for with increasing call.

Given the necessity, you want a Bill

Of far mure boldness, and (if greater skill.

So spoke ihe tall and vei.eiabli

With tardy diction and Northumbrian burr.

Last, on his feet brave PAKINGTON upsprang,
And dashed at all antagonists slap-bang:
Fuuglit for the Kill, and hurled no measured strokes
(in PAUCEBSTOli for all his jeers and jokes,
His eomi-rl scouted, and his wrath defied,
And bade the House the measure's fate decide;
Let RnsSBLL win he gave them warning fair

The Bill should be among the things that were.

The fifth debate's adjourned, the Senate drives
Oil' to its toddies, clubs, weeds, w hist, or wives.

No vulgar champion now bestrides the field,
But one beneath whose blow the best have reeled.
The classic GLADSTONE earliest takes the floor,

Armed, doubly armed, with eloquence and lore.

Pleased on his lips the listening Commons hung,
And truths divine eame mended from his tongue.
His polished blade like glancing lightning flies,

Stabbed at his feet the Resolution lies :

But ere hath ceased that Ministerial shout,
The Bill itself he hacks and hews about,
Lops off its clauses, as, in ancient day,
ULYSSES lopped MELANTHIUS' limbs away;
But spares its life, and loftily requires
The House to make it what the House desire^.

Small boroughs hold high place in his esteem ;

He 'd have the Senate half an Academe,
Where boys, returned for tiny burghs, should learn
A statesman's business, and its duties stern.

Give votes to friends ot WILLTAMS, HADFIELD, Cox,
But keep a door for PELHAM, CANNING, Fox.
The great Debater spoke : and sat, while cheers
Of the pleased Commons vibrate on his ears.

" The Bill is framed, at least in my belief,

With crafty Tory purpose," quoth MONCRIEFF.
"On purpose to defeat yon artful dodger,
(JOHN RUSSELL) I support," said PALMER (ROGER).
\VKSTII KAI>, who's not the best head, -will oppose.
To t'other lobby MAJOR EDWARDS goes.
COLLIER on BEN looks black as any coal.

WALSH thinks the measure good, upon the whole.
O. STANLEY seeks its death on every ground.
MACAULAY deems its principles are sound.
From Yarmouth's Member, learned Q. C. MELLOK,
BEN gets the thing BEN GAUNT would call a smeller.

HARDY, the TJnder-Secretary, hits

Both hard and fair, and vindicates his wits.

And JOHN FITZGERALD, Irish ex-A. G.,

Propels his brogue against DISRAELI,
Assails the Bill, and fervidly atfirrums

The Resolution clear in all its terrains.

The sixth debate 's adjourned, the Senate drives
Off to its toddies, clubs, weeds, whist, or wives.

Wet are the streets with Wednesday's filthy snow,
When to the House the eager Commons go.
The Thursday night has come, and word is passed.
That leaders mean this night shall be the last.

The foremost blow is struck by young Du CANE,
Who votes with Ministers. In fiercer strain,
Rails at the Bill the elder son of PEEL,
ROBERT, whose mouth is seldom stopped by meal ;

His taunts, though not refined, the House amuse,
If slight the value of his statesman-views.
GASKELL regrets the Bill was ever framed,
But of the RUSSELL motion is ashamed

;

And kindly SLANEY, with reverse of joy,
Resists a Bill which he would not destroy.
E. EGERTON (what 's that about a Peer f )

Supports the measure, though some points are queer.
COBBETT and COLLINS think it good enough,
While WESTERN censures it in language rough.
HUDSON and HODGSON, RUSSELL'S dodge rebuke,
And so does WYVII.L, christened MARMADUKE.
To rhyme a roll of names is rather hard,
Be ample beer permitted to the bard.
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The night grows deep, each moment nearer brings

The Fate that conies vviih victory oil her wings.

'Tis said ! believe or not the awful tale,

Told by Policeman X, with terror pale,

That, on this niglit, the DUKE in Bedford Square
Sent from bronze lips a sliout upon the air,

And that CHARLES Fox, who fronts him, slowly rose,

Cheered thrice, and straight resumed his seat and doze.

Strange things take place, whieli mortal wits surpass,

Hath bronze some secret sympathy with brass ?

WALTER opposed the Bill, but likewise said

He could not. fend the Resolution aid.

Again let Ministers exert their tact,

And frame a Bill that might become an Act.

"1'was theirs the legislative path to show,
Nor such a duty on the House to throw.

GREENALL and GILPIN spoke on different sides;
The first with BEN, the next, with JOHN divides :

And HENLEY, though dissentient, thought it fair

In the Committee to make matters square.

Then ROEBUCK rose, the world at large to teach,
Condemned professed Reformers, all and each :

Had not the slightest confidence in PAM,
Considered LOKD JOHN Rus.sm.i- as a sham.
BRIGHT was an orator, no doubt; but, pshaw!
His sense and judgment were not worth a straw.

If at his (ROEBUCK'S) dictates they'd correct

The Bill, supplying what he deemed defect,
He would sustain the Ministry ;

if not,
He didn't care how soon they went to pot.

The Chariot of the Fatal Hour hath come,
Nor longer may DISRAELI be dumb.
All eyes are on him, and his rising claim,
All tongues in chorus call upon his name.

With cheek unchanging from its sallow gloom,
However near his ministerial tomb,

With hand whose almost careless coolness spoke,
Its grasp well used to deal the sabre-stroke,
With eye, though calm, determined not to spare,
Did BENJAMIN his willing weapon bare;
Sweeps his long arm, that sabre's whirling sway
Sheds fast atonement for six nights' delay.
Some pains he deigned his chieftain's head to guard,
Some pains to prcve his measure's treatment hard,
And boldly he affirmed its right to live,

As giving all a statesman dared to give.
Then sudden turning on his foeman's flanks,
His showering sarcasm volleyed through their ranks :

Chief marks their leaders for his biting hail,
Stout PALMERSTON, the man without a tail,

BRIGHT, ribald scoffer at the peers and throne,
Doubtless with some ambition of his own,
And plotting RUSSELL, with his subtle ends,
For ever scheming to upset his friends.

Those the conspirators whose wicked will

Sought to destroy a well -considered Bill,
Ami check a Government that watchful stands,
The peace of Europe trembling in its hands.
So DIZZY struck through brass and triple steel,

Inspiring hope himself had ceased to feel,

Still to the last his battle-word he cried

Then came the sound of doom "
DIVIDE ! DIVIDE !

"

TAYLOR and JOLITFE at the table stand,
Tellers, with KNATCHBULL HUGESSEN, and BRAND.
One glance reveals the fortune of the fight,
Stand the twin Whigs or Tories to the right?
Ha ! all is o'er, the battle 's lost and won :

The Noes, Three Thirty, Ayes, Two Ninety-one.
As many Articles as Churchmen sign,
So many Noes outnumber, THIRTY-NINE !

That Friday good LORD DERBY seeks his QUEEN,
With what result,, on Monday shall be seen:
Honours and office at her feet he lays.
So Punch concludes the Battle of the Days.

KITCHEN AND PARLOUR MAGIC.

N Advertisement in the
most fashionable of papers
informs the higher orders
that

]U R. ADOLPHE DIDIER
^-'^- (the Somnambule) Drives his

MKSMI:IUC HEANCES EVERY DAY
from 1 till 4."

To this immediately suc-

ceeds the announcement
following :

' CELESTIAL PHILOSOPHY.
WRITTEN TREATISES on the IM-
PORT of the PLANETARY ORBS at

BIRTH, solving the intricate pro-
blems of human life, and ana-

lysing the mental constitution.
E A. LIBNA, Upper Bangor.
Wales."

It may be doubted
whether these notifications

are calculated to attract

attention at the aristocratic

breakfast table, or intended
for preliminary perusal in

the servants' hall. If the
latter is the case, they
evince some progress in the
education of footmen and

maid-servants, to whom it was formerly necessary to describe a spade
as a spade, and call astrology and divination by very plain names,
instead of expressing them in French and in fine English. On the
former supposition, the proverb,

"
Like Master like Man," or in more

modern phrase, "Like Swell like Flunkey," and also the corresponding
proverb,

"
Like Lady like Servant-maid," seem to hold good extensively

among the superior classes.

I HATE lounging lolloping men. By day be vertical, by night hori-
;ontal, but in no case diagonal. Jean Paul Bedford.

THE DOCKYARD RAT.

THE old political word, Rat, has for some years fallen into disuse.

This is not because the breed of political Rats has become extinct ;

but for a precisely opposite reason. It would be very difficult to n'nd

any politician now-a-days who is not a Rat: indeed the House of

Commons is altogether over-run with Rats, and therefore Rat has
ceased to be a distinctive term.
There exists, however, another species of two-legged Rat than that

of gentlemen who desert their principles and party. It is a creature
which probably may be found in many public departments, but it

principally infests the Dockyards, and for that reason may be denomi-
nated the Dockyard Rat. It is a most destructive and mischievous

creature, having, in the course of the last eleven years, consumed a

quantity of stores, timber, and other national property, represented by
the enormous amount of 5,000,000. Notwithstanding the extent to
which the Dockyards are haunted with these vermin, such is their

sagacity or cunning, that they have hitherto defied detection. We
believe we are correct in stating that not a single specimen of the

Dockyard Rat has been as yet caught ;
which proves, however, as

much perhaps the slowness of the Lords of the Admiralty as the

quickness of the Rats. A few good terriers of the Sheffield or Tearem
breed should be put into the Dockyards ; where they would soon make
short work of those noxious animals.

Fowl Play in the Navy.
WE have often heard it said that in their Dockyard eccentricities the

Government
"
makes ducks and drakes

"
of the money which is found

them. But this is very obviously an incorrect expression. Ducks and
drakes, we know, are always sure to swim

; and it is by no means such
a certainty that Govermueut-built ships can.

L'EMPIRE, C'EST L'BPEE.

LOTUS NAPOLEON wants to make the world believe that the French
Eagle is the bird of peace. But considering what a quantity of cannon
he has cast, we think the world may place more credence in the fact

that the French Eagle is the bird of pieces.

Bow to Destiny. One of these days he may be polite and return
your bow.
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PETS FOR PETTICOATS.

-rS^^fel ''i," I'.HIII 'I.Y.IJX^ !X >'our attention, if you

mease, ladies, on the

following advertise-

ment, \\hieh for your
ial benefit \vr take

from last week's

Dl AMI (TIM

MI Oeu
olovred

; to lie tin- only

old. direct friiin Holland;

lit. k\v .

.vitli a moat

:i. Tills

i little anirn:il

is fit for liiu-kiiiKi

Also a rein

, olour ;i o.

black, with tan points : she
bas a plendid long flowing
coat. acre- -1 months. Also a

L-cnt gfaM* cane of u-

itjj^'n Mutlud Birds,

plumage and execution of

ity. Apply at

ctt's breeding ken-

nels, Catcatou Street,

Hoimdsditch.

As we never insert tradesmen's advert isements without charge, we have changed
the name and residence of the fortm >or of these precionaMl of pets;
but with the gallantry which alwavs has dwfingnished us, we will make known
their whereabouts to any \oun<r and single lady, who will, 111 return for this, present
us with her photograph, mid permit us to compare it, it' \ve wish it, with herself.

\Ve make this generous proposal not without some fear of the crowds who will

embrace it. For only think, ladies, what darling little ducks of dogs are here
for you. "What would you not give to know where you could purchase them?
May be yon are pretty, Miss, even iu a photograph; but you ought to come down
handsomely for knowledge of the handsomest of pug dogs in creation, and one
blessed with the attraction of "a self-coloured face." Wherein tlu's latter charm
consists we arc not wise enough to know

;
and the supposition that it is

"
the only

one in England" is an avowal which no evidence ot ours can contradict. That
ladies I MTU with "self-coloured" faces is an assertion of their enemies
which we own to having heard ; but we were not aware before that any creature
in creation, least of all a pug dog, bore in this respect resemblance to them.

As, in common with all wise people, HER MAJESTY reads Punch, the "perfect
little pet," which is "fit for Buckingham I'; , meet H i t li its deserts, and
through our mention be transferred there. If this should be the case, we trust,

that, for the honour of caniiuty in general, it will prove as
"
clean

"
and

"
amiable

"

as its possessor states it is.

A REFUGEE FROM ROME.
THE ,SV,Y/>

, perceiving that the POPE and Popery arc at the bottom of the
Italian difficulty, suggests the removal of the papal see to Jerusalem

;
but adds

"It, however, matters little whore the Porn resides. Wherever he may dwell, It will only depend
on himself to conquer the admin .,1 respect of the world."

If it is expedient that the POPE should go to Jerusalem, it would perhaps be
still better that he should go to Jericho. But Pius is personally a very good
sort of man

;
and really it would be a shame to transport him. Jerusalem is a less

eligible place of abode than Houusditeh itself: and the Holy Land is not at

present a proper place for his Holiness. If he should be lightened of the cares of

temporal iovreurnty, i he asUiim for him is that which is Bought by all Continental
ex-potentates. ( )ld Kni'land. in short, is the onK ; he POPE himself. So
long as he contented himself with minding his own business, blessing cinders
and adding articles to his religion, nobody would molest him anymore than the
bo\s molest \\'ISKJIAN, now that the Cardinal is quiet, and talks no longer about
governing counties. He would be free to do anything iu this island that ST. PETER
himself would have done or wished to do, and even if, in addition, lie desired to

be chaired like GUY FAWKES, his wishes could be gratified on the premises of the
DUKE OF NORFOLK, or the nark or grounds of some other Roman Catholic noble-
man or gentleman. None ot his spiritual functions would be interfered with in
the least

;
and he minht have his feet kisseu as mneh as he liked by MR. BOWYER

and the rest of the faithful. He would never hear a whisper of No Popery !"
whilst he left the British Church alone; on the contrary, in taking Ids drive in

nt Street or the Park, he would n ost likely be cheered by the British Public.
He would at least be treated with the same respect as that which is paid to

every dissenting clergyman of distinction, and his spiiitual authority over his own
nination would perhaps be more absolute than it is in any other country in

the world.

THE PAGODA TREK.
' THE Indian 5 per cent, loan at 15$ discount ; a p>

:md no money to be got in India." Sautmary of the Firtt Govenwr-
erni'a budytt.

Tin: Landoflnd! the wondrous land

The land of wealth from limes of old:

Where pearls lay backing o.i the sand,
is rolled ;

Where in ( darkling m
The diamond's buried suu-light sliincs.

India a Queen of grace inert,

All golden-searl'ed ami jewel-crowned;
Her waist. \uth irein like shawls engirt,
HIT " ri- r-bound

How rich and rare a pri/,e was she,
Beneath the full Pagoda Tree !

Those long and lustrous eyes alone,
Those ode i of silken hair,

That waist which mocked tin: tiny /;

Those ham ..II and fair,

All these were charms to tempt and jn

But wooers sought, her not for these.

None came to woo all came to win ;

The stalwart Rajpoot calm and proud,
The polished Greek with whiter skin,
The flat-faced Mongol's roving crowd,

The. Moslem Arab, swart, and spare,
The daring Briton all were there.

Upon the maid by t urns they fell,

Each rent his share of gauds away ;

But as he turned his gains to tell,

Another came to wrest the prey ;

And she sat by and watched the strife

The robber's prize, the victor's wife.

Wife of a bed still wet with tears :

Cursed or caressed, the slave of scorn ;

The gold wrenched from her bleeding ears
;

From her bruised wrists the bangles torn :

Her gems and gem-like shawls a prize,

Tor grasping hands and hungry eyes.

What if poor India groaned and gasped
Beneath each ruffian plund'rer's knee ?

Enough for him that he had grasped,
His bough of the Pagoda Tree,

And shook and shook its golden shower
Poor India's fair and fatal dower.

The Briton too has played Ai,i part
Of plund'rer, 'mong the Pagan horde,

As keen of hand, as hard of heart,
As proud arid pitiless a Lord

;

Hath tuni'd from India's prayer and plea,

To grasp at the Pagoda Tree.

None shook so long ;
none shook so weE ;

No stronger hand e'er grasped its bough ;

But less and less the fruit that i

Though flushed the shaker's knitted brow
His sweat flows fast, his gripe is grim ;

But the tree yields no more for /

Enough too much of work like this :

Work ill-repaid as ill-begun ;

'Tis time, to right what is ;

Time India's wrong should be undone :

Time to admit, if hers the soil,

'Tis ours to save, as well as spoil.

Ours as we boast a Christian creed,
Ours as a righteous law we own,

To trample down usurping Greed,
And set up Justice on its throne;

The poor Pagoda Tree to spare,
Or in its crop let India share.

To act the truth wo speak that fruit

Comes not bv shakinir of 1 he 1 ree,

But digging deep about its root,

Manuring wisely, pruning free;
So shall poor India's woeful dower,
To her lie jo\ . to us be power;
So full of fruitage we sh-tll sec,

For aye, the broad Pagoda Tree !
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A DAY VERY LATE IN THE SEASON-SAY, THE FIRST OF APRIL!

THE O.P.Q. HOUNDS HAVE A BATTLING HOUR AND TEN MINUTES AFTER A GOOD STOUT BUTTERFLY, OVER A SPLENDID PRIMROSE

AND VIOLET COUNTRY. Huntsman, (log.)
" SHALL I GIVE THE WINGS TO THE LADY, SIR ?

"

THE LADIES' LAST HUNT.

cry.

THE wind is a Zephyr ; bright azure the sky,
The birds are in full song, the lambs in full ci

The violet its casket of perfume unlocks,
Instead of the scent of a nasty old fox.

The lark that drops, singing, among the green corn,
Proclaims what to me is a nice hunting morn.
There 's my pony, side-saddled, woho, boy, woho !

We are up, we are off, oh, how nicely we go !

O'er the daisies we dash, through the buttercups fly,

Leap that streamlet, my chesnut you can if you try !

'Tis as wide as my work-box and cleared at a jump,
Up we go ! Down we come ! And, oh my, what a bump !

The little dogs follow, they frisk and they bark,
Now Trim Sir, hark forward! Dash, Sappho, Di, hark !

How delightful to ride on this velvet green ground,
Bitter-cress and marsh-marigold shining all round !

Now we 've started a butterfly symptom of Spring,
It is up on the air it is off on the wing !

As much as to say, Catch me now if you can !

Hie after it Tiny, and Bijou, my man.

Run Mumbo
; my poodle ; haste Fido, good dog,

Ah ! What is the matter ? Oh, such a great frog !

There it goes, there it hops ! Ugh ! 'Tis passed never mind.
See, my pony and I leave the monster behind !

Pursued with view hollow, the game flies away,
Heigho ! Chevy ! Tantivy ! trot after him, Tray !

Yoicks ! the insect alights run to earth out of breath,
So am I, but thank goodness, 1 'm in at the death !

See Flora has seized it, and bitten its wing !

It shakes it, it tears it, it kills it, poor thing !

Down I pop, with my scissors between them I rush,
And I snip off the tail but we call it the brush.

That prize for a trophy I pin in my hat,
Of course, for CHARLES says sportsmen always do that.

Then homeward we toddle, along with our pack,
Our gallants all beside us : our grooms at our back.

And oh, such a dinner our coming awaits !

And la, such a clearance we make of our plates !

After tea, with a dance we conclude the day's fun,
And in polkas and waltzes talk over the run.

An April Fool.

THE Reform Speeches terminated at a quarter to one o'clock in the

morning of the first of April. An appropriate ending to so foolish a

beginning ! But the real April Tool in this protracted practical joke is

the reader, who, having waded on seven different occasions through
this foaming sea of raging words, rubs his eyes, and clears his mouth
of the weedy verbiage, and asks himself where he is, and what it has

been all about ? Never was JOHN BULL made such an April Fool of in

all his life before ! and the poor old gentleman has known a few fools

in his time too.

MALINGERING MAJESTY.

THE spider, when it feels itself in danger, pretends to be dead.

BOMBA'S death was announced the other day and has since been

reported to be hourly expected. Has the Neapolitan tyrant resorted

to the trick of the spider ? After all, has BOMUA only been shamming ?

KINDER is the looking-glass than the wine-glass, for the former
reveals our defects to ourselves only, the latter to our friends.
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MONSIEUR COMMUNIQUE.
ON ANONYMOUS JOURNALISM.

IIEH.E is no doubt it is very
had. Every article should

have its maker's name plainly

ped upon it, like a pit-re

of Sheffield cutlery. If 1 am
cut by a certain article, it is

a great relief to me to know
who has been tin- OS

it. I can transfer the blame
from myself, then, to the

manufacturer of the article,

andean vent my rage against
him for having made it so

abominably sharp. A comet
dues not visit the earth un-

christcned. It has a name
of some sort or otln

A yet many comets are lu'.rm-

Icss compared to pn
:

itical

articles, and cause infinitely

less mischief in the p<>

horizon. You can trace the

tail of the one, but it is not

so easy always to follow to

its combustible lair the in-

cendiary tale of the other!

All things anonymous are

bad. Look at anonymous
letters. What mischief they produce! I would have every writer

of an anonymous letter put his name to it, or else make the post-

man answerable for every postal communication he delivered of

that black stamp. You may be sure that if that law were rigidly

enforced, you would have fewer anonymous letters. PATERFAMILIAS
should not write, to his favourite newspaper, complaining of the

costume of the Ballet, unless his name and age and address were pub-
lished at full length at the end of it. No CONSTANT READER should

air his indignation in a public broadsheet without telling us .very

plainly -who, in the name of nonsense, he was. Some petty grocer, I

will be bound, whom we should not listen to if he spoke to us over his

demie-tasse at a Cafe! I would stop the mouth of PHILO-JUSTITI.* very
quickly, if he dared to complain in the columns of the Chiffonier
Universe! about the quality of the Government tobacco. By this means

you would effectually put out a vast quantity of smouldering discontent

that only heats the public mind, and undermines society at large.

DEMOSTHENES would lose the greater part of his
fire,

when we recog-
nised in him the dirty Savoyard who was in the habit of bringing us
our two pails of water every morning. Do away with the anonymity
of journalistic correspondence, and you cut the bellows of the majority
of the public organs, who only blow to make a noise with a view of

inducing others to join in it. If the author of Jurdu' Letters had lived

in my day, I would very soon have found out who the fellow was, and
have put a speedy stopper iu his penny ink-bottle. He should not have
written anonymously lor two consecutive mornings, I can promise you.
The cloak should nave been pulled off his mysterious body before

four-and-twenty hours had rolled over his discontented head, and then

doubtlessly we should have enjoyed the amusing spectacle of beholding
in this revolutionary demagogue, who would not have hesitated about

pulling down St. Paul's Cathedral to have made a barricade out of it,

the turned-off valet of an incorruptible minister, who had very properly
discharged the rogue for pilfering his waste-paper basket. I would
have no Man with an Iron Mask in my kingdom. Such men are plotters,
and are dangerous to the throne, and a constant source of alarm for
the security of the state. Cayenne, is the safest Bastille-box to pre-
serve those gentlemen in. I would even forbid Harlequin to wear his
half-mask in a pantomime, and all masquerades should be strictly

prohibited, unless the domino's name and residence were printed con-

spicuously on the outside, with the Pre'fet's signature underneath,
testifying 'to the respectability of the wearer. I hold even that a

Queen's Speech, such as is delivered in England, is bad, because it is

anonymous. You never can tell whose composition it is. It is the

joint-stock production of several ministers, every one of whom is only
too anxious to shirk the ownership, as well as the responsibility, of it.

And that is the reason why Queen's Speeches, generally speaking, are
such weak, pale, colourless, tasteless, tliinirs. It is like a letter, the
direction of \vhieh is blotted out from having passed through so many
different post-onices. Now, the EMPEROR'S Speech is plain and legible

enough. It is the address of one man in the handwriting of only one
in in with no marks, or erasures, or corrections scribbled confusedly
over it. There is nothing anonymous about that, and the context goes
home at once to the heart of the nation. No, I repeat again, all

anonymous articles arc bad ! They are a burden, a disgrace, a constant

anxiety, a perpetual danger. They are the vagabond gipsies
of lite-

rature, whose hands are always raised againsl eu-ry lawful society, and
W|IOM- only notions of property are, that

"
la /'rnpri^fe c'est I* I'n/;"

and certainly what few slicks t'hcy possess lhem-,elvi^ ma\ he lai

a practical illustration of their creed. All anonymous articles, like

persons without any settled abode, are necessarily ohjecls of suspicion,

anil, as such, should instantly be taken up, and prosecuted. HOWCMT,
1 would always make a honourable, except ion, in favour of certain

pamphlets, as it is very well known the imperial source they emanate

from, as well as certain articles that are sent to the press, and

generally

(Signed) COMMUNIQUE.

CATCHING THE EYE OF THE LADIES.

THE ladies who frequent the Ladies' Gallery in the House of

Commons can see, but they cannot he seen. This is but half an

enjoyment; but still it is a sufficient refutation to those sceptical

sneerers, who declare that the fair sex does not care about going to

any place of public entertainment, unless it can be seen to the very be-t.

advantage. The patriotism of woman is best evinced, when she proves
that, she, does not, mind being hidden completely from sight in order to

gratify it. We doubt, if man would display similar heroism. He lire-

tends to have a mind that soars far above such miserable trifles ; but
we only know, that the infallible expedient a landlord has recourse to,

in order to get rid of a riotous assembly, is by turning off the gas :

instantly their eloquence goes out with it. It is clear, therefore, as

the water in St. James's Park, that CICERO is good for nothing, unless

Mil. CICERO can be seen as well as heard. The SPEAKER of the House
might turn this weakness to valuable account, by having direct com-
munication with the main, and, instantly an orator became a bore, as

orators sometimes will, leaving him, by a clever turn, to speechify in

the dark. His little farthing candle of grandiloquence would soon be

put out.

To return, however, to the Ladies' Gallery. On the authority of
our valued friend (6rf. every week), the Saturday Review, we learn
that :

" MR MONCKTOW MILNES is the only speaker who always prefaces his orations
with an upward glance to propitiate the softer judges whose verdict he chiefly
cares to win."

And we admire MR. M. M. for these upward flights of his genius.
One can see at a glance that his eye, in a 'poetic frenzy (doubtlessly)

rolling," is turned to the Ladies' Gallery for no other purpose than to
look for inspiration. Where is a poet, pray, to seek for it, if not in the
smiles of that appreciative sex, who have had a coral patent ever since

LAURA first smiled on PETRARCH, for smiling on the efforts of every true
son of CATNACH and APOLLO. That MR. MONCKTON MILNES is rewarded
for his visual pains is evident from the extreme beauty of his rounded

periods. We believe, if it were not for this softening influence, that he
would be a second MARAT nothing short of a Pontefract ROBESPIERRE.
Distilled through the lattice-work of the Ladies' Gallery, the fierce

Republicanism of his nature is melted down into the sweetest Liberal-

ism. The guillotine is buried under a shower of the prettiest flowers

of speech, all forced into blooming existence by the bright orbs that

shine upon him from the Gothic firmament above.

If other Members would only worship at the same shrine, the House
of Commons, from being too frequently a bear-garden, would be trans-

formed into a beautiful flower-garden, such as BOCCACIO wo\dd be

proud to plant some of his beautiful stories in, and WATTEAU would
be only too happy to paint. Instead of intolerance, and interruptions,
and personalities, ana the insinuations of corrupt motives, we should
have the gentlenesses and perfumed gentilities of fashionable life, and
the exchange of civilities and bon-bons, with sugary compliments and
kindest inquiries after each other's health, to fill up the cloying
intervals. Everything would go on as smoothly as a French kid

glove.
Instead of taking ocular aim at the SPEAKER, it would be better if

Members endeavoured to catch the Ladies' eye. In the meantime, we
pat MR. MONCKTON MILNES applaudingly on the back. He is the true

representative of Bucks.

Delicate Conservative Compliment.

REALLY, it is quite unnecessary to give more Members to the large

manufacturing towns
;
for they choose representatives so clever that

each is equal to several other fellows. For instance, Birmingham
send* MR. BRIGHT to Parliament; and the honourable Member for

Birmingham is a host in himself.

is the boomerang that strikes and graciously returns to the

hand. Sarcasm is the envenomed shaft that sticks in the victim's

gizzard.
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QUEEE COMPANY.
TJIE Manchester Guardian of Friday last announces,

amongst the visitors at the Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool,
KING PEPI-EL, of Bonny, an extensive district on the
coast of Western Africa. His Majesty, though exceed-

ingly dark, is described as a tall, good-looking man of
about fifty. He is accompanied by his nephew, an ebony
youth of about twenty. But the odd thing about the
party is contained in the announcement, that

"
they are

|

accompanied by MR. TUWAITKS, a gentleman connected
with the Sewerage Commissioners of London."
Can tins be our excellent friend, the Chairman of the

Metropolitan Commission ? What can the respected
THWAITES be doins, as bear-leader to the sable Sovereign
of Bonny and his Black Prince ? Is he putting the ebony
potentate through a course of sewers, as an essential
element in the education of a tropical sovereign reigning
over a country where fever is eu permanence, and glazed

Eipes
are unknown ? Or is he trying to get a wriukle

om the Bonny monarch, how to keep down the blacks
another word for suppressing the smoke nuisance ? Or
has he been invested with the office of introducing this

nigger King to civilisation through the channel of the
Mam Sewerage of London, as the darkest avenue by
which it can be approached ?

We feel that the matter ought to be explained. What
is THWAITES about with the KING OE BONNY! What is

THWAITES doing away from Greek Street, Soho, at this

interesting moment, when the Great Metropolitan Main
Sewerage Scheme is on the tapis or imder the la/iix,
rather ? In

short,
we would ask, a la Richard the T/iinl

(slightly altered, a la CHARLES KEAK) :

"
V>"h:it does he in the Xorth,

When he should mind his sewerage in the South."

AN UNEXPECTED PLEASURE-BETTER LATE THAN NEVER.
" HOOEAH ! BILL, HEKE 's WIKTER AT LAST !

"

National Characteristics.

AN Englishman can differ without having a difference
;

whereas an Irishman frequently has a difference without
in the least differing. The Scotchman has the rare power
of combining both qualities. Not only can he differ, but
he will have his difference also.

THE CAT FOE ALL CAITIFFS, OE NONE.
PUNCH is half ashamed of ever having cast the Knout into the teeth

of the late EMPEROR OF RUSSIA, blessed NICHOLAS. Why? By
reason of the subjoined piece of news which, however, when it

appeared in the Morning Papers, imparted no doubt, a high zest to
the breakfast of the more manly of their readers, who scorn mawkish
sentiment and maudlin philanthropy :

' ROYAL MARINE FLOGGED AT CHATHAM. In compliance with n regimentalorder issued on Tuesday morning by COLONEL PARKHH, Commandant of the
Chatham division of Royal Marine Light Infantry, the whole of the battalion with

ifficers, assembled at the rear of the barracks under arms, under command ofMAJOR G. B. RODNEY. The troops having formed a square, LIEUTENANT AND ADJU-

Thesc were high military crimes and misdemeanours aggravated bytue tact that the prior offence was a second one. They possibly
deserved the punishment of a felon they received another

. 11* I'notjinii nna ituuiThe prisoner has been tried by two courts-martial before.

Punch will suppose that a spectacle of torture may be a very whole-
some exhibition, calculated to terrify the evil-disposed, and to disgust
nobody but sentimental spooneys. Then why confine the benefit of
tins salutary discipline to the Army and the Navy ? Old military
fogies, who probably enjoyed the sight of a

flogging, and would have
been still better pleased to see a man's limbs brolcn on the wheel,than to behold his flesh blackened by the lash, predicted that the
limitation of military torture to fifty lashes would destroy the dis-
cipline of the Army. The character of the Army has since vastly
improved. There seems, therefore, to be the reverse of any special
ason tor the continuance of flogging in the Army, beyond a military

old woman's fondness for her cat. Accordingly, why not flog civilian
scoundrels? If the severest flagellation of one fraudulent banker
would save one poor honest soul the loss of livelihood, and reduction
to beggary, flog the fraudulent banker if necessary, to death. Flog
the ruffian who cruelly beats and bruises his wife, if thereby you can
protect other women from the like violence. But your ruffian, and
even your fraudulent banker, will be too deeply degraded, we are told,
if they are lashed like hounds. Is there anything particular in the
military character which renders the degradation of a soldier impossible
or unimportant ? Let all gallant officers who are of this opinion hold
up their hands for Flogging hi the Army.

POETICAL ECONOMY.
WERE we all working-men, where would all of us find room ?
If we were all producers, all the produce how consume ?

And what would be the fate of Art, and Literature 's doom ?

If some must consume that the others may produce,
For enjoying good things there 's a capital excuse,
And that 's the way how I should like to make myself of use.

Some landlords and landholders clearly there must be,
On rent and on dividends subsisting labour-free,
And a mortgage upon industry would be just the tiling for me !

A Party Cry.

THE childish interruption that spoilt the effect of LORD STANLEY'S
speech on the Reform Bill has led to the inscription

" CHILDREN IN
ARMS ARE NOT ADMITTED," being placed over the Ladies' Gallery in
the House of Commons.

SAD it is, when Fate kindles the funeral pile of Hope, that Remorse
should bring the torch. Jean Paul Bedford.
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MASTER PUNCH'S COPY BOOK.
" MY DEAU PARENTS,

"
<5V -, April 1.

" IT is with much pleasure that I write to inform you that

our Easter vacation will commence on Wednesday, t he -.' it h instant,
when 1 hope, on returning home, to find you both in good health. I

trust also that the progress I have made in the various branches of

my education will afford you satisfaction.
"

I)R. and Mits. SWISHTAII- present their bebt compliments, and as

a further specimen of my caligraphy, desire me i I list of the

copies which I have been doing this quarter. l)n. SWISHTAJL has
himself set them, considering them, he says,

'

better calculated to form
the mind of youth fur success in life than the complex :md unpractical
platitudes of ordinary writing-masters, such as Benevolence is Con-

'/ili\ Encourage firluout Actions, and Jiu/iufy Commands Eil<-

"
I am, my dear Pan ;

"
If our affectionate and dutiful Son,

"
ALFRED DE MONTMOKJUCCT PUKCH."

" Mr. a,i4 Nn. Punch,"
St. Uride's Mansion, Fleet Street."

"in\<; i;i<; Tin:. IIKA YENS WITH" WHITES

IT is a popular prediction with people who write almanacks, that

March will like a lion" and will "pro out like a lamb." We,

I

do not know whether the prophecy was repeated for this year, and we

i

are inclined to think it was not: for (.in tiie tail of it at least) it

j

happens to have been realised. Whether or no, this March was born

I

with any distant leonine resemblance, our memory is not meteoro-

logical enough to recollect; but in its dung hours everything was
red with such a fleece of snow-flakes, that it cannot be disputed

i that March "
went out like a lamb.",

Conceal catLetau&fie&&.

afudent.

fashlarialde ftluolity..

SMcce&sfid
uiLiiLallcui&.

fLaiieetif. iiuth

Jfdck. tha&e uiko one

^eiid ta the elch,

jl/Lalie tnejcencu"tj_

J^euetL fajiauL t/Le neeiln.

(Deden uJiat. iuait fiLease.

'Jg.
the quite

SK-uin. tlch.

ojihj. .' secrets..

J

dify the tui/wfudar.
/Watch uiomt

DCtaL pfp/gnnf

fljjjeld tycLLLKL catiulcfla/iA tLeadiLu..
. ....
(

Speedy Termination of the Reform Debate.

THE Reform speeches only ran on for seven nights. The reason,
(and we prefer reasons that do not require any talk to enforce them)
why they came to so speedy a termination was. that scarcely one of the
Irish members spoke upon the subject. We believe that only one
Hibernian M.P. opened the flood-gates of his eloquence on that in-
MI in- occasion. This taciturnity is si ill more singular, because the
subject did not relate to Ireland. Had the parliamentary sons of Erin
once got upon their legs, we believe that the ball of the debate would
have been rolling on still. For once, let us be grateful to Ireland.
Her silence charms, sometimes, even more than her eloquence!

A DYEE'S MOTTO." Luke el decorum est pro patrid Mori."

NURSERY RHYMES FOR ST. STEPHENS.
i.

WHIGGEKT, trickery, hot,

LORD JOHN a majority got :

His Reform Bill brought on,
His majority 's gone

Whiggery, trickery, hot.

2.

RUPERT and BEN took up the pen,
Old Whig Reforms to slaughter :

RUPEKT fell down,
From serving the Crown,

And BBK came tumbling arter.

3.

HENLET and WALPOLK were two pretty men
They both stayed in Office, though both against BEN :

Till up jumps WALPOLB,
"
the Bill bids too high :

DIZZY may stay for pension ; but so will not I.

We '11 go before, with our pledges and flag :

And the rest will come after on Little JOHN'S drag."

.

Ding, dong, bell :

The Bill has proved a sell.

Dong, ding, dong:
'Tvvas radically wrong.
Ding, dong, ding :

Another in who '11 bring ?

MONEY is the root of all evil. Nevertheless it is an eminently escu-
lent root, and I vote that we dig for it, O friends ! Jean Paul Bedford.
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ALARMING PROPOSITION.

Oyster Man (to Itairy Gents).
"
OYSTERS, SIR ! YES, SIR ! SHALL I TAKE YER BEARDS OFF ?

"

[Gents have an wic'tutfnftahtc idea t/utt they are being
"
chaffed!

THE STREET-BETTING NUISANCE.
WE wish that some one would devise a street-sweeping machine, to sweep away the human

rubbish which is daily shot into Bride Lane, and is there becoming such a nuisance to the

neighbourho9d. The LORD MAYOR lays down the law that the law can't interfere
;
but were

some patriotic street-sweepers to take the law into their hands, and to clear away the rubbish

by fair means or by foul, we feel convinced that a subsciiption might be raised for their

indemnity, and a monument erected to record their pious act.

In order to preserve the moral health of the neighbourhood, it seems essential that
the rubbish should be cleared

;
and the only question is, how most effectually to do it ?

It has been suggested, as a sanitary measure, that a wutcrcart be kept continually on
service and that the blackguards of Bcide Lane should be, in this way, washed clean out
of it. The purifying properties of water are well known, and we doubt not this cold-water
cure would have a good effect. A more effective plan, however, would be, to hire a band
of organ-grinders to do duty in Bride Lane, and to frighten away the betting-men, just
as boys do crows. 'Whenever any knot of blacklegs grouped together, their instrumental
scarcrs should strike up their shrillest tones, and play upon the blackguards their ear-

piercingest of squeaks. These would most effectually distract their calculations, and quite
disable them from any literary effort, in the way, we mean to sav, of making up a book.
When the betters left Bride Lane, and tried some other betting haunt, the organ-grinders
shoidd be bribed to follow and unearth them

;
so that, like the lady in the infantile lyric,

the blacklegs should
"
have music wherever they go."

Our neighbours may depend that, if they wish to clear their lane out, a daily dose of organ-
grinding is the best purgative to do it. If we want to make the betting-men make way
for their betters, there is nothing like an organised system of attack

;
and by having organs

play upon them wherever they may meet, we shall drive them out of their senses, or else out
of the streets. In order to secure having the right tune in the right place, we should recom-
mend that while the

"
legs

"
are doing business (and of course, also, doing those with whom

they do it), they should be saluted with the air of Bobbing Ground ; and that, when they
move to any fresh locality, the melody accompanying them should be that of The Rogues'
March.

FALSITY, ON THE FACE OF ALL OF THEM!

_
THE four dials of the Monster Clock of the House of Commons represent the four partiesm that august assembly who arc supposed to guide the movements of the country. On the

four different faces you can almost read,
"
Whig, Tory, Peelite, Radical." They' arc all on

different sides, they all tell a different story, they all point different ways, they are each
of them a smooth-faced mockery in the eyes of those who are led by their simple faith to
look up at them, and not one of them is a proper indication of the wants of the passing
hour. Whilst the rest of the country is advancing, the four sides are standing .still. In its

doubt, the Million does not know which to believe in, or which side to take as its unerring guide.And yet, false as they are all to the public, and to each other, it would be as well if each side
in the House, like each dial of that clock, told us the truth at least once every twelve hours !

THE SUBALTERN ON BRIGADE
DUTY.

THE morning sun was rising fast,
As o'er the mud and shingle past
A Subaltern, who only said,"
Alas ! they 've dragged me out of bed

To see the meat."

His eye was dull, his hair unbrushed,
About the huts he wildly rushed

;

He stumbled back amidst the rain,
And said, "At eight I'm off again

The breakfast's now."

At nine I saw him on parade,
Mounted upon a sorry jade ;

>'or two long hours lie rode about,
To stables went, and there did shout," The hay and oats !

"

I watched him as he wandered home,
Seeking for rest and finding none

;

To breakfast he had scarce sat down,
An orderly came with a frown

"The prisoners wait."

The stable call rang loud and clear

He bolted down a glass of beer ;

For one long hour he saw them groom
The horses ; then, in every room

Saw soldiers paid.

At two he donned his belt and sword
Away he went to mount the guard ;

He 'd had no lunch, and he was riled,"
Fours right !

"
he cried, with accents wild :

"
Fours right, quick march !

"

At four, again, his "knife" he took,
He threw away his pipe and book

;

The guard to visit he did go,
And said, as they were rather slow,"

Turn out that guard !

"

I watched him stalk across the camp
Alas ! his feet were very damp ;

I asked him where he wandered now,
He answered, with a knitted brow,

"The hospital!"

At five he 's back among the huts :

"Pis dark, he stumbles o'er the ruts ;

The orderly walks on apace,
He follows, with a sullen face,

To see the teas.

At half-past five, the stable-call

Echoes from every barrack wall :

Behind those vicious horses' heels,

By glimmering light his way he feels,

Till half-past six.

At seven the bugle sounds for mess :

He wastes no time upon his dress,

Yet, ere he feeds, he has to go,
And visit, 'midst the, huts so low,

The Gunner's school.

He eats his dinner, lays him down
Upon the sofa, hard and brown

;

Gets forty winks, and then, 1 guess,

Collects, in sword and proper dress,
Tattoo reports.

At twelve, although it, 's raining hard,
In ample cloak he wakes the guard ;

Round every sentry's post he wends,
The sentries cry, when he says "Friends !"

"Advance, all's well !"

No wonder, when his week is o'er,

He gives it up, nor asks for more !

His bells he hangs upon their pegs,

And, as he stretches weary legs,

Cries,
" Done at last !"

Printed br William Brndbnrv. nf !
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OXFORD IS BECOMING COSMOPOLITAN.

Enraged Proctor.
"

Sir, you are imoktny in the High Street 1
"

Transatlantic Freshman. "
Wa-al, old hois I Guess I covM ha' told ye-eio that 1"

BIGOTRY, OR SOME BLUNDER, AT
BOSTON. (U. S.)

THE following statement in a newspaper correspondent's
letter from Boston, U.S., seems to confirm the prevalent
belief that our American cousins entertain peculiar ideas on
the subject of morals :

" There has been some excitement in Boston for nearly a week, in

consequence of some of the Catholic scholars in one of the public
schools refusing to use the Protestant version of tho Commandments
and the Lord's Prayer. Three of the boys who left on account of their
conscientious scruples have beou arrested for larceny, one of them
being a Protestant."

The meaning of the latter of the above sentences in con-
nection with the former is open to some question. It may
simply l)e, that the boys who left the school on account
of their conscientious scruples were subsequently arrested
for picking pockets, from which those scruples did not
restrain them ; and that, one of them being a Protestant,
the inference which ought to be drawn is, that a Protestant
as well as a Catholic boy may possibly be a young rogue.
Or the sentence may have been intended to signify that
the boys were arrested on a fictitious charge 01 larceny,
brought against them from motives of bigotry or intole-

rance, and including the Protestant boy as an incipient
pervert. Or it may imply the fact that they were arrested
on a true charge of larceny ;

refusal to use the Protestant
versions in question amounting to that offence by the laws
of New England ; and one of the juvenile recusants being
actually a Protestant. Or, lastly, perhaps, we are to under-
stand its import to be, that it is larceny in Boston to play
truant, and that the two ordinarily conscientious young
Papists, and the extraordinarily conscientious young
Heretic, were apprehended for stealing away from school.
On the third and fourth of these suppositions, the insti-

tutions of the United States, or at least those of New
England, are insane. On the second, bigotry in Boston
must be frantic. On the first, the sentence in question
conveys little news, and bears to the preceding one that

simply negative relation which only indicates that its

author was probably an Irish gentleman.

PROVEKB IMPROVED. The nearer the Church, the

I
further you wish the abominable bell.

A CURE FOR CHINAMANIA.
THE mania for old China is by no means a new thing to us. But

our attention has been recently attracted to a sale, where such ultra-

maniacal prices are said to have been realised, that we feel impelled to

say six words upon the subject for the purpose, if we can, of checking
such insanity. The following quotations of the sums which were
obtained will show the height to which the Chinamania actually has
reached :

" A pair of noble sea-green bottles and covers of unusual beauty and brilliancy of
colour, finely painted with tU.wcrs, fcc ., jn rare pink, 36 in. high, 57. A matchless

with elephant's head handles ; also from Pekin and unique, 112. A pair of very
rare old hexagonal v:u^es ami covers, surmounted by kylins, beautifully painted
with birds and flowers in delicate borders of pink trellis work, on elaborately carved

in. high, 210 guineas. A pair of magnificent old coffee-coloured vases and
covers, richly enamelled with dragons, 48 in. high, 36. A pair of beautiful hexa-

linieres, with fruit and tlowers in colours, on turquoise and lapis-la/.nli
ground, with groups of imitation (lowers formed of rare stones, 35 lOfl. A pair of

birds and (lowers, in medallions, 40. A fine old Savres dessert service, turquoise,
white, and gold, beautifully painted, with cupids and flowers, and richly mounted
With ormolu, consisting of a very handsome centre basket of ormolu, two pairs of
candelabra of ormolu, with figures of cupids and dolphins, and scroll branches for
seven lights each, two pairs of oval compotieres, richly moimted with chased
ormolu ; a set of four fruit bowls, and two sets of four compotieres en suite ; a set of
four coquillw, two plateaux, each with six small cups and covers for cream, and
36 dessert plates, put up in 14 lots, produced 235."

Persons must, we fancy, have much greenness in their eye, if they
can see a something in "a pair of sea-green bottles," which appears
to them worth spending 57 about- and we should rather think that

nobody except a Chinaraaniac would ever think of giving six-and-thirty
pounds for a couple of

"
old coffee-cotoured vases and covers," no matter

how magnificent
"

an auctioneer might deem them, nor with how many

rich dragons they were said to be enamelled. What "
hexagonal

jardinieres
"
may "be, we do not know; nor can we tell if an "eventail"

one be at all like them. But while ignorance is bliss to us, 'twere folly
to be wise

; more especially when wisdom would be so dearly purchased.
Were we possessed by Chinamania, there is no saying what we might
give to possess such curiosities ; but while we are m our senses, we
shall never dream of paying 210 guineas for the sake of ascertaining
what a "kylin," a

"
compotiere," or a "coquille" may resemble, nor

of wisliing to be one of the fourteen lucky bidders, who between them

paid the sum of 235 for so premus a possession as an old Sevres
dessert service, mounted with cupids and other

"
fabulous animals,"

whose combined attractions mounted to so fabulous a price.

A Canon.

WHEN a Bishop is sick,

The Parsons are all in a stew,
For a vacant bishopric

Is then in the Parsons' view.

The Parsons are all alive,
As soon as the Bishop is dead ;

For one of themselves who survive

The Bishop will be in his stead.

A Certain Stomachic.

ON reflection, we admit that there is one complaint which Homffio-

pathy will, in the great majority of cases, effectually cure, loss of

appetite. In this affection, an infinitesimal quantity of any kind of

food, taken every morning for breakfast, and repeated witlwut addition

at every other meal, will generally accomplish an ultimate, if not rapid,

recovery.

A POINTLESS Saying is a fool's Doing.

VOL. XXXVT.
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Our friend Mr. Slollintfs Stereoscopic studies are suddenly assisted by two youny friends,
who M'nje li hit, with an illustration of

"
differing angles."

A DISINTERESTED INQUIRER.

INDUSTRY, such as that chronicled in the subjoined
paragraph from a contemporary, ought to be rewarded :

" HAIRS OF THE HEAD NUMBERED. The Medical Times says, a Ger-
man savant has taken the trouble to count the number of hairs exist-

ing in four heads of hair, of different colours. He found hi a blnnd,
140,409 distinct hairs; in a brown, 109,440, in a black, 102,900, and in
a red, 8S,740."

Such trouble is the more deserving of some material

recompense, inasmuch as it is not likely to have been
remunerated by the moral and intellectual gratification
which attends a scientific discovery, particularly one that
is of any use. Unless all the four heads were of the same
size, it would be impossible to draw any conclusion, from
the relative numbers of the hairs of each, as to the average
of such heads of hair, except, indeed, the biggest heads
had the fewest hairs, and even that would not prove much.
It would be necessary to lay a great many heads together
in order to generalise safely concerning their propor-
tionate hairiness; and then, though the utility of the

generalisation might, be vast, it would not be obvious.

. Continental philosophers are fond of honours
; and

perhaps a title would be, if not the most acceptable
present that this one could be offered, at least the most
valuable that his country could very well afford. His
field of research may have been a barren domain : bnt it

would be graceful to create so diligent a numberer a

Count.

The Money Market.

THE Indian Correspondent of the Times says,
"
Opium

is to the Malwa banker what bullion is to the Bank of

England." We have heard of money being a drug, but
here a drug is literally money. However, we think we
should prefer the "rest" of the Bank of England to

a rest that was the feverish result of opium. No wonder
that the money market of Bombay is in such a collapsed
state. It must experience the greatest difficulty in rising
with so much opium in its system.

A "DucK OF A DOCTOR." Generally, a Quack.

BENJAMIN'S ELECTION ADDRESS.
Aia " That Young Man from the Country."

WHEN, last year, to save the country, I and DERBY office took,
Of accounts in the Exchequer, DERBY made me his head cook :

We both of us had followers, but the most, as you '11 agree,
Had that server of his country, which his name is DISRAELKE.

Chorus. That saviour of the country, which his name is DISRAELEE !

"Tis not for me to brag of what we 've been and gone and done,
Nor tell what heaps of KuSos for onr wisdom we have won

;

It 's our reward is virtue : all great men should modest be
;

But of those who 've served the country none surpasses DISRAELEE.
Chorus. For work, and wit, and wisdom, none come up to DISRAELEE!

Our India Bill, last Session, was pronounced a master-stroke,
And with our allies from splitting we 've preserved the British oak ;

We 've taken off the Income-Tax, reduced the price of tea,
And for all these boons the country has to thank its DISRAELEE.

Chorus. Yes! Old England owes all blessings to its good friend
DISRAELEE !

But, alas ! success breeds
envy, and from envy hatred springs :

A factious Opposition on our heads its malice flings ;

Discordant, disingenuous, distracted though it be,
It has managed to out-vote and out-manreuvre DISRAELEE

Chorus. And, my Bucks, the country's ruined if it lose its DISEAELEE !

In number being stronger, although weaker far in mind,
Our disunited enemies to crush us have combined

;

By taking mean advantage of their brute force, as 'you see,
They have driven to the Country its good servant, DISHAELEE

Chorus. Yes, they've driven to Dizzylution your preserver, DISRAELEE !

The moment is most critical, abroad, and eke at home :

They '11 destroy the London season, and p'rhaps drive the POPE from
Rome

;

The Congress, too, is coming ; and who but MALMSBUREE
Can preserve the peace of Europe (with the help of DISRAELEE) ?

Chorus. Ah ! the man to save the Country is dis child, DIS-RAELEE !

So now, my Bucks, take warning ! you'll repent it, if you won't :

There's Revolution looming, if return your Diz. you don't.

Be patriots, and be loyal : rally round the throne and ME,
And serve vour QUEEN and Country, by electing DISRAELEE !

Grand Chorus. ENGLAND EXPECTS THAT EVERY BUCK WILL VOTE
FOR DISRAELEE ! ! !

TURN-OUT IN AN AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT.

THE subjoined very seasonable advertisement seasonable, if true

appeared the other day in the Maidstone Gazette :

TO LIBERAL LANDLORDS.

WANTED,
at Michaelmas next, a FARM, containing from 150 to 200-

acres, on equitable terms between Landlord and Tenant.
The reason of the advertiser's leaving the J'arm he at present occupies will be seen

from the following letter :

"
Rectnry, Essex.

" Dear Sir, I hope in a few days to fix the time for my coming down to Maid-
stone to receive the rent. The object of my present letter is respecting the election.

I do hope you are, with myself, a good Conservative, and that you will vote 1'or SIK
WALTER RIDDELL at the approaching election. Landlord and tenant should always
vote on the same side, and if we proceed to a new lease, it will be cue of my stipu-
lations for the future,

" Yours very truly,"
January, 1857."

" W. CROMWELL."

The tenant did not vote as required, and his farm has consequently been let to

another.

Apply, stating terms and particulars, to MB. JOHN SMITH, Sparks Hall Farm,
Suttou Valence, Kent.

Seasonable this advertisement is if the advertiser is not mistaken
as to the cause of the non-renewal of his lease in relation to the Reform
question and the coming Election. It furnishes one argument, at least,

for the Ballot. But we should like to be quite sure of its authen-

ticity ; for the letter quoted in it is dated from a rectory, and we are

led to infer that it was written by a clergyman : whereas we cannot

readily believe that any reverend gentleman would be guilty of so

unjust and disgraceful an act, as to endeavour, by intimidation, to

prevent his tenant from voting in accordance with his conscience.
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PARLIAMENT.

HE POET PUNCH having de-

:,,'<l the Buttle of the

Ilays in verse that /'

read when HOMER,VIRGIL,
POPE, and COVENTRY PAT-

MORE are forgotten, pro-

ceeds of his own stct'

(o resume his prose,
<

however (fix eat

he remarked) is fuf
beautifi' I : limit

t!ii- iiuixt timlii/iimx

of any poets eft If

4, 1859.

LORD DERBY'S Reform Bill

PALMERSTON would not try to hinder dissolution, but had a strong
idea that a General Klection would walk the Derbyites out of Downing
Street. BRIGHT thought that Ministers had done quite right; and

though lie disclaimed being a Revolutionist, he announced that the

l would carry the day, and compel the passing a large measure.

JOHN RUSSELL, having brought on the crisis, of course abused the

Ministers for what they had done, especially while Europe was in a

disturbed state. He also pn-.lently made his bid for office, promising
a 10 franchise for counties, a 6 one for boroughs, and the taking

thirty seats for redistribution. If the Derbyites proposed the Ballot,

he should oppose it. Diu MMOND, HORSMAN, NEWDEGATE, and some

others, were more or less smart, and BEKXAL OSHORNE let off a few

with ell'eet. The discussion ended by the CHANCELLOR OP THE

EXCHEQUER utterly denying that, Ministers had ever entertained a

thought of taking course Number Two.

The House knew its fate, and after some particularly unsatisfactory

itions in regard to Indian linance, the Indian Loan Bill was

passed, and honourable Members went home revolving the opening

paragraphs of their election addresses, and how they should soothe or

scold their wives and daughters into doing without the money intended

w' L, a'l 1 on ; in- '<" bo expended on the joys of the season, but which would now be

C^iBg^hursday, but it w ; ,,
-anted Cor bn -pooh! for brin,in,ont the expression of the political

not until this even VIC" S o( ''ho People ol England.

PRINCE RUPERT was piv- i yw-A///. The Lords conversed for half an hour, the principal topic

pared to state to the world
what he intended to do.

The situation delighted Mi:.

GLADSTONE, for it left Three
Courses open to Ministers.

They could

Firstly, Stick in their places as if nothing had happened, or

idly, Resign their offices, or

Thirdly, Dissolve Parliament.

To-night LORD DERBY, in a remarkably slashing speech, in which

the Termagant Tongue dreaded in old times by foes and friends had

full play, announced which alternative he had selected. He passed,

proprio motu which means, Cox, entirely off his own bat a Vote of

Want of Confidence in the Liberal Opposition, and therefore quite con-

sistently called upon it to resign. Into LORD JOHN RUSSELL he walked

much as MR. TOM SAVERS, next day, walked into MR. BILL BEN-

JAMIN, scoffing at LORD JOHN'S pretensions to be a Reformer, and

declaring that his fidgety attentions and abominable jealousy made his

relations to Reform rather those of a suspicious lover than of an affec-

tionate parent. Decidedly LORD DERBY himself made no pretensions
to any particular fondness for the article, for he described the question
of Reform, bequeathed to him by his predecessors, as a OaaMtota

Heereditas for the meaning of which words, Cox, you are at liberty to

consult a Latin Dictionary. My Lord next let fly a tremendous

volley at LORD PALMERSTON for suggesting course Number One . and
in special rage at being told by that lord that the Cabinet ought to

remain in office and
" do Our bidding

"
(that of the House), LORD

DERBY, like the real PRINCE RUPERT, stormed woundily, and declared

that he would do nobody's bidding but that of his Sovereign. He
alleged that his Bill was a beautiful Bill, but added that if the Com-
mons had treated it respectfully, no false pride should have prevented
his altering it in any expedient way. After a good puff of LORD
MALMESBURY', to whom ne attributed the preservation of peace in

Europe (it was lucky that the Austrian news did not come till Friday),
the Prince indulged in some extremely smart scoffing at the Liberals for

their disagreements, announced his determination to inflict the last

penalty of the law upon the Parliament for the crime it had committed

by killing his Bill, and stated that he had obtained the QUEEN'S leave

to Dissolve. He should go valiantly to the hustings, not only on the

ground that his truly elegant liill had been smashed by a quarrelsome
and discordant conspiracy, but because his Government had not

received fair play.

LORD GRANVILLE protested against everything that the PREMIER had

said, and had the profanity to advance the proposition that there were
in the world other persons as able as LORD MALMESBURY. This state-

ment so shocked the House of Lords, that it adjourned to a half-past
seven o'clock dinner.

But if proclamation of the fate of Parliament was made by the

angry roar of the lion in one House, in the other it was emitted in the

gentle coo of the dove. MR. DISKAF.LI showered compliments on

everybody. It was so kind of some of his friends to support him
;

it

was so noble of some of his friends to desert him
;

it was so courteous
of his antagonists to tolerate him; in fact, he was full of gratitude
and recognition. Only he was desolated at having to tell the House
thai ihe advocates of Revolutionary Reform had made it necessary for

Conservatism to appeal to the Country ; and, as soon as some money
votes were taken, he should have the distinguished happiness of kick-

ing out of doors all whom he had the signal delight of addressing.

being bewailment that the Divorce Court had so very much to do, and
- were wanted for it. The Commons pushed on the

Hill, rejecting a clause compelling our en il servants to

retire ;<t sixty-live : Hod then carne an Irish row. It seems that, some-

where iii Ireland, there is a- place called Galway, which is thought to be

in the direct route to America; and as it is extremely desirable to

encourage the Irish to go away to the latter country, the Government
been Mibsidisinir a line 'of packets between this Galway and

America. As doing any kindness to any given Irishman is sure to be

mortally offensivi other (a- fact lather plainly pointed out by
Mi:. ROEBUCK to-night), a good deal of abuse passed, not in the least

interesting to the philanthropic public.

x'ta.y. Naturally, there occurred some bursts of ill-feeling in

connection with Monday's debate, and the determination of the Con-

servatives to destroy the House ; and these, pleasantly mixing up with

a miscellaneous discussion on sundry estimates, gave rather a piquant
character to the Wednesday morning sitting, and prevented Honourable

Members from feeling utterly bored.

Thursday. The Lords treated themselves to an Indian debate on the

Loan Bill, and LORD DERBY promised both theological and parlia-

mentary thanksgiving for our Indian triumphs. There seemed no sort

of doubt that Indian finance was at present in a particularly bad way,
and LORD ALBEMARLE stated that we were making the Indians pay

eighteen shillings in the pound. No wonder they are burying in the

earth as much of the remaining two bob as
they

can save. The
Commons sat a little time, and got rid of a good deal of money.

Friday. The remarkably unpleasant news, above alluded to as from

Vienna, had got into the City, and doubtless elsewhere; and LORD
, ,

MALMESBURY deemed it necessary to promise that he would show, before

the dissolution, that it was not his fault if Austria was moving 50,000 men
into Italy, and bringing 130,000 more to back them, that the Croats

were entering Milan, and that the railways were ordered to be ready
to transport armies. The Lords were also moved to reject the Bill for

getting rid of Grand Juries in the Metropolis, which is to be regretted,

as the police magistrate is the best Grand Jury.

LORD PALMERSTON had threatened to get up a Foreign debate, but

the Viennese news doubtless incited MR. DISRAELI to ask, and

LORD P. to concede, postponement. There was some squabble over

the conviction of one of the Phoenix conspirators, in Ireland, a malig-
nant traitor, called SULLIVAN, who has been very properly sentenced to

fourteen years' transportation. He was convicted by a Protestant

jury, whereat some Catholic members complained Mr. Punch hopes,

only because they would have liked Catholics to share in the credit of

disposing of a scoundrel. MR. SALISBURY made stricture on some

remarks by BARON BKAWWELL, wherein that excellent judge, scan-

dalised at the conduct of a Welsh jury, in returning a verdict palpably

against evidence, had commented severely on Welsh disregard for

truth. But there could not be much in the case, against the judge,

when so acute a gentleman as the Member for Chester could do no

more for it than defend the Welsh jury on the ground that they knew

rascalitv was the rule in regard to matters whereof the offender was

charged, and so they could not think of punishing any one person.

MR. SOTHERON ESTCOURT spoke sensibly of the great value which

occasional rebukes from the Judges have upon the minds of the people.

What is termed a Nanimated Conversation took place about the dis-

solution, which everybody professed a desire

possible. MR. Disuuai was rather inclined

to have as soon as

to indulge in some

decorous taunts at Parliament, for its somewhat cowardly desire to

die in a hurry, and have it over.
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A STRONG-BACKED CAR. SCENE-IRELAND.
Tourist.

"
WELL, BUT MY GOOD FELLOW, you CAN'T CARRY US, AND ALL OUR LUGGAGE !

"

Car Driver.
"
Ocn, NIVER PEAK, YER 'ONOUR, SHURE I 'D CARRY TWICED AS MUCH !

"

ME. PUNCH'S POLICE COURT.
Two men, in blue and gold livery, servants in the large establishment

of MR. JOHN BULL, were brought up by their employer, charged with
making a disturbance in his household, refusing to give up their keys,
and threatening to

"
smash "

everything on the premises. They gave
the names of RUPERT and BENJAMIN.
MR. JOHN BULL, the Complainant, stated the prisoners had been in

his employment for rather more than a year. The prisoner RUPERT
was engaged as upper servant, or major domo ; the prisoner BENJAMIN
as house-steward. It was the latter's business to see to the receipts
ana payments on account of the house.
In consequence of information he received, he was led to believe

some trickery had been practised with a particular Bill, lately broughtm to him for settlement by the prisoners, in consequence of which
he gave the prisoners warning in the usual way. On this the
prisoner RUPERT became exceedingly violent and abusive, refusing
to give up his keys, and threatening to punch the heads of
JOHN RUSSELL and HENRY JOHN TEMPLE, two respectable elderly
men, formerly in complainant's employment (who, as the prisoner be-
heved, had put complainant on his guard against the Bill in question).
Hearing a noise in the butler's pantry, complainant went down-stairs
and found defendants storming about the pantry. On asking for their
keys, they refused to give them up, and swearing at JOHN RUSSELL
declared their intention

"
of having a shy at the crockery before they

went. He was apprehensive that if the defendants were not bound
over to keep the peace, they would not only carry out their threat of
making a smasli on complainant's premises, but would commit an
assault on Ins old servants, HUSSELL and TEMPLE. He wished the
worthy Magistrate to dispose of the case summarilv, as he had a great
deal ot work on his hands just now, and could not be absent from his
business without great loss and inconvenience.
The Complainant was subjected to a cross-examination by the prisonerRUPERT : The prisoners had done their work very well up to the

time of the complaint about this Bill : RUPERT was a little too free
of his tongue for his (MR. BULL'S) taste, and too fond of the turf he

thought, for a good sen-ant : had never forbidden him to go to the Derby,
nor objected to his keeping a betting-book in the butler's pantry : was
not prepared to say prisoner had ever neglected his work for sporting
matters: had received a great many Bills from both the prisoners
during the last twelvemonths : had sometimes objected to items : never
found prisoners make any difficulty about altering anything that was
objected to: remembered a Bill for Indian goods, pickles, curry
powder, and so forth : the prisoner BENJAMIN made great alterations
in that Bill at complainant's request ; in fact, made quite another Bill
of it : did not consider such willingness to alter Bills a mark of a good
servant: liked to see a man stick to a tiling when he had once put it

in black and white : had let both prisoners know as much : had no
objection to state from whom lie received the information against the
particular Bill which led to this charge, it was JOHN RUSSELL told
him the Bill was not an honest Bill : TEMPLE saw the Bill too, but
did not say anything till after RUSSELL made his complaint : RUSSELL
was not now in his service : objected to say whether he meant to

employ him in the situation now filled by prisoner: would not say
UrssKi.L did not expect to be so employed: might have said he would
think about it : RUSSELL had been in his service on different occasions :

had parted with him : RUSSELL was not a pleasant servant in a house :

he was rash and violent, and in the habit of quarrelling with the other

servants, and had a trick of writing letters that made a good deal of
mischief: had objected to RUSSELL'S Bills, often enough: had told
him to take 'em back again: believed RUSSELL'S complaint against
RUPERT'S Bill was well founded : won't say whether RUSSELL may
not have had private motives for objecting to it : would not have
given prisoners warning if they had consented to alter the items of the
Bill complained of : would rather not give an opinion whether or not
RUSSELL had acted in a straight-forward way: RUPERT might have
reason to be angry with RUSSELL: does not consider that a reason he
should make a disturbance, and threaten to smash everything on
complainant's premises. Understood prisoners meant to go to the
country : hoped the change of air would do them good : didn't give
warning as a threat only : meant to discharge prisoners when he gave
it : still adhered to that intention.

Cross-examined by prisoner BENJAMIN: Had expressed his sense of
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the prisoner's abilities : had never said lie thought him a good servant :

may have said he might be a good servant if he liked : had found the

prisoner useful in a little difficulty he was in about money-matters last

year : had employed prisoner to renew some Bills of his that came due

at an inconvenient time : believed prisoner had made himself generally

agreeable to his employer, and was civil in his manner to his fellow

servants : did not consider that prisoner had any ground for charging
RUSSELL and TEMPLE with taking away his character : prisoner dis-

tinctly refused to give up his keys, till he came back from the country :

is satisfied that prisoner was doing something more than packing up
his tilings to go to the country, when he charged him with threatr

to make a smash : believed both prisoners wished to leave the house in

disorder, in order to alarm him and give trouble to their successors :

could not say prisoner had ever been detected in dishonest practices :

could not say he felt confidence in prisoner : thought him rather too

sharp a customer: does not mean that as a compliment : may n

imply prisoner is a
"
dodger :

"
is prepared to admit he does think him

a
"
dodger :

"
has been warned against prisoner's

"
dodges :

"
objects

to give the name of the persons from whom he received the warning :

they were old associates of the prisoner : can't say prisoner was dis-

respectful in his manner when he gave him warning : could not say
that there had always been peace in the servants' hall since prisoner
had been in his establishment : quite the reverse: two of prisoner's
fellow-servants had left, owing to disagreements with the prisoners :

had had a good deal of trouble to induce others to stay : generally
found a good deal of quarrelling among the servants: had a deal of

trouble in keeping them on pleasant terms with each other at the best

of times: prisoners did ask leave to go to the country: he gave them

leave, because he thought everybodyljetter for a change sometimes.
JOHN RUSSELL, on being called, stated that he expressed to ME..

BULL a strong opinion that the prisoners were cheating him : thought
the Bill in question a regular swindle : it was a Bill for repairs for

mending seats among other things : knew what the items of such a
Bill should be : had made out lots of 'em : had no personal ill-will to

prisoners : heard them threaten to make [a disturbance : heard them
refuse to give up their keys : believed they meant to do him a
serious injury: went in fear from them: wished them bound over:

thought they wanted to frighten MB. BULL, in order that he might
keep them in their situations.

This witness was subjected to a very severe cross-examination by prison-
ers: His own Bills for repairs had not been settled : it was not because
there was any objection to the items : ME. BULL had been too busy to

settle them : had told him to wait and bring them in afterwards : can
swear MB,. BULL said he would see abont his Bills by-and-by : is not of
a quarrelsome disposition, that he knows of: has his opinions like

another : they may be strong opinions : is accustomed to express them

freely: always will: may have quarrelled with his fellow-servants

occasionally : quarrels will happen in the best regulated families : may
have written letters: may have heard it said that they had made
mischief : may have received a round robin asking him to leave his

place -.has been discharged by MR. BULL more than once : bears him
no malice : hopes to be employed by him for many a long year yet :

does not consider himself too old for service yet : will back himself
against any man of his age for wind, constitution, and pluck : considers

Erisoners

a couple of humbugs : has filled a great many situations :

elieves he always gave satisfaction : has been out of a situation for
the, last three or four years: it was not owing to any fault of his:
accidents will happen: is anxious to be employed of course : may look
forward to getting a place in Mil. BULL'S establishment again: may
have said MR. BULL would be ruined if he didn't get rid of prisoners
and-take him on : has no doubt he said as much : believes such is the
tact : never conspired to take the bread out of prisoners' mouths : may
have showed his letter, complaining of prisoners' Bill, to certain

parties : won't swear he didn't show it to a party called GRAHAM :

has never heard that party goes by the name of
"
Dirty JEMMY :

"

does not know he was ever convicted of opening letters when
employed in the Post Office: may have consulted with him and
others about, getting prisoners turned out of their situations : knows
CHARLEY WOOD: won't swear he did not consult with him:
knows HENRY JOHN TEMPLE: is not on good terms with him at

present: did not advise with TEMPLE before complaining of the

prisoners' Bill.

The prisoners denied making any disturbance ; as to refusing to give
up their keys, MR. BULL had given them leave to go to the country,
and they did not tliink they ought to have been called on for their keys
1 ill after their return. They were the victims of a conspiracy of the
witnesses RUSSELL, TEMPLE, and others.
The worthy Magistrate said there could be no doubt that the

prisoners had behaved in a very violent and unbecoming manner to a
very kind employer. Here was a Bill brought in by them to MR. BULL
containing very objectionable items : MR. BULL had most handsomely
offered to allow the prisoner RUPERT to alter these items, as he seems
to have been in the habit of doing, but the prisoner refused, it is to
be feared, at the instigation of the prisoner BENJAMIN. On this, their

worthy master gave them both warning ; when, instead of going out of
the house quietly, they had made a disturbance, refused to give up their

keys, and threatened to smash everything. Such conduct C9uld not be

tolerated, and he would require the prisoners to find sureties to keep
the peace. Bail was not forthcoming, and the prisoners were removed,
uttering the most violent language against the witness RUSSELL, and
threatening MR. BULL with what would happen if he took that person
into his service.

THE TAP OF TEMPERANCE.

IE! Hoy! MR. DRUMMOND!
You, Sir, member for West
Surrey. Here is an advertise-

ment to which your atten-

tion is requested. It has

appeared in a provincial

paper :

GEORGE NEWBQTT, of
the THREE GIMLETS Inn, CHAR-

MINSTER, begs to inform the Public
in general, that he has always for

SALE, a First Class FAMILY
ALB, at Is. per Gallon.

\No, some splendid XYXYj at
2s. per Gallon.
N.B, Any Person Drinking

more than Four Glasses of the
latter Potent Beverage at one sit-

ting, can be carefully sent home
gratis in a Wheelbarrow, if re-

quired.

There may be no landlord
at Charminster named NEW-
BUTT, and the inn kept there

by a gentleman of a very
similar name may not exactly
be called the THREE GIM-
LETS : therefore, let not the

foregoing announcement, in
connection Jwith the follow-

ing remarks, be taken as an acknowledgment of that gratuitous
ride which it concludes by promising. It is recommended to the
notice of MR. DRUMMOND, by reason of the memorable observa-
tion which that honourable gentleman made not long ago in the
House of Commons one of the truest things ever said there to the
effect, that no really good strong beer, such as what used to be

brewed of old, is now anywhere to be met with. ME. NEWBUTT'S
XXXX appears to be an exception to this generally too unquestion-
able rule. Four glasses of the beer which MR. DRUMMOND meant
were about as much as any man could take without requiring to be
carried home. When this necessity now occurs, which is frequently
the case in the agricultural districts, it is almost always the result of

gross intemperance, the effect of some gallons, the consequence of
excess ; or the state which constitutes the necessity is not a state of

beer, but a state of Cocculus Ixdicas, or a state of the stuff which is

called
"
bitter ale." We should like to have MR. DRUMMOND'S opinion

about MR. NEWBUTT'S ale. There is something like it at the Bull's

Head, Barnes, of which, to judge from the operation of two glasses,
the utmost of our experience. the effect, in a quantity exceeding

four, would probably'require a wheelbarrow. Ordinarily, oue glass of
this beverage will be found sufficient and satisfactory ; and, as moral
purpose is our aim in making these remarks, we will conclude with the

reflection, how much better it is to brew, honestly, good beer, the

strength of which naturally tends to compel moderation, than to con-
coct a villanous liquor which is not malt, which is unworthy of the
name of swipes, and which is the fruitful parent of intoxication and its

consequent evils.

Punch's Telegrams.
Venetian Lombardy.

THE police have received orders to seize all journals of which any
portion is printed in Italics.

Several organ-grinders who have arrived from Genoa, have been
arrested for playing tunes from operas by VERDI. It is rumoured that

they will be sent to England.

THEORY AGAINST PRACTICE. Parliament is to be dissolved, and
Legislation postponed. For the sake of Reform, JOHN BULL loses
reforms.

DR. JOHNSON'S APPROVAL or A CELEBRATED WHIG WIIIPPEE-IN."
I like a good HAYTEH."
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You 're no call to lie afcard of my .Davy, Marin, if y(m will but keep yourn off of 'an 1
"

THE COMMUNITY OF CRINOLINE.

THE great diurnal oracle of fashion published,
the other day, the following remarkable state-

ment, furnished by its own correspondent at

Fashion's head-quarters, Paris :

" La Marche opened the ball this season with three
races or rather steeple-chaces, which, however, did not
call forcomment, the added money being small, and the
fame of the competitors second class ; nevertheless

beauty, rank, fashion, and crinolines, all more or leas

lovely, attracted by a bright sun and genial atmosphere,
flocked in thousands to the scene of action."

Beauty, of course, is feminine ; rank and

fashion, placed in apposition with beauty, are

feminine also ; crinolines are feminine, of neces-

sity. Besides, they are all above described as

more or less lovely, therefore must needs be
feminine. Beauty means ladies distinguished

by their personal charms ; rank, the female aris-

tocracy ;
and fashion, ladies who occupy a bril-

liant social position. What sort of ladies are

crinolines, then? Crinolines, in the foregoing

passage, are distinguished from fashion : it there-

fore follows that they are not fashionable ladies.

Hence it would seem that crinoline has gone out

of fashion, insomuch that it has actually become
a symbol and a euphemism denoting, we may
suppose, a person of the female populace.

Lord John's Title.

LOUD JOHN RUSSELL, by the number of

Administrations which he has succeeded in

overthrowing, has secured for himself a name
in History. It is that of JACK THE CABINET-

KILLER.

GREAT POLITICAL DEBATE.

THERE was a brisk debate the other night, in the smoking-room of

the Pegtop and All-Rounder Club, on the subject of the late Minis-

terial defeat, and of the failure of the Government Reform Bill.

MR. PERCY SWELLBOROUGH, being asked what he thought of the

rejection of the measure, languidly replied, that he-aw-han't thought of

it. He thought thinking about anything was-aw-a gweat baw, and-

aw-in shawt a motht inthuffewable nuithanthe. A man had quite

enough to do, he thought, with thinking of hith dweth, and whawt
twoutherth he thould \vear-aw, without being bawed by thinking of

Weform meathureth.
The Hon. GEORGE GUTTLETOJ; agweed with the latht thpeakaw, in

tho far ath thinking it a gweat nuithanth. He, however, held a wather
different opinion ath to whawt sawt of thingth a fellaw ought to

think about. TIIWELLBOROUGH, they knew, wath alwayth thinking
of hith twoutherth (oh! oh!), whereath he (Ms. GUTTLETON) pwe-
ferred thinking of hith dinnaws. (A Laugh.) He confethed he vewy
often sat thome hourth after bweakfatht, weflecting upon thith, to him

important, thubject. While TIIWELLBOROUGH wath occupied in

ordawing fweth toggewy, and finding out whawt waithcoath and whawt
twoutherth were in theathon, he (MR. GUTTLETON) wath conthidewing
if thmelth or thalmon were in theathon, and-aw-he might thay.
wevolving in hith mind the thort of thoupth and entreeth he thould
like to ordaw. (Hear) Tho you |thee, pursued the speaker, thome
men think of one thing, and thome anothaw

;
and there may be thome

who like conthidewing Weform Billth
;
but ath they 're-aw-not good

to eat, ah don't mythelf much care to think about 'em. Cheers.)
MR. HARDUPPE said the Government might have relied on his

support (a laugh), if instead of their Reform Bill they had just brought
in a Bill to reform his tailor's bills. In fact he thought Reform was
wanted for tradesmen's bills in general, (hear! hear!) and he for one
was quite prepared to agitate in favour of it. (Cheers.) These Bills
were becoming more and more a nuisance to him (sensation), and there

ought to be an act for the removal of such nuisances. (Hear.) For
reasons of his own, it had long been his ambition to obtain a seat in

Parliament, and he intended when he did so, to introduce a measure
rendering it illegal for any British shopkeeper to sue a British gentle-
man for payment of his Bill, if in the gentleman's opinion the goods
which lie had purchased were necessary to his (the gentleman's)
existence. (Cheers.)
LORD SCATTERBEAIN had an ideaw (cries of "By Jove! Have you,

really!") that the country wath at pwethent not quite weady for
Weform

; and he agweed with his fvviend DERBY (question .') that the-

aw-thing should be pothponed until the countwy wat h more wipe for

it. (Hear.) He thought it vewy pothible that thnobth might want

Weform, but hc-aw-wath not a thnob, and he-aw-didn'twantit. (Hear I),

SIR FREDERICK SUCKTHUMBE thought Weformers were-aw-wather

a low lot, and lie was surprised that LORD JOHN WIFSSELL should-aw-

condescend to notice them. As for that-aw-fellow, BWIGHT, he-aw-

ought to be marked "Dangerous!" WOEBUCK, too, he thought, wath
a wegular wed wepublican. (Hear!) Such wascals played the juice
with the British Constitution, and he would ask the aristocracy to

wally wound the thwone, to-aw-pwotect it fwom such wcvolutionary
wuffians. (Cheers.)
The Hon. MR. SIMPER said that, when the next Weform Bill wath

brought before the Houthe, lie hoped that thome one would inthitht

upon a clauthe being intherted forweforming the potliithionof the ladieth

in the Houthe (hear .'),
and for pwovidine the deaw cweatureth with a

more befitting wethtiug-plathe than the blackholeof a gallewy in which

they now were birdcaged. (Hear .' hear !) He thought if ladieth conde-

thended to come and thee the Houthe, the leatht the Houthe could do
wath to return the compliment. Inthead of thith the Houthe had

poked the ladieth in a plathe where he defied the tharpetht thight to

catch the faiutetht glimpth of them. (Stnsatiun, and cries o
"
Shame ! ")

The Houthe pwetended it did thith in ordaw to pwevent its buthineth

the Houthe wath buthinetli of thnch cqnthequenth, that the pwethenth
of a petticoat wath not allowed to interwupt it? (Louder cheers.)

Where but in the Houthe
MR. DAMPER rose to order. He had no wish to curtail the freedom

of debate (oh .'), and still less to interrupt such manly and, he might
add. gentlemanly sentiments. (Oh!) He begged however to remind
his lady-loving friend (oh .' oh !) that his eloquence was bearing him

completely from the subject. (Question!) They had not met that

evening to discuss the Wrongs of Women. What they were debating
was the position of the Government, and not, he begged to say, the

position of the ladies. (Oh! oh!) Men might cry "Oh! oh!" but

j

he would ask them if Reform (oh! oh!) was not a more important
matter (oh ! oh !) than the presence of the petticoats (oh ! oh ! oh

.')

where, as everybody knew, they were only in the way. (Vehement
oli!-oh!-ing. Cries of "Bosh!" and "Shut up, Ugly!") Men might
call him ugly, but that wouldn't make him shut up. He thought the

ladies were becoming more and more a nuisance. (Groans, and shouts-

of
"
Order!" " Shame!" and "Kick him!") His words, of course,

bore only a Parliamentary application. (Hear!) Their petticoats
made such a rustling in the House, that even MR. WHITESIDE could

scarcely hear himself speak (question), and if they were allowed to bring
their babies into Parliament
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The indignation of the meeting here rose to such a. height, that MR.
found it futile to aitei.i|)t. to Rain a hearing. He therefore

enmforied himself wit h ;i fresh light penny cigar, and In imbibing some
deep draughts of some consoling beverage, he soon erased all memory
of lio\v his friends had snubbed him.

Seven n-s v.ere made to call attention to the subject

ely mention that the theme of "Lovely
Woman" having once been introduced, there was no chance for the
discussion of a less entrancing topic.

THE REPRESENTATION OF THE SMITH.

UK Working Man is, just at

present the subject of a

deal of cloq
Who is the Working
Honourable gentlemen may
as well try to umh
their own meaning. What
sort of a personage is the

Workins Man !

J

In strict ness all men are

working-men exceptthieves,
incapable paupers, and gen-
tlemen who are born with
silver spoons in their mouths
to consume the fruits of the
earth

;
and who eat and

ilrink put their mission. To
these idle men may perhaps
be added some clerks in

some Government Oli'n

But useful members of

society, generally, are work-

ing-men only in the proper
sense of the words. U bat

is the Working Man spe-

cially and emphatically so

called; the 'Working Man
so written with a great W
and a great M ? Is he

simply the man whose work consists in manual labour? At that rate

the carter is a Working Man, the ploughman is a Working Man, the

hedger and ditcher is a Working Man
; but honourable gentlemen call

all these men Agricultural Labourers.
Is the engine- driver a Working Man? Is his mate, the stoker, a

Working Man? Are the journeyman bricklayer, carpenter, painter,

plumber-aiul-gla/.ier, Working Men? Honourable gentlemen will

doubtless answer these questions in the affirmative. The labon
tailor also and shoemaker, the potter, the weaver, will be acknowledged
by them as examples of the Working Man. Under the denomination
of the Working Man they will agree in ranking the operative, the

mechanic, the handicraftsman, the smith. Here -we get to a term
which comprehends all varieties of the Working Man as meant when
alluded to ny patriotic and Parliamentary speakers. A smith is, in the

large signification of the word,
"
he that makes or effects anything :

"

which is just the correct definition of the Working Man. Why not,

then, substitute this short and simple noun-substantive for the less

definite phrase ? Why should not honourable gentlemen proclaim
with all their strength, that it is high time that the Voice of the Smith
was heard within the walls of Parliament, and that no Reform Bill can
deserve the confidence of the country that does not provide for the

adequate representation of the Smith?
Because the Working Man of the House of Commons and the

Hustings is an Idea; an Idea not < \ai-tly conveyed by Smith: an Idea
of the same class as that which I he British Lion belongs to. The com-
parison runs on all fours, nut withstanding the objection that the
British Lion docs that alone. Both are what LORD BACON might call

Idols of the Platform, unless he preferred to class the British Lion
among his Idols of the Den.
Like the British Lion, the Parliamentary Working Man presents, to

the mind's eye, exteriors apparently real. They consist of a human
shape in a brown-paper cap, a fustian jacket, a short apron, corduroy
trousers, and strong nailed highlows, the figure clothed with these

garments, and the face wearing a stern and woeful expression.
Within the brown-paper cap and the other things above enumerated

honourable gentlemen affect to recognise an Intelligence of an order
much above the average, united with a peculiar earnestness and sin-

cerity, unfairly and unwisely debarred of a due influence on legislation.
What in their hearts they imagine, and fear the existence of in the
interior of their Working Man, is a strong bias towards Socialism and

Communism, and a dogged disposition to abolish Consols, and >

a redistribution of property. Accordingly, the Working Man must be
coaxed and ilatteieil, patted on the head, shaken by the hand, and

have the hat doffed to him seriously and obsequiously; and a sop

respectfully offered to him.

In short, the Working Man of the politicians,, Radical or Conserva-

tive, is a Myth, whereas, as above shown, the real genuine Working
Man is a Smith.

Nevertheless, let the SMITHS have their fair share in representation;
that is, share and share with the HKOWNS, and the JONKSES, and also

with the HOWARDS and the FITZ-PLANTAGENETS, and ME. PUNCH.

IDEAS OF AN INSULAE CLOWN.
I HEARS that France and Austriar be like to goo to war,
And to lug we in along wi' 'urn, I should like to know what for.

What call ha' we to spend pur lives, and fling our money away,
Tor them there flighty foreigners ousartain chaps like they ?

At peace there aiu't no keepun 'um to war if they 'ool goo ;

Let dogs delight to bark and bite, for 'tis their natur' to.

We'd best mind our own bisuuss, and lave they to zettle tli

We never got no good by hands in other folks' affairs.

We bain't alike can't dale wi' 'um should let 'um all aim

They most ly worships images made out o' wood and stone,

In diet and in sentiments we differs from 'um, wide;
And we can't make out their vanity, nor understand their pride.

As to the cause they fights about, as fur as I can zee,

"1'is never nothun moor than just whose slaves they wants to be :

For pompous though their action, and the speeches they employ,

They're sitch unruly beggars they no freedom can't enjo\ .

So let 'um fight till cither side looks danger to our shore,

Then pitch into that side straight ways, but let 'um bide afore,

But as for hclpuu are on 'um, taxation is our gain-.,

And them as we befriends be sure to abuse us for our pains.

We 're taxed so hard already that it seems like pajun fines,

All which if. is our recompense for generous designs.
Aloof from 'um in time to come 1 wish that we med steer,

And let 'um break each other's heads, and never interfere.

GAVAZZI KILT AT GALWAY.
IRISH will be Irish. The Vindicator, a. Galway paper, inuiains an

account of the violence with which GAVAZZI was treated the other

day at that beautiful city for going there and lecturing about
"
Italy

and the Papacy," to the effect, of course, that the former had better

get rid of the latter. The free and enlightened multitude of Galway
hooted, and pelted GAVAZ/I with stones, sods of turf, and shameful to

say as the Vindicator does" every description of missiles !

"
They

hooted, and flung stones, and varieties of dirt, not only at ME. GAVAZZI,
but also at a number of Protestant Clergymen and Scripture readers

who accompanied him. They chased him as far as they were able, and
if they had caught him, the says, "the results would have

desperate if not fatal." That is, they would very likely have

murdered the object of their fury. Yet the Vindicator, in a paragraph
preliminary to the recital of the outrages above mentioned, gives the

following general description of them and their perpetrators :

" This day the apostle of discord proceeded through the city, accompanied by
MB. l>i: -i'\ met with rattier a warm reception. This region is much too

rothere. The saints were roughly handled, and GAVAZZI was
obliged to take refuge iu the Police Barracks."

Things that are equal to the same are equal to one another. The

region of Galwav, says the Vindicator, is much too Catholic for

GAVAZZI and his brothers. The region of Galway, according to the

same authority, was much too truculent for the same individuals. la
relation to those individuals, therefore, being much too Catholic is

equal to being much too truculent. It follows that Catholic, in the

t'indicator's sense of the word, is relatively to certain persons to wit,

opponents of the Papacy equivalent to truculent; to savage, bar-

barous, destructive, cruel. Did MB. NEWDEGATE, or MR. SPOONER
ever say anything of Catholicity worse than this? The Vindicator

seems to have a pretty notion of vindicating theological opinions.

MR. GAVAZZI, MR. BROWNIUGG, and their comrades, "met with rather

a warm reception." Opponents of the Papacy have generally experienced
the like wherever the Papacy has had the upper hand. The warmth
has sometimes been excessive has risen to the roasting point. The
Vindicator perhaps approves of treating Dissenters with this high

degree of vmdictiveness. To represent Catholicity as synonymous
with truculencc, how very uncatholic ! But how very Irish ! The
bosom of the Papacy is a nest that lias some ill birds in it, and sure,

one of them is the Galway / 'in/Healer, unless Irish Papist means the

same thing as extreme Protestant. Some, indeed, say they arcjinuck
of a muchness.
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STODGE GOES TO GIVE A FIRST LESSON IN OIL-PAINTING TO A NOBLE
LADY IN BERKELEY SQUARE.

Gorgeous Flunkey.
" Are you for the Nussery ?

"

A PROMISING PERFORMER.
THEATRICAL astronomers have long been looking out for a "star" to take the place of the

brilliant p anet KEAN, now on the eve of disappearing from the firmament, of the foot-lamps
anaiit delights us to announce that a star has been discovered which, if not of equal mag!
nitude with that which is just setting, may in another view he looked on as a no less
shining light ior a foreglimpse of this luminary, we are indebted to the telescope or
opera-glass of a contemporary ; to whose "puff preliminary" we are so liberal as to give
insertion gratis :

"MR. STTOOISS, the accomplished comedian of the Theatre Royal. Glasgow, has accepted an advantageousengagement with MR HARRIS, who succeeds MR. CHARLES K,:AN In the management of the Princess's Theatre

-.m'rfj
'" P

f v f f" Tect
?

1 with thc ttlasK w Thoatre hc has ? ed m<>y friends and admirerswho respect him for his qualifications as an actor, and also for his scholarly attainments. His admirable
i the Apocalypse have made him a name among the literati of Scotland, at the same time that his

genial and fresh interpretation of high-class comedy has
rendered him a universal favourite with the frequenters
of the Dmilop Street Theatre. Glasgow Kulktin."

We have taken a slight liberty with this

"accomplished" gentleman, in altering the
name wherewith he has been gifted, to one
which we conceive is more expressive of his

talents; but on this we trust to him to put
that "genial interpretation," for which, we
are informed, he is so eminently famous. MK.
STIGGINS must believe in our sincerity when we
say we use the pseudonym without meaning any
sneer in it. We have no wish to cast ridicule

upon an actor who, we hear, is so
"
respected

"

in his art, because he happens to be "admired
for his scholarly attainments." The actor to
whose buskins MR. STIGGINS is appointed to
succeed has also his admirers for his scholarly
attainments

; and for the advantage of the

playbill-studying public, we rejoice that a fit

person has been found to fill his place. The
lore which has been lavished on the fly-leaves
of the playbills, which have lately been produced
at the Princess's Theatre, must have taxed the

highest powers of the deepest-read of scholars.

On a literary account, then, as well as a dra-
matic one, it relieves our mind to hear of MR.
STIGGINS'S engagement, which we trust will be
of profit to the public and himself. Bilious

critics, it is true, may sneer at the preliminary
announcement of Ms merits, and may ask in
what the drama is connected with divinity, and
whether studying the Apocalyse at all prepares
an actor for studying a part.

"
ICot to speak

profanely," were the Diviaa Commedia to be pro-
duced at the

^Princess's, MR. STIGGINS might
perhaps find his divinity of service

; but it could
not much advantage liim in comedies in general,
excepting peradventure in those of the

"
divine

WILLIAMS." Nor, as bilious critics further

might remark, is it quite clear why such learning
is paraded in his puff. Among the

"
unco guid

"

of Glasgow it may perhaps advance an actor
to give out in the papers that he is well up in

divinity; just as cooks will sometinies advertise
their church-going and their piety, in addition to
the virtues of their made-dishes and pastry. But
playgoers in general do not as the

"
unco guid

"

do. In London, for the most part, we like to
see things in their place, and do not want
divinity lugged into a play-puff. It being as
an actor that MR. STIGGINS comes before them,
it concerns the London public much more to
be told of his theatrical abilities, than of his

Apocalyptical research ; and until they have had
the privilege of reading what he has written and
of seeing how he acts, it must, we fear, remain a
doubt with all unbiassed critics whether his light

comedy be as heavy as his books would seem
to be.

The Compensating Balance.

AN insult in the House of Commons is

always compensated for afterwards bv a com-
pliment, -and the larger the insult, the larger
generally the compliment that is sure to follow
it. It is strange that the gentleman who is the

"very last whose feelings the' honourable
Member would wish to offend," generally hap-
pens to be the very first whose feelings are
offended.

HIM, who trying to bring you beer, should

spill it over your trousers, you would call lout

and clown. What of him who tries to bring
you an idea, and makes a mess of it with inex-

actness and bad grammar ? Jean Paul Bedford.

ANOTHER GOG IN VIEW.

IT is proposed to erect a Statue to
rthe

ncmory of JOHN HUNTER. What has JOHN
SCNTEII done to deserve that indignity ?
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SCENE IN A REFRESHMENT ROOM AT A PUBLIC BALL.

Enter Aristocratic Swell, in a state of fusion, addressing himself to the Fair Damsel in

attendance. "
Haw, really, I don't know what to take : the champagne I had of you the niyltt before

/n*t tliil mil ui/ree with me."

Young Damsel, naively.
" 7 fear, ,S'/>, i/nii ?r< ,-r not accustomed to it."

[Swell looks reduced in importance, and bystanders chuckle.

THE WEATHER LAST WMKK.

Impromptu by an Elderly Gentleman.

" WHAT !

"
I said, the other day.

"April, Sir! What April? Hi!"'

Call this April ? 1 should say,

By the weather, it was Mav.

May ? By Jove, Sir, June 1 July !

Here the glass is what ? How nigh ?

Seventy-two, Sir, in the shade !

All too fiuc, Sir, I 'm afraid,
Much too line to last. "Tis strange,
In a few days what a change !

Here we were, a week ago,

Walking ancle-deep in snow,
Now we have to ice our wine,
And with perspiration shine.

You 've the fruit-trees out in bloom,
Of a morning, from my room,
Certainly, a charming sight !

And thosc-what? those yellow, bright.
Like great guineas what you call

Dandelions, on the wall,

Blazing in the sun like gold,
Famous for the bile, I 'm told.

Here, you see, we 've April flowers,

And, perhaps, shall have May showers,
Or to-morrow it may rain

Who can tell ? or snow again,
And the peaches will be spoiled !

Here we are, fried, roasted, broiled,
In the dog-days, so to speak."

Christmas has returned tliis week.
Fickle climate is it not ?

One day cold, another hot,
Wet. to-morrow, fine to-day.

Well, Sir, well : all I can say
Is, I hope it will agree
With ourselves, Sir: you and me.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, April 11. The Lords did rather a cool thing, considering
that their specialite is reverence for vested rights. They ordered the

Society of Lincoln's Inn to produce and lay upon their Lordship's
table some plans which the Society had prepared, and which were its

private property. The plans were for some new Chancery Courts,
proposed to be erected on the Society's ground; and, altogether,
LORD REDESDALB had about as much right, strictly speaking, to call

for the plans, as Mr. Punch has to ask LORD REDESDALE for the
design for his new conservatory, if he is building one, which perhaps
he is not, and whether he is or not, Mr. Punch does not in the least
care. Mr. Punch, mind, sees no objection to the demand for these

plans ;
but he begs to remind the Lords, that he shall expect them to

adhere to the precedent, and always in future to subordinate private
rights to the public advantage. Salus pop/ili supremo, lex, Cox.

There was a good deal of fidget in the Commons to know what day
they were to be dissolved

;
and LORD PALMERSTON poked some ques-

tions at MR. DISRAELI, who refused to give a definite answer, but
stated that the operation should take place as soon after prorogation
as should be, in the

judgment
of Ministers, consistent with decorum.

lliis bit of intentionally provoking verbiage roused SIR GEORGE GREY,
who enjoys the double advantages of a long tonsue and a short temper,
and he fired rather hotly into what he called MR. DISRAELI'S enigma.
But MR. DISRAELI was not in a state of mind to be incensed, and lie

blandly rebuked SIR GEORGE for his "rabid heat," and entirely
declined being more precise.
The Railway people have been done a little in the matter of return

and excursion tickets, that is to say, where a person has desired to
take a single journey only, he has occasionally sold the return half-
ticket to someb9dy else, who wished to go the other way. What
wrong this did it is difficult to say, inasmuch as it was but making
the railwaymen fulfil their bargain to carry a passenger up and down ;

but they see a grievance, and apply to Parliament for a Bill, arming
them \vithppwersofatremendouscharacteragainst such offenders,
all but the right of instantly hanging them up to the signal- posts. The
Commons, however, thought the demand a little strong, and postponed
the enactment.

n-\\
l
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T was a so
.

rt of del)ate in tue Lords as to whether a
lor abolishing the antiquated and inconvenient privilege of the

VOL. xxxvr.

Thames watermen should not be referred back to a Committee. The
steam-engine has abolished these men, and it is manifestly absurd that

their ghosts should be allowed to sit upon the valve. The Bill was
referred to a new Committee.

In the Commons, there was a delightful personal row, involving the

Government. The latter, of course, mean to make fight everywhere
at the coming elections, and SIR JOHN PAKINGTON, First Lord of the

Admiralty, claimed fulfilment of a promise made, he says, by another
of the Lords, CAPTAIN CARNEGIE, to stand for Dover, against that

Disagreeable Rattle, MR. BERNAL OSBOKNE. The Captain saw no fun
in this, and resigned his Lordship; and some other similar changes
occurred. The point of the accusation against Government was, that,
for the sake of electioneering tactics, they displaced from the Admi-

ralty Board men who had mastered their business, and who, at a crisis

like this, should have been kept at their posts. And, on the whole, the
case seems pretty much proved ;

but electioneering ardour, like intoxi-

cation, is held to be an excuse for a good many questionable things in

England.
MR. HENRY BERKELEY, being an eminently practical statesman, or

being rather in terror of certain persons out of doors, (who believe

that the Ballot will at once pay the Ivlaiional Debt, reform our weather,
cleanse the Thames, abolish pauperism and crime, and teach senators
the use of the letter H,) moved lor leave to bring in a Bi'l to enforce
secret voting. Nobody, not even the mover, cou'd talk seriously
about the subject, and Mr. BERKELEY himself actually adduced as

argument for the measure, the complaint of some hen-pecked animal
who begged for the Ballot to protect him against his own wife, the
woman having urgently remonstrated with nim against some vote
which he had given. LORD JOHN RUSSELL opposed the motion, but
was prepared (in the event of its being desirable that a Minister who
wished to retain office should be a Balloteer) to see, at a fitting time
that there was no great harm in the Ballot. LORD PALMERSTON was, on
the contrary, very plain-spoken against the proposition, and was rather
successful in his jokes against the Berkleian feebleness. This put
BERKELEY in a rage, and he forgot his good manners, and told his

antagonists that they talked flagrant and audacious rubbish (sic).' On
division, the Ballot party got 99 votes to 102 against them. Neither
side was present in strength.

*
Sic, Latin word, menns. Cox, that we quote the exact expression. Sick. English

word, means how we feel when we read more than six lines of one of your speeches.
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Wednesday. The SPEAKEK could hardly get his forty members, and
when he did, they sat only forty, minutes.

Thursday. An extremely interesting night. Never, perhaps, have
a father aiid 'a son been simultaneously engaged in a loftier duty, or

discharged it more admirably. The EARL OP DERBY in one House,
and LORD STANLEY in the other, recapitulated the noble deeds of our
forces in India, and called respectively upon the Lords and Commons
to thank the wise and brave men who saved her Indian Empire to

QTJEEN VICTORIA. All who spoke were, of course, unanimous in

eulogy ; and, in his double capacity of Peer of the Realm and Member
of Parlitnieut, LOUD PUNCH, M.P., hereby ratifies the vote, with the

mingled solemnity and enthusiasm which form part of his inimitably
noble nature.

In the Commons an arrangement was made wherebv, for the future,
Jew Members are to come up on the fourth day of the meeting of a

new Parliament, and be admitted, if the House pleases, by resolution.

SIR FITZKOY KELLY brought in a Bill for consolidating the law of

offences against the person. Mr. Punch lias not yet seen the Bill, but

hopes that it includes provision for the transportation, before the first

offence, of any person who looks likely, at any time in his life, to begin
plajing a street-organ.

Friday. Ministerial statements about the Italian crisis had been

promised to-night, but were again postponed ; whence it was surmised
that there might still be some hope of preventing the carrion eagles
from closing in fight.

The DTJK.E OF ARGYLL got up a small Indian debate, which he based
on a letter in which LORD ELLENBOROUGH had intimated, somewhat
distinctly, his conviction that the less England had to do with mis-

sionary business in India the better. Mr. Punch fears that the Tame
Elephant is- an awful old heathen, but there is some sense in his

recommending extreme caution in iconoclasm.

The Commons, having nothing else before them, insisted on being
amused: with some explanations of Ministerial conduct, of no great
interest to the world; and again LORD PALMERSTON poked at Mu.
DISRAELI for the date of the dissolution, and again didn't get it.

1'crhaps the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, who is a classical

scholar, partakes of a certain ancient superstition, that it was not

lacky to allude to Fate in very precise terms.

A GO-AHEAD MINISTER.

ICOKDING to MADAME
LOLA MONTIS-, it is-

a common thing in

the United States for

a hi-okcn-dowo jockey
or a bankrupt trades-

man to turn his mind
to law, physic, or

divinity, and, become
an advocate, a doctor,
or a parson, in some
three months. The
Cleveland Plaindealnr

corroborates her

statement by an inte-

resting tale, which
thus commences :

" A Ci.F.iiiiYMAN AR-
RESTED WHILB PRKACH-
INO A Fl'.NERAL SERMON.
As the Rev. WILLIAM

WATSON, the pastor of

the Methodist Church in

Glenwood, Iowa, was

]irt';iebing a funeral ser-

mon, he was arrested by
officers from an adjoin-

ing county for passing
fuuntcrfeit money."

The accusation was
not altogether un-

founded :

"The Clergyman did
not accompany the pro-
cession to the grave, and
the officers arrested him.

They had previously
searched his house, in

the cellar of which they
found inks, presses, pa-
pers, rolling machines,

and 'the entire apparatus for the manufacture of counterfeit bank bills. They also found 1,000 dollars in
counterfeit bills, sun dols. of which were tens on tho Forest City Hank of this city, and about 200 dola. of fives
on the State Bank of Ohio."

But not only were appearances against the pastor :

" The Clergyman made a clean breast of the matter. He became connected with some counterfeiters about
two years UKP <>, unit as he had been in early life an engraver, he became a useful and hard-working member of the
gang. lie has preached in Glenwood about three years. He is about forty years old, a man of family, and has
been very generally esteemed and respected by his congregation and neighbours. He said he joined the
counterfeiters to get money

' to do good with.'
"

To do good, not exactly by stealth, but by forgery ; but this exemplary Divine will

certainly
not

"
blush to find it fame." The pastor seems to have been in one respect well

qualified for his sphere of usefulness among a gang of coiners. He was at all events capable
of ministering any quantity of brass to them. His Glenwood flock, however, consisted of
rigid moralists, and did not admire the ring of that metal :

This explanation w.is not very satisfactory to his parishioners, however, and they discarded him at once."

The narrator of this edifying case remarks, with justice additionally, but unnecessarily,
illustrated :

"He must have been a nice Minister. An examination of Us 'study' showed the Life in Sostrni, Venus'
JJiscellany, and other flash papers."

The Minister is now fast in bonds :

"He was taken before a Justice of the Peace, and in default of heavy bail, was committed to the county
gaol, to await trial before the Court of Common Pleas. The incident created a great sensation in tho Uttle
town."

Tribulation, probably, awaits the reverend
smasher. He will uudergo a trial. He will

very likely be convicted, and sentenced to

imprisonment and hard labour. He will call

that a trial too, although it is properly speaking
a punishment: but quack religionists always
term ilieir disasters trials, and a fellow who is

at once a religious hypocrite and a common
roanc will naturally express his ideas in sanc-

tified slang.

Smart Americans, however, will no doubt be

proud of their countryman, the KEY. WILLTAM
WATSON, whom they are now enabled to boast
as the equal of DR. DODD. However, the

REV. WILLIAM WATSON will not be hanged.

CANZONET ON THE LATE CRISIS.

AIR " A Temple of Friendship."

" A TEMPLE * in friendship," cried RUSSELL,
enchanted,"

I '11 bind to our cause, and make DERBY
resign ;

"

The Temple was sought: JOHN'S petition was
granted :

Thought he,
"
Sure, of office the shoes now are

mine !

"

So he flew to the House, with the speed of
Pandora

On her mission of bringing destruction when sent :

And there entered a Notice, he thought 'twas a

floorer,
The deadliest weapon his art could invent.

The battle was fought : JOHN his forces com-
j

bining
With the Temple and BRIGHT, broad of back as

j

of brim,
A victory gained : counted votes thirty- nine in

Majority : JACK swore 'twas plenty for him.

But what were his thoughts, when a few even-

ings after

'Twas announced To the country the House is

despatched :

Cried Dis, in his sleeve slily venting his laughter," You counted your .chickens, JOHN, ere they.
were hatched !

"

* LORD PALMEBSTON. See Peerage.

Something for a Fool's Head.

THE best thing for any old fool who wishes to

dye his grey hair is, if it is nothing worse than
what it calls itself, some grease which is adver-

tised under the name of Walnut Pommade.
Walnut colouring matter would stain the hair of

the aged simpleton without burning it, and

give his ass's head that appearance of dead

horse-hair, which ordinarily exposes the base

imposture of the dyeiug old dandy.
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PARISIAN GOSSIP.

"THERE was immense: trouble with MEYERBEER'S new opera. To
the title, Le Pari/o,/ //> Ploermtl, there was the grand objection that H

might remind people of the late terribh 1

Jluxm known as I.e J'n

mbert. '1'liis was tin; composer's difficulty. Then, when it

came to be known that 1'iii-ilnn did uot mean a pardon, but a sort of

Congress, the Tuileries took fright, and visions of
a^

Iran

clamouring lor a Parliament came upon "II. Dujtlicite"
became known that the interest of the plot turned upon the resolution

of somebody to clutch at gold by the most unhallowed means, and at

the price of destruction to the iuuoceut
;
and then the Ante <

got into a state of mind, and certain of the billiard-marking nobility

protested against scandals. Then the fact came out that a goit wafc an

important performer, and :i MrtHM Minister was despatched to mfft-
intend rehearsal-., and wttda le.st tin: wicked \vit of the manager might
trim the animal's beard, so as to bring the face into any resemblance to

that of an excessively exalted personaa MB of the priests
about the Court raised an objection to the profanity of thunder and

lightning, especially when brought into play by a Jew, and it v

by a promise of a private bos. for the season 'to a certain Archbishop
that this was got ovr. Then, one of the dames d'Aoaxevr

Pro/a our Paris Correspondent.

THE LORD MAYOR IN HIS GLORY.
GLORY to the great LORD MAYOB,
Honour to the grand LOUD MAYOR,
\\ith his sides overgrown who presides on the throne
lu the pomp of the Civic Chair !

Long live the grand LORD MAYOR!
Success to the grand LORD MAYOR !

He is the City King, and to his renown we '11 sing

Glory to the great LORD MATGB.!
Chorus. Glory, &c.

When he holds his Court in state,
His consequence is how great !

Than the POPE or the CZAR of a scope greater far,

So magnificent a potentate !

Hear him the law declare,
Contradict him if you dare ;

Know that mum is the word, so be dumb, though absurd
Seems the speech of the grand LORD MAYOR.

Chorus. Glory, &c.

Gainsayers his Lordship charms
With a ho ! to the Serjeant-at-Anns ;

So adore his high place, bow before his dread mace,
For his thunders are no false alarms.
For the Tower let rebels prepare,
Of the block and the headsman beware !

He '11 commit himself too, it is fit he so should do,
To approve himself a true LORD MAYOR.

Cliunti. Glory, &c.

The LORD MAYOR of London Town
Should a cap wear above his crown
That has got at the end a smart knot to depend,
In a curve hanging gracefully down ;

With a bauble for sceptre to'bear,
Whilst all his beholders declare,
Reared in case so elate as his face to inflate,
There 's no monarch to match the LORD MAYOR.

Chorus. Glory, &c.

How good is the Lord Mayor's Show !

In triumph to see him go,
And his gay coach roll, with display so droll,
To the mirth of high and low.
V\ liat gorgeous flunkeys flare !

What vast buffoons are there !

And of Guys what a sight doth all eyes deb'ght
In the train of the new LORD MAYOR !

Chorus. Glory, &c.

Blow the fifes, beat a roll on the drums,
The LORD MAYOR comes he conies !

Let the grand trumpets play and the band of brass bray
To their noses while all raise their thumbs !

City Marshal and Swordbearer scare
All the boys in his way : rend the air

British crowd, with acclaim, and aloud extol the name
Of the proud and puissant LORD MAYOR.

Chorus. Glory, &e.

He speaks in Wisdom's saws ;

Receive them with app'an-e
Jn his head there is fat

; being fed upon that

((!' Ins iniellcei is the cause.

(Jn the fat of the land doth be fare,

On the fat of the sea, oh rare !

If he talks like a fool he but walk* by tl; rule

Of the time-honoured old Loiu> MAYOK,
Glory, &c.

Let us wish the LORD MAYOR long sway,

May lu's mace never pass away !

Let him aye hold his own, and o'erwcigh twenty stone,

Making fun for us every day !

He is an immense LOUD MAYOR,
High and Mighty Sublime LORIJ MAYOR!
Trim his crown with gold bells while tlie town his

grandeur tells,

Singing, Glory to tlie great LORD MAYOR !

Cltarus. Glory, Ac.

A BLOW FOR THE BALLOT.

(See Speech of LORD JOHN RUSSELL, Times, April 13.)

"
SIR, as touching the Ballot, I briefly would state

(For I 'ye no wish to lengthen this tedious debate),
That with SIR R. BETHELL I cannot agree,
When he says that the law says all votes should be free.

Ancient statutes he quotes for his proofs, but, Sir, I

Him to find the word '

Ballot
'
in old laws defy.

I 've read all PITT'S speeches, and those too of Fox,
And in neither is any demand for the Box :

So I say, and I'll stick to't with due resolution,
Secret voting's no part of the Br'ish Constitution :

As a Briton I therefore detest it, and go
With friend PAM when he calls it mean, sneaking, and low.

"
Still I can't say I think, as I once did, I own,

That the Ballot-box now would endanger the throne ;

My predictions on this point I therefore retract,

For I think no great damage would come from the act.

I've such faith in true Britons, be they small men or great,
That I think none desire to imperil the State :

And though granting the Box might not make the Funds go up,
Still I don't think 'twould end in a general blow up.

" At the same time, albeit I 've so altered my views,
As to own in the Ballot there may be some use,
And to think that some good to effect it might chance

(Though 1 sec but small benefit from it in France),
While I 've shown 'twould result, Sir, in nothing unpleasant :

Still I cannot support it at least, not at present !

"

More Tlunkcydom.

"!T is proposed," says an Irish paper, "to erect a bronae statue to

the MARQUIS or VTATERFORD, to be erected in the People's Park in

the town whence he took title." This is simple slavering adulation.

That of late years the Marquis was a kind neighbour and a good
landlord, is a fact on which his neighbours and tenants are to be

congratulated, but not a reason for erecting a statue to him. The
ilunkeyish proposal compels Mr. Punch to remark, that if bronze be

wanted, it might probably be found ill the stock of knockers wrenched
off by his Lordship in his

"
eccentric

"
days. Save even a deceased

Marquis from his friends !
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CUPID AT SEA.

Angelina (to Edwin, whose only chance is perfect tranquillity).
"
EDWIN, DEAR! IF YOU LOVE ME, GO DOWN INTO THE CABIN, AND

PETCH ME MY SCENT BOTTLE AND ANOTHER SilAWL TO PUT OVER MY FEET !

"

[EDWIN'S sensations are more easily imagined than described.

SHAKSPEAEE AND LOED CAMPBELL.

ROBIN Hoop might have envied the gentleman mentioned in the

following brief Police report :

"WESTMINSTER. JOSEPH MORRIS was finally examined, charged with stealing a

great quantity of property from the stables of LOP.D CAMPBELL, Stratheden House,
Knightsbridge." The prisoner, who made no defence, was committed for trial."

The act of breaking into the stables of LORD CAMPBELL was one of

similar daring to that of walking into the lion's den. There cannot
but be something awful to a thief in the character of a Judge, of which
the influence must extend even to the Judge's premises ; though of

course there are none which the depredator, if he could be sure ot not

being detected, would feel greater pleasure in plundering.
We may imagine what a high joke Sir John Falstaff would have

thought it, under assurance against a contingency which would have
turned the jest against himself, to perform the exploit for which MR.
MORRIS was sent to gaol. It will be remembered that Falstaff's
outbreak of exultation on hearing from Pistol of the death of Henry IV.,
concludes with the following remarkable words :

" Let us take any man's horses ; the laws of England are at my commandment.
Happy are they which have been my friends; and woe unto my Lord Chief
Justice !"

The exhortation to steal horses, in close connection with the
denouncement of woe against the Lord Chief Justice, may, by the least

conjectural Shakspearian commentator, be supposed to bear additional

testimony to the prophetic soul of SHAKSPEARE, particularly as the

great dramatist doubtless foresaw that he would be under some obli-

gation to the present successor of SIR WILLIAM GASCOIGNE. Hence,
there can be little difficulty in concluding that, when he put the horse-

stealing proposal together with the malediction upon the Lord Chief
Justice, into Falstaff's mouth, he had an eye with a forewarning
purpose to the future robbery of LORD CAMPBELL'S stables.

THE EETIEEMENT OF THE WISCOUNT.
How gallantly, how merrily, to the Country down go we,
The addresses are all printed, the beer is flowing free;
The agents and the canvassers are bustling, blithe and bright,
Like creatures who have all to gain, and nought to lose by fight.

The voters share their triumph ;
out mouldy freemen creep ; ;

And seedy householders emerge from under clouds so deep,
In their wake like any ale-butt the licensed wittier mark,
Oh, proud must be.Britannia of such a wholesome lark !

Yes, proud must be Britannia: "despite what croakers say,
That constitutions aren't improved by moist'ning of the clay ;

"

That who conquers of such combatants to her don't matter morr,
Than which of two Kilkenny cats is left upon the floor.

I would I were Britannia with Commoner and Lord,
Competing for my service, with pen and tongue and sword ;

I 'd tell the House of Commons that talks so fast and free,
"A few less words, and a deal more work, or you won't do for mp."

But Britannia grew paler, and paler still she grew
In spite of all her eager slaves that to the hustings drew ;

And something in her manner proclaimed some loss was nigh,
To which all coming gains would be, what cads call

"
all my eye."

Then came a horrid whisper that turned Punch's hair to grey
That the noble WISCOUNT WILLIAMS from Lambeth drops away :

Britannia may well turn pale, and ask of all her friends,
Who will henceforth save cheese-parings, and rescue candle-ends ?

Penny-wisdom o'er her champions in agony may weep ;

Pound-foolishness may deck herself in sables dark and deep ;

But no second WISCOUNT WILLIAMS the Commons House will see,

Not e'en Lambeth has another retail-dealer dense as he.
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THE SAGA OF THE SEA-LORDS AND THE DRAGON OF DEOFRE. YE FIRSTE FYTTE.

(From the Norse.)

CEOTTOIKG its sea-walls

Wind-swept, and white :

Welcome to passengers
Pallid of plight,

Fair riseth Deofre-town,
Far over flood :

There dwells a Dragon,
Deadly of mood.

OSBEORN, that dragon bight :

Dark is his mane :

Scales as of brass

Buckler his brain :

Sharp is his tongue-tip,
Sudden to slay ;

Pain on its point sits,

Prompt after prey.
Fierce from his fiery throat

Flashes are flung ;

Tails hath he many,
Tipped like his tongue.

So wpns the weird worm,
Wild by his wave-home ;

Grim in his grinning,

Gay in his grave home :

What iarl will beard Mm,
Bold against brass,

Reckless of tongue's point,
Pierce the worm's pass ?

Who OSBEORN, the dragon,
Will drag from his den,

Till his teeth and his talons

Are mocked among men ?

There sat in the White Hall
Of sea-kings the flower :

From the town of the Pakings,
A Viking of power :

As
they_

told of the dragon,
The fire-drake OSBEORN,

How his tongue-point and tail-sting,
Worked woe, night and morn.

How in Deofre his wonning
That worm held at will,

None so bold as to brave him,
With blade or with bill

How who so essayed it,

Emerged in dismay,

His person bespattered,
Besmirched his array ;

All faint with the fire-flaughts

The weird worm had flung ;

And red from the clutch, where
His sharp claws had clung.

Then outspake that sea-king,
Of Pakings the chief.

" What thegn of my meynie
Brings Deofre relict":

1

Who beardelh the dragon,
The fire-drake OSBE(~RN,

Despite his sharp tongue-lip,
His hide, or his horn 'i

Be thine the adventure

KEARN-EGGA, the bold !

To drag forth the fire-drake

OS-BEORN from his hold."

But KEIRN-EGGA the crafty,
Sat still in his place :

Though, the Lord of the Pakings
Grew red in the face.

"
Now, hie thee, KEARN-EGGA."
KEARN-BGGA said,

"
Nay :

'Tis no work for a sea-king,
Foul fire-drakes to slay.

Such deeds bring not glory,
Nor profit of pelf :

If worm OSBEUKN need killing,
Go kill him yourself?"

The chief of the Pakings
Grew red, and waxed pale :

And the Vikings around nim,
Made snug for a gale.

He turned to Jarl RICHARD,
The Viking DDNDAS :

" Go thou, my Jarl RICHABD,
KEABN-EGGA'S an ass.

For my thegn when I chose him,
He swore to be true,

And wherever I bid him
To seek derring-do.

Go thou, fight this dragon,:

Yet, ere that thou go,

Kick out false

Or help me do so.

Who not bites through this worm
With the steel of the sword,

In the hall of the Pakings
No longer is Lord."

Then answered Jarl RICHABD,
That sea-king so stout," Be it ne'er said, one Viking
Another kicked out.

As KEARN-EGOA answered,
E'en so answer I :

As a sea- king, of dragons
I 'd rather fight shy."

Then the chief of the Pakings
Turned angry away,

And from each of his chieftains

Th' emprize did
essay :

Bat each, when applied to,

Said
" No "

to ms face.

Though- threatened with loss

Of l)is> sea-king's high place
Till KEABN-BGeA, the stubborn,

Cried :

"
Stay here, who will ;

Be it might to steer galleys,
Not dragons to kill."

And he rose from his seat,
And strode out of the door,

And Jarl RICHARD had followed,
And two Vikings more ;

But the chief of the Pakings,
He clutched at their skirts,

And he lauded their prowess,
And praised their deserts

;"
In the White Hall I pray you.
Your seats still to hold,

Nor follow in dudgeon
KE~BN-EGGA the bold.

And for fighting this dragon,
As fought he must be,

I will find me some Berserk
Our champion to be."

(End of Fytte First.)

PORT OR REPUTED PORT ?

GOOD wine, according to the proverb which declares it to "need no
bush,"

*
does not require to be puffed in order that it may find cus-

tomers. The gentlemen whose real names appear in the original
advertisement whence the subjoined is copied out of a daily paper,
have carried their recognition of this rule almost to a fault :

PORT WINE. MESSRS. HYPHEN AND STARS beg respectfully to state,
in answer to numerous inquiries, that the Port Wine they are now circulating

at 48i. per dozen, cash, is of a reputed vintage ; was imported by themselves, has
been four years in bottle, is free from acidity, possesses great vinosity without
sweetness, has a beautiful bouquet and plumage, and is a fine tonic.

Now as HYPHEN AND STARS imported] this Port themselves, have

personally tasted it, and vouch for its flavour, perfume, vinosity, and
'

plumage"by which we presume they mean the "bee's wingj" in

what moderate language, in what very guarded terms, they describe it

in stating it to be
"
of a reputed vintage." Suppose a man, in

"
cir-

culating
"

a bottle of Port at his own table, were to inform his guests
that the liquor in question, was reputed to be made of grapes. He
would probably save his wine, but he would get himself thought a

shabby fellow, either, on the one hand, for giving spurious wine, or,
on the other, if the wine were really what he said it was reputed to be,
and good wine, for endeavouring, by a mean artifice, to prevent his

company from drinking it.

Advertisements ought to be edited; and we intend, at our own
convenience, sooner or later, to bring out an

"
Accurate Advertiser,"

in which the articles recommended to the patronage of the Public
shall at least be described, and have their merits represented, either in

perspicuous prose or in exact poetry.

* This adage might now be modified, in accordance with modem phraseology, into" Good Wiua needs no both."

UNIFORMITY OF MEASURES.

SiJfCE the above most desirable of all measures is being pressed

upon the notice of Parliament, might we beg that a clause be intro-

duced into it, calling imperatively upon all wine merchants that the

quart bottle shall contain not less than a quart, and that pint bottles

shall be so made as to hold a full pint, ? In default thereof, that the

penalty on the fraudulent wine-merchant be, that he shall have no
kind of redress against his customer, in the event of the latter refusing
to pay him for the contents of the said deficient bottle. Or, should
that penalty be considered too severe, that the law decree, in every
case where a wine-merchant or publican has been found guilty of

selling false measure, that his quart bottles be paid only at the rate of

pints, and that his pints be settled for, as though they were only half-

pints. By his thus receiving only half payment, the publican and
sinner may eventually be shamed into the propriety of selling some-

thing better than half-measure.

MR, COX TRIES IT ON.
"
SlB,

"
Vananvu.

" ONE of your contemporaries, remarking upon the admirable
Association for the erecting Fountains in the Metropolis, says, that
' A Fountain would be a better memorial than a Window.' HORACE
had similar estimate of the two things, when he wrote, '0 Jons
SPLENDIDIOR VlIKO.'

"
I am, Sir, your obliged,

"Mr. Punch. "Cox (of Fimsbitry)."

[Very good, indeed. Cox but it won't do. You have been coached.
How much ocular viridity do you espy in P. ?]
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BELL'S PICTORIAL LIFE IN LONDON.
E do not now allude

to the gentleman
who has given his

name to the sporting

newspaper, but MR.
JACOB BULL, the pro-

Erietor

of the eele-

rated sporting pic-
tures which have

lately been exhibit-

ing at the Margie-
bone Institute. It is

a pictorial menagerie
in its way ;

and the

liberal - minded ex-

member for St. Al-

bans may be called,

without any disre-

spect, the WOMB-
WELL of the Tine
Arts. Horses, dogs,

cows, bulls, deer, don-

keys, magpies, kit-

tens, otters, calves,

partridges, and gold-

finches, abound there

as in a Noah's Ark,
only there are fre-

quently more than
two specimens of

each class. With
such beautiful repre-

sentatives of the animal constituency, a boy might, in this animated House of Commons,
study his natural history with the greatest enjoyment. It is the Zoological Gardens living
again on canvas, and living without the noise, and the violent assault upon one's olfactory
nerves, and the dull iron cages, all of which act as so many bars upon the pleasure of

contemplating animals, even in the best regulated Jardiu ties Plantes. All the beasts in this

room are perfectly free
;
there is not, the slightest restraint placed upon them, and yet we have

not heard of a single instance in which any one of them behaved as a Gent in the form of a
human being sometimes will like a beast. The scene is worthy of any gentleman's drawing-
room. It only shows the refining effect that civilisation will have upon the roughest nature.
There are bulls so gentle, that, like HORACE WALPOLE'S earthquake, "a lady might stroke
them

;

"
there are horses so sleek and shining, that a navigator with a six days' beard could

easily use their coat as a looking-glass to shave in. The bloodhounds, too, are fine, gentle-

manly dogs, that a child might play with. These bloodhounds are crouching in nearly every
corner of the room. A lady with sensitive nerves would start back at first, upon seeing the

strange canine company she had got into. A musical little scream woidd be all but escaping
from ner quivering lips, if a second glance did not assure her in time that there was nothing
to fear from these Landseerian pets. A spider, that was alive and kicking, would be an

object of greater terror to the female mind than the fiercest of them. Horses, too, muster in

freat
force. It is an equine mixture of Horse Fairs and Rotten Rows. English and French

prses are neighing closely at one another, as though they were proudly competing for the
pictorial prize. It is difficult to say, in this exciting hunt after fame, whether the bold
French horsewoman, ROSA BONHEUR, or the elegant equerry of English art, Sin. EDWIN,
carries off the brush

;
but they are both of them nobly entitled to their spurs, and may they

long ride the hobbies they draw so well !

This collection of pictures is a most choice one. It is pleasant to meet old favourites,
whom we have known familiarly for years past at the Royal Academy, and to renew the
admiration we then felt for them. Age has uot played the least havoc with their looks, and
they look as fresh and as charming as ever. MR. BELL has reason to be proud of his

handsome family, every member of which is, more or less, an acknowledged genius ;
and if you

doubt, it, we refer you to the numerous proofs that may be seen in the printsellers' windows.
The Derby Day was being held in this Institute, m all its crowded glory. It is a dozen

Eictures
rolled into one, and requires to be looked at at least a dozen times, before it can be

illy realised. We believe it is scarcely etiquette for ladies to honour the Epsom race-
course with their lovely presence. Thanks to MR. FRITH, however, every lady can now
say that she has seen The Derby Day without having been actually present. Her eyes have
been delighted, and her dress has not been soiled, or her horses lamed, or her carriage-panels
broken, or her porte-monnaie punished, or her ears offended, by her having visited that
saturnalian scene in 17, Edwards Street, Portman Square.
The catalogue is written by MR. BELL himself. We believe this is his debut in the belles

lettres, and a very successful one it is. MR. RUSKIN had better look to his future laurels
and shillings. The critics receive several smart raps on the knuckles, for their arrogance as
well as ignorance. We tremble at MR. BELL'S audacity ;

for a critic is infallible, and to
question a critic's judgment, one should be more invulnerable than Achilles. If you have a
weak point, he is sure to find it out, and trip you up by the heels. MR. BELL gives an
amusing instance of how a critic is apt to err, as though he were no better than an ordinary
individual : he tells us that

"
In a critique on a picture by SIR E. LANDSEER, some years ago, representing a Hare and a Weasel, it was

remarked :
' We think the Rabbit is too much like a Hare, and we never saw a Ferret of that colour.'

"

This exposure may cost MR. BELL dearly. When next his generosity prompts him to
lend his pictures to a literary institution in need of support, some critic, deeply versed in

the wonders of nature, will be proying that all

his swans are geese, his horses Irish bulls, his

LANDSEERS of no greater value than a shoal of
I

HERRINGS, and his RosA-BnNiiEUii's horses like

those who admire them, no better than donkeys !

"ALL IN ONE BOAT."

Speech of C. FOSTER, at Walsall.

AT sea and afloat, and all in one boat,
The crew of the old Opposition,

Before and abaft, are thronging the craft,
That floats them away to perdition.

There PALMERSTON, HERBERT, and GRAHAM and
BRIGHT,

^
And JOHNNY, the cabinet-killer,

Each swearing, declaring that he 's in the right,
Are shoving to get at the tiller.

Australian BOB and GIBSON the keen
Are slanging each other quite vicious,

But deadly and sly is the struggle between
JOHN DODGER and PAM the judicious.

With murderous pats, like a pair of torn cats,

Meaning mischief, where others would lark it,

All along of two rival fair hawkers of sprats,
In May fair and the Westminster market.

These two are the pest and the bane of the rest,
The pilots of loss and disaster,

For one would steer east, and one would steerwest,
And each of them wants to be master.

They set on their ELLIOTTS, CLANRICARDES & Co.,
Their two hungry clans of relations,

As many again as that vessel can stow,
When two light for one's work and rations.

Thus LEWIS and LABOUCHERE candidly feel,
That WILSON and WOOD are no Nestors,

And OSBORNE and "continuity" PEEL
Think each other the coarsest of jesters.

And wranglingand hustlingruns through the pack,
Whip FOSTER whip HAYTER is beating,

Heavy EDWIN is jumping on weak HEADLAM'S
back,

And COLLIER would like to mill KEATING.

JEMMY GRAHAM and NAPIER are like cat and dog,
And so are NEWCASTLE and EVANS

;

For GROSVENORS and BEDFORDS have store in
the grog,

And all is at sixes and sevens.

They break up the lookers to look for doubloons'
VERNON SMITH makes a grab at the letters,

And oily old SHAFTESBURY pockets the spoons
For his clerical helps and abettors.

In the meantime their boat is a public disgrace,
The sport of the wind and the weather,

And the public, ashamed to see men in such case,
Is content if they sink altogether.

As they made of their Indian curry a hash,
Unseasoned by CARDWELL or CHUTNEY,

So now they go down, with a shriek and a splash,
Like the Cambridge eight-oar at Putney.

And better this far, for the QUEEN and the Realm,
Than such brawling, and pushing, and jeering;

And best of all, that one man holds the helm
'Gainst such contrary rowing and steering.

So helpless afloat, in their crazy old boat,
Is the crew of the old Opposition,

Fore and aft catching crabs in the obsolete craft,

That floats them away to perdition.

THE POLITICAL WEATHER. MR. HUMPHRY
MILDMAY was announced last week as a Candi-

date on the Liberal interest for Herefordshire.

As this has been, on the whole, a severe April,
it is to be hoped that MILD-MAY will succeed.
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FIGHT FOR THE POLITICAL CHAMPIONSHIP.

(From our Sporting Reporter.)

HIS long-expected contest,

upon which so large a sum
was staked, has ended (to

SHAKSPEAUE) in

liini,'
"
very like a sell."

\s our readers will remem-
ber, \vc have all along; pre-
dicted (hat such would be

the case; and, inasmuch, as

it enhances our prophetic
reputation, we cannot regret
the otherwise deplorable re-

sult. For the honour of the

P.P.R.,* we, however, hope
in future all sucli sells will

be prevented; and iu order
to effect this, we will gladly
lend our influence, ami
our columns open as the
True-blue British Channel,
whereby, as the song says, to

"frustrate" such "knavish
tricks."

Our subscribers are aware
that our Laureate has penned
a glowing record of the

fight,t and we therefore need not enter here on a detailed descrip-
tion. Homeric prose is harsh to ears which have been soothed
with Ciceronic poetry, and our modest pen declines to tread the

ground late occupied by his heroic verse. Enough that we state

briefly that the tight between PRINCE RUPERT, alias the Knowslcy
Nobbier, and LITTLE JOHNNY RUSSELL, alias the Bedford Pet, for

5000 a year salary and the Champion's belt, was most gallantly
contested for upwards of a week, and was eventually decided in favour
of the Little 'un, we believe very much to JOHNNY'S satisfaction, as
well as of his backers and large numbers of the public. The judges
all agreed it was a fair stand-up fight, and, as far as we could see,
there was not a foul blow struck in it. When the night, however,
came for giving up the stakes, the Nobbier refused flatly to do any-
thing of the sort. To every one's surprise, he said the Pet had not
fought fair, but had won by a "dodge" which he (the Knowsley
Nobbier) was not at all prepared for. His friends advised him, there-

fore, that the battle was a drawn one; and he intended to retain the

Champion's belt and stakes. The Pet had made cock-sure that he (the
Nobbier) would resign; but, at present, he (the Nobbier) really
couldn't think of it. To use his own expressive phrase, he'd "see him
at Vienna first !" What he meant to do was, to go now to the country
in order to recruit; and when he had picked up his strength, he'll

meet his man again, and have it fairly out with him. The Referee he
had appealed to had confirmed him in this course ; and he should
therefore snap his fingers at all such chaffing counsellors as Taunting
PAM., the Bottleholder, who defied him to pursue it. When the time
for meeting came, he hoped that the best man might win. The Pet
had tong been hankering to stand in Ids (the Nobbier"*) shoes; but
the Little 'un would find they were a size or two too big for him.

This statement of the Nobbier was listened to with some distrust,
and drew little approbation, even from his backers. In the opinion of
the knowing ones, his "going to the country" is nothing but a feint,
intended only to gain time, and to enable those about him to make
themselves all safe in the matter of the needful. BENJAMIN, his
second (no connection, we believe, of the BENJAMIN who came off
second best the other day in his encounter with TOM SAYKKS), of
course makes affidavit what the Nobbier says is truth; and in an
address which he has issued to his patrons, he talks mysteriously of
certain

"
disingenuous manoeuvres

"
he pretends to have discovered, to

which mares' nests he attributes the Nobbler's late defeat. BENJAMIN,
we know, is rather gifted with the gab ; but he is not always careful
in the crack jaw words he uses. For instance, when he twits JOHNNY'S
backers for their

"
discordant sections

" and "
distracted politics," he

over, when they send the Nobbier to the country with such a muff as
Mealy-mouthed MAM. as his trainer, such insanities, we fancy, amply
justify our saying that their politics, to echo BKNJY'S plirase, are most
distracted

"
ones.

* For the benefit of novices wo may note that these initials mean "
Political Prize

Rinj?."
t Outsiders are informed that these our (last two)

'

tuneful numbers " hare boon
reprinted to meet the extraordinary demand, and notwithstanding their attrae- on
may be had at 3:1. each.

WOKK FOR WEAK INTELLECTS.
"
PROSPERITY to the Asylum for Idiots !

"
This expression of

benevolence towards a useful institution was delivered, as a toast, the
other day, from a chair at the Iwad of a public dinner-table at the

London Tavern, by ALDERMAN SIR GEORGE CARROLL. The worthy
Alderman then made a speech on behalf of that charity, at the anni-

versary festival of which he was presiding. He said that, when its

organisation was first proposed,
" Two objections were stated first, that there wore but few idiots ; and secondly,

tha^ nothing could be done for them. Experience, however. had shown them that

unhappily the number of idiots was much greater than was supposed, and that there-

were hundreds where only one v. i to exist With regard to the second

objection, to the delight of every philanthropic nnnd, it had been shown, through
the system of discipline anil instnirtion adopted at the Asylum, that these uufor-
tunate creatures were capable- of a f:u- higher :un<>unt of education than had been
supposed, aad that not only with ^reat advantage t<i themselves as individuals, but
even with prolit on the work in wilier they mi^lit be instructed. As proof of the
artistic taste which could bo develop^!, he need only refer them to a number of

eniyoii drawings ;m>l other articles exhibited in the r.Miui. * * The visitors would
tiiul that the children 'ltd not only excel in such artistic productions as those exhi-
bited in that room, but in shoe-making, mat-making, carpentering, and other
hand crafts."

Excellence, therefore, in drawing, and in certain mechanical arts,
can be attained by persons who are destitute of the higher intellectual

faculties. Certain special abilities, amounting to absolute talent, may
co-exist with absolute want of reason. This truth has been demon-
strated at, the Asylum for Idiots, but those who doubt, it need not go
there to learn it. Let them attend any concert or musical

"
matin&e"

or "soiree" of the season, and hear a solo or a fantasia performed by
some eminent artist; the performance either being that artist's sole

composition, or consisting of his own variations on an intelligent com-

poser's air. They will derive the same satisfaction from hearing any
modern Italian opera; that, is to say, almost any opera composed by a
modern Italian. They will discover that it is quite possible to execute,
and even to compose music, which impresses nothing whatever beyond
the mere sense of tune and rhythm, and of which, accordingly, the

composition and the execution may well be conceived to require no
higher sense. They will hear music which is not addressed to mind,
has no mind in it, and might, have been produced without any more
mind than so much as would suffice for the manufacture of a pair of

shoes. Such music, at the best, means nothing more than silly senti-

ment, or resembles
"
a tale told by an idiot full of sound and fury,

signifying nothing." Some of it is even more imbecile than that, con-

veying no idea of even so much as fury, but being only sound.
Of course to those who have no musical ear, and who regard all

music as mere noise, a symphony of BEETHOVEN'S or an opera of
MOZART'S or WEBER'S, or an oratorio of HANDEL'S, will appear mere
nonsense, alike with the emptiest quavering or fiddling. People who
note the difference between tweedledum and tweedledee, and do not

perceive any other difference in music, will not require to be convinced
t hat unhappy idiots are quite capable of becoming celebrated musicians.
Some of them, perhaps, will think that musical talent principally

depends upon the want of every other. On one point, however, all

rational people may agree. Whether music is generally divisible into

tweedledum and tweedledee or not, fashionable concert and opera-
performances generally consist of music of which those expressions
convey the whole meaning.
MENDELSSOHN wrote

"
Songs without words ;" ifwords were added to

his songs, it would take somewhat of a poet to write them. Tweedledum
and tweedledee, in various inflections, would form a sufficient libretto

for very much of the music that is played or sung to the most elegantly
attired audiences. This is mostly produced and performed by French-
men or Italians. Now, why should foreigners of limited intellect

engross a field which might be just as successfully cultivated by sim-

plicity of native talent ? Let the conductors of the Asylum for Idiots
endeavour to develop the faculty of music in those of their patients
who possess that solitary gift, and let them throw open the hall of
their institution as a concert-room for the performance of music

adapted to the fashionable taste, at fashionable prices. The brilliant

throng that pays from half-a-guinea to a guinea a-head to hear similar

entertainments, could not possibly be provided with a more suitable
resort than the Asylum which these remarks are designed to recom
mend to tlie public.

Cold Bathing for Cambridge.
THE Cantabs were beaten by the Oxonians in their late boat-race in

consequence of the unwaterworthiness of their boat, which filled and
sank; but as all of them happily reached the land, we arc warranted
in saying that they got off swimmingly.

FASHIONABLE TALK.

Cox. I say, B. 0., in what part of the world are you living in now ?

Bcrnal Osborne. In the B. O. Monde, to be sure.
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Delightful Soy.
" OH ! LOOK 'ERE, JIM ! HERE 's A SWELL LET 's FMGUTEN 'is 'OESE !

"

CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE CAMBRIDGE MILLING
CLUB.

WE have been requested to insert the following correspondence :

THE CAMBRIDGE CHICKEN to ALICK HOPEFUL.
"MY DEAR ALICK,

"
Bamicell, March 16, 1859.

"SoME of us wants to put you up for Chairman and Cham-
pion of the C.M.C. We know you well. But there's some County
members as thinks JACK SLASHER the man. They haven't seen you
use your mauleys. Tip us a line to show the others, something
spicy, mind: you're the boy for that.

"Ever yours devotedly,
MASTER A. HopEruL." "TiiE CHICKEN."

(Reply.}" DEAR CHICKEN,
"
Cambridge, March 1 7, 1859."

YOURS just received. I answer by return, both hample
and explicit. Speaking personally, you do me proud. To be
Champion of that hancient harena, the C.M.C., beats cock-fighting.
So thank your pals." You kuowed me, as a young un. I was growed in the Ring.
You know how I cussed my stars in 1852, when they was all abusing
the C.M.C. I never wished myself out of jug so much before it
would have been all U. P. with HAD. SYKES then." You axe after my views : natteral. I 'm for a fair field and no
favour. I take nothing from nobody. Let 's all have a clear ring.
Perhaps there is some faults in the rules: but who's perfect? I'm
the friend of hamelioratiou, and the hantagonist of change."Do away with the Ring! And what then ? stabbing and
gouging. If Mounseer hasn't got fists, what's that to hus? If
Jonathan is weak in his lines, why, wuss for him ! But what can
you expect out of a bowie-knife aud a revolver ? Don't Jona-
thanise me !

"
There 's the new rural Peelers. Aren't they enough to ruin us ?

They ve knocked up the old tuns, in their career of splendid useful-
ness. Who '11 care for county boundaries now ? I feared the change,
as a citizen

; but as one of the Fancy, more. How 's a fight to be sot
through now ?

" Town and Gown rows have thrived of late prodigious. A cove may
look on it as a hopeful sign. P'raps there ain't much science shown in
'em

; p'raps there is. Still it 's something. A man as would try to

separate 'em in real earnest mark my words would get his head
broke o' both sides. Feeling thuswise, I have, as you may ha' noticed,
led the Town in five rows last year. It 's true we was over-matched ;

but never say die. I ain't conceited, though there 's some as is. I 're
had addresses from Grantham, Hitchin, and Newmarket Goose-clubs,
inclosing fifteen yellow-boys got by raffles in my honour.
"I come to sparring. Sparring ain't milling, but it's something;

and it 's my opinion that, as things har, you won't get much milling
done among the swells without the gloves. In my own neighbourhood
I 've done my best to promote sparring. And I don't regret it."

But talk o' sparring. What 's the C.M.C. ? Why it 's the nurse
o' sparring. To keep up the C.M.C. is to keep up the Ring, and
that, 's to keep up the honour of England. I 'm your man.
"Once I had a chance that falls to few. I was bottle-holder to.

BEN. CAUNT in his fight with BENDIGO. The kind confidence of my
principal intrusted me with the bottle, and I did not abuse it.

"
Will this do for you, Chicken? or shall I spice it stronger?

"
I am, yours eternally, ALICK HOPEFUL."

" The CAMBRIDGE CHICKEN, fyc. fyc"

NAPOLEON'S THUNDER.
IT is said that MEYERBEER, in his new opera, produces his effect of

Thunder by means of grape-shot being continually rolled backwards and
forwards. It strikes us that Louis NAPOLEON produces his Thunder
much in the same way. He is continually rolling from one point to
another large quantities of ammunition, which make a territic noise,

and frighten people into the belief that there is going to be a fearful

storm. Europe has had enough of this thundering nuisance, aud we
wish that MASTER Louis, if he really intends being quiet, would
leave his grape-shot and cannon-balls alone. Such materials may suit

the purposes of a composer, like MEYERBEER, but are dangerous
instruments iu the hands of such a celebrated discomposer as the
EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

e cn
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A LITTLE BIT OF PARK!
First Man (Home for the Holidays). "AwFDL BIT OF GERANIUM THAT, CHARLEY !"

Second Ditto.
"
YA-AS, I WAS ALWAYS VERT FOND OF FLOWERS AW THEY LOOK

SO JOLLY INNOCENT !

"

THE REWARD OF JUVENILE MERIT.

TirREE little boys, says the Pout, found, while picking
up loose stones on a part of the PRINCE CONSORT'S Farm,
abutting on the Long Walk at Windsor, which had been
turned up by drainage operations, a lead case containing 501
silver coins, chiefly halt-crowns, of ELIZABETH, CHARLES
THE FIRST, and JAMES the FIRST ; and

" The boys divided the coins among themselves, but on the discovery
becoming known to MR. TAIT, the steward of his Royal Highness,
the coins were collected and forwarded to HKR MAJK.STY, and the-

boys suitably rewarded."

How ? We should like to know in what manner these

boys were suitably rewarded for being found out with the
coins. The reward may have been considered suitable by
the giver, but the receivers may have found it unpleasant.

The Impunity of Crowned Criminals.

WE hear a great deal about the Law of Nations. There
is no such thing. What is a law without a judge, or even
with a judge, without a JACK KETCH? Which of the
Monarchs who threaten to disturb the peace of Europe
need hesitate to execute his murderous design for fear of

being hanged in the event of being defeated ?

TURKISH FINANCE.

IT seems that there is lots of finance in Turkey but no

money. The poor SULTAN must say to himself: "My
in a desperate bad case !

"

Fountains of Political Purity.

THE example of the philanthropists who have been erect-

ing drinking fountains in our chief towns, will probably
he improved upon during the coming election. In those

boroughs which, are contested, the candidate who goes
in to win will perhaps set up a number of beer-engines.

THE HOTEL-KEEPER'S ADVICE TO HIS SON.

"
IF there 's been a grand dinner, always get the party

to settle before leaving. The dinner-bill, my Son, is never

so severely scrutinised overnight as when a gentleman
looks over it the next morning !

"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, April IStt. LORD PALMERSTON'S Parliament met for its

last debate.

LORD MALMESBURY rose to explain how he had tried to keep the

peace of Europe. His Lordship had nothing to tell which everybody
did not already know, but then the great secret of interesting people
in these days is telling them what they already know. It is an insult

to anybody to try to instruct him, whereas to set before him in an

agreeable manner that of which he is well aware, and to enable him to

nod complacently, and to remark
" To be sure," and "How graphic,"

is to compliment him by asking his opinion, and consequently to please
him. This art, dear to a good many authors and painters and orators,
and other prosperous humbugs, was rather neatly practised to-night
by LORD MALMESBURY, who went very mildly and inoffensively through
the whole history of negotiations, documents, interviews, and all the
rest of what has been served up by the newspapers hot and hot, and of
which his Lordship's rechatifffe was not particularly necessary. The
English of the whole case is, that Austria is tremendously strong in

Italy, and means to hold her own if she can. Her fortresses are

terribly armed, and she has to a large extent the
"
arms of precision,"

that is the rifled weapons about which so much hns been heard.
France is by no means so strong, and though her crack soldiers, her

Zouaves, her Chasseurs de Vincennes, and portions of the regiments of
the line have the rifle, the mass of the French army has not yet got it,

and has something very like Old Brown Bess. Argal, it was the game
of France to delay, while she was daily and nightly improving her arma-

ment, and while moreover she was impoverishing Austria, who has not
more money than she wants, and is spending 50,000 a day on her
gigantic army. As for Sardinia, she is the "advanced guard" of
Louis NAPOLEON, Commander-m-Chief. LORD MALMESBURY wanted
LORD COWLEY to have arranged what there was no intention of

arranging, and Russia, in private concert with France, proposed a
Congress. And as a Congress can't sit with cannon looking at it, then

came the question of Disarmament. Austria was very haughty, but

affected willingness to be pacific if other people behaved properly.

I France was not going to disarm, because she had never armed.

Sardinia's cue was to bonder, because not admitted to the Congress.
i And so the matter stood at the rising of Parliament ; but, as every-

body knows, events have since thrown a new and lurid light on the
"
situation." LORD MALMESBTJRY, as may be supposed, said nothing

a thousandth part so plain as Mr. Punch's summary, but he gave
a decorous version of the state of affairs, and, of course, Hoped.
LORD CLARENDON also Hoped, and incidentally expressed his

j

satisfaction that "the detestable system of MAZZINI and his accom-

! plices
" was at an end. LORD DERBY also Hoped, but intimated

i to Europe that though England would preserve Neutrality, it should

be an Armed one : and if her honour were ever assailed, she would
! be down in thunder on the foe. There was no further discussion,

i everybody agreeing that the crisis was a most important one, and that

it was desirable that Europe should understand that though England
was about to plunge into a domestic battle of her own, her acts were

no business of anybody else's, and nobody abroad was to augur any

change in English policy from the fact that Parliament dissolved.

The same subject was brought before the Commons, by MR. DIS-

RAELI, with much more oratorical skill, but of course he could only

say what the Foreign Minister had said. LORD PALMERSTON thought
that Sardinia ought to he admitted to the Congress, or else not be

asked to disarm. TOM DUNCOMBE did a little bit of Italian clap-trap

i for the Finsbury hustings, which MR. GLADSTONE regretted, but

thought that MR. DISRAELI had spoken too favourably of the conduct

of Austria, and too unfavourably of that of Sardinia. MR. CONINGHAM
1 wished Italy evacuated, and its rulers left to settle accounts with their

own people. LORD JOHN RUSSELL concurred with LORD PALMERSTON,
and hoped that Government would enter into no new engagements
unless with the sanction of Parliament. MR. MONCKTON MILSES was

i for extreme and guarded neutrality by England. GENERAL THOMPSON

gave another proof of the extreme desirability of his retiring on his

VOL. XXXVT.
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laurels, and a leasli of baronets, WALSH, VERNEy, and WILLOUGHBY,
repeated what other people had said. The subject then dropped.
When it is resumed, there may be some strange things to tell.

The gravity and importance of the questions considered in both

Houses were in keeping \vitli the moribund condition of Parliament.

But there were two incidents of a lighter character to be noted
; first,

that SIR G. C. LEWIS actually suffered the indignity of being Counted
Out while he was preaching most wisely on an Indian subject ;

and the

other was this :

LOKD CAMPBELL demanded That Clock.

LORD I)EKBY had reason to believe
"
that it would be going before

Parliament re-assembled."

LOKD PUNCH remarked that it had better be, that was all.

Tuesday. A remarkably short QUEEN'S Speech (as one of our con-

temporaiies coarsely and disloyally says, for HER. MAJESTY is not

remarkably short, but on the contrary, of exactly the right height, and
in the words of Orlando,

"
Just as high as Mr. Punch's Heart ")

that is to say, a Speech in three paragraphs, finally prorogued the

Palmers ou Parliament.
LOKD CUELMSPORD read (very well) the statements

That the QUEEN dissolved, in order to obtain her people's Opinion
on the state of Public Ali'airs.

That Our Sovereign was much obliged for the Supplies.

That HER MAJESTY informed her Parliament, that the appeal she
was about to make to her people, had been rendered necessary by the
difficulties experienced in carrying on the public business of the

country, as indicated by the fact that within lil.ile more than a year
two successive administrations had failed to retain the confidence of
the House of Commons. The Most Illustrious Lady in the Realm
hoped that the step which she was about to take might have I lie effect

of facilitating the discharge of her high functions, and of enabling her
to conduct the Government of the country under the advice of a

Ministry possessed of the confidence of the Parliament and the people.
Mr. Punch has conserved these words, because they are considered

by the curious in QUEEN'S Speeches to be of a rather original character.
LOKD JOHN RUSSELL was observed, on perusing the last sentence, to

lay his finger to the side of his nose, from which demonstration the
wise in such matters are led to believe that his Lor.islnp was privately
arranging with himself who should be Premier of the Government so
described.

At 25 minutes to 3 P.M. the Palmerston Parliament became speech-
less. Its dissolution occurred on the following Saturday. lYieuds at
a distance will please accept this notification, as well as any proof
which the Carlton or Reform Club may delicately offer to electors that
their "opinion" is of sterling value. A good deal of business will be
doue before the new House meets.

, GOVERNMENT PKEVENTION OF LENTEN ENTERTAINMENTS.

HE LOUD CITAM-
BEKLAINhashi'Cn

giving entertain-

ment, to the pub-
lic, by prohibit ing
some other enter-

tainments to be

given. But al-

though the laugh
whicli has been

raised, has been

got up solely at

his Lordship's
own expense,
other Dockets
have been injured

by the cause of

its production,
and it is on their

account that we would draw attention to it. For a list of entertainments, which
were this Easter promised to the public, but of which his Lordship prevented the

performance, we are indebted no, we're not, for we paid fourpence for the paper
to a writer on the subject in last Tuesday's Daily News, with whose censure

of the Government we heartily concur .

" This year a go dly row of '

entertainers
'

appeared in our advertising columns. Mn. and MRS.
6BHKAS to appear at the Olympic. Mil. and Mils HOWARD PAUL at Sadler's W.'lla

;

and that undying evergreen. MR ADAMS, was to have exhibited his Orrery at the Haymarket
But ye-terday morning an official document bearing the signature of MR. BODHAM DONNE, the
licenser of plays, was received by each of the tMnprrruwm, setting forth that the advertis
foi mances were illegal, performances within the walls of a theatre during Passion Week licing
negatived by law. and none of the alviv,'-named buildings having a music licence, under whicu
the proposed entertainment eou'd be given." lu obedience to this edict MB. and MBS GERMAN BEED did not attempt to open the Olympic,and they will have to submit to a heavy loss incurred for printing, advertising, rent. fi.c..

through the enforcement of an absurd law, and the reprehensible tardiness of the LOUD CHAM-
BEKI.A1N3 <>i:

prohibitory BotiM was not received until th : actual day of opening.
e course pursue y te others who were honoured by an official warning we kno

nothing; but it is obvious that the absurdity of the law is only equalled by thr prepo--uannerm which it is administered An entertainment givwn by people, whose well-known nam
sure and certain guarantees of its respectability is permissible during Passion Week ill a

Hall, would even be permissible in the Argyll Kooms.or any place Which has a nm.-,ic
and dancing licence, and yet is tabooed in a theatre, u place where, it is well-known, mimic and

"
,

dancing are never carried oa."

Governmental powers of reasoning differ much from merely mental ones, and
the dicta which, proceed from the office of the LORD CHAMBERLAIN are such as

merely eomi ..... \ sense would, we are sure, decline to dictate. To the non-olfieial
mmd it is a matter of some puzzlement, that the Magistrates, who owe their office
to he

_
Government, should have, the power of permitting what the Government

prohibits. Not being an
official, Mit. GERMAN REED has naturally some feeling

ot surprise that the Magistrates can licence
"
public places to be opened, at a time

when the Governmnt "
e can cence puc paces o e opene, at a tme

when the Government compels them to lie shut :

"
and we agree with his opinionma letter to the Times, that "the sooner this anomaly is put an end to, the

better.

In what light an Orrery can be viewed as being an "entertainment," it quite
exceeds our faculties ot thinking to conjecture; and we are equally perplexed to
know why innocent amusements are prohibited by law, at a time when somewhat
fraestionable pastimes have the sanction of it. The Argyll Rooms may open but
the 1 nncess s may not ; yet the balance of morality is not in favour of 'the former.

the Government interferes with our amusements during Passion Week, one
hiuk it, might do better than stop only the least harmful. An enlightened

British Public may dance at a Casino, but they are not
allowed to look at dancing at a theatre. They may have
their minds improved by seeing a sham Bull fight, but the
siege in ///-.,-/>//". is an improper sight for them. If their
tastes incline that way, they maybe "entertained (?)

"
by

melodising "niggers;" but to singers at the opera they
must not hope to listen. "Robert, toi que j'aime" is im-
proper for their ears, but the elevating strains of

"
Hoop

de dooden doo," so long as they be heard outside a theatre,
arc harmless. "U'ell: this is a free country, and such laws
as these, so prove it. Were we to venture to suggest there
might be wisdom in repeal ing them, we should be told that
it, would sap the foundations of the state, and undermine
the bulwarks of the British Constitution. Ours, as we
know, is a paternal Government; but we can BC
think it acts the part of a wise father, in suffering its

children to go to a Casino, while on their going to an
Orrery it claps its sternest veto.

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

MR. PUNCH takes the liberty of requesting all candi-
dates who may be returned as Members of the House of
Commons for the next Parliament, to avail themselves of
the earliest opportunity of sitting for their photographs,
and to forward them, whether as positives or negative*, to
Mr. P. In the event of any gentleman distinguishing
himself in Parliament, either by folly, conceit, proficiency
in bunkum, penny-wisdom, bigotry, or humbug, or in the
much less probable case of any Member becoming conspi-
cuous by intelligence, eloquence, sound .sense, toleration,
and genuine patriotism, it may become the duly of
Mr. Punch to hand down the Honourable Member's like-

ness to the execration or regard of posterity, as the case

may be.

Honourable Members are hereby warned, that if tl

neglect this precaution it will be the worse for the.

Mr. Punch will not, be answerable for the consequences of
j

any misrepresentation to which he may be reduced by the
[

want of a reliable portrait. It is for Honourable Members i

to decide whether they will go down to future ages under
j

_/. Punch's version of their features, or Phoebus Apollo's.
If, like the national beverage, they prefer being drawl
their own mugs, they will attend to this recommendation;
if not, they must take the consequences, which may bu of

the most frightful description.
N.B. Honourable Members, of all parties, are request: d

not to send portraits of themselves in fancy dress, "as

they appeared ou the Hustings." Supporters of the

present Government are recommended to take off their

masks before sitting. No portrait purporting to conic I

from SIR JAMES GRAHAM will be accepted, as all are '

known to be counterfeits. Only in this way can Mr. Punch
'

hope to make his woik, what he trusts it will be con-

sidered by posterity, the real Mirror of Parliament and

Biographical Portrait Gallery of British Worthies and '

Unwortliies.
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A BARONETCY AND A BLOW-OUT FOR A HERO.

THE salvation of India was owing to

Sat JOHN LAWHKM !:, late

Lieutenant-Governor of the

Punjaub. The debt has been

paid by making him from a

Kniiiht into a Baronet.

The other day a very large
number of gentlemen inte-

re-ted in Indian affairs met at

A\ illis's Itooms, with a view
to devise some addition to the

little honour with which the

great services of that gallant
and right honourable officer

have been rewarded by the

(jovernment of his country.
The deliberations of the

i

iily resulted in the fol-

lowing resolution, unani i

adopted :

"ThatSiii JOHN L. M LAWRKXCE,
BART, be invited to a banquet."

SIR JOHN LAWRENCE will

now, at least, in recompense
for having preserved our In-

dian Empire, get a good din-

ner. The entertainment is to

be given by officers of the

civil, military, and naval ser-

vices, and by gentlemen con-

nected with the official admi
;

-in of India. The solid

pudding which SIR JOHN LAW-
RENCE will receive at the hands

of those discerning gentlemen
is a reward much more suitable to his merit, or any other distinguished merit, than a petty

title which Government often confers upon old cheesemongers who have saved nothing but

a lot of money, and which it, did confer the other day upon a batch of squires, whose only

claim on their country, that their country is aware of, consists in a right to receive the rents

of certain considerable tracts of its surface. Moreover, a baronetcy is not only an empty

honour, but, small honour as it is, 'it also, in

involving an exaction of fees, empties the

recipient, whilst he who has a dinner given
him at le:e-t receives a bellyful, without being
rendered out of pocket.

WALKER WANTED AT COURT.

THK, following verse is quoted from a poem
reported by the Mm;. u having I

liy the gentlemen of St. George's Ciioir on
\

in of a recent solemn and courtly :

ceremony :

"
oli. happy I'oirl that seals my vnwa,
To him who claims our highest love !

Let cheerful until'

While to that n.icn.d .^linnc 1 move."

Where did the Court-poet o from? The
next time he writes Kngli.-h poetry, (not, as he
most likely eills it, //octn) Id him |t!< ase to

remember that we sound the letter .>, in tiie

word kii/ixf, jn such a manner as to render house

incapable of rhyming with ro/or. U hen next
lie attempts to utter the former of those two
words, lie will perhaps take :ni ! the
hint thus offered to him, and not continue to

pronounce it
"
houre."

Beauty in All Things.

AN easy, fat old man was asked by a lean,

vestry CATO, if he could tell him of what use
I he Police? "Great use, Sir!" was the

old man's indignant reply; "I firmly believe, if

it weren't for the Police, that I should have cold
meat every day !

" CATO cut.

HEAVEN-BORN GRUMBLERS. There never was
a farmer yet who was satisfied with his harvest,
nor a Hansom Cabman with his fare !

BEDLAMITES AT BETHLEHEM.
A SPLENDID specimen of that style of verbal architecture which is

called "penny-a-lining
"

has been recently exhibited by one or two of

our contemporaries, describing the late visit of PRINCE ALFRED to

Jerusalem. The verbal architect, or word-piler, is evidently one of the
tirsi musters of the art. In accordance with its canons, he of course

begins his notice by informing us how, on the 17th of March :

"
All Jerusalem was thrown into a slate of the moat pleasant excitement by the

vc'latthe Kmlisn Consulate the previous night,
iv's ship Buryalv,', having on board

u his v":iy to vi.-it the Holy City. The tiuth
iifthi-

i.y mmdry ommstakesble signs, 'such as the c n-
stant galloping it between tiie Kn-lish Consulate and the PachaV

:!' over the former, and the passage of
rieh I

, Micnian Patriarch's Palace, which, it

red, the Pad 1 vipon tilting up f..r his Koyiil Highness'* reception,
tuat he might have his choice betwi.cn that and ihc i :ilate."

After (at a greater length than we can quote) describing how the
Jernsulcmiles \vere

"
destined to undergo a temporary disappointn-ent,"

nice of the postponement, for foiir-uml-1 w'enty hours of the
advent of the Prince, the verbal architect proceeds with hi
work thus :

; proceeds with his word-piling

It grew dark, however, an<] the Prince had not arrived. But at length the roarmm salute announced that the royal v, pavilion.

meet the procu-sion at tin city pate. The soldiers line :
> to the Consul's

dour, and thai] the fortification* announced that, for
time in the history of th world, an English Prince we
salem, and amid the din of the multitude and the pealing of the (runs, his Royal

'id by, &c., rode up to, tc., while the Turkish infantry
presented aiuiB, fee."

In this style verbal Pclions are heaped on verbal Ossas, until, by
way of climax, the Prince arrives at Bethlehem. Here, we are
informed, the Pacha was out-Pachaed, and the JerusaJcmites out-
Jcrichoed -.

_

" His Royal Highncss's reception at Bethlehem, presented a most wonderful and
Dg sight. The whole- population in their pi' turesque dresses turned ont to

ii I.' II .ami i is mum rode through a crowd of
1 white turbans with In.

1

cloth, and \\oiiicn ami girls ,,, ,i-ul. i,;,, u ilcl red, w j,i.

and bracelets ol ih-er on their arn. and roof; and
many a prayer of ' God preserve him to Ids mother !

'

. i,is days I

'

was heard in an audible voice by the by-standers in their vernacular Arabic. One
man ev. n ran forward, and spread his garments in the way ; but the Prince, with
delightful tact, turned his horse aside, so as to avoid treading on them."

If this
"
one man " was a Bethlehemite, the fact of his projecting

his garments in the path would seem to indicate that lit was some-
what versed in Englisn history, and had thence derived a notion that

the way we welcome Royalty is by stripping off our overcoats and
,

strewing them before its feet. We, however, think it much more pro-
bable that this "one man" who so acted was some English snob or

other, who had a monkey-like desire to ape SIR WALTKR KALEIGII, in

the hope that young PRINCE ALFRED would condescend for once to

play the part of old QUEEN BKSS. But the Prince had the good
to remember who he was, and so did not forget himself: though we
have no doubt that he let out some! hing like

"
Confound I he fellow !

"

when he had to pull his horse aside with such
"
delightful t

After treating us to several more long paragraphs of bosh, the
Jerusalem penny-a-liner winds up his statement thus :

"
It will be gratifying to the people of England to know that H. R. H. was in

excellent health and spirits, nnd charmed all the w<rld by his unaffected courtesy
as well as his dignity and manly English bearing."

Oh, yes, of course ! We were prepared to hear all this, and we are

of course ecstatifled to hear it. But it would still more "gratify the

people of England" to hear that their young Prince was not exposed
to all this snobbism, which is enough to be the ruin of his "unaffected

courtesy" and "manly English bearing." It perhaps was only
natural that the inhabitants of Bethlehem should have behaved them-
selves like Bedlamites: but they by no means are the only persons
bitten with such madness. There is such a spreading mania for

running after Royalty, that we rea'ly think in future the progress of

our Princes ought to be preceded by a general straii ug, by
which all loyal lunatics might be restrained from such mad acts.

General Disarmament.

HKRNE BAY has displayed a praiseworthy alacrity in the cause of

Peace by declaring its readiness to put down its One Policeman imme-

diately. In the mean time, the onlv Stall' it i-'ii boast of has been

recalled, and deposited on the shelf of the Station House.
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A TENDER POINT.

Irish Jamie (with much excitement).
" NOT FAST ENOUGH ! is IT ? OH THIN YER 'ONOR, JIST JIMP UP, TILL I TIRRIFY YE THE WAY

I 'LL ROWL ALONG !

"

THE REAL UGLY EUSH.

MR. HENLEY may give warning of the ugly rush in store for us,
If identity of suffrage to the rabble ope the door for us,

May wax eloquent in protest 'gainst a House without a head in
it,

Where fools rush in, while Angels (as they well may) fear to tread in it';

May call up awful pictures of a Parliament all Coxes,
Hatched by hustings-rant and humbug out of secret ballot-boxes ;

With a penny-wisecount WILLIAMS for Clianc'llor of the Exchequer,
Over candle-ends and cheese-parings deeming himself a Necker

;

And BRIGHT installed as Premier, by dint of brass and Brummagem,
Unbutt'ning JOHN BULL'S pockets for the mob to come and ruinmage'em.
An ugly rush the rush may be of rabble fierce and frowsy,
But 1 think I know an uglier, and that's the rush we now see
The rush of Noble Lords, and Right Honourable coves, sir,
For the picking of the fishes and the carving of the loaves, sir.

"Britannia needs no bulwarks," so CAMPBELL'S song informs us all
;"

The Flag that braves the battle and the breeze," it fires and warms
us

all;
But Britannia needs a bulwark, 'gainst the drones that seek her honey,
Their flag inscribed with f. d., and "money's worth for money."
Take DERBY, PAM, or RUSSELL, and BRIGHT into the bargain,
One may hanker after honours, count a ribbon or a star gain ;

One's object may be patronage, another's may be salary :

One may seek applause from boxes, another from the gallery ;

But be praise, the bait, or pudding, power, patronage, or pelf, still

The aim and end of all the lot is self, and only self still
;

'Tis this that brings the Bill in, and shapes the Resolution,
That holds hard to conservatism, or spurs to revolution.
Your candidate for office cares no rush for man or measure, he
Yalues one rush, and only one the rush that storms the Treasury.

THE GIRL FOE MY MONEY. The Old Lady of Threadneedle Street.

THE SALE OF A GENTLEMAN AT LAEGE.

THE Liverpool Daily Post contained the other day the following
advertisement of a sale, which we are afraid was not very respectably
attended :

BRECK ROAD, EVERTON. BY MR. IRELAND.
This Day (Tuesday), the 29th instant, at Eleven o'clock precisely, on the premises,

48, Brunei Street, Brock Road, Everton,

THE genuine HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, superior made cabinet
J- maker's tool-chest, and other family requirements, the property of a gentleman
declining kousebreoMng (sic) in consequence of domestic bereavement.

The tool-chest of a gentleman who declines housebreaking, in the
sense of discontinuing that avocation, may have been supposed 1o
contain a variety of jemmies, centre-bits, and other professional instru-

ments, the hope of getting which at a bargain would naturally attract
multitudes of rogues and ruffians from the slums. His family require-
ments were probably imagined to include sundry masks and wigs, and
other disguises suitable to the exigences of a gang of burglars,
euphemistically denoted by the term

"
family." The gentleman-

housebreaker's household furniture was most likely surmised to be
chiefly second-hand

; that is, to have belonged to somebody else, from
whom he took it. Its sale may be thought to afford a too conclusive

proof that although he declines housebreaking
(

for the future, he also
declines to make any restitution of the property that he has acquired
by that questionable practice.

Doubtless, this gentleman's furniture had been all honestly pur-
chased, and not a single article of it stolen until the day of its sale,
when as much of it as could be laid hold of was probably walked away
with by the fellows in shooting-jackets, knee-breeches, and ancle-jacks,
whom the peculiar wording of his advertisement had allured to his

Auction.

THE CAPE IN CUMBERLAND. Should SIR JAMES succeed in bring
ing his nephew into Parliament, it would be a capital improvement to

change the name of Carlisle to that of GRAHAM'S TOWN.
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THE REAL UGLY HUSH.
" HE FEARED THERE WOULD BE AN UGLY RUSH SOME OF THESE DAYS." Mr. Henley on the Reform Bill.
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EAVES-DROPPINGS FROM THE EASELS.

BY OUB. OV,Tf STUDIO SNEAK.

GREAT day was last Tues-

day week it was the day
for 'sending in,' and the

brethren of the brush are

still in awful doubt as to

what will be the judg-
ment of the Hanging Com-
mittee. As its name ap-

pears to indicate, its duty
seems to be to keep the

artists in suspense : and as

1 chance to know what
works have been accept ed,

it would be an act of cha-

rity to publish a 'c'reet

list
'
of them. Since, how-

ever, I am bound in honour
not to tell, it would not

be quite the thing to ///////

the information. But it any
artist chooses to invite me
(say) to Richmond, or to

take a bit of fish with him
at the Trafalgar, perhaps I

might be found to have

my note-book in my pocket,
and perhaps I might (in

confidence) oblige him with
a peep at it.

"Mais revenoiix * not ,,1 unions as the gentleman remarked when he

went to see the SEMFUUlftt. For the last month or two the

painters have been keeping open house, and their studios and dining-
rooms have been thronged with friendly critics. To me and a select

few others of the press, every artist of note has sent a note of invitation,

putting us for the nonce upon the visiting Free List. ludeed, a man
like myself, of the higher class of critics, might, were he so minded,

get a dinner daily given him at this art-festive season, if he would only
take the trouble (and a cab) to go and ask for it. But, alas ! MR.
FRITH no longer lives in Frith Street (being my chief crony, he will

pardon me, I know, for my divulgence of this fact) ;
and artists gene-

rally have migrated to such fashionable quarters, that it is no such

easy matter, as it once was, to drop in upon them. As I was saying
the other day to my friend SIR TITIAN MAULSTICKE (' Sirs' are snobs
in general, but MAULSTICKE is an exception, and I therefore don't

mind knowing him) ;
said I, 'When you hung out in Soho, old cock,

one could ot'len look you up; but it's no joke, I can tell you, hiring
Hansoms up to Highgate merely on the spec of finding you at home,
and of being asked to stop and take pot-luck with you.' And there 's

my old chum HARRY GAMBOOGE, A.K.A., who used when I first knew
him to live in a sky-parlour, in the classic realm of Greek Street, but
is now a

'

happy vilia-ger,' in Victoria Square, Kensington. He was
blowing me up lately for not hunting him up oftener, and I explained
to him' HAKKY, my dear boy, the fault is no child of mine. When
you lodged in Greek Street I was always at your elbow' (here HARRY
gave a gruni, and muttered, '1 believe you! ') ;

'but Greek Street was
get-at-able, and Kensington except to carriage-keeping swells is not.

Pay my cab-hire, and i '11 come to you as often as you like : but I 'm a

literary man, you know, and literary men, yon know, are always careful
of their cash. No, no! my dear fellow. Kensington's a nice place
enough when one gets to \i. But, as my friend BARNUM says, if

you "d make money, be cautious : and to a cautious man like me, cab-
hire is a caution !

'

"
Passing by SIR RICHARD, who I regret is not 'himself again,'

(indeed I think the
'

great guns
'

have all missed fire this year : one or

two, whom I won't name, I think will not
'

go off' at aiiy price), I
come to a less known but not less trusted artist, about whose merit
the public were entirely in the dark until I took the thankless trouble
to enlighten them. MR. SMUDGE has sent in no less than twelve
pictures, and if they be not all hung upon 'the line,' the hangers will
I think deserve most richly to be gibbeted. Eleven of the twelve are
to my mind perfect gems, and the twelfth is such a fmaster-piece that

my pen itches to describe it. The subject is historical : A/icllex ]>efies
the T/niiii/fr iii' /lie T'-iii/iiira. The Tempora was, as every schoolboy j

knows, the leading journal of the Greeks, and APELLES stood precisely
|

in the shoes of my friend SMUDGE, c'est a dire, he was par excellence
the painter of the period. For action and for passion, this work cannot
be surpassed excepting by the gifted hand to which we owe it. The
figure of APELLES (which is nearly eight feet high) reminds one for-

cibly of KAITAKLE in his loftiest of moods; and the rendering of the
right hand, which is outstretched from the nose-tip, is replete with
natural feeling and with classic grace.

!l,v excelling, ihouirh in a more domestic school, are the

paintings of my young friend, MR. VANDYKE GKKHX; who, thanks to

my judicious and unbiassed criticism, is yearly rising in his own, and in

his friends', hinh estimation. Tlis pieliire, '/'/// /-'nine Tooth, or the.

<:i'ii;ili'il l/,n:er, conveys to the mind's eye a most delicious bit of

sentiment; and not less delightful is his Rural Felirllii, a piece

depicting a snug party assembled at a pic-uic, and tormented with a lot

of toads, frogs, 'wopses,' ants and midges. It will enhance to con-
noisseurs the value of this work, to know that 1 he in&ectal anatomy is

all studied from the life ; Ma. GREEN, with that devotedness which
characterises genius, having encamped on Hampstead Heath for

upwards of six months, for the purpose of 'going to Nature' for his

models. As a proof of how much good his fl fresco work has done

him, I trust the nation will take note of the defunct daddy-long-legs,
which will be discovered in the foreground of the picture; and it

should also be observed what a happy inspiration has been breathed
into the right wing of the slowly-dying blue-bottle, which is painfully

expiring in the left-hand corner!"

THE USE OF THE ADMIRALTY.

Tire Ministers, charged with the nation's protection,
With War in close prospect, decree an election.

The Admiralty, by a lay lord directed,

Has to care that the country shall well be protected.

Its chief, a lay lord, gives a sea-lord dismissal,
For not standing for Dover for which he might whistle.

Has this Board aught to do with the country's defences,
Or is SIR JOILN PAKINGTOX out of his senses ?

Is its office to keep England's fleet in condition,
Or to sit in the House, and sustain inquisition?
Whichever the case may be, small is the wonder
That our dockyards are famous for failure and blunder.

No marvel at millions kicked down on our shipping.
Whilst France is our fleet at far less cost outstripping,
When practical seamen, its administrators,
Are ousted to make room for voluble praters.

In the Navy's affairs so that Board of chief use is

For their grievous misconduct in making excuses.
Therefore PAKINGTON cries, flinging CARNEGIE over,"
Risk the nation at large but make all safe at Dover !

"

TO MEMBERS ABOUT TO VISIT THEIR CONSTITUENTS.

A MEMBER can pay a visit now to his constituents, either in person,
or in the more elegant form of a visiting-card, that not merely contains
his electioneering address, but also his name arid physiognomy in full.

This is a new feature, that has never yet been put on the canvass of an
election. For instance, we are informed by an advertisement that

" MESSRS. A. MARION AND Co think it will be of great advantage to candidates
who cannot possibly wait personally upon all their constituent* to use their PHO-
TOGRAPHIC VISITING CARDS, which will prove a great saving of both time and
trouble in canvassing. They will also afford the electors an opportunity of having
a correct Portrait of the honourable gentleman seeking their suffrages."

In this way are likenesses brought home to every man's door,
What a boon, too, conferred on those delinquent M.P.'s, who, con-
scious of having voted wrong, haven't the courage to face their

constituents in any other form than that of photography. If they are
not gifted with the call of eloquence, such a visit saves them an
infinity of stuttering and stammering ;

and yet the little they so say
is spoken strictly by the card, and must go home, if left at the right
house. The boon would be further increased, if MESSRS. MARION
would take off the entire supporters of LORD DERBY, and take them
off so effectually, that we should never see them again.

New Military Dance Music.

IK reference to some recent transactions in commission jobbing
which have got some gentlemen of the thimble into trouble, and some
officers of distinguished rank into a very questionable position, we may
announce, that a popular musical genius has composed, and will imme-
diately publish a New Army Quadrille, the themes of which are the
"

Boffjte's March
"

and the
"
Devil among Ifie Tailors."

IT MR. MARSH, the Master of the Vine Hounds, and who has lately
made himself so notorious by his cruelty to a Fox, cannot be punished
by any English Law, surely the

" Lex Tally-Ho-nis
"

might be made
applicable to his case.
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AN ARTIST'S DREAM, AFTER SENDING IN HIS PICTURES WET TO THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

PERIL AND NO PARLIAMENT.
INTO what a situation

Statesmen have t.hcir country got !

Europe 's in a conflagration ;

England's Parliament is not !

Weeks must pass before another

England's monarch can convene,
Ministers, meanwhile, may smother
What advice they give the QUEEN.

Here we are, completely under
Their unquestionable rule.

Oh, that DERBY may not blunder !

Don't, DISRAELI, be a fool!

Take, with foreign broils, occasion,
Your designs now none can ask,

Not to meddle
;
for invasion

Good look out be all your task.

For this quarrel now proceeding
England cares not either way,

Can't endure the thought of bleeding,
Or of being doomed to pay.

Who shall drive Italian cattle ?

Is the question solve it, chance.

If Sardinia wins the battle,

Italy is free as France !

Woo to him who shall entangle
Us in this accursed strife !

May that traitor's body dangle.
Whilst his soul departs this life !

Right and Freedom's cause command not

Us to swell the battle-clang,

Other cause we understand not :

Him that talks of Glory hang !

MR. PUNCH AT THE POST OFFICE.

ME. BOWLAND HILL and MR. PUNCH (both of the Post Office, and
two gentlemen who, in co-operation, have done more to facilitate the

delivery of the public's letters than any two persons in the world, or

out of it), have just issued their Fifth Report. They have permitted
their clerk, young COLCHESTER,' to sign it, but as he is put into the

Post Office simply because there were reasons for doing something for

him, and it being notorious that COLCHESTER knows no more about
letters than one of the oysters from whom he takes his title, it is not

necessary to keep up the fiction here. Let the men who use the braius

be credited with the results.

H. and P. state that they have increased the number of post offices

in the United Kingdom by 134, so that there are now 11,235, besides

1168 of those road letter-boxes which the public take to exceedingly.
In reference to the receiving houses, H. and P. inform the trades-

men at whose shops the same are situate, that complaints have been
made of their keeping persons, who want a penny stamp, waiting while

some customer for the wares of the shop is being served. This H. and
P. beg to inform the parties, will not do. The QUEEN is to be served

first, and a person tendering a penny for HER MAJESTY'S Head, and

thereby increasing HER MAJESTY'S revenue, is entitled to instant

attention. H. and P. find that children sent on errands, small boys,
and the humbler classes are chiefly subjected to this neglect, and that

there is no snch incivility to a well-dressed and elegantly-mannered
person, who shoves everybody out of the way, forces a passage to the

counter, and interposes between the vendor and the purchaser of the

trumpery shop-goods. This conduct is recommended to all who have
a true sense of what is due to their QUEEN.
In regard to the road letter-boxes, H. and P. remind the public of

London, that if they want letters written at night delivered the very
first thing in the morning, they must use these boxes, and not the shop
boxes. Invitations to pleasant parties, enclosures of checks, love-

letters, and the like, should always be expedited, but letters of duty,
answers to mothers-in-law, testimonials, and anything that will do at

any time may be reserved for the shop-box.
H. and P. regret to see spreading among the people a childish habit

of clanking the lid or flap of those metallic boxes. This
silly practice

jars upon the nerves. Raise the lid quietly, deposit your letter cau-

tiously, close the box gently, and walk away affably. As for
peeping

in at the slit when you have no letter, it is perfecily foolish. There is

nothing whatever to see, and you only impede traffic. The police have

He may fairly be called so because, though the Cokhcster was born in 179S
lie was not created until 1S17. DOD.
Do you think we did not know that, MR. DOD? bub thanks all the same. Punch.

orders to be in vigilance to slap the lid down on the nose of any person
thus thrusting it in.

H. and P. are glad to find that a very large portion of London
letter-writers use the initial for the district. Any person who docs

not is (generally speaking) a Fool, and as it is of no consequence when
a Fool's letters are delivered, no harm results from the exceptional
omission. The same remark still more strongly applies to any blunder
in dropping the letter into the London or Country box, because the

directions are staring the party in the face. It argues little for the

fitness of people to have the ballot, when they can't even drop a letter

into that one of two holes which is marked with the name of the

district they want.

Applications are frequently made to H. and P. by some person who
has erected a new solitary villa, far beyond the suburbs, to have a

specjal mail laid on six times a day for his accommodation. It is not

always possible to comply, but if the owner of such a villa has good
wine, a good cook, and agreeable daughters, he is at liberty to invite,

every day, one of the young gentlemen from the Post Office to dinner,
who will (when he does not forget) take out with him any letters

for his host.

H. and P. admit that the Book Post system causes much complaint.

They are informed that books, sent by post, arrive all manner of shapes,

having been jumped upon, stamped upon, sat upon, banged with

mallets, wrenched across, and otherwise rendered fit to go into the

sacks designed to receive them. This is entirely the fault of the

publishers, who should publish Round books that would go easily into

the sacks. As for the suggestion of light square tin boxes that would

weigh almost nothing, and preserve the volumes, H. and P. will trouble

the suggestors to mind their own business.

About a million and three quarters of letters posted last year were
not delivered, chiefly because they were wrongly directed. If parties
like to take the trouble of writing letters which are not to be received,

(

that is their business. This remark also applies to about 570,000
I newspapers, but must be qualified by the remark that the public are
1

very unreasonable and impatient about newspapers. The row that is

made because a country postmaster keeps back a Sunday paper or two
to amuse himself, or his wife and children, instead of delivering it, is

unworthy of a humane and philanthropic country. Instructions

have, however, been given to postmasters to avoid detaining the

same individual's paper more than once in a quarter, and to borrow
in rotation.

What kind of Idiots persons must be who, having received post
office orders, do not cash them, and do thereby make the Post Office

a present of nearly 2000 in one year, H. and P. cannot imagine, but
there is not the slightest objection to the course, and H. and P.
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think uf appUing the sum thus forfeited to providing for the widows
of mi. B who die in harness.

II. am! I', are happy to ivport tliat the conduct of the officials of the

Post Oilie uly good. Borne of the you

have been slight. Very few of the postmen have been had up for

be 'ting their wives, which, considering the irritating nature of the

postman's calling, and the propensity of women to look into i

which don't concern them, is much tu the credit of I lie poor and faithful

follows. II. and P. however feel that it is for the Post Ollice

any line that may be incurred by one of their servants who may liud it

necessary to wop his wife for tampering with the letters in his

charge.
11. and P. have only to add, that as long before, another report is

issued, young COLCHESTEB will have been superseded by another clerk.

they earnestly hope that they may not have a pert Scotch clerk called

ARGYLL sent back to them, as, though he has an hereditary daim to

connection with one kind of Post, it is not that under the charge of

St. Martin's l<> Grand,
April, 1859.

ROWLAND HILL
AM)

MODERN OLYMPIANS.

T is formally announced that

an extremely discreditable

and insolvent association,

which, because it inhabits

the soil on which the ancient

Greeks dwelt, has the assu-

rance to call itself Greece,
is about to carry the parody
of classical institutions to

an extreme point.
Modern Greece is going

to celebrate the Olympic
Games !

The date is fixed late in

the year, so as to catch tra-

vellers, and the Athenian

lodging-house keepers, who
are a good deal worse than
even tnose of English water-

ing-places, are already turn-

ing cupboards into bed-
rooms and getting ready
cards with

AIIAPTMENT2 TO AET

engrossed neatly, to invite

English and French Cock-

neys.
The idea is happy, and the spectacle will be edifying and elevating.
In the old Olympian Games, which, according to certain authorities,

were instituted by Jupiter in honour of his overthrow of the Titans,
there were a few features which of course we all remember, and there-

fore need not refer to LEMPRIEKE about. One seems to see a few
reasons why some very important modifications must be introduced
into the proposed celebration.

" The Presidents were above suspicion of being bribed."
" No unfair dealings were allowed."
" No criminals, or such as were connected with guilty persons,

could present themselves."
"
The only reward was a piece of olive, something with no money

value."
" The only object of the Games was to stimulate courage and

virtue."

How can so ridiculous a notion be entertained as that of having
anything of this sort in Modern Greece. Pooh ! the report must be a
French canard. And yet it is not

; formal and official notices are out,
and Punch makes no doubt that railway and steamboat excursions, "to
the Olympic Games and back, five clear days in Greece," will soon be
organised.

Well, the Athenian hotel-keepers are to be congratulated on their

ingenuity, much as we congratulate the keeper of a road-side public-
house in England, who lias the sense to get a fight, or a race, fixed for
the neighbourhood of his locality. Let us hope that another
Olympic (lame, in which the Gallic Jupiter and the Austrian Titan
contend, may not spoil so well-designed a scheme upon travellers'
pockets.

PUNCH UPON COX.

AT a Meeting of the Electors of Finsbury, held in Canonbury
Square, on Monday, it was understood that Mr. PHUC/I intended lo bo

at, and perhaps to speak. At an early hour, therefore. High
Street, Islington, presented a dense mass of humanity, struggling to

the S jirire, while thuii-ands ponreil down from the Caledonian

lload, myriads swarmed from lloxton, and millions from the more
inaccessible i of Fiusbnry. The police calculated

that, there were ; .en times as many persons assembled
as ever come out on a Derby Day. About two o'clock Mr. Punch

appeared in hi and his horses instantly disappeared, an
enthusiast i. dmirers lit'lin- up the carriage itself and

bearing Mr. JJ . in triumph into the Square, and past the windows of

Mil. CCA. Mr. l'i'. , itiircdly smiled at, the effervescent

loyalty of his ;n
''

prueeeded to ascend Canonbury Tower,
whence he addressed the silenced audience as follows :

Mr. Punch. "Gentlemen, I have a very few words to say. (Cries of

a.') 1 thank you, my friends, but, in many words there

is little wisdom. ('.V 1.1 as yours.') You are very good, I'm
sure. (' Who has /') If 1 have helped to in; iod, _I
am more than repaid. But listen. I came to speak to you about this

Finsbury Election. ('Stand! stand!' and terrific
r/i" ,'./;/.) No, my

friends, no. I am the Member for All England, and be as

wrong in me to split myself up into fragments, as for my gracious
friend your beloved QI:KKN (' May .//' V) Amen !

to smash up her big diamond, the Koh-i-Noor, and divide it into little

ornaments. ( Cheers for several inintttex, and crirn if
'

You w.on't forget
old Finsbury'} I will not, my friencls. Where those beautiful houses
now stand to my right, the abodes of elegance and luxury, once spread
Canonbury Pond, on whose ice I used to fall down, in a sitting posture,
in winter (roan of laughter) amid whose duckweed I used to fish for

tittlebats in summer. Bless old Finshun !
< v//>/ /''''''' Imrft

into tears, and the x/imh-r icnx visibly But now to sterner

duty. I came to speak of Ma. Cox. (Jeering shouts f "tea.)

Nay, my friends, be not too severe even upon Cox. I have come to

make a sacrifice, a sacrifice in your ! -ers) You all know
that Cox has been very useful to me. (' You h<tce titailr him immortal.')
It may be so, but he has been useful to me. (' He ought to be proud of
your notice.') I hope he is, for he takes great pains to deserve it when-
ever he gets an opportunity. I selected him as the type of all that

was ludicrous in a representative. Estimable, as he most probably is,

in all the relations of private life, bland to his household, indulgent to

his clerks, attentive to his clients, I considered him, as an attorney,
out of place in Parliament. I studied his speeches, and found them
shallow and ignorant. ('He's that') I laughed at him, and you all

laughed the world laughed. Well, I want Cox. I want him as a

type of a Legislative noodle. (Roars.) Well, you see how useful he
has been to me. But am I selfish, am I unregardful of the interest

of this borough? ('No, no.') I come here, I tell you, to make a
sacrifice. I will not control you in this Election. I should like you to

return Cox. But, gentlemen, listen. If you feel and I shall not be

surprised if you do if you feel, I say, that even for the sake of afford-

ing a laughing-stock to the country, the returning Cox for Finsbury is

more than you ought to be asked to do if y9u decide that you would

?
refer SIR SAMUEL PETO, why, gentlemen, reject Cox. I give him up,
surrender him. (Cheers.) SOCRATES, whom I greatly resemble,

sacrificed a Cock to jEsculapius, and I, Punch, will sacrifice a Cox to

Common Sense. (Cheers for twenty minutes). Do, therefore, just as

you like. I leave you free. If you return Cox, why, there he is for

me, if you don't, I must look round for another such person, and hard
as it may be to find so preposterous a party, I dare say that I shall

manage. So, as I have said, do as you please. Bless you, my friends."

[Amid tlie cheers of the multitude, clapping of hands, waving of

kerchiefs, and the sudden clash of church-bells, set ringing in his

, Mr. Punch subsided into Canonbury Tower.

Carrying Wealth to India.

INDIA requires a loan of money, and when she has obtained gold I

from us, she will next probably want diamonds. Newcastle will then I

perhaps demand a consignment of coals.

PERFECT DEFINITION OF AN OMNIBUS.

A LONG, narrow Box, put upon wheels, and originally invented for
\

the purpose of saving time and money; and in which generally a

gentleman loses an hour, and a lady her purse.

IT has been suggested that the present Ministry should be called

(in reference to their Reform Bill)
" THE DEKBY AND HOAX ADMI-

NISTRATION."
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THE RETURN OF THE WISCOUNT.
WISCOUNT WILLIAMS back again !

WISCOUNT WILLIAMS back again !

Let DOULTON fall, ROUPELL sine: small,
Now we've the Wiscount back again.

What though the potter 's paid his shot ?

We '11 send him, double-quick, to pot,
Now Lambeth, trebly blest, has got

Its WISCOUNT WILLIAMS back again.

There 's Finsbury may boast its Cox,
And TOMMY DUNCOMBE, sly old fox

"Foxpnpuli" alias
"
Dei vox,"

Shout till your wind-pipes crack again :

Proclaiming in triumphant strain,
That Lambeth reassumes her reign,
In high Finance to 'spound and 'splain,
Now she 's her Wiscount back again.

Let Court and Cabinet combined
Try to enthrall his steadfast mind,
With honours, titles, free as wind,

He'll bid the tempters pack again.
Still penny wisdom's constant friend,
He '11 save our every candle-end,
Till Britain bless the men that send
Her WISCOUNT WILLIAMS back again.

OH! WHAT
Amelia. "

MAMMA, DEAK ! HERE 's A NOTE FROM DEAR WILLIAM, WITH A Box FOR
THE OPERA. I SHOULDN'T WOXDEH." (Reads) :

" My darling Amelia, Circumstances

hick I have no control will take me as far as Greenwich. Ifind t/ia/ I Imn- left my
Latdi-key please to get it from the Waistcoat 1 took off, and send it by flic Bearer to your

, Kiddkums."

How to gain Unanimity in Juries.

LET the jury consist exclusively of ladies ! As it is

proverbial that women never do disagree, there would not
be the slightest difficulty in securing always an unanimous
verdict. The whole twelve would vote as one woman,
more especially, if one of their own sex was being tried.

Besides, the mere prospective horror of a dozen women
being all locked up together, without a cup of tea, or a

stocking to mend, or a baby to play with, or a novel to

thumb, would force them to agree, long before they had
looked at the prisoner, even, to see whether he was good-
looking or not.

An Awful Mistake.

THE Times, the other day, contained the following
tragicomical statement :

" MRIIHED AI.I PAOIIA has been seriously ill fur the last few days ;

his original ind sposition was considerably ap;ravatcd by a mistake
of the chemist, who, instead of sending chloroform for external appli-

cation, sent some caustic fluid, which was applied without being
looked at."

What became of the chemist P

VINDICATION OF A WORTHY VICAR.

THE subjoined announcement, published in The National Society's
i Paper, is open to, and has no doubt met with, sad miscon-

struction :

A SCHOOLMASTER is wanted, immediately, in a small Village in

Berkshire, lie must I >e a good Churchman, and a strict but kind Disciplinarian.
A Married -Man, without Family, would be preferred ;

and his Wife, who must be a

;/' '1 Needlewoman, would be required to take part in the Instmction of the Girls.

i 't there is no House, but in lieu thereof an Unfurnished Bedroom is offered

at toe Vicarage, and the use of the Kitchen, along with the Vicar's Servants, for a
room. Salary, to a Mumed Man, 40, subject to a Deduction of 20 a year

;e. Salary to a Single Man, 30, subject to a Deduction of

13 a year for Board. Address, the Rev. &c. &c.

We are afraid that many unthinking persons, who have perused the

notification foregoing, have hastily concluded that the Vicar's servants,
to whom it offers the use of the Kitchen for a Sitting-room, are his

butler, footman, cook, housemaid, and other domestics male and

female, the former probably in plush. This supposition has of course

occasioned the most painful comments to be made on the Reverend
Vicar's ideas of the company proper for a Schoolmaster. That reve-

rend gentleman may have been undeservedly charged with ignorance
of the consideration due to another gentleman, entitled by a respectable

education, to be associated with educated persons. The good Pastor

may even have been unjustly accused of pride and insolence. We have
no hesitation whatever in stisrcresting that by the Vicar's servants are

meant his curates. His curates are of course his servants
;
are not

LORD DERBY and MK. DISRAELI HER MAJESTY'S servants? What

harm is there in calling people by their right names ? As to the

Kitchen which is proposed for the common sitting-room of the Rector's

intelligent lay ana ecclesiastical servants, the word Kitchen is doubt-

less an error of the Press caused by the injudicious correction of what,
in the manuscript advertisement, was mistaken for a clerical error.

The original word, of course, was Library.
The salary offered to the Schoolmaster is so nearly that, what with

one deduction and another, which curates usually receive, as almost to

demonstrate the correctness of the above explanation of the Kitchen
which he is to sit in, and the Servants with whom he is to live.

Compromise -with Abolition.

AN American Member of Congress of moderate views, has, we

understand, had the courage to prepare a Bill, which he intends to

propose in the House of Representatives, for the Prevention of Cruelty
to diggers.

AN "INGENIOUS M A xncyvRE." Increasing the publican's billeting-

money, just as an election is coming on ! We are struck with horror,

as with a pewter-pot, that Conservatives should have been guilty of

such a "twopenny-halfpenny" trick.

A DIFFICULTY IN THE GERMAN DIET. Austria should'pausc before

pitching into those Sardines. If Hungary should rise, she may have

other fish to fry.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. It, TJ^p'r Wobnrn Pine?, and Frederick Mulletl EvanB, of No. 19. Qree.i's B- ad Weet, Regmfe Part. bo:h in the Par Bh ot St. P ncras lu the County of Ml

Printers, at their Office in Lorr.h.tnl S'lieet, in the Precinct ot Wbititriri, in the City cf London, and Pnbl shed br them at No. S5, Fleet Street, in -be Parisa of St. Brtae, in the
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ELECTION SONG.

BY A "FREE AND IN IMPENDENT."

I '\ E a vote ! I've, a vote ! for no matter which side,
in it her Whig, Tory, nor Rad am 1 tied :

1, up with the hustings! 'tis a gold mine to me;
ve a vote ! I 've a vote ! independent and free !

I
1 1,

'

I heed not dishonour, I fear not the law,
I 've no conscience to guide me, no terrors to awe :

And ne'er like a spooney my vote will 1
yield,

Till my man stands the shot, and my pockets are filled !

Quick ! quick ! draw your cheques, let your purse be
well lined,

And I '11 warrant you '11 soon leave opponents behind
;

I '11 be bound there are voters in plenty like me.
Your return who '11 make safe if your cash you '11 make

free!

What tho' asainst hriln". the '/'//'*' thunder is heard,
To decline the frond things of this life were absurd;
The dread of detection 's paraded in vain,
I have braved it before, and dare chance it again.

Peradveuture the lawyers upon us may fall,

They may line, may imprison, they cannot appal:
\Vhile the waves of Pactolus within our reach flow,
For a dip in its golden tide dauntless we '11 go !

Then hurrah ! my brave boys ! ye may drink, ye may eat !

The "
publics

"
are open, the Members stand treat ;

Up, up with your posters ! All comers I '11 see,

1 've a vote ! 1 've a vote ! And the Voter is free !

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Patii'j''iii,i!!iif. "\\'PI.I., I'.OYS ! I DAIS:: SAY YOU'RE GLAD TO GET HOME: AND
HOW DO YOU AND TUE DoCTOIl ACl:

llarri/.
" On ! WE LIKE HIM VERY ji i

1'ti'
" HAH! AND DO YOU THINK YOU ARC ,OOD PROGI!;

Jlan-y.
" OH ! PRETTY GOOD : I CAN LICK THREE FELLOWS ;

BUT FRED, HERE,
CAN LICK W.V, rOI'AT/.VK HE/"

Domestic Tyranny.

WE know a highly respectable Lady, who makes her

servants take their meals standing. When they dine, they
are not allowed to sit down. Her reason for this is, that

she finds they do not eat so much, nor do they waste their

time gossiping. We wonder how the same system would

work, if introduced at our public dinners ? We fancy that

the speeches would be shorter, and the consumption of bad
wine infinitely less !

POLITICAL BIAS.

"TnE Battle of the Constitution must be bought in our

Registration Courts." DERBY ringing the changes on PEEL.

HUMOURS OF AN OXFOED ELECTION.

WE are sorry that any necessity should exist for the VICE-CHAN-
CELLOR OF OXFORD, on the occasion of an election of members for the

University, to issue a notice concluding with cautions such as the

following :

Like notice, that all persons who are guilty nf bribery at the election will,
on conviction of Mu-h "ifi'Mrc. li liable to the penalties mentioned in that behalf in

.lion Act, IX'A. Anil tiikc nut'iv, th;it all persons who
regailty of treating or undue influence at then d .'.'ill, on conviction of

DCO, be liable to the [icnaliics mentioned in that behalf hi the Corrupt
Practices Prevent!!'.

At Oxford, where elections have hitherto always been conducted
wit li a degree of dignity \\ Inch has not permitted so much as personal

ins on the part of candidates, only fancy the possibility of

common bribery, and even treating ! But no those are impossibilities.
'Uteri- can be no

"
Sovereign Alley

"
in the University of Oxford if

there is any alley of the kind, it must be a Preferment Alley, an
Advowson Alley, a Next Presentation Alley, a Stall Allev, a Mitre

Alley, or some, not to say merely respectable, but holy and reverend,
alley of that description. And then as to treating can anybody
imagine M K. GLADSTONE and SIR WILLIAM HEATIICOTE, even through
their agents those agents being perhaps heads of colleges tempting

of Arts and Doctors of Divinity to barter the privilege of a
Briton and a .scholar for a pot of half-and-half? The very choicest and
most venerable port now to be met with in the most orthodox of
ancient cellars is the only conceivable analogy to so ignoble a tender.
What, undue influence can the candidates for Oxford be considered
ca])altle of exerting? That of lighting men had down from Town? Of
would their solicitors go about to the reverend electors, and threaten
to take away their Bishop's countenance from them unless they voted
for the right man ?

If there is any bribery, if there is any treating, of how dignified a

nature soever, at an Oxford election, that ceremony will perhaps come
to be attended with incidents bearing a corresponding relation to those

of an ordinary and popular proceeding of the same political nature.

The colours of candidates will be worn in combination with ecclesias-

tical vestments. Bands of music, in the face of Act of Parliament, will

parade the streets in the habit of choristers, playing sacred music-

Gregorian chants or Camberwell and Islington psalm-tunes, on this

side or on that. Theological disputants, regular Jesuits some of them,
hired in London from houses in the Roman Catholic slums, and ultra

Protestants on the other side engaged at Exeter Hall, will go about to

confute electors on their way to the poll, and, not content with that,

will argue against, and try to upset the opinions, of moderate and
rational people whom they may chance to meet. Enstingsof mediaeval

and of modern structure will also be erected, and candidates will be

pelted with quotations from the Fathers and the Reformers. Various
i questions, moreover, of a brief and suggestive but mostly uncompli-
'

mentary nature, wilj be addressed to them by the learned multitude.
" How about the piscina ?" "Who was seen in the conventicle?"

|

" Go to your oratory !

" "Who ate haunch of mutton on Ash Wed-

nesday?"
" Who 's your Confessor ?" Such are some of the inter-

pellations with which perhaps hereafter gentlemen who would be

i

members for Oxford will be greeted in the event of a contest for the

\ representation of that seat of learning.

THE ELECT OP THE MILLION. Louis NAPOLEON only wants

500,000,000 francs, just to begin with. If France gives it to him, we
shall be fairly convinced at last that

" The Empire is the Pay."

NEAPOLITAN PARODY." MUBAT pour la Patrie."
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DELIGHTFULLY IRISH.

IIERK did not ap-

pear in the '/'/."-,

the other day, the

following announce-
ment :

"On the 1st April, at

Beaumont-ond-Fletcher
House, Killniacult y. Ire-

land, the wife of PETER
MORRIS, Jim., J P., of a
daughter, wuler the in-

fluence of woman's minis-
tration."

But there did ap-
pear the same state-

ment, with a different

date, name, and ad-

dress.

31r. Punch, after

presenting his best

enfrratulations to

the family who have
been made happy by
the arrival of Miss
MORRIS, and

pressing his hope
that the young Irish lady in question may grow up a happiness to
her parents, would be glad to know the terms on whicn a pupil

woidd_ be received into a household whose head is so deliriously
eupliuistic. An ordinary papa who wished to apprise Europe, at
such a crisis as tins, that instead of a family doctor a family doetoress
had attended his wife, might possibly have rendered his lanirua'_re

European, by saying that the .wy /;/,;// hail been summoned rice the
. Or he might have employed the English term used by

the translators of the Bible. Or he might have used simpler phrase-

ology, and alluded to
"
female attendance only." But our Irish papa

goes in for beautiful writing, and tells us of "the influence of female
ministration." This, as a scoffing Scottish judge recently remarked, is

"very Irish." None the less lovely for that, and Mr. Punch parti-

cularly desires to introduce a pupil into Bcaumont-and-Fletcher House,
to be treated, and particularly to be talked to, as one of the family.
When that pupil returns, he or she will be a charming talker, if the
conversation in Beaumont-and-Fletcher House be in the style of the
above advertisement. There are no washing davs in Beaumont-and-
Hetchcr House, but there are periods when undergarments arc sub-
jected to lavatory manipulation. It is never time for MR. PETER
MORRIS to go to church, but the dial indicates the Sabbatic hour when
he shoidd seek the heaven-directing spire. The little MORRISES are never
threatened with a whipping, but it is intimated to them that in the
absence of self-restraint, Solomonian ministration may eradicate irre-

gularities. There ;ire no broken windows at Killmaculty (indeed
there is not such a thing in Ireland, far less a windy bunged up with a
dirty to\vl) but if an accident bad occurred, MR. MORRIS would
command n reparation of the vitreous medium between the chamber of
sleep and the light of heaven. Pigs are killed in some parts of Ireland,
but in Killmaculty the domestic porker submits to caruificial minis-
tration. Mr. Punch requests, by return of post, the terms on which a

pupil can be admitted to an abode, where to borrow from MR. TENNY-
SON, "Heaven's best gift, of speech, is 'not' abused."
There is only one doubt on Mr. Pi'iicKs mind.

"
Under the influence

of female ministration." Can this mean that the happiness of the
MORRIS family was accelerated by the, effect of a sermon by a
Quakeress P

Think that on thy soul are lying.

Bought by thine nlroeiuiis loan,
Curses of the loriured dyin:r,

Heard by Heaven \n shriek and groan;
All the crimes in war committed
For thy wealth defrays their cost

And, in misery unpitied,
Have to think thy wealth is lost.

If the Enemy repay tliee,

And thou reap the promised gain,
May the fiend that lured, betray thec.

Fire thy heart, and scorch thy b,

Go by all mankind discarded
Load thy pockets with thy pelf,

With the price of blood rewarded,
Traitor go, and hang thyself !

MALEDICTION EOK THE MONEY MARKET.
SLAVE of money, who thy hoard

Shalt in usury dispose.
So that it shall aid all'onl

To thy country's plotting foes,
Never may the price per cent.
Of thy treason meet thy view.

And the sum which thou" hast lent

Mayst thou lose, curmudgeon, too.

With no house above thy head,
With no shoes upon thy feet,

When thy sons shall be.: their li :

^

\Vitli thy daughters, in the street,
Think of homes unroofed and riven,

Through the means which thou didst sell,
And their outraged inmates : driven

Forth to starve yourselves as well.

BOLD SENATOR. BltOWN.

\< COUNTS from New York state that
"
senator A. G. BROWS, of

Mississippi," Bit :eratic Republican electors in

Tammany Hall, in the course of a speech advocating the acquisition
of Cuba, declared

"
I want Cuba for the extension of slavery, and let all the dirfy abolition crew

understand it. If Cuba were to come to us as a IVe:' u.rrifoi-y, an'd A free territory
alone, then rny courage would very much ooze out at the points of my i:ii

What is the courage which, in the contingency stated,
"
would very

much ooze out at t he points
"

of t his eloquent American statesman's
fingers P It may be such as would enable the >v,x to walk
into the camion's mouth. It at any rate is sufficient to have made him
dare to say
"

I am a pro-slavery man. I believe that slavery is of Divine origin ; that God
deemed it from the foundation of the world; that : r.iee from their
creation were doome.i , lln> white man: ;.:i.l o

:

D is, that
every one of you would be better offil'h,' ,.o wait upon him.'

1

What a bold stroke of impiety ! Senator BP>OWN is anyhow a brave
blasphemer. There is, at least, one fear to which i.

a stranger. That fear has been said to be the of wisdom;
and the above quoted words of MR. BROWN attest the truth of the
sayiag. Each of the foregoiir- - concludes with a ridiculous
anticlimax of which nobody could have been guilty but a 1'ooL

_
POOR STUIT. Of what material is an electioneering canvass prin-

cipally made ? Yarns. Bernal Osborne (ex-member).
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APPLEWOMEN FROM THE ANTIQUE.
l)r,\ l'i M n, As yours

is the leading journal of

the age, and of course (lie

fittest, mouthpiece for all

valuable suggestions,
_

I

must trouble \ou i<>

insertion In a grand ide:i

i amend :i
|

i in our drn

.

' -
\\hat 1!,,. defect is.it

is easy to describe. 1 go,

Sultana's

standard pL M ro-

the acting, it. matters

little what.), put, upon the
'

regardless of

,' and with all that

dice to histori-

Velity for which

management, we know, is

so conspicuously famous.

.1 uniustrncted critics

dare to wonder at the \von-

>. liicli arc brought lie-

fore their noses. There is

a quotable authority for

whatever is presented. The
flvleafpf the playbill, which is in i

tory, gives the public some idea of the pains taken to ph ueit. !

book that is readahle, and some few dozens that, are not, have been ran-

sacked for the customs and the costumes of the 'period,' which it is

intended to
'

revive,' or reproduce. The properties are likewise all

'taken from tlie life' if that term can he properly applied to things
inanimate. If a battle or a banquet lie put upon the staj oking

cups and weapons are most strictly
'

of the period.' Nor is this rule

observed only in the greater stage accessor!

1 he maxim of t he management . Not merely are I he infant ry, if troops be

introduced, all furnished with Ihc arms and amour 'of the period;'
but: if a baby be brought in, a lollipop 'of the period' is given it to s

or in case a medieval street-boy is produced, a popgun
'

of the period'
is revived for his amusement. If a Louis the Eleventh's limit ing-whip

I,
or an Elizabethan barmaid or servant girl be kissed, the

& in either case will smack most distinctly
'

of the period.' Nay,
supposing a procession or a siege he represented, the notes \vhich arc

1 forth by t he trumpets
'

of the pei iod
'

are taken, we arc told,
letter 'ol the period:' and the gunpovuli r which is

onndlly' of the period, bei] end,
from soin; of the period,' that v; mous
saltpetre' of the period.
"Now this attention to tin- praiseworthy in the

nd 1 should be the last to ei
;

i. Hilious

critie hat the acting of the plays at the Sultana's
Tin atre is by no means on a level with the merits of their upsetting,
and may endeavour to persuade me that the poetry of the dim

smothered and put out of sh'.ht . mind b;, the
nplipl-

. l!ut what care 1 for critics;' '.
, the attraction of a

play is ill the see 11 en. (las before gi i upon t he staire :

I'm sure that the enlightened British Public, 'will agree wi; !:

the defect i liave io nole at the Snllai

appointments on the audience-side : at all in

ing with those upon the other; and to

myself this absence of completeness

}\ hile the play is in performance, all m\ ><>

e. ami to such perfection the 'rcvaai
'

is brought
i hat I imagine m\sclf living in the period p- Sir.

down comes the act- ih or
thirteenth century, as the case maj be, I am pro] '.Mundinto
the middle of the nineteenth ! A horrid cry of 'Happies! horanges!

.mil bottled stout !

'

aa the
to a jury; and all m.\ visions of the p;ust ;

by the presence of an applewomaii, whose middle-
.nee is ihc sole link that connects her with the in-.

r, surely Sir, this jar upon one's nerves should be

Sir, the Management of the Sultana's Theatre might, when
be curtain down, still keep up the illusion, and not allow our

feelings to be trilled with so ruthlessly. So sudden a transition gives
blow to one's sentiment, and destroys the bright imaginings

!i one's brain has conjured up. Yet methinks it would be easy to

dy the e\ il. It would surely be but little tax upon the treasury,
tJS a score of supernumeraries, at a shilling each a-nighf, were
ted to undertake the part of audience-refreshers, in the place of

the old applcwomen whose presence now aliliets us. Their costumes

"OUR CLEVER YOUNG MEN."

(See Ma. GLADSTONE'S Speech on /lie R-fun: Sill.)

"Orn clever young men, Sir, are always so shy,
That they shrink from a num'rons constituency:
I know them right well, and have studied their habits,

And how they resort to their boroughs, like rabbits.

From great eiiies they fly, and those vast vulgar towns,
Where the 'million' reside, spinning cotton for gowns ;

Where low radical notions are poked in their faces,

And sneers about sinecures, pensions, and places ;

Where every pert MfHunfacturcr prates
; taxes on knowledge, and rails at rhurek Bates.

"Can a clever young man, who has a cousin a peer,

And an uncle a bishop, to such snobs adhere P

Can one so knit up with the Br'ish Constitution

Mix with blackguards whose aim is, in brief, Revolution?

Can I i if such tie iu store

To rescue - face the Finshnry roar?

Can their eti ie bear the brav.limr and knocks
race the contention 'twill PlBO MM '

No. no! Bully BRIGUT ! Think well tin,

And some snug boroughs leave for Our Cle\ e Men !

"

should accord with the costumes on the stage, and their refresliim

be in keeping with the period of the piece. V\ lien eil her '

Or Cadi is revived, some more strictly classic beverage than gin

hould be produced with it. The drinks of the dead

i for the occasion. A compound called
'

/I/ /<////',,

might be vended, at the price, let us suppose, of two

glass; or the playgoer might be treated to a taste of the
'

Qt>t"/i-/,,n>/,i.'

such as THAI. lAiieni s was by HORACE a ked to tap. So, when the
j

mined to see the Gallic Qfoiidmotheri. or any other thn: ;

melodrama taken from tin: French '"> should

provided for the boxes, and euu de vie supplied in ilrmi A/.w-.v to the
|

.i, tnoreovei (though eau de vie would lie but,
'

ill replaced by British brandy i, when good old English pieces are put,

upon th .id old Kii'-'lish drinks ought to be handed to the

nee. When A'/e////,-,/ r,/ ./, ,/, /,/<,// ( ,r Bluff AY//// llnl appear,
10

'

crush a cup' of right good lappoera- or im;ad,
so

keep still on one's palate' the ilavour 'of the period,' whil

B
droji

lal's upon the exit of Sir Joint Fiilx/nlj. the I,'

cpirj'lii to resound with (lie cry of
'

Sherris Sack !

'

of which the thirsty

er niiirht quail' '] it tie deep.'
i enumerate the many ways in which this

notion might, I think, be carried out. The sygtoo miLrht of course be

applied with eipial Illness lo vi imU as to drinks. Indeed I can con-

lit without untruth be advertised, not merely as a 'Novelty!'
but an

'

Additional Attraction !!' For instance, I can fancy how the

eh would cram the house, were it, announced in all the newspapers
that haggis and cockaleekie would be nightlv handed round for the

refreshment of the audience, in the intervals between the murders in

'I, !
"
Trusting you will give the world the benefit of my suggestion,

which need.by no means be confined to the. Sultana's Theatre,
"

I remain, Punch, yours, with reverence,
" A BRITISH PLATGOKK."

"
P.S. If the orchestra were dressed in the

'

costume of the period,'

it would considerably enhance the musical effect : and were, a similar

rule enforced in the d and stalls, it would add to the com-

pleteness of the general m/'/; if nil, and cause great increase of amuse-

ment to the gallery and pit."

THE DOOM OK DANIEL WEBSTER.

IN both classical and romantic story. ire. related to have

been occasionally animated. What if the spirit of the Transatlantic

lined portion of American intelligence

should ! to inhabit the monument erected to his memory?
:. made for some persons in

\ riter says,
'
It

coloured gentleman who has
run away from i'-i. :m<l in stolen clothes.'

"

Fancy a pro-slavery politician obliged to exist, constituting a public

exhibition, in the form of a fugitive coloured gentleman. Let DAU'L
WEBSTER'S Shitue be a caution to sinners !

THE CARLTOX Du Tioy.ua-.- The Derbyites have a pretty way of

describing a bribe. They call it
"
a votive offering."
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PUNCH'S ELECTION INTELLIGENCE.

everything promises well for t and the Con-

iblic-houses, so that not a

drop of drink can be obtained by a Bl " a of bludgeons came
Two distiri rmbera of the prize ring

from the window of the Yellow 1'ig this afternoon,
nt of the!/ ereant

istitution. Mr. Miggle i >s not a chance.

SLnl'lirUY.
Tb .r.4 here. Of these, 80 arc i liven (Liberal), and 69

r.lue (Conservative), and none of ! \. Of the remaining

5;!, t .
|. id one is nil idii: '. 'I'll'- oli.

: rietly corruptible, ,-i nd Mr. \\ -offered tin

(Liberal)
;

. rsphed! t", and unless !:

mend tho bidding, the ( 'arlton man :'

-ELBOROUGH.
We art.1 in th liaso conduct of tlio rival

:d refuse to

-; for a candidate, and sooner
1 1 her of tin. a fraud, we will n

our r. Mr. Timothy Gapeseed. Truly a. Reform Bill is

MTTFGATE.
The stniu'glc in t! . It consists of one long street,

My belongs to Sir I'.ilbiirv Cr..;j; (Conservative), and
like (Liljer.il). All the tenants have received

: unless they support tho nou. l>ective landlords,

they must quit, and distresses ar. in the hands of the agents, to be shown to

those :ir of rent. v.;r, six or eight inde-

pendent electors, who can turn the scale, and they have all been bribed

twice ii side. It is im;. v. ill come in, and it is

of tho less ci> ., ill inevitably be turned out.

WOP
Liberal) were rather seedy, and

tho Tories y vaunting the certain success of Colonel Bosh
luir to-iliy the t:i!iles are turned, for t:> of Oxtail, whose noble

i lie place, has driven round to every one of the leading
traders, an<l in the course of purchase of some trifling article, has intimated
that in the event of Mr. Hunk-urn's failure, everything for Oxtail House will

in future lie procured in the metropolis or at Jobbingsford. The Tories
now the audacity to prate about the End aristocratic inter-

at Elections ! ('i' utesf

MBY, AND THE PAMBT BUP.GHS.
Lor ii had signified to I .up of burghs that

t his nephew, Captain i it seems that the
el the misfortune after dinner yesterday to offend Lady

too demonstrative admiration of a favourite lady's
t to town in disgrace, and tho steward came round

this morning to say that his lordship's other nephew, Mr. Alfred Fluke, of
Li mnier's, is to be chosen. Noblesse ,

GEINilOUTH.
i. nl fig-ht for it. Sir Ebenezer Brawn (Tory), who

owns tin? mines in tho neighbourhood, has been keeping bis colliers half
drunk for a week, ami on the day of election will nuke it thr.

and send them into Grinmouth. Dut brute force will be constitutionally
met, and 11

r, uncle to the Liberal ' he Hon. Auu
Squinuyeye, will use his deserved influence with the sailors and doekmen,
and the invader* will be received as they deserve. Bets run high that :

will not be a whole window in Grinmouth by eleven on Tuesday morning,
'wo assistant-surgeons have been s> ut' over from Liverpool to our

iuiirmary.
PADDLETON.

The election will be a close thin 1

,'. All the electors take bribes, but there
I

is, the Spotty Caterpillars, and thr .\iVahl.: Slugs, that are sup-
U> hold the election in their hands. Col"

,:itive)
had 1' nine of tho Ships were crawling about this afternoon
with hints ih:it 1 11 lie (Liberal) money was as p .-was
uiiiuiring late last night for the Liberal bankers. Colonel ;

solieitor !'. gone t" London, probably to I'all Mall, and probably will return
with heavy arguments in favour of the Colonel.

LOAMSIIIllE (WEST).
It is well known that the representation of this division of Loamshire is

in the bands of th Karl of Snitchbury and of Sir Lumpington Bumpington,
ineipal landlords. They have hit] 'urn one and one,

iarnl Mr. \ iie (Liberal)
s as usual. But we hear that Lady Bumpington, who is

known to be the master at Blotehley <
. .mpington's

starting a second candidate with Mr. Vane. The new man is Major De
", it is understood, aspires to the biiMping charms of one of the

Bumpington heiresses. He would not win if Lord Snitchbury were a free

AN APPEAL TO VERY OLD LADIES.
WE should like to have seen the host of applicants who, no doubt,

answered the subjoined invitation, which appeared in a fashionable

journal :

MATRIMONY.
An accomplished Foreign Gentleman, aged 30, is

ucsirous of forming a MATRIMONIAL AU.IANUE with a lady similarly situated.

Similarly situated, that is, aged thirty. If any of the numerous
candidates for this gentleman's nand wore their own hair, it was, of

course, either dyed or else extremely grey. Fine sets of teeth were,
doubl less, disclosed by the smiling lips of many of them, teeth which
may have been of pearly whiteness, and which cost at least twenty
pounds. There are few other teeth, probably, among the whole num-
ber. What can a man

expect
who advertises himself as aged thirty, and

in want of a wife similarly situated.

Prospect of Spanish Solvency.

A SHIPWRIGHT on the Thames is building a large number of gun-
i'.ir Spain. The Times asks "What can ,

want with the apparatus for landing armament? and pushing up
creeks and harbours '(" We shouldn't wonder it' what ii wauled was
to pay off the numerous bondholders who lent Spain the money on
which they receive no dividends.

. !mt his property ia a good deal mortgaged, and it is believed that a

inch in his confidence, has been "got at" by Lady 1!., and
that 1 e his tenants un>

time. If he thus betrays the Constitution, truly wo may say, dekiula ett

'

</o.

1 TON.
'r awful sti d here, that a London

barrist-
'

le,
v.ho .:. down merely to frighten any
ruing forward, La.-. i:tvd to jabber lib

into the
;

i -nd graces of rh-- 'iida a
roundel- sum for v :

"-lit to his employer to

'ipudently talks of goin ..11. If Tie does, Wyley and
i

le will come in, ousting
'

UJGLKlirr
Sir Bungo Hoops, th" emil r (Liberal), is opposed by Col 1

Jollop, late in the Indian S.-rvire <i ; with
it, it) a great object with ,!' our electors. It is dillicult

to saj will go, as both candidates have been promised
by the entire borough.

OWLSWESTON.
Messrs. Blinker and Wink. -als, expected to be returned unop-

swax, has
in which he proposes i

borough from tho tyrair notice* have
to all Lord ;.s to support the new man, a

brisk contest may be looked for, and Winker will probably go to the wall,
for he has no money to spare.

LET.
have onr quiet little borough roused into the agitation of

: n Gumboyle's brother, Lord Mumps, had unfortunately, when in a
state of intoxication, fallen fro . .m of the Mediterranean
S.'a. The ain therefore goes up to the House of Lords, and Mr.
(iullin will walk the course, to tho considerable detriment of the poorer
electors of Higley, who look rather hungrily for the subsidy usual at

elections here.

NAG'S BAItSTOCK.
Sir Crucible Lute was considered safe, and is probably so, but a paper of

his, read before the British Association, in which he seems to have expressed
some doubt whether we had sufficiently studied the Mosaic account of

ion, and thoroughly understood it, has given great offence to the

clergy hero, and placards all over the town invite the electors to Vote i'.,r

Lute the Atheist. An orthodox candidate, with about 800 or 900 to

spend, would run the baronet very hard, and would have the ministers of all

denominations with him.

JELLYBAGLET.
There are five candidates in tho field, and we return one member. Our

late representative, Mr. Yelp (Liberal), offers himself for re-election, and his

opponents are Mr. Gusher (Conservative), Mr. Blatter (Liberal Conservative),
'lash (Liberal), and Mr. Cractilc (Chartist). Of these, Mr. Blatter has

no chance, having but 600 a year, any more than Mr. Cractile, who is

a pauper and a lunatic. Mr. Mash is Mr. Yelp's cousin, and is understood to

oppose him from bitter family feelings, and if these are guided into a proper
channel, Mr. Mash, who is wealthy, may oust his relative, but is more likely
to let in the Conservative, Mr. Gusher, who is very rich, and who promises,
if elected, to build an assembly room, and endow a capital band for balls, to

be at the orders of the ladies of Jellybairley. Gusher is already the ladies'

candidate, and they declare that he docs not squint more than a gentleman
, and that his club-foot reminds them of Lord Byron. Their influence

is not slight, but Mr. Gusher will not neglect other agency, aud we have
little doubt that he will head the poll.
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EFFECTS OF A WET EASTER.

HORACE AND HENRY, BEING SHUT UP IN THE COUNTRY, AMUSE THEMSELVES BY EXERCISING (!)

THEIR FAIR COUSIN'S PET LAP-DOG.

DOINGS AT BOMB.
" MY DEAK PUNCH,

"
Rome, April 16, 1859.

" WRITE immediately to the Postmaster-General and complain, if you are charged
a farthing for the postage of this letter, for it woidd be a scandalous imposition. Forty four

good Roman baioccM did I thrust between the bars of the cage within which the gentlemen
of the Post Office at Rome transact their business in prepayment thereof, and as it is not
usual to demand a receipt for the amount, to prevent mistakes I have made a memorandum
of the circumstance in the English, French, and Italian languages on the envelope, viz. :

Sollata

Paid.
"
I should not have called your attention so particularly to this fact, if it were not an

exception to my general rule of never prepaying a letter to England. It is perhaps owing
to this resolution, and also to another which I observe with equal strictness, namely, of never

taking in a letter unless it is prepaid, that my correspondence has become rather limited ;

in fact, I rarely write to any one except to my aunt, a spinster lady of advanced years (who
has, etilre nous, a pretty comfortable little property in the Funds), and to whom I retail,
once a fortnight, all the gossip which I can pick up in the Eternal City."

I am, Mr. Punch, a British artist, and have, like many others of my dear fellow-country-
men, a studio here, which is pretty well attended during the season, I can tell you.
Yesterdayj

for instance, I had twenty-three visitors, of whom a large majority drove up to
the door in 'their own carriages. Two of these vehicles were decorated w'ith coronets.
Besides their owners I received a Dowager Duchess, a Baronet, three Knights, an
ex M.P., several distinguished members of the clerical profession, and an Italian Count. I
place the latter gentleman last on the list, oat of no personal disrespect whatever (in fact
he gave me a little commission), hut simply because the title is so common in Roman
society, that literally speaking, it is almost more distingue to be without it.

To come to the point, however. My object in addressing you now is to give you some

particulars concerning the visit of pur illustrious young Prince, BARON R NFK w, who
for some weeks past has been enjoying the gaieties of a Roman winter

; and, I do not wish
for an instant to detract from the merits of my excellent friend and literary brother, the
Editor of the Court Journal, when I venture to hope that you may find this letter somewhat
more interesting than the last bulletin 9n the same subject in that "ably written periodical.

For weeks before the arrival of his Royal Highness the Anglo-Roman community here
was on the tiptoe of expectation and in the greatest suspense concerning the manner and
nature of his intended visit. Among the various reports rife at this period (most of which
i need scarcely add were unfounded), I quote the following :

"
1st. That his Royal Highness was going to make a state entry through the Porta del

Topolo in the brilliant and warlike accoutrements of that gallant regiment in which he has
lately attained to the rank of Colonel.

'

2nd. That the English residents in Rome were to form in a body to welcome their Prince,
and having unharnessed the horses of his carriage, to drag him triumphantly through the town.

"
3rd. That his Holiness intended to meet

him on the road in the garb of a British tar,

attended by a select body of Cardinals, who were
also to exchange the scarlet hat and stockings
for the broad-brimmed oil-skin and white duck.

"4th. That the celebrated divine, DK. GUM-
MING, had received a special commission from
HER MAJESTY'S Government to accompany his

Royal Highness on his visit to this city, in order
to preclude the possibility of his Royal High-
ness falling a victim to the dangerous fascinations

of the Romish schism.
"

5th. That with the same laudable object in

view, at least three leading articles from the
Record should be read daily to his Royal
Highness.

"6th. That his Royal Highness had been
invited by his Holiness to partake of a cham-

pagne luncheon with which he proposed to

entertain him in the ball at the top of St. Peter's
on Shrove Tuesday."

7th. That his Royal Highness was expected
to arrive daily."

8th. That he was not coming at all.

" The last mentioned hypothesis, however,
was given up when it was definitively announced
one evening in the Cafe Hellenico (which you
know is the great artistic rendezvous in the

Eternal City) that the porter at the lies

Brittaniques Hotel was prepared to swear that

his Royal Highness was engaged at that mo-
ment in discussing his supper at the above
mentioned establishment after a dusty journey
from Florence.

"
Here was a disappointment ! No triumphal

entry no uniform no ovation no cheering
no 'Hang it all,' remarked my friend VANDYKE
BROWN (only he used a more forcible expression)
'

hang it all ! I couldn't have come into Rome
more quietly myself !

'

"
It was a dismal, drizzling day, and the Heir

Apparent was provided with an elegant little

umbrella (not unlike the one which I used to

sport in earlier days). He was accompanied by
a confidential and apparently military friend,
who carried a similar instrument, while a gentle-
manlike footman (or footmanlike gentleman)
followed at a short distance. Few English were
out at the time ; no one but myself recognised

him, and I saw him step aside quite amiablv into

the gutter to accommodate some begrimed cos-

tennonger ;
or to make room for a fat priest."

His Royal Highness's hotel is close to the

Piazza del Popolo, where he modestly contents

himself with the second floor, and where a book
is kept in which all loyal English subjects may
inscribe their names, as an act of respect and

homage to their Prince, and perhaps in some

instances, with a delusive hope of being admitted
to the Royal presence.
"Ah! my dear Ptmch ! how many hearts have

fluttered, how many new coats and dresses have
been ordered, how many barouches sent trun-

dling in. the great cause. For) my part, I shall

not be easy until his Royal Highness has given
me a commission for a picture, or .at least,

asked me to lunch. Why, why was I not born
to be a Lord Lieutenant of my County, like my
excellent Hibernian friend, O'FLANAGAN, who
has been hovering about the Royal abode like

an uneasy swallow (as far as that biped can re-

semble one of the lords of creation in rouge and

stays) ever since his Royal Highness's arrival

was announced. Why can't I go up to the

Prince at once, and waiving all unnecessary

papa, extensive and liberal patron of Fine

Arts, &c. &c.'
'
Dutiful and illustrious son, fol-

low bright example happy to see your Royal
Highness any day at my studio ten to four 3rd

piano, Vicolo del Aspirante, &c. &e.' The fact

is, that the ateliers of several of my countrymen
whom I could name, have already been honoured
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by sucli a visit.
'

am rot of an envious disposition,
ol' all that is l';iir, what attraction

"! V \XDYKE J3KOWN,

, wlio, it is said, received

his Ko\al Iliirhuess in ;i blue ilaniii 1 robe, with her hair tailing all

round her head in i lie cause of picturesqueneis and genius-ship."
I merely put tbi Uy to you as a man and a

brother, without wishing to prejudice you for a single moment, and,
nine my pen.

('amhal :. lirilliaiii ihis year. The youthful
Baron was accommodated in a balcony half-way down the Corso, and
entered into the sports with emiable enthusiasm. I myself had the

honour to receive a box of confetti, from tip 'ids, and a bunch
of violets from COLONEL En CE, who stood by liisKoyal Highness with

praiseworthy perseverance, and supported him throughout this trying
occasion.

" To the Romans of whom every other man is a Count and not

one of whom, possessed of .50 per annum, thinks of degrading li:

by doing anything useful during the term of his natural life
;
to these

gentlemen, I say, the simplicity of his Koyal Harness's manner and
mode of living is incomprehensible.

'

That the Principe ill fjallin

\nroprio d'Inghllterra !' they ineredulously exclaim, as they see him
I laughing in his blouse and wideawake. 'What! the Heir Apparent
;

to the throne of Gran Brittagna in a carriage unadorned by a crest

;
without even a livery servant impossible !

'

They cannot understand
that he is come abroad, like any other young English gentleman, to

read with his tutor, and see Home in a quiet way, and they refuse to

believe in a Prince unless they see him blazing in uniform and a coach
and six.

"
It is pleasing to observe the beneficial effect which his Royal

Highness's presence has had upon the feminine portion of the English
congregation here. No shirking the Morning Service now. No
slinking in between the Lessons. No, my dear Punch, at a quarter
past ten c\ cry morning the church is nearly full, and there the dear

, creatures sit for three-quarters of an hour criticising each other's

dresses, having lirst rushed to till all the available space round the

] pulpit i would fain add, for the purpose of hearing the sermon better

the fact is that his Koyal Highness has a few seats reserved for

himself in that vicinity, and I am afraid that has something to do with
it. Lord, lord! how 1 do wish jou could see the manoeuvring little

darlings. 1 have travelled much, my dear i't',irh, and seen fair faces

lauds, but for good modest flirting, commend me to my own
countrywomen. The Ogles, the glances, the bhindishments that that

young ro
, 1 mean that his Koyal Highness, has bestowed upon him

are astonishing. I coidd not help comparing his lot with mine about

y nothing -vanity never was one of my failings, and
bcMilcs 1 injured my complexion since my school days by
that odious practice of smoking, to which, on purely sanitory grounds,
1 have been compelled to have recourse, but this I will say, that at
his Koyal 1 1 i^hue.-.s's age, 1 was a good three-quarters of an inch taller

than he i.in tact, I have not added to my stature except in the way of

double soles since that period), and 1 am blessed if ever I met with
such good auspices under a British damsel's bonnet.

"
As I passed by the lies Brittaniques the other day, with SLASH Kit

of the Heavies, nothing would satisfy the honest Captain but adding
his autograph to those of the Prince's other humble servants. As we
stood in the porter's lodge where this famous register is kept, and
while Mas deliberating whether he should subjoin the address
of his Town residence in Jermyn Street as well as that of his Hotel in

Koine to his signature, what should I see lying on the table but the

bill of fare for his Royal Highness's dinner! Yes, there were the

dishes written out at full length in a fair round hand: Pulaiji
'.n VlnuiljHili'ii, and other national delicacies. Here

is a subject for moralising. Actually plum pudding and beefsteak

could you have supposed it possible? Shouldn't you have thought
that Royalty only feasted on Ambrosia? Death, my dear Punch, is a

great leveller, so is Love, so is Hunger. Isn't it a satire on the

vanity of all human greatness ? Don't you draw a moral from the

tureen ? You and I have been hungry sometimes like this youthful
Colonel of the Coldstreams, and have eaten our steak and drunk our
modest pint. Yes, princes and peasants we must all eat occasionally.
That you and I, dear Puiirh, may never want a dinner, is the earnest

wish of your faithful correspondent. Let me conclude in the words of

the immortal CICERO
" llauc epidtoLim cur non scindi velim, causa nulla est "

"Vale! JACK EASEL."

-ter Tom (who lias beat ivlmkod for making use of school slang).
"
But, Grandnut, M

/f'Diil/ic Greek word aloijo (a\6ya), In .S/IW//I/T, baste, or wallop; ami
you, see [Grandma' is quite overcome by Tom's learninfj.

GRATITUDE. The man who has been favoured with a kick, perhaps does feel, in the
presence of the man who has administered it,

"
a lively sense of favours to come."

A PUFF FOR WEBSTER.

THE EMPEROR OP THE FRENCH, in his per-

severing resolve to Imitate his Uncle, now takes
the command of the army of Italy. We hear
that he has offered Ma. BENJAMIN WEBSTER the
most magnificent terms to accompany him, and
daily exhibit, for his Majesty's instruction, ME.
WEBSTEK'S admirable Impersonation of NAPO-
LEON THE FIHSX, as given in the Pretty Girk

of Stilbery. Moreover, we are apprised that the
offer has been respectfully declined, whereat we
are glad ; first, because we prefer to retain one of

our best actors, and secondly, because he might
perhaps be less useful than is expected. We
doubt whether his repertoire contains a sketch of

NAPOLEON THE FIRST, as he would have appeared
if he had happened to have to cut away like

one o'clock with the victorious Austrians thun-

dering in his rear, a highly possible situation for

NAPOLEON THE THIRD.

English Gallantry.

WHO says we are not a gallant nation ? Take
a public dinner, for instance. Doesn't the

N-
"

always take the lead, or isn't it

always wound up with
"
the Ladies ?

"

THE PURCHASE SYSTEM.

MEN only purchase such things as they want,
but women frequently purchase things they do
not want, and apparently for no other purpose
than the mere pleasure of purchasing.

DOMESTIC PARALLELS.

MOTHERS-IN-LAW, like cats, show a greatJ.U.WJ. HXjJVO-lil *OJil. T j KJLMO UMIOj Olv

attachment to the houses they inhabit, without

caring much for the persons who inhabit

them.
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A MYSTERY SOLVED!
WE have no doubt that many of pur readers, in common with ourselves, have been puzzled to divine

the object of the singular-looking circular structure at the south-east corner of St. Paul's Churchyard.
A close inspection of its arrangements, however, has enabled us to assign to it an employment, for

which its approximation to the plans on which zoological architecture is based most admirably adapts it,

n

ft

ON THE OCCASION OF THE NEXT ELECTION FOE THE GOVERNORSHIP OF A CITY GAOL.

EQUITY TAILORS.

Two ingenious tailors inHolbom,
near Chancery-lane, proclaim

I'HE NEW CHANCERY SUIT,
L 50. complete ; or the coat. 26*. ;

waistcoat, 8. ; trousers, 1. This famous
suit, noted for durability, style, and
moderate price, is made to order.

This is a modest pair of tailors."
Noted for durability

"
is a very

mild commendation of a Chancery
suit.

"
Warranted to last for ever

"

will, by most people, be thought
not too much to say. But these

are, perhaps, truthful tailors, and,
having an eye to late reforms of
the law, think it as well to speak
within bounds,^ and describe the
New Chancery Suit, with a due
distinction from the Old, as merely"

noted for durability." In this
we recognise a conscientiousness
which encourages us to hope that
this costume really has, and de-

serves, a reputation for style also,
|

as well as for comparative cheap- i

Parliamentary Minutes.

THAT idle Clock at Westminster,
which may well hold its hands be-
fore its face for very shame, has
cost the nation the pretty little

sum of 22,057. We never knew
a richer illustration of the homely
truth, which is always being dinned
in our ears, that TIME is MONEY 1

DUMB BELLS. The most per-
fect specimen of dumb-bells in the
world are those suspended in the
Westminster Clock.

SIMPLE TALK FROM WASHINGTON.
MOST readers of the ne\yspapers are informed as to the details of a

case of recent occurrence in America, in which the name of SICKI.KS is

most prominent. Into those details Mr. Punch has no intention of
going. But he desires to lay before his friends the following extracts
from the opening speech of the counsel for the prosecution. Imagine
SERJEANT BALLANTINE or SERJEANT PAKRY thus introducing a
culprit to a jury :

"
It was the Sabbath, a day which for more than 1800 years has been set apart

in commemoration of the Divine mission which brought Peace on earth and good
will to man.' In the soft gush of that Sabbath sunlight, at an hour between the
morning and evening Christian sacrifice, at the time almost when the sound of the
church bells was lingering in the air, the deceased, all unconscious of the tremendous
woe which then stood suspended over his house, met the prisoner at the bur in a
public thoroughfare of this city."

In the course of the speech, MR. DISTRICT-ATTORNEY OULTI pro-
ceeded in the following practical language to explain to the jury the
character of the law against murder :

" The great, grand, and old foundations of the common law with respect to this
ence, instead of being impaired, have been strengthened by time. Springing like

an arch over the vast chasm of the remote past and the present they have become
stronger by the pressure of centuries. The maxims of the common law relating to
the crime of murder are based on common sense and common justice. However
technical that common law may be in other respects, here it deals alone with liict

ts features are essentially humane. The features of these great old masters
even our rough ancestors, as portrayed to us in the light of their own maxims are
reflected to us as living actual men, like unto ourselves. These principle; owe their
entire strength, and I may say also their veracity, to their humanity not a maudlin
sickly sentimentality humanity, but one that is God-fearing, and to men loviii"-
and while thus they allow a sufficient toleration of the weakness of our common
nature they form, as it wore, at the same time, the very pedestal upon which rests
the subhme figure of public justice."

Finally, he expounded to the jury its duty :

"
If, however, gentlemen, the defence be legal, and proved to your satisfaction let

the prisoner go free free as the winds of Heaven. If, however on the other hand
it be not legal if it receives not the sanction of the law, or, being legal it be not
proved. I charge you, gentlemen of the jury, by the duty you owe to yourselves yourGod and your country, to smite the red hand of violence everywhere by your verdictnd proclaim to the four quarter* of tlie now littmimi world, there is yet virtue left to a
jury, no matter how high the position, or how lofty the pretensions of the offender."

-I//-. Punch does not presume to offer any remark upon the stupendous
eloquence of MR. DISTRICT-ATTORNEY OULD. But as soon as the
rracler has recovered breath he is requested to peruse the following
criticism on the speech. It is from the pen of the Washington
Correspondent of the New York Tribune, and is written in all shrewd-
ness and gravity :

"
I do not think that MR. DISTRICT-ATTORNEY ODLD made a very favourable

impression upon any one by the speech with which he opened to the jury the most
important case which he will probably ever be required to try. Its chief merits
were brevity and freedomfrom rhetorical fault*. It was direct, simple, and dear, and
may be well described in another's words as " a pretty little speech."

In the immortal name of NAT LEE and the Bedlam tragedy, what **

the American standard of oratory ? We thought the above rather tall

talking, anyhow. But no, Sir.

A LIBEL ON THE SEX.

A NEW Statue of Venus has been discovered at Rome. Artists are
enthusiastic iu their praises of its wonderful beauty. It is said that
the nose of the celebrated Venus de' Medicis has been completely put
out of joint ever since the discovery. We confess, we place but small
faith in its pretended perfection; and we are sure that ladies will

agree with us, when we tell them that there are no marks on the statue
to lead us to the belief that it had been in the habit of wearing stays,
nor was the smallest remnant of crinoline found near the spot where
this mock Venus had been for so many years hiding its charms. It is

a violence to all one's notions of ideal beauty to conceive female per-
fection in the absence of both stays and crinoline ! We denounce this
vaunted Venus as an impudent impostor.

Latest Election Intelligence.

AT the close of the Finsbury Poll, PETO and DUNCOMBE being in.

an enormous majority, and MR. Cox, the resident and tried Candidate,
being nowhere, Mr. Punch ascended the Islington hustings, and, with
tears in his eyes, spoke as follows :

"
Boo hoo iioo hoo

:

[Left crying.
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TRIUMPHANT RE-ELECTION OF MR. PUNCH

MEMBER FOR EVERYWHERE.
T'HIS, the most important of all the elections, took place on Wed-
L

nesday last, at Mr. Punch's own residence, 85, Fleet Street. The
proceedings were strictly private, no person whomsoever being allowed
to he present except the honourable candidate himself.

Precisely
at twelve o'clock Mr. Punch entered his reception room,

and shut the door. Falling in an easy but graceful attitude into his

arm-chair, and lighting his matutinal cigar, the honourable gentleman
opened the proceedings of tin: day by remarking that the east wind
was becoming personally offensive. He then addressed himself as
follows :

Sat. I have the honour to propose you as Member for Everywhere.
It is unnecessary for me to dilate upon the inconceivable services
which you have rendered to your QUEEN and country. Suffice it to

say, though the terms are painfully inadequate to the occasion, that,

you are the greatest public benefactor the world has ever known, and
that without you the nation would be utterly ruined, the Constitution
subverted, and MR. MACAULAY'S New Zealandcr already sketching i

the ruins of St. Paul's.

Mr. Punch then seconded himself in the following words :

SIR. beg to second the nomination, though the word second
ought not to be used in connection with yourself, who are nulli sei-Htnlnx.
You are one of tiiose miracles of genius, wisdom, wit, kindness,
generosity, justice, benevolence, and irascibility, which appear about
once 111 a thousand years, or not so often. 1 wish that the English or
any other language enabled me to say enough of your merits.

No other Candidate presuming to show himself, Mr. Punch declared
himself duly elected for Everywhere.
Mr. Punch returned thanks to himself in a brief speech, in which lie

pledged himself to exercise over everything the same vigilance which
had previously marked his marvellous career, and to wield the same
unhesitating bludgeon which one moment smashed the crown on the
head of a tyrannic Emperor, and the next instant came whack on the
sconce of an idiotic Alderman. As to binding himself to any particular
line of conduct, he would see himself blowed first, but he should

always, he hoped, be perfectly prepared to walk into anybody who
might question his behaviour.
Mr. Punch then moved and seconded a vote of thanks to himself,

for his impartial conduct in the chair, and having carried this unani-

mously, he made the usual elegant acknowledgment, and the proceedings
terminated.
We may add in reference to the prospects of the Government and

Opposition, that this most important election leaves the relative numbers
ot Parliament as follows :

Members Elected.

654 greater or less Humbugs
Mr. Punch

H.

C54

Leaving, of course, an utterly overwhelming balance against
Humbug.

A Costume that is Quite Killing!
THE PRINCESS V9LLKONSKA has been nearly killed in the Bois de

Boulogne, at Paris, in consequence of an accident caused by the pre-
posterous size of her dress. So numerous and so fatal are many of
these accidents, that, when it is said a lady is

"
dressed to death," it

must mean that she wears Crinoline !

TIME AND FASHION.

A "
WATCH-SPRING Petticoat

"
is advertised. Fashion is advancing

like the crab. We shall soon get back to clocked stockings unless,
which is to be hoped, the watch-spring petticoat is to be the wind-up
of Crinoline.

None too Soon.

A MOTION is, we hear, shortly to be made to the Court of Chancery,
for the application of the Winding-up Act to the Westminster Clock.
The application will be based on the fact that the credit of all the

parties to this deplorable concern is utterly gone, and that though their
checks have been abundant, they have all been hitherto endorsed

" No
Effects."

THE HOUSE ADJOURNING.

THE stone of the House of Commons is, it is said, fast decaying.
St. Stephens seems to be falling a martyr to the same fate as his name-

! sake, in being barbarously stoned to death.

VOL. XXXVT.
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A LITERARY WAIF.

HE day after the Finsbury
Election a letter was pu
into our box containing twi

or three proof sheets of wha
seems to have been the

commencement of an Uni
venal History. As the wore
'

Cancelled
"

appears upon
them, we conclude the in

tention of completing the

work is abandoned for tin

present. That the world

may know what they hav<

lost, we venture to reprin
the portion which has

reached us.

"
IT was at the battle <>

Pharsalia, which was fough

during the Wars of tin

Roses, in the spring-timi
of (lie year B.C. 1672, tha

EDWARD the Blue Prince

the eldest son of Old Krx<

COLE, after slaying fifteen

Saracens with his COLT'S

revolver, engaged in single
combat with his mortal foe

I'IUNCE RUPERT, who was a
rival suitor for the hand and the affections of FAIR ROSAMOND. After

they had fought for upwards of six hours by Canterbury clock, the

gauntlet was thrown up in favour of PRINCE RUPERT, who, in strict

conformity with the old law of duelling, mounted on the shoulders of his

defeated foe, and sounded his own trumpet in defiance of all-comers

Being then carried pig-a-back to the Ladies' Gallery, he was crownec
with cabbage-leaves oy the Queen of Beauty, impersonated by the grand-
mother of the LADY JANE GODIVA. A photograph of this extremely
interesting ceremony is still preserved in the Assyrian Room at the
British Museum. The motto which encircles it was composed for the
occasion by the MAN or Ross, who, it is believed, was the poet-laureate
of the period. The honour of its composition has, however, since been
claimed by CHAUCER, BUNYAN, ROBINSON, and ALEXANDRINE SMITH.
In the spelling of the period, the scroll stands thus :

pit, happit, ijajiptt ^jJagre !

flun butte 33rafoc fitsstrbt Jagte."
" ALEXANDER THE GREAT (who was complimentarily called so by

his courtiers, being, in reality, of a somewhat dwarfish stature) suc-
ceeded to the throne of Troy upon the death of CLEOPATRA, the mother

;

of his wife. His coronation was attended with more than usual pomp,
WIDDICOMB THE FIRST being master of the ceremonies. Under the

system of one RARI, a trainer of the period, the king was quite
successful in taming the White Horse, and drove him in his curricle
to the Augean stables, where he was put up. On the same day, the

king sat down to a lunch of lampreys, at which, to please QUEEN
HELEN, he dissolved his finest pearl in a butt of Malms bury. It was
during his reign that the declaration of independence was signed by
the Athenians, and the colony of Macedonia received a constitution at
the hands of NERO, and was enrolled by WILLIAM PENN among the
Free Trade States."

"TiiE long-vexed question, which has so disturbed historians, from
HOMER and HERODOTUS up to JOSEPH HUME and FLETCHER, as to
who dragged whom round the walls of what, has been set at rest by
the researches of WILLIAMS, 'the divine,' an antiquarian of Lambeth.
From a Chaldean MS. exhumed by this gentleman in his Nineveh
exploration, which was undertaken in the hope of finding out the
North-west Passage, and of discovering the Sauce of the Niger, the
true facts of the case have been clearly brought t9 light. The truth is

plainly patent to all who can decipher the Sanscrit hieroglyphics, that
the dragsman in question was CAESAR HELIOGABALUS

; who, after the
capture of Philippi from the Jews, harnessed to his drag the horses of
KING DIOMED, and so 'dragged' the conquered HECTOR home to dine
with CLYTEMNESTEA at her villa near Vesuvius."
"TiiE meeting at Philippi, to which CONGREVE was indebted for his

drama ot The Stval*, was a duel that took place B.C. 1654, between
REGULUS THE NINETEENTH, champion of Christendom, and the
heathen crusader, BRUTUS AFRICANUS. The meeting, as originally
fixed, was arranged to have come off upon the plains of Pompeii ;

but
as the Amazon queen DIDO had electrically telegraphed her strong
wish to be present, and as there was then no railway from her palace
to Pompeii, the valley of Philippi was appointed for the meet. It was
on this occasion, saith ASSER the historian, that the expression

' Et tn

Brute !
' was made, in his death-gasp, by the assassinated REGULUS,

who fell upon his helmet in the thirty-second round, and expired

exclaiming,
'

Peni! vidi! vici.'"'

LAMENT BY A TRITE BLUE M.P.

(Touching the state of the Clock and the state of Parties^)

WHEN the Clock's hands they won't work,
And the Clock's wheels they won't play,

How are poor old boys in Westminster
To be up to the time o' day ?

" Look at your private tickers,"
That 's all very well to say ;

What we want is something to set 'em by,
And tell us the time o' day.

Oh, our father's times were the good old times !

When, according as your lay
Was Tory or Whig, you 'd a leader so big,
To show you the tune o' day.

You 'd no reasons to find, nor to make up your mind,
But by what PITT or Fox might say

You set your ticker be it slower or quicker
And that was the time o' day.

Like a tall clock-tower that tells the hour,
To the town miles and miles away,

Those leaders so great, in matters of state,
Gave small folks the time o' day.

But in these wild times men scorn tower-chimes,
For what their own fobs may say ;

Big leaders are dumb, and the big Clock 's mum,
And none gives us the time o' day.

Well a watch of your own, and a mind of your own,
Are very good things in their way,

But I 've no watch to wind up, and I can't make my mind up-
And I don't know the time o' day.

Charity Measure.

By the Toast Mailer of the London Tavern.

ONE Pound .

Two Pounds .

Five Pounds
Twenty Pounds
Hundred Pounds

No Cheering,
draw ov.t The Faintest Response.

Hear! Ilear ! Hoar!
,, Loud Applause.
., Tumultuous Clattering ot
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A STRIKING DODGE.
THE Dublin Packet

says
that the following handbill has been exten-

sively circulated. The document is so perfectly unique, that we give
it entire. It would be an act of Vandalism to chip it, or in any way
mutilate it. Here it is, in all its unprofaned beauty :

ST. PETER'S CATHOLIC CHURCH, PHIBSBOROUGH.
" A proposal having been made to provide a Clock for the tower of this Church on

very advantageous terms, the clergymen have availed themselves of it. The new
Clock will strike for the first time at twelve o'clock noon, on Sunday, the 1st d;iy <>t

May, 1859. The congregation ure. requested to be in attendance, in order to celebrate

the event by their presence in front of the Church ; and, at the first stroke of the

Clock, they will make the sign of the Cross, the men xincovering their he;ids for the

purpose. In order to save the building fund the expense of the Clock, a special col-

lection will be made on the occasion, every person giving whatever his own piety
will suggest, bo it only the widow's mite

; rod it is even respectfully suggested that

parents will put something into the hands of their children to offer, so that, ever
afterwards as they will look uj>

< ibeynuty have the pious gratification
of remembering not only that they hud heard its first sound, but that they had
some share in its erection, THOS. M'NAMAKA, Administrator.

" 18th April, 1859.
"

P.9. The offerings will be received within :rmni'l the ^veat Cross in

front of the Church, and the last Mass will be delayed till u quarter past twelve, \- >

allow the congregation time to enter the Church."

We wonder if the ceremony did: take place on the first of May.
If so a Jack-in-the-Green would have added Urgi'lv to the solemnity of

the proceedings.
_
As the Clock began to strike, I he big drum and the

E
andean pipes might have raised a loud shriek of deafening eongratu-

ition, and my Lord Duke and my Lady would have joined doubt-

lessly in a riotous dance to express their unbounded joy. It inns!

have been such an exhilarating tiling 1o hear a Church Clock strike.

We are curious to know whether the horological debutant was nervous,
or husky, and whether it gave out the twelve notes it had to deliver

in a clear bold unfaltering tone ? The subscription might have been
affected by the way in which the Clock recited its first lesson in

public, and if it gave out only eleven strokes, or went so far as a

baker's dozen, or delivered them in a stupid stutterinic manner, the

coppers might have incited I to nothing. We should like

to learn how many persons waited, after the wonderful in

was over, for the hat to be carried round, and also whether any mad
wag cried out "Encore," as soon as the twelfth stroke had been con-
cluded. We trust that a report of this Phibsborough lUbiii will duly
appear, and that we may also be favoured with a portrait of the Clock.
The particulars of the mummery will be especially welcome, as they
may form an admirable precedent for the inauguration of our West-
minster Clock, when its voice, like that of a new Member, is heard in

Parliament for the first time.

THE CURE FOR THE KING OF NAPLES.
WHY is the KING OF NAPLES like a cat ? Because a cat is sly and

cruel ? For another reason also because a cat has nine lives. BOMBA
was once actually reported dead, and since that he 9ught to have died
at least as many as eight times. He has, according to our various

C9rrespondents, been for a long while dying of a variety of different
diseases. The Neapolitan sovereign has 'been the subject of a host of
complaints, among which, for a few, may be enumerated apoplexy,
paralysis, gangrene, psoas abscess, and tubercular consumption. He
has been half operated upon by a bungling surgeon, and he has been
blistered all over his body with a vesicatory fluid by a quack. He
seems, indeed, to have died a thousand deaths, and to have experienced,
within the last few months, afflictions which must have been equivalent
to the "Fifty Years of Indescribable Suffering," endured, according to
the advertisement, by our old friend MARIA JOLLY, of Wortham
What a case BOMBA would be for PROFESSOR HOLLOWAY, if HOL-
LOWAY could get the ailing tyrant to swallow his pills and submit to
be smeared with his ointment, instead of being bathed in the irritating
lotion of the Italian humbug! In the event of BOMBA'S recoveryBOMBA might occupy the niche left vacant by the late lamented EARL
OF ALDBOROUGII. BOMHA had, by the last account of him, the cele-
brated bottle which contains the stuff called the blood of St. Januariusm his siek chamber placed there that it might cure that wonderful
complication of diseases under which he labours. It is reasonable to
suppose that miraculous diseases require miraculous remedies, and a
king who has been for years inflicting fiendish tortures on his innocent
subjects may naturally enough ascribe his own sufferings to super-
natural justice; whilst anybody who is fool enough to believe in
JANUAEIUS, might be expected to have faith in HOLLOWAY.

" Them 's my Cent-iments !

"

AT a preliminary meeting of the electors of Old Rottenborongh the

Jjoyernment
Candidate was asked to state what his opinions were.

My opinions !" he replied, giving his breast (pocket) a significant
sly slap, The only 'opinions' which I think of winning your votes
with are golden' ones."

NEUTRAL ADVICE.

LET France delight to go and fight,
If 'tis her folly to :

Let Austria cry for
"
territory !

"

With that we 've nought to do.

Our shout must be
"
Neutrality !

"

To England peace is sweet :

But, friends, that she may neutral be,
LET'S MAN OIK FORTS AND FLEET!

to fal

A USEFUL LESSON.

WE read the following curious story in the Carlisle Examiner:
" About five years ago a gentleman residing in the neighbourhood of Newcastle

lost a valuable ring in his pigsty. The ring, being an heir-loom, was highly prized,
and the strictest search was made, but in vain, for its recovary. In the course of
time the contents of the pigsty were sold as manure to a farmer, and supplied the
necessary stimulants to the production of a crop of potatoes. The field has under-
gone a regular routine of cropping since that season. A few days since it was again
ploughed up for cropping purposes, and a numhur of girls were employed upon it
in gathering the '

quickens.' One of these in taking out a handful of these weeds
upon the identical ring lost five years before, and which during that long

period had been reposing peacefully in the earth. The mother of the girl took it on
sale to MESSRS. LISTER AND SONS, jewellers, here, who recognised the crest, and. as
a matter of course, retained the ring. Its owner was communicated with, and had
the satisfaction of recovering the ring so long lost, and of the regaining of which all

hope had long since been given up."

We have all been in the habit of hearing the proverb that
"

it is no
use casting your pearls before swine," urged as an excuse for not giving
good advice when we don't think it will be taken. It is to be presumed
this gentleman's ringwas not apearl one otherwise the proverb has been
falsified by the Newcastle pigs, who seem as greedy for precious stones
as the bipeds who have maligned them. But how came the ring into
the pigsty? CLEOPATRA dissolved a pearl in her wine-cup ; could this

splendid North-countryman have meant his pigs to rival the Egyptian
queen, and swallow gems in their wash ? Or was it a pearl-ring after

all, and did the wearer lose it, in the rash attempt to test the proverb,
that you may throw your pearls before swine, without danger of their

being swallowed ?

If this be the true account of the matter, it is to be hoped that the
lesson has not been lost upon him. It is worth the five years loss of a

ring to have one's confidence in
"
the cheap wisdom of nations

"

shaken, especially in a maxim which is generally used as a cloak to

self-indulgence and an excuse for lazy acquiescence in evil. Hence-
forward, we may expect to find this gentleman active in all those good
works which are commonly regarded as waste of labour essaving, for

example, to inculcate cleanliness on the neglected poor, unselfishness on
the thoughtless rich, opposition to jobbery on town-councils and courage
and truth-speaking upon Members of Parliament on the hustings. He
knows now that pearls may be thrown before swine, with some chance
of their being appropriated.

THE Two NAPOLEONS. There is but one step from the Sublime to
the Ridiculous.
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FLUNKEIANA.

Lady. "RESIGN YOUR SITUATION! WHY, WHAT'S WRONG NOW, THOMAS? HAVE THEY BEEN WANTING YOU TO EAT SALT

BUTTER AGAIN ?
"

Genteel Footman. "On NO, THANK YOU, MA'AM BUT THE TACT is, MA'AM THAT I HAVE HEARD THAT MASTER WERE SEEN LAST

WEEK ON THE TOP OF A HOMNIBUS, AND I COULDN'T AFTER THAT REMAIN ANY LONGER IN THE FAMILY !

'

BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE.
" MR. BENJAMIN DISRAELI stated that the Conservative party in the new Par-

liament would number 300 members." -May, 1859.

WHEN the fight first began, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
When the fight first began, out came the pay :

Cheques that the Carlton drew
Off to each borough flew ;

So the proud Tories went bribing away.

At Dover you went the pace, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
At Dover you went the pace, so people >ay :

OSBORNE proclaims quarrels
With some gay gold laurels :

So the proud Tories went bribing away.

At Plymouth you did the trick, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
At Plymouth you did the trick, never say nay :

Neatly you won the fight,

Turning out JEMMY WHITE :

So the proud Tories went bribing away.

At Windsor the Castle screw, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
At Windsor the Castle screw came into play,

You worked that Castle screw,
Turned CHARLEY GRENPELL blue

;

So the proud Tories went bribing away.

At Yarmouth, you went ahead, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
At Yarmouth you went ahead, merrily, eh?

Bought pans and pot-kins,
And sold YOUNG and WATKINS,

So the proud Tories went bribing away.

At Frome too you managed well, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
At Frome too you managed, mid Puseyite bray,

The toby to tickle

Of poor tailor NICOLL ;

So the proud Tories went bribing away.

At Berwick you played the game, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
At Berwick you played the game, winning the day ;

Tell us what starch banks
Cashed cheques to oust MARJORIBANKS,

When the proud Tories went bribing away ?

At Bodmin, and Colchester, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
At Weymputh and Pontefract too, you made hay,

And in other localities

Showed liberalities,

So the proud Tories went bribing away.

But, we hear menaces, BENJAMIN BOUXCEABLE ;

Certain election petitions will pray
To expound to Committees
In what towns and cities

It 's thought the proud Tories went bribing away.

And the worst of the matter is, BENJAMIN BOUNCEABLE,
All this expenditure, be what it may,

Leaves a majority,
Armed with authority,

Coming to sweep you from office away.

THE ITALIAN BOOT. Louis NAPOLEON is hitting his hardest with

a view of trying whether the iron cannot be made to enter its very sole.
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ADMIRAL PUNCH. pR NCE ALFRED OF THE EURYALUS.

MEN FOR THE FLEET !

ADMIRAL PUNCH. "THERE, BOYS! THERE'S AX EXAMPLE FOR YOU."
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EXHIBITION OF REJECTED PICTURES.

Privately Viewed by our Catchpenny Critic.

ELL. ITic samus iterum.

I beg vour pardon, ladies.

I would simply say, to use

less classic phraseology,
that the season of the pau-
tomimes being counted

with the past, 'here we
are again !

'

in the season

of the pictures. The Hang-
ing Committees have all

been in full swing, but now
their labours of suspension
are at length suspended.

Occupied as I have been

with more important duties

(there is no rest for the

sole of a literary man's

boot, when once he sets

foot in the higher paths of

the profession), 1 have only

just hud time to rattle

round the galleries, and the
'

:%7h W8Sfo-'x/('
l

i
| IB I' A slight acquaintance I have

*"* formed with their contents

will not incline me to waste
much more of my valuable

leisure on them. As far

as I have seen, the good
pictures seem like the good

points in the Reform Bill,
'

conspicuous for their absence,' as Hiber-

nian LORD JOHN has said. At the Academy, for instance, the only

works of art which are worthy of the name are those done by one

or two of my young friends whom I won't mention ;
and as they don't

happen to have R.A. appended to their names, of course their pictures

are so hung that one had need to be a giant or giraffe to get a glimpse
at them. Quis custodial custodesj I feel disposed to say, when I

think into whose custody such paintings are committed. If we critics

go on suffering the hangers to have rope enough, of course they'll

go on hanging themselves only
'

on the line,' and won't think of con-

descending to make room for their betters. As I happen to know
most of them, I don't wish to be nasty ; but I would just remind

'

the

Forty
'
that vixere forties ante Agamemnon, and that if they don't look

out they may come to grief just like those ancient parties. There
must be

'

something rotten in the state
'

of the Academy when such

daubs as MB.. BLANK'S are hung
'

upon the line,' while the works of

my friend BROWN are hung upon the staircase !

"
After this prelude, the public will not be surprised to learn that

certain of the artists whose works have been rejected, have decided

upon opening a rival exhibition, where they may appeal against the

judgment of the judges. I confess this happy notion is not a child of

mine, but I am proud to say I know the genius who fathers it : and it

is by reason of our intimate connection that I 'm the first to introduce

his offspring to the public. I do so, it is true, not with his consent,
but my business won't allow my waiting for such trifles. Avidct

novitatis est gens newspapemna. The gents who read our paper are

always singing out for novelty, and
'

'tis my vpcation, Hal '
to some-

how pick it up for them. Don't preach to me about my 'violating

confidence,' and 'dragging private matters prematurely into print.'

Such sermons may be listened to by slow old-fashioned journalists, but
we of the fast school are forced to turn deaf ears to them. What 's

the good of putting one's legs under a friend's dinner-table, if one

mayn't make use of all the
'

good things
'
one can pocket. I 'm no

respecter of persons or mahoganies. As a writer for the public, my
business is to pick up whatever will amuse it. If one starts as a
'

fast
'

critic, one's success, as my friend BARNUM says, depends on

going a-head. To keep pace with the times, one must chuck all

scruples overboard. Ofcourse I don't want to injure anybody's feel-

ings, but one can't be always looking before one leaps, and people
who 've got corns had best keep out of my way. I repeat, I m no

respecter of persons or mahoganies. My business is to write what is

amusing to my readers : and for the amusement of my readers my
business is to blab.

"
Foremost among the pictures which the R. A.s have rejected, is a

portrait of my friend TOMKINS, done by my friend SMITH. This noble
work of art was originally entitled The Portrait of a Gentleman ; but
for strictly private reasons (which, if I only knew them, I would wil-

lingly divulge) the title has been changed to one less complimentary." From the nature of the subject it is, I need not say, a highly inte-

resting picture ;
and although the judges have seen fit to reject it, I

cannot doubt its finding favour in the eyesight of the public. The
likeness is most happy ;

the artist having caught the genial smile of

the sitter, and transferred it to the canvas in a most becoming manner.
The curl of the left whisker is rendered to the life, and the bold

handling of the nose is exceedingly commendable. MR. TOMKIXS
needs no help to hand his name down to posterity, but his brow
acquires fresh lustre from the brush of MB. SMITH.

Not to mention some few score of minor gems, a picture which I

look on as a
'

pearl of greatest price,' is The Daughter of the Rat-

catcher, by MB. RUBENS ROBINSON. Had the name of this young
artist been only better known, the judges would have jumped to hang
this painting

'
on the line.' Li portraying female loveliness, of feature

and of form, Ma. RUBENS ROBINSON has outstripped all competitors,
and will ere long be on the heels of his great, naiuewike himself. The
colouring of the cheek of Tin' liumjlitiT ///' ///, Rateatcktrf would, I

think, make TITUN'S / 'w/'.v blush with envy, hatred, malice, and all

manner of uncharitableness. See too with what skilful tracery the

master's hand has stippled in the fringe of the left ou'lasli, and what a

purely vegetable dye lie has imparted to the hair, which, as the legend
tells us, was rather of a reddish, or perhaps a radish, hue; and being
freed from the conventional confinement of a bonnet, flowed witn

delightful freedom, we are told,
'

all down her back, like bunches of

carrots upon it."
"
I don't wish to say anything to make a young man proud, but

MR. FLASHY has sent in a baker's dozen of his pictures, and in each of

them I think he has surpassed himself. For treatment of the 'middle

lights
'

few can hold a candle to him, and his dazzlmg chiar'oscuro

throws all riv_als in the shade. It is invidious to specify where all are

so firstchop : but his best effort perhaps is one he quaintly c?lls Still

Life, a painting which depicts a party of police poking their noses

down a cellar, and sniffing out a private still. Scarcely less consummate
in design and composition is a more aspiring work, entitled, Crikey !

Won't he Catch it ! representing a small errand-boy chevying a cat.
"
MB,. FLIPP, who is related I believe to MR. X., has done his

best to copy the few failings of that gentleman. But a more successful

copyist, I think, is MR. CRIBB, whose great work, Forbidden, Crusts,
is both composed and christened on a well known High Art model.
The picture represents a couple of French poodles, sitting up on their

hind legs, and eyeing eagerly the crusts which have been placed upon
their nosetips. The expression of the noses is rendered witli great
taste

; by a little stretch of fancy, one might almost hear them sniff.

The watery appearance, too, imparted to the mouths fully equals the
best efforts ot the best of water-colourists.

" A thousand thousand thanks are also due to MB.. DAUBEB for his

delightful Nero Taking his First Lesson o the Fiddle. This really great

picture (it measures 30 feet by 20) clearly ought by rights to nave
been hung upon the line, and it is a matter of surprise to all of

MR. DAUBER'S friends that the judges should have had the want of

judgment to reject it.
"
My dinner bell is sounding, and so I must shut up ; adding just

one word of thanks to MR. MUITE, whose Donkey Fair reminds one
of ROSA BONJOUR'S horse ditto. And I ought to give a syllable of

praise to my friend SPOONE, whose Landscape with Cows, which was
so admired (by his family) last year, has inspired Mm to paint a

Landscape without Cows, which I have no doubt, although the R.A.s
have rejected it, will descend to all posterity in the keeping of the

SPOONES."

BIRDS OF THE CIVIC FEATHER.

ON Tuesday last week the Court of Aldermen met for despatch of

business
;
when MR. ALDERMAN CONDEH was sworn in. MR. CONDEB,

is the newly-elected Alderman for the Ward of Bassishaw. He was
introduced by MR. CLARKE in a speech of admirable brevity, which,
indeed, was almost too brief, and which is reported to have commenced
with the remark that

"
It was unnecessary to say much as to the

character of MB. SHERIFF CONDER." Of course MR. CLARKE might,
with a less ambiguous reticence, have more boldly declared that it was

unnecessary to say anything. With a degree of taste, however, for

which he deserves credit, MR. CLARKE abstained from any reference,
with an ornithological view, to the aptitude of MB. CONDEB'S name to
the chief part of that new function on which he was about to enter.

Well grounded in orthography, he was perfectly aware that the vora-

cious bird of the Andes and the new Alderman differ as to the spelling
of their names

;
and he therefore very properly forbore to say, that he

rejoiced in having the honour to introduce a condor into a society of

vultures.

IMPERIAL PLEDGES.

IT is said that the EMPEROR or AUSTRIA has pawned his Crown
Jewels. It is not often that monarchs givejtheir subjects so costly a

pledge of their affection. Of course, the jewels were taken to the
Lombards to be pawned ?

MILDNESS OF THE SEASON. To the astonishment of 'all his friends,
FREDERICK PEEL made a joke the other day.
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BROOM versus BEUSH.

On the first Mmidaii 'm Mni/, A rtlxts have the prirlleije of varnishing

ii- I'li-turci before tjie E.cliiliitimi in opened to the Public. MR. DAUBE
has just laid on his final coat, when he is horrified to find that the floor has

to be Sieept !

NEW NAVAL TITLE.

AT the declaring of the poll of the Dover election, Mr. Punch let fall

two tears for his old friend BERNAL OSBORNE, and then wiped his eye

to take a sight at ADMIRAL LEEKE, who amid a deafening uproar
" Was understood to say, as alluding to some squibs which had been put in cir-

culation, that the 'yellow dog' had been found, and was now at the top of the
*

cherry-tree.'
"

Every dog has his day, and Mr. Punch is not surprised to find the

"yellow dog" has his. For a dog to climb a cherry-tree is not a

common feat; but even this may be effected if the dog be but a
"
yellow

"
one, and have some

"
yellow boys

"
to back him and to give

him a leg up. Mr. Punch has little wisb to enact the part of Pistol,

or he might let off a joke or two to show that he could "mock a

LEEKE." But Mr. Punch will only hint, that in addition to his Admi-

ralship of the lied, or White, or Blue, ADMIRAL LEEKE may claim

distinction as Admiral of the Yellow.

The Bills of the Carlton.

WHEN TOM BUNCOMBE was told that MR. G. H. MONEY (our

talented friend G. H. M., upon whose brow has fallen the nightcap of

SOYER) had been thrown out for Rochester, he said :

"
I am afraid

the Carlton will find,
after all their lavish expenditure of money, that

they will have to write at the bottom of their bills, as they do at the

Theatre,
' No MONEY RETURNED.' "

DIFFERENT RIGS.

FOR rigging our vessels wire -rope obtains praise,

Till by tons to our ports MESSRS. NEWALL embark it ;

But electric wire-rope, in these telegram days,

Is not less in favour, for rigging the market.

INSCRIPTION FOR THE HORSE GUARDS." Jobbing done here."

EXCELSIOR !

& ^potnt at tijc yanic.

THE price of Funds was falling fast,
As to the Court of Capel passed
A speculator for the rise :

Who, when the tidings reach him, cries

Excelsior !

His brow was sad his hat beneath,
He crushed a curse between his teeth :

Yet on his whitened lips there hung
The accents of the tempter's tongue,

Excelsior !

Of railway shares he held a lot,

And had m Banks "
put on the pot,"

Deep into Mines, too, he had gone,
And dabbled in the Indian Loan.

Excelsior ?

"
Try not to hold !

" Dame Prudence said," Dark lowers War's tempest overhead :

"

He put such good advice aside,
Ana heedless of the news replied,"

Excelsior !

"

"
sell !

"
his broker said "And rest

Persuaded the safe side is best !

"

Quoth he,
" The War is all my eye,

.My shares must rise, so more I'll buy
Excelsior !

"

"
Beware of Austrian troops th' advance !

Beware lest we 've bad news from France !

"

This was the broker's last good night,
A cheerful voice replied,

"
All right !

Excelsior !

"

Next noon upon his startled ear

There came the cry of newsvendere,"
The Roosliians with the French 'ave jined !

The Fun's 'ave three per cent, declined !

"

Profundior !

To Capel Court he rushed, and found
It buried in a gloom profound :

The sudden Panic spread apace,
And ruin stared him in the face ;

Profundior !

Since then the Court of Capel he
Hath changed for that of Bankruptcy.
Punch draws this moral from his late,
'Ti dangerous to speculate

On brink of War !

THE NEW ECCALEOBION, OB, DUCK-HATCHING
MACHINE.

MESSRS. REUTER, HAVAS, AND COMPANY, respectfully invite the
attention of the Press, and the Public especially of all connected with

speculative pursuits to their gigantic Eccalco'bion, or egg-hatching
machine, which may be seen m daily operation in London, Paris,

Vienna, and the other chief cities of England and the Continent.
This is not the machine so long exhibited in Leicester Square.

MESSRS. R. H. & Co., have constructed their machine principally with
a view to the hatching of ducks particularly of the French breed,
known as canards, and the best evidence of the efficiency of their

method, which is worked entirely by electrical agency, is afforded by
the enormous flocks of canards which have been produced by it, their

extraordinary size, and their dissemination all over Europe. Large
stocks of French, Russian, Austrian, and Italian canards always on
hand, and to be seen in all stages, from the ovarian embryo to the full-

fledged bird. Enormous reduction to persons taking a quantity.
The machine is earnestly recommended to persons desirous of

counting their chickens before they are hatched.

Our Peace and War Budget.

WE are to observe an Armed Neutrality. This will cost some money.
That expense might perhaps be provided for by a heavy tax on the

export of coals, or any other articles of which supplies may be needed

by the belligerents who are murdering one another.
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THE FATHER OF THE OWL.
HEY say, the owl was a

baker's daughter." Why
so, pretty Ophslia? This

question has at length re-

eeived a satisfactory solu-

tion, which will supersede
the conjectures anil expla-
nat ions of learned commen-

,. The Master Bakers

of Edinburgh and Leith

have addressed to the

Master Bakers of London
a Memorial with a view to

bring about
"
the alteration

and restriction of the hours

during which the practical
business of baking has hi-

therto been, and still is,

carried on by the workmen
'tied in it." Injury of

i h, abridgment of exis-

tence, depravation of mo-

rals, disqualification from

performance of the duties,

and experience of the en-

joyments, which a baker,
like other men, owes to

and should derive from,

his family and society, are described in this document as the results of

j

the system which at present regulates the hours of journeymen bakers'

labour. These hours are long and irregular; they are
passed

in a

heated and impure atmosphere an atmosphere not only loaded with

carbonic acid gas, but also with flour-dust ;
so that the conditions to

the production of bread are also those of pulmonary consumption.
These are grave facts, but they may not seem to throw a very strong

light on the statement that the owl was a baker's daughter. An
additional circumstance must be mentioned in order to its elucidation.

The work of working bakers begins at eleven o'clock at night. These

nocturnal habits of industry afford a perfectly intelligible reason why
people should call a baker an owl, and, therefore, why they should say
that the owl was a baker's daughter.
The owl, however, although he seeks his living at night, roosts

during the day. Herein the unfortunate baker differs from him, for

whereas the work of that labourer commences an hour before midnight,
it lasts until late in the afternoon of the day following.

Considering these tilings, the Master Bakers of Edinburgh proposed,
some ten years ago, to commence work at five in the morning, and end
at five in the afternoon. They say that the experiment has thoroughly

succeeded, even in a commercial point of view. They assert that
'

in

no single respect have the customers of the Edinburgh Bakers been

put to any inconvenience by the alteration, nor have they been obliged
to forego any of the advantages which they formerly enjoyed." How
this is managed, anybody may ascertain who will take the trouble to

inquire ;
on that point, therefore, they deem it unnecessary to enter

into
"
minute professional details

;

"
and certainly explanations of

mysteries like kneading will be allowed to be needless when their

practical result is known to be, as the Memorialists declare, that
" The Rolls are prepared and ready for delivery by seven o'clock in the morning."

If Paterfamilias wishes to be, and to render his progeny,
"
healthy,

wealthy, and wise," a system wlu'ch enables him to breakfast at seven
in the morning, will abundantly empower him to observe and enforce

the celebrated prescription for acquiring health, wealth, and wisdom.
If he is a resident in the neighbourhood of Wormwood Scrubbs, and
summoned to attend on the Middlesex Grand Jury, such an arrange-
ment will allow him to shave, and do justice to his morning's meal,
and yet be in attendance at the Clerkenwell Sessions House in time to

escape a fine of twenty pounds for neglecting to abandon his business
in order to perform a function which is ridiculous and useless.

The above considerations may induce the London Master Bakers to

adopt the system recommended to them by the, successful example, as

well as the advocacy, of their Edinburgh fellow-craftsmen. The public
will naturally desire its adoption too

^
for we cannot quite fancy the

bread which we know that people kill themselves in making. Cus-
tomers who are conscious of devouring their bakers, must feel them-
selves on somewhat near a par with the subjects of his Majesty, King
HoKEY-PoKEY-WANKEY-FuM. It is therefore to be hoped that a

deplorable reality will no longer be suggested to a British audience by
the interesting maniac in the noble tragedy of SHAKSPEARE, from
whose words they are justified in inferring that the baker is an owl.

" AN UGLY RUSH." One to the Pit ! Manager of Theatre.

A CLERICAL HECATOMB.

OUR episcopal brother, S. OXON, has been addressed by One Hundred

of the clergy of his diocess, who remonstrate against Romanising

practices carried on in certain of the churches under his lordship's

superintendence. Our brother has replied to them ; but it will be

seen, from BISHOP WILBERFOBCE'S answer, that the hand of

Bisnoi' I'l xi n has largely aided S. OXON. The Mowing is the

document (extracted from the Times) in which his lordship sacrifices

his hundred black cattle.

" MY REV. BRETHREN,"
I don 't believe a word of what you say about there being

much dissatisfaction about the practices you talk of. There may be a

few grumblers, but there are very few, and they are idiots.
"A lot of people have told me quite the contrary, and the fact is that

the handful of idiots in question are trying to kick up a shine for their

own pleasure and satisfaction.
" You string together a list of charges, and begin about processions.

I should just, like to know where you have seen these. If you had told

me, I could have put 'em down. But that 's not your little game. I

see through it, my reverends.
" As for the processions you hint at, they are nothing but orderly

walking to church. But this is what the idiots in question dislike, and

also the surplice. They are a pack of Dissenters, and descended from

the Puritans who cut off the head of ARCHBISHOP LAUD; and they
would like to cut off my head, but I flatter myself it's too good a one

for their handling. This walking in procession is Walker, my beloved

reverends.
" As for carrying a cross at Addington well, if you '11 talk of that

you'll talk of anything. Why, the cross was a little bit of a thing,

scarcely bigger than what a lady wears round her neck. It was on
1 lie end of a stick, and a curate took it 'by accident. He put it down
again as soon as I saw it, and spoke to him. But to make a fuss about

that I am ashamed of you." Now about crosses in churches. Anybody who is not, as I have

said, a good-for-nothing dissenting Puritan, who wants to cut off my
head, looks at a cross in church as a mere symbol. I suppose when

you christen children, you would have an ought instead of a cross

made on their little foreheads. That 's what the Puritans did, and you
'

are of the same lot. I shall say no more on that subject, except that I

don't remember what I said on the subject some time ago, but it was

quite right, my reverend brethren and everlasting pumps.
"
About altars. A new stone altar fastened to the wall is Pagan

and Popish, but a wooden table with a stone top is quite correct. And
if you come to that, look at Westminster Abbey, Maudlin (which you
are) New College, and other places. You must be out of your senses,

it 's my belief. I never read such twaddle.

"In regard to decorations, when you
7

look at the condition of

hundreds of our churches, damp, and green, with worm-eaten pews,
and old nails in the seats, that tear your inexpressibles, I am sure you
ought not to prevent anybody from making churches look nice. Of

course, if people go too far, and paint scenery, hang glittering globes,

like that m the window of BUTTON, the pastrycook, Chancery Lane,
stick up flags, or anything of that sort, I shall stop it.

" You talk about a ledge behind the altar. It seems to me an archi-

tectural convenience for the clergyman to put his pocket-handkerchief,
;

snuff-box, or anything, upon. The man who cannot say his prayers
because a bit of stone sticks out at the other end of the;churcn, must
be in a queer state, I should say.

"Finally, my beloved brethren, you ought to be most heartily

ashamed of yourselves, for getting up disturbances about nothing.
You are much more likely to drive people over to Rome by such

follies, than are the trumpery things you make pegs of to abuse me,

your excellent Bishop, wlio know particularly well what I am about,
and have not the slightest intention to be dictated to by you. There-

fore, my beloved ones, hold your noise, and mind your several and

respective businesses.
" Yonr affectionate Bishop,"

S. OXON."

British Chargers.

A WBITEB in the Post justly observes, that "a militarily inspired

system of charging shrapnel shells leaves much to be desired in that

department of our laboratory apparatus." No doubt pur gallant
officers are much less at home in charging shells than in charging

squadrons.

DEEBY SWEEPS.

THERE was an unusual muster of Derby Sweeps on May Day.
The electioneering agents assembled in great force to receive the pay
of their dirty work. MB. HAIGH, the barrister, was there, and enter-

tained the company by going through his wonderful gymnastics, giving

examples of his peculiar trick of trying to upset a candidate.
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DREADFUL FOR YOUNG OXFOED.

Lady. "ARE YOU AT ETON?"

Young Oxford.
" Aw, No ! I'M AT OXFORD !

"

Lutli/. "OXFORD! RATHER A NICE PLACE, is IT NOT?"

Youn</ O.ff'inl.
" HUM ! HAW ! PRETTY WELL, BUT THEN I CAN'T GET ON WITH-

OUT FEMALE SOCIETY !

"

Youny Lady.
" DEAR ! DEAR ! PITY YOU DON'T GO TO A GIRLS' SCHOOL, THEN !

"

THE ENFIELD RIFLE.

WHEN BONAPARTE THE FIRST prepared
For England's coast invasion,

Our fathers armed by Mercy spared
For valour from occasion.

That swarm, about a foeman's ears,
Would then have proved no trifle,

Although those British volunteers

Had not the Eufield ri9e.

Their arms
they

learned by dint of drill

Right cleverly to shoulder ;

For native land to die, or kill.

No Spartans e'er were bolder

But they to shoulder old Brown Bess
Had then to be contented.

The Rifle which we now possess
Not having been invented.

Now old Brown Bess was not a gun
For shooting to depend on.

Good work she did, but that was done
With bayonet fixed her end on.

And she 'd have served the volunteer

Full well, it can't be doubted
To thrust invaders in the rear,

Their forces having routed.

From trusty bows of English yew,
With rare and little error,

Of old the cloth-yard arrow flew,

Its very name struck terror.

Let English Riflemen succeed

In place of English bowmen.
Old England to protect at need,
From all invading foemen.

We may, like bees, defend our hives

From all who come to harry :

Each in his pouch as many lives

As rifle bullets, carry.
From hedge, and bank, and wall behind,

(A thought which care may stifle)

A foreign foe his shot may find :

Good speed the Enfield Rifle !

AN EYE TO RUSSIA.

LET us hope that ALEXANDER will not turn out a chip'
of the old blockhead.

MANNING THE NAVY.

BY MR. PUNCH. A PROCLAMATION.
FOR ENCOURAGING SEAMEN AND LANDSMEN TO ENTER THEMSELVES ON

BOARD HER MAJESTY'S SHIPS OF WAH.

our Royal Sister and Friend, QUEEN VICTORIA, not

being deluded, like certain distinguished Muffs, by the humbugging
representations of certain Powers that they mean no harm to England,

hath, with her usual gracious wisdom, resolved that her Fleet shall be

made so strong that neither She, nor We, nor the country will care

one blessed farthing what the aforesaid beggars mean or don't mean.

And whereas our Royal Sister and Friend, QUEEN VICTORIA, has

issued her Proclamation, offering 10 to able-bodied seamen, 5 to

ordinary dittoes, and 2 to landsmen who may enter her service. E5Ec

have thought fit, in order to promote the views of our Royal Sister and

Friend, and to assist, in strengthening her aforesaid Fleet, and without

taking advice from anybody, to publish this our Rpyal Proclamation ;

and we do hereby promise and declare, that in addition to the Royal

Bounty above specified, any gallant A. B. who shall signify through the

Captain of his vessel (who must put on his best uniform and cocked-hat

while he writes the letter) that he desires One Monthly Part of our

Publication called
"
PUNCH," and remits postage-stamps for the same,

shall have it forwarded either to himself at any given address, or to any

Black-eyed Susan, Poll-of-the-Point, Molly-who-has-never-been-false-

she-declares, or any other well-conducted female to whom he wishes it

remitted for her comfort and instruction. And that any brave and

ordinary Seaman, applying through his First Lieutenant, shall receive, in

similar manner, the current Number of our Publication called
" PUNCH."

And that any adventurous Landsman, applying through his Bo'son,
shall receive a back Number of our said publication. And for pre-

venting any difficulty in regard to persons trying to obtain the same
Publication twice over or pftener, we hereby declare and command.
that upon the terms aforesaid our Sister and Friend's Sailors, and all

and every other person whomsoever, may have as many copies of our

said Publication as they like.

Given at our Court in Fleet Street, this llth day of May, 1859, and
in the 931st number of our reign.

Eons libe fr.

Rothschild to the Rescue.

THE Society for the Conversion of the Jews held its annual meeting
last week. The report stated that the income of the Society for the

past year had been 31,305 16s. 4>d. It further stated that the number
of Jews wlw have been christened during that period was 19 large

ones and 1 little one : but we '11 say twenty. This, according to long

division, indicates, as the price of converting each Jew, the sum of

1505 5s. 9J<2. The process seems a little dear, but that's the

Society's business. Mr. Punch would ouly hint to his friends the

Hebrews, that if they wish to balance the account, there are heaps of

Christians who are ready to become Jews at a very considerably lower

figure than 1565 5s. 9|rf. per soul.

FOOLS. We may like young fools, but it is impossible to express the

contempt we feel for old ones !
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OPERA FOR THE MILLION.

One of the Million. "Now, THEN 'ENERY, COME ALONG! WE SHALL LOSE THE
HOVKBTURE !

"

Another ditto.
"
WHY, WOT A PRECIOUS 'uimr YOU'RE IN. CAN'T YER WAIT TILL

A COVE'S DRESSKD .'

"

UP WITH THE BUTTS.

Mis. PUNCH don't like playing at soldiers,

Pipeclaying and drumming and drilling:
Your goose-steps and pacings, your filings and firings,
Are for those who have ta'en the QUEEN'S shilliuir.

But there's one thing he knows, if it's coming to blow?,
His dislike e'en of drill he will stifle,

And "
reliclis jocis,"

"
pro arts etfm-ix

"

I s ready to shoulder the rifle

Tol de rol \

And if hitting the butt be the thing |

Proves a man knows his piece how to handle,
Who will venture with Punch to compare

'

J
.

"Who is worthy to hold him a candle, ''.

Who long e'er JOHN BULL ever thought
On the rifle-clubs' practice to enter,

Has been firing at butts every week,
And hitting them slap in the centre.

Tol de rol.

Then up with the butts, boys, and on with the belts,
And hasten your Enfields to shoulder ;

Tliiit his teeth are the Lion's most useful reliance

We may find, e'er we "re many months older.

If it come to a fight, at the foe take a sight,

By a squint down a brown twisted barrel,
With our grey-coats in rank, we are safe as the Bank :

Let each keep his piece and who '11 quarrel 'i

Tol de rol !

The Golden Mean.

WE have seen it stated by some of our Contemporaries,
that by the plucky way in which they have managed the

Elections, the Government have gained credit for having" shown their mettle." That there is some truth in this

we will not venture to dispute ; but the statement would
have been more in accordance with the facts, if the spelling
of the last word had been slightly altered. No one will

deny that at Dover and elsewhere 'the Government have
done their best to show their metal.

ONE OF THE INEVITABLE CONSEQUENCES OP THE Russo-
FRANCO ALLIANCE. ME. DAVID URQUHART is sure to

lecture upon it !

AN INEDITED DRAMA.
THE following drama has been enclosed to Mr. Punch by a corres-

pondent who has neglected to explain his or her desires with reference

to it, or indeed to do more than to poke it into Mr. Punch's letter-box

in an envelope without direction. The brilliancy of the composition
however renders any formality superfluous. From the mingled sim-

plicity and rapidity of the action, Mr. Punch is inclined to think that

the writer can hardly have had time to give many previous dramas to

the world, and the extraordinary size of the handwriting confirms
Mr. Punch in this idea. Of the merit of the play there cannot be two

opinions, and if Mil. KEAN would bring it out at the Princess's, with
a magnificent suite of drawing-rooms with golden furniture, for the

first act, an allegorical history of Boulogne for an entr'acte, and a

view of that port, real water and ships, and a splendid fete for the

second, we have a strong notion lhat it would draw London. Or
perhaps MR. HARRIS, who may desire to keep up the traditions of the

Princess's, would like to open with it. However, we will not longer
detain our readers from

AN HOUR AT BOULOGNE.
ACT I.

SCENE 1. A Drawing Room with Talks and Chairs. Curtain rises.

Clara. 0, CAPTAIN TUBES, is it you ? How are you ?

<
'///ifttia Tliees. Quite well, thank you.

Clara. O do you know that there is a Fair to-day ?

Captain. 0, is there 'I Shall we go ?

Clara. Yes, my dear.

Enlfr Servant.

lit. My Captain, your coach is waiting.
Captain. Very well. Come along, CLARA dear.

Clara. Very well.

Enter GILBERT.

Gilbert. You have wronged me, THEES. You robbed me.

Captain. I did not.

[Runs andfetches a sword. They light. GILBERT is knocked down.

Captain. Come along, CLARA.

(Change the Scene.)

SCENE 2. A Fair. A Dance.

Clara. Come along, EDWARD ; come and have a dance.

Captain. Very well. I wonder if GILBERT will come here.

Enter GILBERT.

Gilbert. Well, monkey head.

Captain. Just like you.
Gilbert. O, is it ?

Captain. Yes.

Gilbert. You are a silly ass. Why did you wound me ?

Captain. Why? Because I did. [Theyfight again.
Clara. don't fight, GILBERT. I like him.

[They fight again. CLARA falls in love with GILBERT. GILBERT
kills CAPTAIN. CLARA cries. GILBERT rejoices. GILBERT'S
men, cry, " HOORAY !

"

in falls. The end.

Lex Talionis.

IT is seldom that Mr. Punch feels disposed to recommend homoeo-

pathic treatment; but, in such a case as that of a brute called

WILSON, committed the 'other day for skinning a cat alive, he would

suggest (on the principle,
"
similia liaiififi/ix cui-n/itur,") that WILSON

should be skinned alive- by a cat with nine tails.

VOL. xxxvi.
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THE CROWN CORMORANTS.
HERE was fine fun the

other day in the Court
of Chancery. This

great British institu-

tion, the world knows,
is called the Court of

Equity ironically, on
account of the mon-
strous injustice for

which it is famous.

Well, some time ago,
the ATTORNEY-GENE-
RAL, on the part of the

Crown, laid an infor-

mation against SIR
JOHN HANMER, BART.,
questioningSIRJOHN 's

right to the coals lying
under a part of the
shore of the estuary
of the Dee. VICE-
CHANCELLOR STUART
and MR. BARON WAT-
SON dismissed the in-

formation, with costs

against the Crown.
Now the Crown, by a

recent Act, is liable

to pay costs if it loses

a law-suit against anybody. But this Act omitted to specify Equity-suits as cases in which
i the Crown should be liable. Those stupid legislators always making some blunder or
'

other no doubt forgot that Equity, meaning Chancery, is used in an ironical sense, and took

it for granted that the very name of Equity precluded the idea of the omission, to say nothing
of the refusal by the Crown to pay the costs of a subject whom it had failed in the attempt
to deprive of his property.
What a mistake ! When the Crown lost the Chancery suit against SIR JOHN HANMER,

what did its lawyers do ? Pay the poor man his costs ? Oho ! Didn't lie wish he might get

them? Why, yes; and, more than that, believed he should get them; for he gave Ms

counsel no instructions to secure him from

being done out of them : he, naturally, as a

gentleman, could never think that the Crown
would attempt to do that. But that was what
the Crown lawyers attempted, and did did SIR
JOHN HANMER! They appealed against the
VICE-CHANCELLOR'S award. SIR JOHN HAN-
MER was undefended. Judgment was of course

given against him in the High Court of Comic

Equity. LORD JUSTICE KNIGHT BRUCE, in pro-
nouncing it, thus compassionately chaffed the

injured man :

" LORD JUSTICE KNIGHT BRUCE said he wished the
Court could do that which the Vice-Chancellor had done,
but ho was afraid the precedents were too strong to
enable it to do so. Still he must express his hope that the
Crown would pay SIR JOHN HANMMK'S costs, though the
Court had uo means of obtaining them for him."

Now, if this is not a bit of fun, what do you
call fun ? Do you call stealing and pocketing a

goose, a leg of mutton, a fish, a string of sau-

sages, and a hot apple-pie, fun ? At least, you
never saw any exploit of that nature, performed
by a gentleman in motley, more ridiculous than
the achievement accomplished in Equity at

the expense of SIK JOHN HANMER, by the
ATTORNEY-GENERAL.
What increases the fun, in connection with

this case, is the fact that it is one of many
equally funny. Immense activity appears to

have lately been exhibited by the Crown law-

yers, in attempting to wrest from individuals

every bit, of every sort, of debateable property,
mined under the sea, or reclaimed from the

bed of the sea, or from a river, or cast ashore
;

and many of these attempts have failed which
would be fun for the winners, if they had not,
in all these cases, had to pay their own costs,
which for them was no fun. "Who can it be that

I

instructs the ATTORNEY-GENERAL to institute
'

these ridiculously rapacious proceedings P

THE TWO BREAKFASTS.

Being a couple of Domestic Interiors, exhibited by the great social

1!/former, Mf. Punch, to show what different effects may lie produced
the same material*, and that it is just as easy to take things

pleasantly as not.

DEDICATED TO ALL MARRIED COUPLES.
" Look here upon this Breakfast, and on this."

THE BROWNS AT BREAKFAST.

Mr. Brown (as MRS. BROWN enters the room). At last, MARIA!
(Looks at watch). Three-quarters of an hour have you been dressing.
Am I ever to have any breakfast ?

Mrs. Brown. That's right, begin to nag the first thing in the morning.
[_Riiigs rather haxlihi.

Mr. B. I don't know what you mean by nagging, but I know that I
shall miss the train and not be in the City till eleven o'clock.

Mrs. B. All your own fault. If you kept a brougham, and drove
into town, as everybody else about us does, you would be independent
of the trains, instead of running out with your breakfast half done, like
a two-penny clerk.

Mr. B. T don't choose to keep a brougham.
Mrs. B. And I don't choose to be hurried dressing.

Kuler the Servant with various breakfast necessaries, which she deposits,

Mr. B. (inspecting them.) Bacon again. I 'm tired of bacon. And
here's an egg which I'll bet (decapitates it) yes of course, but half

boiled. (Savagely to Servant.) How often am I to say that I like my
eggs boiled hard ?

Servant (m/th-s the usual answer). Boile'd the usual time, Sir.

Mr. B. Don't tell me. (Exit Servant. To his Wife.) MARIA, it 's of

no use asking you to attend to anything.
Mrs. B. (calmly.) The cheap kitchen clock doesn't go, I believe, so

Cook can only judge by guess. If you would furnish the house

properly I dare say you would have things different.

Mr. B. You're always making some pretext to get me to buy new
things.

Vr*. 73. Some husbands have too much pride to need more than

being told a thing is wanted.

[MR. BKOWN, floored, talcs meu/i s/irf/n- /,!///>/// //i.i Times, and
proceeds with his breakfast ; MRS. BROWN looks at the Sup-
plement. After a pause.

Mrs. B. Lor ! Did you see that ?

Mr. B. (snappishly.) See what ?

Mrs, B. WALTER VANSITTART is married.
Mr. B. What do I care ?

Mrs. B. To MARGARET, youngest daughter of EDWARD GATES, ESQ.,
of Winterpool, Dorset. I hope she 's a nice girl. I do hope she 's a

nice girl. He deserves a nice wife, WALTER does. She will be very
happy with him. He is so gentle and considerate with women, and
then he is so handsome.
Mr. B. Bah ! Face like a doll, and fawns like a cat.

Mrs. B. Sweet manners, and the most beautiful dark hair and
violet eyes.

[MR. BKOWN, by no means answering this description, abstains from
nmj other answer.

Mrs. B. I am so pleased. MRS. WALTER VANSITTART, what a

delightful name to have !

Mr. B. (provoked as intended^) Pity it isn't yours.
Mrs. B. Perhaps I think so too.

Mr. B. I wish you had thought so earlier.

Mrs. B. (sighs.) Ah! (With a world of secret meaning?) Never mind.
What sweet verses WALTER used to write there was one poem which
he called "Maria in Hear/'n"-

Mr. B. I wish never mind. Now then, there's no potted beef.

What do you have empty pots brought up for ?

Mrs. B. 0, is it empty ? Poor WILLY will be so glad, he begged that

pot with the picture ou it, for his paint-box.
Mr. B. Talking of that, if I find that he has been painting my Atlas

any more, I shall give him something to remember.
Mrs. B. I don't believe the poor child has touched your book, but

you delight to find fault with him.
Mr. B. Why, confound it, can't I see with my eyes. There 's a

,

great red smear all over France.
Mrs. B. I dare say you laid your cigar on it, or spilt your brandy

and water over it, but of course it's WILLY. It was WILLY that took

your letter the other day that when you had been scolding the child

you found in your other coat where you put it when you were hardly
in a state to know where you put anything.
Mr. B. The other day ! That was last year, and you have mentioned

it fifty times since.
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Mrs. Ji. I shall mention it, fifty times more, if I like.

[MR. 'BROWN m-<r/- t ///> Election Returns.

Mr. Jl. O, I'.uiKK is in for Snigborough. 1 'm glad of that.

Mrs. /.'. \\ hut. can il signify to you?
Mi-. Ji. I know him a little, he is a clever fellow.

Mrs. A'. The affectation of a City man pretending to take an interest

in political business is amusing. I wish you would not talk about such

things when we are out together, as I am certain that people laugh
in, you.

Mr. />'. (iitteittely >>>, /'/>.) Your profound ignorance upon that and

every other subject which you ought to try to understand, makes it

absurd to answer you.
Mrs. />'. Then, my dear, I should expect you to do it. But we won't

dispnl e. \Vh:it is at Covent Garden to-morrow ? (Takes Paper from Urn.}

O, the Gazza Ladra. Just what I want to hear. Get a box, and I '11

take Mamma and Mus. ATHEIING, and HESTER, and you can see us

into it, and go into 1 lie pit until the Opera is over.

Mr. B. \ am engaged.
Mrs. IS. Where?
M,-. B. A business dinner, of importance.

. B. Of course. \l mmes the Paper.
Mrs. /.'. ( 'rith suppressed rage.) I allow that I do not understand

business.

Mr. B. (imprinsireh/) I never accused you of understanding it, my
dear, or endeavoured to make you.

Mrs. B. No. But 1 thought it was HBething requiring a calm clear

head, and a thoughtful mind, and I notice thai after business dinners

you are always in a state in wliich I should be sorry if the children

saw you.
Mr. B. It is untrue, MARIA, perfectly untrue.

Mrs. B. Such coarse language is
quite

in keeping with the company
which you prefer to that of your wife and her friends. I was not in

the habit of hearing it before my marriage. My Papa would sooner

have bitten his tongue out than offered such an insult to Mamma.
Mr. IS. (x/iir/h/n up.) I wish he had bitten it out before he offered

marriage to your Mamma.
Mrs. B. (courageousli/.) No, tlial was not the mistaken Marriage.

But never mind, dear. Leave me a cheque before you go, and see

about the box for to-morrow [Exit Mn. BROWN, slamming the door.

Mri. ./>'. (iifli-r a paused) Ah! (After anotherpav.se?) Well. (Pause.)

\
MRS. WALTER VANSITTART. Well, well.

[Rings for baby, as she hears the street-door bang Mind her husband

THE JONESES AT BREAKFAST.

Mr. Jones, as Mrs. Jones enters the room. At last, LOUISA ! (Loots at

match.) Three-quarters of an hour have you been dressing. And I

don't know that you 've managed to make yourself look so very pretty
after all. [Pretends to survey her critically.

Mrs. Ji,i/f.<! (smiling). How dare you say so, Sir? (Kisses him.) Now,
don't I look pretty ? Say yes, or no breakfast. Come.
Mr. J. O, if you put it on that ground. Yes. (Is pinched ) Ye-e-e-s.

Now, breakfast, dear, come. I shall be late. [Shows watch. She rings.
Mrs. J. You are too fast, dear, a great deal. The clock on the stairs

is a quarter of an hour behind your watch.
Mr. J. I thought that clock did not go well.

Mrs. J. But I have had it cleaned and repaired, and it goes beauti-

fully. You should see baby's ecstacy when it strikes. To tell you the

truth, she kept me, for she wouldn't have her shoes on.

Mr. .1. In //>//. Siinrii f,-f. I 've been thinking, Loo, that after all I

must buy a carriage of some kind. I could go to town in it, and then

you
Mrs. J. Now, dear PHILIP, you shall do nothing of the kind. The

walk to the station does you good, the children and I are better for

exercise, and the money is saved for your holiday in the autumn.
Mr. ./. Well, you'll go with me this time, so I'll say nothing,

but

r.,ili',- Hi:' Servant with various necessaries, which shi' dq>-

Mr. /. (ii/xi/1'f/i/ig them). Bacon again, Loo, eh ?

Mrs. J. My dear, I really don't know what to get for your breakfast.

I wish you 'd only think of something.
Mr. ,1. What a Barmecide feast! Only think of something, and

fancy I'm eating it. But bacon's very good, I hope I may never
i hm anything worse. Eggs are they boiled hard ? [to <

v

Xrmtii/ (makei the vtual answer). Boiled the usual time, Sir.

Mr. J. Then boil them a little more, JANE, please. [
/

Mrs. J. Don't beat me, I forgot to tell her. I think she '11 suit us
;

she seems willing.
I//-. ./. Rather pretty, too. Something like ELIZABETH WALTON.
Mrs. J. How quick you are at finding a likeness, PHILIP.
Mr. J. I never found one like jou, my dear.

Mrs. ,/. Of course not. By the way, there are a few articles wanted
in 1 lie kitchen, and a new servant should have no excuse for not doing
things properly.

Mr. /. My dear girl, order what you need you never order anything
But let me finish my paper here, don't, you want to read

births ? [Gives her the SV/y/A ;//<///, and ISreakfasl /;/

Mrs. J. 1'ntLir!

Mr. /. Lot: ISA, his wife ?

Mrs. J. FANNY EVERTON has got a little boy.
Mr.. I. (slni'-ii/\. FANNY EVER TON. I don't remember
Mrs. J. La! FANNY STUBBS. the girl with the long dark ringlets

that we met at Broadstairs, and you used to go on about
Mr. ./. ( )h ! Ah ! No, I never went on about her, but I thought her

well enough. Perhaps I did her injustice, as I had no eyes then for

anybody with dark hair, because of certain golden tresses now becoming
grey

,'//x /. You great big story-teller, not a grey hair there, I know.

Look, Sir.

(Re-enter tin- Eygs with Servant.)

Mr. J. That's right. Remember in future, .TANK. (l-'j-H Servant,)
These eggs are capital, and you might write to MRS. EVEBTOS.
used to sing very sweetly, I think.

Mrs. J. A delicious voice. to. I never heard anything so

sweet, off the stage.
Mr. J. Your own, which is mezzo soprano, is much sweeter, so don't

talk nonsense.
Mrs. J. O, PHILIP! I'm sure it is not.

Mr. /. I tcil you it is, woman, and how dare you contradict your
master ? Here 's half the paper for you, there are some good police- :

cases.

Mrs. J. Nothing horrid, I hope ?

Mr. J. Nothing worse than a few instances of marital castigation
with pokers and the like by husbands who know how to manage
wives.

(They read.)

Mrs. J. PHILIP ! (He lays down Paper.) I don't want to interrupt

you, but what 's (reads) what 's Auscultation ?

Mr. J. Derived from the Latin auscullo, I listen. It is the method
of distinguishing the states of health and disease by the study of the

sounds produced by the organs in performing their functions. An
instrument called the Stethescqpe, irom a couple of Greek words,
meaning to explore the chest, is held against you, and the doctor
listens at one end of it.

Mrs. J. I think you know everything. How wonderful it seems to

me that you, being a City man, with so much to occupy your mind,
should find time to learn so much.
Mr. J. There 's an awful deal I don't know, my dear Loo.
Mrs. J. I don't believe it. I know that I never hear anybody talk

so well as you do, and I am so proud of you when we are out together,
;

you can't think.

Mr. J. (saucily). Is that why you are always wanting us to go out,
Miss?
Mrs. J. I am sure I 'm not, dear. At least

Mr. J. I was only in fun. As you know. Indeed you have not
been out enough lately.

What are they playing at any of the places ?

Let 's go to-morrow night and see Henry V.

Mrs. J. No, dear. You are engaged. You said you would go down
to Henley with FREDERICK, and row.

Mr. J. So I did. But never mind that. I can row at any time, and
FREDERICK may go by himself. Write, will you, and tell him I can't

come, and I will send up for two stalls.

Mrs. J. No, have your holiday. You don't go out half enough. I

shall have Mamma here, so I shall not be dull.

Mr. J. (mumbling) She isn't a very lively old bird.

Mrs. J. But very kind, and you know you are very fond of her.

Mr. J. So I am, and I have reason for being so, and here it is. (Lays
his hand on Mas. J.'s shoulder.) I say, Loo, had I had too much wine
last night P

Mrs. J. (indignantly) Certainly not. What makes you think so ?

Certainly not. Nothing of the kind. You were very cheerful and

merry, nothing more.
Mr. J. Hm. Didn't I do something out of the way when I came

in ? Didn't I kiss somebody ?

Mrs. J. Only ELLEN JOHNSON, who considered it a great honour.

Mr. J. Ah ! Oh ! All right. We had a good deal of wine at the

Club, though.
Mrs. J. If you enjoy yourself, and it never does you more harm than

last night, you'll never hear me complain, dear. Have you made a

good breakfast ?

Mr. J. Capital. And I must go.
Mrs. J. Stay, there 's one thing more
Mr. J. O, yes,

I have it for you. [Takes out cheque.
Mrs. J. I didn't mean that. You must see baby in her new red shoes.

[Flies a ''"." t'i fetch the article in question, re-enters with it, and
/I! KI.II-/.-; iif //ni.ifs, /In' ilninin 1-itd.i irifh MKS. JONES ami

ih<' IHI/JI/ saluting their diyartiiiii >'iid father
'

the window, as he walks to the train.
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P.M. PUNCH SYMPATHISES WITH THE POOR (!) ITALIAN ORGAN-GRINDER.

F. N. P.
" THERE MY MAN, IT'S A PITY A GREAT HULKING FELLOW LIKE YOU SHOULD TURN A HANDLE TO MAKE SUCH A NASTY

NOISE ! HEM 's AN INSTRUMENT TOR YOU, Go AND PLAY UPON IT IN YOUR owx COUNTRY !

"

THE ANGLEBS' EETUEN.

(After WALTON.)

VESATOB . Lord D. risCATOB . Mr. 13. Vis. PUNCH.

*"''" P. Give you good day, Gentlemen. From your trim and your tack-

ling, I perceive you have but now returned from the country, whither,
when last we met, you were, in a great hurry as I remember, going an
angling. Welcome back to town ! I pray you tell me how you have

sped amongst the ponds and rivers, with your hooks and your plum-
mets, your floats, your lines, and your angle-rods '( What have you
caught ?

Pise. Truly, Sir, a few gudgeon. They are. indeed, but a small fry ;

whereas we had hoped to bring home a good dish of trout, and perad-
venture, also, of perch and pike ;

but they were too wary, and would
neither rise at our gold fly nor run at our minnow of the same metal.

P. I pray you, what bait did you use to catch those same gudgeon
withal ?

Pise. One of the like substance with pur fly and minnow
; marry, a

sort of golden cadis : for your gudgeon is a groundling, and you niust
fish for him at the bottom, witli a worm or grub. But, Sir, I will con-
fess to you, only, mark you, this is between ourselves, and must go
no further, we did take some of them with a drag-net, whereinto we
did scare and terrify them. For, indeed, to make free with the saying
of the poet HORACE, my maxim is, "Fish, by fair angling if I can hook
them ; if not, by whatsoever means, fish."

P. Sir, I perceive you are a moraliser. But how comes it you
caught only gudgeon, sith, from what you stick not to own to me, I

suppose all to be fish that cometh into your net ?

fen. Nay, Sir ; PISCATOR spake of gudgeon, as it were, in" the

gross ; but our fish are mostly of that breed, and the rest are like unto
them, as chub, and dace, and roach, and such-like fry. But now, here
I will show you a rare fish, whereof we have caught two or three

;

which had not been done before by our party for some while. He is a

crafty fellow, and bites warily; you fish for him in troubled waters : he
is called a Pope.
P. In good sooth, la ! Methought that fish came never nigh an

angler wearing your colours. With what bait, may I ask you, did

you tempt your pope ?
"

Vex,. Troth, Sir ; keep it to yourself : with a bit of the end of the

Protestant pig's snout, and the tip of his tail.

P. I marvel, then, the pig hath not squeaked. As touching him, 1

trow you will no longer pretend to go the whole hog ; and, I fear me,
that, for your bait, you will shortly kill the Protestant pig.

Pise. Sir, I pray you, not a word about the pig : let us to some other

discourse.

P. Well, Sir, at what places had you the best, sport ?

Fen. Marry, Sir, at Ashburton, Bedford, Berwick ; also at Chester,

Colchester, Devizes
; likewise at Dover.

P. Pardon me, Sir
;
but I pray you resolve me this riddle : Why

are the men of Dover like unto Ancient Pistol ?
Pise. Good Sir, truly I am DIZZY, and not (EoiFUS; and, albeit 1

love not resignation, I will give it up.
P. So

;
and the next time, Sir, you are asked this question, you may

say, an it like you, Because they were made to swallow a LEEKE.
Fen. Truly Sir, a merry saying. Then, Sir, we did get some luck

at Newport in the Isle of Wight; at Newryin Ireland; at Pontefract,

Truro, Tynemouth, Warcham, Weymouth, Windsor, where we did

tickle some small Thames trout ; at Carnarvon and Yarmouth, where
,

there are no fish so good as your bloater ;
at Plymouth, Helston, and

in a few other snug nooks, holes, and corners, where a man may have

good sport for his money.
P. After that, Sir, I shall essay to sing you a little song of my own

j

composing :

THE CANDIDATE'S SONG.

Come vote for me, and be my knave,
And we a cask of beer will stave,
That you may drink till homeward wheeled,
As soon as you to sleep shall yield.
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And in the Customs, or the Docks,
I 'II put, vim in a little box,
To our vote-givers good luck falls,

None to those odious Radicals.

Hark, how these yellow sovereigns ring
For thee, if tliou wilt dp this thing ;

If tliou wilt only conscience waive,
And vote for me and be my knave.

Pise. A choice song, Sir, quotha ! Commend me to the nightingale ;

but methought that in your ditty I heard somewhat of the note of the

mocking bird.

P. Yea, Sir, sayest tliou so ? Truly thou hast a nice ear.

Pise. Seest thou, good Sir, aught of green in this mine eye ''.

P. How, frriitlcmcn, may you be off for soap?
Pise. Hint 1 ri/. Doth your mother know you are out?
P. Nay ;

but her son doth know that you very soon will be.

Pise, and Van. Sir, I salute you !

P. Sweet Sirs, the same to you !

THE CAELTON CLUB TO ITS ROSE.
OUR trust in the song of the ROSE so deceiving,
Poor credulous bulhuls, too late we deplore ;

In counties and boroughs, our losses retrieving,
He promised.us sixty and gives us a score.

Yes a poor, paltry score is the sum of our winnings,Or rather two scores (so the scoffers will say,
As we take up the bat for our short second innings),
The score we have gained, and the score we 've to pay !

Golden Rules of Life.

NEVER contradict a woman when she is abusing her husband Never
read your letters just before going to bed as they may damage your
sleep J\ ever ask a favour of a man until he has dined unless you wish
to get refused Never inquire how a French disli is made, as the

ition ot the mystery may have the effect of spoiling your appetite.

THE LAMENT OF ALNASCHAE-BEN-ISSAEL.

WHEN we went to the country, a victory clear

By the cash of the Carlton we hoped to have snatched,
But now the Elections are over, 'tis clear,
That

" We counted our chickens before they were hatched.

We
'ye bribed and we 've bullied : we 've put on the screw ;

With all party colours our banner have patched ;

But in vain
; neither dross, dirt, nor dodging will do

To give us the chickens we ought to have hatched.

Had I known what I know, 'gainst PAM, RUSSELL, and BRIGHT,
DISRAELI and DERBY had never been matched :

We 'd have dropped to 'scape punishment thrown up the tight,
But " We counted our chickens before they were hatched."

O'er the grave where we lie, by this act of our own,
Like Japanese. -Courtiers, "nappy dispatched,"

Let this be the Epitaph carved on the stone,"
They counted their chickens before they were hatched."

THE BATTLE OF PAVIA.
Tins' Battle is being fought every day in Regent Street, in conse-

quence of the disputes that are going on between the Vestry and the
inhabitants as to the proper paving of the thoroughfare. At the hour
of our going to press, the entire street was up, and a proper settlement
ot the question, that has completely changed the surface of the neigh-
bourhood, is not expected for a long time. MR. DONALD NICOLL
repeats the words of FRANCIS THE FIRST, and goes about saying that
Tout est perdufors I'honncur." If Regent Street has not lost its

honour, there is a hope that it will learn in time how properly to mend
its ways. Now that the ex-member for Frome is no longer 'in Parlia-
ment, he intends trying whether he cannot make matters a little
smoother in his own parish, and is determined to leave no stone
unturned with the view of rilling up the horrible chasms that discord
and litigation have left at the door of almost every peaceful parishioner.We only hope that he may succeed in making the ground, that of late
has been so terribly torn by the pickaxe of dissension, somewhat firmer
than it was when last we had the jolting misfortune of rolling over it in
our carriage, the springs of whose body were nearly as much dislocated
as the limbs of our own. For months and months, Regent Street has
been the terra-infinw of the metropolis.

Imperial Chess-Players.

LEADING Article writers delight in alluding to Italy as the "politi-
cal chess-board." We suppose then that it may be said with perfect
fairness of the EMPEROR OP AUSTRIA, when he pledged his crown
lewels, that he played his first pawn ?

HOW TO WIN.

You win a woman by appealing to her impulses you win a man by
appealing to his interests, it is all the difference between a compliment
and a bribe.

THE FLY'S DEATH-SONG.

(After sipping an infutien of the "
Papier Moure.")

"
Hoitrir pour la patrie !

"

The 10 Bounty Men.

WHAT if Eagle with Bear, Bear with Eagle consorts ?
Be their plots what they may, we '11 be ready to burke 'em

With the sixty-eight pounders that frown from our ports,And enough of our gallant ten-pounders to work 'em.

PUNCH DENIES THE MAJOR.

EVERYBODY is eager to go a soldiering for the good of his country
5 said that the military contagion has actually reached LORD

IJERBY, and that he has been ardently striving to obtain a Majority bv
iurchase.

"I Know a Bank."
IN connection with the Ragged Schools, farthing banks have been

established. We are credibly informed that the MABQUIS OF WEST-
MINSTER keeps a deposit account at one of them.

BEAT-HER.

A YOUNG Ladv "just beginning" Greek, asks us, "Why a Margate
horse must live for ever." We are ashamed to reply, "Because it is
a-Thanet-oss."

BERNAL OSBORNE'S BEST.

WHAT is the height of the BISHOP OF OXFORD ? Why SAM, I should
say, was five feet six with his S. OXON. (iocks on).

A QUEER FISH. The Talking Fish is certainly a curiosity in its

way ;
tor it is a Seal that has neither crest, nor arms, and one that does

not make the smallest impression.
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-Voir, then, Old Fdlcr, tuck in ycr Tuppenny Do you think 1 'in a Ayyrobat ?
"

ELECTION RHYMES.
To le Sung by all good little Polilici'ins who have Icn n

helping hand to support LORD DERBY'S Govenniwit.

TRICKERY, trickery, dock!
We 've bribed like one o'clock !

But it strikes one
LOED DERBY'S done.

Trickery, trickery, dock !

ii.

Sing a song of bribery,
A pocketful of gold ;

Free and independents
Voting as they 're told

;

When the Session's opened,
Tli' inquiries will begin,

And who can say how many may
The wrong box be found in !

in.

The Members have been canvassing
With speeches sweet as honey,

The "
safe men" from the Carlton Club

Have counted out the money ;

By the aid of the Committees
The Press will soon disclose

What laurels have by Government
Been gained beneath the rose !

ITALIAN INDEPENDENCE. We should be sorry
if Italy gained its independence through the
means of a French settlement.

FOR SALE-A CHRISTIAN-LIKE PARROT.

ANY advertisers in the

appear to word their adver-

tisements expressly with the
view to gain admission into

Punch. Here, for instance,
is one which amused us at

breakfast on the 20th ult. :

GREY PARROT for SALE,
the property of a lady. She

talks like a Christian, and is in
first-rate condition. Price, in-

cluding cage, 15. Apply, <tc. <tc.

As the sex of this grey
parrot is not specifically

stated, one's first impression
is, that the second sentence
in the paragraph bears refe-

rence to the noun substantive

which immediately precedes
it. But although a lady

might announce herself as

"talking like a [.Christian,"
our gallantry forbids that

we should fancy one could
advertise that she would be
found to be "in first-rate

condition." We are driven

to assume, then, that the

parrot is a female, and that it is to her that the perplexing "she"
refers. Under this assumption, we should like to be informed wherein
the quality of

"
talking like a Christian" consists. Christians speak

like languages with Infidels and Jews, and it would puzzle us to say
in what pecidiar respect their pronunciation differs from their fellow-
creatures.

An Artistic Bouquet.

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. COX OF FINSBURY.

THE admirers of MR. Cox and he has many have decided to

present that gentleman with a testimonial as a congratulatory offering
on his non-election to a seat in the House of Commons. The following
is a list of some of the articles to be submitted to the Committee for

selection .

A WELLINGTON boot supposed to have been worn by
NEBUCHADNEZZAR.

A fourpenny piece of the Aztecs.
Petrified potatoe.
Gunboat of HAMESIS THE FIRST.

Penny loaf of the Egyptians.
Eye-glass used by NERO at the burning of Rome.
A Roman brick.

A Vauxhall ditto.

A Chip of the old block.

A Bad halfpenny.
A Plated dessert-fork, much worn and bent.

Bread-knife found on the field of Marathon.
The ashes of a cigar smoked by TIIEMISTOCLES.
Cabman's ticket and Soup ditto, date uncertain.

Hussar's jacket, found at Thermopylae.
Admission to the slips of the Theatre Royal, Carthage.
Bill of groceries found at Pompeii.
Telegram on papyrus found at Herculaneum.
A pickaxe, iron neel, and wooden tap.
Roman armour and an old saucepan, imperfect.
Preserves found in a railway clerk's desk at Babylon.
Letter from TELEMACIIUS to IONE, autograph.
A Bank (of Elegance) 5 note.
Set of studs worn by CLEOMENES.
WAT TYLER'S memorandum book.

Eather Fishy.
" DEAR CHARLES always gives me a new dress, or takes me to the

i Opera, when I ask him," said a smiling wife,
"
and on my part I make

PUBLISHERS, printers, painters, purchasers, and the literary and no objection to his having a latch-key."
"
Humph," growled her

artistic public in general, will be delighted, we are sure, to hear that cynical uncle, HORACE, "Throwing out a Chubb to catch a salmon.
'

the Pre-Kaphaelites are busy in preparing a new edition of the Book of
Beauty. It is expected to surpass everything of the kind that has ever AUSTRIA IN THE MUD. It is clear that though the Austrian
yet been seen, in this, or any other country. The Ladies will, of course, Generals (witness HAYNAU & Co.) may be considered good "whips,"
go into ecstacies over the very great treat that is in store for them. '

they somehow can't manage the
"
rains

"
in Piedmont.
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THE ARMSTRONG INSECTICIDE.

HERE lived once and may stil]

live in the New Road, a pro-

fessionalgentleman, who wrote
It' up,

"
Bus-Destroyer

to HER MAJESTY." SiaWiL-
VEMSTROXG reminds us

of this gentleman, and in so
\\ o mean highly to com-

nt Sin WLLLIAM AHM-
STROXG. The resemblance,
which at. first sight may not
be seen, will appear striking
(in I lie consideration of a few

Jars mentioned by the

or of (lie Armstrong
Gun, at a banquet laid

to him at Newcastle-on-Tyne.
In replying to the toast 01 his

, he took occasion to

describe, inas far as he thought
proper, the construction and

capabilities of the piece ol

ordnance called by his name,
on the principle of which he

stated that a 32-pounder had

already been made
;
and ex-

pressed the pleasing expecta-
tion that 70-pounders, and

100-poundcrs as well, would soon be made also, with a view to pounding any enemies who
may trouble us to subject them to that process by assailing us. After explaining the mecha-
nism which rendered the cannon manageable, he proceeded to give some account of the

beautiful projectile of cast-iron coated with lead, which will be propelled against aggressors
from its rifled interior. The ensuing extract from his speech conveys a pretty idea of this

interesting missile:

" The projectile for fielti service, admits of being used as solid shot, shell, or common case. It is composed
ul sejKinitc i

i

) t;ictly bound together, that it has been tired through a mass of oak timber nine feet

in thickness without sustaining fr:u-ture. When used as a shell it divides into 49 regular pieces, and about
100 UTotfular piurus. It combines the principle of the shrapuell and percussion shell, i. ., it may be made to

explode either as it approaches the object or strikes it. Amongst friends it is so safe that it may be thrown
off the top of a house without exploding, but amongst enemies it is so sensitive and mischievous that it bursts
with a touch. The reason la, that the shock it receives in the guu puts the percussion arrangement, as it were,
from half cock to full cock, and it then becomes so delicate that it will burst by striking a bag of shavings, as
has been proved at Shoeburyness. Moreover it may be made to explode at the instant of leaving the gun, in
which case the pieces spread out like a fan. and produce the usual effect of grape or canister. In short, it may
be made to explode either at very long or very short distances, and either by impact or by the action of the
time-fuse, and wherever it bursts it operates like grape-shot."

Already it will be apparent that this excellent invention is admirably calculated for the

destruction of those foreign vermin of which a cloud, with their present means of loco-

motion, might attempt to make a descent on our coasts. A few other facts related in

connection with it by the inventor may .be cited, to render this point the plainer. For
example :

" Two targets, each of nine feet sqxiare, were placed at a distance of 1500 yards from the gun, and seven
shells were fired at them. Now the effect of these seven shells was that the two targets were struck in 596

places. Similar effects were on other occasions produced at distances extending to 8000 yards ; so I leave you
tojudge what would be the effect of these sheila in making an enemy keep his distance."

Then, with a view to more wholesale extermination :

" For breaching purposes, or for blowing up buildings, or for ripping a hole in the side of a ship, a different
construction of shell is adopted The shell is caused to explode at the instant of passing through
the timber, and the smaller the hole made by penetration the more confined will be the explosion, and
the greater the shattering effect produced."

The certainty of the destroyer is such that :

' At a distance of 600 yards, an object no larger than the muzzle of an enemy's gun may be struck at
almost every shot. At 3000 yards a target of nine feet square, which at that distance looks like a mere
gpeek, has on a calm day been struck five times in ten shots. A ship would afford a target large enough to
be hit at much longer distances, and shells may be thrown into a town or fortress at a range of more than
five miles."

At a moderate range, the Armstrong Gun, with its projectile, would probably hit a common
flea, if the gunner could see the insect, and it were desirable to smash so small a nuisance
with such a mass of material, which would be too much like breaking a butterfly on the
wheel. But a good shot, anyhow, could make sure of the larger creature which may be
called the Glory-bug, and destroy it, in the event of its approach to these shores, either

singly or in swarms, singly, in case of the appearance of any Big-bug, or vermin-leader, on
the poop, for instance, of a vessel'; in swarms, by sending the Armstrong Insecticide among
the troops of Glory-bugs aloft, on deck, or between decks, especially in the latter situation.
Two cannot play at this game on equal terms, if one side consists of aggressive Bugs of

Glory, and the other of superior beings whom those vermin seek to infest. The Bugs must
come in swarms, and expose themselves to wholesale destruction by a few hands. And if ever
we descend to the level of such insects, and attempt, for the sake of glory, or prey, to
attack our fellow-creatures, we shall deserve to fight i

them upon an equality, and be
smashed. In the mean time, let us wish success to SIR WILLIAM ARMSTRONG in a
general way, and particularly in those experimental researches which he is pursuing with
a view of rendering his Queen and country the greatest possible amount of service in the
oliice of, as we take the liberty to say, Bug-lDestroyer to HEB MAJESTY and HEK MAJESTY'S
subjects.

THE FINGER-POST FOR LOUIS
NAPOLEON.

Louis NAPOLEOX what a game
'Tis at thy hand to play!

If to achieve eternal fame,
And gain an

everlasting name,
Blest for all ages, be thine aim,

Before thee lies the way.

Thou wilt, but have to keep the word
Of honour thou liaM spoke,

And seek no further \vitfi the sword
Which thou hast drawn, than to afford

The aid by Italy implored,
And rid her from her yoke.

That done, thy sword if thou wilt sheathe,
And fight not on for spoil,

The world thy victor's crown will wreathe
Of ilowers that ever sweet will breathe :

A noble name thou wilt bequeath,

Redeemed_from every soiL

But if thou take that meaner line

Tradition would suggest
To low ambition not divine

Of common conquest with design;
Then, surely, will an e,ud be thine

Contemptible at best.

More laud, more slaves thy highest prize
To win against what odds ?

A race whose every man will rise,
And fight against thee till he dies,
Or his last farthing sacrifice,
To guard his household gods.

Then, shouldst thou lose-^-enongh to know
The world will not again

An age of anguish undergo
l''or nothing ; to the vanquished woe !

The penalty of overthrow
'Twere odious to explain.

No more of that. Too wise thou art

To miss so bright a chance :

And thou wilt to the high goal start,

Louis NAPOLEON BONAPABTE,
And glory, from each honest heart,
Win for thyself and France.

THE HUM OF DRONES.

M. ABOUT, in the capacity of Louis NAPO-
LEON'S Commissioner in the Papal States, asked

a Homan ecclesiastic how it was that the country
was so badly cultivated. To this question the

holy man thus answered :

"The country is not uncultivated, or if it is unculti-

vated, the fault lies not with the POPE or the Cardinals,

orj,their Government, but with the people. The people
are a lazy set of fellows, and sluggish oy nature, although
twenty-one thousand four hundred and fifteen monks are

perpetually preaching to them the virtues of industry and
labour."

If too many cooks 5091! the broth, we may
conceive that the preaching of industry to the

population of the Roman States by upwards
of 21,000 monks may be rather overdone. The
virtues of industry and labour might perhaps
be effectually inculcated by a few working clergy-
men ; but the example may have more weight
than the precept of an enormous multitude of

idle friars.

Scene at a Horse-Eating Restaurant.

Customer. You say you have got no filly and

asparagus ? Why I see it entered here.

Sporting Waiter. It 's a mistake, Sir. It 's true

the filly was entered, Sir ;
but it was scratched

this morning.
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AND now OLD is YOUR PONY, FEED ?
"

Fred.
"
WELL, I DON'T KNOW, EXACTLY BUT ROBEBT THINKS HE is ABOUT FOURTEEN YEABS !

"

Florence.
" OH ! THEN I SUPPOSE HE WILL VERY SOON BE A HORSE !

"

A SERIOUS HOAX.
To the Editor of the Itecord.

DEAE BBOTHER,
THE following information, derived from the Great Babylon

by Submarine and British Telegraph, needs, and is, I fear, unlikely to
j

receive, confirmation :

" Ancona has been declared in a state of siepre." The light in the lighthouse at the entrance of the harbour has been extinguished." The POPE has protested."

May we, can we, believe the flattering intelligence which declares
the Roman Pontiff to have protested against the extinction of light '<!

Can we entertain the fond idea that the POPE has become a Protestant ?

Alas ! I am afraid not. I apprehend that the triple-crowned apostate
is too deeply enamoured of the darkness of error to object to the
extinction of

any light but that of one of the wax-candles of Ms own
idolatry. "Would, indeed, that we could welcome to our bosoms, as a
dove the report which we are constrained to reject in the too palpable
form of a canard, or duck ! Would that we were enabled to hail

with the shout of gladness the news which we are compelled to

dismiss with the cry of WALKEB !

Affectionately yours,

P.S. Happily, it is not true that the PEINCE OF WALES dined wholly
on salmon last Friday.

The Latest Fashion in Moustaches.

SCENE : Somewhere in the Burlington Arcade.

Young Pall 3Jall (from underneath a, long towel). My moustache is

getting too loud a red. I say, my man, I think I will have it dyed.

Youny Tf/tejitt (deeply hurt, and starling back with horror). Dyed,
Sir ! Impossible ! You must not think of such a thing. I can assure

you, my dear Sir, on my honour, that in the way of moustaches, there

are nothing but reds and browns worn just now !

REASONS FOR SUPPORTING LORD DERBY'S
GOVERNMENT.

BY A GENTLEMAN WHO GLORIES IN THE FACT OF HAVING DONE SO.

IF I knew a man who for DEEBY would vote,
D' ye think I would ask him to turn his coat ?

O no ! My friend, I would simply say,
Do you know whom you are supporting, pray ?

You 're supporting a man, who in "Thirty-Two
Lent a hand to help the Reform Bill through :

Then ratted, ashamed of his one wise act,

And thenceforth on Reformers has turned his back.

You 're supporting a man, who in 'Fifty-Two
Was the chief of the Auti-Free-Trade crew,
Who appealed to the country, but all in vain,
The Poor Man's loaf to make dear again.

You 're supporting a man, who in 'Fifty-Nine

Says,
"
Reform is in future no child of mine :

"

And protests that the franchise never can
Be given to the honest Working Man.

You 're supporting a man, who has prophesied
That altho' by no treaty our hands are tied,

And with despots' disputes have nought to do,
Yet a war we must shortly be driven to.

To LORD DERBY, then, while you give support.
You are doing precisely the tiling you ought :

.

For England expects that every man
Will keep in the Government if he can !

A DROP FOR THE POPE. Between two seats of war, Pio NONO
may fall to the ground.
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LESSON FOR LOVEKS.

A WIPE to make you happy ?

Soft young man,
Dismiss that hope with all

the speed you can.

The greatest happiness of

married life

Is trying, not in vain, to

please a wife.

Most men, content to try

and not succeed,

The will must render happy
for the deed ;

The lady's sighs, not smiles,

requite her lord,

And Love, like Virtue, is

its own reward.

A LATE SUMMEE.
With such a very wet and

cold May, how can any
one he surprised at the

backwardness of July

THE POLITE NOVELIST.

OUR excellent old friend, the Stan/lard, whose youth is renewed like

a beadle's, shares, with the rest of the Penny Press, the provincial

fault of admitting quantities of correspondence of the most anile and

(waddling kind. Like children, our Penny friends are proud of

receiving a letter, no matter what is in it ;
and the correspondents of

the Cheap Press are, generally speaking, awful Pumps. But there are

occasional exceptions, and in the Standard, the other day, there

appeared a letter, signed J. C. HODGSON, 13, Durham Street, Scar-

borough, which seems to us to demand the most respectful attention.

It is headed,
" A Hint to our Novel Writers," and is an amiable

protest against the practice pursued by certain writers of fiction, in

making the uneducated personages of their st9ries talk as uneducated

personages do, instead of elevating their diction into purity and

elegance. Our friend (for Mr. Punch, who is always improving every-

body, is the <-.! (iJ/if/D friend of all philanthropists) must be permitted to

speak in his own delicate way :

"
Sir, Allow roe in your judiciously Conservative and valuable paper, to call the

attention of those novel writers who wish to improve the public taste, and inculcate

a pure and undented mode of speaking in conversation, to the mistaken views they
entertain as to the way of accomplishing this. Let me in all respect tell those gen-
tlemen, that representing the language as it is commonly spoken among the poorer
ami uneducated claws is not the most happy way. It may show considerable

ingenuity on the part of the author, but it alto shows bad taste, and can only assist

to keep the illitirato and inelegant talker illiterate and inelegant still, l>y adminis-

tering no corrective, nattering his foibles of speech, and leaving him in the mire of

his ignorance and lingual imperfection, instead of transmuting the vile elements

that debase Ms tongue into good matter, that may minister unto edification and
wisdom, by presenting to his Tips the pure and invigorating waters of a refined and

graceful diction."

Surely nothing can be more truly elegant than this passage, and its

logic must carry conviction to every right-minded writer. Why
but we despair to improve upon the censor :

" Why not, unlike the author of Adam Bide and many beside him, put such lan-

;is ought to be spoken into the mouths of characters, whose conversation is

naturally barbarous and defective, instead of depicting it in all its hidcousness aud

deformity to the detriment of every reader, whether educated or not the former it

imperceptibly leavens, the latter it saturates? Better Grandisoniau elegance than
1

pre-Raphaehto
'

barbarity ! Better a work of pure ideality than a '
faithful por-

trait
'

of the times, a corrupt photographic reality, with all its tattered and many
habiliments hanging about it a scarecrow to humanity !

"

After a little additional touching expostulation to the same effect,

our friend HODGSON bestows a kick upon Sam Slick and Sam Weller, and
remarks that their style is calculated

"
to propagate and perpetuate

a lingual and moral darkness that may be felt." By a darkness that

may be "felt," he does not mean a black hat, but an Egyptian
obscurity. And he .adds, that even if the editor of the Standard
"demurs to the severity" of this criticism, HODGSON trusts that
"
insertion will not be refused." Insertion, we are happy to say, was

not refused.

Mr. Punch, who is the soul of euphuism and elegance, and who
has never from the first day of his birth to the present hour ever set

one of his diamonds of thoughts except in the purest gold of words,
ean have no kind of objection to the doctrine propounded by his friend

HODGSON. Why should we not all be polite and graceful? Why
should we smear our pages with the ialk of the streets any more than

VOL. XXX VI.

with its mud? He himself is so convinced that HODGSON is right,

that, by way of supporting that gentleman's arguments by example,
Mr. Punch will somewhat prematurely give to the world an extract,

from a novel with which he has been ret aincd, at the sum of 1,000 per

week, to entrance the world, through the columns of a penny journal
of liction. For the purposes of the story, it has been necessary to

describe the home of one of the drivers of those vehicles which

inhabitants of the metropolis may engage at a limited stipend, calcu-

lated on the lapse of time or the conquest of distance; and this

conversation, framed on the Hodgsoniun principle, takes place :

".Depositing upon the couch, with some irritation of manner, the

well-worn instrument wherewith he was accustomed to stimulate to

rapidity the energies of his reluctant quadruped, WILLIAM the Omni-
vorous (coarsely called among his equals Gluttony Bill) demanded the

mid-day repast."
Exacerbation 'might have been delected in the tone in which the

feminine partner of his life and cares apprised him that his demand
was premature.
'"You are not more deficient than myself, WILLIAM,' she said, 'in

the power of ascertaining, by a glanei: at the dial, how far the day has

advanced; and that consultation will show you that, (ifleeu minutes

have yet to elapse before the sun is at its meridian, the appointed hour

of banquet."" 'What I now require, SARAH,' responded the omnivorous one, 'is,

not a statement from your lips, but viands to pass between my own.'

"'And may I ask,' returned the undaunted Sarah, 'whether ik be

your desire to receive what you wish for at. the present moment, or to

delay until the same be placed before you ?
'

"'I would not have you unmindful,' said her stern lord, 'that

unguarded language on vour part has, at no more distant, date than

the recently jiasx-d evening, eventuated in manual remount ranee on

mine, and that, what has once occurred is capable of repetition.'
" '

There is no need to apprise me,' replied MRS. WILLIAM,
'

that the

vice which the ancient Spartan* deemed more disgraceful than any
other (need I name cowardice) is not without its antetype under this

roof; but I may add that, upon the present occasion, the ironmonger's
art has furnished me with a means of defence, with which your

phrenological developments will, upon provocation, become unfavour-

ably connected.'
"
The stern man smiled.

" '

Courage,' he said.
' commands my regard ;

and I should state that

which is irreconcileable with truth, did I deny that you, SABAH, are,

fundamentally, a favourable specimen of the genus woman.'
"
In the cot, as in the palace, woman's heart ever vibrates to the

words of kindness, even as the jEolian harp whispers sweetness to the

kiss of the wandering wind of heaven. In a moment she was sobbing
on his manly bosom.
"
But their happiness was as brief as the life of a dew-drop on the

spangled spray, for the next instant an outcry as of pain was heard,
and the faithful Tilburina, the feline guardian of the household (play-

fully christened 'Tib' by the abbreviating fondness of its infantine

members) sprung with a bound from her resting-place, hissing and

spitting as vehemently as the contents of the domestic utensil left by
the affectionate wife to its fate, while she sought her rest on, the

heart of her husband.
" '

May my place in a future state of existence be other than

Paradisaical,' said he, with a smile,
'
if those condemned Hibernian

roots are not escaping from ebullition.'
"

And so on. Mr. Punch has strong thoughts of dedicating his novel

to Ms. HODGSON, of Scarborough.

ENTERTAINMENT IN HIGH LIFE.

THE Bight Honourable SIB JOHN PAKINOTON, M.P., and the

Right Honourable GENERAL PEEL, M.P., have recently entertained the

Right Honourable Sm JAMES GRAHAME, M.P., at dinner.

The Bill of Fare was strictly to the taste of the eloquent and

ingenuous Member, and consisted :

First Course Of a Pretty Kettle of Fish of the Honourable Baronet's

own catching, in the Eamont, near Carlisle.

Removed by Humble Pie, and followed by entrees of the Right Honour-
able Baronet's own words, which were eaten with that hearty appetite
which the Honourable Baronet never fails to bring to this, his favourite,

dish.

"That's the Way the Money Goes!"

" WULL! I'll wote fur the Karnel, fur he's a man o' mettle!''

exclaimed a free and independent elector of East Suffolk. "Ah, yes !

"

said his canvasser, "The Colonel, as you say, is no doubt a man of

mettle: butlhere," slapping lu's.brceches pocket, "here is 'metal more
attractive !

' "
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Jones (singing his favourite Scena).
" Addio Leon . . or . a, ad . . dio

"
['Bvis suddenly stops.

Cad (with asperity).
" What now!"

Driver. "
Why, you hollered."

Cad.
" Go along with you. It irarn't me a-ltollertri ." [Jones lard for the rest of the journey.

PROMISE FEEDING.

MR. DISRAELI displays his usual ability in

feeding the hop-planters of Kent, and other
distressed districts, with a liberal prodigality
of promises. They always are to be blest, but
somehow never are. Next year the duty shall

be repealed, or at least some of it; but next
year, like to-morrow, never comes. Their case
is always to be

"
taken into consideration," and

we all know the meaning of such a Govern-
ment phrase. Things to be taken, in a public
office, into consideration, invariably remain
"under consideration." That is the only con-
sideration ever paid to them. The poor hop-
planters believe in this flowery sustenance, and
come up to Downing Street regularly once a

year to be fed. The CHANCELLOR OP THE
EXCHEQUER feeds them with a tender and
bountiful hand, and knows exactly how to fill

their hearts, if not their stomachs, or their

pockets. It is a species of spoon-meat, for

which the hungry agriculturists evince a hearty
appetite ; they relish the food, thinner than

any workhouse gruel, and, like young Oliver,
are always

"
asking for more." MR. DISRAELI,

in his art, is a most cunning nurse, a perfect
witch in his way; for he understands, in the
Macbeth sense, how to keep, with each depu-
tation, "the promise to the ear" of these

gaping gentlemen, and how, as unfailingly, to

break it to the hop."

Many a True Word Spoken in Jest

Child. Papa, why does Parliament generally
meet in the evening ?

Papa. Because, my child, most of their Acts
won't bear the daylight.

IS COAL A CONTRABAND OF WAR?
WE hardly know how to answer the above question. What says

Coke vpon Littleton ? The point in dispute had better be referred to

a committee of Carbotiari, who, we recommend, had better sit upon
it. For ourselves, we cannot help thinking, if a country is in flames,
that coal ought to be looked unon as a decided contraband of war, only
tending to increase the fire [ol discord raging there and more espe-
cially in a country like Italy, where there are so many Italian irons to

stir up the fire. Perhaps it may all depend upon whether the coals are
hot or cold. We fancy, if we were pelted with hot coals, that they
would warm us to that degree that it would be philosophically impos-
sible for us to keep cool, and that war would very probawy ensue. In

lodging-houses, wnere there is but one coal-cellar
;
we nave known

several fierce wars to smoulder out of the coals, until the landlady has
been obliged, in self-defence, to treat them as though they were con-

traband, and has made a practice of regularly confiscating as much as
she could out of every chaldron that came into her house. Again : we
have witnessed several painful emeutes of a most fiery nature arise out
of the fact of a husband amusing himself all the evening in poking the
fire when there was not the slightest necessity for it. The poor wife
has borne this as long as she could, and with a degree of patience such
as wives only can exhibit, until, her tongue breaking out at last into an

explosive flame, she has carried off the poker, and hidden it some-
where in the hall. Declarations of war have likewise been recorded
when a gentleman has taken the liberty of poking the fire before he has
known the family the requisite period of seven years.

In all these cases it, would have been better to have treated coal as a
contraband of war ; for it is clear, if the coal had never been intro-

duced into the establishment, the disturbance never would have taken

place, and the war never would have broken out. Moreover, when we
know that coal cannot enter a gentleman's establishment without going
through the noisy process of shooting, and never rests quiet until it has
left all over the house undoubted marks of the sack it has introduced
into it, practices of shooting and sacking in which it is only equalled
by an infuriated soldiery, we should be inclined to look at coal several
times before we declared that it did not contain within it several of the
elements of war, such as fire, smoke, and ashes. If not war itself, it

is certainly the fuel of war, and in that light should be considered a
contraband that every one is justified in excluding from his house
during the dog days, or any other period that the

,place is quite hot

enough without it.

TIIK FRIENDS TO BACK.

RISE, rise, freemen and Englishmen,
Why the deuce won't you support law and order ?

Rise, rise, yeoman and citizen ;

All the small Germans on frenzy close border.
Austria's banner 's spread
O'er many a loggerhead,

Many a thief with his fingers all gory :

Rise, and get ready then,
Lovers and country men,

Eight for the KAISER and POPE'S might and glory.

Arm, arm, Britons, for tyranny,
Freedom of conscience and thought that denies man ;

Help, help, priestcraft and popery ;

Austria's patron is CARDINAL WISEMAN.
Austria's party, note,
Got every papist's vote,

Which way the cat- will jump know by that omen,
Then, if you've lost your wits,

Fight for the Jesuits
;

Fight for the Empire that 's called Holy Roman.

Vote, vote, soldiers and subsidy,
Mind to enslave and maintain superstition,

Winking Madonnas, Concordats, and monkery,
Pay PETER'S Pence to prop Rome's Inquisition.

Austria's whip to crack
Still upon woman's back,

Englishmen, aid ; and the POPE'S domination,
Protestant fools, sustain,

Bleeding from every vein,
All at the cost of unbounded taxation !

THE RULE OF THREE.

MONSIEUR GUIZOT has nearly ready for the press a book with the
title of Tnii Rois ; Trois Penples ; Trois Siecles. As the division of
the subject would of itself imply, the work is dedicated to that great
historian of Troy (in partnership with one HOMER), the RIGHT HON.
W. E. GLADSTONE.
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AT ALDERSHOT-A RATHER DIFFICULT MANOEUVRE.

CLABA AND HARRIET, AND THE TWO NICE GIRLS WHO ARE STAYING WITII THEM, LED BY MAMMA, GET INTO COUSIN HERBERT'S

HUT, AND HAVE LUNCH.

" THE FOUNTAIN OF (DIS)-HONOTJR."

IN reference to the course pursued by them at the elections, it has

been said by a contemporary, that
"
Government have made their

money flow like water." Now, albeit this is a popular expression, we
cannot quite agree that it in this case is a fitting one. That a golden
current Slowed from the Carlton we don't doubt, but there was little of

the aqueous in this metallic currency. Water is not suitable to be

compared to money ; for water is a purifier, and money, when it flows

at election-time, is not. One may wasli one's hands, and cleanse

oneself in water; but the Pactolus stream which flowed from the

coifers of the Carlton must have dirtied all the hands which were
allowed to dip in it. To coin a spurious quotation, Nihil tetigit quod
tion dishottoruvit. The fountain of dishonour has dishonoured all who
touched it. The remark that such a current "flowed like water" is

untrue, and we therefore think it proper to prevent its further cur-

rency. It would be more correct to say, that Government have lately
let their money flow like beer, for it was more in that shape it has

generally been swallowed. As for likening to water to purifying
water the money which is used for a corrupting influence, the only
water which such filthy lucre can be likened to is the water of the

Thames and even that is hardly black enough.

" Home without Boots, and in Toul Weather too 1
"

THE Austrian soldiers have suffered so much in shoe-leather, owing
to the muddy state of their Piedmontese field of operations, that it is

no wonder their inroad should have proved perfectly bootless. But if

the troops have lost the greater part of their boots, they have carried
off no cud of booty to make up for it.

A MINISTERIAL QUESTION. If "there is a skeleton in every House,"
we should like to know how many there are in every Cabinet ?

THESE THINGS ARE AN ALLEGORY.

WE read the following in a North country paper :

" CUBIOCS STORY OF A CAT. la the village of Tottington, near Bury, at the

house of MR. ADAM BROOKS, sexton, may be witnessed a curious instance of feline

attachment. A cat, which has a kitten three weeks old, about a week ago caught a

mouse, but instead of devouring the little creature, according to the old-established

custom, she brought it to the kitten, and they are all living together on the most
affectionate terms. Puss evinces an extraordinary affection for it. and appears dis-

consolate should the mouse be out of her sight. It is delightful to witness the
fearlessness with which the mouse trusts itself in the hands of its natural enemy,
nestling itself for hours in its breast, running up and down its body, and evincing
the most unbounded confidence in its new friend ; whilst the cat, if possible,
lavishes greater attention on it than on its own offspring. Hundreds go daily to

witness this curious exhibition, and go t^way surprised and delighted."

Surely the Editor in palming off an allegory upon us under the guise
of an anecdote. What can be plainer ?

The Cat is Louis NAPOLEON. The Kitten is VICTOR EMMANUEL.
The Mouse is Italy.

Nothing can exceed the attachment of Cat and Kitten to Mousey
so far

But wait till Puss is hungry.

Rather Fishy!

LOED PUNCH has his own authority for stating, there is no truth in

the rumour which has recently been current, that in the next batch of

peers created by LORD DERBY will be found no less a personage than

the Talking Fish ; who (it has been whispered) will be soon raised to

the Peerage, under the fit title of LORD SAY AND SEAL !

CONTRABAND OF WAR.

AMONG the supplies laid in for his Italian Campaign by Louis
NAPOLEON may be enumerated Naples soap, Roman Punch (on the

head) and Sardines in pickle all iu great quantities.
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SOMETHING LIKE EDUCATION.

HEY have in Germany what
are called real-schulen. Mr.
Punch is a Teutonic scholar,
but for the moment he
insists on translating this

"real schools" a thin;? we
have not had much of in

this country, as yet. It is

with immense satisfaction

that we learn from the Lite-

rary Gazette that, at last, a

raz/-school for girls has been

opened in London.
It is not to teach fine-work

nor plain-work neither cro-

chet nor Berlin wool still

less reading, writing, or

arithmetic ;
nor accomplish-

ments, nor geography, nor
the use of the globes. Of all

these things we have enough.
But this "real-school," par
excellence, is about to teach

something which every poor
girl ought to have at her

finger-ends, and which not
one poor girl in a hundred
or rich girl either, for the

matter of that knows anything more about than an Ojibbeway or

a Hottentot. This school is to teach
cookery

that master-art of

every-day life, which comprises all the rest, and enters into domestic
existence by more doors than any other acquired knowledge a woman
can possess :

" Among those who have taken it up
"

(the Literary Gazette informs us) "arc the
COUNTESS OF RIPON, LADY COLBROOKE, MRS. ARCHIBALD TAIT, (the wife of the
excellent BISHOP OP LONDON,) LADY LAURA PALMER, LADY BRIDGES, and MRS. C.

M. LltsHlNGTON. The object of this school Is to teach correct principles of cookery
nnA \w\\\at*\\t\\A nfnnnmr- ftil-lo rirft l-ttfuiveA aa hnarHdra at n. fivpH f.bartrfi anrl

Amen, we say to our contemporary. We cannot conceive any more
thoroughly episcopalian employment for a Bishop's wife than pre-

siding over a school of cookery. Bishops have been accused of too

great
fa fondness for the flesh-pots ;

but this is the last thing to be

quarrelled with, so long as the flesh-pots of their affection are those
which boil on the poor man's fire, and which are now, for lack of

common cooking knowledge, costly when they ought to be cheap,
wasteful when they should be thrifty, and untempting and innutritions

when they might so easily be savoury and satisfying.

If the man who makes two blades of grass grow where one grew
before be a public benefactor, what is the woman who, day after day,
makes the poor man's one shilling go as far as two, and one pound of
beef do the work of twice the quantity ? Not that the work of this

school should stop short with the poor man's wife. Of a surety, the
need extends much higher : witness the abominable plain cookery,
waste, and wearisome monotony, if not slatternliness, of nine out of

every ten middle-class dinner-tables ; the impossibility of meeting with
a well-boiled potato ; the pressure of that

"
domestic institution," cold

mutton ; the more ambitious misery of the second-class dinner-

party, with its costly yet hollow impostures of pastrycook's made-
dishes and attendant greengrocers.
These ladies are indeed public benefactresses. We would say to all

our male philanthropists, who are just now so eagerly setting up
fountains to supply the

public with a glass ot cold water, and nothing
to it," Go ye, and do likewise." Set up a school of cookery by the
side of every fountain, and you will strengthen one great mainstay of
domestic comfort, while you contributeithe pellucid but unexhilarating
tipple of the Temperance Society.

If
"
the Battle of the Constitution must be fought in the Registration

Courts," the battle of home comfort must very often be fought in the
kitchen. Too frequently the young wife succumbs in the unequal con-
test with the cook, if she be rich, with the victuals, if she be poor. A
well-known proverb informs us of the channel through which we have
hitherto been furnished with cooks. Let us hail, in the establishment
of the Albany Street Cooking School, the opening of a pleasanter
source of supply of these great agents of domestic amelioration.

Mr. Punch may claim some share of the credit of this movement, as
of most movements to anything good. He has long urged the import-
ance of founding such schools as this

;
and one of his loudest

"
Groans

from the social treadmill," some time since, was at the lack of means
for teaching and training women of all classes in sound principles of

cookery.

May the new school flourish, and its cooks (however numerous)
never spoil the broth !

PEESENTATIONS AT COURT.

TUT. persons named in the following list write to Mr. Punch clamour-

ing about the non-insertion of their names by the Court Newsman in

his report of the last Levee. Mr. Punch really cannot be always sup-

plying the omissions of the Court Circular, but as it appears to him
that most of the persons about to be mentioned have as much claim to

get their names paraded before the public as a good many of those

who have been immortalised, he will for once make a sacrifice of

invaluable space.

Mr. Jones, on having had his corns cnt, by Professor Bunyan.
Mr. Robinson, on being divorced, by Sir C. Cresswell.

Mr. Brown, on moving from Goodge Street, Tottenham Court Road,
to Essex Street, Strand, by Mr. Smith.

Mr. Wobbleton, on his little boy being breeched, by Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Phaggs, on getting a rise of 5 in his salary at the Bank, by

Mr. Abraham Newland.
Mrs. Lilliwigg, on having been churched, by the Hon. Mrs. Trotter.

Miss Amelia Lilliwigg, on having been jilted by Cornet Blackboy,

by her mother.
Mr. De Hopkins, on going through the Insolvent Conrt, by Captain

Whitewash.
Mr. Pipples, on the death of his mother-in-law, by Major Bruin.

Mr. Gamm Boodge, on [having his picture rejected at the Academy,
by Mr. Indigo Jones.
Mr. Seattercash, on his being plucked, by the Rev. Dr. Gammer.
Miss Louisa Wiggle, on having her ears pierced, by her mother.
Mrs. Naggg, on obtaining a separate maintenance, by her mother,

Mrs. Jorr.

Mr. Clyfaker, on receiving his ticket-of-leave, by Mr. Duffer.

Mr. Snipp, on conforming to the Hebrew faith, by the Rev. Rabbi
Adler.
Mr. Flounderby, on being picked out of the Serpentine, by Lieut.

Prodd, R.H.S.
Miss Rose Walker, on being engaged, by her aunt, Mrs. Junction.

Mrs. B. Whicht, on her husband's going to South Australia, by
Mrs. Bolter.

Mrs. Stuckupper, on setting up a brougham, by the Hon. Mrs.

Slapp.
Mr. Hatchment, on the purchase of a family vault, by the Rev.

Grimm Shudderby.
Mr. Charles Splashboard, on. outrunning the constable, by Mr.

Dunne.
Miss Mary Coddlington, on leaving school, by her mother.
Mr. Mopps, on having had his hair cut, by M. Isidore Dandriffe.

Mr. Mclndenture, on being articled to an attorney, by Mr.
Feoffment.
Mr. James Twitcher, on drawing his first patient's wrong tooth, by

Mr. Karious.
Mrs. Krape, on being left a widow, by Mrs. Howler Grigg.
Mr. Twaddle, on being elected to the Dawdle Club, by Mr.

Maunders.
Mrs. Sercwington, on letting ner house at Ball's Pond, by Mrs.

Crimply.
Mrs. Glarer, on having been photographed, by Mrs. Iodine Smells.

Mrs. Careless, on having had her pocket picked in an omnibus, by
Lady Flabby.
Mr. Squintum, on being couched for cataract, by Dr. Niagara

Film, U.S.
Mr. Cox, on losing his seat for Finsbury, by Sir S. M. Peto.
Mr. Pouter-Pigeon, on being married, by his father, Mr. Fantail

Pigeon.
Mrs. Pouter-Pigeon, on being married, by her mother, Mrs. Carrier

Dove.
Mr. Stumbler, on breaking his leg, by Mr. Splint.
Mr. Decimalls, on publishing a new edition of the Ready Reckoner,

by Mr. V. Phractions.
Mrs. Rhododendron, on having some coloured glass put into her

conservatory at Peckham Rye, by Mrs. Chinaster.
Mr. Pesterbqdy on receiving his Commission, (on two premiums

paid to the Ineligible Life Office) by Mr. Touter.
Mr. Glump, on haying made his will, by Mr. Probate.
Mrs. Albert Bustlington on having had the carpets taken up, the

paint scrubbed, and the house thoroughly cleansed, by Mrs. Scrimmage.
Mrs. Spayre Rodde, on Master Pickle Rodde being expelled from

school, by Mrs. Spoyle Chylde.
Mr. Peter Snout, on his nose bleeding, by Mr. Colde Key.
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A HINT TO THE "ENGAGED ONES" OF ENGLAND.
ALICE (TO RODOLPH, OR BATHER WE SHOULD SAY, JONES). "NOW MIND, SIR! YOU ARE A VOLUNTEER

RIFLEMAN, AND IT ENTIRELY DEPENDS UPON YOUR ATTENTION TO DRILL, WHETHER I GIVE YOU
THAT LOCK OF HAIR, OR NOT!"



/
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A MIRACLE ON THE CARDS AT NAPLES.

UK good Kix<;

BOMHA, by tl;

1 imc that these

words are printed,

may have oid the

world good night,
and gone finally to

bed. Bnt I

the other day, was

reported be! t rr

again, inasmuch us

to have been able

to sit up in a chair

for twenty mi-

nntes. A few days

before, 'we had
been told that the

head of BOMIIA
was all of him that

remained alive

body all senseless,
motionless an in-

ert trunk. It may,
indeed, be said of

BOMBA :

"
Affliction sore

long time he bore,"

if BOMBA has really been suffering under that complication of disorders

which he is said to have been afflicted with. It appears, also, that his

state was at one time so desperate as to be considered beyond medical
aid ; wherefore, in the belief that

"
Physicians wore in vain,"

the royal sufferer had the blood of ST. JANUARIUS placed in his room,
that its liquefaction might perhaps effectually supersede the doctors.

Already, I'micA has expressed the suspicion that BOMBA has been

shamming. If he has, mark what will follow. BOMBA will come out
some fine morning as well as ever, and as fresh as a daisy, declaring
that, after having been given over, he had been restored to health by
means of the blood of ST. JANUARIUS. Then there will be a festival

to commemorate his marvellous recovery: BOMBA will go in procession
through the streets of Naples, and the priests will institute a flare-up.
Now then, stupid ; if these things should come to pass, please to

remember how many contradictory statements therefore, how many
falsehoods have been circulated as to BOMBA'S ailments

; and con-
sider whether the story of his supernatural cure ought not to be
concluded to be only one lie more.

A VERY POPULAR PRINCE.

ON the close of the Prussian Diet, the PRINCE REGENT OP PRUSSIA
concluded a speech, which, if somewhat hastily minacious, was, unlike
the utterances of most Continental potentates, not altogether bom-
bastic, with the following request to his audience of legislators :

" Join me in the shout '

Long Live the King !

"

Fancy the LORD CHANCELLOR, in proroguing Parliament on behalf
of HER MAJESTY, calling upon the Lords and Commons to shout
"
Long Live the QCEEN." It was all very well for the counsel of

MR. SICKLES to tell the mob to
" Go it !

"
but it does seem a little

below that dignity which we associate with the function of Sovereignty
lor a Prince Regent to address a similar invitation to his Chambers.

LABOUR IN VAIN.

THE Augslurg Gazette calls on the German ladies to give up pur-
chasing any French articles of millinery :

" We must not," it says,
"

let German money pass from our pockets into those
of the French, and enable them to make war on us."

Don't the Augsburg Gazette wish it may get it ? The same absurd
German organ wishes to extend the Anti-Gallican crusade to Crinoline.
The womanhood of Germany defy him from behind their entrenchments
of flounce and furbelow. So long as French steel is confined to petti-
coat-hoops, it will still be welcomed by ; every true German Frau and
I'laulein. The more of it used in that manufacture, the less will be
left for swords and bayonets.

HORATIAN MAXIM TOR A GRUMBLER. Carpe diem he carps every
day.

JUMPING JEMMY.

MY name it is Jumping JEMMY
The original JEM surnamed CROW

Famed for leaping and turning about,
And for going right round just so ! (Pirouetlet.)

But don't call me fickle, good people,

^
Any charge of the kind I deny :

The weathercock up on your steeple,
To its pole sticks not faster than I.

.

AVith my wheel-about, turn-about, right-about-face;
I may change my line, but I stick to my place !

You don't call your weathercock fickle

For telling each change of the wind-
Then why try get me in a pickle,

'Cause 1 'in given to changing my mind ?

A weathe cock, all know, is useful,
All the more, the more lightly it veers

;

Off pilot who'd e'er be abuseful,
For heeding the wind as he steers.?

Chorus.
With my wheel-about, turn-about, right-about-fare ;

I may change my line, but I stick to my place !

And'how's man alone to stand steady,
When all around man 's on the cha'nge ?

In Life's whirl, all to whirl must be ready ;

Mine 's only a very long range,
And I 've still been consistent all through,
To make inconsistency pay ;

Just as nimble my acts to undo,
As I 'm nimble my words to unsay.

Chorus.
With my wheel-about, turn-about, right-about-face :

I may change my line, but I '11 stick to my place !

'Tis but to save strain in my motions,
For an easier leap to prepare,

That I 'm always extreme in my notions,
Since extremes often meet, you 're aware.

'Twixt two stools some men boggle and bother,
And between them come, bang, to the ground,

Ijleap clean from one stool to the other
And safe in my seat still am found !

Chorus.
AVith my wheel-about, turn-about, right-about-face ;

I may change my line, but I stick to my place !

THE RIGHT PERSON IN THE RIGHT PLACE.
SIR JOHN PAKINGTON wants some one in the House who has a

knowledge of nautical matters, and who can talk for him. Why
doesn't he get the TALKING FISH to stand for some place ? The creature
knows the sea thoroughly, can tell a

ship when he sees pne, and is not
likely to commit himself by any act ot indiscretion, since he is not
acquainted at present with more than two words, but then you can
hear each of them most distinctly. What Lord of the Admiralty can
say as much ? Can you give us the name of any one Lord, who can
speak two words intelligibly ? Therefore, we recommend SIB, JOHN to
get (the TALKING FISH into Parliament without any provoking delay.
His presence may somewhat compensate us, only on a less brilliant

scale, for the absence of that other odd fish, BZRNAL OSBOB.NE.

Ad Arabellam.

A FACT, long known to him, kind Punch may be
Allowed to gratulate his rara avis on :

Joy to the Lady of the Keys ! From G.
The music of her life's transposed to D,
And ARABELLA GODDAJLD'S MBS. DAVISON.

The Parchment Interest.

THE Law Times gives a list of Attorneys in the House of Commons,
and adds the observation, that the solicitors can boast of a large acces-
sion of strength by this election. This being the case warrants the
confident expectation of the speedy enactment of the Registration of
Titles to Landed Estates Bill, contemplated in order to the simplifi-
cation of the forms and reduction of the expenses of conveyancing.
The constituents of the parliamentary solicitors will be enabled to

judge of them by their deeds.
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POP GOES THE RIFLE!

(A New Sotig to an Old Tune, volunteered by Mr. Punch.)

ITII news of War the papers

teem,
The Funds are downward

going :

Athirst for blood the Eagles
scream,

111 winds abroad are blow-

ing;

England would fain from
strife refrain,

Nor join the battle-storm

in:

And 'tis that she at peace
may be,

Our rifle clubs we 're form-

ing!
Chorus.

Up and down the Funds
may go,

Our peace-cry none shall

stifle :

Be ready aye to meet the

foe!

POP GOES THE RIFLE !

Englishmen in days of old

Were world-renowned as

bowmen,
Cressy and Poictiers have told

How they fought their foemen
;

By practice-they their prowess gained,
By practice so may we too

And till that prowess be attained,
Our rifle sights we '0 see to !

Chorus. Up, then ! Down the gauntlet throw !

Let none with England trifle :

Here, where once twang went the bow,
POP GOES THE RIFLE!

Some may say they can't afford

To spare their precious leisure :

Some may fear they may be bored,
That practice won't be pleasure :

Willing hands there are enow.
Brave hearts who can doubt them ?

Form then, and the skulkers show
We can do without them !

Chonts. Up in arms the country throw,
The cost is but a trine :

Be ready aye to fight the foe-
Pop GOES THE RIFLE !

We are no alarmists, scared

By fear of French invasion ;

Yet 'tis well to be prepared
'Gainst War's dread occasion.

Touch us not, we '11 touch not you ;

We own no wish for fighting ;

But lest a War you drive us to,
Our practice-butts we 're sighting.

Chorus. Up! then, Up! Ye Rifle Greens!
Let none your ardour stifle :

Tangere me noli means
POP GOES THE RIPLE!

DIVERS' PERFORMANCES.
AT the Pearl Fishery at Aripo, we read that,

"
BATES, the chief of

the European divers, was under water for three hours." On many
occasions of danger, it is as difficult to keep your head above water as

under it. For instance, there is that clever diver. LORD DEBBY, who has
been down to the lowest depths in the hope of picking up a stray vote or

two. Low as he and his confederates have sunk. and they could not
have sunk lower, they have not fished up more than twenty or twenty-
five of the precious "pearls of Parliament" that they were diving for.

Now, -when LOED DERBY again presents himself before the nation on
the troubled sea of politics, we should like to know for what period he
is likely to keep his head above water? Will you give him three days,
or three hours, or even three minutes F and, once under, we are afraid
that his Lordship will never come up again.

THE VISCOUNT'S RETURN.

THE following announcement in the Morning Post is very likely to

be misunderstood on the other side of the Channel :

" VISCOUNT VILLIERS has derived considerable benefit from his sojourn at Fan ;

in fact, his health is quite recruited. The noble Viscount and Viscountess, in

consequence, intend to return home sooner than was expected."

Our gallant what-shall-we-call-'ems, if not allies, in perusing the

above notification with that intense interest with which they regard
the British aristocracy, will of course confound the distinguished

nobleman, whose recovery of health, and approaching restoration to

his native land, they will rejoice to learn, with the hon. Member for

Lambeth. As sure as fate, the report current in the salons of Paris,

and published in the Parisian newspapers, will, with that slight varia-

tion of English nomenclature and spelling inevitable in such a case,

declare the happy recovery and homeward destination of that great

lord of the House of Parliament, WISCOUNT VILLIAMS.

A SENSIBLE SPREAD.

IN Celebration of the Anniversary of HER MAJESTY'S birth-day on

the 19th instant, SIR EDWARD BULWER LYTTON, according to a

fashionable announcement, invited the Colonial Governors now in

England, and other gentlemen connected with his department, to a

banquet at the Clarendon Hotel, described as a full dress dinner. That

is the sort of dinner ! Raw rump-steaks are all very well to train

BILL SAYERS upon; but for any set of civilised beings, how much
better is a dinner that is fully dressed .than one where everything is

underdone !

i
(

" No Followers Allowed."

THOUGH Louis NAPOLEON and FRANCIS JOSEPH are at open war,

yet they are friendly and unanimous at least upon one point. There is

one little bit of neutral ground upon which they meet and join hands,

and are ready to join arms top,
if necessary, to keep it clear of all

villanous intruders. This glorious unanimity of two, is to
the^

effect

that no newspaper correspondent shall be allowed to follow the French

or Austrian army. However, it scarcely needed this warlike demon-

stration to prove to us what enemies both Emperors were, and always
have been, to a Free Press. Much as they dread each other, they

know they have reason to dread the Press a great deal more.

AN ADDITIONAL DUTY ON PAPKR. Russia, Austria, and Sardinia

have suspended cash payments.
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SCENE-A BLOCK ON THE BRIDGE.
Costermonger.

"
Now, CABBY, SPAEE MY WARNISH !

"

SANCTIFIED GAMMON.

SUBJOINED is a good dodge :

" NEW CENTRAL DEPOT, or Evangelical and other Spiritual Publications,
"
1'atcrnoster Row (Corner of Ivy Lane).

"
J. B. WALKER presents his Christian love to Brethren ia Christ, and informs

them that ho has taken he trusts in faithfulness to tho Lord the commodious
shop, as above, last occupied by the Pope's Publisher, and purposes opening it for
the publication and salo of all religious books which he believes are pleasing to
the Lord.
"Books 'for necessary uses' in this life, especially for purposes of education,

will also be produced." Estimates for Printing and Binding, and Terms for Publishing, sent on
application."

This notification has appeared in the Bible Reader's Journal, and
several other periodicals. WALKER is not the name that figures in the
original advertisement

;
the whole of which, however, may oe included

under that denomination. The object of the advertiser is obvious. Of
course, he expects a large influx ol custom from fast young men, who
will como to inquire for Boxiana, and other works of a still less moral
and religious character, which, when asked for, wiU promptly

"
be

produced."
MR. WALKER, may keep the biography of the Dairyman's Daughter

for the spooney and simple class'.of customers, but he will probably have
plenty of other lives and adventures in store for readers of the other
description.

If we do WALKER injustice by this surmise, it is his own fault, for

puffing his shop in the above example of profane cant, of which any-
body who is capable may be well supposed to be capable of anything.

A Bark from Our Dog Tear 'em.
"
FRAY, Sir," asked a Sheffield blade, talking about the Sardinian

a
.r>

what is your opinion of Italian Independence ?
"

Trench Impudence," was ROEBUCK'S reply.

MATERIALS FOR LOUIS NAPOLEON'S BIOGRAPHY.

A NEW office is to be established in France, under the title of the
Bureau Historique. Its principal duty, of course, will be to record, in

suitable grandiose language, the future victories of Louis NAPOLEON.
The principal minister is not yet appointed, but we know of no one
better adapted for the post than ALEXANDRE DUMAS. If asked for

his qualifications, he could say, pointing with pride to his 5000
volumes (more or

less)
of romances,

"
Les voila .'" The central office

is to be fixed in Pans. At first, it was arranged that the principal
chefs of the Bureau were to follow the movements of the army m Italy;
but this plan was afterwards overruled by the EMPEROB himself, with
the very sensible objection that, in matters of history, everything was
best left to the imagination. The writers are to be allowed carte

blanche to say what they please, so long as it is all in favour of the

EMPEROR, and redounds to La Gloire and honour of France. We
advise THIERS to look to his laurels.

Who was the Genius ?

THE Liverpool Albion has a paragraph which thus commences :

" A SHIP ON FIRE. A fire broke out yesterday on board the Tliamtt, CAPTAIN
CALLINDER, lying in Brunswick Dock."

The account then goes on to describe the progress of the flames,

which, we are happy to say was brief, they having oeen speedily extin-

guished. Having expressed our satisfaction at that fortunate issue,
we may perhaps be pardoned for remarking that the Thames has at

length been set on fire.

" THE THEATRE or WAR." They are doing such a tremendous
stroke of business at this Theatre, that for the present all compli-
mentary admissions are refused, and even the PUBLIC PRESS is

SUSPENDED.
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PUNCH ON PARTY COLOURS.

EVERYBODY knows that M. CHEVEEUL has been writing a
most^

interesting treatise, which his translator calls
" The Laws of Contrast of

Colours, and their Awlic/iliuii In the Arts." But everybody has not yet

been favoured with the knowledge that Mr. Punch has some idea,

when he has nothing else to do, of sitting down and getting up another

branch of the same subject, with a view to his compiling a companion

treatise, to be entitled
"
On the Contrast of Party Colours, and their

Application to Elcclwueerhiu /trts." It is of course a superfluity to

give a proof of Mi: ranch's never-disputable fitness for this or any
other literary work, on which he condescends to suffer his vast intellect

to work. But as the subject is iust now of more than ordinary inte-

rest, Mr. Punch will spare, ait inch or two to show how M. CUEVBBUL'S
laws may be adapted to the contrast of colours in a purely party sense.

To begin at the beginning, Mr. Punch must quote the statement

that :

"M CHEVREUL'S attention was first directed to this subject in consequence of

some complaint* made as to the quality of certain colours prepared in the dyeing

laboratory of the Gobelins ; when, after some reflection on the matter, he bet'ame

convinced that, although the complaints concerning the instability of the light blues,

greys, and browns, might be possibly well foun . 10 others, particularly
as tu the want of vigour of the greys employed in the shadow of blue and violet

draperies, which were not so, and that this apparent want of vigour was owing to

the colours contiguous to them, and that the matter was involved in the phenomena
of the contrast of colours."

Parliameiilarily phrasing jt,
Mr. Punch is

"
free to own "

that com-

plaints concerning the political "instability of the Greys" have been
over and over again preferred to M> . Punch, and he is not quite uncon-

vinced that they may not have been
"
well founded." As to the

alleged "want of vigour of the Greys" when they are "..'employed in

the shadow," that is of course to say, have had the shine taken out of

them, Mr. Punch can see no reason to dispute this allegation. As

employes under Government, the Greys, it is well known, have long
been in the allude, and no doubt this has been owing to their proved
"want of vigour."
With this glance at the Greys, Mr. Punch has now to notice the

effect of party colours, as influencing each other when they come in

coalition.
"
Not to make the matter too abstruse," says M.

CHEVREUL
" Let us remind the reader that there are but three primaries, riz., red, bine, and

yellow, out of which, in various combinations, all other imaginable colours arc

composed. The secondary colours (not to go further) are three, severally composed
of two of the three primaries, viz , green, composed of blue and yellow ; orange,

composed of red and yellow ;
and violet, composed of red and blue. Taking the

whole three primary colours to complete the cycle of colour, tbe doctrine of comple-
mentary colours commences : which may be briefly explained by stating that every
primary colour has for its complementary colour the secondary colour, which is

composed of the other two primaries, and, vice verfd, that every secondary colour
has lor its complementary the primary colour, which does not enter into its own
composition. Thus red is complementary to green, blue to orange, and yellow to

violet ; and vice versa."

Adapting this politically, Tory, Whig, and Radical correspond to

the
"
three primaries ;

"
and out of these the various shades of party

colours are composed. For instance, Liberal-Conservative is that

which corresponds to violet, being made of Tory (red) in combination
with Whig (blue) : a union which, in such a case as MR. GLADSTONE'S,
makes a not unpleasing sort of Oxford mixture. The Derbyite, again,
is that which answers to the orange, blending the Tory (red) with the

Radical, or Chartist, yellow ;
a combination which produces the

strangest of effects, and in most eyes is regarded with a colourable

suspicion. The doctrine of complementaries accords in politics pre-

cisely with that which has been stated. The primaries or premiers-
need assistance from the secondaries, and it is by being compli-

mentary to them that they get it. For instance, red, or Tory, premiers
are complimentary to green, that is, to the united Radicals and Whigs :

and the compliment is returned by^green becoming complementary, '. e.

filling up the ranks, on a division, of the red.

Coming now to the pith of M. CHEVKEUL'S observations, ]tfr.

learns that his
"
principle

"
consists in

"
simply this :

"

" That the eye after looking for any period, more or less in duration, upon anyone
colour, immediately acquires an aptitude to see the complementary of that colour,
which will influence its appreciation of all objects upon which it may simultaneously
or immediatelyrest. Vor instance, during or immediately after looking at red, white
will present a greenish hue, and objects of all other colours will be more or less

qualified by the latter hue. Thus red, the complementary of green, placed by the
side of green, increases its intensity; and so of blue in juxtaposition with orange,
and greenish-yellow with violet. And when the complementary colour to any
colour acting upon another colour in juxtaposition is partly composed of the last

named colour, or when the colour in juxtaposition is partly composed of the said

complementary, the colour common to both becomes intensified in the colour in

juxtaposition. For instance, orange being placed beside red, the orange will acquire
a yellowish tint from the green complementary to red, and the red a purple tint

from the blue complementary to orange. Vguin, aa equal portions of the three

primary colours mixed produce black, green beside blark makes it look reddish,
blue beside black makes it look less brilliant or somewhat rusty, while orange
beside black makes it look more brilliant."

M. CHEVHEUL'S "simply this" is rather a tough bit for the digestion
of his readers, but Mr. Punch's adaptation will facilitate their 'swal-

lowing it. Mr. Punch's "principle" is (much more)
"
simply this :"

that he who looks on party colours with the eye of an observer'
"
acquires an aptitude

"
for seeing of what shades they are composed,

and may moreover see that any party politician is likely to be influ-

enced in his appreciation of all objects
"

by the colour of the party by
which thev are pursued. Thus, if he has green in his eye, the politician
sees red objects from a biassed point of view, and their blackness will

of course in his sight be intensified. Without much fear of contradic-

tion, Mr. Punch may also state, that men of any colour often wear
black looks, and get

"
somewhat rusty," when men of a contrasting

colour have a place beside them. That the
"
objects

"
of all party

colours are more or less "qualified by a greenish hue," Mr. Punch can
see no colourable pretext to dispute. Mr. Punch may likewise add,
that the only partv colour which finds favour in his eyes is the colour

of the money of the wise "party" who subscribes to his inimitable

print.

" GOING IT LIKE VINCKE-ING."

MONSIEUR DE VINCKE tells us that he
"
places great reliance on the

ghost of CHATHAM, as a means of rousing the spirit of England."
How one's spirit should be roused by the appearance of a ghost,
Mr. Punch has not the ghost of an idea. The general impression is,

that if one saw a ghost one would feel less elevation than depression
of one's spirit : but though JOHN BULL is not the man to be fright-
ened at a ghost, the sight of one would rather raise his wonder than
his dander. JOHN BULL has settled down to smoke the pipe of peace,
and he has no wish to be "roused" from that enviable attitude.

Anyhow, it must be a substantial cause to rouse him; a ghost would
be by far too shadowy to do so. Besides, however much "reliance"
M. UE VIXCKE may place on it, there is a doubt if CHATHAM'S ghost
would rise up if he conjured it

;
in fact, to speak more

plainly,
there's

not the shade of an excuse to think the Shade would do so. DE
YJ\< KE'S reliance, therefore, on it as a means to rouse JOHN BULL
seems to Mr. Punch a little premature. "First catch your ghost," is

an obvious necessity ; and in calculating that JOHN BULL would let

the ghost of CHATHAM rouse him, M. HE VINCKE is clearly reckoning
without his g - host.

Brag is a Good Roman Dog.

WHAT a noise the Roman Catholics do make, whenever they have

converted anybody. They cackle as though Popery, like another

Capitol, was to be saved by the noise they made. Now, we wish they
would try to convert SPOONER and NEWDEGATE ; and, when they have

succeeded, we will give them full liberty to brag about the conversion

as loudly as they please,
nor will we quarrel with them about the noise

they make over it. In fact, we are not sure whether we should not

join in their cheers, and be the first to congratulate them on their

two-fold victory.
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FASHION BOOKS FOR BABIES.

^
HERE, my dear Mr.

I'unch, 1 have such a

treat for you. .Now
do guess what it is!

But no, I'm sure you
can't, and so I mean
to tell you. Am I not

kind, Sir? Now, only

just read this :

" The genial rays
of spring

sunshine have called forth a

variety of elegant novelties.

Out-door dress, whether for

tho promenade or the car-

riage, begins to assume the
hues which Nature loves to

wear at the present sea-

son. Accordingly tho most
:i:iblo colours are tho

various shades of grcun and

lilac, mauve and violet.

Among tho most favourite
materials for out-door cos-

tume may be mentioned

taffUy moire
1

, figured with
small sprigs or spots. Striped
silks are also much in favour,
but this year Fashion de-
crees that the stripes shall

run longitudiually and not

horizontally."
"
There now, isn't that

delightful! Only think

of the spring sunshine

calling forth the 'ele-

gant novelties
'
of dress,

just as it calls forth the lovely butterflies and buttercups, and all the

other charming novelties of Nature. And how nice it is to find that

bought O ! such a love of a striped silk dress last autumn when we were

]

in Brussels, and what evervre are to do for gloves this year I can't think,
for of course no one can dream of going abroad with all this fighting,

and it 's quite horrible to think of, Mr. Punch, now isn't it ? But ofcourse

it won't be
kttlf

so inconvenient to you men, for you buy your gloves

iniiiirhere, and indeed /lumbers of you now never seem to me to wear

them, excepting upon Sundays and at Flower Shows, and places where
the presence of us ladies obhfftt you to do so But what was I speaking
of? O, I recollect, it was about my striped silk dress. I am so glad
that it 's in fashion, for I 've only worn it twice, because you know
we 've been in mourning, and it will do so nicely if I can but get it

altered so as to make the stripes run up and down instead of round
and round it. I wish to goodness Fashion wouldn't be so changeable.
It is so horribly expensive always altering one's dresses, and you know
with all one's cutting and contriving one can never make an old dress

look as though it were a new one. But after all it 's no good grumbling.
Of course, whatever Empress Fashion may decree one must submit to.

Pne could never dream of wearing horizontal stripes, when Fashion
has decreed that we must wear them longitudinally 1

"
But, dear me, Mr. Punch, how I have been running on. I'm sure

when I sat down I had not the least idea of telling you about my dress.

Of course so great a PERSONAGE ought not to be troubled about things
so insignificant. What I wished to tell you, and I'm quite sure that it

will be a great treat to you to hear it, is that in the paper where I spied
out the above sweetly interesting passage, and it does surprise me I

must say, Mr. Punch, that you who do so much for the'instruction of

the public, do not do a little more to try and edify the ladies, and make
your young men weekly write about the Fashions and such instructive

topics, instead of all those horrid politics, which we are all so tired of,

and none of us a bit the wiser or the better for. It seems to me such
a pity that your valuable space should be wasted on such trifles as

Reform Bills and things, when there are such important matters as

new bonnets to be thought of, and subjects of such interest as wide
skirts to be discussed. But all this while I 'm keeping yon, poor man !

from the treat I have in store for you. You will tad it at the end of

the article I 've quoted. After describing some such ducks of dresses
worn in Paris, O ! how it makes one's eyes water to think of them !

the dear delightful writer explains the illustrations, which have been
added by some clever artist to the article. And this is the description
which is given of

"
Fig. 2. (Baby.) Long robe of nansouk, with tablier front, formed of rich needle-

work and ]:in: iiisertii.ii. Tho latter is disposed so as to leave intermediate lozenge-
formed spaces, which are embroidered in satin stitch. The cap is formed of insertion
and needlework, and has a full double border of Valenciennes lace. On one side
there is a bow of blue ribbon. A broad blue sash is fixed on one shoulder, and after

"*,' across the front of tho corsage is drawn under tho arm and fastened at the
of the waist in a bow with long flowing ends."

"
There no\v, isn't tltut a treat for you ! Is it not delitjhlful to think

of even liabirs being dressed it, // /,/</<, and having their small toi]

made according to 1 1n: fashion ! How nice it seems to llnuk I hat the
//,/,/// /',//,. ring! should have their 'robes of nansonk '

and their
'

satin

stitch embroidery," and should be costumed for the cradle as when
more mature they will be for the carriage or the concert! lii

who can tell how this may not affect their disposition? As the liny,

Mr. Punch, is the father to the mau, I suppose so is t lie girl the mother
to the woman: and by nurturing an early love of finery and fashion,
we may secure its ripe development in after years. You of r^v.v

know, Mr. Punch, that to many of us ladies the employment of dr<

is the chief business of our lives. As gourmands live to eat, fine ladies

live to dress; and if we wish to bring our girls up to this business, I

think we can't do better than begin with them as babies. To train up
i child in the way in which the milliners and In'im /<///'/< wonhl
ler go, let us have by all means, a Fashion, Book I'm- Kulilfs, and let

their first spelling lesson he taken from its leaves.
"

I remain, Mr. Punch, your true friend and well-wisher (only please
now don't make fun of me), " AUGUSTA GUSHINGTCW,"

(ue'e JONES)."

"P.S. I suppose that as the father of a family you will say Valen-
ciennes is too expensive for your uursery. Hut you ought to recollect.

Sir, the dear little ducksy-wuoksys are your own flesh and blood, and
have as much right to their little luxuries as you have. Give up your
Greenwich dinners, do, you greedy man, and then you '11 easily afford to

let your wife buy nice laced baby-linen."
I'.S. Do you notice that your poppet must wear a broad blue sash,

which, mind, must be
'

passed across the front of the corsage,' and be
'

fastened at the waist in a bow with flowing ends.' I suppose that to

give a proper shape to the corsage, it will be essential that one's babies
should wear stays. The little feet of the Chinese ladies are formed
when in the cradle, and while our small waists are in fashion the pro-
cess of compression might likewise begin in babyhood."

FINANCIERS AND FLEABITES.

THE fact cannot be too widely known, and Punch may therefore

publish it, that the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER, when addressing
his Constituents, spoke of the National Debt as being

"
a mere

fleabite."

Now, knowing as he does the resources of the country, Punch is

not disposed to make the National Debt a bugbear ; but still less is

he inclined to view it as a fleabite. If we call things by right names,
we cannot talk of debts of some few hundred millions as being merely
fleabites. Punch has very little doubt that were it necessary to raise

the needful for the debt, our national resources would enable us to do
so. But there is no use in denying that the process would pinch
us more than a "mere fleabite;" and Punch therefore enters a pro-
test to the phrase, as being in accordance with neither truth nor
taste. If MR. DISRAELI thinks by speaking of our national expenses
as

" mere fleabites
"

to reconcile the country to paying a War Income-
tax, when the country has no liking nor occasion for a War, and has

said and done its best to keep its rulers out of one, Punch thinks,

should this be so, that when MR. DISRAELI next
"
goes to the country

"

he will return to town with rather a large fleabite in his ear, by a flea

bred from that by.which the country has been bitten.

Advice to Those -who wish to Pick up Something on the
Turf.

YOUNG man, be moderate in your bets. Look at the Goose with the

Golden Eggs, and reflect upon his ruin, and ask yourself whether it

was not accelerated entirely by what he was in the habit of laying?
Take warning from his melancholy fate, and bear in mind that the less

yon lay, the less chance there is of your being ultimately cut up. The
Hermit of the Haymarket.

m

Lamentable Ignorance.

SOME fools, who evidently know nothing of human nature, have been

trying to bribe the Swiss in Rome. What a senseless waste of money !

The blockheads deserve to have lost it, as they did, for not having
offered enough.

" PARLEZ AU SUISSE
"

if you like, but do not insult

the poor faithful fellow by offering him a miserable sum that his con-

science, knowing the full value of what an incorruptible nature, like

his is worth, will not allow him to accept. Shame !

N. So strong is KOSSUTH in favour of non-inter-

vention, that he intends disposing of the 40,000 muskets which were

presented to him by subscription in America, and forwarding the

proceeds to the Peace Society.

VOL. xxxvt. A A
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DELICATE TEST.

Ekrated Party. "A NEVER THINK A FL'ER'S HAD T'MUSH WINE S'LONG AS

WINDSUP-ISH WASH !

"
[Proceeds to perform, that operation with corkscrew.

THE CALL OF THE NIGHTINGALE.

WHAT dost thou sing, melodious Nightingale ?

"What and to whom P Unto thy nestling mate
Perchance thou dost outpour thy tender tale,

Begun so early and sustained so late.

To her if thou dost warble loving vows
Of constancy

all night as well as day,
Would I could understand thee like thy spouse !

What is the meaning of thy tuneful lay r

'Tis the same story o'er and o'er again,
An old, old story that at least we know

Love thrills with rapture in thy gushing strain ;

'Tis fond affection in incessant flow.

But hark ! thou speakest from thy leafy nook,
In voice articulate among the twigs.

What do I hear ? Thou caflest
"
Chook, chook, chook !

"

Oh, Nightingale ! so thou dost call the pigs !

Louis Napoleon's Bight Hand.

M9NSIEUR DE LA GuERRONiERE has recently been

appointed the guardian angel of the morals of the French

press. That spotless gentleman is the bosom friend of

Louis NAPOLEON, and the principal collaborateter in all

his great pamphleteering successes. He had two or three

fingers in the concoction of Napoleon Trois et I'ltalie, and
other similar inspired productions. A Bonapartist was
recently repeating the Bordeaux manifesto, which has
since been so beautifully verified, of L'Empire c'est la

Paix.
"
Betise, Monsieur," sharply exclaimed the PRINCESS

MATHILDE,
"
say rather that L'Empire c'est La GUERRE-

ONIERE."

Sticking to his Colours.

" NOA ! I'se allus been true Blew, I '11 never wote for

Yaller !

"
exclaimed a

"
free and independent

"
some-

where down in
"
Silly Suffolk." But the voter after all,

although he plumped for "Blew," did give his vote for
"
Yaller :" for yellow was the colour of the money which

was handed to rum.

SEEIOUS STABLE-TALK.

To the Editor of the Record.

MY DEARLY BELOVED SIR,
AMONG our worldly contemporaries'

"
Sporting Intelligence

"

is a list of
"
quotations," which, I should explain to you, means a report

of the odds, or proportional wagers laid on the horses that are to run
against one another at the approaching Races at Epsom, on a certain

Wednesday, when a race of peculiar interest to members of the Turf

yea, and even to the greater portion of the public annually takes

place ; and under the head of

"DEEBY,"

which, you must know, is the name of the grand horse-race in question,
you wifl find this announcement :

" 2 to 1 against Mr. W. Day's The Promised Land, taken."

Two to one may mean two pounds to one, or two hundred pounds to
one hundred, or two thousand pounds to one thousand, or even greater
sums in the same ratio, which they who are given to horse-racing some-
times bet upon a horse that is celebrated for exceeding great swiftness.
Such persons have hitherto been, with too much reason, accounted a
profane kind of men : and hence the pastime to which their lives are
devoted has acquired an unsanctified character. They have been
regular only in the observance of the Derby and similar days ; and
their conversation and language have been at best unscriptural. 1 feel

great pleasure, therefore, in calling your attention to the name of MR.
DAY s horse above mentioned ; because it consists of a familiar phrase
in the language of professors, and its adoption warrants the hope of
a happy change of heart on the part of that animal's owner. Perad-
venture, MR. W. DAY is related to MR. JOHN DAY of Stockbridge, and
to other gentlemen of the same name and place, long celebrated in the
annals of the sporting world. If so, may we not indulge the pleasing
expectation that his example may be followed by the conversion of his

relatives, and that all the other DAYS will likewise embrace serious

views ? Let us trust that we may be privileged to witness the reali-

sation of this blessed prospect ; and that the brightness of DAY, in

connection with the
"
Promised Land," will henceforth shine not more

often in the Sporting Magazine than in the Evangelical. Oh ! believe

me, my dearly beloved contemporary,

Your affectionate Fellow Labourer,

P.S. May not some of the itinerant preachers who frequent race-

courses have been the instruments of that work which has resulted
in inducing an ossy man to give his race-horse a serious appellation P

By the way, could you not devote a leader to the enumeration of names
which awakened jockeys and owners of studs might henceforth confer

upon their quadrupeds, instead of designations borrowed from the
heathen mythology, and other more or less sinful quarters ?

Fellowship amongst Cups.

LORD EBUEY was remarking that there was no sincerity, no frater-

nisation, no real friendship amongst drunkards. "Excuse me, my
Lord," interposed a rising briefless barrister,

"
but how do you account

then for the French proverb, which distinctly tells us that
' Un sot

trouve tpujours unplus sot gut I'admire' which, for the benefit of your
Lordship, I may as well translate thus

' A sot always finds a greater
sot to admire him.'

" LORD EBUEY suddenly recollected that he had
a most pressing appointment.

The School for Butchers.

A COMPANY of Butchers has left Paris to join the French army. Is

Italy to be made a greater slaughter-house than it already is ? or have
these butchers simply gone to improve themselves in their business by
taking a few lessons of the Austrians ? In .this instance, we are afraid
the professional butchers will be completely eclipsed by the amateurs.
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A HORSE-LAUGH.
Oatler. "Ax pardon, Sir ; but you ain't the Owner of

' Promised Land

THE DERBY RACE.

MR. PUNCH has no wish
to debar bis readers from

acquiring information 0:1

the subject of the Derby
Race. On the contrary, in-

deed, if he can do so with-
out quackery, he will assist

them to obtain the best and
most reliable intelligence.
Without in any way pre-

tending that he has the gift
of prophecy, Mr. Punch con-
ceives himself at liberty to
mention that any persons
wishing to be

"
put up to a

t lung or two," and generally
become

"
knowing ones

"
in

the matter of the Derby
Race, will find all the latest

information in Burke''s Peer-

age, or the lied Book. Every
particular is there given of
the Derby house and family.

They will leam there to a

certainty whom the present
Earl succeeded in the family,

though his succeeding m
the House remains at pre-
sent doubtful. Politically

considered, the Derby Race
is thought to be pretty well

nigh run
; and as there is a

proverb that the race is to
the swift, one won't feel

much astonishment if one
should hear in a few weeks
that the slow coach-horse,
Conservative, has irretriev-

ably been distanced.

Self-Prescrvation.

WE are told that
"

self-

preservation is the first law
af Nature." Does this law
hold good with the inha-

bitants of Sardinia? We
shall see in the coming
struggle whether the Sar-

dines do know how to pre-
serve themselves in every
case.

H.R.H. A MYSTERY!
"DEAR PUNCH,

"THERE are a good many perplexing pictures shown this year
at the Academy, but to my mind the most puzzling is No. 81. Of this

painting the Times tells us that
'

loyalty should silence criticism.' But
though criticism be dumb, curiosity will speak. The doings ol Royalty
are dear to every Briton, and I want to know what Royalty is doing in

this picture. Not less wonderful, H.R.H. is not attired in martial

dress, in which he generally indulges when sitting for his portrait :

he is simply arrayed in the costume of a gentleman, in the black

coat, vest, and so on of the present period." But it is not 'so much' his person as position that perplexes me.
H.R.H. is represented standing on a rock, and behind him is a light-
house and a surging stormy sea, on which he has most prudently and
wisely turned his back. His right hand is clenched upon his manly
breast, and in his left he holds the scroll which is so dear to portrait
painters. His features are as fixed as is the rock whereon he stands,
and there gleams 9n them a glimpse of happy inspiration, such as they
might have worn in the proud moment ot invention of his far-famed
Hat!

"
Now, I ask in all humility, what is H.R.H. about ? Whence

cometh this expression of
'

Eureka !
'
on his face ? Can it be that

H.R.H. is on the point of embarcation, and thinks he has discovered
a specific against sea-sickness? Or is there a deeper meaning in the
picture ? Is the storm in the background to be accepted as a symbol
of the war-storm which is raging, and is H.R.H. portrayed as having
turned his back on it, to indicate the course which the Court means to

pursue ? The Catalogue informs me that H.R.H. is simply pictured
as Master of the Trinity House,' and that his portrait has been

'

painted for the Corporation.' But this does not account for his

peculiar position, nor for the inspired expression of his face. Neither

does it explain the not a whit less curious fact that, albeit winds and
waves are raging furiously around him, his hair (what there is of it) is

neat and crisply curled, and his whiskers and moustache are both

unruffled and unwet. There is a mist of spray about him, and it is to

me a myst-ery how H.R.H. keeps dry in it.
"
Why he is so painted, and why being so painted he is hung up so

conspicuously, are also mysteries to me which only you, Mr. Punch,
who Know all things, can unravel; and as a constant reader, and, what
is more, a constant purchaser, I venture to prefer my claim to hope

you will.
"
I remain, with utmost reverence both for you and H.R.H. (the

Man, but not the Mystery), " GIORGIONE JONES.

"
P.S. Talking of mysteries, do you know why sculptors send their

works to the Academy ? It can't oe for Exhibition, for nobody can

see them."

Roman Letters.

So anxious is Pio NONO to get out of Rome, if he can, that the

PRINCE OP WALES said that
"
the true meaning of Papacv, if earned

out to the letter, would at the present moment be found to be P.P.C.
Pour Prendre Conge."
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THE ITALIAN QUADRILLE.

AS DANCED BETWEEN THE FRENCH AND AUSTRIAN ARMIES.

Cavalier seal by GENERAL GYULAI.
General Ronde d'hilarite.

UH Own Correspondent
informs us that the fol-

lowing have been the

movements of the two
armies for the last ten

days. As they are

x;_i; now perfect in their

steps, it is supposed
they will shortly begin
to take a few fresh

ones :

The Austrians ad-

vance.
The Frencli retire.

The French advance.
The Austrians retire.

They change sides,
and repeat the same
figure several times.

They fire down the
middle.

They join amis,
cross bayonets, seize

each other in the best

way they can, and
chassez croisie for some
considerable time.
Both balances to take

breath.

Opposite sides ad-

vance, meet half-way,
salute one another, and
then retire to their

original places.
Cavalier seal by

Louis NAPOLEON.
Cavalier seul by VIC-

TOR EMMANUEL.
Grand galop round the country.

As soon as this Quadrille is over, they begin again.

A NO-WAR SONG.
' To Her Majesty's Ministers.

BENEATH Protection's flag arrayed,
But not once more against Free Trade,
Advance, you gentlemen in power,
Or change your places for the Tower.

Protection of you we require,

Against invading sword and fire
;

By sea and land attack to bide,
We want all that, and more beside.

Protection from those German tricks

(Confound all foreign politics !)

By which endeavours will be made,
Through your means, to obtain our aid.

Know, we will fight on no pretence,

Except alone for self-defence ;

From either side aloof we '11 stand,
We care but for our native land.

Then, oh ! if you are wise, beware,
Good Sirs, of Pope and Kaiser's snare

;

For them request us wars to wage ?

Pause ere you tempt a nation's rage.

You, WISEMAN'S new allies, take heed !

For Rome shall we be taxed and bleed ?

For Austria draw both sword and purse?
Say yes ! and take the nation's curse.

May we have cause to say no more,
Or you shall hear the people roar :

Meanwhile, mark England's gentle cry ;

It is" No war ; no Popery !

"

The Heat in Paris.

A LADY writes from Paris to say that the
heat during the last week has been so intense
that it is impossible to keep a secret for longer
than half-an-hour.

THE PEESS AND THE BAR.

A LATE police report, of no interest to anybody but the prisoner's
friends, and the prosecutors, informs us that :

by MR. BLANK, and the prisoner was" The prosecution was conducted
defended by MR. STABS, the barrister."

Will the gentlemen who report police-cases explain why it is that,
whenever they have occasion to name a forensic gentleman as con-
cerned on either side, they invariably prefix the definite article to the
word barrister? "The prisoner was defended by MR. STARS, the
barrister." Why the barrister ? Is

"
the barrister

"
equivalent to"

the celebrated barrister ?
"

Is MR. STARS pre-eminent above other
barristers ? He may come to be ; we hope he will

;
he may be a rising

counsel now : he will
perhaps

be Attorney-General, Lord Chief Justice,
or Lord Chancellor by-and-by; may we all live to see him on the
woolsack ! But he has not yet attained to the top of his profession.
Nothing is generally known of MR. STARS the barrister, to distin-

guish him from MR. SMITH the barrister. In fact, if there is a
hamster named SMITH, he also will figure in the police reports as ME.
SMITH the barrister. The same rule will be observed with respect to
MESSRS. BROWN, JONES, AND ROBINSON, barristers. Not so with
MR. SMITH and the other, or any other legal gentlemen, if attorneys.MR. SMITH will

simply be called MR. SMITH, solicitor, and the rest
bkewise : solicitors without articles, definite or indefinite. What is
meant by the peculiar distinction assigned to the barrister? Pre-
eminence of some kind. But, as has been shown, that pre-eminence is
not pre-eminence by comparison with other barristers. By comparison

By comparison, we presume, with the other
parties principally concerned in police-court business. "The bar-
rister is a man of rank in relation to people of an inferior grade. The
indefinite article denotes estimation, as the definite does the reverse
Ihe gentlemen who write

"
the barrister

"
would write

" a sweep."
Ihe honour of the indefinite article conferred on an advocate, whose

humble function is perhaps the defence of a pickpocket, appears to
evince a sense of the superiority of that learned gentleman to every-
oody else in the court, except perhaps the magistrate, in respectability
of social position.

MR. PUNCH'S DERBY PROPHECY.
THAT He. and a good many thousand other' extremely respectable

persons, will have on Thursday morning a
perfect recollection of the

way they went down, and a very imperfect one of the way they
came up.

That He, and the others above mentioned, will try to propitiate
the partners of their bosoms, by presenting them with handsful of
those abominable little long-legged dolls for the children, and will be
eminently unsuccessful.

_ Possibly they may succeed better, towards
the end of the week, with the long-promised dinner at. the Trafalgar,
and the opera-box for the next night.or something else which may
mitigate the well-merited wrath of the British Matron.
That about three o'clock in the afternoon of Wednesday the tele-

graph will have proclaimed, throughout the length and breadth of the

land, the name ot the victor in the great race.

Mr. Punch has, in the above observations, named the winner
; so

make your bets. Tooey-tooey-tooey-too !

An Admirable War Footing.

COUSIN ALFRED was reading out to JULIA (his arm was round her

waist, for he found that that attitude helped him over the Italian
words wonderfully) the account of the Austrian Campaign. JULIA
listened with a rapt attention that the subject scarcely deserved.

" The
late MARSHAL MARMONT used to say" (pursued ALFRED in his deep-
toned voice), "that Austria could stamp armies out of the earth."" Good gracious me, dear ALFRED," laughingly exclaimed the peach-
tinted JULIA, half blushing to interrupt a narrative so intensely inte-

resting,
"

if Austria can stamp in that way, what famous military heels
she must have."

THE HEIGHT OP IMAGINATION.

AN Imaginary Conversation between a Dumb-Beli and a Dumb-
Waiter. TUPPER'S doing it !
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"NOT A KAP TO CHOOSE BETWEEN 'EM."

4 ELL! CHIPPENHAM
as we learn from

KEENE'S Bath
Jiini'i/nl has at

length done some-

thing to distin-

guish itself. That

respectable mar-
ket-town should
henceforth stand
recorded in the

Uitzftteer, as the
"
Toss - up Bo-

rough." To its

ancient and once

Tory precincts,

railways have, it

seems among
other innovations,
brought the pesti-
lent doctrines of

Liberalism in their

train. Young Chip-
penham .has de-

termined to have
henceforth at least

one Liberal Member. But young Chippenham, though mighty, is

mi.Triful. ]t will be content for the present with half the repre-
sentation. One Tory shall be taken and the other left. Old Chippen-
ham recognises its fix, and, on the principle that

"
half a loaf is better

than no bread," consents to make a JONAH of one of its Tory Members,
iu order to save the other. But which shall be the JONAH ? Neither
COLONEL BOLDERO nor MR. LONG has any disposition

to play Cvf/in.i,
and leap into the gulf which the Earthquake of Liberalism has opened
iu the Forum of

Chippenham.
Since neither will go to the wafl, one

must be pushed. Which one shall it be ? How are the respective
Committees to decide ?

By merits P

BOLDERO is as bad as LONG : LONG no better than BOLDERO.
By services ?

BOLDERO has done nothing for the Borough : LONG has helped

By opinions P

BOLDERO says ditto to LOUD DERBY: and LONG says ditto to
BOLDERO.
The scales won't do that's clear. Shall we try the sword ? No.

LONG and BOLDERO are brothers. If Toryism be a failing cause in

Chippenhain, let it at least die decently, ana not go out in a row. Let
it sink before the blows of its enemy, not fall by internecine strife.

And so, the Tory Committees as jurors in a perplexity have done
ere this agreed to settle the great Chippenhain cause of BOLDERO
i>. LONG by a toss. The Romans asked the will of the gods by the
entrails of a heifer, or the pecking of a chicken

;
the augurs of Chip-

penham will ascertain the will of the great Tory god, Terminus by
skying a copper. All agree there isn't a rap to choose between the two
men : then let a rap decide the choice.
So said, so done. The eventful halfpenny was produced big with

the fate of BOLDERO laden with the lot of LONG. Whose genius
perched on which side of the coin we are not informed whether the
gallant BOLDERO as "None but the brave deserve the fair" took
the side of lovely

"
Woman," while LONG in his capacity of Major of

the Royal Wilts Yeomanry stood firm by
"
Man," and still more, in

his character of gentleman farmer, by GEORGE THE THIRD, whose
head probably adorned the copper.
On all these points the Muse of contemporary History is silent.

She but records the fact so imposing in its naked simplicity that on
the spinning of a mean coin of the realm, of the denomination of one
halfpenny, was staked the Tory representation of Chippenhain, and
that LONG won the 1933 !

The mode of decision seems at first blush undignified; but to
Mr Punch, deeply reflecting upon it, there is much that is admirable
in the device of Old Chippenham. How many candidates are there
worth a contest ? How few, of whom we must not, in fairness, admii
that it is only a toss-up between 'em ? Why not in all these cases
settle it as Chippenham has done, by a toss-up ? Since brass has so
often decided elections, why shrink from a selection determined by
copper ? Only, it should be insisted upon that the coin used in these
cases should 'be carefully chosen, and its devices consistently appro-
priated, each to its party. Let the one side present the narrow.
retreating brow, rabbit month, and receding chin of obstinate old
GEORGE THE THIRD, and let his "head" be the consecrated symbol of
Old Toryism j while Britannia, no longer "La Belle Stuart," shall
stand for the watchful and awakened genius of the country Young

England calm on her wave-girt rock; the wisdom of 'a thousan
years in her eyes ; in her hands the sceptre of the sea ; by her side the
couchant Lion.

LORD DERBY'S HORACE.
" MY DEAR PUNCH,

"
St. James's Square, Sunday." You were civil enough to speak well of my translation of

Donee tibi, in RAVENSWORTH'S Horace. But here's another version
of it, more in your line. I knocked it off while I was shaving, this

morning, and cut my nose at
'

obleege,' laughing. Stick it in. You
left out that bit I sent you about ROTHSCHILD and the boy MORTARA,
which was a shame.

"Ever, my dear Boy, yours faithfully,
"
The Lord Punch, 8fc. &c."

" DERBY."

KECONCILIATION.
"
Doiiec tibl gratus cram." Hor. 111. 9.

PAM.

When you liked me, dear JOHN, and we fought side by side,
And nobly thoie bigoted T9ries defied,

My fiery ambition your praises were fanning,
By Jove, there were times when 1 thought myself CANNING.

JOHN.
Ah ! those were the days when my PAM was a Brick,

'

Nor over the traces had ventured to kick,
But submitted, in duty, his views and his letters
To revision by statesmen, his patrons and betters.

PAM.

But CLARENDON now is my ftdtts ACHATES,
My Mentor, my prompter, my prophet, my Vates,
He smokes all the games of King/Despot, or Czar,
As quick as lie smokes his eternal cigar.

JOHN.

My views have advanced since the year Thirty-Two,
JOHN BRIGHT has informed me the right thing to do.
With him to the boroughs I mean to lay siege,
In. fact at his wish I 'd do aught to obleege.

PAM.

But if griefs were patched up, and we worked the same way,
As we did in the times of BROUGHAM, DURHAM, and GREY,
And I snubbed smoky C., and I joined, heart and vox,
With our only great statesman since SOMEKS and Fox P

JOHN.'

Though BRIGHT is in earnest his objects to gain,
And vou are as frothy as CLICQUOT'S champagne,
I '11 drop the plebeian (for Lords should consort),
If you join me, and flummox LORD D. and the Court.

'

FASHIONABLE VULGARISM.

Tire following is an example of a style of fashionable announcement

lately grown customary :

"LADY I'AKINOTON 'received' last evening at the official residence of the First
Lord of the Admiralty."

Observe that "receive" is printed between inverted commas.
Wr

hy P The question may be answered by a quotation from the poetry
of the lower orders :

"JOSEPH BOOOINS 'guv' a party."

The inverted commas in the foregoing line serve to mark the word
"
guv "as the vulgar preterite tense of the verb

"
to give." In the same

way, perhaps, those which enclose the term "received" are meant to

stigmatise it as a verb active, which ought to govern an accusative case

expressed, but which only does govern an accusative ease understood ;

that accusative case to be conjectured from its obviousness, in a spirit
of candour. We know that LADY PAKINGTON received company.
There are ladies who receive stolen goods ^for example. These con-

siderations should prevent a refined journalist from putting the word
"
received

"
in inverted commas after the name of a lady.

THE WHOLE DUTY or NEUTRALITY."! never says uuffen to

nobody, and when I says a thing I always does it." Anon.

THE" SONG OF THE DIALS.
" We are Seven."
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INVASION, INDEED! WHY, HERE is A COEPS OP VOLUNTEERS, WHO HAVE NEVER

GLANCES AND THE ARROWS THEY WOULD SHOOT, AN ENEMY WOULD BE

* The Royal Knickerbocker Archers.

EVEN BEEN THOUGHT OP * WHAT WITH THE
WORRIED TO DEATH IN NO TIME !

TRIBULATION AND
SPANISH BONDS.

TOUCHING the claims of the

Spanish bondholders, defrauded

by a nation of rogues, an opinion
given by DR. ROBERT PHILLI-
MORE has lately been published.
One would think there could
be only one opinion on the'

subject, and DR. PHILLIMORE'S
coincides with

it; but we par-
ticularly agree with the follow-

ing portion of that delivered by
the learned Doctor :

" In the unhappy event of such an
attempt to procure justice proving in-
effectual, it will remain for the Govern-
ment of the injured subjects to take
such measures in their behalf as it

may deem expedient."

Certainly ; and as any wise
Government will deem no mea-
sures that it could possibly take
on behalf of those aggrieved par-
ties expedient, no wise Govern-
ment will take any. It is hard
for the dupes of Spanish rascality
to lose their money, but they AN ORNAMENT FOR THE FIRE STOVE CRINOLINE USEFUL AT LAST.

had no business to lend it to

foreigners. Let their example
be a warning to all other un-

patriotic fools who supply the
sinews of war to brutes who are,
or may be, the enemies of Eng-
land. We hope that all those
who shall henceforth be guilty
of such base stupidity will be
ruined, and go to the workhouse.
To encourage them to commit a
blunder so gross and a crime so

atrocious, by extorting redress
for the Spanish bondholders
from the debtors by whom they
have been deservedly swindled",
would be the act of a Government

if not of blockheads of trai-

tors whose heads would merit the
block.

RUNNING AND BOLTING.
First the Derby then the Lunch-
eon. In the former, the race is

to the Swift
;
in the second, to

the Swallow.

"A BAD SECOND." A Qua-
ker in a DueL,

How the Feelings of Princfs do run away with Them!
"I BELIEVE (hat PRINCE NAPOLEON commands the right wing of

the Irench army?" said one old veteran to another. "More b'kely,
the one that's left," was the reply of one who had known the Prince
in the Crimea.

A Little Lesson for the Pope.

You must do at Rome precisely as Rome does, and as Rome cannot

move, you must not think of moving. You must both stop where you
are. Advice, pointed by the bayonet, by the French on one side, and the

Austrians on the other.
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SLANG AND SANSCRIT.

jjiVG is the fashion at the

;t moment, and tin-re

;; fair prospect that the

:e in which ADDISON
and GIBBON wrote, and in

which < AUI.AY and

MR. But'Ki.K still continue to

write, which was spoken by
BURKE and SHKRIDAN, and
in which M u. GLADSTONE and
Mi;. BRIGHT are still able to

express their sentiments, will

soon be overwhelmed by a

torrent of extraneous expres-

sions, coming we know not

whence, and luirrying us we
know not whither.

Kvery day the Genius of

Slang embraces a wuh
beneath its extending wings.

Its influence is no longer
routined to the male youth of

the nation, the class m whom
we may expect to find the

Athenian element developed,
ever searching after novelty,
or receiving it with open arms.

Long since it penetrated
into the Forum, and now we

meet it in the Senate, and even the pulpit itself is no longer free from

its intrusion.

It greets us from the lips of beauty. The fair sex have even dropped
the faint pretence of apology, which at first they were wont to add to

a highly flavoured sentence: "as HENRY or ADOU-IIUS would say,"

unfairly endeavouring to transfer the guilt of their phraseology
to an

unfortunate brother or cousin. Probably some young ladies who were

unable to resist the fascinations of the new dialect were not blessed

with male relations, so even this faint admission of impropriety has

gradually become extinct. These ladies have much to answer for, for

their utterance gives a fair stamp to the base metal, which must

necessarily increase its circulation, and as far as they are individually

concerned, the habit is dangerous. There have been many courtships

which have ultimately ended happily, in whose course the suitor has

met with occasional rebuffs ; but we can scarcely imagine the lover

whose courage would be sufficient to enable him to return to the charge,

when his first advances had been checked by a simple suggestion to
"
Shut up !

" But the blame does not rest with the younger ladies

alone, even the British matron on whose fair brow sit dignity and grace

enthroned, does not always escape contagion, for she has been knowr

to observe with regret tliat the youthful hope of the family lookec
"
seedy" at the morning breakfast -table.

The allegory which pervades the conversation of all Eastern nation;

is the foundation of Western slang ;
and the increased number

9:

students of the Oriental languages, especially since Sanscrit and Arabic

have been made subjects for the Indian Civil Service Examinations

may have contributed to supply the English language with a large

portion of its new dialect. While, however, the spirit of allegory

comes from the East, there is so great a difference between the brevitj

of Western expression, and the cumbrous diction of the Oriental, thai

the origin of a phrase becomes difficult to trace. Thus, for instance

whilst the Turkish merchant might address his friend somewhat as

follows : "That which seems good to my father is to lu's servant as

the perfumed breath of the west wind in the calm night of the Arabia:

summer ;

"
the Western negotiator observes more briefly, "All serene !

'

The compliment which one friend is understood to pay anothe:

when he states emphatically that he is "a bean," is evidently o

Oriental origin ; since, to give it the weight which it actually possesses,
we must consider the bean (or some similar pulse for which the won
bean has been substituted) as forming a much more important article

of food than either broad beans or scarlet runners do in this country
The expression has not the authority of Gulliver, though we car

understand the importance it would possess as an appellation if it hac

been current among the Houhynhms.*
"Brick" must be allowed to be an exception, its Greek derivation

being universally admitted, corresponding so exactly as it does in it

rectangular foim and compactness to the perfection of manhood, accord

ing to the views of PLATO and SIMONIDES ; t but any de.viationfronith

simpiis expression in which locality is indicated, as, for instance

''a genuine Bath," decidedly breathes the Oriental spirit.

* A similar argument will apply to the expression "the cheese" when used t

denote perfection. It may bo fairly surmised that this mode of compliment has
come to us from the Arabs ; as it forms an important part of the hospitality the
display towards strangers. t Plato, Protagoras, cap. 29.

There is nothing at first sight in the idea of being "up atree
: ' which

onveys anything particularly unpleasant to the imagination. In a
farm summer day it would be rather a pleasant place than otherwise;

nd, as a general rule, if the climbing experiences of our youth are

trailed, it is much easier to eome down than to get up. But if to our
onditiou "on the tree top" we introduce the clement of a tiger

ralking round and round and waiting for us at the bottom, tin; (MM
lecomes tMiite altered; and certainly some supposition of this kind is

iccessary to give the expression the mournful signification it usually
itars.

Whilst the allegory of slang is Oriental, it must bo admitted that

he form of words it takes is occasionally decidedly European, i'or

iisiance, /'getting a pull," an expression redolent of advantage to

English ears, if construed literally, would be the last thing in the

world that, under anv circumstances, a Turk would wish to have.

On the other hand, there are some Turkish words which have been

engrafted bodily on the English language. There is one, whose innate

orce and beauty the BJangographer is reluctantly compelled to admit.

t is the only word which seems a proper appellation for a great deal

vhieh we are obliged to hear and to read every day of our life. It

vill be scarcely necessary to mention that that word is
"
Bosh."

An eminent historian* has recently advanced a theory, that the

nhabitants of climates subject to violent convulsions of nature become
nore imaginative than those who dwell in lands where there is little

alteration in (he ordinary course of things. If this theory is adopted,
t may be fairly concluded that the violent epithets which slang applies
_o everything and everybody are exotics; and they would be only

'

excusable in those whose life is passed amidst the roar of cataracts,
,he roll of thunders, the rumbling of voleanos, and the crash of earth-

lunkc's. But the single thunderstorm of an English summer is not a

sufficient excuse for calling a pair of peenliiuly-tinted trousers "howl-

ng-bags ;" or denominating a graceful girl, with blue eyes and f,. ir

uiir
"
a crusher;" or even for stating that she is "awfully" pretty.

It has been suggested that there is no novelty in the existence of

'slang;" that in all countries and in all times there has been an

unwritten language, as well as an unwritten law; but it cannot be
denied that the English language, during the last few years, has

jeen planted too assiduously with these Bowers of speeeh. It will

ae found, too, that many of the older slang expressions were used

euphemistically; as, for example, the variety of forms in which
allusion was made to inebriety, "half seas over," "three sheets

n the wind," or a suggestion that the individual had been "in
,he sun," or was a little cut," for all these there was an excuse, as

;hey avoided the painful simplicity of the word "
drunk;" or, as our

German neighbours might put it, the memory-of-the-Police-Court-

recalling-epithet, intoxicated. A similar amnesty might perhaps be
extended to modern variations used for the same purpose, whether

they partake of the brief and business-like or the Johnsonian phrase-

ology ; whether the votarv of Bacchus is described as the
"
screwed

"

or the
"
materially altered."

Let these pass. When deformity is hidden, if only by a mask of

words, a momentary advantage may be gained. But who can defend
the clothing beauty with the garb of ugliness ? What can be said in

favour of a dialect from whose repertory the beautiful woman, the

eloquent statesman, the brave soldier, the stirring preacher, and the

successful prize-fighter, may be all comprehended^ under the denomi-
nation

"
stunner ?

" t
Can the slangographer venture to suggest a remedy P If a know-

ledge of Arabic and Sanscrit is necessary to the future administration

of the British Empire in India, patriotism would forbid the suggestion
that those studies should be curtailed.

From wheresoever the Slang plant draws its sap, from the East
or from the West, or from suckers indigenous to the British soil, it is

a rank weed, and the sooner it is rooted up the better.

* MB. BUCKLE.
t The phrases that have been examined are but a few out of hundreds. We have

landed on the islands and out-lying territories, and endeavoured to gauge their soil,

but the great continent of Slaug lies still unexplored before us.

LATEST BETTING ON THE POLITICAL COURSE.
THE DERBY EVENT.

2 to 1 against Lord Derby's Majority (taken).
8 to 2 John Russell's Succession ("wanted").
10 to 1 Mr Disraeli's War Income-tax and PleabiU, coupled.
16 to 1 Lord Maltnetbury's Sagacity.
20 to 1 f ,

Lord Chelmsford's NejKttism.
25 to 5 John Blight's Reform Bill (offered).
JO to 1 ,, Cardinal Wiseman's Irish Boy (if ridden by Priestcraft).

40 to 1 Sir Juniic Graham's Blarney.
60 to 1 Mr. Whiteside's lilt;

100 to 1 ,, Lord John and the Bottleholder being coupled.
1000 to 1 The Dizzy Lot and Office, coupled.

THE COUNTRY STAKES.
Rifleman the favourite at 909 to 1.

Austrian Eagle and Court Influence continue without backers.

Long odds against Neutrality, if Government remains in the Tory stables.
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POLITICAL PBOSPECTS.

Kayycd Capitalist to Ditto.
" THE WAR CAK'T LAST, SIB ; FRANCE AND

AUSTBIA HAVEN'T THE MEANS
;
THEY MUST COME TO us FOB MONEY

BEFORE LONG."

PARTICULARS OF THE RUSSELLO-PALMER-
STONIAN ALLIANCE.

(From the Morning Advertiser?)

WE are happy to be able to give, exclusively, tlie particulars of the

last interview between the noble leaders of the Opposition party we
mean, of course, LOUD PALMERSTON and LOKD JOHN RUSSELL; and
we are equally delighted to be permitted to add, that the discord

supposed to exist between those two noble lords will not longer inter-

fere with their acting in concert for the benefit of the country. The

great difficulty was, to get the two noblemen to meet in any place
where discussion was possible. It would not have been hard for them
to have met accidentally at the same dinner-party or soiree; but our

readers, though not accustomed, like ourselves, to the highest society,

may take it from us, that it is not usual for statesmen to begin debating
political topics from the two ends of a dinner-table, or m the laby-
rinthine mazes of the Lancers (a species of quadrille dance, in which
LOHD PALMERSTON is a proficient, but which LORD J. RUSSELL sadly

bungles); and therefore the object could not thus be accomplished.
It was then thought that the two distinguished individuals might meet
at the Exhibition, and that in the gloomy, and solitary cell in which the

statuary is placed the necessary interview might have occurred. But
LOHD JOHN RUSSELL had been at the private view, and from econo-
mical motives, which do him the highest Jionqur and promise well for
our finances, declined to lay out a shilling in procuring admission;
while, we need hardly say, the high spirit of the true British noble-
man forbad any one 's venturing to advance the money for him. To a
meeting at the Zoological Gardens, on Sunday last, LORD PALMERSTON
raised the objection, that it was well known that he never counte-
nanced, far less bore part in, any political business transacted on the
Sabbath. At the last moment, when the destinies of England seemed
trembling in the balance of Fortune, feminine wit, as usual, interposed
and solved the problem. LORD JOHN RUSSELL'S residence is in the

delightful park of Richmond (not the Richmond in Yorkshire, but the

enchanting place in Surrey, which POPE perhaps had in hi a eye when he
wrote

" Thy forests, Windsor, and tby green retreats,
At once the monarch's and the muse's seats,
Invite my lays ;"

for there is a forest in Richmond Park
;

it was formerly the site of the

palace of one of our kings ; and many of the pleasing verses which

have from time to time been written for this Journal were composed
in some of the excellent hostelries at Richmond but this is a digres-

sion, which may be pardoned). To invite LORD PALMERSTON to come
to LORD JOHN'S house, which is called Pembroke Lodge, on account

of the number of Pembroke tables in it, would have been impossible.

But, as we have said, a lady's wit made all serene, to adopt the popular

phrase. We believe that to LADY JOHN RXJSSELL may be attributed

the merit of the suggestion, made on coming out of the Opera, that the

scenery from the balcony of the Star and Garter (a happy name for the

hotel Hail, Star of Brunswick ! and so on) was now very charming in

the viridity of spring : and that the pleasant thing was to order dinner,

stroll in the park while it was preparing, and then return to the repast

and the view. With the exquisite finesse of highly-cultivated woman-

hood, the LADY PALMERSTON apprehended the meaning of the hint, and

asked which day was the best, when there were fewest of the London
club men and the rest of the lower orders hanging about and staring.

LADY JOHN thought Wednesday a good day, being one of the London

dining-out days ;
and the distinguished ladies entered their respective

carriages.

By a curious coincidence, about ten minutes past six on Wednesday
evening last, LORD and LADY PALMERSTON were seen traversing the

preen sod of Richmond Park, when they suddenly came upon LORD and
LADY JOHN RUSSELL, and mutual well-bred surprise was manifested,
which we may inform our readers is called embonpong, or good taste.

The distinguished party strolled along, and fortunately came towards

the spot where our reporter, to whom a hint had been given, lay hidden
in one of the iron tubular drains which intersect the Park. From the

carelessly colloquial tone of the two statesmen, and from the difficulty

which our reporter had in keeping some frogs and toads, whose
residence he had invaded, from hopping into his ears, he could but

imperfectly gather what was said. But he distinctly heard LORD JOHN
RUSSELL suggest to his noble friend to take a peerage, to which pro-

posal the late Premier responded with an allusion to a party who had

taken a name from his habit of constant perambulation. Some laughter

followed, and then some talk in a lower key, of which our reporter
could only catch, "Lead of the House; they won't stand your

chafling !

" Some kind of arrangement was come to, and LORD PAL-
MERSTON said, "Jot down the sort of motion, and send it to me; and
GIBSON shall see BRIGHT." The conversation seemed to flag, when
one of the ladies they appeared to have withdrawn a little distance

playfully exclaimed,
"
Well, are HER MAJESTY'S Ministers ready for

their dinner ?
" A general laugh followed, and LORD JOHN was heard

to say, "Talk of that on Tuesday sen'night." The whole party then

retired, and our reporter, extricating himself from the pipe-drain,
hastened to the Star and Garter, but was refused all information,

except that he had better be off. We have, however, stated enough to

show that the good and true men of England will not long be left

without patriotic leadership; and we would conclude by hoping tr-
4

the Richmond statesmen will ere long seize the reins of power, For,

the inspired language of the Bard of Avon,
" Richmond is on the seize, my Lord."

that

in

An Army that takes Everything.

IF the marauding exploits that are reported of the Austrians in

Lombardy be true paying for nothing, and helping themselves to

everything we should say that Austria could boast of the largest

Rifle Corps in the world. So perfect is every Austrian apparently as

a Rifleman that he is sure to take off everything he aims at, and when
his great, aim seems to be plunder, we need not say what an unerring
hand he is generally at it.

" CHILDREN MUST BE PAID TOR."

"
C'EST le premier Pa qui cqiite'"-
Gammon !

"
C'est le premier Fils."

[Young Paterfamilias apropos of a first experience oj tlie bills on

aceoimt of
"
dear baby."

The Horse for our Money.

ME. PUNCH, to show LORD DERBY its good points, trots out
"
Neutrality," the country's favourite.

Mr. Punch Ion, There, my Lord! that's the horse for you to stand

upon ! He 's safe to pull you through, if you will but stick to him !

ESAB THE SECOND. PRINCE NAPOLEON is to be sent to the

blockade of Venice, so as to give him an opportunity of writing home,
"

Venice, vidi, vici."
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THE ADVANTAGE OF TAKING A SHOKT CUT THROUGH A COURT.

(A Picture dedicated by Mr. Punch, with his best wishes for success, to the
"
Playground and General Recreation Society")

POOR PLAYGROUNDS.
THERE is, just now, a very laudable desire for rifle practice, and

grounds are being everywhere adapted for the purpose. Clubs are

being formed with a rapidity -which shows our hearts are in the
matter; and the ladies would, if need were, change their diamonds
for spades, as the wherewithal to throw the earth up for pur butts.

Subscriptions have poured in with an incredible profusion incredible,
that is, to those who have no purse-onal acquaintance with JOHN
BULL, and do not know what interest he takes in a good cause, and
how willing lie is always to invest in it his capital.
But there are other grounds than rifle-grounds just now to be

subscribed for
; and though they are for little people, they are not of

small importance. While remembering pur riflemen, we must not
forget our pqpgunners, nor omit to furnish them with fit places for
exercise. It is with this view a Society has been set on foot, called" The Playground and General Recreation Society ;" and it is with the
view of 'getting JOHN BULL to subscribe to it, that Mr. Punch, who is

all charity, is tempted once again to notice its existence. As no good
work in England proceeds without his influence, Mr. Punch, a year
ago, proclaimed himself a Patron of the Playground Society, and was
pleased to print a column of his reasons for supporting it.* As every-
one remembers every word which Mr. Punch delights the world by
writing, it is needless to repeat the arguments adduced

; and as
Mr. Punch exhausts every topic that he touches, it is not easy to

bring forward now fresh reasons for his favour. The establish-
ment of rifle-grounds is, however, a new point of mental view to look
from

; and it is with an eye to them that Mr. Punch sees cause for the
formation of popgunneries, or, as they have otherwise been called by
him,

"
Poor Playgrounds."

A proverb is the essence of a century's experience; 'and a proverb
has declared, in too familiar words to quote, that an immature intellect
is dulled by constant work, and that intervals of play are requisite to
brighten it. In extension of this truth, it may be laid down, likewise,

* Vide ''

Ragged Playgrounds," Punch, May 1, 1S58.

that the absence of amusement has a not less bad corporeal, than it

has mental influence, and not only blunts young minds, but is act to

stunt young bodies. It is for this reason especially that, speaking as

a rifleman, Mr. Punch would speak up for our having more Poor
Playgrounds.

It is not absolutely needful that a man should be sharp-witted, in

order that by practice he may perfect himself in sharpshootins ; but
the skill of a sharpshooter depends upon his nerve, and a stunted frame
has less of this than has a well-grown one. The children who would
use poor playgrounds (if they had them) become the chief material
from which we make our troops, and the stronger they grow up, the

stronger is the force in battle of our forces. Besides, as play expands
the intellect, we perhaps may teach the ragged young idea to shoot, by
providing it with proper playgrounds for the purpose. As the child is

proverbially paternal to the man, a good shot with a pop-gun, or with
a bow and arrow, may become, as he grows up, a good shot with a rifle.

At any rate, his limbs, by active service in the playground, will be
made more capable of active service in the field ; and as the sinews of

poor children become in many instances the sinews of war, the more
power we give to their young elbows the better.

Punch views, then, a poor playground as being, in fact, one of our
National Defences ; and on this ground alone it has found favour in his

eyes,
and should find favour also in the vision of the public. Other

pleas for it are not less obvious to sight, as any one who walks abroad
in any narrow street can testify. Let the carriage-going Croesus, who
has any doubt of this, procure a new sensation by con-descending, just
for once, to take a short cut through a court ; and, with a tipcat in his

eye and a pegtop on his toes, he will both see and feel the need there

is now of poor playgrounds.
Not having public play-places, poor children make playgrounds of

the public pavements ; and if the public considers this a nuisance, the
road to its removal lies through the public's pocket. Let the public
subscribe liberally to the Playground Society (as many "potent, grave,
and reverend

"
gent- and nobJemen have done), and the Society will

remove the tip-cat from the. eye and the hoop and pegtop from the

corns of the public.
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COMIC OBSEQUIES.
E read in the Court Journal an

lit of the funeral of

PRINCE HOSPIGLIOSI, at

Home ;
a story which looks

very much like a hoax. Ac-

cording to this narrative the

Prince was buried in the

family vault of the BOSPI-

GI.IOSI, at the Church of San
I'Yanccsco a Hippa conveyed
Ihilher in a coach "gaily
decked and newly painted fur

t he occasion
"

like the LORD
MAYOR'S, we suppose.

The
ceremony concluded with the

following absurdity :

"The bead cook in his costumo
of C(?i'/~ v anrfl respect-
fully to tho foot of the bier, and,
bowing to tho ground, asked the
usual rooming question, 'Your Ex-
cellency has orders for me?' The
inquiry was made with an expres-
sive smile and a distinctness of

utterance which almost shook the nerves of the bystanders. The dead man, how-

ever, not betraying by word or j^eHture any comprehension of tho question, the

groat functionary of the KH-.I-II.I.HHI household, after waiting patiently for a few

momenta, withdrew, walking backwards to the door of the caurah, and, standing
in the porch, called out with a stentorian voice to tho drivers of the ROSPIGLIOSI

carriages, gathered in vast numbers in the piaz/a,
' Drive homo ! His Excellency

has no further orders to give you, ami will require your services no more.'
"

The Court Journal remarks that' the ceremony above"partly described

will, as belonging to another century and a bygone order of things,

doubtless be the last of its kind
;
an observation which implies a belief

that it really did take place in the present century, and the other day.
It is difficult to conceive that such a piece of melancholy buffoonery
could have been perpetrated anywhere <>]f the stage or out of a lunatic

asylum ; nevertheless, when we consider that foolery yet more solemn
is often performed at Home with the POPE for first Merry-Andrew, we
see it to be possible that this burlesque burial may also have been
enacted in the Eternal City. One fool makes many especially a fool

whose cap is three-crowned, and whose bauble consists of the keys of

heaven and the other place; and after his Holiness's benediction of

cinders, ROSPIGLIOSI'S cook may perhaps have thought that he was
not making much of a profane ass of himself by playing Leporetto, as it

were, to his dead master for Commendatore in his coffin and in a
Church.
There are, however, fools in other places than Home, and so long as

when we look at home, we see that dismal zanies are customarily hired
on mournful occasions to attend black vehicles pranked out with

feathers, and masquerade in the guise of Lord Lovel, we must not sav

very much about the above Italian tomfool, who rendered himself

more ridiculous than a British mute only by speaking.

Mother Wit.

THE following bit of playfulness was overheard in the crush-room of
Covcnt-Gardcn Opera. The intellectual gladiators were SIR HOBERT
PEEL and his great chum rSrooNER:

"
I say, what division of Natural History 'docs the Talking Fish

belong to ?
"

"
Why, my dear DICK, from the very facile way in which it says

'MA-MA,' I should say it was the Mammnliti."

Retaliation.

THE Munich ladies have entered into a solemn compact not to wear
any French dresses. The Parisian ladies are about to take fearful

revenge. A female league will shortly be formed, every member of
which is to take an oath that under no circumstances whatever, medical
recommendation only excepted, will she drink a drop of Bavarian beer !

It is expected that it will be the tarn of the sausages next. Cut off tho
sausages and the beer, and you abolish all the exports that Germany
sends to France.

The Crossing Sweeper's Best Friend.

City Swell (sjilas/iei! ly a ira/i-ring-cart). The Deuce take you, you've
spoilt my best peg-tops.

Craising-Sumeper (appealingly). Don't swear at 'cm, Sir pie:

d9n't. They 're the wery best friends we 've got. We should starve,
Sir, in this 'ere dry weather, if it warn't for them blessed watering-
carts. They're bread and meat and drink and washing to us, Sir.

They do make such a jolly mess !

THE PUPIL TO HIS PARENTS.
"
Eitphemia House Academy, 28/5/59.

" MY DEAR PAPA AND MAMMA," AT the request of my Preceptor, I take an opportunity of

writing you a few lines of my own composition, and consisting of remarks
on a subject of interest which has presented itself to me in the course

of my studies.
" LAURENCE JUNIOR'S parents, the other day, sent him a cake that

surest token of paternal and maternal affection. It was wrapped up
in a newspaper called the Morning Post, in which I read a singular
account, of a horse -race at a place named Newmarket, signed with the

name of
'

ARGUS.'
"
Argus was the son of Arcstor, whence he was sometimes called

Arestorides, on the same principle, my beloved parents, I believe, as

that on which is formed the well known name of JOHNSON, which

originally signified JOHX'B son, or the sou of JOII.NJ being what the

learned denominate a patronymic. Argus married Ismcne the

daughter of Asppus, son of the heathen deity Neptune, and the tutelar

divinity of a river in Tlicssaly. The poets represented Argus with a

hundred eyes, thus elegantly adorning with the garb of fiction the fact

that he was always uncommonly wide awake. I am at a loss to explain
how this peculiarity occasioned the adoption of his name by a writer

whose observations relate principally to the subject of horses.

"Among those observations I encountered, the following extra-

ordinary passage :

"
Sir.. MURKY, who was not present, stood a monkey on hi mare, whose con-

dition was quite as good aa her opportunity."

"
I have devoted several moments of leisure to the consideration of this

passage, which contains an expression of extremely doubtful propriety.
Let us, my dear parents, endeavour to analyse this very remarkable

phrase. What may we imagine to be the meaning of the statement
that. Mil. MERRY 'stood a monkey on his marc.'

"
The lower orders, with whose idioms, I have thought it my duty

to acquaint myself, only, believe me, in order that I may carefully avoid

them, are accustomed to talk of standing an object in a position for

example, standing the poker in the corner, or standing the pewter
vessel on the mantel-piece. This is incorrect. Instead of saying I
stood the poker in the corner, we should say I placed the instrument
so called in that situation should we not ?

"
May we therefore conjecture that, when ARGUS stated that ME.

MERRY stood a monkey on his marc, he intended to describe the gen-
tleman in question as having, with a view to create diversion, placed
an animal of that mischievous disposition and ridiculous appearance on
the mare's back ? If this supposition is correct, the sport of horse-

racing must surely be regarded as consisting, in part at least, of very
puerile absurdity, and we shall be inclined to suspect that the name of
Mi:. MERRY is an abbreviation of that of Mil. MERRIMAN.

"
The above conjecture is, however, irreconcileable with the general

correctness of ARGUS in point of grammar ;
which is the more striking

from the consideration, that persons who are conversant with the
stable are exceedingly apt to contract the style of conversation which
characterises those who are employed in it. This contagion, however,
he has not, I fear, entirely escaped. There is too much reason to

apprehend, that in the passage under consideration, he uses the word
'stand,' not, indeed, ungrammatically, but as a cant expression. I
have ascertained that, in the language of the populace, to stand a

measure of porter, for instance, means to undertake the responsibility
of paying for it; to stand, as it were, sponsor for that quantity of

liquor.
'

"
I imagine, therefore, the meaning of AKGUs'to be, that MR. MERRY

rendered himself responsible for something called a monkey, which, I

fear, is another popular synonym, and signifies a sum of money. My
Preceptor informs me that the vocabulary of persons who frequent

horse-races, and are in the habit of laying w'agers, abounds with similar

expressions, which are also commonly employed by all those classes

that devote themselves to the acquisition of wealth by other means
than those of industry.

.

"
I trust, my dearest parents, that a scrupulous purity of language

will always accompany and correspond to that refined morality to

practise which will ever be the undeviating aim of your affectionate

and obedient Child, " JOSEPH PUXCII."

"
P.S. Enclosed is a little sketch, which I trust will attest the

progress 1 have made in my drawing. It is the portrait of my vener-
:ilile i 'receptor. Perhaps I need not observe that old WTNDUS has
not perused this concluding portion of my epistle ;

to which I will only
add that I am hard up, having been regularly cleaned out at

' Heads
and Tails,' and 1 hope, Governor, you '11 fork out; and please, Mother,
send us some grub.

"
JOE."

ONK OF THE HORRORS or WAR. MR. DAVID UHQUITART lecturing
upon it.
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SISTEELY LOVE.

Papa.
"
THEUK, THERE ! MY LITTLE POPPET. DON'T CRY ! DON'T CRY ! IP Ton

ARE GOING TO HAVE TIIE MEASLES, YOU WILL SOON BE WELL AGAIN, I HOPE.
TllKIlK, THERE !

"

Bla.ni'li' t >''('A "I I I I'M NOT CRYING, PAPA, BECAUSE I'M GOING
TO HAVE THE V. IT BECAUSE I I I THOUGHT I WAS GOING TO RIDE
MARY'S PONY ALL THE TIME SHE WAS ILL, AND NOW I SHAN'T !

"

CANZONET FOR THE CABINET.

BY AN UN-CHRISTIAN MINSTREL.

Am" Come wturt my love it dreaming .'

"

FIRST VOICE.

COME where my Diz. sits dreaming!
Dreaming the happv hours away;

"While Fancy's eye is beaming
With Hope's delusive ray :

Dreaming that in power he '11 stay
Alas ! prophetic Punch says,

"
Nay !

"
>

Chorus, Come where, &c.

SECOND VOICE.

Soft is his head, yes, soft must it be,
To dream that much longer he '11 sack his salary :

The Whigs S9on will meet, and then out will go he,

Sacked not his pay, but himself, we shall see.

Chorus.

Come where our Diz. sits dreaming !

Hope o'er his brain holds sway ;

His mental eye is gleaming
With its delusive ray :

He dreams that still in power he'll stay.

Punch simply answers, Wish you may !

"

PREVENTIBLE DISEASES.

SURELY, amongst the number of preventible diseases

ought, to be included the many fatal cases which are con-

tinually resulting from the practice that ladies will

suicidally cling to, of wearing tight stays and thin shoes P

We think, if the number of deaths that annually occur

from obstinately persisting in such injurious habits were

regularly published, the female mind might at last be

brought to see that the Family Doctor has not two better

friends in the world than the lady's Shoemaker and Corset-

maker. It is sad to think that ladies, good housewives

as they generally are, should allow life's sacred flame to

be so often sacrificed to such an offensive folly as a taper
waist.

A Sum in Proportion.

IF 1 policeman is able to make 12 honest orangewomen
move on in Cornhill, how many policemen will be sufficient

to clear Bride Lane, Fleet Street, of an obstruction con-

sisting of 200 rascals engaged in betting and gambling P

ALDERMAN IIUMPIIERY'S MARIA.

HONOUR to ALDERMAN H!:MPIIERY for the munificence with which
he has provided for poor old MARIA WOOD, so that she shall he taken
care of for the remainder of her days! The worthy Alderman has

bought MARIA for 410; she was knocked down to h'im for that sum.
No, JONATHAN ; we do not buy and sell humans. MARIA WOOD was
not a Divine image carved in ebony; she was not a female nigger.
No, Monsieur

; MARIA WOOD was not sold by her husband SIR WOOD,
late First Lord of the Admiralty, in Smithfield. MARIA WOOD was
nobody's weaker vessel, though a vessel she was

; but not a vessel of
HER MAJESTY'S Navy, nor yet of the Mercantile Marine, exactly.
She was, in short, the old City Barge, the State Barge of the LORD
MAYOR, in the days when the LORD MAYOR ruled the waves of
London's river with undivided authority. When the brightest jewel
of the Civic crown, the conservancy of the Thames, was stripped from
that ensign of sovereignty, MARIA WOOD and the City Monarch parted
company. She became the joint, property

of the Corporation at large;
that worshipful body commanded her to be sold. Accordingly, on Tues-
day last week MARIA WOOD was put up for sale at the Auction Mart
of MESSRS. PULLEN & SON. The cost of MARIA'S construction had
been 8,000. It ought to have amounted to some money : she is 140
feet long by 19 broad, and draws 2 feet inches of <

it grand
saloon, 50 feet in length, will hold and dine 140 persons, many of whom
are Aldermen and other individuals who occupy considerable spiiee.
Her saloon and cabin windows are all of plate glass ;

and M A IUA WOOD
is, as to the whole of her outside planking, mahogany \\mil. She has
a powerful couking-apparal us on board; a i'aol, of which the mention
will dispel any erroneous idea that the banquets which used to take

u board of her, during Civic royal progresses on the Thames,
consisted merely of cold capon and other meats of the same low tem-

perature. From 100 the biddings rose to the sum at which, as above

stated, MARIA was knocked down to ALDERMAN HUMPHERY. The

object of the generous Alderman in purchasing MARIA WOOD was, we
!
are told,

"
to save her from the fate of becoming merely a tradition of

I
civic grandeur, and to enable the corporation and civic companies to

avail themselves gratuitously of her many conveniences for pleasure-

parties as long as she lasts." And last she will, let us hope, for many
and many a day. Bless her old timbers ! As her only bones are those

timbers, we cannot say that there is still flesh on them
;
but we may

express the belief that there will be meat in her yet meat wlu'ch will

often include plenty of venison.

MR. ALDERMAN HUMPHERY is one of the Conservators of the

Thames, a member of that body of governors amongst whom the

aforesaid jewel of its conservancy was, having been broken, divided.

Long may he wear that fragment of the civic Koh-i-Noor
; long may he

be requited for the rescue of MARIA WOOD from degradation or demo-

lition, by her faithful and efficient services ; and, in the meanwhile.

; may he often have occasion for them, always enjoy them, and never feel

the worse after having employed them.

To Persons fond of Prodigies.

IN the way of Prodigies, we beg to introduce to the reader the Pet
Polka and the liaixy 11'nlt:, both of which are composed by a MASTER
COWEN, who, we are informed, on the authority of the title-page and

title-pages speak the truth just as much as tombstones is "only seven

years of age." This young gentleman must be a prodigy far in advance
of his time, and must put old COCKER'S nose completely out of joint ;

]

for he notably proves, in spite of all the numbers which that elderly

gentleman can bring forward to outvote the fact, that seven can make
a score !

VOL. xxxrr. B B
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

TJESEAY, May 31, 1859. Mr.
Punch went down to the

House of Commons, and
desired that MR. DENISON

might be sent to him in the

Smoking Room. DENISON
of course came running in at

the summons, and Mr. Punch,

affably, but firmly, expressed
his general satisfaction with

the late SPEAKER'S conduct
in the chair, but his idea

that DENISON ought to be a

little more wide awake, and
evince a little more decision.

DENISON, in a very becoming
manner, thanked Mr. Punch
for his advice, and begged
that it might always be

accorded to him in any emer-

gency. Mr. Punch then said,

that he should certainly
cause MR. DENISON to be

re-elected; and, taking him
into the House, intimated

the imperial wish to COLONEL
WILSON PULLEN and SIR

FRANCIS BARING. They, "pleased their master's mandates to per-

form," immediately proposed and seconded MR. DENISON, who was
of course elected, "and 1 hereupon complimented by MR. DISRALEI and

LORD PALMERSTON. COLONEL FRENCH then desired that the House
inuht not meet on the next day the Derby; but MR. DISRAELI said

it was necessary to meet, but FaENCii might go to the Derby if he

liked. Next day the CHANCELLOR intimated to MR. DENISON that the

QUEEN approved her friend Mr. Funr.Ks selection of a Speaker. Tilt-

rest of the Parliamentary week was devoted to swearing.

NEUTRALITY AND WAR.
!

AIR '' Ruiio ttnoro."

YES, dear JOHN BRIGHT, I grant you,
I don't want to go to war.

Yon very well can see why can't you ?

I 've nought worth fighting for.

But if either side, my hearty,
Shall conquer too much sea-shore,

I am down upon that same party,
And soon you will hear my guns roar !

New Imperial Titles.

Louis NAPOLEON, from the fact of his having made preparations for

the present War long before any one suspected that gunpowder was
brooding in the atmosphere, has been called I'Homme a precaution.
Certainly, PRINCE NAPOLEON is entitled to a similar honourable title,
in M matters where personal safety is concerned. In fact, precaution
is his great military virtue, and he has been known, whenever the danger
appeared great, to carry it to an absurd length. On one occasion, it

took him all the way from the Crimea to Paris.

THE HIFLE SERVICE.

THE Irish Brigade are about to form themselves into a Rifle corps
,

for the ensuing Parliamentary campaign. Their services are to be
restricted to the field of politics. MR. LEVER, of the Gahvay Mail
Steam Packet Company, is to be at the head of the Riflemen.

Character of the War.

MILITARY gentlemen, "who sit at home at ease," are crying out
against the slothfuluess of the War. The Austrians, they complain,
are dreadfully backward iu coming forward. If the Frenc'li accounts
be true, it must be confessed that the EMPEROR JOSEPH'S army has

distinguished itself as yet not so much for its action, as its exaction.

LA LOGIQTJE.

L'EMPIRE c'est la paix ; la guerre est arrive'e :

Voila de 1'Empereur 1'Einpire termine.

DERBY-DAY STATISTICS.

Picked up on the Course by our Ubiquitous Reporter.

FIVE hundred and fifty Clerks in City houses were so "suddenly

indisposed
"

(for work) upon the Derby Day, that they were
"
unavoid-

ably compelled to absent themselves from business," and to prescribe

themselves a dose of Epsom
"
malt

"
as a restorative.

More than a thousand Husbands of high commercial credit told their

Wives that they (the H's) had been summoned on a jury, and that they

(the W's) had therefore better not, sit up for them.

Out of sixty million shies which were taken at
" Old Aunt Sally,"

an average of only one and a half per cent, proved hits.

No fewer than twenty thousand bets were made (and lost)
in conse-

quence of the receipt of
"
private information," or from the insanity of

trusting to a "tip."

Exactly half a million
"
c'rect cards

"
were sold, and upwards of nine

hundred
"
funny men

"
inquired whether, for a change, they could buy

an tVcorrect one.

Two thousand and twenty "pretty gentlemen
"
submitted, for the

lark of the thing, they said, to have their fortunes told them. Nine
hundred and ninety-nine were cautioned to beware of trusting a dark

lady, and no fewer than five hundred were informed, to their great com-

fort, that a "fair face would smile on them "
before the month was out,

and that if they crossed the hand of the prophetess with silver, they
might rely on b'eing "married to a money-baft" ere Christmas.

In six hundred and six hampers (all of which had been home-packed)
the knives and forks and salt were all

"
conspicuous for their absence."

In seven thousand others the corkscrew was forgotten, so the phrase
of

"
cracking a bottle

" had to be carried out, in literalness.

Of three hundred and three thousand tonirues which shouted "Now
thr\ 're off!

" more than 99 per cent, cried out, so when they were not.

No fewer than two hundred prudent Patres-fam'dice put their wives

arid daughters in the five-shilling stands, on the plea that they "dis-

liked the crush" upon the Grand one.

Out of twenty thousand men who "put the pot on" the wrong
horse, nineteen thousand nineteen hundred and ninety-nine declared,

that if they 'd trusted their own judgment, they would have won a

hatful.

An average of nine and eight-ninths postboys in ten got so screwed

after lunch that their employers all drew lots as to who should

turn postilion. But when the time for starting came, the defunct gave

signs of life, and being lifted to their saddles, by some miraculous

adhesion they managed to stick on them.

Precisely fifty thousand and five pairs of gloves were bet, and, of the

forty-nine thousand and nine ladies who lost, only two have had the

honesty (as yet) to pay their bets.

Of the thirty thousand gents who "tooled down" by the road,

twenty-nine thousand and ninety had to walk up all the hills, eleven

hundred and eleven stopped for beer at Sutton Cock, seven thousand

and fifteen sported pasteboard noses when they left the course, and
twelve thousand came home with naked dolls stuck in their hats.

Of the thousand flats who lost their half-crowns to the cardsharpers,
all but six have since declared that they just threw down their money
that they might learn the trick.

There were exactly twenty millions and two throws at the sticks ;

by these, in all, eight thousand pincushions were bagged, five thousand
five hundred nd seventy-six rattles, four hundred and four cocoa-nuts

(of which only three had any vestige of milk left in them), three

thousand six hundred and nineteen snuffboxes, one thousand six

hundred and twenty wooden lemons, two hundred pen or pencil-
cases (we may call them which we please, as they are really neither),

and eleven thousand and ninety-nine lanky- legged Dutch dolls, of

which ten thousand one hundred and sixty had either an arm or a

leg knocked off, nine hundred had both, and only thirty -nine were not in

some way maimed for life before their owners could get hold of them.

Ten thousand cigars were lit on the road home, and of these only

fifty were smoked above half out.

Upwards of five hundred prudent gentlemen in chambers, for safety

took their keys out of their pockets when they started, and having (of

course) forgotten to take their latch-key off the bunch, were forced to

make a night of it, and come ia the next morning with the laundress

and the milk.

Of the thirty thousand headaches which were suffered the day after,

eighteen thousand were allegedly occasioned by the heat, nine hundred

and nineteen by the banjoists and bagpipers, and as many as one

thousand and eleven by the dust !

Lavater at Fault.

THE first days of Parliament, were occupied in swearing in the

Members. WISCOUNT VILLIAMS says that he studiously watched the

countenances of LORD JOHN RUSSELL and LORD PALMERS TON, whilst

they were taking the oaths, and for the life of him, he could not tell

whether they were sworn friends or sworn enemies !
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PUNCH EIGHT AGAIN FOR THE MILLIONTH TIME !

HOORAY ! !

MR. PUNCH, IN HIS PROPHECY OF LAST WEEK,

THE ONLY ONE OF THE PROPHETS WHO ANNOUNCED
THE TRUTH.

He stated that in his observation! he had named the Winner. And
so he had.

In the ninth line of his prophecy will be found the word PROM I SKI).

In the fourteenth will be found the word LAND.
"

Hut L'nniiixcil Li/in/ did not win," eagerly shouts a well-informed
reader.

Hold your tongue, Spooney. Who says he did? In the tenth line

of the immortal oracle will be found these words :

"OB. SOMETHING ELSE."

Sold again, and bought a Hide with some of the money.

MR. rrxni's OWN RIFLE CORPS.

deeply conscious that at a crisis like the present. the eyes
of all the Continent, 'as UMIH!) were tipon him. Mr. Punch convened a

meeting al his ollirial residence (called vulgarly his ollice), witfc tik

determining what measures he should take for the purpose of

increasing our rial.ional defences. Keeping punctually the :

men! he had made with himself, Mr. Proicfi, having voted himself into

!. forthwith opened the proceedings by calling for some beer,
observing to himself as a pretext, for his doing so, that he felt some-
what exhausted by the warmth of the weather, anil it was needful that.

man he should be well supported. This preliminary over,
Mr. Punch informed himself that the object of the meeting was to

determine how he best might serve his QUEBN and Country, and pre-
lat neutral attitude which he and England had assumed. Having

f-peut. ninny sleepless nighu in meditation. I//-. I'uneh remarked that

he had come to the conclusion that the best course to pursue was to

form a PUNCH'S RIFLE COKPS, and take immediate steps to place him-
self upon a war footing. Mr. Punch declared he had no wish to give
offence in fact his writings proved him quite incapable of doing so;
but England was expecting him just now to do his duty, and his duty
was to arm, and have a care that no harm came to her. The bare
announcement that he (Mr. Punch) had formed a Rifle Corps would,
he could assure himself, strike terror to the hearts of all the double-
headed eagles, and scare them from the nest of the British dove of

peace. (Hear! hear! from Mr. Punch.) Every man, he thought, who
had a stake in the country, must wish as earnestly as he did to keep
his hand from foreign broils. But, if he might forgive himself for

using a quotation, he thought the maxim "
8\ vitpaeem para bellurn"

ought to guide us (a cheerfnnn Mr. rmic.h} ;
and he for one meant to

be ready, if he might use one more quotation, to
"
Cry havoc ! and let

slip (he dogs of war." (./ //,<// from Toby.) Mr. Punch would not
detain himself with further prefatory remarks, but would request him-
self at once to move the following Resolution :

"
That in the opinion of this Meeting, Mr. Punch being entrusted

with the national defence, it, is expedient for the safety of both Great
and Little Britain, that .I//-. Ptnu-h request himself forthwith to form
a Hi fie Corns, in conformity or not to the rules laid down by Govern-
ment according as seems meet to his superior sagacity."

Mr. Punch, in rising formally to second the resolution, observed that
its la*t phrase was an addition of his own, made without imputing any
censure to the Government, but simply with the view to the assertion
of his right to do in this 01 anything precisely as he pleased. As his"

superior sagacity
"

was a world-admitted fact, he would not be so
weak as to shrink from an avowal of it; neither would he condescend
to be guided by the Government in points whereon he knew he was
more fit to judge than they were. For instance, the authorities ap-
proved of dark green uniforms, as being the least visible, and therefore
the most lilting dress for a sharpshooter But, he (Mr. Punch) could
tell them he knew better: that to suppose green was invisible, was an
optical delusion, and only those who had that colour in their eye would
view it as a safe one for them to wear as riflemen. It might be proper
for parade, and would look well enough on field davs; but though
quite prepared to lay his life down for his country, lie

( .!//-. Pitni-li

was not quite such a fool as to sacrifice himself for 'the mere sake of
appearances. Mr. Punch felt that his life was far too valuable to risk

;

and as for wearing visible green when going out a sharp-shooting, he
(Mr. Punch ) might be shot if he would. (Hear ! hear ! from Mr. Punch.)

The Government were green, and they therefore wore it; but he

visible, but most obviously suitable for our rifle suits just now, as it

sMiibolled our neutrality, being itself a neutral tint. (Cheers J'rum the

Chair.)
Mr. Punch having held up both his hands in its favour, declared his

resolution carried //</,////> contradic. Voting himself his thanks for
his conduct in the chair, Mr. I'mn-h then brought the business of the
Meeting to a close by moving that a full report of the proceedings
should be published in his universe-pervading paper, with the view to
their obtaining the publicity they merited.
Mr. Punch then proceeded to his practice ground, and having

assumed his easy chair, and lit a calumet to prove that his intentions
were pacific, he showed with what good aims his Rifle Corps was
formed by plan' ing his first shot in the buTs-eye of the butt : a report
of which he telegraphed to all the Eagles on the Continent as being a

" Bi ' ':OM THE SEAT OF PEACH."

.

No.
,

(Mr. P.) must own a preference for Grey, which not only was least

PERSECUTION, A PASTORAL.
TDHE "

Guy Fawkei."

WE, NICHOLAS, to all the Faithful: Benediction, greeting,
And health, whilst you on Fridays fish shall persevere in eating.
The Enemy who hates the Church with constant animosity,
Has lately raged against her with a singular ferocity.

Chorus. Oh, oh, oh !

Hi cockalorum, biddy, boh, oh oh !

Under an execrable law, that Evil One's invention,
A holy Priest oh sacrilege ! has suffered apprehension.
Nay, what will add more fuel to your pious indignation,
This venerable man has undergone incarceration.

Chorus. Oh, oh, ok ! &c.

That law against us levelled as a means of persecution
Is a part of the abominable British Constitution,
1 mean the Habeas Corpus Act, opposed to mqnasticity,
And many other beautiful extremes of Catholicity.

Chorus. Oh, oh, oh ! &c.

The horrid writ a good Priest bade a small school-girl deliver up
To her apostate father, and the Priest declined to give her up -,

At least he swore and of tkeir oaths what men than priests are

tenderer ?

That he didn't know her whereabout, and so could not surrender her.

(.'liui-us. Oh, oh, oh ! &c.

Contempt of Court the Judges termed this plain, direct assertion,
Because their minds were biassed by heretical perversion.
Confined three days for what the Court called his evasive answer, he

Lay in the Street of Cursitor, that joins the Lane of Chancery.
Chorus. Oh, oh, oh ! &c.

Then was the girl delivered up, and he was liberated,
But the malice of his Judges was as yet unsatiated

;

They ordered him to pay the costs attending the transaction,
And thus their cruel hearts enjoyed a pleasing satisfaction.

Chorus. Oh, oh, oh! &c.

Now, all you faithful, on your knees ! and fast let every tongue go,

Addressing your petitions to adorable SALNT MUNGO,
That Ministers, Conservatives in nothing but profession,

May Habeas Corpus sacrifice by way of next concession.
( '/iin-us. Oh, oh, oh ! &c.

WE always hate those whom we have wronged. This is consolation
for those who, having been ill-used by the world, are, like all ill-used

people, unpopular. Punch's Dew-drojis.
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-

THE ROAD.
Oent (with r,ni:h pride).

" THERE 's ONE THING, 'ARM, AS ALWAYS STRIKES ME A COIN' DOWN TO THE DARBY, AND THAT is

now THE NUMBER OP SPLENDID EQUIPAGES MUST ASTONISH THE FOKEIGNER !

"

THE EXPERIENCE OF A DOWNING STEEET
LETTEE-BAG.

GIVE ear to the groans of a Downing Street Letter-has,
Impressed with VICTORIA'S broadest red-seal,

Than which there was never a kinder, or better, bag
1

,

One stouter to travel, or slower to feel.

When I first came on duty, I might be conceited,
At Post-Office bags apt to turn up my nose

;

Had I dreamed in what style I was doomed to be treated,
How small I had sung, not e'en Downing Street knows.

I flattered myself I was meant to be trusted
With weighty despatches important and grave

With cipher and signet of office encrusted,
To spin down the rail, and to steam o'er the wave !

State-secrets, I deemed, would be placed in my keeping ;And protocols monarchs were dying to see,
One whisper of which would set Europe's heart leaping,
Methought would be freely entrusted to me.

Nothing less than a Consul I thought e'er would handle
My bright Bramah lock, and my leather so white

;No taper, below an attache's wax-candle,
The wax of my seal be permitted to light.

Bright dreams of my youth, how I laugh to recal you,
Contrasting the facts with the fancies ye wove !

Young bags by my side, I am loth to appal you,
Describing the mean and mixed calling I drove.

There 's nought that a Custom-house duty is paid on,
But I have been rudely compelled to convey :

No burden, the basest that bag can be laid on,
But I must find room for it, blush as I may !

No man or no woman that boasts an attache

By way of acquaintance but makes me a fag;

Nought 's too hot or too heavy, too trenchant or trashy,
To ask for a place in the Downing Street Bag.

Odder bed-fellows misery ne'er brought together,
Than at times in my bosom have lain side by side

;

Till witli laughter I oft could have split my own leather,
But that laughter was checked by my sore-wouuded priilc.

Pork-pies in my depths have with protocols jostled,
Dutch cheese and despatches disputed for space;

A Treaty I 've seen in a crinoline nestled,
And a pink billet-doux, round a Hampshire hog's face.

I 've borne toys and tariffs, ties, trimmings, and treaties,

Pills, pickle-pots, breaches of peace, hunting smalls ;

Declarations of war, sugar-candy and sweeties,

Shilling razors, sharp answers, revolvers, recals.

I have ta'en parcels heavy as MALMESBURY'S letters ;

Lace light as a PALMERSTON'S touch-and-go style ;

Many bales of red-tape, and some slave-trading fetters,
The Complete Story-Teller and Moxiteur's file.

I 've carried the news of the exit of BOMBA j
The report of POERIO'S escape from his chain

;

CAVOUR'S declaration, and
"
Suoxi la tromba."

And a head of PRINCE PLON-PLON in alicampane.

And wonder of wonders o'er all I have carried
A despatch of LORD MALMESBURY'S late I conveyed,

Wherein common sense to good English was married,
And not e'en a blunder in spelling was made ! !
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THE GIANT AND THE DWARF.
"
BRAVO, MY LITTLE FELLOW ! YOU SHALL DO ALL THE FIGHTING, AND WE 'LL DIVIDE THE GLORY !

:
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A DERBY STEREOSCOPE.
BEINO TWO VIEWS OP THE SAME EVENT.

BY A GENTLEMAN WHO PUT HIS MONEY UPON
MUSJID.

A LOVELY day, with just enough uncertainty about the weather to

interest without frightening one. We started at 9'35, which was only
five minutes after the appointed time, in a capital trap, with an excel-

lent postilion. Party was to consist of myself, and five friends, namely,
BARNACLES, GRACECHURCH, PKETTYBOY, TOM BARNACLES, and
CHARLEY VALE, but some humbugging law business kept PRETTYBOY
in town, and he joined us on the course, which was for the best, as it

materially lightened the vehicle, and moreover, he brought us the

not inconveniently so
; time was no particular object with us, and on a

Derby day all wise folks keep their temper. Some of the stoppages were

amusing enough, and everybody was in high spirits, from the hand-
some swells in moustaches and white coats, on their lofty drags, to the

merry costermonger with his laughing wife and crowing baby in the
little cart. We laughed a great deal, and I said some things which, if

not witty, were meant to amuse, and did; and BAIINACLES gave some
capital good-natured chaff, especially to the girls. At one place we
had a great shout, TOM BARNACLES saying that one of LORD MALMES-
BURY'S model attaches had been at work, and pointing to a little house
on which was written up

" TEA MADE HEAR." Afterwards,
BARNACLES pere, shouting in vain to TOM, who was on the box, with
some remark, said

"
I wish that T could be made hear," which we

agreed was very neat. At the Cock, at Sutton, we pulled up by the

roadside, and wetted the horses' mouths, and as it is good to have sym-
pathy with dumb animals, we also wetted our own. Some hock and
seltzer, washing down some prime sandwiches of pressed beef, set us

up for the rest of the journey. We bought lots of
"
correct cards,"

not because we wanted them, but the poor vendors looked so eager,
and it is their one day of luck, poor creatures. The fresh wind was
delicious as we got on the Downs, and we secured an excellent place
for the carriage, opposite the Grand Stand. Here PRETTYBOY joined
us, having come down by rail, and gave us some hints about the race,
which were invaluable, and which he had obtained from first rate

authority. He told us that Musjid was to win, and no mistake, and
when SIR JOSEPH, WELLS, and a horse like Musjid unite in a resolve
to win the Derby, it is a very likely thing to be done. So I betted
accordingly, in a good many places. We strolled about, met all sorts
of people we knew, who all seemed as jolly as sand-boys, relieved a
few beggars, knocked down a few pin-cushions and jointed dolls, for
the children of such of us as have any, and amused ourselves with a
sweepstakes. TOM BARNACLES and I got rather hungry, but as the
others preferred waiting longer, we would not hear of touching the
hampers, but had another sandwich or two, and a glass of sherry.
The first race was really a very good one, and I happened to draw the
winner, Orchehill, ridden by a jockey in white, whereby I pocketed
sundry half-crowns, of which my youngsters will have the benefit.
Then came the Derby. The sun shone brightly, and the crowd, which
was immense I never saw so many people was a stupendous sight.
The race was one of the best that ever was run, and at the finish the
sight was superb, so close did the splendid animals keep. But PRETTY-
BOY proved a true prophet, and Mitujid won famously. I calculate
that 1 have made about three hundred pounds, which will buy LAURA
a new piano-forte, and leave a handsome balance for the autumn trip.
Then we dined, and admirably well had TOM BARNACLES catered, the
meat pie, lobsters, and salad being particularly noteworthy. He had
forgotten nothing, a lump of ice as big as a coal-scuttle kept every-
thing deliciously cool, and we mopped up a" precious lot of first rate
champagne, to say nothing of hock and seltzer, and other neat things
in the libation line, as CHARLEY classically called them. A good many
good fellows came up and had drinks, and we chaffed like fun, asking
TOMKINS, the prosperous Old Bailey barrister, whether he had laid on
Highwayman, Ticket-of-Leave, or Gallus, and on SAM BIGGINS saying
he had drawn Polonius, presenting him with a cold sausage on account.
In fact we smoked, drank, and joked till we could get away, which our
postilion, who had kept sober, like a good fellow, managed admirably,
with the aid of BARNACLES' invaluable servant, HAYDON (who was
indefatigable in taking care of us), and we all came off to town, rattling
along merrily when we could, and taking it easy when we could not.
Jf course we had lots of jokes from other vehicles, but all were in good
temper, and I was really delighted to see so many thousands, especially
of the humbler classes, enjoying themselves. We got to town in
extremely good time, and went to PRETTYBOY'S house, where we had
some anchovy toast and a quiet weed, and home early. My wife was
delighted that I had enjoyed myself, and upon my word, I don't know
that next year I shan't see whether I can't manage to let her see the
race, just for once. A very good night followed a delightful Derby Day

BY A GENTLEMAN WHO PUT HIS MONEY UPON
THE PROMISED LAND.

I SAID I "d never go to the Derby again, but like an ass, I let myself
be persuaded by old SYKES, BLOBBER, and MEALYUUGG to join them
in a carriage this time. We were to meet at 9, but of course I was
kept kicking my heels at the club till near 10, and when BLOBBER
came, he had his ass of a brother JIM with him, who, he said, poor
fellow could go on the box, he seldom got a holiday, poor chap. A
seedy looking snob, with black gloves, and a sycophant smirk on his

hungry face
;
I should like to know why I am to pay for taking him to

Epsom, and giving him grub, which he ate, too, as though he seldom
got a dinner any more than a holiday. We got away at last, and
SYKES and MEALYBUGG began smoking directly, though they know I
hate smoke in the morning. So I made MASTER JIM BLOBBER get
inside, instead of me, and I had the pleasure of seeing that he looked
precious sick with the smoke, but BLOBBER could say nothing, as
MASTER JIMMY went gratis. Of course, as we were late, the road
was crowded, and the fellows in vans and carts were as insolent as

ever, delighting in seeing their betters annoyed, and making the same
stupid coarse jokes as usual. Some of the women were as bad, but I
flatter myself I stopped one woman's impertinence. She had brought
a young child (the idiots drag their brats everywhere) and I told her
that if any accident happened to it, I should be sorry to be in her
shoes. Didn't she turn white ? MEALYBUGG and the others made a

great noise in the carriage, with laughing and joking in their loud way,
but I heard nothing that wasn't as old as the hills, or else the most
ridiculous nonsense, and SYKES made a downright ass of himself,

smiling and bowing to the females as we went by. The women, by the

way, get ilglier and more foolish every year, and I should like to know
what right a person has to speak to me, merely because I am travelling
the same road. We got to Sutton after the most dawdling journey I
ever knew, and then the other fellows must stop to get beer, instead
of waiting till we got to the Downs. Here I gave a beggar, who would
not take an answer, in charge to a policeman, but I saw the scoundrel
let her go as soon as we were off, and I wish I had taken his number.
The delay in town of course got us a bad place by the course, and we
were near some chaps whom BLOBBER knew, and took on himself to

introduce, and that created more row and affected good fellowship.
I did not talk to them, but they seemed to me to be snobs, thougn
SYKES, like a booby, asked some of them to his house. MEALYBUGG
wanted to put off dinner till after the Derby, but I was not inclined to
be dictated to, and I insisted on having mine after the Bentinck, and
those who didn't like it then, could take it when they did. However,
they were obliged to give way, and as the first race was not worth
seeing, I soon got to work. The other fellows all praised the commis-
sariat, just because SYKES had taken it in hand, but it was anything
but what it ought to have been at the price we were to pay, and the
sherry was simply beastly. Not a bit of fruit, not a drop of liqueur,
(except brandy, which I hate) and the fools had forgotten mint-sauce
to the lamb. No wine-glasses, we had to drink out of large or small
tumblers. However, it was no good my saying anything when the
others had resolved that all was right, so I held my tongue and
watched MR. JIM BLOBBER eating at my expense. SYKES told me
to back Musjid, but he always pretends to know such a deal more than
anybody else, and I was disgusted, and besides I had heard that the
Land was safe. He lost, having been abominably ridden, and being a
much better horse than any that came in before him. I have lost about
a hundred and thirty pounds, so there will be no parties this year,
MRS. GRUNTERBY, and it will be a case of Gravesend instead of
Belgium. I can tell you. I wouldn't let the other fellows see I was
savage, but I tried to make them come away. Not a bit, they would
stay till the last race, and then our chaps were at least an hour before
they got the horses to. The road was even more abominable than in
the morning, and we were exposed to all the insults of the ruffians in
vans and carts and omnibuses, who were perpetually flinging things at

us, and annoying us (or at least me, for it just suited the others) with
vulgar remarks, coarse laughter, and beastly shouting and yelling all

the way up. Some of them came to grief, wnich I was glad of, as such
people have no business aping their betters, and insulting them into
the bargain. I believe the postilion was drunk, like everybody else,
man, woman, and child ; but we got to town with no bro'ken bones.
The others wanted to dismiss the man and the horses, and go some-
where for a glass of grog, but no thank you. I'd had enough of my
company. I made him take me from the Strand to Haverstock Hill, as

being taken home was in my bargain, and I chose to have it. Had a jolly
good row with MKS. G., who

"
thought I might have taken her," and

swore 1 would never go to the Derby again as long as I live. Couldn't
get to sleep for indigestion ;

but at last had a comforting dream that
old SYKES bad been riding Musjid, and was to be hanged for breaking
the beast's knees. The only pleasant thing in twenty-four hours !
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THE VAH-DEMON.

THE Van, the Van ! the hurrying Van !

Terror alike of beast and man ;

With awful rusli and roaring sound
It thunders merrily over the ground.
It smashes the cabs, it crushes the flies,

Before it in ruin the tax-cart lies.

I 'm on the Van, I 'm on the Van !

Let people get out of the way who can.

.Tolly the day when the Van was born,
In the noddle of PICKTOBD, or CHAPLIN and

HORNE
;

Says they,
" The people denounce as slow

The waggons so huge from our yards that go.

We '11 build a Van that hath equal space,
And horse it with horses that go the pace ;

Withascowling blackguard the box we'll man,
Let people get out of the way who can."

I have lived since then in storm and strife,

The fierce Van Demon's right jovial life.

I drive like mad, if a cove complains,
He gets an oath or a cut for his pains ;

And right and left doth the traffic ily,

When my thundering Juggernaut car comes by.
I scrunch folks' spokes as you'd scrunch a

fan

Let people get out of the way who can.

TUB ARTICLE IN DEMAND JUST Now. THE Neapolitan Government, it is announced,
have prohibited the exportation of sulphur. Can it be that there is an increased demand
for the article, down-stairs, since the arrival of the Ghost of KING BOMBA ?

THE BALLET OF THE BRAVE.

A LETTER in the Pays represents a portion of

the French army in Italy as a questionable race

of beings. Describing some amateur theatricals

got up by some of the men, it says that

" Some of our Zouaves were lodged in a barn which the
inhabitants had converted into a theatre for a strolling

company, and there still remained a stage, a curtain,

scenery and foot-lights In the evening the
theatre was crowded, and the performances were charm-

ingly varied
; namely, a vaudeville, a pantomime, a

ballet, and singing. For njyown part I laughed till tears

fell from my eyes at the ballet, which was executed by a
dozen Zouaves who were attired like the dancing-girls of

the opera."

On the eve of highly probable battle, and con-

sequent departure from this life, beings capable
of dancing with the gaiety evinced by these

Frenchmen, must be either much more or

much less than common men. Either they
must have been endowed with a fortitude and

courage capable of contemplating any amount
of bodily suffering, and of meeting death with

indifference, in addition to enjoying a conscience

entirely at ease as to their ultimate destination ;

or they must have been incapable of fore-

thought, and destitute of rational souls. On the

former supposition, they were saints and philo-

sophers : on the latter, apes. Their countryman
who witnessed and described the performance
was himself clearly a philosopher a double

sage : DEMOCRITUS and HERACLITUS in one.

The sight of it occasioned him both to laugh and

weep. He naturally laughed though he might
more naturally have hissed at seeing the heroes

display their pas,
"
attired like the dancing-

girls of the opera." He more naturally wept,

perhaps, to tnink how soon shot or shell might
shatter the athletic frames enclosed in corset and

petticoats, and spoil the manly limbs^ attired

in pink fleshings and decorated with white satin

shoes. He deserves credit alike for Ms laughter
and his tears.

VIVE LA LIGNE !

IF the French and Austrians are at open
warfare, the same can be said of their telegrams.
It would be difficult to say which lines have
warred with each other the most, or which side

has charged the opposite one with the greatest

ferocity ? Certainly, the telegraph can boast

of a far greater number of killed and wounded.
One shock of electricity would seem to destroy
more than a whole day's cannonading. The needle

picks off more persons than the bayonet. By
its irresistible agency, a whole army has been
known to be destroyed in a minute. Why
don't the French and Austrians fight their

murderous engagements in the telegraph office,

instead of on the battle-field? It would be a

great economy, though we are perfectly aware
that no general, when he is drawing up a

victorious bulletin, is particular to a few thou-

sands or so.

A Fact -worth Knowing.

COXJNT GYULAI, in one of his reports, writes

to say of a splendid infantry regiment, which

formerly bore the name of
"
\Vellingtou:"-

Aa a consequence of its heroic conduct at Dentscli -

Wagram, in 18(19, it haa the privilege of beating the

s March.'
"

Which of the Austrian regiments, we should

like to know, has the privilege of beating the

"Rogues' March?" Or, better still, is there any

particular corps that can boast of the unusual

privilege of beating the enemy? If such a sin-

gular regiment does exist, we are afraid it has

not yet been seen un the field of battle.
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THE BEGGING MARKET.
O, it seems tlmt the dif-

ferent Governments of

Europe are at the pre-
sent moment begging for

no less a sum than

230,000,000 dollars, at

least, so says tin-

land is the only country
that does not appear in

the above beggarly and
dollarous attitude. The

: standing armies
of the different powers
have driven them to the.

brink of bankrupt
very verge of despera-
tion ;

and so desperate
have many of them be-

come, that they have

gone to war, though they
have scarcely a farthing
in their pockets to pay
their shot with. Every
Englishman who gives

anything to these beg-

ging applications aids and
abets the war. No nation
run light loiiLMiponcredit.
Cut oil' the sinews of war,
and the arms on both sides

of these belligerent bodies must necessarily drop and fall to the ground. We hope thai

England wdl carry its neutrality out so far as to have nothing to do with these loans. Every
foreign agent who comes begging here should be instantly handed over to the tender mercies
of au officer of the Mendicity Office.

NATURALIST AND PHILOSOPHER.

DA UK clouds obscured the orb of
day,

And thundery mist oppressed the air,

Throughout the whole last week in .May,
And June's first days were not more fair.

ill 1 took my daily stroll,

In old all ire that feared no showers,
1'ull many a storm did o'er me roll,

And I plucked none but withered flowers.

What then ? The moist electric air

To fungus growth the soil inclined;
I gathered lots of toadstools rare :

A least for the contented mind.

Important to Continental Crowned
Heads.

THE English Government, and no blame to
I hem for the precaution, is displaying great
activity in constructing Harbours of Refuge
round different parts of the coast. But we
would ask, is not the whole of England one
vast Harbour of Refuge ? a harbour which
foreign despots, and crowned knaves and fools,

ways too glad to avail themselves of in

the hour of adversity. We sometimes fancy
thai this same Harbour would look all the better
without the presence of these suspicious-looking
erat't, but then the glorious charter for freedom,
which it enjoys all over the world, might have
its high character somewhat impaired by the
absence of them.

AN OUTRAGE IN ESSEX.

THE Exeter Telegraph publishes a police case, which, if true, ought
to have been hushed up, as it is calculated to bring British institutions

into contempt abroad. Our imprudent contemporary informs the world
that

"The following is tbe report of a case adjudicated upon by the County Magistrates
at the Town Hall, Colchester, on Saturday last, the 21st inst. The Justices of the
IVari' present on the occasion were THOMAS L'ESTRAS<;E Ewi

,
WIIJ.IAM i t'uLiT.tv SMVTHIES, and LEVISOX G>

ESIJIUS., and the KEV. W. \V \ i Croat ley."

Then follows the charge :

" WILLIAM HKNKY FKKNVII. wh<> was said to be only nine years of acre, the son of
a cou-.: with stealing half a
fresh I'liUin . -j

"
i:

Next comes

supported

the evidence by which this grave accusation was

proved that on Thursday the child wont into the prosecutor's It
lie \\-;is tiMiinl ollcring the butter for sale ; tint

not finding a cu it homo ; the fath.

in<|nirirs vespei-tin;,' it. but the police-constable had gained Information of the rob-
bery, and during the parent's absence, took the child into custody."

The prosecutor then, according to the report, alleged that the child
had often entered his shop unpererived, and that his shop and his

gaideu had been frequently pilfered he could not say by the little

prisoner. He also mentioned a rumour that it had been 'in Portsmouth
gaol, which "the father, an honest-looking British tar, ind;

repudiated." The Essex .hi slices appear to have looked at the ha'f-

pound of butter, and the infant, and the whole case, through highly-
magnifying spectacles :

This is what a man does who has feelings he gives way to them.
On this occasion MR. HAVENS became demonstrative : his colleagues
were, of course, ashamed of him. But now to reason coolly here we
have been exhausting the vocabulary of execration in abuse of the
Austrian government for whipping women : what will Austria say of

us, when Austria comes to learn that there are jM in England
capable of so rigorously enforcing the letter of the law as to send a

baby to gaol to be lashed by the hangman?
In another part of the Exeter Telegraph, there is a much too-exciting

account of the sympathy evinced by the Brightlingsea sailors with the

respectable coast -guardsman, father of the little man who had been

consigned by their worships of Essex to the whip and a felon's cell.

Those violent men, on the Monday evening that followed the child's

incarceration, made an effigy of the prosecutor, adorned it with

half-a-pound of butter, paraded it through the streets, attended with

rough music, and followed by ncaiiv all the people in the town ; and
finally burnt it on the Green, "amidst the yells and execrations of the

large body of spectators." Lynch law in a more serious shape was
then inflicted, by some of the more enthusiastic avengers, on poor
Ma. BAXTER, who was understood to have persisted in his resolve to

prosecute little FKI:XCII, notwithstanding that the criminal's father
''offered to shut up the boy in No. 1 Tower for a fortnight, and feed
him with bread and water, or visit him with any reasonable punish-
ment which MR. BAXTER might suggest." The mob broke merciful
MR. BAXTER'S windows; and

'* Asa further proof of the feeling of the parish, it is said that not one of tnc
tradesmen will accept the work of repairing the broken windows."

Really, this is an unpleasantly practical way of evincing what serene

gentlemen of pure, if limited, intellect, ordinarily, with a stereotyped
sneer, denominate

"
virtuous indignation." It is satisfactory to know

that popular excess went no farther. The mob paid out the object of
In what extent it will

teat

" The Magistrates appeared to have great difficulty in dealing with the case, and their animosity. The Home Office may Consider to

SSn^'idV. ^Ml ^ [

*<* ** t Un.wid of Essex to remain, the Ore
*--, ,,; . _ ._ . in 8prineflM Gaol /or /ourtim

'

da .}
On behalt ot the County Bench in this case, should they be deemed

They probably argued that a cat-like theft deserved the punishment
of the cat. On hearing his sentence

" The poor child was sci/ed with indescribable terror, and wringing his hands
oat bitterly, he Ivsouglit the Bum 1, not to sendhim to gaol but hewas removed from the Court by the Police."

It would be leaving one gentleman's name in very unmerited asso-
ciation, if we omitted to add that

"
During the poor child's entreaties, MR. HAVENS (who was

the cln d being sent to gaol) seized Ins ut, and exclaiming
longer, rushed from the Court "

was anxious to prevent
'

I can st.-md this no

wanting in the milk of human kindness, we may, however, venture to

remark, that it is too much to expect Magistrates of Essex to act more
wisely tlian creatures who have never sucked any milk but that of
the cow.

Wounded Honour.

THE correspondents of the Sieele at the seat of War reports that
"most of the Austrian wounded have to turn on their faces when
their sores are dressed." From this statement it would seem that the
gallant defenders of a TV oman-llogging despotism have themselves
received a considerable whipping.
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THE ROAD.
Party in the Cart (to Tom/tins, who ii immensely proud of his Steed). "I DEC YOUK I-AB.DON, Sin, BUT you DON'T 'APPEN 10 'AV

ANOTHER CAMEL AS YOU WANT TO DISPOSE OF?"

ORTHOGRAPHY AND SPELLING.

To the SECRETARY FOB. FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

MY DEAB MALMESBURY,
DID you ever see the little farce called The Fish out of Water ;

or, the Cook and the Secretary ?

LISTON, as I have heard old gentlemen say, and as you may recollect,
used in this piece to act the part of a cook, who has been engaged to

manage an ambassador's kitchen. Circumstances of a farcical nature
cause the cook to exchange places witli a young swell who has entered
the service of the same master in the capacity of secretary. The cook
makes a cup of chocolate for the secretary, and the secretary writes an
official note for the cook. This kind of arrangement answers beauti-

fully, until the cook has to write a letter from the ambassador's
dictation. Even then, so long as the ambassador's language is limited

to words of one and two syllables, the cook in the disguise of secretary
manages to get on, constructing his terms with an arrangement of
letters based upon your optional principle.

Presently, however, arrives the necessity of putting the word
"
con-

tumacious," or one of similar complexity, into black and white. The
culinary amanuensis is here posed not floored. A Johnson's Diction-

ary stands on a shelf of the library which is the scene of his task
;

with his employer's back turned, he catches at this straw so to speak
of a folio : it slips through his fingers, and falls with his last hope
to the ground."

Why, Sir, you are ignorant of the commonest principles of ortho-

graphy !

"
cries the astonished ambassador, as, catching up his secre-

tary's unfinished manuscript, he peruses that specimen of original

penmanship.
'

'Tis n't the orthography, Sir," LISTON (I am told) used to answer,
in a rich and deep-mouthed tone of deprecation; "'tis n't the

orthography, Sir, that I care about, but 'tis that dashed spelling !

"

Now, my dear MALMESBURY, if you had been in LISTON'S place, or

rather in the place of the character personated by him, although you
might not exactly have uttered the words spoken by LISTON, I suppose

the tenor of your reply would have involved his distinction between

orthography and spelling. You, it seems, would define spelling

regarded as an acquirement demanded by examiners of candidates for

diplomatic service, and other employments or honours as the art of

forming words with letters according to fashionable usage. Orthogra-

phy, on the other hand, according to your definition, would be that

peculiar mode of spelling, on the part of everybody, which everybody
tor his own part thinks right. Accordingly, had you found yourself in

the embarrassing situation in which LISTON used to appear as the

secretary who conld not spell, your reply to the Ambassador would

perhaps have been :

"
Sir, orthography is my graphy, and heterography

is another man's graphy."
But, admitting that aphorism to be as true as its famous pre-parallel,

still, my dear MALMESBURY, may not the Civil Service; Commissioners

reasonably regard that same spelling which LISTON qualified with an

expletive that dictionary spelling commonly in use as a thing 'oi

some importance, because of affording some evidence touching literary

attainments ? You were not taught to spell Greek and Latin ; you
were not taught to spell French : now is it that you never make mis-

takes of ignorance in the orthography of dead or living foreign

languages ? Is it not because you are so well read in them, and have
thus picked your classical and foreign spelling up P Just so, if an
attache can spell his own language properly, he shows that he has, in

so far, read books. Let me recommend you, too, to read your book,
which I suppose will be a Blue Book just now, unless an elementary
work of MRS. BARBAULD'S, or I)R. DILWORTH'S, is more likely to

afford you the information which you may be in want of. For amuse-

ment, modesty alone -prevents me from referring you to the pages of

your ever affectionate Brother Statesman,

P.S. I'll tell you what I think, however, about Civil Service Exami-
nations in spelling. Written exercises are no fair test. The hand of a

writer will often run away with him whilst his head is thinking, or

from other causes more probable in the cases in question. The exami-

,
nation should be viva voce, and the candidates might be arranged in I

I classes, standing upon stools.
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CANDID.
Cook.

" FINE DAY, MR. CHALKS !

"

.)//. (,'Iidlki.
"
YES, COOKEY, IT'S A VERY FINE DAY; BUT IP WE HAVEN'T SOME

RAIN SOON, I DON'T KNOW WHAT WE SHALL DO FOR MILK !

"

MY STARS AND GARTERS !

I SUMIITIMKS wish I were a King
That Honour's fountain 1 might be;

And oh how fresh you'd find the s]>iiir-

If Honour bubbled forth from me!
For rank and title 1 'd bestow,
By an old rule, on objects new :

Since I should by the maxim go,
Honour to whom the same is duo.

My coronets the heads should grace
That held within the highest brain.

Science I 'd give at least, a place
As good as eminent Chicane;

For I think useful knowledge ought
To hold its head as high as law,

And do suppose that men of thought
Deserve no less than men of jaw.

Brave Soldiers I would still promote,
And Sailors for they keep the peur< ;

And for that cause, with equal note
Would I distinguish the Police.

The knife encountered in t he slums
Should merit Valour's Cross to show

;

Death from a home-born savage comes
As like as from a foreign foe.

What are domestic cut-throats less

Than Sepoys, or than Sepoys more ?

What else are slaves, with fell excess
Who burn to ravage England's shoi e ?

From equal blackguards, guards alike,
Policemen act with soldiers' hearts,

And soldiers for BRITANNIA strike,
As Constables for Foreign Parts.

Inspectors I would Captains make,
Superintendents all should be

Colonels
;
Commissioners should take

A General Officer's degree.
Our heroes, blue and red, should share
An equal glory and renown,

For braving danger here and there.
In putting thieves and ruffians down.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
LATEST TELEGRAM.

Saturday Morning, Two a.m.

Louis NAPOLEON PALMERSTON and VICTOR EMMANUEL RUSSELL
have crossed the Floor, under a tremendous fire from the Austrian

invader, DISRAELI, who has been compelled to retire. The slaughter
of character on both sides has been awful. London is illuminated, as
usual at this time of night.

JUNE . Monday. Into the House of Lords came the elegant
CHELMSFORD. as Chancellor, not long destined to grace the Woolsack.
Probably, as he sat there, and listened to his fellow-peers a swearing,
he thought how very much better he must look in his robes than'woufd
either of his probable successors the subtle BETHELL, or the fiery
COCKBURN. But he did not give utterance to any such sentiment.

Into the House of Commons came an Austrian nobleman of the
name

pt ROTHSCHILD, and another Austrian nobleman, his brother
Likewise came a City nobleman called SALOMONS. Before which three

!i *?ji
f Israel di

"-.
the frantic NEWDEGATE dash himself on the floor,and wildly seek to trip them up in their way to their seats. But LORD

JOHN RUSSELL and the SPEAKER straightway clapped a strait-waist-
coat upon the enthusiast, and the Hebrew noblemen proceeded to their
places in peace.

Tuesday. LORD DERBY'S Parliament opened.
Her Gracious Majesty QUEEN ALEXANDRIA (Mr. Punch is on such

terms with his Sovereign, that he may call her by any respectful namehe chooses, and he chooses to air his Monarch's first name, out of com-
pliment to DR. CROLY, the poet, who has been writing a long letter in
the Morning Advertiser, abusing the CITY CHAMBERLAIN for scoffing at
ALEXANDER THE GREAT) came in state to the New Palace of West-
minster, and read the following verses :

'1 am grieved, my dear Lords, and dear Gentlemen too,lo state, as I now most reluctantly do,

That poor MALMESBURY there (though I 'm sure he 's Lad due rope)
Has failed in suspending the conflict in Europe.

" The French and Sardinians have joined in alliance,
And bid FRANCIS JOSEPH the fiercest defiance ;

All parties declare that they 're friendly to me,
So I shall be neutral, till well, we shall see.

"
I have faith in that pledge and that promise of peace,
And, therefore, my navy I'm begged to increase

;

Ready votes of supplies I perceive on your lips,
And I know you will help me in manning my ships.

"KING FRANCIS informs me his father is dead,
And that he is the Sovereign of Naples instead.

I 've renewed the relations (he may turn out well)
Which I broke with the wretch who is now in his shell.

"If you think, while preparing for probable storm,
You have time to attend to the thing called Reform,
Why, do

;
but if not, make no needless delay ;

The affair should be settled and out of the way."

The QUEEN had scarcely withdrawn, looking at the Mistress of

the Robes with a compassipnate glance (as a kind-hearted lady looks

at a lady's-maid who is going to lose her situation for no fault of her

own, but on account of the other servants' quarrels), when prepa-
rations were made for conflict. This, beginning on the first night of the

Session, raged for three days ; and rather before dawn on the Saturday
morning the banner of LORD DERBY had gone down.
Members of Parliament grew so terribly Cocky at Mr. Punch

noticing them all in his Report of the Reform Debate, that there has
been no bearing them. The complaints which reach him on the

subject are cpnstant and piteous. Everybody who was mentioned in

that astonishing Homeric Poem is always pulling the Number out of

his pocket, and with pretence 9f not caring about the honour, showing
that it has flushed and intoxicated him. This is very natural

;
and
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Mr. Punch, whose pages were justly described by CAPTAIN VERNON

(heir to the collector of the VEKNON Gallery, in which there is nothing
! more splendid in art than Mr. Punch's gallery,) in Friday's debate, as

i "immortal" (the CAPTAIN'S Parliamentary career is promising, for

. . knows how to speak the truth) cannot be .angry with the

Flies who are so proud of being preserved in his Amber. But he will

not squirt too much water from his fountain of honour, and upon
, ut occasion intends to mention a very few names. This

resolve is the more righteous, inasmuch as everybody knew that the

! debate was mere matter of form, and carried on only that the whips

|

on both sides might have time to bring up their men.

The House of Lords may be briefly dismissed, as the hostile armies

I did not engage there. LOUD GRAXVILI.K made a gentlemanly attack
1

upon the Ministers, and LORD MALMESHURY made a mild reply on his

own behalf. A sort of feature in the debate Mas the resuscitation of

LORD NoitMA.Miv, novelist and diplomatist, who lately wrote a blun-

.ount of the last French .Revolution but eight or ten we
I forget which and was remarkably castigated by M. Louis BLANC.
He made a speech of Austrian tendency, and the Daily News rewards

I him witli the title of "a smirking POLONIUS." LORD BROUGHAM, also,

|

assailed Sardinia for causing the war, and recommended us to be oa
i our guard. The PREMIER delivered his last speech in that capacity,
! and an able and pleasant speech it was. Among other points, LORD
DERBY touched upon the ancient ill-feeling between LORDS PALMEH-

I STON and JOHN RUSSELL, and rather ridiculed

[By the way, it is not exactly Parliament, but it is fitting to state

here that the day before, between two and three hundred Liberals had
met at Willis's Rooms, and LORDS PALMERSTON and JOHN having
there and then sworn eternal friendship, it was arranged that the l)i:i;i-,\

Cabinet should be floored.]
the new friendship between those great persons. His Lordship

remarked that though, as had beeu stated in debate, Mil. Fox had
bcni called an Angel by a colleague, LORD PALMERSTON had hitherto
abstained from calling LORD JOHN an Angel. ; LOUD DERBY also denied

having spent 20,000 in helping the elections (four election petitions
are already presented), but did not deny having done something, as
was customary. CLARENDON lifted up his hands in pretended astonish-

I meut, whereat DERBY intimated that ho was a Muff. The Address was
agreed to. There was nothing else in the Lords this week, except a
malicious speech of LORD CAMPBELL'S, who hoped that LORD
CHELMSFORD would long occupy the Woolsack. There is a story of a

respectable female, who, being pestered for alms by a pertinacious
mendicant, with

"
Do, there 's a dear lady ! do, there 's a good lady !

"

finally and 'wrathfully responded :

"
If I wasn "t a lady, I 'd poke this

here parasol in your mouth and punch your head for you, you dirty
&c., &c., &c." Perhaps LORD CHELMSFORD thought- ol the anecdote
(he tells anecdotes

capitally),
and had it on his mind to tell CAMPBELL

that if he wasn't a Chancellor he 'd take a sight at him. If so, it was
very vulgar, and we don't believe he thought of anything of the
kind.

But in the Commons, as hath been hinted, the deed was done, and
t he DERBY Cabinet was put to death by the Parliament it had assembled.
The manner was thus.

LORD HARTINGTON. son of the DUKE or DEVONSHIRE, moved, to
the motion for the Address, an amendment to the effect that the M inistry
had not the confidence of the House of Commons. ROBERT HAN ISURY.

Brewer, seconded, wishing to see all the Ministers Ex, Ex, Ex, Ex, and
the administration on its bier.

.\lu. DISRAELI accepted the challenge, made a slashing speech,
defied everybody, specially pitched into SIR. JAMES GRAHAM, and asked
for the division directly. This was because a good many Members had
not been sworn, and Ministers might therefore have Had a majority.
But it is childish to write as if he had beeu trying any 'trick." He
knew perfectly well that LORD PALMERSTON knew all about it, and
that no division would be allowed. The defiance was only a Parlia-

mentary flourish. The discussion was prolonged, and, after a very good
attack by LORD PALMERSTON, the debate was adjourned. Wednesday
was Mil. Thursday, the debate was renewed, and M.R. BRIGHT fired
hotshot into Ministers; SIR JAUKS GRAHAM made a lumbering and
awkward defence of his loose tongue at Carlisle, but was statesmanlike
and elegant in calling Mr. DISRAELI a Red Indian, -who had won his place
by tomahawking andlcept it by scalping. MR. WHITESIDE availed him-
self of his last chance of abusing his antagonists, and again the debate
was adjourned, to be renewed once, and "only once more. On Friday,
MILNER GIBSON, SIDNEY HERBERT, and SIR GEORGE LEWIS attacked
Government, SIR JOHN PAKINGTON defended it, and modestly took
credit to himself for having reconstructed the Navy. Finally, LORD
JOHN RUSSELL admitted that a Party move was being made, and
declared that the Government deserved all they were getting, and
going to get, and SIR HUGH CAIRNS, Solicitor- General, wound up his
brilliant ministerial career (for the present) by an oration in defence
of LORD DERBY'S Government.
The jury then retired, and in a short time returned. The Four-men

advanced to the table, and it was announced that by 323 to 310,
majority THIRTEEN, LORD DERBY'S Government was found GUILT f
of not being the thing wanted by the people.

GIVING HANDEL A TURN.
HE year we are now living" in
is fruitful in centenaries. A
while ago we had the BURNS
Centenary, the Centenary of

Song ;
and now we have to

celebrate the HANDEL Cente-

nary, the Centenary of Music.
Great as was the interest taken
in the BURXS Festival, the ex-
citement which is shown as to
the HANDEL one exceeds it.

This is as it should be : the
interest is greater, as the ge-
nius was greater. In a pecu-
niary point, too, this is as it

should be. On the attractive-

ness of festivals depends mainly
their success ; and to keep up
their attractiveness, every cen-

tenary should eclipse alTthose

preceding it. Perhaps unre-

flecting minds may think that
there nad better be no more
centenaries, for the reason that
tl>3 climax of genius is now
reached. But it will surely be

enough to silence these un-

thinking ones, if we point out
mn the limits of a century our crreat-great-grandchildren will

celebrate the centenary of Pi'/irh .'

I However, it is early yet to speculate on this latter event. When
-/; Centenary comes, England will expect, herself, of course, to

do her duty. At present, England must content herself with going
down to Sydenham, and in duty having a hand in the HANDEL cele-

All the world joins in concert to do honour to its HANDEL;
and in the concerto England plays first (iddle. Banking first in music,
(as in all the other arts,) England deputes herself to head the show of

>; HANDEL
;
and as England, like her Punch, by no chance ever

fails in what she chooses to attempt, there is no handle for the doubt
that her show of hands will bear away the palm from other
celebrators.

If you question this, O Croaker, down with your half-guinea, and go
to the rehearsal. The first beat of the big drum will knock conviction
into you. All doubts will be dispelled at the first crash of the chorus.

Pay no heed to what you hear about the Crystal Palace not being a

place for music, about its "too expanded area," and
" known acoustical

defects." These are mere spots on the sun. Not one man in a thou-

sand, if unhelped by the critics, would be able to detect them. Not
one man in ten thousand, who has any ear for musie, would, when he

can^ fill it with such music as HANDEL'S, ever waste a whit of his
auricular capacity by taking pains to listen for "acoustical defects."

Besides, be the acoustic imperfections what they may, they cannot
interfere iwith the pcular enjoyment ; and everybody knows that the

Crystal Palace Music Shows appeal nearly as much to the one sense as
the other. A deaf man or a blind one might alike find pleasure in

them. Why, the sight of that.great Orchestra, full to brimming over
with its sea of beaming faces, is a sight quite worth a trip from the

Antipodes to see, and those who live at the Land's End merely should

certainly not miss it.

Long before, and ever since the Frogs of ARISTOPHANES, there have,
in every corner of the universe, been croakers; and although the

HANDEL Festival of two years since was a success, and Unit was

merely a rehearsal for the one which now succeeds it
; although the

management is trusted now to the same heads, and the performance of

the music to the same hands and voices, both powers being strength-
ened by well-drilled reinforcements ; although we know that every
one of the army of Three Thousand, from Conduct or-in-Chief COSTA,

up to (in position) the blowers of the organ-bellows, has been for

months in training for this one grand week, and has scarcely passed a

day without taking a turn at HANDEL ; although they have a perfect

knowledge of all this, there, are very likely wiseacres still extant who
affect to have a doubt if all will go off well, and to fear that the

performance will not realise the promise. Now, croaks are at all

seasons unpleasant sounds to listen to, and when ears ate being

sharpened for the notes of a NOVELLO, they naturally become more
than usually sensitive. It devolves on Mr. Punch, then, in the inte-

rests of humanity, to act like a ST. PATRICK, and to crush the

croakers. So Mi: Punch will uct mind risking his prophetic reputa-
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lion by predict in? that, before he {roes to press with his next Number,
IK- will have --plii above a '.id gloves, in applauding

lie trio of performances ;
and will have knocked the heels

M pairs of boots, in stamping his approval upon all who had a

MI- hand, or voice in the matter.

\Viih this prophecy to back them, the Committee may rely that

their
"

( . ition Festival" will prove a great success. If any
lover of good music wilfully absents himself, the fact should be

regarded as a proof of his insanity, and his friends should all sub-

scribe to buy him a strait-waistcoat. Tastes, we all know, differ.

'ii, it is true, who have no more love for ]l \NI.I.I,

than PHIMT PLOT-P1OH has for lighting, and whom one no more

expects to sec :it I he J/V./W/ than one expects to see LORD MALMES-
. '^-siding at, a charity-school for the purpose of distributing the

])ri/es for good spelling. Hut these are merely the exceptions which

serve to prove the rule. The majority of Englishmen love HANDEL as

they love their nai f. His chorusses are good, sub.

stautial men i- ml n:ake a most delicious change from the

with which the British Opera-goer is now.annually
icd.

"
All ye who music love, and would its pleasures prove," go, then,

down to
,, and take your place? at the HA.XDEL feast. Mind

you, it's no ordinary annual affair, like the lunch upon the Derby Day,
or the I,emu MAYOR'S dinner. Go now, or never; there will be no
alternate

'

over well it may go off, you'll not get it encored
lor uni. Centenaries come, like aloes bloom, once in a hundred years.
(lather then, oh ! gather ye, such blossoms while ye may! Unless you
hope to live to be a rival of OLD PARII, you cannot hope to live to see

another HANDEL Centenary!

MALMESBTIRY v. MAVOB,
AMD

DISRAELI v. DILWORTH.

Sunr is M,-. P/'iii-lt'x loyalty, that he' is reluctant to criticise the

language which issues from the lips of his Gracious Sovereisn, even
when he knows it has been put into that august mouth by the Ministers
for the time being. But in the case of a QUEEN'S Speech proceeding
1'rom the present Cabinet, Mr. Punch has a special reason for being
critical.

If the Ministry include a MALMESBURY, nobly scornful of ortho-

graphy, who considers PRISCIAN honoured, every time an attache"
ot tact, temper, good manners, and savoir faire," condescends to

break the head of the priggish old pedagogue, it contains, also, a
DISHAK.I.I, ho has wielded the poet's pen as well as the romancer's,
and a BULWER, who has won his spure (whether golden or pinch-beck
is not the question) in almost every Held of literature in which money
can be made.

\i the threshold of the Royal Speech, J/X Pi'.irh breaks his shins
over an unlicensed adjective.

"

HER MAJESTY declares that

Herself with Satisfaction, iu the present anxious State of Public
Affah in) of Her Parliament, which she has summoned to meet with the

"An (i.rini-x state of affairs?" A Minister may be anxious about
a place, or about a pension. A Cabinet may be anxious about a
(h vision on a motion of no e. \ "state of affairs" may inspire

ly. lint how a "stale of ail'airs
" can be "anxious," M,\ I'

knowledge of his native tongue is not profound enough to inform him.
:1 Service ('umiiiissiiiners will propose the quest ion to

the next batch of competitors for Clerkships in the l-'oreisn Oliicc.

War, we are informed, has. been declared. HKR MAJESTY
ices of Friendship from both the contending Parties intends

to maintain between them a strict ami impartial
'

Why "strict and impartial?" Can a neutrality be "strict" with-
ing "impartial," or "impartial" without being "strict?"

.IAJESTY hopes
'With God's Assistance, to promt to Iler People tho Blessings of continued

Peace."

If she hopes to "preserve" peace, Mr. Punch would submit that"
continued" is impertinent.
HER MA.IKSTY has thought lit, she tells us,
" To renew Her diplomatic Intercourse with the Court of Kaflts, which had been

.suspended during the late i.

What has been suspended? The Court of Naples? The law o
grammatical antecedents would lead one to conclude so. We resi-ct
t hat the law of political antecedents is not equally strict. The "Court
of Naples," whatever it may have deserved, was not "suspended"
durinu' t he lai c reign. It was only our intercourse that was suspended

greatly to the disadvantage of the sufferers from Royal misrule in

however, are but a few of the undigested plums of the
( abmet Pudding, selected almost at random. Ihere is one sentence

m which blunders occur clustered in a heap, at once so rich and so

'rude, that we cannot venture to play the part of Jt"-f- Uorner any
r. It is impossible to put one's thumb into this cluster without,

letaching a whole clot of plums. This is, the sentence by u

.umbciiiig machinery HKR MAJESTY is made to flounder into, and out

if, the subject of Parliamentary Reform, iu a style never surpassed by
my master of the slip-slop or higgled} piggledy style, so much in vogue
among advert : ^ncers, and fashionable novelists :

"
1 shouM with ! H

/,, >' Amendment of the Laws which regulate the U'-|,i. -,-ii!ati,iii oi' My I'.oplt- in

'iiM yon be ot opinion tliar, //,

/;/,. j ,, ,.

>/ / Y.

iuviii'^ th'' ).>
o <lilliriill ,.i:i.t so extrusive. I

' ot'tm: lir\t Session TO] M will
i Question of v.liird an 4 M/^y Q <> t -y Settlement would be
1'uljlie Advantage."

(1) Words in italics much better omitted.
It is not. "the necessity of giving" which "will not lc:

but "the ?ivin:r." Again, "mi ncy" is 01.'

'i which
"
immediate attention" must be given.

(3) Query, what subject? Th , or the financial condition

of the country. Again,
"

so difficult
"

as what ?

(1)
If an "early" ' is desirable, why defer it to next

Session? Of course a "satisfactory" settlement must be "to the

public advaii!

Ministers, we know, are by no means clear in their notions on the

subject of a Reform Bill Probably it is this obscurity which reflects

tsclf in the haze of words we have just quoted.

CHARMING NEWS FOR'.OLD LADTHS.

Tn ' : bout to open a firmi/ima's Schoolfor St>

The opening is expected about Parliament-time, when
there will be a grand ovation for the purpose of instructing elderly
ladies in the refreshing art, of sucking eggs. It is not yet decided
whether MR. SPOONKR or MR. NEWDEGATB will be appointed to the

honourable post of Head Grand Ma'rian.

The Empire Burlesqued.

IT is time that LOUIS NAPOLEON began to burlesque some of "the

jofAGV* '". H>' is not half quick enouah with his

parodies. However, he has a chance now at Milan, which he is 'not

the clever man we take him to be, if he allows to slip through his

lingers. Let Loris NAPOI KOX ascend the cathedral, and (hen, braring
in mind what the lirst Kmpi boOl the forty centiirif

plating the French soldiers from the top of the Pyramids, address his

BjrBVe army thus : "S
sil'des, mats Milan votis contemple."

"
TITE ROMANCE OF WAR." The bulletins published on both sides,

in which there is a difference sometimes of only li.OOO and 15,000
killed and wounded, and a like proportion of guns, standards, and

prisoners
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IN THE PARK.
THE POOR FLY-DRIVERS ARE UP so LATE AT NIGHTS, THAT THEY ARE GLAD TO GET A NAP WHEN THEY CAN. THIS is NOT TO

BE WONDERED AT, BUT IT IS NOT LIKELY TO ADD TO THE REPOSE EITHER OP OLD MRS. DuMBLEDORE OR OP OLD MRS. BLOWHARD,
WHO ARE OUT TOR AN AlRING !

THE COMMON LOT AND WIMBLEDON COMMON.
THE Surrey Comet has appeared with a tale calculated to excite

serious alarm with fear of change perplexing the inhabitants of the

great metropolis and its suburbs. A rumour, inserted by the Comet,
with some likelihood, has gone forth to the effect that steps have been
taken towards the enclosure of Wimbledon Common. This horrid
whisper may have intimated the discovery of a mare's nest

;
but lest it

slwuld turn out to be the prediction of a deplorable event, let it be
noised abroad, that it may either create a laugh or excite an agitation.
The idea of the possible enclosure of Wimbledon Common must make
the heart of every Londoner, who is not a Cockney sink within him,
and affect him with a qualm like that which is the effect of antimony.
Wimbledon Common is a part of the respiratory system of London,
whereon we depend for a change of the air we breathe, which if we get
not we die. When we stamp on Wimbledon Common, our foot is on
one of our native heaths, Hampstead is another, and our name is

BROWN, JONES, or ROBINSON.
Wimbledon Common is as fine an expanse of heath and bramble as a

pedestrian could perambulate on a summer's day. Botanists find
several choice weeds there, entomologists no end of beetles and
butterflies, which juvenile collectors pursue with hats, and the more
advanced With hand-nets. Ornithology, also, affords objects of interest
to the schoolboy and the elder student : that rare little bird, the Dart-
ford Warbler, occasionally cocks his tail on a briar in the path of the
explorer, who may mistake him for a Cock-robin ; and the Stonechat,
the Wmchat, and Wheatear, chit-chatting on bush or hillock, present
themselves as marks to the observant eye of mature age or the
projectile pebble of youth.
Enclose Wimbledon Common ? Pull down St. Paul's ! The only

motive for either enormity would be that of slavery to the basest mate-
rial interests ; and there are those wlw had rather see St. Paul's
demolished than Wimbledon Common spoiled. To them, the sight of
the Cathedral occupied by warehouses would be a less grievous spec-
tacle than the heather and blackberry bushes of the Common replaced

by turnips and mangold wurzel, or, worse still, by eligible residences,

principally stuccoed villas.

Utility for ever; but heath, brambles, butterflies, moths, beetles,

grasshoppers, cock-robins, and other small birds, in combination with
fresh breezes and bright skies, are food for the soul, which is at least as

useful as food for the stomach as turnips and wheat. Without such

nourishment, life is not worth living, for any being above a pig or an
ass. Let not a brutal utilitarianism convert, as it threatens to do, the
whole of beautiful England into a hot -bed whereon to raise crops of

human beings ! Ere we come to that, who that differs much inwardly
from a hog does not wish that his body may form part of the hot-bed,
and he himself may be in a nicer place ? Commons of England, may it

please your honourable House to protect the Common of Wimbledon.
Let not that bit of beauty be" devoured by unsparing agriculture, or

destroyed and defiled by the extension of this great copropolis.

Portrait of the Derby Ministry.

MR. DISRAELI characterised the speech of the young MARQUIS, who
opened the indictment against Ministers, as being

"
flimsy, feeble, and

illusive." If a photograph had been taken of the Derby Ministry, we
do not think we could have had a more striking likeness than the one
that is conveyed in the above three simple words. Is it not emphati-

cally a Ministry that is alike
"
flimsy, feeble, and illusive ?

" The

"flimsy" applies to MANNERS
; the "feeble" takes off MALMESBURY

capitally ; while the
"
illusive

"
is the very picture of DISRAELI himself.

The Consciousness of the River.

OLD Father Thames is not a very inviting personage, but if he did

invite anybody to take something to drink, his invitation would pro-

bably be couched in familiar, not to say vulgar terms. In the language
of the lower orders, the nasty old fellow would most likely with pro-

priety, if not with elegance, express the offer by saying,
" Have a drain !

"
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IMPEKATEICE DE LA FRANCE ET DE LA MODE.

T is to the wife of Louis
N A i- OLE ON that the
fashionable world is in-

debted for the elegant
invention of crinoline.

Again, it is to the same
imperial inspiration that
the ladies have reason to

be grateful for the endow-
ment of that sumptuous
and becoming colour,
which modistes and MH,I-
liiUiinn delight in calling

Mauve. How many more
tasteful creations have

sprung from that imagi-
native brain, our milliners

and JENKINSES know in-

finitely better than we can
tell

;
but we think we have

said amply sufficient to

warrant us in placing the

\l' jewelled crown of Fashion
on the fair head of the

accomplished daughter
Of the COMTESSE DE

MONTIJO, and whom Scotland is not too proud to own as one of her loveliest

children. In grace and conception, in beauty and imagination, it must be willingly

acknowledged that the real Empress of Fashion is EUGENIE. Her power is abso-

lute, for her rule is one of love, expressed in the prettiest forms by all, from the

viscountess to the washerwoman. We ask the ladies, the most impartial judges in

the difficult art of personal adornment, if they can point their little finger to any
other Empress, whose edicts areTmore cheerfully followed by her millions upon
millions of admiring subjects. It is said that there is the love of Pashion in the
heart [of every woman. Taking this to be truth, and not satire, it is therefore

perfectly clear much clearer than the Koh-i-Noor diamond that EUGENIE, as

the undisputed "EMPRESS OF FASHION," must live in the hearts of all those whose
greatest happiness it is on this earth to pay loving obedience, even to a matter of

slavery, to her.

Companion Heroes.

THE Zouaves have unanimously elected KING VICTOR EMMANUEL as Corporal
in their brave regiment. He will be spoken of as Le Grand Caporal, and will

figure as an historical pendant to the EMPEROR, who was known in the first Italian

campaign as Le Petit Caporal.

OUR RIFLE VOLUNTEERS.

Song,

COMPOSED AND VOLUXTKEHKf) BY Mil. PUNCH.

SOME talk of an invasion
As a thins whereat to sneeze,

And say we have no occasion

To guard our shores and seas :

Now, J'uiir/i is no alarmist,
Nor is moved b\ idle fears,

But he sees no harm that we all should arm
As Hide Volunteers !

Lest sudden I'oes assail us,
"Tis well we be prepared ;

Our Fleet who knows ? may fail us,
Nor serve our shores to guard.

For sell-dd'eiire then, purely,
Good reason there appears,

To have, on lam!, a force at hand
Of .Rifle Volunteers !

To show no wish for fighting,
Our forces we 'd increase ;

But 'tis our foes by fright ing
We best may keep at peace.

For who will dare molest us

When, to buz/, about their ears,
All along our coast there swarms a host
Of Rifle Volunteers ?

Abroad ill winds are blowing,
Abroad war's vermin swarm

;

What may hap there 's no knowing,
We may not 'scape the storm.

Athirst for blood, 1 he Eagles
May draw our dove's-nest near ;

But we '11 scare away all birds of prey
With our Rifle Volunteers !

No 'menace we 're intending,
Offence to none we mean,

We arm but for defending
Our country and pur QUEEN !

To British hearts 'tis loyalty
"Pis love her name endears :

Up! then, and form! shield her from harm !

Ye Rifle Volunteers !

MORE VOLUNTEERS.
" DEAR MR. PUNCH,

" YOUR suggestion for the formation of a Ladies' Corps d'Armee
is delightful ! CAROLINE and JULIA and I have been talking it over
to-day, and we have determined at the next meeting of the Heartly
Ladies' Toxophilite Society, to propose the immediate formation of a
Volunteer Corps. We have already seen several of the members who
live near us, and they are charmed with the idea ! The time has cer-

tainly arrived when '

England expects every woman to do her duty,'
and all who have a spark of patriotism in their breasts will see the

necessity; of at once discarding all female restraints and incumbrances
of laying aside the hoop petticoat and getting up a war-whoop

instead.
" We have had a little conversation about the uniform. Of course

it will be desirable to have
'

a swashing and a martial outside,' as
Rosalind says and tlie dress you have sketched seems likely to be
serviceable, and by no means unbecoming. In the picture of my
Grandfather, which hangs in the hall, he is represented in his uniform
as Colonel of the Volunteers, in 1804, and he wears what I believe was
then called a gorget, a very pretty-looking piece of gold armour for pro-
tecting the throat don't you think we could have something of that
sort with advantage ? It might be of gold in the form of a heart, and
studded with small rubies, emblematic of the drops we are ready to shed
in defence of our country. Any suggestions you can send us before the
meeting, which will be on the ISth of June (Waterloo Day), will
be acceptable. ]\I uch has been said against our Hoops, but they will
rise in every one's estimation when applied to the obviously useful and
necessary purpose for which they are exactly adapted, "I mean of
course, Bell Tents for the Campaign. JULIA and 1 find we can lie

quite comfortably under one.
"
I would suggest a design for a silk standard a burning heart

engraved with the Arms of England, and surrounded with the white

and red roses and tulips which we have, and branches of the laurels
we mean to reap. Believe me, dear Mr. Punch,

"
Yours very cordially,

"
GEORGINA BOWYER."

"
P.S. What were those weapons made* of that they called Match-

locks ? Did they make a bang ?
"

A MASS OF ERROR.

A TELEGRAM from Vienna, dated June 4, announced that
" This morning a great religious solemnity, with procession and public prayers,

took place here, imploring Heaven to bless our arms with victory. All the Members
of the Imperial family and the Ministers were present. The Haas was read by
MONSKIGNEUK LUCCA, the Nuncio to the POPE."

Another telegram of the same date from Novara, conveyed the
following intelligence :

" THE EMPEROR TO THE EMPRESS.
" At 11-30 a great victory was won at the bridge of Magenta ; 6,000 prisoners are

taken, and 15,000 of the enemy are killed or wounded."

Parodying a well-known free translation of a celebrated Latin verse,
we may observe that

" Heaven and the Pontiff did in this divide,
It chose the conquering, ho the conquered side."

It is quite clear that papal infallibility does not extend to the know-
ledge of which is the right side to pray for, or the POPE never would
have suli'cred his Nuncio to say mass for the Austrians at the very
time that they were being soundly licked by the F'rench.

APPROACHING; MARRIAGE IN HIGH LIFE. The Achilles in' Hyde
Park, to the "Angelic

"
Lady in Apsley House Gardens.
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CHANT OF A CHU11CH MILITANT.
AIR "

Spanish Clianl."

HARK, how the priests arc chanting,
French and Austrian, through the nose ;

Either crew thanks Heaven for granting
Their side strength to slay their foes

;

Hostile Gregorian notes,

Papists cutting Papists' throats,
Whilst of Love and Union canting,
That 's the way your True Church goes.

Te Deitm both arc raising
For Destruction's horrid sum,

What Power are those priests praising
With opposed encomium?
In their triumphant pride,
Who is he that 's glorified ?

For slain men and cities bbz
Fiends sing Te Diabolum.

The Nan Italian Rifle-Barrel Organ ; and if it prove half as annoying to the enemies of Italy
as it is to the people of IHiujland, it will IK: the most formidable weapon of the aye.

A Spirited Composition.

IN Paris "an air has been composed by the

soul of MEHUI, the words by the ghost ofAN DH i:

CIIENIER." The price of this spirited compo-
sition, or imposition rather, is omitted. Let us

hope that the coin the music-publisher deservedly
receives for it is what is familiarly called

"
the

glwst of a shilling." Of course, the song is

written in a skeleton-key, and sold in a spirit-

vault.

A BEAM TO HANG A JOKE ON. ONE of the
horses that ran for the Derby was named Galli/s.

Does LORD MALMESBURY consider that the right

way to spell the word ?

PHYSIOGNOMICAL NOTES ON THE PORTRAITS
AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

THE young man who has written the subjoined notes lias abstained

from making any on those portraits with the originals of which he is

personally acquainted. His remarks, therefore, relate only to the

pictures, and do not apply to those whom they are supposed to repre-

sent, but whom they may not at all resemble. Besides, physiognomy
may be all fancy, and phrenology all fudge ;

and many or us are not
such fools as we look. Let no gentleman or lady, therefore, take to

themselves observations which at most affect only the likenesses of

themselves, which they themselves have allowed or caused to be exposed
to public criticism.

To proceed without further ceremony :

3. Portrait of a Lady as Sappho. (A. JOBSON). A plump figure and

unintelligent face, in an affected attitude. As much like DIDO as

SAPPHO ; but more like Miss SMITH.
7. Captain Boakes, 100th Dragoon Guards. (J. P. SQUIRE, R.A.)

A fine picture of a bold dragoon, without the
"
long sword, saddle, and

bridle. A florid face, with large, staring, grey eyes, wearing a

mingled expression of daring, anger, and disgust.
16. The Lord Woolletutool,\ (E. U. EDWAHDS.)I A handsome counte-

nance, glowing mildly with intelligence, and intensely with gratified
ambition.

19. Lord Gooseberry. (W. LOBB.) The imaginative' part of the head
appears larger than there is any reason to suppose it except the noble
lord's known faith in homoeopathy.

23. The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Stomhenge. (G. RUGGLES, A.)
No want of self-esteem in this portrait. The head is drawn back in
the direction of the organ, and the under-lip protrudes with its

characteristic pout. Acquisitiveness is rather largely developed, indi-

cating an eye to the main chance ; and, but for some intellectual light in
the eye, this face might be conjectured to be that of a prosperous grocer.

31. Mrs.BaillieCulpepper. (F. GHRIMES, R.A.) 0, Mn.tBAlLLiE, for-

tunate MR. BAILLIE ! A very handsome head and face ; the latter

expressing a little pride but no vanity, which is wonderful, considering
the beautiful dress which it surmounts; lead-coloured robe, and pink
satin petticoat, with bows of the same material on back-hair and bosom.
Combination of colour suggests bullfinch. Ideality apparently con-

siderable, and, with self-esteem a little in excess of love-of-approbation,
producing original taste: evinced in the peculiar elegance of the

costume, and, together with size, in its moderate circumference.
39. The late Charles Dobbs, Esq., Stanbrook Hall, Hants. (J. P.

SQUIRE, R.A.) A fine old English gentleman in a blue coat and brass

buttons, buff waistcoat, and drab trousers. A good high crown and
considerable forehead running up a little at what SPURZHEIM used to

call Poet's Corner, but the organ of language small, and the poetry
probably of the dumb inarticulate kind, as MR. CARLYLE would say.

43. Captain Sir Peter Quince, R.N., C.B. (S. POTTS.) An evidently

gallant oiticer, with a screwed-up face, the expression of which resembles

that of a codlin apple.
54. Archibald R. Pugh, Esq., M.D. (T. J. HOBBS.) A forehead of

some size, which baldness exaggerates. The organ of language large ;

whence a great talent for small talk may be inferred as probable. The
expression, that of sympathetic and respectful attention to a dowager's
recital of her ailments.

64. Thomas Smokes, Esq., late Sheriff for the County of Bamnshire.

(H. W. PARTINGTON.) Deficient ideality and reflective organs strongly

expressed in the countenance. Being in a Court dress, which looks

like a livery, might be taken for an unintelligent footman.

65. Mrs. Rind. (H. WIGGINS.) Small forehead, but active tempera-
ment

; language large ; probably a chatterbox. Arch and merry. Smile
and posture natural.

69. The Countess Tilli Valle. (R. BOBBINS.) Turn of the figure
and carriage of the head apparently meaning,

"
See, how pretty I look."

Does look pretty, too : blaclt eyes and hair fair complexion ; plenty of

forehead; a little, on the whole, like one of MURILLO'S Madonnas, but
coronal region hardly high enough for a saint. Imitation, large ; might
succeed on the stage.

76. Richard Shopkins, Esq., a Magistrate of the Borough of Liverpool,
and Member of the Town Council. (J. P. SQUIRE, R.A.) Acquisitiveness
very large. Probably a money-maker. Hope and conscientiousness

sloping off on the side of a bald crown. A mean and anxious expression,
and a bullet head ; but a forehead of some magnitude. Apparently
no fool.

81. H.R.H. the Price Commodore, as Master of the Unity House.

(W. ALLSPICE, A.) Riding the whirlwind and directing the storm,
we should say, that his Royal Highness appears, were it not that he

is on foot, and standing screened by some rocks, with a scroll in his

hand, in an attitude of ruling the waves, which rage in the back-

ground, and are dashing about a lighthouse in the distance. The
PRINCE appears to be surveying the storm, or rather, looking through
it, with contemptuous and reproachful indignation. Alimentiveness,
or the instinct of nutrition, is the most prominent organ; but the

figure is not so fat as it ought to be, with that organ so large, and such

opportunity as must exist for the cultivation thereof.

106. The Countess of Belgrade. (W. GIBBS.) Buxom and comely,

with, oh ! such a glance from under the eyelid at its outer angle !

Under portion of occipital region probably remarkable.
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109. The Abbe fin "<iine. (R. BOBBINS.) Looks like an old

.lew Rabbi converted to Popery. Does know Hebrew, perhaps large

language.
415. Baronesx <li> ,S'//</,'< A/A/. (R. THOMPSON, R.A.) A form of perfect

Mosaic beauty with a forehead which betokens intellect, and a face

I
that expresses apathy.

133. Wm. 1 Iriiry SimpMtu, //. (SIR J. W. GOODMAN, R.A.) In the
I robes of some civic ollieer. The smirk of love of approbation stamps

I

the features, and a grey lovelock adorns the forehead. On good terms

seemingly with his fellow citizens and himself.

153. ThelordAlbert Parsons, M.P. (F. GHRIMES, R.A.) A swell in a

birds' -eye-fogle. Head low and broad, of the pugilistic type. Face

j

expressive principally of ferocity and contempt for others.

Remember that all the above comments concern only paint and
canvas.

A LECTURE TO FAST MEN.
BY PROFESSOR PUNCH.

ii K other evening a Meet-
ing of Fast Men was
convened at Professor
Punch's residence, for

the purpose of attend-

ing a lecture by that
i nan, on the sub-

ject of their conduct
in returning from the
Dei I iy, and of their beha-
viour on race-courses in

general.
( in getting on his legs,

in' I'lUK-li was

greeted with a burst of

WfBBbaiion, several of
the assembly giving vent
to their enthusiasm by
a series of cat-calls,
shrill whistles, and hal-

looings. Silence having""" been with some difficulty

restored, Professor Punch
commenced his observa-

tions by remarking that, as he meant to lay his truncheon pretty
smartly on then- shoulders, he would advise his hearers not to holloa
till they were quite clear of the wood. (Clamour: cries of "Oh!"" I say, Bob, let 's hook it.") If any BOB or BILL liked to "hook "

rtP.V InlfTnt. (\C\ ^C\ TAMiaf llO ivioinf tr\ n-*r TTTOQ i + ,-1 v. .4 ,-.,-] fsi il,,.

andwi-w j. ut*y, jjvu, i-ci itvun, w. j j.1 any X)Uii Ul JJlLiij llh.cl.1 LO nOOK
it, they might do so. What he meant to say was intended for their
good; and it would be their loss, and not his, if they missed it.

(Hear.1 hear! and subdued irhisperx of "We'd better sit it out!")
Having thus commanded the attention of the Meeting, the learned
lecturer proceeded to observe, that business of importance had sum-
moned him to Epsom on the day on which the Derby race had happened
to be run

; and as, for sanitory reasons, he preferred the open air to
the confinement of a railway carriage, he found himself compelled to
travel by the road. His summons being sudden, so sudden, indeed,
that he had barely time ere starting to apprise his dear wife of it

(marked sympathy, and cries of "Poor dear! hope she's better!"), no
measures had been taken to have the road kept clear for him

; and the
confluence of vehicles occasioned him a loss of valuable time, which
for his country's sake, he deeply had regretted. (Cheers:) One
advantage had, however, arisen from the circumstance, inasmuch as he
enjoyed the opportunity of witnessing the behaviour of those persons
who styled themselves

"
fast men," several of whom, no doubt, he had

the honour of addressing. (A voice :
"
liayther so, old Cock 1

" and "I
bclirveyou, my Bo-o-o-oy ! ") Now, he (Professor Punch) had no wish
to be unpleasant, in fact, he questioned very much if he were capable
of being so (hear /), but he felt compelled to say, that the conduct of
these persons was extremely reprehensible, and he would even call it

blackguardly and brutal. (Oh! oh! and shouts of "Walker'"
Oammon!_"

" You don't mean it!") Yes, he was grieved to say he
aid mean it. He was perfectly aware that his adjectives were
strong ones

; but he was pained to say that he had seen enough to
justify them. For example, he had seen a drag-load of fast men, who
having exhausted all their minor ammunition such as pincushions and
humming-tops, and lanky-legged Dutch dolls, amused themselves by
keeping up a running fire of empty bottles on the unoffending
villagers who stood by the road-side

; and what had disgusted
him* much more than even this, he had seen a row of smiling little
girls assaulted by a BEAST, whom lie wished that he could name, who
as he rattled by, besprinkled them with beer, christening them with
names which he (Professor Punch) would not venture to repeat Now
behaviour such as this he (Prqfator Punch) called blackguardly and
brutal. Fast fellows perhaps might call it a

"
good joke ;" but he

(Professor Punch) was a better judge of jokes than any person living,
and he begged to say that such a joke was no joke. (" Question.")
Gents perhaps might dill'cr with him, but he felt quite certain that

gentlemen would not. (Cries of
"
Jtrayvo, Rouse!" and "I say, 'Arry,

that's a Corker .'") What gents spoke of as
"
larking," or as a

"
jolly

spree," gentlemen had less slangy and more befitting names for. He
( I'riifesmr Punch) liked to call a spade a spade, and he called such
"
larks

"
as these cowardly and brut al. That they were brutal he had

shown; and they were cowardly, because they were generally prac-
tised upon those who were least able to resist or to resent them.
When gents missed the lamb, and chanced to hit the lion, they were

snobbishly profuse in their CVMM-S and apologies. Piteously eager to

(M'ape having their noses pulled, they would whiningly express the

"deepest sorrow" for the "accident." But their apologies were just
as vain and empty as their heads

;
their sorrow was sorrow for feared

suffering, not for sin." In truth, their "deep contrition" was as

shallow as their brains. When they said that they felt sorry, it

amounted to just this: "We're sorry, not because we have been
doing something blackguardly, but because we 'ye been and done it to
one strong enough to thrash us for it." (Sensation.)

Professor Punch concluded his lecture by remarking, that he trusted
that the Meeting would disperse without disturbance, and would
abstain from fumigation until they were off his premises. He thought
if they smoked less, they would all be, mentally and bodily, more
healthy; and when any of them were, in future, hard-up for tobacco,
he begged to recommend then; to think of what he hid said, and to

put it in their pipes, and, medicinally, to smoke it.

AVI [AT THE OLD SOW SAYS.

PEOPLE talk of the splits in the Liberal camp,
Of the "sectional views," hopes of union that damp :

( )f PAMon Reform quite at variance with RUSSELL ;

Of BRIGHT, against both game to join in a tussle
;

}f the learned HEAD-LAMB of the grim Independents ;

Of ROEBUCK, that fiercest of ISHMAEL'S descendants
His hand against ev'ry man : all men's 'gainst him ;

MOTHER CAST'S own bird, formed in storm -waves to swim
;

Of Peelites, high-principled calm and sagacious ;

Of GHAHAME, satirical, sly and mendacious ;

And lament that such men should in principles differ,
Who might join to make Cabinets stouter and stiffer

But the Old Sow of Office, that lies in Whitehall,
She heaves her fat sides, sleek and round as a ball

And she says, with a grumph" As for principles humph !

It'll stake both my credit, my bacon, and weason,
That for Liberal ieuds, there 's one principal reason ;

There are so many piglets for office-milk squall.
And I haven't got teats to give suck to 'em alL

"This many a year you've been stinting my diet,
And chuckling in glee o'er the savings made by it :

You 've been bringing my fat down, and draining my marrow :

And the thinner I grew, still more large grew my farrow.
Till at last, see the dead-lock that matters have got to ;

The little pigs will fight, whoe'er urge them not to
;

All squeaking their protests 'gainst each lucky brother,
All with pettitoes striving to trip one another,
And hustling and bustling about their old mother,
Each doing his best neighbour pigling to smother,
And to thrust his own snout in the Treasury tub,
And to feed his own fill of its quarterly grub ;

Trust the old Sow of Office that lies in Whitehall,
Watching litter on litter of pigs rise and fall,

That whatever their figure,
Ears smaller or bigger,

Shape to please FISHER HOBBS, or make HUXTABLE snigger,
They have one trait in common for milk they will squall
And she ne'er can find teats to give suck to 'em all !

"

Halting Half-way.
MR. DISRAELI tells us now, that the Derby Reform Bill,' if adopted,"
would have increased the constituent body by not less than 500,000."

But that increase, acceptable as it would have been, would not have
gone half far enough. Surely it is the duty of a Prime Minister to

legislate, not for the few, but rather for the Million;' Now, an
increase of 500,000 would only have met that necessity half-way. The
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER is condemned by his own figures.

THE THAMES PIERAGE. HER MAJESTY hns been graciously pleased
to confer on Old Fa 1 her Thames the Order of the Bath.
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Old Strcckie, R.A., thouyht it very hard t/iut lie coidd not rim down to the Sea-side for a week, after the opening of the Academy, without meeting
"

that prc-Kaphadite fellow Cleevidge loafing about there, the first time Tic wall's out."

ACTS OF THE COUNCIL OF YORK.
A SOLEMN and imposing scene took place the other day in the

ancient and venerable Cathedral City of York. The clergy of the
Province of which that Capital is the Metropolitan See, assembled
themselves thereat in High Council of Convocation. The Archbishop
presided in the person of his representative, the Dean. The highest
the only important interests of man were contemplated as the end of
their momentous deliberations.

This fact being borne in mind, the commencement of the proceedings
of the reverend meeting, described in the following extract from the

report of them, must appear invested with a peculiar significance.
"
After HER MAJESTY'S writ, &c., had been read, several protests were handed

in by the proctors, and rejected as frivolous."

What a very proper ground of rejection ! Procul, o, procitl csle,

profani ! No nonsense in the congregation of divines, met to discuss
the things of eternity. Away with frivolity ! There is a time to laugh,
but not now a place in which it is pleasant to play the fool, but that
is not this ! Be serious here and at present.
And then, the report proceeds to say :

"The REV. J. THWAYTES, one of the proctors for the Archdeaconry of Carlisle,
prayed that they might be allowed to elect a prolocutor, for which he said he had
the sanction of the highest legal authority."

It is a pity that the latter part of the above paragraph was recorded.
Had nothing been said about the reverend gentleman's reference to
the highest legal authority, or had the word legal only been omitted,
the statement that he prayed that they might be allowed to elect a

prolocutor would simply imply that he performed a suitable act of
devotion.

The following debate, the gravity of whose bearing on the concerns
of immortality cannot be estimated, then ensued :

" MB. HUDSON, Deputy Registrar, in reply to the Dean, said that no licence had
been received from the Crown to proceed to business.
"The REV. H <;i:i r. \ii\u.. proctor for the Archdeaconry of Chester, wnshed to

present a memorial to the Archbishop, numerously signed by the clergy." The Dean said he would receive it, and give it due consideration.
*' One of the proctors said he had come from a remote part of the province." The Dean said he could not allow of any discussion."

The remark of the Very Reverend the DEAN OP YORK was a just
rebuke to his unthinking brother the proctor. Suppose he had come
from a remote part of the province what then ? Was that so great a

labour to endure in the exercise of apostleship ? To business to the

all-important question before the clerical House ! And so

" The REV. J. THWAYTES moved that ARCHDEACON THORP, of Durham, be the

prolocutor." The Hon. and REV. F. R. GREY seconded the motion.
" The REV. W. HORNBY. We have moved and carried a prolocutor.
" The Dean. No.
" Loud cries of ' Yes.'
" The Venerable ARCHDEACON THORP thanked the proctors for his election as pro-

locutor."

This matter, so fraught with consequences affecting the spiritual

welfare of millions, having been settled,

" The REV. W. DODD, from the Archdeaconry of Landisfarne. wished to present
a petition, signed by the Archdeacon"and fourteen of the clergy, in favour of pro-
ceeding to- business."

That is, of course, to business of a still more serious and solemn
nature than what had been previously transacted. Accordingly

The Dean said MR. DODD must not discuss it.

The KKV. W . DODD proposed to rcul it.

The Ih'jui s:iiil he could not allow it to be read.
The REV. W. DODD. Reading is not discussion.
The Deau. There is no ]ire>vli;iit.
The REV. W. DODD. I am advised by the highest legal authority.
The Dean said, ou his own responsibility he would not allow it to be read.

The Ri:v. "\V. UODD. I mean no personal disrespect to the Dean, but on my own
responsibility I will read it.

" The Dean and "MR. DODD then commenced reading simultaneously, the former
the writ of prorogation, and the latter the petition he held in his hand."

This separate reading of two different documents, with which mys-
tical act the proceedings terminated, must have had a fine ecclesiastical

effect ; superior even in grandeur to the
"
glorious mutter of the

Mass." Coming directly after the liturgical altercation consisting of

assertions and responses, between the DEAN OF YORK and the REV.
Ma. DODD, the duet, especially if it was intoned, must have been
awful.

This is the way to make the Church respected.
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NOT A BAD NOTION.

Whipper.
" Hallo I Fined. By Jove, are you practising for Post-boy ?

"

Snapper.
"
Aw, no ; not exactly. Fart is, my dear Fellah, I

'

got to do the dutiful,
and take my Xistuirs t>, n I'lnnr-shovc. So aw you iee, I've just been tir>/iay to invent
a sawt uf Le/j-ijuard, to ma act as a pwotection of one's Ticousaics from t/ie Hoops!"

THE SCHOOLMASTER AT HOME.

THE "Apposition" of St. Paul's School (whatever it

may be) was this year
"
honoured," we are told,

"
by the

attendance of an audience at once highly classical, clerical,

and select." Among the guests of the Head Master * were
no less than live Bishops, and we have no time to count
how many minor Keverends, two of whom, we know not

why, are called irreverently "posers." Tor the amuse-
ment of these dignitaries, or it may have been the reverse,

certain "excerpta" were recited from old and modern
writers

; including a scene from Loce's Labour Lost, in

which we arc told

" MR. HOWARD was a droll Dull, MB. OARDI .1 CottarJ
and Mu. HKNS-KTT a good .Sir Ka&umHA (Curates, by the way, arc no

knighted in these degenerate ilays)."

After this, for the further delectation of the Reverends
came a specimen

" Of the turgid declamation of that stilted declamation of grief, th

tragedy of the Pluxnina, doubtless dear to the ranters, it n.it th

Roscii, of anti'iuity."

And to wind up the amusements, there was given a scene
from the Pcrsa of PLAUTUS ;

in which we are told that
" When Dttrdaliut the pimp was beaten by the boy

with a hearty 'take that' kind of verberation, every one laughei
aloud, perforce: the doleful 'ptrculit ine proi>t" of MR. HOWARD
was irresistible, and the boys in the rear of the room appearet
highly delighted at this practical mode of conjugating tl,e verl

TUITTft)."

At the close of the speeches, we are told that the Heac

Master, at the request of the Bishops, announced the

addition of an extra week's holiday, which gratifying state

ment was "received with the vociferous cheers of the boy

present." After this announcement, which concluded the

business that was done rotunda ore, the guests, we learn,

retired to the house of the Head Master, where, the

reporter states,
"
an elegant .refection was prepared for

their refreshment."
This is very obviously the language of the schoolmaster

Tn the language of the school, they had
"
a jolly gocc

blow-out."

In the report of the proceedings ho is called the "high-master,
but we see nu cause for his being thus decapitated.

POLITICAL LOGIC. Household Suffrage is a conclusion

which follows from almost any premises.

POOD AVITHOUT FILTH.

THE Court of Probate and Divorce affords a deliverance to injured
husbands; but as yet there exists no remedy against a wrong of a
nature analogous to theirs, affecting the single as well as the married,
and both sexes alike. Paterfamilias, therefore, will have been delighted
at reading the following announcement in the Times :

" ADIJLTERATIOX OF FOOD. MR. SCHOLEFIELD, M.P., has revived his bill for pre-
venting the adulteration of articles of food and drink. Analysts will be ap]x>intcd
by vestries, district boards, and town councils ; and tradesmen, duly convicted of
the crime of corrupting the food of their fellow men, will be heavily fined, and
branded as adulterators, at their own expense, in the public newspapers. Scotland
and Ireland are not to enjoy the advantage of this beneficent law."

We hope that, having revived his Bill, the Hon. Member will be
enabled to maintain its vitality, so that, arriving at adult life, it shall

not, as an immature and infant measure, be included in the annual
Massacre of the Innocents, which, this Session, may be expected to be
unusually severe. If the provisions of this contemplated measure are
carried out, those which we are in the habit of consuming will be
divested of much that is prejudicial, and of not a little that is

poisonous. The mm of the British Public has been too long and too

extensively watered ; its brown sugar has been sanded to excess ; its

tobacco has been wetted without measure, and not without a vast
increase of weight ;

and the humbugs by whose orders these iniquities
have been perpetrated have gone on summoning their instruments to
"come up to prayers." Moral Scotland and Catholic Ireland are
exempt from the operation of MR. SCHOLEFIELD'S Bill ; as though its
author considered that the limit of possibility would be reached by the
enforcement of common honesty in England.

THE GEOGRAPHY OF LONDON.

Q. When in London, what do you call
"
Rotten Row ?

"

4. Having a row on the Thames.

A MANDAMUS TO MANAGERS.
MB. PUNCH has been often displeased by the omission, at the foot of

advertisements of plays, particularly operas, of a statement of the time

at which the performances commence. Many of Mr. Punch's readers

are country gentlemen and ladies, to whom this deficiency is a vexa-

tious nuisance. They are not, and do not know, and have no

sympathies with, habitual listeners to the Tratsiata and things of

that stamp, who know Opera hours better than Church hours ; but

they go to hear music, when there is
occasionally any to be heard, and

desire to make such dinner arrangements as will enable them to be in

time to hear the overture. This they, of course cannot do, if they do
not know when the performance begins. The assumption that every-

body does know this is simply false, and the neglect based upon it, is

a piece of affected flunkeyism. Mr. Punch must insist on the discon-

tinuance of the snobbish reticence on which he has felt called upon to

make the foregoing observations.

WIDE AWAKE AT WINCHESTER.
COMMENTING on a Report by the Inspector of Prisons for the

Southern District, the Morning Post says :

" Another species of punishment inflicted in the County Gaol at Winchester is

certainly illegal ; namely, that of depriving the prisoners of their sleep by keeping
them awake for several hours after their companions have retired to rest."

The Post detracts somewhat from the originality of this mode of

ingeniously tormenting, by observing that it was one of the varieties of

torture which used to be practised by the Inquisition. There cer-

tainly seems a rather ecclesiastical character about the barbarity in

use at Winchester Gaol, and there is no lack of clergymen in the

ancient and venerable city, to which that establishment appears to be
a disgrace, but, as sound Protestants, they all of course abhor the

Popish cruelty which forms part of Winchester prison disciplineprobably
because there are no Hampshire parsons among the Visiting Justices.

VOL. xxxvi. D D
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THE DEAR LITTLE SPANISH HAT.

OH, SO CHARMING, AND SO MUCH MORE SENSIBLE THAN A HORRID
BONNET !

Yes, on some people. PUNCH.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OP PARLIAMENT.

For the Week ending with the Anniversary of Waterloo. The Govern-

ment of LORD DERBY having been demolished at two in the morning
of Saturday, June llth, LORD DERBY himself went to the Palace

about half-past ten, to mention the fact to his Sovereign. It is due

to the respected EARL to say, that he resigned without any show of

wrath, and the sharpness with which he spoke to
_

his valet, and the

row that he made because his second-best hat was given him instead of

his Sunday one, were entirely attributable to his dislike at having to

get up at nine, when he had got to bed at three only. The QUEEN
received him with her usual kindness, and in the course of the inter-

view, during which ishe was, as usual, at work, she snipped off a tiny
bit of blue ribbon from a cap HER MAJESTY was making for a

squeaking-doll of PRINCESS BEATRICE'S, and presented the scrap to

the EARL, saying with a smile :

"
There is more, my Lord Earl, wnere

that comes from." This HER MAJBSTY herself was graciously pleased
to narrate to Mr. Punch, and therefore no Ministerial Peer can retort

upon the EARL the charge he made on the following Friday against
LORD GRANVILLE, of indiscreetly reporting what was said in the

Palace.

The QUEEN then, of course, sent for Mr. Punch, who, expecting the

summons, sat ready dressed, and was with his Sovereign in a few
minutes. What passed, Mr. Punch has obtained his QUEEN'S per-
mission to divulge, without which, sooner than let a syllable escape
him, he would have been talked to death by wild URQUHARTS.

The Queen. What is to be done, Mr. Punch? You know, as well as

I do, that those two old gentlemen will quarrel again in six months.

Upon my word, the trouble they give is quite aggravating. BEATRICE,
my love. Papa won't like your poking the scissors through his pictures
in the album.
Mr. Punch (going to the rescue'). Here, your Royal Highness, take

this book instead ; you may prick that with advantage, because you
will be putting a point into it. (Gives H.R.H. a splendidly bound copy

The Queen. Oh, that is too bad, and yet you are quite right. Well,
now, what do you say about a Ministry P Shall we deprive LORD
PALMERSTON and LORD JOHN RUSSELL of any pretext for quarrelling,
by appointing a Premier over them ?

Mr. Punch. The idea is an admirable one, Madam. But I do not
think that their Lordships will like to be deprived of that pretext ;

and
as for LORD JOHN, who is one of your Majesty's most cantankerous

subjects, I doubt whether he will consent to have his friend, the

Viscount, placed out of harm's way.
The

Queen. It will be very peevish of him to resist. But I have a

good mmd to try. The arrangement would be so much better ;
for it

is too bad to have my people disturbed with incessant changes. I
suppose that it is of no use asking you to be Premier ?

Mr. Punch. The faintest expression of your Majesty's remotest

wish is a command to me, Madam ; but I feel that I can serve your
Grace much better in Fleet Street than in Downing Street.

Tin' Qitceu. You can do anything admirably, anywhere and every-

where ; but be it as you wish. Name somebody most like yourself.

Mr. Punch. That is to say, your Majesty wants a puppet. I would

name LORD GRANVILLE.
The Q/teen (loaches a table-bell, and tJie Lord Steward of the Household

enters andprostrates himself). EXETER, send for LORD GRANVLLLB.

After some further conversation,'which Mr. Punch is not disposed to

reveal, he took his leave ; not without difficulty, for the PRINCESS

BEATRICE, who is a very affectionate little thing, insisted upon going
with him, and was diverted from her purpose only by Toby being left

for H.R.H. to play with.

LORD GRANVILLE came, and 'was ordered to make a Ministry. Of
course he went dancing off in high glee, telling everybody he was
Prime Minister of England, and pretending to walk statelily, for he is

capital fun (in his place). Of course he went to PALMERSTON, and

unfolded his views :

Lord Palmerston. Well, I am blowed !

Lord GranMle. But will you ?

Lord Palmfrston. Been to JACKY ?

Lord Graneille. You first, in course.

Lord Palmenton. If he will, I will 1 By Jove ! You ! Ha ! ha ! ha !

The Earl went off, and the good-natured Viscount whistled (he is

a great whistler) about thirty-six airs before he had got rid of his

amusement ; and at last LADY PALMERSTON sent in to know whether
he had been, by any accident, turned into a musical box. Meantime,
GKANVILLE went to LORD JOHN RUSSELL, and propounded.
Lord John. Shan't ! (Resumes GUMMING on lite Apocalypse^]
Of course, LORD GRANVILLE had nothing else to do but to announce

at the Palace that Mr. Punch's prophecy was more correct than

DR. CUMMING'S
;
and LORD PALMERSTON was sent for.

The VISCOUNT spent the week in going to people, or having them to

see him
; and, in the end a Cabinet was formed. LORD JOHN RUSSELL

is Foreign Minister
;
but his Chief could not help sending him, with

the Portfolio (there is no such thing), a little book called,
" How to

Speak French like a Native," which nearly broke up the new Ministry.

However, all went pretty well : three Dukes, SOMERSET, NEWCASTLE,
and ARGYLL, were secured, to make the thing respectable ;

and a couple of

Earls, GIIANVILLE and ELGIN, were also enlisted. BETHELL ought to have

been made Lord Chancellor ; but the fact is, that in the House of Com-
mons there is a sad want, of oratorical brains combined with sound law, on

the Liberal side
;
and the Solicitor-General, KEATiNG,is no great shakes;

besides which, there is something about the limitation of a Peerage to a

second son. So SIR RICHARD was induced to wait a little longer, and

LORD CAMPBELL was made Chancellor. And, O ye bucolic Squires, a

place, yea, the Presidency of the Board of Trade, was reserved for the

man, eyen RICHARD COBDEN, and the world has not dropped to pieces.

Homeric GLADSTONE is once more Chancellor of the Exchequer, and has

mentioned confidentially that he already sees three ways of increasing
our taxation, and will probably adopt them all. Of smaller men,
Mr. Punch demeans not himself to speak ;

let them appear in their

Parliamentary places.
The Whitsun holidays were on, and the Houses did not meet till

Friday. Then LORD DERBY mentioned that he had retired, and blew

up LORD GRANVILLE for going about talking of his interview with the

QUEEN. LORD GRANVILLE admitted that he had done wrong, but

pleaded that he had felt so uncommon cocky that he could not help

crowing. LORD BROUGHAM intimated that he had called upon the

QUEEN to give her advice, but should not say what it was. This is

Brag. What passed was this :

Lord Brougham. In the formation of a new Ministry, Madam, your

Majesty will no doubt
EXETER enters.

Exeter. Lunch is
ready, your Majesty.

The Queen. Now, my Lord, shall we (Rises).
Lord Brougham. I never eat lunch, Madam. (Leaves the Palace.)

It is of no use for noblemen to talk large, while Mr. Punch has his

Sovereign's confidence, which will be always. In the Common*.
MR. DISRAELI, Chancellor of the Ex-chequer, also said a few words oi

leave-taking, and Parliament rose until the following Tuesday.

Taking the Estimates.

IN estimating any one, it is certainly better to overrate than under-

rate, excepting with the tax-gatherer and Income-Tax commissioner,

and men of the like calling, with whom one would decidedly preler

being underrated.

THE VESSEL OF THE STATE.

THERE is one reason why we may venture to compare LORD
PALMERSTON to a pot-boy, which is that we have now at last got a

Minister who is likely to carry measures.
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EATEN UP WITH VERMIN
OK, MRS. JONES ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

HERE'S somethink to destroy
them nasty flies,

Ah, drat 'em ! and the fleas

and bobs to rout :

There 's stuff to pison rats,

and mice likewise,

And serve blackbeetles and
cockroaches out.

Thank goodness, we can kill

sich varmint cheap,
And make a riddance of their

nits and eggs ;

But ha! we han't a got no
means to sweep

Away them other varmint on
two legs.

Them foreign rebels, which
occasions war ;

Them there 's the reptiles, if

I had my will,

Which, for there is'none that

I do more abhor,
Like wopses, ants, or ear-

wigs, I would kill.

I wish they could be hunted
down with dogs,

Like foxes, which is kings to

sitch a crew ;

1 iiate 'em wuss than spiders, toads, or frogs :

1 loathe the good-for-notliing brutes, I &
"Tis all along of them we have to pay
The dreadful taxes which we feel so sore,

I'n cause thev shan't come over here some day,
Thievin' and murderin' on our native shore.

More ships more sojers is the constant cry,
And which it costs us millions to maintain,

And that 's the way the money goes whereby
Up goes the blessed Income-Tax again.

It do seem hard at peace when we would live

With all the world to be so heavy prest,
And not have no mix womiter to give,
And rid ourselves of sitch an oius pest.

With all your chemistry one would suppose
Some sort of comphysician you could (ind

To make short work of what I call the foes,
Like evil beasts, you may say, of mankind.

THE CROWNING OF KING HANDEL.

WHEN these words are made public the crowning of King HANDEL
will be but half complete, and there will still remain a chance for i

|

who wish to witness it. To the Crystal Palace Courts there is this

I
week added the Royal HANDEL Court. Enthroned in the great Tran-

! sept, King HANDEL "holds fit audience," and not "few" of his

admirers. Long before we write, the Coronation March of loyal sub-

jects has commenced. For months past there has mentally been heard,

by the quick-eared of us, a concerted pedal movement of all music-

loving people, assembling to do homage to the king of all composers.
From Paris and from Pimlieo, from New York and from Newmmster,
from Berlin and from Birmingham, from Clapton and from Canada,
crowds have eagerly been flocking from all points of the compass,
zealous to take part in the Sydenham celebration. The monarch of

music is there throned in kingly state, receiving at their hands the

laurel crown which is his due. From the top of the great organ a

century of homage and gratitude looks down on him. Mingled with
all reverence and homage for his genius, vent is given to the gratitude
which is fitly felt for it. If ever monarch

"
gave good gifts to men,"

King HANDEL did. Thousands dead, and thousands living yet, and
thousands yet unborn, have been and (let us hope it) will be bettered

by his works, l-'ur goodness, as for greatness, his works stand alone,
and are not to be compared to those of common potentates. Far more

enduring are his works than other king's works. The kings who built

the Pyramids could not construct such lasting monuments as King
HANDEL'S Meitwh, or Jail/. <. The works of Cherbourg are

accounted the Pyramids of France, and from their massiveness of

masonry are looked upon as lasting ;
but who for durability will ven-

ture to compare, them with the gigantic construction of the /W
Te Detem, or with the massive harmonies of Israel in Egypt? Such

stupendous works as these, in grandeur, far surpass the Pyramids.
There is by far more genius evolved in their construction than in the

erection or a myriad of Cherbourgs. King HANDEL'S works have their

foundations deeply laid in human hearts, and will long outlive mere
stones and bricks and mortar.

It takes a century, at least, to produce a man like HANDEL, and it

is but due that we keep fitly his centenary. With this
intent, King

Punch has wreathed a crown of laurels, and intends with his own
hands to place it in all reverence upon his brother HANDEL'S bust.

The ceremony will take pkce at the close of the performance ;
and

England expects that the cheers will blow the crystal roof off on Friday.

SLANG OF THE SUPERIOR CLASSES.

IN a list of Fashionable Arrangements for the Week, there was
announced the other day by the Post,

" Hos. AUGUSTUS and Miss MACDONALD MOEETON'S '
danse.'

"

Here again we have a questionable word between Faslu'on's favourite
inverted commas. In what does a danse differ from a dance, except in

being spelt wrong, (eh, MALJEESBUKY ?) if meant for an English
substantive ? May the inverted commas be taken to express an edi-

torial disclaimer of responsibility for the peculiar orthography of the
word? If the word is to be taken for French, why was the French
term used in preference to the English one ? Is the Frenchification of
the name of the thing signified intended to answer the same purpose as
the substitution of Latin in certain cases for the vulgar tongue ? Is it

designed to disguise the coarseness or
indelicacy of the thing? Its

effect, on the contrary, is rather to suggest somewhat of that sort ; and
the "danse" of those stylish persons, the HON. Aur.usius and his
fair relative, seems to bear an analogy to what would be described, in
a list of

"
Unfashionable Arrangements" which might be published

in a journal consecrated to the inferior classes, as a
"
hop."

"
They Lore, and They Ride Away."

APROPOS of LORD JOHN RUSSELL'S acceptance of the Foreign Office,
the Globe says he has recently been travelling in Italy,

"
for the purpose

of studying the Italian question in situ."

There is, then, tliis difference between LORD JOHN RUSSELL and the
Austrians : LORD JOHN attempts to study the Italians in] situ !

whereas, the Austrians content themselves with studying them in

EUCLID MADE EASY.

IN a Times report of a Mathematical Lecture lately delivered at

King's College, by PROFESSOR SYLVESTER, occurs the following passage
of interest to the sportive world :

" We aro told by those who recollect him, that MONGE could, by the turn of the
wrist, and by the shrug of the shoulders peculiar to hia nation, render the most
complex geometrical figure intelligible to his hearers."

Mathematics are a dry study ; but the above information suggests a
method by which they might be rendered a very amusing one. I magine
the sort of face that a man would have to make in order to express a

complex geometrical figure. Nothing perhaps can be well conceived
more calculated to excite violent laughter. Why should not the talent

of a MONGE be combined with that of a GRIMALDI ? Why should not

Cambridge Professors demonstrate the most complex mathematical

problems by making faces in which the lines of the countenance would
correspond to the diagrams ? What fun it would be if EUCLID could
be made easy through the horse-collar !

A DISCORD IN PSYCHOLOGY.

AT the City Sessions, the other day, a young gentleman named
JOHN GROVES, seventeen

years
of age, a clerk in the National Pro-

vincial Bank of England, pleaded guilty to an indictment for forging
and uttering an order for the payment of 1000 with intent to defraud ;

and, according to the statement of his counsel :

" It appeared from a letter which the prisoner had written to hia father, that he

(the prisoner) who had a pnssiou almost amounting to madness for music, committed
the forgery to enable him to proceed to Italy and study music."

We should like to know how far this young gentleman's excuse of a

violent passion for music is true. If he could counterfeit an order for

money, he could also tell a lie, and an extreme passion for an art so

intimately associated with the higher regions of the human mind as

that of music is, does not seem quite compatible with deliberate fraud.

It appears to us that a youth who really had any music in his soul

would be incapable of eitherj penning or uttering any false notes

whatever.
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THE OLD FOXHUNTER.
Flora.

"
WELL, RONALD ! AND HOW DO YOU LIKE ROTTEN Row ?

"

Ronald. "On, PRETTY WELL; BUT IT'S RATHER SLOW WORK TO A MAN WHO HAS BEEN ACCUSTOMED TO GO ACROSS COUNTRY,
AS I HAVE ALL MY LIFE !

"

TARPEIA. A WARNING.
As one Re Oalantuomo should write to another,

This letter, beneath his own broad British seal,

King Punch sends KING VICTOR EMMANUEL, his brother;
With best wishes for his, and Sardinia's weal.

With int'rest, dear brother, right honest and hearty,
We have watch'd the past progress of yon and your state ;

Seen Patriotism still vanquishing Party,
And teaching how e'en a small power may be great.

Each stout-hearted protest 'gainst Austrian pretension,
In our brotherly heart a quick echo has found ;

Each effort to solder Italian dissension,
Us to you, heart and hope, still more closely has bound.

From the foot of your Alps, Freedom's chosen dominion,
Shone your light joy to friend, rage and envy to foe

;

While the black Austrian Yulture expanded her pinion,
Like a death-shade o'er Lombardy, crouching in woe.

We trusted, we loved you ; we shared in your gladness,

Had the vulture made swoop 'ere the summons was spoken,
Shield 19 shield, sword by sword, we had stood, close allied,

Vulture-wines, vulture-talons, our onset had broken,
While Red Cross and Tricolor waved side by side.

But you waxed hot and hasty ; you bent to impatience,
'

You bade to your borders the might of the Gaul :

He needed no challenge : asked no provocations :

So eager to come, he scarce waited a call.

Shall Eagle be trusted to war upon Vulture ?

Bird of rapine against bird of rapine array ?

As well Light wed Darkness, Brute Force embrace Culture,
As Absolute Will second Freedom's essay.

Shall grapes grow on thorns ; or shall figs spring on thistles ?

Blame not those who ne'er look such strange fruitage to see :

What kin owns the wind, round your snow-peaks that whistles,

With the breath courtiers utter, bow'd head and bent knee ?

Be our wish what it may, 'twill not chase evil omen ;

We think of the legend of Rome's early day ;

Of Tarpeia, who opened the gate to the foemen,
Nor dream'd her that opened they first would betray.

She had seen the gold gleam by the well as she tarried

Of their bracelets ; to womanish longing she yields :

She would ope, for the gauds on their arms that they carried :

They promised ; they entered
;
she died 'neath their shields.

May the lot of Tarpeia from you be averted !

1 or your too easy faith may you ne'er have to blush :

When by these, your defenders, betrayed and deserted,
You find that the shields which should shelter, can crush.

Lord Derby's Garter.

ON the out-going Minister's step, some
Have made a ridiculous din, Sir ;

If you can't get blue ribbon at Epsom,
Why shouldn't you get it at Windsor.

TOXOPHOLITE.

THE EARLY RISING ASSOCIATION. The foreign funds must get up
precious early in the morning to get the start of the British Consols.
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BALM FOR THE WOUNDED.
H-B M-J-STY. "POOR LITTLE MAN. DID HE HAVE A NASTY TDMBLE ? HERE'S SOMETHING TO MAKE

HIM,ALL RIGHT AGAIN !"
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Delightfully Irish, 1S2

Derby-Day Statistics, 236

Derby Race (The), V25

Derby Stereoscope (A), 241

Difficulty at Washington (A), flg

Difficulty in the German Diet (A), 180
Dinner Time, 22
Discord in Psychology (A), 257
Disinterested Inquirer (A), 152
Divers' Performances, 220
Division of Profits (A), 99
Dockyard Rat (The), 142

Doings at Rome, 188

Donkey's Medical Guide (The), 128
Do you want Luxuriant Hair? 8
Dream of John Bright (The), 17
Dr. Epps

1

Infinitesimal Febrifuge, 1 1

Drops of Axiomatic Comfort, 51
EARLV Closing Parties, 57
Eaten up with Vermin, 257

Eaves-Droppings from the Easels, 177
Education in the Holidays, 77
Eland Laddie, 57
Election Rhymes, 20S
Election Song, 181

Emperor and a Subject (An), 31
Encumbered Estates' Act (The), 98
Enfield Hiflo (The), 200

England. France, and Italy, 57
English limners for Englishmen, 53

English I'hmers for Snobs, is
Entertainment in High Life, 211

Equity Tailors, 190
Erratum, 2!i

Euclid made Easy, 257

Example for Advertising Gents (AuX 73
Excelsio.
Exhibition of Rejected Pictures, 197
Experience of a Downing Street Letter
Bag (The). 238

Extraordinary Meeting of Whales, 21
Extreme Animal (The), 2
FACT worth knowing (AX 242

"Faggot Votes," 137

Falsity on the Face of all of them 1 150
Fashionable Vulgarism. 227
Fashion Books for Bahie-
Father of the, Owl (The), 199

Fellowship amongst Cups, 224

Fight for the Political Championship, 169

Filibusters, 80
Financiers and Fleabitea, 223
Fine Ideas, 38

Finger-post for Louis Napoleon (The), 209

Flattering Testimonial, 128
Flowers of Vestrydom, 111

Foggy Thoughts, 3

Food without Filth, 265

For Sale a Christian-like Parrot, 208
Fountain of (dis) Honour (The), -

Fox and Goose Story (A), 74

Friends to Back (The), 212
French Art, 99
GAMMON Boiled down like Spinach, 03

Gardener of Covent Garden (The), 94
(iava/./.i Kilt at Galway, l.

r
iLl

General Brand of Husbands (The), US
Gentle Remonstrance, 98

Geological Twelfth Cakes, 31
Give me my Hot Poker I 58

Giving Handel a Turn, :Mi>

Go-ahead Minister (A), 162
"
Going it like Vincke-ing," 222

Good Joke in a Law Court (A), S7
Good Sense at the Palace, 104
Government Prevention of Lenten En-

tertainments, 172
Great Blow to Buckram (A), 139
Great Political Debate, 168
Great Reform Meeting, 117
Green Men of the Church (The), 2

Gross Calumny on a Roman Catholic

Somebody, 43

Crowing Liberties of the Press (The), 122
(iuinea well Invested (A), 49
IlEAitTH of Insects (The), 69

Helpyourselves, Gentlemen oftheJewry, 3

Here we are at Rome, l.'il

Hint to an Old Party, 3:1

Hint to Distressed Uncles (A), 112

History of a City Company, 31

Honour to our Beadles, 99

Hopeful Characters, 29
Horrors of the Homblibustes (The), 51

Hot Water with America, 20
H.H.H. a Mystery, 225
How to gain Unanimity in Juries, 180
Hum of Drones (The), 2(i'P

Humours of an Oxford Election, 1S1

"Hung be the Heavens with White," 149
IDEAS of an Insular Clown, 159
Illiterate Men of Letters, 32
Ill-used Homoeopathists (The), 87
I'm a Skunk, 139

Impe'ratrice de la France etdela ModtM'Jl

Imperial French Porenpina (The), 74

Improved Parliament, 97
Ineditcd Drama (An), 201
Initials (The), 31

Ionian Members' Address to theThrone,91
Is Coal a Contraband of Wart 212
Isles of Greece 1 (TheX 99
Italian Quadrille (The), 22ti

JAPAN Outdone, 78
Jerome and his Clotil

.Jewel of Liberty (The 119

Jumping Jemmy, 21!

Jury Torture, 4
KIEP it Dry. 94

Kings in Elysium, 52
Kitchen and Parlour Magic, 143
LABOUR in Vain. 2iy

Ladies' last Hunt (The), 144
" Ladies' Trimming.
Lament by a True Blue M.P., 192
Lament of AJnaschar-ben-Isracl (TheX 207

Language of Flowers (The), 33

"Late Earthquake in Portugal (The)," 20

Latest Betting on the Political Course, 231

Lawyer's Petition (The), 112

Lawyer's Tear (The), 88
Lecture to Fast Men (A), ::;,.:

Legal Lunatic Logic, 62

Lesson for Aged Lovers, 123

Lesson for Lovers, 211

Letter from the Dean of Carlisle, 42

Lilliputian Pills, ISO
Line.; on an Auspicious Event, ,

f
>4

List of the New Ministry, 127

Literary Waif (A), 19J
Look out Ahead I 123

Look to your British Bulwarks ! 0'2

Lord Derby's Horace, 227
Lord Mayor in hU Glory (The), 163

Louis Napoleon's Pipe of Peace, 77

Lotus Napoleon's Right Hand. 224

MAGNANIMITY of our Militia, .sj

Malediction for the Money Market, 182

Malmesbury v. Mavor, and Disraeli .

Dilworth, 247
Mandamus to Managers (A), 255

Manning the Navy, 200

Many a True Word spoke in Jest, 212
Mass of Error (A), 251
Master Punch's Copy Book, 149
Materials for Louis Napoleon's Biography,

221
Matrimonial Weather Report, 70
Millennial Shells, 79

Milling Club, 170
Mind your Letters, 70
Ministerial Epitaphs, 102

Ministers Retired from Business, 78
Miracle on the Cards at Naples (A), 219
Mirror for Ladies, 110
Mitchel and Madness, 18
Model Prison (The), 28
Modern Olympians, 179
Monsieur Communique", 147

Morality Teaching by Example, 11

More Points to the Charter, 9
More Volunteers, 251
Mother Wit, 234

Mr. Burnum's Mission, 27
Mr. Punch and the Talking Fish, 90
Mr. Punch at the Post-Office. 178
Mr. Punch's Derby Prophecy, -Ju'i;

Mr. Punch's Police Court, 1">4

Mr. Punch's own Rifle Corps, 237
Mrs. Cardinal, 89
Mrs. Punch's Oration, 23

My Stars and Garters ! 245

Mysteries Above and Below, 120

Mystery Solved (A), 190
NAIVE Confession (A), 29
National Characteristic (A), 44, 148
Naturalist and Philosopher, 243
Neutral Advice, 193

Neutrality and War, 286
New Bondholders for Spain, 108
New Eccaleobion, or Duck-Hatching
Machine (TheX 198

Now Fact hi Ornithology (AX 98
New Imperial Titles, 236
New Naval Title, 198
New Picture Gallery (The), 38
New Political Creed (The), 82
New Vicar of Bray (AX 134
Nice Distinction (AX 41
Nice Lot of Incumbrances (A), SO
Noble Birth Extraordinary, 88
" No Followers Allowed," 220
Nonsense of the Nationalities (The), 88
" Not a Rap to choose between 'em,

"
227

"
Nothing to Eat !

" 109
Notice to Correspondents, 130
No-War Song (A), 226
ODE on a Pork Pie, 7
Official Pantomime, 88
Official Secrecy, 139
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One-Armed Organ-Crushers, 89
" On Horror's Head Horrors Accumu

late !

"
23

Organ of French Opinion (The), 87

Orthography and Spelling, 244
Our Admiralty Tinkers, 1:17
" Our Clever Young Men," 183
Our Defence of Tyrwhitt, Jo

Olu- Homeless Rich, S3
"Our Last Advices," 51

Our Peace and War Budget, 19S
Our Rifle Volunteers, 251

Our Treasures in the Deep, 103

Outrage in Essex (An), 243

Over Trading, 69
Oxford Laddie (The), 31

PAGODA Tree (The), 143

Pamphleteering, 83
Parchment Interest (The), 219
Parisian Gossip, 163

Parsons' Burlesque of Parliament (The), 78

Particulars of the Hussello-Palmerstouian

Alliance, 232

Passing for a Cornet, 14

Pastoral Simplicity, 119

Peculiar Animal Polarity, 118

Peers Condemned by Themselves (The), 21

Peril and no Parliament, ITS

Persecution. A Pastoral, 237
Pets for Petticoats, 143

Petticoat Protection, 19

Petticoats v. Pyrotechnics, 7
Phoebus in a Flask, 104

Physiognomical Notes on the Portraits at
the Royal Academy, 252

Pith of the President's Message (The), 2

Plum-Puddings in Peril, 98

Poking at the British Lion, 110
Polite Novelist (The), 211

Political Economy, 148
Political Poachers (The), 127
Political Weather (The;, 108 j

Poor Playgrounds, 233

Pope's Mosaic Work (The), 73

Pop Goes the Rifle ! 220

Popish Boys Playing with Fire, 139

Popular Barrister (The), 67
Port or Reputed Port, 167
Portrait of the Derby Ministry, 248
Presentations at Court, 214
Press and the Bar (The), 220
"
Press of Highly Important Matter." 19

Prevemible Diseases, 235
Prince of the British Church (A), 119
Professor Owen on Barnum, 93
Pro Hac Vice, 82
Promise Feeding, 212

Promising Performer (A), 160
Proverb Improved, 151
Punch and the People of England, 114
Punch on Party Colours, 222
Punch Right Again for the Millionth
Time ! Hooray ! 237

Punch's Election Intelligence, 18"
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 02, 72, tic.

Punch's Own Gazette, 73
Punch upon Cox, 179

I Pupil to his Parents (The), 234

QrEEii Company, 148

Questions for the City, 3
" RACK them with Aitches !

"
102

Railway Compensation, 103
Real Ugly Rush (The), 174
Real Scotch Romance (A), 10

Really Strong-Miuded Woman (A), 30
Reasons for Supporting LordJ Derby's
Government, 210

Reform at the Adelphi, (50)
Reform Bill (The), 107
Reform Bill is Coming, oh Dear ! (A), 81
Reformed Cabmen, 98

Refugee from Rome (A), 143
Remarkable Experience, 21

Representation according to Numbers,lS4
Representation of the Smith (The), 1J9
Results of Hippophagy (The), 18

Retaliation, 234
Retirement of the Wiscount (The), 1C4
Return of the Wiscount (The), 180
Reward of Juvenile Merit (The), 171
Eight Person in the Right Place (The), 219
Roebuck in French, 9
Romance of War (The), 247
Rondeletia, 89

Royal Academy over the Water (The), 7!)

SAGA of the Sea Lords and the Dragon of
Deofre (The). 107

Bale of a Gentleman at Large (The), 174
Sanctified Gammon, 221
Schoolmaster at Home (The), 255
Scots Wha Hae, 102
Seasonable Statistics, 24
Sensible Fashions, 04
Sensible Spread (A), 22i>

Sensible Wife (A), 78
Serious Hoax (A), 210
Serious Stable-Talk, 224

Shakspeare and Lord Campbell, 104

Short Phrenological Examination of a
Head (A). 2

Shower of Reform Bills (A), 130

Sights Worth Seeing in the Metropolis, 67

Simple Jews, 01

Simple Talk from Washington, mo
Slang and Sanscrit, 231

Slaug of the Superior Classes. 207

Sleeping British Lion (The), 104
Slow Returns and Small Profits, 10"

Sociality of Socialism (The), 71

Something like a Question, SS

Something like Education, 214

Song of the French Eagle (The), 138
" Sound High the Martial Strain," 71

Speedy Termination of the Reform De-
bate, 149

Spirited Composition (A), 252

Spread of Single Blessedness (The), 131

Stage of Foreign Politics (The), 67
Stanzas for the Sentimental, 11

State of Parties in Paris (The), 57
Sticking to his Colours, 224

Story of the Burns' Festival 59
St. Peter and the Pope, in
Strange Companions, 18
Straws to Tickle Fools with, 43

Street-Betting Nuisance (The), 150

Striking Dodge (A), 193
Stucco for the Softer Sex, 124
Subaltern on Brigade Duty (The), l'>0

Suggestions on Stomach Worship, 88

Superstitions, 119
Sum in Proportion (A), 235
"
Swallow, Swallow, flying South," :;S

Symptom of Dissolution (A), 127
TAP of Temperance (The), 157
Tarpeia A Warning, 258
Taxation and Representation, 103
"
Ten/Crown Office Row," 84

Terrible Poaching Affray, 124
Testimonial to Mr. Cox of Finsbury 208
Thames Pierage (The), 253

Theory against Practice, 157
The Ring, .'13

These Things .arc an Allegory, 213
Ticket for Soup (The), 93

Tight Boot (The), 29
To all whom it may Concern, 172
Too full of Beer, 70
To Members about to Visit their Con-

stituents, 177
To the Schoolmaster, &c., 10
Tribulation and Spanish Bonds. 228
Triumphant He-Election of Mr.Puneh, I'll

Turn-out in an Agricultural District, 152
Twelve Little Jockeys, 11)2

Two Breakfasts (The), 202
ULTRA-CREMDATORS, 20

Unequal Match (An), Kid

Uniformity of Measures, 107
Universal Favourite (An), 89
Up with the Butts, 201

Useful Lesson (A), 193
Use of the Admiralty (The), 177
VALENTINES to the Nose, 47
Van-Demon (The), 242
Venus in want of a Lady's Maid, 17

Very Popular Prince (A), 219
Vindication of a Worthy Vicar, ISO
Viscouut's Return (The), 220
Vive la Ligne ! 242
WAI.KKK Wanted at Court, 17:1

Weather last Week (The), 101
What a Dissenter is Condemned to, 01
" What are the Wild Waves Saying?

"
67

What is the World Coming to ''. 39
What may be Done in Fifty Years, 128
What 's his Little Game ? 101
What the old Sow says, 25:i

Wheels within Wheels, 103
Where is the .Man? 51

Who 's Where in 1859 ? 39
Who was the Genius ? 221
Wide Awake at Winchester, 255
Wild Horsnmn (The), 137
Woman for Kver I 54
Womanhood Suffrage, 138
Woman of Real Nerve (A), IS
Woman Steeled against Ridicule, '29

Word on the Model Republic (A), ::s

Work for Weak Intellects, 169
Working-Man Worship, 131
Wounded Honour, 243

LARGE ENGRAVINGS :-

ACT of Grace (An), 15

Anglers' Return (The), 205
Babes in the Wood, 2i7
Balm for the Wounded, 259
Uirdsofa Feather, 185
British Juryman Preparing for the
Worst (The), 5

Clumsy Groom (The), 135
J'erby the Return (The), 22M
Frantic Footman (The), 1M
French Porcupine (The), 75
Giant and the Dwarf (The), 239
Great Fondling Affray on the Liberal
Preserves, 125

Hint to the "Engaged Ones" of Eng-
land (A), 216

Homeless Poor (The), 35
Last Pantomime of the Season (The),115London Bathing Season (The), 249
Alcu for the Fleet, 195
Naval Reform, 85
Quaker and the Bauble (The), r>5

Queeu in her Store-Room (The 1 ii5
Real Ugly Rush (The), 175
Reform Snap-Dragon, 25
Street up Again (The), 165
Supporter! of tnu "

Working Man," 14
Torch of Hymen (The), 65
Very Greasy Pole (A), 45
Who will Rouse him? 105

SMALL ENGRAVINGS :-

ADVANTAGE of Taking a Short Cut
through a, Court, 233

Alarming Proposition, 150
Artist's Dream (An), 17S
At Aldershot-a Rather Difficult Man-

leuvre, 213
Block on the Bridge (A), 221
Broad Hint (A), 128
Broom versus Brush, 198
Candid, 245
Choleric Old Gentleman, CS

Compliments of the Season (The), 110
Corps of Volunteers (A), 22.S

Cupid at Sea, 164

Day very late in the Season (A), 144
Dear Little Spanish Hat (The), 256
Delicate Test, 224
Domestic Economy, 1 1 4
"Do you think I 'ra a Aggrohat 1

"
20S

Dreadful for Young Oxford, 200

Driving Home from the WaJi, 30
Effects of a Wet Easter, 188

Fascinating Gent and Little Girl, 80
Flunkeiana, 194
F. M. Punch Sympathises with the
poor (!) Italian Organ-Grinder, !!04

Fred and the Diamonds, 108
" Gentlemen Riders allowed Five
Pounds," 124

Glass of Madeira (A), 73

Going to the Ball, 111
Grand Burns' Festival, 54

Happy Notion (A), 131
Home for the Holidays, 181

Horse-Laugh (A). 225
Hour before Dinner (The), 130
" How Old is your Pony, Fred? "

210
Inconvenience of new Pipes, 133
In the Park, 248
"

It Wani't me A-hollerin'," 212
Juvenile Etymology, 20
Keen Eye lor Business (A), 18
"Ketch my Donkey, that's a good
Chap," 74

Little Bit of Park (A), 171

Marry on 300 a-year, 5:1

Master Alfred Invited to Tea, 41
Master Tom and Grandma, 189
Master Tom and his Tool-box, 40
Moderation, S4
Mr. Blobbins's Stereoscopic Studies, 152
New Italian Rifle-Barrel Organ(The),2D2
Next Election for the Governorship of

a City (iaol, 190
Not a Bad Notion, 255
" Now then, old Turnip-tops," 14
"Oh! Look 'ere, Jim! Here's a
Swell," 170

"Oh! What a Humbug ! 180
Old Foxhunter (The), 25S
Old Streekie at the Sea-side, 254

Opera for the Million, 201

Ornament for the Fire-Stove (A), 228
Our Future Staff, Hid
" Our once FaeetiousContemporary," 51
Oxford is Becoming Cosmopolitan, 151

Pleasing Prospect, 44
Political Prospects, 232
Portrait of a Gentleman Before and
After taking a Course of Punch, 33

"
Pretty Sight, Ain't it, Charley?" 64

Quiet Look at the Country (A), 140

Railway Collusion (A), 4

Returning to School, 70
Road (The), 23,\ 24 I

Rooti-Tooit I 've got Cher ! 8

Scarcely a Delicate way of Putting it, 21
Scene in a Refreshment Room, 161
Scene on Board H.M.S.

,
1)1

Servo him Right, 24

Sisterly Love, 235
Skeleton Somewhere in every House, 101
Sketch in the House of C mm ns'

Sm k ng-Room (A), 81

Smart, for the Eastern Counties, 10

Sporting Intelligence, 184

Stodge goes to Give a first Lesson, 160

Strong-Backed Car (A), 154

Symptoms of Han I Heading, 134
Tender Point (A), 174
Thin End of the Wedge (The), 71
"
Though lost to bight to Memory
dear," l:!3

Too Much! 34

Trying it on, 11

Unexpected Pleasure (An), 148
"

Veil, Bill, ynr are a Swell," 28
Vive le Sport ! 94
" We can both Swim," 120
" Where there's a Will," 00
" You needn't be Afraid, Ma'am," 104
"You've no call to be Afeard of my
Dawg, Marm," 158

Zealous Shoe-Black, 121
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A NNIIIILATING, without an effort, some weeks ot time, MR. PUNCH presented himself at the door

UL of the Congress of Paris, 1860.

The door did not fly open at his approach, but a herd of dukes, sentinels, marquises, porters,

counts, gentlemeu-in-waiting, and other menials on guard, prostrated themselves before him, and abjectly

begged that he would retire, as it was as much as their lives were worth to suffer any intrusion upon
the Conclave.

" Your lives ! Retire ! Intrusion ! Ha ! ha !

"
exclaimed his Serene Haughtiness, with a glance of

flame that instantly scorched up all their tinsel stars and gold fripperies into unhandsome shrivel.
"
Away, Canaille !

"

Only the giant HOMER (through GEORGE CHAPMAN) can worthily narrate the next terror. Even
as the godlike Hector, coming before the massy substance and the stupendous frame of the Grecian gate,

did heave up an immeasurable stone, and send it thundering through the planks with forceful sway, did

the immortal PUNCH. Raising in the air an awful Volume, morally speaking,
*

" It was so huge a one,

That two vast yeomen of most strength, such as these times beget,

Could not from Earth lift to a cart, yet he did brandish it

Alone (Saturnius made it light) and swinging it as nought,
He came before the planky gates that all for strength were wrought,
And kept the post twofold they were, and with two rafters barred,

High, and strong-locked. He raised the Tome, bent to the hurl so hard,

And made it with so main a strength that all the gates did crack,

The rafters left them, and the folds from one another brake ;
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The hinges piecemeal flew, and through the fervent little Rock

Thundered a passage, with his weight the inwall his breast did knock;

And in rushed PUNCH, as fierce and grim as aw stormy night,

His brass arms round about his breast reflected terrible light."

And there, in mute astonishment and dismay, sat the Congress, cowering as the tremendous apparition

broke upon the Members. The very feathers of their pens stood on end with terror, and the ink turned

pale in the silver staudishes.

" So !

"
said MR. PUNCH. And as that stern eye slowly traversed from face to face, the agitation

became general. Only the Lion of Britain, of all there assembled, gazed calmly upon his great, yet

terrible friend, and winked a welcome.

In the midst of them all, there, upon the velvet-covered Council Board, had descended the mighty
Tome. They looked at it as men might regard a suddenly alighting bombshell this instant an iron

sphere, the next, an iron storm.

Yet there was a difference in their bearing. Restraining himself, by a strong will, the Elected

of the Millions sat, silent as the Sphynx. The Austrian muttered Latin invocations taught him by his

Jesuits. The Russian shuddered as he thought of Sebastopol and its feu d'enfer. The Prussian glanced

,it the door, but then bore himself manfully. The Sardinian half moved to dash his plumed hat upon
the book, but forbore. The POPE bonneted himself and bewailed aloud in a " holy sorrow." For the

rest, they were simply flabberghasted.

" Listen !

"
said MR. PUNCH. For the only time in his life he spoke needlessly. They were intent

as "the trapped creature that hears the hunter coming up the path."

" You are here to adjust the Affairs of Europe," proceeded MR. PUNCH, in a voice that sank deep

into every bosom.

" Before you Dare to take them in hand, take MY Counsels to your hearts. There are my
Counsels !

" He pointed to the Tome that lay before them. " At your peril neglect this, and I will

brand your Congress in such sort that no lapse of Ages shall wear out my fire-mark. Be wise !

"

He turned, and departed. But he left upon the Congress Board his



PAGE OF POSTERITY'S POSSIBLE PENNING.
(FROM THE HISTORY OF THE VICTOKIAN AGE.)

"THE entire invading army, consisting of 239,572 soldiers of all arms.
L

having been destroyed to a man, the vinandieres, after much kind

treatment, having been divided among the London managers of theatres,
for operatic purposes, and the captured Emperor of France and Italy

having, at his own request, resumed his place as a London policeman,
the people had leisure to note the various episodes of the campaign.
Among the most brilliant of these were the deeds performed by the

Chancery Lane Rifles, playfully termed by the public the Old One's
Own. From the veneranle Scotch Chancellor down to the smallest

office-brat that chewed the dusty wafers in the absence of the superior
clerks, all were inspired with martial ardour. Taking as their motto
Cedat amis toga, they entirely neglected all law business, to the great
benefit of mankind, and mustered daily for hours of incessant rifle

practice, "
High on bleak Hampstead's swarthy moor."

MACACLAY.

When the news came that the French army was embarking, the
C. L. R. begged for the post of honour, and, being accustomed to public

speaking, they made such effective appeals that the gallant Com-
mander-m-Chief yielded, unable to resist the stream of oratory. It

having been resolved to permit the invaders to land before attacking
them, Ramsgate was handed over to the legal riflemen, and during the

period that elapsed while the French were recovering from their sea-

sickness (basins and chloroform drops were humanely supplied by the

English) the lawyers, rather than lose time, addressed themselves to

reforming the extortionate harpies who let lodgings at the above sea-

port. Before the enemy was well enough to come ashore, these

unprincipled persons had been so taken in hand by the shrewd and
determined lawyers, that several were known to ask not more than
five times the fair price for their apartments, and it is said that some
of them abstained for nearly the whole season from plundering their

lodgers to any appreciable extent. But the disembarkation was at

length effected, and when the two hundred and thirty-nine thousand
five hundred and seventy-second soldier was breaking his shins against
the wet steps of the steep ladder in the harbour, the C. L. R. withdrew
to the defile allotted to them, and calmly awaited the foe.

They had not to wait long. Performing a march expressly composed
by M. JULLIEN for the occasion, and called Mori aux Anglais, a body of

!

trumpeters led the way to triumph. These were followed by a splen did

] body of picked cavalry, flourishing their swords, and uttering the most
demoniacal threats to extirpate everj; man in the Infernal Isle, and

j
carry the

"
blond Misses

"
into captivity.

"
We'll just leave thae

j
trumpetin' bodies to the women folk," said the brave old Chancellor,

cocking,
"
Yon's our game ;

" and as he spoke, a conical bullet from
his rifle sent the foremost cavalryman to the ground.

" One to the

Woolsack," said the merry SERJEANT MURPHY, firing at a tremendous
ruffian who went down with an oath that might have been heard a

mile off, at the same moment that his right hand man dropped, shot in

the nose by LORD BROUGHAM, who also extemporised a Latin epitaph
for him, of which all but ninety-six lines were unfortunately lost in

the crackling of the fire, which now hissed hot and hot from every
point of ambush. Not a shot but told, and the value of the admirable

drill and patient practice to which educated volunteers submit, was
marvellously exemplified. CHIEF JUSTICE COCKBURN potted his man
at three-quarters of a mile, and the fine shooting of his successor in

the C. P., CHIEF JUSTICE ERLE, was applauded by the whole army as

much as his elevation was by the whole public. ATTORNEY-GENERAL
BETHELL loaded and fired with a rapidity and precision which were

perfectly appalling, the learned advocate's face wearing all the time the

quietest smile, as if he were doing nothing particular ;
and SOLICITOR-

GENERAL KEATING came out with practice that astonished everybody."
KEATING'S Lozenges don't agree with French constitutions, ape-

riently," said SERJEANT PARRY, discharging a large rifle with immense
effect.

" Then we '11 try JAMES'S Powder," replied the witty Member
for Marylebone, drawing his trigger. "Very well answered for the

Crown," said MR. BODKIN, giving an enemy the quietus, which Hamlet

says bodkins can so easily give.

Wit, in short, flashed as fast as weapons, and the furious cavalry,
thinned by an invisible enemy, raved and stormed, and swore more

atrociously than ever, and now vowed to eat their enemies as well as

kill them. But the legal storm of arrowy shower came on thicker, and
the savage assailants dropped like leaves before the winds of autumn.
The veteran LYNDHURST knocked down two wretches at one shot, and a
similar feat was performed by MR. JUSTICE HILL, and MR. BOVILL, Q.C.
A ruffian, who happened to bend beside his horse's neck, at that moment
received a ball from the elegant silver-mounted rifle of MR. HCDDLE-
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STONE, and horse and rider -went down together. The Irish ATTORNEY-GENERAL,
FiTZ&KK.vui, with ;\ rifle bent to shoot round a corner, made great carnage in the

rear ranks, and MR. WHITESIDE, after breaking off the triggers of eight guns,
in his rage with the enemy, was persuaded to take things a little easy, and then

le terrible slaughter. SIR HUGH CAIRNS fired unceasingly with tremendous

effect, and MR. ROEBUCK, though anathematising his gun-maker as an ass, his

powder-maker as a fool, and his bullet-maker as a thief, managed to knock off his

men with extreme accuracy. SERJEANT BALLANTINE calmly disposed of a couple
of dozen rascals with extreme neatness, and MR. M. CHAMBERS did as much
execution as the ancient artillery bearing the same name as himself. "Here
Chambers discharged," said his next man, MR. HAWKINS, quoting a Shaksperiau

|
stage direction, and firing with fatal effect. Quoting is contagious, "Souls and
bodies have I divorced three," said Sin CRESSWELL CRESSWELL, making it four as

he spoke.

Then, as the cavalry, reduced to a tenth of its numbers by the L. C. R.'s

|

terrible fire, wheeled iu dismay, and turned upon the advanced guard, which recoiled

with terror, the most splendid deed of the day was done. FIELD MARSHAL
PUNCH, who had been watching like an eagle, suddenly drew his sword, and like

'

ACHILLES, shouting to the skies, rushed

THE UNEDUCATED SECTION OF SPIRITS.

JUDGE EDMONDS.
who is a most bigoted
believer in spiritual-

ism, iu writing about
the spiritual alphabet
(the letters of which,
like those carried by
a postman, are seem-

ingly delivered by a
series of raps), tells

us:
" There were embarrass-

ments about it. ti'-me-

titnes. whim the spirit li:id

not learned to read, it could
not spell out words. Some-
times, .when its education
had been poor, it would
spell wrong ; and some-
times, when unacquainted
with our language, it could
not frame a sentence in

English."

Precisely like our
attaches and young
May-fair diplomatists.

They also have a diffi-

culty in
"

spelling

words;" their educa-
tion has likewise been
"
poor," the young

martyrs of LINDLEY
MURRAY entering life,

generally, with a more accurate knowledge of the parts of a horse than of the parts
of speech ; they are equally

"
unacquainted with our language

"
and, as the Civil

Service Examiners can testify, labour under the painful infirmity of not being
able to "frame a sentence in English." LORD MALMESBURY should take these
poor devils of illiterate spirits under his protection. Perhaps he could justify
their want of spelling, and would contend that these spirits were none the less

pure for being adulterated with a little bad English. Attaches, who have been
rejected in this country, should go to America, and turn spiritualists. With
their qualifications, they would doubtlessly find the humbug a most profitable
"medium" of making money. They might, in contradistinction to the spirits
of home manufacture, set up as "SPIRITS, SEAT AS IMPORTED."

THE LOGIC OP INTERVENTION.
" THRICE is he armed that hath his quarrel just." VICTOR EMMANUEL'S quarrel

being just, the chances on his side against that of Austria are three to one;
and his,

_ accordingly, is the stronger side. But generosity always prefers the
weaker side

; therefore, if the British nation is generous, it will choose that of
Austria. The side of Austria will thus become the stronger side. But miaht is

right ; consequently^we shall be on the right side: therefore our quarrel will be
armed ; thus in that state of dignity and defencejust : therefore we shall be thrice ;

which is the becoming attitude of this great country. True, when our own
becomes the stronger side, other generous nations, if there are any, will then take
the part of our enemies

; but that will not signify, so long as we are able to take
our own part, and set the rest of the world at defiance.

THE TEAH AND WEAR or TREATIES. A French paper recommends that the
treaties of 1815 should be torn up, inasmuch as they are not worth the paper on
which they are written. According to this, they would seem to be of no more
value than an Austrian bank-note.

ESTIMATES AND AHMED NEUTEALITY.
AJR " Marlbrook."

OH ! keep up our defences,
Of which the due expenses,
A people iu their senses
No jot would wish to spare.

But so adjust taxation,
For this unhappy nation,
That cruel confiscation,
No class shall have to bear

;

Make each man pay his share
;

Of that take very good care
;

But deal in equal measure,
With everybody's treasure,
Tax Labour less than Pleasure,
By compass and by, square.

With mournful satisfaction,
We yield to fair extracton
Of cash, but gross exaction,

Is more than we can stand
;

Too long have we groaned under
Downright financial plunder,
With patience quite a wonder,
To every foreign land

;

Now justice we demand,
You Ministerial band ;

We 're tired of its denial,
Endured with loud decrial,
Now you are on your trial,

Have you no able hand ?

Must we since taxes never
Will cease be robbed for ever ?

Are none of you so clever
You rulers of the State,

Our cost as to apportion.
Without extreme extortion,
Upon us in consortion,
As vestries raise a rate ?

Is such a task too great ?

Can you not estimate
With some approximation,
Each subject's obligation,
With right in moderation,
Not wrong_inordinate ?

In Baker Street instead of Downing Street.

A STATUE, described as a portrn it-model, has been
erected to MR. BRIGHT. The material of which this work
of art consists is highly plastic, and has the further advan-
tage of susceptibility of colour. It is, in fact, composed of

wax, and is situated^ in MADAME TUSSAUD'S Exhibition.
MR. BRIGHT may derive consolation for his lack of a seat
in LORD _PALMERSTON'S Cabinet from the acknowledg-
ment of his greatness signified by the proud position which
has been accorded to him in TUSSAUD'S Temple of pub-
licity and fame.

A The Dansant.

HIGH diddle diddle,
The French and the fiddle,

The tray took round the bohea ;

Cup, saucer, pot, urn,
About did turn,

And there was a dancing tea !

Arithmetic at Three o'clock in the Morning.

Gent (who is not one of the ,nott vpriylit ///'

sobriety). Cabbie, whatch your number ? I 'm resholved to

punish yer. I say, whatchs your confounded number ?

Cabman. There it is, Sir, You may see it for yourself
it 's plain enough 888 three 8's, Sir.

Oent. Three eights, you say ? All right three tirnesh.

eight is stwenty-four all right.

\_Pitts down 21 /// hix Hii'iiiomndiim-book, and goes away
HI itltcritiy indistinct vows about

"
I'llshumuionyou !

"
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HOW TO DRESS OUR RIFLEMEN.

EVER zealous as he is to encourage a good cause, and in every way
to strengthen oiur national defences, Mr. Punch would be the last, to

ridicule our Rifle Clubs, or to poke fun at the patriots
who are

enrolled as volunteers. But he cannot avoid noticing that, judging
from the letters which have reached him and the Times, by far greater

anxiety is felt throughout the country on the subject of the dressing
than the drilling of our riflemen: and that the forming of a corps is

thought of vastly less importance than its uniforming. More care and

thought seems taken that our volunteers should look effective on

parade, than that they be made efficient in their practice. In fact,

lady-killing seems to be the chief destruction aimed at
;
and many of

the suggestions which have been lately sent to him, Mr. Punch inclines

to
fancy

must have been penned by tailors. As specimens of the taste

which has been nationally displayed in the devising of a dress, Mr.
lias only space for the following leash of letters :

"
Verily friend Punch, these be parlous times. The evil Spirit, War,

is moving Sons of Belial to beat each other's brains out. Peradventure
there be men whose heads are empty as their pockets, and who have
as few brains as they have halfpence to be knocked out. But, truly,

thou and I, friend Punch, ean ill afford to lose our moneys or our heads,
and we need to use the latter for protection of the former. I am a mau
of peace, but I have bought a rifle, and I can hit a half-crown at above
two hundred paces. I love
all men even foreigners
for are

they
not my brethren ?

But if my brethren smite me,
shall I not in brotherhood re-

turn to them the compliment.
"
Thine, in all sincerity of

spirit,

"EPHRAIM BROADBRIM."

"Poifscriptum. What
thinkest thou, friend Punch
of my device for a new dress r

To the coat of ancient date
I have, for sake of freedom,
joined the modern '

knicker-

bockers.' The hat is copied
from one worn by DRAW-
THE-LoNG-Bow BROADBRIM,
an ancestor of mine, who was
a fighting-man in NOLL'S
time. The broadbrim, as

you see, serves well io shade
the eyes, and will in wet
weather do instead of an
umbrella. The workbox worn
in front is meant in war time
to hold cartridges, but when
used in times of

; peace, on
practice or parade, will serve with equal handiness to hold cigars or

a, sandwiches. I mean the suit to be of drab, which,
as friend BRIGHT shows us, is a thorough fighting
colour."

" MAJOR PIPECLAY presents his compliments
to Punch, and begs to forward a rough sketch
of a dress which MAJOR PIPECLAY has invented
for a Rifle Corps, and which, he feels per-
suaded, will be nationally adopted. That our
volunteers may look as smart and soldier-like as

possible, MAJOR PIPECLAY thinks their uniform
should in most respects be similar to that worn
by the Regulars. A stiff and tight-sleeved tunic,
with cramping shoulder-knots and cross-belts:
trousers scanty in the seat and baggy on the
boots : the regulation leather stock, and the hot
and heavy shako : form a dress, which in the

eyes of the best military authorities, is more
suited for a soldier than any other suit. It com-
bines ease with elegance in a most marked degree,
and clearly serves not less for ornament than use.
The drooping plume is an addition of MAJOR
PIPECLAY'S own inventing, and will assist the

taking aim, as it will serve to shade the eyes,
although it may be feared that it will now and
then get into them. Another of its uses is,

that it effectually conceals the face, which
when the corps is ambushed will be [of marked

advantage to them."

I say, Punch, old Cock, BOBBY JONES and I have been and joined
a Rifle Club, and we are rather in a fix about the dress one ought to

sport. You sec, this is a free country, and every man may wear what

toggery he likes : and as the Government have said nothing not to

nobody about uniforms, of course every corps of Riflemen is left to

choose its own. Now, the thing one wants to aim al, is to hit off

something neat and not the other thing, you know ;
for if one comes out

extensive and makes one's

self conspicuous, one 's as

certain to be
'

potted
'
as

a stale Yarmouth bloater.

But the dress I "ve been

concocting will allay all

fear of that. Just cast

your eye on this i/i/fti-i/m/it/'

sketeh of it, :

"There ! I question if

you'd knock off a more
quiet style than that; and,

excepting the buff boots

(which 1 own to having
cribbed from a drama at

the Vic.), it's all my own
invention ; all quite

' new
and original,' as they say

lish farces, when
copied from the

French. Of course the
colours may be worn ac-

cording to the taste and
'!' the wearers. I

should myself suggest that

the coat be a pea-green
one with blue and yellow-

facings, the trousers
either plum or cherry-
coloured a la H. R. H.'s

Own, buff boots as afore-

said, with lavender silk linings, and the hat light brown or grey, with
a pink or purple plume. As to the rifle and accoutrements, they are
of course of quite a secondary importance, and one may therefore
leave them to be furnished by the Government. I would, however,
adopt the hint which I saw lately in the Times, that every Volunteer
should be armed with a long spear, in order to defend himself when
coming to close quarters. The object of a Rifleman is to keep himself
as much out of sight as may be, and to be quick in his movements
from one ambush to another

;
and the dress I have suggested, with

the addition of the lance and a rifle made as cumbrous as the Govern-
ment can make it, will most admirably serve for both of these require-
ments. A showy uniform like this, too, would be sure to please the
ladies : and that, I take it, is what nine men out of ten of us are

clubbing for. So, give your orders, gents, while the tailor 's in the

room, and if you don't look nobby 'taint the fault of
" CHAKLEY WOBBLES."

"WHAT NEXT, AND NEXT!"
Lines written on the Present by one of the Late Ministry.

WONDERS, 'tis clear, will never cease :

The Bottleholder's cry is
"
Peace !

"

GLADSTONE, a figure great who ought
To cut, is to a cypher brought.

Exchequered once, it something new is

To see Home Sec. SIR CORNEWALL Li.\vis.

SIR BENJAMIN no labour shirks,
Yet heads the Board of Words not Works.
When betters for the stakes have raced,
One wonders to see KEATING "placed."
The forward BETHELL is thrust back,
And canny CAMPBELL gets the sack !

King Log is thought for India good enough,
So in their State-Sec, they '11 find WOOD en

The heavens are "hung with black," one tecs,
NEWCASTLE'S susper CW-onies.
More wonders yet (bring me some sherbet !)

The Sec. at War is peaceful HERP. ;

The coat of office hangs the ribs on
Of the late kicked-out MILKER GIBSO.V.
COBDEN has joined the Cabinet,
And Punch may see LORD JOHN BRIGHT yet !

INS AND OUTS. We are warranted in stating that LORD CIIELMS-
PORD has got the Sack, and also in saying that LORD CAMPBELL has

got the Woolsack.
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Mrs. Tongs.
"
LOR, ADOLPHUS ! How BEAUTIFUL THOSE BEANS SMELL !

"

Adolphus (probably in the hair-cutting line). "THEY DO INDEED, MY LOVE! THEY REMIND ONE op THE MOST DELICIOUS "Am OIL!'

AN END OF FALSE IMPRISONMENT.
THE result of a late trial 'in the Court of Queen's Bench seems to

show, that the inspection to which private lunatic asylums are at

present subject is insufficient to prevent the occasional incarceration in
those establishments of persons of tolerably sound mind. Hence arises
the question, how to secure inspectors vigilant enough to look sharp,
and see that, in the mad-houses which it is their business to supervise,
nobody that has a right to go loose is shut up. There are also asylums
of a somewhat different nature from those which lunatics are confined
in, namely, convents and nunneries, the inmates of which have
voluntarily subjected themselves to perpetual imprisonment, in some
cases, it is stated, accompanied with private whipping. Some of the
persons who have taken this step, sometimes, there is reason to believe,
subsequently repent of it, and wish to get out

;
and are then detained

against their will. The bare possibility of this case renders it desirable
that conventual institutions should, like retreats for the deranged, be
placed under the superintendence of proper officers. All proposals to
this end, however, have hitherto been resented as insults by those who
believe, 9r pretend to believe, that all monks and nuns are satisfied
with their condition, and that all superiors of those fraternities and
sisterhoods are incapable of maltreating the people who are in their
power.
Now, an arrangement for the inspection of monastic houses might

be divested of aught insulting by a simple expedient, which is sug-
gested by their aspect in relation to lunatic asylums. Let keepers of
the latter institutions be the inspectors of the former

; and, vice versa,
let abbots and abbesses, or ecclesiastics delegated by them, be
empowered to overhaul the private Bedlams. By this natural system
of give and take, bear and forbear, affront would be precluded, and
mutual jealousy and suspicion would ensure the result that no sane
person would be immured on either side in a state of durance vile and
false imprisonment.

PARLIAMENTARY SCHOOL TOR LITTLE STATESMEN. Spare the
Whip, and spoil the Child. Sir Wm. Hayter.

CARTRIDGES TO BITE AND SWALLOW.
Too much attention cannot be paid to the following question of the

Times :

" What can become of soldiers who, like the Austrians before the Battle of

Magenta,
'
for fifty hours did not get even so much as a piece of bread ?

' "

What are locomotives without fuel ? Stationary. What are horses
without corn ? Slow. What are any number of 'guns without ammu-
nition? Hollow cylinders. And what are ever so many soldiers

without sufficient food ? Food and poor food for powder. There is

too much reason to fear that one well-fed Frenchman could lick three

Englishmen in an advanced stage of starvation; and though our
English ancestors won Agincourt upon very reduced rations, it is not
to be hoped that their descendants would be equally fortunate on a
similar occasion, if

"
these English

"
were

"
shrewdly out of beef."

A NEW COMIC CRY.

IT seems that four Irishmen occupy seats on the English Judicial
Bench. A Scotchman, also, sits on the British Woolsack. Now, we
are half inclined to get angry, and to declare as loudly as any dema-

gogue that this is a little too bad ! We have already had the cries of

"Injustice to Ireland" and "Injustice to Scotland," until it has

become tiresome to laugh at either the one or the other. We think

u;e will change the humour a bit, by trying to raise the cry of
"
Injus-

tice to England." It strikes us that a great deal of fun might be got
out of that cry, and if our Scotch and Irish friends would only be kind

enough to take the matter seriously, and fancy that we were in earnest,
the fun would be materially increased. We shall put a few dozen rods
into the briniest pickle forthwith. We are not going to sit down
quietly in our arm-chairs, and see England overrun with a set of

foreigners. Why don't they stop in their own country ?

A ROMISH MIRACLE. To speak well of a Protestant country.
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NON-NATURAL FATHERS AND MOTHERS.
RAXSPOBTED with pleasure,
Mr. Punch notices a glimmer-
ing of sense and reason in the

proceedings of Convocation.
In the Lower House, the other

day, among the notices of mo-
tion given, there was at least

one judicious and praiseworthy
proposal, namely,

' That an alteration be !

. !i canon, which pr.nitHts pa-
rents from being sponsors to their
own children."

The change in an ;

and vexatious regulation thus

contemplated will be a real

blessing to the Paterfamilias

of the future. The necessity
of procuring godfathers and

godmothers at least of pro-

curing god-fathersis at pre-
sent one of the greatest diffi-

culties of Paterfamilias's posi-
tion. It obliges him to ask
favours of a number of per-
sons who are mere acquaint-
ances for what Paterfamilias

with even a moderate family
has intimate friends enough
to suffice his needs respecting
the font ? It therefore involves

the admission of comparative

j
strangers into an intimacy which may be unpleasant. The foolish usage which requires that
he who stands sponsor shall also stand what, is vulgarly called Sam, as for instance, by
forking out spoons, aggravates the annoyance of having to make such requests. If the

'

spoons were customarily wooden, or the cup which is their alternative, crockery-ware, as

i they should be if intended to be symbolic and appropriate, the delicacy of Paterfamilias
I would be spared for this matter; but Society demands that the vicarious renunciation of

\
pomps and vanities shall be signalised by tokens of a material not meaner than silver : and

! Materfamilias would be disgusted with the shabbiness that would dream of anything else.

So Paterfamilias has, in effect, to ask men on whom he feels that he has no sort_of churn, to

present his children with plate. This is not pleasant to any gentleman." To ask for a gift of money or money's worth, however, is ten times less repugnant to the

feelings of a gentleman endowed with conscience plus the sense of honour, than to request

I

another gentleman to promise and vow that which he cannot possibly perform. Godfathers
and godmothers might as well promise that their godchildren shall be taught Hebrew, as

promise to "see that they receive a Christian education. The actual parents of children-
Paterfamilias and Materfamilias themselyes are the only persons who can make any such
promise with any prospect whatever of being able to keep it.

Paterfamilias must not entertain too sanguine a hope that the proposal for reforming the
29th canon will be accepted. The majority of the Clergy will surprise Mr. Punch very much
if they consent to the relaxation of any sort of bondage that oppresses the people. But
gentlemen who sign' articles in a non-natural sense, or in no sense whatever, may perhaps
be excused for not understanding the scruples felt by others in making promises and vows of
which the observance is impossible, and ia treating the most solemn engagements as
ecclesiastical fictions.

A NICE THING TO SAY TO A GENTLEMAN.
MONSIEUII VEUTLLOT, our favourite of the Unicerx, has been publisliiug some conversations

he had with PRINCE METTEBNICII. Here is a sample of one of them :

BATTHVANV,' said MLTTRBHICH, on taking leave ofliim,
'

you will persevere in a wrong course-
ake you this prediction.' What?' ' COUNT BATTIIVAXY, you will bo haugc

' ' "and I mak
uged.'

'

This is as elegant as it was kind. We do not know a more agreeable character than a
tolerated old fogey, who is continually prophesying unpleasant things of his friends. All the
1 riiice s predictions, however, did not come so true as the above. There is the celebrated one
ot the Deluge, which has not held water as yet, excepting so far as Austria is being gradually
washed out of the map of Europe.
Here is another- sample of the Prince's refined conversation :

,"
* (V

,
EUILLOT) asked the Prince his opinion of KOSSUTH. Ho told me, in nne word that he did not give

nigh place to that demagogue or that lie placed him on the same level as BATTHVANY."

To place KOSSUTH on the same level as BATTHYANY, would be, apparently, to accord him a
much higher place than the Hungarian patriot would have any wish to aspire to. M<>xs
VEUILLOT tumbles into a mistake in the above report, that surprises us somewhat in him, who
s such a savage stickler for the truth in others. We cannot see how PRINCE METTERNICH
could by the strongest power of condensation of his ideas, have said that "he did not give

'"Si1 Place to that demagogue," all "in one word;" not that we are surprised at his
Breaking down, as it is so rarely we find a diplomatist who is a man of his word. MR. KOSSUTH
need not take to heart the opinions of a man who rarely spoke well of anybody. Of late yearshe squatted on the council-table of Austria, like a withered, torpid, old toad, and did nothing

THE INNS OF COURT RIFLE
CORPS.

WHEREAS a grievous war is waged
In parts beyond the sea,

Wherein, against our will, engaged
Ourselves may come to be,

And therefore have the sword to draw,
To guard our native shore

;

Now we, the limbs of England's law,
Have formed a Rifle Corps.

We '11 learn with perfect aim to shoot,
That so, in time of need,

We may, to any foreign suit,
Be qualified to plead,

With force and arms to take and seize
All trespassers found here,

And every doe on this demise,
To kill and slay like deer.

We will not, judgment by default,
Let go, with laches base,

In any action of assault,
If we conduct the case.

They will the first assault commit,
Then we '11 put in our plea ;

An Bnfield rifle-ball, to wit,

Against their battery.

All comers we will serve upon
The writ, Ejectment bigot,

And lodge detainers if they run,
To save themselves by flight.

For Habni.-i CHI-JI/IX we will move,
And numbers they'll return

U hose bodies will our practice prove :

All whom it may concern.

Our word is Fieri Facias !

Wherewith we '11 open fire,
And on them with a Capias

We'll rush, if they retire,
And execution will ensue.
What bills can lawyer file,

Like rifles that will carry true,
And kill at half a mile ?

So let all trespassers beware ;

And let a foreign host
Take notice that in case they dare
To land on England's coast,

Our goods and chattels to convey,
To kill, destroy, and burn,

Ne exeunt regno that 's to say,

They never will return.

A Case for the Board of Works.

ONLY two sides of the Westminster Clock
consented to go on the opening] day of Parlia-
ment. DISRAELI smiled grimly when he was
told of this, and observed,

"
that it was all the

more worthy of Parliament, and would certainly
get on all the better in this world for being
doublefaeed." He suggested that out of com-
pliment to SIB JAMES GBAKAM, and other half-

penny legislators of a similar stamp, the clock
should be called JANUS, the great head and
patron of all politicians.

A Fitting Testimonial.

WE notice with indescribable pleasure, that
a testimonial is being raised for MR.W. VIIJ^IAMS

amongst his trans-Thamesian admirers. The
subscriptions are to range from a penny to a

pound. We, shall certainly not give a pound,
nor shall we give a penny, as the tribute of our

admiration, but shall send a much more fitting
contribution. We shall forward a postage-
stamp, as it has always struck us that our
walued friend, the WISCOUNT, is terribly in

want of a Head.
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COU11T CONSISTENCY.

(Supposed to be a Royal Speech, of some time or other.)

POB, some time past with Naples everything
Like diplomatic love has been suspended,

Through the outrageous conduct of the King,
Which gave me every cause -to be offended.

But as th' offending cause is now removed
By that obnoxious potentate's defunction,

I have that fortunate event improved,
And placed both countries once more in conjunction.

(from the
"
London Gazette" of the same date.)

In cqnsequenco of the lamented end
( )f his Sicilian Majesty, due warning

Is given, that all those who may attend
The Court, must be attired iu proper mourning.

The period of affliction will commence
Upon the 9th of June, with grief unbated,

After the 15th 'twill be less intense,
And by the 19th will have terminated :

But as the llth is the day selected
On which to hold the QUEEN'S next Drawing Room,

And as it really cannot be expected
That trade should suffer by this mournful gloom,

Notice is Hereby Given, That the Court
Must on that day forego its courteous sorrow,

And drying up its tears, postpone, in short,
All further grief and mourning till the morrow.

Httnt}!nf/-uf> ,SW/. "MORNING, CHARLEY! Doixo A BIT o' PARK, EH?"
Sieell reclining.

" YAAS. Yoc SEE I CAN'T DO WITHOUT MY WEGLAK EXERCISE."

Conservative Chamber Concerts.

LOVERS of harmony in Conservative circles will be
delighted to hear that the brass band which the DERBY
Cabinet had engaged to perform in the House of Commons
will now attend at all the parties given by Ministers to
their adherents ; and thus greatly contribute to the
amusement of the company.

REPORT OF AN IMPORTANT CASE

LATELY TRIED BEFORE CHIEF BARON PUNCH, AND HIS
DECISION THEREON.

BETWEEN Ayes and Noes a strange contest arose,
The Reform Bill had set them unhappily wrong ;

The point in dispute was, as every one knows,
To whom the said Bill for Reform should belong.

So JOHN was the lawyer, and argued the cause
With a great deal of skill and a head full of learning ;

And Chief Baron Punch sat to balance the laws,
So famed for his talent in nicely,discerning.

In behalf of the
"
noes

"
it will quickly appear,

And your Lordship, he said, will undoubtedly find
That Reform has been always consigned to their care,
Which amounts to possession time out of mind.

Then explaining the cause of Reform to the Court,
Your Lordship observes how exactly it tallies

With the views always held by the "noes," and in short,
It fits into their mouths like a pipe in Aunt Sally's.

Again would your Lordship a moment suppose
'Tis a case that has happened, and may be again,

That the "noes "
should be ayes," and the

"
ayes

"
should be "noes,"

Pray to whom would a Bill for Reform belong then ?

On the whole it appears, and my argument shows
With a reasoning the Court will never condemn,

That Reform Bills most plainly were meant for the
"
noes,"

And the "noes" were as plainly intended for them.

Of course, should the
"
noes

"
come in office again,

On this point they'd at once be transformed into "ayes ;

"

So whichever the case is, it's equally plain,
That to either my argument justly applies.

So his Lordship decreed, in his own solemn tone,
Decisive and clear without one if or doubt,

That before the next Bill for Reform is brought on.
The "noes" must be in and the "ayes" must bei out.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PAELIAMENT.
JCNE 2023. Owing to the absence of the principal actors in the

new drama of the Cabinet, those artists having had to give represen-
tations on various provincial stages, the scanty performances at the
Westminster Theatre have offered, this week, no point worthy of notice,
and on the 23rd instant the House closed until the following Thursday,
when the returns of the absentees will permit the resumption of regular
business. The system of extortion by those who are entrusted with
the admission to seats, and whom it is now almost necessary to
bribe heavily, will, it is thought, be subject of early regulation,
and it is probable that MR. ALBERT SMITH and MR. BENJAMIN
WEBSTER, who have abolished that disgraceful system in the places
of entertainment under their direction, will be asked for advice as to
its extinguishment .in the National Theatre at Westminster. The
repeated and peremptory inquiries for the grand Nautical drama,
Blue Jackets, have determined the management (all rumours to the

contrary notwithstanding) to present it immediately in the most
efficient manner, and regardless of all expense. The First Lord is to
be played by SOMERSET, who, at great personal inconvenience, is

engaged in studying the manners of the day. It is a new part for
this rather hard actor, but we shall wait until we see more (laughter).

My Uncle's Island.

WE are a nation of shopkeepers, certainly and invaders, in conse-

quence of the formation ot Rifle Clubs, will find the national establish-
i ment one pop-shop, the nature of which they may infer from the sign
of the Three Balls, indicating that the chances against them will be
two to one.
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DIALOGUES OF THE DEAD.

SCENE The Li> . Present BOMBA ami Lorrs PHILIPPE.

'

of METTEENICII enters, with an easy but steallli;/

cat-like \

'ni (to Metkrnich). Welcome, i-iirn min, to this lower world.

/'///'/'ippe. Where only to parody a well-known English epitaph
>wn diplomacy can be

. Your Majesty is pleaded t.> compliment. /.<

'/. 1 revere in your 1| mister in that mystery of i

craft to which I have de\<> hope, not altogi

MI life. Bat where is the English epitaph you
"nipe. On the monument of a musician in Westminster

Jfmerme/i. Ah! I did not visit that bnfldmg during my resin

in London. I do not care for ;n

had so much to do at the Foreign Oilicc, I never got further i

day-time than 1 (owning Street.

f'/ii/r/i/ic. Of course you visited the Houses of Parliament ?

lucntly, and with considerable curiosity. My fami-

liarity with continental bureaux had, I thought, abundantly illustrated

for me OXENSTIKKN'S famous exclamation; but the Houses of Par-
liament confirmed its truth, even more triumphantly.
Somba (brusquely). Cospetto ! What jargon is this? Who ever

heard of OxKxsxiEUN, or his exclamation f What was it?

.Mi'l/i'i-iiir.h. "Alas! with what little wisdom the world is governed."
Your Majesty must have become familiar with the observation in

practice.
Somba. Yes I never found it required much brains to deal with my

of Calabrians. But then I had the stick, and the state-prisons,
and the Police, and Holy

Church.
Metternich. Great helps doubtless; but I fear they have availed

your Majesty little more than similar instruments of Government have
availed my own august Kaiser, in Vienna.

Lfn- always, and constitutionally, averse from

severity. I trusted to a gentler means of coercion.

'lernich. Self-interest I presume your Majesty means or what

Utopists call "corruption." I am afraid that most useful means for

tin: maintenance of established authority broke down in vour Map
hand as completely as the rougher machinery in ours, and his Majesty's
here.

Homfja. Speak for yourself. I kept my rascals down to the last. To
be sure. 1'OERIO and his gaol-birds got safe off to England may
St. Jan uarius confound it, and its (ILADSTOXE and PALMERSTOSB ;

but at least, I died a king, and in the odour of sanctity.
Mrttmiich. Your Majesty has my profound respect. I own, though,

that the latter fact would not have led me to anticipate the pleasure of
this meeting. 1 have not the advantage of your Majesty's comnun
interest with the most Holy Catholic Church nor (to Louis I'm 1.1

1 fear, had you, Sire.

,
Kh ''. You mean I ought to have been better lodged la su

]'. state of siege must be established everywhere.
I hope my IMUXCIS will not hesitate.

\sludiriy hix head). I fear even that will be impossible
in France, after the pn has run its course. .

v is to

come in its |ilace, I lia/.ard no conjecture
luge" Sire, 1 have of > my

angusi -er, who, you are aware, had certain mental
>irx hi* fore//

M'/i- ,;</!. But, 1 confess, I had no notion the cataclysm was so

!

close upon our heels in fact, that I should be called upon to tra

j
my services from the late world to this our very agreeable scene of

existence
, while it was actually in progress. Ce //

int. Corpo di Bacr.o! We arc well out of the mess ! I don't

envy my successor.

I can hardly wish even my grandson to succeed to

our family throne.

M' MI! if the work of government be a growing difficulty,

;sk 9f diplomacy is daily approach i

ibility.
It

was a delicate business, even when one had to reckon only with .Majesty
or with Ministers, with Courts or Cabinets; but now that nn:

assert their right to be considered (> hoMert), ma I'm

it*. 1 dare say I shall be able to make myself useful

down here.
'

If ST. PETER doesn't soon make arrange-
ments for 1 la

sit, I'll apply for a vice-royalty under his

Majesty of //' Begao hifrriore.

Lam* /'///////"'. Ah! >iin c/n'r I'tmfrlre, when you have been as long
here as I have, you will know that no services on earth are taken into

account, as recommendations for employment down here. But see,

they are coining this way, to repaye the place we stand on. 1 recog-
nise some of my own good intentions among the paving materials,
dreams of that young time when I was usher in a Swiss pension.

Ah, /

'A. Eh? And are not those some of the projects of my
University days, the fruits, I dare say, of discussions with BENJAMIN

. VT? Bah! des reces dejti',
Jini,iliti. i- the heap). Diamine ! I don't see anything of

iiong them.
Metforaich. Your Majesty forgets. II Regno Inferiore is paved

exclusively with GOOD intentions.

a. nn^\,j A am Qii*** wi iino vwpwAviuuuj v*i MMLDJLUQ w&vu j"Ji
know how the world is to lie governed, now ire have gone.

A question 1 have frequently put to myself, your Majesty,
during the latter years of my life

;
but without obtaining any satis-

factory answer.
Louis I'liilippe. I don't feel so much difficulty ;

I imagine corruption
will still be found an excellent means of maintaining authority in

France. It broke down under me, to be sure; but I was too e

I ought to have blended a little more of the fortiter in re with niy

Your Majesty will excuse me, I am sure, if I presume
to ditl'er with you. Corruption ha.-., 1 fear, lost its real efficacy, as a
means of governing, no less than force and suppression. The strangest
ideas have, somehow, taken root and spread. This notion of nation-

ality, for example. How we should have laughed at Vienna, in 1 815,
if any of the Congress had breathed the word! This feeling that
states are not mere geographical and political entities; that there are
such things as common life, and sympathies between nations of the
same blood is of quite modern growth, and cannot be dealt with on
any of the sound principles of government recognised till now.
this phantasmal thing called public opinion which presumes to eal!

monarchs and ministers to question, to sit in judgment even upon
congresses, and to be admitted to the confident!* of diplomats how
are we to deal with it ? And these Utopian ideas of a right in
the people to participate in the work of their own government,
this daring habit of questioning absolute authorities in Church and

\

State

Soml/it (impatientI;/). Hex/.,-.

nich. 1 am at a loss to conceive how any government but
Martial Law will be possible much longer.

THE HANDEL FEAST.

Punch's Presentation of Thanks and Testimonials.

A CROWDED Meeting was held on Friday at Mr. Punch's residence, for

the purpose of presenting the thanks of the community to the founders
and up setters of The Handel Feast, and to the various assistants who
had had a hand or voice in it. The meeting was attended by delegates
from all quarters of the musical world (America, and even Australia,

included) ;
and it is almost superfluous to state that the greatest har-

mony prevailed throughout the evening.
Mr. I'mii-li, being unanimously voted to the Chair, commenced the

business of the meeting by observing that all present, and some eighty
thousand guests, who (as his office would not hold them) unavoidably
were absent, had enjoyed such a feast of

"
the Roast Beef of Music,"

as it never had before been attempted to serve up. He, therefore,

begged to move that the thanks of the guests present, and of the
i y thousand who. from want of space, were absent, should be voted

to the founders of The Handel Feast, and to all those who had given,

lent, or had vended their assistance to it. In addition to this vote of

thanks, he also begged to move that the following testimonials should be
forthwith presented, as tokens of the gratitude and admiration of the

audience for the services which had been rendered for their benefit. He
therefore called on every one who had been charmed by the Centenary,
that is to say, each one of the nearly ninety thousand who had happily
attended it, to second him in carrying out the resolution following :

"1\ That in addition to the Thanks of the Community,
these Testimonials be presented to the persons therewith named :

"ToC'iMM \\IHI; IN Cam COSTA, promotion to the rank of Musical
Field Marshal, with a biiton of the value of at least a thousand guineas :

in recognition of his skill in the drilling of his forces, and the untiring
zeal and energy with which he led them on throughout the whole of

the Sydenham campaign.

"To GENERAL (MANAGER) BOWLEY, C.C.P..& C.S.S.H.S.,* ablank
cheque on the Company for his distinguished services, and a request
that he, as Manager, will fill it up to as goodly-sized a figure as his

own. Also, an embroidered night-cap, worked by twenty thousand of
the ladies of the audience, as a memento of the mouth of sleepless nights

* Commander of tbe Crystal Palace, and Chief of the Staff of the Sacred Harmonic
Service.
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he has gone through : and, in remembrance of the dinners he has lately

been deprived of, a white waistcoat, with the motto, worked in gold

"MAY ITS SHADOW NE'ER BE LESS!"

"To MR. INDEFATIGABLE SECRETARY GROVE, a manifold writing
,

desk, and a ton of best gold pens ;
with a catalogue prepared by the

Statistical Society of the exact number of letters he has penned in the

last six weeks: which catalogue is expected to fill a hundred volumes.

Also a faithful woodcut of his family tree, showing that Mr. GROVE is

certainly a branch of those
'

delightful pleasant Groves immortalised

long since by PUECELL, the composer.
" To MR SHENTON, the Director of the Literary Department, a

dozen new pairs of boots, to replace the dozen pairs which he wore

up (three per diem) in his dances of attendance on the gentlemen oi

the Press : each dance being executed to the tune of
'

SiteA a gittmg up

Stairs
'
at least six times per hour, and being equivalent in exercise to

walking sixteen miles.

" To MR. STRANGE, the refectioner, a character for good catership>

attested by the autographs of the persons who consumed the forty

thousand penny buns, and the twenty-five thousand two-pennies, the

sixteen hundred dozen sandwiches, the nine tons of cold beef, and two
and thirty thousand ices.

" To the MESSRS. NOVELLO, a vote of perfect confidence in their

neatly got up lied Book (containing the full score of all the music of

the Festival), which Mr, Punch found much more readable than most
Governmental Blue Books.

" To the whole army of executants, from the soloists in front to the

bellows-blowers at the back, the Order of Instrumental and Vocal

Valour, for the pluck which they displayed in attacking the hard

passages, and scaling the high notes which were protruded in their

teeth."

To these and to a host of others who assisted, Mr. Punch moved that

the thanks of the nation should be given for the rich feast of music
which had lately been provided. The resolution being carried, the

Chairman brought the business of the Meeting to a close, by expressing
his dear Judy's wish (which coincided with his own), that the success

of the Centenary would ensure its being encored in less than half-a-dozen,

years, and that as we cannot have too much of such good things, there

ought every five years or so to be served up a HANDEL Feast.

:^i^*CTP3 *&*&*S <3>
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A DREAM OF THE FUTURE.-THE CENTENARY OF PUNCH.

THE BALANCE OF NEUTRALITY.

THE POPE has lately been canonising two fresh Saints. In order to

please everybody, he chose one French Saint, and one Austrian. This
is holding the balance of neutrality with a most impartial hand. As
the Holy Father is the faithful custodian of the keys of St. Peter, of
course he will take good care that no more Frenchmen are admitted
into the calendar than Austrians ; six of the one will be counted out most
religiously to every half-dozen of the other. By the bye, considering
the kind of military sandwich that the POPE at present makes at Rome,
with the Austrians on our

side, and the French on the other, we can

easily understand how the Saints were fabricated. Only they might
have spelt the word correctly

"
camzonised."

THE FIGHT FOR LOJIBARDY.

AUSTRIA has long been an unwelcome guest in Lombardy, aiid a great
expense to her entertainers. Having the worst of the battle, it is now
time that she threw up the sponge.

A MOST GENEROUS ADMISSION.

WE are so charmed with the generosity of the following beautiful

sentiment, that we cannot refuse it immortality in our columns :

" We believe that a good Englishman is preferable any day to a bad Irishman."

What largely adds to the value of the generosity is the fact of its

having emanated from an organ that is both Irish and Roman Catholic.

After this, we may hope to see CARDINAL WISEMAN giving way to feel-

ings of Christian charity, when he is enlarging on the theme of England.
The only fly-spot on the purity of the above sentiment is the ugly

question it raises as to the possibility of there being
"
a bad Irishman."

We would rather not have had our faith disturbed that there ever had

been, or ever could be, an Irishman who was otherwise than good.

" LE BATTLE DU FEU." As PRINCE NAPOLEON is not yet quite

prepared for this military ceremony, it is to be postponed, we believe,

until the Italian Campaign is completely over. A pound of the best

gunpowder tea has been ordered for the occasion.

:nred by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upner Wofnrn Mac-', and Krtd-rink Mullett Evans, of No- 1?, Queen's Road West, Ifc-je t's Park, both in the Parish of St.Pancras, in the County of Middlesex,

Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, iu the Precinct ul, Whi-efrian ,ia the Cit , | London, and Published by ihe:u at No. Sa .fleet Street, in '.he Parish of St. Bride, in the City of

London. SA.TUBDAI. Julr 2. 1859.
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VOLUNTEERS AND VETERANS.
To 'I::- I >,-?,.

IB, I have been preciously dis-

gusted wiii i i which the

I'apcrs have been writing about

liillc Clubs, and volun'

about arming Volun-

\Vh;it. the (blank) can penny-
;i liners know of rifle-practice,

excepting when they treat theru-

. to 'six shots for a tizzy'

in their l>ei-b\ dissipations, 9r
when they waste their time in

|
to

'

knock over the wood
which Cockneys shoot at, at

llmv the
(dashj),

Sir,

can a fellow with his nose chained

to the desk pretend to have an

insight into military matters : and
I he (dash dash) can a snob

who gets his bread and cheese by
scribbling know about the dressing
or the drilling of a sharpshooter,
or the manoeuvring or management
of a corps of Volunteers ? Let the

cobbler stick to his wax and the

shopman to his shop ; and let the

penny-a-liner people, who write

I believe are called the

leading articles, give up trying to

lead the public to imagine that the

Press knows more than the authorities, and that, the rules which have

boon issued fur the suidanee of the Hide Clubs would have been
i use, and with less bad English, had they been

instead of at the Horse Guards.
'

In my censure of the conduct of the papers at this crisis, I must,

option of one of your contemporaries, which seems

to me to view the matter in a highly proper light, and to pay due

deference to the (of course) superior wisdom of us military writers.

Knowing the disrespectful way in which it spoke of the authorities,

when the Crimean (so called)
'

blunders
' were (as it was said) 'con-

firmed by the Government Commissioners,' it may surprise you to

hear t hat, the journal which I think deserves some praise is the /->

1-pon the much debated subject of military dress, this paper makes
the following most sensible remarks :

" With respect to dross.. w<- trust that the jr,,1 le will prevent

set at n.muht the halt . fulatlons ofUw
,,-kiiuth ninl a t;,' ---SB in the

manner ; their respective trades, a- ild not a soldier do so?

Simply,
' because blacksmiths and tailors require the free

USD of their limbs-, whether to wield the hammer or to ply the needle
; whereas the

y move hy word of command, and h.-is to preserve an outward
not be sacrificed with iniputiity. A soldier with the free use

of his arms :md le^s would be,;,,me a mutineer in twenty lour hours, and it is from
a well-fi'i cion of the necessity of muscular restraint, u a pn
nf discipline, that, our military authorities insist upon the present style of dress.

::! .sterr clear of all new-fangled ideas on
the existing regulations."

" The dress which the K.r<tni!ni'r proceeds to recommend is fashioned

on the beM of military models, and if it be not serviceable, at any rate

is soldierlike :

lc, with pie
1
;: ;is ; a leather Rtock (nothing

knapsack, difficult to
lc to shake off; cross-belts requiring daily pipe-claying;

;iK
rht round the M>:it. and baggy round tho ancK

in the mud :

infantry shako, with the regulation '
" rain up in wet

i divx.s in which British e fought and conquered, and
which n iiould lie afraid to v

"
Afraid ! ay, that's just it, Sir! One of the chief beauties of the

British soldier's dress is that it serves to test t lie courage of the wearer.
A man must needs lie uil'led with no ordinary pluck, to face no!

death, but a life of killing torture. Cramped and fettered as he is by
h'.s hard, stiff stock and cross-belts, and weighed down by his shako
and 'top-heavy' knapsack, his powers of endurance arc put early to

the proof, and one may tell within a week or so what sort of stuff he's
made of. Moreover, knowing what a deadly foe consumption is to

face, a man who dare stand water, in a regulation sop-coat, may be
trusted to stand lire as an agreeable alternative. I insist then that
the dress most tit, for Volunteers is one that should be fashioned on
the model which the Horse Guards has, in its all-excelling wisdom,

i for the 'regulars.' Of course we military men can
faith in Volunteers until they give us ocularly good proof ot their

valour; and for this reason alone I should advise them to adopt such
a uniform as ours, though its usefulness and elegance are quite enough

to recommend it. With regard to the colour to be chosen for their

clothing, your clear-headed contemporary most sensibly says this :

Off those who glory n ings of our nature, there arc
1 to tho colour which immemorial usage has established

en. They contend that it results from repeated ucp
-' could MMlMUd, dark gp

.run grey so completely blonda with tin; <-,,limr of surround
lew hund- -

> almost indistinguishable, and
all till.-, but

Volunteer wish, un-English an idea is worthy
of men v.

lid the Pliiv

ir which history has immortalised as tho

"
Sir, these arc brave and manly sentiments, and will find an echo

in every liritish breast ! I congratulate, the writer, penny-a-liner though

he. be, iipon taking so conservative and clear-sighted a view of a matter
which civilians are mostly in the dark about. What, Sir! Are our

skirmishers to be afraid to show themselves r Are \\e Englishmen to

eau advantage of invaders, by sneaking behind hedgerows in

invisible prey clothing, and thence to shoot them down like dogs
wiihout tillering them a chance of their returning us the com])'

Forbid it, chivalry and courage ! forbid it, all the laws of

gentlemanly warfare! No, no. Come what danger may, by .low-!

stick to our colours. Newspapers may call us foolhardy if

they will, but vulgar taunts will not provoke us to forget wb-.t is

'

immortalised.' The man who shrinks from wearing green

clearly, the white feather, and is unworthy of, the name of a British

Rifleman I

"
I remain, Sir, yours indignantly,

" A VETEHAN, BY JOVE ! SIR ! AND NOT A VOIATNTEEB."

Satmrdag."
"
P.S. My friend SIIAUCSKULLE tells me that he thinks I am mis-

taken, and that the (blanked) article I've quoted is meant to be

ironical. But this need not prevent your printing my opinions ; only
ii shows what (blankblanked) scoundrels all you literary men are,

when you write what you don't mean, and cheat one into fancying that

you really do mean it."

A TTE A TKTI: WITH TAIT.

" Dat veniam eorvis, vexat censura columbas."

THE All Saints' crows his Lordship pets,

And, hoping against hope, forgets
The many birds that thence have come,
Fled to tne rookery of Rome :

Forgets his summary eviction

Of priests from Pimlico ;
no fiction,

But sternly real : witness POOLE,
Who sloped before his sharp ferule.

Anent which cases, I'uiich, Confessor,
To the British Public is addresser :

" Can it be right, away to'fritter,

Consistency for gold and glitter ?

Can it be right to consecrate

The new church in Street Margaret,
Which looks more Puseyite by far

Than English churches elsewhere are ?

Must then a WESTERTON arise,

To clear the case for his Lordship's eyes :

Or Bishop Punch let fall the weight
Of his oat truncheon on TAIT'S tele?"

THE PRICES OF SEATS.

A SKAT in the Park costs One Penny.
A Scat for Marylebone costs 6,000.

Really, we would sooner have a seat for the former than the latter.

Once seated, you can sit without fear of any one turning you out ;

and instead of a discordant bnning Vestry continually bellov

your ears, you have some charming music to listen to. You h

parish PUULICOLAS to seduce you with their eloquence, it is true; but

then, to compensate for that loss, you have some of the most beautiful

women in the world to look at, until you regret that your bosom does
not contain a thousand hearts, that you might give one to

In addition to the above advantages, for which, in the language of
the late lamented MB. RICHARDSON, "there is no extra ch:

have the satisfaction of knowing that you have in your pocket a com-

forting little balance of 5,999 19.. \\d. We would see lie Man lei

publicans giving body to their porter by committing suicide in their

own vats, and the Marylebone bill-posters stuck against their own
walls first, sooner than they should have a single penny of it.
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HOW VERY KIND!

iiwin;,' Old Hand. wh.> evidently d<i.>s NOT want to keep the liost nf the water to himself. " Don't ;/nu think; mi/
>!.<fi from the other side, unit 1 1,, m flmJI >< /(,-> /I/a/// I,, lulu-fire villi, each ot/ier."

ANOTHER AUSTRIAN
DEFEAT.

BY all accounts, the

Austrians must soon face

another enemy besides the
two they are engaged with.

Besides the French and
the Sardinians, report says,

they will shortly have to

battle with the Jews. It

is believed that before long
they will find their cash
run short, and that, besides

their foes, they will have
to front their creditors.

The banks 9f Austria, says
rumour, will in a few
months be evacuated as

cleanly and completely as

have been those of the
Mincio. Now, squeezing
money from the Jews is

the hardest of all fights,
and of all fights the most
certain to result in a de-

feat. It would, therefore,
not surprise us, if the Aus-
trians should find that their

battle for the rhino will

prove as damaging and as

disastrous to their credit,
as has been the battle

which they lost at Solfe-

rino.

A DROP or TRUTH. "I
can't see

"
(says LADY S )

"what the people want with

drinking fountains, when
there are so many milk-

shops !

"

ELECTION INTELLIGENCE.
MR. PUNCH having accepted office as Purveyor-General of Puns to

he Koyal (and every other British) household, presented himself
esterda.v to his University constituents, in order to go through the
onstitutional formality of being re-elected as their representative,
t being known that Mr. Punch would make a speech on the occasion,
be interest taken in the proceedings was of course intense. Long
cfore the hour which was appointed for the ceremony, all approaches
o ,the place of nomination were blocked up ;

and when Mr. Punch's
arriage reached the Convocation House, the only modes of entrance
eft him were, by scrambling down the chimney or by taking off the
oof. As the latter operation would have kept the meeting waiting,
Ir. Punch, with that urbanity which always has distinguished him,
onsented to submit his sacred person to the former

; observing, as he
id so, that few men entered Parliament with cleaner hands than he
id ; and that, having swept LORD DERBY out of Downing [Street
liere. could be no objection to his looking like a Derby sweep A
mfe detceatiu being happily accomplished, Mr. Punch forthwith
xchanged his soot for a Court suit, and, appearing on the plat-
inn, was greeted with the most tumultuous applause. When the
lieermg had subsided, the VICE-CHANCELLOR proposed Mr. Punch

re-election in the following highly classical and complimentary

" Adsum hodic, Academici, ut suffrages vestris commendem virummm virorum prajclarissinu: illustrem, cujus quidem raa'iijc
onseque qualitates sunt in nostris oribus et auribus familiares ut
unt ilia verba qua; domestiea' vocantur (plausus). Sum super meaura ut ilium vobis nomiuem, sed nomen tarn bene notum nomi-
rem non necesse est. Neque est necesse, neque id foret possibile

liunc viruni apud
yos

toomuchium laudare. (Non! non!} Quis enini
Doctorum ac Academicorum ignorat quantum ille poUeat virtute, quam

s pub icis versatus et privatis quam sciens (scio equidem)
omnigeiizc doctrina:, quam litens excellcns, quam oratione stunnans
.jw.ni vite atque morum integer et purus, quantum denique. Est ille

tosnutuee levatus, et quam bene expertus intempore diei (audite ')ita ut haud mente liumana possit concipi ullus alius mortal s qui Nosm scnatu tarn digne representet. (Audite! audite!) Non v'r ordinans has partes potest agere, non homo communis vestris igitur
auflragus est nunc exornandus; sed Is, cujus ingenium, wittun, et

doctrinam, totus mundus civilisus admiratur et applaudat. Is, quern
in verbis Aristotliensibus rtTpdyavos &vtv >j/6yov vocare licet. At quod
cst, yernaculariter, Brickus nullusque error! Eligere hunc liominem
vos jumpere debetis ! (May/ms ptuusus.} Nemo sed is ipse unquain
potest essc parallela ejus. (Major plamus.) Eum denique pro oimii
in omni capiatis, namquc hand ullum ci similens in vita, hac videbitis.

(rhivsjis tumultuosus.) Conclude igitur, amici, nominando MAGNUN
PUNCHIUM, virum piissimum et pcrfacetissimum, pro vobis in JEde
Communium resedcre."

A prolonged burst of cheering followed this address ;
and no rival

appearing, Mr. Punch was re-elected, and addressed the learned

Meeting in the following neat speech :

"Amici, atque Acad-amici. (Vox: Oh! oh!) Solitus ut sum ad
publicuni loquendum, tamen mihi est diabolice difficile invenire verba
meos sensus quse exprimant. Hoc vere est proudissimum momentum
mea? vitas, (flaitsus.) Vobis cunctis, Academici, et prsesertim meo
bono amico qui jamjam elocutus est, meas optimas et calidissima.s
velim dare gratias. Virtus, ut vos scitis est sui rewardus (audits .'),

Augha expectat ut quisque homo suum '

duty
'

semper faciet. Ego
meum semper feci, nemo id potest negare (Non ! non /) : et in me
nunc eligendo vos vestrum jam fecistis. (Plausus.} Brevitas, vos
scitis, anima cst Pmichii: ergo, Academiei, vos non detinebo. (Vox_:Non ad omne .') Dicam igitur

'

Valetc !

' non necesse est ut vobis
adderem nuuc

'

Plaudite !

' *

At the conclusion of this eloquent and highly classical address,
Mr. Punch resumed his seat amid thunders of applause," tria tem-
pera tria

"
being called for in his honour, with the usual addition of a

parvum unum in." Mr. Punch then having quaffed a glass of College
ale, just to take the taste of the dog Latin from his mouth, jumped
into a special train, which was in waiting, and reached his home in
time to take his Judy to the Haymarket, where he found that the new
play of the Contested Election had attracted pretty nearly as closely-
crammed an audience as had Mr. Punch's arc-contested election,
whereof he to posterity here hands down the particulars.

VERY APPROPRIATE. We are informed by the Moniteur, that GENE-
RAL DE LA HITTE, who has made the new rifle cannon his especial study,
is about to join the army of Italy. If a name can carry luck with i't,

GENERAL DE LA HITTE is clearly "the right man in the right place."
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CRUEL JOKE AT A FETE.

i-id Buy (to his Cousin).
"
I SAY, ROSE ! WASN'T THAT MAJOR DE VERE WHO JUST LEFT YOU ?

"

Rose.
" YES !

"

Horrid Boy.
"
An, THEN, I THINK HE MIGHT AS WELL HAVE TOLD YOU WHAT A TREMENDOUS BLACK SMUDGE YOU 'VE GOT ON

YOUR NOSE !

"
\_N.B. Of course there is no smudge; but there's no looking-glass within milesfor poor Rose to satisfy Jierself.

THE FOREIGN OFFICE SPELLING-BOOK.

'(As LORD MALMESBUBY would, have it.)

WE understand that on his taking his departure from the Foreign
Office, LOUD MALMESBTJHY presented to the clerks, by way of souvenir,
the very graceful and appropriate gift of a new Spelling-book, which
his Lordship had himselt been compiling for their use. His Lordship
having lately given vent to the opinion that what is called Orthography
is no test of education, that spelling is at best a most "capricious
science," and that the fashions of it alter as often as new bonnets, his

Lordship's Spelling-book will be perused with no small interest, as

embodying his somewhat peculiar ideas. Some notion may be formed
of the scope and style of the great work from the following excerpta
from its concluding pages, which are devoted to a series of questions
to the student, founded on the rules before propounded for his

guidance :

"
In spelling the word '

Kollonies
'
do you generally begin with a

' C '

or with a
'

K,' and do you prefer using three 1's, two, or one ?
" How is the word '

Goverment '

usually spelt now, and in how
many distinct ways can you remember to have seen it spelt ?

" What do the three letters 'C,' 'A,' and 'T' stand for? and can
you suggest any variation in the spelling?" How does MAYOR spell 'beleive,' with the e first or the i? Which
do you prefer yourself, and state your reasons for your preference ?

'

In what number of wrong ways can you write the phrase
'

in toetal
vialation of our treatise.' Mention, if you can, a Foreign Office prece-
dent for the use of each.

'

In speaking of an author, would you call him a
'

littery
'

or
'
litte-

rary' person? Which is the best way of spelling the word 'artikle ;'
and which do you write oftenest,

'

nuespaper
'
or

'

noospaper ?
'

" Do you incline at all to the phonetic way of spelling ? If so, and

you write your words as you pronounce them, would you, as a fashion-

able man, write the word '

orwewy
' with two rs or with three ?

" When you invite a man to dine with you, do you terminate the

word 'dinnaw' with aw, or er? And do you like to put one or

two n s in the middle ?
"
In the course of your experience in a Foreign Office clerkship, have

you ever come across a Governmental document, in any part ofwhich

you could pick out six words following, spelt as any spelling-book or

dictionary spells them ?
" Can you write 'a blind pig' with the use of but two letters? If

not, state your reasons for believing it impracticable." How is the word ' Erthkwake
'

written in jour office ? And do

you recollect ever seeing it spelt
'

Earthquake ?
'

" Do you know how DR. JOHNSON spells the word
'

orthogggraphy ?
'

Mention your authorities for using the three g s.
" ' At the deling of these presence? Is this phrase correctly spelt ?

and, if you think not, how would you proceed to alter it ?
" When writing a letter on the third day of the week, do you in

general head the sheet with
'

Twosday,' or with
'

Toosday ?
'

State

which of these you think is most correct, and which word of the two

you, in your own mind, fancy looks best.
"

If you were in a hurry, and had to write the word '

inalienable,"

how would you contrive to render it intelligible ?
" How d9es WALKER spell the words

'

shuting,'
'

wip,' and
'

dawg
cart ?

'
and in what way do you yourself prefer to spell them ?

" With how many wrong letters could you write the word
'

kauphy,'
if you gave your mind to it ?

"Does JOHNSON spell 'Jography' with a 'G' first or a 'J?'
" '

Obstreperous
'
or

'

Obstropolous ?
' Which of these is commonly

adopted in the Foreign Office, and which do you consider the most

gentlemanly spelling f
" Did you ever write the word '

Yateh
'

right at the first shot ;

and have you never in despair been reduced to write it
'

yot ?
' '
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A VICTORIA CROSS FOR THE LADIES.

FIRST DISTRIBUTION.

Mi;. I't xi 11 has long felt that acts of the most devoted heroism are

perpetually being performed by the ladies, without the slightest recog-
nition from the Lords of Creation. The French have the Cross of the

Legion of Honour, which may be awarded (it is believed) to both
Whether this be so or not the prix Moiitliyon, for acts of exem-

plary \
i ainly ojiru to the fairer half of the species. Among

be Victoria Cross has been instituted for the reward of

distinguished gallantry, but it is as yet confined to our soldiers.

Woman " iMudatur et alget." Let a member of the sweeter sex rise

to heroism even of the sublimest order, her virtue must still be its own
reward. Feeling this wrong deeply, Mr. Punch as chosen champion of
that delicious portion of the creation, of wliich his Judy is a distin-

guished ornament, has determined to remedy so crying an injustice, by
the institution at his own expense of a Victoria Crossfor Ladies.
The cross is of gold filagree, and may be worn either suspended by a

ribbon round the neck, like a locket, or as a brooch, or ornament to
the waist-belt.

It is only bestowed for acts of distinguished heroism performed in

society, where other ladies are present, and where the bataille des dames
is being waged with the usual weapons'of the sex : or for acts of unex-
anipled resistance to temptation. It is open to all classes of society.Ihe first distribution of this new mark of distinction took place atMr Punch's Office last week, when the Ladies' Victoria Cross of
V alour was awarded :

No. 1. To Miss PRISCILLA WAHBOYS (of Evergreen Lodge, Hol-
oway), for at once avowing herself thirty-seven, in answer to an
invidious question put by Miss COLDSTREAM (who is herself five years
younger), in the presence of four other ladies, three of them unmarried
and with live gentlemen in the room.
N.B. Miss WARBOYS is so well preserved that she might readily pass

for twenty-nine.
2. To MRS. BLADEBONE (of Canonbury Square, Islington) for

heroic resistance to temptation in passing along the whole length of
Kcgent btreet and Langham Pkce, the day after last quarter-day in

ie company of MR. BLADEBONE, without once stopping at a bonnet-
snop, or making any remark on the contents of any of the milliners'
naberdashers , drapers', or shawl-merchants' windows. MBS BLADE-
BON-E was aware that MR. B. had just received his salaryTo MRS. WRENCH (of No. 99, Victoria Square, Pimlico), for
receiving without any exhibition of irritation, or any attempt at
ipoiogy, two gentlemen invited to dinner by her husband without anynous notice (the invitation having been given after a Greenwich
toner the night before, and MR. W. having unaccountably forgottenthe occurrence) -though there was only hashed mutton for dinner

the unexpected guests were driven to eke out their meal with'
bread-and-cheese. Under these most trying circumstances, MRS

:H is proved (on the evidence of the maid-servants, and her own
other-in-law, who resides in the house,) to have been unembarrassed,and even cheerful, though Mi. W. has the character of a person whoattaches exaggerated importance to what he calls "the dutv of

keening up appearances" This almost incredible feat of heroism
further confirmed by the testimony of both the male guests on the

SvpH'iM n JfV'vfj me
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T declare they couldn't have

attome KSfrJASSSfi *"* '""" *"* ""*"" Ofcn0

Lted
M
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S &?* (
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f Rutlan
.

d Gate> Kensington' Gore), for
f heroism in covering, by an accompaniment muchthan was warranted

by. the composer, the false notes of Miss"
acquaintance and rival, at LADY SCRIMGEOUR'S matinee

Little Pedlington), for her heroic presence of mind in immediately
throwing into the fire an invitation to Cambridge House, intended, no
doubt, to undermine the independence of her.Jiusbaud in the discharge
of his legislative duties.

8. To EMMA PLAINWAY (wife of MR. JOSEPH PLAINWAY, head
clerk in H.M. Red Tape and Sealing-wax Department), for her heroism
in always speaking of the gentleman ijn black, who carries round the
dishes at her dinner-party of the season, as

"
our green-grocer."

"THE BITTER CUP."

WE see something advertised under the above name. We do not know
what it is, nor do we care to know, for "a bitter cup" possesses but
few recommendations for our lips. It may be a cheerful companion to" THORLEY'S MUG," for anything we know. Bitterness that arises
out of one's cups is a thing rather to be avoided, we should say. The
man, who is dejected, or in misfortune, is said to drink out of

"
a bitter

cup," and, taking hold of it in this sense, we should think that the
Conservatives have been of late drinking very deeply out of this playful

pitcher.
We make an honourable exception in favour of DISRAELI,

lor he does not want any bitterness. For ourselves, we do not require
anything of the kind, for we always take to our liquor in the kindest
manner. If we have a preference, we would sooner have a Cup of
Bitters to a

"
Bitter Cup

"
any day. We should say that the latter

too frequently left an unpleasant taste behind it. Perhaps the
"
Bitter

Cup
"

is
"
the glass too much "

that Paterfamilias, carried away by
his feelings and the gin punch at Richmond, is sometimes apt at this

thirsty time of the year to take overnight. Away, far away from us

any such treacherous, poisonous Cup ! Repentance lurks at the bottom
of it ! The Salmon" enters too deeply into its contents, and hence
the

"
swimming headache "

that so frequently arises the next morning
from a person incautiously partaking of that most intemperate of fish.
It is time that the Salmon took the pledge !

5. To BETSY PRIGGLESWORTH (laundress) for rcneatpd Hpf< nf
heroism m leaving untouched, for the whole of a Ion' vacatTon

InnIhemal
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Austria's Pour-leaved Shamrock.

'" says a journal in her interests, "will deal retribution
on the platform ol her Quadrilateral." Nous verrons. Entire changeof tactics sometimes succeeds, and this is assuredly the very first time
Austria has ever tried to deal on the Square.

A STRIKING FAILURE.
How can we expect the House of Commons to abandon its night
tings and not to sit up, like a parcel of old women, talking so late,when the very Clock, that is supposed to guide their movements, sets

i the wretched example it does in keeping such very bad hours ?
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THE LION AND THE EAGLES.

RED beaks and red talons, wild wheeling, and soaring,

Hot eyes darting hate, twin fierce screams of disdain,

Then a rush to mad grapple, and sec, there comes pouring
Torn plumage, in blood, on the beautiful plain !

So tight the fell Eagles, while deep in the forest

There pants in heart-tremble the Dove on her spray ;

Yet courage, thou gentle one, all thou abhorrest

Is crippled, self-maimed, in that venomous fray.

Who watches the Eagles : whose calm steady eye on

Their struggle is turned with the glance of a King ?

Some live who can speak how the eye of the Lion

Has flamed into fire as he surged for a spring.

Some live not. What savage beside him is lying ?

Avenged the pure blood on that savage's claws.

It is not so long since the Tiger lay dying
A prey to the wrath of those terrible jaws.

'Tis whispered, (yet who hath such secret in keeping ?)

That when the fell Eagles from conflict shall part,

A stoop may be made upon lambs that are sleeping

In folds very dear to the Lion's great heart.

It may be He knows he has torn down all foemen,

He knows WHO has armed him with courage and might,

And (accepting one enemy's corse as an omen)
The Lion of England is watching the fight.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OP PARLIAMENT.

JUNE 30. Thursday. They had all got back safe to their places (the

Ministers), except MR. GLADSTONE, who was not prevented from run-

ning straight home (as may be supposed) by his seeing three courses
before him, but by the Ultra-Conservatives of Oxford setting up an

opposition to his return. To the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER,
the Christianiser of HOMER, the Antitype of DEMOSTHENES, was
opposed the Birmingham Railway, in the person of its Chairman,
LORD CHANDOS. But in the end, the silver voice of GLADSTONE pre-
vailed over the railway scream, though a new Evangelical whistle nad
been fitted on expressly for that occasion, to wake up torpid parsons in
the provinces, and the CHANCELLOR triumphed by 1050 Oxonians to
859 High-lows.
In the Lords, the EARL OF GRANVILLE, who did not make a

Ministry, explained how exceedingly glad he was that the business had
been taken into stronger hands, a gladness which the nation is happy
to share with him. LORD MALMESBUHY defended his conduct as

Foreign Minister, declared that he had done all in his power to prevent
the war, and insisted that in his despatches he had abused Austria

quite as much as he had scolded the Allies. The COLONIAL SECRE-
TARY stated that he did not know whether MR. COBDEN, just then

returning from America, would take the office kept open for him by
LORD PALME KSTON

; but if the said RICHARD did join, he would per-
fectly understand that no Quakerly nonsense came into the QUEEN'S
Councils with him, but that he associated himself with a Ministry that
was going not only not to diminish the national defences, but largely
in increase them. History might bo an old almanack, but the history
of the Victorian Age should not be Poor Richu <tck. It hath
since been signilicd that MR. COBDEN will not join, for the which

'// may have something to say to him. It is to be hoped that
MR. C. was not afraid of the Swells with whom he would have had to
be connected. Mr. Punch can assure him that the real swell is highly
affable; and it is only smart stock-jobbers and Manchester millionnaires.
and other stuck-huppers, that would have objected to his Unadorned
toilet, his probable ignorance of the biography of our opera-dancers,
and his inability to pass an examination in club-window scandal.
There was not much else to mark the opening night, except that
Ministers promised Neutrality, and Opposition promised avoidance of
Faction.
LORD PALHERSTON made his first speech as Premier, and expressed

his intense satisfaction at being joined once more in government by
hia affectionate friend, JOHN RUSSELL. He announced that there was
to be no Reform Bill this Session, as the estimates, budget, and other
matters would last till the grouse-days, after which, of course, it

would be unreasonable to expect gentlemen to
stay

in town to consider
what votes could be given to mechanics. He hinted, however, that
another Session might oe necessary this year, but solemnly promised a

Reform Bill as soon as possible. As regarded Foreign policy, it was
rather amusing to notice, that the Ministers who have just got off the

roundabout took glory to themselves for having acted exactly as the

newly-mounted parties had advised; while the latter rested their claim

to confidence on their pledge to follow exactly in the course chalked
out for them by their predecessors.

SIR CHARLES NAPIER assailed the Government at once for a decla-

ration that the country should be well defended, but did not get it.

MR. WHITESIDF, introduced a plan for some law reform, of a con-

solidatory character, but was told by the ATTORNKY-OENERA'L that

though the idea was meritorious as far as it went, it did not go far

enough, and that the subject was in better hands.

Friday. LORD CHANCELLOR CAMPBELL has appointed MR. BLACK-

BURN, barrister, the new Judge, vice ERLE, promoted. The Bar don't

like an unknown man to be exalted; but the public, considering that

the less you know of a lawyer the more likely you are to respect him,
does not share this feeling; and Lords LYNDHURST, CHAN WORTH,
WENSLEYDALE. and CAMPBELL, all testified to-night to MR. JUSTICE
BLACKBURN'S learning, ability, sound law, virtue, and all the rest of

the qualities appertaining to the English judge. LORD LYNDHURST
took the opportunity of poking a Shakspearian compliment to LORD
CAMPBELL on his attaining his new honours, and politely cited the pas-
sage in which Macduff remarks upon Nacbeth's having it all now. Since

the horrible disclosures which are now start line,' the world upon the

subject of Shakspearian emendations, one is afraid to quote the divine

WILLIAMS; but Mr. Punch would like to know in what edition LORD
LYNDHURST'S citation calls the Macbeth witches "sisters." They
were so no doubt, and the family must have been a pleas;:;;' one, and

brought up in a way that does honour to Scotch education.

LORD RIPON announced that the Government meant to do a good
deal for the Rifle Corps, but had an objection to their shooting the

public generally while practising. LORD HOWDEN, who has lived

nearly all his life on the Continent, asserted that every Frenchman and
woman would exult in France's being able to humiliate England by
invasion. Everybody concurred in the desirability of promoting the

Rifle movement, without offensive reference to what might be the

ultimate Target. LORD BROUGHAM dilated eloquently on the necessity
of our having a splendid Navy, and the DUKE OF SOMERSET, who
would not take the trouble to make himself heard, mumbled out a
brief speech to the effect that everything would be done properly. If
this is a specimen of the way SOMERSET is going to win the affections

and confidence of the country, Mr. Punch may have occasion to invite

his friend LORD PALMEHSTON to reconsider ministerial arrangements.
Some miscellaneous and mainly, but not entirely, unprofitable talk in

the Commons. It came out that the Board of Works (THWAITES'S)
have actually commenced the "intercepting scheme" for the Metro-

politan Sewage ; and that we are to nave a Bill for facilitating the

getting on with the Divorces, for which there is so large a demand.
And now for the Estimates.
For the better understanding of the Debates, ladies, Mr. Punch

would mention to you that MR. BRAND is the new Whip, instead of

HAYTER, deservedly whitebaited by his friends this week, and MR.
MASSEY is the new Chairman of Committees instead of MR. FITZROY,
who is Minister for minding the chairs in the Park, and had better do

it, too. Chairman of Committees doesn't mean Speaker of the House,
and it may be equally desirable to inform the British female that LORD
CILANCELLOR does not mean CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER, and
that the Master of the Rolls is not the husband of the Mistress of

the Robes. This information may make things pleasanter at the break-

fast table.

CLASSICAL BUTTER.

ANY reader who is scholarly enough to read dog Latin may get a

quiet laugh from the report of the proceedings which took place at the

Oxford University Election. The speech which was delivered in pro-

posing MB. GLADSTONE, is given by the, Times reporter at full length,
and will repay perusal much better than most speeches. One advan-

tage of the custom of spouting in dog Latin is, that it enables one tu

say thejgreatest nonsense, without one's being thought to be at all

absurd in saying it. Moreover, one need never fear to lay one's KuSos

on too thick, when one spreads it under cover of a classic phraseology.
If wrapped in a dead language praises the most fulsome may t>e,

swallowed without sickening. MR. GLADSTONE, as all know, is the'

modestest of men, still he neither winced nor flushed at the Dean's

speech in proposing him. Yet it was bristling with compliments as

thickly as a sponge-cake porcupine with sweetmeats. Every other

word was a laudatory adjective.
" Virum doctissimum, dignissimum,

diligentissimum," not a sentence but contained half a dozen of these

"issimums." Well, of course all this was strictly in accordance with
old precedents, and of course, too, whatever a Dean says must be right.

Still, we doubt if doubtful Latin be a credit to our colleges : ana we
think that, at all future University Elections, better taste and better

scholarship might certainly be shown, if the speeches were to smack
more of the Study than the Buttery.
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(,'a]'f:un Pliinikcn, from Country quarters.
" / fear, Smytlien, my liair kits not been

ilum Justin- tn, tali-/!/."

Smythers.
" Seen lit ho/, Sir ; lit /</, I slioxhf say /" 4

POETEY OP THE SEASON.

THE new potatoes now begin
To form a tender peel ;

The wax erewhile that reigned within

Is changing into meal :

Of leg of mutton with a slice ;

Of South Down mutton small ;

I think they are so very nice :

Those fruit of Irish wall !

And peas have now attained the point

Whereat I love them best,

In sweet conjunction with the joint

To which they yield a zest.

For soft consistency with size

And flavour they unite,

A feast affording to the eyes
As well as appetite.

Peas and potatoes both give me,
Not old, but yet mature,

Far more than in their infancy
M y fancy they allure.

And cheaper when they 've likewise got,

Cried round from door to door,
For them that work to boil the pot,

They relish all the more.

Artistic Description of London.

LONDON is COUNT MAHOCHETTI'S Studio for the Count
is always exhibiting some piece of sculpture in some public

place or other, and making monster statuesque experiments
all over London. There are two of these experiments on

view at the present moment. Certainly no English sculptor
"
tries it on

"
on the same gigantic scale as the Count.

London is MAROCHETTI'S

COMPANION TRIO TO THE THREE TAILOBS OF TOOLEY
STREET.

THE Three Baronets of Downing Street. As the first,

trio thought that they were the people of England, so you
may be sure the second trio consider themselves with equal

i truth to be the government of England.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

OXFORD.

W. E. GLADSTONE presents his most respectful compliments io Mr.

Titufli, and earnestly implores the exercise of his authority, to prevent
the junior electors of the University from addressing letters to W. E. G.

during' any future Election, of an undignified and irrelevant character.
A perusal, very deferentially entreated, of the documents herewith

enclosed, will, it is hoped, assure Mr, P. that his omnipotence is

not evoked on any hasty or invalid plea.

I.

"
Brasenose College, Midnight.

"_Sir, Before I 'again record my vote and I use the word '

again
'

advisedly, having already polled twice for fun (once for you, and once
for CHASMS) on behalf of two extinct theologians, whose names I saw
in the obituary I feel conscientiously constrained to inquire, in the
most solemn manner, whether you will pledge yourself, in case of

re-election, to induce the House of Commons to consider, obtaining, if

you can, a Government Commission to inquire, what more efficient

means may be applied to the cleaning of Meerschaum pipes, because,
Sir, I have just sucked in a lot of oil of tobacco, and the flavour is

essentially and eminently unpleasant. "
Yours, &c.

"WILLS'S BlRDSEYE."

II.

[The laiinity is execrable. W. E. G.]"
Beate Lapis ! Videsne quam subitb ex oculis non Almae Matris

evanescit color viridisP O formose puer, nimiuin ne crede colori
cuilibet istms generis in fronte Rhedicynse ! Ilia olim ssevissimam in
muria deponens virgam, hsec verba iracunde dixit: 'Caveat Testa-
ment'urn ! Htec pro partibns InfdeUum est !

'

"
Semper tiium," VEBBTJM SAP."

'

ni. "
Bray, Ireland.

" The Vicar presents his compliments to MR. GLADSTONE, and, just
about to put the finishing touch to his new steeple, would feel greatly

obliged, if Mil. G. would inform him whether there is anything par-

ticularly new in Vanes ?
"

IV.
"
WILLIAM, why art thou like scalloped Lobster ?
'

Because thou art deeply read' No, WILLIAM, but because thou

art so amazingly good, and yet so liable to disagree with us."

HAPPY REMOVALS.
WE beg to congratulate the public on two happy removals that have

got out of the way with the greatest possible grace and the smallest

possible noise. The first of these removals is the Richmond Bridge

Turnpike. It is very strange, the road to Hampton Court looks as

clear again without it ; and not only that, but the beautiful prospect in

front appears now twice as open. The second removal, is of that large

block of melancholy buildings that did duty as cavalry barracks near

the Kensington Gate, on the Hammersmith Road. They are all swept

away now, and the bricks that contributed to its ugliness may have

helped to lay down the new pavement in Regent Street, for what we
know. Why the same improving besom did not also sweep away the

abominable gate that is by the side of it, is a mystery to us. High-

waymen are extinct, but turnpikes still hold their ground. A Turnpike

gate is a licensed DICK TURPIN, for he allows no traveller to pass along
his road without calling upon him to

"
stand and deliver." It is time

that the highway was cleared of these insatiable robbers, that infest the

neighbourhood of London in the same plundering degree as the banditti

do the vicinity of Rome.
"

the legal side of the hedf,

monopoly, whose defiant

Tangere" In the meantime, the Richmond Turnpike has set a graceful

example by quietly walking itself off. We will not attempt to follow

it, but will only indulge in the passing wish that the other Turnpikes
round the Metropolis would endeavour to imitate its elastic gait !
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Chair Proprietor.
" WOULD YOU PLEASE TO PAY TOE THE CHEEKS, MUM ?

"

Laili/.
" How MUCH ?

"

Chair Proprietor,
"
WELL, MUM How MANY MIGHT YOU BE A SITTIN' ON ?

"

THE POPE AND THE PERUQIANS.
THE inhabitants of some of the Papal States having, immediately

on the departure of the gentle Austrian troops, revolted against
the mild rule of the SOVEREIGN PONTIFF, a note for the informa-
tion of Foreign Courts was drawn up by the Cardinal Secretary
of State, at the command of the Holy Father, as a preliminary to the
reduction of his refractory subjects under subjection to the beneficent
and blessed joke of the Popedqm. From this manifesto of infallible
wisdom and goodness the subjoined is an extract. Having set forth
that the people of Bologna had uttered seditious cries

;
had risen,

some of them, in arms
; had

displayed tricoloured flags and cockades
;

had assembled in crowds before the Legate's palace, taken down the'

pontifical arms, and told the Cardinal Legate that they had constituted
VICTOR EMMANUEL Dictator, and that the example of Bologna had
been followed by Ravenna and Perugia, the papal document declares
that

" Such events taking place under the eyes and to the horror of all, cannot but
fill with bitterness the paternal mind of his Holiness, who has seen with what
fraudulent and malignant arts it has hoen, and still is, tried to detach from his
legitimate authority and government some provinces which have been primary
objects ufliis must anxious love and beneficence."

In the bitterness which filled his paternal mind, the POPE formed a
resolution, which is intimated in the conclusion of his note :

" His Holiness finally reserves to himself to proceed to the acts necessary to
maintain intact, by all the means with which Providence has entrusted him tho
sacred and inviolable rights of the Holy See."

So the regiment called Swiss, to the honour and glory of Switzer-
land, which fights for the viceroy of the monarch whose kingdom is not
of this world, stormed Perugia on the 20th instant,

"
slaying," writes

a person from Home,
"
burning, and plundering, as if in an enemy's

country." According to the same authority,
"
the soldiers broke into

the houses whence they had been fired upon, and committed the most
dreadful excesses." For example :

" Nine women and children were victims to the ruthless soldiers in different
nouses, and the cruelties of war were aggravated by the horrors of licentiousness."

Such were the acts necessary to maintain intact the sacred and
inviolable rights of the Holy See. The rights of the Holy See are
inviolable under all circumstances : some other sanctities are not, as
is proved by the sack of Perugia. That event also proves that the

paternal mind had been filled with bitterness to overflowing. So much
the worse for the women and children. The loyal Roman Catholics of

England will not fail (to contrast the conduct of the Papal troops, in

merely massacring and (outraging ladies and babies, whose husbands
and fathers had rebelled against the Vicar of Heaven, with the ruthless

slaughter and execution by British soldiers of our poor Sepoys, whose
only crime was revolt against a power which is the great champion and
supporter of heretical depravity.
When we consider the justice and mercy which with an excess of

the latter characterise the temporal government of the POPE, and
reflect that it derives these celestial qualities from that which consti-
tutes the Holy Father's holiness ; and when we further perpend the
fact that the glorious war now raging in Italy, in which we may have
the pleasure of being involved, and to which we shall be indebted for a
delightful increase of taxation, is owing to the attempt of Austria to

support a good system of government, inspired by the Holy Roman
Hierarchy, and particularly the Jesuits, we see clearly what ignorant,
uneducated, vulgar ninnies and noodles are all the opponents of

Popery, and what wise and strong-minded men are those politicians
who contemptuously but carefully affect to denominate them "old
women."

An After Thought.
THERE is a tradesman in Manchester, where they do know what

rain is, who has brought out a
"
METTERNICH UMBRELLA." Round the

covering, which is of watered silk, there is engraved the diplomatist's
falsified saying of

"
Aprcs moi, le Deluge." It is described as the

safest thing going for keeping the wet out.

MISTAKEN ECONOMY. It is folly, my Lords of the Admiralty, to
ruin the British Fleet for the sake of a ha'porth of tar.
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A CHAPTER ON SLANG.

o\v debased is ihat tongue, one
our glory and pride ;

By a torrent of Slang [how re

morselcssly dyed ;

As this Punch has observed wit
a patriot's pang,

He devotes to his* country thi

Chapter on Slang.

To its champions and friends

from the small to the bijr.

From my LORD BOBBY CAUDL
to little BILL PRIGG ;

Punch addresses these lines, an
he hopes they '11 amend,

When he holds up to laughte"
our dashing young friend."

Our dashing young friend of to

day never tells

Tin-, hotel he puts up at, o
house where he dwells,

Of his Digging perchance we '1

hear something about,
Or his Crib, or Concern, Sir, or

where he Hangs out.

Our friend has no pocket, h
may have a Fob,

Though it holds not a shilling, it may hold a Bob ;

It has not a
sixpence,

or any coin in,

Though it may have a Tizzy, a Bender, or Tin.

Our friend of to-day has no watch to his name,
'Tis a Ticker, or Turnip ;

if wrong, it goes Lame :

U hat the hour is he knows not, though able to say
How the Enemy goes, or what 's His time.of day.

Our friend knows of nothing that 's strange, it is Rum
;

His is not a companion, he 's always a Chum ;

Though his Chum is not staunch, vet he may be a Brick,
And though young men are fast, all tilings eise so are SJick.

Our friend knows of nothing a plague, it 's a Saw,
Though lie drinks brandy Neat, he has ne'er had it raw

;

His father's no father, but out of a joke,
He's the Guv'ncr, Old Buffer, Old Cock, or Old Bloke.

Our friend of to-day has no coat, it 's a Tog,
And he ne'er dresses well, though he Goes the whole hog,
He is then just the Cheddar, the Cut, Cheese, or Style,
Though his head bears a Bellinger, Beaver, or Tile.

Our friend prone to vices you never may see,

Though he goes on the Loose, or the Cut, or the Spree,
For brutally drunk, he 's as Screwed as old Kick,
And you '11 find him next morning, though.Seedy not sick.

Our friend of to-day sees a Kid, not a child,
And he never gets steady, he Draws the thing mild
A jest should be Knocked off, Cheesed, Shut up, or Stashed
And a man's broken nose, is his Claret-jug squashed.

Our friend never suffers a fraud or a cheat,He is Gammon'd, or Sold, or Let into it sweet
;He never retreats, though he Mizzles it quick,

Or he Slopes, Bolts, or Hooks it, or else Cuts his stick.

Our friend of to-day is not cairn, he is Cool,And a man who 's not wise must be Soft, or a Fool ;
tor a scolding, he always Comes in for a wigging,A Rowing, a Jawing, a Lipping, or Rigging.

Mr. Punch thinks it high timc'his Shop to shut up,He commends these remarks to each Darling young pup,Who in slang words deals largely, and thinks it Dem rare
Like our snobs, nobs, and footpads, to slang, and to swear

A Sting in a Title.

BY way of reprimand, the sarcastic nature of which we do not

TK
y
R
^derstand COUNT GYULAI is to be created for his misdeeds,Ihe Ban of Croatia." If the desire was to stigmatise the Count

V/, "%ha
Xf ,

e
S
hlm in Plain language at once, instead of the Ban

ot Croatia, The Bane of Austria ?
"

ONE MORE BOMBA.
Le Roi Bomba est mart ; five In Roi Bomba ! Such might well b

the exclamation of Neapolitan loyalty. The Naples Correspondent o
the JAv.i///// Post writes word that

" The new King of the Two Sicilies inaugurates his Government by eontinuin
the system of the late King. Arrests are every day made in order to intiuiidat
and prevent any public manifestation of sympathy tor the war of Italian hide

To form part of any demonstration ; to raise a hat when the new
Piedmontese Envoy pusses ; to talk of the victories of tlic allied armies

;
to wear in

the hutton-holu a pink, white and red, which with the green stalk would togethe
form the tricolor, and a thousand other futile causey, is sufficient to
offender to be thrown into a dungeon."

Tims " AMURATH an AMURATH succeeds, and BOMBA BOMBA," t

take a slight liberty with the mighty line of SIIAKSPEAHE. The son
takes after the father, with the addition of being apparently spmewha
deranged. Rampant and outrageous insolence, ridiculous in its extra-

vagance, on the part of a flunkey, is generally servile imitation. Like
master like man. According to the authority already quoted :

" The prefect of tho police insults the prisoners by telling them that the liberator
of Italy, VICTOR EMMANUEL, and Louis NAPOLEON, will soon como and reh
from their cells."

Thl; functionary might be thought to have taken the historica
character of our JUDGE JEFPERIES for his model, were there not reason
for supposing that the madness of mockery above instanced had been
copied from the contemporary pattern of his own king. BOMBA THE
SECOND, if the subjoined statement from the same source as the

foregoing is true, must be as mad as any dog in these dog-days.
" PiLANGlElu and other generals have visited the forts of the city, and proparec

a plan of defence for the kingdom ; and Ibm remarks which dropped from one o
tba Generals, it appears that the King has it in contemplation to attack the French
troops at limn..-, and put down the insurrection in tho Komagna. This surmise Ls

! by the departure of nine battalions of troops commanded by GESEISAL DE
BENEIMCTIS. The ambulances have been ordered, as well as tbe military chest."

The strait-waistcoat ought to be ordered, and the cold douche, for
,he KING OF NAPLES. Perhaps, however, not the cold douche. The
nadness of his Majesty may be so thoroughly canine that it would be
only aggravated by that remedy. The French troops at Rome are
sleeping dogs, which any small puppy but a very rabid one would be
only too glad to let lie. If young BOMBA really does entertain the
design of attacking them, he must be in a desperate state of hydro-
ihobia. It is to be hoped that he has no counsellor wise enough to try
-o dissuade him from attempting that frantic enterprise, and possessed
of influence enough over him to induce him to abandon it. Happy
will it be for his subjects if he is invincibly bent on courting his own
political destruction, and getting the Bourbon dynasty improved from
off the face of the earth.

A MELANCHOLY VIEW OE MARRIAGE.
HAVING mentioned that the BISHOP OF GIBRALTAR, the other day,

leld a confirmation in the chapel of the British Embassy at Constan-
mople, the correspondent of the Post at that city says :

eremony,

Very kind, and as far as advice went, useful, no doubt, was the
iscourse which SIR HENRY BULWER was good enough to address to
he youthful pair. They may have profited by the advice of an
xpenenced diplomatist, but in what way could they have required his

ncouragement ? Are we to regard them as a poor young Prince and
'rincess, beginning the world with nothing to depend upon but their
wn exertions, and with the prospect of a large family, whose cradles
he Prince will have, in the lirst three or four instances at least, to
ock ? Did the Princess want to be inspired with hope in the prospect
f keeping a mangle, and the Prince to be persuaded to take a cheerful
lew ot having to turn it ? The difficulty of making both ends meet
s one which a newly-married bride and bridegroom uniting youth and
nexperience with slender means, may be materially helped to surmount
y a little cheering exhortation, but there cannot well be conceived
ny other which they are likely to encounter, and not likely to get over
eriectly well without anybody's encouragement. Perhaps, however,
ic immense amount of justice which has to be administered by the
robate and Divorce Court has suggested a view of matrimony so
loomy as to constitute for a young couple just married a need to be
mboldened to expect domestic happiness.

On the Advertising Pillar at Hyde Park Comer.

THOUGH, to those whose profession 's to advertise stuff,
It 's useful for drawing the tanners,

Good taste must object to a permanent puff,
And call it a piece of bad

{l
Manners."
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A LITTLE FARCE AT A RAILWAY-STATION.

Lady.
" I WANT ONE TICKET FIRST !

"

Clerk.
" SINGLE ?

"

Lady.
" SINGLE ! WHAT DOES IT MATTER TO YOU, SIR, WHETHER I 'M SINGLE

OR NOT ? IMI'EHTINENCE !

"

[Clerk explains that he meant Single or Return, not t'other thing.

REDESDALE'S WORST FEARS.
"MY worst fears are realised !

"
husbands obtain

A happy release from a foul marriage chain,
And ill-treated wives get delivered from brutes ;

The wicked Divorce Act is bearing these fruits.

What worse makes the matter, these couples belong
To the snobbish hoi polloi, the mercantile throng,
A set of mean people, of middle degree,
Who make dirty incomes beneath Schedule D.

Thank Goodness ! the husband in humblest low life

Must still remain link'd to an infamous wife;
And the wife a fast knot to the savage wretch ties,

Who beats her, and kicks her, and blackens her eyes.

Divorce for the million continues too dear,

'Tis, happily, out of the labourer's sphere ;

But soon will its price to their means be brought down,
Insuring the fall of the Church and the Crown !

Those whom Heaven united let nobody sever,
Was the mandate divine, irreversible ever,

Except by the highest tribunal's decree

The fiat, I mean, of your Lordships and me.

With divine obligations for us to dispense
Was all right and proper ; the cost was immense ;

The petitioner having much money to pay,

Religion was honoured, and wealth had its way.

But. now that our privilege high we 've resigned,
And divorce to the rich is no longer confined,
The law from above by men lower than Peers
Set aside realises the worst of my fears.

A Fight for a Seat.

IN Rathbone Place, we read the following announce-

ment :

"SEATS LEST FOR BALLS AND ROUTS."

We are anxious to know whether the
"
Seat of War "

was sent out from the above establishment ? for that is a

Seat which of all others has lately had the greatest share

of
"
Balls and Routs "

the French giving the former with

the greatest success, and the Austrians going in for the

latter in a manner that left all competition far behind them.

THE OPPOSITE SEX. We never know what a woman
doesn't mean until she has spoken.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OP PARLIAMENT.

Monday, July 4. The House of Lords received, for the'first time, the
illustrious VERNON SMIJTH, who has cast his SMITH and now flutters

]

as the gilded and gaudy LYVEDEN. And a more useful addition was
made to it in the person of the late SIE BENJAMIN HALL, now LORD
LLAKOVER, which does not rhyme to Hanover but to Dover.
The House of Commons was menaced by MR. EDWIN JAMES with a

speech on behalf of MR. CUISHOLM ANSTEY, on a given date. The
subject is 190 terrible for jesting. LOUD PALMERSTON repeated that
he could bring in no Reform Bill in the present session. It must be a
severe trial to this zealous reformer to restrain his natural eagerness to

enlarge the franchise and to realise MR. TENNYSON'S ideal of a
Cabinet :

" And statesmen at Her council met
Who knew the seasons when to take
Occasion by the hand, and make

The bounds of freedom wider yet
"
By shaping some august decree

Which kept Her throne unshaken still,
Hrnud based upon Her people's will,

And compassed by the inviolate sea."

Tuesday. LORD LYNDHURST came out with a
spirited speech, in

which lie declared that, speaking only from a Defensive point of view,
we ought to have ships enough to smash the navies of France and
Russia

; another fleet to hold the Mediterranean
;
another to protect

the West Indies ;
and another to see after Ireland, in case the

Liberators of mankind should look upon the Irish as an oppressed
nationality. We ought, he thought, to enlarge all our arsenals and
garrison all our fortresses

;
and then, he conceived we might smile with '

much affability upon the world generally. Expense was nothing, and
j

vie victis. The "
old man eloquent

"
is hereby rewarded with three I

cheers from Mr. Punch. LORD STRATFORD DE REDCLIFFE, who knows
more about foreign politics and foreign feelings than any nobleman in

the world, with the single exception, of course, of LORD PUNCH DE

FLEETSTREET, also thought that England ought not to live upon
sufferance. LORD GRANVILLE, for the Government, did not think it

likely that France, engaged in war (GRANNY'S ideas were charmingly
illustrated by the news of Friday), would attack us, and as Tor

Russia, she was engaged only in improving the condition of her subjects.

Happily, the practical part of his speech atoned for his ridiculous

balderdash, or by this time MASTER GRANVILLE would have been kicked
out of office by Mr. Punch. He stated that we were arming as fast as

we could. LORD HARDWICKE justly remarked that it was too late to arm
when you were knocked down. The DUKE OF SOMERSET made an exces-

sively foolish and petulant speech, and but that LORD PALMERSTON
has ordered this person to improve the Navy in every way, and that

PAM is not a man to care for EDWARD ADOLPHUS SOMERSET'S ill-

temper, and is just as likely as not to say,
" Come up, Neddy," should

ADOLPHUS insist on keeping his ducal foot stuck in a bureaucratic

Slug-hole,

Mr. Punch would certainly use his baton on the fourteenth

uke. He may catch it yet. LORD BROUGHAM thought that we
should be ready for a row, and LORD ELLENBOROUGH gave it to

GRANVILLE for his drawing-room twaddle. ELEPHANTBOROUGH did

not believe in moral influence unless supported by physical force. The
DUKE OF ARGYLE was, if possible, sillier than the other duke, but
he will look particularly queer if a regiment of Zouaves should quarter
themselves in the big hall in Sutherland House, make targets of the

statues, and poke holes in that charming picture of her Grace and the

baby in the dining-room. The DUKE OP RUTLAND, taking title from
a little county, made a little speech, but it was to the purpose. Mr. Punch

entirely approves of the conduct of the Lords who recommended earnest

attention to our national defences, and it is not the sneers of any organ
of unwashed and spiteful refugees that will induce the people to think

VOL XXXVII.
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that the Kn'-'lish Peers went out of their way m demanding protection

for the Knilish soil. In this sense Mr. Punet is.a most bigoted

and would impose the largest aaiountof duty upon those

wlid-c business it is to be our watchmen.

Various matters were talked over in the Commons. ME. GREGORY
: brought up the case of MK.UYLAKD, who seems to have been done out

of an office he held in Canada, some years back. He appears to have

i h remarkable injustice. Mr Punch, who has scarcely

o do more than save the country about four tunes a week, has not

read the documents, but is perfectly satisfied to rest upon the opinion

of MK WKLSKY, one of the ablest and most right-minded members

of the b;ir, who has pronounced strongly for Ma. KTLAOT. Mr. P.

-('on' endorses the petition "Let right be done, and though the

House did not care to be bored with a mere matter of honour and

just ice it will be wiry times for some folks il Mr, Punch is again riled

in behalf of KH.AXD. MK. COLLIER brought m a Bill limiting the

IT of the county court judges to send folks to quod. At present,

if a dirty messenger puts a dirty piece of paper into your hand in the

thinking it is an advertisement of DR. DIRT'S museum,
or something cognate, throw it away and forget all about it, you are

I
soon afterwards hauled to prison for forty days, on the charge of having

manifested for the county court the contempt yon felt for the quack.

A good Hiilr debute was followed by the defeat of an attempt by MR.

ALCOCK to do away with turnpike tolls, and a Bill was introduced to

get rid of the restriction which prevents a Papist from being Lord
< 'liaucellor of Ireland. There will be what is inelegantly designated a

Howling Shindy about this Bill before it is done with.

day. The sitting was occupied in discussing a Bill of MR.
DrtiWYS's on Endowed Schools. When these establishments were

founded, there was no specific exclusion of Dissenters from their

management, because just then the Dissenter was an uncreated animal,

or, if a specimen of anything approaching the nature of such a creature

lurked about, and read his Bible in ignoble holes, the haughty founders

of schools would have thought it about as necessary to exclude him, as

Mr. Pinifh, making his will, would deem it needful to provide that no

Gorilla shall be his executor. Things have slightly altered, and the

Dissenters think that they may now be permitted to share in the

endowments. It is an audacious prayer ;
and after

two debates, the question was referred to a Committee.

Thursday. The improvement of the Divorce Court occupied the

Lords, and the CHANCELLOR promised a Bill, LORD REDESDALE com-

plaining bitterly that relief was granted to so many miserable wives.

LORD llii'ON mentioned that Government had no intention of putting
rifles into the hands of the oppressed nationality called Ireland. In

revenge, in the Commons, there was a long debate about the Govern-
ment mail contracts affecting that ill-used but incomparable country.
MR. COWPEH, enraged at the advertisement pillar lately stuck up at

Hepaquana (as the Frenchman spelt the spot where Apsley House is),

brought in a Bill to prevent such at roeities ;
and MR. SCHOLEFIELD

introduced one for protecting the public against the adulteration of

food, which measure is really a necessity, Mr. Punch's own last volatile

at Richmond, having been by 110 means what it should
have been.

THE MYSTERY OF A LADY'S DRESS.

FROM Le Toilet of this month, we have the pleasure of learning that

"the robes are generally made with five or seven flounces, the top one

not reaching higher than the knee." This is extremely moderate, and

husbands, with incomes under 300 a year, will be delighted to learn

that the number is so limited. For ourselves, we think seven

flounces
"

positively absurd, and you might as well have none at all,

if they are not to go any higher than the knee. We had hoped to

see a lady who was all flounces a regular muslin La Scala, tier upon
tier of flounces rising right up to the proscenium. The time was,

when you could not distinguish the dress from the profusion of the

trimmings. If they keep falling off in this way, we shall soon be able

to see what the pattern of a lady's dress is like.

Further on, Le Follet tells us confidentially that it .prefers a skirt

completely bouillonnee, notwithstanding the inconvenience of its

holding the dust." We do not know what bouillonnee exactly means.

We are perfectly aware that bouillon means broth, but still it is a mys-

tery to us how any one can prefer a skirt that is bouillonneed all over,

for we have noticed ladies, who at dinner have had a little soup spilt,

over their dress, look as though they did not altogether like it
;
nor

can We see how
"
broth

"
and

"
dust

" would go very well together.

Supposing they do, the recommendation of this new fashion seems to

be that it enables every Lady to be Her own Dust Carrier. The

scavengers ought to be very much obliged to them.

With regard to bonnets, we are informed that
"
thin bonnets are

usually made with double curtains." Why not have your bonnet, like

an old four-post bedstead, with curtains all round it ? It would be

much cooler, though we have a difficulty in seeing what, great use there

is in having a bonnet at all, when you have a couple of curtains to hide

it! We cannot help staring, also, at the notion of a "thin bonnet."

The thinness may be in consequence of the weather. The heat is so

intense, that we can almost imagine a
"
chip

"
getting thin.

In the way of trimmings, we are told
"
a novel and pleasing effect

"

is produced by having "bunches of red currants falling round the

front of the bonnet." We should be afraid, if the currants were imitated

with the deceptive reality of ZETTSIS' fruit, that the birds would come
and peck at them. The ladies have carried flowers and fruit on their

heads
; vegetables will soon follow. The Covent Garden ^basket-

carriers will be getting jealous of the competition.

i. Suddenly arrived news that the two Eagles were beginning
to think that they had had enough of it, and that an armistice had been

arranged. So LOUD STRATFORD DE REDCLIFFE, who was about to have
delivered a set speech on the Italian question, announced that he should
abstain from doing so, and was courteously thanked by LORD GRAN-
VILLE. LORD NOHMAKBY signified his opinion that LORD PALMEHSTON
was a sort of lieutenant of Louis NAPOLEON, and that any terms of

peace which the EMPEROR might approve the Premier would applaud.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL stated tnat he knew no more about the

armistice than other people. HENRY BERKELEY made a ballot speech,
which had the merit of shortness. There was a good deal of discus-

sion as to whether England had been offering the German States and,
notably, Prussia, advice not "to extend the theatre of war," as LORD
JOHN elegantly put it. It seemed clear that both MALMESBURY and
JOHN RUSSELL had been recommending the Prussians to mind what
they were about. Then came the Navy Estimates. ADMIRAL LORD
VISCOUNT PUNCH begs to inform all foreign acquaintances and others
that he has got 26 steam ships of the line in commission, and 16 steam
frigates, besides 106 corvettes

(
and divers block ships. Likewise gun-

boats. In any emergency he has on shore a force of first-class sailors,

enough to man 1:2 Targe ships. And there are a great many more
vessel* getting ready, so that, and by the end of the financial year, the
Admiral will iiave 50 sail of the line, 37 frigates, and 14-0 corvettes.
l-'rii'udx nt i ,'t/j; will please accept f/iix i/tfiinnlion.

Be it added that the honible odour of the Thames lias been rather
worse, this week, than anything described in DANTE'S Inferno. Why
does not Parliament move away, pro tern., to Exeter Hall? There is

the Great Hall for the Commons, and the Smaller Hall for the Lords,
and SIMPSON'S for the r ml the Cigar Divan for the Smoking
Room. OLIVER .CROMWELL would have done it at once, but our
mulHsh legislators humbly stop to be poisoned.

SINGLE-HEADED SHOT AGAINST DOUBLE-HEADED.
" Two heads are better than one," says the old proverb. Negatur.

The French Eagle with its one head has proved itself more than a

match for the Austrian Eagle with its two.

SIMILIA SIMILIBUS CuRANTUn. Is that why mineral waters are
1 such an effectual remedy for hot cappers ?
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A DIABOLICAL ENGLISHMAN.
system acknowledges that, and we know something about it, eh?

(J.uiiks round triumphantly.} Look at Waterloo.
Jinx/.. Urn ! I think we're pretty safe.

Siecle makes

statement, which is pro-

bably a hoax :

" One of the best shots in ( ;.\-

RIBALDI'S service is an English-
man of 00 years old, who -

a capital Lancaster rifle, and,
aided by a pair of spectacles, of

which lie stands in need,

down every Tyrolean chasseur

that he takes aim at. Some-

body lately asked him whether
he had been attracted to join
the Italian volunteer corps I >y a

strong feeling for the Italian
i>r a love of spurt? He
red very coolly,

'
I have a

great respect for Italian inde-

pendence, but I am also very
fond of shooting.'

"

This story is almost in-

credible, because it is un-

likely
brave
their

would endure the
, pre-

sence, in their ranks, of an
amateur assassin gratify-

ing, under the pretext of

an external legality, his

propensity to murder. Such a fellow would be a fit comrade for

no soldiers of any corps but a regiment of Thugs. There^
can be

no such Englishman in GARIBALDI'S service, with GARIBALDI'S know-

ledge; or GARIBALDI is not the man we take him for. If his

troops do contain any such Englishman, that disgrace to Kngland has

probably fled the realm, in consequence of having committed the

murder of the man whose remains were found on Waterloo Bridge, or

some other undiscovered act of like atrocity. If the correspondent of

the Siecle has not, in the tale above quoted, fabricated a bad joke at

CORRESPONDENT of the Leaf old Lady, with notions of nothing in particular. Goodness me !

the following ; I hope so. For what with fires, and pickpockets, and dog-stealers,

that an army of

men, fighting for

told me the other day, steam had thrown a bridge ove

The police ought to interfere. I'm sure I pay enough

really there is no stirring about; and I do hope, my dear, railways
will be put down it's all along of 'em, depend upon it. My grandson

over the Channel.

. . _ .
for 'em, idling

about their time. Only think of nasty foreigners coining over here in

shoals, with their frogs and messes.

Solomon. Permit me, Ma'aiu. You are labouring under a mistake.
Your grandson spoke figuratively fig-u-ra-tive-ly. Lor! look at "our
wooden walls !

"
all iron, I believe. We should smash 'em. And

there 's the steam ram, you know.

Deaf Old Lady. What ! ! ! A-going t9 make poor dumb animals

fight r

1

Well, what the Humane Society is about, I can't think!

Young Lady 1. Oh ! shocking, indeed.

Young Lady 2. And no fashions will come over. What Khali we do
then!

Son. Oh ! the French will bring their fashions over with them, of

course.

Middle-aged Lady (with strong notions of Woman's Mission}. Such
frivolities will not occupy the attention of the British woman, / hope.
No, let them rise and assert their true position. I, for one, should

propose, in the Female Fid/ad (an excellent publication, that the House
rcunrrv s libertv I)r P se

>
lu me/1

emcueriajaa ian excellent putmcauon, inai me nouse

trip nrp ^ Commons should go and fight the enemy, and give up their seats to

the expense of Englishmen, he should publish the name of our infamous

countryman who shoots Tyrolean chasseurs principally because he is

very fond of shooting. To 1he villain's name should be added a

description of his person, like that of a felon advertised in the Hue and

Cry. Because he may be taken prisoner; and, if he is, it is to be

hoped that he will be hanged, as every Englishman deserves to be -who

goes fighting from any other motive whatever than that of patriotism
and the sense of duty which he feels as a Briton.

A WAR DIALOGUE.
SCENE A comfortable dining-room. Time after dinner. The wine has

iii/cd; and restraint lias, in a great measure, disappeared in

consequent*? thereof.

{The Dramatis Persona will appear -in their order.)

Host (a Cily man}. Terrible state of affairs this ! Ah ! (siffhs and
fills his glass) pass the bottle (to Solomon). JONES, try this port ; I

oughtn't to say it, but you won't get such a glass of wine as that

every day. Have a fresh glass 35,000 killed, I heard ; securities, too,

very shaky !

Jones (a Solomon hnmvs evert/thing : iL-iiikini/). Ah! I had it from
good authority (he liax ft-inl />/>

,/. penny paper in the omnibus) mind, I
won't mention names that the French were utterly beaten, and have
been all along, only they won't own it. Besides (looks mysterious),
there's Prussia !

Mild Lady (sister to Host). Well, my dear, I hope they won't come
over here. Only think ! what should we do ? I hope LOUD PALMER-
STON will have plenty of guns all about the country.

Young Lar/rn- 1 urn] 2. Oh, dreadful!
Son of Host and Hostess. Yes, they say, in case of invasion, all the

coal-cellars are to be given up for storing away gunpowder, and
soldiers will be quartered iu all the kitchens unoccupied by the police
(winks at Friend ).

Friend of the Son of Host and Hostess. So COBDEN stated the other

day, to the captain of an Iron and Citizen steamer, and has offered, in

conjunction with an eminent Quaker, to lead the rifle volunteers to the

coast, in case, a landing should be effected.

Ladies 1 and 2. Oh ! Dreadful ! Isn't it ?.

Solomon. Ah ! I didn't see that
; but he's a clever man a ve-ry

cle-ver man.
chief. Why

I shouldn't wonder he made a capital commander-in-

their wives and daughters. ( It'll li n //,-/,,i futile) 1 think even our Lords
and Masters will own that we run talk, when we like.

Host. Ah. I don't know. Would it be constitutional? You should

apply, I think, first to LORD JOHN RUSSELL safer, you know.
Hostess. Lor ! dear, I shouldn't know what to do.

Middle-aged Lady (conclusively). You'd get used to it ; bat never
let the base conventionalities of society, the trammels fixed upon us

by man, deter us from a sacred duty. I'd go to-morrow.
Solomon,. Well, it would be novel, and, to say the least, would keep

our female population, out of mischief. (Smiles.) But the French
will never come here. They'll never get over the Quadsilatere. No

;

never, Sir. They'll be cut off to a man.

Deaf Old Lady. Ah ! swords are so sharp, and muskets and bayonets
and things. I remember, I took up your poor dear grandfather's once,
but it, was a mercy it didn't go off.

Solomon. It's impossible. Why, look here ! {Placing glassex,
There 's Verona

;
there 's Mantua

;
there 's Pcschiera

;
and there 's

wbat's-its-name, Leg-na-no. This fork is the Mincio. Well, they
attack 'em all at once, of course, and what are the consequences ?

(Breaks a glass, leaving a great red patch upon the cloth. } Ha ! i

an accident. Never mind soon take the stain out ;
but you see

no the black and yellow must gain the day.

Deaf Old Lady. Poor creatures ! How cruel to bruise 'em so ! 1
never could abide a Frenchman. Voltaire said they were half a cat
and half a frog, and so they are.

Mild Lady. If they come here, I should go to the sea-sidedown to

Ramsgate, 1 think. It makes one's blood run cold.
} i:n,ig Ladies 1 and 2. Oh, yes !

[They discourse of the last new bonnet, cloak, baby, 8fc. HOSTESS
looks at HOST. HOST imperceptibly nods his head. HOSTESS
rises and LADIES leave the table. GENTLEMEN draw vp their

chairs and discuss the War, vniil summoned to coffee.

COLOURING EXTRAORDINARY.
THERE is no accounting for tastes as to female beauty, and MAUYE

is so much the rage, that we are hardly surprised to learn from the

following advertisement in the Times of last Wednesday that some of

our fair friends have devised means of transferring the fashionable
colour from their clothes to their complexions :

UOUND, on the 30th ult.. a handsome LADY's PARASOL, left there
L by two ladies, of mauve C"lour, lined inside with wldte, which may be had at
ARTHUR GRANGER'S Stationery Warehouse, 308, High Holborn, W.C.

At the same time we should be rather inclined to consider that "two
ladies, of mauve colour, lined inside with white," deserve to be classed
as at once

"
plain and coloured," instead of

'"

handsome," as in the

polite.language of the. advertisement.

Toujours Apropos de Bottes.

THE French have rushed to the rescue of Italy to save, what is

familiarly called, the BOOT, from the iron heel of Austria but for the
Italians to expect that a separate kingdom will ever be patched up out

Louis NAPOLEON had never smelt powder before. I of the disjointed bits is, we are afraid, in the hands of the French, a
Besides, you don't want to have been in action to be a General our ! hope that is quite bootless.
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WE have been favoured with the following communication from our Indolent Young Man';
and as it strikes us as being by much the coolest thing we have met with this hot weather,
we print it :

" Gar and Starter, Richmond.
" DEAR P.

"
July 8. Thermometer ever so much in the shade.

"
In reply to your heartless letter, on affairs of a business character, I beg to inform

you that I am HERE, and with no intention of injuring my precious health by any exertion,
bodily or mental. Make what use you please of this information, and accept the assurance of
my most distinguished regard and esteem.

"
Signed, " * # * * "

Female Compensation.
WOMAN is not allowed a vote, and the consequence is, that she tries all she can to

influence as much as possible the votes of others. The strongest argument that we
know in favour of Vote by Ballot is, that it is likely to protect the husband from
the wife. Many a Free and Independent Elector has abstained from voting altogether,
because he has not dared, in consequence of female intimidation, to call his vote
his own.

HYMEN AND LOW MEN.

OH dear, what can the matter be ?

Oil dear, what shall we do ?

All the world fain would unmarried be ;

For one Divorce Court we want two !

Wedlock's bonds in old times used to tie men
So tight, they cost thousands to loose ;

Low men once entangled by Hymen,
Had no hopes of unclasping his noose.

To file through the steel of his fetters,

No metal was potent but gold ;

So the poor sat in chains, while their betters,
Drew their bills, and escaped from his hold.

Like green peas at a pound the peek measure,
Or house-lamb at Christmas, we saw,

Divorce portioned out against treasure,
A luxury sweetened by law.

Then LORD REDESDALE exultingly reckoned,
The Divorce Bills each session saw through :

And called on the Bishops to second
His delight that the list showed so few.

And in lay and episcopal chorus,

Sung the Peers,
" What a system is ours !

Where still horned goes each conjugal Taurus,
Till released by a private Bill's powers !

"

But now, thanks to wild innovation,
llich and poor on one footing are set ;

Any couple, no matter their station,
For a good cause, uncoupled may get.

Like ice-creams, a glass for a penny,
Or pines at a penny the slice,

No more for the few, but the many,
Divorce has come down in its price.

No wonder the Bishops look blue,
That HEDESDALE with horror deplores,

When a luxury meant for the few
The million find brought to their doors !

COMMON SENSE IN " SOCIETY."

THE ".Fashionable Arrangements
"

for last

week, in Fashion's own journal, included the

following truly sensible announcement:
" LADY LLANOVEB'S afternoon and dancing party from

four to eight.o'clock."

In the first 'place, LADY LLANOVER. unaffect-

edly calls her entertainment a dancing party,

naming it in plain English, and eschewing the

snobbish Gallicism by which the like assemblies

are usually denominated. In the next, her dancing

party begins at the suitable hour of four, and ends

at the reasonable hour of eight, instead of com-

mencing at the late hour of nine at night and ter-

minating at the preposterous honr of three in the

morning. Her guests have four hours' dancing,
which is enough for all purposes, amongst
others, for. that of acquiring an appetite by exer-

cise, and thus they are enabled to enjoy a good
late dinner, which is, in fact, an early supper, at

home ;
and after that the male portion of them

have sufficient, and not too much, time to sit over

their wine, and smoke their tobacco. Both the

matter and manner of the above notification indi-

cate that a great benefit has been conferred on the

superior classes by the elevation of SIR BENJAMIN
HALL to the Peerage. Sanitary hours of dancing

will, it may be hoped, be rendered fashionable by
the example of LADY LLANOVEB, whilst the same
influence will also induce the wholesome moral

usage of employing the English language for the

expression of the high jinks, festivities, and other

practices and peculiarities of the uppercrust of

society, which are now, from imbecile and mis-

taken ideas of delicacy and refinement, generally

expressed in French phraseology, so as to gloss

them over, as it were, with a sort of polish, which
has an effect corresponding to the odour of varnish

that offends the nose.
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PREY FOR THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER.
N the. sentimental and ro-

mantic department, or second

column, of the Times, t In-

other day, there appeared
the following pretty land of

notice :

M. H. B. P. has written again
to Hi

"Has she?" will have

been the indignant question
of many a lady whose hus-

band is the namesake of

MIL. CARLYLE'S Prussian

hero. "Again has she writ-

ten to FRED ?
" How often

before ? And to think of her

not only owning it, but pub-
ig it in the newspaper!

Oil the impudent creature!

and as for FRED, I have
no patience with him.

FRED is likely to have a

!
illc time of il for some >'ears>

in consequence of the above
advertisement. Under the

name of FBED are to be

included a very considerable

number of married men so named. Of course it would be the same if

the name were TOM or BILL. "Have you had another letter from
M. H. B. P. ? I dare say M. II. B. P. is all that you could wish. If

M. H. B. P. had made the tea, it would not have been so bad, perhaps.
You had better go and talk to M. II. B. P." Such are the taunts

and reproaches which thousands of unhappy husbands will now, on
'he occasion of every little matrimonial squabble, be subjected to,

iuough the indiscretion of the authoress of the above advertisement,

')> the publication whereof she will have destroyed the domestic

happiness, or at least disturbed the peace, of an indefinite number of

jrivatc families.

A MOTHER-IN-LAW ON NEUTRALITY.
" OF course, my dear, I go in for the non-interference principle. It

would be affectation, worse than affectation on my part, it I pretended
to say that my sympathy was not all upon one side. It is but natural
that it should, and I believe if anything was to happen to my dear
child who, though 1 say it, is the sweetest child in the world that I

should go mad, or out of town, or get thin, or do something desperate,
such as would probably pull me into a premature consumption, or the

hospital, or the workhouse, or, it may be, my grave ! As 1 have said

before, neutrality is my creed. I look on, and, whatever I may think,
do not say a word. It 's very painful, but I do it. I have not lived all

my life, dear, without knowing what man and wife are. I know that

they will disagree occasionally that they will fall out every now and
then, and have their little lights. Let them light on, I say, and fight
it out as best they may. They must make it up at last. There never
was a quarrel so long, but there came an end to it at some time or
other. People can't always be fighting. A perpetual cat-and-dog
life would wear out the best cat and the iiest dog in the world after a

couple of months. So, my dear, I make it a rule to remain neutral
but then it 's a kind of

' armed neutrality.' They know my strength,
and when they have had enough of fighting, they always come to me

parted with that power yet, and it is extraordinary what a long way
advice will go, when backed up with a little money. Then, when both
sides are worn out, and tired, ami exhausted with lighting, and when their
consciences tell them what precious fools they have been for trying to

injure one another, I come in and interfere, and my previous neutrality
makes my interference all the more valuable. The consequence is,
what with my purse, and what with my advice for I generally lind
that the foolish dears need pecuniary assistance just as much as moral
aid. and very frequently more so that I can almost do what I like

;

and I need not tell YOU that I always succeed in making the best terms
1 can for my poor daughter, Peace is once more restored, and cele-
brated afterwards with a dinner at Richmond, or a trip to the sea-side.
That is, dear, what I call

'

an armed neutrality," and all mother-in-
laws, if they were wise, would go in and do the same. Interference,
to be effective, should occur very seldom. That mother-in-law is

strongest who interferes the least more especially if she has both
reason and money on her side."

POLITICIANS IN STATU PUPILLARI.

AT the annual commemoration at Oxford, the young gentlemen of

that University, whilst waiting for the commencement of businr
the Sheldonian Theatre, are accustomed, as is well known, to an

themselves and the company with an expression of their political
feelings. This is a verj useful custom, for the applause and disappro-
bation of the Oxford undergndoatea form a sure and certain criterion

of the right side in politics and the wrong. On the occasion in ques-

tion, last week, for instance, after a manifestation of feeling which was
not political, nai it.y, which they of course evinced by cheering
the QUEEN and the Roval Family, they made a series of denn <

as conclusive, after a fashion, as so many votes of the House of Com-
mons.
A report of the event in progress having recorded their glorification

of British monarchy, says :

"It w:i.s in i

, with ru.s|>ect to France, for the call of three grua
the Ji : 'i|.licitly obeyed."

^
Thus the Undergraduates of Oxford appear to be of opinion that t lie

EMPEROR OF IUK FRENCH is wrong in taking part with Sardinia in

antagonism to Austrian domination in Italy. This appears the more
probable from what ensues :

" Then iV;' itiers for Loan DERBV that shook the very hi;

itne, ami, by way of contru-st, LORD PALMERSTON drew down u succession 'if

hisses and groans, but comparatively mild to those which greeted the name of

The late PREMIER is supposed to havealeaning in favour of Austrian

sway in Italy ;
the present PRIME MINISTER and HOME SECRETARY

are known to besolicitousforltalianliberty. Oxford's Undergraduates
proclaim their sympathy with the reputed friends of Austria and
Austrian despotism, and their antipathy for the statesmen who desire
the liberation of Italy.

It is further the opinion of the Undergraduates of Oxford, that LORD
DERBY, who is chiefly celebrated for unsuccessfully opposing the repeal
of the Corn Laws, deserves high commendation

; ana that LOUD PAL-
MERSTON, for having served his country above forty years, preserved
peace during nearly all that time, and towards the end of it concluded
the Russian war successfully, merits much dispraise. Also, that LORD
JOHN RUSSELL, who carried the Reform Bill, and who has combined
civil and religious liberality with resistance to foreign and invasive

priestcraft, is worthy of vehement hisses.

We are next informed that
" FRIEND BRIGHT found but few friends in the assembty, and there was not a

>in^li; cheer to redeem the volley of disapprobation that burst on the recital of his
name."

MR. BRIGHT is judged by the Undergraduates of Oxford to be a
democrat without a redeeming quality.
Then we find that
" Three cheers wore proposed for MR. GLADSTONK. but were given amid over-

powering groans, and next in succession was suggested, "Three gruans for his incon-

sistency,' which received the promptest attention."

Accordingly, a majority of the Oxford Undergraduates condemns
MR. GLADSTONE for giving his country the benefit of his abilities as a
member of a Liberal Government.
The MARQUIS OF CHANDOS was heartily cheered. The Oxford

Undergraduates think that he has done something. MR. DISRAELI
was "

highly popular," and
" Loud and long were the plaudits lavished on the CHANCELLOR OF TH* EXCHE-

QUER."

The Undergraduates of Oxford are, perhaps, under the impression
that MR. DISRAELI is the author, not only of some clever novels, but
also of very much useful legislation.
The BISHOP OF OXFORD and DR. PUSEY were also

"
very popular,

and their names were hailed with rounds of applause."
The Undergraduate theologians of Oxford approve of Puseyism and

its saponaceous prelate.
We had almost omitted one material expression of the Under-

graduates' sentiments :

" ' Throe groans for the Times newspaper' wasa proposition, too, that was carried
out to thu very letter."

The Times, therefore, is not the leading journal in the estimation of
the Oxford Undergraduates. Of course they prefer the Morning
Herald.

U'e now return to the proposition with which we started. that the

Undergraduates of Oxford indicate, to a certainty, the right or the

wrong side in polities by their hisses or their cheers. The right side

is denoted by the former, and the wrong by the latter. Their seniors
need not be ashamed of stooping occasionally, to take a lesson from
these young gentlemen.

ONE GOOD RESULT OF AUSTRIAN ULTRAMONTANE TENDENCIES.
A retreat beyond the Alps.
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A YOUNG LADY ON THE HIGH CLASSICAL SCHOOL OF
OENAMENT.

" MY DEAREST MAUDE.
" You know that the RANDOMS have just returned from their long residence

on the Continent, and I am longing to tell [you that I spent a day last week with
IMOGEN RANDOM, who kindly showed me her jewel casket. 0, MAUDE ! how I

wished for you to share my excitement ! I have not yet recovered it, and the only
comfort I have, is that last night, after dinner, I ','coaxed Papa into a promise
that we shall spend next winter in Rome ourselves ! IMOGEN says, of course
there is a great deal to see in Rome that everybody must see, but then you know,
dear, -we read about all those things when we were at school, and we can buy plenty
of photographs of the Coliseum, the Forum, and the Temples, &c., to show our
friends in England where we have been, so that we need not waste much time upon
them. My great object in Rome is to go, the very first thing, to that dear,

delightful, interesting shop, CASTELLANI'S, in the Via Poli, where, IMOGEN says,

you have nothing to do but to lay down scudi enough, in order to be made per-

fectly classical in appearance and style. Only think of that ! Every thing there
is taken exactly from the antique, so that you are quite safe in choosing whatever

you like, and cannot go wrong."
By the way, however, IMOGEN says, it is just as well to take a look at the

Etruscan Room in the Campana Museum when you have a spare hour, that you
may satisfactorily judge for yourself what perfect copies CASTELLANI'S ornaments
are. IMOGEN'S jewel-casket contains two or three handsome Bullas, one set with
stones of lapis lazuli, one with rubies, and all with those charming devices iu raised

gold letters, A El, PAX, LUX, VIS, &c., &c. Also an immensely thick and
massive gold circlet for the throat, in exact imitation of the cord round the neck of
the dying gladiator Etruscan armlets and fibula: of every possible pattern and
device, rings for every day in the week with the name of the appropriate god
engraved on each (as Saturn for Saturday, &c.), and as for Greek daggers and
Roman pins for the hair, they are innumerable !"

IMOGEN, however, confided to me (and I am sure I am committing no breach
of trust in imparting it all to you, dear), that the only drawback! to her classical

arrangements is her very small and diminutive stature. You know she has hitherto

always rather piqued herself upon her
'

fairy-like proportions,' but on this occasion
she has found them very inadequate to the massive and heavy, not to say ponderous,
style of ornament, which, it seems, a classical costume requires. Between our-

selves, she confessed to me, that the weight of her Bullas, and her gladiator's
necklace is positively distressing to the collar-bones; that her hair is visibly
diminished since she took to wearing Greek daggers and Roman pins, both o"f

which are so pretty and so antique, that she is unable to give a preference to either,
and thus is obliged to wear both at once

;
and even now (although it is some

months since she underwent the operation of being bored),
her poor little ears suffer martyrdom witli the weight of her

favourite ear-rings exquisite flying figures of Victory,
which are supposed to be constantly whispering joyful

tidings of new conquests. For my part, love, I am deter-

mined to have my ears bored forthwith, that they may be
all right by the time we reach Rome, where, IMOGEN says,

ear-rings so light as those required for wear immediately
after the operation, are scarcely to be met with. How-
ever, IMOGEN has a good spirit, and declares that from the

first she resolutely determined to bear everything and wear

everything that could contribute to make ncr fashionably
classical and very classical, to my ideas, she looks when
she is dressed, as you will admit, I think, when you see

the sketch I enclose. It 's true that her nose is not strictly

classical, indeed it has the least in the world of a turn-up,
and her hair cannot be induced by any artifice to grow low
on her forehead, as one sees it in antique busts of Pom-
peian beauties, but surely that does not matter when the

brow is surmounted by a
'

Victor's chaplet
'

in tliin beaten

gold!" Now that you know some of the most delightful anti-

cipations of a winter in Rome, I trust, dearest girl, that

you will employ every art with your Papa to induce him to

bring you and FLORA to the Eternal City when we go, that

we may have the inexpressible happiness of shopping at

CASTELLANI'S together. Papa says that should Italy then

be still unfortunately in a disturbed state, he will not go ;

but I trust that both the EMPEROR or FRANCE and the

KING OF SARDINIA are too gallant to interpose any obstacles

to the wishes of young ladies like you and me, and that

consequently all traces of war will be cleared away before

winter.
"
Ever affectionately your friend," MABEL."

ECONOMY IN EARTHQUAKES.
IN Manilla, the windows of the houses are made of

oyster-shell ''instead of glass. This is done with a double
view the first being to keep out the glare of the sun, and
the second being to keep down the expense of an earth-

quake. The latter is a frequent visitor in Manilla, looking
in repeatedly upon the inhabitants without the smallest

ceremony; nor is the earthquake seemingly in the least

propitiated by
the august-like appearance of the casements.

Apparently, lie does
" remember the grotto," though un-

fortunately for the natives, his remembrance comes rather

oftener than "only once a year." It must be awkward to

live in a town that is so constantly being shelled from top
to bottom in this way ! Fancy waking up some morning,
and seeing half-a-dozen shells flying in hot haste into your
bed (or sjiakedown, rather), in consequence of an earth-

quake, with the deliberate aim of a canon de precision,

battering the walls of the town down ! Such a town is

only fit for Quakers or Earthquakers, as you might call

them to hang their broadbrims up in. It is not adapted
for persons of steady habits like our own. Our steadi-

ness would be shocked to see, through the medium of

these oyster-shell windows, the sun reflected the first

thing in the morning in bright visions of
"
early purl."

"THE CENTAUR NOT FABULOUS."

MR. RAREY, the great Horse-taming American, having
returned from showing the Russians the glories of his art,
has been exhibiting for the first time in public, at the Alham-
bra. A terrible horse, called the King ofOude, whose savage-
ness was appalling, and whose scream of rage was like that

of a railway-engine gone mad, was reduced the other morn-

ing, under Mr. Punch's eyes, to absolute . gentleness.
MR. BRIGHT was present, and is understood to have

prepared a splendid bit for his next Indian speech, setting
torth that if the real KING or OUDE had been treated with
similar kindness, there would have been no necessity for

the violent reduction of Oude. SIR CHARLES WOOD
means to reply, with great smartness, that an English
horse is not an Indian ass. Very good, SIR CHARLEY.
Punch owes you one.

A JEW D'EsrRiT. A foreigner, in the counting-house
of ROTHSCHILD, wishing to sec some straw paper, was
facetiously shown a bundle of Austrian bank-notes.
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AN ACCOMPLISHMENT FOE THE AEMY.
"
Lcycester Sgua/; July, 1859.

"MON CHER PoNCHE," KNOW you what is that which is what we call elan, ? It is

that quality in our soldiers which renders them irresistible. Without

doubt, that which causes this attribute so admirable of the French

troops, it, is their courage. But besides that, it must be that there

is another reason of that speciality of our braves. For what the

Austrians, also brave, have they not the like of it? I go to tell you:
it is the same defect of your own forces, so incomparable for their

solidity. It is something of physic, a certain stiffness of the limbs.

From whence comes that ? I will declare it to you. In a word, it is

for fault of not to have never learned to dance. From their first

infancy all our soldiers have danced always ;
that has rendered them

agile. Your own come to tlie parade from the plough, where they

only learned to hop the clod. It you wish them to approach our own
in elan, make teach them all to dance. Let the dance be a part of the
drill military. Your regiments have bands that play quadrilles, for
what good, unless the men dance to them ? Make them do so. Let a
master of dance be appointed to every regiment, beginning with the
Guards of the British Grenadiers. I give you permission to inform
M. the DUKE or CAMBRIDGE that I am willing to undertake that part
of the education of the distinguished Coldstreams.

"Accept, Sir Ponche, the assurance of my high consideration.

"Juuss DE DEUXTEMPS.

"
P.S. Your divine WILLIAMS or JACKS however, some one of

your great poets, said, that none but the brave deserve the fair sex.
The passion which inspires beauty is intimately related to that which
vents itself in combat ;

it is thus the necessary partners of the dance
contribute to inflame the invincible ferocity of our Zouaves."

WHAT OUR VESTRYMEN HAVE DONE FOR US.

So it seems that, after all, it is the French we have to thank for the

Advertising Column which so graces Hyde Park Corner. Well, we
must confess we are not surprised to hear it. Although we English
are so famous for embellishing our streets, we somehow fancied that
this column was a cut or two above us. The design seemed far too

tasty for an insular conception; and the intensely happy blending of

ornament with usefulness appeared much too felicitous for English
minds to procreate.
The discovery of authorship we owe to MR. COWPER, who has taken

up the task of putting down these nuisances
;

a task which, we opine,
should win for MR. COWPER as much praise as the Task brought to
his poetic namesake. It was in these words MR. COWPER made

|

mention of the fact that the Piccadilly column was not a British
work of art, but, like bad English farces, was "taken from the
French":

" We had often been threatened with a French invasion, but one had now actu-
I ally taken place to wlu'ch he desired to call the attention of the House. A certain
Kronen company had come over to London and had taken possession of some of the
chief thoroughfares of the Metropolis, including Hyde Park Corner, where they had
pulled up the pavement and established a remarkably uncouth edifice, which
a-lhough one Member of the House regarded it as ornamental, was looked upon by
almost every one else as a hideous disfigurement. (Hem: hear.) It was stated that
tho company intended to erect similar columns at Chelsea Bridge and a hundred
other places, for which they had obtained the permission of the local vestries."

Have they, indeed ? What a charming prospect for us ! How
thankful we should be that we live in a free country, and that we are
blessed with vestrymen to govern us! What delight it is to think
that (but for meddling MB. COWPER) we might have seen our streets
adorned with a hundred other columns, each as tasteful and as useful
as that opposite the Duke ! But this odious MR. COWPER thinks our
streets look best without them

; and, as to their utility, he sneeringly
observes : .

" The only excuse that was offered for those structures was, that they gave
information to the public, and it was true that anybody could ascertain from them
the nearest police station, the time of day, the day of the month, tho direction of
tho wind, aud among other information, the hour at which Cremorne opened, the
place where a tmrte dansoMte was held, and the residence of DR. EADY. That in-
formation might be very useful, but the middle of a crowded carriage-way, where
those who stopped to read would incur a great risk of being run over, was hardly
tho fittest place to publish it."

Offer an excuse, forsooth! Pray what apology is needed for a
structure which embellishes and beautifies a city? As well offer an
excuse for having built the National Gallery, or for the graceful
squirts and statues which adorn its lovely front! And then this
ruthan MR. COWPER has the barbarous audacity to bring to ridicule
an ancient institution of the country, and to question if our vestrymen
he tit to govern public taste :

" Ae he said, the parish vestries had sanctioned these erections, and according to
ient state of the law they had power to do eo ; but he thought that voetrics,

although very proper to superintend t <t lighting of the streeto, were
nut tliu bu.st bodies to act as guardians of the public tasto."

That a British House of Commons should degrade itself by listening
to such sentiments as these, and then should, by a swingeing majority
of votes, give the utterer of such language leave for bringing in his

Bill, is to our mind a full proof that the British Constitution is fast

sinking in decline, and that rampant lied Republicans will soon dance

upon its corse !

DESIGN FOE A LAMP-POST, AFTER THE APSLEY HOUSE
AFFAIR,

A DRIVE IN THE QUEEN'S CARRIAGE.
A CONTEMPORARY, in remarking on the improved system of prison

discipline in Ireland, says :

" And we are the more anxious that this system should be carefully considered
here, because, although crime has of late years diminished also among ourselves, iis
decrease has not been commensurate with the large expenditure upon justice, or
with that position in the van of civilisation, and that superiority of moral tone, for
which we are wont to take credit."

If we are entitled to take credit for a superiority of moral tone, we
cannot be fit to pccupy a position in the van of civilisation, considered
in connection with prison discipline. Inferiority of moral tone is, on
the contrary, the proper qualification for a seat in her MAJESTY'S omni-
bus, and the crime of our civilisation is not diminished when we are
removed in the van.

The Mask of Fashion.

SCENE A Lady's Boudoir.

Julia. Why, dear, you do surprise me whatever are you putting
that abominable rouge on for ?

Lady B, Well, FANNY, if you must know I am going to confess,
and the rouge is to hide my blushes. j

THE DRAUGHTS MATCH.'

THERE is a paragraph in the Papers with the above heading. We
have read no further than the title but if called upon to say "what
was the Draught's Match ?

" we should say from our medical knowledge
that it was a Blue Pill.
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THE HOBRID STATE OF THE SERPENTINE.

Daring Swell. "Do, they are dot bccc&ily pei-kaps ; lint, /mil In/ lift. n-m! !IK.I/ /,,,/,/

no in l/iis cwlfuulded flHii riub. Abericad Clips they're called. <>,//,/ ,i

-/ apiece! I recobbedded A to se'd a lot dowd to the House o' Cobbods. Ha, ha!
"///./."

AN ART BANBURY CROSS.

ACCORDING to the Biiiilniri/ (Ittardian, a new Cross is in

course of being built in the town named in the title of that

newspaper. The structure, now nearly completed, will,

when it is quite so, be fifty-two feet six inches high, and
will have three drinking fountains at its base. On the next
stage there will be no spouting, but spaces have been pro-
vided for three large statues, and it is expected that one of
them will represent the QUEEN, though whether this ex-

pectation will be disappointed or not will necessarily depend
somewhat upon the imitative ability of the artist. The
tliHtrtlian of the interests of Banbury further states that the
new Cross, like the old one,

"
stands

'

in the fayrest strete
in the towne,'" of which last words the orthography
seems less appropriate to Banbury than it would be to
MALMESBURY. Lastly, our Banburian contemporary in-
forms us, that

"
Coats of arms of distinguished personages

in connection with the history of Banbury, and other rich

ornaments, will adorn the Cross." We presume that the
rich ornaments will consist largely of those sweet cakes for
which Banbury is so widely and justly celebrated. We may
also conjecture that the two statues which are to accom-
pany the image of her MAJESTY will be equestrian. One
of them will probably be that of an elderly female on an
animal resplendent in the native hue of stainless marble.
The fingers of this effigy of an ancient dame will be adorned
with rings ; and to the ten toes, visible through the pecu-
liarity of her costume and chaussure, will be appended as

many small bells, which, vibrating in the breeze, will make
; perpetual music. The other statue will be the figure of a

j

child of tender years, bestriding the species of quadruped
denominated a cock-horse; and as a cock-horse may be
supposed to have wings, the sculptured steed will perhaps
be Pegasus, and, to maintain a classical consistency, the
little horseman, Cupid. The anile figure will be meant for
the old woman alluded to in a piece of the poetry of early
years ; and the infantile form for that of the little fellow

! invited, in the same poem of
"
philoprogenitiveness," to

proceed on the back of a hybrid of bird and horse to wit-
ness the equestrian performance of that aged party, whose

; display of horsewomanship has conferred everlasting renown,
on Banbury Cross. Renovated, and raised to an imposing
altitude, and beautified and enriched by British sculpture
and blazonry, the Cross of Banbury will exhibit an
amount of grandeur and magnificence suitable to its

fame, and entitling it to a high rank among our national'
monuments.

A HELPING HAND FOR THE HANDEL COLLEGE.
CAMBRIDGE Dons and Oxford Doctors may be startled by this heading,

and may wonder where on earth the Handel College is, for at neither

University has its name been ever extant. Mr. Punch who is in this,
as in all other matters, more learned than the learnedest of either
Dons or Doctors, will devote himself as usual to the task of their

enlightenment.
To the question, where on' earth the Handel College is, the answer

is, at present it is not on earth at all. The Handel College is as yet in

being but in print ; but of course now Mr. Punch is pleased to advocate
its name, its local habitation will be speedily complete. To dolts who
doubt the power of Mr. Punch's influence, it may be shown from the
Prospectus that there are other grounds for a belief in his prediction :

" A rl t of ground, (the lowest value of which, for buildinfr purposes, is estimated
:S,000,) has been offered gratuitously, and MR. OWEN JONES, likewise (.'ratui-

as consented to act as Honorary Architect, to draw plans and superintendthe building. This part of the movement cannot fail to be considered as the ground-work of the charity, and justifies the Promoters in making au appeal to the Public
for their cordial support in the undertaking."

As the promoters of the College are doing a good work, Mr. Punch
will give them pardon for making a bad pun, in speaking of the building
land and plans which have been offered them as being, in their view
the: "groundwork" of the charity. With what good intentions the
College will be paved, the short sentence which next follows is quite
long enough to show :

" The study and toil of the Musician do not always lead to Large pecuniary
rewards, and, consequently, the Orphan children of poor but deserving Musicians
are often, whilst still young and helpless, thrown upon the world unprotected and
unprovided lor ; and it remains only to state that the College or Asylum will be for
the Orphans of Musicians of all Classes, to afford those Orphans a Home whilst
unable to assist themselves, and so to educate them as to enable then, to obtain a
respectable living when they arrive at a proper age to go out into the world."

^Lest
some may think the College inappropriately christened, the

promoters state their reasons for the name they have selected which
are that as the College is intended to be founded in the year which is
to all known as the first HANDEL centenary, they wish to pay a

"
lastin<*

tribute to his memory" by connecting with his name the charity
they set on foot. As HANDEL was himself a charitable man, and pre-
sented to a charity the 'greatest of his works, there seems fit reason,
now to make a handle of his name, if it will be of service to a charitable
end. Other good and noble names, too, are connected with the College
as guarantees that all in-comings will be properly laid out. The
smallest contributions will be thankfully received, and the largest will
by no means be less thankfully acknowledged. If the more than
eighty thousand who attended the late Festival were to pay a fit thank-
oftermg for the pleasure they received, the Handel College Fund
would nearly be as goodly a property as Punch !
One last grind on the reader's organ of benevolence. Let him if in

his soul he be musical, reflect, that by helping to bring up the helpless
Orphans of Musicians he will lend a helping hand to the preserving of
their race ; and may be the means of rescuing and of bringing up a
genius who may equal him from whom the Handel College has its
name.

A Fearful Engagement.
LISTZ lias had another fearful engagement in Dresden. The shock,w

.e
are told, was something terrible. Not less than two pianos were

killed under him, and upwards of two dozen music-stools severely
wounded. The noise was so intense that the inmates of an entire
Deaf Asylum, at a distance of a hundred leagues, suddenly recovered
their hearing.

A ROUGH DEFINITION.
"
I SAY," cries DICK,

"
old Feller, wot 's the msaning of Armistice ?"

Says JIM,
"
Why coves a fightin', for a while unclinelnV fistes."

ndsn.-Siiv.DAT, July 16, 1859.

P.*. bo,* in ,he Parish of S,. Pane,.,. i, the Co..,7 of Middle*.
July 16, 1859.

>f "=<! Pubh.hed by them at N. 85, Fleet Street, in the l'a:Uh of St, Bride, in the City ot
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OH, HOW JOLLY!

THE MOMENTOUS QUESTION.
WHAT is the Momentous Question ? It is not Reform. The little interest that

anybody might ever have felt in that, died away when the word had been used for
the last election cry. The War had some claim to pre-eminence ; and the individual
who has recently invested capital in Knickerbockers, would naturally make out
a strong case to show that the formation of Rifle Corps bore off the palm.
But it we go to that never failing index of public opinion, the youth of London,

we shall find that the momentous question is of a personal nature, that it is one
which must stir instantly the inmost recesses of all hearts. It must cause equal
anxiety to the prince and the peasant, the daughter and the diplomatist, the
minister and the mamma.
A dark cloud of suspicion appears to have fallen on candid and confiding

England, for daily ten thousand Britons insinuate the existence of a sinister pur-
pose in the bosoms of their brethren, by asking in melo-dramatic tones the awful
question, What 's your little game ?

The history of Europe during the months of May and June, 1859, might have
been altered, if some six months ago, that munificent nobleman who represents
our country at the court of Paris, upon receiving assurances more fervid than
usual of the goodwill borne by a great personage towards all mankind, had sud-

denly administered an interrogative thrust to the imperial ribs (such as his Excel-
lency of (P.) Bedford might give to his bland Majesty under similar circumstances),
and popped the question. Or if court etiquette forba'de a direct interrogation being
put to a sovereign, the effect would scarcely have been diminished, if he had
adopted the equally popular form of observation,

"
I knows your little game."

When a noble leader of the Liberal party submitted a certain resolution to the
consideration of another noble leader a resolution which ultimately caused some
small expense to the members of the legislature, and some little delay in the
business of the country it can scarcely be doubted that the statesman who gave
his approval, knew pretty well his friend's "little game." Perhaps he thought he
would not win after all. Perhaps he thought, that if he did, he would not get the
stakes. Perhaps that the other party would insist on the game being played
over again, and with fresh umpires.
Let us leave politics and descend to the purer atmosphere of private life.

When our young friend ROBINSON, after having experienced various phases of
London business life, having been successively clerk to an auctioneer, walking
gentleman in a fleecing hosiery establishment, and out-door agent to an eminent
photographic artist, suddenly burst into full bloom as Secretary to "The Metro-
politan black condensing Tooth Powder Company," with a commencing salary of
500 per annum, many of his friends kindly recalled him to their memory. MRS.

SMITH the mother of his old school-fellow GEORGE, after ignoring him for five

years, invites him once more. When that gracious matron advanced to meet
him with a pretty girl hanging on her aim, to whom she drew his attention by the

observation,
"
Surely, Ma. ROBINSON, you have not for-

gotten your old playfellow, NANCY CLEMENTINA;" nothing
out politeness could have prevented him from informing
those fair ladies, that he kneWM<?(> little game.
The world goes round, and the little games are finished ;

then the cards are shuffled, and the partners changed, and
we begin again, for who can deny that he takes a hand in

one occasionally.
If we must join in them, let us at least endeavour to

lay fairly, like men and women of honour, never with
jaded dice or marked cards, or the mirror too carefully

arranged behind our partner's hand.

QUOTH FATHER THAMES.

ALL London bullying me,
All London sullying me,

Insult to injury adding thereby ;

Steamers up-churning me,
Quick-lime up-burning me

Never was river so ill-used as I.

Sewage and slaughter-lymphs
Kill off my water-nymphs,

All between Teddington Lock and the Nore ;

Swans growing dim in me,
No more will swim in me,

Birds save the mud-larkabandon my shore.

Sewage-stained sedges all,

Sewage-clad ledges alj,

Sewage-filled urn upon which I recline !

Sewage-crammed eyes and nose
Blind eyes and pisoned nose

Stink, steam, and swelter these sighings of mine !

Rouse near and far lament,
Breathe into Parliament,

Poison each Vestry and stink out each Board ;

Creep in each water-main,
Crush HARTE and QUATEB.MAINE,

Make white-bait dinners a nuisance abhorred.

Fill the low fever-nests,
Huddled like beaver-nests,

Under my level, soaked green with my slime
;

Flavour for Bumbledom,
Fat pies of Humbledom,

For laches that's murder, neglect that is crime.

Never did preacher preach,
Never did teacher teach,

Sermon so wakening, or lesson so deep,
As the whiff from my waters,
That tells in high quarters

Facts ignored till my stink roused nobs' noses from sleep.

Cinders and stone-heaps,

Churchyards and bone-heaps,
Sewers and cesspools, have sermons to preach ;

Vain, though, their urgin",

Till Thames, <i la SPURGEON,
'Gins, through their noses, the million to teach.

Thanks to Apollo,
Good 's sure to follow

When the hot summer sets Thames in a blaze,

In strong effervescence

Freeing the essence

Of wisdom deep stored in my silent highways.

Odours less vagrant,

Breathings more fragrant,
Ne'er would scare BUMBLE, or stink out M.P. ;

Lesser stinks come
To humble back-slum,

Leave the great folks and fine houses to me !

EFFECTS OF THE HEAT.

THE weather has been so melting that all the (w. Srf.'s of

a certain Lawyer in Chancery Lane were found the next

morning to have been reduced into 3s. 4</.'s !

VOL. XXXVII.
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A GLUT OF FRESH FRENCH BUTTER.
Louis NAPOLEON must have
a really wonderful digestion,
to stomach all the flattery now
daily heaped upon him. l'Y>od

so gross aud fulsome, there are

few persons could swallow
without feeling much the

worse for it. Only fancy, this

hot weather, having to gulp
down such a quantity of but-

ter as this man has done ! The
iC:h morning has

churned him a new pat, and
from a host of other dairies

there comes daily the same

present. How the EMPERO.R
survives it is more than we
can tell. It sickens one to

think of being glutted with
such diet. We had almost as

soon breakfast upon Cod Liver

Oil, as have such a lot of flat-

tery forced daily down our
throat. Besides, however fresh

the butter may at first have

tasted, it must certainly by
this time be getting rather

rancid. In the coolest place
this weather butter won't Keep
long : and such butter as the

w*t. which is never
salted with any sort of wit,
must of course become quite

sour and unpleasant in a day or (wo. Not even the Attic salt of Mr. Punch himself could
! such fulsome stuff from quickly getting tainted. The EMPEROR perhaps may view

it as his
"
destiny," to have to swallow and digest the glut of butter which is made for

him, but we think that he must find it rather nauseating food, and that he by this time 7uust

be getting sick of it.

A REMEDY FOR THE THAMES.

WE beg to recommend that the gentlemen,
who distinguished themselves iu cleaning the

pictures of the National Gallery, should have
their valuable hands cng; present dirty
state of our metropolitan river. If only one hall'

of the same success attends their scrubbing
efforts in that grand saponaceous opi
there is every ground for hoping that there will

be as little of Old .Father Thames lelY, after the

cleaning is over, as there was, in the former

instance, of the Old Masters. Thanks to their

industrious palms, the supposed impossibility of

scrubbing the blackamoor white will have been

gloriously eclipsed by the still more miraculous
achievement of having washed the Thames to a
state of something like purity. 'As for HER-
CULES, if that gentleman has any decency, he
will modestly shut up ; his boasted Augean Sta-

bles will be, by the MI, urior labour of the

purification of the Thames, swept clean out of

history.

One Hero makes Many.
IT is reported that MR. LABOUCHERE has

refused a Peerage. We are glad to notice that

iiple, which was so heroically set in the
first instance by WISCOUNT WILLIAMS, is now
being so generally followed. In fact, since the
elevation of MR. YERXON SMITH, what was for-

merly looked upon as a compliment or a bribe,
is now considered nothing less than as a degrada-
tion or an insult.

A HINT FOR BUSY-BODIES. Indiscretion lays

you open to be read by everybody, just like an
unsealed letter.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OP PARLIAMENT.

JULY 11. Monday. LOUD RIPON stated that, in order to make Volun-
teers clearly understand that they were not Regulars, -the Government
did not intend to pay them a single shilling on any pretence whatsoever.
On the contrary, they were themselves to pay their instructors. The
case of the Coolies, who (facetiousness is inevitable) are so coolly kid-

napped for the West Indies, came up ; but the DUKE OF NEWCASTLE
saia the subject was really so important that he could not think of

attending to it.

It was always a most desirable thing to have a telegraph wire from
India to England, aud now that the former country has been handed
over to such a person as SIR CHARLES WOOD, the necessity of knowing
how things go on is greater than ever. Therefore, as the object is a
national one, it is very proper that Government, by guarantee, should
facilitate the scheme, and a Bill for the purpose was all but finished off

to-night. The wire is already laid to Aden, and the Mahometans have
been aidin' the promoters very loyally, and whacking some contu-
macious pilgrims, who, not seeing the use of the signal-posts, naturally
knocked them down.
The Great Clock lias come to grief again, owing to the architect's

interference. The hands have been made very handsome, but so pre-
cious heavy that the works will not act on them. Why on earth does
not LORD PALJEBBSTON take the matter up ? When he was at the War
Office, about eighty or ninety years ago, he had the Horse Guards'
clock taken to pieces and improved in every way ;

and if he would just
Ins energies, which are as vigorous now as they were in the early

part of the last century, the thing would be done.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL, in answer to MR. DISRAELI, professed total

ignorance upon the subject of the negotiations which that very day
were going on at Villafranea, between the Eagles. The House then
went into Supply, and MR. KJN.NUKD pleaded piteously for the poor
aristocrats whose carri; a get, from the Exhibition and
F.uiRAxtt's. the pastrycook's, into m. .James's Park, by Spring
Gardens. He wanted anew entrance made. Mi;. FITZROY pooh-
poohed him, and actually condescended to urge that the part KINNAIRD
wanted to cut up was a quiet walk, liked by the humbler classes and
their chddren. It is disgusting to hear sucli vulgar arguments paraded
in an assembly of gentlemen; but bad examples arc contagious, and
MR. HENRY HERBERT proceeded to point out another bit of ground
that might as well also be opened to the poor children. II i

may have a sort of right to talk in this way, because he throws open

his own lovely grounds at Killarney (0 ! MATILDA MARIA ! O,
them eyes! O! SIE CRESSWELL CRESSWBLL! But lie down, Our
Heart) to the wanderer, and is hereby thanked and immortalised

;
but

what need was there for MR. SLANEY to follow with his perpetual
pleading in behalf of the children of the poor? Really, Honourable
Gentlemen forget their dignity.

It was refreshing, after that display of vulgarity, to find a real

specimen of military gentility, full blown. There is in the House a
COLONEL DICKSON, whose modesty is so great that he has concealed
his merits, hitherto, with so perfect a success that nobody has ever
been able to find them out, a noble answer to the snobs who sneer at

military insolence, but who was on this occasion inspired, by just

indignation, to come out strong about "trash in the newspapers."
The fact was, that an excellent letter had appeared iu the Times.
written by an officer who is also a soldier, calling attention to one of
the most important questions of the day, the position and condition of

the Army. The letter infuriated DICKSON (or perhaps he may be a

skilful carpet tactician, who likes to please military superiors), and he

exploded, as aforesaid, about
"
trash," and gave GENERAL PEEL an oppor-

tunity of announcing that he felt the
"
greatest possible contempt

"

for newspaper opinions. This is fair enough, for before JONATHAN
was happily ejected from office, the newspapers afforded the public

sufficing -reasons for feeling the same sentiment touching his abilities.

However, PEEL had to answer the newspaper
"
trash," and, if he has

not made any blunders in his figures, his statement is satisfactory,
inasmuch as we have 110,000 soldiers at home, including Militia, but

excluding Marines and the Enrolled Pensioners, and our artillery is in

good order.

VISCOUNT WILLIAMS DE LAMBETH abused the Navy Estimates, for

the very reason why VISCOUNT PUNCH DE FLEETSTREET applauds
them

; they are the largest ever presented to Parliament in time of

peace. They are 12,862,000. There was much more sense in his objec-
tion to flogging our sailors. The British Lion should cut low relations,

and the Cat is a very seedy member of the Felis ramily. Keep whip-
cord for the aspirants to hemp, wife-smashers, fraudulent trustees, and
the like. The Estimates occupied the rest of the night, except what
was consumed in a discussion on a Bill for robbing certain rate-payers
in order to make up for robberies caused by the neglect of certain

parochial officers.

T/t<-*ila-y. Came the news that Louis NAPOLEON, who had gone to
war on a pledge that the Austnans should be driven out of Italy, had
"funked" at the Quadrilateral, and, after losing about 100,000 men in
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, starvation prices only by their needles, who

dieted by I '< niching the Bill for permitting a Catholic to be
])a(1 ^.^ tll js ].(nt the ironical name of the

'"
skeleton-leaf." In

Irish Chancellor. Go Bill, and the debate
their bitterness and want, thev must mockingly think that the thread. ,

stood over, after some sjood firing; nobody, of course, exeej,

Hall, beins in the Ion. d Exeter Hall being in earnest

only in wanting to spite the '

//
,'i/,,,'<if,ty. Rcliprion that is to say, Church-rates all day. Sin

JOHN TRELAWNEY'S Abolition Hill on for second reading; anil, :if

ous light by the Conservatives, and some unblushing K;>

(which i.s -illed siiliinittini;- your own opinion to (!:

others) by I'M.', i,, such second B

carried liy :>>'<:', to l'.)3, in about which proportion the Bill will be

rejected by the Lords.

77///rxifi',v. LORD CAMPBELL introduced a very unnecessary Bill, for

the pttrpo loose upon the public at the end of

three, instead o ars' study, if they have graduated at a

university. However, solicitors who get on by Degrees are usually

preferred to those who get suddenly rich. The DUKE or NEWCASTLE
stated that Government intended to refuse to renew the licence to the

Kay Company, who are a sort of modern incarnation of the
a-our to keep an enormous territory

clear of human beings, iu order to promote the breed of animals whose
skins will sell. The DVKI ;KT explained that we are not to

look at our steamers as possible war-sh

In the Commons, after some practical discussion touching the

Indian aimy, Supply came on again, and :ul the Navy I'.stiniiitcs

.',
1 lie del'' i'.; with ft TO

^Slll
.1. Gt. i SIR C. ]V\rii:i; on Ihc old subject, the Ualtie
"

llf man ; ,

,
in a rage : "ti

was a lice! in such a disgraceful state!" And h.

;ead to the Hoi 1 e letters, which,
> retorted, the impolite Admiral had already done.

HKIUIKIIT thei:

nient, and got several votes on account of about 12,000,000 which he
or the soldiers.

[.!//. /V//<-// was leaving the House, soon after two on Friday morning,
whci: the odour of I d. Ic, river came upon him in a foul Hood,
lie siaugcreil, and was carried by Loc.ii I'Ai.MiJiscoN, LORD JOHN
lit ssi.i,!., and MR. DISHAKI.I to

'

oinc minutes he
felt alii yon, but ' ud the world

tely to leave town for his beautiful country seat, where he is at

present staying with his attached 1;

have been made out of no other leaf.

Morality Rewarded.

IT was but n lew days au'O that it was annoum t of the

Quadrilateral, that Austria was going, for the lirst time, to "deal on
the Bqu how Virtue prosjiers ! Xo sooner has she taken

.HIM the \\ ar ends, and she saves nearly every pound of
her Italian bacon. Who would not be virtuous ?

"THE EDUCATED TLA-

C.vx the pets of LORD ilAi.MKsnrnv, who at an examination cannot
mi getting impaled on their own pothooks and hangers, he

supposed to belong to the.
"
educated section ';

"
If they do belong to

e will wager they arc at the bottom of it.

FIVE-AND-TWENTY YEAUS OF A PARLIAMENTARY LIFE.

AT a Finsbury dinner (Finsbury ought to be doubly blest, foi it can

boast now of its "PET," and its PETO), MR. T. DUXCOMBE, after

alluding to his tivc-and-twenty years of Parliamentary services, said :

thinps tic desired to see 1. career, waa one
more, good, honest, liberal Iteform measure carried through I

"\Veonlywish that Mi;. Hi M'CIMIIE may live to see the full accom-

plishment of what his heart desires. A good old age would evidently
be in store for him. "You owe me sixpence, PADDY," said SIR\\ A: n,u

SCOTT, good humouredly, to a beggar, when he gave him a shilling in

the absence of smaller change. "And may your Honour live till I pay
yon." was PADDY'S reply. Parliament owes us a Reform Bill, ami,

borrowing the beggar's ejaculation, may MR. Dt NCOMBK and all of us

live, say we, until Parliament has paid us! What Old P.UIRS and
NBSTOBS we shall be !
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JONES, WHO CAN'T SLEEP WELL IN LONDON DURING THE Hoi WEATHER, GOES TO HAVE A QUIET NlGHT IX A VILLAGE ! !

Portrait of ONE of the Village Cochins, fyc.

ITALY IS FEEE.

ITALY 's free Italy 's free

From Savoy to Sicily, shore unto sea !

The Frenchman has come with his "hey presto, quick !

'

The two -headed Eagle before him to kick.

Why ask antecedents ? Why hint of a doubt ?

Coups d'etat, Boulevard massacres, why prate about ?

Don't you hear how he swears a bold swearer is he

That he 's come to set Italy free very free-
Look again, little dears, clear as mud it must be,

That his promise is kept, and that Italy 's free !

True, you might have asked voice as to sheathing the sword :

You might have wished Piedmont to put in her word :

Might have wished the black vulture's broad wings to be clipped :

Might have wished certain dukes of their dukedoms well stripped

Might, some, p'raps, have wished for a little less POPE,
For some folks not so much and for some folks more rope :

Might have wished one United Italia to be-
But a truce to your wishes and wants aren't you free?

Yes only look hard enough ; plainly you '11 see,

That Italy 's free oh exceedingly free !

Of the POPE at your head that kind well-meaning man ;

You are free to make just the best use that you can :

With an Austrian rivet on leg and on arm,

To'prevcnt you from making too free to your harm,
And a Tuscan grand-duke and a Modenese too,

And a youthful KINO BOMBA who's freer than you?
Of course you 're not free to bite, struggle, and kick :

Austria's maxim is still,
"
Spoil the child, spare the stick."

You can't wish to be free, to make rumpus and row
;

You don't know what 's good for you, of course you '11 allow-
So to pastors and masters obedient you '11 be,

Like a good little Italy though you are free.

Free free from the shore to the sea

From the Alps to the Appenines free, all so free !

Hill,
wate:

DEAD WELLS AND DRINKING FOUNTAINS.

PUT this and that together. This is part of one letter in the Times :

" SIR Seeing a recommendation from SIR JAMES DDKE to erect a fountain to be

supplied from the well at St. Dunstan's, Fleet Street, I have taken the liberty of

stating I saw that said well filled up to the brim with the bones of the dead who
had been buried in the old Church ;

therefore I think it advisable the fountain

should be erected at some distance from that sacred si>ot."

That subjoined is another letter in the Times, printed immediately

below the preceding ;

" SIR If your Correspondent
'
S. J. M." refers to the Church on St. Dunstan's

ill, E.C., I beg to inform him that there is at the present moment a pump, the

ater from which is deliciously cool, and very extensively used."

Ugh!"
I had been happy," the consumer of St. Dunstan's well-water

may say, borrowing, with a slight difference, the words of Othello,

the general parish, myself, and all, had tasted the contents of that well,

so I had nothing known." The two letters are quite rec9ncileable
one

with the other. If the old well was filled with the materials named in

the first letter, the pump mentioned in the second must belong to a

new well sunk close by. The delici9us coolness of the water, winch

causes it to be
"
extensively used," is just what confirms the state-

ment of both the correspondents of the Times. Water, derived trom

the sources which St. Dunstan's fluid must, by their united account,

come from, is known to be popular ; chemistry explains why ;
it is a

saline draught. But chemistry also shows that it is something more

and something worse; and sanitary science says that it is very un-

wholesome. Drink not that water, the constitution of which suggests

that it might be drunk standing and in silence.

Nobility Sharpens the Appetite.

Swell. Do you know, my fine fellah, I was dining with the DUKE OF

CAMBRIDGE yesterday.
Envious Friend. Nonsense!
Swell. Yes true, 'pon honnah, at the London Tavern !
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FREE ITALY (?)
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LATIN FOR LADIES' DRESSES.

^^^^^ ERE is aa advertisement whieh

may interest Paterfamilias,

who lias 110 end of milliners'

bills to pay :

WATCH-SPRING
1'ETTI.

COATS. >l

<>ns from diN

the above, unless signed
'

rfamilias will be amused,
as well as interested, by this

announcement. Considering
here is nothing in the

isolated word AMET to show
it is a French proper

name, and not the third per-

mgular of the imperative
mood, present tense, of the

Latin verb, "a/no," "to love,"

lie may be disposed to smile

at the idea of his wife and

daughters going about witli

such a word inscribed on any

Wrtion
of their dresses. If MADAME AMLT wishes to advertise her

at eli-spring Pett icoats, perhaps she has her name marked on the under

margin, so as to be exhibited in walking, in the case of most young,

and in that of some old, ladies by the voluntary upholding of the

skirts. That name elegantly embroidered in that situation, would be

hidily ornamental, and might be useful as an advertisement, not only

of the maker but also of the wearer, if unmarried and wishing not to

remain so. AMET, whatever the word may be understood to mean by

womankind, will, by mankind be translated,
" Let him love ;

"
that is,

"Let somebody love" (understand) me with a view of course to

marrying me in other words,
"
1 am in want of a husband."

" To be

Sold," in fact, chalked on a "trap
"

is about what would be signified

by "AMET" displayed on a petticoat.

No doubt, watch-spring petticoats are highly fashionable, and the

watch-springs are calculated to make the petticoats go ; and if Hiey

have the same effect on the single daughters of Paterfamilias, they will

be worth that gentleman's money.

EXTBEME PROBABILITIES.

WE live in high-pressure times, but Mr. Punch flatters himself (or.

rather, does himself simple justice in asserting) that He can keep
ahead of the times, the telegrams, and even the talk of his wife, or

anything else, no matter how distressingly fast it may be. He belieyes
he has rather been and done it with the following information, which

has not yet reached even Printing House Square :

IMPORTANT TELEGRAMS.

RECEIVED THROUGH MR. REUTER's OFFICE.

"
Paris, August 24.

" The EMPEROR is dissatisfied (mecontent) with LORD PALMERS-TON'S

explanation on the. English National Defences. He still regard
them as a menace to the independence of France and an insult to he:

glory. He has desired the DUKE oi' SOMERSET to be sent over."

"
Paris, August 25.

" The DUKE OF SOMERSET has been waiting in an ante-room of the

Tuileries for five hours. The EMPEROR has just sent to say that he i

^ to the Opera, and the man must come again early in the morning
at uinda). The Duke was in such a rage at being called a man

that he pulled the nose of the menial who brought the message. Thi
has complicated matters."

"
Paris, August 26.

" The nose has been put straight, but the EMPEROR has given th

Duke orders to return, instantly (lout a Vkeure) to discontinue all worl

in your dockyards, and to despatch one half of your entire fleet t

join the anti-slavery squadron, off Brazil."
"
Paris, August 27.

" On consideration, the EMPEROR sees in the Battery at Brighton
standing menace to Dieppe. He has sent orders to have the llag-sta
taken down, and the platform turned into a station for donkeys."

"
Paris, August 28.

" You will hear to-morrow that the EMPEROR has desired the Towe
of London to be dismantled (ddpauttU), and the LORD MAYOR sen
over as a hostage for the performance of the decree."

"
Paris, August 29."

His Imperial Majesty has transmitted directions to the Engli:

Var Office to disband the whole of the various Itifie Associations, and
jnd over their weapons to Boulogne for the armament of the Capecure
iQuaves."

"
Paris, August 30.

" The EMPEROR requires the dissolution of the English Yacht Clubs,
ml the destruction ot all yachts whose tonnage is over three tons and

quarter. Loi;i> ALFRKD PAGET and Mil. A. ARCEDECKNE are to be

orwarded to Paris by the night-train." "
Paris, August 31.

" The Court of the Tuileries is extremely dissatislied at the delay in

arrying out the requisitions already made, and regards it as an ap-
o the perfidious system of treachery (tfahinoii) so often and so

inworthily practised by England in her relations with her foreign
,. A dcniiind will be made to-morrow which will decisively

ntimate His Majesty's feelings."
"Pa/ ''./ 1.

" The EMPEROR selects this day, the first, of the partridge season, tn

nl that every English person possessed of a gun of any kind shall

ii.ly pack it in a box, and remit it, carriage paid, to the Minister
)f \Yur, Paris. Pistols are included in this order."

"
Paris, September 2.

' The EMPEROR desires that the Buoy at the Nore be cut loose, as

t acts as a kind of bait (amorce) to the English to indulge in excursions
and cultivate Ihat nautical taste which has rendered them so insolently

ough in their behaviour to Continentals."
"
Paris, September 3.

" The EMPEROR demands that Ramsgate, Dover, Plymouth,
Jowestoft, Aberystwith, Southampton, and Gravesend, be at once
ceded to France, not as accession of territory (a view which France
ibhors and repudiates), but in trust for the Liberty of Europe, as

defined by His Majesty." "
Paris, September 4.

'

The EMPEROR has heard with sympathy Ireland's cry of agony,
tier bitter cup is now full, and it is reserved for him to dash it to the

ground. Her liberation is at hand (tout pres). GENERAL MACMAHON,
a descendant of her Kings, who were allies of France before England
was discovered by CJSSAB, is charged with the execution of this decree.

"
Paris, September 5.

" THE EMPEROR DEMANDS THAT MR. PUNCH BE SENT OVER TO

PARIS, INSTANTLY, IN CHAINS."
"
Dover, September 9.

" ADMIRAL SIR CHARLES NAPIER has just' annihilated the united
leets of France, Austria, and Russia, and is swearing awfully because
lis grog is not strong enough."

ERROR OF THE PRESS.

SPEAKING of the peace, a philo-French contemporary of ours is

pleased to say :

"
Throughout the whole campaign, which the Villafranca treaty, we think, fairly

terminates, the EMPEROR NAPOLEON has kept one consistent course. Prom his

first step to his last, he has advanced with firmness, but with moderation. In
FnuiL'e and in the field, in the Court and in the Camp, he has acted all along with a
suavitcr in modo, which not many men in England believed that he possessed, and
fewer still that he would have the strength of mind to exercise."

There is in this statement an error in the spelling, which, to please
LORD MALMESBURY, we hasten to correct. However suavely the

EMPEROR may have acted in the Court, it is sheer nonsense to say that

he has done so in the Camp. But rather than impugn the wisdom of

the writer, we look upon nis error as a typographical mistake. If he
had said that in the field Louis NAPOLEON acted

"
/mitt filer in modo"

the statement would have been more in accordance with the fact.

CONJtfGATOR DE SE.

A REMARKABLE appeal from the Court of Exchequer in Ireland

came, the other day, before the House of Lords. The case was that of

;su >:. BEAMISH, and the point in question was the validity of

what may be called a truly Irish marriage. That marriage took place
in 1831, privately, between the REV. SAMUEL SWAYNE ^BEAMISH and
ISABELLA FRASER, at the house of one ANNE LEWIS, in the City of

Cork, and the ceremony was performed by the reverend bridegroom
himself. Matrimony and hanging are often spoken of as mutually
analogous, the parties in both cases being said to be "tied up ;

"
but

though many fools have hanged themselves, very few have ever thought
of marrying themselves, and perhaps nobody but a clergyman of MR.
BEAMISH'S country could contemplate the rash act of sui-splice.

THE OVERCROWDED DWELLING-HOUSE ACT. No
[
house is big

enough for two wits to live in together !
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Courteous Stranger.
" Em Would you like to see the Neicspcqm; Sir >

"

[Exhausted Editor, who has seen nothing lut Newspapers for the last four-and-twenty
hours, loots aghast !

THE FORTIFICATION OF LONDON.

THE Dutch once came up the Thames and
burnt our ships in the River. Catch anybody
serving us the same trick now, at least in such
weather as this, when the state of the Thames is

such as not only to secure it from the approach
of an invader, but also, alone, to maintain it irre-

sistibly on the offensive. Whilst the Thames
enables us to hold om own in holding our noses,
as at present, there is little fear that any enemy
will venture to show his nose in the River. That
is our ditch of defiance ; pur moat inaccessible.

The great Copropolitan tidal drain is a sewer-

intrenchment against all adversaries, and will be
found an impregnable British stronghold by the

dirtiest foreigners, who have hitherto always
been supposed to be much stronger than we
are, including all the strength of our Great Un-
washed. The most powerful of strangers to

England and ablution will recoil from our over-

powering Thames.

A Trifle from the Eiver.

AT the Thames Yacht Club Meeting the other

day we observe that
"
Zouave got near Vestal,

and then came Alarm" Just what would hap-

pen, we should think, if one of the red-breeched

vaurieas called Zouaves had the chance indicated.

However,
"
after Zouave came on Destiny." If

ever the situation be realised ashore, we trust

that the rigging of the last-named craft will

comprise one rope only.

A PRIZE BUTCHER.

THE sign-boards of certain rural hostelries of the good old style

promise the equestrian traveller
"
Entertainment for Man and Horse."

That is to say, eggs and bacon, bread and cheese, cold meat, perhaps,
and chicken, are at the service of the biped ; whilst the quadruped will

find hay in his manger, and may get a feed of corn. The horse will be
entertained with water ; the man with beer and '

pipes. The entertain-

ment of the one will differ considerably from that of the other. Until

lately, the idea of a man and a horse entertaining themselves, or being
entertained, with the same meals, would have been deemed absurd.
The subjoined testimonial, however, appended to an advertisement of

"HENRI and Co.'s Patent Horse and Cattle Feed," seems to show
that, however ridiculous it may be to imagine the superior being,

except in danger of starvation, resorting to the diet of the lower

animal, that preposterous eccentricity is nevertheless a fact :

"
Dulwich."

I hereby certify, that in consequence of having experienced the beneficial
affects of HENRI & Co.'s Cattle Feed, I have taken one cwt. more, and will continue
to use it, and also to recommend it to my friends and the public generally.

" GEOROE SHAW, Butcher."

A butcher, of all men, is the last one would expect to find regaling
liimself upon cattle food. Is MR. GEORGE SJIAW a vegetarian ? That
is possible, even as a brewer may be a teetotaller ;

and many brewers,
for reasons which are best known to themselves, never taste their own
beer. What must that beer be, then, after it has undergone the mani-

pulations
of the publican ? But this is a digression ; and we return to

MK. GEORGE SHAW, with the question, now that he has taken more
than one cwt. of HENRI and Co.'s Patent Horse and Cattle Feed, how
much he has gained in weight on thai; provender? Also, to what
extent he carries his vegetable feeding : whether he ever grazes on a
common

; whether he munches the furze there, and the thistles ? We
iope we shall see MR. SHAW at the next Smithfield Club Cattle Show,
among the spectators if not in one ofj the stalls

;
and wish him, in

idvance, a merry Christmas, and success to the beef which, as well as
his own carcase, he has doubtless fattened on HENEI and Co.'s Horse
and Cattle Feed.

AN ITALIAN ECHO.
"
ITALIANS ! What

:

Corpo (K Bacco
'hat 's your gain by Solferino ?

"

>, English, bless'd if vie know."

THE WESTMINSTER PALACE CLOCK. Since it was thought time
hat this Clock should do something for its money, it has been decided
o put it at the head of HER MAJESTY'S Stationary Office.

A SHYLOCK, AND A SKYLARK.

IT is not often we find poetry in the purlieus of a Police Court, but
the following case shows that it is sometimes to be met with there :

" JOHN PINNEV, a boy about fourteen years of age, was charged with stealing a

cage containing a skylark, the property of a foreign Jew, named SOLOMON BERNARD
POLACK, of No. 15, Mount Street, Whitechapel.

" MR, YARDLEY, after hearing the evidence, said, I shall sentence the prisoner to

fourteen days' imprisonment for stealing the cage. As to the lark, it ought to be

singing in the sky.
' The Prosecutor. It sings at my house.
' MR. YARDLEY. It ought to be singing in the air, over the fields and meadows.

Do you recollect the beautiful Hues beginning
' Hark ! the lark at Heaven's gate

sings.'
The Prosecutor. No, I know nothing of that.

' MR. YARDLEY. Give the lark freedom ;
release it.

* The Prosecutor. I will try. It cost me money.
' MR. YARDLEY. Now, do oblige me : release the bird.
' The Prosecutor. I '11 try, I'll try. It cost me much money think the money,

Sarc! (Laughter.)"

We almost wish MR. YARDLEY could have acted like the "wise

young judge" in SHAKSPEARE, and, like that
"
Daniel come to judg-

ment," could legally have turned the tables on the Jew. We regret
almost that skylarks are not subject to the Game Laws, and that

any one caught catching them and caging them might "catch it."

Larks are God's free creatures, and pray what earthly right can
man claim to imprison them ? Viewed as Nature's property, they
belong to the green fields which MR. YARDLEY speaks of ;

and stealing
them is clearly an act of petty larceny, which our Magistrates by
law should have the power to punish. Humane man as he is, it would
doubtless have rejoiced the heart of MR. YARDLEY, if, after sentencing
the boy for the stealing of the cage, he could have sent the Jew to

quod for the stealing of the skylark.

A Liberal Offer.

THERE is a hideous French column recently erected near the house
of the late victor of Waterloo. We all cry out for its removal. Now,
our friend L. N. of Solferino must just now want an Advertising
Column, like his Uncle's in the Place Vendome. Will he take ours ?

He shall have it so cheap, say for the value of the Italian Confederation.
Is it a bargain ?

THE HEAT. We have it upon the most reliable authority (as the

Morning Advertiser is always saying half a dozen times every day) that
the keeper of the Koh-i-Noor diamond, when he wenMo look at it the
other day, about dinner time, found to his astonishment that the"
mountain of light "had been turned bv the excessive heat into a heap

of the reader will never believe it of boiled carats! Record.
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ADVERTISING COLUMNS.
IMPORTANT PUBLIC NOTICE!

\L myriads of

ms correspond-

requiring inform-
'/ begs

lotice, that
tlic Bill \vllin

ed for "to

prevcui

up of advertising co-
lumns" will in no
way interfere with
the setting i ;

, of His ailver-
' columns. These

columns will, as here-

tofore, be "set up"
. week by his

id of com-

pos ii

will b -ikeep
out typical misi

Mr. J'uarb may speak
with truth of his ad-

vertising columns as

being at onee useful
and most highly or

namental. Unlike the
mad mon-
which now disfigures

Hyde Park C<

more even than the
monster statue of the

Duke, Mr. 1',-.

columns always are
set up in good' i

and nothing thai is

objectionable is ever
to be seen in them.

bo tar Irom being au eyesore, and disfiguring the streets, Mr. Punch avers that his adver-
tising columns adorn and greatly beautify the fortunate shop-windows in which they are
displayed. Mr. Punch nlhil tctirjit quod non ornavit ; and he may point with pride to his

advertising columns, as proving with what
blends ornament with use. ll also is a

proof of the u-ood taste of the public that his

inheriting columns are held in such repute.
Still, although each week adds inches to their

high reputation, the charge for entrance to the

columns remains at a low lin

Mi-. I'i'i/i-li concludes this notice by ex
)

his opinion that, while the public have II is

>ug columns at command, there can be
no public need of having any others ; and lie

therefore begs to pat MR. CowPER on the

back, for bringing in his liill to prevent the

up of columns by French companies,
whom, il need be, Mr. Punch will use his

columns to set down.

THE BRITISH PEERAGE.

Al high water the other day, Father Thames
to the House of I'eers. His re-

ception was not of the most cordial nature, all

doors and windows being unceremoniously closed

cat, if possible, his admission. The
too, fled hastily in all directions to avoid

rought into contact with this very super-
.nd anything but agreeable, addition to

their aristocratic House. The question is, what
can be done to purity the dirty old gentleman,
so that he shall smell sweeter in the nostrils of

their offended Lordships ; or, better still, what
sures can be resorted to in

i prevent for the future similar unplea-
sant introductions ?

Negative Proof.

IT is said by the first of critics that a Great
Poet is discerned in his knowing when not to

write. It is said of Louis NAPOLEON, by his

admirers, that he is a perfect master of the art

of fortification. He evidently knows when to
let a fortification alone.

COMPANION TO THE HYMENEAL ALTAR.
THE aristocracy, and other persons of good taste and high refine-

ment, are apprised by the subjoined announcement of a means by
which they may pay an elegant compliment to persons about to merit
or who may have just merited, that delicate attention :

" AN APPROPRIATE WEDDING GIFT,
In square 16mo, price 7s. Gd., elegantly bound,

THE MARRIAGE SERVICE,
Printed in Gold on a tinted cardboard, and Illustrated with emblematical

designs on every page."

,

interesting and exquisite novelty offers an opportunity of
ebgible investment to those industrious and enterprising young gentle-
men who hawk the penny papers about the streets, and introduce
their heads into omnibuses, with cries of

"
Jkilli/ Telegraph!" or

nig Stater.'" If they would lay in a stock of the resplendent
edition of the Marriage Service above described, and, posting them-
selves every morning at the doors of St. George's, Hanover Square,
thrust a copy into every carriage containing ladies crowned with
orange-flowers, and gentlemen with white satin bows in their button-
holes, they would sell immense numbers of that appropriate wedding-
gift, perhaps without much danger of getting their heads punched for
impertinence bv the bridegroom's

"
best man." On the contrary, it is

probable that the graceful act would be rewarded with many a sunny
smile bestowed on the gallant urchin, and accompanied with the sym-
pathetic greeting,

"
Wefcome, little stranger !

"

The Marriage Service, illustrated with doves probably, and Cupids
and printed in gold letters on tinted paper, is a step in advance of the
silver twist which unites the fashionable couple, represented by their
respective pasteboards, in an envelope enclosed to their friends So
gold lace excels silver lace; and the Marriage Service akin to the
former would be a suitable companion to that Altar which persons
whose pronunciation is peculiar call High-Menial.

THE MODERN " STAR CHAMBER."-The EARL OF ROSSE'S Telescope.

PUNCH TO CAVOUR.
" COUNT CAVOUR has retired in disgust, from the proud position he

has so long filled," Tima, July 14(/t.

COUNT O'CAVOURNEEN, the bubble is breaking,
You've had the last scene, Solferino's red hUl,

The cannons no longer the echoes are waking,
COUNT O'CAVOURNEEN, what, Minister still?

hast thou forgot the diplomacy clever
In which thou didst bear so distinguished a part,

Thy vow to clear out all the Hapsbugs for ever ?

The vermin still linger, CAVOUR of my heart.

CAVOURNEEK, CAVOURNEEN, the dead lie in numbers
-Beneath the torn turf where the living made fight ;

Li the bed of My Uncle the EMPEROR slumbers,
But Italy 's Hapsbugs continue to bite.

Well done, my CAVOUR, they have cut short the struggle
That fired all the pulses of Italy's heart ;

And in turning thy Back on the humbug aud juggle ;

CAVOUB, thou hast played a proud gentleman's part.

HARVEY'S BONES.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Times, writing about the remains of the
illustrious HARVET, says :

' The person who showed me the vault rattled the bones, apparently as part of
the exhibition."

Had this knave a notion that he was paying a suitable honour to the

memory of an anatomist, when he rattled the bones of the great dis-
coverer of the circulation of the blood P Without attaching too much
importance to bones, we may suggest that HARVEY'S might be, at

least, allowed to rest, instead of being rattled. A fellow who would
rattle HARVEY'S bones would also rattle those of SHAKSI-EARE, or plav
at loggats with them, if he were not afraid of the malediction which
protects those relics from irreverent clowns.
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Old Mr. Dilbs.
"
WHY, GEOJLGE ! You NEVER RIDE HERE IN THE AFTERNOON How 's THAT ?

"

Young Swellington.
"
No-o-o. IT LOOKS AS IF ONE HAD SOME OCCUPATION, you KNOW, AND COULDN'T WIDE OP A MORNING.

ALWAYS WIDE BEFORE BREAKFAST, BETWEEN ELEVEN AND ONE !

"

ECONOMY OF THE BUDGET.

As safely a man may live up to his means,

Upon his mere labour whose whole income leans,

As he who subsists on the surest of rents,

Or on interest due from the firm Three-per-Cents.

On the strength of precarious earnings, he may
Be quite as luxurious, jolly, and gay,

Keep house, horse, and carriage in just as fine style
As long on his toil as Dame Fortune shall smile.

His charity needs no more measure nor stint

Than it would if his hand or his head were a mint ;

He may give without danger, or lend without fear,

If he just keeps within what he earns by the year.

For old age or misfortune ne'er let him provide,
But spend all he gets upon pleasure or pride,
For he has no greater occasion to save i

Than one who 13 sure to go rich to his grave.

Oh, oh ! do you cry ? do you question my rule ?

Do you even declare that'l talk like a fool ?

Don't you see that of prudence the point I advance,
Is a truth that's deduced from the soundest finance ?

The principle wise legislators enforce,
That income is income, no matter its source,
And whether uncertain it be, or secure,
Should just the same weight of taxation endure.

Now taxes, 'tis clear to a person of sense,
Are perfectly like any other expense,
And those who afford them with quite equal ease,
Are equally able to live as they please.

But if I 'm mistaken if want may await
Each man that 's unblest with a certain estate,
That man is a fool to spend all that he gains

By the sweat of his brow or the wear of his brains.

That man is a fool, if, with confidence rash,
He lives like the landlord or man of fixed cash :

That equal expense which 'twere folly to share,
Is injustice to him forced its burden to bear.

Now then, clever Sir, you who have to compose
The Budget, and make us all pay through the nose,
Your wisdom will find some contrivance, no doubt,
A fair contribution to wring from each snout.

CLOSING OF THE THEATRE OF WAR.

OUR readers that is, everybody will rejoice, we think, to hear that

a new farce having lately been accepted by the Managers, it is

announced that this theatre is closed till further notice. In conse-

quence of their production of this peace, the (field-)pieces wliich have

recently been brought out at the Theatre have, by order of the

Management, for the present been withdrawn. The new peace, the

plot of which is taken from the French, is called The Peace of Villa-

franca, or The PatcMd-up Treaty. It is a peace ,of serious interest,

though some critics regard it in the nature of a farce. After the

tragedy of The Campaign, any peace, however frivolous, is an agreeable
relief ; and we trust that the accepted peace may^ have a good long
run.

THE BEGINNING AND THE END. The first thing a man takes to

in life is Milk the last is, his Bier.

A SECRET ABOUT SECRETS. A Secret is my Slave as long as 'I

keep it under
;
a Secret is my Master the moment it escapes from me.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, ana Frederick Mullett Evan*, of No. 19, Queea'B Road West, Rezent's Park, both In the Parish of St. Paneras, in the County af Middlesex ,

Printeri. at their Office in Lombard Street ia the Precinct of Wliitefriars in the City of London, and Published by them at No. i, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride in the City of
London. SATURDAY, July 23, 1859.
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THE TURCOS, AND THEIR MODE OF FIGHTING. FROM THE LATEST FRENCH ACCOUNTS AND SKETCHES.

SONG OF THE IMPBISONED MEMBER.
MY back is tired of Park and Square :

My kennelled pointers pant for air
;

My t rces at home are fresh and green ;

My Highland bothy 'a swept and clean ;

The grouse are crowing on the hill
;

The red-deer crouching in the gyll
The sun is hot, the Thames is strong,
The House is drear, the Session long.

Oh, would I were by Solent's side,
Where white-winged yachts at anchor ride ;

Oh, would I were beside the pool,
Beneath the hazel shadows cool,
AVith rising trout and circling^fly,
And soft west wind in cool grey sky !

Not stifling, in St. Stephens' here,
Debaters' prosing in my ear !

For country air I pant and pine ;

I have no appetite to dine :

E'en iced gin-twist can cool no more,
And slierry-coblers are a bore :

The smell of Thames is in my nose :

The flags are hot beneath my toes

Fly, Session, fly: dissolve, O House,
And speed me to the sacred grouse !

Hadfield of Sheffield.

."A LAMP upon a dinner-table is objectionable," said an eminent
diner-out, at the Reform Club ;

"
in the first place, it takes up room,

and in the second, it prevents your seeing your opposite neighbour.
Rely upon it, there is nothing like a hanging light." "Yes," said
Ma. HADMELD,

"
or what is called in Latin, Pendente lite."

ME. RAHEY'S EXHIBITIONS. Entertainment both for Man and Horse.

IS IT "J.?"

MR. PUNCH, writing nobly himself, can afford to enjoy noble writing
by others, and so far from possessing any of that meanness of spirit
which leads some folks to detract from the merits of their rivals, he
delights to bring forward with honour and glory anything that deserves

applause. In that beautiful spirit, he extracts from the Leicester

Guardian the following exquisite account of a fete in Bradgate Park,
good-naturedly lent for the purpose by the EARL OF STAMFORD AND
WAKRINGTON :

"The day was the Queen of Summer's fairest, not a cloud obscured the Bky,
whilst a refreshing breeze gently wafted through the studded slopes and glens, and
as the happy gatherings, exuberant with mirth in the plenitude of their gambols,
their innocent pastimes and recreations, luxuriated weU-nigh to satiety, their cup
ofjoy was filled to overflowing by the soul-stirring strains of the band, which con-
tinuously poured forth from the venerable ruins with magic grandeur and sublimity.

"

Isn't it sweet?
The same lofty and lovely style is preserved in personal narrative,

for we are next apprised that

"The CODNTDSS OF STAMFORD ANT> WARKIXOTOX, who, with the Noble Earl, vat
engaged in piKatorial puriuiti throiwhout the day, kindly forwarded to MB. H.
NICHOLSON, the liandsome sum of ^5,"

which was very kind of her Ladyship. It would have been vulgar,
when a Countess was being spoken of, to say that she was fishing ; and
Mr. Punch makes his best compliments to the Editor of the Leicester

Guardian, and congratulates him upon the charming contributor whose
services he is happy enough to have at command. Our friend the
Post has long since got rid of its old taint of Jenkinsism; but a

thought strikes us ! has the ostracised JENKINS taken refuge in

Leicester ?

Hapsburg.
THIS celebrated House, which has lately received such a severe

shaking, is about to change its name. So subject lias it been to

crosses and reverses lately so much so that its foundation is by no
means so sound as it used to be that for the future it is to be called
" THE HOUSE OF MISHAPSBUHG."

VOL XXXVII.
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ROMANCE.
HE fact that oatmeal

is extremely fatten-

ing for ducks, may
account for the rare

growth of this fine

Scotch atUKnl
t
which

appeared the other

day in the Glasgow
Bulletin .

"GARIBALDI A
SCOTSMAN.

*'
3i Ri Being allowed

two days' recreation last

week, I bent my way to

the kinks of the Allan,
to enjoy a day's fishing.
In my rambles I ncared
(i i-ceuloaning, where I

met an <>]il \\.

name, JAMKS ANI>

i<>ner, late of t lie

42nd Highlanders and a
most intelligent <>!d nian
I found him to be. After
the weather, the next

great topic of the day
was the war. I had
bought a copy of your
paper at the Bridge in

the mori

.;','ive Uin. Ut-

most others il >, tlrit

GABIBAI.DI was the hero
of this war ; and, with

laughing face, exclaimed,
'

Faith, wu may i><; proud
of him ; I kent his taithcr

and grandfaither baith.'

Of course I quest imnxlMm about him, when ho
related the following :

" ' His grandfaither,
auld JAMKS(JARUO\V, was
a shoemaker at the auld

brig o* Stirling, who often

mended u , shoes, and >;is >.-<>n HAI.DIK listed in our regiment, was present at mony a hard battle al>n:,r wi
1

M re wuuurl at Toulouse, and, under the care of a pretty Italian girl, a servant in a noble

family, gt quite recovered of t lie bullet wound, but not so easy of the wound made by tier dark eyus. In

short, they were married, and had one child. E'er I left France, he went along with the family to Italy.

They could never call him IJALDIS GARnow, but GARIBALDIE, and his son, I am certain, is the present great
oommandar. 1

"On my return to Stirling in the evening. I made strict inquiry, and find there aiv still a great many
families uf the name of GAKKOW : and an old man of the name of DANIEL KARR recollects the same BALDIE

', having enlisted in (he gallant Forty-Twa. Delighted with my success, I determined to communicate to you
a-- S'l-Mi as I returned, in the hope that your giving publicity to the foiegoing, may elicit something more

1 concerning this mystery. "
I am, &c.,"

25, Hill Street, Glasgow, June, 1859." " JOHN SINCLAIR."

There, young
1

ladies! isn't that a nice romantic story? and how clinchingly it proves that
in the quality of strangeness fiction falls far short of being comparable with fact ! The
mending of the shoes by the venerable

"
auld grandfaither ;" the 'listing of the fiery and

frolicsome young BALWK, who, not content to step in his aged parent's shoes, aspired in
his soul to lusher things than solcing; the

"
mony

"
battles BALDIE fought ;

his wounds by
black eyes and by bullets ;

his nursing, love, and marriage ;
and the birth and boy-behaviour

of his first and only chy-ild, who grew up like ALEXANDER, and became a
"
great com-

mander;
5 '

what novelist could hope to fill up his three volumes with a string of more
exciting incidents than these? How sad it is to think, that there are brutal-minded readers
who unfeelingly would question the truth of the narration

; who would prick up their sharp
ears at the first words of the story-teller, and very likely pencil a curt querv in the margin,
as to whether the word "faith !" is a Scottish exclamation, and whether all that follows be
not similarly false.

For ourselves, so far from casting any doubt upon the statement, we believe that, in reality,
it falls short of the facts. We believe that its narrator, had he further taxed his memory,
might have remembered that, while serving with the "gallant Forty-twa," he "kent" tlie

forty-second cousin of GENERAL GYULAI, whose name by those of his relations who could
write was written

"
GILLIE

;

"
whose birthplace was the

"
Hielands," and whose Court dress

was the kilt. Had he further stretched his memory, he might have also recollected that
HA i. MAO-MAHOX was a hero of Scotch parentage, as, indeed, is plainly indicated by the

tirriix
' Mac

;

"
arid that the French hero, CANROBERT, was by family a Briton, having in his

incy mm christened "Borax CANX." So, too, we opine that, by a little fmtlior
etch, the intelligent old man" might have still further ]wretch, might have still further recollected that the soldier

BALDIE bAREOTI \\assocallcdfrombcingbald; and that he inherited his baldness from his
i, who was scalped by the lied Indians, when they fought at Bunker's Hill,

commanded iiy the Austrian but then Yankee GENERAL SCIILICK.
All (his, we repeat, might the old pensioner have stated, had his hearers only lent liiin

their long ears a little longer. U e, who in pur youth have turned believing aural organs
to the tales oi Greenwich pensioners, can quite easily imagine what Scotch veterans could
:Uus. Ihc keen ail of the north is sharpening to the wits, and invention comes to aid

when memory is tailing. Had MR. ANDERSON been treated to a sup or two of
"
whusky

"
he might have made up something stronger than this Ule of his about the mother of
UAHIISALDI, which our readers will, we fear, consider as a mere's-ncst.

TO AND FEOM THE WAR.

TO.

THERE came an Emperor over the sea,

(And it's "Up with the Tricolor!!")
And outspake the heart of Italy.

(Joy, joy this is Freedom's war !)

To theboomand the flash of three hundred gun?,
(And it 's

"
Up with the Tricolor !")

To greet the Deliverer Genoa runs.

(
l(|y, joy this is Freedom's -war!)

Men, and women, and children small,

(And it's "Up with the Tricolor!")
There 's a cheer from each, and a smile from all.

(Joy, joy this is Freedom's war !)

The flowers are flung before his boat,

(And it 's
"
Up with the Tricolor ! ")

A people's blessings about him float.

(Joy, joy this is Freedom's war !)

What works beneath that guarded breast ?

(And it 's
"
Up with the Tricolor

!")
So strange and sweet it is to be blest !

(Joy, joy this is Freedom's war !)

As in Genoa, so in Milan,
(And it's "Up with the Tricolor!")

The faith of woman the trust of man.
(Joy, joy this is Freedom's war !)

At length he knows what 'tis to move

.(And it's "Up with the Tricolor ! ")
Girt about by a people's love.

(Joy, joy this is Freedom's war).

'Tis thus to the war NAPOLEON goes,

(And it 's
"
Up with the Tricolor ! ")

His friends are Italy's his, her foes.

(Joy, joy this is Freedom's war), j

FEOM.

THROUGH those same streets who rideth back,
(And it's "Down with the Tricolor! ")

With brooding silence about his track.

(Woe, woe was it Freedom's war ?)

Men and women, and children small,

(And it 's
" Down with the Tricolor ! ")

There 's a frown from each, and a curse from
all.

(Woe, woe was it Freedom's war ?)

The tongue that blessed to ban doth wait,

(And it 's
" Down with the Tricolor ! ")

And a Nation's love is turned to hate.

(Woe, woe was it Freedom's war?)

Close brow, close breast : yet something shows,
(And it's "Down with the Tricolor ! ")

That old, familiar, chill he knows.

( Woe, 'woe was it Freedom's war r)

From the horror that tracks the Tyrant's tread,

(And it's "Down with the Tricolor ! ")
The shade of the sword over DAMOCLES' head.

(Woe, woe was it Freedom's war?)

The thorn hath borne but thorny fruit,

(And it 's
" Down with the Tricolor ! ")

And thistles have sprung from the thistle-root.

( Woe, woe was it Freedom's war ?)

The scarce-sheathed daggers are flashing: fain,

(And it's "Down with the Tricolor? ")

And the plotters, turned soldiers, are plotters

again.

(Woe, woe was it Freedom's war !)

'Tis thus from the war NAPOLEOX goes,

(And it 's "Down with the Tricolor ! ")
His friends are Austria's his, her foes.

(Woe, woe 'twas not Freedom's war!)
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MATRIMONIAL ALLIES.

E understand that Colonel the

llnx.JosKrii lit (,(,iss, brother

of LOKD I5i
8OIS8,

and Private

Secretary to tin' DIKK OF AL-

DERSHOTT, is about to 1'"

matrimonial alliance with the

llo.v Miss l!i,nc;<;, daughter of

LORD and LADY BUN HILL. A
matrimonialalliance will shortly
take place between the LADY
SUSANNAH DOHCAS I'OIM

\onmieM daughter of I he i

\\ \v, and MR. .1

l

:

,i (in of Ma. ABRA-
ii \M BEAN and LADY SAUMI

LN, of Strathfogie, N.M."

itials, whicli do
not include names, are the

terms of a recent announce-
ment in the Post, headed

"
\p

E-oachincife.'

Marriages in High

Why are marriages in highlife

always called, in. the language
of t h:it superior state of existence, matrimonial alliances ? Is it that they
are not, in fact, regular out-and-out marriages, like the conjugal unions
of the inferior classes

*
Is high life so much of a hea\ en that there are

no such things as common coarse marriages in it ? Does matrimonial
alliance mean au engagement which somewhat resembles matrimony,
but is by no means identical with that union ? We know that when a

matrimonial alliance between persons of quality is ratilied at St.

IlKUfJ-WOltSIHP AT ST. CLOUD.

To celebrate, the return of the EMPEROR or TIM: F;:I.M 11, crowned
with victory, Imperial service was celebrated on Tuesday evening last

week at the" Palace of St. Cloud, where his Mui.sn in -ivcd

the homage of his votaries, consisting of the Senators, Drpui ie-,, anil

members of the Council of State, together with the grand ollicers of

state, and ladies of honour.
The celebrants were, M. Tuorr.oXG, the COUNT \>t\ MHI:NV, and

M. BABOCHE, Presidents. respectively, of the Senate, of the I

Body, and of the Council of State. They wore gorgeous VCM incuts of

the lines) cloth embroidered with gold lace, in combination with plush
of inexpressible splendour, and the most brilliant pumps and buckles.

The imposing e immenoed by M. TaoPlOBO, in pros-

trating himself thrice before the EMPEHOR, repeating at each genu-
flexion the words, "&////.,/ .llfilcin/m !" when tiie. dignified assistants

responded,
"
Ali-Hfintui ,S<i/t//a .'" This done, the ail" vant

incensed his master ; not, indeed, offending him by any excess of

adulation, but fumigating him by means of a thurible, or censer,

whence a grateful smoke ascended to a nose which had room enough ,

for some quantity.
Having again knelt, and embraced and passionately kissed the

,

EMPF. lion's feet, TROPLONG then proceeded to vindicate his name by
j

addressing his IMPERIAL MAJESTY with a glorification of a length
that allows us to quote only some of it. Thus began the sacrifice of

praise :

"
Sire. If your

"
'suiting only the superiority of your

allowed the war to continue, the general feeling in France. and pri-h:ips ;n Europe,
is that nothing would have di-laved your hr<- ^ :uid

Solferinu w<.u d have been followed by new triumphs. Why, then, <li.l t

resolve to stop at the height of fortune ?
" Your Majesty has told us."

At these emphatic words, the congregation lifted up their eyes and

.,_-,,. -
.

-
. , smote their breasts: some wept. They comprehended that if the

George s Hanover Square, the Marriage Service is read every word
, EMPEROR had not vouchsafed to reveal his gracious purpose, it would

ot it
,
in t he vulgar tongue, out of the Common Prayer Book ; although

jjave Deen inscrutable
dignity is usually imparted to the rite by the Bishop who generally

performs it, assisted by a clergyman who is an Honourable as well as a

Reverend gent, liei'mv the law, therefore, a matrimonial alliance and
a marriage arc precisely the same thing, What, then, constitutes the

social difference between them;' If the matrimonial alliance is not a

complete marriage, in what particular is it less than a marriage ? In
the alliance, the hands of the high contracting parties are joined as hard
and fast as those of the lowest couple in the marriage. Are the matri-
monial allies of high life supposed to be distinguished from common
married people by the non-existence of union between their hearts P

A SONNET UPON A SCENT.

A LEARNED Chemist writeth to the ?Y///>\
That, Thames stink is innocuous

"
mere ammonia,"

That neither snlphuret reeks from its slimes
;

Nor carburet. Oh, had that Chemist on'y a

Lodging upon Thames-brink, (as for my crimes
I have, 1 grieve to say) his brains were stonier,

Steeled to all tests, save that sure test which climbs
Into the nose, and I would bet a pony a-

-gainst science upon smell. Oh, let these rhymes,
At which I sweat, under my light Siphonia,

(A Templar one whom London smoke begi
'

And briefless prospects steep in melanconia )

Proclaim (whate'ertests prove, howe'er THWAITES limes)
Thames-mud ain't smelling-salts pace the /

BAVARIAN SMALL BEER.

Wi: nre ashamed to say, that we have a namesake at, Munich, if the
Paris correspondent of a contemporary is quite correct in making the

subjoined statement :

"The Punch of .Munich, in its last number, contains the following
' Proud

rejoicing in its neutrality; tin: Thames beeomts daily more letid.' The
readers of the Munich Punch think this very fine and witty."

J//-. Piif/i-l, is happy in the certainty that he has no readers, indeed,
no one reader, so profoundly stupid as the readers of Herri'
Munich. Wherein do the fineness and the facctiousness of the

parallel between England's rejoicing iu neutrality and the daily
increase of the Thames in offensiveness, consist? As the weather
grew hotter, the stench of the river increased

; but, whilst the war
proceeded, the neutrality of proud Albion remained the same. Our
neutrality may have been disagreeable and unpleasant to the sanguine
absolutists wl the assistance of a free people; but neutra-

lity is mild, ami the Thames, like some unwashed, reeking, beery,
smoky people, not far from the Iser, is fidl-flavoured.

M. TRUPLONI; (hen proceeded to tell his IMPERIAL MAJKSTV what it

was that his IMPEUIAL MAJESTY had told his creatures, exactly as an

Archbishop sometimes does in a similar composition. He then burst

into the following strain of panegyric :

"
Sire, Franco has understood this noble language : she has recognised in it your

devotcdnoss to her, as well as your elevated foresight iu the presence of u

jealousies, and of the extravagant pretensions of revolutionary passions. After

having followed you with pride to the field of battle, she admires and sanctions you
in that heroic moderation which belongs only to great characters."

Not any nausea being manifested by him to whom this homage was

rendered, the sacrificator proceeded, carried away by his enthusiasm,

which, assuming a classical character, rapt him into antiquity, with

reference to SCIPIO and HANNIBAL. He concluded by performing a

symbolical ceremony, which consisted in presenting Louis NAPOLEON
with a plate of bacon cut preternaturally

fat.

UE MOKXY, kneeling, with clasped hands, burst out in the following
devout exclamation :

"
Sire, In three months how many prodigies have been v

He then went on to relate the marvellous works of the Victor of

Magenta and Solfeiino, and the hero of a fight yet more tremendous ;

saying :

"But IhCBoUesI of all victories is that which you Imve gained over yourself.
In the intoxicM-iou of triumph, you have shown yourself a generous enemy as well

as a faithful and disinterested ally : surrounded liy victorious and a deiil soldiers,

you have oidy thought of sparing their precious blood : yo" .'true

lihertv r from despotism, and by intenlietniL' tbeve all revolutionary
:md \vi:h the marvellous moderation \vhii ., you

a far as the honour of France called for, but not further than her
interests required."

M.
followin

with truly religious earnestness, pronounced the

benediction :

"Blessed b-Cod, who brings yon hack safe covered with nv>:: ;Jonr. to i'ruice, of

\vhieli you ;u-e the saviour aud the hope, between this awgi: ofwhose firm

courage and' AC have had proofs during your ali-enoe, and this noble

chilil, who already learns to thank Heaven for the triumphs of his

So saying, the Minister knelt and reverently tendered to the

Ei'i:K"ii a packet of soap composed of the purest glycerine; whilst

his two companions, in the same humble posture, laid each of them
hold of an Imperial leg, and began vigorously to clean the boot

thereof, by means of a towel moistened with rose-water, earnestly

declaring what pleasure they should have felt, had not the boots con-

sisted ot patent leather, in giving them a splendid polish with the most

refulgent blacking. The solemnities concluded with a sacred dance,

executed by the ladies and gentlemen of honour bright.

Board of Ill-health.

MR. CHARLES Ki"AN, we regret to say, lias been very unwell since

the night of his
" Kan (net,

"
having had on that occasion to swallow

a quantity of the rankest butter.
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"OH, THAT I WERE IN THAT BALCONY!"
WlSH EXPRESSED BY LITTLE TOM TlT, AS HE WALKED IN THE TIGHTEST Of BOOTS, OS THE OPPOSITE SIDE OI THE STREET.

THE MILLENNIUM ARRIVED.

FROM Alps to Adriatic
Now Italy is free,

Though not quite democratic
As she may wish to be ;

In Venice though remaining,
The Kaiser keeps a throne

;

The POPE a new name gaining,
And holding still his own.

All Europe's flaws'are mended,
And France has won renown ;

All quarrels are well ended,
So we shall settle down.

The master of the regions
That lie next Britain's land,

-

Will have no work for legions
Which he '11, of course, disband.

All sorts of'swords and sabres
To ploughshares we shall turn,

Because, pur good French neighbours
War will no longer learn.

All guns, now Discord's stifled,
And Peace prevails at last,

Instead of being rifled,

For boilers will be cast. .

No national defences

Requiring for our shores,
To pay their past expenses,
We '11 sell off all our stores,

Avoiding new taxation ;

Hope told a flattering tale :

Oh, fond imagination !

How very like a whale !

Palpable.

Two men were convicted, on a recent

Friday, by MR. BROUGHTON, of having
endeavoured to obtain money from the

MARQUIS OF WESTMINSTER ! The poor
demented wretches have been sent to a
criminal prison. Where is the Lunatics'
Friend Society ? Where is the gallant
CHARLES READE ?

A ROSE WITHOUT THORXS. A Woman
Without Nails.

How to Sweat Sovereigns.
THIS process is done most effectually by a series of revolutions fol-

lowing closely one upon another. A long line of sovereigns has been
known to disappear in this way very quickly. The Bourbon dynasty
in t ranee vanished entirely by means of this process and so com-
pletely that there is not a feature of them left in the country exceptin"m some old antiquarian's museum.

The Knife and the Lancet.

A PORK butcher, be it respectfully said, is so far in advance of the
medical knowledge of the age, inasmuch as he both kills and cures.

Now, it is rare indeed that a doctor can achieve more than one of
those delicate operations successfully at a time ;

at all events, there is

no living proof of the two having ever been performed completely to
the patient's satisfaction.
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! KING PUNCH SWKA'iKTU ALLEGIANCE TO Till;

T.ltLTISII) QUEEN OF FRUIT.

OH. juicier than the cherry!

Oh, sweeter than raspberry !

Oh, what delight,
To appetite,

Can equal thee, Strawberry!

KYti creams, though iced by

BUST,

E'en coblers named from

Sherry,
A iv not more sweet
In summer's heat,

Than thy cool fruit, Straw-

berry !

Of turtle-soup a plateful
Is not to me more grateful:

Not ducks and peas
This child so please ;

Without thee life were hate-

ful !

Not melon or mulberry,

Although they're luscious,

very,
Not peach, or pine,
Or nectarine,

Compare with thee, Straw-

berry !

Oh, bliss when with a pottle
Of Queens I cool my throttle !

1 envy not,

The toping sot,

Who cools his with a bottle.

With cream when thou art blended,
Some deem thy flavour mended,

Yet 'tis such treat

To taste thee neat,
I sigh when thou art ended.

Though cherries hang in clusters

As large as waxlight lustres,
Their si/e will ne'er

With thine compare,
Thy berries grow such busters !

fragrant e'en than roses,
Or Covent Garden posies,

Thou art as sweet
To smell as eat,

And eharm'st both months and noses.

With thee no fruit compareth,
own no rival shareth :

To thee, 1 ween,
Oil, British Queen,

'

allegiance swearcth !

WHAT WE ARE INDEBTED TO THE FRENCH EJIPEROR.

THE I'litentf cnnl/tt!t' has been maintained at an expense of thirteen

millions additionally of taxation r\vry year. Eight millions of these
are spent on warlike armaments. Tins has been going on ever since
the beginning of the French Emperor's reign. In truth, Louis NAPO-
LEON has been a very dear friend to England. The question is, if

friendship, like gold, may not be bought too dearly. The article ought
to l)e of the most precious value, and of the most refined description,
to command so high a price. Is the iale worth purchasing
at that extravagant rate? and has JOHN BULL grown such a mad
spendthrift in his epicurean tastes, as to be able to spend thirteen
millions every year in the mere outlay of

"
cordials" alone? We can

recollect the time when the old fellow spurned such effeminate
luxuries, and was all the healthier for it. The British Constitution does
not need the support of French cordials.

r

Tm- LATEST MARVEL ix THE NEST-BUILDIXG WAY. A little

Wren has built its nest in th -. m U'KSTMIXSTER'S pocket!
It has not been disturbed since it laid its first egg.

A FEAST FOE A PHILOLOGIST.
" LOOKEE here, Mr. Punch. Here, now, 's an interustun parrigrafT

vor 'ee out o' the Times noozepyaaper :

"
I'l I :<>XAPARTE IS '

Hid M .Inlin's in \Vt\inlu!,'. tr,u

n int" tlir , i. tnty of liui ii:nn. He will proceed Lcnce to Craven
\vith '

!:itini/ thu book into the Yorkshire dialect"

"
Now, Zur, I wunder what that, are's yor. Is this here BONYPAKT

wiun to translate the Zong o' Zolomon into Durham and Yorkshire

yor to have un net to music and zung in them there dialicks? (

if /o, there's another wherein I 'in bound to zay that are zong or ar

another ood zound a precious dale sv.ater nor in ather o' they. I

manes the Hampshire tongue, which is the one ZOLOMON his self would
ha chose to write- hi-; rlu'ina! /.ong in if he 'd only a know'd on't. 'Tis

the purtiest in all England, e.ver so fur, a young ooman in the planner

parts bates the night ingull holler, aud in the base, a chap wi a strong
vice, down the bottom o' (lie droat, makes the pewter pots ring ;>

Next thing BONYP.UIT dooes you telPu to come down among we, and
we '11 tache un to translaail the Zong o' Zolomon: aye, and zing ut

too melojus enough to charm the heart of a broom:-! irk.

"
I be, your umble sarvant,"

BulSTLEFINCII."
"
The Pigyery, ,; July, 1S59."

FUMUS GLORIA MUNDI.

IN a will case a few days ago, Stu CP.KS.V.VELL CRESSWELL, remark-

ing on an allegation that one of a certain Lunatic's habits was to

smoke a good deal, is reported to have said :

"
1 have a great objection to smoking, Uit eurtriiuly I should not carry my objec-

tion so far as to hold that it W;LS cv mity."

Different things are objectionable to different men. Mi: /'

happens to be fond of his weed, but, if occasion arose, would probably
say this :

"
I have a great objection to lawyers, but certainly I should not cany ray

tiou *o t;u- as to refuse to dine with a clever judge, like CRKSSWELL, for instance, if

he asked me."

After this, it is only necessary for Mr. Punch to mention that he is

disengaged for Saturday fortnight.

up to him with a certain fascinated admiration. Probably
cigar-case in his pocket in the robing-room all the time.]

EMPERORS AT ODDS.

Ox arriving before the walls of Verona, says Louis NAPOLEOX,
"

I found before me Europe in arms, ready either to dispute our successes, or to

aggravate our revet

FRANCIS-JOSEPH, on the contrary, declares that he found himself
likely to obtain less favourable terms from Europe in arms than those
which it was probable that Locis NAPOLEON would dictate to him.
He was afraid that Europe in arms would aggravate his reverses, and
by no means dispute the successes of his adversary. It is to be hoped
that there is some mistake between the two Emperors, for at any rate
that which lies between their Imperial Majesties is not the truth. Is
it quite certain that they knew what they were about, or that they
know what they are about now, in making impracticable agreements
for the settlement of Italy? The most respectful and moderate con-
clusion to which we can come is, that one of these august personages
is a booby. May Titania haply awake, and Cud out Botl

A Double-Edged Motto.

THE Saloon Omnibus Company (which may be compared to the
Westminster Clock, inasmuch as everybody seems anxious and no-
body able to get it wound up) bears, on its vehicles, the motto

"
.//////

nniiiihiix xi///.i." One of the facetious Counsel of the Bankruptcy Court
the other day expressed his hope that this motto, which he translated

"enough for everybody" might be found applicable by the creditors,
when the Compaa he divided. We should prefer
to apply the motto to the unlucky Shareholders, and to translate it,"

\\ i- 've had quite enough of omnibussing by this time."

THE II. P. C. NUISANCE.

THE present DUKE OF WELLINGTON has done one thing which his
heroic father never did. He has made an unsuccessful attack upon a
French Column.
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ALARMING EPIDEMIC-THE WHISTLEPHOBIA.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
ME. PUNCH was condescending enough to explain to the world, last

week, how the Thames breezes drove him from town, after the Thurs-

day night's debate. In consequence of his absence the discussions on

Friday were entirely without interest. In the Lords there was some
unprofitable talk about the unprofitable peace, and something of the
same sort took place in the Commons. The latter, however, got to work,
and voted all the Army Estimates and a good many Civil Service ones,
and were informed that we shall soon have 300 Armstrong rifled cannon.
Mr. Punch passed four days on his back on his lovely lawn, reading
MR. TENNYSON'S new volume of poems, giving, of course, a day to each
of the four. (He may remark, en passant, that the Laureate's Quadri-
lateral is a noble fortification of his fame.) The number of cigars and
the quantity of iced liquids which he imbibed during that happy hori-

zontalism are nobody's business but his own. Finally, he got so im-
bued with the Laureate's beautiful work, that lie would think and
talk of nothing else, addressed his children as Enid and Elaine, and
upon Mrs. Punch's caressing his manly beard, and suggesting an extra

cheque for some ridiculous purpose, responded
" With all my heart, my pretty Vivien."

In this mood he returned to town on Monday night, in order to hear
the CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQUER open his Budget, but the

exquisite Tennysonian music clung to his brain, and he actually com-
posed the following resume of the speech, without being aware that he
had turned it into poetry -.

GLADSTONE the good, GLADSTONE the eloquent,
GLADSTONE, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Rose in the chamber on the Moon's warm night,
And gave long talk to the perspiring throng,
The while the Thames staiikilike the very deuce,
Lime striving vainly with his tainted slime.

And GLADSTONE, gravely smiling on them, said :

"
Sit still and gather honey. I presume

Before I state the expedients I design,
'Twere well I summarised the grand result

Of my Caucasian predecessor's work.

His estimate of what the year would bring
Was six three nine two ought, and three oughts more.
The tin accrued, however, in excess :

Six five, and four seven seven, and two eight four.

Expenditure was less than this last sum,
And we 've in hand 800,000."

Then plaudit issued from the listening House,
But GLADSTONE gave a deprecating smile.
"
Neither the stamp on cheques, nor the increase

In duty on Hibernia's ardent spirits

(Deem not I mean her sons, I mean her swizzle)
Has yet produced, so far as I can tell,

The sum DISKAELI supposed they would.
Who can know all things in this mundane world ?

Touching those cheques, I find the man who draws

May hand his coloured slip across the counter,
Unstamped, and (if his balance will permit)
Receive the coin ; a practice I shall stop,
And he who draws shall stamp : 'tis like he'll stamp,
And may-be swear, it he have over-drawn,
And the mild clerk declines to draw it mild."

And'smiling once again, or at his joke,

Orjat the thought of what was coming next,
GLADSTONE proceeded.

"
Now, my estimate

'

Of next year's income thus do I announce.
Six four, three four ought, and three oughts beside.
That is the sum the Country should produce
Up to the end of Marcli approximating.
Sixty-four millions and about a third.

'Twere fine to clap an Income-Tax on that,
And fine the country fivepence in the pound
A thought of genius, lent by godlike Punch."

At that loved name they rose tumultuously,
Cheering and shouting, and, with peace restored,
The fluent speaker thus took up his tale.

"
Now, hearken to the year's expenditure,

And if it is'not heavy, I '11 be blowed ;

Armies and Navies, and Gibraltar Cables
And the new work iu China and Japan,
And nine-and-twenty millions on the Debt,
Are items that mount up, with other things,
And Nine and Sixty millions, (not to name
A fleabite of two hundred thousand pounds,)
We, that is I, and PALMERSTON, and LEWIS,
And savage SOMERSET and courteous HERBERT,
And all the rest of us, propose to spend
Before the thirty-first of coming March ;

Put that, my gentle hearers, in your pipes,
And, at your pleasant leisure, smoke the same.

"
Now," he continued, in his honey tone,"

This shows, you see, a gross deficiency.
When I say gross, I do not mean reproach,
But use a cant-word of commercial slang,
Because it sounds uncommon business-like.

And this deficiency subtraction 's rule
Shows to amount, friends, to Millions four
And Hundred Thousands, added, eight, six, seven.
Where shall we get that money, my friends ?

"
Bear with me while with me I would bear you

Into reflection, for some moments' space.
Though space is not a cognate word with time,
And time but that 's a tiling we will not waste
Dissecting nicely every passing phrase,
When we should be prepared for other frays,
The thought whereof aftrays the patriot mind.
This year I think we '11 call Exceptional.
We have a grand Armada, and besides
A noble army ; both we 've lately raised
For reasons understood of all of you.
If in six months, or twelve, things grow not Worse,
(You all know what I mean, and worse means war)
We may suppose that they will surely Better.

Therefore, 1 say, let 's pay our way at once,
And be prepared for what contingency
Fate hath in store if war, we '11 want all cash
Then to be got ; if peace, at twelvemonth's end
We '11 kick the Income-Tax to Belzebub,
Lucifer, Moloch, and their President,
Friend of the President of Italy."

Cheering from anti-Papal NEWDEGATE
Led louder cheering from the Liberal bench.
Then onward went the Homeric Chancellor.
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" Do not, brethren, do not let us borrow,
( ) let a loan alone, do not go
l''or money, either, unto Spotty V. IU.I.VM,
More popularly called Exchequer lin.i..

There 's time enough for that. We will not pledge
The credit of our children, pretty pets,
Whether from silver spoons they lap rich cream,
(Tending to bile) or, grubbing in the gutter,

They suck rejected cabbagc-Malks,

They "re our posterity, and we '11 not mortgage,
Remorseless, their inheritance and labour.

"
Shall we tax. malt yet more? It would not pay.

Or spirits ? 'Twould create a smuggling trade.
( >r tea and sugar? Trade, and the consumer,
Were both the sufferers, and we've made, beside,
A bargain on this subject which we '11

No, .-:

-~, 'No way but this'-
I FEAR WE MUSI AUGMENT THE 1st OMK-TAX."

He would not note the shudder which went round,
But eager in his eloquence spoke on.

"
There is a credit which the maltsters take

In pa;. we '11 deny them that

(Allowing certain disannul in IT,

Nor let the maltvorma wriggle out of i

sight, like any other folk.

So I can collar almos tant

nn that's near 800,000;
I'licn my Deficiency, you sec, comes down
To just Four Millions. Now, 1 tell you wlr
At present we pay Five Pence in the' Pound
Upon our Incomes. We '11 pay Four Pence more.

iave desired the tax were laid more nicely,
In future it shall be as nice as Xinepcnce."

! le gave the blow, but ere they well could feel it,

Followed it up with one more cruel yet.
"
I must have money nw. I cannot v,

The word must be fork out upon the nail :

Upon the very first half-yearly payment
I '11 charge the whole year's Fourpcnce, which I add,
To twopence halfpenny already due,
And the next time that the Ta'xgatherer comes
With his ill-omened face, JOHN BULL must pay
As if the tax were Sixpence halfpenny
In every pound he earns by sweat of brow,
Or takes from bank, or from his father's land,
Adjustment is of course impossible.
But those whose income is exceeding- small,
Under One Fifty, but above One Hundred,
Shall pay three halfpence only. I have done.
Let my Four Millions be at once made up,
I trust your loyalty and patriotism
And to herself that England will be true."

" O Masters, do you love my tender T

This little exercise having in some degree relieved JL: I'*!,,, ;',',,

mind, he reverts to his usual but inimitable prose, and proceeds to
record that in the House of Lords on the above night, viz. :

July IS. Monday, LORD MALMESBURY found great fault with a
letter LORD JOHN RUSSELL had been writing to the Prussian govern-
ment, warning it against going to war. LORD WODEHOUSE defended
his chief, and declared the despatch to be a precious deal better than
anything MALMESBURY had done

;
and NEWCASTLE and GKANVILLE, as

colleagues of LORD JOIIN'S, cried out,
" Of course it is !

"
There is,

however, no of course in the matter, some of MALMESBURY'S late

despatches having been very tidy, and JOHNNY being by no means a
Complete Letter Writer. The Commons, as has been said, had the
Budget ; and not much was said beyond a general grumbling accept-
ance of the scheme, a reception which the polite and grateful
GLADSTONE called

"
generous.

T/'fxiltti/. Sensible observations by divers Lords on the necessity of
our having telegraphic communication with all our QUEEN'S posses-
sions. GKANVILLE mentioned that the Gibraltar wire, would not be
laid until next year. The QUEEN recognises HOSPODAR COUZA, of the
Principalities, a piece of information which is not so unimportant as
it may appear to the ignorant. The Public Health Bill had rather a
near squeak for it (sycophants of vestries canting against "centrali-
sation," as if Bumbles were to be trusted when a sudden epidemic
comes), but was carried by 101 to 95. It is to arm Government with
powers in the event of an emergency. A discussion as to how many
soldiers ought to be kept in India, was ended by its being unanimously
agreed that nobodycould know. MR. EOHSTER wanted Parliament to
ask the QUEEN to assemble it in the winter instead of the summer, but

- I'M.UKKSTOK got almost into earnest in protesting a-/:

interference with shooting and Christinas, and by 121 to 4S the notion
was scouted. .Mil. BAINKS failed in convincing the II IAKV
that everybody ought to be allowed to print the Slate version of the

Holy Scriptures; and considering the extreme beauty, accuracy, and
cheapness of the innumerable editions of The Book, and the import
while a particular version is authorised, of preserving exact uniformity
of text, MK. BAIXES'S grievance may be pronounced visionary.

// '-ertain Scottish Kirk-rate received considerable damage.
A U

'

eight.s and Measures Hill was read a second time
;

it is to do away
with local bushels, and establish imperial dittoes. MR. Cowi'KK with-
drew his Bill against the hideous Hyde Park Corner lamp, but pn,
a great Bill to knock down all lamps of a fantastic character. MR.
Kiiv. iv .1 \MI--.S, in a ili-hale on a Criminal Bill, repeated a good story
about the way certain attorneys get rich, namely, by making their

prisoner-clients assign to them their goods, and then taking care to
Lave the said clients hanged or transported. Vivat lex!

'riwsxiliiti. Rather a
go9(J debate on the Budget, MR. DISRAELI

making a great speech in his own honour, and proposing that the new
Income-Tax should be spread over the year. Thereon, MR. GLAD-
STONE, who had previously been highly polite to his predecessor,
walked into him like fun, and explained in the frankest and most
candid manner that MR. DISRAELI knew nothing about anything.
Mu. P.iiiMiT abused everybody, especially the Press, in a Peace speech;
and LORDS JOHN RUSSELL and PALMERSTON made ridiculous protests
against, the newspapers saying that our enormous armaments were to

protect us against possible invasion by Louis NAI'OI.KON. Now, what
/ the good of sensible men talking such twaddle ? And who is going
to be silenced? Not Mr. Punch, for one. Look at his Big Cut in
this very Number. Now then! MR. GLADSTONE'S Budget was
accepted; and so PATERFAMILIAS, with a lot of extra tax to pay,
had better begin to consider how he can best cut down the expenses
of his family, without any self-denial or inconvenience to himself

personally.

/'."/,. An Education Bill was objected to by certain admirers of

Voluntaryism, who base their objection to national grants, or inter-

ference, upon the notorious fact that every child in England is regu-
larly sent to school by its parents. However, there are bigots who
will not admit t his, and not only insist upon grants in aid of schools,
but allege that there are parents who neglect to send their children to

and ought to be punished for that wrong to society. Unhappily,
too, that tyrannical notion is gaining ground; and it was only th'e

other day that three parents, earning large wages, were wickedly com-
pelled to ful til promises to pay something towards the support of their
children in a Reformatory. And this is called a free country, where a
man may not bring up his child in ignorance and vice if he likes !

Thanks, Mr. Punch's warmest thanks, to MESSRS. BAINES, HADFIELD,
and others, who deny the right of society to interfere between parent
and child. Such noble patriots shall never lack any recognition
Mr. Pi'.nch can make of their worthiness.

LITERATURE FOR LADLES.

ALTHOUGH, in common with all editors, we are supposed to be pos-
sessed of almost universal knowledge, we are at a loss to know who
wrote the following advertisement, which was conspicuously printed
in the Times of Thursday week. Clearly it could never have been
written by a gentleman, and as certainly, we think, no lady could have
penned it :

TO AMATEUR LITERARY LADIES. Females of good edu
are invited to JOIN A COMPOSITION SOCIETY. No remuneration offered,

and no expense incurred. Address .

Attractive as the first four words of this advertisement may be, we
think their influence must be greatly weakened by the fifth. It

very well to say that no expense will be incurred: but no well edu-
cated lady would accept an invitation to appear in a Society, at the
cost upon her entrance of being called a

"
female." From the know-

ledge of her dictionary which her "good education" would pro 1

on e given her, she would know that the word "
female

"
is no synonym

for "lady." The term "lady" is applied exclusively to women, and
it is not every woman who has properly a claim to it. The word"
female

"
may, however, be applied to other animals

; and to call
women "females" is to speak of them as part of the inferior brute

'

creation. Fine ladies think it vulgar to he spoken of as "wonu
but they had better be called this than bear a synonym with "crea-

tures," and have a word applied to them which perhaps may leave it

doubtful if they be not even cats.

THE ILLUMINATED PILLAR AT APSLEY HOUSE.

THEY say that this beautiful work of art acknowledged by all to be
one of the most shining lights of the age is the proposed testimonial
to Ma. CHARLES i.
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CRICKET.-CAPITAL PRACTICE FOR THE ROUND BOWLING OF THE PERIOD.
I

FRANCIS.JOSEPH THE GEEEN.

HOPE appears to have told the EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA a flattering

tale. In Ins late manifesto, that Imperial young man, after having

expressed himself as "-bitterly deceived" in his
"
well-founded hopes

"

that the late contest not having been entered into for the defence of

the rights of Austria only he was not going to be
"

left alone in it,"

proceeds to say:

" In spite of the ardent sympathy, worthy of acknowledgment, which the justice
of our cause has inspired, for the most part, in the journals and peoples of Germany,
our national allies, our most ancient allies, have obstinately refused to recognise the

great imp' itance of the grand question of the day. Consequently Austria would
have been obliged all alone to face the events which were being prepared for, and
which every day might have rendered more grave."

He seems really to have imagined that not only Prussia, but even

England also, would take up arms, and actually lay down money, to

support his cause, that cause being, in addition to the Austrian des-

potism, the papal tyranny. He fancied that we, even we, would be

sure to light for that crown in which the brightest jewel is the Con-

cordat black diamond! What can he have been thinking of, what
can he have been dreaming of? Has he not heard the British Lion,

any time these seven years, roaring "No Popery
"

? has he not seen

the writing on the wall? Alas, no! Civilisation has yet to chalk
" No Popery

"
on the walls of Vienna. Will Europe have peace till

it is inscribed on those of the Vatican ?

This imperial youth is a remarkably ingenuous one. Witness the

following passage from the document above quoted. A confession

more artless was never made by a penitent schoolboy :

better terms for himself and his Concordat, from Louis NAPOLEON,
who wears, or fears that he wears, his crown partly by favour of

Roman Catholic priests, than any that he could expect from Russia,

Prussia, and England ; powers which agree in disowning the POPE :

the last-named one of them considering him spiritually a humbug and

temporally a tyrant, and wishing that everybody would renounce his

authority altogether, or that he would go to Jericho.

However, the EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA has at last found out the

mistake which he had the wonderful greenness to make under the

misguidance probably of Jesuits, who were older and ought to have
known better. He may get wiser as he gets bigger unfinished,

perhaps, at present, in the upper storey. Some sign of amendment in

him may be spied in the resolution, which his manifesto declares him
to have formed, to improve the shining hour of peace by devoting all

his attention and solicitude to a certain "fruitful task" which he

proposes to accomplish :

' ' That is to say, to found in a durable manner the internal well-being, and the
external power of Austria by the happy development of her moral and material

forces, and by ameliorations conformable to the spirit of the time."

Ah that 's something like ! as the Hampshire agriculturist at a

public dinner said, when he had put sugar into his Hock. Ameliora-
tions conformable to the spirit of the time ? Representative institu-

tions ecclesiastical tribunals ignored by law perhaps a Court of

Probate and Divorce established, together with some approach to the

liberty of unlicensed printing. Then we shall get on. .Then will

invigorated Austria flourish, and FRANCIS-JOSEPH the Green acquire
a name which Posterity will call Evergreen.

" The honour of Austria coming intact out of this war, thanks to the heroic efforts

of her valiant army, I have resolved, yielding to political considerations, to make
a sacrifice for the re-establishment of peace, and to accept the preliminaries which
ought to lead to its conclusion ; for 1 have acquired the conviction that I should

obtain, in any event, conditions less unfavourable in coming to a direct under-

standing with the EMI-KKOH OF THI: FKI N< n, \vithout the blending of any third

party whatsoever, than in causing to participate in the negotiations the three great
powers which have taken no part in the struggle."

Experience has instructed the juvenile ruler. He has acquired the

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

"A KEAN BANQUETEER
"

is informed that there really was a MR-.

MACREADY who, some years ago, produced, both at Covent Garden
and Drury Lame, the plays of SIIAKSPEARE and others, with every

necessary accessory of scenery and costume. Ma. C. KEAN was not

born at the time, and therefore no reference was made to his once-

conviction perhaps it has been beaten into him that he would gain ! celebrated predecessor on the night of the
"
Banquet."

Pi a-ej by William Brndh.iry. of No. 13. Upoer Woburn Place, and Frederick Mu ierr. Evans, ol iio. 19, Qneen'B Riaj West. Recent's Park, both in the Parish of St. Pancras. in the Coaaty of Middlesex.
Printers, at their Office in Lombard S.reei, in the Precinct ol, \Yhitefrmrs. in the City 01 London, a .d published by them at Ni. 86

, fleet Street, in tb; Pa ish ol St. Bride, in the City of
liondon. SATURDAY, July 30, l.io 1

).
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The ijallant Captain Tomkins, of the Slanksltire Rifes, in found /mictisiny the Stu/le

calls, that he may know them when he hears them.

THE SOLUTION OF ITALY.

YE Powers ! ye Statesmen, o'erladen with cares,
The solution who seek of Italian afl'airs,

You have got the solution, to speak chemist-wise,
But the substances in it you can't crystallise.

The solution is turbid all waters are so

That are troubled the Tiber, and, worse than the Po,
The Thames, that is making our Parliament sick,
So vile is its odour

;
its filth is so thick.

The Italian solution two bodies contains,
The Pope and the Kaiser, poor Italy's banes,
With a King in excess, whose oppressed people groans,
And a sort of sub-monarchs, the Dukes wno fill thrones.

Some spirit there 's in it, whose presence is proved
By rising whenever the pressure 's removed;
Inflammable spirit, like spirit of wine,
With King, Duke, Pope, Kaiser, that ne'er will combine.

Expose it to light ;
and that agent, there 's hope,

Will produce a precipitate throw down the Pope.
Then add a free acid, for that is the thing
Which will send to the bottom the Dukes and the King.

Now shake up the liquor and carefully strain
;

Collect on a filter the dregs that remain,
In a crucible put them, and roast, and reduce,
Reserving the extracts for show if not use.

Then there 's your solution pellucid and clear ;

Evaporate gently till crystals appear ;

Allow them to form in the shape they like best :

And Italy's question will soon oe at rest.

What would my Uncle say ?

A CORRESPONDENT of one of the papers writes that "at
Nice he saw the people dragging Louis NAPOLEON'S bust

through the kennels of the town." Relations usually
quarrel, but this is rather vulgar behaviour of Nice to

Nephew.

ASTONISHING A CONGREGATION.
THE subject of the following paragraph is not one which usually

comes under Mr. Punch's censorship, but, as COWPER says :

"
Laymen have leave to dance when Parsons play."

The other day, we read that :

" There was a special choral service In Westminster Abbey, the sermon being
preached by the REV. HENRY DRURV, B.D., Prebendary of Salisbury, and
Chaplain to the House of Commons, in aid of the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel in Foreign Parts. The reverend gentleman uttoiiished the conffrtytition by
giving out a text which no one recognised as a passage of Scripture. The words
wuru,

' We may, we must, we will,' and ho obtained them in the following manner :

' We may/ from the 3rd of Genesis, 2nd verse ;

' We must,
1 from the 14th of Acts,

22nd verse ;

' We will,' from the 24th of Joshua, 21st verse. The combination of
the three formed the text, from which be proceeded to argue that we may, we
must, and we will, evangelise the world."

Now,
"
astonishing

"
a congregation is not, Mr. Punch humbly

submits, the exact object with which a clergyman should ascend his

pulpit. It mifiht be inconvenient, did our ministers take that view of
their duty. There is no saying to what lengths energetic parsons
might go. A youug Boanerges might not be satisfied with a mild bit

short indeed, and stammered out something about a jest.
"
Certainly

it is, upon your principle of quotation." "Eh? What? Where?
How ?

" "
Are we not told that

' JUDAS departed and went and
hanged himself?'" "Ye-es." "Is it not also said, 'Gothouand
do likewise ?

' "

Next time our excellent friend MR. DRURY proposes to astonish a

congregation, perhaps he will remember this narrative, and give them
a text without solution of continuity.

is." Or suppose he fired off one of MESSRS. DEANE'S revolving pistols

(loaded only with powder, of course) at the organ, and exclaimed,
"
This

is a revolver, and apropos of that, my beloved brethren, let us revolve
in our minds the meaning of the words which you will find in, &c."
On the whole, we recommend our clergy to avoid illegitimate arts

of attraction, and to rely for effect upon eloquent and affectionate

expositions of the Truth. MR. DRURY himself is a very excellent

minister, and will take our hint in good part, especially when we remind
him of another clergyman's story about the way in which he stopped
a chattering person who was stringing isolated texts of Scripture
together, after -the fashion of certain "serious" talkers. Scandalised
at the use the quoter was making of the most solemn and pregnant
language, the worthy priest calmly said,

"
Suicide, you know, is recom-

mended in the Book." The "astonished" talker was brought up very

THE BEST AND THE WORST.

THE Papal States have generally been described as the worst govern-
ment in the world. MR. BOWYER would wish us to believe that they
were the very best. MR. BowYtR is a Papist, as his position of brass-

trumpeter to CARDINAL WISEMAN fully verifies
;
and his opinion on

such a subject as the Papacy must be as true as it is disinterested ; but
we should like to know if the Roman government is to be looked upon
as the best in the world, what kind of government must the worst be ?

If the government in the Papal States is so superlatively good, we wish
the ministers who attempt to govern us, and do it so badly, would go
to Rome for the sake of learning to do what Rome does. The English
would then be as happy as the Romans now are.

Epitaph for Vauxhall.
188-2.

ON clean large flagstones now the Peeler tramps,
Where evil smelling lamps, and mouldy damps,
Made Paradise for male and female scamps.

A NAPOLEONIC IDEA.

A COURTIER was comparing the PRINCE NAPOLEON to CHEVALIER
BAYARD. "Oh, yes! very like," exclaimed the PRINCESS MATHILIIE,"

only a hundred times greater for cannot PLON-PLON boast of being
a hero of cent peurs et cent reproches, whereas BAYARD was content with
not having even one !

"

VOL. XXXVII.
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FOOD FOR TEETOTALLERS.
CCORDING to "recent experi-

ments in France, it appears
that, a horse will live on wal er

alone for five -and -twenty

days." Here is a fact that

Teetotallers, if they are wise,

should make the most of. In
their travelling lectures, they
should have one of these

iiimatic horses with them.

The old parallel might be

drawn bet ween the brute and
the human being, proving how
much more addicted to habits

df temperance the former was
Hum the latter. Then the

pertinent question might be

asked, in stentorian language
and teetotal logic, "Where,
pray, will you find the man
who will live for five-and-

; twenty days on water ?
" At

: his death, too, for we do not

suppose that th is horse, turned
in his lifetime into a water-

cask, would live long, the

poor animal might be brought
into use by being sold at a

hippo-restaurateur's. To a

conscientious Teetotaller, the flesh would be both meat and drink. However, we do not

believe the equestrian feat was ever performed. In our opinion, it has been maliciously put

forward to prove the cruelty of French surgeons in always trying worthless experiments on

animals, and is an absurd story that is only fit to be told to the horse-marines.

THE POPE AT HIS LITTLE GAME.

THE 1'oi'E is indulging in his little game
again. He threaten, any one, who has the

impertinence to attack in any manner the tem-

poral power of the Roman Pontiff, with "a major
excommunication !

" The threat is magnificent !

VICTOR EMMANUEL, when he heard of it, must
have fallen on his knees, and have humbly sued
for pardon. It is amusing, when real cannon-
balls were rail ling about, to see the POPE pop-

I ping off his little sacerdotal powder and sliot.

j

We are afraid that all
"
the thunders of the

I

Vatican," let them thunder ever so thuuderingly,
until every disbelieving Protestant is deafened
with the noise, will not avail much by the side of

NAPOLEON'S new artillery, and that not all the

canons of the Church will be able to do as much.

I

execution as one of the recently-invented pieces
de precision. Of course, it falls to the duty of

these "canons of the Church" to keep up a
constant supply of the

"
thunders of the

Vatican."

Crabbe's Tales,

IN a recent volume of travels it is stated that

the monks of an Oriental convent had amused
themselves with taming and teaching a great
number of crabs. One great crab, who had oeen
ten years in the pond, could, it is said, repeat the

Apostles' Creed. Is this such a marvel for a

great crab? We will bet that the DUKE or
SOMERSET could do it.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

JULY 25. Monday. LORD LYSDHTJRST, at whom it had pleased MR.
BRIGHT to scoff, in reference to his Lordship's recommendation to

England to be armed, let fly at that respected Quaker, and caught him
what (if pugilistic terms be not out of place when one is alluding to so

pacific a personage) may be designated an extremely neat one on the

conk, in return for a sarcasm
"
so pointed, so keen, so bitter, and so

creditable to the talents and taste of MR. BRIGHT," as the calling
LOKD LYSDHURST "an old peer." His Lordship then demanded of

the DUKE OF SOMERSET whether the French ships were not armed
with rilled camion, and whether our own were or could be. SOMERSET
made one of his usual mild and affable replies he had heard that the

French ships were, and he knew that our own were not, and wouldn't
be for ever so long, but he wasn't going to talk about the matt IT.

LORD BROUGHAM made a good speech about his own grey hairs, and

Education, aud referred to the general opinion that the humbler classes

have better schools, in proportion to requirements, than the middle
This is natural, inasmuch while the schools for the former are

to a large extent under surveillance, anybody is free to set up a middle

eliool, without any inquiry into his or her knowledge of what
should be taught or fitness to teach it. There was a nursery dialogue
of old days, and it will do again. One Deborah addressed her favourite

Donkey :

'

Says DruoRAH, wherefore, since learnings the rage,
Marrowbone*, cherrystones, bundle'em jig,

Should not my dear Donkey teach children their page,
Come, set up a school, and be one of the age,
Of this wonderful, wonderful, wonderful age."

The Deborah-Donkey classical, commercial, and mathematical
I stablishments are very numerous, as will be found out by parents who
are trustful. LOUD BROUGHAM wanted the Committee of the Privy
Council to inspect middle-class schools, and the BISHOP OF LINCOLN,
formerly a first class Preceptor, known at Islington as MR. JACKSON,
strongly approved an inspection scheme, but LORD GRANVILLE, of

course, thought that the Committee had too much to do already, and
cd nothing else.

In the Commons, after a discussion whether we or the Colonies

ought to defend the latter, and an expression of opinion that they
/lit to do something for themselves (certain localities of the kind, on

1 lie other side of the Atlantic, defended themselves very well indeed,
< upon a time), SIR BE LACY EVANS moved for a Commission to

inquire into tiic condition of our national defences, but Government
obligingly said that it should appoint one of its own, and would not,

trouble Sin DE LACY. A Bill for preventing Vexatious Indictments
n.rd. \Ve should consider any indictment vexatious, and

! particularly so if we were guilty of the offence charged, but the Bill is

not to do away with everything of the kind, but only to prevent such

things being brought without the sanction of a magistrate. In the

course of discussion of estimates, MR. GREGORY calleu attention to the

very small salaries paid to the gentlemen who have charge of the

various departments of the Britisn Museum. Now, these officials are

none of your ignorant or crammed humbugs recommended by great

people, but scholars thoroughly up to their work, who can tell you
from a fragment of an egg-shell what bird it would have come to, can

translate, at, sight, the inscription on a perfectly illegible coin, and can
see through the boards of a portfolio whether the piint that is going
to be offered them is valuable or rubbish. Yet these highly educated

gentlemen can, by no possibility, attain to the amount of salary of a
lieutenant-colonel on half-pay. MR. GREGORY deserves the thanks of

all instructed persons for calling attention to the subject, and must

persevere.
"
GREGORY, remember thy swashing bknv."

Tuesday. It seems that we are awfully cheated in gas, the vendors

having the means of sticking us up for pints, and quarts, and gallons,
and in fact what they like. It costs 1'ive millions of money per annum.
So we are to have proper measurement, and inspectors to see that

those horrid looking black things, like mysterious clocks, that the gas
people put up behind our doors, and occasionally come and peep into,
tell the truth. But unless the bills sent in are inspected too, what 's

the use, for the shrewdest Materfamilias gives up at the gas account.
The Health Bill, we are happy to say, was read a third time, so we are

not quite dependent on Bumbledom, in case there should be an epidemic
from the Thames odours. The BISHOP OP Loxuov wants more
churches, but LORD GRANVILKE does not seem to think it likely his

spiriinal lordship will get them.
There was a capital bit of rich farce in the Commons. SIR JOHN

TRELAWNEY'S Bill for doing away with Church Hates came to the
Committee stage, when MR. NEWDEGATE, champion of the establish-

ment, said that he accepted the situation, and agreed to abolish Church
Rates, but proposed to levy for the support of the churches two-pence
a pound on all property that has paid church rate within seven years,
and this imposition was to be collected with count}- rate, and, if the

payer chose, it might be deducted from his rent. The House was so

rx'iTmcly stupid that it could not see the difference between this and
a church rate, and rejected the plan by 191 to 99. Then the discussion

on church rates got curiously mixed up with one about bells, Members
complaining that they went out of the House to be beyond the reach
of arguments, on the understanding that they were to be rung for

when it was time to vote, and that, upon several occasions the
bells had not been rung. The SPEAKER promised to make a row
about it.

In the evening the new opera, Dinorali, by MEYERBEER, was pro-
duced by MR. GYE at the Royal Italian Opera. There was, therefore,
a Count-Out at six o'clock, which gave Members time to dress and
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dine comfortably. The opera was a brilliant success, and the Opera-
iot rise till nearly one in the morning.

'. The Bill for regulating the County Courts in respect to

M' imprisonment went through Committee. Many
ea of this power were adduced, and it appears that

it is very unieli used by \\v ; iawkers who entrap the, ignorant
OB oV labourers and others into pure! h without, their

knowledge, and then come down on the latter with ('<

MA.HIII SirART mentioned the ease of a girl, who,
.liiiil of fourteen, had been induced to buy a shawl which she

could not pay for, and at nineteen was committed to gaol in respect of

the debt. The gallant Major did nut mention the name of the jndi''ial

who had made the order. A Hill for getting rid of the

Javelin men who are supposed necessary to sustain the dignity of the

.Indire, when on assize, was lost by 115 to 112. The learned persons
tves think the attendance rid'iculous enough, and like IDOMENEUS

and jENEAS (Iliad xiii.) :

' Around their heads unheeded javelins shine,"

but the country folks regard the business as imposing, and anything
kes them think awfully of the Law may probably be preserved

with advantage.
Sin . CIIAUI.KS NAPIER could not get an address for inquiring into

the condition of Greenwich Hospital. The fact was, that on account

ul i lie state of the river, Members were afraid of being sent down to

Greenwich; but their fears are idle. If they go by rail, and proceed
at once to Mi; '

's, or MR. HART'S, they may enjoy a

modest repast without other inconvenience than having to pay for it,

and the whitebait is capital just now, though extremely apt to get into

your head unless you take great care to have the very best of Cham-

gigne
and Claret, and plenty of both. On a vote for the National

allery, MR. COSISGHAM attacked SIR CHARLES EASTLAKE, against
whom the only thing seems to be, that he once bought a spurious
HOI.BEIN (very likely quite as good as the original), and bad the man-
liness to own that he was wrong, instead of obstinately insisting that

the picture was genuine. The House would not allow a reduction of

the vote; nor was LORD HADDO more successful, on occasion of bis

ing to reduce a vote to Schools of Art because undraped ladies

were among the models. He, like a good many other wiseacres, con-

founded the nude with the voluptuous, and intimated bis belief that

the downfall of Athens dated from the introduction of naked figures
into her art. England and America must be in a bad way then, with
I'.r,' ,// Ihi ',- Sliiri; works of eminently demoral-

ising and sensual character. The son of

" The classic Thane, Athenian ABERDEEN,"

ought not to talk nonsense which might be expected from MR. ROCH-
FORD CLARKE. However, he shares his fait h wit h another worthy man,
even the POPE, who hates the nude (the Scarlet Lady is so intolerant

i
of immodesty) and has just let a wonderful Venus go to Russia for

next to nothing.
One IvKATimi and one SCHENLEY, Esquires, were respectively

walked out of Wakefield and Dartmouth, by reason of the electors

having been bribed to return them. The same fate, later, overtook one
MON K and one PRICE, Esquires, up to Friday Members for Gloucester.

idajf. The Lords went on with the Bill for improving the
Divorce Act, and by 36 to 9 carried a clause allowing the Judges to
shut the court-doors during a case the details whereof should be

acceptable only to wicked old dowagers, and the patrons of Holywell
Street literature. The Press will do well to take the hint, and avoid

making it indiscreet for Paterfamilias to leave his newspaper about the
house.

In supply, VISCOUNT WILLIAMS indulged in a vulgar Lambeth sneer
at SIR JAM i hut was rebuked by MR. ESTCOURT and Ma.
MiLNES, the latter of whom said that HAJAH BROOKE'S mime would
live with that of Sn; ,n. At this old \\I.U\MS
hooted "a laugh,'' and then inquired of his next, neighbour "who
IvAui.i'Y was/' Sin , I \MI.S is to be congratulated on having such

. Three election petitions were withdrawn, doubtless for

sufficing reasons given.
The debate then assumed dignified proportions. It was felt that

something must be said about Foreign Affairs, but the difficulty was
that there was nothing to say. However, the Three Great I.

the Government, RTJSSELL, I'M MI IJMIIN, and GLADSTONE, CD

to shine out with considerable brilliancy. The question is, whether
England is to help in settling I'.ily, and the answer is, that Italy is

so unsettled that there is no call for immediate action, and we must
wail and see how things go. LORD JOHN was happy to read in the

'

that the armies and navies of France were to be put on
peace footing ;

but his lordship is not now on his way to the Tower,
and the housemaid there is not dusting up the Block. The public,
therefore, may be sure (M been in the House) that
LORD J. nin NOT ANNOUNCE THAI mil NATIONAL UKTEXCKS WERE
10 > '^EB BY. THE WITHDRAWAL OF ONE HALF-POUND:

ONE DRUMMER-BOY. There was some fencing about Knglaml's having
been the channel of conveying certain r'reneh terms of peace to

Austria, and PAI.MKKSTO-, explained that LOUD .l<>n\ had been
asked to -end the letter, but he objected to being any parly to the

proposal, and hinted that the French Ambassador had latter send it

'It, as the postage of even a double letter to Vienna was only
about one-and-fourpei,' deal

on the war, and money was an object, LOUD JOHN had consented to
forward the document, but was in no way pledged to its eon-
He has also repudiated the allegation that he described the Treaty of

Villafranca as a just one ; the reporter possibly having h'-ard hii:

not that a just treaty had been made, but that a treat] had just

made. (Ambulator.)
The TOPE was a good deal abused, and very properly, but, be has

two advocates in the 1 i lining Him VKH, r FAH'S

cross-bearer, who talked the ineffable nonsense that might have been

expected, and declared that the \\<: "progres-
sive," in which opinion Mr. J'/nn:h is very happy to concur with the

Crossbowyer, believing, also, that such progress is exactly in the

direction in which an equestrian mendicant is popularly said to

travel. The other advocate was Mi;. \l M,I 1111;, who is an exceed-

ingly clever man, but the victim of so infatuated a personal affection

for the POPE, that if his H. was MR. M.'s own father, instead of being

merely his spiritual PAPA, the excellent MAGUIHE could scarcely be
more attached to him. One cannot, be hard upon such a sentiment.
or be incensed that. Mi;. M. should have apprised I' u M HUSTON anil

RVSSELL that when they were forgotten nobodies, the Papacy would
still flourish in glory; and that, in the mean time. LORD J. was
"
detested

"
and LOUD P.

"
abhorred

"
in Italy. To all the assertions

of the goodness of the POPE'S government, our own had the quiet
retort,

"
Why, then, are thousands of bayonets necessary to preserve

the Infallible Man from the vengeance of his happy ana loving

people ?
"

The debate had, as hath been said, dignity, but no result.

Friday. DR. TAITE objected to legislative shortening of the Church
Services, but said that the Bishops could do it.

The Commons went on with the Income-Tax Bill. MR. V. ^

who recently made such a pitiable exhibition of himself on the subject
of the appointment of Irishmen (as such) to office, that Mr. Punch, in

mercy to such wretched helplessness, would not allude to the circum-

stance, announced that he should renew the tomfoolery. Mr. Punch
hereby places at the service of SCULLY'S friends a presentation to the

Asylum for Idiots. There was a National Defences debate, in the

course of which MR. COBDEN politely alluded to Mr. Punch's Great Cut
of last week, as evidence that JOHN BULL was uneasy in regard to

France. MR. COBDEN thinks that, reliance should be placed on royal
words. Elsewhere than in the House it is said, "Put not your trust

in Princes," hut may difference of opinion never alter friendship.
LORD PALMERSTON intimated, that what a foreign nation might do in

the way of disarmament was nothing to us: our business was to be

properly Defended. Five PAM !

A FIDGETY SUBJECT.

MR. DRUMMOXD was kind enough to tell us, in connection with the
Italian subject, with which it bad so much to do, that

" There were fidgets on all subjects. There were private fidgets, county fidgets,
and political fidgets, and there was on the part of r, .; desire to do what I

sailors called ' above in their oar where there was no \

Conld not MB. DRTJMMOND have elongated his catalogue of fidt-.

Are there not the fidgets of the wife who is sitting up lor her husband
;

the fidgets of the adventurer who is waiting for dead men's shoes ; the

fidgets of the maid-of all-work who is longing for "her day out" to

come round again ;
the fidgets on the partof ULYS.SKS, who i

oft' Kurrachee, for his dear wife PENELOPE, who is fidgeting her life
;

out in Mornington Crescent for his return home; and a Hum
fidgets, far too lidgety for the reader's patience to mention? And
lastly, are there not the fidgets of the lion. Member, who is always
trying to achieve popularity by eccentricity, and cannot succeed in doing
it? Does not that lion. Member often put his Parliamentary oar into

shallow subjects that will not hold water ? Is MR. Dm MMOND ever
visited by such fidgets, and is the House ever fidgeted in having to

listen to his vain efforts F

E pur se Mauve.

A GALLANT Trinity College Dublin man was at a charming little

hay making party the other day, and beholding every one of the In.

yonni lady-rkers adorned with the now indispensable colour, exclat

"Bedad (invariable Irish ejaculation), it's the Bates of Mallvf."
*

(ion, and it i> > inform the :

non-tountakl world tlmt the t:

.-!! -wer. PAXTON.
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OWING TO THE EXCEEDINGLY DRY WEATHER, MR. HACKLE FINDS THAT THE STREAM HE HAS
TAKEN FOR FISHING IS NOT IN SO GOOD A STATE AS HE COULD WISH.

Boy (attending).
"
No, SIR ! NOR THERE AIN'T BIN NONE NOT FOR EVER so LONG !

"

FOREIGNERS IN BAD ODOUR.
THE smell of the Thames is bad enough, Gog knows

;
but there are

other smells in London which are even more offensive. For instance,
in the Lambeth Police Court t' other day, the attention of the Magis-
trate was directed to an odour, which no odour de Cologne could

obliterate or equal. According to the Times' report of the proceedings
" MR. MARSDEN, the Vestry Clerk of the parish of St. Giles, Camberwell, accom-

panied by some members of the Vestry and several respectable inhabitants, attended
at this Court for the purpose of supporting a summons against some foreigners who
are the occupiers of premises situate at the rear of Wellington Place, Southampton
Street, Camberwell. used for the melting of fat. and which business, in the process
of manufacture, causes an effluvium which, as it had been represented to the Vestry,
is a serious nuisance, and dangerous to the health of the inhabitants of the neigh-
bourhood.

" MR. MARSDEN stated, that from the representations made to the Vestry, it

appeared that the premises in question were made use of by a company of foreigners
for the purpose of melting fat, a portion of whieh was packed ill casks and shipped
off for Holland, for the purpose of being mixed up with hutter, and, after the mix-
ture took place, was re-shipped back to London as pure Dutch butter. (Laughter.)"

What there is in this to laugh at we are puzzled to conjecture. It

is our avocation to be judges of a joke, but we can see no fun in mixing
stinking fat with butter, especially when we ourselves may chance to
be consumers of it. Such a joke as this we consider to be no joke,
and those who laugh at it may do so on the wrong side of their mouths.
As for eating Dutch butter after what we here have learned of it, we
can only say, that if we do we're Dutchmen.
That we are justified in using the epithet we have done, to describe

the nasal properties of the fat which is in question, the evidence which
follows will suffice, \ve think, to show :

" The first witness called to prove the fact was MRS. GAHKETT, a widow lady,who said she lived about 40 yards from the premises, who described the nuisance,
and said that for the last three months she hud not had the doctor out of her house.
Her children were all ill, and she suffered himself from sickness and nausea, and all

produced by the gross nuisance on the premises complained of. The smell resembled
that produced by putrid meat, and unless something was done to remedy the evU,
and remove- the nuisance, the witness and her family must leave the neighbourhood," MR. BRISTOWE, the medical officer of health for the parish, said he had frequently

visited the premises, and that the business carried on there was a gross nuisance,
and very injurious to the health of the inhabitants of the neighbourhood.

" MR. HARRIS, the ground landlord of the premises in question, and otherowners
of house property in the neighbourhood, said that a number of their tenants had

given them notice, and they were quite certain they should not have a tenant left

unless the nuisance were removed."

Strong testimony this that the smell was also ditto. Noses however

differ, as much perhaps as tastes ; and a nuisance, which offends the

sense of other people, may in the nostrils of its maker be the sweetest

nasal diet. In proof of this we find that

"A person with an enormous beard, and with a foreign accent, assured the

Magistrate that the fat melted was all fresh, and could not be such a nuisance as

described."

The effect of this assurance was, we think, a doubtful policy :

" The Magistrate considered it would be a serious proceeding to shut np the

place and put an end to the defendants' trade and business at once, and therefore

adjourned the summons for a week to see if the nuisance could not be remedied."

Shutting up a nuisance-shop may be a "serious proceeding," but it

is surely not more serious than causing injury to health, and sickening
whole families who are neighbours to the nuisance. Putrid meat this

weather soon induces putrid fever
;
and although a week is no long

while to wait, it may take a lifetime to cure the ill effects of it. We
think that had the Magistrate thought twice about the matter, he

would, as second thoughts are best, have ordered that
the^ nuisance^

shop should be at once shut up, and that the trials made to
"
remedy"

it should be attempted off the premises. The remedy is often as bad

as the disease, and when experiments are made to "improve
"

a putrid

smell, we should certainly ourselves prefer keeping out of nose-shot.

HAS SHE CORNS? The EMPEROR orders that his army shall be

placed am- le pied de la Paix. He has .been trampling on her so long,

poor thing ! that even in his grammar he can't help stamping on her

foot.
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THE VISION OF VAUXHALL.

COMKAM;S, urn may leave me sitting iu the mouldy arbour here,

With the chicken-bones before me aud the empty puuch-bowl iiear.

"Rack" they called the Punch that iu it fiercely fumed, and freely

flowed :

By the pains that rack my temples, sure the name was well bestowed.

Leave me, comrades, to my musings, 'mid the mildewed timber-damps,
While from sooty branches round me splutter out the stinking lamps.

While through rent and rotten eanvas sighs the bone-mill laden breeze ;

And the drip-damp statues glimmer through the gaunt and ghastly trees.

And the seedy stucco crumbles from the orchestra hard by ;

And the firework-framea like gibbets rear their arms athwart the sky.

And the monster platform sliclclics blank and bare beneath the moon;
And the night-wind through the boxes wanders with an eery croon.

Let me sit and sadly ponder o'er the glories of Vauxhall ;

Sink this mouldy mildewed Present; from its grave the Past recal.

Is't the Punch that stirs my fancy or the gooseberry Champagne,
Sets phantasmal shapes careering through the chambers of my brain ?

Dimly, as through clouds a-stcaming from a thousand fragrant bowls,

Periwigged, pulvilio-sceutcd, Cii.v SECOND'S revel rolls.

In gay doublet, trimmed and broidered, ribboned shoulder, ribboned

knee,
BEOUHCKEB rants, and NlWPOBX roysters, while SAM PEPYS stands

by to see

Sounds the nightingale's sweet twitter from the green trees overhead ;

Shrieks below the City Madam with Court gallants sore bestead.

Hark, 'tis pretty MRS. MERCER, trolling out TOM D'URFEY'S song:
Hark, to CASTLEMAINE'S loud laughter brazeu'st of the brazen throng.

Saucy JENNINGS with COUNT GRAMMONT bandying the mat pour rire;
NELL GWYNNE fondling handsome SIDNEY, spite of BCCKHURST

frowning near.

CHARLES himself, his black face hidden in a vizor blacker still.

Laughing, ogling, and oddsnshing, light of wit, and loose of will.

Sc>- I he cheesecake blithely broken, and the syllabubs afoam;
Hark at Thames, alive with boat-loads, for Spring Gardens, or for home_

Drugget-aproned drawers bearing Claret and Canary-pottles,
For wild wits and boua-robas to refresh their thirsty throttles :

And through all, sly, smug SAM PEPYS, with a twinkle in his eye,
Taking careful note for entry in his Diary, by-and-by.

Thicker rise the fumes, and faster, but less furious streams the rout,
As QUEEN ANNE'S decorous following bows the Merry Monarch's out.

See the long, thin-faced Spectator, elbowing his silent way
For SIB. ROGER, close behind him, open-mouthed, and eyes astray;

Rapt in wonder at tlic music, and the movement, and the sights ;

Elbowed by the vizoied Madams, dazzled by the thousand lights.

This way swaggers STEEL, half tipsy, but still kindly in his drink
;

There good-humoured little GAY, to loose MAT PRIOR tips the wink.

>talks, rolling indignation in his blazing deep blue eye ;

ST. JOHN laughs off state blue-devils with LORD OXFORD smooth and sly.

They have passed and now the GEORGES usher in a duller race.
Blank the scene, till sudden lighted by the look of WALPOLE'S face.

There he sits the wizened watcher cynical and calm and cool,
Ready to note others' follies, or himseli' to play the fool.

There the PETERSHAM sits blazing with her rouge and saucy stare ;

There the crowd applauds the GUNNINGS fairest sisters of the fair.

Here trots Bozzv all in triumph with the Doctor on his arm
;

While, not less triumphant, GOLDY guards "the Jessamy bride" from
harm.

Pass, familiar shadows, trooping to the Land of Long-ago ;

Let the Regency's hot orgies set more brimming bowls allow.

Room for rampant COLONEL HANGER \ Bloods and bucks of Carlton
House,

Box the watch, and smash the tables, shiver glass, and wax-lights douse.

Room for PRINCE HAL redivirus petticoats and pimps and all-
Down before that wig so curly and that coat so creaseless, fall \

Room for ALMACK'S maccaronis room for BROOKS'S playraen true,
MAKCHand SELWYN, Fox and CARLISLE, set the punch-bowls blazing

blue \

.Masquerade and gay Ridotto blend the cream and scum of town;
-man's toils, and senate's glories, with Soho's endearments crown.

While o'erhead the ghost of SIMI'SON lifts the ceremonial hat,
In deportment but inferior unto GEORGE the Great (by fat).

With such phantoms for evoking, shall I summon sorrier shun
Ghosts of geutish generations, stray of shops and waif of trades 'i

Shadows of cheap shilling galas, flickcrings of a dyiiit; flame ;

Straws by desperate speculation clutched at, in its drowning game ?

No amid these wretched ruins, trees all black and walks all green
Be the ghosts of my evoking such as graced the ancient scene.

Be they ghosts girt with a glory, somewhat sulphurous though it be ;

Ghosts of the Vauxhall that hath been not of the Vauihall we see.

NOTES ON THE RIVER.

IT is truly said that fresh-water sailors do not know what sea-sick-

ness is. The effects of a trip on the Thames are no exception to this

rule, for the passengers on tne silent highway of London, improperly
so called beOMBtt it smells aloud, are certainly not fresh-water sailors.

The Thames should never be mentioned at meal-times in decent

Society. If anybody makes it the subject of remark at table the

probability is, that he is a medical student .

v

A TERRIBLE STATE OF THINGS.

ME. MAGTJIRE (a distinguished

! lion. Memb'er for the City ol London" is ''"'detested" amongst all

be name of the

WE have it on the assurance of

brazen player in the POPE'S Brass Brigade), that
lion. Member for the City of London is "detest

Italians, whilst that of the Noble Lord the Member for Tiverton is

"utterly abhorred." We wonder how LORDS JOHN and PAM. have so

long survived this horrible affliction. Isn't it a marvel how PALMERS-
TON can, under the painful circumstances, be as jolly and jaunty as he
is ? How can he have lived to the fine old age, and have retained his

senses, in the happy way that he has done? Can he possibly be
indifferent to the feeling of Italian hatred ? And does LORD JOHN,
sublimated also by a like indifference, sleep as soundly as though
Rome existed no more than Carthage? We should ad'vise them, if

they have any respect left for the POPE, to offer up candles, and have
masses said for their souls, at that pretty fancy bazaar of a chapel that
has lately been opened, with such pomp aud Popery, in Margaret
Street Cavendish Square; and whicli, in our eyes, is nothing more
than

"
a House of Call .for Romans."
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"IT'S A MAD WORLD, MY MASTERS !"

THE second column of the Times grows daily more

amusing. The following appeared in it on the 20th :

TO
I. W. of (never mind the place]. All your DISTRACT-
ED RELATIONS implore you to KBTUHN. A letter lies for

you at the [Blank] Bank. Pray, if you value your own happiness, get
it at once.

If we know anything of human nature, we should say
that the effect of this

appeal upon I. W. would be to

greatly strengthen his resolve to keep away. The notion

that a man would be tempted to return by the knowledge
that some maniacs were in waiting to receive him, seems to

our mind so insane that no one out a lunatic could ever

entertain it. Were we blessed (or otherwise) with a lot

of mad relations, we certainly should try, unless we thought

I

that we could cure them, to go and live as far away from
them as possible. No good could come of contact, and

possibly harm might.
As for the letter which awaits him at the Bank, we

should say that I. W. would be wise not to call for it.

Presuming from the context that this letter has been
written by his lunatic relations, we would wager any
money it would not repay perusal. So many madmen daily

, put their nonsense in our letter-box, that we may fairly

i

claim some knowledge of "distracted" correspondents,
i and our experience goes to prove that what they write

is not worth reading. Indeed the maniacal effusions with
which we daily are afflicted would be enough to madden
the robustest intellect, were it not that, as an antidote,
Punch is ever close at hand, and Punch has ever proved
a safe preservator of wits.

Clerical Magnate, who has strayed a little from the right path. "My dear child, can

you inform me whether this is a public way ?
"

Child.
"
No, Sir ; but come along o' me, and I'll show you ike way to the Blue Lion."

[His Reverence's horror may be more easily imagined than- described.

A Challenge from Father Thames.

Wno says Thames stinks, lies foully in his throat :

Upon the point Thames to the country goes.
The eyes don't prove it : put it to the vote,
And you will see it carried by the nose.

A HANDY TAX.

A TAX on Gloves ! Let the tax be a penny, or a half-

penny, per pair. The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
would finger a nice sum every year, and not a soul would
be pinched by it.

THE ENCORE SWINDLE.

EXCELLENTLY well done, MR. SIMS REEVES. Remarkably well

done, MR. SIMS REEVES. You have Mr. Punch's plaudits, the least

whereof will in your opinion outweigh the opinion of a whole Surrey
Hall of groundlings, MR. SIMS REEVES.

So there was a great crowd it that Surrey Hall, to hear Miss

DOLBY, and MADAME BISHOP, and yourself and others, and the lovers

of music permitted themselves to go on as follows :

" The first piece set down for MR. SIMS REEVES was Fra Poco, which he sung
with only too great effect. He left the orchestra amidst great applause, which, as

usual, was extended to a vociferous encore."

That is to say, that having paid to hear you in one song, and being
pleased with you, they endeavoured to obtain a second without paying
lor it. Well, you did not think proper to accede to the demand, and
the amiable audience got into a rage, and would not even listen to an

explanation. They "waxed furious," according to the report, because

you would not be robbed. However, after a good deal of riot, they
condescended to listen to the explanation. It was
" To the effect that MR. REEVES, having to sing two other pieces, could not

repeat so trying an effort as tbut just made."

This, REEVES, was a conciliatory explanation. The crowd had no
right to ask it, but it being made, we certainly agree with the Reporter
that it

"
Ought to have satisfied everybody. It did satisfy all but an excited minority,

the contrary of the Wedding March, in MMuwmnifr flight' a Dream. The drums,
trumpets, and violins had fairly the best of it. and the proceedings were tranquil
enough till MR. RERVES made his second appearance. Volleys of hisses, groans.
mill ratcalls minpled with the vehement applause that saluied him. For some
minutes he took this unusual reception in good part, bowing and smiling at every
outburst of the popular humour as if it were unmixed flattery."

Half an hour of blackguardism, vainly sought to be put down by the

decent portion of the auditory. We are happy, however, to read that

they were the majority, and even at the cost of prolonging the scene,

they gave battle :

" But this sort of thing soon gets beyond a joke, and when it was evident that a
mischievous few, at various entrances of the building, were determined MR. REEVES
should not be heard, a contrary resolution was expressed with equal decision.

Deafening peals of cheering were kept up in order to intimidate the disturbers, but
still they held out. In vain the great singer tried the effect of his soothing art

upon the disturbers. They broke him down in the second verse of ' When thou wilt

be my Bride.' In vain he bowed in his sweetest notes,
'

A/y brfast doth swell with

pride.' His offended admirers answered with implacable derision. Clenching his
music scroll, he exclaimed,

'
I am too much of an Englishman to be beaten I

' and
coolly took a chair."

However, the majority was now determined on having an end to
"this sort of thing," and in obedience to angry demands for the

expulsion of the offenders, the necessary steps were taken, and divers

blackguards were eliminated, receiving a smiling greeting from
MR. REEVES as they were dragged away.

" Thus by degrees the tumult was subdued, the song was recommenced, and MK.
REEVES retired amid a tempest of unqualified applause. Half an hour later he sat
down to the piano to sing

' My Pretty Jane' The cheering that followed was im-
mense, but scarce a single voice ventured to ask a repetition. To the universal

surprise and delight, the exultant tenor came back and sang to his own accompani-
ment the ' Bay of lliscny.' Of course this completed his triumph, and MR. SIMS
REEVES finally retired from the orchestra a greater favourite than ever."

All very well, and Mr. Punch, as has been said, is pleased to con-

gratulate MR. REEVES very heartily on the pluck he exhibited. But
the scene arose, as many similar scenes have arisen, from the ignorance
of English persons as to the law of mewn and tuitm. No doubt that
amid that crowd of noisy, ill-bred fellows, there were some who sup-
posed that they had a perfect right to command the great artist before

them, or Miss DOLBY, or MADAME BISHOP, to give them as much
music as they chose to call for, though they had paid only for what
was set down in the bill. Now, if there were any such, and one of
them were a tailor, what would he say to Mr. launch, who, having
bought a waistcoat of him, should insist upon having another for

nothing, because the first pleased him so much. "But 0," comes in
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the coarse and material mind, "that's different. A waistcoat is a
<

'loth, buttons, thread a song's only a noise." Well, let us
concede that the tailor cannot understand us, and let us take a dentist.

Suppose he has pulled out a tooth so neatly tor a guinea that Mi-.

, insists on having a second pulled out without extra pay.
Come, if a song is only a noise, an extraction is only a pull. "15ut

mid be dishonest, lie has been learning for years to pull out
!i, ihm there are his name and reputation, and his time." Granted,
that Mr. Punch would In a swindler, in the case of the waistcoat

,
or of the tooth. \\ hat of the singer? lias he not been learning for

9 to L'VI out the high note that delights you. Are his name and
nation less valuable than the dentist's ? Is his time less valuable?

The fact is, painful as it is to declare it, that everybody who attempts
to enforce (mind, we don't say anything against a complimentary

'cat) a second performance of what 1ms already been given, is a

person who is endeavouring to procure a valuable thing without paying
or

intending to pay for it. The name the. lawyers call such a person
hath been given above. When this is thoroughly understood, and that

1 a "peremptory encore" means a forcible theft, we shall have no more
sucli disgraceful scenes as that at the Surrey Hall.

Meantime .!//. ./VW/ appends, with much approbation, the following

j

passage from the excellent remarks of his contemporary, the
i Telegraph, upon the whole business :

ra have too long been oppressed by the tyranny of encores and th

!

bnitAl exigence of musical audiences, aud it is timo that artists -should m:iki
. :md emancipate themselves fn >m an intolerable thraldom. The 'general
-' or' five thousand per- ._ permitted to force a man to ruin the
voice that has been heard for years."

If it were the most worthless, instead of the finest, the argument
would be just the same. No audience has a right to dictate in the

1 matter. If the singer chooses to oblige people with a repetition, well
and good; but if he declines, the audience ought to apologise for

having asked what was unreasonable. The days of "kyind patrons,"
and

"
generous benefactors," are gone by, the artist is on a perfect

equality with his audience, and gives them the fruits of his skill in

exchange for their money. Let nim be on the best of friendly terms
with them, but let us have no sneaking submission on his part, no
insolent patronage on theirs. And so, bravo and farewell, ME. SIMJS

REEVES, and may the shadow of your moustache never be less.

OUR VIVID VISCOUNT.

VisrurxT WILLIAMS uttered one of his best things in a debate on

Supply
the other night. In reference to retiring pensions he said ho

had observed that "when persons retired from ill health they usually
lived a good many years." "Of course they do, WILLIAMS," said
MR. TOM DUNCOMBE. "If they retirefrom ill' health, they necessarily
approach good health." The Viscount could not see this for a very
long time, but at last dimly apprehending T; : railing, he said
it was "a subtlety worthy of IGNOKAJTUS LUV.VLIST who invented
Jesuits."

MEDICINE AND MORALITY.
IN no other country is so much medicine drank as in England.

When the Teetotallers have put down the drinking of spirits, they
must direct their attention to the putting down of the enormous con-

sumption of medicine, and try to put that down
; for, in our opinion,

the one habit is just as pernicious as the other, and in its nauseous
time has perhaps killed nearly as many. The drug-shop is almost as
destructive an agent as the public-house ;

and where you find the one,
you may be pretty sure that the other is not very far off. A Medicine
Pledge is fearfully wanted. It seems that the duty paid on patent
medicines during the last year amounted to 4-3,090 14s. 14< Now,
the duty on every box of magic ointment, or vial of infallible elixir,

amounts, we believe, to three-halfpence, which sum will enable the
reader to calculate for himself the exact number of draughts and pills
that were consumed in patent medicines alone by the medicine-taking
community in the course of one year.
In strong contrast to the above, the sum remitted during the same

period to the CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQUER, as
"
conscience-

money," amounted to 3,015 9. There seems to be a great deal of
medicine to very little conscience ! The nation is evidently fonder of
the former than the latter

; or are we generously to take the smalluess
of the conscience-money as a complimentary tribute to the virtues of
the people. The English lead such a virtuous, exemplary life, that

_ _1\ . _ 1 , ,
* i. r ."

their consciences are perfectly easy and at rest, and they have nothing
to reproach themselves with, or pay for, on that score. Viewed by this

becoming light, the Englishman's love of
his love of morality.
One question more, and we have done. We are curious to know

how much the above quacks, who sold the 43,000 worth of pills, con-
tributed to the 3,000 of conscience-money ?

"Go into a Back Room."
Magistrate's Speech to Mn. BABBAGE.

MR. BABBAGE'S Calculating Machine has at last proved a failure
He went home from the Police Court, the other day, and endeavoured

' MR AVRTON called attention to the outrageous system of ventilation. Some-
.

_,
times when the House was exceedingly warm, very cold air was pumped in at the

medicine IS only equalled by feet of hon. members. This drove the blood to the head, and produced headaches
(a la'tgh), which often compelled him and others to leave the House. Then, recently.
the most abominable odoun had been pumped in through tli slits at
their feet. The smell of the chloride of lime which w;,

; enough ;

INSURE YOUR MEMBERS' LIVES!
WE really think, when a constituency elects a man for Parliament.

the least thing they could do for him would be to insure his life, and
at their own, expense to keep up the insurance. Considering the
dangers of the service he performs for them, they ought to take steps
at the outset for providing for his family.

"
Leave health behind, all

ye who enter here," may now
fairly,

be the motto for the House of
Commons' doorway; and something clearly should be done for the
doomed ones who pass through it. If country sceptics have a doubt
of the perils which arc nightly undergone by their M.P.'s, let them
hear what MR. AYRTON has said upon the subject, and then own them-
selves converted to our Christian way of thinking :

but at other times the uncorrected atmosphere of the Thames was wufted through
the floor, and thoii the effect M a.s . Ire.tJtul indeed. (Hear, hear.)

Unfeeling minds there may be, which are pity-proof, and will in no
one whit be moved by sorrow at this story. Stdl coarser minds there
may be, wherein the statement will awaken, not sympathy, but
sarcasm, and whence the question will arise, as to whether the cold-
air" pumps be half as great a nuisance as the many greater

"
pumps

"

upon whose feet the air is pumped. And there is/besidcs, a climax of
brutality attained by those who choose to moot the savage point, as
i. 1 il_ _jl i,- 1*1 111.1.. in fl i

. -

nuisance of
a. gang, of street

*i,:i e it. i n r.i m '.>- "'V i"w u.v muse WHO uuuuse ID muoi uie savage point, as
thickness of the skull of the Magistrate, who, being to whether the production of a headache by iced air be half as likely- IIIMS.HIIPO nt n ,,o. nf .t~=* to occur as jts production by iced drink. For our own part, we

should scorn to make such mean insinuations ; and our benevolence
inclines us to conclude as we commenced, by suggesting th
Member should have his life insured, against the Thames and other
evils which each Members' flesh is heir to.

musicians, did the magisterial best to aid the ruffians in driving MR
from his chamber of study. The Machine is unable to registerso great a number of inches. However, it can set down a portion, and

the sum is Brought-on.
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"THE COMING MAN."

IN the imagination of

every young lady, the

|

coming man is a handsome
i young officer with pearly

|

teeth, coral lips, rosy
cheeks, curly hair, bine

eyes, and black moustache,
who is dying desperately
in love with her, and is

coming some day on a

prancing grey horse with
a long flowing tail, to pro-
pose to her. Money is no
object, for the thought of

money does not vulgarly
intrude itself into the

young lady's imagination
in connection with her

Coming Man, only he must
be beautifully dressed, and
have a handsome riding-

whip, and jingling spurs,
and neatly-rolled whiskers-

as tight as watch-springs.
Alas ! how many thousands
are still waiting impa-
tiently, and yet confidently,
for the advent of this

Coming Man !

Mr. Billy Pothunter haviny pmnimion for
" One day only

"
determines to improve the occasion.

DEFINITION OF A POLICE
MAGISTRATE.

AN invention for ob-

structing the Police.

[Respectfully dedicated to.

MR. BROUGHTON.

AN IRREVERENT ALDERMAN.
SUCH a delightful meeting of the Court of Aldermen took place the

other day ! The
subject

in debate was the City Privileges, as likely
to be affected by a Bill in Parliament for the regulation of the office of

Queen's Remembrancer; and, after some remarks from the LORD
MAYOR :

" ALDERMAN HUMPHKRY thought it would not be wise to oppose the Bill. He
looked upon the alteration introduced in the clause as one likely to bo beneficial
and convenient in its operation, as the Queen's Remembrancer or his agent might
be very well substituted for the high official who had been in the habit of announcing
HER MAJESTY'S approval of the Sheriffs, and presiding while the Sheriffs were
occupied in the tomfoolery of cutting the sticks and counting the hob-nails. He
really could not see what advantage could arise from persevering in such a practice
at all. (.Murmur*.)

"

ALDERMAN CUBITT agreed with ALDERMAN HUMFHERY
;
SIR PETER

LAURIE expressed similar sentiments
; but

"ALDERMAN CARTPR expressed himself strongly upon the word 'tomfoolery,'
used by ALDERMAN HTIMPHERY. He wished that word had riot been used. It might
as well be said that the LORD MAYOR'S inauguration was tomfoolery. In fact, t-very
ancient form and ceremony up to the QUEEN'B Coronation might bo subjected to an
imputation of the kind dictated by a feeling of levity and indiscretion. Such inno-
vations as that to which the LORD MAYOR had very properly called the attention of
the court would inevitably lead to others of a more serious nature."

<(
Hear, hear, ALDERMAN CARTER ! To be sure. Sir ! Quite right, Sir !"
Tomfoolery

"
is an expression which, as applied to an ancient and

interesting ordeal for testing the intellect of the Sheriffs of London
and Middlesex, is

"
dictated by a feeling of levity and indiscretion."

It certainly is equally applicable to the LORD MAYOR'S inauguration,
and particularly to the LORD MAYOR'S Show. The abolition of the
time-honoured ceremony in question would, no doubt, lead to other
innovations of a still more serious nature. GOG and MAGOG would
soon go the way of the City Barge, or fare still worse, unless some
truly worthy Alderman likewise bought them, to adorn the hall of his
own mansion. What ALDERMAN HUMI-HERY irreverently calls

"
tom-

foolery," is, in proper and respectful language, the comic element in

the civic Constitution, and is essential to its vitality. The Corpora-
ti9n would never thrive without it. Laugh and grow fat

;
but laugh

with joy not iu derision at the Sheriffs cutting sticks and counting
hobnails !

THAT'S LATIN. "How quietly pretty little MRS. PEACHBLOOM is

dressed," said somebody in the Park.
" Not even a bit of mauve on

her."
"
No," replied witty somebody else,

"
Quieta non mauvere."

NOT EXACTLY A DRINKING FOUNTAIN.

AN attentive correspondent, writing from Congleton, has sent us the

subjoined card, with a request, on the part of the Colliers of that dis-

trict, for a translation of the Horatian line at the top of the ticket,

placed there by the REV. J. LUSH, the Incumbent :

Fies uobilium Tu quoque fontimn.

TICKET OF ADMISSION TO THE

TEA PARTY
UPON MOW COP, THURSDAY, JULY 21sr, 1859.

No. 642.
Gentlemen, Is. 6d. each.

J. L.

To comply with our correspondent's request, and translate a quota-
tion from HORACE, would be carrying, as it were, coals to Congleton,
but for a fact which he mentions in connection with that piece of
Latin. The tea-party for which the card is a ticket of admission, was
to celebrate the opening of a well made by a benevolent lady, or rather

of an excavation meant for a well, inasmuch as the hole which MRS.
HANDLE WILBRAHAM has caused to be dug for the purpose of obtaining
water has none in it, and never had any. Under these circumstances,,
the resemblance between the fountain of Blandusia and MRS. W.'s

well, which can render the address to the former intelligible in its

application to the latter, is not easily conceivable. MR. LUSH, perhaps,"
rapt into future times," quotes prophetically, intending to predict

that the well, at present insufficient to fill a kettle, will contain the

element necessary for a tea-party one of these days. Or, perhaps, he

means to describe the real state of that well without water rhetori-

cally, calling it a fountain by the same figure as that whereby the patron
of a tea-party might, as an advocate of temperance, if he were not

named, be appropriately nick-named, LUSH. On any other supposition,
if that reverend gentleman spouts his HORACE on a dry well, he-

himself must be considered to stand for the pump.

THE GREATEST CURIOSITY IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. The curi-

ously small salaries paid to its best men.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, ana Frederick Mnl'.ett ETUI, of No. 19, Queeo'i Rod \Veat. Renm'a Park, both in the Parish of St. Paneral, In tbe County of Middleejt
Printer*, t their Office in Lombard Street in the I'recinct at Whitetriars in tie City of Lociloii, and Published br them at No. S5, Fleet Street, in the ParUh of St. Bride in the Ciiy o
London. SATURDAT. August 6, 1869.
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DON'T BROIL YOTJK BABIES!

BUT USE MB. PUNCH'S PATENT NURSEMAID'S BONNET-SCREEN. WARRANTED TO KEEP

CUILDItEX J-'UO.M THE SUN IN ANY CLIMATE.

A MORTAL MISTAKE.

WE read in the Athenecum, that SIR ROBERT SMIRKE
has resigned his place as a Royal Academician. We
always laboured under the delusion that no R.A. could

resign, except by dying. It was a fine-art impression with

us, that the honour of being elected one of the illustrious

forty only terminated when Death came, and, in nautical

lingo,
"
let go the painter." It seems, however, that this

idea that the forty of the Royal Academy were as immortal
as the Quaraule Imniortels of the Academic Francaise has

only been, on our part, a mortal mistake, and we are in-

debted to SIR ROBERT SMIRKE for having effectually
cured us of it. Once a R.A. does not necessarily imply
that you are always a R.A. Will other Royal Acadenu-
cians have the modesty, or the pluck, to dis-R.A. them-

selves, in a similar manner, of a honour that they must
feel they are no longer able, or worthy, of creditably sup-

porting r If they do not, we shall take the liberty, in a

week or two, of concocting an art Index Expurgatorius
in which they will find their names rudely printed at full

length, accompanied with such comments as may probably
bring the colour called crimson on their cheeks.

Cloaking and Uncloaking.

THE Imperial cheat

On 9ld dodges refines :

And dismantles his fleet

But to cloak his designs.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

AUGUST 1, Monday. LORD TEYNHAM astounded the House of Lords

by suddenly getting up and delivering a Reform speech. He actually
advised the Government, in preparing the Bill winch we are so certain

will pass next Session, to omit any enactment of a property or pecu-

niary qualification for voters at elections ;
he thought all workiug-men

ought to have votes, and
But the trance of astonishment was here broken, and LORD

DUNGANNON was the first to recover his speech and rebuke the

audacious TEYNHAM. Indeed, if the pedigree of the latter had not

been a venerable one (he descends from an Attorney-General of HENRY
THE EIGHTH, and is not, therefore, a novus homo,) he would have cer-

tainlyj caught it. But LORD GRANVILLE, following LORD DUMOAHHOB,
begged that the radical Baron would not say anything about Reform,
which should be introduced as early as convenient next Session.

The Lords had a little wrangle over the Divorce Amendment Act,
and some of them professed jealousy at the idea of excluding the

public, however fit it might be that the cases should be heard in

private. The exclusion clause, somewhat modified, was carried, and
the Bill passed.

Having favoured the Chinese with sufficient pepper, it is now
desired to force our salt upon them; but as salt is a government
monopoly in China, the authorities there are not particularly delighted
with the idea. As we are to proceed in the most friendly and Chris-

tian manner in our dealings with the Flowery Parties, the orders from
home are, not to pour in our salt violently, but to

"
watch for any

opportunity of breaking down the monopoly." Doubtless, they will be
understood by the adventurous persons whom it may concern.

In the Commons, LORD BURY and MR. SCHNEIDER were announced
to have been returned by bribery, and, consequently, to have been
returned to private life. The Tories have been chuckling hugely, as

Liberal after Liberal has been ejected. Seven of that party have been
unseated

;
and as LOUD DERBY was turned out of office by thirteen

only, the Conservatives say that had the investigation been made
before the vote on the Address, he would now be in office. But there
are some cases to be heard on the other side : meantime, however, the

laugh is fair enough. Another tiling is to be said, namely, that it is

believed that the managers of party, in London, go in to win at

elections without regard to the wishes of the candidates; and if the

men can only be seated, and brought up to the scratch for such battles

as that which floored LORD DERBY, the Committees may do as they
like afterwards. If the House of Commons were not in the hands
of the attorneys, an Act would be passed making it penal for any-
body to act as agent at, all in any election whatsoever. But you might
as well expect the House of Lords to abolish the eldest son's right to
succeed to the title.

In Supply, there were grievous complaints of the folly and obstinacy
of the Local Boards for governing towns ; and there can be no doubt
that the petty influences and quarrels of small neighbourhoods cause
much jobbery and obstruction to sanatory measures. Mr. Punch is

being perpetually implored to interfere in cases where helpless people
are poisoned by bad drainage, because their superiors either combine
or contend. He will be down upon some of the parties, shortly.

The great business of the night was SIR CHARLES WOOD'S speecli on
the affairs of India. The pecuniary mess into which we have got there

is something Awful. It will scarcely bear telling ; but it must be told,

for there is nothing like taking the Brahminy bull by the horns. There
is a deficiency of about Twelve millions and a half, and this must be

met. SIR CHARLES begins with borrowing Five millions at once, and
will soon have to ask for the rest. However, MB. JAMES WILSON is to

go to India, and see whether he cannot introduce some sort of account-

keeping, and put an abominable system into order. MR. BRIGHT was

largely abusive [of our management of India, and it is hard to say that

he was wrong.
Later, Ma.RoEBUCK was very scornful about the reports of Election

Committees, and mocked at the hypocrisy of men who reported their

belief that candidates, advancing large sums of money, did not intend

it to be used for bribery. MR. BOUVERIE waxed wroth, and assailed

ROEBUCK for daring to impute perjury to Honourable Members ; for

which rebuke, on a following night, MR. ROEBUCK (rudely, but not

altogether inappropriately) described MR. BOUVERIE as a Prim
Prater.

Ttu'silay. LORD BROUGHAM spoke about the Strikes now unhappily

prevalent, and expressed a wish that they could be prevented. Oilier

Peers wished the same thing, but none of their Coronetted Wisdoms
had anyj>lan to propose ;

so the matter dropped.
The Commons went again at that enormous grievance, the Judges'

Javelins, and reformed them; but SIR, G. GREY compelled the with-

drawal of the* reform. SIR GEORGE, either to-night or on another

occasion this week, incurred the wrath of COLONEL FRENCH, who

strongly advised him to drop his habit of "lecturing" Honourable
Members.
A foreign debate was to have come on, but the demise of LORD

MINTO, LORD JOHN RUSSELL'S father-in-law, caused its postponement,
and MR. MONCKTON MILSES carried an address for the purpose of

punishing the ruffianly merchant captains who inflict cruelties upon
their sailors. If the Americans would consent to our hanging or

flogging their sea-scoundrels, we would gladly return the compliment,
and then justice would be got on whichever side the Atlantic the

offender happened first to reach. But JONATHAN is extra tenacious on

such matters. A Count-Out pleasantly finished the evening.

Wednesday. COLONEL GREVILLE, who ought to have served on the

Hull Election Committee, had bolted to Ireland, and was ordered to

be chased and arrested, which was done. He said he was very sorry,

and had gone on what he thought public duty ; so he was discharged
on paving his fees, and sworn on the Committee, and probably avafled

himself of the opportunity to do a little swearing on his own account,
when the little bill of the SERJEANT-AT-ARMS was presented to him.

MR. LABOUCHEKE is made a Lord, because he did not insist on having
office at the last change ;

so a new Member is wanted for Taunton.

VOL XXXVII.
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in Sup-
nowThursday The only fun of the day was inthe House ofCommons, in S

nlv LORD PA.LMEKSTON, who thinks he knows everything (and does kn

a -ood deal), made a speech on Architectural Art, and took enormous

pains to prove that MK. SCOTT'S design for the new Government Offices

ouht not to be adopted, because it is Gothic. The noble Lord seemed

to have been reading up MR. PETER CUNNINGHAM'S Handbook, and

gave a very long list of public buildings in London, m order to show

that Gothic architecture was not popular; but the list comprised such

a lot of edifices which one would be glad to hear had fallen down or

been burned, that the logic went for nothing. Anybody who really

understands the question, knows that Gothic architecture can be ren-

dered suitable for the purposes of any building, religious or profane ;

and clever old PAM talked nonsense. Even LORD JOHN MANNERS
had the "pull" upon him on this occasion. Sin JOSEPH PAXTON set

the House right upon the foolish notion that Gothic apartments must

be "dark " Greek architects built walls without windows ; it was the

Gothic builders who made those holes in the walls ; and SIR JOSEPH

declared that SCOTT'S design actually provided rather too much light.

For the credit of the country, Mr. Punch hopes that the best design

will be adopted ;
and as the House voted 30,000 for the foundation,

and this is to be under MR. SCOTT'S direction, things seem working
the right way.

Frulmi. A queer plan for filtering the Serpentine instead of cleansing

it is to be adopted at an expense of 17,000. The world will rejoice to

hear that SIR TOMMY WILSON has had another overthrow he having
once more ventured to try it on about Hanipstead Heath. LORD
FERMOY, as the new M.P. for Marylebone, had the opportunity of

walking into WILSON, and did so
very properly. A bit 01 personality,

originated by MR. ROEBUCK, touching DR. MICHELL, M.P. for

Bodmin, who retires, as he plainly says, rather than ruin himself by
defending his seat, though he is innocent of bribery, gave some interest

to a dull evening. The House of Commons is intended for Rich Men
only, or men whose friends are rich, and people who have simply the

incomes of gentlemen have no business there. Our National Defences
continued the piece de resistance in the House, as Mr. Punch trusts

they will prove elsewhere at need. The Ministerial White Bait was
ordered for the following Wednesday.

A CALUMNY ON COOKS.
OBRIETY and honesty do not

commonly in Devonshire

go hand m hand with cook-

ery, however close connec-
tion they may elsewhere
have with it. Such at least

seems the opinion of the
writer of the following,
which a correspondent
sends us from the Western,

Times:

IP
there is in Exeter, or

its neighbourhood, ;i Sober,
Honest, and Respectable PLAIN
COOK, about 35 or 40 years of

age, with a character of stand-

ing, requiring a place, she may
hearsomething to her advantage,
at No. 227, High Street.

Our correspondent who
betrays that she belongs to
the fair sex, not merely by
her writing and the softness
of her style, in speaking as

she does of our
"
inimitable

paper," but by using needle
and thread to fix her ex-

tract to her note, our

correspondent
"
trusts that

we shall not imagine
"

that the character of Devon cooks has
" Men to

so low a standard
"

as the "perpetrator" of this
"
absurd advertise-

ment" believes. In a culinary interest, as well as that of gallantry, we
hasten to allay hex apprehensions on this point. Our imagination, we
assure her, is in much too firm control for it ever to run riot in the manner
she so fears it may. In our wildest dreams of fancy we never could
believe in the existence of a cook who was not honest and respectable,
and, above all, sober to a fault. We believe this is the general culinary
rule, and we see no cause why Devonshire should form a base excep-
tion to it. We should as soon think of hearing of a tipsy teetotaller
as of a cook being notorious for a weakness for strong drinks. If the
"perpetrator" of the above has any doubt of this, let him consult the
pages of The Greatest Plague of Life, and he will there find the most
ample confirmation of the fact. Or let him moot the point in any i

company of ladies, in which it is his fortune to obtain a moment's
audience : and he will learn from them that cooks are all avoiders of

strong liquors as carefully as Punch is an eschewer of weak jokes.

THE LAMENT OF THE SPIDER.

IN window and in cornice-nook my filmy net I spread,
Or from the ceiling hang aloft my web of slender thread,

Spun from my poor inside in vain no snare can I devise

That longer will afford me prey : I can't catch any Hies.
\

None are there to be caught, alas ! no luck about the house
;

I 'm like a cat that 's neither fed, nor yet can find a mouse.

As stingy housewives use their cats, all mistresses treat me,
E'en when dear lazy serving-maids my works leave besom-free.

This dwelling swarmed throughout with flies a little week ago,
And I and hosts of brothers hung our me'shes high and low

;

But now our quarry 's all destroyed ;
each fly is dead and gone :

My brothers are departed too, and 1 alone live on.

Deprived of game, and so of food, starvation I endure,
'Tis poison that has ruined me that deadly Papier Moure ;

That web more fatal to the flies than any net of mine
Was set for them the other day from which I 've ceased to dine.

They drank they flew away they died I caught some in their flight,

Woe is me that I tasted them, for since I 've ne'er been right.
With inward pangs convulsed I writhe, and, if I could, should groan,
From eating flies infected with worse venom than my own.

A plague upon the soaking scrap the spider's sport which spoils,
Which mocks his patient industry, by frustrating his toils ;

Now is my geometric woof of not the slightest use,

Except to point the cackle of a moralising goose.

Farewell my old, my loved abode, whence, forced by want to roam,
Forth must I go for sustenance, and find another home ;

Where, for there only can I live, there only food procure,

The.blessed inmates.don't mind flies, or don't use Papier Moure.

HALF-MEASURES.

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER, in asking for a vote of

10,000 to re- coin the old copper coinage, informed the House that the
"
intrinsic value of the new coins would not be more than half of the

present ones." We ask the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER if this

is what he would call turning
"
an honest penny ?

"
for every newly-

coined penny, according to this statement, would not be worth more
than the present halfpenny. This is a system of half-price that the
Mint seems to have borrowed from our Theatres. The CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHEQUER should write outside his door, "HALF PRICE
HAS COMMENCED." This is a new form of taxation, and if for every
penny he receives he only gives back a halfpenny, it is a clear gain of

fifty per cent., and we do not see what necessity there is for the impo-
sition (imposition in every sense) of the Income-Tax. Will the same
reduction be carried out with our silver and gold coinage ? for it

promises, if adopted, to be the speediest extinction of the National
Debt that has ever been hit upon. Putting the revenue down at

70,000,000, he will be able to
apply 35,000,000 of it every year

towards that amiable purpose. We always thought that MR. GLAD-
STONE was a first-rate Chancellor of the Exchequer, and now we are

convinced of it. He not only gives us a bright new coin, but saves
the nation sixpence upon every shilling. MR. DISRAELI was not so

good a Chancellor by one-half.

Things are Much as they "Used to Was."*

AT Milan, the mob flung the EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA'S portrait into

the streets. It matters but little about the copy being turned out, so

long as the original has the power of turning m again. It has not

pleased the Genius of Italy to take FRANCIS-JOSEPH off the hooks just

yet. We are afraid that tne shadow of his countenance will be felt all

over Lombardy for several years to come. The EMPEROR may thank
Louis NAPOLEON for restoring him to pretty nearly the same place
that he has always occupied. The only relict the poor Italians have

is, to denounce the restoration as
"
a hanging shame."

* P. BEDFORD, !:

A HIPPOPHAGISTIC DELICACY. A horse-eating restaurant has started

a new equine delicacy. It announces on its plate-glass windows,
"MARE'S-NEST SOUP EVERY DAY."
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A VESSEL IN THE KNAVY.

VERY eccentric taste ap-

pears to preside over tin:

nomenclature ofthe Briti-.h

Navy. A screw-sloop of

us, launched the ot 1 1 1 T

day at Dcptford, hears tin-

odd name of Mi'iim-, For
a vessel in UK 11 M ur
service the denomination
of Mntini-, or Alut

exactly the reverse of ap-

propriate. What could
nave suggested it to the

person who allotted it to

the lately launched sloop ?

A dim recollection, per-

haps, of IIn, a!' /'.-
s:iyin;r,

-'

Rethought I lay
Worse tbaii the miitiues in the

bilboes,"

coupled with an indistinct

idea of the kind of per-
sons designated by the

word Mutines. But this

blind employment of

Shakspearian terms indi-

cates a zeal for SRAKS-
PEARE which is not ac-

cording to knowledge, but

according to ignorance.
The stupidity which has

called a sloop Mutine, will next, perhaps, name a cutter Bilboes. Or if the god-
fathers and godmothers of the QUEEN'S ships, who give them their names, know
what they are about, we shall probably have our vessels of war chwacterised by

such appellations as Rogue and Vagabond for those of minor

nitt-.-., while the ijig t,hips of the line, the
" Lev

afloat," will rejoice in (he higher distinctions of Rascal,

Scoundrel, J-> or indeed why not,

which, Tor a ship in the highly disciplined navy of England,
is a name at least as suitable as .)/

A BIT OF AN OLD ENGLISH BALLAD.

(WINE MEASURE.)

THE PKKSK owt of Northumberland House,
A iid a right good dede dyd he,

For he sent to divers hospitalles
Sonic buttes of old Sherrie.

The c erris to make speak a cat,
He hadd \\\ up and lie gave it all away,

By GUI- faith saM the enples, and all 1 he siokc men,
\\\; will drink the Duke his health, gyff that we mayc.

Conscientiously Speaking.

THE LORD CHANCELLOR is keeper of the QUEEN'S
conscience, and the CHANCELLOR 01- THE L-AI-ME^UER
keeper of the conscience of the nation

;
at least we infer

as much from the I nee-money" being

invariably remitted to the latter gentleman. The QUEEN so

far differs (and to her credi: orded!) from her

subjects, with whom she holds no other difference, inas-

much as she has never had occasion to send any "con-

science-money
"
to her conscience-keeper.

BOILING INDIGKATION. Spill some hot soup over an
old lady's dress, and see how she will take it !

PUFF-PASTE AND SCISSORS.

To Mr. Punch.
"

SIR, " ALTHOUGH myself without incumbrance, I can, as a man of

feeling, sympathise with the unhappy husband and wretched father

who has, in these days of exorbitant petticoats, to find a number of

females in muslin. If, indeed, he has one only to keep, I pity him. It

is not, therefore, with unalloyed complacency that I regard the drapers'
handbills left at my house with a view to take in the wife and daughters

whom, I am happy to say, it does not contain. Here is the inscription
on the envelope of one of these puffing circulars :

Appointment of Volunteer Eifle Corps.

Selection of Costume, Arms, Camp Equipage, &c.

" GOD SAVE THE QUEEX !"

"
Whilst I bless myself for being unburthened, I pity others for being

laden with calamities so heavy as women who are stupid enough to be

gulled by such trickery as the vulgar humbug above, instanced, which
would disgust and repel any reasonable being. These female fools

must be very numerous, or it would not pay the
'

Towzery Gang
'
to

print and circulate their appeals to idiotic credulity. The lying enve-

lope above alluded to contained a sheet as large as a local newspaper,
also full of lies, the biggest of which were printed in red ink. This
tissue of falsehoods commenced with the following sham summons :

"
(Dtficinl 3Coticc. THK DILAPIDATIONS to the Premise*, x<>. .

"!To and all others whom it may concern.
'-Tin ' -us who adjudicated on the above

Dg commanded their inn . fcfrttp, JFuittltr unli-r

and decree, ami give you ^CotlCf fti-

'

IlniiUm-, 01-
'

MlmrlH-i--

uieut. of the works by MOM b <!:iy *>(' -In'

further delay of One Thousand Pounds. tin heroin fail not at your peril.
Dated this 12th day of July.

"
Next came the following equally authentic statement :

" The said STOCK IN TRADE to the value of 50,000 is comprised in the very
.;s &c.

" And then ensued the fudge subjoined :

"The ;i :HL: N'ntio; plaecs Mi:. - on the very verge of Ruin : the

"npt measures ulone can rescue him ; that is, to sell his Stock instant-

Srice
ho can ; this he has resolved upon, regardless of fate. He frankly submits

is terms, and confidently relies upon the British Public crowding to the rescue, as

the true benefit is theirs alone.
" The Sale is most positively limited to the 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, and 23rd day of

July, 18.
r
>9, and no longer." Parties residing at a distance will be paid Omnibus Fare on Purchases in excess

of 2.
" This GREAT SALE will be found to have no parallel both as to Richness,

nitudc, and Costliness of the Goods, as well as the Fatally Ruinous Price*, at which

they will be sold, either extremity, of richness or cheapness, it is impossible to

define.
" Remember the Sale is limited to Tuesday, .Tilly 19th, Wednesday 20th, Thursday

21st, Friday 22nd, and Saturday 23rd. by which time all must be swept away, no
loss will be allowed to prevent that great result."

" From the foregoing examples of fraudulent puffery, I suppose the

linendraper's name and address must be omitted, lest if any silly

women happened to take up Punch and see this letter, the extracts

contained in it should do the fellow, for their part, all the service of an
advertisement. I do not write for them. I write for men about to

marry, to whom I would say 'Do no such thing,' or at least 'Look
before you leap,' and beware of binding yourself for life to a simpleton

capable of being imposed upon by such preposterous bosh as that of

these advertising haberdashers.
" The feminine flats are next presented with a list of prices thus

headed :

" A CATALOCH E. Great and Illimitable Selling off. in consc.|iienceof Compulsory
Alterations of Promises, of the Vast, Costly, and Varied Stock of , Value |

'). No goods at more than one-third their value, ji ss. A truly
commercial wonder of wholesale sacrifice and devastation of Property. For Five

Days Only. See margin."

"
The prices are of course illustrations of the statement that the

x>ds will all be sold at less, and much less, than their value : a

statement I have no doubt that many of the softer sex believe, not -

withstanding that it comes under cover with a lie on the face "

shall not go into details, for I hate the very name of the articles con-

cerned
'

organdi
' '

cachmeres
' '

alpacas
' '

chintz
' '

tabbinets
'

'
balzarines

'

things which at the best are flimsy, and at t lie cheapest

expensive. I will only say that among them I observe :

" M ,
Brilliant Grounds, value Os. 1^., now for sale at

Is. 9d. full dress."

"
For MTJLIIAUSEX I would say, read MUXCH.U si x. But what

then, Sir? The confiding creatures who believe these rascally haber-

dashers would believe Mi . himself; but. Sir, they won't

j

believe their husbands and fathers, which is lamentable to think of as

a philanthropist, but, happily, does not further signify to your hn

servant, " SENEX "

"
Sicfclbriitrs, Aitgi'tt, 1859."
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Porter. "Now, MAEM, WILL YOU PLEASE TO MOVE, OR WAS YOU CORDED TO YOUR Box?"

Louis.

J,rmls.

J.uiiix.

Louis.

Louis.

Both.

A DUET AT ST. CLOUD.

WHEN a little farm we keep,
With little girls and boys,

And little subjects, mild as sheep,
And guns for little toys.

I Oh, what happy merry days we '11 see,

( While Europe to our sceptre bends the knee ! (Sis).

In costume, I Ml engage,
The Court shall be splendescent ;

By phrases, I presage,

Kings will be kept quiescent.
The mode I '11 conduct !

The world I '11 instruct !

"
Mesdames, your Queen obey.""
L'Empire," Sirs,

"
C'est la paix."

Oh, what happy, merry days we '11 see,
While Europe to our sceptre bends the knee ! (Sis).

SALE Or GOVERNMENT STORES.
TMPORTANT PUBLIC NOTICE. To be SOLD without Reserve,
*- several thousand Mortars, field pieces, and cannon; about a million muskets,
and as many Minie rifles, of the best and newest make

;
a large quantity of pistols,

sabres, swords, and bayonets ; also several sie^c trains, complete with every
requisite for immediate service ; Rome few hundred extra gun-carriages, and spare
ammunition waggous ; tents for the encampment of above five hundred thousand
troops ;

also a large number of ambulances, baggage-vans, cooking stoves, anil
commissariat carts ; above a million soldiers' knapsacks, and uniforms complete,
including tunics, trousers, boots, belts, shakos, and cartouche boxes ; together with
(at least) Ten Billion rounds of cartridges, and above three million tons of powder,
caps, and fire-balls, rockets, shells, and cannon shot. Also all the guns, and small
arms, including muskets, pistols, dirks, boarding pikes, and cutlasses, forming now
the armament of some three hundred ships of war, which are at once to be cut
down, and converted into merchantmen.

All of which said Stores are to be SOLD OFF without delay, being the property of
an EMPEROR retiring from the war-trade, and wishing to reduce hia naval and
military establishment.
For further Particulars and Cards to view, apply in person, or by letter (if the

latter, postage paid) to L. N., at the Palace of the Tuileries, ft Paris.
JV.5. To prevent misunderstanding, no English need apply.

LADIES' MAIDS AND LINDLEY MURRAY.

LADIES have, we know, a hundred thousand occupations ; but they

really should find time to write their own advertisements. Here is

one, for instance, which we cannot for a moment think a lady could

have written, and we must, perforce, ascribe it to a lady's maid :

TF the LADY who has got a WHITE SINGLE SQUARE CASH-
A MERE SHAWL, TAKEN by MISTAKE, at Ashridge, on Saturday, July 9th,

will be kind enough to RETURN it to No. 11, Wilton Crescent, Belgrave Square,
when the owner will return the White Barege Scarf Shawl, also taken by mistake.

Should the Government Examiners catch sight of this advertisement

(and now it 's put in Punch they cannot well help doing so), it is likely

that the next batch of our Civil Service candidates will be required to

point out its grammatical defects, and to remodel and translate it into

purer English. Stepping, therefore, in to the assistance of these

gentlemen, we may notice that the
"
got

"
is an inelegant redundancy ;

and that the word "when" is likewise a redundancy, not inelegant,

perhaps, but clearly incorrect. The insertion of the "when" makes
the sentence an imperfect one, and it terminates appropriately with the

word "mistake."
It was through gallantry we shrank from ascribing to a lady the

composition of a sample of bad language such as this. But our

courtesy may, after all, have forced us into error. English ladies have

been known to think it fine to talk in Erench, and for this cause may,
perhaps, affect an ignorance of English. Who knows but in Belgravia
bad grammar is in fashion, and that writing ungrammatically is thought
as much "the thing" as writing quite illegibly? We have heard it

said that French is held in more importance at a lady's
school than

English ;
and it may be that a servant, though not having the advan-

tage of a "finished" education, is made a better mistress of her

language than her mistress. While we keep this to ourselves, no great
harm or shame can come of it

; but, for the credit of the country, the

fact should not go out of it. We, therefore, wish the Times would

polish its advertisements, lest foreigners who know our language should

be led to say, and say with truth, that very many of ourselves don't.

TOAST AND TAXATION. NAPOLEON and Ninepence in the Pound.
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WHAT SPIRIT-RAPPING CAN DO.

ERE are a few marvels that

Spiritualism has in its secret

power to do. Our informant
is JUDGE EDMONDS, our Ame-
rican friend, who may be said

to have fairly given his mind
to the study of the subject,
for there seems but little

doubt that he has gone stark

staring mad upon it :

"
I have seen a chair run across

a room, backward and forward,
with no mortal hand touching it.

I have seen tables rise from the
floor, and suspended in the air.

I have soon them move when not
touched. I havo known a small
bell fly round the room over our
heads. I have known a table, at

which I was sitting, turned upside
down, then carried over my bead,
and put against the back of the

sofa, and then replaced. I havo
seen a table lifted from the floor,

when four able-bodied men were
exerting their strength to hold it

down. I have heard, well vouched
for, of ayoung man carried through
the air, several feet from the floor,

through a suite of parlours. I have
seen small articles in the room
rty through the air and full :it the

place designed for them, and some-
times so rapidly that the motion was invisible,', and all wo could see was .that the object had changed its

location."

Now, we want to know if Spirit-Rapping is capable of achieving all the above flights of

genius, why it is not brought to bear upon some useful purpose ? Why is it not engaged
in some profitable pursuit, that would bring in money as well as bring down surprise ? If
it has really the power of making small articles fly through the air, and fall at the places

designed for them," could not it be valuably engaged in moving furniture ? There would
be a considerable saving in time, bother, and expense. No horses would be needed, no
cumbrous carts required, whilst the services of drunken porters, who touch few articles of
value without breaking them, could be entirely dispensed with. One effective spirit-rapper
would be able to do all the business. He would only have to be put en rapport with a

fourpost bedstead (a rap-porter would not be a bad name for these new spirit-carriers), and, hey

presto ! before you could give a double knock
at a nobleman's door, it would be sent galloping
as quick as any four-poster through the air all

(lie way from Pentonville to Belgravia. and that

done so rapidly that not a soul would be able

to notice its magic flight ! ALADDIN'S Palace
must have been moved by some such mysterious

agency. The surpassing beauty, too, of this

new motive power is, that it would do away
with all the preliminary trouble of packing.

Everything might be despatched precisely as it

was, and no fear of smashing the largest article

apprehended. Glass - cases, looking - glasses,

washing-stands, would all "fall at the places

designed for them" with a charming precision,

worthy of a flap-scene in a Pantomime. We
suspect that Harlequin's wand must have a sly
touch of spirit-rapping in itswooden nature, or else

it never would transport things and persons with
such wonderful touch-and-go nicety and dexterity.

If JUDGE EDMONDS could only get some

brother-rapper
to send him flying over here (for

if spiritualism has the power of carrying ward-

robes, why not human beings f ) we are sure that

a rapid fortune awaits him. He has only to

turn PICKFORD on this new eipeditious prin-

ciple, and he will soon have more goods than
he will be able to find rappers for. We votr-

that he exhibit over his warehouse door a board
with the inscription:

" GOODS REMO.
TOWN OR COUNTRY TO ANT DISTANCE BY SPIRIT
MEDIUM or A 500 SPIRIT POWER."
Could not the same inscrutable influence be

likewise most serviceably employed upon travel-

lers, c<> -'ires, cabs, and omnibuses?

By this invisible telegraph, an alderman might
be sent flying from Paddington to the Bank
for twopence, in less than two minutes. How
convenient, too, when one wanted the children
sent home from school, instead of having to go
to fetch them !

It is clear that the boundary-line of the Spirit-

World, and its marvellous powers, have not yet
been defined.

EOMANCE IN RUSSIA.

DATING from St. Petersburg, a correspondent sends us a myriad of

compliments, and an advertisement which we shall presently transcribe.
In general our modesty prevents our publication of the praises which
are poured on us

; but for a reason we shall state we feel obliged for

once to make exception to our rule. We are told, then, with
"
pro-

found respect and admiration" that

" Punch has certainly gained ground hero. He does not get his precious pages
mutilated as formerly. He is always looked for with anxiety, and received with
pleasure ; for he makes us to forget many a long hour, which would otherwise bo
very dreary in our Arctic winter. He is our constant companion, going with us to

office, and when we take our guns for field sport, Pimcli always makes his :u

ance at the halting-place, and often keeps us longer than gooa sportsmen wi.sh."

The reason we quote this is not to blow our trumpet, for we have
neither need nor liking for such music. Everybody knows that 1'

wherever he is read, is read with pleasure and "with profit; and to

publish to the universe the uses of its Punch, would be to publish
news so stale that nobody would thank us for it. We simply print
the paragraph to show that Russia is pursuing now a more enlightened
policy than that in which her Government was "formerly" benighted,
and now that Punch may enter in unmutilatcd shape, her progress and
prosperity must be regarded as assured to her.
And now for the advertisement, which, taken from the Journal d

St. Petersboiirg, runs thus :

"
Kmmcht, au pent do Chaines, prSs le Jardin d'EM, il a && voM un petit chien.

race pintcker, poils longs, blancs et noirs, a nmitir tcndus. oreilles longues, nez et
levres noires, ayant 1'air d'un petit lion. II s'appelle Mylord. La personne qui 1'a
trouv^ ou acheM est conjuree de le reporter Maison Demidofl', Perspective de
Nevsky, No. f.l, la recompense sera bonne. II cst 1'uuiquo ami de sa maitresse."

To a mind like ours, which ever brims with sympathy and sentiment,
there is something inexpressibly affecting in this statement, and we are
afraid almost to trust ourselves to speak of it. Overcome by the sad
tale of this lost duck of a dog, we cannot dwell as we should wish to
do on his surpassing merits. When we think of his

"
black nose," a

tear trickles down our own, and the mention of his "poils longs h
raozfze tondus " makes us sigh to think of his capillary attractions, and
to sorrow that the owner of them should sheer otf. His most touching
charm, however, is that which claps a climax on our grief at his elope~-

ment.
"
Ileit l'>>,iiii

/" n,,ii," we are told,
"
de sa mailresse .'" Whata

picture of bereavement do these few simple words supply ! How sharp
must be the pang in the bosom of that blighted one, whose heart and
hearth have been made desolate by the bereavement of alas ! her one
and only friend ! // est I'unique ami de sa maitresse. If he be dead,
what an inscription would this be for his tomb ! And yet, simple as
it sounds, there must surely be some hidden meaning in the pnrase.
Words so full of love and tenderness could hardly, we should think, be
said of a mere lapdog. Perish the thought ! No ! Clearly, although
spoken of as being one belonging to the family of "PiNTCHER," the
lost one is a creature of far nobler

"
race." The "

unique ami " may
be possibly a puppy, but he is plainly a two-legged one, and if he wears
a tail it is as a tau coat. There are many puppies living who have the
air of little lions ; and it must be to one of these, who may be known
by his "long ears," that the piteous conjuration

"
de sa maitresse" is

addressed.

* A PET FOR A PALACE.
IT saddens one to think what losses are sustained, which, although

one has the will, one has no power to alleviate. Here, for instance,
is a sample, which we quote from the unfailing Second Column of the
Times :

WHITE COCKATOO LOST, from 77, Street, on Saturday
' last. Repeats "Pretty Cocky" constantly. A liberal REWARD is offered on

its being returned.

A cockatoo which is "constantly" repeating "Pretty Cocky," must
really be a charming and invaluable companion, and the most liberal
of rewards would hardly represent the worth of it. At the same time,
had the treasure chanced to fall into our hands, we should not have
felt quite easy in our mind nor in our ears while such a pet
remained in pur unworthy keeping. Had we failed in ascertaining
its unhappy rightful owner (who, no doubt, would have been found to
be distracted by his loss), we think we should have sent it to the
EMPEROR OF THE FRENTK, as being one who would appreciate it

even more than we could hope to do. Bored as he must be by the

parrot-like repeating of his praises by his ministers, it would no doubt
be a relief to him to get a cockatoo to listen to, whose

"
large utter-

ance
"
was limited to the one phrase,

"
Pretty Cocky !

"
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LONG BOW.
ENTINELLE OF THE
JDRA relates the fol-

lowing true episode of

the Battle of Solfe-

rino:

"We were fightiug to

pet into Cavriana. The
EMPEROU came to satisfy
himself as to what was

cning on ; the balls whis-

tled round us, and a shell

bursting close by made his

Majesty's horse rear. The
escort proceeded to the

head of the battalion, and
the fire became warmer as

the uniform of the Gene-
rals and the cuirasses of

the Cent Gardes served as

]ioiuts if) aim at. The
Colonel threw himself in

front of the EMPEROR, and
said,

'

Sire, do not expose
yourself ; it is at you they
are aiming.'

'

Very well,'

replied the EMPEROR, with
a smile ;

' silence them,
and they will then fire no
longer.' This expression
gave us fresh vigour, and
I know not how it was,
but at a bound we gained
a hundred yards, and in

twenty minutes after we
had ta'ken Cavriana."

Headers "of weak

digestion may find it

somewhat difficult to

stomach this Trench

story ;
but for our-

selves we are not in

the least afraid to

swallow it. We no

more doubt the cucumber-like coolness of the EMPEROR, than we question the assertion

that Trench soldiers "at a bound" can jump a hundred yards. "When glory is the goal

which a Frenchman strives to gain, he will, we know, go any lengths in leaping to attain

it. The fact that he jumps farther upon paper
than on foot only proves that his legs are not

the strongest of his limbs, and that there is

perhaps more power in his elbow. This is

proved by his prowess in drawing the long bow,
in the use of which weapon few Englishmen can

beat him. When we hear it said, however, that

a Frenchman
"
at a bound

" can gain a hundred

yards, we think that, looked at merely as a feat

of strength, the leap must be regarded as

coming it too strong. No amount of "jumping
powder

" would enable a deer even, and much
less a man, to clear a hundred yards at a bound

a hundred yards of ground. French soldiers,

we have heard, are remarkable for elan, but to

leap to such long lengths they must be something
more than elands.

Charming Congruity.

LORD PALMEHSTON tells us that if MR.
SCOTT'S design for the new Foreign Office is

allowed to be carried out, we should only

get
"
a frightful and disagreeable-looking build-

ing
"

for our money. We think this defect, if

true, is a very strong argument in favour of its

erection, inasmuch as the more "frightful" and
the more "

disagreeable looking
"

the new
Foreign Office is, the less is it likely to jar with

the other buildings that at present adorn our

lovely Metropolis. A beautiful edifice might
attract notice, and moreover would only tend
to destroy that charming uniformity of ugliness
which we have succeeded in maintaining unin-

jured for so many years in London.

EXPORTATION OF BURDENS.

THOSE who pay the Income-Tax will drink the

less French wine. Though the taxation which
their navy costs us does not extend abroad to

our warlike neighbours, it nevertheless comes
home to them.

A "BRAVO" FOR BARRY.
"
PRAY, Mr. Punch, what is it makes men talk so foolishly in Par-

liament ? From the stuff which is reported of them, one would fancy

that the Thames mud gets into their heads, or that their brains are

nightly blown out by the blasts of ventilation. There must be some-

thing in St. Stephens which is destructive to good speaking, else how
can one account for the balderdash one hears there. It is a melancholy
fact that nine-tenths of the debates are only fit to be addressed to the

constituency of Bunkum. No sooner does a man gain the title of

M.P. than, it seems to me, he loses the best half of his iutellect. Let

him be a DEMOSTHENES before he takes his seat, and he sinks to a

mere SPOONER the moment that he rises from it. Why, even MR.
AYRTON makes a stupid speech occasionally. The assertion may seem

strange, but only listen, Sir, to this :

" The fact was, that incompetence and extravagance seemed to mark the whole

arrangement within this building. For instance, an enormous sum was wasted

above their heads iu forcing light through plate glass, whereas one-third of that

light would be sufficient for the House if it were not placed outside the glass. This

extravagant arrangement tended merely to gratify some one's caprice. But from

beginning to end the whole building was nothing but a piece of medieval folly.

(A laugh.) It carried them back 400 or 500 years with no other end than to deprive
them of all the advantages which science had since placed at their disposal. Instead

of ample light there was obscured glass, in order to imitate a period when the

manufacture of glass was in its infancy (hear, hear) ; and although our manufac-
turers now produced the most beautiful crystal, the House was full of little trumpery
pieces of glass a few inches square, inserted in lead casing, and dignified by the

name of windows. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) What could have possessed the

minds of any man, or any set of men, to insist that everything about the Houses of

Parliament should accord with the ignorance of some hundreds of years ago, rather

than with the advanced intelligence of to-day ! (Hear, hear.) And this was called

the perfection of art ! Why, ornaments of the most trumpery kind stared you in

the face at every turn. Look at the absurd paintings within the House, which led

many members to attend very little to what was being done, while some could

hardly rise to speak without having their thoughts distracted by the lions and the

dngons, and the rest of it. (Laughter.) This trumpery was repeated from one end
of the building to the other. If some man at Birmingham had contracted to erect

the Palace, one could have understood his reasons for casting the portcullis and the

Tudor rose by the dozen, and for sticking them together afterwards in all parts of

the buildings ; but that men should carve stone after stone with a repetition of the

same design, that they should scribble the History of England in writing which

nobody could read, so that the very Policeman on duty had to say,
' You must turn

the other way, Sir, to look at that,' passed all comprehension. (Laughter.) Yet this

. was called decoration ! It was a disgrace to the country to have erected such a

place at all, and the decoration showed a poverty of invention which even a school-

boy would pronounce contemptible. (Hear, hear.)
"

" There now, did you ever hear more silly stuff than that ? Why, in

the name of common sense or, what is more extraordinary, of House
of Commons sense what in the wide world, Sir, does MR. AYKION'

want ? To complain of the House as being
'

trumpery
'
and

'

absurd,'

and unsuited for the purposes for which it was designed, seems to my
mind as unreasonable as to quarrel with our statues for being ugly and

ridiculous, or to find fault with our fountains because they look like

squirts. It is the proud boast of us Britons that we never will do

anything like anybody else : and in not departing from our insular con-

ception of what is True, and Beautiful, and Loveable in art, we pro-

perly maintain our nation's independence, and keep up our reputation
lor consistency at any rate, if not for common sense.

" With regard, Sir, to the charge that the building, in construction,

is behind the time, and carries those who sit in it back to the Dark

Ages, I say so much the better, and I rejoice to hear it. There may
be dolts and idiots who may think that if the House were built

more in accordance with what this MR. AYRTON calls our 'advanced

intelligence,' there might be more marked progress in our course

of legislation; and that if the windows were made to give more

light, our statesmen, peradventure, might be more enlightened. But
to my mind, Sir, our progress is too fast as it is, and I am thankful to

the architect for planning means to check it. As one of the old

school I hate newfangled notions, and the notion that a Government

ought to be enlightened is in my view quite a novelty, and I have

therefore a just horror of it. None could ever have conceived it in the

good old times, and only Radicals and Chartists even now would dream

of it. 'Innovation' and 'improvement' are to my mind but the

synonyms for
'
reform

' and
'
revolution ;

' and of these two words I

know not which I hold in greater hatred.
" As for the

'

extravagant arrangements
'
of the House, and the

'
enormous sums ' we have wasted on the lights and (so called) orna-

ments, so far from our complaining, we ought, Sir, to feel proud of

them. Let other nations screw and pinch their builders as they will :

there is no reason why England should degrade herself in this way.
JOHN BULL can afford to make his payments through the nose, and I

am pretty sure he feels a sort of proud pleasure in doing so. The

enjoyment that a snuff-taker derives from taking snuff, I believe JOHN
BULL deduces from this other nasal luxury."

In defiance then of all that MR. AYRTON may have said, I contend

the House of Commons is a truly British buikliug, and I cry 'Bravo,
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BARRY !

'
for having been the builder of it. I like old-fashioncci

things, and, as the Houses arc old fashioned, I cannot but admire
them. Give me old-fashioned buildings and old-fashioned laws t<

match: and let us hear of no more stooping to consider what they cosl

us. As a Briton I adinhe all British institutions. Ugliness and usc-

lessness are both British institutions; and the more we have to pay
for them, the dearer must I hey be to us.

"
I remain, Sir, a friend to SIR CHARLES BARRY, and a foe to inno-

vation, one who prides himself on being, by his birthplace,
" A THUB BRITON.'

CIVIC POETRY 01A PAEIS.

THE Address lately delivered to the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH by
the chief Municipal Council of Paris, ought to make the Court of
Aldermen perfectly ashamed of themselves. There is no poetry in the

congratulations which the Corporation of London occasionally offers to
the QUEEN. Substituting Madam" for "Sire," the civic digni-
taries would never dream of glorifying HER MAJESTY in the following
vein, wherein ERCLES'

vein, a tyrant's vein, mingles with that of a

lover, which is more condoling :

_" SIRE, On the day of the departure of your Majesty the population of all France.
jninimr in the idea and the resolutions of the EMPEROR, offered to him in a warm
ovation, its arms and treasures to carry on the war. It promised to watch like a
mother over the sacred deposit intrusted to it."

The personification of the people is a poetical idea which never would
have occurred to your Worships. You would never have the grace
and elegance to tell your Sovereign that the population of Cheapside
and the neighbouring districts joined her in her idea and in her reso-

lutions, and offered her its arms and treasures in a warm ovation. It
is true that an ovation means a display analogous to the lesser triumph
of the ancient Romans, which was "

allowed to those commanders who
had won a victory without much bloodshed," instead of meaning a
popular demonstration made in honour of an EMPEROR on the eve of a
sanguinary war. No doubt the description of arms and treasures as

offered in a warm ovation" is not exactly sense. But you could
never have composed such nonsense as that any day.
When did you ever talk of the British public promising to watch

like a mother over the sacred deposit intrusted to it ? Did you ever,
any of you, conceive an image so interesting ? Image ? What idea
have you London Aldermen of images, beyond Gog and Magog?
When did you ever give utterance to an expression of gratitude of

this kind ?

" The Civic Council of Paris is glad to testify publicly its devotion to your
Majesty's dynasty, and its gratitude for that genius which has thrown sueh new
splendour upon it."

What gratitude have you ever felt or even evinced for the genius
which is continually throwing new splendour upon you from the Oflice,
85, Fleet Street ?

"
Hang ye, gorbellied knaves !

"

If some of you have occasionally joined in the National Anthem'at
the prompting of loyal enthusiasm, and under the influence of iced
punch, are any of you capable of singing the subjoined Te Imperatorem

if you know what that means ?

"
Sire, the patriotic acclamations of an immense city in the presence of your

invincible soldiers its earnest prayers to God, who guides you, will soon resound
on a solemn occasion, and proclaim that the nation, proud of its Emperor, a,l:.

you and loves you for this new glory added to our flag, f,>r this firmness which no
danger disturbs, for this calmness which dominates even the exultation of triumph
for those blessings of peace so promptly recovered

; finally for the noble attitude
h rillico nsaiiin.^c tjivvifitu l^i, >. ., ...

"France assumes towards I

Ah, ye callous old sinners ! how long will it be before your dry and
formal religious utterances and allusions will assume the fervour and
reverence of t he above devot ional language ? And when will you learn
to, employ such a grand prosopopoeia as that which represents France
assuming a noble attitude towards Europe ? When will any address
that you may concoct and vote at one of those prosy Courts which you
hold tor the despatch of dull business exhibit England standing in a
noble attitude ? The sublimest and most beautiful composition of that
kind that you will ever produce, will never suggest the idea of
Britannia invested with Crinoline, in a hat and feathers, gracefully
balancing herself on tiptoe in a posture of triumphant vanity

THE SONG OF THE WOULD-BE MERMAN,
UNDER the Sea ! Under the Sea !

That 's where this weather 'twere jolly to be ;

Under the Sea ! Under the Sea !

'Twcre a paradise charming to me.
In Marrh, March, M-

London is pleasant, but in it at present
I parch, parch, parch.

And pant to be under the Sea.
Under the Sea ! Under the Sea !

What bliss from the smell of the Thames to be free!
Under the Sea ! Under the Sea !

'Tia there I would revel to be.

Under the Sea ! Under the Sea !

How pleasant the full-bodied porpoise must lie !

;

Under the Sea ! Under the Sea !

E'en a shrimp is more happy than 1.

How 1 sigh, sigh, sigh,
For some good-natured fairy to carry me where I

Could lie, lie, lie

On my back in the bed of the Sea !

Under the Sea! Under the
With a mermaid to fan me, how happy I 'd be !

Under the Sea! Under the Sea !

Oh, the life of a Merman for me !

SALE OR SELL?

Question for a Homeric Statesman.

A POOR'S RATE is levied without causing the maledictions which

we "!aslone(1 by confiscation under Schedule D. Why cannot aWar Rate, or a Defence Rate be so equitably contrived that the
industrious public shall not execrate its authors and maintainers anymore than they do the parish vestry, the churchwardens, and over-
SCCI*3 ;

_
Tins GENT'S STYLE. Everything "loud" is necessarily hmt ton.

AND so the French Eagle is about to have its claws clipped. Louis
NAPOLEON consents to a reduction of his armaments. U'Empire c'est

lapaix is pnce again his motto. Late the Emperor of Pieces, he now
resumes his sway as the Emperor of Peace. Tired of war, the soldier
'.brows up Ids commission, and throws down his arms. His sword is

in the point of being sold off as old iron, and the swords of more than

|

lalf his army will go with it. So says the Moniteur, and Punch, (of
course) believes it, though Punch is not quite certain when the sale
is to commence

; but Punch trusts that, when it does, it will be found
a genuine sale, and will in no manner resemble what is known as a
mock auction. Until assured of this, Punch trusts that MR. BULL
will not relax those peaceful preparations for which an extra four-

pence is demanded on his income. The announcement of the sale is

pleasant news enough ; but Punch has little wish to learn and perhaps
learn when too late that the only real sell has been that of our
Government.

To an Eminent Whig.
Tfra reporters say that they must give up taking down LORD JOHN

RUSSELL if he does not mend his elocution. His voice has now a
confirmed habit of

dropping
at the end of every sentence. Surely his

Lordship must know tliat the only sentence that can properly have a
drop at the end is that of a Judge with the black cap on.
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TRUE SENTIMENT!

First Small Bay (tossing).
" Now, THEN ! WHAT D'YE CALL, JIM HEADS on TAILS ?

'

Second ditto (with feeling).
" WOMAN ! 'cos I LOVES 'EM !

"

VERMIN EXTRAORDINARY.

FROM the subjoined portion of a little

landbill, circulated by a chemist at Doncas-

;er, the dangerous classes appear to include

persons hitherto deemed highly respectable :

"POISONOUS WHEAT,
" For the Destruction of Rats, Mice, and Vermin (A

every kind. Sparrows, and all Birds injurious to

agricultural and Garden Produce.
1 At the request of several influential Farmers the

Inventor has been induced to bring this Superior
Article before the Notice of the public. It more par-
ticularly claim* the attention of Fanners. Gardeners,

Floritt*, &c., and all who wffcrfrom their ravages will,

do wellto avail themselves of itsute."

We certainly have never yet heard any-

body complain of suffering from the ravages
of either farmers, gardeners, or florists, whom
the above announcement seems to stigmatise
under the head of dangerous vermin. How-
ever, the poisonous wheat which the Don-
caster chemist advertises is, no doubt, very

good for its purpose, which, of course, is that

of destroying rats, mice, sparrows, and other

vermin, not including agriculturists and hor-

ticulturists. If it is impregnated with some
chemical compound as bad in one sense, as

the chemist's literary composition is in

another, it must be certain destruction to

all the pests of the farm and the garden.

A Colourable Pretext.

A YOUNG GENT of our acquaintance (that

is to say, we met him once, and he has ever

since been bragging of his intimacy) has at

length resolved that he will wear no more

mauve ties, because.he fears he '11 be regarded

PALLADIAN PALMEKSTON.

OUR friend PALMERSTON made an uncommonly funny speech the

other day, at, a morning sitting of the House of Commons. Why
uncommonly ? Because the noble PREMIER'S speeches are commonly
funny by reason of the humorous and witty remarks in which they

abound, like the pages of this popular periodical. But, on the occasion

in question, the noble Lord at the head of her MAJESTY'S Government

indulged in a discourse abounding in the sort of fun which is sometimes

afforded by the observations of a dunce, who boasts of his inability to

appreciate poetry, or music, or painting. He said a number 9f fine

things of this kind in disparagement of Gothic Architecture, in par-

ticular as proposed for adoption in building the new Foreign Office.

Among.these may be instanced the following :

' " The Gothic was not an English style of architecture, but it was imported from
abroad."

Our noble friend never heard of the
"
Early English" style, and'does

not seem to be aware that the Medieeval architecture of this country
had a character peculiarly its own. But did the Palladian style origi-

nate in England ? did the Tuscan, the Doric, the Ionic, the Corinthian.

the Composite ? There is, however, a certain style which may be said

to have originated in England, just as the English language did, if we
may compare a grand language with a ludicrous architecture. LORD
PALMEKSTON himself exemplified this British order :

"
They had in London the following buildings in styles not Gothic : The Bank

of England, the Mansion House, the East India House, the Royal Exchange,
Somerset House, the Custom House, the British Museum, the Banqueting House,
the National Gallery, Greenwich Hospital, the University College, the Post Office,
Chelsea Hospital, Buckingham Palace, and Staford_House."

These buildings, with a few exceptions Chelsea Hospital, for

example, which is one of the least ugly of them are mixtures of the

classical temple and the modern dwelling-house. They correspond

exactly to CONON, and LYSANDEB, and ALCIBIADES
;
to CICERO, CATO,

JULIUS CAESAR, and MARC ANTONY, attired partly in tunics or togas,
and partly in the hats and boots now worn by gentlemen or by coster-

mongers; wearing spectacles together with swords and shields, and
likewise carrying umbrellas, or smoking short pipes, as they are repre-
sented by an illustrious artist in the Comic History of Rome, and other

combinations of wit and learning. This truly British order of archi-

tecture may be called, or has been called, the Cockney Classic. The
spirit of the simply Classic is beauty and grace ;

that of the purely

Gothic, beauty and grace with the addition of sublimity, grandeur, and

spirituality ; but the spirit of the Cockney Classic is mere burlesque.

No order can be better than this for a Mansion House, or any ban-

queting-house, by reason of the gouty pillars which form its chief

characteristics, and are appropriately aesthetic when they adorn the

front of edifices devoted to excesses of the table, and of whose inmates

clumsiness is one of the most conspicuous qualities.

Our dear PAM must excuse these remonstrances. Let him limit his

connection with the Foreign Office to the affairs of its interior, which

he so thoroughly understands, and not meddle with its material con-

struction, whereon he is so utterly disqualified for entertaining any

opinion ; unless, indeed, he thinks that diplomacy is humbug, and that

the Foreign Office should be regarded as the Temple of Humbug, and

ought, accordingly, to be built in a style so base and absurd as to make
it look mean ana ridiculous.

Paltry Ecclesiastical Ambition.
" DEAR MR. PUNCH," WESTMINSTER Abbey Clock, sulky at the burnished glories

of the neighbouring Clock-Tower, has demanded a new face, which is

now being put on. Tantane animis c&lestibus ? We had hoped better

things in Broad Phylactery. But Priestcraft is always the same.

Bah!
"
Yours truly," A STERN DISSENTER."

Young Egypt.

IN the Ramsgate Visitors' List of last week, we find the following

announcement :

" Toussou PACHA and siu'te have arrived at the Royal Albion."

Now, cpnsidering the age of his Egyptian Pachaship is nearly six, we
should think the printer had made a mistake : the word really intended

was "sweets."

A Sweet Tooth.

WANTED, for a Borough in the North of England, the Constituency,
of which is wholly composed of Independent and (as yet) Unbought Electors,

a Candidate to represent them in Parliament Politics immaterial ; but a Grocer

would be preferred. He must be the proprietor of a large stock of sugar.

tlifti by William Bradbury, of No. 13. Up-er Wotrarn Flaw, and Frederick Mu '.en E*ans, ol

Printers, at their Office ID Lombard S;reel, in tte Precinct of, WLitemars, in tUi Cit
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SONG TO SCURSIONISTS.-BY A HAND OF THE "RUBY."

I HOPES I loves most folks ashore,
Likewise most folks afloat,

But I 've least pity for the sick

Aboard a Margate boat.

And when I hears 'em bawling Steward,
And sees "em sad and pale,

1 >ays, s;iys 1, my piteous coves,

\Vliy don't you take the Kail ?

The llail she runs from London Bridge,
To the Marine Parade,

Tlic fares is lived uncommon low,
For clerks and foli.s in trade :

In fact, it 's cheaper nor the boat,
That 's clear to any Moke,

Because you cannot spend your browns
In brandy, beer, and smoke.

A man 's a Nass that 's sick at sea,

At him I do deride,
But women is a tender flower,
And delicate inside

;

And when I sees 'em stoop their heads,
Unable to contain,

I feels inclined to kick the brutes

That brought 'em on the maiu.

Their little small contrairy ways
U'hich they delight to show,

As over to the windard side

When ill they always pro,

And safe to rusli where Neptune's splash
Has made the seats a slop,

These fads of theirs amuses me
When fetcliing of my mop.

I pities them, and pities more
The little children small,

As never ought for to be brought
Aboard a boat at all.

And when they reaches, pretty dears,
And howls in grief and woe,

I 'm savage with their parents, like,

Which brings them to be so.

Undoing of the good they done

By wisiting the Sea :

But many folks is precious Mokes,
As it appears to me.

Our Capting's observation should
Be constant kep in mind,"
Economy as makes us sick

Is of a spurious kind." JIM SWOBBER.

i-A

AN ARTIST AND A BABY.

IF any confirmation were wanted of the

truth that
" men are but children of a larger

growth," it would, we think, be found in the

following advertisement, which appeared the

other day in the second column of the
Times :

TKN POt] N I IS KKWARD. LOST, l.y an
artist, on Saturday, between Churls !Mn:et. St.

James's Sqiwre, and Coventry Street, a CORAL
BROOCH, set in gold, with a coral and gold drop,
representing three grapes; a coral Land, holding two
small coral charms a pig and a chair, is attached
to the brooch by a cural and gold chain. Whoever
will bring it to 6, Cradle Street, St. James's Square,
shall receive the above reward.

As the reader may suppose, we have altered

the address : partly for the reason that we
don't wish to be personal, and partly because
we think that the word which we have sub-

stituted, is slightly more appropriate than
that which we suppress. It must, we think,
be viewed as a sign of second childhood, when
we find a grown up baby with a coral for a

plaything : for that 's the only use to which
we fancy that the corals above-mentioned
could be put. Why such things are called
"
charms

" we are too ignorant to know, and
too hot to try and guess. If we look at them
as ornaments, there seems nothing very charm-

ing in a "pig" and a "chair;" and, not

being of
"
the faithful," we have no faith in

such relics as being capable of "charming"
in a superstitious sense. A brooch is not a

common thing for men to wear; and had
\

not the word "
artist

" been put in the ad-

vertisement, we might have thought some
"
charming woman " was the owner of these

charms, in which case, of course pur sym-

pathy would have stopped our criticism. But
we must confess, we teel no pity for a man
for losing what was neither of ornament nor

use to him. Had this artist lost his cutty,
he would have had our instant sympathy,

but

we have none to throw away on him for losing
what by rights should never have belonged !

to him. An artist who is capable 9f wearing
coral charms, we really almost think would

try to grow a mauve moustache.

The Strength of the Sex.

A WOMAN'S tongue is a sharp weapou that

she should never draw excepting in her self-

defence, and then only after the 'strongest

provocation. That weapon, sharp as it is, is

never so effective, as when tempered with

mercy. The Ilermit of the Haymarket,

A BYRONIC LAY.

ELECTION ! Election ! thy 'larum afar
Gives hope to the needy, and promise of war

;

All dodgers and debtors arise at the note,*
Attorney, house agent, each scamp with a vote.

Oh, who is more proud than the scamp with a vote,
With his dirty camese and his greasy capote ?

To the pound or elsewhere all his cattle may stray,
While he drives on his cart for five guineas a day.

Let no Briton for nothing his vote ever give,
But for months by its means like a fighting-cock live

;

Nor yet in the traffic his vengeance forego,
Unbribed by his friend, he can vote for his foe.

The clubs they send forth an industrious race,
With pockets well lined to continue the chase ;

But though heavy the purses, they 're empty before
Th' election is won, and the contest is o'er.

*
Query, Bank of England. Printer's !> r,l.

For the freemen of Glo'ster, who dwell by the waves,
Let them know that the Britons will never be slaves

That to win a close race, they must well grease the o;ir,

Sticking out to the last for one Fiver more.

They need not the pleasures that riches supply,
Their votes they shall win what the Member must buy-
Shall win from the tap the long-flowing ale,

The gin and the whiskey, brown brandy and pale.

Remember the moment when Aylesbury fell !

The shrieks of the conquered, the conquerors' yell,

The votes that they bought, and the voters they squared
What a number of ponies might WENTWOKTH have spared !

Again we shall hear the sweet sound from afar

Election's alarum give promise of war
;

Ye Members, who met us with Fivers before,
Must meet us with Fifties, or meet us no more !

AN UNPARDONABLE OFFENCE. There is one thing that the most
successful man rarely succeeds in and that is in making others forgive
him his success.

VOL. XXXVII.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

UGUST 6. Saturday. Mr. Mid-

.i/ii/mtan Easy, having two

tooth-brushes, a new one and
an old one, purchased, with

the latter, a copy of the Arti-

cles of War, from a brother

officer of his ship. Mr. Ea-sy,

on perusing this code, rather

approved of it, as enabling
him to confute his captain in

argument; but SIR JOSEPH
PAXTON states that sailors in

general do not appreciate this

valuable quality in the Arti-

cles, and object to come un-

der them. This fact was

brought out in a discussion

on the Reserve Force of Sea-

men Bill, when LORD CLA-
RENCE PAGET, who was him-

self Mr. Midshipman in the

Asia, at Navarmo, allowed

that many of the Articles

were old fashioned, and said that they were being re-edited.

A hypocritical measure, professing
to restrain Corrupt Practices at

Elections, was
"
continued." It reminds folks of the taunt of the

silly constable in Measurefor Measure.
"
Dost see now, thou wicked

varlet, what has come upon thee. Thou art to continue," and it is

about as nonsensical. The Election Committees also "continued," in

their way, and people are really shocked at the wickedness of poor

people in being so ready to sell what rich people are so eager to buy.

For some reason or other the Universities, on MR. GLADSTONE'S

motion, were exempted from the operation of the Weights and Measures

Bill. The Homeric statesman is probably partial to Troy weight, and

would serveJiout moist sugar
"

Softly sweet in Lydian measures."

Monday. This was a Great Night, according to Parliamentary
measure of greatness. An actor, who estimates the value of a part by
the number of

"
lengths," would have been in ecstacies with the quan-

tity of talk, only that it was fairly divided. The Times surrenders

twenty-five columns and a half to the debates. In the Lords, NORMANBT,
that venerable, or at least old Peer (as MR. BRIGHT would say), opened

upon the Peace of Villafranca, and declared that the world believed its

terms to have been patched up by LORD PALMERSTON and M. DE
PERSIGNY. The disgust of LORD P. at its being suggested that he had

tried to make peace anywhere, must be a thing to be conceived

rather than described. LORD N. praised Austria through thick and

thin, whatever that extremely ridiculous and entirely vulgar phrase

may mean, and had actually good words for the GRAND DUKE OP

TUSCANY. When LORD HEN and all his novels are gone where the

weak niggers go, one MRS. ELIZABETH BROWNING'S look out of Guidi

House Windows, and her womanly belief that the lips of the DUKE
LEOPOLD, -which were "warm with his children's kisses," could not

utter "a cold lie" (they did, though), will preserve that False Duke's

memory for the scorn of a century. LORD WODEHOUSE said what
was proper in reply to HEN'S charge that our Government had been
an adviser in the matter, but admitted that LORD JOHN RUSSELL had
acted as Postman.
The attempt of the Dissenters to get into the management of

Endowed Schools was squashed for the present, the BISHOP OP LONDON
coming out with some mild ridicule of what his respected Lordship
termed the imaginary grievances of our dissenting brethren. Those

abominable, atheistic, superstitious, schismatic bigots, the Dissenters,
have been rather civil to DR. TAITE, because he went preaching in

beggarly neighbourhoods, and to omnibus men and other canaille, as

if a Bishop fancied that he ought not to leave such dirty souls to the
inferior clergy ; but Zion, and Jireh, and Mahershalalhashbosh will now
be down upon Fulham.
But the Grand Bang was in the Commons. Nearly all the best

fireworks went off; the GLADSTONE Catharine-wheel, fizzing three

ways at once; the WIIITESIDE "maroon, to imitate cannon," and a
bad imitation too

;
the JOHN RUSSELL Jack-in-the-Box ; the DISRAELI

Flower-pot, remarkable for its flower of brimstone ;
the HENNESSEY

Roman candle, a new affair, and not ineffective, but for its ill odour of

sanctity; and the PALMERSTON pot de feu, throwing everything but a

light upon the subject. The whole business was a Do
;
and the Daily

News uncivilly announced in the morning that LORD ELCHO, the pro-
moter of the fray, had been made safe. But the debate was really
a good one, and GLADSTONE, especially, whacked the blue book of

LORD MALMESBURY'S despatches in a way that did honour to his
hand and arm. He warmed to Ms work, and smashed into LORD
ELCHO like a good one, making all sorts of smart hits. Among other

things, he complimented ELCHO, who had referred to lexicographic

SAMUEL for a definition of "neutrality," for having taken all pains to

instruct and inform his mind by a reference to the
"
all-but-maccessible

pages of DR. JOHNSON." LORD JOHN made a neat, very happy, and

perfectly unfair comparison of VICTOR EMANUEL to WILLIAM THE

THIRD and LORD PALMERSTON was exceedingly funny (borrowing the

idea from Bubbles of the Day} about the uncomfortable position of the

POPE, sitting upon so many bayonets. It will be seen, therefore, that

everybody did his best to promote the harmony of the evening, and the

party did not separate until a late hour, nearly three.

It just occurs to Mr. Punch, that he has not mentioned the subject

of the debate. It is really of very little consequence how a pleasant

evening is brought about ;
but the curious may as well be informed

that the Conservatives pretended to wish to pledge Government not to

go into any congress about Italian affairs, and Government pretended
to be indignant at any notion 9f being fettered, but declared that they

had no intention of congressing. Of course there was no division,

why, it was only two clays from St. Grouse.

Tuesday. We don't kill a pig every day, as the song says ;
and after

some Militia talk in the Lords, they were off before six. The Commons
had a personal matter before them, a squabble about the Pontefract

Election, wherein MR. OVEREND, M.P., appears to have been too keen

'or MR. HODSON late M.P.'s friend MR. LEEMAN, and to have rather

cooked the goose of a MR. CHILDERS (first syllable short, as in

guilders), a descendant of the celebrated Flying ditto. This naturally

sept them ;
but as soon as that was over, and the case of a poor boy,

stated to have been illegally enlisted, and killed by the discipline of

Parkhurst, came on, the House, as naturally, was Counted Out.

Wednesday. The Lords cut away at heaps of Bills ;
and LORD CAMP-

BELL volunteered an utterly uncalled-for declaration that he was

opposed to a man's marrying his sister-in-law. These spurts of senti-

ment are not uncommon in the Lords, who never laugh at one another;

and a Peer might get, up and say he liked oysters with their beards on,

or didn't think camphorated chalk good for the teeth, without exciting

a smile. And if it were otherwise, you might as reasonably expect to

rile the male Hippopotamus at the Gardens by laughing at the female,

as annoy our friend CAMPBELL by laughing at him
;
and if it did vex

the brave old Scotch trump, LORD PUNCH would sooner spend an

evening with VISCOUNT WILLIAMS, or on the river, than do it.

The Overeud bother again in the Commons, and the matter referred

to a Committee, who finally reported that on the whole MR. CHILDERS
had been queerly used, and ought to be replaced in a position in which

the law makes it utterly impossible that he should be replaced. This

is the sort of justice that may be expected from Committees, and no

other kind will be got until a regular legal tribunal takes cognisance
of election wrongs.
Then there was a really important debate about the Indian Army, on

a BUI, which passed, authorising the keeping 30,000 English soldiers in

India, but nobody was much interested in this, and probably a house

might not have been kept, but for a subsequent debate on a motion

about the way electors are
" waked up

"
at Wakefield.

Tli"rsday. An Indian debate in the Lords, and LORD PUNCH'S friend,

LOUD LYVEDEN, made his di'lmt, beginning by saying "he could not

do
"

something or other. Nobody ever supposed he could do anv-

thing, except dress 'so neatly and talk so fluently that young officials

were momentarily deluded into admiring him. LORD ELLENBOROUGH
wanted strong measures in India, and was pleased that MR. JAMES
WILSON was going out to take the finances in hand, though as there

are no finances, JAMES'S place looks like a sinecure.

The Commons had another Count Out, but first had a little Catholic

row, NEWDEGATE abusing and BOWYER defending CARDINAL WISE-

MAN, on a Bill exempting Catholic Trusts from proper investigation.

The amended Divorce Bill was passed, the clause for keeping out the

public on certain occasions being rejected, though SIR R. BETHELL

says that the Divorce Court is the resort of "a jeering, laughing, and

prurient mob," eager to hear what no clean-minded person would wish

to hear.

Friday. Penultimate sitting. No end of work done. Also, LORD
DENMAN (we need hardly say that this is not the clever LORD

DENMAN, but quite t'other) volunteered the information, that a cousin

of his, name unknown, had written to him to say that, in the unknown
cousin's opinion, LORD MALMESBURY had been an admirable Foreign
Minister.

In the Commons, another Bribery victim was sacrificed HOARE, of

Hull. MR. FITZROY announced that he did not like to stop the Sunday
music in the Parks, as requested by certain Sabbatarians. MR. MELLOR

expounded the hard case of two men who had received a very heavy
sentence of penal servitude for stealing oil-cake, but as the judges
were magistrates at quarter sessions, and the men were said to be

poachers, the wonder is that they were not at once executed in the

court-yard of the Sessions' House. MR. BRADY then tried his hand

with a private grievance ;
but this was felt to be too much, and the

House was counted out for the last time.
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Saturday. The ultimate day. Everything being liuddlcd up and
bundled mil <il' i lie way, LORD CAMI-HELL sent for the Commons, into

the Eouae of Lords, aiul delivered the following sentiments on the part

of His Royal Mistress.

You may fro. You have been good boys.
u you must really do Something.

Foreign folks are trying to get Me into Congress.
I scarcely know whether I ought to consent.

I should be glad, of course, to promote peace and quietness.
I have sent a Plenipo to Pekin.
I am unaware that I am going to be quarrelled with.

India is paeilird. She must be reformed,

Especially in regard to money matters.
] am r\lremely obliged for Military and Naval reserves.

Also to you, Commons, for all money voted.
I am rejoiced that the country is happy and content.

Now go home, and continue good boys.

The usual bowing and handbli ',ug been performed, exeunt

And so Mr. PuncA,wiih infinite satisfaction to himself and the world,
once more bottles up the Essence of Talk. Would he could as easily
bottle up the Essence of Ihames. flu-

DEFEND US FROM OUR DEFENDERS!

"
NEWSPAPERS to my mind are intolerable nuisances, and 1

don't often waste my time and temper in perusing them. But the
other day I had to undergo a railway journey, and as the train of course
was late (these newfangled conveyances are never punctual to their

time), I walked up to the bookstall and asked for the John Jltill. that

being the only paper which an Englishman may read without being
disgusted with low revolutionary sentiments. 'Haven't a John Buff,
Sir, but here's last week's . if that will do as well for you.'
This was the insulting answer I received. Of course the fellow knew
that t ! ! Was one of the most radical of papers, and seeing by
my face that I was Tory to the bone, the blackguard, Sir, no doubt said

what he did to chaff me. Being ignorant, however, of its revoltiiv

character, I paid my sixpence for the paper, and was surprised to fin

in some respects, that it was worth the money. In an article, for

instance, upon the getting up of Rifle Clubs, I came upon the following
most sensible remarks :

" There are certain persons in this country who do not hesitate to advocate the

arming and equipment, at the cost of the State, of the several hundreds of thousands
of men, who \\ iiii nn qualification beyond st*mt heart and brawny arms, would
eliiini their right to be enrolled in defence of the kingdom. This would be cr
a national t'unjo with a vengeance. Why. every common day labourer, whose wlmK:
year's wages would ii"t perhaps amount to the price of his rifle and uniform, would
come forward as a volunteer, and the State would not only be putting arms into the
hands of this dangerous class, but actually teaching them how to use these weapons
after they had got them."

"
This reductio ad alsurdum is excellently put. The idea of common

labourers being trusted with rifles seems to my mind, I confess, too

preposterous to dream of. Besides the danger to the State, only think
of the great peril to our partridges and. pheasants. As the Examiner
points out :

" Hitherto our admirable game laws have, in a measure, served to keep the great
a ignorant of the use of lire-arms

; witness the majority of our
recruits, who on joining the army scarcely know the difference between the butt
and the barrel of their muskets

; but once give every grown man a rifle, and instruct
him how to hit a target at 500 yards, in a lew J-cars "there will be as many dead shots
in England as then- an- in Kentucky ;

and although invaders might thus be kept
at tdlatanee, it would beat the expensi.- "f all wi; hold most dear; from such men
no pheasant woidd be safe, no deer park would be sacred."

" A pretty prospect, truly ! Defend us, say I, from having such
defenders ! It is very well to look to the preserving of the country,
but we must also keep an eye to the preserving of our pheasants. I

for one have far more fear of poachers than invaders. England without
the

Game^ Laws would not be safe to live in : and who could hope to
see the Game Laws kept in force, when 'every grown man' had a
rifle, and knew how to use it ?

"
People talk with some alarm of the defenceless state of England,

but it frightens me far more to think of the defenceless state of my
plantations. As it is, by keeping up a standing force of gamekeepers,
I manage that my pheasants sleep in tolerable safety ; but if rifles

be sown broadcast among our poaching population, no army of obser-
vation that I could hope to organise would be sufficient to keep watch
on their nocturnal movements.

lint a still more clinching proof of the necessity there is to keep
our Itifle Clubs select, and to admit no Volunteers but men of known
position, is found in the concluding passage of the article :

e quite prepared to hear the advocates of anarchy and socialism contend
Man may be unable to pay 10 for his weapon and dr.' ss. and yet be ar

country,
if only by the selfish tie of a homo and a family, w'hich he would

duniro to defend if attacked by an invading foe. Such claptrap hardly requires

and the altar shall be undermined

"Precisely inj opinion, Punch. These Hide Clubs, you may depend
on it, are innovations fraught with danger, and it behoves us 19 be
chary of affording them encouragement. Government has done wisely
in damping to some measure the ardour that has flamed for them, and
I think the more cold water that is tin-own on it, the better. For only
just consider, once place the working-men and the well bred ones on a
footing (which we should do by admitting them alike, as Volunteers),
and where, pray, is tin: social quality to stop? We should ete long
have our p<-ers hobnobbing with our peasants; and our lords, from
standing next, them, may form friendships with our labourers. In
short, there is no saying how these Rifle Clubs may harm us, if we don't
take care to keep them properly exclusive. Equality of footing is the
Mun edge of the wedge, and when the wedge is driven home, all the
bulwarks of Old England will be split up for a bonfire, and Republicans
and Chartists will dance around it in delight !

" As my life is well insured, and I am not a Member of Parliament
(or I might be carried off by the miasma of the river), I quite expect
to live to see my worst predictions realised. Meantime, Pum-h I

in, with great contempt for your contemporaries (the Exit.

cxcepted), "
Your obedient humble servant,

" ONE or TUE OLD SCHOOL."

**
Note. As we have no wish to deprive any paper of its privileges,

we should much regret to weaken the force of this exception. But
we feel constrained to state, that we believe the quoted article was
meant to be ironical; and by writing as he has done, 'One of the Old
School,' has only shown his length of (y)ear3.

"That's the way the Money Goes."

IN an article the other day upon the Civil

Service Estimates, the Times began a sen-

tence by remarking that :

" As for the public purse, it is a mere abstrac-
tion."

Yes, exactly. That 's just it. The public

purse is just a "mere abstraction" from our

private pockets.

Cab Law Amendment.

GREAT inconvenience is often

experienced by the rider in a

cab, from the want of sufficient

means of communication with
the driver. To thrust your head

put of the cab-door and bawl,
is unpleasant, undignified, and
for a long time ineffectual. The
window behind the cabman ge-

nerally sticks. To remedy this

great nuisance let an improve-
ment of the last Cab Act be
introduced early next Session,

enacting that in the absence of a check-string, it shall be lawful for any
fare to break the window in front of him in order to poke the driver.

Painful Separation in High Life.

IT is with feelings of the deepest regret, such as, in onr present
afflicted state, it would be utterly impossible for us to describe, that

we record the following distressing fact, which we extract from one of

the Eiench telegrams of last week :

"THE DUKE OF MALAKOFF HAS LEFT NANCY."

What, let us ask in the name of outraged humanity, has
" NANCY "

done to be left by the Duke in this brutal and public manner ?

A I'F.ERLESS EXAMPLE.

THE DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND has lately given a thousand
bottles of sherry to each of three hospitals. It has been remarked
that it would be well for other members of the aristocracy to "do
likewise," but that the Duke is one Per se
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A TYRANT.
Master Jacky (who pursues thefagffing system even, when homefor the Holidays). "On, HEKE YOU ARE! I'VE BEEN LOOKING FOE YOU

GlRLS EVERYWHERE. NOW, YOU JUST MAKE HASTE HOME, AND PEEL ME A LOT OP SHRIMPS TOR MY LUNCH !

"

THE MEMBER ON THE MOORS.
THE Member of Parliament goes to the Moors,
Now all of his speeches are made out, of doors,
His political game is abandoned for grouse,
But he cannot get rid of the slang of the House.

"
Order, order !

"
he shouts, if too soon the birds rise,"

Hear, hear !

"
at a hit from his party he cries ;

And hails, as his way through the heather he steers,
A bad shot with laughter a good shot with cheers.

At his bird should another unfairly let fly,"
Oh, oh !

"
is the Member of Parliament's cry;

He says when his neighbour the game slightly wings,"
I second that motion," and down the prey 'brings.

Should the ground they are beating no booty return,"
I move," says the Member,

"
this House do adjourn ;And brace after brace right and left whilst he kills,He observes,

"
That 's what I call repealing your bills !

"

If he mentions his gun, that short word he '11 expand ;

This weapon," he'll say, "which I hold in my hand."
To the dogs, hunting wild, "Question, question !

"
he bawls,And pot-hunting "unparliamentary" calls.

On the tip of his tongue is the cry of ".Name, name !

"

Divide
! s his proposal of sharing the game.

1 he game-bag the "budget" he terms evermore,
ihis day six months," the season when sport will be o'er.

He is "free to confess," and "he will not deny
That he did not or might not" have wiped his friend's eye
It he called him a muff, still he meant no offence ;

The word was not used in a personal sense.

Thus laughing and talking the whole summer's day,
In that parliamentary kind of a way,
On his legs in the heather, as though in the House,
The Member of Parliament follows the grouse.

THE RIGHT HERO IN THE RIGHT PLACE.

THAT trustworthy French gentleman, ON DIT, informed us, the
other day, that when the victorious army entered Paris the EMPEKOH
Louis NAPOLEON was to place himself at the head of it. The same
reliable authority neglected to tell us what position PRINCE NAPOLEON
was to take up on the same occasion. We should say, if the Prince
had any respect for others, or even any respect for himself, if in that
valiant breast there was locked up any truthful recognition of his own
merits, that, in modesty, he could not think of presenting himself
until the whole anny had defiled, when he would present himself

proudly at the tail of it
; for such has always been the post of honour

that PLON-PLON has aifectionated the most, as well as the place of

danger in which he has always distinguished himself the greatest. We
must say, that PRINCE NAPOLEON is the very last man in the French
army ever to put himself unduly forward.

A Joke from a Jetty.
"
I SAY, SNOOKS," said SYKES, as the two friends lolled together on

the pier at Lowestoft,
"
I say, SNOOKS, my boy, why are our brown

laces like Apollo's chariot ?
"

Gasped the panting SNOOKS,
"
I haven't an idea.""

No, I don't suppose you have. Nobody has one now. It 's too
hot to think, this weather. But come, I '11 ease your mind. Answer
Because it 's the Sun 's tanned 'em !

"

Poor SNOOKS gasped again, and groaned, and well, didn't drown
himself.
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KEEP THE DOOR-CHAIN UP!
BRITANNIA (GOING our OF TOWN). "NOW, PAM, THERE ARE A GREAT MANY BAD CHARACTERS ABOUT JUST

NOW; MIND YOU LOOK OUT WELL AND ALWAYS KEEP THE DOOR-CHAIN UP!"
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GEESE AND GANDERS.

employers and employed could perceive

goose, it would be nappy for all parties.

E quote from the re-

port of a' meeting of

Society Masons," re-

lative to the Strike, a

rather good tiling,

which was said by a

member of the asso-

ciation :

"JosK.pir TCRNE. It's
an old adage that * what is

good for the ^oose ia good
lor the gander.'

"

Combined against
each other, recipro-

cating injury, and mu-

tually suffering and in-

flicting loss, the work-
men on the one liand,

and the masters on the

other, do certainly ex-

hibit themselves under
circumstances wlu'ch

render them peculiarly

comparable, respec-

tively, to ganders and

geese. In reference to

both sides MB. TUR-
NER was very happy in

the remark that what
is good for the goose
is good for the gander.
He would, however,
have been much hap-

pier if he had observed

that what was bad for

the goose was bad for

the gander, and if

combination is equally bad for gander and for

THE BEST OF SERVANTS.

IF you would wish to have a good servant

one taat is faithful, honest, and attentive, and
whom you will never quarrel with ; one that will

never bother you for wages, nor drink your wine

behind your back ; one that will never object to

wear the clothes you have been wearing yourself,

nor make a fuss over what meals you give him ;

one that will not grumble if you keep him up
half the night ; one to whom you could at any
time give with a clear conscience the very best

of characters : one that will never wish to leave

you, but would rather he remained with you all

the days of your life, then you must be 1'our Oit/i

Servant and that is best achieved by your dili-

gently learning how on all occasions to help

yourself. The Hermit of the Uaytnarket.

For a Poet's Critic.

THE Idjilh a rhymester asperses
O Public, rejoice and be glad !

If he were not abusing good verses,
He 'd be busily writing some bad.

A " Nom de Guerre."

FRANCE can boast of its MONSIEUR TROPLONG,
and can also rejoice now in its MONSIEUR
TROPTARD for such is the name that has re-

cently been conferred on PRINCE NAPOLEON, in

consequence of the unfortunate habit he has

of always arriving a day after the battle.

A Conscience-Conundrum.

WE beg to acknowledge the receipt of the

following conscience-conundrum from the CHAN-
CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER:

Q. What form of currency ia most used, when a person
pay money through the nose ?

A. (S) Centi ! ! I

A CONCOEDAT IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

THAT special statesman the O'DONOGHUE, the other evening, in a

brilliant speech, most luminously pointed out a tremendous mistake

under which LORD PALMERSTON and LORD JOHN RUSSELL have

been labouring throughout their respective careers. Erin's bright

particular star, before whose name the definite article stands for Mr.,

is reported to have said that
" The noble Lord at the head of the Government and the noble Minister for

Foreign Affairs were still in pursuit of a phantom which had been the fixed idea of

all fticir lives. That idea was ostensibly the destruction of the temporal power of

the POPE, while in reality they had sought the destruction of the Catholic religion
all over the world, (//car.)

"

Hibernia's distinguished son also administered a fine rebuke to MR.
GLADSTONE :

" He had listened with great pain to the speech of the CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER, (/tear, hear!) and as one who professed the Catholic religion, he should
be eorry to have to sit on the same side of the house with, or even near to that right
honourable gentleman, (//tar, /tear, and a laugh.)

"

The laugh was probably a tribute to the humour which insinuated
MR. GLADSTONE to be a pestilent heretic. Heresy, so rank as that of

the ultra Protestant representative of Oxford, the O'DoNOGiiUE
jocosely treated as contagious. Of course he could not have seriously
feared that he might contract the disease himself in consequence of

going too near the infected Minister, although, by pitching into that

great Homeric scholar, Ihe ran some risk of catching it. However,
as it was, he utterly demolished him, by the subjoined crushing
refutation :

" The right honourable gentleman said, at least in effect, that the people of the
Papal dominions were chained to the earth. Now, that wa^ not true. It was a
statement which was not founded in fact. It was contradicted by the condition of
the people, and every one who was acquainted with or had travelled in those
dominions must admit that, in a temporal sense, there did not exist in the world a
more popular Sovereign than Pius THE NINTH, (//ear, and a. laugh.)"

Of course this shut up MR. GLADSTONE, but not only that
;

it also
enforced conviction on LORD Jons himself, whom we find subsequently
making the following remarkable concession, and confession of iaith
a faith which the O'DONOGHUE will ,of course recognise as the faith,
or, in other words, the cheese :

"
I believe that if you allow the people of Italy to settle their own concerns

(hear, hear), and that is the doctrine which my noble friend and myself have always

held in this house, especially during the whole course of the present Session if you
allow the people of Italy, whether they have hitherto lived under the rule of the
KING op SARDINIA, or of the GUAND DUKE OF TUSCANY, or of the DUKE OF MODENA,
under the POPE, or under the KINO OF THE Two SICTLIBS, to settle with their Sove-

reigns on what terms they shall pay their allegiance, there will no longer exist the
irritation and discontent which has long prevailed, but they will proceed with

peace and order to establish the foundations of good Government."

What articles of belief can be more satisfactory to the O'DoNOGHTJE
than the foregoing Credo ? LORD JOHN RUSSELL believes that the

subjects of the POPE ought to be left to settle their own affairs with
their Sovereign. The O'DoNOGHUE says that Pics THE NINTH is as

popular a Sovereign as any in the world. What better plan then for

maintaining the POPE'S sovereignty can he imagine than that of allowing
it simply to rest on the broad and firm basis of popularity ? The with-

drawal of all foreign troops, therefore, from the papal states, will as

exactly effect the end desired by the O'DONOGHUE as it will answer
the purpose of LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

" WHO HAS TAKEN AWAY MY SCISSORS?"

GRACEFUL, CLASSICAL, AND COMPLIMENTARY IMPROMPTU, BY MB. PUNCH,
ON HEARING THE ABOVE INQUIRY MADE BY AN EMINENT MEDICAL MAN.

So baffled Atropos inquired, (a fact 'tis,)

When you had been some little time in practice.

"Call a Spade a Spade."

"On, do come to the Ball-room! I'm dying for a deux temps!"
exclaimed the other evening the lovely LUCY FLIRTINGTON, as she
leaned upon her partner's arm in the Conservatory.

"
The Ball-room !

"

observed the languid swell whom she addressed, "Aw wouldn't it be
maw appwopwiatc to aw call it the Boil-room ?

"

A CONUNDRUM TOR THE JEWISH COMMUNITY.

1 1' Pigs could speak, what would they say ?

Most likely, Pauca verba.

SLANG. The witless man's wit.
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THE SERPENTINE THROUGH A SIEVE.

OME slight inconve-

nience is likely to

attend the ingenious

plan for cleansing
the Serpentine advo-

cated, and about to

be adopted, by MR.
FITZROY. If the Ser-

pentine is to be fil-

tered, and there is

any filth in the Ser-

pentine, the filth must
collect on the filter.

If the filter is to

occupy nearly an acre
of ground, a great

quantity of filth will

be deposited on a

considerable surface.

If this extent of filth

is to be occasionally

exposed to the sun,
it will reek a little,

evolve a few rather

nasty gases in certain

quantities, and per-

haps engender some
fever.

Modern chemistry
enables the perfumer
to extract the sweet-
est scents from the

foulest dregs, dross,

sediment, sweepings,
rubbish, lees, refuse,
and unspeakable orts.

The residuary stuff

of gas-works, the

nasty pitch and tar, and their graveolent kindred hydrocarbons, may, however, be men-
tioned. Perhaps some profound chemist will inform MR. FITZROY of a process by which
the mud of the Serpentine, collected on a filter, may be, not, indeed, deodorised, but trans-

muted into an odoriferous substance, which may be carted away in the day-time,' diffusing
a fragrance like that of jessamine, violets, syringa, or otto of roses.

First, however, catch vour fish. Collect your filth if the Serpentine contains any. MR.
STEPHENSON seems to think, not much :

" He was in the habit of riding almost daily by that river, and he must say that during the last three or
four years he had perceived nothing so offensive to his olfactory iierves as to lead him to coincide in the

outcry which had recently been raised. (Hear, tiear.) He believed the outcry was entirely unfounded,
because, whatever the state of the Serpentine had been, it was not now to the best of his judgment in au
offensive condition."

Perhaps, MR. STEPHENSON', because, as Grandmother Shandy observed, "you have
little or no nose, Sir." The Serpentine looks, at least, like soup, if it has no smell. MR.
FITZROY, however, is catching his fish, according to the continued statement of our eminent

engineer :

"
Supposing, however, that the water was impure, the question was, how the nuisance should be reme-

died. The Serpentine was a stagnant lake (tear), and the other day, in riding along the banks, he observed
that a qviantity of lime was being poured into the water. The consequence of this proceeding was, that he
saw dead fish floating on the surface, and occasioning the most offensive decomposition."

Thus, MR. FITZROY is turning the water of the Serpentine into limewater, and killing all

the fish. So that he is catching his fish both literally and figuratively; he is poisoning
the roaeli and dace, and creating filth in the Serpentine ;

dead fish, occasioning, as MR.
STEFHENSON says, "the most offensive decomposition," and doubtless exhaling "a most
ancient and fish-like smell."

If there had been no filth in the Serpentine, there was no occasion to put any lime in it,

particularly since the lime causes more filth than it cures. The same circumstance may be
considered to render steam-pumps and filtering-tanks unnecessary.
According to MR. FITZROY :

" Two questions which were quite independent of one another had been mixed up in this discussion, the
first relating to the mud at the bottom of the river, and the second with respect to the water itself."

In discussing tea, two questions are, in exactly the same manner, mixed up, which are
as entirely independent of each other as the water of the Serpentine and the mud at the
bottom of it. The tea is mixed up with the hot water which is poured thereon, although the
tea-leaves have settled at the bottom of the tea-pot. Infusion after infusion of hot water at

length extracts all the go9dness of the tea
;
and in the same way, MR. FITZROY appears to

think, washing after washing will remove all the nastiness of the Serpentine. Some time
may be occupied in this process, as the dirty bed of the Serpentine is to be washed by driblets,
with its own filtered water.
In preference to filtering the Serpentine, MR. FITZROY might, perhaps, as well leave it

alone, and, instead of throwing lime into it, stock it with eels. They would assimilate
its organic impurities, which, in the substance of eel, might ultimately appear in the shape
ot stew, or spitchcock, affording abundant nutriment to thousands. But if the filtration of

our great fashionable pond is to be carried

out, it will be necessary to consume the muddy
remainder by some more expeditious means, if

it cannot be sweetened by the aid of science.
Let a sufficient number of ducks be provided to
eat up all the mud, a measure which every old
woman and every child knows will prove infal-

lible. The birds will soon pay their expenses :

Bayswater
will smell of nothing worse than sage

and onions
;
and SiR JOSEPH PAXTON will acknow-

ledge the mistake he made in opposing the grand
project for purifying the Serpentine.

ONE HUMBUG THE LESS.

WE are glad to state, that one little concession
has been paid to the British Press, by the removal
of an absurd form that was of no legal, or moral,
good whatever. Formerly there existed a mock
ceremony that imposed on a paper the necessity
of making out securities to the extent of 300 or

500, and the trouble consequent on that regu-
lation was almost endless. Many a name of a

respectable referee had to be given before the

punctilious official would be satisfied with his

solvency. This exaction of security was all the
more nonsensical, inasmuch as Somerset House
never by any accident gave credit. Not a penny
stamp would it advance, in spite of all your secu-

rities, unless the penny was previously laid down
on the counter for it. The Connaught Patriot
now informs us that this harassing process has
been done away with ; and we beg most unfeigu-
edly to compliment Somerset House on the won-
derful display of good sense that has prompted
the removal. It is so much the less red tape in

one of our government offices. All parties will

move and breathe the more freely for being
relieved of the useless trammel. After all, the
real security of the press is in the truth, talent,
and respectability with which it is conducted.
The public are the best judges and guardians for

seeing that those conditions are always conscien-

tiously complied with, and they know how to
inflict the heaviest penalty by no longer coun-

tenancing the paper that does not act up
honourably to the spirit of them. A warning,
far more effectual than any that could emanate
from a minister's office, is a falling circulation.

A MILD COURT,MA11TIAL.
THE following, from the "Military and Naval

Intelligence
"

in the Times, is a remarkable sen-

tence. It is the sentence of a Court Martial on
one HENRY PRESTON, a Sapper of the Royal
Engineers, for desertion :

" The Court, in consideration of his former character,
sentenced him to be marked on the body with the letter
'

D,' and to be imprisoned in Fort Clarence for 56 days."

Eight -weeks imprisonment for desertion is a
merciful punishment; and instead of having
been merely marked with a letter on his body,
Sapper PRESTON might have had his back
scored with fifty lashes. He certainly had very
lenient judges, the rather inasmuch as he was
sentenced to be marked with

" D "
for Deserter,

in consideration of hisformer character !

An Extravagant Notion.

CIVILITY, they say,
5
costs nothing, and yet

looking at the Civil Estimates, and the enor-

mous sums annually disposed of under them,
we should say that it was a very expensive
article. It is fortunate that they are "Civil,"
or else perhaps JOHN BULL would not put up
so quietly with them. We have always noticed

that when it comes to a question of spending
money, what a remarkably Civil Estimate Minis-

ters do take of poor old JOHN, to be sure !
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A FEW ITEMS IN A TESTIMONIAL ADVEETISEMENT,

ERE are a few items
out of a Testimonial
advertisement. \Vc
do not mention names,
as it is not :iL,

raiii>l

persons we are goins,
u'ainst

the system :

The Ladies of tho
Ballet

The Money and
Check Takers . 250

Box Office Depart-
ment ....

Tho Gentlemen of
the Orcheetm . 860

We would rather

not, so long as a spark
of gentlemanly feeling-

was left in us, accept
a Testimonial that had been purchased by such means. We suppose other items

will quickly follow ; we miss figures like the following :

Carpenters and Scone-shifters 11
Supernumeraries of the Establishment (6<Z. each) . . . - 10 l>

Charwomen and Hill-stickers 1 '2 i\

Is it fair to accept contributions from persons who, from their slender salaries,
can ill afford, but still are expected, to give them ? On such occasions, the
rule of contributing is by no means voluntary, but rather compulsory ; inasmuch

as, if you fail to do as others do, you know what the penalty is sure to be. You
lose grace in the eyes of the treasurer, your name is thenceforth written down

in the bad books of the manager; make up your mind
that .von will never more be allowed to cross that manager's
stage-door again. The strong can afford to defy such

despotism, but it is the poor who suffer from it. Fancy
any one possessed of the smallest generosity of spirit,

accepting 3 9. Gil. from such poor underpaid, overworked
creatures as the

"
Ladies of the Ballet

"
! What would be

thought of a gentleman who started, or induced his paid
factotum to start, a Testimonial to himself, and then made
all the servants of Ids numerous establishment, from
the butler down to the "boots," from the maid-of-all-

work up to the governess, contribute a day's wages
towards it ?

The whole system is bad, and only fed by meanness and
extortion

;
ana we give some slight relief to our indigna-

tion, by declaring that we have the profoundest contempt
for all those who lend their names, or give their guineas,
to the support of it. The time will come, when the fact (it

a man having received a Testimonial will be generally
accepted as a slur upon his character, lie will instantly
be confounded witn the HOLLOWAYS, MORRISONS, and
BAKXUMS of society, and branded accordingly.

"There's many a True Word said in Jest."

A DISTINGUISHED tragic actor, being asked the other

day for his opinion of the Strike, replied that, as far

as the sawyers were concerned, he thought that, in the

words of the immortal Swan of Avon, it would prove
" A heavy blow, and jaw discouragement."

THE MAUVE MEASLES.

LOVELY woman is just now afflicted with a malady which apparently
is spreading to so serious an extent that it is high time to consider by
what means it may be checked. As the complaint is quite a new one,
doctors disagree of course as to its origin and nature. There are many
who regard it as of purely English growth, and from the effect which
it produces on the mind contend it must be treated as a form of mild

insanity. Other learned men, however, including Dr. Ptmchj are dis-

posed rather to view it as a kind of epidemic, and to ascribe its origin
entirely to the French. Although the mind is certainly affected by
the malady, it is chiefly on the body that its effects are noticeable : and
having most maturely considered the complaint, Dr. Punch is of opinion
that it is not so much a mania as a species of measles.
The main reason which inclines Dr. Punch to this opinion is, that

one of the first symptoms by which the malady declares itself consists
in the eruption of a measly rash of ribbons, about the head and neck
of the person who has caught it. The eruption, which is of a m
colour, soon spreads, until in some cases the sufferer becomes com-
pletely covered with it. Arms, hands, and even feet are rapidly
disfigured by the one prevailing hue, and, strange as it may seem, the
face even looks tinted with it. Like the other form of measles, the
mauve complaint is very catching : indeed, cases might be cited, where
the lady of the house having taken the infection, all the family have
caught it before the week was out. Although its ravages are principally
among the weaker sex, there are several of the stronger who are sub-

ject to the malady; but with these the mauve measles assumes a
milder form, and in general one good dose of ridicule will cure it.

It being his desire to check the progress of the malady, Dr. Punch
has held several consultations with himself to determine on what
course of treatment to prescribe for it. There are for certain epidemics
some specific forms of cure, but for the mauve measles none as yet have
been discovered. Where the measles simply springs, as in some cases
it does, from a slight determination of le Toilet to the head, a cure
may often be effected by removing for a while the cause of the infec-

tion, and by providing for the patient a more healthy mental stimulant.
In severe cases, however, such a course is not sufficient

;
and although

the application of the knife may he avoided, there is found not seldom
need to use the scissors. Married ladies have been cured by amputa-
tion of their pin-money ; but this is a strong course, and except in
extreme cases. Dr. Punch would not advise it. Actual cautery, or

burning, has likewise been resorted to; but when applied to a new
dress this is a costly form of treatment, and husbands who have tried
it, have been known to burn their fingers. Moreover, it mav lead to
inflammation of the temper, and this is generally with ladies most
troublesome to cure.

Dr. Punch therefore prescribes a milder course of treatment, anil
recommends that when the symptoms of the >iif/nef measles first show
themselves, a gentle dose of reasoning at once should be exhibited,
with the view of ascertaining if the mind be much affected. Confine-
ment to the house is a most excellent corrective, and where it is found

Sracticable,

should always be persisted in. Total abstinence from
ower-shows must be rigidly insisted on, for these exciting stimulants

foster the disease, and indulgence in them therefore is strongly to
be deprecated. The same caution applies to milliners' and bonnet
shops, which, being infected places, should just now be marked as
"

Dr. Punch is not a quack, and he therefore never puffs himself ; but
in the interests of womanity, Dr. Punch may briefly state that, treating
the mauve measles as a form of mental weakness, the best medicine to

prescribe for it is the invigorating tonic, which is exhibited in Fleet
Street every week by Dr. Punch.

MONSIEUll "BOUNCE."
THE champagne which was drank the other day on the Great Eastern

has set everybody talking of her progress towards C9mpletion, and
much anxiety is felt as to when and whither her trial trip will be, and
who will be the persons favoured with a passage. As Punch never

stoops to publish exclusive information acquired by sneaking down
back staircases and listening at key-holes, he will not say one word
about the two first of these questions, however much it may be in his

power now to do it. With regard though to the third, the name of
one of the chief passengers has already been made public, and Punch
therefore breaks no secrecy in publicly commenting on it. In the first

line of the Times' second column of last Friday, it is stated in big
letters that :

|>
OUNCE IS GOING OUT IN THE BIG SHIP.

Well, but who is
"
Bounce ?

" some reader may exclaim.
"
Bounce "

must be' of course a nmn Je guerre, or nickname. Who then is the

person it is meant to represent ?

On most points such as these, there is no need now ,to be mute.
The reader having brains (or he would not be reading Punch) may by
using them and turning to a part of the same Times, very easily
discover the real name of "Bounce." As a portion of the Foreign
Correspondence in that Paper, the following big words are printed in

small type :

" At the present day there exists not in the world an army at once better pro-
vided, better administered, Ixjttor fed, better kept, better instructed, or braver than
ours

; and when once there shall havo been completed the service of maritime
triinsporte, which will permit the unexpected throwing of a carpi eTannAon a point
of tho enemy's shore, the enemies of France, or those who are jealous of her, will
have to think twice before provoking her."

The writer of these words is MONSIEUR GRAJJTER DE CASSAGNAC ;

and it clearly must be he who announces, as above, that he will sail in
the Big Ship under the pseudonym of "Bounce." Great men are not
often users!of big words, and to our mind, MONSIEUR GRANIER but
dwarfs himself by using them. Little minds not seldom are implanted
in large bodies : but if the body of Monsieur be equal to his bounce,
we should say that the Big Ship would not be big enough to hold him.
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SEA-SIPE CONFERENCE. SCENE-A WELL-KNOWN WATERING-PLACE.

Landlady.
"

Tlie price of these Room,*, MUM, is three pun ten a tveel; not one penny lets. But stop, Mum, do I understand you to say that you
will dine at home ?

"

Lady.
"

Yes, certainly ; I shall dine at home, with the Cliildren, every day."

Landlady.
"
Oh, in that cage, Mum, I camlet you hate the Rooms for two pun fifteen a week, and charge you nuffen for kitchen firing, Mum."

THE COMMANDEE OF THE FAITHFUL.
WHAT a set of fools the POPE must think the sovereigns and

ministers of Europe, at whom he has launched a circular, signed by his

Secretary of State, CARDINAL ANTONELLI, informing them, with
reference to the interferences of the Sardinian Government \vith the
Pontifical tyranny, that

" All the measures taken with the view of preventing or extenuating this scries
of evils having been in vain, the Holy Father, not forgetful of the duties incumbent
upon him for the protection of the States and for the preservation in its integrity
of the temporal domain of the Holy See, which is essentially connected with the
free and independent exercise of the Sovereign Pontificate, protests against the
violations and usurpations committed in spite of the acceptance of neutrality, and
desires that his protest may be communicated to the European Powers."

Really, one might almost imagine that his Holiness and his
Eminence regarded the European Princes and Cabinets in exactly
such a light as that in which a titular Irish bishop views the most
ignorant bog-trotter in his diocese, and moreover imagined themselves
able to palin off upon them just such absurd and monstrous humbug as
the mitred impostors of Erin are accustomed to address to the natives
of the Emerald Isle. It is difficult to conceive how they can have the
coolness, not only to assert that the temporal domain of the Holy See
is essentially connected with the free and independent exercise of the
Sovereign Pontificate, but even to make this assertion by way of

than those wretched clowns could even listen for a moment to any
such fudge. Surely, therefore, the POPE and the CARDINAL must
consider the potentates and statesmen, for whose edification they
composed their circular, as blockheads and boobies of the grossest
ignorance and density. Of course, they cannot for a moment believe
their own statement of the essential connection of the temporal
possessions and spiritual rule of the Holy See. If anybody else were
to make such a declaration, and maintain it seriously, would they not,

indeed, anathematise him for heresy ?

The condemnation of their own proposition in that case would be
consistent inconsistency. It would be quite in keeping with that

Orientalism which mingles in the quality of the Western Church, so

calling itself with the spice of Sultan which characterises the POPE
if the imbecile bombast which the Holy Father raves in were not more
like the EMPEROR OF CHINA'S nonsense. In point of reason, justice,
and dignity, his Holiness exhibits a curious analogy to the Grand
Signior of other days. Or we may liken the modem Pontiff to the
ancient Caliphs, and look upon ANTONELLI as Pio NONO'S Vizier.

The Fast, Present, and Future.

WE sacrifice the Present in regretting the Past that has already

gone, and in tormenting ourselves about the Future that has not yet
reminder, as if it were acknowledged by all the world. The "peasants

j

come. It is pretty much the same with a Widow. Between the
who believe that ST. PATRICK destroyed the reptiles of their island by I husband she has lost and the husband she is expecting, her days are

preaching, might, with equal gullibility, receive and swallow the ! spent in alternately sighing over what she cannot change and what
assurance that the patrimony of ST. PETER is a certain extent of : she cannot command.^ Philosopher, who is an Admirer of the Fair
territory which was really and truly held by ST. PETER as of course !

Sex.
it was, if ST. PETER was the first Pope, and if, as Pio Nouo and I

ANTONELLI aver, the temporal domain of the Holy See is essentially MORAL ADVICE TO THOSE WHO WISH TO LIVE WELL. A Good
Dnnected with the free and independent exercise of the POPE'S dinner, gentlemen, is a pleasure you may enjoy but once, whereas a

Dlnce. .No human beings less ignorant and less credulous
|
good action is a pleasure, mind you, that you enjoy all your life.

-
londni, '_SATURD > AaVurtol8w

S'FZ PI e'.' Frederick Mullett E...., of No. 19, Queen'. Ro.d Well, Hetent'. Park, both In the Parish of S'. Pancraa. In the County of Mi<idle.
Precinct of Whitelmr. iu the City el Load, and P-aMihed b7 them at N S5, Fleet Street, in the Parith of St. Bride in the City of
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AN EPICUREAN IN AN ASYLUM.

AT Earlswood, near Redhill, there is an Asylum 'for

Idiots; a place to which the benevolent reader doubt-

less thinks that competent authority ought to send some
of his acquaintance. The idea of such an institution

which most people entertain is, that it is simply a place of

comfortable confinement ; but from an account of a
"
Visit

to Earlswood." by the REV. EDWIN SIDNEY, it appears that

the asylum there situated is also an abode for the educa-

tion and instruction of the weak and limited intellect.

Thereat is practised, with considerable success, a plan for

making the most of the little mind possessed by the im-

becile; of expanding the contracted understanding, so to

speak, or of blowing the faint spark of mind into as great
a blaze as possible. The instances of the improvement thus

effected, as related by Mil. SIDNEY, are very interesting.

Among them may be cited the subjoined. In the basket-

room, where the pupils are taught to make baskets of

wicker-work, he says :

" Hero we asked a diligent little fellow which ho liked best, being
there or at home. '

Happier here,' said he. 'Why?' was the next

question, and the answer was,
' Have more to eat, and nobody teases

me.'
"

This lad may, and we suppose must, have been an idiot

once ;
but surely he now no longer deserves that appella-

tion, but a very different one. What ordinary schoolboy,

questioned about happiness, could have expressed his sen-

timents on that subject better, or would have had any

other, at least any other more elevated, sentiments to

express ? A wiser reply could not be expected from the

collective wisdom of the City of London, the Aldermen
and Cotnmon-Cquncilmen in Court assembled. Mauy a

man who moves in high society, instead of being associated

with idiots ; whose club constitutes the asylum to which

he retires, and who thinks himself, perhaps with justice, a

sensible fellow, would, if asked why he preferred that

asylum to home, answer exactly in the spirit, and nearly
in the words, of the above terse and pithy speech from

the mouth of an idiot boy, elevated, by the system of

mental culture practised at the Earlswood establish-

ment, into a philosopher.

Mr. Bouncer, Jiariiiy fserial tliut h" La-l tal-cn a "Moor," receives a few empty Hampei'8

as reminders from his friends. How TO KEEP FOOD ON A WEAK STOMACH. Salt it down.

HOW WE SPEND OUR SUNDAYS.

WHAT a mistake it is for foreigners to find fault, as they do, with

pur observance of the Sabbath. Tney say that Sunday, as we keep it,

is the dullest day on earth, a day which tempts to suicide as a way of

killing time. Triste people as we are, we never are so triste as we
always are on Sundays. All we do on Sunday is, to go to church, and

dine, and go to church, and go to bed. Other occupations we have

nationally none, excepting when we cut our throats for the mere sake

of amusement.
Of course every English reader knows how false are these impressJ9ns,

but it is not every Englishman who knows the full extent of our enjoy-
ment of our Sundays ;

and though ignorance in this may individually
be bliss, it is nationally advisable to struggle for enlightenment. A
case which came on at the Mansion House a day or two ago, throws a

policeman's bull's eve light on our observance of the Sabbath; and
those who are in the dark perhaps the flash may somewhat startle.

Foreigners who ask how we amuse ourselves on .Sunday, should listen

to the evidence of Policeman Six-One- Six:

"
I was in Houndsditch, and I heard a row, and upon going to Fireball Court I

found the inhabitants, accm-diiiKto their usual practice on Sunday evenings, nghtirjg
by dozens together like cats and dogs, and tumbling over one another. It is dread-
ful to witness such scenes as take place there, and the prisoner was the worst of the
set. He was laying about him with his crutch, and it waa the second time he had
been fighting that night, so I took him into custody."

Tumbling, getting drunk, and fighting like a lot of cats and dogs>
these are now our "usual" Sunday evening practices. This is how on
Sundays we amuse ourselves at Court, that is to say, at Fireball
Court

;
and we have many more such Fireballs. Moreover, mark,

O Foreigner, these Sunday occupations are not illicit pleasures. They
are sanctioned by our law, and only in extreme cases are they stopped
by the Police. Mark the logic in the evidence of Policeman Six-One-
Six: "It was the second time the prisoner had been fighting that

night, so [observe the
'
so

'

1 I took him into custody." One scrim-

mage per night, then, is the legalised allowance. Anything beyond it

is a breaking of the Sabbath, and put down as an excess.
But Punch has no cause to complain of Policeman Six-One-Six. As

he had been taught it, he doubtless did his duty. The question is,

however, are the nation doing theirs ? Might not something more be

done to stop the "usual practice" of fighting upon Sundays than

simply stopping would-be combatants from indulging in it twice ?

Might not other occupations be publicly devised for Sunday afternoons,

which would in some measure prevent these "usual
"
evening practices r

For instance, would it not be well to try the effect of opening harmless

places of amusement, by which those not quite so innocuous might be

possibly shut up P The pastime of inspecting, say, the Crystal Palace

Courts, would ue surely a not more harmful amusement for a Sunday
j

than the legalised amusement of street tumbling and fighting, which I

are the "usual" recreations in such courts as Fireball Court.

Jiulex Damnatur.

(A Trijte from the Western Circuit.)

" GRACE !

"
cried my Lord, with furious face,

" What nonsense ! What the deuce has grace
To do with things below ?

"

If DAMWELL, like a judge of yore,

Would go to Church a little more,
It 's possible he 'd know.

A PEW-OPENER.

LIBERAL TO A FAULT.

THE Liberals are twitted by the Tories with the fact that their

Members were in a majority among those unseated by election petitions

for bribery and corruption. As if says the free and independent but

purchased elector there were anything in paying handsomely for a

vote inconsistent with the most extreme liberality !

I

IBS' MR. PTTNCH begs to acknowledge from BARON BRAMWELL the

receipt of the First Half of a Conundrum, marked "ORIGINAL,"

which he will be happy to print upon the receipt of the other Half.

VOL XXXVII.
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PUNNING IN PARLIAMENT.
OMETHLNG really must
be chpne

to stop the

practice of punning
which has of late be-

fo'iie so scandalously

prevalent in Parlia-

ment. It is not very
often that we wade
through a debate, but
when we do, we are

sure to find it brist-

ling with bad jokes,
such as even the most
shamelessofburlesque
writers would blush

at. The reporters, we |

believe, do the utmost
j

in their power to
;

suppress such painful i

matter, and struggle
'

nobly to preserve the

reputation of our
senators : but in spite
of all their vigilance,

scarcely ever a Times

passes without afford-

ing the most melan-

choly proofs of the
low state to which
the wits of our

"
Col-

lective Wisdom" are

reduced. No sooner
does a Member, get

upon his legs than his

aim seems that of'i

making a JOE MILLER
of himself. In point
of fact, M.P. means

Miserable Punster. Instead of keeping up the decent gravity of statesmen, our senators

behave like a lot of Merry-Andrews, and seem to vie with one another as to who can show
himself the most devoid of wit. Having duly screwed their courage up to punning point,

they perpetrate, like circus clowns, the ancientcst of jests : and so insane are the attempts at

joking wnich are made, that the speakers seem less fitted for St. Stephen's than St. Luke's.
As we of course have no desire to nauseate our readers, we will but cite one extract from

the evidence before us, to show what grounds we have for making these assertions, and to

prove with howjmuch levity subjects the most weighty are commonly discussed. In a debate
the other night upon the Civil Service Estimates) ME. CAYLEY is reported to have stooped to

utter this :

" As to the talk about bad air, before they could hope to see any improvement in the ventilation of the
House, he would say, with the venerable MRS. GI.AS.SE,

'
first catch your hare.' (A laugk.)"

Readers who survive this may incline to moot the point as to whether his consti-
tuents should not wait on MR. CAYLEY to demand from him some sort of explanation of
his joke. The question also may be mooted, as to whether a committee should not sit

upon such punsters, with the view of ascertaining the condition of their intellect, and
requiring, on occasion, their acceptance of strait waistcoats and vacation of their seats.
What makes the matter worse (it puns so bad are capable of any pej oration), is that so
far from condemning, the House laughs at the offenders, and weakly shakes its sides where
it ought to shake its fist. Besides, as we have shown, the levities are not confined to
matters of light consequence. The ventilation of the House is no joke to those who suffer
from it

; yet the CAYLEYS do not hesitate to try to make a joke of it. They trifle with it as

though it were a "trifle light as air," instead of being as it is, a "heavy blow and sore

discouragement
"

to all the throats which are exposed to it.

"U c recoil with awe from fancying what HANSARD will grow like, unless some measures
be devised to check this painful practice. Just conceive what wretched lives will be led
by the reporters, when a debate upon a question of deep national momentousness such as
the proposal of a peerage, or a pension, say, for Punch is proceeded with in some such a
facetious way as this :

" LORD PALMERSTON then rose, in pursuance of his notice, to move a vote of thanks to,
and of confidence in, Punch. His Lordship said the claims of Punch were so well known,
that no one but a spoon or a SPOONER was not conscious of them. (Hear!) Were he to
mention, for example, how often Punch had saved the country he should merely be
repeating what everybody knew : and though, as Premier, it was his place to be a watch
upon the House, there in this case was no need for him to act as a repeater. (A laugh) He
(LoKD PALHERSTOX) knew full well what Punch had done for him, and he trusted he knew
better than to wish to

'

do for' Punch. He proposed therefore, iu order to lengthen Punch's
lite, to present him with a pension, which would no doubt effect that purpose. (Hear!)
Brevity, they knew, was called the soul of wit

;
but this was clearly a misnomer, for the soul

ot wit, in lact the sole wit, now was Punch, (hear, hear!) and, not being a lawyer, Punch
had nothing of the brief about him. (LaitgUer.) People very often wished that so-called

would cut it short : but so far from people wishing that Punch should be cut short
every one who knew him longed to see him longer. Besides voting him their confidence
which was a mere matter of course, the nation therefore plainly should present Punch with

a pension (hear, hear !), which would ensure him
a long life, and, there was no doubt, a merry one.

(Chan)." LORD JOHN RUSSELL had intended to play

nothing but first fiddle, but his respect for Punch

persuaded him to second his friend's motion.

(Hear!) He thought, though, that a pension
was a worldly-minded present ;

and although no
doubt a tribute which his friend would not de-

cline (oh, oh!), still it was not one that was
suited to a mind of more refinement, such as

his (LORD JOHN'S), or as he dared say, that of

Punch. (Hear!) He begged therefore to pro-

pose the erection of a statue (oh, oh .') as a gift

more in accordance with our ancient British

usage, which when an author wanted bread
made him the present of a stone. (Question!
and cries of 'name!') Now Punch was not in

want of bread, and bread therefore was not

kneaded (the noble Lord pronounced this so that

thirteen Members tittered] ; but the erection of a

statue was strictly constitutional, and would
show that, as regards our rewards to men of

genius, we did as our ancestors, and were still

in statue quo. (Laughter.)"
SIR BULWEH LYTTON said, that speaking for

himself, he agreed that writers now-a-days were
not in knead of bread. (A laugh.) But when we
make a man a statue, he became a sort of butt,
and another sort of butt would be a more be-

lli ting present. To use the language of antiquity,
he would just remind his hearers that Gloria

claret. Claret, glorious old claret, clarified the

wits, and a butt of claret therefore was a fitting

gift for Punch. (Hear!)" MR. ROEBUCK said his tastes inclined to

something sourer. He would say with HORACE,
' Hock erat in Foiis.' His advice to Punch was,
in two words,

'

Accipe llurk.'
" MR. HADFIELD remarked, that he had learned

another bit of Latin when at school, and his

imbibing it had biassed his bibations ever since.

He had forgotten whether JUVENAL or HOMER
were the author, but the quotation, he remem-
bered, ran in these three words,

'

Fortiter occupa
portum,' which, as he translated it, meant 'Stick
to Forty Port !

' He proposed the presentation
of a pipe of this to Punch, as the pilot who so

often, when the Government were all at sea, had
brought them into port. (Cheers.)" An honourable Member, whose name we
could not catch, recommended the addition of a
ton of prime cigars, on the ground of the old

axiom,
' Ex fitmo dare lucem,' meaning that Punch

'

can draw enlightenment even from his smoke.
" MR. DISRAELI had no wish that the debate

should end in smoke. (Laughter.) As a literary

man, he wished to see his friend Punch well

rewarded for his works (cheers) and he agreed
with his friend PAM (who, though he was not
of the craft, knew more of its requirements than
his friend JOHNNY, who was), that to a well-read
man of letters there were no letters more grateful
than the trio s. d. (A laugh.)" MR. BRIGHT observed, that this was a blunt

way of putting it (laughter), but being a plain
man he was a lover of plain speaking. As a
business man, he always kept a sharp eye for the
blunt (great laughter), and he for one would not
refuse a pension were it offered him. 'Hold
thyself ever ready for the pouching of the ready

'

was a maxim which was taught him in his copy-
book at school, and he had no doubt that friend

Punch, being a rather downy bird, was equally
well tip in it. (Laughter.)"

MR,. COBDEN was proposing at once to

clench the matter, by voting Punch a pension of

the yearly sum of [Blank],* when
" MR. VISCOUNT VILLIAMS interrupted with

some warmth. Such a waste of public money, he
for one, would never sanction. (Oh, oh!) What
need was there to talk of giving anything at all ?

Virtue, as they all knew, was its own reward

(question!), andj?c/*neededno other recognition.

* Our modesty forbids us to mention the amount. ED.
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of his work. However, if the iiation insisted on the sacrifice, he

(Mu. VILLIAMS) would riot object to sanction some less costly form
of tribute. As blending use with ornament, lie would suggest the

on of a penny china mug, wii h the inscription, 'For a Good

printed round the rim. (()h,nli.' .///.)
"

Several .Members rose in wrath at the economist's suggestion, and
the question of the pension being left to a committee, the vote of con-

i- and thank* was unanimously passed. The House adjourned at

midnight, ami as the Big Bell then struck one, some Member made
remark that it was striking twelve 'like one o'clock.

1 "

" LM-1MPIBE C'EST LA PAIX."

WHEN will incorrigible doubts be dumb ?

U'lien will injurious suspicions <<

1'roclaim anew, with cannon, life and drum,"
The Empire is Peace is surely peace!

"

Whore is not record of the blessed truth ?

Head, on Sebastopol's blood-boltercd stones ;

Head, all the way from Petersburg to Pruth,
On steppe and waste, in heaps of whitening bones

" The Empire is Peace !

"

Head, in the rice-fields on Ticino's bonk,
\\ here the green blades wave, greener for the slain ;

In the blood-fattened grasses that now crow. rank
From the death-pits on Solferino's plain" The Empire is Peace !

"

Head, in each cold and desolate French hearth,
Bereft of brother, husband, son, or sire;

Read, in the rapine, ravage, scathe and .dearth,

Through Piedmont wrought, by hostile sword and fire
" The Empire is Peace !

"

,
in the brow of England grimly bent,

Her hands all busy with the gear of war ;

In voted war-tax and hot armament,
And out-look as for focmcn, near and far

" The Empire is Peace !

"

Read, in the gathering hosts along the Rhine,
The cannon bristling on each fortress-front,

The turfed and angled earthwork's sheltering lines,
On Scheldt or Meuse, against invasion's brunt

"
The Empire is Peace !

"

Read, in the gloom, as of a thunder-cloud,
The stir, as of a pent volcano's power,

Where, free a while to speak her thoughts aloud,
Italy, sad and stern, awaits the hour

"
The Empire is Peace !

"

And if these records of the truth be weak,
To sweep your stubborn doubts, like dreams, away ;

With trumpet-tongue let the armed thousands speak
Who late through Paris inarched in war-array" The Empire is Peace !

"

make a clamour about his door, at which some of them throw stones.

He comes out with a gun, which he "levels and fires in the direction of

the crowd," and into the face of Policeman SMITH, J.>i K. There was

only wadding besides the powder in the gun; and though wadding
often knocks an eye out, it luckily did not do so in this case.

Mi:. Sm.iiMiiN |!I;TLI:R had no faithful fishmonger I'IMM tocomeand
swear thai the gnu went oft" of itself, or was not loaded at all, or that

there was no gun ;
but he has an attorney, who assured the Masi

I
that MR. BUTLER was a well-behaved aud well-conducted man.
The two Magistrates who heard the. t wo eases acted to the best of

their judgment. The clerk was lined Four Pounds, which was

instantly paid. ,)//. /'//,/:-/i does not, read that any remark was
addressed to faithful fishmonger PIMM touching his Pythias-like
devotion. The gun-maker was ordered to compensate SARAH HUDSON,
and he m.iile it all right for Ten Shillings.

Mi-. /'/,,/// is not inclined to blame either of the admirable M
trat.es. lie has frequently had to praise both, thereby elevating them
to the topmost.height, of 'human munition. Hut he wants ti

that I here should be a regular scale of charges for smashing the
'

of woman. If it (were right to makeithe Casino patron pay Finn

Pounds, why did the Stepney party get off for Ten Shillings ? Next,
it occurs to 'him, that if it were right, that SAKAH should receive the

Ten Shillings, why should not CATHERINE have had the Four Pounds.

Lastly, and in reference to both e-ises, why hud not, the Magistrates
the power of ordering MR. KICIIAUD WII.SON and MR. SOLOMON
BUTLER into the yards of the respective courts, and instructing an
able-bodied gaoler then and there to endorse upon the barks of the said

WILSON' and BUTLER a few mild memoranda to the effect that, female

foreheads, and, notably, female lips, were made for very different pur-

poses than to be smashed in'o by cowards? It is for such persons,
ami their like alone, that -'-//'. /'//</;, devising other punishments for

m-iiur but brave fellows, would preserve, the
"
harmless necessary

Cat."
The gun, and friendly fishmonger PIMM, seem alike to have been let

off without other notice, so no more upon that score ;
and Mr. Pvnch

will merely make POLICEMAN SMITH, K '253, happy for life by con-

gratulating him on not going with his Genius ~Ex. His inspector will

translate this to him.

GEMS OF JUSTICE.

RICHARD WILSON, a merchant's clerk, and his friend WILLIAM
PIMM, a Billinsgatc fish-seller, go to the Holborn Casino. The clerk
and the fishmonger patronise the amusements of the evening until its

end; and in coming out, the clerk, according to the sworn testimony of
a young girl named CATHERINE Cn

grossly insulted her.
Remonstrated with, he grins in her face, upon which she bestows a
slap upon his hat. Thereupon, the gallant RICHARD WILSON clenches
his fist, and delivers a blow upon her forehead,; the mark being visible
in court (says the report) when she makes her complaint.
The Billingsgate fishmonger is called in support of his friend, but

gives a fishy kind of support ; for, in his affectionate zeal for his friend,
PIMM swears that WILSON "only held out his hands to protect him-
self," whereas the valiant RICHARD WILSON himself admitted the blow,
but stated that he struck in

"
self defence." The friendly fishmonger's

devotion carried him to the verge of scaliness.

)

SOLOMON BUTLER, a gun-maker, of Stepney, is going home at one
o clock in the morning, and taking offence at some alleged conduct on
the part of a woman called SARAH HUDSON, imitates MR. RICHARD
WILSON, and gives her such a blow that her mouth is swollen (says the
report) when she makes her complaint. Persons of the neighbourhood
are vulgar enough to feel indignation at MR. BUTLER'S behaviour, and

Fine Eony Fellows.

THE Till-in Correspondent of the Post informs us that

*' A system of skeleton regiments is now bcin^' formalin Piedmont and Lombardy."

The materials for the formation of skeleton regiments are perhaps
nowhere more plentiful just now than in the plains of Piedmont, and

Lombardy, where they have recently been deposited a little below the

surface of the soil in very considerable quantities. Uut, willjthejlever
march. ?

" NEAT AS IMPORTED."

WHY is a promise like wine?
Because it improves by being kept.
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"WHILE THEY ARE AT SCARBOROUGH, PATERFAMILIAS THINKS HIS LITTLE ONES OUGHT TO LOSE NO
OPPORTUNITY OF DRINKING THE WATERS !

THE NINE HOURS' FIX.

THE Nine Hours' Movement is a misnomer. What is called a
movement has been a stand-still, and, instead of nine hours, has occu-

pied many days, during all which time the progress of building has
been arrested. The only movement that has been made, whether by
masters or men, is one of some distance on the line to ruin, a terminus
to which sufficient perseverance in the strike would carry both parties.
The sympathy ot anybody who has the slightest idea of justice must

be decidedly with the men. They are perfectly right in wishing to
receive ten hours' wages for working nine hours. They would be per-
fectly right in wishing to work the shortest possible time for the
greatest possible amount of wages. They have a perfect right to com-
bine for the attainment of these objects, and are not greatly to be
blamed if they make faces and cast reproaches at such of their mates
as refuse to join their combination. Besides, it is desirable for the
public good that their hours of labour should be lessened, and their
means of living should be even increased. Less work and more pay
would enable them to learn the fiddle, or anything else better calcu-
lated to cultivate and improve the mind, whereby they would become
still more orderly and well conducted than they are already ;

and then
,

they would be enabled to put nwney in the Savings' Bank, or why
not in DKUMMOND'S ? to the diminution of pauperism, and therefore
of poor's rates.

At the same time, everybody who knows what equity means must
sympathise with the masters. They have an unquestionable right to
make the greatest possible amount of profit on their capital. They are
fairly entitled to give the minimum of wages that a workman will

accept for the maximum of labour that he will return. They are justly
at liberty to eat turtle and venison, drink champagne, keep boxes at
the Opera, ride in carriages, or enjoy themselves in any other legal
way, on the proceeds of their business, as much as they please. They
are free, if not bound, to give their children the best education they can.
They ought to have large balances at their bankers, wherewithal to
meet accidents and reverses of trade, otherwise they would be liable at

any time to be ruined, and disabled from employing any workmen at
all. Moreover, if the sums which tiiey spend in self-gratification were

spread over their workmen in additional wages, the increase for each
workman would be a ridiculous fraction.

Both parties being thus equally in the right, neither can, in con-

science, own themselves to be in the wrong. At this rate, the Nine
Hours' Movement such a movement as it is must continue till the
course of the masters ends in the Gazette, and that of the men in the
workhouse. This prospect seems rather to suggest the expediency of
a compromise.
The Early Closing Movement was a movement indeed a movement

ahead, not backwards, or downwards and deucewards. Tremendous
sacrifices, and awful and heartrending bankruptcies, and alarming
failures, have since been announced in the drapery line, but none of
them have been ascribed to Early Closing.

Why cannot bricklayers' work, as well as drapers' business, be com
pressed within a shortened space of time a space of time shortened

by only one hour ? Could not the masters, on the one hand, concede
the time required, and the men, on the other, ensure the requisite
work ? Touching one hand and the other hand, by the way, is there not
some exceedingly Protectionistical arrangement existing among brick-

layers, prohibiting a skilled workman from using both hands, by
forbidding him to put down his trowel ? This device for extending
employment by literally crippling industry, if it exists, is really worthy
of the landed aristocracy. Could not a little nonsense of this sort be
sacrificed by the men, and sixty minutes in return be granted by the

masters, without any loss on either side, but, on the contrary, to the
satisfaction of both parties ?

Rightem Titum.

STILL Thames odour comes to smite us,

Can't that Board of Works control it ?

Happv we, if THE were TITUS,
And could truly say, Non olet.

WOMAN'S MISSION. To stop at home by the fireside whilst man
goes out to collect materials to make the pot boil.
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AT HOME AND ABROAD.
F. M. H. R. H. P. A. "ISN'T IT ODD! YOUR SHOOTING IS JUST G\'E&.-XINE'S JUST GOING TO BEGIN! 1
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CUT FOR A CRITIC'S PENCIL.

_. ND for your reading and"
writing, saith our friend

l),,;/l,iTi-ii,

"
let that appear

wlien there is no occasion

for such vanity."
Our friend the Ath' ,

thought by those who admire

it not (somewhat of a ma-

jority, but let that pass), to

be a .'sort of literary JJOg-

. is faithful to the coun-

sel of its prototype.
One DANIEL MACLISK fa

name that hath been heard

of, though assuredly not

through any self-assertion

of its owner, singularly

ungifted with the instinct

that asks critics to dinner,

and with its pastry buys
their putt's) has for a couple
of years, or thereat, been

quietly accomplishing a mar-

vel in art. 1 or the Royal
Gallery, in the Parliament

House, he has prepared a

work, vast in its actual size,

but a hundred times vaster

in its greatness of thought.

Wellington meets Bhicher, date Waterloo. The cartoon for the fresco has

been set up, and the artists have visited it. And such has been their

honest, and hearty, and artist-like admiration, that Daniel come to

Judgment of his Peers has been received with a shout of applause, and

all the other men who make our Age of Art have taken MACLISE cor-

dially by the hand and thanked him for his work. And though he was
not fikely to forget those thanks, they placed in his>tudio a memorial

of their visit, a trifle in its price, a treasure in its purpose. Artists'

chalk is held in a kind of nippers, which the French verv properly call

a, Porte-Crayon, horn porter to hold, and craie, chalk ; and this, in gold,

the artists of England presented to DANIEL MACLISE, hi memory of his

having shown them his noble cartoon.

There was none of the Testimonial quackery or vulgarity about it.

They did not keep a subscription list open at a banker's, pledging
themselves that every man who subscribed should see his name in print.

They did not advertise a eulogy, and whip up contributors who, from

circumstances, dared not refuse money they grudged. They simply
went and bought the little thing, and made it a great one by what it

implied. And they did not even send the announcement of what they
had done to the Papers, seeing that DANIEL MACLISE has nothing to

gain by the applauding adjectives of penny-a-liners or the approving grin
of gobemouches.

Nevertheless, (for what deed is 'not now put into print ?) the fad
reached the Atheneeum, and was duly engraven on its adamantine
columns. But inasmuch as it is the unhappiuess of some folk thai

they can never speak of a becoming action without a disparagement or

a sneer, the Athemeum was totally unable to say that the artists of

England had given MACLISE a Porte-Crayon. The recording angel of

the Athenceum looked down from his altitudes, and gave a becoming
snub to painters who dared to act without his leave. He poured upon
these' audacious painters the bitter sarcasm of stating, that they had

acknowledged MB. MACLISE'S great merits by giving him a Pencil-

Case.
How they must writhe, SIB. EDWIN, and STANPIELD, and DAVID

ROBEBTS, and EGG, and CEESWICK, and the rest of them. A Pencil-

Case ! Cieux ! you may notoriously buy that in albata for eightpence,
in silver for half a-crown, in gold for_a few shillings more. A paltry
Pencil-Case ! Why, the mere subscriptions screwed out of the ballet-

girls give something better than that to a beloved manager. A Pencil-

Case ! As hath been said, how the painters must writhe !

Nay, somebody having taken the very superfluous trouble to set the
Atlienreum right (or the latter stating that he had), the opportunity is

snatched (or made) for a second withering sneer. The AfkuuHm has

looked into the Dictionary, and insists that Porte-Crayon does mean a

Pencil-Case. Dogberry comes out with his reading and writing,, and
refuses to be set right, happy to repeat his biting sarcasm. A Pencil-

Case a lead pencil-case, for Dogberry sticks to the lead.

We all know what Dogberry desired to be written down. His desire

was unfulfilled. The Athenanm is happier, and happiest, (as in every
day life we all are,) in the happiness being self procured. A Porte-

Crayon is not a pencil-case in the ordinary use of language, any more
than Porte-manteau means a cloak-bearer. The word Porte-Crayon
means exactly what has been said, a nippers for chalk, and its being
called a pencil-case also means exactly what we have said ; namely, that

,he Athenaeum wished to sneer at a graceful act of artist-homage, not

perceiving that had the present been a mere cure-dent (which the

Athenceum would probably have translated
"
a dentist ") or a couple of

wrist-studs, the homage would have been equally honouring, and that

.he sarcasm is lost in the malice.

However, it is something that the Athenaeum did not applaud the

homage, and bedaub it with epithetical plaudit, as loyal, and subtle,

and chivalresque, and goodly.

Finally, does anybody think that Mr. 'I'uiicli wpuld have condescended

to say a word about such small bosh, but for his being thus enabled to

add Ids subscription to the Porte-Crayon, by shouting nh iiiiu pectorc,
" Well done, D. MACLISE!" Does unylioily ? Ha! ha! ha!

EEPORM YOUll CALENDAR.

Suggestion by a Sporting M.P.

THE sages who took to re-modelling France,

By their famed 'Ninety-two spick-and-span Constitution,

To a new tune thought lit to set Chronos his dance,

That the Calendar, too, might have Us revolution.

For the old-fashioned names that the months long had borne,

From Home's gods and Rome's numerals cobbled together,

More natural titles they vowed should be worn
From the crops of the year and the changes of weather.

Winter's months should be
"
Snowy" and "Rainy" and "Blowy;

"

And the Spring months be "Sprouty" and "Flowery" and"Leasy;

The Summer three, "Harvesty," "Hot," and
"
Fruit-growy ;

The Autumnal ones,
"
Vintagy," "Foggy," and "Freezy.

'*

Now that fashions of France all so widely extend,

From her Crinolines down to her Omnibus system,

Why not our months' heathenish titles amend.

And, like those French sages, to some meaning twist 'em?

There 's August for instance who cares for AUGUSTUS ?

Were 't not better re-christened
" The month of the Grouse,"

In compliment due to the moor-fowl who thrust us

Hard-working M.P.s from the Parliament House ?

Then September with MANTONS and ELEY'S wire cartridge,

And well-broken pointers the stubbles to range,

Instead of seventh month, call it "month of the Partridge,"

And the whole sporting world^will exult in the change.

And so with October : reminder how pleasant
Of delicate rod. and bloody battue,

Were the month but re-christened "the month of the Pheasant,

Instead of a name that means
"
Eighth

"
and ain't true.

So methinks we might go the'whole round of the seasons,

And christen the months by the sports that they boast ;

So that all on their faces might carry the reasons

Why a man 's at his pleasure, and not at his post.

*
Nivose, Pluvioso, Ventose

; Germinal, Florfol, JPrairial ; Messidor, Pervidor,

Fructidor ; VendiSmiaire, Brumaire, Frimaire. See French. Revolutionary Calendar.

THE PATRON OF PERUKE-MAKERS.

ACCOBDIXG to a letter from Berlin, dated August 15 :

"
To-day being the/ete of the Emperor, NAPOLEON THE THIRD. theMembers of toe

French Embassy were present at divine service in St. Hedwig's Church."

Who was Saint Hedwig? An -English Saint, no doubt, who mi-

grated to Prussia, where his proper name came, in the course of time,
to be spelt rather improperly. HEADWIG, no doubt, was its genuine

original orthography. This honest English Saint probably derived his

name from the good old sensible wig that he used to wear, instead oi

going about, like too many other Saints so called, with his head

shaved, and a sort of appearance like Saturn's ring around it instead ol

a hat.

Guy's Geography.

Gentleman. Can you direct me. if you please, to Kew Green ?

Young Guy. I 'm very sorry I cannot
;
but as you have asked me,

I should say that, looking at the colour of chances, it was highly

probable that you would find Kew Green was the one that imme-

diately followed Pea Green.

WHAT is THE CUEATE'S HOPE ? For-Lawn.
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FREE TRADE IN DOCTORS' COMMONS.

TOWARDS the end of the late Session was
passed an Act which empowers all Serjeants,

barristers-at-law, attorneys, and solicitors to

practise in the High Court of Admiralty. The
value of this extension of the field of usefulness,
or at least of agency, to the legal profession at

large, is perhaps not very great ; for if it were

anything considerable, we should have heard a
loud clamour for compensation from the prac-
titioners who heretofore had all the Admiralty

' business to themselves, and who, had they ex-

! pected to be subjected to competition by which

they were likely to lose much, would, for the
abolition of their privilege, no doubt, have con-
trived to get what, with a bit of the brogue,
may be called an excessive equivalent.
The old Commodore, and all the other old

Commodores and Captains, will probably enter-

tain natural but groundless fears for the disci-

pline of the Navy, when they come to hear that
there is likely to be a great increase in the number
of sea-lawyers.

Two Actors.

THE father eye with genius bright'ning
Read SHAKSPEARE as by flash of lightning :

The son, who lets all meaning slip,

Reads SHAKSPEABE as by farthing dip.

"
W/ii/, Fii-t i/. tli Hi- l>"/i, ii-litit In re you, Iccn doing to your lfr/s ? How dreadfully untidy !

"

"
f'ntiif'f ? Vi ri! run/ find comfortable. Besides, 1 have promised to walk with Lady Crinoline

;

and her daughter, and llu H no mie can nee my liyx."

A BAD PURCHASE.
"

I STOOD for Briborough," said a late M.P.^
"My election cost me three thousand pounds.
To avoid spending as much again in opposing a

petition, I resigned my seat. I have exchanged
my thousands for the Chiltern Hundreds !

"

RECOLLECTIONS, BY JOSEPH TODGERS.
THE remarkable success of a volume which has lately been published

under the title of Recollections, by Samuel Rogers, has filled Mr.
Punch with envy. And being one of those persons, of whom there are

several, who have no hesitation in trying to trade upon the good
fortune of another person's idea, he has been sedulously at work

endeavouring to get up an imitation of the novelty. He has happily
succeeded in securing the MS. of an old gentleman, who, by a curious

coincidence is named JOSEPH TODGEKS, and who is in the habit of

writing down the smallest remarks made by individuals whom he meets
in society, and whom he conceives to be distinguished. These jottings
are so exactly in the manner of the late poet-banker, Ma. ROGERS,
that another instance is afforded of the saltatory powers of great wits.

Mr. Punch hastens to give his Todgerf Recollections to a discerning

public.

VISCOUNT WILLIAMS.

Met him near Bethlehem Hospital. He remarked that it was curious
that though spelt Bethlehem, it snould be pronounced Bedlam. 1

Hoped
it would not rain, as he had not his umbrella.2

Said he had never been to the Victoria Theatre, but had often seen
the Victoria Tower, which latter he remarked was a great height.
Had not read the Morning Advertiser, and added that as lie should

not see it until late in the day, it would be an Afternoon Advertiser
for him.3

Did not know who had written Adam Bede. Indeed hadn't heard of
the book. Had heard of ADAM SMITH.
The House of Commons occupies much time if a Member attends

Committees and all the debates.4

Quoted the "little busy bee improving each shining hour," adding
thai we must be more than bees, for we must improve every hour
whether the sun shone or not.

Had been very much struck with JOHNSON'S Dictionary.
Never smoked. 5

Could not bear the smell of pickles.

1 But many names are pronounced otherwise than they are spelt. Pall Mall for
instance.

3 This will remind of GEOHOE CANNING'S Quo* inumbrettrs rideo.
3 And this is the man to whom the faculty of ready wit was denied by scoffers !

tfnipora, mores !
* MR. Cox, when M.P., confirmed this statement.
5
Disagreeing, therefore, with many persons whom I know that he respects.

Kon omma poiswmtu omnts.

Liked WILLIAM, the waiter at BELLAMY'S. Sometimes fancied he
was an Irishman.

MR. PAUL BEDFORD.

Asked me to dinner, very kindly. Could not go, but we chatted.

Hopes he does not believe more people than other people, though it

is imagined he does from a celebrated catchword he is famous for.
1

Rehearsals were a bore, but absolutely necessary.
Speaking of the comparative morality of vocations, said that na

actor had ever been a malefactor.

Seeing a little boy run by, very hot, said the only boy who could be
cool that sultry day was the buoy at the Nore.2

BUCKSTONE had written some very effective melodramas.
Lobster salad was not a bad thing for supper.
Quoted from the Honeymoon,

"
the man who lays his hand upon a

woman, except in the way of kindness, is a brute," &c. Said that an
actor who had been thrashing his wife, came to the passage and
delivered it,

" who lays his hand upon a woman, except she richly
deserves it, is a brute," &c, and a previously indignant house roared
and applauded.

3

Time and tide waited for no man.

Said,;as he went away, Au reservoir.

LORD PALMERSTON.
Met him at the Zoological Gardens.
A deuced good shilling's worth.

Ugly beast the hippopotamus, but on the whole a sweeter expression
than SIK .

Very pretty widow looking at the blue-nosed monkey. Wondered
whether it reminded her of dear departed.
Looking at the Aquarium, quoted a French proverb, and said he

supposed it was an institution meant apprendre aux poissons a nagcr.
Had a good mind to ride down to Richmond and dine at the Star

and Garter, but perhaps LORD J R might feel hurt if he_went
so near P Lodge and did not look in, but really he was in no
humour to talk Magna Charta* with the thermometer at 80.

1 "
I believe you, my boy."

2 " If the tight little Boy at the Nore
Could but get a nice girl from the Needles." THOMAS HOOD.

3 Not, of course, that he for one moment defended brutality, and I believe would-
be the first to chastise it, which from his Herculean proportions, would be an
unfortunate thing for the culprit.

< The celebrated charter extorted by the Barons from the tyrannical JOHN, King
of England, 1215.
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Foreign affairs were interesting. Those who lived longest would
ace most, unless tlicv \yent blind.

Two charming girls just gone by. Thought they were the L s.
1

MR. JOHN A. ROEBUCK.

Met him in Hie Temple.
Everything was going to the bad.

II id bought a new hat, and of course it was going to rain. Great
want oi

The IT 1 1 abominably. "Would continue to smell while we
had an aristocracy.

They were watering the Temple witli a long hose that ran along on
wooden (vessels. He said it was like the Sea Serpent, andjhat
ea Serpent H : an infi

Should get his new hat wet if he stayed talking.

Explained to me in detail a plan for the administration of the

Colonies.

BROUGHAM was a humbug. STANLEY was a pretender. MOLES-
WORTH was gone. It was going to rain.

Had got a cold in his head.

Had been reading MILTON. What stuff it was. He himself could
have narrated the story much better.

Must go back for a pocket-handkerchief.

REVEREND MR. SPURGEON.

Dined with him at the BISHOP or ****** 's.

His new Tabernacle was getting on like one o'clock.

Liked a good deal of anchovy with his sole, unless it were very fresh
indeed.

People fancied he didn't know Latin, but the fact was, that you
annoyed certain classes if you threw Latin in their faces. Quoted
HORACE'S beautiful description of the wife making a happy home and
a simple banquet for her husband.'- Laid stress on inemtas, and
remarked how outrageously dear mutton was.
Liked a double-breasted waistcoat.

1 They were not, however, those two young ladies, who would nevertheless, fully

Thought the Bishop a good-looking man, but not what the ladies

failed handsome. Quoted Handsome is as handsome does. He never
did a Hansom.
Had been looking into the r//y//,/m//v. Thought dumbo was a

splendid blacky, and meant to give his floek a bit of him one of these

days.
Never saw MR. WIDDICOJIBE.
SIR WALTER SCOTT wrote well.

Very few people could peel shrimps, they eat the shells of the body,
and then complained that they were indigestible. Hut the roe was
very nice, and you should suck it off, before picking your shrimp.
Hated gas in a private house.
There were some very good things in Maccabees, though of course

they were not canonical.

London was a large place.
1

Two blacks didn't make a'white.
Undertakers were mostly scoundrels.

MR. CHARLES MATHEWS.
Met him at the LORD CHANCELLOR'S.
It was very hot.

Had received a present from America. It was inscribed
"
over the

water to CHARLEY. -

Seldom carried an umbrella, except in districts where you were not

likely to meet with a cab. An umbrella was no protection to your
feet, and if they got wet, why, you were done.

Quoted stocks. They were 95i.

It was very difficult to get good pieces, pay what price you would
for them. A really good piece was worth almost any money.

3

There was an inn somewhere called the Pickled Egg, but he did not
know where. 4

A pity ermine rhymes to vermin. 5

Didn't think there was a rhyme to hippopotamus, and preposterous
was not a good one to rhinoceros.

Liked to see girls dance, at parties. They enjoyed it so.

1 It has been called " a wilderness of brick," but I am not aware by whom. It
justify the epithet bestowed by the distinguished statesman, \v'no IKLS :ts keen an ;;ro\vs lar;;-r very year. COBBETT called it the Wen.
eye fur a lady's attractions as for a diplomatist's trickery. the first line of a celebrated Ja<

que textin cratibus lajtum pecu3,
Distenta sitvet ubenx ;

Et horna dulci vina promens dolio,

Dupr -aret.

acobito song.
3 Some of his own come under this denomination.
4 I have reason to believe that it is near Clerkenwoll Green, but do not speak

from personal knowledge o! >eality.
5 Remembering in whoso house wo wore, this joke vrsufrappant.

PARADISE AND THE PERRY.
Boy, (IEOHGE PERRY, is

brought before MR.
HALL, the Magistrate,
charged with impudently
stealing a gold pin from
one of the patrons of a

tavern where tableaux

are exhibited.

The boy's business was
to turn the machinery
whichmadethesefoifeaz^r
revolve. The hid seems
to have been very well

treated, and his guilt
was clearly proved. He
lied in his defence, and
has altogether deserved
whatever may be in store
for him. But MR. HALL'S
address was so affecting
that .!//. P/'iii-h must
immortalise it :

" MR. HALL said it was a
very bad case, and the boy

n the worst possible
kiiul o!

bing tho gentleman whom it

was his duty to assist in pro-
y. He

(MR. HAU.) congratulated the

proprietor on having made
; for it

was a dreadful tiling to have
n 'thief in an e-tab
like his, siill enjoying the

o of his ei>

(That the boy sli<

astray was inconceivable, for
we :ire all made what we are

by education and as^>-.

and what vocation was soand what vocation was so
ko'y to i" omlity ns that of this lad. His work was to be in a tavern every night, turninpouud and round a machine which exhibited to a virtuous crowd of spectators, groups of females attirctl

in a garb as nearly that of Paradise itself, as the altered
circumstances of tho world permitted. Surrounded by
all that was pure and proper, this evil boy fell. He must
repeat that it was a dreadful thing.) He should send the
prisoner for trial."

The reporter very improperly omitted the
words between parentheses, but MR. HAT.T. must
have said them.

A Joke for a Judge.

ON the Western Circuit, the other day, occurred
a case of which the sole interest consisted in its

denomination, viz., "HARRIS e. WILDGOOSE and
Another." On this it is impossible to help re-

marking, that it was well for HARRIS the plaintiff I

that, in the action which he brought against i

WILDGOOSE, there was, besides that defendant,
j

Another; for, if there had not been any other i

defendant than WILDGOOSE, then the suit of
HARRIS would have been a WILDGOOSE chace.

The Eccentricities of Bramwell.

AMONGST many other eccentricities, BARON
BRAMWBLL amused himself and his audience the
other day at Bristol by saying, "Persons will

liardly regard the rubbish they read in news-

papers." Might we inquire whether the obser-

vations, so copiously and sledge-hammeringly
indulged in of late by the learned Baron, are to

he included amongst
"
the rubbish" that per-

sons
"
liardly regard," when they read a news-

paper ?

A BUSY-BODY.

ONE who generally has no business in this

world beyond making it his business to neglect
lis own business, in order to attend to the
wsiness of others.
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TRIPPING TIME.

TEIP, tired Briton, gaily trip, man,
To the forests and the moors ;

Ship thyself on board a ship, man,
Take a trip to foreign shores.

If our own coast will not suit thee,

There to bask and have thy dip,

Let a foreign clime recruit thee ;

To another land trip, trip.

Trip to Athens or to Rome, JOHN,

Trip to Cairo or Hong Kong ;

Trip to get away from home JOHN,

Anywhere^-trip up Mont Blanc.

Down Vesuvius his crater,

Lightly trip on tiptoe fleet,

And inside thereof a 'tatur

All hot bake with lava's heat.

Thereabouts, among the various

Things the natives have to show,
See the blood of Januarius,
Find out how they make it flow.

There 's aether burning mountain,

Burning in the midst of ice,

Boil your egg in Hecla's fountain
;

lou will find it oh, so nice !

Trip to Berlin and Vienna,

Trip to Lisbon and Madrid ;

Like a trip what rhubarb, senna.

Salts, the frame of ails will rid ?

If both trip and physic needing,

Trip to Homburg; quaff its spring,
Where you may, if too unheeding,
Be cleaned out of everything.

Trip, of course, you will to Paris,

On your way abroad or back,

Every British tourist tarries

There, in tripping on his track >

Tarries ou his track in tripping,
In his pockets puts his hands,

And amid a people skipping,

Hopping, dancing round him, stands.

Home at length, before November,
Trip again, my noble Peer,

And mine honourable Member,
Back to British beef and beer ;

With your spirits somewhat lighter,
And your pockets lighter still ;

Bit by many a f9reign biter

With proooscis and with bill.

NO SUCH LUCK!

UNDER the heading of "Bishops on

Strike," the DtMm Evening Mall says :

" We have to announce a formidable strike no
less than a strike of the Roman Catholic hierarchy
of Ireland. Yea the Romish Bishops have struck
en maftftf for an increase of Popery in the national

schools. . . . The strike of the Komish Bishops
is still more formidable than the strike of the build-

ing trades, or even than that of the master-builders.
' '

What does our Irish contemporary mean
by the strike in which, he says, the titular

Bishops of Ireland have combined? A
strike of the Roman Catholic hierarchy,
like a strike of the builders, or the tailors,

or any other class of artisans or workmen,
is a cessation of work. It is organised
under the direction of their centralChair-

man at Rome, who occupies what they.'call

the chair of St. Peter. This ecclesiastical

strike, indeed, whenever it has occurred

almost, has been prescribed and dictated

by that Chairman or President of the

Popish Union, at its Centre of Unity, so

called. In short, the POPE has generally
directed the. strike ; not, however, by that

name, but under the denomination of Inter-

dict. The observance, however, of the Papal
mandate has always consisted in a regular
strike on the part of the Popish church-

men. The Bishops and the rest of the

Clergy have ceased to perform their func-

tions a sad thing for people who believed

the performance of those functions indis-

pensable for their preservation from the

jaws of Tartarus. It was a strike en masse
and en messe. Is this the sort of strike

meant by the Dublin Evening Mail? Have
the Irish titular Bishops, authorised by the

POPE, laid Ireland under an interdict be-

cause Popery is insufficiently inculcated
in the national schools? If this be so,,

they have acted, POPE and
all,

in an ex-

tremely Irish manner, by striking against
their own people because they are dis-

satisfied with the Government, which they
could not possibly gratify by any proceed-
ing so much as by a strike by a dis-

continuance of the work which a British
Administration would only be too happy
to find substitutes to supply.

Differential Duties.
"
HOPE/' says COLERIDGE,

"
is a Duty."

We mention this for the information of the
CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQUER, so that

he may be down upon Hope, and make it

pay the duty at once. We wonder if the

Hope Duty would yield as much as Hops ?

AMERICAN OUTRAGE ON THE EMPEROR,
IT has been said that the Americans admire Louis NAPOLEON, and

in the event (omen dii avertanf) of his supposed interests and those of

England being antagonistic, the former would be favoured by Brother
JONATHAN. Mr. Punch, however, can state upon the best authority,
American authority, that this is not the case. In a leading article in

the New York Herald, now lying before Mr, Punch, are these words :

" We are seriously of opinion that if LODIS NAPOLEON were not Emperor of the
French, he would have made a first-rate newspaper Editor. His style is like that
of tbe American papers."

Perhaps bitter, savage scorn of a man could hardly be carried further,
and we would not reprint such an insult to the EMPEROR but for the

purpose of showing the extreme contempt in which respectable
Americans appear to hold him. For ourselves, despite many objections
we may have to his Majesty's antecedents, and relatives (including
PLON-PLON) we by no means think so meanly of him as does the New
York Herald.

EXACTION. The Lawyer's claim when the Action is over.

WONDERFUL MR. STAGEY.

AT last the Phcenix is found. SIR BOYLE ROCHE said that a man
could not be in two places at once unless he was a bird. SIR B. R.
was a Nass. The man who can is found.

We read in the Times of August 18th, that one MURRAY, a pick-

pocket, was charged with picking the pocket of

" MR. GEORGE SIACET, a gentleman living at Richmond white hi vat waiting in the

Comittfrcial Road."

The feat is accomplished. MR. STAGEY is the eighth wonder of tne-

world, whoever may be the ninth.

A TRIFLE TOR TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN.

WHY is the world like some Irish gentlemen ?

Because it has no
"
ostensible means of support."

THE COINAGE OF SOCIETY. Scandal is a bit of false money, and he
who passes it is frequently as bad as he who originally utters it.

Piloted br William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullen. F,TH. ot Io.l9, Qaeea'i Road Wt, Regent's Park, both in the Parish f St. Paneras, in the County of Middlnex,
iters, at their Office in Lombard Street. In the Precinct all WUMMm, in the City of London, and Published by them t Ns. 85 , Fleet Street , in the Parish of St, Briae, in th City

London. SATURDAY, August 27, lSi9.
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A TURCOS SOLDIER SETTLING WITH A PARISIAN CABMAN.

A LAY FOR LISKEARD.
(AIJAITKD TO AN INFANTINE MELODY.)

< .< /it vi- R'tacs out."

in, or .Members out,
Accidents I \i pardon.

But would not part
U ith OsiiOKNK smart,
For twopenoe-halfpeimy-farden.

Members in, or Members mil,
The bargain is a hard 'un,

Mm of all the puck,
It 's him I'd back
For twopenee-halfpenny-fardeu.

Members in, or Members out,

Opened "Tiddler's Garden,''
But voters say
Hi: wou'd not, p.iy,

Not twopence-halfpenny- fiirden.

Members in, and Members out,
Dread "this MR. SAKDON.''

He 'd chaff a King,
Like anything,
For twopence-halfpenny-fardcn.

Members in, or Members out,
Punch will keep a guard on,

But (if he must),
B. O. he'd tniM.

With twopence-halfpenny farden.

POSERS FOR POLICEMEN.
THE prospect of more Income-Tax may incline us to look into our

national expenses; and among the lesser items in the Civil Service

Kstimates, \ve may possibly be somewhat startled to discover that the
bodies of police which we at present are maintaining cost the Govern-
ment last vear above a million of our money. Of this triile it is shown
that the Irish Constabulary, bv a new arrangement, swallowed some
Eight hundred thousand Pounds. But, high as this price seems, no

taxpayer can grumble, when he learns what a superior article we get
for it. The Hibernian Police are not merely men of letters, in the
sense in which we look upon our "A" or "B" divisions. How deeply
they are read may be judged from these tough questions, which have
been put to certain of them by the Government Examiners :

Kxplain fully the meaning of the following geographical terms :

'

Peninsula,'
'

promontory,' 'estuary,' 'delta,' 'plateau,' 'watershed,' and give three in^'

h Describe the position of the following places : St. Helena. St. Albans.
( rn in, Toronto, Salisbury, Copenhagen. Agra, Vienna, Inverary. Singapore, Stirling,
Cairo, Nillala, Meemt, Hastings, Owhyhee. Write a geographical description of

any one country of Ancient Europe, stating its boundaries, physical features,
products, manufactures, divisions, and principal towns."

Ever friendly as we are to the advance of education, we should

regret to write a word which might in any manner check it. We have
little, wish to limit the acquirement of knowledge, or to cause the
slightest stoppage in the onward march of intellect. Ambitious minds,
however, strive to make such strides of progress that their march
seems to be taken in a pair of seven-leagued boots ; and then the odds
are that the marcher goes ahead too rapidly, and skips much useful

knowledge in the leaps and jumps he takes. So long as a policeman
has a knowledge of his business, his possessing other knowledge is no
cause for our complaint. We think, though, when the Government

\

examines him for service, the Government need only test his serviceable '

knowledge. To ([uestion a policeman in ancient geography appears to
us about as needful as to puzzle a militiaman with points m mathe-
matics. We should as soon expect the one to know the boundaries of

any ancient European country, as that the other should solve problems
on the differential calculus, or show that he had vavs enough to cross
the Asses' Bridge.

With no wish, as we say, to limit their attainments, we think, had
we the office of examining policemen, we should content ourselves
with putting much more simple interrogatories than those which the
"dull season" has just tempted us to quote. Our problems would!
assume more practical a form

;
and instead of asking about promon-

j

tories and plateaus, our queries would relate to areas and kitchens, and
our questions about places be confined to those of cooks. A knowledge
of topography might be useful to policemen, and we therefore should
consider we had quite a right to test it. Instead, then, of inquiring
about Agra or Toronto, we should ask for a description of places not
so distant ; places where, for instance, hot suppers were provided, and

|

where a leg of good cold mutton might be always found in cut. A few
queries of this nature might test if the policeman were a man of much

inquiry, or had devoted himself much to culinary pursuits. It might
likewise be of service to get him to describe the cooks he was attached

to, dwelling more especially upon their "physical features," but not

omitting to describe what "
products

"
in the way of pastry they were

famous for, and whether any "boundaries" were ever put upon their

perquisites. His visiting-list might be a test of his fidelity, and might.
serve to throw some light, perhaps, upon his moral character, as well
as to give proof of his judgment and good sense. Speaking generally,
we believe that, in the eyes of a policeman, the charms of cooks are

found not in their persons, but their pantries, and their attractions

consist chiefly in the dainties they dish up. An affection for nice sup-
pers is a weakness with the force ; and if her perquisites be handsome,
they will court the plainest C9ok.
As so considerable a portion of the life of a policeman is passed

in the discharge of culinary duty, it surely is as well to test his fitness

for such service, and to learn as far as may be what experience he has
had in it. Should the Government Examiners wisely act upon this

hint, they are at liberty to use pur questions on cookography, which we
really think would prove quite as practically useful as those upon
geography, which iu fun have called them forth.

NEWS FOR DOWNING STREET.

WE already have the ABC guide for the benefit of railway
travellers. Tnis excellent plan is to be shortly followed by an

ABC GUIDE FOR THE FOREIGN OFFICE,

which is to be for the special guidance of young attaches and aris-

tocratic clerklings picked
out from the superior classes, whose spelling

has not been attended to exactly to a letter. The first year's numbers
will consist only of words of one syllable, and there will be an increase
in the words of one syllable every succeeding year. The work is

expected to be completed in about ten years. Each number will be
submitted previous to publication to LORD MALMESBTTRY, so as to

guard against the possibility of any errors accidentally creeping into it.

The lon^ words will certainly require his Lordship's utmost vigilance,

though if any doubt were apprehended as to future success, there is so

long an interval before the work can gradually expand into six or eight

syllables, that LORD MALMESBURY, (whose word, written or spoken,
has never been questioned yet) has plenty of time to render himself
before then thoroughly master of his subject. Should any difficulty

inadvertently arise, he will doubtlessly be able to command the

assistance of the valuable services of MESSRS. JOHNSON, WALKER,
TODD, WEBSTER, and RICHARDSON. MAUNDERS', too, with his in-

exhaustible Treasury of Kiimrleilye, will, we are glad to state, always
be at his Lordship's elbow, ready to be consulted at a moment's
notice.

A PARADOX. A political writer says,
"
Property is the base of all

civilisation." For ourselves, we thought it was the Capital.

VOL. XXXVII.
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ANOTHER BANQUET AND ANOTHER TESTIMONIAL.

ST the higher cir-

cles of tilt theatrical

world, it is in contem-

plation in 1:0! , up a Ban-

quet, and Testimonial to

Richardson's Ghost. It

i.s singular, that, though
nearly the oldest mem-
ber of the dramatic pro-

fession, his valuable

services should have
been overlooked so long,

xpected that this

i'casion will

Uae happy effect

of bringing together all

classes of the Thespian
community under the
same convivial shroud,
and that everything like

jealousy will be buried
in the

"
tomb of all the

Capulets," or any other

ry that may be

equally accessible and
open, in order to do

justice to their honoured
guest ; who, even though

his name be a mystery, greater even than the authorship of Juxius, is none the less respected
for that merely nominal defect. Supposing he be destitute of any vernacular identification,
and has throughout the long apparition of his blue-fiery life been studiously ignored by the
envious playbills, still is it not an historical fact, which must silence at once the deafening
tongue of detraction, that Richardson's Ghost has made himself a fame such as the bisgest
six-inch-lettered vermilion or cerulean names that adorn our polychromatic posting stations

might reasonably envy. A great number of celebrities have promised to attend, and amongst
others we may confidently expect to see the SPOTTED Boy, the PIG-PACED LADY, and two or

three of our most popular Giants and Dwarfs,
who have been endeavouring to rise above each
other in their zeal to render homage to the distin-

guished object of their sped ral admiration.
The Dinner will take place in the Shades, and

the toast of the evening,
"

llii:/iitfilsin/'x
(lltost,

may his shadow never be less!" will be pro-
posed by no less a genius than the

"
Ghost in

the Cortican Brothers'' who luis pledged his

ghostly word to attend in prof . and
deliver his speech, as he rises through his well-

,
known slide with the usual effective accompani-
ment of the shivery music. This act of liberality
is the strongest, proof of the very high esteem in
which Hid, ,!wst (for a long succession
of years the most r/xi/iy actor the stage has ever

had) is held by his talented confreres.

" PONTIFICAL TITLES."

THE Pontiff who sanctioned the massacre of

Perugia cnn hardly hope to retain the name of

"Pius," without question. There is only one

way in which the Pontifical name of MASTAI
FERETTI can be read, after such horrors have
been perpetrated under his authority (and that

is, by way of question and answer) thus Pio?
No, no.

In order to couple the memory of the murders
of Perugia and the Papal connection with St.

Peter, we would suggest a change of the POPE'S
title, from Pius THE NINTH to

"
PIETKO

PERUGINO THE SECOND."

POLITICAL ECONOMY. A thing much talked

about, but never practised. Viscui-

FATHER ANTIC THE LAW.
IN the City Sheriffs' Court, the other day, before 'JAu. KEKR

according to law report :

" In a case which occurred, MR. EKARD applied for his costs.
" His Hunnur : You will have your costs, but I tell yon that on and from the 1st

October next, a great many alterations will be inadu. ;md I intend to be very strict,
.v or two ago I allowed a counsel 1 : . .1 me that he did not

i of sufficient importance to appear in costume, but I shall require
not only counsel, but also solicitors to robe, or I shall not allow fees."

The learned counsel's remark that "he did not consider his case of
sufficient importance to appear in costume "

suggests a scheme of new
and improved arrangements respecting legal uniform. When the gen-
tleman of the lonjr robe assigned the unimportance of his case as a
reason for not putting his long robe on, he meant, of course, to imply,
that a certain amount of importance attached to a case did require that
it should be conducted by an advocate attired in that vestment. He
was willing to wear his robe in a matter involving a considerable fee,
but could not do it at 1 3s. G</. It would have been more satisfac-

tory if he had stated the figure at which he would have thought appear-
ance in professional costume necessary ;

but suppose a given amount.
The question will then arise whether, if that amount demands robing,
higher amounts ought not to demand more robing, so that the pleader
would be robed with a profusion proportionate to the importance of
his case ? This principle might not only be adopted and acted upon in
Sheriff's Courts and County Courts, but also in Nisi Prins, where
something like it is in operation already ; for there the barristers all
wear wigs, or, if not, they become invisible : the judge cannot see
them, and will not hear them. The standard of the importance of cases
might be either pecuniary or moral, but in proportion either to the
money, or to the moment of the question involved, might be the fulness
and complexity of the costume. The more serious the case, in either
point of view, the more comical the wig and gown might be rendered
the former by additional rows of curls, and lengthened pigtails, and
the latter by ; broidery of various colours, and other equally,
or more, ridiculous decorations. Characteristic costumes might be
worn m special eases

;
for example, in breach of promise actions,

which are usually laughable, and wherein the counsel might figure in
the drollest dresses, which would be suitable to the suit. The general
rule, however, should be that of absurdity of attire in proportion to

gravity of question, as aforesaid. Usage is a great point in law
;
the

judge m the Crown Court at Assizes is a much more elaborate Guy
than his learned brother on the Civil side; and when he proceeds to
pass sentence of death, he enacts the solemn absurdity of cocking a
thing like a pen-wiper on the top of his wig.

MARRIAGE WITHOUT A MOTHER-IN-LAW!
A GOOD many good arguments have from time to time been urged

in favour of a man's marrying his deceased's wife's sister : but there
is one that Mr. Punch may claim the credit of suggesting, which, like

all he ever does, is supereminently powerful and t.ranscendant to all

else. The clinching proof of the advantage of marrying a wife's sister

is, that a man thereby may have a second wife without his having a
second mother-in-law. The Mamma of his first wife no doubt would
still continue to reside upon his premises, but he would probably have
grown somewhat reconciled and used to her; and her presence would be
far less irksome to put up with than that of anew mot lier-in-law, whose
temper would be strange to him, and whose tantrums he might find
it plaguy troublesome to cure. Besides, it possibly might chance
(though the contingency is certainly remote from being probable) that
his first wife's mother might have beaten a retreat, and left him.
monarch of all that he surveyed in his own house; in the which case
his felicity would be without alloy, and even Mr. Punch might envy
him his bliss.

*

The only fear would be that, were such unions to be legalised, selfish

husbands might be tempted to make away with their first, wives, for

the sake of the delight of marrying again, without having to maintain
another mother-in-law through doing so. Marriage and no mother-in-
law seems really such a luxury, that few men could deny themselves
the pleasure of obtaining it.

.intkers who bore us" has been long a standing toast, and all

who sit in Parliament no doubt would gladly drink it. But were
" The

,,tu//n'rs.in-ldw who 'bore' i/s" proposed as the next sentiment, it is

possible that certain of our M.P.'s might not relish it. Had the argu-
ment which Mr. Punch has herein been adducing been used when the
Deceased Wife's Sister's Marriage Bill was brought before the House,
it is doubtful if that measure would not have bi-eu carried, and
marriage without a mother-in-law have been legally allowed to us.

* Note. " How can you write such stuff, Sir !

"
.'.

Important to Ladies.

UNDER the head of "Deaths," the ages of the deceased are generally
stated by our contemporaries. The "

Births," of course, speak for

themselves, but, the "Marriages" are wholly silent on th.it particular,
the, mention of which would, in reference to them, be generally read
with much more interest than any that is excited by the revelations
of the obituary.
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LETTER FROM DR. JOHNSON.

To Jl//\ /'

in, Attempts at sycophantic

compliment not uiifrequrni \\

terminate iu humiliating

blunder, and lie who by
undue prostration seeks <u

please an individual (1;

toolatcthathehasdis!

'

1 am not indifferent to

udation
;
nor

do I undervalue '

of tin; iinlilc.
!

ing to me to understa)

a learned society in tlie

Temple, lias, upon the rc-

edilication of certain

nients (in one of v
'

was resident from 1

1765), affixed to them the

designation of UK. Joiix-

Buildings. Tin

lion that those buildings are

not !> teem- to the

trivial, but can never dis-

turb the satisfaction of the

candid, and the pretended
lover of Truth should

himself that his crit

'

dictated by the

conscientiousness, not prompted by the carpings of sophistry.
"

0, .--i M H- is with pardonable reluctance that I discharge

uty of indicating an in the foible to which I
originally

alluded, in i the compliment of the Benchers of the Temple
without pn aiberance were to dispto a timidity

unworthy of a man, and an in m n. Christian.

"Aware of my indubitable partiality for the Latin tongue, the

learned persons who have done me the honour to inscribe my name

the honorary monument in the Temple, have condescended to

snbMiiute for the 'initial of my surname the classical I. With repeated

impropriety the newly erected habitations are twice.designated

DR. JOHNSON'S BUILDINGS.
"

Sir, the nomenclature is false and ridiculous, and the absurdity is

rendered still \< ut by the employment of the English pos-

sessive case. At, the commencement of the name no longer mine is

fragmentary Latin, and at the concluding extremity is colloquial

English :

"Turpitcr iihum
Dcainat in piscem n.ulier tmmosa supeme."

"
I might desire that in unsolicited homage regard should be shown

to in. i affection, and that the mural line, commemorating ny
humble name should be composed in the language to which the repose
of death I.- in of settlement. In some cell ot the

Temple :< hand might have been found capable of so simple B

But inasmuch a.- the appellation of the buildings was destine.!

frequently to be employed by tin' uneducated, and almost invariably by
the English, there would have been inadvertence in bestowing a Latin

upon a London edifice.
" Of the folly which has now been committed I will delineate the

ludicrous character by demanding whether the miserable laundress,

circumambient to her sordid toil replies loan inquiring acquaintance
that "she is going to Dr. I-on-son's Buildings?" Rationality repudiates

^ i I for a majority uninstructed like herself were 1

those buildings inscribed with my mutilated i .

"
Sir, involuntary ignorance has my compa-ssion, while profane

liempt. You, Sir, have my unqualified admiration,
and I, Sir, have the honour to be,

" Your faithful and obedient Servant,
"

Elysit',,1."
"
SAM. JOHNSON."

A TRIFLE TO FILL UP A GAP IN THE CONVERSATION.

How is the Sun supported ?

Why, by its beams, of course.

BUYING r. BUNKUM.
II IS TIIK W011ST ?

"M... i:dali: spcecli, talked much and eloquently,

.lion, find the dm;, of l'ail
:

to im; on the authors of it. lie <lrev,

pictu," 'is head shaved, iu Newgate, OD '

iit rued the horror by describing a i

Crank, or a LOUD BURY at the Treadmill.

There are some considerations, however, wh: .has,

perhaps, noi taken into account in this matter.

Admitting that Electoral corruption is a very d> i>ing; that

the
"

'ife men" who come down to l.o.-ou:;: ; at, I'.lectiou

time ; and whisk tX themselves in back -

with bowls of jovereigns and bundles of Bank-notes, wherewith to

irrease the ilchiii'.' palms of free and independent elen "real

rascals; is it clear that this is the worst style of man who influences

an Election ;
that the voter, who sells his vote for a couple

of sovereigns and an unlimited allowance of beer, is 1 1. meut

of a constituency ;
and that, the result of EU won, is the

worst, result for the country ? Upon my word, I am not by any means

sure of it.

Take the swaggering demagogue, who covers his selfish nr

under a cloak of patriotic profession, who promises to the crowd

results of political measures which he knows no political measure

secure
;
who ascribes motives wholesale to opponents, sets <

the ears, embitters master against man and man against master it

strikes me, that this mouther is more mischievous than the briber, just

in proportion as he addresses himself to a less venal class of the

electors, and works by putting false and evil thoughts into men's

leads, instead of good and solid sovereigns into their pockets.

Again, I take it that a voter who gives his vote under the influence

of such a man's hustings-talk, is a more mischievous elector, for the

time being, than the stolid freeman, who mechanically barters his sweet

voice for beer or bribe, just in proportion as the misled man may be

nthusiastic in his belief of the r claptrap, and sincere in his

acceptance of the poisonous error. If we are to shave the head of

die briber, what punishment is to be reserved for the conscious

deceiver, humbug, and bunkum-monger of the hustings?

If proportion is to be kept between penalty and offence, it strikes

Mr. Punch strongly that the shaved head, the bread and water, the

solitary cell, and the crank, would be at least as well-bestowed on the

rogue who perverts some of our best tendencies and instincts to his

own selfish and dirty ends, as on the buyer of a certain number of

votes, which if not given for money, would still be taken into the market

for some less tangible, perhaps, but not less sordid, consideration.

THE ONLY ONE PERSON WHOM THE " SATURDAY REVIEV
RAISED. CHAKLKS- KE.vx ! and he is at perfect liberty to boast

of it in the next, edition of his autobiography.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS.

WE understand that the following arithmetical question was recently

set to a candidate for a diplomatic appointment :

"
If four clerks could copy a despatch of twenty-four pages in three

days ;
how many days would it take six clerks to copy a despatch of

thirty-six pages ?
"

The candidate finding some difficulty in answering this according to

the ordinary rules of arithmetic, sent up the following diplomatic

reply :

" With reference to this question, it appears to me that the answer

must depend entirely upon what kind of fellows the clerks were ; for

within my own limited experience of the service, I could undertake tc

select six who would never finish it at all."

We are happy to be able to state that the Civil Service Com
missioners immediately recommended this gentleman to LORD JOHN
RUSSELL for a Secretaryship of Legation.

(3~ MR. PUNCH begs to acknowledge from BARON BUAMWELL the

receipt of the second half of a Conundrum, marked
"
Original," anc

numbered "32,567 ;" but declines, out of respect to the Baron's repu

tation for facetiousness, according to it the large importance of type in his

illustrious pages. The conundrum in question is not half so funny as any

of the learned Baron's decisions ;
or it may be that the wrong half has been

sent by mistake ? The two halves have been pasted up in Mr. Punch's

office over the counter, as a warning to other culprits who attempt to

pass similar bad conundrums. BARON BKAMWELL is earnestly entreated

not to try again.
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THE READER is REQUESTED TO OBSERVE, THAT THE LOWER EXTREMITIES REPRESENTED ABOVE BO NOT BELONG TO THE FAIR DAMSEL
ON THE PLANK, BUT TO THE BOATMAN BEYOND, UPON WHOSE SHOULDER SHE is LEANING. WE, HOWEVER, RECOMMEND FLORA TO

BE MORE CAREFUL HOW SHE COMPOSES HERSELF THE NEXT TIME SHE GETS OUT OF A BOAT.

A GOVERNESS STRIKE WANTED.
As strikiiig seems infectious, we really almost wonder that the

Governesses don't Strike. They have certainly more cause for it than
nine-tenths of the workmen who have recently turned out. Few work-
men work harder than do our poor Governesses, and clearly none
receive worse wages for their work. The following advertisement will

show the price ot Governess-labour as last quoted in the market, and
it seems to us quite low enough to justify a Strike :

T)ESIDENT GOVERNESS WANTED (in the country), who is qua-J-V Hfied to educate five children, between the ages of 5 and 14, in the English
courses, with French, music, and drawing, a person above 25 years of age, and
willing to look after the children's wardrobes, preferred. Salary 20 guineas per
annum, with laundry expenses. Apply by letter only to J. B., Street, Islington.

To educate a "child" of the advanced age 'of fourteen in English,
French, and music, to say nothing of drawing, could scarcely take less
school-time than full three hours per diem. For a child of five years
old, the schooling might be shorter

; but the teaching of five children,
aged between five and fourteen, could hardly average less than quite
ten hours a day, and such hard labour has a claim upon the interest
(and the capital) of people who support what is called the Nine Hours
Movement.
The offered wages for this work are one-and twenty pounds per

annum, which is about the same as that of upper housemaids and head
cooks. Such pay is at the rate of not one penny more than eight
shillings a week

; dividing this by five, we ascertain that one-and-seven-
pence is the precise cost to the parents of each child's daily schooling
In making out this reckoning, we omit to count the cost of the resi-
dence and washing ; for we look upon these items as the wages which
are offered for the work of "looking after" what the writer calls the
wardrobes but which, using plainer language, we should call the

children s clothes." To teach "the English courses" (whatever
they may be), a Governess, of course, must be well versed in English
but, we think, however closely she may look into her Dictionary she
will not learn from it the meaning of the verb active "to look after

"

as it is used in the advertisement which offers her a place. To "
look

after," in the sense in which the advertiser uses it, means certainly to

"mend," and probably to "make." So that the "person" who is said

to be wanted as a Governess, will find the post of sempstress really is

her place.
To conclude as we began. We have, in general, we own, no sym-

pathy with Strikes, and, except in extreme cases, we should never
recommend them. Men who try by striking to better their condition

find it turns out "wice worm," and that, for the most part, their turns-

out make it worse. But the position of our Governesses is really now
so bad, that almost any change would better it

; and were a Governess
Strike to be attempted, we think some striking benefit might possibly
result.

BEAUTIFUL BUTTERMILK.

ACCORDING to the New York Semi-Weekly Tribune,
" A physician in Louisville has discovered that by living principally on butter-

milk, a human being may prolong existence to the period of two hundred years."

A bard of Ireland, of later date than the one who said Richard III.,

"told me once,
I should not live long after I saw Richmond,"

in a song-book of the early part of this century, informs his readers that
" Potatoes grow at Limerick and beef at Ballymore,
And buttermilk is beautiful but that you knew before."

The property of causing longevity has not, however, been before
known to reside in buttermilk. The beauty of that liquor is, as the
Irish bard intimates, no discovery, and perhaps the same observation
is applicable to its alleged power to prolong life. The physician of

Louisville, who professes to have discovered that a human being can
prolong his existence by any means whatever to the period of two
hundred years, is, unless he is as old as that himself, most likely a

countryman of the buttermilk bard, and perhaps, changing climate and
not mind, may have migrated to Louisville from Limerick.
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THE FIRST LESSON.
Not so Bad for a Beginner!
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VESTIGES OF CREATION.
" The Serpentine, and the whole of Bclgr-avi.-i,

were formerly a Lagoon of the Thames."-;!', r S M. /''<,

in the Ti.,nr.

:

Y,

WHAT, all Belgravia grand and fine,

Was once a mess of marsh and lakes !

PROFESSOR OWEN, be it thine

To prove it in a brace of shakes.

Tell doubters that they need not sneer,
Nor set their puddle-minds in storm ;

For all the ancient, life is here,
And only changed in outward form.

The slimy reptile here, no doubt,

Wriggled and crawled in greed or malice :

Now see the Courtier creep about
Near as he dares to yonder Palace.

If tadpoles in the marsh were black,
There is one CONINGSBY can tell

Belgravia's Tadpoles swim in track
Where Tapers guide them to Pall Mall.

If the old lake was rich in toads,
Look out, and you '11 be sure to meet 'em ;

If not, it is because such loads
Of people here delight to eat 'em.

;

With cackling ducks the old lagoon
At times, perchance, alive was seen :

Our Ducks come out each afternoon,
And chatter in their Crinoline.

Lay serpents in the wet nooks twined ?

We still can point them out at need :

Search any street, and you shall find

Some home empoisoned by their breed.

Doubtful if Thames were ever den
Where the old monsters made their feasts,

But if we'd Mega-Theria then,
We still can show a few great Beasts.

Adjutants, or Gigantic Cranes,
Croaked o'er the marsh with voices Lard.

The first at yonder barracks trains,
The Cranes are loud in CUBITI'S yard.

Just as
"
in earth there is no beast

But's rendered in some fish of sea,"
One would not say we 'd lost the least

Of that old marsh's family.

A FEMALE RUSH TO THIi POLE.

THE Vice-Chairman of the London and Dis-

trict Telegraph Company informs u*, (hat 'heir

staff will be a kind of distaff, inasmuch as it will

be exclusively in the hands of females. The
hands engaged to work the telegrams, are those

of young ladies, and the Company has already
fifty-five pairs of them in their employ. We
rejoice over this announcement, as each new dial

will open a new circle of employment for women,
and it is rather too bad that all the loaves and
fishes of this world should he monopolised by the

men, and nothing but the bone.s and crumbs
should be left for the women. The employment
augurs well for the success of the Society, as we
are told that female society is the best of all

good company, and a telegraph company is sure

to answer well, inasmuch as we all know from

experience that young ladies are noted for their

readiness in always giving a quick and happy
answer. Those fifty-five young clerks ought to be

the happiest of their nimble-fingered sex, inasmuch
as their time will be occupied all day in question-

ing and answering and the beauty is, that they
will never have long impatiently to wait, as from
the nature of things, tiiey will no sooner have

put the question, than they will receive all their

answers on the spot. Moreover, the preference
of employment is only due to the acknowledged
superiority of the sex, as it stands to reason
that a woman must make the best telegram-

marian, if we only take into consideration how
much more expert and industrious than a man
she is in working at the needle J In fact, we
expect in time that the best "DISTRESSED
NEEDLEWOMAN'S REFUGE" in this country, will

be none other than the Telegraph Office.

Legal Intelligence.

SOME Barristers have been returning their

. briefs and, still more wonderful, their fees also !

There is no precedent for this, we believe, in any
of the law books; and certainly it is the first

'

instance that we ever knew of the practice of

the Law being equal to its noble profession. May
such Practice soon make every Lawyer perfect !

THE ELECTION MARKET.

Elector. An article to be bought.
Candidate. An article to be sold.

" RIGHT ABOUT FACE." Here is an inscription
for a Statue, recently erected to an eminent

Physician in Trafalgar Square :

" Wise in his

Jener-atiun."

AIDS TO FEMININE EEFLECTION.

Chambers, the other day, contained a quantity of useful knowledge,
some of which may have the effect of inducing habits of reflection in

the female mind. For example :

" Tho French buy our old written parchments, and return them to us in the
form of delicate kid-gloves."

Heretofore, too many a girl, in putting on her glove, has only, in

eyeing her hand extended in that act, considered the beautiful fit of
the envelope to the exquisitely formed member. Knowing that French
gloves are made out of old English parchments, she may now think,
not only how well t hey set her delicate hand off, but of what interesting
documents they once formed part leases, indentures, and settlements
of personal property ;

the deeds last named having a peculiar interest
for intelligent young ladies. She may meditate on the possibility that
her gloves may be portions of some old record of great historical im-

portance, which lias been lost to the literature of the country by
official negligence and the want of proper custody of public manuscripts
and muniments.

Ladies again may thank Chambers for informing them that
" There are certain small brown domestic annoyances which tidy housewives

cannot endure to hear even named, and which has received the masquerading defi-

nition of
' B fiats.' Now, Australia has the misfortune to be prolific in these B flats,

and an enterprising colonist has devised the meana of obtaining a useful brown dye
from them."

This piece of information will enable the female mind to moralise
with some degree of novelty. Silk, in this point of view, may be said

to be worn out. Beauty and Fashion have long been aware that their

finest apparel is the work of
"
a poor worm," and don't want to be

told that any more. The reflection will be new to them that their nice

brown morning dress derives its rich warm tint from the colouring
matter of a poor B flat, if B flat is the best of synonyms for the insect

in question, of which the mordant qualities (independent of its dye)
render it perhaps more worthy to be called B sharp.

An Organic Defect.

WE read in the Paris Intelligence that the MESSRS. LAI-BENIERES
have "invented a new system of steam engine, which is contrived so
as to work without noise." We must characterise this invention as

extremely engine-ious. We wish the same gentlemen would invent a

street-organ that could have the same noiseless recommendation.

AN IRISUISM. The Moon is the Lovers' Sun.
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SAVE ME FROM MY FRIENDS.

JIONG the many felicities of

MB. CHARLES KEAN must
now be reckoned that rarest

of all, the opportunity of

reading his own Life. Men's

lives, as a rule, are not writ-

ten till their deaths. Their

laurels are usually mingled
wit h cypress, yew, and other

mortuary
"
strewments." To

MB. CIIAKLES KBAN has

been reserved tl.

tion of listening to one of

those performances on the

biographical brass trumpet,
winch are usually sounded

only when the. ear of their

subject is deaf, ami his vanity
past tickling, lit this, at

least, Mil. KEAN belies the
old proverb. He is ante

obiln

The passionate enthusiasm of MB. COLE has deluged the hero of his

I idolatry with such a douche of laudation as few men could have stood

I
up under and breathed. Luckily, MB. CIIAIU.KS KEAN is case-

i hardened. He has gone through such a course of puffery, that not him;'

i
in the way of superlatives can tell upon him much. Like an Indian

: stomach, scared with capsicum and curry-powder, to which common
! Cayenne is tasteless, MB. KEAN'S palate has been accustomed to such
; high spicing of flattery that even MB. COLE'S praise mav seem to it

cold-drawn. To be
"
called over the coals

"
has hitherto "been equiva-

I
lent to getting a good scolding; but to be "called over the

j

Cole
" must henceforth mean to be soaped from head to foot with the

j

creamiest and most unctuous of commendation, and rolled in the
i butteriest of puff-paste. And this brings Mr. Punch to the subject on
i which he ventures to join issue, no less with Mil. COLE than with his

uuwontedly kind critic in the Saturday Review.
MB. COLE complains bitterly of the unfavourable newspaper criticism

to which MB. KEAN has been subjected. Both the biographer and the
reviewer seem to imply that this unfavourable criticism was due to envy,
malice, and all uncharitableness, stimulated by MB. KEAN'S independence
of the offensive insects who thus buzzed about him. This is, to Mr. Punch,
an altogether new view of MB. CHABLES KEAN'S relations to criticism
and critics. "What he had always heard, and had been compelled, with
considerable reluctance, to believe, is, that MB. CIIARLES KEAN, so far

from being "independent" in his relations to his newspaper critics,

was_ all through his career weakly and unwisely susceptible to their

praise or blame; that he lost no opportunity of
conciliating, cajoling,

or otherwise influencing such as he could influence in his favour;
that he at length placed himself in such relations with his critics as to
believe that ail who did not praise him were influenced by the lowest
and basest motives of personal antagonism, while at the same time he
did not hesitate to win favourable notice by means which, had he been
less vain, he must have seen deprived praise of all value whatever.

So far from agreeing in the view of MB. COLE, that MB. CHABLES
KEAN has had to complain of the newspapers, Mr. Punch would say
that there never was an actor who has been so unduly puffed and
panegyrised ;

that his efforts, as a Manager, to win audiences over
to the Elizabethan drama by spectacle and show, have received, at

least, their full meed of recognition ; and that this recognition would
have been more graceful had it taken more note of what had been
done before MR. KEAN'S day, with better taste and less pretension,
in the same direction, by MB. MACBEADY and ME. PHELPS.
Mr. Punch gladly admits that the conduct of MR. CHABLES KEAN

to his actors has been marked by liberality, kindliness, and conside-

ration; that, in his management, there have been shown an industry,
a business-like promptitude and regularity, and an attention to pro-
prieties of costume, place, and period, all very rare in theatres. But
Mr. Punch must still be allowed to think MB. CHABLES KEAN a very
bad actor. That he has done anything to raise the literary character
of the stage, Mr. Punch must take leave to deny. Whether he has
raised its historical character, by the pageantry he has introduced into
the plays he has produced, Mr.Punch hopes he may be permitted to doubt.
Like oilier managers, MR. CHAKLES KEAN has cast about for means to

make his theatre pay. Being unable to give the public good acting, he
has given it, pretty groups of carefully-costumed supernumeraries and
ballet-girls, ingenious applications of the oxyhydrogeu or electric

light, and clever contrivances of slots, steel framework, and other stage
mechanism. That all this has cost him a great deal of money and a
great deal of labour, is certain : it is to be hoped that the public
patronage has replaced the one and repaid him for the other. But
that MR. CHARLES KEAN is a public benefactor, Mr. Punch is quite
unable to admit : that he has been the subject of undue depreciation or

systematic dispraise on the part of the newspaper critics, is a palpable

misrepresentation of ilie fact: that he has done anything to elevate

the literature of the stage, or the position of the actor as an expo-
nent of the poetical drama, MB. COLE may believe, but Mr. Punch
doesn't.

The CHABLES KEAN Management is more likely to be remembered

by the Corsican /W/V,-< and /'iiiili/ie, than by Macbeth or Henry the

Eighth, the .\7y///'.v Ihvum, or tli,

BAD JOBS FOB JOHN BULL.

How the deuce can it be, that works always cost me
Twice or three times as much as my neighbours;

And for all that I pay I don't get half what they
I lave lo show for their taxes and labours?

Be the thing what it will, it is underdone still,

And overcharged ne'er less than double ;

Whilst, beside all the cost, an immense time is lost,

And there 's always an ocean of trouble.

In maintaining a fleet by the French I 've been beat ;

To think that I 've e'er lived to say it !

Of my army so small the expense would appal

Any other who had to defray it.

It is true volunteer forces can't but be dear,

But my ground for vexation and rage is

That, of all the vast sum whereunto my works come,
The least part goes in labourers' wages.

Building, statue what not ! by mistake or by plot,

Is run up to a figure enormous,
And I pay through the nose every fellow that blows,

Through our house, air to cool us or warm us.

Whilst the man, like a fool, when cold blows us more cool,

When we're warm blows of heat aggravation,
'Till we cry, with a curse, that the air 's ten times worse
Than it would be without ventilation.

Did you hear, deep and long, like the boom of a gong,

My big bell tell the time from its tower ?

Those lugubrious sounds cost twice ten thousand pounds,
But the clock wouldn't point out the hour.

The bell cannot swing where they've put it to ring,

By reason of bungle and blunder ;

If the whole with a run were to come down, for one,
I can only say I shouldn't wonder.

The Prince declared free institutons to be
Just at this nick of time on their trial,

Thev produced a dead lock on the part of the clock,

Which was all you could read on the dial.

Cheap and nasty is bad, but dear mulls drive me mad,
Worst of all waste is waste and no pleasure.

Fellows botch every job whilst among them they rob

And plunder JOHN BULL without measure.

A Joke from an Economist.

IT is a well-known fact that the Parsees, though rolling in wealth,
evince the greatest reluctance to part with any of it. Taxes, es-

pecially, they hold in the most religious abhorrence. They are the

richest and the stingiest class in India. When these characteristics

were told to MB. JAMES WILSON, he said they reminded him, with the

exception of the wealth, of his own country. Upon being indignantly
called upon to explain what in the name of nonsense, he meant, he

said, with a sly twinkle of liis humorous eye, and in his own peculiar
inimitable Scotch accent: "I allude, boys, to the Parsee-money

"

imy).

Historical.

A YOUNG Prince of the illustrious House of Monaco was asked why
he had married a rich old woman.

" Ma foi," was the gay young
Prince's reply, "let me ask you, what poor man in a hurry to get an

enormous Bank-note cashed, ever troubles in looking at the date of it ?
"

EIFLE PRACTITIONEES.

IT is no wonder that young Lawyers and Doctors should be eager
to enrol themselves in Bide Clubs. Those societies promise to afford

them all the practice which many of them are ever likely to get.

HOME COMFORTS. A man's comfort is like his cigar if he cannot

get it at home, he will go in search of it elsewhere.
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SQUALLY WEATHER-MAKING ALL TAUT."

CLERGYMEN AND BAPTISTS.

JTTVENAL says that poverty often makes persons ridiculous ;
hut that

persons well-to-do often make themselves ridiculous is a truth which

Punch finds weekly reason to assert, and were the word "
persons "to

be printed with an
"
a," confirmation of the statement would be no

less readily forthcoming. As a proof that parsons sometimes run the

risk of being laughed at, a Correspondent sends us the following adver-

tisement, which appeared in a provincial paper not long since :

^TEMPORARY CURACY. Wanted, for a Country Parish, bordering
J- on the Sea, a CLERGYMAN to assist the Rector during the Bathing Season.

Address .

This, our Correspondent thinks, may perhaps
" amuse our readers,"

and with a sagacity which does him no small credit, lie proceeds to

point out what he deems the reason why. From the phrase
"
to assist

the Rector during the bathing season," he argues that the Curate who
is temporarily wanted will be reduced to the position of a common
bath attendant, a duty which few Clergymen would like to undertake.

Now, if our aim were simply to
" amuse "

our readers, we might very
likely do so by writing on this hint. A laugh might certainly be got

up at the notion of a Hector doing duty as a bathing man, and having
in the season his hands so full of business that he is forced to advertise
for temporary help. It might be ludicrous to speculate as to how the
wanted Curate would be proved fit for his post : as to how his aqueous
erudition should be plumbed, and whether he could save himself if he
went out of his depth. A Curate when appointed to do duty in the
sea would have not merely to read, but to wade, himself in ; and it

might be curious to picture his performance of this ceremony, and to

guess whether or no he would take his shoes and stockings oil', and
whether he would flounder or contrive io come out swimmingly. The
question also might arise, as to whether or no his orthodoxy would not
be endangered; inasmuch as when officiating in the functions of a

bathing man, he might be looked upon as being less a Churchman than
a Baptist, the chief part of his duty being to give dips.
We repeat, were it our mission merely to amuse, speculations such

as these might perhaps fulfil our purpose. But as our aim is to advise

and, where needful, to instruct, we should recommend this Hector to

be more careful in future in wording his advertisements, and to avoid

their bringing ridicule or censure on his cloth. As the calling of a

Clergyman is a serious vocation, he should eschew the use of language
which may serve at all to raise a laugh at his expense. When a

preacher preaches English, he should at least know how to write it;

and should be careful to avoid parading doubtful phrases, such as that

on which we have the pain now to comment. Although not disinclined

to view it as a merely clerical error, still we cannot quite condone it

as a fault of no account. We shall cease to be believers in the

benefit of clergy, if we find the propagation of bad language is their

work. Therefore we trust when next this llector is m need of an

assistant, and finds himself compelled to advertise his want, he will not

allude to the requirements of his curacy as though its duties were
confined to the diocese of Bath.

On the Poison Debate.

COMPARE Correspondence with Articles. Never
Will reader incline to dispute these two rules :

Most persons who write For a journal are clever ;

Most persons who write To a journal are fools.

TOXICOLOGISTOMASIIX.

ADVICE TO TUSCANY.

You have expressed your will. Prepare to support it by action.

Don't suppose that either FRANCIS JOSEPH or Louis NAPOLEON will
"
take the will for the deed."

LOVE WITHOUT ALLOY.

THE only love in which a man has no rival, but has it all to his own
self, is in the wonderful Love he generally has for himself.

JIow TO MAKE GLOVES LAST TWICE AS LONG. Only wear one at

a time. A Scotch Political Economist.
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Printeri, at tlieir Olh.-f in I.o,,:l-i,rc] street in the Precinct of Whitebiara in the City ef London, and Published by them t No. Flee: Street, in the Parish ol St. Bride In the Cltj of
London. SATKKDAI. September :i, J8g9.
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Waiter to Old Gentleman. " What 'are you 'ad, Sir ?
"

Old Gentleman, who has been reading the day's paper straight through.
"

Well, let me see

1st, I hail mine M'nt liiti rial, broth ; 2ndly, tome, of the Talking and Performing Fish ; then I had
some of the French entree into Italy ; and if your joints had been well cut, I mi^ht have tatted

them too, but
"

[Exit terrified Waiter.

A PALPABLE ADVERTISEMENT.

SOME very interesting details have lately ex-

cited the utmost interest on the part of the

public in reference to the Asylum for Idiots,
which admirable institution ought to receive a
contribution from every one who does not think

himself qualified for residence in its comfortable

apartments. But we fear that it will be some
time before any new admissions can take place.

the institution being so inconveniently crowded
with correspondents of the Morning Advertiser.

Two have just been removed thither under
curious circumstances. Their condition was de-

tected by their both furiously insisting that

England was instantly to be invaded by France,
ana adducing as proofs that "at a recent review,
a French officer placed a Rose (emblem of

England) in the touchhole of a cannon" (sic),

and that another French officer said to the

correspondent, laughingly,
"
that the next cam-

paign would not, be in Lombardy, but in Lom-
bard Street

"
(sic). With such cases prevalent, it

may easily be imagined that the Asylum is over-

crowded. This, however, should induce the

public to come forward with large assistance

to an institution so evidently needful.

One of the Early Fathers.

WHAT reason is there for supposing that the

BISHOP OP LONDON is a man of very early
habits ?

Because he regularly goes to bed at eight, and
rises at eight (a TAITE).

MOTTO FOR A CABMAN. "Handsome is, as

Hansom does not try to
'

do.'
"

A FASHIONABLE PROVERB. Heaven sent 'us

Woman, and France Crinoline.

MORE SANCTIFIED SLANG.

THERE exists a periodical of the religious class and baptist order,

bearing the ridiculous denomination of The Earthen Vessel. The
contents of this vessel may perhaps be inferred from the subjoined

specimens of the material encrusting its exterior in the form of adver-

tisements. This is one of them :

TMPOUTANT to those of the Lord's Ministers who are suffering from
J- a variety of Diseases. G. SEABORN, Baptist Minister and Medical Botanist, most
respectfully in forms the Saints of God. that he has been made a blessing to hundreds,
both in rt ftrrence to soul and body. Any person suffering from any disorder, may
address a letter to him, stating the symptoms of their disease, the time they have
been suffering, and by enclosing six postage stamps, he will send advice and a
mt'dical recipe. G. 8. has recourse to God in prayer before sending out any medicine
or recipe. If help is to be obtained in any case, he engages speedy relief especially
in Rheumatism, Liver and Bowel Complaints. Direct, G. SBABOBN, opposite the
Prince of Waks, Magdalene Street, Colchester, Essex. The Works of WILLIAM
HrxTiNdTON sent post free on receipt of fourteen stamps each volume, of G. 8. aa
above. Books of every description new and Moond-hund.

G. S. is open to Supply any destitute Church of Strict Baptist principles.

Upon our word, this is no burlesque of an example of sanctified

slang. It has been cut bodily out of the light brown wrapper of the
Earthen Vessel of August 1st, of this present year of Grace, whereof
G. SEABORN appears to be a precious babe. Let not the Sabbatarians,
who misjudge Punch because Punch confutes their fanaticism, think
that "G. SEABORN, Baptist Minister and Medical Botanist, most

respectfully informs the Saints," &c., is a profane parody, for the

authorship of which Mr. Punch is responsible, and ought to be put in

the stocks. They are mistaken if they imagine that Punch is irreve-

rent enough to caricature the most hypocritical snuffle with that degree
of grossness involved in the announcement that

"
G. S. has recourse

to, &c. &c., before sending out any medicine or recipe." The words
here quoted, as well as those omitted, are no exaggeration, and G.
SEABORN is entitled to all the credit for ludicrousness which can be

given to the assurance that
"

if help is to be obtained in any case, he

engages speedy relief especially in Rheumatism, Liver, and Bowel
Complaints." The idea that G. SEABORN'S prayers have a peculiar
efficacy in rheumatism, jaundice, diarrhoea, and colic, will be deemed a

high joke by our readers we assure them that the idea, if not the

joke, is G. SEABORN'S own. It will be observed that whatever may be
G. SEABORN'S botanical knowledge, his literary attainments are not
those which are befitting any Minister but a member of a Cabinet that

might be constructed by LORD MALMESBURY. When he says that any
person may address a letter to him stating the symptoms of their

disease, he proves himself indeed to be no Unitarian, though he does
not write, we hope, like the generality of baptist ministers. If his

grammar were trustworthy, his correspondents would be numerous,
believing his promise that

"
by enclosing six postage stamps he will

send advice and a medical recipe." Six postage stamps are a pre-

scription that anybody would take if he could get it by merely writing
for it at the expense of one. The notification that G. S. undertakes to

send the
" Works of WILLIAM HUNTINGTON " on certain conditions,

is remarkable. WILLIAM HUNTINGTON was a canting coal-heaver, as

G. S. probably knows
;
a coal-heaver, who may have heaved sea-borne

coals. He wore what may be called a collar of S. S., or at least went
about with the letters S. S. marked upon some part of his dress, if not
on his collar. By those initials he meant "

Sinner Saved," as G. S.

probably also knows. But G. S. perhaps does not know that a famous

wag interpreted them to signify Slid Scoundrel. The less G. S. says
in future about WILLIAM HUNTINGTON the better.

"
Destitute Churches of Strict Baptist principles

"
may be puzzled

to understand what it is that G. S. is "open to Supply" them with.

He is not, as a botanist, literally full of herbs, and as a baptist minister

there seems to be nothing in him.

Literae Scripts Manent.

THERE are thousands of letters taken yearly to the Post Office, and
left there, because they have no addresses on them. Supposing the

letters had the power of articulation, we can fancy their taking up part
of the City motto, and exclaiming,

"
Dirige No*.

PROMPT FELLOW-FEELING.
" FOUR Chili Citizens," write to the Times, demanding English

sympathy. They have it. Let them note the sudden drop in the

thermometer.

" ALL THE WORLD 's A STAGE." The life of a Miser is a bad
drama, the only point of which is in the end. All the effects are
crammed into the

"
tag."

VOL. XXXVII.
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AIDS TO CRIMINAL DEVOTION.
HE refutation of a be-

lief which was com-

prised in the demon-

ology of the dark

ages, is apparently
contained in a Blue
Book recently issued

on the subject of con-

vict discipline. The
REV. Mil. ALDERSI IN,

Chaplain to a convict

settlement, after re-

lating the interesting
circumstance that a

capital choir has been
established there wil h
"
an accompaniment

on the harmonium by
a prisoner constable

"

(set a thief to catch n

thief) who, however,
was unfortunately
about, to be removed

by a ticket of leave,

on, as repre-
<1 by the Jiiiil/i

Telegraph, to state

that

" The prison chapel is

not s;uis:';u't"ry. ;uul the
v. arm theru in num-

bers distressing to the
convict congregation, al-

though. 011 the other

hand, it prevents them
from Tallin^ asleep in ser-

mon time."

The ancient demon-

ologists supposed that

Beelzebub was the god of flies. 'If that were the case, Beelzebub, one might think, would

hardly employ his insects in worrying convicts, to prevent them from falling asleep iu sermon

time, 'unless indeed he felt perfectly satisfied that the sermon would go in at one ear of the

rogues and out at the other. That thisi is the course which sermons are apt to take through
the convict sensorium seems indicated by the further statement of the same authority that

" Candidates for the Communion table were numerous we trust, not for the sake of the sacramental

wine; but the truth must be told, and other gaol chaplains, nirt quite so sanguine as MR. ALDEK^
found that the greed of a mouthful of wine was the primum mobile with the most ostentatiously piuus
convicts."

It is evident that ordinary sermons produce no moral effect on convicts. The effect

which they do produce on the criminal mind is the same as that which they too generally
produce on the common mind. It is just that effect which, in the case of MR. ALDERSON'S
flock, was prevented only by the flies. If unconvieted sinners require awakening sermons,
convicts can derive little benefit from discourses naturally tending to send them to sleep.

BANQUET OF AUTHORITIES IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

THE residents in the neighbourhood of Newport, the other day, and for some succeeding
days, were greatly disturbed by an unusual grunting and squeaking proceeding from the
denizens of the various styes in that part of the Isle of Wight. The cause of this uproar is

explained by the following paragraph from the Hampshire Advertiser ;

" The annual licensing dinner given to the licensed victuallers of the Isle of Wight by MESSRS. MEW came
off on Wednesday. Between :WO and 400 persons sat down to partake of the anuual repast of sucking pig
about 40 of which were killed for the occasion."

_

It was the massacre of their tender young which had made the pigs unhappy, and occa-
sioned them to express their parental feelings in that combination of bass with treble which is

characteristic of their kind. The public will learn with interest that sucking-pig is the elect
dish of the licensed victuallers of the Isle of Wight, and may be curious to inquire whether
it is the favourite delicacy of that body in general, or whether the affection for it, is merely
insular, and restricted in insularity. Victuallers should be authorities in gastronomy Cuique
insudarte The Morning Advertiser will perhaps afford the information of which the desire
is suggested by its Hampshire namesake and contemporary. We cannot quit this subject
without remarking, that the sight of 350 landlords sitting down to 40 sucking-pigs must have
been interesting in as high a degree as the smell of the repast was fragrant and delicious.

More Chiming than Charming.
MR DENISON defends the purity of Big Ben. So pleased is he with his noisy child that

ill not admit that it has any striking fault. Its character is, altogether, without alloy.
However, he is ready to make this concession, "if not exactly true, at all events Ben is'a
great

discovery; or, in more musical words, Se non e vero, e Ben trovato." If the tone is
not perfectly pure, still it is remarkably well feigned. We suppose we must admit this as

"
a

sound excuse."

A TOURNAMENT, U.S.

OF all ridiculous ostents,

Especially for Yankee gents,
What more absurd than Tournaments ?

Yet, in America,
A snobbish, silly, vain display,
Of bogus tilt and sham tournay,
On this last August's eighteenth day,

Came off at Brentsville, Va.

To view the idiotic scene,
A crowd assembled on a grei'n.

Where, noon and dinner's hour between,
The males and females danced.

The meal brought dancing to a stop,

They ate and drank each bit and drop,
And then they recommenced the hop,

Until
"
Sir Knights

"
advanced.

Sir Knights ! a precious set of Sirs !

Who dubbed themselves, and bought their

spurs,

Copied their shields from Britishers,
Or did themselves invent :

I wish you had been there to see,

The hash they made of heraldry,
At that absurd festivity

They called a Tournament.

Such knights, of
" do " renowned for deed !

Such names, RUDD, PRIDMORE, WILLIAMS,
REID,

DAVIS, and FEWELL ! but we need
Not mention any mere.

Of MONTMORBNCY, IVANHOE,
Of MAKMION, LOCIIINVAR, as though
They fell, their proper names too low,

The fancy names they bore.

Knights were there of the Woods and the

Chase ;

Of Unknown Knight there was one case,
And one of Black Knight ; Brentsville's base

j

Addition, PRIDMORE chose.

The Knight of Greenville, MEREDITH
Disguised his own plnin surname with;
And every knight had got a smith

To make his iron clothes.

Marshal and herald marched before

Each feudal keeper of a store,

A helmet on his pate who wore,
Bedizened with a crest.

And then the pack of numskulls were

By MR. ARALLAND MARSTELLER
(We quote the Yankee newspaper)

"Appropriately addressed."

"
Now, go it !

"
doubtless was the speecli ;

Whereon, in turn, they went it each.

What, subjects for the art of LEECU
Those horsemen would have been !

Yet failed their riding not to please
The girls reported "faire ladyes."
The winning softhorn, out of these,

Chose Love and Beauty's Queen.

Named "of the Chase," was this mock Knight,
The second IVANHOE was liiaht ;

(In two large dish-covers bedight)
And Brentsville was the third.

They named the Maids of Honour three,

The Queen herself was Miss M.C.,
Misses C., W., and T.

Were for the maids preferred.

A final hop wound up the day.
At chivalry when next they play,
With Yankees if our word can weigh,

In fitting pomp and pride,
Would they parade in public sight,
And the beholders all de'ight;
Let every mock heroic Knight

A hobby-horse bestride.
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MR. PUNCH'S TESTIMONIAL TO MR. CHARLES ,KEAN.

N Monday last, to celebrate

the closing of the Prii

Theatre, Mr. Punch, as the,

acknowledged MAECENAS of

the stage, gave ;i l> mquet
to the wardrobe-men and

scene-painters, who have

lately been encased in the

employ of that establishment.

The banquet which was
served at ,!//. I'niick's private
residence, was got up by

OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.
".My BEAU PUNCH, llnrengviUe, France.

" THE fervour of my devotion to Art is intense, but an Italian
summer is equally warm. I love communion with the classic shades,
hut. they afford no retreat from the rays of Phoibus. It was all very
well for the ancient Romans; while a gentleman could appear in

society wearing nothing but a sheet and a quiver, like the Belvidere
Apollo, or stroll down to the Coliseum in the simple but elegant
summer costume of the Discobolus; while the baths of DIOCLETIAN
and of CARACALLA were filled by limpid streams in which (JLAUCUS,
ANTIIMIO, or any other swell of the period, might lead an easy,
anthropopotamus-likc existence breakfast, dine, and sleep in the

bath, without even the trouble of ruhbing himself dry afterwards,

appointments were
alj

in the most admirable taste, and some notion

may be formed of their splendour and magnificence, when it is stated

that the properties which were produced on the occasion were the
same as have been long in daily use by Mr. Punch. The knives and
forks and glasses were all strictly

"
of the period ;

"
and the table was

adorned with a most eleeant assortment and variety of plate, com-
prising the plain white and more reclu'rclu' willow-pattern.
The cloth being removed, and bumpers being tilled, ,)/*-. Puncli went

on his knees to give the toast of the evening. He said, they met there
to commemorate the closing of a theatre which had been long viewed
as the home of the Sliakspearian drama, and had of course ;

enjoyed a large amount of public patronage. As to whether this

support had been deservedly conceded, there could be, he thought, no
difference of thinking; for in the unbiassed opinion of all judges

nightly myriads by the magnet of his genius. The name of that Illus-

trious One their own hearts would reveal to them, and he (Mr. Punch)
would not impugn their judgment by repeating it. (Here the entire

company started to their feet, and interrupted Mr. Punch with such a
burst of cheering that the explosion killed a cat on Mr. Punch's tiles, and
a Policeman in his kitchen rushed vp to quell the tumult. Silence being
at length restored, Mr. Punch proceeded thus :) In speaking of this

gentleman, he (Mr. Punch) should content himself with simply making

--

1|1I|PP -P.
lece -

Autriche!' and
'

Sacrrrr-rrree sauer kraut.'

'The excitement had scarcely died away, the festive lights had
hardly smouldered out, and the red, white, and blue calico been furled

up and put in a corner, when a small affiche appears, posted on the

walls, and the magical words
'

Amnestie generate
'

are read by the

gaping crowd. Presto! the sentiments of the whole French nation
are changed in a twinkling. War is suddenly discovered to be a

horror; victories cost blood
, sieges are affreux. The cry is for 'the

olive 'this time. Up goes the tricolor again; down come the cari-

catures, and in their stead a lithograph of GVULAI or FKAXI is-JosEPH

?,"
su >scnbed hc

.
"* ""t smirk at you from every print-shop. Again the boogies are lighted up.What the present should con- Once more salvos are fired, and our pious neighbours flock to their,i iii.i i i

*
I ^vo mult; ottivua aic mcu. aim uui pious

yet been settled; but he inclined to think the fittest
j
cathedrals. Hark! how they shout the Te

- gilt to oner would be a set of his (Mr. Pvnt/i's) \ cry 'Amen !

'

periodical, with an index to the jokes which had been cut at this Great
Actor, and which in all future editions would be carefully erased.

and all the people

.

Mr Punch concluded, amid general applause, by drinking the good
healths of all the company assembled

; saying it was to them that the
nation owed its thanks for the, upholstering of the drama, whereof the
Great Man they had worked for had long been the head upholder.

"I believe, if the French had their way, that they would change
their politics with their fashions, once a month.

"Faithfully yours, my dear Pntich,

"JACK EASEL."

that gentleman regardlessly mighty pleasant a Roman summer may have been in toots days, I say.
-'

;
and dr \- for the prntatt-~fhew\ the bare notion of it, is a stiller! 1 bore it

speaking, proved a most de- like a native of Troy (that is to say, with peculiar fortitude,) at first.

cided hit. A grander scene : I worked as long as I could. 1 had a conduit laid down in the
than that which was pre- house, and a stream of water, fresh from the Barberini Fountain,
sentccl to the guests, it has
but rarely fallen to a scene-
shifter to witness. The

passed through my studio night and day. My models were supplied
with fresh relays of ices from NA/.AKRI'S every half hour (that greedy
monster, GALLINACCIO, devoured twenty-three at a single sitting); I

I my varnishes in the patent refrigerator, and used cold-drawn
castor-oil as a vehicle for my colours (OrALLlNACClo stole a pint one
evening for his salad, and came back looking very penitent next day)."

It was all in vain. My paints dried up, my canvas cracked. Three
Pifferari and an amateur brigand fainted in my studio. ANTONIO swore
he could wear his goat-skin breeches no longer ;

JACLNTA (an elderly
female model) threatened to remove her sottana. I saw it was hope-
less. I

packed my portmanteau, put my sketching-tackle in order,
took the boat at Civita Vecchia, and crossed the briny deep."

VV'ell- -I won't describe the passage : why should I ? We all know
what it is. Why recall the fearful sensations, the ignoble incidents, of
that, horrid night; the cruel juke of dinner, the ghastly faces, the

groans, the unmistakeable Saxon ejaculations of "Hi!" "Garsong!"
"Koovette!" &c. &c. or allude to the unfeeling conduct of that

room, and think I see the blue line of the horizon, now rising above,
and now disappearing behind the fatal gunwale. I hope no one
begrudged the steward and stewardess their fees. Ah, poor wretches !

tenpence a head is not too much for such a service, and some one must
look after the basins."

Sile DOS, non vobis, you know the rest. I did not stay long in

Paris, partly Pshaw! Paris was not my destination. The fact is (I
don't mind telling you in confidence) that I am collecting materials

the assertion, that no praise could be too high for a Genius so exalted, for a grand historical picture, viz
,
The Birth of King Pepin and am

and that the longest eulogy which language could express would fall
j

now staying at Harengville-sur-Seine (where that illustrious but unfor-
short of the laudation which was properly his due. Skilful as a tunate monarch first saw the light) for the purpose of making studies
manager, and learned as a scholar, it was however as an actor he so

"
Verily, my dear Punch, we live in strange times. It is scarcely

greatly was distinguished. He had never mouthed and ranted as ! two months since I left the Mediterranean. In that short space of
less smooth-tongued actors might; and such was the distinctness and

;

time what unexpected events have taken place in the political world !

clearness ot his utterance that,, when choking with emotion, his gulps Six weeks ago there was not a contadino in Italy who did not believe
and gasps were quite intelligible, and every one who heard them knew the French EMPEROR to be the Saviour of his country Then he was
exactly what they meant Never stiff or cramped or clumsy in deport- 'Benedetto;' now he is 'Birbone;' and from being esteemed as a
ment, he was as graceful a posturer asi he was an elocutionist. Fitted /,//. d'or, he is now only regarded as Imntcme again. As for the

? j .1
eltl

.VT , ,

k
.

of
- l)role

f
s

.

lon . he had made no more of (French, their disposition appears not only to waver, but to revolve
han if it had been farce, and in whatever character his talents according to the issue of events. A short time ago one heard of

had been exercised, his mvs had been as plain as the nose upon his nothing but the glories of war, and every fresh victory was hailed with
face^

Nor was this Great Genius great merely in the drama Eclipsing
j

enthusiasm. Flags adorned the streets; lamps were hung at everybtar the most brilliant of stage luminaries, he had shone out ! window, while thousands of their countrymen were stretched low uponess brightly as a literary light : and the learning he had lavished the plains of Magenta or before the heights of Solfermo. Austria was
on the fly-leaves of his play-lulls fully showed he was a man of letters, held up for execration. Hideous caricatures of her bravest soldiers

1 saying this he (Mr. lunch) claimed no novelty of diction. Nor appeared at every shop-window. The popular cry was
'

Perfidewere they solely Ins own sentiments he was trying to express. He was > *

echoing the comments of the best informed of critics, and spoke merely
as the mouthpiece of the unbiassed British Press. Having, however
slowly, at length come to the conclusion that their judgment was the
right one, he had resolved on inakiiiir public recantation of his scepti-
cism, and of showing by proof tangible, that he had come to the true
faith. With this view he intended to present a Testimonial, which the
whole strength of his establishment had been exerted to get up; and
he thought it right to mention that, following the piinciple which else-
where had been acted on, his pooiesi afflftp&y&bad been taxed to
give their quota, and all the Punch boys had subscribed he need not
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SCENE-A CERTAIN GAY WATERING-PLACE. ,

First Irresistible (on hack).
"
ULLO, 'ARRY! WHY, WHAT HAS BROUGHT YOU HERE?"

Second Ditto. "WHY, YER SEE, BUL, I'M PRECIOUS SICK OF WORKING FOR MY LIVING, so I'VE COME HERE TO PICK UP AN

LOUIS NAPOLEON'S COURT JESTER.

x^^_
;/-^\

EVERAL thousand thanks,
DE MORNY ! A thousand of

the warmest thanks that

can be uttered this cool

weather ! It takes no com-
mon mind to make a joke
in this dull season, and the

genius who can do so, de-

serves a niche in Punch.

You, DE MORNY, have most

fully merited that honour.
Your speech before the
Council-General of the Puy
de Dome, Punch cannot
but consider a great effort

of facetiousness every
word of it is redolent of

humour the most happy.
Dip into it where one may,
one is sure to come upon
a jest of the first water.

Here, for instance, in the

opening sentence of the

speech, are two such gems
of jokes, that when even
set in Punch, they will be
looked upon as brilliants :

" You have participated, gentlemen, in the enthusiasm excited by our victories
you have shared in the unanimous gratitude of France for the great moderation of
the EMPEROR. But you find it difficult to understand how His Majesty's evident
desire to prevent a European conflagration can have caused in England the news-
paper articles, the Parliamentary speeches, and the warlike preparations of which
so much has been said."

"Unanimous gratitude!" ha! ha! ha! "Evident desire!" ho!
ho ! ho ! The jokes are really both so good, one don't know which to

laugh at loudest. The two statements are so funny that it puzzles one
to say by which one is most tickled. The chief charm in them both
lies in their gravity of humour. One regards them at first sight as

really matter of fact assertions. A second glance, however, reveals
the hidden fun of them, and one seems to see the wink which accom-

panied their utterance.

Here too is another bit of comic speaking, the joke of which consists
in one's regarding it as serious :

" We live at a period when the hatreds of castes and families have succumbed
from the increased mildness of manners, and at which national hatred and preju-
dice have been effaced by civilisation. The new generations have something else to
do than to avenge the past ; they are too enlightened to act on any other motive
than the interest of the present and.the future."

Bravo ! DE MORNY. Another thousand thanks to you. The Mil-
lennium has arrived. Ha ! ha ! ha ! you '11 really be the death of us,
DE MORNY. There are no such vices extant now as enmity and pre-
judice. Civilisation has effaced all national antipathies. The Gallic

Cock "has something else to do" than crow for vengeance. Oh!
dear, yes. Of course. Just ask the cockadoodle colonels if it hasn't.

But by way of comic climax, what joke can equal this ?

" You know, without doubt, by means of what logic the English explain their

apprehensions. They say,
' Our press is free : the French press is not so ; therefore

insults have not the same importance in one as in the other.' That is quite an error.
There are in France no means of preventing a journal from publishing what seems
t< i it right; the Government is only rmed against the press with the power of

warning and of suspension, which are repressive measures."

Now, isn't that delicious! Really, COUNT DE MORNY. the EM-
PEROR your master should appoint you liis Court Jester. The humour
of that "only" is so exquisitely clownish, that unless you had your
cheek rouged you must have blushed to say it. How facetious too you
are in imagining we fancy that the French press is not free. Free ?

Why, of course it is. Who in England doubts it ? Everybody here
knows that the French press now is free as free, at least, as France.
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ANOTHER RAILWAY ROW.
A MEETING of the Directors and Shareholders of the Eastern

Counties Bailway took place yesterday, when the usual scene occurred.

Mr. Punch is unable, from the preternatural pressure ou his space to

give the proceedings in extenso, but is happy to oblige the parties by
the following condensed account of what occurred.
MR. HOUATIO LOVK, the Chairman, was about to take the Chair,

when it. was pulled from under him by several shareholders, amid the

applause of some, and the disapprobation of others. After a severe

light, and the destruction of the Windsor chair he had intended to

occupy, the honourable gentleman succeeded in establishing himself on
a oane-bottomer, shut up his antagonists, and opened business. He
said that they had assembled to consider
SERJEANT TO/.KR said that they were always considering and never

getting dividends. It was the case of the song,

" There was an old man and he had an old cow.
And he had no victuals to yivo her

;

So he out with his fiddle and played her a tiuie.

Consider my cow, consider."

The Company were the old cow, and the Chairman wanted to fiddle to

them. (Laughteraiidrifiiiluii.se.) If music were the food of LOVE, he

might play on, as SIIAK&PEARK said, but they wanted something more
substantial.

The Chairman said they should have" a substantial he meant sub-
stantive motion directly. He hoped that they would hear him.
MR. WADDINGTON, as a gentleman, assured the honourable Chairman

that they would do nothing of the kind, (dicers.}
MR. JONKS said that- the man who would not listen to the voice of

LOVE was a brute, whom it was base flattery to call a coward. (Cries

of
"
Order.")

The Chairman said that he had never sought his present office

MR. BROWN said that he had sought the Chairman's office often

enough, but never could find him at home, and whether he was away
revelling in enjoyment at the expense of the Company, or was inside
the otliec smoking, and wouldn't answer the floor, he could not, say

The Clitin-miiti. I never smoke, though I puff the Company sometimes.
(Cl/nriiig.) Encouraged by that response he would proceed. Hedidnot
affect to deny that the Company was not at that moment an El Dorado,
or a Golconda, an Ophir, or a California. It was not an ever springing
fountain of gold and silver

MR. BROWN said that his accusation was borne out by the Chair-
man's words. That last was the habitual cant of the gambling-table
keepers at races, and the Chairman must have been in the habit of

frequenting races to hear such expressions. If, instead of going to
races he would attend to his business

The Chairman. I never was at a race in my life, except once, when I
went to the Race of Portland to buy stone for the Company
Mr. Robinson. And a nice Bill of Portland you brought us in for the

speculation. (Hear, hear.)
The Chairman. Hold your noise. Admitting, he continued, that the

Company was not exactly prosperous, he nevertheless contended that
it was not at a stand-still.

Mr. Williams. But its trains often are, and in a disgraceful way.
I myself, with a lot of excursionists, were kept several hours the other
morning waiting for conveyance to Rye House

The Chairman. And what business had you to be going to Rye
House. It was not a place for gentlemen, though all very well for the
inferior classes. He should be ashamed to bring forward such an
objection in a Meeting like that. The honourable proprietor was not
going to get up a Rye House Plot there, he could tell him.
SERJEANT IOZER said that such a display of aristocratic indignation

was all very fine, but he, on the contrary, asserted that the line was"
snobbishly

"
conducted, and their Bradshaw was the Book of Snobs.

(Immense uproar.)
The Chairman said that as sure as his name was HORATIO LOVE
MR. WADDINGTON said that there were more things in heaven and

earth than were dreamt of in MR. HORATIO'S philosophy, and several,
especially, in the Eastern Counties Railway. The way, for instance,
in which the porters bawled out the names of the stations was most
obnoxious and offensive.

The Chairman demanded whether the honourable proprietor would
like to have their porters sent to Cambridge for education. It was
on the line, only fifty-seven and a half miles from town, and any
facilities

MR. WADDINGTON said that the Chairman's irony passed him like
the idle wind, but considering the perpetually falling fortunes of the
Company, the Chairman reminded him of a Cambridge authority, the
Master of Downing. (Cheers.)
MR. JONES here tried something about Brazenose, but being informed

that this was at Oxford, muttered that the Chairman had brass enough
for anything, and sat down without any applause at all.

The Secretary then rose to read the Report, but the tremendous
shower of hats that were instantly shied at him, compelled him, after

some struggle, to abandon the idea. An exceedingly respectable hat
struck him on the nose, on which he emitted a slight oath, but imme-
diately apologised for making what he called a beaver-dam. (Applause.)
The Chairman said that he would now proceed to his duty of declaring

a dividend. (The meeting roseet/-, shouted for several minutes.
Order being restored:)
The Chairman would be obliged by their allowing him to conclude

his sentence. He would proceed to his duty of declaring a dividend

(Relieved sensation) of declaring a dividend to be a thing entirely out
of the question at present, and he wished them a very good morning.*
The Chairman left the room, and a scene of indescribable confusion

followed, in the course of which our reporter wa.s, we regret to say,
knocked down eight times in mistake for the t-ame number of directors.
In the course of a few hours the meeting quietly dispersed.

* Our reporter seems to have mode a mistake about this last part, as it seems
that thu Eastern Counties do pay a dividend. \VY nr youn^f man has
fallen into the melancholy mistake of pi Lt ho thinks to be smartness to
what ho knows to be truth. As the rust t*f his report is unimpeachable, he remains
in our service, but is

" warned."

PKOCLAMATION BY KING PUNCH.
KINT

<; PUNCH hereby proclaims to anxious myriads of His subjects
that He has not the least intention to reduce those standing armaments
of sarcasm and satire, which have made His name so formidable where-
ever it is known. On the contrary, unmoved by what, Emperors may
be doing, or pretending to be doing, KING PUNCH sees no fit reason at

present for disarming; and He therefore condescends in His great

S'acipusncss
to notify that they who dare provoke him must beware of

is just wrath. To punish all offenders, no matter where or whom,
His trenchant sword of satire will be sharpened once a week, and the
utmost pains be taken to preserve its keenest edge, and fit it for the
service of giving out great cuts. Moreover, lest His bayonet of sar-

casm be blunted by disuse, KING PUNCH will take all care to keep the '

fineness of its point, and ever have it ready to administer home-thrusts. ;

The same attention also will be paid to other weapons in His royal
armoury. His shafts of wit will always be found in the best feather,
and certain to fly true to the butts which they are aimed at. All the

arms, in short, wherewith invention has supplied him, being arms of
rare precision, will ever surely hit the mark.
In the way of heavy ordnance, KING PUNCH has a good number of

great guns at His command, whose large calibre of intellect, and
enormous length of range, make them terribly tremendous when they
ever open fire, and certain to demolish those on whom they are brought
to bear. As heretofore, KING PUNCH will keep this

"
dread artillery

"

in perfect working order
;
and whatever stronghold of snobbery He

lays siege to, He, as heretofore, unfailingly will smash. Abundant
stores of ammunition will be always kept in readiness; and besides
the larger missiles which are fired from His great guns, His great
arsenal of wit will always be supplied with heaps of quips and cranks,
and jokes and jests, and such small shot.

The standing army of brave penmen whom He keeps in pay will
continue to be kept up regardless of expense, and besides the "regulars

"

enlisted in his ranks, encouragement will graciously be given to volun-
teers who may on emergency be ready to assist. As defenders of their

country from Snobbism and Silliness, KING PUNCH may point with
pride to his crack corps of ready writers ; and without boast or bravado
may record the simple fact that, whenever there is any slashing service
to be done, they are never found to shirk it, or to turn tail from the
work. In fine, KING PDNCH throws down His gauntlet in challenge to
all comers ; and in the modesty of greatness He calls the world to
witness that, ready to scourge the snob or smash the scoundrel as they
are, for mingled skill and bravery in leading a good cause, there are
nowhere better officers than those upon his staff.

Human Sight.

IN youth, we look upon life through the small end of the telescope ;

in old age, through the broad. They are the same objects, and yet we
wonder that what once appeared so large, should now seem so very
small. Alas ! that happy time, when all things were sweet as confec-

tionery to our innocent taste, will never come again nor shall we
care much, if it never docs. Ait Optician and an Optimist and an,

'Ottseholder.

CREATURES OF CONTRADICTION.

IN many trifles, Man is just (or unjust) as contradictory as Woman.
For instance, he objects to see flies in his port wine, and yet the
fastidious monster is not in the least enraged at the sight of the
bee's-wing !

ADVICE TO HOP-GROWERS (when, the duty is being collected)." Gen-
tlemen, take care of your Pockets."
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Florence. "
Well, I'm sure! you might have found some letter place for Oiose nasty tigars than

Stirling them all round your hat."

Reginald.
"
Aw, aw, really I I flatter myself it 's rather a neat ideam."

AN IRISH STRIKE.

THE Carpenters of Dublin have followed the

example of the Builders of London by striking.

They nave struck for an advance of *td. a day on
the standard wages of 30*. a week. Everybody
knows that a very considerable proportion of the

London bricklayers are Irishmen. The London
strike, therefore, may be nearly as much an Irish

strike as the Dublin one
; particularly since the

workmen of London generally have not struck.

Anyhow, the strike, whether m London or Dub-
lin, is too likely to prove an extremely Irish affair

in the end. The masters, having lost money by

suspension of business, will, when they re-open
their establishments, very probably indemnify
themselves by paying their workmen at a lower

rate, and thus the men will find that they have
struck for a reduction of wages a proceeding
which is just what might be denominated an Irish

Strike.

Sweet Innocence.

THE simplicity of ME. BOWYER beats every-
thing. He was saying, the other morning, in

his own innocent way,
" You know they

call the

POPE "
(and here he made his usual salutation)

"a Sovereign Pontiff, and I confess I do not

understand it
;
for I have yet to learn how three

crowns and that is all the POPE has can

possibly make a sovereign."

THE DUTY OF GOVERNMENT.

LIKE Nature, to abhor a vacancy. and so to

fill it up with the least possible delay. Civil

Service Gazette.

CREATION WHIPPED AGAIN!
"
WAL, Punch, old hoss ! and heow go things in gin'ral t' other side

the duck pond ? Reckon if you Britishers ain't no slicker than you

was, 'tain't no airthly use your tryin to keep way with us. We air a

bunch of reglar Goaheaditives, we air ; and when we make a splurge
we leave Creation all astarn of us. Talk of the march of intellect !

Snakes and wooden nutmegs ! Why, we chaw you up en-tirely. We
raises our great thinkers jist as slick as our big pumpkins. Not by
ones and twos, nayther. No, Sir-ree. I kinder calc'late we sows the

seed broadcast, and up they come in bunches, thick as pigs in Phila-

delphy. And the buoys air wholesouled, tew, and their boots air

seven-leagued ones. An old hoss like JOHN BULL would soon git

winded in a race with them. Yes, Sir-ree : that 's a fa-act. Our lit'ry

men and authors air of the raal grit, and slick off every mortal scrawl.

from po'try up to pennyalinin. In the way of pennyalinin neow, I 'd

iist like to see the Britisher as could beat them grand descriptions our

bhoys penned us of the SICKLES trial. All-fired fine they were, and
here 's another sample for you, equally socdologising. I seed it in the

Washington Star a week or two ago, but the weather 's been so hot,
I hain't had time to send it you. It 's not only, as I say, a scrumptious
bit o' word-fixing, but it may be morally of sarvice to you Britishers.

You say we wops our niggers : wal, perhaps we does, but anyheow
you '11 own, we treats our sinners marcifully. Although, when they
desarve it, we claps 'em into quod, we doesn't scrunch the finer feelings
of their human natur out of them. Though under lock and key, we
lets 'em act at times like free and independent citizens. For instance,
this is heow they kept the Glorious Day of Independence in the

Penitenti-ary as we 've built for 'em at Washington :

"While the sovereigns generally were enjoying the 'largest liberty' of which
the day is capable, the convicts at the Penitentiary were allowed somewhat enlarged
privileges, and the celebration there was decidedly unique as well as interesting.

* * * Between eleven and twelve o'clock in the forenoou the convicts were
assembled in the Chapel, and entered upon the exercises of the day in the presence
of quite a number of ladies and gentlemen from the city. The room was decked
with flowers and evergreens, and at the eastern end, fronting the audience, appeared
in handsome letters on a blue ground the motto: ' We Still Love our Country.'
In the rear of the visitors were the male convicts in their prison uniform of parti-
coloured white and blue clothes, and separated from them by a screen (punctured,
however, with numerous '

peep-holes,' showing the strength of feminine curiosity)
were the female convicta. Copies of a written programme, with coloured embel-
lishments on the margin, bearing the names of WASHINGTON, LAFAYETTE, MONT-
COMBRY, KOSCIOSKO, were distributed among the audience, and were carefully

preserved and taken away by the recipients."

"
Guess you 'd give one of your wise teeth for a glimpse of this

here programme ? Or if not
?
that gal, Judy," would

;
for

'
feminine

curiosity' is strong on both sides the Atlantic. Wal bring her over

here, old cuss ! and we '11 jist liquor, and I '11 show it her. They say
sea-sickness is 'bolished neow the Big Ship is afloat, and, Crinoline

and all, sure-lie there will be room for her. But see heow dazzling our
Star shines in its critique of the performance :

" The Declaration of Independence was read by BARRETT in a clear voice, and hU
appearance rather favourably impressed the audience, being that of a frank, kindly
young man : and it was not easy to realise that the crime tor which he is incarce-
rated was that of murder !

" The address of the day, by R. SMITH, was an effort to occasion yet more interest

in the speaker, a young man with a fine expansive brow, and a quick intelligent
eye. The address was well conceived, and was delivered with appropriate gesture
and elocutionary effect, showing scholarship and cxiltivati-in on the part of the un-
fortunate criminal. We forbear giving his name in full at his earnest request lest

it should come to the knowledge of his aged mother (thus far kept in ignorance of
the fact) that her only son is within the walls of a prison. His crime, we believe,
was forgery."

"
'His crime, we believe, was forgery !' Reckon that 's a peowerful

climax. And here 's a tallish bit of sentiment about another prisoner,
whose sudden death had

' thrown a sad damper
'
on the flare-up :

" Much interest attaches to the name of CROOOIN in this community, from his

having been one of the most daring members of the celebrated
'

Naylor gang
'

of

burglars, and from his escape from gaol, and his subsequent adventures while con-
cealed prior to his re-arrest by the police. He was about twenty-four years of age."

" But if you want to hear tall talkin', as BILLY SHAKSPEARE says,

'jist loan me your auriculars :

'

" In his address he spoke of the celebration as a novel one ;
but outcasts though

they were, the fire of patriotism still glowed in their bosoms. God forbid that their

misfortunes should entirely crush out their finer feelings ! For himself, he felt

keenly the degradation which attached to him, but his fixed resolve was to here-
after redeem his good name.

"
Proceeding to recite, in vivid language, the leading events in the history of the

country, and of the War of Independence, he went on to depict the material pro-

gress of the country, closing with, an appeal to his fellow-prisoners to aspire to a

higher position, and urging upon them that to this end there was no surer means
than the cultivation of true patriotism. Altogether, we have heard infinitely worse,
and not many better specimens of Fourth of July spread-eagleism outside the

penetentiary." This address was warmly applauded upon its conclusion, not only by the_ spec-
tators but by the convicts, who seemed to take no little pride in the creditable

effort of one of their number."
"
Arter this here bust o'cheerin'

" An address of thanks to the Warden, the Deputy Warden (Ma. C. T. SBNGSTACK,
JR.), to the Chaplain and the Board of Inspectors for kindnesses rendered, and to

* "
Gal," indeed ! Why, bless the man ! I owned, last Census. I was thirty !

Judy.
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ii these walla, to endeavour to inyaiu tliu regard of til

"
'Intoxicatin cup' I spose means brandy-smashes, mint-juleps

ami gin cocktails. Guess the critter used the phrase as being more
i ir, not to call it sentimentaller. As a cncludin' bit of sentiment

jist cock your eye, old swanger, and take a sight at this :

" The > '-cedingly good, and one piece,
'

])<

s me at homo,' was sumcientiy touchliig to draw tears from eyes
' unusei

to the melting mood.' "

"
Wai, neow, talk of flowery language, isn't that a Floorer ?* Joira

BULL may strain to bustiu', but he can't come up to that. Ugly
b'ars and skinned opossums! Won't it rise the old 'coon's <!

iiiul himself as-tarn of us! llcckon as hnnv yar big sliips ain't, not

nothin to our 'liners. Your MACKAYS and M ;/ crack

up as you please, and to your TKNNYSOXS aud THOMSONS you may
give what sale, u>n like, but it tain't no IIM' ;i si artin them agin om
clipper poets. Why, you see from what IV
pcnnyaliners can lick 'em slick as snakes. I don't want to make a
iizxlc, but when I 've spoke my mind, 1 'm not. the shyster as squirms
out of it. I Ve a bunch o" sprouts right handy if you or any Britisher
has any mind to taste 'em. But it' fightin's not your grit, jist come
across aud liquor ;

aud then I '11 prove by word of mouth that what 1

say 's as true as that 'possums git up gum-trees, or that my name,
Sir-ree, is

" JONATHAN MAECELLUS FRAKKLIN SLOSH."

*
Query, Flora ? P. D.

ALL UP WITH ENGLAND!

NEKVOI-S we are not, nor ever needlessly alarmists. But we are
Irving a doomed life, and so are all our English readers. There is no
mistake this time about the fate which is awaiting us. We have long
feared an invasion, and our fears will soon be realised. The foe is close
at hand. Tremble, Britons, at his coming! Shake, Saxons, in your
shoes

;
for

surely you must quake when you list to what the Lunilalk
Democrat has said of him :

" He knows all our weak points ; and our opinion is, that he would lose no timem going round to land in Connaught or Bantiy Bay, but would dash boldly on the
capital, and seize the Castle, and all the arsenals in Dublin. Ho would we fear
strike at once at the heart of our power, and scatter us like chaff before the wind

o we could organise our forces. Among the Young Ireland party there was no
one but he capable of leading an army of liberation. He was a man of iron will and

lomitable courage. We believe he possessed that boldness and energy which

would inspire his followers to rival the soldiers of any other nation in deeds of
"i lluisa: U; quickly, and to carry' out his |mi|">-<: with an

unrn:' 'i vigorous arm. He wouM have th.- inrn , if all districts
:rn or :tgami*t him. and would deal roughly with all who should desire
iitral ground. Such a num as this would prove a formidable foe to

English power in Inrlon-1; :uid, although he might run some risks, it is certain
that he would not be so easily caught as WOLKE TONE. It his vi*it to Kurupc 1)8 to

mil seem t* expect, he will have no mercy lor JOHN
aid will more than rival GAIUHALDI m his furious onsets agaiugt the Great

Britons."

And who, it may be asked, is this
"
formidable foe ?

" Who is this

indomitable, iron-willed invader, who "knows all our weak points,"
and is to "scatter us like chaff?" The Lhindalk Democrat does not
conceal his name. JOHN MITCHEL is his name : merciless JOHN
MiTC'iiEL; maniacalJoHN MITCHEL. MITCHEL, he of vitriolic and of
vicious memory. Transported lie \v;i_s once, and now returns for ven-

geance on the sanguinary Saxon.
" Some ri>U he may run," but once

caught makes twice shy. You may catch a WOLFE asleep, perhaps;
ItrciiEL is a weasel that you won't again nab napping. As

GARIBALDI to the Aust.rians, so JOHN MITCHKL to the English, lie
has armed him for the light. See, his lion's skin hangs round him;
and his voice sounds forth the war-cry of Young Ireland,

"
Erix, iju

BrayI"

UNCALCULATING SORROW.
OUR Dublin contemporary, the Freeman's Journal, generously pub-

lishes an advertisement in combination with the following obituary
announcement :

"August 10. at his residence. . -, vintner, after a long aid painful
i ion of the heart brought on by fretting deeply lamented by a large

circle of friends .'iiid his disconsolate widow, who still continues to carry on the
business. May he rest in peace."

The disconsolate condition of the lady whom we may presume to

liave penned the above advertisement, no doubt occasioned a slight
defect;, which is noticeable in its composition. In the distraction of
"rrief she omitted one word which is required to connect the totally
listinct facts which that notification proclaims. The concluding por-
:ion thereof should have run thus :

"
deeply lamented by a large circle

jf friends and his disconsolate widow, who, however, still continues to

carry on the business." The public would then have understood that,

although disconsolate, she was still carrying on the business, which
\cess of sorrow might erroneously be supposed to prevent her from
ttending to.

Health of an Illustrious Personage.
" THE extreme heat of the weather (that was) operated, we regret

o say, somewhat unfavourably upon the Sun, whose face has come out
n spots of considerable size, the last that has appeared being about

ixty thousand miles in diameter. Having, however, swallowed a

ouple of comets, overnight, and having taken a hurricane-mixture in

the morning, the illustrious luminary has perceptibly amended, and
has been able to rise at his usual hour."

"ATREY, M.D.
"
Greenwich Observatory, Sept. 1." HEKSCILBL, M.D."

THE TOP OP HIS PROFESSION.

IF we were asked what physician stood at the top of his profession,
we should say it was the gentleman who was in the habit of attending"
patients on a monument."

" Under Government."

THERE is a useful little book with the above title. The KING OP
SPAIN intends bringing out a companion work to it, to be called" UXDER PETTICOAT GOVERNMENT." Crinoline is instanced as one of

j

the greatest proofs of it. The work is to contain a portrait of the

royal author.

PRIDE'S LAST DISH.

PIES and Puddings generally come the last. The last thing that
Pride cats is Humble Pie.

WHY can you compare Big Ben to GRAZIANI ?

Because it is the highest of BARiiY-toues.

CARTOON FOR THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT. Louis NAPOLEOX
feeding the British Lion with French bonbons.

THE RECEIPTS OF PUNCH for the Week ending September the 3rd,
amounted to 2,977,849 15*. &d.
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ANOTHER STRIKE.

THE Government Clerks
intend organising a strike.

They are going in for five

hours' labour if labour is

not too playful a word for

it. They also stipulate being
allowed two hours a day
for reading the newspaper.
These claims, which must
be admired for their mode-
ration, will very likely be
acceded to, as we do not
see how the machinery of
Government can possibly
go on without them.

BADEN RACES.-PORTRAIT OF A GERMAN JOCKEY.

The Major Allowance.

A STATICIAN, a small

,

Wilsonite in his figurative

way, was explaining to a

lady how (and we strongly
suspect that he stole the
facts out of MR. FON-
BLANQUE'S book) a Major,

;

after allowing for the in-

terest on the sum paid for

his commission,only cleared
42 9s. Sd. per annum.

" Good gracious me !

"
ex-

claimed the astonished

DUCHESS; "why, do you
know I give ANASTASIE,
my French maid, more
than that, and she lias afi

'

my old things !

"

LECTUKES ABOUT TO BE DELIVERED.

Now that Parliament is over, the Lecture-mania is about to begin.
We understand that the following gentlemen have certain learned

subjects in reading, which they will be happy to let off, at a moment's

notice, for the benefit of any Mechanics' Institute, or even an agri-

cultural audience that can be proved to have the faculty of under-

standing. Terms nothing. The only condition laid downapplause,
but plenty of it.

MR. FREDERICK PEEL. On the combustibility of the River Thames,
and the best means to be taken for insuring the same.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL. The Panorama of Constitution Hill, and por-
traits and biographies of the most distinguished heroes and patriots
who have fought and struggled there, from CARACTACUS down to the

last man who was assaulted by the police. To conclude with a SMOL-
LETT and HuMEorous comparison, in unbridled verse, between the

Constitution of England and the constitution of a horse, proving which
one works best and which can be worked the most.

MR. J. A. ROEBUCK. How to move the Government, when once you
have got your LEVER; with a remarkable instance of how lo get
78,000 a year out of ministers by means of the Screw. The re-

markable instance will be handed round in a Packet, brought from

Galway, and made extremely convenient for slipping into a gentleman's
pocket.

MR. B. DISRAELI. On the nature and character of Flea-bites ; with
instructions for extracting the sting of the same out of the constitution,
and infallible .remedies for allaying the irritation caused by them.

Mentally magnified, so as to be visible to the mind's eye of the
blindest and stupidest.

MR. BERNAL OSBOKNE.
"A safe Guide to Government Situations ;

"

with a portrait.

BARON BRAMWELL. On Contempt of Ctourt, and various other forms
of contempt, including that of public opinion. BARON BKAMWELL will

obligingly wear his Judge's costume on each occasion, so as to render
his illustrations the more life-like.

MR. GLADSTONE. On the art of Hair-splitting ; with French ex-

amples, proving that the best way of getting to the root of an argument
is always de le tirerpar les cheveux,

LORD PALMERSTON. On the Beauties of Italian Architecture, espe-
cially in their relation to the beautiful castles in the air that are now
being built in Italy about Italian Liberty.

THE BLNG.

THE following would appear to have been intended for Bell's Life,
but as it was discovered in our letter-box in an envelope addressed

only to
"
the Hedditer," we are induced to give it publication :

" DEAR BELL," ABOUT this ere little mill for the Berrick championship;.
You knows as how as Berrick haint neither in Hengland or Scotland,
and so as a champion of hits hown. And a snug little birth it is for

un. Quiet and Lout of the way like, and not too many questions
hasked about is hante ceeduns.

"
Well there was a mill as cum off three or four months ago, atwixt

Dizzies Pet and the Berwick Buffer. And they guv as how as the
Pet wun, but everybody knowd as how as he'd it fowl. And conse-

kently the thing were to be reffurd to a comitti of purfeshonals. Well,
the Pet didn't like paying on em five bob a day and beer and backey,
besides a lowering the carakter of the championship. So it was
aranjed as how as the Pet was to resign the belt as soon as it seemd
deecent like, and the Buffer were to walk over."

Well that were all square and abuv bord warnt it ?"
But wot d'ye think the Pet's frends goes and dus. Why wen the

Buffer cums to the scratch, eggspektin a walk over, and not in trainin

nor nuffin; blow me if they don't bring a thundering big yokel to

fight un.
" And the Buffer had seven-and-thirty round with un afore he could

pollish un off. And it were a neer tuch then.
"
Now, I ask

you
if that 's bisness. Is this kind of thing to g9 on ?

"
If it dus, I knows what '11 be the hend. Genelmen will withdrar

their suport from the ring haltogether." What 's the use of hearly information if you can't depend upon
hit? What's the good of squareing wun man, if you hev to fight
anuther ?

"
I means to say as its low, and me and my frends won't kount-

nance it.
"
For the first time I feels ashaymed of my purfeshun.

"
Hever yours,

" THOMAS TWEED."

THE VALUE OF SILENCE. A Woman has often committed herself

by talking never by holding her tongue.

Printed b William Bradbury, of No. 13. Cpoer Woburn Place, and Frederick Mu'-ett ETUK, of No. 19, Qneea'i Road Welt Renfs Park. hots in tu? Parish of St. Pancras. In the Coun'y of iddSeBet
Pr.nters, ar their Office in Lombard S reel, in ihe Precinct of. Whiiefhtn, in the City of London, and PublUhed by them at N. s>, Fleet Street, in the Pa-iah ol St. Bride, in the Citr of
London. SATUBIJAJ, September 10, 1859.
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MUZZY NOTIONS OF MERCY.

OUR friend the Aiherlisrr will be too much for

us one of these days. It' he makes us laugh until

something happens, he must really provide for

V. and the kids. He stated the other

in reference to the
anticipated reprieve of

i MUST, that "he" (the Adcertisrr that is)
"

l;nno that the QUEEN was always ready to

;i gracious response to an appeal for mercy."
Out of what very funny old School-book does

the Advertiser get his notions of the functions

of the Crown? We are half inclined to believe

that he thinks the English Sovereign "signs

death-warrants," and dips the royal pen into red

ink, for the, purpose. He surely imagines that

Sin GKOKGE LEWIS, having decided on a re-

prieve, comes crawling on his knees to QUEEN
V ICTORIA, and after a neat and pathetic speech,

founded on Portia's, about mercy, humbly begs

for lenity to the culprit. Really it is top bad

of the './'/''//"/, being such a favourite at

Court, not to obtain more accurate knowledge.

He should not [write as if the QUEEN had the

faintest personal responsibility for, 9r even

acquaintance with, the proceedings in such

cases. We assure him, on our honour, that

HER MAJESTY has nothing to do with criminal

documents, and consequently never dashes away
the pen with a

" Would I had never learned to

write," as the Adcertiser ignorantly supposes.

" It was u pleasant thing to walk oil the beach, and Me li"W amiulily that great, good-natured

. I'at.Tt'amiHas.was buried alive by the little ones." Extract from ..

THE ITALIAN QUESTION.

"PLEASE, Sir, may I accept Tuscany and the

Legations ? "Victor Emanuel to Louis Napo-
leon.

A RACE IN DANGER.

MR. PUNCH, having humanely given his establishment a holiday,

having sent his upper servants to Ramsgate and his inferior ones to

Margate, and having turned his horses into Hyde Park, has taken to

ride, of late, upon the tops of omnibuses, the only place in truth

whence a true conception can be formed of the real character of

London. There, safe, and like Jupiter high throned all height above,

the hurrying crowd, the furious Hansom, the deaf four-wheeler, the

rattling c'arriage, have no terrorslfor the London traveller ; there he

can calmly survey mankind from Chelsea to Mile End, and besides

having many agreeable revelations of first-floor life, he can really see

what the architecture of the Metropolis is, and be more and more con-

firmed in his conviction that LORD PALMERSTON hath once at least in

his life talked bosh. But this is beside Mr. Punch's present theme.

He has noticed (and what has he not noticed ?) that something or

other has wrought the most wonderful change in the character of his

old friends (yes, my Lord Duke, he honours you with his friendship,

but can afford to keep humble friends, which you can't) the Omnibus
men.
Of old, it seemed that the Omnibus Driver amply fulfilled his duty,

if he drove his vehicle with ordinary skill, avoided curb-stones and

gas abysses, was grumpishly civil to the passengers who sat near him,
and quietly growled at his conductor for not making two people get
out at once if they lived within a street m two of one another. The
Conductor was also equal to his task if he kept a tolerably sharp

eye on the populace, unhesitatingly stated that the Omnibus went

exactly where any inquiring person wished to go, and had spirits enough
to take an occasional mild sight at a rival. A readiness to pass bad

money, and a disposition to be insolent if twice told the same thing,
were also ordinary characteristics.

All is changed. The word
" Wake Up

"
has evidently been given to

the Omnibus world, and there has been a wake, with a witness.

Drivers and Conductors have been transformed into the most wide-

awake, energetic, almost frantic of creatures. Instead of being lead,

they are quicksilver. Eyes, and ears, and brains are all alive, and

artillery officers hurrying their guns from point to point, to play upon
an advancing or retreating enemy, could not be more steady in their

position, more desperate in their dash. And all insolence has vanished.

A painful, almost a feverish politeness is observed, information is given
and even tendered, thanks arc returned for money, vou are a patron
and a benefactor only, with tears in their eyes, the officials beg you to

"look sharp."
A terrible rivalry has sprung up, it seems, and certain

" Times "
are

laid down for the starting, progress, and arrival of the vehicles. The

business of the twin managers of each omnibus is to violate this agree-

ment in the most daring, or the most subtle way; to "get the road;

to sweep their enemy's passengers off; to meet him at angles and

corners ; to slang him furiously, and charge him with every crime that

is not capital ; to cut away through nameless and obscure streets, and

up courts, and if necessary down cellars, so as to get out into the

broad thoroughfare before him ; to be ready, as a captain will in stress

throw his guns over, to tear out all their own passengers, and shove

them into a friendly Bus, so as to enable themselves to dodge the foe

without imprecations from the inside ;
to be prepared with a storm of

clamorous affidavits for the
"
time-keeper," the main point of which

is that the deponents are the most innocent of lambs and the most

trampled of victims ; to turn a perfectly blind eye and deaf ear to any

old lady or lame gentleman whose tardy entrance into the vehicle might

spoil the race; to keep a succession of little boys as spies at the

corners of streets, and by posts, which infants screech horribly the

names of the drivers that have last passed the station ; to crawl, like

a tortoise that has taken laudanum for gout, and anon to dash forward

like a pickpocket that has caught sight of a detective's askance glance ;

to drive over costermongers, barrows, washing-carts, children, or any

other impediment if necessary, but to be infinitely cautious and slow,

if slowness just then is the desired dodge ;
to be fertile in resources

for stopping, such as the discovery of an imaginary stone in the near

horse's off left, or the absolute necessity of buckling up that mare two

holes (and it is astonishing how awkward a handy man can be) ;
to see

visionary passengers]half a mile off or not to see real ones at three

yards, according to circumstances ;
and generally to follow out the one

object of the life of these gallant and ingenious men, namely, to cheat

each other's "Time."
The occupation affords scope for the exercise of all the best faculties

of man patience, courage, vigilance, perseverance, skill, eloquence,

and if a passenger happens to have nothing to do, and not to be at all

nervous, the game is not an unamusing one. Unhappily, such passengers

are not the majority, and Mr. Punch regrets to hear that the clamour

of the majority against a system in which the public is bumped and

hurried and shattered, or dragged and drawled and weaned, according

to the state of the said game, has eventuated in a contemplated Police

Act for dealing with Omnibus traffic, and reducing it to ignoble and

vulgar order. The new and fine race of men, thus created by tni

necessities of competition, will be swept away, like Red Indians, ihey

shall not say that "they had no bard and died." Mr. Punch has

embalmed them.

A DAIRYMAID'S DEFINITION. 1'lattery is the milk of human kind-

ness turned into Butter.

VOL. XXXVII.
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CRINOLINE FOR BLUE COAT BOYS.

Y DEAR JOLLY, OLD
M. PUNCH,*"

I DARE say

you are tired of

hearing jokes made
about Crinoline, but
when a fellow really
wauls to talk about
it seriously, I hope
you '11 do the liberal,

and give him space
to speak. Everyone
keeps calling it a
cumbersome contri-

vance, but I mean to

say it 's not by ever

such long chalks so

cumbersome and

clumsy as those ugly
yellow petticoats
which we Blue Coat

boys are bothered

by. You can't tliink,

Sir, what a nuisance
our old - faugled
dresses are to us.

The gowns are bad

enough, for they go
dangling about our

heels like the swell chaps' Noah's Ark coats which you've been and
ch fun of. And it's no joke 1 can tell you having nothing on

one's head (and, you'll say, precious little in itt). One gets such

jolly colds in v, ii lor, to say nothing of the Smuts; and in the summer

time, my Wig ! doesn't tlie Sun just warm you ! I declare I somct lines

fancy I can hear my brains all frizzling like our pancakes on Shrove

Tuesday. Can't say either I admire one's having to sport those yellow

stockings. As that party hi SIIAKSPEARE says, it's "a fashion I

detest." (We had to stick the passage into Iambics on last verse day,
so thai 's how 1 remember it). But I declare the yellow stockings
ain't by ever so much so beastly as those brutal yellow petticoats which

;ics they serve out to us. To make boys dress in

!s seems to me to make great girls of them; and when a

sixteen (as I shall be next August), he don't like being
made a Molly of, or in any way though But then BLOBBER

le Governors regard the yellow petticoats as au
"
ancient insti-

tution," and think the country would be ruined and the School would

go to smash, if we got leave to leave off wearing them. So you see

it 's no go our petitioning against them. But I say, Mr. Punch, now
couldn't you persuade the Governors to let us all sport Crinoline when

.e us wear the petticoats ? Besides being ornamental, it really
would be useful to us ; for the great nuisance of

'

the yellows
'
is their

sticking to one's legs so, and tripping up a fellow when he tries to run
or jump in them. They swaddle a chap up like a baby in its long-

clothes, and make one's knees feel tied together like a donkey's when
he's fettled. We somehow tuck them up enough to get a spin at

football, but as for playing ily-the-garter, one might just as well expect
to pluy at leap-frog with the Monument, as to try and take a back when

got the yellows on. In short, the yellows make us feel a little

in the blues, when we peep through our school railings arid see the

butcher-boys go grinning at us. They mayn't be so well up in VIRGIL
or THUCYDIDES, but they've the free use of their limbs, and that 's a

good deal more than we have. Their minds p'raps may be stunted,
but at all events their bodies aren't. A butcher-boy could easily clear
a pillar letter-box, while a blue coat boy could hardly go clean over a
mere door-scraper.

"Doll. -'itch, try to make them give us Crinoline. It can't
! for boys to be swaddled up like babies, and not allowed to use
ibs as they feel naturally inclined to do. How can a chap play
or any other manly game, while his legs are swathed together

like those mummies from the pyramids which 1 've so often seen at the

>:!idays. It's just as silly and unnatural for boys to
i het'other things. In either

Ml know the wearer's certain to be ridiculed. Why, one can't
half enjoy one's holidays, one gets so precious laughed at. The
moment I get home I can hear the servants giggling at my rummy-
looking toggery, and all the time 1 stay they keep on making fun of it.

down, our old gardener brought me round i.

with a side-saddle, 'c:mse he said he knowed as how I couldn't straddle
in them petticoats !

* We sec no ttlijccti^n to the two first of these epithets, but the third is a gross
a, ni ask for explanation.

_t
Wo "f the sort, Sir. Wu believe that your , is a very

able nuu ve no doubt t" your heads i: 1 iitiou.

"
Pray then, dear old Punch, do use your influence with the Gover-

nors, and make them let 's wear Crinoline, which will let us stretch our

legs more. If they will persist in dressing us like girls, we may surely

ask to have our petticoats cut fashionable. Be a brick now, do, and

say just half a word for us. BLOBBER says the Governors are precious

nuts on Punch, and that they go weekly down to Greenwich or Black-

wall for it. So if you 'd just print my letter, they 'd see what it is we

want, and no doubt at your request they 'd jolly soon come down with

it. At any rate a word for us would get you heaps of KvSos, and besides

would ever so much increase your circulation, for you know .our fellows

would be sure to buy the number.
" So I remain, in expectation, your young friend,

" AN OLD BLUE."

"
P.S. If the Governors persist in molly-coddling us up, and dressing

in petticoats, don't you think it would be fair to nickname them
the Governesses?"

ST. GEORGE AND ST. NICHOLAS.

(IDatrmt of

nere am i iiu Lucit^ier, uu ^icmuiiic, nui nu uaiiuuu,

h, JIM, in course, you muff, why where do you expect to go ?

lere ? I 'm game for worship too, but bless me if I know.

COME, wot's yer little game, BILL, this ere Sabbath arternoon,
Now there ain't no theayter, no Cremorne, nor no balloon ;

Church, JIM
Ah where 't-

St. George's that 's the ticket ; not St. George's where the swells

Is spliced St. George's in the Heast and, if my mind I tells, I

Cos vy figged out in Igh Church togs the clargy comes it there
;

Which is the reason 1 resorts to that abode hoi prayer.

Hah ! you 're a blessed Puseyite whereas I olds low views

But yet I likes the Pusevites cause they don't ave no pews;
Instead of which a cove can choose what party to sit by,
With a view to prig the ticker and intent to fake the cly.

Although your principles is close and ard upon dissent,
And SPURGEON'S Taroernacle I suppose as you'll frequent;
You won't mind seein rummy priests congee, and bend, and bow,
Brest up in oly westmeuts witch is sure to cause a row.

Well, BILL, I '11 own, for all you are a Romanizing cove,
Them sound Church views which you express is sitch as I approve ;

Your doctrines in essential pints is ditto to my own,
To Church or Chapel if we goes, we both goes there to bone.

Ah, JIM ! taint vain and hempty show as captiwates my mind,
I looks upon it but as elp true riches for to find :

Snull'-boxes, watches, notes, or cash whatever I can nab
And I 'm thankful for the shindy when my neighbour's goods 1 grab.

Beloved pal, come, I'm your man ! Success to stole and cope !

Of plunder which affords us both so comfortin' an ope,
Success to cope with all my art, likewise with all my soul !

Hand wot could hauy thief say less ? prosperity to stole !

LETTER-BOXES SOMETIMES NEEDLESS.

To Mr. Puui:li.

"
SIR, MR. ROWLAND HILL requests that we will all have letter

boxes in our doors, to save .delay to the postmen. When I have

cleared all the female part of my establishment, I will comply with his

request, but in the meantime it is perfectly needless for me to do so,

for at present I have two daughters and two maid-servants ;
the former

have lovers and the latter have sweethearts. So far from delaying the

postman, there is, when his knock is heard in the neighbourhood, a

desperate rush of two (the maids), and a decorous hurry of two (the

girls), to be ready in the passage in case he should have 'anything'
for any of them. Indeed I know that JANE and KATE watch him from

the area-steps, and I believe that ALEXANDRIA and VICTORIANNA
look for him from their bed-room windows. MR. HILL may be quite

sure that there is no delay caused to his postmen at the house of

"
Yours, obediently,

" Ant'Mlious Terrace,
" A PARENT AND A MASTER."

"
Knightsbridffe."

Now, Who told Punch that?

LORD PALMERSTON is said to have written to LORD JOHN RUSSELL

(Minister for Foreign Affairs), that he need not, for the sake of attend-

ing to the Italian question, hurry away from the partridges,
"
inasmuch

as the birds arc strong on the wing, and Liberty is not."
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A GRATE SUBJECT.

As being the "peculiar and distinctive feature in its plan,'' we sec a

Burial Company advertises to those who stand in need of it, that it

calls "the Railway System of Interment." What this

puzzling phrase may mean ii much per; -very
! of railways having killed pi-oplc, but we never before learnt

that they undertook to bury them. Vet when one hears it said they
: "system "of interment, one cannot but suppose the practice
be frequent with them. Moreover, it is puzzling to guess in

what respect their system is different from others. T .>o we
infer from such marked st i-ess being Inid on it, and from a puff being

put forward of its use by way of precedent . H:iil\vays certainly in one

sense may be said tn
'

! em of interment." They
have buried heaps of money, there is no denying that and they have
also caused interment of the hopes of many shareholders. These
burials have been generally performed at railroad speed; nevertheless

we think their rapid execution can hardly be regarded as an act of

happy dispatch. i\or in respect of their economy are they at, all to be
commended ; for they usually have proved to be most costly cere-

monials, and Inve, been known to drain the very deepest pockets. If

this
'

nent" be the one which is alluded to (and with
all our powers of thinking, we can't think of another), we must
confess ourselves completely at a, loss to see its merits : and if they
wish to gain a good name with the public, we think the less that burial

re "distinguished" by it, the bet!

The sentries come and go, ,7 AMI:
.,

in front upon P
And they ask the man who i 'e, if he has got a pass.
Oh ! how I wish that it would rain throughout the five!

And sell the men who 've gone to shoot, while I alone n

So you must, not wake me early in the morning, JAMES, d' y;

Let me sleep and try forget, the griefs and sorrows whir
To-morrow '11 he of all the year the saddest, dreariest, day,
Tor all the world is gone to shoot, and 1 alone must si

companies ;
: better.

COLD WATER CURE FOR WANTON MISCHIEF.

SOME mischievous rascal or gang of rascals the other day destroyed
MR. V i

i l;AM;r>Ai,K\ fountain in Endell Street. This dis-

graceful tact suggests the expediency of modifying the arrangement
for enabling the poor public to quench their thirst by means of

fountains. The homely old Pump should be substituted for the

fountain, which combines elegance with utility indeed, but also with

fragility. The advantage of the Pump, besides n

Tth, is, that if any blackguard is caught, attempting to injure it,

he can be immediately placed under it by the indignant, multitude, and

subjected, for some time, to the wholesome iniluence of its refrigerant
and refonnatory discharge.

THE FIRST OF SEPTEMBER.
You must not, wake me early, wake me early, JAMES, d' yc hear,
To-morrow '11 be the slowest day of all the whole long year ;

Of all the whole long year, JAMES, the saddest dreariest day,
For all the world is gone to shoot, and I alone must stay.

There 's many a first-rate pointer, but none so good as mine ;

There's SMITH'S dog Don, and JOHNSON'S ^Dash, and BROWN'S pup
Caroline ;

But none can work like my good Rose in all the place, I say-
Yet all the world is gone to shoot, and I have got to stay.

I shan't sleep sound all night, JAMES, I '11 lie all night awake,
And only get, a fitful snooze when day begins to break ;

And t hen at eight I must put on my uniform so gay,
For all the world is gone to shoot, and I alone must stay.

As I came up the barracks whom think you I should see
Hut THOMPSON leaning on his sword, and whistling "Rosa Lee?"
He pitied and forgave me those cross words of yesterday,
For he was going off to shoot, and I had got to stay.

He thought I was a ghost, JAMES, I looked so ghastly white,
And I doubled by him silently, just, like a Hash of light :

They say I 'm proud and sullen, and just the same were they,
If all the world had gone to shoot, and they had got to stay.

I 'm dying for the turnips but alas ! it cannot be !

My heart is almost breaking no stubblefields for me.
There 's many a much worse fellow will

enjoy himself all day,
all the world is gone to shoot, and I alone must stay.

To-morrow I shall have to drill upon the barrack green,
And you '11 be t here as well, JAMES, to see me serve the Qn
For the shepherd lads have taken the shilling, more fools they
And while all the world has gone to shoot, to drill them I must stay.

Upon the Colonel's hard hard heart I used my utmost powers,
But he said that applications had come to him in showers :

I argued, but he looked so cross, and shook his head so g
That all the world is gone to shoot, and I alone must si

CLERICAL SLIPS AND SKIRTS.

THE Morning Herald lately contained a passage in a leader which
may be considered to be remarkably characteristic of a journal regarded
as the organ of the Derbyites. The writer of the article, referring to

the ungratifled vanity of some clergymen, says :

" Honce the enlightened enthusiasm which we occasionally meet with, and hence,
in St. George's in the East, tho manciple, stole, and other names, even the spelling
of which is, we confess, very difficult to encounter."

This is a striking exposition of views which are professedly those of
LORD MALMESBURY. They will not probably meet with the assent, of

our readers, who will perhaps hardly consider the orthography of alb,

chasuble, and dalmatic, to be much more formidable than 'that of

stomacher, bib, and tucker; but perhaps MALMESBCRY will exclaim," Who said that it was ?
" We ourselves, though we certainly do not

think it hard to spell the names of the various articles of Puseyite
millinerv, will candidly confess that we doubt if we should be equal to

the spelling of the analogous details of female clothing mentioned in
Le Follet. A very complex nomenclature is that of toe various
ments overspreading the expanse of Crinoline: a contrivance which
perhaps those effeminate parsons whose heads arc turned with the love
of dress, will ultimately take to wearing under their ecclesiastical

petticoats.

London in the Wash-Tub.

A CELEBRATED Washerwoman, speaking of the extreme emptiness of

London, explained it thus :

"
I can assure you, dear, I have only two

flannel petticoats, four collars, three nightcaps, and one pinnafore left

in town now."

SlXGTLAR ACCIDEXT AT IKE IIOMffiOPATIllC HOSPITAL. A Patient
was discharged, last week, cured !

THE Ho5!i
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WIND, S.W. FRESH.

TOMKINS, WHO IS NOT GRAND IN THE LEG DEPARTMENT, SAYS "Il's A VERY DISAGREEABLE DAY."

FOR OBVIOUS REASONS, ENJOY IT AMAZINGLY.

THE YOUNG LADIES, HOWEVER,

THE MINISTER IN TOWN.

(From the Court Circular)

VISCOUNT PUNCH, First Lord of the Treasury, transacted business

yesterday at his office. He received all his colleagues, and told them
that they might go away and yacht, or shoot, or fish, or study Conic

Sections, or read the Idylls of the Kiny, or lie on the beach and smoke
short pipes, or preach, or vaccinate gratis before ten o'clock, or see the

St. Leger, or sit in an attic and grow moustaches, or bathe, or flirt, or

write articles for quarterly reviews, or try the water-cure, or do exactly
what they pleased, as he would take charge of the Nation, and had got
a telegraph laid to their Royal Mistress's residence at Balmoral.

" He spoke, and straightway found himself alone within the room."

LORD JOHN PUNCH, Foreign Minister, transacted business yesterday
at his office. He sketched out a new programme for the settlement of

Italy, and enclosed [copies to the Powers. He enclosed a packet of

Poor Man's Plaster to the POPE, who has hurt his leg. He wrote to

compliment the American PRESIDENT on fitting out an_ anti-slavery

squadron.

THE RIGHT HON. MR. PUNCH, Chancellor of the Exchequer, trans-

acted business yesterday at his office. He considered the report of the
Decimal Committee and pronounced it bosh. He inspected some
designs for the new bronze coinage, and didn't like them, but sketched

something much better.

SIR GEORGE DEVONSHIRE PUNCH, Home Secretary, transacted
business yesterday at his office. He ordered a policeman to be sta-

tioned to protect the Drinking Fountains from ruffianism. He
sketched a bill for abolishing street organs, street cries, Crinoline,

perambulators, and other street nuisances.

THE DUKE OF PUNCH, Colonial Secretary, transacted business

yesterday at his office. He ordered immediate reforms in all parts 9f
the world, and sent off expresses to the fifty-two Colonies under his

control. Having a few idle hours afterwards, he sent for MR. ANSTEY
and listened to him, in re China, from Two P.M. till a Quarter past

Eight, by which time MR. ANSTEY had nearly^completed his intro-

ductory narrative.

SIR CHARLES PUNCH, Secretary for India, transacted business yes-

terday at his office, that is to say, lie sent for MR. JAMES WILSON, and
told him that he, SIR CHARLES, trusted everything to him, and hoped
he would make a good job of Indian Finance, as he, SIR CHARLES, was

utterly bewildered and mystified.

THE RIGHT HON. SIDNEY PUNCH, Minister for War, transacted

business yesterday at his office. He placed the Army on a new footing,

completed the defences of the Country, and kicked LORD CARDIGAN
into the middle of next week for his impudence in wanting the Fifth

Dragoon Guards.

THE DUKE OF SEYMOUR-AND-PUNCH, First Lord of the Admiralty,
transacted business yesterday at his office. He manned the fleet,

braced up the mainsail, dashed his old eyes, and spoke civilly to more
than one person in the course of the day.

LORD CHANCELLOR PUNCH transacted business yesterday in

Chambers. He considered whether lie could ask for a coronet for his

son, W. F. in addition to his own and his wife's, but on reflection

thought he had better wait a little.

THE EARL OF PUNCH, Postmaster-General, transacted business yes-

terday at his office, and issued a decree that nobody who left his street-

door without the letter-box requested by MR. ROWLAND HILL should

receive any letter at all until all the letter-box folks had been served.

SIR RICHARD PUNCH, Attorney- General, transacted business yes-

terday at his Chambers. He codified the Civil law, and had made

great progress with a code of Criminal law when he remembered that

he had been bothered by the PREMIER for a Reform Bill. He drew
this and went to dinner.

The above particulars having been telegraphed to HER MAJESTY,
she was graciously pleased to express her perfect satisfaction with the

conduct of her Minister In Town.
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me the wine-cup.
inv sorrow in a

A LAST VISIT TO VAUXHALL.

BY A MAN OF FEELING.

PAH: mar. Sprinkle me with

rose-leaves, boy, and then bring
Let me drown

_ - bowl of that

..iiich cheers and (pace GOUGII)
. inebriates. So that to sad memory
I the flood be that of Lethe, I will

chance the live bob fine for it,

and get drunk to-night as Chloe.
" An odour not of roses, but of

Thamesian violets. Ha ! mis-

creant, how is tliis ? No ! Yes !

What stuff is this ? I asked for

wine, boy, and you've brought a

bier! Hence, unreal mockery!
Take away the poisoned chalice,

body now hath a Centenary. Why did we not celebrate the Million'

Extra-Lump-and- Yuuxhall-SIice Centenary ?
" Am not I in dreamland, or in Uncle Tom land ? Do we sell our

aged servants when they cease to be of use to us ? Alas ! I fear me,

yes. Here is the damning proof of it :

'
Lot 112. Scenery to Hermitage

'<i,rl lli',-,,,it.' Reading this, I fancied that the Hermit would be sold.

The Hermit was not sold. Ha! ha! ha! / >

" A few lines further on, the Catalogue still puzzles me :

' Lot 119.

/lir/nre of the 1 of France at a

sirrah ! Why So, being

gone, JACK 's all alive again.

"But the wine-bottle hath

failed me. Is there then no other

.ly for anguish? Ha! A
Ding-flash of thought. Fool,

why not try the ink-bottle ?

Great men have tried it, why
may not a lesser one ?

'

Give

sorrow words, the grief that doth

not speak
'

goes and does some-
i 'ling dreadful, I forget precisely

what, excepting that
'

squeak
'

rhymes to it. Perhaps it drinks

i African? Ugh! the

thought is madness.
" Let me compose myself.

What have I been doing to

occasion this wild rhapsody ? I have been visiting Vauxhall ! The
statement may seem maniacal, but Ghost of SAMUEL Co WELL, ha !

ha! ha! '1 am not mad.' Alas, there where 1 have passed the

happiest moments of my life, there have I been passing two whole days
of the most miserable. Oh, SEKAPHINA! SERAPHINA! Oh! There,
where you and I have spent so many

'

splendid shillings,' and the whis-

pering trees have listened to our cooings and our billings : There,
where we 've consulted the Hermit in his Cave, and seen the Sea King

Neptune emerging from the wave : There, where we have watched the

artistes on the slack rope and the tight ; and paid one and sixpence
extra 'cause 'twas called a

'

Gala Night :

'

There, where on wet even-

ings we have caught such colds and cramps, being tempted out by

premise of
' Ten Million Extra Lamps :

'

There, where when exhausted

by the-whirling, whizzling waltz, we have sought a cheap refreshment

in the smelling of your salts : There, where slowly strolling down the

dark Italian Walk, my hat hath touched your bonnet in our low-

breathed lover's talk : There, where big balloons so quick have vanished

from our sight, and so oft we 've cried o ! O ! at the rockets' skyward
flight : There, I sadly have stood by, and seen the_scenes we held so

dear put up to public auction by the ruthless auctioneer: Yes, there,

my SERAPIIIXA, I all helpless have looked on, while the voice of ME.
DRIVER hath reechoed

'

Going Gone !' While the fixtures, and the

figures, and the lit.lings, groat, and small, have been sold in lots six

hundred from the Gardens of VauxhaE !

"
Alas ! yes, it is too true. I have seen the

'

properties
'
cleared off

the 'Royal property.' The same eyes that beheld them in all the

brilliant brightness of a Grand Night's 'blaze of triumph,' have seen

them sold oil' dank and dirty in the plain prosaic daylight. Ah ! what

agonising anguish I suffered at the spectacle ! Every falling of the

hammer was a knock-down blow to me. When 'Lot 1' was put up, I

thought I should have, fainted. Yet there was little in the Catalogue
to account for that conjecture. The brief words ' Four stout

deal tables
'
do not to uupoetic minds convey much saddening sentiment.

But to me how fraught they were with it ! For I thought, O SEHA-
L'ii i x A ! '1 was at one of these

'

stout tables
'

that we sat when my fond
arm encircled thy slim waist, and I so nearly popped the question
which anoth but no matter !

"
Lot 51 awakened still more sentimental fancies. The words cling

to my memory, like drunken men to lamp-posts:
'
One dual pn

table, with turned legs (one of the
original

tattles made for the Gardens

\

in 1751 !). A table with turned legs in 1754 ! Is table-turning then of
so antique a date ? How many legs must this old table in its time
have seen turned under it ! Legs in trousers and in pettic Oh
neat-ancled SEKAHIINA ! Perchance the toes of thy great grandmother

. .

Hunting Party, /d(h costume of Lot*;* \ //
.,

Did Louis

KouiiTEENTir, then, wear a costume twelve feet square? Ah,
in those days there were giants. The human race has grown degene-
rate since then. My pegtops only measure a yard and a half across,

and SEHA rn IXA'S Crinoline does not cover_above
an acre.

"
Again 1 hear resounding the voice of MR. DRIVER. His cry is

for'/ tkall
(hyper-plates.'

O DRIVER, DRIVER !

You'll drive me to distraction. Haply 'twas on one of these three

dozen plates that was brought the fatal H; niKvicli which I, as a great

;reat, had promised SEHAPIIINA. I mind me that my looks were as

cerulean as the plate, when searching madly in my pockets, I found

only twopence ha'penny. The brutal waiter laughed when I told him
I would call and pay liim the next morning. And the still more brutal

more foully mocked my misery by dashing a half-crown

down, and crying,
'

Keep the coppers !

' Ah ! lucre, filthy lucre ! Ah !

faithless SERAPHINA! It was the glitter of that half-crown that

daz/.led thv young eyes, and turned aside their love-shafts from me to

Were it

have been squeezed beneath this table. 1754 !

more, then, hath Vauxhall been hi existence.

A hundred years and

Everything and every-

that beast BLOGGINS !

"
Again am I perplexed by the wording of the Catalogue,

a QUEEN'S Speech, it could not be more mysterious. 'Busts

Persons' are announced upon the title-page. Lot 20-i I find is 'A
Plaster Bust of Scott: A '

ditto Bi/ron,' and a 'ditto Teiutenf (who 's

lie ?) follow it. Are these the
'

eminent persons ?
' What have they

done for Vauxhall, that Vauxhall should note their eminence ? But

stay, the next three lots are 'dittos' of 'the celebrated M.C., .Mr.

Simpson.' Ma. SIMPSON ! Ah, he was eminent indeed, Vauxhall made
him immortal, and he returned the compliment. Rightly then had
Vauxhall a triad of fine busts of him.
"Lot -215 declares itself 'A Keyboard of Dumb Piano.' This key-

board is a lock upon my understanding. What is a dumb piano?
Some merciful invention of an Anti-rjiano-playing-in-Houses-with-Thin-
Walls Company ? Blessings on it, if it be ; and on the Genius who
invented it ! Oh that the piano next door were a dumb one ! The
MISSES STRUMSTER live next door, and they keep'a

'
Ladies' Seminary.'

Kind reader, drop the tear of pity on my plight !

"
These reflections overcome me. When next I hear the fatal

hammer 'tis falling on
'A small round Composition Table! I wonder if

this table be a help to composition, and if need were would assist to

composition with one's creditors ? If so, maybe there are some com-

posers who 'd be glad of it. I wonder, did the Vauxhall Poets use
this table, when they wrote those Comic Songs which, when sung by
Vauxhall vocalists, everybody roared at, and when sung in private

circles, every one was bored by. 1 think the fun of those sad canticles

consisted in the funny hats in which the singers sang them. I wonder
if these hats were kept in the

'
three hat-boxes' in Lot 253, and whether

any of the fun still clings to those receptacles. Quo semel

the Classic truth is trite, and may apply with equal force to hat-

boxes as wine-casks.
"
Among the

'

usefid articles
' and

'
miscellaneous effects,' I look

with anxious hope of buying a barometer. Alas ! my search is fruit-

less. Vauxhall doubtless had one once ; but it no doubt committed
suicide. No sane-minded barometer could point always to

' MUCH
RAIN '

without a suicidal damper being thrown upon its spirits."
I count two-and-eighty punch-bowls knocked down by the

hammer. But who shall count the headaches the ar-racking head-

aches which have had their birth in them ? Teetotalism, I fear, was not
in feather at Vauxhall. The stock of soda-water glasses amounteth but
to twelve, but of brandy glasses sold there are more than thirty dozen !

" Can I believe my eyes ? Is this the Royal Property, and are jokes
here cracked on Royalty ?

'
Lot 311. - / Tfrnntpnrency of H.B.H. P.A'

Shade of DANIEL LAMBERT! To call H.R.H. a 'transparency'!!!
. ithin there ! Call the Headsman. To the Tower with the varlet,

lor such treasonable ribaldry !

* * * * * * *

" And now the last Lot is sold. The last fixture is cleared off. I
must clear off myself, or they may take me for a fixture. Farewell !

O ye scenes of many joys, and far more follies ! Yet for one brief

moment let me conjure up the past. Let me see thee as thou wast.

Vaux '

hall of dazzling light.' But no
;
tears bedim my eyes. _

I
see only the last waiter, as he appeared on the last night. The remains
of the last sandwich still stick between his teeth. The feel of his last fee

is fresh upon his fingers. The last ray of the last lamp sadly nickers

on his forehead. Feeble as it is, he cannot bear the flare ot it. fie buries

his wan face in the recesses of his napkin. Spt ! The lamp goes out !

Vtiiii'iix, Vunilas ! O SERAPIIINA, SEHAPHINA.! 0, why was man
created, if [Sixteen pages offine writing are reluctantly cut off.
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TURCOS SOLDIER MAKING HIMSELF AT HOME IN A PARISIAN FAMILY.

A HUMAN CANDLE.

MR. WILLIAM PALMER, of the celebrated

Patent Candle firm, was brought the other day
before Mn. D'EvNcouRT, and lined for suddenly

springing out of a railway carriage, and falling

on Ids side, and not being hurt.

Nothing can be more improper than need-

lessly to risk one's life or limbs, except the

risking anybody else's. But we seem to see a

sort of apology for MR. PALMER. He had pro-

bably been musing upon his own business, and

considering how he could improve the structure

of the Candle Lamp that bears his name. Now
it is the faculty of genius to become absorbed in

the object of its study, and as it were to amal-

gamate therewith. MR. PALMER was perhaps

fancying himself to be a Patent Candle, and was

brooding, with a visionary spring under him,

upon that abominable jerk with which the

candles, so acted upon, sometimes leap upwards,
to the ruin of a midnight student's sensitive

nerves. "Yes," mused MR. PALMER, "that is

the mischief. I (as Candle") jump so," and the

action expressed the word; and out he shot,
to the scandal of the officials, who have no
souls.

We are very 'glacT that he was not hurt, and
shall be more glad if the incident helped him to

the required inspiration.

THE TESTIMONIAL TABLET.

THE preternatural spread of the Testimonial system, which now
includes in its parasitical embrace every

kind of person to whom any
other kind of person can make a toad-offering, renders it impossible for

the public to keep itself "posted up" in the records of humbug,
without some other aid than that of the puff paragraphs manufactured

by the recipients of these presents.
Mr. Punch, with his usual frantic

zeal to serve society, has therefore undertaken to publish an occasional

programme of Testimonials about to be offered, and will thus at once

supply information, and hints for imitation.

Any particulars which parties may wish should be thus advertised,

must be sent to Mr. Punch's office, in sealed envelopes, with the cards

of the parties. And where the person to receive the Testimonial is not

the person paying for it at the silversmith's or elsewhere, that fact is to

be stated, not necessarily, for publication, but as a guarantee of good
faith.

TESTIMONIALS FOR NEXT WEEK.

DR. GENTIAN LOBES, from the paupers of the Squanderley Union,
a case of [lancets, in testimony of their sense of his unvarying, &c.,

humane, &c., indefatigable, &c., and of their hopes that in setting up
in a new town (as advertised), he will meet the success which his, &c.

MR. BARNABAS BLOKE, the worthy landlord of the Dirty Table-

Cloth, Drury Lane. A few gents wishing to pay a tribute to the high

character, sterling honesty, liberal principles, and convivial character

of
"
mine host," nave, entirely unknown to himself, subscribed for a

silver punch bowl. Subscription list still open in the parlour and at

the tap.
THE HONOURABLE AND REVEREND ONESIMUS MEALYMOUTHER,

minister of St. Thorax, Pimlico. The married ladies of his flock have
worked a richly-embroidered counterpane, and the unmarried ladies an

elegant table-cover, and the two ornaments for bed and board will be

presented in the Vestry after Vespers.
CAPTAIN BELLOWMORE of the Bumper, river steamer. Some parties,"
fond of the weed," who are in the habit of coming into town from

Chelsea of a morning by the Bumper, have decided on presenting the

gallant Captain with a handsome Meerschaum, in testimony of his

superior civility and navigation. A poetical address, written for the

occasion by MR. SALLOW SICKER, will be recited.

THE COUNTESS OF RACKRENT. The Earl's tenantry have subscribed

to present her ladyship with a portrait of his lordship, in testimony of

their gratitude for her kind intercession to prevent their rents being

raisedlduring a season of agricultural depression. The picture will

be presented by MR. JONAS GRINDERBY, his Lordship's respected

agent.
MR. MARMADTIKE DE SKIVERS, manager of the Scrubberton Theatre.

A bust of SHAKSPEARE, and a bacon-toaster, will be presented by the

members of his company and a few admiring friends, in testimony of

his transcendent services to the British drama, his unexampled genius
as an actor, his unparalleled honour as a manager, his unsurpassed
energy as a man, and his unequalled piety as a Christian.

MR. JAMES CRUSHER, Superintendent of Police. The donkey-
drivers accustomed to ply for hire on Hampstead Heath have joined to

present this active, gallant, and humane officer with a silver guard-
chain in testimony of their sense of the mingled kindness and firmness

with which he preserved order on the heath during the summer
season.

RAMLTNGTON CRAMLINGTON-CRAMLINGTON, ESQ., M.P. The Elec-

tors of Crouchbury have subscribed to present a testimonial to this

young gentleman (who came of age in May last, and was chosen at the

general election), in token of their sense of the services which they are

certain he will render to his country during a long and splendid Par-

liamentary career.

MR. LUSHY NIPPS, the respected potman at the Hobblers' 'Arms,
Southwark. The ostlers in the yard, a few of the right sort among the

cabmen on the adjacent stand, and some other choice spirits, present
MR. NIPPS with an elegant Sunday hat, in token of respect and esteem
for his prompt and impartial administration of beer.

MR. SLIMY BULLFROG, steward to the Most Noble the MARQUIS o*
1

EVERCLACK. The upper and inferior servants in his Lordship's employ

present MR. BULLFROG with a handsome iron fire-proof safe, and gold
Bramah key, in testimony of the truly gentlemanly way in which he

has for many years enabled them to avail themselves of the vaiious

advantages of aristocratic service.

MR. PIGGS KIN, the distinguished jock. Some gents meeting in

Bride Lane present this excellent jock and_worthy creature with a

silver watch, in token of their gratitude to him for having known so

exceedingly well what o'clock it was in the recent race for the Swindle

Shillings, and his determined and successful roping of the favourite in

GRIPE^DIDDLE, ESQ., Solicitor. The articled pupils, clerks, porter,

laundress, stationer, copyists,

'

and messenger in the service of the

respected firm of SKINNUM, RASPER, SCREWBOY, and DIDDLE, present
the last named gentleman with a congratulatory testimonial on his

being received into partnership with the old and established house now
called or known by the names aforesaid. The memorial takes the form
of a miniature deed chest, made of wood of the Old Fleet Prison, and

mounted in silver from a melted down snuff-box formerly in the pos-

session of the late JAMES GREENACRE, Esq., deceased.

LORD BLARE DE GOUTPILLE. The interesting occasion of this

nobleman having been permitted by his eminent medical attendant,

DR. CRAPAUD, to be wheeled out upon his terrace after his long illness,

inspired some of his tenantry with the idea of presenting him with a

memorial of so delightful an event, and a subscription having been

originated, a beautiful little model, in gold, of a Bath chair, (with

working wheels, &c.,) will be proffered to his lordship, with an appro-

priate address by the REV. SIMON TOADSTOOL, on the first day that

LORD DE GOUTPILLE'S unfortunate relapse will enable him to re-

ceive it.

MR. BULKY CLUTCHER, head tout at Doctors' Comnwns. A silver

mug will be presented to this worthy and respected individual by his

fellow touts, in acknowledgment of his fairness and urbanity towards

themselves, and his extraordinary genius in detecting, from among the
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,s of a thousand passers-by, that of the person with a matrimonial

propensity.
,M ,. St. Muugo in the Park. The pew openers,

s, and organ-blowers ol St. Mun.so
. in admiration of hib

lifted conduct as a minister of the church, and of his affable

fellow-servant of the altar.

THE ENGLISH VANDAL.
" The memorials nt the Redan have been respected. There is disfiguring writing

upon them, but it i* /;"(//;/*." V

ES, pious hands, on the Re-

dan,
Raised tributes toour brave
who fell ;

The valiant Russian is a

Man,
The Russian guards those

tombstones well.

Yet seribblings on the stone

you scan,
"Who scrawled them, all too

plain they tell.

'Tis the vulgar dog of an

Englishman,
The scrawling, scribbling

Englishman,
AYho would scratch his

name, for "a bit of

game,"
On the Koh-i-Noor, would

the Englishman.
His name 's on allS'statues,

all over St. PauPs,
On marble slabs, and on
whitewashed walls,

TVhere scarcely a monkey
or school-boy crawls

You'll find the coarse and

contemptible scrawls

Of the mischievous ass, the Englishman.
On Pompey's Pillar lie makes his sign,
On the Pyramid's top he cuts his line,

On the Crystal Palace's tower so fine,
There is not a rafter that does not slune

U'ith the pencil-lead of the Englishman.
Set him down on a nice new bench,
Two minutes more, with a jerk and a wrench
He 's digging the names of himself

and^his wench;
0, if we could borrow a leaf from the French,;
And teach good sense to the Englishman.

The glass of the carriage in which he rides, .

The handsome mirror mine host provides,
The window wherever the snob abides,
The humble sign-post his wav that guides,
Are scribbled upon by the Englishman.

In Lichfleld's aisle lie two little dears,
Young mothers moisten the marble with tears,

The Cunningham-Chantrey Babes, for years

Appeared thereon, and perchance appears,
The scrabble of many an Englishman.

On the top of the church, in the bathing machine,
On the walls of the Castle that holds his Queen,
On the arch of the cloister damp and green,
On the seat of the pew, there 's sure to be seen
The mark of the scrawling Englishman.

And now to the grim Crimea he goes,
And there where the bones of his dead repose
(Honoured by honoured and valiant foes)
lie 's at it again, and Europe knows
The fellow is only an Englishman.

Whoever does such a sneaking job
At home or abroad is a rascally Snob,
And whoever may spy him, JULES, WILHKLM, or BOB,
Will oblige Mr. Punch bv punching the nob
Of a coarse and a mischievous Englishman.

WISCOUNT ViLLiAMSj while reading that the KING OF OUDE em-
ployed his prison hours in writing to his numerous Begums, resolved
to ask the Secretary for India next Session, if it was lu's intention to
instruct LORD Gunmra to have his Majesty prosecuted for Begummy.

THE STEAM CAT.

TJII: Cast-improving spirit of the age has occasioned an active revival

,a of Flogging iii the Army. At Coldbath

Fields, and probably at, other prisons, there is proceeding a restoration

of the same good o'ld discipline. Much mawkish sentiment has been

excited by the circumstance, that at Woolwich, the oilier day, the

diseased back of a soldier was 1;> ' degree ol' little

too sanguinary. Therefore, lest the Cut should afford a handle to

hollow philanthropists, by which .iccced in wresting it from
the control of colonels, and the grasp of drummers and executioners,

itiscxpedi.' .miild be provided for regulating the

force with which the stripes are applied to the human skin, and the

extent to which they lacerate it. For this purpose, an ingenious
invention lias been submitted to the Hors. shape of a

Flogging Machine. This clever contrivance is worked by steam, to

the power of which the momentum of the lash can be precisely

adjusted. At high-pressure, it exerts a quantity of Jack-Ketch power
sufficient to lay bare the ribs and dorsal vertebra; of a muscular

grenadier at one stroke; but perhaps it will seldom be required to

in this amount of action, at least in the present stage of our

civilisation. \Vlien less steam is put on, it will, according to the

reduction, (ear and scratch the back to a depth varying from half an

inch to less than a line, will produce mei ,
or only a slight.

redness ; and may, indeed, be made to
"
do its spiriting

"
so

"
gently,"

ply to cause a pleasing litillation, and to ply the cat with such

leniency that its stripes would be just sufficient to whip the dust off an

officer's boots. This machine will render the military and civil autho-

rities independent of a soft-hearted executioner, and will save them
from the excessive /.eal of one whose heart is too much in his work.
To the civil prescribers of flagellation this instrument of torture will

prove ani especial boon, as it will enable them to iulliet the exact

amount of torment they please on the criminals in their power, instead

of the uncertain agony ot a whipping obscurely signified by the loose

and indefinite terms, "good," "sound," and "severe." One further

advantage presented by this interesting application of machinery must
not be omitted : it is so constructed that, whilst at work, it may be

made to utter a scream like that of the railway-whistle, in which the

shrieks of the sufferer under its operation may be drowned if required.
This engine of correction has received the warmest approval in a

distinguished quarter, in which it has been pronounced a pretty piece
of mechanism. Its introduction will mark, if not a new era, at least a

return to an old one; and the rack, improved by modern science, will

uo doubt be re-established soon after the establishment of the Flogging
Machine.

SCOTCH PLUSH.

PLAID is commonly considered a fabric peculiar
to Scotland; but

plaid, as a specially Scotch article, is in danger of being superseded by
plush. Here is a pattern of that.commodity advertised by a Caledonian

contemporary -.

THE PHIXCE OF WALES BIBLE. From an anxiety on the part
n *ome of the best families in Town to procure copies of the above Bibl 1

.v to intimate that he has place.! chuets in the bunds of his

Binder, which, ho trusts, will bo ready by M of the

I'rmcuV I'.i'olc: mav be seen at the Edinburgh, liil, we, together with a

beautiful copy of the Scriptures presented in !>":; to HEK MAJESTY and PRINCE

ALBERT, through the DUKE OF ATIIOI.K.

PEHTINAX M'DTCOPHAKT, Proprietor, South Bridge.

Is this not plush of which 9116 might almost be excused for saying
Ne plush ultra? Truly, here is your plush of the most vivid thunder-

and lightning. The sheets in the hands of M'SYCOPHANT'S binder will

surelv come out of them bound in that material, which will be more
suitable to the edition than even the most brilliant red Morocco, which

might represent it as blushing for its title. Plush without blush is
|

the publisher's proper symbol. Curiously enough, the sacred volume
which might have plusli for its lids, has already plush of the same

;

colour in its original preface, plush pieced in there in servile adula- !

tion of that
"
most dread Sovereign," who, by the way, was a Scotch

monarch. To the respect of M'SrcoPHAMT, and to the reverence of i

the creatures whom M'SYCOPIIANT addresses, the Bible is'commended
|

by its association with royalty ; and the plain Scriptures are not so

precious as those which have been consecrated by having been pre-
sented in 1853 to Her MAJESTY and PKISCE ALBERT, through the

\

DUKE or ATIIOLE._
WHAT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? \A a thought often

curving to literary minds, public characters, and persons of benevolent hilt

tions. An immediate answer to the inquiry naturally occurs also to every sane

person, Mucli mure than it is worth: and I will therefore expend the money,
first, in pur<

:

-,lcte set of Pt'.nch. where I shall find all 1 have to say
infinitely be; mo ; and, secondly, in increasing my life assuranc>

which means I shall leave behind me writings for which my posterity will really
be grateful."
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THE SEASON AT BADEN

MR. ROBINSON TAKES A SEAT AT THE
ROULETTE TABL-H.

?7li. KOEINSOX IN THE COURSE OF
AN Horn.

MR. ROBINSON HAVING LOST THE WHOLE OF HIS MONET
OUT HIS HOTEL BILL.

LA ROULETTE," WORKS

BRIGHAM YOUNG, PAPA.

ACCORDING to a conversation which HORACE
GREELEY, of the New York Tribune, had with the

High Priest or Archhumbug of the Mormons,
Pio NONO has a formidable Autipope in BRIGHAM
YOUNG. BKIGHAM pretends that his Church is

not only infallible, but is moreover instructed by
direct revelation, through himself of course, so

that he is not obliged to wait till an opinion has

gained ground and become general among the
Alormonites before he ventures to publish it as

a new dogma. BRIGHAM is a cock that crows on
his own peculiar elevation to precisely the same
tune as that of his rival on the Seven Hills.

Witness the following portion of his dialogue
with H. G.

" H. G. : Then I am to understand that you regard
other Churches professing to be Christian as the Church
of Rome regards all CUurchcs not in communion with
itself as schismatic, heretical, and out of the way of
salvation '; B. Y. : Yes, substantially."

Pius says BKIGHAM is not in the way of sal-

vation, and BRIGHAM says that Pius is out of it.

What is this more than
"
Cockadoodledoo !

"
on

i the one side and on the other ? Only the Yankee
cock crows higher than the Italian one. The
POPE of Utah, moreover, has much more reason
in some of his apostolical versions and renderings
than the POPE of Rome. For example :

" H. G. : Does not the Apostle PAUL say that a Bishop
should be ' the hxisband of one wife ?

'

B. Y. : So we
hold. We do not regard any but a married man as fitted

for the office of Bishop. But the Apostle does not forbid
a Bishop having more wives than one."

A Bishop, says the text, as enlarged by POPE
BKIGHAM, should be the husband of one wife at

least. As retrenched by the other POPE, it is

consistent with a canon which makes one wife
for a Bishop one top many. Is not the Antipope'a
addition to the plain"words of the precept a little

more reasonable than the POPE'S subtraction
from them ?

VOTER-BOTTLING STOPPERED.

OUR male readers of course know what it is fo "bottle" voters. But' ladies equally of

course can have no knowledge of the process, and should female curiosity impel them to desire

t, they may easily inform themselves by reading the Assize reports, which \\Kvefmtte de
i cf.i been overrunning all the papers. They will learn there that the course which is pursued
in bottling voters, like as the course of true love, but rarely runneth smoothly. They will

read that in one recent case
" much violence was resorted to," and that in another "the

voter was much bruised." And reading this, their feelings will incline them to agree with
us that it is high time at this present that such bottling should be stopped.We are not Teetotallers, and would never stop a bottle where legitimately pushed. But
to bottle up a voter is to push him to extremities, and as this is an infringement of the free-

dom of the subject, while this is a free country we cannot but complain of it. There is

too much body in such bottling to please us, and they who make a trade of it deserve to

get their knuckles rapped. Although no friends to bribery, we like it better than coercion.

We don't so much object to treating voters to a bottle, but to bottle them up bodily amounts
to false imprisonment, which there ought to be most stringent and deterring laws to stop.
The lightest punishment awarded for bottling a voter ought to be, to send the bottler for a
twelvemonth to the Jug

1

.

THE DISTURBANCES IN THE
EASTERN CHURCH.

WE are sorry to find that the Eastern Church,
namely, St. George's in the East, has becpme
infected with the same follies and superstitions
as those which have hitherto been limited to the
Western Churches, particularly St. Barnabas's
and St. Paul's. Clergymen officiate in the
Eastern Church attired in the very height of

Puseyite fashion, wearing vestments of gay and

gaudy colours ; green for example, and, for aught
we know, mauve. They also give themselves the
same ridiculous airs and graces as their brethren,
we might almost say their sisters, in the Churches
of the West. As in the West so in the East,
these innovations have excited great tumults

among the laity, attended with manifestations of
an iconoclastic spirit, which reverend gents who
think fit to make images, figures, or Guys o

themselves had better beware of.

The Italian Snowball.

ROLL the Snowball, roll
;

'Twill gather strength in going.
The Tyrants of the Soul
And Body overthrowing

In each Italian state :

'Twill gain and gain in weight.
Till grown an Avalanche ; to topple down,

And crush the Triple Crown.

" THE INEXHAUSTIBLE BOTTLE." The one of
which LORD PALMERSTON is the Bottle holder.

DR. PETTIGREW'S MOTTO.
"

Crescit amor
Plummy"

P. inte \ by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper \1 oburn Place, and Frederick MuUett Evans, of No. 19, Qe?n's Road'Wrst, Regent's ParV. both in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the Connty of Middlesex,.
Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, .in the Precinct yf Uhitefriais, in the City of London, anil f uUlished by them at No. 85, Meet Street, in the Parish of. br. Britl-, in ihc City of
London. SATVHDAY, SeptemLer 17, 1359.
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
OCR EXCELLENT FRIEND, MR. BRIGGS, ALWAYS SHOOTS NOW IN KM'

BOOKERS, AND DECLARES THEY ARE THE MOST COMFORTABLE THINGS

POSSIBLE
;
AND SO THEY ARE.

PUNCH'S IMAGINARY CORRESPONDENCE.

VISCOUNT PALMEB.STON to LOHD JOHN RUSSELL.

" MY DEAR JOHN,
"
Eroadlands, Sept. 19.

" HAVING a little time upon my hands, I cannot, I think, do
better than fulfil an intention which 1 have for some time entertained,
and address to you a few words of advice, which I am as sure that you
need as that you will take it in good part. Our long intimacy, the

similarity and intensity of our political convictions, besides my having
a year or two's advantage (as it is amusingly called) over you in age,
will be my excuse for this course, if any excuse be needed.

" With the sanction of my Sovereign, my dear JOHN, I have placed
you in a situation of great responsibility. It is a situation which I

myself filled for many years, and history, rather than myself, shall say
how. 1 assure you, my dear JOHN, that it will give me the most sin-

cere pleasure to recognise in you a worthy successor to myself ; and
that I may have, in the afternoon of life, that gratification, is one of

the main reasons, and possibly a sellish one, for my now taking you in

hand.
"
My task would be an easier one, my dear JOHN, but for your

extreme ignorance. Do not recoil at the word, or, as you sit in your
library glance indignantly round at books, most of them larger than

yourself, which you have laboriously read, sedulously analysed, and

disgracefully disfigured with your profound marginal notes. I will do
you no injustice. I believe that the Oxford Examiners would do you
some did they pluck you for shortcomings in history. I am sure that

you know perfectly well that MAXIMILIAN THE SECOND, of Germany,
married the daughter of the EMPEROK. CHARLES THE FIFTH, that
Louis THE FOURTEENTH declared the Gallicau Church independent in

10S2, that LORD CHATHAM, as MR. PITT, supported tne Broad
Bottom Ministry, and that MR. WILREKFORCE'S Bill for abolishing the
Slave Trade was rejected by the House of Lords in 1801. Pray, my
dear JOHN, do not suppose that I accuse you of being ignorant oi

knowing myriads of things the knowledge of which is entirely useless.
I should be most reluctant to put myself in the position of the Blind

Beggar of Betlmal Green with you, and drop my fact and date (as he

dropped money against his daughter's lovers) against your fact and
date. I should be bankrupt in no time.
"
But, my dear JOHN, your ignorance is of another and more serious

kind. You do not know men, and what is of more consequence, you
do not know women. You really amuse me (or would do so if I could
be amused at the misfortunes of my beloved country) when I see you
in society attempting to gain the confidence of the former

;
or the good-

will of the latter. Believe me, my dear JOHN, no highly virtuous youth
from a Dissenting College, with DWIGHT'S Theology on his table as his

prize for an Essay on Predestination, could be more convinced that he

was the eighth wonder of the world, or more certain to be at the best

a wonder whose extinguishment the proverb fixes at the ninth day. I

wish, my dear JOHN, that I could make you a man of the world.
" Let me instance, for a moment, a case or two in point, and you

will forgive me when you observe how intently and affectionately I

must have watched you. At a party at your own house a few evenings
before the termination of the Session, you may remember that

D'A/.EGLio came up to you, and after a grimace or so, which you did

not very happily imitate, he asked you whether you had sent off n

certain despatch. What he wanted to know, t>f course, was whether J

had seen it, and you naturally wished him to think I had not. What
was your foolish answer ?

' Un lion checal n'a pas besoin </'<;,<

with a half-toss of your head. He did not want to spur you, he wanted
;o know a fact, and your pert little answer was not evasive, only cha-

racteristic. Why did you not say point blank tliat you had sent it.

You know quite well that you had not, so no harm could have been
lone. Why not, my dear JOHN, be frank and natural ? Those dusty
ittlc sayings which you hoard up, because you can pronounce them

glibly, are really out of date.
"

Well, then, at LADY PALMEKSTON'S assembly, the next night, a

ady asked you a question about the Villafranca treaty. It was a silly

question, and intended to be, but it was not sillily put nor is the asker

\ silly woman. She had no business to ask it, when nas a woman any
business to ask the things she does ? But she certainly got a sillier

answer, and it was intended for a wise one. You must out with

another of your proverbs,
' Une femme ne cele que ce qii'el/e ne sail pas'

Mv dear JOHN, it was very pedantic and almost rude. Why on eartli

did you not explain to the woman confidentially anything that came
into vour head, and send her away pleased with your confidence, and

utterly mystified? As it is, wait till you want her to keep young
GATCBLETON in town for a division.

"
Now, my dear JOHN, consider what I have said, and in your deal-

ings with the world try to be a little more a man of the world. You
bave industry, and patience, and a certain amount of brains, which in

the brother of the DUKE OF B. may be called talent, and you might do
a good deal for yourself if you would not be old-fashioned and pedantic,
and would have a little more bonhommie there 's a French word for

you as a sugarplum to sweeten the bitters.
"
I need hardly caution you to keep this letter to yourself, and bum

it when read.
"
Always, my dear JOHN,

"
Yours, faithfully,

"
The LOUD JOHN RUSSELL."

"
PALMERSTON."

LORD JOHN RUSSELL to VISCOUNT PALMERSTON.
" MY DEAR LORD,

"
Richmond, Sept. 20.

"
I AM favoured with your Lordship's letter dated the 19th

instant, but received this morning, at 11 A.M.
"
That the Prime Minister of England has time 'upon his hands' is a

circumstance which may be differently interpreted by those who form
different opinions of the individual holding tnat office. I am unaware
that MR. Fox or my LORD MELBOURNE ever complained of having too

much time for the business of the country."
Waiving the other points in your Lordship's introductory para-

graph, and especially the reference to the intensity of political con-

victions on the part of a Minister whose earnest devotion to Reform

actually makes mm tremble to approach it, I would observe that I

believe your Lordship was born in 1784, and that my natal year was
1792. Your Lordship is pleased to compliment me on a certain

acquaintance with dates, and it is due to myself to show that the credit

is not entirely undeserved.
"
Your Lordship will be good enough to receive my protest against,

the assumption that you placed me anywhere. I have, in my time, had
most reluctantly to place your Lordship outside a Cabinet, but I cannot

admit that you have been in a condition to place me in one. In the

arrangement into which I entered from a sense of duty to my country,
and for the purpose of removing my LORD DERBY from office, the

choice of place was my own, and I should have selected the Premier-

ship, but for feeling that the Foreign Office required more states-

manship than the nominal headship of the Government. To the implied
and scarcely decent allusion to the Sovereign, it may suffice for me to

remind your Lordship of a certain castigation procured by me for a

Minister who neglected the trifling formality of acquainting his QUEEN
with the contents of his foreign despatches."

Passing over a variety of phrases which would be impertinent in

an individual less accustomed to substitute impertinence for pleasantry,
I would simply remark, that your Lordship's successes in this world by
no means justify your adopting a dictatorial line. I could find iu the

books, to which you make taunting allusion, more profitable readine

than the study of your Lordship's career, but I do not think I should

detect in one of them an instance of an individual assuming to be

a statesman, and at the close of a long career of alternated hollow

triumph and helpless tumble, preaching Insincerity as the leading
article of his political faith.

VOL. XXXVII.
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"
I shall not enter into detail, my dear Lmd, or vindicate myself for

what it suited me to say in well-watohed conversations in your drawmg-

room or my own. I am content, to be charged with not knowing men

by one who does not even know himself, and mistakes himselt for a

.n
;
and as to knowing women, 1 deprecate the levity which

would sanction a woman's presuming to
meddle^

with matters beyond

the sphere which Providence lias assigned to her.*
"

\\ hile it is necessary for me to maintain the PALMERSTON Cabinet

by retaining the Foreign Office, I shll administer that department m
conformity with the principle.- to which 1 have ever adhered, principles

which placed the House of Brunswick on the throne of these realms,

and will, I trust, long retain it. there, in spite of the dangerous intrigues

of sciolists, and the reprehensible flippancy of octogenarians.
"
That I may not seem ungrateful for your Lordship's kind advice,

I will venture to return it by strongly recommending that instead of

interfering with my business, your Lordship should mind your own.
"
With kindest wishes for your Lordship's health (the evenings are

cold and damp) believe me, " My dear Lord,
"
Yours, very sincerely,

"
The LOKD PALMEBSTON."

" JOHN RUSSELL."

* This last sentence of all seems to have been interpolated hastily, and as if the

letter, after being approved by another eye than tbe writer's, had been re-opened.

CHIVALRY IN EXCELSIS.

JIE man who would refuse to

stretch forth his hand and so

forth. When did Mr. Punch
ever decline to help a lady who
wanted anything ? The perse-

vering way in wliich the doings
of his friend "Mas. JONES
of Plateglass

"
are perpetually

brought before the excited

world really deserves all the

co-operation he can afford.

Whether he entirely shares

the Plateglass idea that the

universe watches the Plate-

glass movements as astrono-

mers watch comets, or LORD
JOHN watches PALMERSTON, is

beside the question. Mr. Punch
is far too chivalrous to be par-
ticular. He had not read any
announcement about Plate-

glass for at least three weeks,
when he suddenly lighted upon
a statement in a Welsh paper
that "Mas. JONES of Plate-

glass, whose carriage was re-

cently upset, has recovered
from the effectspf the accident."

The paragraph does not say whether the lady was in the carriage:
but, presuming that such were the case, and that all is well (had
he an idea that all were not so, of course he would split up his pen
into Welsh consonants sooner than joke on the matter) he proceeds
at once to promote the desired publicity and to offer his gallant
homage to the lady, thus :

" MRS. JONES of Plateglass,
Going over a pass,
Was upset, her postilion most likely an ass :

But since the Welsh stones
1 1 'ive demolished no bones,
Punch begs to congratulate dear MES. JONES."

The Laureate Abroad and at Home.
ALHIED TENNYSON has just returned from a visit to Lisbon.

Curiosity having been expressed about the motive of his voyage,Mr Punch is authorised to state, that it was not for the purpose of
MtdlBg a sprig of Portugal laurel to his English garland. Had the
visit been to Spain instead of Portugal, one might" have supposed it

connected with a performance on the LAUREATE'S official instrument
the sack-butt.

CON. FOR A COCKNEY.

WHY is the extra Income-Tax like a Whirlpool?
Because it 's a vortex. (

LOOK TO YOUR GOLD DIGGINGS.

A VOICE from Backworth, Victoria, the voice of a British subject,

cries
"

I am one of 200,000 men who live in one of England's colonies ; we each, upon
an average, export close upon 100 sterling, the greater part to the mother country. !

We can muter something like 10,000 weapons, muskets, rifles, &c. ; as to I

ammunition, we have no powder unless it is for blasting purposes. . . In our
chief towns we have movable property worth 20,000.000, houses, gardens, &c., |

Th'tt huvr .'i>st u^ twice Bfl uni'"i, 1'iit we are so ill-protected that 1 000 njen, similar

to Englishmen, could levy 5 ( 0,000 from us a> :i r.nis MI. or cniiU do our pr.iperty

damage to the extent "f 70,000,000. Besides which there is shipping and property
of England always in Hobson's Bay to the extent of millions."

Is there any occasion to quote more of this sort of thing ? Isn't

it obviously the preface to a demand for a vote of an enormous sum
to provide a fleet, an army, and fortifications for the defence of

Melbourne ? There is necessity for a little further quotation, as the

conclusion to the foregoing statement is not what previous experience
would lead any one to anticipate :

" We do not wish to beg what we need we can pay for. All wo ask from the
home Government is, say, 50,000 or 100,000 ritlej , with bayonets and ammunition.
Your War Minister may draw upon us for the amount. We will not dishonour his

draft. You should send out, say, three heavy-armed guu or dispatch steam vessels.

You often send more where they are less needed."

This appeal will of course be attended to as soon as Parliament

meets, unless Parliament is saved that trouble, which it might be,

easily. Why should not an association of enterprising capitalists

forthwith supply the Melbourne people with all the arms and ammu-
nition they want ? Their demand for weapons and gunpowder might
speedily be met by a joint-stock company, of limited, arid very limited,

liability, since the customers would be sure pay, and, being in urgent
want of the desired articles, would doubtless give a good price for

them. Their want is pressing. Are there no Filibusters in America,
i and elsewhere ? Russia is in want of a loan : suppose she were to go
in a man-of-war or two, and borrow money of Australia, on her own
terms? The French Colonels have never yet thought, of sacking
Melbourne the enterprise would be more profitable and less difficult

than a similar attempt upon London where, though they might grab
considerable booty, they might not be able ultimately to get off with
it. Australia has now no protection from the Colonels, but the mode-
ration of the EMPEROR, and sea-sickness, which would perhaps forbid

their voyage to the Antipodes, because, in the present state of our
own national defences, it is the principal obstacle to their crossing
the Channel.

AN ERROR OP THE PRESS THAT WANTS
CORRECTING.

WE extract the following advertisement from the A/lieiucum :

"DEPORTEE WANTED. WANTED, on a Newspaper in a small
iv Town in the West of England, a REPORTER and READER, who would be also

required to keep the Accounts, and attend to the publishing of the paper. One
illy acquainted with Printing indispensable. Address, &c. t&c.

We wonder what the salary would be of the above rarity that is

wanted. It ought to be something stupendously large, for we notice
that the reporter is expected to do the work of no less than five separate
individuals. He must be reporter, reader, accountant, publisher, and

something of a printer. The remuneration ought to be correspondingly
comprehensive. Our only wonder is, that the list of required qualili-

cat ions stopped so short as it has done. It might with equal justice
and good taste have been extended much further. Why have not laid

it down that no one need apply who could not clean the windows,
sweep out the shop, put the children to bed, drive a donkey-cart to

market, and make himself generally useful when company came to

dinner ? Something might, also, have been said about wearing a livery,
and following behind the family, and carrying the prayer-books, when it

went in grand parade to church on Sundays. The reporter on a pro-
vincial paper is sadly to be pitied. He is expected to know something
of everything, and to do a little of everything. Occasionally he walks
in the course of the day as much as a postman. He must be ready at

a moment's notice to run into the country some live or ten miles, to

attend a coroner's inquest, or to pay court for days to the chief C9u-
stable of some distant district, in order to pick up some exclusive

information about a recently apprehended murderer. He must sacrifice

his time, his rest, his meals, his tastes everything to his employer.
As for sleep, he must sleep where he can, and at what hours he can.

So long as the steam-engine is panting for
"
copy," he must not think

of closing his eyes. The provincial reporter occupies on the press,

pretty much the same position as a governess holds in society. He is

equally hard -worked, and not .much better paid. We should like to

put, for a short time, the
proprietor

of the above "newspaper in a

small town in the West of Lngland" to do what he modestly demands
of the encyclopediac reporter lie is in search of, and we will warrant

that, after a week's hard fagging at it, he would willingly purchase
his release by exchanging places with his maid-oi'-all-work.
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PENAL SHIRT-MAKING.
CAN anyone have forgotten t lie Knur/ of Hie Shirt, which as every-

body should know was first, printed in these columns? Here is a

case to bring thai, canticle to mind; a ease brought the other day
rsmilh I'olice Court :

'ii, livin^at K
ll:in,n :ri>iil with illegally

i 111' app,-rlvl nh Ivhall i llt'ir, Who Was tile Bllb-

eonti , 'itary rl', thin" un, let- the rout ra<-T',r t,

. and ho did SO With LTeat, pain. :,

h the paltry pittance wtiich was allowed for making up of shirts for M
i!ors. His !: .kin^r of the shirts, and he

imen, who worked at them for 4.*. 'M. a do/.en, *o tiiat he had only a
; ilo/.i-n. During the last few week^ Iiis client had lost 2n doy.en of

A'hich had been I'iven him lo lit: made up. an, I aecordiliK to his contract he
wu compelled to i L II, w:w tliereforc obliged, although rcluc-

t;uitly, to press t,l,,' i .-' the priMiuer."

A profit of "only" one shilling on au outlay of four and sixpence, is

at t he rate of more than 25 per cent. Tradespeople whose business
brings them "only" this per-centagp, fan afford to lose apart of it by

i the pilferings and losses which are and ever will be incidental to such
trades. We therefore cannot pump mueli pity up for any sub-contrac-
tor who may chance to have been robbed of twenty down of his shirts.

The
;.

o feel is for the victims of this system of sub-sub-sub-

eoutracting, which so "sicklies" and "attenuates
"

the poor folk who
do the work. As the Magistrate remarked :

" These contracts of:

:iked if the women had to tiud their o*n thread

M it ,M w: TIN s .MM t hey ! i-i. He also said tiiat the shirts were made for the
Government at J.v. lit'/, each."

The thread which women have to find, when making shirts at the
starvation price of four-aml-sixpence per dozen, is not alone the 1hrc;id

which the linen-draper sells them. Lite hangs by a thread, and 'tis the,

thread of their own lives which they so often quite use up, or cut short
in. the process. But it. is no good talking sentiment. The question is

if something can't be done, and that :it, onee, to stop
this thread which in so many sicklied shirt-stitchers is so f.-i

out. On this point hear a man who is entitled to a hearing;
" MR. PAYNTER said it was a mcianeholy ease, and ho was afraid there was no

cure for it. They could not think of regulating the labour market to prevent what
ilrd 'sweating,' buthe thought the publie would be rmieh benefitted if that

kind of work was made up in prisons. It was the right employment, and succeeded
Very well in the German prisons and the other parts of the Continent, lie had

d those views npnu the authorities, but they met with strong objections. He
oner to pay Is. 10t'., the value of the shirt, and a fine of 20s., or

:' imprisonment," The prisoner was locked up in default."

What the
"
strong objections

"
were, we are curious to know. Very

possibly the knowledge might convince us of their strength ;
but we

own that in our ignorance we think that penal shirtniaking would
prove a niost eil'edive and deterring form of punishment. We cannot
help opining that our gaols would be less popular, were our criminals
to lie sentenced to learn sewing and make shirts; being dieted the
while with t lie same amount of food as our poor starving sempstresses
are able to afford themselves. Perhaps this might not wholly "cure,"
but it would certainly, we think, reduce the sweating system; which
the Government should do its best to throw cold water on, instead of

fostering and fomenting, as seems DOW to be the case. Penal shirt-

making would be more useful work than crank-turning; and if worthy
MR. PAYNTER'S views were rightly carried out, our soldiers would no
longer be of those of whom 'tis said

vower score, and zum even owns to't; but by that time, and long
afore, they sases lo be Pigs, takun Pig as another word for a gal,
unless yon may call a old gal a old Pig ,

and I wishes un joy, whoever
has got to keep sitch pigs as they.

"I be, .!//. /'/'HI-//, your obajent sarvant to command,
i>t., 185!).

" SOLOMON CIIAW."
"P.S. Now I thinks on't, gals is remarkibul for sereemun and

squallim. 'Tis curious, that pigs is celebrated fur squeakun, which is

music in the same key. Old witnmun, on t'other hand, is
lily

uncommon apt to grunt. P'raps these here facts explains why 'tis that
"

.

pigs is a sart o' neamsakes to faymale Christians.

THE FRENZIED FRIENDS! A TALE OF TERROR!

"
It is not linen you're wearing
lint human creatures' i :

at,

PRETTY PIGS.
" MR. PUNCH,

"Ip you '11 look into the Builder o' last wake, you'll vind
there's an interest tin article in un about 'Pigs' and 'Whistles.' A
chap, one MR. H. N. SEALEY, as zims to be a cleverish zort of a feller,
rend a peaiicr (other day at, a meelin' o' the Zummei/.el 1 1 analogical
'/icty on the word Pig. Well, there, 'tis too much of a preamble to

quoat, the hole; but the long and short on't is. that 'Whistle' manes
i!,' and that 'Pig's' short for 'Piga,' which is Hanglcr-Zuxon

tor a maaid. I never knowed afore that Pig and Gal was zo near akin.

Well, there, they be boatb on 'em good creturs in their proper places,
-which is rajlher different, I'll allow; and then there's another
difference 'tween a zow and a young ooman, which I s'pose I needn't
hardly pint out, to yon, that is to say, the more score a zow is the
better

, but, as for the tother, one score is enough for she, and if so be
they runs to as much as a score and a half, 'tis a thousand pities but
what they bides there. Zo a good many on 'em do, if you can take
their word for it, stops short at that pint by their own ac'eount, never
gits beyond it, and don't ha' no more birthdays arter that. Yet there
be them as mounts up to as many as dree "score and ten, ah! and

SAID SMITH to SNOOKS, "My SNOOKS, what makes you look so
serious ?

"

Said SNOOKS to SMITH, "My friend, I have a silent sorrow here,"
giving a big thump upon his well filled waistcoat.
"A sorrow? and you silent ? Pooh, pooh, don't be foolish. 'Give

sorrow words: the grief that does not speak,' goes and bursts its

boiler, or does something quite as dreadful. Come, tell me what 's

the matter. Say. Has ANGELINA flirted ? Have you been and
dropped your door-key ? Have you done a little bill, and has the bill

returned the compliment ? Has your uncle CKCESUS cut, you ': Have
you smashed your favourite cutty? Have you been drinking some
Catawba? Have you got the stomach-ache ? Have you"

Peace, friend, and I will tell you," sighed the wretched SNOOKS.
"A far worse fate than these is that which hath befallen me. Know
that I this morning have met the miscreant JONES, and he hath as
usual asked me a c co

'

"
Speak, wretched one !

"
gasped SMITH.

"
Say,was it a conundrum ?

"

"Alas, yes!" groaned the other. "An unutterable conundrum;
one that would have palsied any lips but JONES'S

; one that like a

poison-shaft still rankles in my breast, and grieves me to the heart's

core to reflect on man's depravity."
"Out with it then, my SNOOKS. 'Twill ease your mind to tell it me.

I am robust in health. You need not, fear my fainting."
Moved by his friend's appeal, poor SNOOKS, in a low voice, made

this terrific revelation :

"
Whii is the EARL or SITAFTESBURY not unlike NANA SAUDI ?

"
" Because lie is ft person ic/in

'

/i-npiral."

A pause of just ten minutes and three seconds for reflection.

"Well, where's the joke?" gasped SMITH.

"There, I ki .uhln't see it. I can't tell jokes as JONES
can. Would you believe it, my dear boy, the wretch pronounced
those three last words so as to sound like

'

jjliilanthropical !'
"



impper.
" DOOCED NICE PLACE, THIS ONLY ONE CAN'T SPEAK. TO A GAL WITHOUT IT 's BEING REPORTED YOU 'HE ENGAGEB TO HER."

Snapper.
" HAH ! I TOOK THE PRECAUTION TO GIVE OUT WHEN I PIRST CAME THAT I WASN'T A MARRYIN* MAN !

"

A PRINCE AT HIGH PRESSURE.
HE dear little WALES

sure the saddest of tales,

Is the tale of the studies

withwhich they are cram-

ming thee ;

In thy tuckers and bibs,
handed over to GIBBS,

Who for eight years with
solid instruction was

ramming thee.

Then, to fill any nook GIBBS
had chanced to o'erlook,

In those poor little brains,
sick of learned palaver,

When thou 'dst fain rolled

in clover, they handed
thee over,

To the prim pedagogic pro-
tection of TARVER.

In Edinburgh next, thy
poor noddle perplext,

The gauntlet must run of

each science and study ;

Till the mixed streams of knowledge, turned on by the College,
Through the field of thy boy-brains run shallow and muddy.

To the South from the North from the shores of the Forth,
Where at hands Presbyterian pure science is quaffed

The Prince, in a trice, is whipped off to the Isis,
Where Oxford keeps springs media;val on draught.

Dipped in grey Oxford mixture (lest that prove a fixture),
The poor lad's to be plunged m less orthodox Cam:

Where dynamics and statics, and pure mathematics,
Will be piled on his brain's awful cargo of

"
cram."

Where next the boy may go to swell the farrago,
We haven't yet heard, but the Palace they 're plotting in :

To Berlin, Jena, Bonn, he '11 no doubt be passed on,

And drop in, for a finishing touch, p'raps, at Gottingen.

'Gainst indulging the passion for this high-pressure fashion

Of Prince-training, Punch would uplift loyal warning ;

Locomotives we see, over-stoked soon may be,

Till the supersteamed boiler blows up some fine morning.

The Great Eastern's disaster should teach us to master
Our passion for pace, lest the mind's water-jacket
Steam for exit fierce panting, and safety-valves wanting
Should explode round the brain, of a sudden, and crack it.

LIFE IS A MYSTE11Y.

THE following is beyond all number the most extraordinary pheno-
menon we ever read : Six ladies were enjoying themselves over the

tea-table at Rotherham, and, by way of amusement, they began con-

fiding to each other in secret how old they were ;
and it was found

that their united ages amounted to one hundred and twenty-five years.
The most singular thing, however, is, that the daughters of these six

ladies and each lady had one were in the next room, trying over the

last new Polka; and, upon calculating their united ages, the result

revealed the astounding fact that, though not yet married, still they
were older than their Mammas by seven years, eleven months, and
fourteen days ! The mystery is still unexplained ;

and yet we should

be loth to accuse the young ladies, for the purpose of gaining a victory
of no moment whatever, of having made themselves out to be older

than they really were.

One-Sided Constructions.

MANY of us, too many of us, are apt to attribute a bad motive to a

good action
; but few of us, when a poor devil has been guilty of a bad

action, ever think of attributing a good motive to it.
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A FOOL AND HIS LUGGAGE."

A TALE OF TEE EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY.

S Thursday,
dear Fund,

you will please to re-

member
Is the day of St. Partridge

the first of September,
We expect you on Wednes-

day to tiffin :

Bring your best double gun
and your own shooting-

traps.
You will find a small party

the right sort of cnaps.

Believe me, yours truly,

A. BIFFIN."

Such the letter ('twas dated

from somewhere near

Lynn)
Set me off in a cab, the ex-

press train to win,
Full drive to the Bishops-

gate Station.

The famed Eastern Counties
that theme of abuse

Tamed for cooking its own and its passengers' goose,

Beyond any line in.the nation,

I paid double cab-fare ;
so fierce was my haste ;

But the station once reached I repented the waste.

Eastern Counties expresses don't hurry.

There was pushing and rushing and struggling and bustling,

Crushing toes, barking shins, I'orters heaving and hustling
And shouting, and swearing, and scurry.

Leather gun-cases rattled about one by scores,

Coupled pointers seemed jammed up in all of the doors,

In a chaos of muzzles arid tails.

'Twas ten minutes past time, but serene o'er the riot,

All reckless of Brad-sham, in dignified quiet,

The Engine stood calm on the rails.

They seized on my luggage, they gave me no ticket,

When I asked, I was thrust through a strait platform-wicket,
And hustled up into a seat.

And I inwardly murmured, 'twixt sulking and stun,
"
Your will. Eastern Counties Directors, Ibe done,"
When oh joy 'tis the Engine's quick beat !

On, through Stratford and Waltham and Broxbourne and all,

As but Eastern Counties expresses can crawl,

Through flat Essex, as ilatly, we glide :

Stopping, where no express but an Eastern would stop,
Where there 's no one to take up and no one to drop,

And in Cambridge at length we subside.

And there was the scena of Shoreditch again
The row and the riot the struggle and strain

The push, and the press, and the pull.

Breathless haste, where of calm and good order was need,
And slowness, where passengers fretted for speed

Great cry and alas ! little wool.

So to Ely and last fifty T>iinute_s
o'er due,

Patient pilgrims, to Lynn's ancient city we drew
With delight from my carriage I tear.

Quick ! my gun-case my bag or, as I am a sinner,
1 shan't get to BIFFINS in time for their dinner

NOR MY BAG, NOR MY GUN-CASE WEKE THERE !********
My pet double Moore, that I longed to display
Dropping birds, right and left, on St. Partridge, his day ,

Shooting coat that 'twas pleasure to wear ;

Shooting trousers, impervious to wet or to whin ;

Shooting boots, old and easy, yet tilting like skin
All all far away who knows where !

I bullied I blustered entreated, cajoled
Eastern Counties officials are cruel and cold,

All the more as their victims are hot
"
P'r'aps my things were at Norwich or Wisbeach," they said," Or at Bury, or Yarmouth, or Lowestoff, instead :

"

But at Lynn it was clear they were not.

"Why make such a fuss ? Things were frequently lost !

Luggage would get mislaid, when so many lines crost
"

They 'd telegraph for it of course.
"
Perhaps I might get it in course of to-morrow,

P'r'aps a week or a month hence," meanwhile I might borrow.

Only clothes it was well 'twas no worse."

Why pursue the sad tale ? All the time of my stay,

My gun-case and bag were still far, far, away
By my friends I was rigged for the sport.

Need 1 say that my gun was a Ir
l

iest,

How tight were the trousers how baggy the vest,

And the boots oh, how cruelly short !

But if, in the stubbles, I looked like a Guy,
'Twas still worse, when the dinner-bell sounded, and 1,

In borrowed plumes had to appear
Dress boots, never-mention-ems, waistcoat and coat,

By charity rigged from my toes to my throat-
Need I say that my pangs were severe !

My pleasure was poisoned ere three days were o'er,

1 was fretting and fuming to Shoreditch once more,
To the UMt-tagmge-offioe 1 rushed

Quoth the bland office-keeper,
" Your things, Sir, are here,

At Jlury they've been, though how, isn't so clear."

1 gazed BUT THE MAX NEVER HLUS1IISII '.

ENGLISHMEN AND ENGLISH.

WHY cannot plain Englishmen take the pains to write plain English ?

This is not a riddle, reader. It is to us a painful question, and by
no means one to laugh at. We cannot ourselves answer it, and we
know nobody who can, and that is one chief reason why, to ease our

minds, we print it. Every reader will of course oblige us with his

views about it, and if our mind be not enriched, our waste-paper store

at least will be. We repeat, then,

Why cannot plain Englishmen take the pains to write plain English ?

Every day we find fresh cause to pop this most momentous question.
Dip into any column of advertisements we will, we are sure at the first

plunge to bring up some new reason for it. Here for instance is a

specimen fished from a shipping journal, which will serve as illustration

of the truth of what we state. With the exception of the names, for

which we only are responsible, the extract runs or halts, rather
verbatim thus :

" TO SHIPPERS AND MERCHANTS IN GENERAL.
" LINDLEY, MURRAY, & Co., General Agents, London, would say that, in

every description of Scotch, Woollen, Cotton and Linen manufacturers, as well as
Manchester and Leeds goods, they can be supplied as well, as quickly, and with as
much satisfaction in every respect more satisfaction, as L. M. & Co. are always on
the spot, and undertake nothing which they cannot perform with despatch, as it is

possible to do.
" All communications promptly attended to in person or by letter."

L. M. & Co. would clearly, we should say, be something more than
"general agents," if what they tell us of their business were true:
which it is not. We speak flatly on this point, for we wish not to

speak sharply ; and we doubt not that L. M. & Co. would prefer to be
accused of stating an untruth, than to be charged with what amounta
to a grave criminal offence. England is not a slave state ;

"
manufac

turers
"

are not here articles of merchandise, and it is therefore wrong
to class them with

"
Manchester and Leeds goods." When L. M.

& Co. assert that they can deal in
"
manufacturers," they accuse

themselves of what in fact amounts to body-snatching; for no live

manufacturer by law is saleable in England, whatever chance of pur-
chase there may be for a dead one.

Were we not persuaded that L. M. & Co. are stating an untruth, we
should certainly reveal their real names to the police ; for not only is

their trade, by their own showing, an illegal one, but they lead us to
infer that others are eii .agcil in it. Their phrases of comparison can
but be construed to mean this : and the puzzling incompleteness of
their

"
ases

" and their
"
more " we attribute to the startling nature

of their statement, which was enough to frighten grammar clean out
of their heads.

A Slight Misprint.
" The German smokers are, it appears, in an ecstacy of delight in consequence

of a report that IV * discovered a mode of imparting to ordinary
tobacco the perfume and flavour of the finest Havaunah. It is said that the most
experienced connoi&teur* have been put to the test, and have smoked the prepared
tobacco in the belief that it was the finest Cuban." Morning Paper,

MR. PUNCU is compelled to record his a priori conviction, that this

discovery is attributed to the wrong Professor. It was made not by
,, but by BIG-LIE.
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Angelina (entering the sanctum suddenly).
"

See, CiMrleslodc at dear Baly in /, nne
[Startling, but unexpected effect on CHARLES.

Ufa-side dress."

ITALY'S PARTIAL SUCCESSES.

(A Songfrom the Moniteur.)

CONFOUND you Italians ! ravself, you rascalions,
Your conduct extremely distresses,

Great objects unheeding these hence not suc-

ceeding
You seek little partial successes.

Successes so little, that we gain no tittle,

My policy all in a mess is,

Because you derange it, and force me to change it,

I3y those little partial successes.

I feel an objection to that wrong direction
In which your new freedom progresses :

Your Princes expelling, and thus by rebelling,
You win little partial successes.

I had for you other designs which you bother-
In short, what I wish to impress is,

My end whilst I'm bent on, your own you're
intent on

All those little partial successes.

French Idiosyncrasy.
A FRENCH Paper boasts that Prance of all

nations, is the only one that goes to war for an
dea. England at any rate, lights no more on
that account. She is not such an idiot.

OUR CHINESE MISSIONS.

WE shall never succeed in the attempt to
!hristianise those Chinese barbarians, unless we

contrive to get somewhat higher than to Cant on.

A SMALL POPE PIUS.

WE read in the Papers that a few days ago there appeared before
MR. LONG, at Marylebone, a Roman Catholic priest, named ROBERT
SMITH, "attached to the Roman Catholic Chapel, Kentish Town,"
charged with an assault upon a child named JOHN Cox. The evidence
was as follows :

"
JOHN- NORWOOD, residing near tho chapel, sairt that on Sunday evening he saw

several children, among whom was the complainant, at the door of the chapcl who
were knocking at the door. The defendant came out, upon which the children ran
away. They were followed by the defendant, who upon coming up to the com-
plainant struck him with his hand, when he fell. While complainant was on the
ground he was struck by the defendant three or four times. When he got up his
mouth seemed full of blood and his cheek was grazed." In answer to the defendant, he said he had no stick." MARY Cox, complainant's mother, stated that her son was four years and five

I months old. She fetched him from the chapel, when she found his mouth noseand cheek bleeding." The defendant stated that he did not knock the complainant down and that he
ell while he was running away." Defendant was fined Ids., which was paid."

(<
The REVEREND ROBERT SMITH appears to have been so very much
attached, as the reporter says, to his chapel, he could not bear its

door to receive a knock from the hand of a child. Little children are
evidently not suffered to come to that temple. The REVEREND ROBERT
SMITH defended himself, and stated that he did not knock the com-
plainant down. Probably this was true, the hurry of a child of four
years old to get out of the way of a full grown and furious clergyman
being quite enough to cause it to tumble, and we should be sorry to

a minister of religion unjustly accused. But the REVEREND
ERT MfiTH had nothing to say, according to the report, to the

charge of beating little JOHNNY Cox when he was down, or if he
did say anything on the point, the Magistrate did not believe
the REVEREND ROBERT, and mulcted him in ten of his namesakes ItW
J^-

ou
,

les
l

be a le
,

sso" to uis Reverence, but Father Punch, in
addition, hereby prescribes to the sinner, for his soul's health, to say
nineteen Paternosters every morning before breakfast for a week, and
while doing so, to meditate uponthe meaning of the words (if he under-
stands Latin , and consider whether frightening babies till they fall
3wn and make their faces bleed, and woppingr them when down, is a

proceeding exactly in accordance with the spirit and teaching of the
orison he 13 repeating.

But, culpa nostm ! The REVEREND ROBERT will have a triumphantanswer for impertinent heretics. Who is Mr. Punch ? Is he to dictate
i the clergy i Let the profane party mind his own business. Is not

the REVEREND MR. SMITH simply imitating the head of his own

church, His Holiness POPE PERUGIA? Of a surety he is. Were not
the poor little Perugians knocking, in a small but possibly troublesome
way at the door of the Vatican, begging for liberty. And what did
the POPE to his children ? Why, even as did the REVEREND ROBERT
SMITH to the children of Kentish Town. Rushing fortli frantically

, in the form of a Swiss Guard, he, POPE PERUGIA, stabbed, shot, and
J
slaughtered his troublesome children by way of a lesson in holy living
and dying. Nay, the REVEREND SMITH smote a child of the ripe age
of four years, but the REVEREND Pius caused an actual baby in arms
to be killed, because it had been decorated with a cockade of a colour
misliked at Rome. The Kentish Town priest is not equal to his

I Master.
SMITH is fined Ten Shillings. Pius is not yet in custody. But

there is good hope that ere long the Italian culprit will be fined a
Crown.

DUET FOR DOON.
"LORD DERBT is so indignant at the concealment, by his tenants in Doon of the

well-known murderer of MB. CROWE, that his Lordship has given orders to evict
them all." Irak Paper.

DERBY.
YE banks and braes of bonny Doon,
How can ye bloom so fresh and fair,How can you Irish turn a tune
While you conceal a murderer there ?

I '11 break it up, that rascal gang,
That screens the man who lurks to slay ;

And if the scoundrel does not hang,
By George, I'll clear you all away.

PUNCH.
All social lessons, good my Lord,
Must be the patient work of time,

And driving folks from bed and board,
Is scarce the way to hinder crime.

But bid the Priest (whose curse hath awe
For those who own a Popish king)

Command bis dupes to aid the law,
Or, as accomplice, let him swing.

THE WAITER'S EPITAPH." Coming, Coming !

"

THE AUCTIONEER'S EPITAPH." Coins, Going, Gone !

"
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ceasing the effect ceases would not the abolition of the causes of

desertion, in so far as they can be abolished, prove a substitute for

flogging, effectual in sucli a measure as at least to render corporal

punishment not absolutely necessary ? The sab -aid be ex-

pensive? It would hardly cost so much, however, after the rate, as a

state of things in which live thousand soldiers itie found to jump at an

oppoii discharged from service. This is not, the con-

temptible fancy of a blank civilian, but the opinion ot the PUNCH
COSSOKT'S gallant comrade,

FIELD MARSHAL PUNCH.

P.S. Recollect, the lash was once thought absolutely necessary in

madhouses, but now its employment lias given place to humane treat-

ment, and the substitute has proved effectual

Head-Quarters, 85, Fleet Sdwt.

;

THE LAMENT OF THE WESTMINSTER CLOCK-WORKS.

OH ! BARRY and DENISON ne'er shall we get a
nl pair of hands to t xhibit our paces,

So long as you two only double your meta-

Physical lists in each other's faces.

If BARRY would make them so weighty no baro-

-Meter could weigh them, no barrow could carry ;

As Time will not wait, but flies on like an arrow,
'Tis meeter that we should not wait for CHARLES

THE LAST SWEET THING HATS.

SUBSTITUTES FOR MILITARY FLOGGING.

To Colonel NORTH, M.P.

MY DEAH COLONEL,
IN proposing

" The Army and Navy" the other day, at Ban-

bury, you are reported to have told the farmers that

"The pimishment of flogging for desertion in the Army had only been lately

sanctioned by Parliament in i \et. and it was absolutely neci

e during last year alone ! th;in 11.000 desertions, and it

roust be borne in mind that ev, ? ! the country fi.i- his kit and hi* bounty
alone l&l, independently of which a large expense was incurred in diilL"

Absolutely necessary, my dear Colonel ? Will you, on reflection,

adhere to the statement, that, flogging is absolutely necessary to prevent
desertion from the Army? Is the British Army so uncomfortable a

sphere that, but for the terror of the lash, the soldiers would burst

their confines, and break out of it ? Is it, indeed, too hot to hold any

private soldier, undeterred from quitting it by the tormenting scourge
of the military guardian furies ? And is it the fact, that the number of

deserters last year amounted to anything like eleven thousand

allowance being made for the rascals who re-enlisted to sack a second

bounty? Can you think of no better means of preventing such whole-

sale desertion than t\ing up the wretches who are guilty of it, and

torturing them ? Apparently not,. For I find you, in continuation.

At Ben Rhydding, DENISON seems to be bidding
For lightness of hand as though old Time would linger ;

But Big Ben, himself of his DKXISON ridding,

Stdl tolls a lament for the loss of his tiuger.

Each writes to the
"
Times," while the time 's flying on ;

At each letter the ire of each seems to wax hotter;

SIR CHARLES gives his deep digs, while warm DESISOX,
From out his cold sheets, throws SIR CHARLES in hot-water.

Oh ! BARRY and DENISON, let us alone ;

Or put hands to the woik not of writing a letter

But, as both of you have so much face of your own,
Each take to a face ;

show wliich does it the better.

Or let some one else, who's a little less wrotb,
Give us hands, that are not only baud rong.

While you two many cooks only spoiling tii.

May prove to the world that you're both in the wrong.

AWFUL WARNING.

IN the Bath Chronicle we discover the following appalling para-

graph :

CACTIOX TO TAWXEKS. On Thursday last, a young man named DIPROSE, a

ment, but it was intended to be a degrading one. No doubt it was a

severe punishment, and he himself had seen both officers and men
faint while it was being inflicted, and if MR. BRIGHT, or any other

man, would provide an effectual substitute, he had no doubt the whole

Army would gladly receive it."

"Hear, hear," cried your audience, greeting this last expression of

opinion. I, too, say, hear, lienr. \V;:nted, then, an effectual sub-

stitute for flogging ! Can ! Certainly not any simply
penal substitute, at once mote effectual and milder. A more effectual

substitute of that kind would be a severer one. You sometimes brand
deserters in addition to flogging them. Well, suppose you branded
them not by tattooing, but, ,,/fn-e iii/ijitrnm, with a red-hot iron.

The superaddition of branding to flogging would be more effectual

than mere flogging. Nose-slitting, ear-cropping, and other the like

good old inflictions, would doubtless produce increased effect of the

same kind. And if you tore a man's back with red-hot pincers, instead

of knotted cords, you would probably find the pincers an effectual

substitute for the cat-o' -nine-tails.

But must the substitute, to be effectual, be penal? Must we take
this point for granted? Could desert inn be stopped by encouraging
soldiers to remain in the Army us well as by discouraging them from

deserting it P I suspect it might. Better permanent pay, the stipu-
lated amount honestly paid in cash, the chance of promotion, and com-
fortable and decent quarters, would, perhaps, if the idea of any
alternative for punishment c;m be entertained, constitute an efficient

substitute for flogging. Might not, one of the causes of desertion, for

example, be removed by remedying, in barracks, that inconvenience
which is similar to the Carrier's grievance in Henry IV. ? The cause

-eon s,

ensued."

If this is true, no father of a family, unless himself a medical man,
will in future allow SIR ARCHIBALD ALISON'S History of Europe to

remain in his house. To be sure, the appalling catalogue of SIR A. A.'s

blunders, set out by a merciless torturer in ERASER'S Alagnzine, must
deter any humane Paterfamilias from leaving the ton or so of

mistakes termed a History within reach of young people. Still, how-

ever, the fate of MH. DJPROSE should be known in domestic circles.

THE TOBACCO-PIPE OF JOHN SOBIESKY.
" Tho tobacco-pipe out of which JOHANN SOBIESKY smoked during the siege of

Vienna, and which had been carried away by the French about fifty years ago, baa

lately been sent back to Vienna, and re-instituted to its former place and honours."

THE relic may well be cherished, but hardly, perhaps, by the govern-
ment which, after being saved from the Turks by the galhmt KING OP

POLAND, took part in two successive partitions of his kingdom, and

iiually joined in the suppression of the liberties of Cracow, the very

city in which the Polish monarch gathered tin- army which rescued

Vienna from the Mussulman. The whiff of SOBIESKY'S pipe is the

most, fitting emblem (if Austrian gratitude; but. one would hardly think

that, Austria would like to remind people that her professions of thank-

fulness to the Polish hero expired in smoke.

OF NO USE TO JLNY BUT THE OWNER. A Black Eye.
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Mr. Timkins (loq.).
" What am I sitting up here for 1 Why, they say you can't have too long a

rod for Roach-jishiny ; so Ijust invested in a '

five-and-twenty footei;' and this it tin onli/ jilan / eon
hit on for yetting at my hook to bait it."

A POSER FOR THE PUSEYITES.
THE Reverend Swell who has been causing such a shindy at St. George's in the East

by his eccentric toggery and clerical gymnastics, has written a mild letter in defence of those
absurdities, which he contends are needful to the due performance of the service. His
Reverence seems to fancy that people go to Church with the view rather to exercise their
eyes than use their ears ; and he apparently considers that a preacher, to be popular, must
appeal more to the ocular than to the aural sense. It is, doubtless, this idea which disposeshim to argue that much of the impressiveness and influence of the service is dependenton the visual attractions which it offers

; and, therefore, that a clergyman, attending, as
he does, to be looked at more than listened to, is fully justified in being most attentive to
his dress.

Holding these eccentric views, his Reverence does not so much surprise one by contending
that the eflect of the Church service would considerably be heightened if proper vestments
were assigned to the performance of each part. Variety is charming, even in a church and
as according to his Reverence, the attraction of a clergyman lies chiefly in his dress, it is
natural to inter that, with at least his female hearers, the oftener he changes it the more he
will attract. In fact, not to speak profanely," a parson, to be popular, should try and copy
the late GHABLES MATHEWS in one of his "At Homes ;" and, in performance of the service
should act up to the pattern of those public entertainers, who represent at least a score of
characters per night, and the merit of whose acting is the marvellous rapidity with which
they change their dress.

To carry out these notions, and design the various vestments which a parson ought to
wear, is a work for clergymen-milliners, but not a work for Punch. Let the clerical costumiers
devise what robes they please ; except in wholesome ridicule, Punch cannot spare his space to
them What if the Litany were read in sackcloth and in ashes, and the prayer for the
Ulmrch militant delivered ma red coat ! such mummeries would not be vastly more ridiculous
than those which every day are practised in the Church, and which neatly every week Pnneh

has the pain to laugh at. Yet were Punch to be
consulted upon clerical costume, there is just one
hint which he would like to offer : namely, that
as the sermon is that portion of the service in
which alone the preacher can utter his own
thoughts, it would be well if he delivered it in

suitable attire, such as to those who sat beneath
him might seem an outward &ign of what was-

really in him. Were this notion carried out,
Punch would forbear to question his dear
brethren, the Puseyites, whether parsons who
talk stuff such as that which caused this article

might not with some fitness preach their sermons
in a fool's cap.

A MAYOR- -AND SOMETHING
MORE.

IN common, he presumes, with all rightminded
persons, Mr. Punch feels always awed in the

presence of a Mayor. Mr. Punch regards a

Mayor as a creature supernatural : a being
gifted with peculiar sagacity and wisdom;
whose dicta are too deep for merely common
minds to fathom, and have far surpassed in

mystery the Oracle of Delphi and the Hermit
of Vauxhall. That Mr. Punch is as correct in

this, as in whatever other opinions he has

fotmed, a hundred proofs at least come daily to
his hand. The one which he selects for present
illustration is a decision lately given by the

Worshipful of Windsor. The proceedings which
elicited the judgment of this Solomon, were
thus mentioned m the columns of the Windsor
Express :

"A lady with her son and twn young children had:
taken shelter from the rain on Friday last wnder the
South Western Railway Bridge in their boat. Their dog
swam across the river, and lay down on an island which,
belonged to ME. 13. MR. B.'s

' watchman '

ordered the
young gentleman to fetch the dog off the island. The
reply was,

' You may drive him off, if you like, but you
don't suppose that I am going to do it.' The man then
threatened to tie the dog up, and made use of such re-
marks as lead the lady to remonstrate, and ask '

if he
was aware that he was addressing a gentleman in the
presence of a lady.' His answer was,

'

I have spoken to-

more gentlemen than ever you did?' The son, hearing
his mother thus iusulted, was exasperated, and in the
heat of the moment cried out,

'

If you don't mind what
you say, I '11 blow your brains out !

' "

That the terrors of this threat may be pro-
perly appreciated, the report proceeds to state :

i

"As there was nothing in the boat but some provisions. !

it was not very likely ho could carry out this threat : and
the man showed he had no fear of it by still continuing
his abuse."

In point of fact, the threat was just about as
terrible as if the youth had said

"
I '11 chuck you'

over St. Paul's," or "I'll throw you down
Niagara," or "I'll come ashore and kick you
into the middle of next week." Nevertheless,
the man made afterwards pretence that he was
frightened at the youth. So a warrant was
applied for, and, having nodded through the-

case, the Mayor turned to the man's master, and
delivered himself thus :

"
I suppose we must bind defendant over to keep the

peace for six months, under a penalty of ten pounds."

This appealing to the prosecutor to help the

judge to settle what sentence to award, appears
a stroke of such sagacity as no mere mortal could
have struck. Mr. Punch is therefore fortified in

sticking to his faith, that Mayors are super-
natural, and something more than men. What
that something more may be, Mr. Punch, in his

great awe, will not venture to reflect. As a

horse may, by cross-breeding, acquire a more
than equine longitude of ear, so, by virtue of his

office, a Mayor may gain appendages, which fit

him to be viewed as being a Mayor and Some-
thins More.

ADVICE TO THI-: NINE HOURS MOVEMENT
MEN. Strike with your hammers and mallets I
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A REAL TREASURE.

GOOD GRACIOUS, MRS. WILKINS, WHY
THEY ARE OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE."

PaterJmuMai (vtddenly un-in<l in

DIDN'T YOU FORWARD THESE LETTEUS?
.V/x Within* (tin

1

Ti'nuinr).
"
LOR, SIR ! I SHOULD NEVER THINK o' FORWARDING

SICH THINGS AS THEM. WHY, I SEK THEY WAS ONLY BUSINESS LETTERS FROM THE

HORFICE, OK SOMETHINK O* THAT !

"

THE DAWN IN ITALY.

WHAT of the night o'er Europe spread ?

Is day in Italy begun ?

Has the long, dismal darkness fled?

Shines, yonder, Freedom's rising sun ?

It should be daybreak steady, clear,

Serenely, temperately bright ;

And they that in its rays appear
Are true men walking in the light.

Apart from rant
;
without bombast,

The building of self-rule proceeds ;

No braying pomp, with trumpet blast,

Burlesques the grandeur of their deeds.

No mutual kisses, maudlin tears,
Frivolous dance, or nmd fool's cry ;

No sickly song offends the ears
;

No flauutiug tinsel shames the eye.

Or see we there no rosy dawn,
No true Aurora

;
but a lamp,

Which in a moment may be gone,

Extinguished by a tyrant's stamp ?

Is, then, immoral force so strong,
The strength of Right so sad a doubt,

That England must permit the wrong,
Stand oy, and see the light put out ?

Brave men, at least our wishes take,
If they are all we can afford ;

With foes environed, for your sake,

If we can spare no helping sword,
With spirits of your bards, and shades

\

Of Romans old, we still survey
Your noble struggle, forced with aids

Reserved, to hold the world at bay.

Rome and Utah.

ROME, the spiritual domain of the POPE, is called by
papists the See of PETER. BRIGHAM YOUNG may with

nearly equal reason, and to quite as much purpose, boast

that the Lake of Utah, his pontificate, is the Sea of

Saltpetre.

A SIXTH SENSE. The scents of the Thames and it is

stronger than the other five senses put together.

CLERICAL CONSCIENCE-MONEY.

THE following was inserted in the Times of the 20th :

" The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER acknowledges the receipt of 1. 3d. from
' A Curate,' on account of lucome-Tax."

There must surely, we should say, be some mistake in this. Curates

surely must be paid their yearly stipends free of Income-Tax. Surely
any Clergyman who can afford to keep a Curate would take care to pay
his salary clear of all deductions. Oh yes, the more we think of it, the
more we feel persuaded that such is, because it must be, the inevitable

fact. In this case very possibly the Clergyman neglected to make
mention of the payment. Small wonder such a trifle should have

escaped his memory. What was one and threepence to a reverend

employer who could afford to pay 300 to have his work done for
him ? So, not knowing that the tax had been duly paid beforehand, the
Curate, in his rectitude, sent it up as Conscience-money. Had it been
really due, it would have certainly been called for; but the tax-gatherer
of course was as well aware as we are that Curates are invariably paid
their incomes free of tax, and he therefore abstained properly from
second application.

Peeling quite convinced, then, that the tax has been paid twice, we
may expect to see another announcement in the Times, to the effect

that
" ' A Curate' acknowledges the receipt' of Is. SJ. from the CHANCELLOR OF THE

EXCHEQUER, on account of Income-Tax in error overpaid."

Latest Bulletin from Borne.
"
His Holiness the POPE has been for some time laid up with lame-

ness, in consequence of his foot having slipped in some blood spilt in
the street of Perugia, but he is now convalescent to the joy of
mankind."

JONATHAN'S JOHNSON.

THE Nev> York Herald, referring to an election contest in Minnesota,

says
" So we'must look for all sorts of tricks, wirepullings, roorbacks, and intrigues on

both Bides."

A not bad Yankee notion might be the publication of an American
Annual Dictionary. The Anglo-Saxon tongue is constantly receiving
so many additions from the Transatlantic oranch of the family, that

the compilation of such a lexicon has become very desirable.
"
Roor-

backs," now! What are "roorbacks?" one would like to ask the

New York Herald, which, at least, should always come out with a

glossary. Comparative philologists, who derive the words of all lan-

guages from certain primitive roots, may have some difficulty in tracing
the affinity of the American verbal coinage to the Queen's English ;

much more in attempting to make out the relation of Yankeeisms to

any of the other Indo-European languages ;
a course of investigation

in which the inquirer would be likely to find himself pumphlusticated.

City Treason.
"
IF I were to throw the LORD MAYOR into a horsepond," asked

VISCOUNT WILLIAMS, "why would he become a railway bridge?""
Because," replied to himself, after a pause, the Venerable Peer,"
he would be a Wire-ducked."

MEMORANDUM ON MILITARY DISCIPLINE.

OLD martinets are old boys who are a little too fond of playing with
the cat. It would serve them right if they now and then got scratched.

A MELLOW DRAMA. The Green Bushes.

VOL. XXXVII.
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THE "NATION" IN A FIT.

N the disaster at the Peiho, the

Nation newspaper makes the follow

ing, among other remarks :

" On the waters of the Peiho the British

banners have been covered with defeat,

slaughter, and disaster. Deep under its

waves lie the shattered skeletons of her

vanquished flagships ; flying for safety to

Canton are the remnant of her routed
forces. . . . All draggled with blood,
all ghastly with wounds, all pale with
defeat <icfeat, wounds, blood, all of their

own seeking and challenging are fleeing
the men who were the first to

' run up
the signal for action,' and enter upon the

fight in which they have been so terribly
worsted !

"

Here the authoress of the fore-

going efflux of hysterical spite, was
overcome by emotion, of which she strove in vain to vent herself. She

sprang from her seat and danced ; she tore her dress, and scratched

her own face in the self-inversion of her unglutted malice. Choked
with the passion which she could neither spit nor swallow, she then

fell into a fit, whence having been recovered by means of burnt

feathers and hartshorn, she proceeded, her stays having been in the

meanwhile cut, to insult the misfortune of brave men with the following
overstrained and incoherent taunts :

s me, a s a. er sou o vcory w no e uneee n e as. . .

The signs redden in the sky ; the days of Eastern conquests and plunder are over !

The tide has turned on the Peiho."

Here the overwrought woman uttered that piercing shriek, 'which,
as indicated in the

"
.Revivals," is the well known characteristic of her

complaint, and again fell, foaming and kicking, on her back, where she

lay for the space of an hour in violent convulsions, insomuch that it

took three men to hold her.

The sex of the writer of the foregoing extracts from the Nation is a

fact, the discovery ofwhich needs no clairvoyance. Nobody can mistake
it who has ever had an opportunity of hearing the rancorous invective.

the rampant mockery, the exorbitant imprecations of infinite and

impotent hate, the rabid canine hpwlings uttered by an infuriated

female of the lowest class, in the gripe of the police, and restrained by
handcuffs from using her teeth and nails.

But the best of the joke remains to be told. Whilst NORAH scolds
and mocks as above in the columns of the Nation, JUDY accompanies
her sister's abuse with an article suggesting that HER MAJESTY should
be graciously pleased to pardon MEAGHER,M'MANUS, and MITCHELL!
As if the Nation thought it was taking just the course calculated to
render it an effectual intercessor with the British Government on
behalf of Irish traitors not to name both a traitor and a devilish and
dastardly miscreant ; the vitriolic champion of slavery.

Hpw thoroughly Irish ! For the newspaper capable of such 'wonderful

consistency what a very appropriate name is the Nation !

MARTYRS OF SCIENCE, OR THE LAY OF
MAGNA MOLA.

LADIES, who love gallant deeds, and specially smile on the uniform,
Holding a smiter of flesh the noblest creation of Providence.
Ladies, whose eyes are suffused when you read of the valiant in battle.

Whacking and smashing and slashing and cleaving and stabbing and
DiajuiK,

And gloriously polishing off their less stalwartly-made fellow creatures.

Ladies, who make us all fighters, from JIM, the small boy in the gutter.
Who punches the eye of brown BOB for the blue-eyed and dirty-faced

SALLY,
To the late Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, ARCHIBALD, Earlie of Eglinton,
Riding his best in the tournament, breaking his broomstick for Beauty :

List to a tale of brave fight, courage, and daring, and bloodshed.
Who is the liar that states that the race of the heroes is vanished ?

SIB THOMAS DE SAYERS was born in the fortunate region of Piralico,

Not the abandoned locality London redeemed from the marish,
That echoes from morning to night with the howls of the peripatetics,

And nobody, therefore, resides in, unless he is deaf or a madman ;

But Pimlico, Brighton, gave birth to the infantine THOMAS DE SAYERS.
Oft on the shingle he wandered, his curls floating free on the breezes,
And the mermaidens smiled on the child as their pearly wrists played

with their tresses,
And they whispered,

" One day to be great, to be named where the

gentles assemble,
And glory of glories, be hymned on the harpstrings of Punch the

Worldmaster."
Then floated the mermaids away, and the child began picking up

muscles,
Omen that soon his own muscles should win him a banner and blazon.

Not all at once waxed he great, like a bubble, or tyrant, or pumpkin,
Slowly he gathered and garnered the strength that is now so colossal.

Humbly (all good men are humble) he laboured in modest obscureness,

Toiling at work which BEN JONSON, the eminent poet, disdained not,

Sign that DE SAYEUS himself should turn out a Brick of distinction,

Sign that DE SAYERS should bray every foe as it were in a Mprtar.

Stratford, but not upon Avon, beheld him a sedulous worker,
So did the hilly back-slums of the placid and yacht-haunted Erith.

Haply upon him hath fallen the glance of SIR THOMAS M. WILSON,
When silently scheming a station to serve his own private convenience,
And further delay the bad trains that dawdle to Gravesend so vilely.

Haply SIR THOMAS the saintly hath looked on his namesake athletic,

And fancied SIR THOMAS the strong might one day erect the said

Station.

Many a station the latter hath crowded with eager admirers,

Fiercely demanding the cars to bear them to witness his glory.

When will such thing be affirmed of the sanctified THOMAS M. WILSON.

Still, not untried were the thews of the young and the promising hero.

Many a foe came across him, often he closed in the conflict,

Often his enemy fell, prone in the dust of the brickfield,

Prone, as EURIALUS fell, floored by the blow of EPEUS,
When godlike ACHILLES held games in honour of slaughtered PATRO-

CLUS,
And as CHAPMAN, the noblest translator, records, "the neat limbs of

EURIALUS
Strowed the knocked earth, and his friends took up the entranced

competitor ;

"

Later, DE SAYERS contended for prize in the regular tournament,
Gallant SIR ABRAHAM CROUCH crouched at his feet in twelve minutes,
Twice with SLR DANIEL DE COLLINS he fought, but the beak's inter-

ruption
Roused his and COLLINS'S Passions, and put a brief end to the tournay.
Down went a brace of Sin, JOHNS, and surgeons had work to recover

DE GRANT and DE MARTIN, o'erthrown by the might of the terrible

SAYERS.
But all was not rosy and sweet, and heroes are made by reverses,
And on his reverse the brave THOMAS was set by the stern SIR

NATHANIEL.
Who has not heard of DE LANGHAM P think of him

always
in walking

From Oxford Street Circus due north, where a church with extin-

guisher spire,
Graces a Place that is known by the name of the Leicestershire

champion.

Fortune, resuming her smile for the child whom the mermaids had

fostered,
Gave him new laurels in heaps too large to be labelled by minstrel,
But who can be silent that thinks on the day when SIR THOMAS DE

SAYERS
Fought with SIR AARON DE JONES on the loveliest isle of the Medway,
And the curtain of darkness was drawn ere that terrible fight was

concluded,

Stopped, but again to be waged ? By the piper that played before

MOSES,
AARON was beat in two hours, and the victor, in soaring ambition,

Challenged to combat the hero, the awful SIR SLASHER DE TIPTON.
That was a day when the gods, looking down from their happy Olympus,
Saw on the banks of the Medway a fight might have honoured SCA-

MANDER,
And SLASHER DE TIPTON in blood at the foot of SIR THOMAS DE SAYERS.
Fill for him, fill up the cup once owned by the other great THOMAS,
Gird him with belt that was worn by the demigod, CIUBB the

undaunted,
Comes there a Boy from Benicia to wrench from his clutch those twin

prizes ?

Methinks, Boy, they love thee but lightly who send thee to beard such
a Shaver.

YERNON, "with six ships alone," saith a medal which some one has

stolen,
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(Nor, were I aware who it was, should my kick he at all ineffective)

Took, in Seventeen Thirty Nine, a place which was called Porto Bello,

Whence the Scotch christened a spot where they go and devour many
oysters,

This oyster-hank brought forth the rival of THOMAS, the child of the

muscles.

His name is SIR ROBERT DE BRETTLE. Worcester, and Purfleet, and

Warwick
Resound with his fame, and DE SIMMONDS, an excellent Birmingham

witler,
Can tell how at, Didcot ho fell, oppressed by the blows of DE BRETTI.K.

How SIR ELASTIC DE POTBOY succumbed to his might at; Shell Haven,

(Did not the oysters lend force to his arm at. the haven of shells ?)

How the Black" Knight, Sin 11. TRAVEKS, linally
went down before him,

Like Stn It. VIPONT when cried the other Black Knight, Desdichado .'

How to SIR ,1 \\IES oj THE MACE the warrior administered pepper,
Wii h other bravo deeds he hath done, are they not truly recorded

have not the ^iiditrst idea) in a book that is called Phistiaiia?

No thistledown champion he, nor effeminate knight of the carpet,
Stern on his shield and in argent haughtily rampeth the Lion,
Under whose sign, too, he vendeth at Birmingham laudable beer.

Long had the heroes been languishing, eager to wop one another,
But Fate, and the Stars, and the Mopuses somehow were still unpro-

pitious,
Till finally wager of battle was laid and the conflict appointed.

Appointed with wonderful fitness for what was a grand anniversary,

Day that proud Delhi went down before the Avengers of England.

Deep into wholesome seclusion then plunged the unparalleled

champions.
This in a sweet Kentish village, where, like the pions SIR GALAHAD,
Calmly awaiting the battle he purified body and mind,
This sought still lovelier Derbyshire, where, in the exquisite Dovedale,
Harmless as dove he abode, but still with the wisdom of serpent.

Dawned the dread morning of fight, and hundreds who paid for the

Office,
Hastened by special conveyance to witness the terrible contest.

j

Charming in truth was the spot by the veteran OLIVER chosen,
And even the sporting reporters were moved to expressions of rapture,"

Hill, dale, and woodland combined presented a beautiful
picture,*

Which those more reflective enjoyed along with the slaughterous
combat,"

Happy the man who possesses such delicate sense of the beautiful,

Turning with smiles from the hop to applaud a good dig in the hoptic.
Two thousand of such were at Penshurst on Tuesday, September the

Twentieth.

Baring their manly proportions, the heroes prepared for the battle,
Both were in splendid condition, little of choice lay between them,
Bright was the eye of SIR THOMAS, firm was the flesh of SIR ROBERT,
And both looked as happy and pleasant as guests at a gay wedding

breakfast,
When foams the champagne in the glasses, and bridesmaids are flirting

their best,
And moonily rises to speak a whitc-waistcoated family friend ;

Oh, for his eloquence now, to detail the great deeds of the champions.

After some elegant feinting, in went the left of SIR ROBERT,
Smiting, though slightly, the mouth of his gallant opponent, SIR

THOMAS.
Then back sprang the wary SIB R. to be out of the way of reprisals,
But calmly DE SAVERS regarded him, meaning him subsequent pepper,
Tried his right distance, and struck, but not to much visible purpose.
Then again charged the bold ROBERT, dashed at his ^enemy's frontis-

piece,

Vainly, it seemed, for DE SAVERS, suddenly dabbing his dexter
I 'ma: on the mouth of the foe, hi-' mmistaken Lafitte.
And the beautiful landscape of Penshurst, that softened the stolid

reporters,
Echoed the jubilant shouts of DE SAYERS'S friends, "Early Claret!"

SIR ROBERT went in with the left, but the foe shook his head in

derision,
Derision that might have been spared, for, stung by a taunt from DE

SAVERS,
Whose leg had been hurt by a spike in the well guarded shoe of DE

BRETTLE,
The latter hit out like a man, and got home on the other's proboscis,
Making him reel from the stroke, and finally drop upon TELLVS,
Birmingham blatantly bawling and blessing the beautiful blow,
But the just Rhadamanthi declined to award it the knocking-down

Honours.
" Tho interest of this battle was by no moans lessened by the enjoyment of the

more reflective in the beautiful and romantic scenery of the locale of the tight.
It 11. d;tlr. :nid woodland combined, presented a beautiful pk'tuiv. considerably

id! >y the bop-pickers in myriads of groups gathering this season's clusters."

Then for the third time they closed, but accomplished no deed of

importance,
But valiant SIR ROBERT went down to the ground in the finishing

itruggle,

Then, as if like AMTUS he gained new strength from the kiss of his

mother,
He crime up a giant refreshed, and a fourth time the combat was raging,
U lieu in went his terrible left, which, st riking the jaw of DK BAH
Sent him to grass in a second, t! it as the flattest of flounders,

Birmingham blatantly bawling and blessing the beautiful blow,
To which was awarded the Honours at once by the just Rhadamanthi.

Tor vengeance DE SAVERS strode out, and he thought of the song of
,

the mermaids,
And the future of greatness they promised, and hymns from the harp-

strings of Fleet Street,
And visions of glory came o'er him, and scarce he beheld his opponent,
Who, eager to follow his fortune, let out at the ribs of DE SAYKKS.
Then struck the DE SAVERS in fury, but wily SIR ROBERT back darting,

Escaped from the Scylla, a wop, to meet a Charybdis, a tumble.
And wrenched in a pitiful fashion his manly and sinister shoulder,
And there should have ended the fray, no longer an even contention;
But the brave knight DE BRETTLE insisted on once again showing his

mettle.

So for the last time they closed, but the arm of SIR ROBERT was
feeble,

And vainly descended its blows on the leathery frame of DE SAVERS,
Who, watching his time, sent his right full bang on his enemy's

squinter,
And made him look nine ways for Sunday and finally fail to perceive it.

Then, improving the shiny, as ever beseemeth a bee that is busv,
Went in with one smash at the shoulder the battle is over and done.

At the feet of the child of the muscles is prostrate the child of the

oysters,
And Scotland is licked and chawed up, as she was by old England at

Elodden.
Porto Bello done up in six rounds, as it was with six ships by brave

VERNON,
And SIR THOMAS DE SAVERS, the Champion, is hailed as the victor

again.

Yet, let, no undue exultation be heard in the palace or cottage.
In the halls of Balmoral the CONSORT will please to restrain his delight.
Let the Peerage of England be calm, and subdued be the joy of the

Commons,
Nor need Ma. TTJPPER break out with a hymn of rejoicing and praise.

Though short was the fight, it was brisk, and both heroes are covered
with honour,

But not as Decisive this Battle were thought by the erudite CREASY,
Had that learned Professor designed it a place in his next new edition ;

And who but the Destinies know in what fashion the fight would have
ended,

Had the shoulder of BRETTLE the Brave been only as stout as his

courage ?

Ladies, who honour the bold, and are partial to legends of battle,

Say, when you sing of this fight to your harps, and guitars, and pianos," TOM is a trump what comes down on your mug with a thundering
stunner,

But BOB is a buster, by gum, as can pop in a slommaking wunncr."

Progress of Science.

A SCIENTIFIC young lady of considerable personal attractions has a

mole on her face. She read, the other day, a learned Professor's

Lecture, delivered at the British Association, Section B.,
" On the

Organic Elements." Ever since, that, she has called her mole a mole-

cule.
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EXCITEMENT OF THE HANSOM CABBIES ON THE APPEARANCE OF A SWELL OUT OF THE SEASON.

MISSES AND MERLINS.

HE sage who defined man to

be a tail-less biped, without

feathers, was introduced to

a plucked goose, and wished

joy of his relationship.

Nevertheless, that men and
women have very often

something of the birdlike

in their nature, is a truth
which every day we find

fresh reason to assert. For

instance, here is an adver-

tisement which will serve
us as a peg to hang up yet
another illustration of the
fact :

TO FALCONERS, &c.
A very strong young female

MERLIN, fond of the lure, and
trained to strike it well ; will

probably be partially entered to
larks before this is answered,
with all her furniture complete ;

also another female, rather
smaller, not quite so far ad-
vanced. Apply, <fec.

They who have read the

Idylls of the King (and who
has not ?) may think of
"lissome VIVIEN," when

they hear of a
"
young female

"
being

"
fond of the lure." and more-

over "partially entered to larks." Nor will the word. "MERLIN"
serve at all in such case to lessen the illusion. But we surely need
not go back quite so far as good KING ARTHUR'S time to meet with
a

"
young female

" who answers this description. Why, every nine in
ten of our bread and butter misses have been thoroughly well fitted
to come forward as respondents to it. The simplest of them show a

fondness for the "lure" at a very early age, and are trained to

"strike" a lover ere they get their bibs and tuckers off. Lover-

hawking is a sport for which
"
young females

"
in petticoats seem as

naturally fitted, as the young females in feathers, one of whom above
is advertised, are in general found suited for the other kind of sport.
Just as our young Merlins are trained to strike the lure, so are our

young Misses schooled to bring down (to an offer) any lover they 're

let fly at. Then- game generally consists of those of us poor creatures

who have feathered our nests well
;
and the better our nests are lined

the worse in general it is for us. At the very moment, may be, when
we are most in feather, and are pluming ourselves on the snug nest-egg we
have laid, down swoops some young and well-trained female Merlin on
our head, and we surrender up our life into the claws of the enchantress.

Whether a young lady on her entrance to a boarding-school, may
with propriety be spoken of as being

"
entered to larks," is a ques-

tion which we leave to stronger minds to agitate. Flustered as we
are by mere suggestion of the query, we dare not trust ourselves to

dwell on it, or hazard a response. As the question is however one of

national importance, it would oe well if information were collected on
the subject : and were Parliament now sitting, we should certainly pro-

pose that a Committee be appointed to examine and report on so

momentous a moot point. Should it be found that even
"
partially

"

such really is the fact, the discovery, of course, would strengthen pur
belief, that human creatures have a something birdlike in their being,
and that young Misses and young Merlins show a natural affinity and
marked likeness in their tastes. Were lovely woman classed among
the feathery creation, her gift of gab might well entitle her to perch
with the poll-parrots, were not her fondness for the lure a sufficient

indication that a place among the hawk-tribes is the right one to assign
to her.

Napoleon as an Italian Image-Boy.

(Speaking to the Italians.)

" BUY my fine Image ! PLON-PLON ! Little PLON-PLON ! Pretty
KING ! Corpo di Baccho, beautiful King ! Real Plaster of Paris !

Buy my fine Image ! Buy ! Buy ! Cheap cheap. You shall have
him for nothing !

"
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THE GREAT SEA-SIDE BUILDING SQUABBLE.

A LARGE and influential open-air Meeting of Operative Juveniles

engaged in Seashore Building was held on Ramsgate Sands on Monday

morning last, with the view to their determining what attitude to take

in reference to an alleged combination of their nursemaids for the pur-

pose of shortening their hours of spade-labour. The Meeting for the

most part was composed of Master Builders, but a fair sprinkling ot

Misses were also in attendance, who appeared to take great interest in

the general proceedings. A splendid sand-heap being raised and

scooped into a seat, a severe struggle ensued as to who should act as

Chairman. The post of honour was, however, at length assigned to

MASTER BOUNCES, who voted himself into it, he being much the

biggest of the Master Builders present,
strike work and shoulder spades-

An order being issued to

The Chairman opened the proceedings by observing that they met

there to resist an act of tyranny, such as was an insult to all freeborn

British children, and which he for one would never stoop to brook.

(Clause.) He would not use slang phrases more than he could help ;

but they might perhaps have heard their Pas talk about
"
pocketing

an insult." Well, he had put this insult in the pocket of his pinafore,

and with their permission lie would proceed to read it out to them.

(Hear !) It was signed by all the nursemaids in Ramsgate, and ran

thus:
" I declare that neither in my present place of nursemaid, nor in any future

situation I may occupy, will I demean myself by working more than Nine Hours

per diem, as overseer of the children while building on the sand : nor, without

advance of wages, will I ever undertake any manner of spade-labour, or in any way
assist them in the progress of their works ; nor will I engage myself to atop the

Master Builders from dabbling in the sea, whether it be with or without then- shoes

or stockings ;
nor more than twenty times an hour will I run in and prevent their

being carried off their legs, or tumbling themselves down and rolling in the water,

as hut for constant watching they inevitably would do."

This, they must allow, was a most obnoxious document. He could

not read the signatures, for most of them were marks
;
but he believed,

as he had said, that it was signed by all the nursemaids who were then

in Ramsgate, and delegates were stationed at the pier-head and the

railway to prevent any nursemaid from arriving without signing it.

The document had artfully been put forth onla Monday, just when his

hearers knew their Pas had gone away to town, and would not be back

until the Husbands' Boat on Saturday. Here then was a week of

gross oppression to look forward to. (Groans.) What was to be done

was more than he could say, and he therefore begged to be excused

from saying it. (Cheers, and a giggle, which was instantly suppressed.)

He would however call on some one to get up and suggest something,
and if that something were worth anything, he would use his strongest
influence towards carrying it out. (Renewed cheering.)

Several pinafores here rose in a most excited state, but the Chair-

man's eye first catching that which buttoned in MASTER BLOGGINS,
that young gentleman obtained the precedence of speech. Striking a

tragic attitude, and assuming as sepulcliral a voice as age allowed him,
he said : " My name is BLOGOINS, upon Highgate Hill

My father feeds
"

Here the orator was interrupted by a spadeful of sand, which was
thrown so accurately that it almost choked him. Advantage being
taken of his temporary speechlessness, MASTER JAWLER gained per-
mission to speak by way of proxy. He said that what their Chairman
had told them was quite true. They were in fact the victims of as

wicked a conspiracy as had ever come in his experience to witness.

(Sensation.) in the whole course of his life (and he begged to say he

should be Six next April) he had never had acquaintance with so

tyrannous an act. The combinafen of their nursemaids was a piece of

foul oppression, which they, as rising Englishmen, were bounden to

resist. (Cheers.) The declaration was an insult to the youngest un-

derstanding. It was like setting a sum in addition or subtraction,

[in his warmth the oratorpronounced this word "
substruction "] to a boy

who 'd got as forward as the double rule of three ! How to show their

marked contempt for it was what they now had to consider, and he for

one should not feel easy in his pinafore until their brutal tyrants were
made to bite the dust. (Shrill cheers, and shouts of

"
Bravo ! Go it,

Chissy!")
MASTER BRIGHTEYES said he had no wish to make a row, but in his

opinion the last speaker was a duffer. (Cries of
"
Order !" and "

Oh,
crikey !") Why, what did his speech amount to ? A mere volley of hard
words. Now he (MASTER BKIGHTETES) could use hard words as well
as any boy. He could pronounce

"
Kosciusko," and say the whole of

"
Peter Piper

"
six times without missing. But it was no good calling

names, when there was nobody to listen to them. (Hear !) If they
wished to free themselves, and flabbergastcrfy their nursemaids (yes,
that was a hard iword : lie 'd found it in a sentimental nigger son;

which he was learning), it was by deeds not words that they coul

hope to do it. They must all rise as one man ("hear, hear!" from */.<

pinafores), and go to their Big Brothers, and get them at once to kick
the nursemaids out of doors, and then to telegraph to town for their

Pas to send them new ones.

MASTER SLYBOOTS feared his friend would find his dodge would be

no go. From the knowledge which he (MASTER SLYBOOTS) had of their

Big Brothers, he should say they were more likely to kiss nursemaids

than to kick them. (Cries of "oh! oh!" from lite Masters, and "oh,

my !
"
from the Misses.)

MASTER SLINKER could corroborate (the word he used was
"
crobrate ")

the last speaker's assertion. He and his chum SLYBOOTS, having both

inquiring minds, had kept a watch on their Big Brothers, and had often

(through the keyhole) seen them do what was imputed to them. (Loud
hisses and groans, and cries of "you 're a sneak!")
MASTER SMITH suggested, if the Big Brother plan failed, they had

better see if their big Sisters could not help them. Girls had nothing
on earth to do, except to loll about on camp-stools, work crochet, and
read novels ; and it would be an act of charity to give them occupation.

They might just as well, he thought, employ their time as nursemaids,
as go bathing for the sake of letting their back hair down, or walking

up and down the pier to make their cheeks red. (Oh! oh!). If they'd
do this, their Pas would save no end

-'

Christmas time in pantomimes and
1 of wages, which might be spent at

and (a voice
" And pudding!")

Yes, and pudding ;
he begged to thank his honourable friend there for

the hint. He was going to add "and lollipops," but pudding was
more substantial and he liked it better. (Hear, hear ! ana, a cry,

"
Oh,

so do I ; don't you, BOB ? ")
MASTER JONES observed that this was a departure from the question,

which was not whether they liked lollipops of which there was no

doubt but whether they could lick their nursemaids, which he thought
seemed far more questionable. What their maids had to complain of

he really could not see. For his own part he was ready to work twelve

hours on the sand, and he could not conceive how persons could get

tired in only nine of it.

A very little lady in a white frock and mauve mantle, protested with

a pout that she could do without a nursemaid
;
and as for helping them

at "thand-heapth," she thought that their big "thithterth" would be

only in the way. Some children were of course not so able to protect
themselves: but for her part, she considered that when a girl was
three years old, she was most fully competent (the fair speaker called

this
"
tompetent ") to take care of herself.

The Chairman said that this was the best speech he had listened to.

If girls didn't want a nursemaid, surely boys could do without one.

He should therefore ask bis Ma to give his her discharge ; and to

settle the whole business, he should move this Resolution :

That this Meeting, feeling competent to take care of itself, resolves henceforth

to dispense with the attendance of its nursemaids, and iurther to take steps to

impress upon its Parents that it determines to be naughty till its wishes are made
good."

This heroic resolution was seconded and carried amidst such a burst

of cheering, that several anxious mothers came to see what was the

matter
;
whereat with some precipitation the Meeting was dispersed.

Falmerston Sitting on a Bail.

LORD PAM has been coming out in quite a new character, which fits

him just as elegantly as the many hundred of characters he has played
in his lifetime. He has been doing the railway navigator at Romsey.
He trundled a wheelbarrow backwards and forwards, and filled it with
earth in a majestic style that entitles him to be called

" The King of

Spades." The people cheered lustily, delighted to find their Premier
such a hearty son of the soil. Should the cry ever be raised of

"How
TO MAN THE NAVVY," PALMERSTON will know most dexterously how
to do it.

Kill or Cure.

A REMEDY for tetanus is said to have been discovered by a surgeon
at Turin, in the substance which used to be called the

"
ourari

"
or

"
wourara

"
poison : but has lately received the denomination of

"curare." We hope it deserves it, but should be rather disinclined to

make trial of its virtues, lest it should prove, not "curare," but

"occidere," or "necare."

"And So Say All of us!"

WE rejoice to find that the Saturday Review is compelled to make
the following admission :

" Not only are we without any actor or manager who can do for SHAKSPEARK
what was done by MR. KEAN in Oxford Street, but there is no one to follow in his

steps, even at a long interval."

For the sake of the Drama, we are heartily glad to hear it.

" WHAT NEXT, AND NEXT ?
" A person of the peace-at-anv-price

persuasion declares it most unehristianlike to chastise the Chinese.

He contends that it is part of our duty to our neighbour to refrain, and

"keep our hands from Pekin and Chusan."
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LADY!

ONETIMES we feel inclined

put the question, What
foreigners who have learn

English, and who chance
read our newspapers, think
the bad language which nia

constantly be found there
When we say bad language, w
however don't mean "Bilings
gate." The language we allud

to is bad merely in construction
and its vileness consists in it

vile grammar, not vile words
We rarely run our eye down
column of advertisements witl:

out catching sight of half

hundred failings of this sorl

Here, for instance, is a sampl
from the Times of the lot.

ult.:-

HOUSEMAID WANTED
steady, healthy person, between

20 and 30, of the Church of England
She will be required to assist ail in
valid lady and her daughter to d

part of the housework and needle
work. Kindness shown to a deserving
person. No followers, but all reason
able leave to go out. Two other ser
vants and a nurse kept. Wages 12
with allowance for tea. The washing
put out. Beer allowed. It is re

quested none will apply who cauno
be sure of good characters, and who cannot be recommended for cleanliness and p:ood temper Apply by
letter, <tc. ic.

Kindness good wages easy work and beer allowed. Were it not for one thing, this
would seem a t9lerably enviable place. The single drawback is that the mistress can't write
English, and this is a defect which we should fancy housemaids now-a-days would sooner
perish than put up with. The second sentence of the statement is the proof of our assertion,
.t is there said that the

"
healthy person

" who is wanted is required
"
to assist an invalid

lady and her daughter to do part of the housework and needlework." Now, any
"
person

"

who is
"
healthy

"
in mind as well as body must see that no such thing is meant here as

is stated. It is sheer nonsense to suppose that an invalid lady would "do part of the
housework," to say nothing of the needlework, when she had in her employment two
servants and a nurse, and could offer such good wages for a third to come and help them.
What we take to be the real meaning of the sentence is, that a housemaid is required to assist

that is, to wait upon the invalid and her said daughter, and to do part of the housework
and needlework aforesaid whereof the

"
other servants

"
and the nurse will do the rest.

If this invalid lady really wants a fourth assistant, she had better lose no time in amending
her advertisement. Servants now-a-days are such literary characters, and so much of their
time is spent m study of their language by reading the best written and most improving
prints, that the error we have noted could not fail to be detected, and would prove a sure
deterrent from entering the house. With the knowledge of pure English which her Familyinends and Guides, and other journals would have given her, no housemaid would demean
herself by entering a service where the ladies used bad language, although they gave good
beer.

A PARALLEL.
ENGLAND hath her two Great Easterns,
Crowning boasts of English lips :

This, Leviathan of Conquests,
That, Leviathan of Ships.

Strong the heads and hearts whose striving
Our Great Eastern Empire wrought :

Strenuous those, to consummation,
Our Great Eastern Ship that brought.

Both passed through their stage of blunders
;

Failure marked their earlier day;
Both o'er failure grew to wonders
Monster ship and monster sway.

Till the rulers of that, Empire,
And the framers of that Hull,

Stretched their hands in self-complacence,
Laurels of success to cull.

In DALHOUSIE'S boastful minute,
Summing up the work achieved,

Realms annexed, and foemen baffled,
Arts diffused and means retrieved ;

In Reports of blithe Directors,
Rosy after-dinner talk

Ship_'s success and Empire's fortunes
Where was care or cloud to baulk ?

Loomed that Empire's mighty sceptre
O'er two hundred million souls :

Rose that steamer's bulk gigantic,
Like the whale 'mong minnow-shoals.

Princes, 'neatk the one's vast shadow, ;

Dwindled into vassal's rank :

War-ships 'neath the other's quarter,
Down to tiny cock-boats sank.

Proudly spake we to the nations," Would you learn the art to rule,
See our mighty Eastern Empire,
To its masters go to school.

Would you win mechanic triumphs,
Nature's forces yoke and tame,

Visit our Great Eastern Steamer,
Mark her engines, lines, and frame."

How should we have heard the prophet,
Whose ill-omened voice had dared

Eor reverse in Ship and Empire,
Bid our pride to stand prepared :

'Gainst vain-glory tried to warn us,
Lest, between the cup and lip,

A greased cartridge lose our Empire,
A closed stop-cock wreck our Ship ?

Yet that prophet truth had spoken,
Hard as on our pride he bore :

Great effects from little causes,
Flow still, as they flowed of yore.

Scarce had died our song of triumph,
From the Durbar and the Deck,

Our Great Realm for life was grappling,
Our Great Ship was dashed in wreck !

And 'twas even a greased cartridge
Raised her subjects 'gainst the one ;

And 'twas but a fastened stop-cock
Left the other half undone.

But that stop-cock and that cartridge,
Had its weighty tale to tell

How the thing that men deem smallest,
Tests man's ruling ill or well.

Too great striving after glory.
Too great striving after gain-

Ship and Sway, the self-same story,
Tell to men for both too fain.

Good and Right are Glory's sinews;
Gain of Care and Prudence grows ;

Reft of these, the one is rotten,
Short the other, stripped of those.

Let us meekly use the lesson,
In the two disasters read ;

Let their warning check and chasten,
Working hand and heart and head.

Till our Empire justice-strengthened,
And our Steamer wisdom-ruled,

Show that wise men by misfortune
And endurance best are schooled.

Take we, too, this consolation ;

Strength by shock is deepliest tried

Stout the Sway, to stand such struggle,
Stout the Ship, such wrench to bide.

So may after generations,
Wiser for our follies, see,

Our Great Empire bless the nations,
Our Great Ship defy the sea.

A PECULIAR MEMORY.
IN proof of the scarcity of birds on the

Caithness Moors,
"
one gentleman

"
writes to a

lorthern newspaper that "he has seen more
heepers this year than he can remember." To
vhat system of metaphysics shall we turn for
n explanation of a phenomenon so extraordi-

ary? How does he know that he has seen
lore than he can remember? If he does not
emember that he has seen them, how comes he
o know that there were more than he has seen ?
'his gentleman cannot be a descendant of that
cald who wrote

"
Tho' lost to sight, to memory

ear." We deeply sympathise with the forgotten
leepers.

Cash -without Damage.
WE cannot too strongly condemn ADMIRAL

HOPE, baffled, and wounded at the Peiho in an
over-daring attempt to serve his country. This
officer must be called to account for his unsuc-
cessful audacity. England expects a man to do
more than Ms duty, but cannot forgive him for

failing in the attempt to do it. We will enforce

responsibility whilst we compel risk; we will

insure the safeguard of caution, and enjoy the

gain of enterprise: we will have our pudding
and eat it too.

THE NEW VIA SACRA.

Louis NAPOLEON is trying all he can to turn

Italy into a new French Boulevard des Kaliens.
We wonder if the EMPEROR will, eventually
pave his way ?

ADVICE TO M. P.s AND STRONGMINDED OLJ
WOMEN. Silence is the better part of eloquence
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A SMASH FOR A STAR-TELLER.
HAT arch - humbug, ZAD-
KIEL TAG SZE (whose less

imposing synonym, as

we shall show, is SMITH),
has added to the proofs
that fools are not extinct

by publishing his Alman-
ack for the ensuing year,
this being, he is proud
to state, liis thirtieth

yearly issue. Not having
learnt the mandate,

"
not

to speak profanely," Ma.
ZADKIEL TAD SZE begins
his preface thus :

"
I may now Bay, faith-

fully, that I thank God I

have been permitted to ]>eu
the contents of this Alma-
nack for so long a

i

THIRTT YEARS. After having;
been so long a time before

the public, I may fairly accept the increase of nearly two thousand in the sale

last year as a proof that I have not laboured in vain. I continue to receive
assurances that in America and India my writing in favour of the grand truth,
that the heavenly bodies do ' KJ human mind, and affect the destiny of

mankind, are favourably and extensively perused : hence I was not surprised to
hear that, when the Royal Welsh Pusileers marched into Lucknow, and liberated
the brave garrison, one of the first objects of interest discovered in a bungalow
there was a copy of ZADKIEL'S Grammar of Attroloyy."

For the credit of the army, we could wish this were discredited
;

and as the statement rests on merely hearsay evidence, we put such
faith in ME. ZADKIEL that we shall not believe it true. But, not

dreaming for a moment his assertion can be doubted, Mil. ZADKIEL
founds,this question on the questionable fact :

" Who can say how far the confidence of that noble band of Englishmen had been
upheld by the assurance that the owner of that book (doubtless an astrologer) may
have held out that the heavens promised them eventual delivery 2 The "idea that
this was so is a reward for all my labours, and bids the remembrance of the abuse
and vituperation I have undergone, for defending the cause ofastral truth, disappear
from the mind as the flakes of falling snow melt away when they impinge on the
ruffled waters of the ocean."

There is a poetry about this which smacks of the Mosaic, and
inclines us to consider whether ZADKIEL be the genius whose immortal
verse is chucked into cab-windows at the railways, and by persons of

good sense is instantly chucked out again.
The allusion to our soldiers having inspired a warlike tone, Ma.

ZADKIEL blows this blast of defiance to all sceptics :

"
Where, I may now demand, where, after thirty years of uninterrupted advocacy

of the truth of the doctrines of astral influences, are the marks of the hostility of
the onomies of those truths? Who is the man who has ventured '

to print a book,'
having for its object to dispute, to deny, to overthrow the doctrines of astrology ?

Repeatedly have I challenged the Sai'an.*, the philosophers of our day, clothed as
they are in the panoply of pride, making broad as they do, the phylacteries of their
mathematical garments, affecting to treat with conte'mpt the oldest science that
exists ; repeatedly have I challenged them to answer my propositions, to prove to
the world one single instance in which Nature has turned her back upon herself,
by producing a child not evidently born under the laws, not governed by tho
potencies of the stars. Have they accepted the challenge ? Again, I ask, Hate tliey ?
And Echo answers, Kay /

"

If echo answered "Bray!" the reply would be more sensible. The
man who would accept so asinine a challenge might fitly take the cry
of a donkey for his war-note. But having said what echo didn't,
MR. ZADKIEL goes on blowing his own trumpet thus :

sere ana yellow icai ot ago. we hasten pas A ;xw with equal footsteps to
tho grave ; and in the world of spirits we shall both shortly meet, to know for ayo
which of us has done most service to the cause of truth."

After this terrific onslaught, we really tremble to inquire, Are the
Atherxeunts shutters up ? Our contemporary seemed healthy, and
showed fair signs of vitality ; but it can scarcely have survived so

deadly an attack. Thus, having doubled up the papers, as a child

might its perambulator, MR. ZADKIEL claps his eye to an imaginary
telescope, and makes believe to read the future in the stars. We
string together some half-dozen of his choicest pearls of prophecy,
adding here and there a word or two of comment on their worth :

"Voice or THE STARS. FEBRUARY. LORD PALMERSTON has Jupiter opposing
his Moon, which brings him into ill-odour with the mercantile world and the clergy."
[Too lad th'i of Jupiter, but we'll bit "Ci'pid" mil yet out of it.]"The evil transit of Saturn, and his being Slatim >,, in December, 1859, on the

but the Sun is about the 68th year fearfully near the planet Mars. Verburn $nji' "if

he suffer not personally, he is destined to political defeat and misfortune. [Aut
GOUT aut '

I .<:!' .1H1 V
1

MARCH. The Square .,f the Sun and Saturn on the natal figure of SIR 0. OBEY,

gives him trouble. . i is ambitious views." [Kit: t
' timu ! Pooh,

pooh I ZAUKIKI., doiCtcl'Ujf.}

nary in Square to the Sun with SIR O. GREY, baffles his

abition, and brings him personal suffering." [Ambition, again! Ma. SMITH, Sir,

you 're a humbug .']

now enters Leo, and Venus joins him then

dth." \J.MyforJmel} "But although this would denote some bei

and other countries ru ni!]"the
good will l,o delayed by the conjunction falling exactly in the Moon's south node,

the Dragon's Tail of evil note." \SadlitUnfromChin,'.
DKKBY

iiis evil aspect." i
His Lordship's head cook bolts with

I Mr. a; the baker.] "Another sufferer I must name, the noted LORD
.. now in his grand climacteric, and having tho Sun iu lM" of Libra, suffers

accordingly." |.v .;ful in thii. If Libra mean Hit Scales of popular opmiun,
his Lordihip miyht expect tu

"
mjffer "from the contact.]

"A cloud i.i'..n the KMI-KROK OK THE FRESI.-U." (.i.e. Loms NAPOLEON u caught
t

smoking In EUGENIE'S ^<<iAm .'
|

' The happy position of Jupiter denotes that lawyers and clergyman will do well

this year." Ilfy /OK, SMITH, ,,ua.do,i 't wy 10
.']

* * " And when Saturn is lord

and found in Leo, he portends that ancient men and women shall die. \waxwau,
13 it j>otstUe ! mltert could you have Uarnt that /]

These extracts having shown the wisdom of the work, it may be
;

asked, who are the fools who, in
"
increasing thousands," purchase it. :

Under the
;
head "To C9rrespondents,"iMR.'- ZADKIEL kindly throws

some starlight on this point ;
and in doing so he helps us to a bit ol

information which we think is not less worthy of our note :

NATIVITIES AND HORARY QUESTIONS. On all subjects in connection with

these matter- e when the mind is really anxious on any subject ; or for

information as to the best period to offer corn, cattle, and other commodities

, etc. apply by Utter only to SAMUEL SMITH, Eso," [of Humbug House,

Takeinemwell.]

MR. ZADKIEL'S revelation that his alias is
" SMITH "

seems, of all

his revelations, to us the most important, and the only one on which

we pin the slightest scrap of faith. A proof that knaves are often

fools is, however, to be found in his thus letting out the cat. It is

clear the name of
" ZADKIEL "

sounds more imposingly than
" SMITH ;

"

and imposition being the main object of
L
his business, the more im-

posing title must of course be best for trade. Were the Almanack next

year entitled
"
SMITH'S

"
instead of

"
ZADKIEL'S

" we opine its; circula-

tion W9uld sensibly decrease.
"
ZADKIEL,

"
sounds mysterious, and with

a certain class of people mystery attracts. We will wager the dull dolts

for whom the work is manufactured would not find their long ears
j

tickled half so'well by "SMITH." The mind bucolic is perhaps the

most gullible of intellects, as is proved by how the charlatans called
"
farmers' friends

"
have tricked it ; and it is, therefore, small surprise

to us that MR. ZADKIEL should lay siege to the bucolic mind, and,
what to him is more worth seiging, the bucolic breeches' pocket. Mn.
Z. professes to inform Ms friends the farmers, as to when they best

may sell their corn and cattle; but he omits an observation they

might quite as much rely on. that if they follow his advice they will

find themselves most probably included m the sale. The "other"
saleable

"
commodities

"
on which he proffers his advice, we take it,

are cooks' "perquisites
"
and stolen pocket-handkerchiefs, and all such

articles, which sometimes it requires some tact to sell. Our chief

cause for this conjecture is the estimate we" form of Ma. ZADKIEL'S

morality, from the signs of it he sprinkles through some pages of his

work. The most noteworthy of these are pages 80 and 81, which are

headed
" LUNAR INFLUENCES FOB 1860, to be considered when abeut to commence any

j

very important matter."

Here, what superstitious idiots have learnt to call their
"
lucky days

"

are noted, month by month. We subjoin a brace of specimens, which

may be accepted as fair samples of the bulk :

FEBRUARY.
Day.
2. Ask favours.

3. Deal with old persons.
4. Trade, marry.

10. Travel, ask favours.
k favours, marry.

20. Deal with old men.
24. Marry, go to surgeons.

XOVEMBEB.
Day.
1. Deal with public bodies.

2. Trade, ask favours.

3. 8, 17, 22, 23. Ditto.
4. Marry.
5. (>, 14, IS, 19, 29, 30. Ditto.

11, l.
r
>, 25. Deal with surgeons.

10, 16, 26. Deal with old men.

Those who think that marriage is a lunatic proceeding have, on
ZADKIEL'S authority, a

"
lunar influence

"
to show for it. According

to his table, about a dozen days per month are lucky ones for marrying,

though the sequel,
"
go to surgeons," may seem somewhat of an anti-

dote. Quite as frequently recurring are the days for
"
asking favours

"

and "dealing with old men;" which transactions are, we take it,

"very important matters" in the kitchens where the Almanack of

ZADKIEL is studied. If we read the former, "Ask for left-off clothes

and perquisites," and by the latter understand
"
Deal with old ragmen,"

we should put probably the right construction on the words. We there-

fore charge this MR. ZADKIEL TAO SZE, alias SMITH, with encouraging
our servants to prig our clothes and kitchen-stuff, and would suggest
that he should head his page of Lunar Injh'riicfs with the much more

fitting title of A Calendarfor Scamps. When, by following his advice,
our servants find themselves in Newgate, they will have their lucky
stars and ME. ZADKIEL SMITH to thank.
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FLY-DRESSING IN THE HOLIDAYS.
"I SAT, PlIG, JUST GIVE ME TWO OK THREE OP YOUE EYELASHES, TO FINISH OFF THIS BLACK PALMEE, THEEE 5

S A GOOD GlRL."

SIRENS AT THE SEA-SIDE.

Miss MARTINEAU proposes that ladies should be taught to swim
All the young ones ought to be able to swim naturally, like ducks as
they are ; and as for the others, if not ducks, what are they, for at any
rate they are no chickens ? The proposition of Miss MARTINEAU sug-
gests certain additions which, when it is adopted, should be made to
fke Girls Own Book. Besides proper directions for swimming,
floating, diving, treading water, &c., instructions should be supplied
for performing various feats of elegance, dexterity, and skill. Aquatic
waltzes, polkas, and quadrilles are evolutions which the fair swimmers
might be taught to perform, to their own groat delight and recreation
as we 1 as to the diversion of all beholders. Elegant bathing-dresses,
suitable to an aquatic ball, would render such a performance at any
fashionable watering-place abundantly profitable. The dresses of
course, would be of a very light material, unless, bv means of gutta-
percha tubing, crinoline of ordinary extent could be conveniently
floated. Young ladies might also learn to embroider in the water, hem
Handkerchiefs, do crochet, or execute drawings in water-colours A
piano, supported by a little buoy, would afford peculiar means' for
musical aquatic exercises ; and the performer, accompanying herself in
a song, would appear like a regular mermaid, with her tail out of sight
If young ladies generally could swim and took to swimming, the waves
that wash the beach of Albion would swarm every autumn with sea-
nymphs, and the British shores would be assuredly crowded with
worshippers of those marine divinities

"Ob, that Sort of Person!"

THERE has been a good deal of sympathy excited among vulgar
people in England by.

the account of the
stealing and restoration of a

baby m Paris This interest-was at first shared Ij our better classes,
; being stated that the abstracted infant had been "exquisitely

dressed, but tins was destroyed when it came out that the baby had
been for some time

"
nursed

"
by its own mother

PROBABLE RAILWAY CATASTROPHE.
A MOST alarming accident on the South-Western Railway, attended

with the frightful mutilation of upwards of a hundred persons, and
resulting m the death of a number of human beings as yet unascer-
tained, among whom, there is too great reason to fear, will be included
a right reverend prelate and an illustrious person, may be obviated if
CAPTAIN Ross, R.E., correctly reports that on that line

"
the public-

are exposed to unnecessary risks," and that
"
the management neglects

to make the simple insurance against accidents of this class, which
may be effected by an adequate provision of guard and break power

"
It the board of directors oi this once secure, but now perilous railway
will only go to the expense of putting it in a proper condition they
will avert an alarming sacrifice of human life, which more than one of
our contemporaries may correctly describe as a holocaust of human
victims, since the train may take fire, and burn the BISHOP or WIN-
CHESTER, and PUNCH. If CAPTAIN Ross is right, the South-Western
Railway, whose officials used to boast that it was "

slow and safe
"

is

now, in consequence of having ceased to be safe, not half what it used
to be.

The Fam of Spades.
LOUD PALMEKSTON, in turning the first sod of the Railway at

Broadlands, the other day, is said to have handled his barrow like a
true navvy. Till then nobody knew that we had such a navigator at
the helm of the State. PAM is a trump.

FROM OUE YOUNGEST CONTRIBUTOR. There is this difference
between the domestic cat and the military cat that the one belongs to
the feline species, and the other to the unfeeling.

was
TEST FOR A MENDED TEA-CUP. The Anglo-French Alliance, which
as regarded as broken, is now said to have been united with Chinese
Mnpnt \Ve trust the composition will stand hot water.
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THE HEAD OF ENGLISH COMPOSERS.

FEW days ago we
were startled by read-

in? in the Musical
II 'in-Ill, or somewhere.
the following painful
announcement :

" W. M. BALFE.
TWO LOCKS OF
HAIE. 2s."

We are sorry to

hear that the com-

poa
<!/,-/, who lias fur-

nished the public with
so many beautiful

airs, should be re-

duced to such a very
low state himself.

Has it, then, come to

tliis, that the head
of our musical pro-

fession has but
" Two

Locks of Hair
"

that

he can call his own ?

or are we to under-

stand that he is cut-

ting off all his curls,

and selling them to

his numerous admi-

rers at the modest
rate of a shilling a

lock. The price is

very slight too

slight ;
whereas the

consumption in bears'

grease and macassar,
to replace the loss,

measured by the enormous demand, must be unusually large. We shall only be too happy to

have a lock ourselves, in order to help him through the hirsute struggle, if so small a

quantity as a shilling's worth is made. We say only one lock, as it would be awkward to

wear two lockets. We only hope that our. friend's hair has the same prolific power as his

musical genius, for we should be sorry to see one so distinguished as W. M. BALFE

appearing before the public in the character of a bald composer, though the baldness

would be but little apparent in his case, from the number of laurels with which his musical

brow is profusely decorated. Does he think it would do him any good to consult the Barber

of Kceille?

THE GOVERNMENT BROKER.

WHAT would the Government do without its Broker? There never is a difficulty in the

Money Market but he generously comes forward, and spends his 15,000 or 20,000 with no

more concern than a school-boy would drop his halfpenny at the nearest apple-stall. This he

does, not merely one day, or a couple of days, but he will go on buying for weeks and weeks

together. He is the financial physician to the State, and no sooner does Government feel a

little tightness in its chest, than the Government Broker is ready to relieve it by immediately

applying for an investment, the happy application of which to the part affected enables the

patient to exclaim, with as much saltatory glee as the dressing-downed invalid in GEORGE
CRUIKSHANK'S pictorial advertisement, "Ha! Ha! Cured in an instant !" He is the best

friend the Old Lady in Threadneedle Street ever had, and, supposing that elderly female ever

look it into her head to marry, we should not at all wonder at the Government Broker being
the object of her affections. His wealth must be something enormous, considering the

amount he spends in the course of the twelvemonth ; and his frugality must be almost as

great as his wealth, for we notice that he never buys for any other purpose than that of

paying into the Sayings' Banks. He must make money very fast, or else has an enormous

ready-cash
"

business, that brings him in thousands every week throughout the whole year,

inasmuch as it is a stereotyped fact that the Government Broker limits his operations generally
to buying, for you rarely catch him selling. This is a proof of the sure principle upon which

he always conducts his business, and the consequence is, that the interest which accrues is

invariably not less sure than the principal.
The wonder that takes away our breath is, how a man who commands so much wealth, and

scatters so much good wherever he scatters his gold, should have remained so long unknown ?

Is it not curious that the British Association, which amuses itself in solving some of the

most abstruse mysteries of science, as connected especially with commerce, should not have
raised some inquiry as to the name of this large public benefactor P A little investigation
into his character would have well repaid philosophic curiosity. Seemingly, he is one of those

pure-minded philanthropists, who do good by stealth, and would blush to find it fame. He
must be a large-hearted, open-handed individual, whom we confess we should like extremely
to know. It is not often you meet with a man who is so rich, and at the same time, so

liberal. But few capitalists in the City are so colossal in their dealings, and yet so modest ;

we cannot recall to mind another millioanaire, who does so much good in his golden way, and

nevertheless does it so quietly, as our friend,

(if he will only allow us so to call him,) the

Government Broker. May he always be buying
another 15,000 !

FRANKLIN.

THE Polar clouds uplift
A moment and no more

And through the snowy drift,

We see them on the shore

A band of gallant hearts,

Well-ordered, calm, and brave;
Braced for their closing parts

Their long march to the grave.

Through the snow's dazzling blink,

Into the dark they 've gone.
No pause : the weaker sink,
The strong can but strive or.

Till all the dreary way
Is dotted with their dead:

And the shy foxes play
About each sleeping head.

Unbanned the wild deer run,
To graze along the strand :

Nor dread the loaded gun
Beside each sleeping hand.

The remnant that survive

Onward like drunkards reel ;

Scarce wotting if alive,

But for the pangs they feel.

The river of their hope
At length is drawing nigh

Their snow-blind way they grope,
And reach its banks to die !

Thank God: brave FRANKLIN'S place
Was empty in that band.

He closed his well-run race

Not on the iron strand.

Not under snow-clouds white,

By cutting frost-wind driven,
Did his true spirit fight

Its shuddering way to Heaven.

But warm, aboard his ship,
With comfort at his side,

And hope upon his lip,

The gallant .FRANKLIN died.

His heart ne'er ached to see

His much-loved sailors ta'en
;

His sailors' pangs were free

From their loved captain's pain.

But though in death apart,

They are together now ;

Calm, each enduring heart

Bright, each devoted brow !

The Game of Piedmont.

WE observe that a new pastime is adver-

tised under this name. According to our idea,

the game of Piedmont must resemble that of the

umpire who was chosen by two gentlemen play-

ing all-fours, who had considerable doubts with

regard to each other's honesty. He was to

receive so much a game for seeing fair play, and
at the close of the evening proved to be the

only winner.

ntisn ALL OVEK!

AN Irish Paper, describing the Talking Fish,

says,
"

it is quite a ram acis." This Bull, how-

ever, comes m most happily, as it presents us
with a combination that occurs but rarely, of

Fish, Flesh and Fowl.

VOL. XXXVII.
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PEOPLE I DON'T WANT TO MEET.
A Paper printedpurely for Private Circulation.

BY ONE VLLO DON*T MIND BEING CALLED A CUtSTY OLD CURMUDGEON.

OMEBODY or other I don't

a bit know who, and I

don't one atom want to

know has, I believe,

written a book entitled

People I have Met. I

never read the work, and
1 don't intend to read it.

I seldom care to read a

book further than the

title-page. When one
knows what it's about,
one can imagine the con-

tents, and supposing that

one can't it 's seldom any
loss to one. Nine authors

out of ten write nothing
that 's worth reading.
"What they write, one
could write better, if one
cared to try, oneself. As
for reading such a book
as People I Time Met, I

should never in my senses

dream of dipping into it.

What care I to hear of

people whom some one else has met ? Bah ! I 'm enough bored by people whom
1 meet myself. To think of people I can't help meeting is plague enough_for me.

Why worry myself with thoughts about another man's acquaintances ?

No. If the work had been entitled People I dou'i want to Meet, the name of it

perhaps might have tempted me to purchase it. There 's some pleasure in learning
that other men have bores to plague them like oneself. Moreover, when one reads
of disagreeable people one can't help being constantly reminded of one's friends,
and can take a quiet pleasure in reflecting on their faults, and in noting in the

margin
"
Ah, that 's just like that sneak, SNOOKS !

"
or else adding the curt

comment, "Bravo ! TOMKIXS tolthe life ! How I hope he '11 see it !

"

I feel sure a work of this kind would command a splendid sale, and win no end
of compliments and KvSos for the writer. However, these incentives will not tempt
me to produce it. Not being by trade an author, I have a balance at my banker's ;

and as for popularity, I'd rather be without it. Still there's no harm in my
showing how my notion might be worked, and what agreeable reading it would
certainly produce. You may say it is not proper to parade one's friends in print,
nor manly to make fun of even fools behind their backs. Bah ! I turn a deaf ear

always to sucli sentimental snivelling. What 's the good of having friends, if one
can't use them. It seems to me, their follies are fair literary capital, and authors
would be asses if they did not trade on it. Besides, by trying to offend a man, one
merely tests his friendship, and he should take it as a compliment that one
considers it worth testing.

For my part, as I said, not wanting fame or money, I don't intend to bore
"sw of the People
introduction. I

,.,. _ , _d if my sketches
of my friends bore you half as much as their acquaintanceship does me, I shall
hold myself repaid for the labour of describing them.

So then, Place aux dames! No, no. That be hanged. Man came before woman,
and I can't see any cause why he should yield his precedence. Place aux homines !

say I. I '11 begin with my friend SMITH.
Now SMITH is one of those (to me) objectionable creatures, whom all their

friends (but me) persist in nicknaming "Good fellows." SMITH has good health,
and good spirits, good temper and good nature, and, what in ladies' eyes is better
still, good looks. Every one likes SMITH, and that is one great reason why I myself
detest him. "Good lellows" in general are my particular aversion. Because of
their good fellowship they get the best of everything, and, although they least
deserve it, their friends always make the most of them. If I meet SMITH out at

dinner, I observe that he invariably gets helped sooner than I do, and almost as

invariably has the pick of the titbits. He gets the tan's share of whatever 's best
on table, and although (in my opinion) he 's an ass in conversation, he somehow
or other always plays the lion's part. My most telling jokes fall flat when SMITH
is sitting next me

; and, however weak and stupid, his are always roared at. In
fact, I never enjoy my dinner when SMITH is of the party. The mere sight of
a good fellow

"
always takes away my appetite. It really gives me indigestion

to see the quantity of "nice bits" which the carvers will put by for him, while I
and other guests may whistle for a taste. In the drawing-room, moreover, SMITH
is equally a nuisance. It almost makes me sick to see the women pet and cosset
him. Pretty widows cluster round him like flies about a sugar-shop ,

and girls flirt

with him as pleasantly as if be were a parson, and repose in him their confidence as

though he were a priest. They allow him to take liberties which I would give my
ears for, but I should only get them boxed were I to volunteer the gift. In this

way, as in others, 1 find that these "good fellows" somehow always get the better

of me, and rob me of whatever I most take

due. Wherever I meet SMITH he is a nuisance
to be my

and

annoyance to me, and that is surely a fair reason for my
saying, I Don't Want to Meet him.

Then again, there 's BROWN. I can't bear meeting
BROWN, although I own he's just exactly the antipodes
of SMITH. BROWN has bad health and bad spirits, bad

temper and bad looks. Who can possibly find pleasure in

meeting men like BROWN? His voice is so lugubrious it

reminds one of a meeting-house; and the long faces he

pulls would do for a broad farce. BROWN is always sicken-

ing one by talking of his ailments, and mentioning the
medicines which he has been prescribed for them. As
some fools take delight in telling you what quantities of

wine they have been drinking, so BUOWN appears to relish

an unhealthy sort of pleasure in counting up the quantities
of physic he has swallowed, and boasting he has floored a

six-ounce bottle at a sitting, or made "dead men" of half

a score or so of draughts per day for weeks. Ugh ! To
hear BROWN'S conversation is like walking through a hos-

Eital
;
and when I add that he 's an ugly and ill-tempered

joking brute, and that it gives one the blue devils to

glance at his blue looks, why, who the d ce can wonder
that I Don't Want to Meet him ?

MRS. JONES, although a lady, is (to me) a hardly less

objectionable person. MRS. JONES is what is called by
most men a

"
nice creature." Her male friends, as a rule,

are over head and ears in love with her, but I can't con-
ceive their reasons for those amatory somersaults. I hear
them say they think her pretty and piquant ; but, as lan-

guage was invented to conceal one's thoughts, of course I
can't conjecture what they really think of her. It sounds
well enough to speak of her as "pretty" and "piquant,"
but "common-place" and "pert

" would be more truthful

epithets. One can't call women "pretty," who have little

turned-up noses, snch as MRS. BuosvNhas; and the way
in which she pities me for being an old bachelor, and laughs
at my "odd ways," as she is pleased to call them, fools

who stand by may think "piquant," but I myself call
"
pert." I never meet MRS. BROWN but she seems bent

on poking fun at me, and surely that is cause enough why
I Don't Want to Meet her.

I need not waste my time in a description of Miss
SCHAUNCHER, for, I take it, no one Wauts to Meet these
more-than-half-male misses ; who, if they married, would
stick out for Woman's Right to wear the thingummies,
and whose minds seem to grow stronger as their hair gets
weak. Nor need I spare much space for Miss SERENA
SIMPER

;
who has no idea of Sighting anything but love-

letters and whose brains are just as weakly as Miss
SCRAUNCHER'S are robust. There may be childish idiots

who like such dolls to prattle to, but I am not an idiot,
and I Don't Want to Meet them. Neither do I Want to

Meet that MRS. R.ABBITT WARRENNE, who is, so to

speak, quite wrapped up in her babies, and seems, ae far as

I can judge, to have a new one once-a-week. To hear that
woman chatter about whooping-coughs and measles is, as

the Yankees say, a "caution" which young bachelors

might profit by. I never have but once "enjoyed" the

"pleasure
"

of her company, and then she told me the
addresses of sixteen monthly nurses, and gave me the

recipes for twelve varieties of pap !

As for my young friends WHYPPER SNAPP and NYNNY
HAMMER, their names speak quite enough for them, and
I need say no more. Blockheads, young or old, 1 don't
much Want to Meet. Ciphers such as these cut a poor
figure in the world, and the society of ciphers is not a thing
I sigh for. Nor have I any wish to meet a man like

SKUNKE. SKUNKE is not a blockhead He is sharp and
shrewd enough. But somehow, SKUNKE is never in good
odour with his friends. He is always stirring up the cess-

pools of small scandals, which nobody but, he would ever

care to poke his nose into, and which, but for his said

stirring, would soon cease to be smelt out. BUBBBELY
again is a fellow I Don't Want to Meet. When BLAB-
BERLY is present, one can never half enjoy oneself. If one
feels inclined to cut up any absent friends, or to make a

nice ill-natured joke at their expense, BLABBERLY'S quick
ears are sure to catch up \yhat is said, and his tongue has
an unlucky habit of repeating it. Then, too, there's my
friend SLYNKE. But why pursue a subject which gets
more and more unsavoury. I have surely said enough to

show that I'm surrounded by People I Don't Want to

Meet. Their name in fact is Legion, and they haunt me
worse than taxgatherers. What though I may mix in what
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is termed "the best society," I find it teems with them as badly as

Thames water with small reptiles. Even you, reader, 1 '11 ! bound,

were I to meet you, 1 should find out to be one of these same People I

Don't Want to Meet.

ALDERMAN'S LAMENT.
oh!EARS ! Tears for the City,

wail for Guildhall,
Put Gog into weepers, clothe

Magog in pall,

Let each Alderman use his

gold-chain for a cord,

And the sword-bearer, CATO-

like, fall on his sword.

Let the Mansion House cooks
on their spits yield their

breaths,
And BATHE & BREACH turtle

die natural deaths ;

Let the venison in GROYES'S,
uneaten, grow stale,

And sell off for old brass,

man-in-armour, thy mail.

For the great City glories are

knocked on the head,
Its shrieval and swan-hopping

dinners are dead :

Folks gird at Lord Mayors,
and make mock of their

show,
And the Mary Wood barge has

beensold and brought low.

In their Company's hall, as in brave days of yore,

The Sheriffs at breakfast receive us no more ;

No more in th Exchequer their office entails

The chopping of faggots and counting of nails.

Groan aloud in your graves, each old Alderman's ghost,
In Guildhall, economy now rules the roast ;

Where ye feasted, a HEYWOOD or LETHEBY reports
On the planning of sewers, and cleansing of courts.

Ah, me ! when I think of the dinners I 've seen,
The venison so fat, and the turtle so green,
The rich marrow-puddings, so melting and mild,

Grey-haired man as I am, I could weep like a child.

Audacious Reform lifts its voice for our fall :

They publisli our archives, our records o'erhaul ;

Pry into pur revenues, scan our accounts,
Our sal'ries examine, and gauge their amounts.

Yield not thus, brother Aldermen, tacit and tame.
As the Senate of Home met the Gaul, when he came,
To meet the Reformers, in Guildhall sit down,
Majestic and awful, in chain and in gown.

When the foe in that terrible presence shall come,
He will shrink from his enterprise dazzled and dumb

;

Will dread to encounter the Alderman's ban,
And feel the LOUD MAYOR something higher than man !

If, false and faint-hearted, no Alderman stirs
;

If a craven LORD MAYOR to my project demurs.
At your feet, Gog and Magog, I fling off my gown,
And my Alderman life like a BRUTUS lay down !

A SAINT IN CRINOLIXK.

A NEWSPAPER paragraph ascribes the following act of enlightened
devotion to a lady whom we should think incapable of it :

! ess, has presented tbo dress worn by heron her firs!

ance at Churc-li Lifter the birth of the Prince Imperial, the embroidery of which cust

.'20,000, to the statue of the Virgin in Xotre Dame do la Sparde."

The writer of the above, perhaps, confounded the EMPRESS OP THE
FRENCH with the QUEEN OF SPAIN, or the Queen of some native tribe

lately convert rd from fetichism by the labours of Jesuit missionaries.

The idea of EUGKNIE presenting a dress to the statue above named,
is too absurd. There was, inded, said to be an idol of the same

denomination,
1 \Vho at Loretto dwelt ; in wax, stone, wood,

And in a fail- white wig looked wondrous fine ;

But the EMPRESS OF THE FUE.XCH would have, at any rate, better

taste than to cause an image of the Madonna to be attired in that ridi-

culous fashion. Yet to dress such an image in Crinoline would be just
as ridiculous ; and, doubtless, EUGKNIE would not even put a statin; of

Venus into the preposterous drapery in which her milliners have

arrayed herself.

If otherwise, if the EMPRESS has actually presented the Madonna
with her own petticoats, we may expect that the EMPKWIK will

honour his wife by following her example. He may just as well pre-
sent some Saint with one of his own uniforms, and dress the holyniau's

image up in a kepi, a tunic, and a pair of Napoleon boots. In kissing
the latter, an Imperial devotee would be enabled, in that case, to kill

two birds, as it were, with one stone.

NE PLUS ULTRA-MONTANIST.

MR. PUNCH'S recommendation to make short work with the Irish

priests who refuse to use in aid of the law their absolute power over
their ttocks, has caused a vast explosion of wrath in the journals
devoted to the ultra-montane hierarchy. Of abuse, especially from the
tools of the priesthood, Mr. Punch has had so much in his time, while

working out reforms in Church and State, and generally revising and
improving the Constitution, that he can bear it very equably. But
really, when it is adyanced as a new grievance, that LOUD DERBY has
caused notice to quit to be served upon the priest of the tenantry who
notoriously harbour a murderer, and who, if ordered by that priest,
under pain of his Church's thunders, to hand over the scoundrel, would
do it in an hour, Mr. Punch cannot help thinking that there must be
some other connection between Irishmen and Impudence besides their
both beginning with an I.

BOOBIES OF BRIGHTON.

As BRIGHTON is about to fill again, or may be full already, for what
Mr. Punch knows, it may be agreeable and acceptable to the public,
and especially the visitors to that watering-place, to know that Medical

testimony pronounces the sanatory arrangements of the place to be

simply Abominable. A very large number of the smart houses are not

fit to be inhabited, because Drainage has not been attended to. Several

attempts have been made to obtain the necessary powers for purifying
the town ; but these efforts have been defeated by

"
a knot of obstinate

and prejudiced persons, who are incapable of understanding anything
on the subject except that drainage costs money." These Beasts no,
Punch withdraws the word

;
for beasts do comprehend and value of clean-

liness ; these Idiots insist on Brighton's continuing to be poisoned.
It is no business of Mr. Punch's; but as he has thousands of friends

who "
use

"
Brighton, he deems it friendly to advise them to mind their

eyes, or rather another portion of their faces. But who are these

recalcitrant jackasses who hinder the purification of the place, and of

whom the medical men complain ? Let Mr. P^lnch have all particulars,
and he pledges himself to make the parties throw themselves into the
sea after a very few applications of his cudgel.

THE NEW CUT.

WHEN will innovation cease ? SIR JOHN BOWRING informs us that

the celebrated Happy Dispatch of Japan is no longer the elegant

ceremony it used to be, but that Reform has reduced it to a mere
execution. The insulted Japanese nobleman does not now enfranchise
at once his soul and his internals with the famous

"
transverse cuts,"

but his friends assemble and simply cut off his head. This is offensive

effeminacy, and as a sound Protectionist-Conservative, Mr. Punch
augurs no good to the Japanese kingdom from it. Besides, suppose a
nobleman has no head suppose, for instance, that some YISCOUNT
WILLIAMS of Japan had been told by a Japanese LORD PALMERSTON
to comprehend a subject before speaking upon it how could the out-

raged lord vindicate his honour ? Nations should keep in the old ruts
and the old cuts.

Rhyme for Lady Londonderry's Nursery.

DOLLY was nimble and DOLLY was quick,
And DOLL, for a Swell, was no end of a Brick.
DOLLY could gallop, and DOLLY could trot,
But get a fine Colonelcy, DOLLY could not.

[So, my dear, DOLLY sulked, out of theArmy, wasn't it apetulant DOLLY ?

THE COXUNDKUM THAT WON THF, PRIZE AT THE LAST GRAND BILLINGS-
UATE FLOWER SHOW.

SUPPOSING you have got a Fish, when is it like a Flower ?

When you nave got a mignonette (him in your net}.
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Confounded Good-looking Hibernianfriend (to Jones).
"
ADIEU, ME BOY ! Is THERE ANYTHING I 'LL DO EOR-R-R YE WHILE YE'HE AWAY ?

WlLL I EIDE OUT, OK WALK WITH MlSS PlUMLEY POK-E-R YE, NOW ? ONLY SPAKE THE WOR-R-RD !

"

GIVING LITERATURE A LIFT.
"
WAL, neow, Piinch, old boss, guess as heow we air a puttin' the

kibosh on you Britishers. Talk of your Pro-gressin' and the Marchin'
of your Intellect ! Sne-akes and Sugar-candy ! Why we wallop you
by chalks as long as Mississippi. You 've been braggin' pretty stiff
about your spread of education, and chaps like DICKY BRIGHT and
COBDEN keep a-risin' up at meetings and a-spoutin' heaps of froth
about the good it does their eyes to see the common folks a readin' at
their

'

Chanics
'

Institutions, instead o' loafin' about liquor-shops as
afore they larnt to spell they did. Wai, I guess it 's Uncle Sam as
you ve to thank for that, although you air so all-fired proud that you 're
ashamed to own it. Why neow what 's the reason as you finds your
chaps a-readin' and your clod-hoppers a-makin' mental progress, as you
says they does ? Ain't it jest because you 've been and copied us, and
have been settin' up clieap papers toe en-lighten and instruct 'em ?

les, Sir-ree, that's the fact, and COBDEN owns it, tew, and fizzle as
you please, you can't noheow squirm out of it."

But arter all, your penny peaypers aint not haafe the raal grit,
ihey no more come up to ours than a ant does to a alligator You air
so cussed squeamish, your writers haave no chance of scribblin' some-
thin spicy. And then you 're allus fussin' that what 's printed should
be true, and so the bhoys don't git no room to spread the wings of
their invention. 'Cept the prizefights in Bell's Life I never see no
fancy writing in your jarnals. Neow, that 's jist where we whip you
and slogdollagise cre-ation. Our editors air allus on the squint for
somethm stunnm

, and so long as it be fizzing, they don't ask if it be
act. In proot o this here 'sertion, you jist read the busters they 've
been printing bout Niagara, and how that French bhoy. BLONDIN has
been throwin not the hatchet, but a rope across the Falls, and a
hangm by Ins heels, and eatm' omelettes, feet uppards, arter makin-
em hisself without a-goin' off the rope, beatin' up the eggs while he
twizzled a back somersault, and smokin' a cigar the while he fried 'em
by its ash. Wai, bavin' done mventin' sich gymnastitricks as these,
bust me it our editors ain't up to other dodges, and a-givin' out that
BLONDIN is a literary critter, and a-engagin' him to write for 'em while

s a-dancm on the Falls ! You jest give a squint at this here para-

graph, old boss, and say if you don't calc'latc as the notion's kinder
slick :

" It is reported that MR. BOKNER has offered MR. BLONDIN- ten thousand dollars
to contribute a series of Niagara papers to the Ledge,-, each of them to be written on
a tight-rope while the author is crossing the Falls'"

"Thar neow, I rayther guess as that's a smartish stroke o' brain-
work. And besides it's being a most fust-chop speculation, it's sartinly
encouragin' to what I calls High Art. Liftin' up a author to spin
yarns above Niagara is what you may term reg'lar givin' lit'rature a
lift ! You Britishers may brag about your writers being critters of
exalted reputation, and occu-pying of a tall po-sition in society, but I
kinder guess we've taken a rise above 'em neow. Apple-squash and
airthquakes ! I calc'late it's a fa-act. For the matter of high standing,
whar's the bhoy in Grub Street as comes up to our bhoy BLONDIN, and,
talk of elevated genius, whar's the brains in Britain which air haafe so
raised as his ? He tops your tip-top authors, and no mistake, Sir ree !

It's lite-raytur' in excelsis, bust me if it aint !" You may say the stuff he'll write won't be not nothin' to be proud
of. Wai, perhaps it won't. But what o' that, old 'coon ? I calc'late
'twill sell, and that 's the pint we looks to. Wai, yes, it just is, and
arter all, old rattlesnake, which of your crack authors air you game to
back agin him ? Would MISTER TENNYSON write better, were he stuck

upon a tight-rope ? or that bhoy LORD MACAULAY, the 'eminent his-
torian ?

'
I 'd jist like to see Mm try his hand at scribbling 'mong the

skylarks ! Guess as heow his Eminence would soon be taken deown a

peg, and let BLONDIN bag the rowdy without tryin' toe corn-pete with
him. High as is his staudin' in the lite-rairy world, he'd soon find as

BLONDIN'S tight-rope were a cut or two above him. In faaet I kinder

guess if any of you Britishers aspired to takin' steps in so high a walk of

authorship, you 'd be 'nition apt toe cut it and to come deown by the run !

any
mind
many 'coons as you can find to come and try. Perhaps you '11 print
this challenge and send me the peayper ;

and so believe me, my bhoy,
"
Yours faithful and in airnest, neow,

" GOLIAH SAMPSON BANG."
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BOOT-MENDING.
's Europe in pother, and bustle and bother,

Kings ami Kaisers, at nmclau 1 and council and plot- ;

Each crowned Royal I'.ixitli! r diMm-iting the other,
And insular England distrusting the lot.

While, cause of the riot, herself culm and qi

Italia, at length by past blunders grown wise,
On her Apennines sitting is LIIM|\ lilting
Her boot with new welts, stouter soles and fresh ties.

Her delicate hands the fair lady commands,
To their task unfamiliar, \viiii rarnest endeavour:

Her carving and linn; ginning,
She has done for herself, but, her

boot-mending, never.
Sometimes Pope, sometimes Kaiser, sometimes King, as a'i

How her boot should be mended, she used to invite :

That it pinched her severely she felt but too clearly,
But trusted strange cobblers to set it all right.

Till, as might be expected, their botching 's detected,
In such a misfit, that poor Italy swears

She 's so pinched heel and toe that, to stand or to go,
is equally torture, the boot while she wears.

So though I
1

'

ranee eau'er stands to take work off her hands,
And Austria's young Kaiser puts in the same suit;

Says Italy,
" No on a new tack I'll go :

1 know my own pinch, and I'll mend my own. boot."

CULLENARY COLLEGES.

THE Dublin Freeman affords the friends of education the gratifying
intelligence that :

" On this day will commence the meeting of the four archbishops anil two suf-

fragans from each of the provinces, to consider th : the Catholic Uni-
versity, with a viow to devise means which will improve its efficiency, and render
it fully worthy of its exul:

This is the way to shut up the atheistical Colleges in which the mind
is dieted on raw food, gorged with plaiu historical matter of fact, and
stuffed with natural science. To denounce those base abodes of

unqualified learning was a mistake on the part of the Right Reverend
Eathers who are not infallible in policy and tact. The judicious
course would have been to take no notice of those dens to ignore their
existence to treat them with merited contempt. Then the holy and
sagacious ! prelates might, with dignity the more imposing, have' pro-
ceeded to do what they are happily doing MW to cut out those

despicable institutions. The grand Catholic University of Ireland, by
the efforts of the successors of St. Patrick, will soon be reared in tow-
ering majesty above the petty seminaries of unseasoned knowledge.
Its venerable Professors will emulate the miracle by which that illus-

trious saint relegated the batrachians to the bogs and confounded all the
other reptiles. They will drive away the vermin who occupy the chairs
of uncooked philosophy and literature. As when, to employ a new
simile, the Sun, rising in unclouded splendour, at once dispels the
shades of night, and extinguishes the delusive luminaries which mis-
lead the wanderer, so will the Catholic University of Ireland, diffusing
an effulgence of glory, produce an effect upon the schools of unbiassed
thought wliich can be adequately described only in the pastoral of one
of those only genuine prelates who alone are incapable of writing
fustian.

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN DESTITUTION.
To a letter dated Kongone Harbour, July 30, 1859, the illustrious

and adventurous DR. LIVINGSTONE adds a most important postscript
He thus writes :

"
P. S. . . . We have failed to receive our regular newspapers, and not a Punch

except yours nothing more is needed to prove us out of the world."

Dit. LIVINGSTONE has undergone great privations, but he has never
expressed so keen a sense of the severest of them as that which he
exhibits in complaining of his want of Punch. "VVe do not know which

t mot 'ons we feel tue more deeplysympathy with the distress

ST. JANUARIUS AT IT AGAIN!

THE good Saint Januarius has been at it again. This may seem a

vulgar plirase, but we use it with all reverence ; at least, with all the
reverence we can feel for the .mxxl Saint. While he conducts himself
in so uusanctified and common-place a fashion, he must expect in

iinsanetiiied and common-place things said of him. "VVe repeat then,
that the Saint lr at it itiraiu." A letter from Naples, which
has been seized on by sub-editors, and stuck in all the newspapers
(anything, however stupid and nonsensical, does to fill their varan 1

corners now Parliament is up), has edified the British public by
narrating how

lerj.'y ami the lnwar class of the population
,,-;ir U-I.-H .-uvMinpli^hed with a

iclion of the blood of the Saint took jila^e

irtillery from all tl
t when the miracle is effected l

or the kingdi,:

so, -we are surprised that more effective measures are not
(regularly taken '

i hv so-called "miracle" being rapidly per-
il. Whatever apparatus be employed for the occasion, we think

it is bi adapted to the purpose. If a rapid liquefaction be
so "happy

'

; ," there surely are abundant means at hand to

surely might, prescribe the taking of such steps
to a dead certainty the coveted result; and as the

measures now in use, it seems, cannot be relied upon, we should recom-
mend that others should be sought for, and adopted. The liquefaction
might, perhaps, be done more rapidly by steam : and if so it would be
easy to fit up such machinery as would work the so-called "miracle"
at more than railroad pace. Or if a dry heat be the best to effect a

rapid' melting, we should advise the priests at Naples to buy them-
selves new bellows, and get up a rousing fire when it is wanted for the
process. Or they might try what could be done by applying a hot-iron
when the melting should come off, in which case, upon melting days, it

might, perhaps, be suitable to heat the holy poker.
"We learn further, from the letter which induces these remarks,

that
" The miracle takes place three times a year : the prayerand the fate lasting nine

days in May, eight nnd one day in December. It also occurs in
the ancient town of Puzzoli, where the Saint was beheaded. The stone on which ho
was executed is [.reserved in the church of that place, and his blood appears on it
at the same moment aa the liquefaction takes place at Naples."

Clearly, too, in this case, the helping hand of Science might be
called in requisition, to secure the sure recurrence of this saintly
double event." By the aid of electricity, Naples and Puzzoli might

be instantly connected, and the simultaneous "appearance" of the
blood be guaranteed. In fact, the sanguinary apparition might be got
up just .as easily as the appearing of the

"
gory locks

"
of Banquo at

the banquet, or of the Corsican ghost-brother with the blood-spot on
his shirt. If the faithful wish to raise the reputation of their Saint,we think that Science might materially assist them in so doing. A
belief in so-called "miracles

"
like those ofJANUARrcsis clearly incom-

patible with scientific knowledge ; and if due advantage were but taken
ot this truth, many new and paying

"
miracles

"
might be brought into

the market. In places where the steam-engine has never been inspected,
and where electric telegraphs are utterly undreamt of, their agencies
'night readily effect a so-thought "miracle," and deceive the eyesights
blinded by the darkened superstitious which are the stock-in-trade and
groundwork of the Romish Church.

chiefly
and

c y w e s
of the best of doctors, or pride by reason of the cause which ch
occasioned it. We wish we possessed the power of clairvoyance, an
could publish prophetic numbers in anticipation of events, so that
stores ot Punch for Ions voyages and travels might be laid in by enter-
prising explorers like Dit, LIVINGSTONE.

A SERIOUS CLOWN.
ACCORDING to a Bangor paper
"The Derbtjtliin Adrertiiir states that a young man, a member of an evangelical

church, advertises in a local paper for board in a pious family, where his Christian
example would be considered a compensation."

If the advertisement which the Welsh paper says that the Derby-
shire paper says that the local paper contains, is contained in that
paper, the evangelical young man who inserted it is a youth who mightdo better than by acting in private the part of a hypocrite. He might,
with more emolument probably, play Clown on the stage, in a panto-
mime, where the cool impudence which appears to be his peculiar gift,
might be displayed to great advantage ; provided that, in addition to
that talent, he is endowed, as he probably is, with a genius for grimace,
and can also swallow strings of sausages and jump through windows.

A CONU.NDRUM FOR THE COURT CIRCULAR.
WHY is BARON BRAMV, KI.L'S wit like scandal ?

Because a little of it goes a very great way.

The Soldier's Call.

IT must be confessed that, in the way of flogging, the British Army
outstrips every other army in the world. It is too bad ihat the British
Soldier, who never allows the enemy to see his back, should be called
upon to exhibit it to his own countrymen !
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MODERN PHILOSOPHY.
" Takin' it easy ! Aw yas, why ftiot'.ldn't 1 ! When there's not a Soul left in Tovm

to loul' at on, '
"

THE NELSON MONUMENT.
Recitative.

O'ER NELSON'S tomb, with silent grief oppressed,
BRITANNIA mourns her hero, much distressed

By that tall column, which, for many years,
Has been unfinished, as it now appears.

Aria.

'Twas in Trafalgar Square
I saw a Frenchman stare

;

My heart was fainting then.
He smiled, as he looked round,
At cv'ry thing he found,
And at us Englishmen.

Our NELSON on the pillar top,
Three coils of cable as a prop,
Despite all taste and beauty.

Around the pile the Frenchman ran,
Exclaiming unto ev'ry man" You have not done your duty !

"

And now the cabmen roar
Where th' frightful fountains pour,
And dirty children play ;

By .tli' National Gall'ry named.
Of which we 're much ashamed,
Though mucli for it we pay.

Ah ! dearly has the nation bought
Not that for which our hero fought,
Who fought for home and beauty :

His spirit cries if cry it can
To us and cv'ry Englishman," You have not done your duty !

"

At last it may come round.
When we are underground,
That NELSON'S friends will see.

Pow'r fighting on his side,
That cannot be denied,
What long we 've wished should be.

In honour's cause his life was past,
In honour's cause he fell at last,

For England, home, and beauty !

Oh ! may our rulers find some plan
To treat less scurvily the man
Who nobly did his duty !

ANECDOTES FROM BALMORAL.
Collected, with the permission ofMr. Macjlunkey, from tlie Scotch Papers.

ANY incident in the Highland life of our Sovereign will be interesting
to all her subjects, and we are happy to be able to give one which we
Irive obtained from a favourite domestic in the Royal household.

Going out for a drive, the other day, HER MAJESTY, as she graciously
ascended the carriage, was observed to look at the mists that were
curling around the majestic brow of the opposite mountain, Ben
Cuttypipe. The QUEEN pointed them out to PRINCESS BEATRICE,
and said, "Is it not like smoke?" We have ourselves frequently
inspected the scenery, and can bear testimony to the accuracy of HER
MAJESTY'S comparison. Peebles Parasite.

The QUEEN, accompanied by the PRINCE CONSORT, was walking on
Saturday in the beautiful road from Glenbrimstone to Clantoddy, when
an old Highlander, named JAMES MACTURK, who has just accomplished
his hundred and seventy-second year, but is as hale as a man ol sixty,
met the distinguished couple. He was not aware, from the unpretend-
ing appearance of the Royal pair, that he was in presence of such
illustrious personages ;

and his cheerful salutation as he passed had
more of cordiality than of reverence. HER MAJESTY smilingly responded"
Good morning." When told of his mistake, the old man, nothing

daunted, said,
"
Weel, she 's a bonny leddy." Fifeshire Fawner.

Truly gratifying it is to know that the PRINCE OF WALES, who in-

herits no small part of the wit and humour of his illustrious parents,
is also exceedingly well read in the history of Scotland. We are
informed that His Royal Highness was amusing himself, on a recent
occasion, by an amicable engagement with the foils, in the hall at

Balmoral, his honoured antagonist, being the youthful LORD MACDUFF.
In the course of the graceful exercise the PRINCE, perhaps thinking
his foe somewhat slack to lunge, exclaimed, with an excellent imitation
of a

j
distinguished tragedian, "Lay on, MACDUFF !

"
It is equally to

the honour of a Prince who has been most carefully brought up, that
he abstained from completing the somewhat irreverent lines of the
great Scottish dramatist. Listener of ff/e Lotltians.

HER MAJESTY, it is well known, is very fearless about weather when
she is in the Highlands, and sometimes is pleased, good-naturedly, to

rally her attendants upon their fear of catching cold. Overtaken by a

shower, one day last week, in the neighbourhood of Loch Jabber, the

Royal party paused for a few moments, and LADY HERMIONE NOH-
MANTON, the lady-in-waiting, suggested that they should take refuge in
the nearest cottage. Her MAJESTY assented, and the shelter was
gained, when, turning with a smile to the fair and distinguished hydro-
pliobian, the QUEEN said, "Now, LADY HERMIONE, 1 hope that you
are happier." Elgin Eavesdropper.

Our revered Sovereign, as is well known, sets an admirable example
of attendance to religious duties. Being in her pew on Sunday week,
in the little church of Banehorister, the Sovereign paid marked atten-
tion to the worthy minister, the REVEREND ANDREW FAIRSERVICE, as
lie gave out the text. The QUEEN was then seen to lay her Royal
hand upon a book, and the intense curiosity of the whole congregation
was excited to discover what their Monarch was about to do. They
all rose, and either stood on the seats or leaned over the gallery to
observe the QUEEN'S movements. What was their delight to behold
their QUEEN open the Sacred Volume, turn with apparent ease to the

text, show it for a moment to PRINCESS ALICE, ana lay the book down
again to listen, attentively, to the excellent minister. Clackmannan
Chatterer.

QUEEN VICTORIA takes a wifely interest in the field-sports of her
illustrious husband, and rarely fails to come down-stairs on His Royal
Highness's return from deer-stalking(

and look at the spoils of the
chaee. < An unusually fine stag fell a victim to the Prince's great skill

last Wednesday, and on its being submitted to HER MAJESTY for

examination, the QUEEN regarded it with mingled admiration and com-
passion, and remarked to the PRINCE OF WALES,

"
Really, Papa ought

to be in the Rifles." Olasyow Gobemouche.
"
Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown," says our great Scottish

bard, ALLAN RAMSAY, but we are delighted to be able to state that in
the case of our beloved Sovereign, old ALLAN'S dictum does not hold
good. We have reason to speak positively to the fact that the QUEEN
has repeatedly said that she has been graciously pleased to enjoy
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exceedingly good nights during her sojourn at Balmoral. That this

arises in part from our (,)i KiVs mind toning calm in the conviction of

being beloved toy the nation, wo do not, as loyal subjects, doubt; but
for the honour of auld Scotland we must claim for the mountain air of

Caledonia some of the credit of pn ir her monarch "rosy
dreams and slumbers light." Itinerary Idiot.

It has, we believe, toeen remarked tliat after a certain period of

enjoyment of a delightful scene, human nature becomes less keen in its

enjoyment, and satiety ensues. The observation is founded on a good
general knowledge of mankind. But that there are exceptions 19 the

rule we are able to 1 ratify, and one of them is in the case of the illus-

trious offspring of our beloved Sovereign. On their coming out upon
the lawn at Balmoral, on the morning after their arrival, the PRINCESS
LOUISA, exclaimed, that she believed the scenery grew more and more
beautiful every year, to which remark her brothers and sisters assented.

Need we add that the indulgent smiles of their royal parents showed
that even if the scene had not improved (and it would be difficult to

improve it), they were not displeased at the enthusiasm of their

amiable children. Dm-

N.B. Mr. 1'itneh, his Sovereign's most devoted admirer and cham-

pion, solemnly declares that he will publish a great many more of these

things (with their exact pedigrees), if the Scottish pennygrubt do not
abstain from persecuting that Royal lady and her family with the

twaddling effusions of unmitigated tlunkeydom. Nemo se

SPORTS IN THE NORTH.
GAME case was lately
tried at the (iates-

head County Police

Court, when Mu.
KAMSEY, who was
on the Bench, terri-

fied everyone by let-

ting off in the open
court the following
opinion, which we
have picked up,
witli alt the marks
of the magisterial
lead about it, in the
Northern Counties'

riiteri

"MR. RAMSEY said
the deputation gave
him the right to shunt

. or to give liber-

ty to shoot to anybody
ele."

We do not know
whether the report
is a correct one, nor
are we told whether
MR. RAMSEY avail-

ed himself of the

right that he said
the deputation gave him. If he did, it is to be hoped that Ma. RAMSEY
is a very bad shot, and did not succeed in making game of himself, or of

anyone else. If a Magistrate has "the right to shoot himself," then
our Great Unpaid should be taught

"
the Rifle, and how to use it

;

"
or

else, failing to hit the object they aim at, they might wound the beadle,
or wing the clerk, or kill half-a-dozen lawyers, whicli would be a loss
that society at large would grievously deplore, and could but ill replace.
If MR. RAMSEY has any lire-arms, they should be taken away from him,
for fear that he might, in some moment of over-zeal, be measuring out
his own charge, and

j <i>nce, ready primed and loaded, upon
himself. We have often heard of t lie sword of Justice ;

but a musket is a
new weapon to be placed in the hands of that blind old lady. It ought
to be removed from her, or she will be doing serious injury with it one
of these days, unless the presenters take good care beforehand to with-
draw their charge. We have not yet heard whether this new sport,
which at all events has the one merit of accelerating promotion at the
bar, is to be introduced next term into Westminster Hall. BHAMWELL,
however, will be safe

; for we all know that, as a judge, he is not worth
his powder and shot.

A SENSIBLE FELLOW. The poor tailor, who tried to cure his wife's
temper, has given it up as a bad job. He found the experiment was
not "worth the salt."

' BY THE MARGIN OF PAIR ZURICH'S WATERS."

Song to the old Tune.)

BY the margin of fair Zurich's waters,
The Commitaonen' time sped away

They found most agreeable quarters,

COLLOHEIIO, and 'cute BoOHQUENEY.
liul no l)n .sacted could be,
Por I); UMBBOIS that cool Piedmontee
To whate'er Prance and Austria might say,
Still put in a most resolute

"
Nay,"

In a
"
quite "tother

"
way.

By the margin of fair Zurich's waters,
At the close of a long wasted day,

(As \\\\ learn from our special reporters)
COI.LOKEDO bespake BOURQUENEY :

"
This is humbug, you clearly must see,

It 's plain we shall never agree :

Don't you think we had better divide :

"

Can you tell how the Frenchman replied ?

I leave you to sruess

Of course he said
"
Yes."

.

A TERRIFIC DESCENT. The Great
to a rope-walk for M. BLONDIN.

PETER AND PAUL.
" WHAT power on earth, save ROME," frantically demands a Roman

Catholic journal, "can confer the glorious title of Saint ':

"

Most Roman Catholic journals are miserably ill-informed, which is

of no particular consequence to them, inasmuch as their admirers are

usually a little deeper in the misery of ignorance. But it is unfor-
tunate for ill-informed persons to risk observations in the presence of
Mr. Punch.
He replies to the above demand,
The BRITISH PARLIAMENT.
And taking up the very first book at hand it happens to be CAPTAIN

DOD'S inestimable Handbook to One's Betters, Mr. Punch cites proof.

(Page 488.)
"

ST. PAUL (2nd Baronet), Sm HORACE ST. PAUL. Born at, &c. &c. The first

Baronet, SIR HUKM K \~i.\\ \\ i. w.-us a Colonel in the Army. Ha
Act of Parliament in 1768."

Now then, gentlemen of Over the Mountains. You see that a Par-
liament can make quite as good a Saint as a Pope. And we doubt
not that in the entries of that angelic registrar, whom the Reverend
LAURENCE STERNE states to be in the habit of crying over his ledger,
the title conferred by the Parliament of 176S is written out just as

large as any one which has ever toeen conferred by a Pope, from
ALEXANDER THE SIXTH to Pius of Perugia.
You should remember, that though you write for ignorant idiots,

your writings may get into the hands of Mr. Punch, and then you
come to grief. Oratepn culiii !

LINES ON THE LORD MAYOR ELECT.

"LONGSHOREMEN, back to foul Thames shore,
And seek your filthy jetsam there,

A sturgeon it may be no more
Expect to find a rich LORD MAYOR !

Potwalloppers, your empty pots,
Go wallop in your proper sphere,

You ne'er again will sell, you sots,
Your voices for a pot of beer.

In vain your votes you thought to barter ;

Vain were your threats to hiss aud groan :

The chosen Alderman is CARTER;
And he shall fill the civic throne.

But ah ! <me more LORD MAYOR 's elected,
Soon will this Mayoralty be past.

Oh, may the next, with rogues corrected,
Abound still more than did the last !

Not to be Found in Boswell.
"
Is it wrong. Doctor, to believe in Ghosts ?

" "No. Sir; no more
wrong than believing in you. It may be foolish

;
but there beii:

substance or foundation for the belief, the folly, Sir, is quite imma-
terial." Mf. 7' ',-d-otes of Doctor Johnson.

Niagara Being turned A QUERY FOR THE CALCULATING MACHINE. May the person who
! makes one pound two a-day be said to double his capital ':
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A WET DAY AT THE SEA-SIDE.

Baggs.
" Thish ralu'll do a deal o' good, (,'//;/<</."

Blobbs. "
0, SkirtinJy make tenter so very plentiful."

POACHING TJNDEK EXTENUATING CIBCUMSTANCES.
THE following pretty little illustration of rural felicity is extracted from a country

paper :

" CONDITION OF DORSETSHIRE LABOURERS. At the "Wimbounie Petty Sessions, liist week, a case occurred
hich paiDfully illustrates the condition of the Dorsetshire peasantry. GEOKGE FRAMITON, a labourer, waswhi

allowed him in which to pay the money."

The Magistrates have no option in cases of this kind but to convict
;
for a nominal offence

they must inflict a nominal line, and cannot help the costs which attend it. However, they
might as well have sent this unhappy swain, FRAMFTON, to prison at once as have allowed
him a fortnight in which to pay 13*. Given, 8s. a week, a wife and five children, how shall
a Dorsetshire swain contrive to saye 13s. out of the money in two weeks ? Twice eight is 10 ;

take 13 from 16 and there remain 3. There are 3s. left for the swain to live upon and
maintain his wife and children. A county meeting should be called in Dorsetshire to take
into consideration this problem appointed for swain FRAMPTON to solve. Somebody might,
perhaps, move, so to speak, the previous question namely, how any British swain could
contrive to exist and keep a family of six upon 8s. a week at all ? No wonder that a swain,
with a limited imagination, and a dreadfully low moral sense, should think that a little

poaching might furnish a practical solution of this difficulty especially poaching of such
mitigated enormity as the offence of picking up a hare that came in the way of his sickle.
The probuble hunger of such a swam might almost be allowed to reduce his offence to

gameslaughter.
Wimbourne is in Dorsetshire. Prom Dorsetshire to Warwickshire is some way; but if

the person who was mean enough or cruel enough to play the informer against FKAMPTON
is an inhabitant of Wimbourne or the adjoining district, his neighbours might surely,
amongst them, manage to send such a disagreeable brute as far as Coventry.

Catholic Theatrical Intelligence.

THE SULTAN has given notice to the "Christians" of Jerusalem that unless they can
behave with decency, and not fight like ruffians, when their priests perform the trick of the
miraculous lire-escape in the church of the Sepulchre, the juggle shall not be performed at all.

\\ e believe that as the condition proposed by the SULTAN is an impossible one, arrangements
are beinp: made by the POPE for transferring the machinery of the fire to Naples, and for

combinii.g it witli the present contrivance for boiling the blood of St. Januarius. The
latter attraction will therefore be announced next year, with new machinery, dresses, and
decorations. The Tablet.

THE WAY OP THE WORLD. Hollow Way ! The Baric of a Cynic.

JONATHAN'S RIDE TO PEKIN,
TUNE" Yankee Doodle."

OUR nation always goes ahead,
By methods noways sneakin',

Hear how our minister got led
In triumph into Pekin :

I calcilate that he warii't barred

By planks athwart a river
;

Too 'cute a coon was MR. WAKD,
Whose story I'll deliver.

Firstways he steamed to Ning-Hou-Fou,
Along with his Legation,

And there our vessel was brought to
A posture of taxation.

The Chinamen a box packed in
Our diplomatic corpus,

Conducted by a Mandarin,
A blowin' like a porpus.

This box was made without a lid,
But hadn't got no winder,

That breathin, it might not forbid,
But observation hinder.

With necessaries it was stored,

Though sight it held a check on,
Had food and liquor both aboard,
And backy too, I reckon.

Upon a raft 'twas sot to go,
Considerable pretty,

All up the Ki-Tcheou-Yun-ho,
To Chayny's fust-chop city.

And right slick through the Great Canal,
Our minister to render

Unto the Chinese capital,

In.diguity and splendour.

At Pekin Gate upon a truck,
Drawn by a team of oxen,

Our citizens was proudly stuck,
Still shut their grand state box in.

Thus into Pekin town did drive,
(Such honour seldom waits men!)

Our nation's representative,
And all our other statesmen.

The truck was wheeled into the Court-
Yard of a certain mansion,

Whose walls cut all excursion short

By space of narrer 'spansion.
Our envoys there was kep select,
To whittle at their leisure,

Some time a hearin' to expect,
And wait the Emperor's pleasure.

Their mission ended, from their cage
Politely liberated,

They were, in that same equipage
They came in, re-located,

And brought, with care particular,
To where they first intruded,

Like blacks inside a nigger-car,
As snug, and more secluded.

I reckon that 's the way to treat

Our great and glorious nation,
And offer humble pie to eat
To them as flogs creation !

But we must swaller down our pride,
When dollars we are seeking

And be content, old boss, to ride

In a boss- box up to Pekin.

Very Proper Precaution.

MR. PUNCH is informed that an action is

about to be brought by MR. JOHN ARTHUR
ROEBUCK, M.P.. against one of the Railway
Companies for declining to convey him, except,
in a tin box, marked "Dangerous." The
Company's defence is its bye-law, providing
against liability to the carriage of Inflammable
Matter.
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AN UNEXPECTED LIFT.

Till': VATICAN'S THREATENED THUNDER.

Pius NINTH, POPE, to all Our disaffected

Subjects, who, having Our command rejected,
Perverted by heretical opinions,
\V;mt to unite yourselves with the Sardinians,
Pad luck, and apostolic malediction,

Woe, tribulation, trouble, and affliction !

Since you, Our heart paternal sorely grieving,
Our temporal right divine by disbelieving,
(Thus the soul's immortality denying,)
I icsrrve Our sentence of perpetual trying,
We hurl against you excommunication,
And in these terms pronounce your condemnation.

Foul fall you in your eating and your drinkin'.',

Your yawning, and your nodding, and your winkin:*,
Your talking, and your laughing, and your weeping,
Alike in both your waking and your sleeping,
Jn your incoming and in your outgoing,
And in your sneezing and your noses blowing !

Ill tide you in your standing and your sitting,

Your snullirig, and your smoking, and your spitting,
In your digestion and your circulation,
And in your breathing and your perspiration,
And all your bodily and mental functions,
And organs which act under Our injunctions !

Plague on you, in your meeting and debating,
In your discussing and deliberating,
In all your votes, and every resolution,
And in your liberal King and constitution

;

May fire and sword torment you and annoy you,
Pestilence, famine, seize you and destroy you !

VICTOR EMMANUEL We to perdition

Consign, for entertaining your petition,
And everybody else in his alliance,

Who dares to bid Our Holiness defiance.

Anathema ! Out of the Church We throw ye,

By bell and book, and like that candle blow ye !

CANT OF TWO KINDS.

THE author of the subjoined advertisement, extracted from the

Lamp, seems to hold somewhat more than the doctrine that mendicancy
is meritorious :

THK UNFINISHED CHURCH. 500 are yet wanted, for repayment
of which, Heaven is the security. Still, my dear brethren, is the Congrrgation

of Kentish Town your suppliant ; still am I compelled to appeal thus toyourchai-ity
tor the love of Him why gave you all. It is for the glory of His name ! Pray, then.
listen. Fray give ! be the amount ever so trifling ;

for it is the small SUIMB that

mako the largo amount, and welcome, indeed, and blessed are the offerings of the

poor ! Proud may you feel when, with the blessing of God, our Church is finished,

that not only you, but your children's children may reverence it as the monument
of yonr charity. Jovfully shall I announce to you the day on which a Grand High
M^s will be solemnly celebrated for you, its benefactors, for whom the Holy Sacri-

fice is uw constantly offered up every Monday. Your true Brother in Christ,

1, Fortess Place, Kentish Town, London. H.w, ROBERT SWIFT.

" The work in which the RKV. ROHERT SWIFT is engaged has our cordial approval
and sympathy.

" N. CARDINAL WISEMAN."

To solicit alms on account of a chapel, certainly, is not a species of

brgffing which a divine need be ashamed of; but, the reverend author
i of the above composition goes rather out of his way to imitate the style
I and language of a common mendicant, begging off his own hook.
"

( irni irinan, ar yer got ar a copper to relieve a poor man? do bestow

j

a trifle, Sir, Gentleman, do, Sir, please, Sir," is the species of

importunity which is suggested by the appeal of the REV. MR. SWIFT
to the charity of his co-religionists. Apparently, he considers that, not

only is the practice of begging worthy of imitation, but, also the lan-

guage which is usually adopted by the followers of that profession.
We are glad, however, to see that he is not too bigoted to borrow one
little piece of persuasive rhetoric from the charity sermon of his

renowned Protestant namesake.
"
If you like the security, down with

your dust," said the VERY REVEREND JONATHAN SWIFT; and he said
no more. He thought that was enough. He did not go on to say that
he was "compelled to appeal" to his "dear brethren," and to address
them after the pattern of "Do, Sir; pray, Sir." But one would hardly
be surprised to see the REVEREND ROBERT exhibiting himself in the

street, at Kentish Town, attired in his surplice, as an ecclesiastical

equivalent to the mechanic out of employ, who, wearing a respect-
able white apron, goes about singing We've got no work to (Jo, and

bawling, "My Chr-r-r-r-istian friends, I am sorry to appear before you
i

in this disgraceful situation." The unemployed mechanic sometimes

j

sings a methodistical hymn ; and perhaps MR. SWIFT, imitating his

graceful example, with a due difference, would oblige the public with a

Gregorian chant.

Still, begging for one's Church is one thing, but begging for one's

self is another ; and here is an advertisement from the opposite theo-

logical quarter, which beats the foregoing one hollow in respect of
j

cant, because the cant of this other announcement is obviously iusin- I

cere. Read it :

" NOTICE.
" The Editor if acquainted with feveral servants of Christ who, for vanl of mean*, are

unaUe to distribute
" THE EVANGELIST" to the extent they daire. I}, therefore, any of

our Christian readers fed that for Christ'* no.me sake they would like to further this objtct,
the Editor would fed great pleasure in receiving Donationsfor the purpose.

"US' All orders should be addressed to the Publishers, MR. , Welbeck Street,
Caveudish Square, London, W. ; or to MESSRS.

,
Tichbourne Court, High Holborn,

London."

This is, of course, a mere dodge to promote the circulation of a

religious periodical. It is remarkable for its sordid commercial

irreverence, in which quality it excels
"
Sanctity of the Grave com-

bined with Economy of Charge." Therefore, it is more ridiculous than
the maudlin, but enthusiastic appeal in the Lamp, and, of the two, the
more highly calculated to bring religion into contempt.

Consolation.

Mother-in-law. I '11 be bound that ROBERT I 've lost all patience
with him never dined with you on Michaelmas-day, my dear ?

Daughter. No, Mamma, but he sent me home a goose.
Mother-in-law. Psha ! Done in a fit of absence, my dear !

FAIR WARNING.

SAYS a Dublin
paper,

"
The Irish Exodus "

(as it is ridiculously,
not to say irreverently, called) "occupies the attention of our autho-

rities." The Irish Leviticus is likely to occupy the attention of our

authorities, if there is not a speedy change in the
"
Acts and Duties of

the Priesthood."

VOL. XXXVII.
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BIG BEN.-AN ODE.

A VOICE ran through the town,
Sad as the airy tongue which spread

The news through Hellas,
"
mighty Pan is Dead !

"

A voice ran through the town,
And men went up and down,

Whisp'ring the awful fact,

"Big Ben is cracked!"

2.

Heavy the tidings fell.

Could it be true ? The Bell,
Whose ponderous iron tongue
Gong-like, the hours had rung,

Till Westminster put cotton in her ears !

The Bell, whose solemn, slow, ding-dong,
Disgusted Common-Law-Court praters,
And Parliamentary debaters,

Proclaiming "Time is short and talk is long !

"

The Bell, in strife conceived, in struggle cast,
O'erlooked

by DENISON, looked down upon by BARBY
The Bell of many blue-bookshung at last,

After so many perils, to miscarry !

3.

Commissioners of Works came, went, and came,
'Ere out of MEARS'S mould his frame,

Majestic he upreared :

And when at length his voice was heard,
Doctors of Music listened to his E :

Great Tweedle-dum with greater Tweedle-dee,
In solemn conclave on the question sat,
Was it E sharp E natural E flat ?

But what his E was, little cared the crowd,
They only knew that E was loud,
And were content with that.

So Big Ben had a sound to fit his size
;

But how to lift him nearer to the skies,
To the gilt cock-loft crowning BARRY'S tower ?

Where fix the tackle how apply the power ?

All questions to give pause, For Lo,
Like that great architect, his house who planned,
But left no place wherein the stairs could stand,

Illustrious BAKRY, ever so,
His clock-tower's plan prepares.

Leaving no room for clock and bells to get up-stairs.
5.

Then DENT and DENISON their wrath's full vials poured,On BAKRY, and on QUARM, BARRY'S factotum :

And letters through the Times were fiercely showered,
(Most wearisome to all but those who wrote 'em,)

While, like the bier of MAHOMET, up-hung
'Twixt Earth and Heaven, Big Ben was slung;

Till, at the last, by wond'rous engineering,
And checks, and counter- checks, and side-way steering,

Up in the tower he swung ;

Arid at the monster in his gilded chamber
(Like the proverbial fly in amber),
Bold climbers gazed, with scarce believing stare,
And "wondered how the devil he got there."

6.

At length at length our clock-tower had a voice !

In Gothic clock-face eke it could rejoice
So Gothic in blue lettering indeed,
Save antiquaries, none the time o'day might read

But clocks need hands to show the tune,
As well as bells the hours to chime,

And works to move their wheels.
The face and bell, and works are there.

But where the hands ? And echo answered
"
where ?

"

Then the Times columns showed,
How the old feud still glowed,

And DENISON and BAKRY, truceless foes,
On the clock-hands astride, were fiercely bandying blows !

7.

Meanwhile the vacant clock-face, without fingers,
In spite of Time and Tide in idlesse lingers,

Until the public voice, in fierce assault,
Rose asking

" Whose the fault ?
"

" Not mine not mine," quoth DENT,"My clock was made, and went."
"Not mine," quoth BARKY, with mellifluous benison

Upon smooth-speaking DEXISON.
"Notlmme," quoth DENISON, as to old Harry

He recommended BARKY.

8.

That battle duly fought at last,
The hour and minute-hands are cast :

Upon the Gothic face,
At length they take their place
At length the clock is going,

And DENISON and DENT, and BARRY all are crowing !

And now the Quarter Bells are hung,
And, humble seconds to Big Ben, give tongue,
And joyous Westminster at length may say," We have a Clock that tells the time of day :

Though many years have in the work been lost,
And twenty thousand pounds it cost,
We have our clock and tisn't we that pay."

9.

With BARRY, DENISON, & Co., sore grieved,
London, from charge and counter-charge relieved,
At last, beheld the lingering work achieved,

Yet scarce its
possibility

believed.
But there before us, palpable to sight,

Upon the Campanile's gilded height
In Gothic gravity and pride of place,

Shone the gold-checkered and* blue-lettered face-
Nothing that to a clock pertains there lacked,
Nor hands that marked the minutes and the hours
Nor quarter-bells that spoke, with humbler powers,
While vibrant, with a voice that shook the towers,

Big Ben boomed out, at length a mighty fact !

For weeks we heard the sound,
Tolling the hours, for miles and miles around

;

But scarce our tympanums familiar had grown
With that portentous tone
When lo ! strange silence, falling

On ears unwonted, tells the news appalling
Big Ben is cracked !

Where the crack came, and how
Whether in rim or bow
If in his frame congenitally hid
Whether the hammer fell,

Not wisely but too well,

Hitting him harder than folks thought it did

Nobody seems to know or no one likes to tell.

Was't that they braced him up too tight ?

Was 't that his metal was too slight ?

Alas, we know not we but know the fact,

Big Ben is cracked !
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The biggest Bell that tasked the biggest skills,

Begot the biggest strifes, and biggest bills,

The biggest charges and recriminations

Biggest assaults on biggest reputations
les pace BARRY, DENISON & Co.

The biggest job, crowned by the biggest mull

That even the account-books of JOHN BULL,
So rich in big jobs and big mulls, can show !

BOMBA REDIVIVUS.

TIRE LY the world has not for-

gotten BOMBA, of pious, or,

at least, of superstitious

memory? If so, here is

something to put the world
in mind of him. We quote
it from the letterofaNaples
correspondent, which ap-

peared in a contemporary a

lew days since:

"
To-day (the 20th) in accord-

ance with the traditions of the

monarchy, the Court proceeded
to the Cathedral in great pomp.
The King, the Queen, theyounp
rriiK-L-s, the King's brothers, the
COUNT and COUNTKSSOF AOUILA,
and the COUNT and COUNTESS OF
TKAPANI, wont to venerate the
relies of St. Januarius, and re-

ceived tho benediction of his

Eminence CARDINAL RIARIO,
Archbishop of Naples."

What the relics are, the

account omits to state. The
saint's hair-shirt, very pos-

sibly, and a handful of the
ashes which he used to wear
on fast days ; and his last

washing-bill perhaps, and
one of his eye-teeth, and some cuttings of his corns, and a snip off his big
toe-nail, and a lock of his back hair, clipped on the day of his beheading.
Such precious things as these would be quite as well worth keeping; as

many saintly relics we have seen preserved in Italy, and which the faith-

ful are on snow-days permitted (on the payment of a trifle) to behold.
Whether they be things for a Christian king to

"
venerate," and for a

Christian Court the while he does so to dance attendance at his heels,
is a question which we leave to other writers to dilate upon. Enough
for us, in all due reverence, to chronicle the fact ; and to remark, that
in our thinking the benediction of the Cardinal was a fit close to the

ceremony. Very surely were we asked to "venerate
"
such relics, we

should be apt to make response that we'd be blessed if we would
;
and

the presence of the Cardinal to perform this benediction seems to
show that such response is expected by the guardians of the relics

of the saint.

After all, we almost wonder that the KING does not abandon this

"tradition of the monarchy," for it seems to bring him no great
popularity or profit. We learn from the same letter, that
" The Royal cortege passed through the whole city. The people present were,

however, not very numerous ; a fact attributed to excess of zeal on the part of the
police, in unnecessarily occupying the streets with agents and gendarmes."

This would really seem to intimate, that the people don't care much
for the

"
traditions of the monarchy," in which respect, perhaps, they

show more wisdom than the KING. Why the police should cram .thesnow more wisdom tnan tne KING. Why the police should cram .the

streets with agents and gendarmesj because his Majesty is going to
"venerate" a saint, is a riddle which it somewhat perplexes us to

guess. The most probable solution is, that the KING is like his father,
and not being over-popular, likes to go out under arms.

Well, a king can do no wrong at least the proverb says so ; but
were his Majesty to ask us our opinion on the subject, we should tell

him to show less sham "
veneration

"
for the saints, and to show a little

more true veneration for his people. We should advise him to consult
their interests rather than his priests', and to set his face against the

superstitious practices which the
"
traditions of the monarchy

"
have

kept hitherto in countenance. The more he trusts his people, the
more credit he will get. If he gives them greater liberty, he will

probably _enjoy greater liberty himself, and will not have to cram his
streets with agents and gendarmerie, to protect his sacred person from
danger of Lynch law. In short, the less he acts like BOMBA the more
he will be liked : and if he would take steps to earn an honourable
name, the fewer steps he takes in the paternal shoes the better.

"
SAVING CLAUSE." Those of the Cat o'-nine-Tails, we fancy, could

well be saved in the British Army.

THE LETTER OY THE LAW AT LYNN.
THE Lynn Adtertiier contains an account of a remarkable adminis-

tration of what seems to have been meant for justice, on the part of

country Magistrates, in conjunction with an exciseman. The case is

thus stated :

" WORDSLEY. PETTY SESSIONS. MONDAY.

"(Before W. TROW and J. HOLCROFT, ESQBS.)

'CAUTION TO BEERHOUSE KEEPERS. IMTORTANT INFORMATIONS \ SDI.H TH:

\ ' i. The infringement of the Excise Laws relating to Beerhouse keepers was
in U-nded with heavy penalties in two cases heard before the Bench this morning.
Mi: .loalAH REIIFCHU., Supervisor of Excise, laid an information against MAKV
PLANT, a Beerhouse keeper, living at Rowley, for having in her possession a third

of a pint of brandy, contrary to the statute in that case made and provided. Tlio

information was laid under the 3rd and 4th Viet., c. 01, *ec. 10, which renders any
Beerhouse keejicr having in his possession

' sweets.' which include British v.

brandy, and other spirituous liquors, liable to a penalty not exceeding 50."

MK. JOSIAU UEDIORD, it will be presumed, not being a common
informer, laid this information in the painful but conscientious dis-

charge of his duty as a British exciseman. Yet
' MR. REDFORD stated that there was no suspicion in this case of any intention

on the part of defendant to sell spirits without a licence; it was only a violation

of the law in keeping any quantity of
' sweets

'

in the entered premises, liable to

be inspected by the Excise oflicers. Ho asked the Bench if they thought it a case

in which they thought proper to make a recommendation for a reduction of tho

IK n;ilty which they thought proper to intlict, to give him an intimation in order
th:it he may forward it to the Inland Revenue Board."

Then what occasion was there for MK. BEDFORD to inform against
MARY PLAUT ? Are excisemen bound to bring people to punishment
for a merely technical violation of the law which they do not even sus-

pect those people of intending ? And if they are, have Magistrates no

power to dismiss merely nominal charges P From MBS. PLANT'S case, it

appears that excisemen must inform on frivolous pretences, and that

Magistrates must inflict monstrous fines. For
' Tho defendant acknowledged having the brandy in the house, but pleaded

ignorance of the law in this respect. The Bench informed her of the amount of

penalty to which she had rendered herself liable, and, under the circumstances,

taking into consideration that the house had been properly conducted hitherto,
inflicted the penalty of 12 10s., at tho same time making a recommendation for a
further reduction of the penalty."

So that the Magistrates could not, apparently, reduce the fine below
12 10s. An offence against the Excise Laws, accordingly, is worse

than homicide. Wilful malice is the essence of murder; killing by
mere misadventure is not even manslaughter. In the case of an un-

witting transgression of the Excise Laws, the judge can only pass

sentence, and forward the recommendation to the proper quarter.
Before the same bench
" A similar information was laid against a Beerhouse keeper named JOSEPH WAIL,

living at Sumrnerhill, Kingswinford. The defendant was represented by his wife,
who pleaded guilty. The prohibited article in this case was about half-a-pint of

elderberry wine, which MRS. WALL said she made solely for the use of her own
family. She said she had kept a beerhouse fur 2ti years, and was not aware she was
doing wrong. The Bench, upon the recommendation oi the Exciseofficer, inflicted

a similar fine of 12 10s., also with an intimation that the Excise authorities should
be communicated with in order to reduce the penalty."

Another report gives the quantity of elderberry wine as four bottles ;

but what then ? If it had been a half-a-pint, an ounce, a drachm,
nay, a minim, would not the exciseman have been obliged to inform,
and the Magistrates to convict and punish, all the same ? By the way,
their Worships seem to have taken the law from MB. BEDFORD, as

implicitly as they would if he had been their clerk.

All this kind of thing may be perfectly constitutional
j
but is there

any worse injustice, or maladministration of justice, in the Papal
States P

ONE MINUTE'S ADVICE TO MEDICAL STUDENTS.

THE inaugural addresses have just been delivered at the metropolitan
medical schools. The one at the Middlesex Hospital, by Ma. MITCHELL
HENRY, though modestly called an Introductory Lecture, might, from
its truth and eloquence, have been more correctly termed a Finished
Discourse. He enlarged forcibly on the beauties and advantages of
"
earnestness of purpose ;

"
and so earnest and impressive did the

learned gentleman seem to be in laying down the moral law, that we
really should accuse him of practising, like an honourable physician,

everything that he preached. If medical students do occasionally go
wrong, it is not, at all events, from the want of good counsel. May
they.foUow it, in preference to those paths that sometimes lead them to

the police-court, and they will find that in no other profession does

the old truth hold so firmly as in the medical, that
"
practice makes

perfect."

Don't you See it?

ACCORDING to his Moniteur, the EMPEROR has decided that he never
means again to go to war

"
for an idea." If this be reallv his intention,

he must give up thoughts of battling about the Papal See, or else

punsters will protest that he is fighting for an-otion.
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POOR STOWELL THE INFORMER.

THE following brief Police Report will be read
with pain :

" GUILDHALL. The further hearing of the charge of

conspiracy to defraud against THOMAS STOWELL, the
notorious common informer, having been appointed to

t:ike phice at an early hour yesterday morning, the case
v. as (.'ailed on as soon as SIR W. GARDEN took his seat on
the bench, but defendant did not appear. According to
the usual custom, the Court waited an hour for him ;

and at the expiration of that time the Magistrate or-

dered him to be called upon his recognisances, he havinef
been admitted to bail late on Saturday. Upon it being
ascertained he was not in attendance, his own recog-
nisances, and those of his two sureties, were ordered to
liu estreated, and a warrant was issued for his appre-
hension."

A common informer is such a benefactor to

Society that every right thinking mind must

sympathise with him when he comes to grief.

We should consider the severity of the struggle
that he must undergo in wrestling down those
sensibilities which are pained in discharging
the ungrateful task of bringing inadvertent or

unintentional offenders against a mere statute,
to punishment. The popular obloquy, also,

which is attached to his calling, and which he
shares with the despised and abhorred but bene-

ficent Jack Ketch, necessitate on his part an

|
amount of moral courage which commands our

; approbation. And when he gets into trouble, on
a charge of conspiracy to defraud, from a mere
excess of that impulse which constitutes his

ruling love, we are sensible of the same regret
as that which we feel when Jack Ketch comes
to be hanged.

AT A DINNER GIVEN BY MY LORD BHOADACRES TO SOME OP HIS TENANTS, CURACOA is HANDED
IN A LIQUEUR-GLASS TO OLD TuUNII'TOPS, WHO, SWALLOWING IT WITH MUCH I1IOLIS11, .SAYS
" Oi ZAY, YOUNG MAN ! Oi 'LL TAK ZUM o' THAT IN A MOOG !

"
THE ONLY ONE STREET IN THE WOULD FOR

CRINOLINES. The Broadway, in New York.

THE POPE'S ALLOCUTION.
" The following is the text of the allocution of the POPE, delivered at the Con-

sistory of the 26th ult." :

IN June, my dear Brethren, with heart full of grief,
We cursed, you remember, each infidel thief

Who was trying to grab at Ravenna, Bologna,
And other domains of which we are the owner.
We told the assassins they 'd made a great mull, for

Their Present was sin, and their Future was sulphur.

This kindly remonstrance we hoped would succeed,
I'or they knew that we loved them most dearly, indeed,
And 'twas only in love, if we shortened their lives,
And sent Switzers to finish their babies and wives

;

But they mocked at our gentleness, sweetness, and patience,
And now the base demons have prigged the Legations.

They turn out our spies, and they empty our gaols,
(And of tortures therein tell indelicate tales,)
Our mendicant monks they revile and abuse,
And brutally bid them to wash and wear shoes

;

And the Odour of Sanctity, martyrdom's wealth,
They say is a case for their vile Board of Health.

They publish most blasphemous books, too
;
in one

They dare to assert the earth goes round the sun
;

And as for our miracles, think how they hate 'em
When they say Januarius's blood is pomatum,
Consign Weeping Pictures to brokers or cupboard,
And swear that no statue of saint ever blubbered.

The wretches, the monsters ! But, Brethren, we find

Much comfort in bearing this fact in our mind,
The parties who 've kicked us from out each Legation
Are only the folks who have had education :

The low, and the dull, and the poor, and the mean,
Are as fond of their POPE as they ever have been.

And now, my dear Brethren, if cursing would do,
We'd blaze at the beggars till all things were blue;
But the ears of the wicked, to verbal attacks
Are judicially bunged up with infidel wax,

And the grim GARIBALDI would prove contumacious,

Though rose up to curse him the blest ATHANASIUS.

However, one final appeal to the world,
One curse on the flag uy our subjects unfurled.

We declare the Legations our own, and non detur

To mortal to alter the will of Saint Peter ;

And we hereby denounce to the world, and all time,

Each Romagnesc act as a horrible crime.

Let the infidels, heretics, traitors, and knaves
Have no peace in their lives and no rest in their graves :

The dungeon and scaffold, the bteel or the rope
Shall teach them to wrong their affectionate POPE

;

Fire, famine, and slaughter consume them away,
Till Beelzebub collars the last. Let us pray.

LAW FOR THE LAWYERS.

THE revelations made before the Gloucester and Wakefield Com-
missioners, touching Election practices in both those places, will

probably impel that eminent Christian, the ATTORNEY-GENERAL, to

consider how far he can, by a short Act of Parliament, release the

inhabitants from electoral responsibility. But Mr. Punch is anxious to

point out to Gloucester and Wakefield, that they never in their topical
lives had such a chance, as now, of doing a good thing for themselves.

Look at the squad of
Attorneys,

whose guilt, as direct or indirect

bribers, is either avowed by tnemselves or is beyond a doubt. The

anti-bnbery law is explicit and strong. Surely it can be put in force,

and a very large removal of the Attorney nuisance can be made in the

two places. This would be a sanatory step, and, if vigorously taken,

might save the necessity of disfranchisement.

A Railway Bore.

TRAVELLERS not only see wonderful things, but often say stupid
things. For instance, we heard a First-Class Passenger inquire the
other day, and as the train was going at the rate of fifty miles an hour,
it was impossible to escape him,

" Whether another Rmite in Railway
language meant a Branch line ?

"
It is needless to state that we got

out at the very next station.
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A HINT TO LOUIS NAPOLEON.
'THE POPE HAS THREATENED TO EXCOMMUNICATE THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON."-/1/^ Paper.
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PAUL-PRYISM AT THE POST-OFFICE.

THE question, Who 'd be an e/npluyt- in the Post-Office at Liverpool ?

will probably suggest itself io the reflective reader, on perusal of the

dozen interrogatories following, which the Postmaster of Liverpool,
"
acting on his own authority alone," has (the Daily News informs us)

lately "judged it expedient'" to put to his "subordinates," but also

fellow-servants :

" P. O., Liverpool, Aug. 24.

" For MB. , who I request will carefully answer the following questions, for

the information of the Postmaster-General:
"

1. Where do you reside?
"

i. What rent do you pay? what taxes?
"

3. Do you pay the relit quarterly, monthly, or weekly ?
"

4. Have you any income beside that received in your official capacity, here, or

do you carry oil or share profits in any kind of business. If so, state particulars?
"5. What family have you? If you have any children state their ages, and

whether any of them i-< in' employment; and if so, the wages received, and by
whom employed ?
"

6. Did your expenditure for the year ended 31st July last exceed your income ?

If so, what amount?
"

7. State as nearly as you can the principal items of expenditure, and what
caused the excess ?

'
8, State the amount of your debts, and to whom they are owing?

"
9. From whom have you borrowed money during the last two years ? When

did you borrow it, and has any portion of it been repaid ? Have you undertaken to

repay debts by weekly instalments or otherwise ?

"10. Have you lent money to any person in this office? If so, state his name,
the amount, and when the transaction occurred ; also, whether such money or any
portion of it, has been repaid ?
"

11. Are you a bondsman for any person (whether connected with this office or

not) who has borrowed money from a loan society ? If so, state his name, address,
the sum you are surety for, and when the loan was contracted ; also the name of

the Society from which the loan was obtained?
"12. State the circumstances fully which led to your present pecuniary embar-

rassment?"

Inquisitive as these inquiries may appear, to our mind they are not

half Paul-Prying enough. The object oeing, of course, to ascertain the

social character and habits of the clerk, we should recommend the

Eitting
of such questions as the following, which the Postmaster of

iverpool, or any other place, when he fancies it
"
expedient," is at

liberty to use :

" What expensive tastes have you ? Are you fond of periwinkles ?

Do you indulge in tea and shrimps, or sport mauve ties on Sundays ?

Have you ever bought cigars at higher price than three a penny ? If

so, state how long you contrive to make them last.

"Do you wear bluchers or highlows ? Do you buy them second-

hand ? and how much do you give for them ? Corduroys are cheap :

have you ever tried them ? When late in going to office, do you ever
hire a cab ? If so, [how much shoe-leather do you conceive it saves

you?" What was your wife's character and name before you married her ?

State how old she called herself; and, as near as you can guess, state

what her age now really is. Can she cook a mutton chop, or boil a

cabbage, without spoiling it ? How much do you allow her yearly for

her pin-money ? What colour are her eyes ? If she has red hair, state

what dye she uses.
"How do you spend your Sundays ? Do you ever go to Church P

For how long a time can you listen to a sermon without being sent to

sleepby it P

"What drink do you affect ? Do you like beer neat, or prefer a go
of gin in it ? How many half pints do you consume per diem, and how
many nights a-week do you retire without a

'

nightcap ?
'

" Have you got a latch-key ? And if you stay out after twelve, does

your wife always sit up for you ?
" Do you keep a servant ? and if so. how can you afford it ? And

would it not be wiser if you made the beds yourself, and your wife did

all the housework P
"
Are your children bandy-legged ? Do any of them squint P Have

they all good appetites ? When they are all at home, how long, on the

average, does a leg of mutton last you ? When your wife has a new
baby, does she ever make you get up in the night and rock the cradle ?

State what are your Night Thoughts upon such occasions, and whether
the loss of sleep does not next day make you drowsy, and unfit you
for your duties.

" What are your favourite pleasures ? Have you ever seen the

Derby, a man hung, or a prize-fight ? State which you prefer, and give
your reasons for your preference." Do y9u know a serious family ? Does your wife keep a missionary
box ? Did you ever read a tract ? State how many you would back
yourself to get through in a fortnight, supposing you 'd a pipe and a

glass of grog to help you." How do you spend your evenings ? Are you fond of skittles ? Can
you sing a comic song, play a rubber, or the flute ? What is the largest
sum you have ever lost at loo ? and have you ever in your life played it

without losing ?
" What books do you read ? And do you

'

keep a book ?
'

If so,
mention how you stand for the next Newmarket Meeting. Do you

J

buy Punch every week, or content yourself with borrowing it ? Have
j

you read Fistiaiia ? Do you know the writer ? Have you ever hob-

nobbed with the man who does the
'

fancy
'
business for Sell's Life ?

[f you chanced to meet TOM SATEKS, would you not consider it an

loaour to shake hands with him ?
" Have you ever, when in London, spent an evening at Cremorne ?

and if so, state how much it cost you, and did you leave before the

Ireworks ?
"
So far as you have heard, is your family respectable ? Have any of

your relatives been ever tried for shop-lifting, or for committing high-

way robber}-, burglary, or murder ? Have you ever felt your fingers

itch to rob a till, or pick a pocket ; and do you think that forgery at all

runs in your family P
" Were you ever drunk ? If so, state how many times, as far as you

can count them; and give an estimate of what you drank on each

occasion.
"
Did you ever steal a knocker, or bonnet a policeman, or clamber

up a lamp-post, or pass the night at Bow Street ?

"How long do your hats last? Do you keep a cat? And has

your mother sold her mangle ?

A RUB FOR A EAILWAY.

WHEN Parliament is up one sees strange things in the papers. Here
for instance, is a specimen, which we copy from the Times of about a

fortnight since :

' A RAILWAY TRAIN STOPPED BY MUSHROOMS. '
I was travelling last week,'

writes a Correspondent of the Durham Advertiser, 'by a railway on the English side .

of the borders of South Wales, when we hapjieued to pass a field strown with a most
luxuriant growth of mushrooms. I had hardly remarked the circumstance to my
companion when we felt the train suddenly stop, and looking out to the front we
saw, to our astonishment, the driver jump off the engine, vault the fence, and pro-
ceed to fill his hat with the treasure. In a moment the guard was over the fence

following his example, which, as may be supposed, was infectious, for in less than
half a minute every door was thrown open and the field covered with the passengers,

every one of whom brought back a pretty good hatfull. Not till this desirable

result was attained did we proceed on our journey, some of us wondering whether
we had been dreaming, and whether, instead of the Welsh borderland, we were not

travelling by some newly constructed forest line in the far west of America. We
begged tne guard, who did not seem quite comfortable about the joke, to have the

place entered for the future in his line of route as ' The Mushroom Station.'
"

It certainly sounds strange to hear of the stoppage of a railway train by
mushrooms

; but, had the incident occurred upon the Eastern Counties

Kailway, we assuredly should not have felt so much surprised at it.

The trains upon that line travel so like snails, that the least thing in

the world would suffice to check their progress. Were an Eastern
Counties engine-driver to pull up an express, that he might] go and
catch a butterfly, or to stop a special train that he might get a pint of

beer, or try and find a sixpence that he happened to have dropped, we
should view it as an every day and ordinary occurrence. Punctuality
and speed are so very little studied on the Eastern Counties Railway, that

we question if the guard would condescend to make a note of so trivial

a matter as the delay of half an hour or so in the arrival of a train.

Indeed, supposing that a stoker ch'ose to go and gather blackberries, or

to fly a kite, or play a game of marbles with the driver, we doubt if the

Directors, were the matter brought before them, would take the pains
to haul him over his own coals.

SINGULAR PHENOMENON IN THE CITY. Last week, in the Bank-

ruptcy Court, a Bankrupt
"

left the Court without the smallest stain

upon his character." The phenomenon, we are told, is to be exhibited
at a shilling a-head.
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" HALE ! FELLOW !

"

\VHAT an incarnation of grace and graciousness is our

friend ARCHDEACON HALE ! Some of the inmates of the

Charterhouse (perhaps COLONEL NXWCOMX among them)
have ventured to think that their quiet life, awl opp9r-
t.nnities of calmly studying events may not be disqualifi-

C it ions for their exercising the duty of a voter at elections.

In other words, they have sought to he placed on the

register. They are opposed and by \vhomP By MR.
BUOWN for the Conservative Association, or hy MR. SjiiTir

for the Liheral Registration, or any other persons interested

in the game of politics ? No. The man who comes down
to get the names stricken oil' is ARCHDEACON HALE, the

Master of the Charterhouse the man whose guests these

<renllemen are. And moreover, he succeeds in demolishing
their claims. Bless HALE, and may his pluralities never

be less !

EXTREMELY OBJECTIONABLE.

MR. PUNCH cannot accord unqualified approbation to

!
the conduct of a gaol-chaplain's pet, who, on taking steps

i
to re-establish himself in the world, left the following

impertinent liberty with DR. WATTS in the drawer of the

tradesman from whom (in his absence) the pet obtained

the meaus of again starting in life.

"
Why should I deprive my neighbour,
Of his goods against his will?"

'Cos to work, myself, is a bore,

So I borrows from your till.

IGNORANCE WAS BLISS.

We had a Gentleman here, only last v:eck, as took a sketch ofWaiter.
"

Yes, Sir.

that very 'ill, Sir."

Artist (abstractedly).
"
Oh, indeed ! Was he an Artist ?

"

Waiter (indignantly).
"
Oh, no! Sir, a perfect

The Fees of Hippocrates.

IN delivering the introductory lecture at St. Ge9rge's

Hospital last Saturday, MR. HENRY C. JOHNSON said the

student of medical history would find "that with HIPPO-

CRATES originated the practice of taking notes." But

what doctor was it who originated the practice of taking

guineas ?

TO BE ADDED TO THE SERIES.

WE are informed that
" France is the only nation that

wages war for an idea." This idea is the newest, the most

daring, most startling, and, at, the same time, the most

original of all the
"
Idees Napoleoiiieniics." Of itself, this

one idea is worth the whole series put together.

A WIFE ON CONSCIENCE AND BRIBERY.
" My DEAR MR. PUNCH,

" As my husband was reading his paper at Irealcfast this

morning, he burst out laughing, and 1 asked what at 'i So then he

read:
" Wakeficld Election Commission, Ac. &c. She told him the Yellows were a

'scabby' lot; that the Blues had been at her house, and had counted out :;0 in

gold for her husband to vote for CHARLESWORTH ; her husband said lie should violate

his conscience if he did so. for he had promised to vote for LKATHAK: and then

MKS. BEAVMOXT said to her husband,
' Put the gold in one of your pockets, and

your conscience in the other, and see which is best.'
"

"
I said,

'
I am sure I don't see what there is to laugh at in that."

' No !

'
lie said, 'don't yon think MRS. BEAUMONT'S view of conscience

very absurd ?
'

That 's how men always talk. As if conscience had

anything to do with voting at elections and all that sort of thing.

Conscience is not stealing or cheating such as watering milk and

putting alum into bread, not giving 250 for 300 yards of cotton, not

selling an inferior dress pretending it to be the same as the one in the

window that is what conscience is, and not anything in politic?,

because they are all fiddle, and so I told WILLIAM, which he only

laughed all the more. 'Oh, WILLIAM!" I said, 'you stupid,' for he

made me so angry; 'and I'll tell you what conscience is, besides.

Conscience is, when men go and dine at their Club, staying out

late, and keeping their poor wives sittitiy up, and going to the theatre

ly themselves ! and having oysters for supper, and liome sometimes not

till three otfour in the morning' And 1 think I had him there, though
he tried to laugh it off; but I said, 'No, WILLIAM, don't tell me, con-

science begins at home, by our own fireside, and so far from being con-

trary to voting according to yonr interest, a truly conscientious man
would take his wife's advice, and be glad of the opportunity to make a

little money to go towards /iottselcetph/ff and the expenses of a family,
which his first consideration ought to be his duty as a father and a

husband. Do pray employ your powerful pen to force that upon your

male readers, as many as have got wives, and make &empractise con-

science, instead of winch those good-for-nothing politics very often only

tend to distract their attention from their business and those whom

they are bound to comfort and_cherish, and I remain,
"
Your constant reader whenever I get a chance,

" MARTHA TABBY."

"
P.S. "What with the dreadful Income-Tax and all the other horrid

taxes that Parliament imposes upon us, I say it is only fair
^and

reasonable that Members should pay us something in return. M. T."

" What's Sauce for the Goose is Sauce for the Gander."

THE East Lancashire Railway Company have been fined at Preston,

because one of their Engines has been caught smoking.
Mr. Punch, who likes his cigar while travelling, and hates to be told

"
Smoking strictly prohibited, Sir," can only say,

"
Sarve 'em right."

TRUE HARMONY.

MAZZINI has tendered his blessing and adhesion to VICTOR

EMMANUEL. But VERDI (one of the Parmese deputies) says, that

in the Italian 'opera at present performing, there is no place for the

Benediction of the Daggers.

CRAZY BEN.

As soon as the fact transpired that Big Ben was cracked, everybody
said that he ought to be sent to an asylum.

A DINNER TRAIT. MR. GLADSTONE always eats with a three-

pronged fork. Frequently is he puzzled from not knowing which prong
\
to begin with first. Many a beautiful chop has he lost in this way !
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EXHIBITION OF THE WORKS OF VERY EARLY
MASTERS.

CONSIDERABLE excitement has prevailed of late in juvenile artistic

circles, in consequence of a proposal to get up an Exhibition of the
works of very young, or early, British Masters. The proposition, we
hear, emanated from the MASTERS SMITH, whose name is too well
known to need a word of introduction, and whose nursery has long
been quite a nursery of art. Directly they conceived the felicitous

idea, the MASTERS SMITH held daily meetings with themselves for the

purpose of determining how they might work it put : and in order to

secure the best advices on the suoject, they took into their confidence
their friends the MASTERS BROWN, whose practical suggestions proved
of infinite assistance in bringing the conception to a tangible result.
At the hint of MASTERS BKOWN, the MASTERS SMITH obtained parental
leave to use their nursery as the room where the projected Exhibition
should be held; the leave or lease, being however only granted on
condition that all visitors on entrance were to mind and wipe their
shoes.

Having settled these preliminaries, the MASTERS SMITH and BROWN
formed themselves forthwith into a Hanging Committee, and issued
notices at once to all the nurseries adjacent, that the works for
exhibition might be instantly sent in. It being thought desirable, as

space was somewhat limited, to confine the show to specimens of one
especial branch of art, much anxious cogitation was expended in deter-

mining which the one should be that the Committee should select.
The MASTERS SMITH inclined to vote for the Very Early Outline, or
Slate Pencil School of drawing"; while the BROWNS, being Masters
somewhat more advanced, proposed that Water Colour artists only
slwuld exhibit, they having themselves recently received a box of

paints, which they doubtless thought would place them far a-head of
all competitors. The matter being formally referred to MASTER
GREEN, that young arbitrator settled the question in dispute by
deciding that the SMITHS and BKOWNS should meet on neutral ground ;

and that the Exhibition should include none but works of the Black
Figure, or Sticking Plaister School, in which he (MASTER GREEN) had
principally studiedf. After much debating, this decision was agreed
to

;
a result owing mainly to MASTER GREEN'S mamma, who promised

a supply of open tarts to the Committee, if they would consent to carry
out the suggestion of her pet.
As is commonly the case in all our Fine Art Exhibitions, the works

which were sent in were more than there was room for, and the hanging
became literally a matter of suspense. The usual rule, however, was
adopted by the hangers; and inasmuch as pleasing everybody was
quite out of the question, they determined to please nobody except, of
course, themselves. Their own works being placed in the very best

positions,
the remaining space was filled up with whatever came most

handy, and chanced to be a fit.

Last Monday being the day fixed for the private view, we enjoyed
the usual privilege of gratuitous admission. This favour being of

course a gag to hostile criticism, we
feel at liberty to make but few ad-
verse remarks. To begin at the

beginning, of the works we chiefly
noticed, we may mention No. 1,

| which we heard an Early Master at

-^
our elbow call a Wunner. This in-

teresting picture is entitled simply
.'/", and is the work of MASTER
WHITE, aged four years and three
weeks. Not having the felicity of

knowing MRS. WHITE, of course
we cannot state whether the likeness be correct ; and we should cer
tainly in gallantry incline to the conviction, that MRS. WHITE is surely
not so black as she is painted. But although perhaps fair justice is not
done to her complexion, our readers will perceive from our engravin"
of the picture there

;
is a breadth of design about the bottom of the

igure, which seems taken from the Crinoline, if not exactly from the
11101

In MASTER JONES'S Sister Annie (No. 22) the Crinoline is handled
with even greater freedom, and its outlines
are depicted in all their naked truth. There
is a charming boldness in this treatment of
the nude, which stamps the work at once
as a very early masterpiece. An artist of
maturer years than MASTER JONES would
have probably not ventured on so delicate
a subject. MASTER JONES however being,
as the Catalogue informs us, aged only five,
no doubt enjoys the privilege of using as a
studio his elder sister's dressing-room, and
his tender years prevent him from seeing
cause to shrink from revealing what he
sees there. <

The next work we may mention is entitled My Biy Brother, and
represents a swell of clearly the first water, judging from the way in

which his pegtops are puffed out. The observer
will observe the careful treatment of the whiskers,
which plainly have the h-air of being studied from
the life. There is a something in their handling
which appears to us to show that they have re-

cently been twiddled ; and judging from the look
of their protuberant exuberance, we should say
the greatest pains had been taken with their

growl li.

Very few landscapes have been sent to be
exhibited

;
but in animal as well as architectural

depiction, the very early masters have come out
in great force. There is, however, this defect among the latter of
these artists, that their houses, nearly all of them, lean one way or

another; in fact, we can't remember one which looked perfectly

upright. There is, moreover, sad monotony in the drawings, being all

the same in their design, every house having a window on each side of
the door, and all the chimneys being stuck just in the middle of the
roof. With the animal painters too there is a like sameness of subject.

Fully nineteen out of twenty of them have painted nothing else but

horses, nearly all of which are taken in precisely the same attitude,
the legs being all of them extended to the utmost, and a fly-away
appearance being given to the tails. There is a woodenness, moreover,
and a stiffness in the drawings which inclines us to believe that the

young masters in this school are content to use their rocking-horses in

the lieu of living models, and do not as a rule pursue their studies from
the life.

Reverting to the figure pictures, we select for special mention No. 84.

This work of art is called in the Catalogue, John
'/"/'", ins, and may be viewed as a fine specimen of

the domestic school. The attitude is clearly formed
from the best models, and shows a power of ob-

servation which, we think, reflects great credit on
the artist. From the adjunct of the supper tray,
we are led to think the artist is of somewhat
ripened years, and has had entrance in the holi-

days to some country "evening party," where
stale sandwiches and negus are still handed as

"refreshments" between the polkas and quad-
rilles.

No. 99 is a still more ambitious picture, and is noticeable as being
the only work exhibited in which there is more than one figure repre-

sented, and anything like composition is in any way aspired to. The
incident depicted is one with which most children are probably familiar,
and which the youthful artist no doubt studied from the life. Any one

who has frequented any of our Parks,
must have seen perambulators stopped
by the military, and their wretched
little inmates left to swelter in the

sun, while the nursemaid and the
soldier interchange their loving
vows.
We have only now to add, that this

Fine Art Exhibition will be opened
in a day or two. we believe, indeed,
as soon as the admission fee is fixed.

Much anxious discussion has been
held upon this point, it being of

course desired that, for the interests of Art, the Exhibition should be
popular, and it being of course also wished that it should pay. As far
as we can learn, the Committee seemed inclined to fix a penny as the
price of a single entrance ticket, and we believe a week's admission
will be guaranteed for sixpence. These prices, it is reckoned, will

defray all the expenses of string, gum, paste, and tin tacks, and other
costs incurred in the hanging of the pictures ;

while the surplus (if any)
will be spent by the Committee in the purchase of tops, marbles, brandy-
balls, and lollipops, and similar incentives to the progress of High
Art.

A Venial Offence.

AMONG the offences specified against a certain audacious Vicar, in
whose case the BISHOP OF OXFORD is about to issue a commission of
inquiry, is the

"
suffering the reading-desk to be desecrated by a number

f bricks being placed there." We should rather have thought the
offending V icar's congregation would have been thankful to have a

((

brick
'

in the pulpit, considering how sadly familiar one is with
sticks" in the same

P9sition. Besides, how can the BISHOP OF
OXFORD object to bricks in the pulpit, considering that, whenever he
preaches himself, there is a whole pillar of the Church there ?

FASHIONABLE ANNOUNCEMENT. MR. MERRIMAN has arrived in
Town from a provincial tour, in a pair of Knickerbockers.
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NOT A BAD JUDGE.

Alimcntlte Hoy. "Mv EYK, TOMMY, WOULDN'T I LIKE TO BOARD IN THAT 'OUSE,
JUST !

"

WANTED-AN UNCOMMON PRAYER-BOOK.

LANGUAGE that was good enough for such ecclesiastics

as JEREMY TAYLOR, HALL, STILLINGFLEET, TILLOTSON,
SOUTH, BARROW, PORTEUS, and BLOMFIELD, is not. it

seems, good enough for 460 parsons of the present day.

They memorialise the QUEEN to have the old English
words taken out of the Prayer-Book, and doubtless would
substitute the elegancies of penny-a-lining in lieu of what
is

"
obsolete." A writer in the 'illustrated News remarks

that the next attack will be upon our other old books, and
that we may have "to tremble for the Book, for our

SHAKSPEARE, and our BACON." We confess to reserving
our terrors for the last-mentioned case. As for the Prayer-
Book, there was an old cold Wind-Bag called GOETHE, who
protested against the plain language of the Decalogue, as-

coarse
;
and who, for instance, wished the command which

specially condemns Poi'E Pius, changed into
" Thou

really oughtest not to raise thine hand in anger against

any fellow-being." The old cold man's maunderings found
no acceptation. We do not expect that any of the 460
delicate parsons will have the inquiry in the matrimonial

service,
" Who giveth this woman to be married to this

man" transferred into,
"
May I inquire from whose charge

this amiable [young] lady is to be transferred to that of

her interest ing fiance ?
" But about our BACON. That is

serious. The tithe pig question has been more or less

satisfactorily adjusted. But "obsolete" means rusty, and
if under pretence that our BACON is rusty, any parson is

to rush in and confiscate it our Blood Boils, as the corre-

spondents of the penny papers write when a prig is sent

to prison. The parsons must let our BACON alone or

we have done many a rash act, and they may behold a
Rasher. ARCHBISHOP LAUD! DOCTOR DODD! Ha! Are
we understood ? We are glad of it.

" None of that Air."

A PROMISING Trinity College Dublin man was under
examination in Greek the other day, and being asked to

give an example of the First Aorist, promptly responded,"
Well, I suppose MR. GREEN may be called that," adding,

for the general information of the Examiners,
"
I see his

big balloon go up from Cremorne Gardens."

A .Rt/Sff-LiGHT. A Meteor.

HOW SCIIAMYL WAS CAUGHT.

THE translations which the newspapers have given of the Russian
commander's despatch, in which he describes the taking of SCIIAMYL,
are all incorrect. It is extremely unfair that the invariable veracity of

the Russians should be thus perverted. We have taken pains to

re-translate the account, which, as given below, tallies, as will be seen,
with the general impression in St. Petersburg as to the mode in which
the valiant Circassian was captured :

"
To His Imperial Majesty the EMPEROR OF ALL THE RUSSIAS.

"
SIRE, I am happy to inform your Majesty that the arch-rebel

SCHAMKL is in my power ;
but I must add that he lias been dearly

bought, by the sacrifice of many of the images, if not of Providence, of

your Majesty, which is the same thing." On discovering that he was in a certain fortress, which I had thought
would be his refuge, I instantly made an advance ; and, in fact, I

advanced twenty thousand rubles to the commanders of the outposts.

By one of those visitations of Providence which always overtake your
Majesty's enemies, these officers were, that very night, miraculously
stricken with deafness and blindness, so that we passed their positions
undiscovered.

"
1 then determined to surprise the sentinels, and your Majesty can

hardly imagine their surprise when a volley of silver rubles was fired

with unerring aim into their pockets. Under that effective fire they
rapidly succumbed, and left the ground free to your Majesty's victo-

rious troops."
The more delicate operation of forcing the gates without alarming

the garrison had then to be attempted, and it was difficult
;
but, what

are difficulties in the way of soldiers who are doing your Majesty's
work ? The resources of military science enabled me to achieve this

object- ;
and by the employment of keys made of the best silver, the

gates swung open without noise, and the day was our own.
"
Haying ascertained the house in which the brave but misguided

Circassian chieftain was hidden, I instantly directed a charge ; and

your Majesty will find that charge, to the amount of 200,000 rubles*

duly entered in the accounts of the army. Everything went down
before us, including the bars of the door of SCHAMYL'S house, and in

a few moments the redoubted chief was your Majesty's prisoner." Thus was gained a great victory by your Majesty's arms, as they
appear upon the reverse of your Majesty's coins.

" Where all behaved so well, it were almost invidious to point out any
one for distinction, but I must venture to recommend to jour Majesty's

august notice the gallant COLONEL DIDDLEDOFF, whose adroit

management, in passing off upon some of the sentinels nearly all the

bad money which your Majesty's Jews had supplied for payment of the

peasantry, effected a considerable saving in the cost of the expedition."
Humbly laying this account at the feet of your Imperial Majesty,

. "lam, &c., &c.,
"
Ghounib." "BARIATINSKI (Prince).

1*

Baron Bramwell's Last Decision.

A MAN may be a very bail judge of his own actions, and yet a very

good judge of the actions of others, especially actions-at-law. If called

upon for an example of this illustrious truth, perhaps I might feel

inclined to quote myself. I may say, and do say it fearlessly, that

without precedent, 1 am the very best judge of the kind.

PAULLO PEJORA CANAMUS.

PEOPLE ask why SIR JOHN DEAN PAUL is to be released, while

numbers of the persons he ruined are condemned to hard labour for

the rest of their lives. Is it because Paul's Chain runs out of

Godliman Street r

1

ANOTHER JUDGMENT OF PARIS. A young lady, being asked what
was her notion of the Anglo-Franco alliance, replied,

"
English heads

and French bonnets."

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper WOburn Place, anil; Frederick M illicit Eyans, of No. 19, Queen's Road West, Regent's Park, both in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the Countj
Printer', at their Office in Lombard street, in the Tiecinct of Uhitetriars, in the City of London, and published by them at No. *5, Heet brreet, ir. the Paribh of St, Bride,
Londi n. SATURDAY, October Ij, lyyj.

ty of Middlesex,
in the City of
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INVIDA .ETAS.

"Hullo! O'd Ft II' r
,

tl'is rlimaif dmxii't seem to suit you; youhad letter

go to Madeira, it don't rain there, and you'll suit the climate."

IMAGINARY CONVERSATION.
POPE PEBUGIA. KING BOMBALINO.

" The POPE is about to have an interview with the KINO OF NAPLES." Journal
dei Vibatt.

The Pope. Evil times indeed, your Majesty, evil times. Even this

Tokay, priceless and matchless as it is, seems scarcely so good as in

other days.
The King. My lamented father had the honour as I learn by a

memorandum in his Hours of sending some few bottles to meet your
Holiness on a certain return to Rome in April, 1850. Was it then that

the flavour was so agreeable to your Holiness ?

The Pope. Ah ! The wine was welcome more so, perhaps, than a

few French friends who did me the kindness to taste it. But this is a

world of misery, sorrow, and wretchedness, and was intended to be so,

as is affectingly observed by that Irish Archbishop whose barbarous
name ever escapes me. To your health, my son, and may you tread in

the footsteps of that beatified saint, your father.

The King. That I may be worthy to do so haudpassibus eequis !

The Pope (smiles). So ! We know other Latin than our prayers ?

Nay, do not look ashamed, my son
;

it is not of heathen writers that I

would have you beware. Mantuan literature is harmless enough, would
that I could say as much of that of Paris.

The King. My confessor does not object to French novels, your
Holiness, and they go exceedingly well with a cigar.

The Pope. I have every confidence in that good man's discretion and

piety ;
and fiction, which is but parable, is a recognised form even of

religious instruction. It was against journals and political writings
that I meant to caution you.

The King. I never permit myself to be bored, your Holiness, if I can

help it.

The Pope. Right, my son. For an anointed sovereign owes it to
Providence to keep his brain in perfect order, and ready for emer-

gencies a fatigued or irritated mind is therefore a sin. And now,
what pleasant news have you to tell me of your power and will to aid
the Church against the brigands of liberty?

The King. 1 have given the subject your Holiness, as was my duty,
the most profound and earnest consideration.

The Pope. Not, I am sure, dear son, forgetting to ask counsel where
Kings are especially privileged to ask it ?

The King. Of course I consulted my confessor, your Holiness.
The Pope. And the result was, that you were inspired with wisdom,

my dear son, and led to see the one course that is open to a true
Catholic and good son of the Church.

The King. Can your Holiness doubt it ? I humbly hope that the
plan which we have devised will be found calculated in the most

eminent degree to secure the interests of the Church, and the safety of

her Head.
The Pope. My good son. I would that I had a Golden Rose in my

carpet-bag for you, but it shall be yours meantime here (taking out

an ivory box) is one of the corns of the blessed Saint Adiposa, on
account.

The King. Cor meum Iretat. (Crosses himself, and puts the corn Mo
his goldfusee-box).

The Pope. And now, and now, tell me. What is our scheme?
Bless you !

The King. Beatus sum. Your Holiness is doubtless acquainted with
the statistics of the Two Sicilies ?

The Pope. Of course I know everything, but tell me, nevertheless.

The King. When our army is on a peace footing
The Pope. Which, mi ftli, it never ought to be. Is this a world of

peace
? Nonpacem, set! ensem. I am sure that your Majesty's confessor

has not forgotten those words.
The King. I will make a point of asking him. Meantime, your

Holiness, I was about to say that when our army is on a peace footing,
it numbers about 56,000 thousand men. When on a war footing, it

has considerably over 100,000 men.
The Pope. Bless them ! Raise them, and send them at GARIBALDI.
The King. Might I be permitted to unfold our scheme, your Holiness
The Pope. Perge, perge. But we old men are impatient, and I long

to know the earliest day when your gallant troops will be launched

against that bloody and devouring boar who is rooting up the vines of

Ecclesia, and trampling her precious grapes under his hoofs of Satan.

The King. My first duty is to the Church, your
Holiness.

The Pope. Right, my noble son, right ;
and therefore arise and slay

her enemies. (Rubs his hands.) The Romagna shall be even as

Perugia, yea, and ten times more. I chastised Perugia with whips,
but you, my Rehoboam, shall chastise the whole Romagna with

scorpions.
The King (aside). What's a Rehoboam, and what does the excited

old party mean by his scorpions ? What a beestly idea ! (To his Guest)
Sfour Holiness, 1 have now to submit to you that the dominions to

which I have been left heir by that adorable saint, my father, comprise
twenty-four thousand five hundred and sixty-three square Italian

miles.

The Pope. I hope your brave soldiers will kill exactly that number
of rebels. It will be a good standard to aim at. If they go a little

beyond it, we will ensure their forgiveness at the hands of the saints.

The King. This is without computing the island territory, which,
added, will make thirty-two thousand, five hundred and thirty square
miles.

The Pope. A much better number, my dear son, a much better num-
ber to keep in the minds of your noble generals. Kill that number,
my dear son, and the day you send me the certificate of their deaths,
I will send you the left eyelid of Saint Onisephorus. I swear it. Kill

'em all, my son.

The King. Now, it has occurred to me, your Holiness, and to my
confessor, and to the Commander-in-Chief or my army, and to all who
have a voice in the matter, that, our first duty being to the Church

The Pope. Yes, yes, you said that. Use not vain repetitions get
on, my son.

The King. It is above all things necessary to keep a safe and secure

refuge for the Head of the Church, against the time when, his French

guards being removed, his own children hasten to expel him from
his own home. Therefore, your Holiness, and considering that

100,000 men are not a soul too many to take care of the Sicilies, our
scheme is, in order to fulfil our duty, which

The Pope. You are impertinent, my son.

The King. Heaven forbid ! Our scheme is to keep our soldiers for

the defence of our own dominions, should thev be attacked. Then,
should men of Belial assail your Holiness, there is a refuge
The Pope (rising, and in a rage). You are an eternal humbug, my

son, and a fool, and an ass, and a heretic, and a beast. Give me back

my corn give me back my corn ! Satan has got hold of you, give me
back my corn, I say ! My carriage ! Instantly ! You the son of KING
FERDINAND, whom the wicked called BOMBA you ! Vade retro. An
idiot, a clown, an unredeemable blockhead ! Golden Rose a thistle

would be more in your way, my son. And you 've made the holy corn
smell of your cursed tobacco ! By the Eleven Thousand Virgins, 1

have nine minds to nunyuam mem. My carriage ! Ourr you
swine ! [Exit.

King. Tantame aniwis calestibm irtef what's the opera to-nignt?

THE READER IS REQUESTED KOT TO LAUGH.

WHEN is a man out of date ? When he's a weak back! !! Baron
Bramwell.

THE SCHOOLMASTER'S PATERNAL ADVICE." The world, my Son,
is but a large copy-book, and I need not point out to you with what

very little wisdom it is ruled."

VOL. xxxvn.
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MONCKTON MILNES ON THE MAINE LAW.

HERE is a secular cant,
as well as a religious
cant. For example,
lecturing philanthro-
pists are constantly
ascribing the crime of

the country chiefly to

drink. At the Social

Science Congress at

Bradford, the other

day, MB. MONCKTON
MILSES, in refutation
of this particular cant,

honestly said,

"Itappearsto me, how-
ever, to be asserted with-
out sufficient foundation,
thtit the crime of any
country is mainly de-
pendent on the con-

sumption of intoxicating
drinks, and that the
higher morality of man-
kind mainly depends on
abstinence from thia gra-
tification."

What moral nations
the Mahometans
ought to be, tee-

totallers of twelve
centuries standing !

What an innocent
race ought thin pota-
tions to have rendered

our mild Hindoos ! A set of would-be censors of British manners and customs are still

plotting and contriving the introduction of the Maine Law, so as to prevent a man without a
cellar from getting a glass of ale. On this project of those pedantic busy-bodies, again hear
MOKCKTON MILNES :

I feel, however, that whatever we do in this matter, we must do it fairly between all these classes. You
must not leave me and my LOUD BROUGHAM our claret and our sherry, and, in the words of the old song

" Rob the poor man of his beer."

" You must not allow to us all the comforts and socialities of life, and deprive the artisan of the localitywhich is his club and his soirgc, and that before you have built him a decent house to go to, or taught his
wife to dress his supper. Beware of the patronising benevolence which would debar the working classes
from all gaiety of heart and manners except such as your refinement of taste may appreciate, and rather
endeavour to raise their standard of pleasure than to restrict then- present enjoyments."

Yes, you iniquitous Pumps, if you are to have a just Maine Law, you must pass an Act
to prohibit the importation of Port, Claret, Burgundy, Champagne, Cognac, Schiedam and
every other description of wine and spirit. Perhaps jou will maintain that the infamous
bribery and corruption which have just been brought home to so many respectable gentlemen
were owing to the

"
fermented beverages

"
which they are used to indulge in. But what

if there is a votary of temperance among the corruptionists P Why, then you will ignore

jj-' ^ >ou do tlle Turks and tne Brahmins. If common thieves became thieves from
addicting themselves to beer, of course uncommon thieves, such as criminal bankers and
embezzling trustees, began to deviate from the path of rectitude in consequence of taking
their glass of sherry. Peradventure you will assert that they did.
A Maine Law is a law for schoolboys. Its advocates are a set of would-be self constituted

pedagogues to the grown population. They want to shut the public-houses against the
public, as though the public wore pinafores. Perhaps these disciplinarians would if they
could, make the public wear pinafores. Perhaps they desire to persuade the naughty peopleto allow themselves to be occasionally hoisted, and rjeceive wholesome correction from the
hands of their amateur preceptors with a switch. People, indeed, who are capable of
allowing themselves to be subject to childish restraints may well be expected to submit to
the chastisement of children. Anyhow, they deserve to be whipped. Liberty for ever!
even the liberty to get drunk. Where there is no freedom there is no virtue : where men
are disabled from drinking there is no sobriety. Keep brandy out of the reach of infants-
lock it up in lunatic asylums. But desist, O ye Pumps, from urging Society to allow youto put it in a strait-waistcoat, and a high chair and a slobbering-bib. If you cannot be
quiet, go the whole Pump, and clamour for a law which will not only close the pot-house but
prevent you from fuddling yourselves in your own apartments.

A Volume of Sentences.

IT seems that Big Ben is to be cut into four pieces, so as to let him down easy. "Weshould be more gentle in the blows we inflict on tis fallen favourite, though we suppose it
is in human nature to strike one who has been so immeasurably above us all. We think
sufficient punishment has already been passed upon poor Ben, for not only has hebeen beaten, hung, and drawn, but now he is to be quartered; and we actually had the
cruelty to make him r,ng his own. death-knell as well. In fact, 'its life may be compaedto a set of the Newgate Calendar tor it has been nothing but a series of trials that
comprised volume upon volume of "sentences;" every one of which has been carried into

THE CABMAN'S PROGEESS.
" Much remains for us to do, but the advance of edu-

cation is certainly very marked. Classes once illiterate
now show a love of literature, the taste for which indeed
has even reached our Cabmen, who in demeanour and
civility are not the men they were." Social Science Speech,
October, 1859.

Am "
She wore a Wreath of Rotes."

HE wore a cape of oilskin
The night when first we met,

And rather husky seemed his voice
With recent heavy wet ;

His cab was of the shabbiest,
His horse mere skin and bone,

For cruelty to animals
No sentence then was known

;

I saw he was a bruiser,
And timidly did bow,

To an estimate of distance
No court would sanction now.

A flashly painted Hansom
When next we met he drove,

And all his chums regarded him
As quite a nobby cove :

I never knew him condescend
To take his legal fare,

Save once, when hired to Highgate,
For

"
he wanted change of air :

"

And though he drove as brisk a trade
As

any
cab in town,

I never heard him own that he
Had change for half-a-crown.

And once again I see that man,
No bully now is there,

He treats a lady civilly,

And takes Sixpence for his fare :

His cab no more is windowless,
No longer

"
screw "-propelled,

As in the good old time when he
The reins of power held.

I see him as my fancy paints,
And some may live to see :

For 'tis the age of progress
E'en with cabmanity !

TYPES OF LONGEVITY AND DISEASE.

THE great difference between the. French and
English Press is avertis&emens and advertise-
ments. By avertissemetis the one dies, by
advertisements the other lives. You may call it

a question of life and death. The only warning
that an English newspaper needs is the fact of
its circulation becoming less and less every
week ;

it then knows that it is gradually sink-

ing. The French government adopts, with
regard to the Press, the system vulgarly attri-

buted to apoplexy it generally gives three

warnings, and then the life of the poor patient
is suspended. The organs of the English Press
are full of health and vitality, whereas the life of
the French Press hangs upon a mere thread, that
can be cut short by the scissors of the Censor
at a moment's notice.

Square and Compass.
IT is perfectly right and proper for labourers

to combine in order to obtain a fair day's wages
for a fair day's work

; but any masons who will
suffer themselves to be bullied by other workmen
out of working on their own terms for whom-
soever they please, are at any rate no Free-
masons.

BALM FOR BLUE -STOCKINGS. Beauty is a

great thing, but Learning is better. In the esti-

mation of the ancients, even, the Muses counted
for three times as much as the Graces.
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THE REAL SCHOOL OF THE VIETTJES.

110 says the Golden Age of

Earth is o'er.

That
"
sweet Simplicity

"

afar has flown :

That open handed Largesse
rules no more,

But yields to Grasp and

Greed her empty throne ;

That men are hard, suspi-
cious of each other,

Son against father set, bro-

ther mistrusting brother P

Go, cynic preacher of such
4s of life

At Gloucester or at Wke-
field look and learn

;

There see men grizzled in

the world's hard strife,

Freer to spend than they
'

ve

been keen to earn :

See there a Christian CAR-

DEN, meek and mild,
"
In wit a man, simplicity a child."

Admire that confidence in brother man,
"

Which scorns receipts and asks for no accounts :

The child-like trust, that items scorns to scan,

And, placid, swallows the most gross amounts ;

The heart, that to the pocket guides the hand,
The liberal soul, that treat to any length will stand !

Lamb-like simplicity that stands to bleed,
it h the lancets of the legal herd :

Faith that, hopes all things even to succeed;
Faith that trusts all things e'en an agent's word;

ience, of sin, until detection, shriven:

Pure soul which bleeds to learn that bribes are really given.

QUACKS AND THEIR CONSTITUENTS.

Tin: following advertisement offers a good opening to four good
voluble quacks :

LONDON HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL.
Great Ormond Street, W C.

The BOABD of MANAGEMENT HEIiRiV GIVE NOTICE, that an ELECTION
to the following LECTURESHIPS will take place in OCTOBER :

1. Therapeutics and Materia Medica.
2. The Theory and Practice of Medicine.
8. Surgery as Modified by Homreopathy.
I. Midwifery and Diseases of Children, in Connection with Homoeopathy.

. Candidates fur these Lectureships are requested to send their Applications and
T. Mi ni ,!s t" the Board of Management, under cover to the Hon. Secretary of the

H""pitiil, lirforc the 15th of October.
N.B. All duly i]ualiticd practitioners are eligible for these appointment*.
Terms, hours, and further particulars will be advertised before the Session begins.

By order of the Board,

Sept. 8, 1859. RALPH BUCHAN, Hon. Sec.

"
Fools

" have been truly said to be
"
the game that knaves pursue :

"

but the sportsmen have usually to go and hunt the game up. In the

case of the London Homoepathic Hospital Medical School, however,
the game forms itself into a preserve, and invites the sportsman. The
subscribers to that institution will of course employ, as their medical

attendants, those practitioners whom they will have chosen to lecture

on the various homoeopathic humbugs assuming the name of medical
sciences. The proposed lectures present some points on which a

loquacious impostor might enlarge, to the great edification of his crazed
and credulous audience. For instance, lie might expatiate on the
infinite

divisibility of the materia medica and the atomic theory and

Eractice

of medicine.
"
Surgery, as modified by homoeopathy," would

e a very interesting theme; particularly if the lecturer could make out
the amputation of a limb to be practicable with an infinitesimal knife.

The treatment of some diseases of children, such as headache and belly-

ache, by infinitesimal doses of something like pastry and unripe fruit,,

would also form a very suitable subject for ingenious and delusive

eloquence. Much speaking would be required, and some will think,

might naturally be expected, from homoeopathic lecturers ; otherwise the
"hours" which were to be advertised should be seconds: and in

further conformity with the minute medical philosophy, the "terms "

also remaining for announcement might be farthings, if the lectures
were likely to be worth so much money.

GROSS ILLTREATMENT OF A GREAT PUBLIC
BENEFACTOR

MR. VICE-CHANCELLOR SIR W. PAGE WOOD, maybe a
very great

,
but lie is not the first, great lawyer who has written himself

down a bear, and a short-sighted bear into the bargain. Mr. /V/>.//

hopes his readers will agree with him, that SIR W. P. WOOD deserved
that title, when he ventured in his paper on Charitable Trusts, read
before the Social Science Association at Bradford, to give, as an

pie of what he calls
"
absurd and preposterous bequests," the case

of a test ator
" who divided his estate into two portions, one to be given

1o the fifteen prettiest young women in the parish, who were most
constant in their attendance at church ; and the other to the spinsters
of fifty years of age, possessing the same qualifications."
Absurd and preposterous, indeed ! Mi'. 1'iinrh would be glad to

know how many testators make half asgooda use of their money. Docs
SIR \V. P. WOOD think it no benefit to society to encourage the growth
of pretty girls, and their attendance at church ? If so, Mr. Punch begs
to differ from him toto calo, and devoutly to put up his prayer for just
such a testator in every parish in England. And don't let us be told

that leaving a nice little round sum to be distributed every year to the
fifteen prettiest girls in a place wouldn't encourage the breed. Don't
we see the agricultural societies, and the poultrycultural societies, and
the horticultural societies, and the societies for the culture of rabbits,
and canary-birds, and a thousand other things, going just the same way
to work to develope the growth of gigantic turnips, fat pigs, and sheep
and cattle, lop-ears of preternatural ugliness, mottlett mules, bright

golds, gigantic gooseberries, Brobdignagian grapes, and so forth ? And
can't we all speak from experience to the fact, that the prizes and the
medals these associations offer do develope the thing to be rewarded,
whether it be flavour or monstrosity in fruit and vegetables, ugliness in

rabbits, song and colour in canary-birds, or pinguitnde in beasts of the
field?

Let us then consider Sra W. P. WOOD'S "
absurd and preposterous

testator," as simply the founder of a
" PULCHRITUDICULTUBAL ASSO-

CIATION," in his native parish
;

or, if you want the English change for

such a very large piece of Latin coinage (almost, as bad as the name of
the Sociological Association itself), take it as

"
an association for the

cultivation of pretty girls;" an association, too, which, instead of a
paltry medal, or a twopenny-halfpenny 5 prize, holds out the fifteenth

share in a comfortable rent-roll a reward as superior to the usual '

trumpery tokens of honour, as a pretty girl is above a prize pig or a
gigantic cabbage. A

Note, too (as ME. B.TJSKIN would say), that this admirable bene-
factor of his species seeks to cultivate the growth not only of prettiness,
but of godliness with it, to say nothing of his supplemental bequest
for the fifteen fifty-year-old spinsters, who have best preserved their

good looks and church-going habits. Really, the more one thinks of

it, the more one is inclined to consider the man must have been one of
our greatest and profoundest social reformers, one who deserves to
be considered, in respect to women, what FISHEB HOBBS is to pigs, or i

MR. HCXTABLE to turnips.

Observe, he has gone in for encouraging spinsters at once in respect
for their own good looks and regard for religious observances. He has
thus hit the very blot of the elderly female character, its tendency to

separate good looks from good works and ways, as though devotion
were only compatible with dowdiness, and piety inseparable from a
poke bonnet and a sharp face under it.

An absurd and preposterous bequest ! ! Positively, the more we
revolve the matter, the more we feel inclined to say to everybody who
has a fortune to leave (and is aot disposed to leave it to Mr. Punch)," Go thou, and do likewise." Mr. Punch is not at all sure that he may
not leave his own colossal estate to found just such an association in

every parish in England. What an idea to hug on one's death-bed,
that one had laid the seed of generations of pious and pretty girls, and
pious and pretty old women, for grey hairs well worn have their own
charm

;
that one had helped the dowries of the one, and lightened the

loneliness of the others
;
that one had brought the flush of pleasure

into so many sweet young faces, and heightened the glow of so many
lovely and loving eyes : not forgetting the sadder, but not less sweet
thought of the faded beauty of spinsterhood reverently rewarded, in
its alliance with faith and love, and good-will and charity.
An "

absurd and preposterous bequest," indeed ! ! ! SIR WILLIAM
PAGE WOOD, Mr. Punch blushes for you !

PUSEYISM. The game is not worth its scandal.

WORSE AND WORSE.

IF you saw a pretty girl entering a convent, and you wished to

prevent it, what would yonr wish be ? A-nun-a-veiling.

THE LATEST DESCRIPTION OF Bow STREET
" KUNNERS." The

S'
eces produced at Covent Garden Opera by the Pyne and Harrison
auagement.
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A TOLERABLY BROAD HINT.

Cabby {after driving a couple of miles, suddenly stops opposite a roadside Public House). "On, I BEG YOUR PARDON, SIR, BUT YOU DIDN'T
SAY AS WE WAS TO PULL UP ANYWHERES, DID YOU, SlR ?

"

THE PIERIAN SPRINGS AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
THE Trustees of the British Museum are erecting drinking-fountains

fl the hybrid-looking portico in front of the building. This is in itself
DV no means a bad move

;
but it would be still better if they were to

allow the stream of their benevolence to flow a little more freely in-
side the house. The underpaid officials there, like scantily watered
)lants, present a remarkably dry appearance, and even a moderate
shower m the shape of an addition to their present low salaries, would
no doubt considerably refresh them.
MB. GLADSTONE, SIR G. C. LEWIS, and several of the Trustees are

ilassical scholars, and although we cannot expect them to
"
come down "

ike Jupiter did to Danae in a "torrent of gold," yet they might recol-
ect the Virgilian maxim,

"
Nmiquam prudentibus imber obfuit ;

"
which

>eiug freely translated may mean, "prudent men do not ever object to
a shower 'in the shape of an addition to their salaries. Now, the
gentlemen employed at the Museum are, we presume, "prudent men,"
and they certainly deserve such a shower in the shape of salaries as maymable them to maintain a decent and respectable, if not a luxurious
position m life. PINDAR, indeed, says, Hpurror^ HSup, and no doubt
water is a very excellent thing in its way ; but even water does not
wash put the duty of remunerating gentlemen of ability and high
education in proportion to the time and talent whicli they expend in
-he public service, even although, as MR. GLADSTONE argued in the
louse of Commons, "their duties are in some degree congenial to
heir tastes Does the right honourable gentleman think bis salary
as Chancellor of the Exchequer too high? or does he dislike his
>osition so much as to receive a handsome douceur for occupying it ?

An Aid to Rogers' Recollection.
CHARLES JAMES Fox was coming out of the Thatched House Tavern

atner
;

late one mght, when his foot slipped, and he fell flat down
An, hiccupped out the illustrious CHARLES JAMES, as he went
oiling clown the steps,

"FadUs descensus Taverni,"

A LONG LIFE, AND ANYTHING BUT A MERRY ONE.
AT a banquet given by the MARCHIONESS or LONDONDERRY to her

tenants at Carnlough, the farmer who proposed his good "landlady's
"

health, coupled it with the wish, "May she live a thousand years."
This wish may have been kindly meant, but we are afraid it is almost
incapable of realisation ; especially when we recollect, that no woman
was ever yet known to live, at the very outside, beyond the age of
thirty-nine. We believe there was only one exception ever known,
but then she was an annuitant. Nor do we think that many ladies
would care about accepting the gift, supposing the offer was made to
them. ~U hat lady would have the courage to look at herself in the
glass, when she was five hundred years old ? and what chance would
there be of her procuring a husband when she was advancing towards
her 900th birthday? She would always be condemned to marry a
husband infinitely younger than herself

; and we all know that such
matches never turn out well. Moreover, it would never be possible
for her to conceal her age, and to woman what charm has life if she
cannot resort to that little amiable deceit, which after all, to speak
charitably, is resorted to more to cheat herself than others.

" To live
a thousand years

"
would, instead of a blessing, turn out a bitter curse,

which the fair possessor of the gift would infallibly regret more and more
every day of her tedious existence. Fancy what an unapproachable old
bore the best woman in the world would be, when she was touching
her 999th year ; nor can we fancy she would look very pretty at that
age ! The picture is too hideous to contemplate so let us throw a veil
over it. No, the good Marchioness deserves a better reward than the
above, and that is, to live, in the grateful memories of those she has
made happy and comfortable on her estates, for several long bright
years to come.

THE INDIAN CHESS-BOARD. This long match is over. BLACK
loses WHITE wins. It will be a long time before BLACK, after the
magnificent check it has just received from WHITE, will feel inclined
to renew the game.
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AMD 8.

THE OLD REAL REFORMER.
" THERE WAS NO STOPPING THE SLAVE-TRADE UNTIL I MADE IT FELONY, AND SO IT WILL BE WITH

ELECTION BRIBERY." Lord Brougham at Bradford.
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, DrED SEPTEMBER, 1859.

;, DIED OCTOBER, 1859.

A NATION'S Pioneers they rest. To mock

Renown like theirs -with sculptured tomb were shame ;

Where the bridged chasm, or where the pierced rock

Attests mind's victory, reed each hero-name.

Yet in an epitaph their names shall live,

That Silence, there, may pay one noble due :

TIIKY DIED UNTITLED. Of what Courts can give,

No jot, knaves and fools, they grudged to you.

NEW LITERARY ENTERTAINMENT.
IT delights us to announce, that the amateur dramatic writer, MR.

SLOWECOCHE, intends shortly to commence a series of readings from
some of his rejected live-act tragic works. ME. SLOWECOCHE, as his

friends are pretty well aware, has been for some time in the habit of

indulging private audiences witli recitals from his writings, and has

always been in readiness to read for any charity, whenever any of his

friends have had the charity to listen to him. By so doing, he lias

sacrificed some portion of his time, and has caused still greater sacri-

fices of the patience of his hearers : and as the limit of endurance has
in either case been reached, MB. SLOWECOCHE feels that either he
must henceforth altogether give up reading, or seek in public the

attention which in private is denied him.

Believing in his power to read as well as write, MR. SLOWECOCHE
has decided, and his friends think very wisely, to pursue the latter

course. The first reading will come off about the middle of next week,
and will consist of the first act of The Plebeian's Grandmother, a tragedy
composed on the Elizabethan model, and which for its exceeding
blankuess, both of verse and plot, has secured for its author a very
high position in his own opinion. The remaining four acts will sub-

sequently be read, an entire unbroken evening being occupied by each ;

and on his next appearance Mil. SLOWECOCHE will diversify his (so

called)
"
Entertainment," by reading some choice specimens of his

less ambitious style. These will comprise works of the Victorian
school. That is, pieces written for production at the "Vic," but

which, owing he believes to the foul machinations of a literary clique,
have never been allowed as yet to see the footlights. The catalogue of

these rejected unread dramas is very far too long for us to publish in

extenso. But to show what a ricli treat the admirers of MB. SLOWE-
COCHE have before them, we may mention that the list of pieces chosen
for his readings, will comprise no less than twenty of the heaviest of
his

"
heavies." Among them will be read his intensely thrilling

drama, called The Haunted Cemetery ; or the Ghoul and the Ghost,
which will probably be followed by a piece of painful interest, entitled

very suitably. The Revenge of the Revolter; or the Warwhoop in the

Wilderness. We are delighted, too, at seeing among the chosen pieces
that horribly exciting, and uncommonly blue-fiery one, which was
expressly penned for MR. N. T. HICKS, but was (for reasons before

stated) never acted by that gentleman. The startling name of this

great drama is, Ferdinand the Fleacatcher ; or the Doom of the Demon
Bug.

French and English Estimates.

OURSELVES are by the French surpassed j

The stronger nation they have grown :

They have an army far more vast,
No smaller navy than our own.

Why are we so ill-armed, whilst they
Maintain such forces, land and sea ?

What heavy taxes they must pay,
Or, oh, what swindled muffs are we !

The Representation of Labour. -

IT has been suggested, that the bad political economy evinced in the
Builders' Strike may not exactly tend to promote the political enfran-
chisement of the working man. But surely the men who have struck
work are not to be called working men.

STRANGE COINCIDENCE. Both CHISHOLM ANSTEY and the Talking
Fish are at Brighton at the same time !

PRECIS

OF THE CORRESPONDENCE THAT HAS TAKEN PLACE, AND THAT IS TO

TAKE PLACE, WITH REFERENCE TO T11E CRACKING OF BIG BEN.

1. LETTER from MR. E. B. DENISOX to the Times, stating that MR'
MEARS made the bell with a flaw fraudulently concealed.

2. Letter from MR. MEARS, stating that tins is a libel.

3. Letter from MR. E. B. DENISON, stating that both MR. J!

and the bell are cracked, and that Sm C. BARRY spoiled the .bell by
hanging it badly.

4. Letter from SIR C. BARRY, stating that he had nothing to do
with hanging the bell.

5. Letter from MR. E. B. DENISON, stating that he saw SIR C.
BARRY hanging the bell, and that he (BARRY) told him (DENISON)
that the bell deserved to be hanged.

6. Letter from SIR C. BARRY, stating that he never saw the bell, and
never heard the bell, and that he never saw or spoke to MR. DENISON
in his life, and does not wish to; also contradicting in general terms
all the statements made, or likely to be made, by MR. DENISON in the

present correspondence.
7. Letter from a correspondent, asking who was responsible for the

bell, and the hanging of it.

S. Three replies to Letter, No. 7, viz. :

a. Letter from Ma. E. B. DENISON, stating that MJSAHS "
did

it all."

4. Letter from MR. MEARS, stating that MR. E. B. DENISON
was "

entirely responsible."
e. Letter from SIR C. BARRY, stating that both DENISOS and

MEARS were
"
jointly responsible."

9. Letter from MR. E. B. DENISON, stating that SIR C. BARRY
"
spoiled everything," and that he (DENISON) is

"
not a fool."

10. Letter from MR. MEARS, controverting the latter statement of
MR. DENISON.

11. Letter from MR. JABEZ JAMES, stating that the hammer was not

muffled, and that if it had been, the bell would not have cracked.
12. Letter from MR. E. B. DENISON, stating that the hammer MM

muffled, and that if it had not been, the bell would not have cracked.
13. Letter from the hands of the clock, stating that the face is too

big.
14. Letter from the face of the clock, stating that the hands are too

heavy.

SONNET TO THE SOVEREIGN PONTIFF.

YouB kingdom is of this world, then, sire POPE,
Since you and all your priests such wrath express,
'Gainst them who seek to ease your Holiness

.

Of temporal cares and will succeed, we hope ;

For then the Italian mind will win free scope,
And liberty of pulpit and of press,
That truth with falsehood may have leave to cope.
Then law and order Italy will bless !

That desperate clutch of earthly majesty
Doth scanty logic on your part evince.
See you what diadem your prow adorns ?

If of this world the papal kingdom be,
The Vicar are you not of this world's Prince ?

So then, if you are wise draw in your horns.

INDIA UNDER THE INCOME-TAX.

INDIA is about to realise the advantage of sharing with England
equality under government. In our Eastern empire is about to be
introduced a measure for

"
taxing trades and professions." The bless-

ing of schedule D under protest from the Calcutta Chamber of Com-
merceis to be conferred on our Indian

fellow-subjects.
This is a

very promising financial experiment. The celebrated truthfulness of
the Indian character will insure the minutest accuracy in all the
Income-tax returns which will be made by the scrupulous natives.
But the correctness of these statements will have to be taken for

granted. No tax could be more popular with our Oriental brethren
than one which will allow them to tax themselves. A generous con-
fidence in their probity will be

repaid ;
but there must be no hesitation

in taking the payment, then all will be well, but not otherwise.
Beware of assessing them at a higher rate than their own ;

otherwise
the effect which Schedule D will have on the industrious masses of
India will be too likely to resemble that which the greased cartridges
produced on the Sepoys.

PEDIGREE OF MANY A NOBLE LORD ON THE TURF. Out of Pocket,
by Betting.
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LOVE-MAKING AT LOWESTOFF.
PENNY for your
thoughts, my MA-
HIAN !

"
exclaimed

the gallant SMITH, as

the lovers lolled to-

gether on the pier at

Lowestoff.
It was indeed a

place and time indu-
cive of reflection. For
the place, we have not
leisure to enumerate
its beauties, and must
refer the curious
reader to the descrip-
tion in the Guide-
books. For the time,
as BYRON might have
written :

It was tho hour "when
lovers' vows

Breathe soft in every
word they utter :

It was the hour which
man allows

For tea and shrimps and
bread and hutter.

With the exception
of the herring-noats
slowly gliding from
the harbour, there was
nothing moving sea-

ward to distract deep
meditation ; and but
for the fashionable

throng upon the pier,
the lovers might have

sat in undisturbed solitude. Nor was there heard a sound which was not very strongly an
incentive to reflection. The waves were surging drowsily alongside of the pier, and plashing
with a sleepifying gurgle on the woodwork ; the while, to counteract their soporific influence,
the resonant and raucous strains of a brass-band, stationed for some subtle reason close

against the reading-room, kept actively awake the meditative faculties, and reminded London

listeners of Cornopean -haunted Pimlico, or
Tromboue-bemaddened Bays water.
At such a time and place, what wonder

MARIAN should wear a meditative air, or that
her HENRY, who had nothing in the world to do
but gaze at her, should exclaim, as we have
stated, "A penny for your thoughts."" Me tinking, Sar," replied the meditative
maiden, assuming for the nonce the Christy
Minstrel dialect,

" Me tinking why de ocean like
one ob de ole Romans ?

"

Why, MARIAN, my pet, what a rummy thing
to think ab*out. It it sounds like a conun-
drum," gasped the frightened SMITH.

Replied to him the maiden,
"
Yes, Sar, you

correct; him is a conumlricum. But you needn't
look so flustricate. Him perfectly original. I
make him up myself. Shall I ask you him again,
Sar?" SMITH groaned aloud, but nodded."
Well, den, why 's de Garman Ocean like one

ob de ole Romans ? You gib him up, ob course.
So I tell vou Cause him Co; Sar.' What you
tink ob dat ?

"
"
Tink ob it !

"
exclaimed the infuriated

SMITH :

"
don't talk to me of

'

linking,' Miss.
1 'm an author, not a tinker."

"Well, then, dearest," softly murmured the

bewitching girl, resting her head lovingly upon
her HENRY'S manly bosom, and resuming a more
Christian and less Christy form of utterance," Can your Authorship inform me when the wave
which is now passing us may be said to have
entered the medical profession ?

"

Regardless of his gallantry, SMITH tried to

stop his ears : but, like the
"
lissome Vivien,"

the fair one
"
clung and clasped his hand," and

whispered to him sweetly, Fond one, don't be
frightened. When next you hear the question,
make response 'Tit when the wave's a-iiiryirtg
on the shore! "

THE HEAD OP THE CIITJBCH MILITANT. The
ABBE L' EPEE.

HUNTING THE BLACK BADGER.
MR. PUNCH'S affection for the Undertaker is proverbial. The love

and respect he entertains for the cringing, but greedy fellow, who in
the hour of sorrow avails himself of our indisposition to contest details,
and secures a strong order for his extortionate mummeries, exceeds in

degree, but is closely akin to Mr. Punch's regard for the greasy, spirit-

drinking, whispering hirelings who assemble in unclean knots at the
bidding of the Sunreme Ghoul, and help him to get up the abomination
called a Genteel Funeral. Hence, when a wise man, or woman (like
the late excellent QUEEN ADELAIDE), leaves testamentary direction
that an Undertaker shall, in a certain instance, be choked off from all

plunder that can be saved from his dirty hands, Mr. Punch usually
expresses his respectful approbation. And when any other incident
occurs, calculated to cast contempt upon the vulgar and stupid display
got up by the Carrion-Crow of Society, Mr. Punch is also wefl pleased.
What a future age will think of our toleration of such things, it is

hard to say. When cremation shall have superseded interment : when
no more

" The long funerals blacken all the way ;

"

when "ashes to ashes, dust to dust," shall cease to be a falsehood in
the mouth of the priest, and when Mors Jaxna Vita shall be a living
thought in the minds of the living, instead of a hack motto for a hatch-
ment ; why, a good many other desirable things will have occurred, if

DR. CUMMING'S prognostication of the end of all things" positively
the last time of the end of all things : N.B. Copy the address

"

should not precede such reforms. Meantime, the more contempt cast
upon the Undertaker and his craft, the better.

Only in this sense for Mr. Punch sees a good deal of an objection-
able character in certain proceedings he is about to mention does he
peruse with any feeling of satisfaction a long paragraph from a Derby-
shire paper just received. The Undertaker's craft has been called into
exercise, it seems, in what is called honour, not of man, but of the
friend of man. At a place, whose name is that of the scoundrel attorneym Guy Mannering, lives a person named SCIIOLES, recently the possessor
of a favourite hound, whose name was that given by old COBBETT to the
late SIR FRANCIS BURDETT. The animal's hunting propensities were
extraordinary; but every dog has its last day, and "Old Glory's"

demise took place the other night. Her owner was about to deposit her
remains under an old pear-tree in his garden, but this very sensible

proceeding was prevented by
"
some of the old hunters of Glossop,"

who, unless their conduct was prompted by the laudable desire to
insult and degrade the Undertaker, may also be described as some of
the old idiots of Glossop, persons who never need be afraid of knocking
out their brains in the hunting-field. They insisted upon Old Glor/s
being interred with funeral rites.

Let Derbyshire tell its own tale :

*' Information of the coming event was at once dispatched to different parts of the
country, and on Saturday last, about forty hounds from Chapel en-le-Frith, Hayfield,
Millbrow, Mellor, Staleywood, and other places, assembled to accompany their
canine sister to her last resting-place. 'Glory

' was put into a coffin, ickicli was covered
with red cloth, vverwhich black braid uuscrossed, her head surrounded by a hare's skin,
and bedecked with flowers. Several of her own pups were in attendance, having
red ribbons round their nccka, whilst the others had black ribbon

; and every dog
was lead in a red leash. Funeral cards, bearing the following inscription, were given
to each of the invited mourners : Sacred to the memory of Glory Scholes," [.!/;.
Punch would have withheld MR. SCHOLES'S name, but for its being annexed to that
of the lamented deceased]

" who died, September 26th, 1859, in the thirteenth year
of her age* and was interred, October 1st, at Cownedge, near Glossop. She was the
mother of one hundred and seventy pups !

Farewell dear friends, a long farewell :

I 've crossed these hills when I could almost fly,
I've been at the deatli of many a hare,
Though now I 'm dead and lying here."

The poetry is not much better than that of the sporting magazines
and newspapers, but it may not have occurred to the old hunters of

Glossop to look into Odyssey seventeen, for a Homeric epitaph on their

extinct friend. We will presume that they used the word "sacred" in

the classical sense, or, more likely, in no sense at all, like an Under-
taker. But let' the rites proceed :

' As the time of the funeral drew near, High Street was crowded with several
thousand spectators. The funeral car was drawn by a black horse, and in it were
sea'edMR CHARLES WYATT, the driver; MR. JOHN NOBLE, master of the ceremonies ;

and Ma. GEORGE SCHOLES, owner of the dead hound. The funeral procession started
about five o'clock in the afternoon, the master of the ceremonies blowing a funeral
dirge on his horn over the corpse, on which the canine mourners set up a sympa-
thetic howl. Several hundred persons followed the procession to Cownedge, a
distance of over four miles, where a vast crowd was waiting to see the last of poor
"Glory." The horn was blown whilst the interment took place, alter which MR.
NOBLE suug "Squire M," and the multitude joined in the chorus. A requiem,
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composed for the occasion by MK. BRUS'DHIKTT, was also sung; and to conclude
., three JOIIK' : huers were given. The cortege then returned

to the li'>t:imiMl T;. . i supper wu provided, obi ix enormous

pies. The invited guests i'<>t t/<>_ c^i'.i// -n 1 apeuta merry evening."

What "the usual funeral gift" is, we do not know. The ///

rluna, of the ancient Roman rites were, if we have not forgotten all DR.
SWISHTAIL'S teachings, things that the deceased used to like. The
bereaved SCIIOLES is the landlord of the tavern in question, but we can

hardly suppose that the guests IK lied him with flesh of dead horses, or

with greaves; but rather that lie made a good thing of his loss in the

shape of the reckonings for his pies and other refreshments. This,

however, is his business, not ours.

But, reserving all other comment upon the whole business, Mr.
Punch would ask, who that witnessed this Genteel Canine Funeral will

ever be able to think gravely of the Undertaker and his mummeries and
his weepers, and his black bandages, and the rest of (lie rubbish with
which he robs the living in the name of the dead? Undertaking will

surely be a bad trade in Derbyshire, henceforth.

When the Roman mourners returned from their simple and sensible

rites, DR. SWISHTAIL used to tell us that by way of purification they
were made to step over a lire. In humble imitation of the Romans,
Mr. Punch has called the old idiots of Glossop over the coals, but he
has, goodnaturedly, not made them very hot, partly for a reason which
it might not be complimentary to state, and partly because the Glossop
proceedings may be regarded as a quizz upon the .British Ghoul or
Undertaker.

PUNCH ON PUNCH.

YESTERDAY, at an Association for the Advancement of Social Science,
Mr. Punch delivered a lecture ou Punch. Mf. Punch said: In lecturing
on punch, a few of you will perhaps expect that I shall blow my own
trumpet. Nothing of the kind. I am not going to talk about myself,
but of the liquor which is my namesake. It is made with rum, brandy,
lemon, hot water, and sugar. I am speaking, and only intend speaking,
of punch proper ;

hot mixed punch : and shall postpone the considera-

tion of other punches. The things I have named are the essential

constituents ol punch. A little beer is sometimes added advan-

tageously. Instead of mere hot water, tea is occasionally used ; and
then your tea not only cheers, but also, if you take enough of it or, as

LORD BROUGHAM we uld say, too much of it inebriates.

Put twice as much rum as brandy into the jug in which, and not
in a bowl, your punch Jshould be made. The fault of most punch is

that brandy predominates in it. On the contrary rum should predomi-
nate. Rum, without any brandy at all, makes excellent punch. Mere
brandy punch is nasty stuff. Put in as much sugar as the water will

dissolve. If you brew, say, a quart of punch, let it contain the juice
and the rind of one lemon. The juice, I say ; not the pulp. The rind

also; not all the peel; none of the white pith: only the veltow out-

side pared off thin, so as to lay open the aromatic oil-cells. With
regard to the proportion of water you employ, let your own discretion

be your tutor. Some like strong punch ; others weak, ladies gene-
rally prefer weak. I prefer weak to smoke with.

Don't put these things into your jug in the order in which I have
named them. Make your lemonade first. Mix your hot water, sugar,
and lemon. Let the water be boiling hot fresh from the kettle on
the fire. If brought up from the kitchen, test it with a thermometer.
"
It have a boiled, Sir, is a maidservant's or charwoman's idea of an

affirmative answer to a question intended to ascertain if the tempera-
ture of the water she has come with is 212.
Put in first your lemon-juice and lemon-rind, pour thereon your hot

water, put a wrapper consisting of a folded napkin over the mouth of

your jug, and lay a thick octavo or some other equivalent body, over
the mouth of that vessel, and let it stand for five minutes. Then add
the liquors. If it stands on the hob all the better, and better still if it

stands in the oven. In either of the two latter cases you not only
may, but will do well to, add the spirits before covering up the jug ;

because the heat they will be exposed to will more than make up for

their cooling effect on the hot water, which, when themselves heated,
they will aid in extracting the aroma of the lemon.
To bake or stew punch without covering it in, is the act of an unen-

lightened savage, ignorant of the first principles of distillation, which
are familiar even to the Irish native.

Drink your punch from a wine-glass, pouring it thereinto from your
jug. It spoils the pleasure of drinking punch to ladle it out of a bowl
into a tumbler. In so doing you inevitamy make a slop, which is offen-

sive to every orderly mind. Punch was meant to stick to the ribs and
not to the fingers.

Horrid Attempt.
WE have received a letter from a wretch, who, after pointing out

the fact that one of the horses that ran the otlier day at the Newmarket
Second of October Meeting was named Galliti, suggests the probabi-
lity that the animal in question was ridden with a halter !

A FATAL FACILITY.

THE EARL or SIIAITESBURY, in the magnificent address he delivered
at the opening of the Annual Meeting of the Association for the
Promotion of Sucial Science, tells us that "everything has a tendency
to run into abuse." If examples were needed of this truth, we would
point to the religious newspapers, for you cannot look into a number
of the Tablet, or i

.<, or the Churchman, or the Record, without

inMantly discovering that "its tendency is to run into abuse." Take
abuse away from these papers, and you would have nothing but the
"
imprint,

"
left

;
and that is precisely the end, taking a leaf out of their

own book of charity, that .we should like to see most of them arrive at.

A ROMAN MARTYROLOGIST.

OUR Roman Catholic contemporary, the Tablet, contains the follow-

ing illustration of the position of the POPE in relation to VICTOK
EMMANUEL and Louis NAPOLEON :

"The state of Italy must be satisfactory now to every liberal miud, for the con-
dition of the Holy See is a sad one. The SOVEREIGN PONTIFF is on the cross, and the
whole world is looking on, scoffing and jeering. The KINO OF SABIMNI\ represents the
impenitent thief, an<i notwithstanding the perils of his own position, he finds time
to insult the innocent one, though he does not curse PONTIUS PILATE who has
brought him to his evil case. The EMPEHOB OF THE FRENCH looks calmly at his

work, and is satisfied."

"
Comparisons are odious," says the old proverb. Does the Tablet

want to get that ancient maxim enlarged, by giving occasion for the
new saying, that

"
Comparisons are impious ?

" "
PONTIUS PILATE," and

the "IMPENITENT THIEF," will probably be inclined by the above simi-
litudes to consider that

"
Comparisons are impudent." It is lucky for

the Tablet that it does not publish profane articles under the govern-
ment of

"
PONTIUS PILATE," though that is not a procuratorship, but

an empire. Brother VEUILLOT and the Uaivers have had a warning
for sedition, calumny, and falsehood. We suppose that the Tablet
would represent MM. VEUILLOT and TACONET as stretched upon the
rack

; those Catholic confessors thus undergoing a persecution in its

degree corresponding to the crucifixion of the POPE.

A Benison for Penisoii.

MR. DENISON, in the letter in which he endeavours to account for

the stoppage of the Westminster Bell, dates it from
" Ben Rhydding."

To make the truth complete, the locality should have been described as

Big Ben Rhjddiug, for there can be no doubt that it is at MR. DEXI-
SON'S door that the

"
Rhydding

"
of Big Ben lies.
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MOST OFFENSIVE.

Kal/icay Porter.
" IF you PLEASE, SIB, WAS THIS YOTJR'N ?

"

POISON FOR BREAKFAST.

THE enormous gooseberries and gigantic strawberries of
journalism are now over, and in come the monster turnips
and prodigious mushrooms. To notices of these last-named

productions are often adjoined tales of horror, calculated
to terrify their consumers, under the head of

"
Caution to

Mushroom-eaters." These warnings would be much more
effectual if they contained some explanation of the nature
of the danger to which mushroom-eaters expose themselves.
We read of death from eating "horse-mushrooms." The
horse-mushroom has a bad name, and not a very good cha-
racter

;
it is said to disagree with those who eat it, and to-

occasion colic, and symptoms of that sort
; but we find it

represented in the newspapers as producing the effects of
a virulent poison, such, almost, as those of deadly night-
shade or monkshood. Many people, however, eat it with
perfect impunity. It is largely used in making ketchup.
Botanists call it dgaricus exqttisitus, as if it were peculiarly
choice. The horse-mushroom, by some accounts, is gene-
rally preferred to the common mushroom in France. The
French, indeed, eat horse, but that would be no reason
why they should eat horse-mushroom, if it were poisonous.
Therefore, if anybody wishes to commit suicide, he will

experience a disappointment should he take horse-mushroom-
by way of substitute for prussic acid.

"
Caution to Mushroom-eaters

"
should be taken to be

addressed to all eaters of mushrooms, and, observe, of com-
mon mushrooms, and not of toadstools. There is no poi-
sonous toadstool so like a common mushroom as to be
liable to be mistaken for it by anybody but a maid-of-all-
work destitute of perceptive organs. Let Mushroom-
eaters beware of stale mushrooms. Mushrooms are very
like meat, particularly in being subject to putrefaction, and,
when putrid, in being noxious. They are often exposed for
sale in a state which, if they were meat, would subject
them to seizure and confiscation, and their vendors to fine.
If anybody wishes to kill himself, let him eat those mush-
rooms ; but hydrocyanic acid is preferable.

TUB EIGHT MAN IN THE RIGHT PLACE. The mes-
senger who brought the news of the noble SCHAMYL'S
capture to the EMPEKOR OF RUSSIA, was LIEUTENANT-
COLONEL GBABBE!

OFF WITH HIS HEAD ! SO MUCH FOR
QUACKING 'EM !

A GOOD Story has been told of an Eastern executioner, who was so

expert in the handling of his scimetar that he could cut a culprit's
head off without the victim's knowing it. As a proof of his dexterity,
it is said that some unfortunates, on whom he had been operating,
could not be persuaded that their necks were really severed until, at
his suggestion, they tried to shake their heads, when, much to their

discomfiture, their heads all toppled off.

It certainly sounds startling to hear of persons living after they have
been beheaded

;
and although when we were young we heard it stated

of KING CHARLES that he " was seen to walk and talk half an hour
after his head was cut off," still we hardly think the statement esta-
blishes the fact. Yet that persons do exist who have had their heads
off. has been stated, not indeed on medical authority, but on such
authority as is conceded to a quack. Merely altering a name, which
we have no desire to puff, we quote this narrative verbatim from the
Morning Chronicle:

" GULLAWAY'S PILLS. REMEDY FOR DISORDERS is THE 'HEAD. MR. NEWTON'
druggist, Hull, st-itea, in a letter to PROFESSOR GULLAWAY, that MR. JOHN WARE'
residing in Btubbtf Buildings, West Street, Hull, had been afflicted with giddiness
in the hea-1, off and on, for the last twenty years. Though he tried many supposed
remedies during that Ion;,' period, he found little or no relief from them. At last he was
induced to try GULLAWAV'S Pills, from hearing so many encomiums passed on their
virtues; arid the consequence is, that he is now perfectly cured, aud enjoys better
health than ever he did before."

Marvellous as are the stories in more than one sense stories

which have been told of the effects of these wonder-working pills, we
think that this surprising statement beats them by long chalks. At
the same time, however, we must own that, to our thinking, there is

more marvel in the malady than in the working of the cure. That a

man should have existed with his head "off and on" for a period

extending so long as twenty years, seems to our mind more astounding
than that he should now be having

"
better health

"
at its conclusion

than, as we are told, he has ever had before. What manner of health

a man could possibly enjoy throughout the twenty years that his head

was off and on," it surpasses our imaginative power to conjecture >'
and we look upon the statement that the patient has been cured as an
assertion which is far less diflicult to swallow. Indeed, the story is
like that of the much-advertised bad leg of

"
more than thirty-five years'

standing," which the same
"
Professor

"
professes to have cured. In

this case, as in the other, the quack has weakened his narration by
coming it too strong.
That quack treatment should cure anything is incredible enough,

but the statement of the cure is not a tenth part so surprising as the
assertion that the leg had for so long a time been kept standing. The
best of legs would not bear standing longer than a day ;

and that a
bad one should have stood for five-and-thirty years is a statement so
preposterous that we doubt if even those who patronise the quack's
pills^could

have swallowed it.

Whether the gentleman who has been living with his head off and
on be one of those "whose heads do grow beneath their shoulders,"
we leave to more inquiring minds than ours to determine. In the
Travels of one Gulliver, the natives of Laputa are said to wear their

;

heads disconnected from their bodies, and to use them as their footballs
I without impairing their vitality. Readers give what credit to this
I narrative they please ;

but for ourselves, we must confess, we place
quite as strong a faith in the tales of Mr. Gulliver, as we do in the
assertions of the story-telling quack, whom, as we don't wish to be
personal, we choose to nickname ME. GULLAWAY.

The Austrian Curb.

THE races, which for years were prohibited under the Austrian rule,,

have been resumed in Lpmbardy. We do not wonder at this pro-
hibition. The Austrians, if they had had the power, would like to have

suppressed the whole Italian race.

'A NOTE AND QUERY.
"Paris, Wednesday, Oct. 12. LORD COWLEY and CODNT KENEI.EFF dined witlr

i WALEWSKI." Times.

WHEN will KENELEFP and WALEWSKI dine with COWLEY ? ? ?

Piinted by William Brarltniry, of No. la. Upper Woourn P.are, a-m Frederick Muiictt Emails, of No. 19, Queen's Road West, Regent's Park, both in t'ne Parish of St. I'aneras. in the County of Middlesex.
Pr liters, at their Uflire in L(vnb:ir.t Mnvt, in the 1'reciuct of \\lutef: iars, in the City of London, and Fubli.hed by them at No. 86 Fleet Street, in the Pariah of St. Biide in the City, ot

London. SATI/RDAJ, Oct^lje; 2.', 1859.
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AN INCIDENT OF TRAVEL.

Kail-way Guard (as it ts gettiny dark).
" WOULD YOU LIKE A LIGHT IN THIS

CARRIAGE, SIR ?
"

Swell (shomny a Her/alia in full blaze).

PICTORIAL WALLS AND WINDOWS.
ROMAS prows, armorial hearings, ripe fruit, humming-

birds, allegorical figures, antique masks, ideal animals end-

ing in scrolls, and civic insignia, constitute the frescoes

which decorate the ceiling, now visible, of the lloyal Kx-

change. Saving the civic devices, the place of these paint iniis

would be more suitably occupied by scenes of traffic and

commerce, with nothing more allegorical amongst them
than a figure of Business in modern costume, with a pen
behind his ear. It, is a pity that frescoes are not always
calculated to serve by way of illustrations of the building
which they adorn, so as to signify its use and

purpose.
St. Somebody said that pictures were the books of idiots,
that is, of idiots so to speak because of their ignorance ;

and this is the ground on which the Roman Catholic priests
defend their general use of images ; whereby their flocks

ought to feel nattered. Now there are many idiots of this

kind running about loose, different as to creed in every
respect except one, but all united in the predatory per-
suasion. They form the chief part of the attendants at

Police Offices, and Courts of Assize and Sessions
;
where

the f.ite of their companions trembles in the balance.

The interiors of our various halls of justice might be

richly frescoed to the advantageous instruction of this

troublesome class of persons. The windows also might,
be stained with similar designs. Representations of the
various punishments which the law inflicts upon convicts

might adorn the walls to the great edification of the

majority of their beholders. What the crank is, what
the treadmill, would then be ocularly exhibited to the
thieves and pickpockets, and thus they would learn to

talk and think less lightly than they do of being nabbed,
and lagged, and put in the jug, and having six months.
The interior of the hulks might be depicted on the walls

and ceiling, and a vivid idea might be presented of penal
servitude and private whipping, as well as of the serious

nature of capital punishment. Crime would thus be pre-
vented ; and expense doubly saved ; for in the first place
prisons would cost less, and in the next there would be
no absolute occasion for that education of the poor which
runs away with some money at present, and requires the

expenditure of very much more, which, is only prevented
by public parsimony, and the zeal of the clergy of various

denominations, who insist upon sectarian education, or
none at all.

NO, THANKS; I HAVE ONE!" ADVICE TO PASTORAL-WRITING SHEPHERDS. Attend
[uit G'uard oi-erpoicercd. more to your flocks, and busy yourself less with your pens.

THE CAT OUT OF THE BAG.

THE strong-minded gentlemen who have been sneering at the mawk-
ish sentimentalists for writing hollow twaddle in appeal to the sym-
pathies of the despicable people about the fellow who was flogged
the other day at Woolwich, on a back alleged to have been studded
with boils, will be greatly disgusted with the following statement in

the Post, under the head of
"
Naval and Military Intelligence :

"-

" THE LASH. The punishment of flogging has been entirely suspended at Wool-
wich since the publicity given to the case of the unfortunate recruit, WILLIAM DAVIS,
who is at present suffering from the effects of the 50 lashes he received about two
months since, although sufficiently recovered to leave the hospital. A complete
investigation has been made relative to this case, from which it appears that the
conduct of the medical officer is open to censure, for allowing the punishment to be
inflicted upon a man who was unable to bear it."

It must be very provoking to the strong-minded gentlemen to find

their sneers thus refuted for even a sneer can be refuted by fact. It

is vexatious to discover that we have been expressing scorn and con-

tempt for those whom we hate on the assumption that they have made
a mistake, whereas the mistake has been made by ourselves. We
naturally feel extremely annoved to find our sarcasms annihilated, all

but their motives, and these left standing conspicuously out as pride,

insolence, and malice.
The story about the soldier who was scourged on his bare boils,

unfortunately, was not made up, or even exaggerated. In continuation
of the above extract, our manly friends are told that
"

It is only just to state, that the Commandant has taken measures to make some
amends for the cruelty inflicted upon DAVIS. Previously to leaving the hospital, he
was visited by a medical board of officers, accompanied by GENERAL DACRES, who,
in consideration of the punishment already undergone, was pleased to remit the
sentence of 84 days' imprisonment awarded by court-martial, and also the usual

branding of the letter D on the prisoner's back."

This last remission the masculine vindicators of corporal punishment
should not allow to vex them too much. To brand a crop of boils is

like writing on sand
;
therefore COLONEL DACRES need not be con-

cluded, in remitting that part of the prisoner's sentence, to have acted
from a weak and maudlin feeling of love and mercy. Prom the con-
clusion of the paragraph in question it will be seen that the branding
of Deserter DAVIS would have been a service of difficulty :

" He was liberated and provided with a new uniform, but the man's back is still

covered with at least forty inflamed boils and wounds the result of his flogging,
and he is therefore to be relieved from carrying his pack or knapsack until entirely
recovered. The medical board certified that the man was unfit to receive corporal
punishment."

Thus the mawkish sentimentalists unhappily appear to have had
some foundation for what their magnanimous despisers will still, of

course, call their insincere and shallow cant. These men of stern

sense, and men of the world, know that those hypocrites and milksops
wrote on a basis of merely accidental truth. The sentimentalists will

be out another time, and then there will be an opportunity of laughing
their virtuous indignation to scorn. Virtuous cruelty, and virtuous

self-esteem and contempt of others, will then have their chance. Still,

there is some danger that the fine masculine malevolence, which, under
the pretence of wholesome severity, lusts for the infliction of torture,
and gloats upon whipping, whether in the case of soldiers or school-

boys, will ultimately lose its gratification as regards soldiers. Denun-
ciations of the cat may be false, affected, snobbish, and unspeakably
contemptible ; but whilst the cat flourishes, they are calculated to deter

men from enlisting in the army. Therefore it is to be feared that the

cat will be abolished.

Toll for the Bell ! the Bell that is No More !

TALKING of Big Ben, said SMITH to JONES," For all that MR.
DENISON has written, I don't believe that MESSRS. MEARS have lost

caste by their easting."
" Not a bit," said JONES.

"
DENISON, you

know, was one of the examiners, and if there was a MEARS sham, the

judges should have 'smoked' it!
"

TOL. XXXVII.
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AN UNATTACHED COUPLE.

scope', for

public, we
being let

IT has always seemed to us
that in the way of adver-

tising births and deaths and

marriages, people enter very
often into quite needless

particulars. In the matter
indeed of marriages, the
details which are given are,
like fashionable petticoats,
most ludicrously ample, and
leave no room at all for

pleasant speculation. Not
only are the names of the

officiating clergyman, and
of his reverend assistants,
stated with all fulness, and
all their titles and endow-
ments mentioned with great
accuracy, and at no small

length, but we are often
favoured also with a precis
of the pedigrees of the

happy couple, and if cither
of them happen to possess
a titled relative, we may be
sure that his or her name
will figure in the list.

With regard to births and
deaths, there is not such

been kept hidden. As an instance, we quote
this from the Times of Tuesday week, where
the curious may find the names stated at full

length :

" On the 16th inst., at LI tho wife of LIEUT.-COL.
L (unattached), of a daughter."

Although we have no knowledge whatever
!
of the L "s, this painful revelation of their

conjugal unhappiness, quite took away our usual
relish for our breakfast

; and as constant morning
readers of the Times, we must protest against

,

its publishing what may destroy our appetite.
i

We have quite enough private sorrows of our
own without being afflicted by those of other
people. It, is very sad to hear that the L 's

are "unattached," but we cannot see the good
:

of thus publicly parading this announcement of
the fact.

detail
;

still the public often gets by them an insight into matters which the
are sure, has uot the slightest wish to piy into. 1'amily cats are continually
out of their bags, and private skeletons exhibited which had better have

Topographical.
ITALY is recommended by some of her friends

to take England for her model. We recommend
notliing of the kind. The worst thing Italy
can do just now is to let her most beautiful pro-
vinces become a Dukery.

[We insert this rather dummy joke, in order to show
that our Contributor is a gentleman, and goes out of
town, and knows about aristocratic haunts. Else .ED. j

CONVICTION on LEAVING AN ELECTION COM-
MiTiEB-KooM. "

By ST. COPPOCK ! some of out-

law-makers are the greatest law-breakers."

THE GEAFFITI OF LONDON.
A MOST interesting article in fact, Mr. Punch may as well say (for

there is no false modesty about him, nor any real modesty neither) that
he wrote it himself appears in the new number of the Edinburgh
Review, upon the Graffiti of Pompeii. The word (which has already
thrown the Wiscount into despair, and made MR. HADMELD wish, as
lie is remarking, that hauthors would honly write Hinglish), means the
Scribblings on the walls and other scribbling places. Now, as Mr.
Punch has recently declared, and will declare again, at the earliest

opportunity, the habit of scribbling on walls and the like is a vulgarmd snobbish one, but with his usual calm superiority to cavil, he
aegs to say that what was done in Pompeii a great many years ago, and
what is being done in England now, are two matters, and if they were
aot who cares ? He is exceedingly glad that in Pompeian days every-
body scribbled about, because, in the first place, the inscriptions throw
reat light on ancient customs, and secondly because those writings

afforded him a reason for composing an interesting and beautiful
article, and receiving the cheque and thanks of MESSES. LONGMAN
& Co. Therefore, let there be no impertinent remarks.

It occurred to Mr. Punch, while writing that fine paper, that when
;hat eternal New Zealander of LORD MACATILAY'S gets off the broken
arch of London Bridge, pockets his sketches, and comes pottering
about the ruined streets of the abandoned metropolis, SIR CANNIBAL
IATTOO, or whatever the gentleman's name may be, will discover in ex-
tinct London much the same sort of mural annotations as Mr. Punch
i)R. WORDSWORTH, and their Italian friends found in Pompeii. It
next occurred to Mr. Punch, that SIR CANNIBAL TATTOO, when he gets
mpon the electric wire and shoots back to his hotel in Solander Island
will ponder over the London Graffiti much as Mr. Punch has done over
those of the buried city. And thirdly, it occurred to Mr. Punch thatmiAe ?*'S!"

fc,3T> CCXXIV, may appear the following article,which Mr Punch hereby publishes a trifle in advance, and thereby
sells his Australian posterity.

The Graffiti of London. From Demonological Photogram taken by SIR
CANNIBAL TATTOO. With Remarks by him. Bradbury and Evans
Australasia. Rhinosceros Quarto. 8859.

!
we

,,
may say howling news from the

nn r -

,
traveller and antiquary, SIR CANNIBAL

IATTOO, presents us with a budget of treasures from the walls, doors,
9

\
P

l ,

rtl n
,

s
-,

of ancient London. To the historian
s are invaluable, while to the general reader they are indis-

r ^ ot to det
,

ain our frlends from the feast SIR CANNIBAL has
set before them, we hasten to offer the following particulars of his
last discoveries.

On
^
waU near an old church, supposed to be St. Bride's, and so

called from its being the place of fashionable marriages, in the days, as
DRYDEN says, " When one to one was cursedly confined,"

SIR CANNIBAL found inscribed BR GS S N A S (Sriggs is an
Ms). Now who was BRIGGS? and who the bold Satirist who thus
unhesitatingly summed up his character in an epithet. We find no
mention of BHIGGS in any History of England, and are half inclined to
risk the idea that the name was given generically to the class of
pseudo-sportsmen and athletes depicted in the celebrated LEECH
Cartoons, now in the Presidential Museum "at Wellington. In the
same neighbourhood SIR C. TATTOO perceived written the well-known
NO P PE Y (No Paupery), which shows that even in those barba-
rous times people were beginning to see the absurdity of being poor
while anybody else had aught to be deprived of. The inscriptionNO P PERY occurs in numerous parts of Old London, especially
near the churches founded by ST. PrjSEY, -which is a proof that the
alms given away by these imitators of Catholicism had failed to satisfy
the laudable ambition of the working classes for independence.
On a door near the New Gate of London, which was also the place

of execution, for, by a fine conception, our ancestors thrust the pol-
luting scene of death extra mania, or as far from the heart of the City
as possible, SIR C. TATTOO found a rude representation of the instru-
ment of execution, the Gallows, and of a figure pendent therefrom.
Beneath was written MANNING. This was the work of an illiterate

person, and obviously was meant for Man Hung, such being the brief

heading which the newspapers of the day gave to an account of one
of the events common and ludicrous in those times, but which happily
are now of rare occurrence, and which plunge our Republic of Islands
into mourning when such an example has been necessary. A little

further, and on a piece of pavement, was clearly to be read I AM
STAR -ING; but what this means, or what the speaker was staring
at, we have at present no conception. It might, however, have been
the facetious answer to the celebrated British caution

" Mind Your
Eye." SIR C. TATTOO suggests that a letter has been dropped, and
that the word should be Starting. But what could such an inscription
mean upon a pavement ? The riddle must, we fear, remain unsolved,
in SfEculo steculorum.

In what was called the Temple, from the number of Hebrews (wor-
shippers in the old Temple of Jerusalem) resident there, and on the
ground at the entrance of a passage is written M N D T E
PAIN-. Of this SIB C. TATTOO hardly knows what to make. May
we venture a guess ? Is it Mind the Pain, and has a preceding word
dropped, which was Never? If so, we think we see a solution. The
Temple, as has been said, was famous for its Jews, who, again, were
the most celebrated dentists of old times, and who, all schoolboys will

remember, were sent for to draw the teeth of KING JOHN, about 1666.
Well, was this inscription, like the Roman Salve, the address to visitors
to a Temple dentist P SIR C. TATTOO thinks that the last word was
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I'd!a/, M\A t liat it was an order from some superior to a workman to mend
,

.int. Tliis is a liappy conjecture, but we give it calcat ifudiii

At another point, ;ui<l nr:ir what is said to have been the residence

of the London Mayors before their extirpation, is found a rich distich

I II T H K N '

N D V O U H A D
F ' 'HE ' A S T L '

T Y It S C A

This there is great difficulty in reading, and a difference of opinion
has arisen as to the filling up of the destroyed letters. The best

scholars, Sin C. TATTOO says, are inclined to this reading :

"
I am the Knife [which] the Astlcy
Handled) your [ ].

A Dirty Rascal."

There is evidently some City legend or sarcasm conveyed in this

couplet. The place where it was found was the banquet-hall of the

Mayors, and probably some ASTLEY, a negligent servant, is charged with

having presented to his master "your [Mayor?]" to cut his venzon a

knife wet with the flesh of turtle fish, the favourite luxury of those

demi-savages. But there is scope for a score of treatises on the

subject. The last word of the first line has been interpreted "Castle,"
and though we do not think this correct, it may have alluded to the

Elephant and Castle, the famous white-bait house which stood near the

Bank, and was frequented by its managers.
A pretty couplet, about which there is little mistake, records, on a

window-sill, that
"
lily love Sal is a p gal," the defaced word

being no doubt
"
portly," the English girls, or gals, being celebrated

and admired for their fat. In another place is DO OUR M THER
NOW RE U , perhaps the affectionate yearning of children,

"
Do,

OHf i.'"i//n'/-. in.:'' ,.'! iini. to us" or
"
Do< '/ now remember its?"

Farther on, SIR C. TATTOO found the place where peripatetic astro-

nomers exhibited their telescopes for hire
; as on a wall, which would

have been an excellent resting-place for the instrument, is
"
Take a

Si/jht." Even in those days, before Moon-railroads were known, the
view of the celestial bodies interested our foolish forefathers.

Finally, for we must bring our remarks to a close, Sin CANSIJIAL
TATTOO perceivedjupon the entablature of the west prdimnit. of the

clerestory of the Abbey ruins the letters PUN- -OREVIv Now,
what is "Pun, ur Eve :"' Is this one of those dark mysteries from
which it is in vain to seek to tear the veil? Is it a mystic shadowing
out of some old religion? Does it show the doubts which at that

period saturated the minds of all? Is Pun, or I'AN, the heathen

principle of universal nature ;
and does Eve, typical of womanhood,

point at a more gracious faith, between which, perhaps, some young
and ardent monk in a cell of those old Westminster Abbey ruins knew
not how to choose ? The inquiry is deeply interesting, aesthetically,

asthmatically, and exegetically. The foolish and shallow conjecture
that the words were Punch for Ever, we mention but to dismiss with

contempt. Our forefathers, foolish as they were, had grand and mythic
imaginings, nor will we dance a dance of BAG O'NAILS over their

graves. Let us rather humbly address ourselves to discover their

meaning. Laborare ett ware.
SIB CANNIBAL'S book is the most splendid, the moat useful, the

most intellectual, the most graphic, the most fascinating, that has

appeared for several hours, and we cordially recommend it to our
readers of all colours.

GLASS-HOUSE MUTUAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.

THERE is this great convenience which people enjoy who dwell in

glass houses : whatever may be their position, they always stand in a

favourable light ;
and however conspicuous may be their failings, they

are invariably overlooked. Till lately, however, there were no means
of insuring these elegant edifices against demolition, partial or entire,
and many upright occupiers were consequently bowed down by anxiety
for their frames. It is hard to be denied the cheerful recreation of

flinging pebbles at a friend's contiguous sky-light ; strong bonds are

necessary to restrain an eloquent householder. To secure these fragile

structures, a Company was started not long since, and from their

Report, just published, they seem to have had a profitable run. The
document contains some curious glass cases, where tenants have been
relieved from apprehended damage to their vitreous abodes. We have

only room for those of universal interest.

Miss PRISCILLA V was engaged to a soi-clisant Irish Captain of

Dragoons unattached, but who, on the appointed bridal morn, was
arrested by his tailor. The dreadful circumstance becoming known to

Miss ECPHEMIA G ,
it was expected that perfectly legal proceed-

ings would have been taken by that energetic lady to send a small
missile through the polished front wall of her opposite neighbour.
Luckily, Miss V neld a Policy in the Glass House Company, by
whom she was assured that she need be under no apprehension, as

Miss G had recently accepted the offer of a stout, bejewelled,
bewigged, and bewiskered gentleman, who represented himself to be a
German Baron, but who had turned out to be a Chiropodist.
PERCH, a young and sanguine Stock-broker, having married a

middle-aged lady, with great expectations from her uncle, who held a
lucrative appointment as Receiver of an income riding over extensive
landed property in the north of England, discovered when too late that
her Uncle was a Toll-Gate Keeper on the Great North Road. Under
ordinary circumstances, his cousin GUDGEON would have been delighted
by a rapid volley of small shot, to unsettle PERCH'S transparent tiles.

PERCH, however, had obtained an assurance from .the Company that
GUDGEON had been captured by an adventurous widow, whose late

husband was not SERJEANT PLUM of the South-Eastern Circuit, but
SERJEANT-MAJOR HTJMM of the 101st, with a life pension of one shilling
and three halfpence per diem. No damage was accordingly done on
either side.

MRS. DEPUTY J having signally failed in her 'endeavonrs to ob-
tain vouchers for the High Polish Ball, was anticipating a hail-storm
from the democratic prejudices of MRS. DEPUTY K , when the
Company on payment of a small premium, gave her an assurance that
her fears were groundless, MRS. DEPUTY K having been confined
to her couch for three days after a Mansion House dinner, in con-

sequence of her inability to obtain a condescending smile from the
Persian ambassador. The threatened storm was according confined to
a thimble-full of homoeopathic balls.

The MISSES OLIVIA, and FLORENCE E having undergone great
mental agony through the behaviour of two impracticable donkeys on
Durdham Downs, were about to extort from TOM, their wicked little

brother, a solemn undertaking not to divulge it, to the MISSES SARAH
and MARTHA W , when they were assured by the Glass House
Company that those young ladies were under heavy recognisances to

keep the peace from having been pursued and mortally frightened by a

flock of irascible geese on Peckham Rye. OLIVIA and FLORENCE con-

sequently escaped without the fracture of a single pane.
MASTER having met with a severe blow and great discourage-

ment in his attempt to scale the wail of DR. BIRCH'S orchard, would
certainly have had his brittle habitation battered by the triumphant

badinage of MASTER Q , had not the latter been restrained from
hostilities by the Company assuring MASTER that his enemy
had himself sustained a similar humiliation not long ago, and had
spoilt a new jacket worth one guinea, in his futile efforts to secure a

golden pippin, value one farthing.

A NEW FAILING.

NE would have thought that SIR
ROBERT GARDEN would never have
been accused of "an excess of

good - nature.
"

However, SIB
ROBERT GARDEN confesses he was
imposed upon at Gloucester, and
attributes the imposition to his
excess of good-nature. Unques-
tionably the good-nature must
have been nearly as capacious as
bis pocket ; for after having been
imposed upon at one election, he
goes down and allows himself to
be imposed upon at a second,
a regular case of Double Glouces-

ter, and very strong Gloucester,
too ! No wonder that both his

pocket and his good-nature were
played upon to the tune they were.
Was it all owing to good-nature,
or did Sia ROBERT know the
market he was going to, and,
knowing what he had to buy, take
sufficient means with him for the

purchase ?

However, if SIBROBERT GARDEN
has any good-nature in his compo-

sition, it will now be put severely to the test, as often as it is nis

good-natured fate to listen to the remarks, or to read the comments,
that will be universally made upon those disgraceful revelations made

!
before the Gloucester Election Commissioners. He is greatly to be

pitied. The martyr of his own goodness, his good-nature deserved a
better return than the base one he received at Gloucester. The
electors had no right to take in one so open-hearted and credulous to

the enormous extent they did. If any one was bribed, we should say

|

it was SIR ROBERT himself. His simple, trusting nature, that parted

j

with money to any one who asked for it, was decidedly bribed by being
I

deceived by everybody. And yet look at the same man at the Mansion
House, and see now terribly severe he is upon any little girl who has

|

been caught begging for a penny ! The girl may be sentenced to six

j

weeks' imprisonment, but then, believe us, it is only SIE ROBERT'S
:

"
excess of good-nature."
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A CLASSICAL DUET.

CARUINIS PERSON*.

HORACE . . Police,nan.
LYI>IA . . . Cook.

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HIM ? WHY, THE FACT is, THE STUPID AND GREEDT BOY HAS

MISTAKEN FOR JAM, AND SWALLOWED, A BATHER FINE SPECIMEN OF THE ACTINEA EQUINA,

OR. PURPLE SEA ANEMONE, WHICH AUNT FOOZLE HAS BROUGHT FROM THE COAST !

HORACE.
WHILE no more welcome legs than mine,
On thy warm hearth might snugly twine ;

Thy perquisites whiie I possessed,
Of all the Force none lived more blest.

LYDIA.
While thou didst court no other cook,
At Number Eight cast no sly look

;

For none but thee cared I a button,
To none so freely gave cold mutton.

HORACE.
Me now the cook at Number Eight,
Meeta nightly at the area-gate ;

And brings me proofs of love so sweet,
I 'd die ere I would change my beat !

LYDIA.
B 52 now fires my love,
And flares all other flames above :

Two roastings daily I would face

Ere from my hearth him I'd displace !

HORACE.
What if thy former love returns,

(Aside.') And for thy savings how he yearns !

If Number Eight for me no more
Need leave ajar the kitchen-door ?

LYDIA.

Though he has whiskers black as night,
And vours are stubbly, scant, and light,

Yet, Number Eight if thou 'It give up,
With thee I '11 tea with thee I '11 sup !

A FEMALE BRIAREUS WANTED.
THERE are two employments, the one reserved for masculine, the

other kept exclusively for feminine aspirants, in which were a Briareus

one of the employed, he would soon find his hundred hands full of the

duties that devolved on them. Not only are the persons filling these

positions required to devote their brains and bodies to the service, but

they find they have to be, as far as humanly is possible, ubiquity per-

sonified and coupled with omniscience. Of these two occupations, the

first is that of Special Correspondent to a newspaper, more especially

when travelling from camp to camp as war-reporter ;
and the second

that of Governess to a large family of small children, such for instance

as that mentioned in the following advertisement :

WANTED, by a Lady residing about thirty miles from Manchester,
a daily Governess, accustomed to tuition, to educate nine children, all under

eleven years of age. She must be competent to instruct them in English, French,
Music, and Drawing. Salary, 100 a year. Apply, &c.

If these nine children be members of one and the same family, we
may assume that, inasmuch as they are all "under eleven," one or two
of them can hardly be much more than three or four. Indeed we
probably should not be far wrong in presuming that the youngest of the

nine is not yet out of long clothes, and that the next has still the taste

of pap upon its palate. To "
educate

"
a pupil of such tender age as

this appears to us a work more fitted for a Nursemaid than a Governess,
and we think that for the words

"
accustomed to tuition

"
there should

have been inserted "used to rock a cradle." It seems preposterous to
talk of "instructing" such mere babies in "English, French, and
Music," to say nothing of

"
Drawing." Simultaneously to teach an

infant French and English would be no easy thing to do before the

child.,has
_

learnt to talk; and what instruction could be given it in
Music or in Drawing we must confess that it completely puzzles us to

guess. The music of the rattle is about the only music for which
babies show an ear; and we know no other instrument which they can
take a turn at, unless it is the handle of some older child's harmonicon,
and this they are quite sure nine times in ten to break. Moreover, as

whiskers; and no good can result from teaching children drawing,
until they are competent to draw their own perambulators.
We have always had a horror of all infantine phenomena, and we

hoped that, thanks to Punch, the growth of them had stopped. But
this advertisement reminds us that the BKmber race is not yet utterly

extinct, and that there are still existing parents who delight to cram
their children with a surfeit of instruction, and weaken their young
minds by their eiforts to digest it. If the lady above advertised were
allowed to have her way, she would doubtless fill her family so full of

education, that there would be no room left for the growth of some-

thing better in them. Prematurely skilled in language and accomplish-

ments, they would thereby be stunted in the growth of those good
qualities, which by nature are implanted in every young brain, and
which are weakened if not killed by the noxious forcing system. For
her children's sake we therefore hope in all sincerity, that this lady
will not get the governess she

"
wants

"
for them

;
and in spite of the

large salary she offers for the work, we doubt if any governess "accus-

tomed to tuition
" would be willing to perform it. Aspirants for the

place may, we rather think, depend, that something more than mere
tuition will be wanted for nine children, who are all under eleven.

Indeed, it seems to us quite certain, that whoever may consent to

undertake the situation, will find that in addition to her labours as a

Governess, she will be in some degree entrusted with the duties which

usually devolve upon a Maid-of-all-work.

" WHAT TO EAT, DRINK, AND AVOID."

A COPY of this little book has been sent to PKINCE ALBERT, with

the compliments of one of the Members of the British Association. At
the same time, the hope was expressed that the next time the Associa-

tion pays Balmoral a visit, the Members may be allowed their free

choice of the three occupations, and not be restricted, as they were on
the last occasion, simply to the third, and that the least inviting, viz. :

" What to Avoid." We can only say that the remedy is a very simple

one, and is in the Association's own hands. Since it was puzzled to

know " What to Eat ?
"

or
"
Drink ?

"
the next best thing is to ascer-

tain "What to Avoid? " and the answer is plain enough Balmoral.

Nathan's Clerical Costumes.

fiATHOLIC. To SACRISTANS, FOOTMEN of the SUPERIOR ROMAN
V> CATHOLIC CLERGY, and Others. A CLERGYMAN of the CHURCU OF ENGLAND will

be happy to receive any Amount of the LEFT-OFF VESTMENTS of ROMAN CATHOLIC
PRIESTS : as COPES, STOLES, CHASUBLES, DALMATICS, ic. : for which he is prepared
to give the highest prices. He will also be glad to purchase Old Beads, Rosaries, and

worn-out, broken, or defaced Images. For particulars, Address REV. B K ,

Rectory, St. George's-in-the-East.
^r A Liberal Allowance made for Holy Candle-Ends, and Waste Incense.
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VISIBLE ORATORY.
EVER anxious as we are to promote the peace of mind and happiness

of everybody, and do our utmost to remove the nuisances which worry
them, it delights us to announce that we have hit upon a plan by
which perhaps the greatest bore in England may be extirpateu._ We
allude, as the intelligent of course will have surmised, to tne nuisance
of political and other public speaking. Any reasonable mode by which
the parliamentary debates may be contracted, and orators in general be
induced to

"
cut it short," must certainly be deemed a boon and

blessing to the nation
; and this it is now happily within our power to

confer.

We propose then, that in future all our public speakers (with the

exception of LOUD BROUGHAM and some three others worth the listening

to) shall when they get upon their legs in St. Stephens or elsewhere,
have permission only to express themselves by pantomime. Like
MENDELSSOHN'S delicious Lieder ohne Worte, public speeches shall be
henceforth speeches without words. In Parliament or out of it, with
the exception we have mentioned, any orator who wishes to express
his sentiments, must submit to have his tongue tied, or else to wear a

silence-cap. To prevent untoward utterance, the Cttffia di Silenzio,
invented for KING BOMBA, shall be kept in every room where public
speaking is permitted. Not to be confounded with an instrument of

torture, the head-piece shall be called the Cap of Maintenance of
Peace. In either house of Parliament muscular debates shall be the
order of the day, and, in sittings after nightfall, the order of the night.
The only oratory suffered shall be Visible Oratory. "No speaking
aloud

"
shall be the first rule of the Speaker. Any rising Member

will be ordered to sit down if a syllable escapes him. No matter who
is on his legs, if he says but half a word he will at once have to get off

them. He must address himself in speaking to the eye and not the
ear. To be visible, not .audible, must limit his ambition,

There may be a question with weakly-minded people, and perhaps'still
more a doubt with weakly-bodied ones, whether the suggestions we have
made can be adopted, seeing that most orators would find it too exhaus-
tive for them. It might be argued, and with certainly some slight show
of reason, that few gentlemen of England who dine at home at ease, and
by dint oHheir good living can scarcely see their knees, would be able
to sustain a leading part in a debate, wnere the only mode of argument
was physical exertion. There are, doubtless, many orators of great
weight in the House who would soon be overcome in a muscular
debate, and find themselves unequal to much pantomimic speaking.We know several standing counsel who would soon have to sit down,
if bodily contortions were their only mode of utterance. Were visible

oratory the rule at public meetings, speakers even with full heads
could never make much use of them, the while they had full habits.
Their pinguitude, of course, would put a stopper on their panto-
mime, and they would always have to give in to their slimmer-limbed
antagonists.

A few words will, however, serve to answer these objections. When
surplus fat is found to be an obstacle to oratory, there are abundant
means at hand to lessen or remove it. By simply taking exercise and
altering his diet, a Daniel Lambert who aspires to come out as a

Demosthenes, may in a month or two, at most, attain the height of
his ambition. Until he makes the effort, he scarcely would believe what
wonders may be worked by a

judicious course of training. Total
abstinence from turtle and the like enriching condiments, and a regu-
lation diet of unvarying cold mutton, would do marvels in reducing his

rotundity of body, and bring him down with speed into good speaking
condition.

Moreover, some degree of latitude might in fairness be accorded
to such overburdened orators, as a balance to the weight of
solid flesh they labour under. It would be easy to devise a sliding-
scale of breathing-time, to be allowed them in proportion to their
surplus ponderosity. For every half stone or so beyond a certain
weight, an extra thirty seconds might be reasonably given them.
They would thus be relieved from undue pressure on their lungs, and
be placed more on a footing with their leaner- bodied rivals.

i
speakers now-a-days say anything worth hearing, that

it wdl be no great loss to any one if they are stopped from saying any-
thing at all. On the contrary, indeed, we think that our suggestion, if

rightly carried out, will occasion no small gain to our countrymen in
general. So much time now is wasted in reading stupid speeches,
which for want of something better get stuck into the newspapers,
that the prevention of such waste would be a national advantage, in
the benefit of which all Great (and little) |Britons to a certainty would
share. If the Times were daily published without a single speech in it
how many persons would be spared the task of useless reading, and
what a saving there would therein be of unproductive labour. Reports
of visible orations might always be confined to half a dozen sentences
by which some notion of the pantomime might be sufficiently con-
veyed. Let the meditative mind but consider what time-saving this
would nationally occasion, and the meditative mind will very probably
agree with us, in determining that we who are the authors of'the

notion will certainly thereby have done the State great service, and
will deserve a no small public recognition of the fact.

Admitting our deserts, we, however, must decline to have them
nationally recognised. Testimonials and statues are now the only
methods of rewarding public merit, and these have grown so common
that anybody anywhere may have them for the asking. However
vastly therefore we may benefit our country, we trust that nobody will

publicly take notice of the fact
;
for as we have little wish to rank

among the Anybodies, we mean to keep ourselves from being buttered
or bestatued, however great the risk we weekly run of being so.

FREEDOM FOR THE POPISH PRESS.

MY Ally and big Brother, NAPOLEON THE THIRD,
Why silence the Ultramontanes P

Let them say what they please ; let them print every word :

We owe them great thanks for their pains.
Would you hinder the viper from hissing, and lack
The hint to beware of its trail ?

Or stifle the howling of wolves on your track ?

Let the friars and Jesuits rail !

Let tigers grin wide as they please ;
let them show

^

Their fangs ; let them growl : it is good.
Their sweet dispositions they thus let us know,
And what they would do if they could.

If the priests spoke not out, and so kept us awake,
To the top of the tree they might wind,

And once more burn people alive at the stake,
As men did when their Church ruled Man's mind.

So let VEUILLOT rave on as I suffer M'HALE,
And allow frantic CULLEN his fling.

I say, let the rattlesnake rattle its tail,
And warn us 'tis ready to sting.

Give them all rope enough, and their own necks they'll stretch,
I heir own weasands morally close.

And save us the need of employing JACK KETCH,
Which treason, in act, might impose.

ODORIFEROUS PLANTS ON BOW COMMON.
MB. CROLL'S Metropolitan Alum Works, on Bow Common, have

escaped abatement as a nuisance by reason that they are only one
great nuisance among a variety of greater nuisances. The operationm which the plant of MR. CKOLL is concerned is the extraction of alum
from the refuse liquor of gas-works. In yielding alum, the gas-liquor
gives off an insufferable stench, insomuch that MR. CROLL'S neighbours
pulled him up in the person of his attorney before MR. YARDLET the
other day, averring, by their own advocate, that really there were such
nasty smells that came from the Metropolitan Alum Works, that they
must beg the Magistrate to deodorise them by the arm of the law. In
the same way that a gentleman of colour pleaded that an unpleasant-
ness with which he was personally chargeable, was not so bad as that
acquired by a certain white person in the exercise of a particular calling,MR. CROLL defended the effluvia of his own works by those of adjoining
establishments ; and he got off for the present.

But, as the case may be carried to the Court above, it may be advisable
for MR. CROLL to take any measures that he can to compel any and all

complainants to stay proceedings. There is a plan that he might
adopt with that view which would more than satisfy those troublesome
parties. From the very liquor out of which he gets alum attended
with foul exhaktions, Chemistry is capable of extracting the most
exquisite scents. Let him combine Perfume-Works with Alum-Works
and thus diffuse around his vicinity a sweet savour which shall over-
power all offensive emanations. The surrounding inhabitants will then
no longer be under the necessity of stopping either his works or their
noses, and, instead of being poisoned by sulphurous acid or sulphuretted
hydrogen, will be only ready to die in aromatic pain of fragrance more
delicious than that of Rondeletia or Kiss-Me-Quick.

Pop goes the Emperor.
LOMBARDY, birthplace of pawnbrokers, is now herself in pawn.

Austria has advanced ten millions, English, upon her. Mr. Punch is

horribly afraid tnat P or Lombardy will be an addition to the number
01 his tnend Louis NAPOLEON'S Unredeemed Pledges.

A THOUGHT THAT ST11UCK CS ON THE LEG ON THE BOULEVARDS.
" BY

, 7ove> French women were fair enough before
; but now, ever

since this abominable Crinoline came in, they are not even passable .'"
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LOOK IN HIS FACE.
UR Ladies have a humble
habit of saying that they
are

"
always willing to

learn," and thougli this

: statement is usually vouch-

": sated in a tone not exactly
that of submission, but in

a way about equivalent
to

" Now then, Mr. Cle-

ver," it is the part of
- well-natured man to accept

. the declaration, without

1^ regard to the mode in

."" which it is delivered

Therefore, the following
advice from Ma. BINGUAM,
the esteemed Beak, may
be tendered with all de-

ference. That worthy Ma-
gistrate had before him a

cabman, charged with be-
=- ing drunk, and driving

over MRS. DIXON, in Re-

gent Street. The offender's

defence was, that MRS.
DIXON suddenly stopped
in the middle of the road

as she was crossing. The
Magistrate did not think

: this act, aggravating as it

might be to the feeling
of a cabman (who, like one
of MR. SURTEES'S coach-

men,
"
considered the

street belonged to him so

long as he wanted to use
it "), quite sufficient to

authorise MR. BLORE, the
driver in question, in going smack over the woman and breaking her ancle. Moreover,
MRS. DIXON explained that there was no undue desire on her part to take the liberty of

crossing the road, inasmuch as she had waited ten minutes for a clear path. So MR.
BINGHAM, in his turn, drove over the cabman, with the following prelude:
" MR. BINGHAM said he gave MRS. DIXON great credit for having waited before attempting to cross,

thing very unusual with females, they generally running across without looking. Persons walking across a
road should always walk deliberately, and as if they had a right to do so. and should never run, as it threw
drivers into difficulties. They should walk firmly across tho street, took the driver in the face, and they
might depend upon it that he would pull up."

After this little explanation of the Social Science of going over a crossin?, MB. BINGHAM
gave MR. BLORE a month of hard labour in prison, by way of a hint that the streets are
made for everybody, and that a cabman "is not everybody," as the phrase goes, though he
does "consider himself most people," as the other phrase goes.
Reproducing MR. BINGHAM'S advice, Mi: Punch would add, that if every one of the lovely

beings whom lie sees in Regent Street and elsewhere is going to look drivers straight in the

face, he shall turn cabman immediately, and he hereby orders the Somerset-house people to
send him a badge, in a mauve velvet case, by twelve o'clock on Saturday next.

A REALLY ENLIGHTENED STATESMAN.

MR. PUNCH begs to signify his unqualified adhesion to the Palmerston government, that is

to say, so long as GEORGE CLIVE, Uuder-Secretary for the Home Department, remains in

office. That gentleman said the other day at Hereford, that

_" He was painfully reminded of the duties of his office by healing an organ being ground outside, for one of
his most arduous duties had been to assist the police magistrates in putting down the nuisance of organ grindutg."

Keep to your work, GEORGE CLIVE. Mr. Punch watches your political career with much
interest, and never shall you want, a leg up while he can afford you that accommodation.
One of the duties of the Home Department is to make home happy, and you do well iu

grappling with an evil that has broken more women's hearts (by sending their husbands out,
or to the club, or anywhere to be away from the abominable music) than any invention of
modern days. It is a great oversight in the treaty of Zurich, that no provision is made for
the recal to Piedmont of the mass of organ-grinding wretches who now infest England.
If the Sardinians only knew that the "coldness" of England upon the Italian question was
due to the hate entertained for these missionaries of discord, every grinning scoundrel among
them would be now on his way back to the south. VICTOR EMMANUEL will please accept
this intimation. Meantime, bravo, GEORGE CLIVE !

The Kentucky Slasher.

FLOGGING, like Charity, begins at home. It seems that GENERAL HARNEY, the Kentuckian
who got up the San Juan difficulty, and was about to lead on America to flog all creation,
began some time back by flogging one of his negro slaves, a woman, and flogging her to
death. It is as well that this Cat should be let out of the bag, with which MR. BUCHANAN

euphuistically denominating it the Sack has kindly presented the General-.

THE ITALIAN CHEVY CHACE.

KING VICTOR out of Sardinia,
And a fair resolve made he,

That he would hunt in the forests
Of Orca Vale for days three ;

Till answer came from doughty Ally,
If annexation now might be.

The fattest hartcs in all Orca Vale
He said he would kill and carry them away ;

'

By my faye," said doughty Ally meanwhile,
"I will let that hunt be as it may.

" But for hunting after Kingdoms more,"
I deem I can't allow

;

I '11 think it o'er, and plan reply
At my loisir but not just now."

Then KING VICTOR out of his Turin came,
And with him a goodly train

Of hunters, sportsmen, all good shots
;

And chosen for their merits plain.

For KING VICTOR was of manly make,
Straightforward and just meaning;

Good faith he kept, good faith he held
For due on all sides, without leaning.

KING VICTOR jojed in his hunting-bout,
To chase the forest deer ;

The buxom air, the sportsman's life,

His royal heart did cheer.

He said, "'Tis time doughty Ally
Sent Answer without craft

;

But I wist he 'd take his own good time :

"

And loud KING VICTOR laughed.

"I'll still abide doughty Ally's
Response in his own way :

But I ween I '11 follow still mine own ;

'Tis more direct, by my fay !

"

Then KING VICTOR sought his hunting sport,
And shot with good will and aim

;

He downed a noble stag, and said :

" Non c'e male, that, for game !

"

KING VICTOR in his sprightly mood,
For-joj ed in his deed ;

Quoth he,
"
1 '11 send this fat ven'son

To one deserves best meed."

Then called KING VICTOR to him straight,
A trusty page or squire ;

Bade him haste to Central Italic,
And there eftsoons enquire

For General of the Italian band,
Who GARIBALDI hiprht :

And deliver from the King's own hand
This token of its might.

Its might though now as nunter shown
In skill of deadly aim,

To bring their mutual foeman down,
And'comradeship to claim.

Its might, its right, to guerdon worth ;

And graciously confer
This mark of royal friendliness,

Nay, brotherhood, as 'twere.

This was the hunting of Orca Vale,
In lovely Italie

;

Now long live VICTOR, stalwart King !

And eke GARIBALDI.

Napoleonism, Idealism, and Realism.

FRANCE went to war the other day for an
Idea. That idea was the freedom of Italy from
.he Alps to the Adriatic. Now if the EM-
>EROR OF TUB FRENCH wishes to cover France
and himself with glory, he has only to allow

hat idea to become a reality.
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MORE DRAMATIC NOVELTY.
EOFLE say that there is

nothing new under the

sun, but this solar obser-

vation is continually, to

our mind, receiving re-

futation. At the theatres

especially there is a con-

stant aim at novelty, and
the aim results occasion-

ally in something like a

hit. We learn, for in-

stance, from a Paris cor-

respondent of the Tele-

graph, that on the night
of opening the Theatre

Dejazet, which has been
known to older playgoers
as the Folles Novvelles :

" The performance was com-
menced by the delivery of a

prologue, written, some say,

by thirty-six different authors,
others, by sixty-six, which in-

troduced the company and the
new directress to the audience,
and explained iu the manner
common to such special pro-
ductions, the plan of manage-
ment to be pursued at the
establishment."

It is no uncommon
thing to hear of authors

joining in the writing of

a piece, but that some
three dozen writers should
have laid their heads

together for the writing of a prologue is certainly a novelty of the very
newest type. As an opening address is not a very lengthy matter, we
almost wonder how so many pens could have found room to turn a

sentence in it ; and we fear their joint production would resemble in

its quality the broth which has been spoilt by an overcharge of cooks.

Public writers are in France so commonly compelled to sign their

names to what they write, that perhaps the thirty-six or sixty-six who
wrote this prologue were obliged to put their signatures to the sen-

tences they penned. If this were so, we really think that to do the

authors justice, their names should have been read out when the pro-

logue was delivered, so that the public might have known to whom it

was indebted for the jokes which chiefly tickled it. It seems to us this

notion might produce, if rightly worked, a capital effect ;
and as suc-

cesses on the French stage are always copied on our own, we should

not be surprised to hear that the idea has been in England carried out.

As the notion might of course be variously acted on, it would not at

all astonish us to find some popular comedian taking his farewell of us

in some such speech as this :

"
Ladies and Gentlemen (Smith}, accustomed as I am to public

speaking (Brown), I have never felt myself more at a loss for words

(Jones) than I do upon the present to me heart-breaking occasion

(Robinson). I have this evening to take leave of my ky-indest friends

and patrons (Hawkins) ;
to bid farewell to the footlights (Jawkins),

which have nightly lit my path towards an honourable retirement

(Hookem), and flared with equal flame upon each failure or success

(Snivey). The profession of an actor is an arduous profession (Snooks).

His progress is a course beset with obstacles and difficulties (Tonkins).
It is like everything else (Green)

'

in this mortial wale of tears
'

(Gamp).
Like the course at Epsom, it is full of ups and downs (Whipper), and
like (Snapper)

'

the course of true love never doth run smooth '

(Shakspeare). But arduous as is the profession I have chosen (Blogg),
I have never for an instant thought it was too much for me (Bragg).
I have always been in readiness to undertake whatever part was en-

trusted to my hands ( Wilson), however little fitted I may have been
considered for it ( Watkins) ;

and to my invincible belief in my own
powers I believe I mainly owe the proud position I have gained (Cheeke).
'

I do remember
'

(Shakspeare) that the first time I played Hamlet,
some geese hissed me off the stage (Jowler), and were absurd enough
to ask that their money should be returned to them (Brass). The
Manager politely wished that they might get it (Grumpy), and so I

was consoled by the comforting reflection that, after all, the geese did

riot contrive to save their capital (Stumpy). This anecdote will show
you, my ky-ind friends and patrons (Crawler), that I have not always
been the favourite I am (Gibbs). But the pursuit of popularity has

been to me a Love Chace, and I have never feared the Rivals (Sheridan)
'

who have beset my path (Cocker). Still, although I may^ regard i

myself as having been the (Thompson) 'architect of my own fortune';

(Anon.'), it is to you, Ladies and Gentlemen, I would attribute my
'

success (Briggs). Aided by my ky-ind friends, the writers for the

press (Johnson), whom 1 am always glad to welcome as my guests

(Jackson), your discernment has, so guided, discovered my deserts

>), and your unbiassed patronage has most liberally acknow-

ledged them (SnoLL). Ladies and Gentlemen (Short), I have now the

anguish of bidding you farewell (Long). As the Swan of Avon sings

(i ;;/,/']
"
Parting is such sweet sorrow,

That I shall say Good night till it be morrow."

But '

the best of friends must part
'

(Anon), and as
' what must be

must '

(Author also unknown), I feel I am compelled once in my life to

yield to circumstances (Prosely). Ladies and Gentlemen (Hiffffins).

1 have but two words more to say to you (Stiggins). 'Life ain't all

beer and skittles' (Slick). "Tis not in mortals to command success'

(Skakspeure) \ but whatever skittles or success I have enjoyed (Griggs),
it is to your ky-indness that I feel I owe it (Finis).":

AN EXAMPLE MADE.

MR. PUNCH'S Balmoral Anecdotes not having quite succeeded in

stopping the flood of ttunkeydotn let loose by the Scotch papers with a

rush that rivalled the Loch Katrine water-works (althougli he is bound
to say that the nuisance instantly and greatly abated), he fulfils his

menace by presenting a real anecdote of one of these idiots, and more-

over indicating Mm. A writer in the Fife Flunkey no, Herald, actually

contributes this rubbish :

" A the Sheriff of Edinburgh stood in shrieval dignity on the platform of tne

railway station, a lady sought audience of him. It was granted, ana the lady pro-

had not jurisdiction sufficient for the proposed presentation of the bouquet how-

ever, he would see. Accordingly he entered the Royal Carriage and explained the

matter to the QUEEN, pointing out to her the expectant young lady, wuo stood, a

bewitching little creature, all blushes, hopes, and fears, on the platform. HER
MAJESTY, with the utmost promptitude, declared her willingness for the bouquet
scene, and said she could not for a moment ' come between tht two.' Whereupon tho

Sheriff returned with the welcome tidings, and little Miss stepping forward
with the grace of FERRARIS, presented her flowers, with a charming consciousness

beaming from her child-face, which no doubt the youthful prince fully appreciated."

Which, you ass, means the child-face d9 you mean that, or the
"
consciousness ?

" Mr. Punch is in doubt which was the worst, the im-

pertinence of the female who, in order to have something to talk about

to her familiars, poked her child under the QUEEN'S nose, and made the

poor little girl uncomfortable : or the
sycophant folly of the writer

who could commemorate such twaddle and rudeness. The speech
attributed to the QUEEN is, of course,

"
a lee ;

"
_but no doubt HER

MAJESTY was, as usual, very good-natured, and it is a shame that
-*'

Bulgarians prin
i *'

you like that P

tuicu, auvA. Jiif io . aiitiuiir LIIUU

vulgarians should intrude upon her, or other vulgarians^ print the

particulars of such intrusion. Now, Fife, how do

LOCH KATRINE IN GLASGOW.

GLASGIE 's just a' right the noo
She has gat Loch Katrine brought her ;

Ever she had mountain dew,
Now she rins wi' mountain water.

Hech the blessin', ho the boon
To ilka drouthie Glasgie bodie !

Sin' there 's water in the toun.

Oure eneuch to mak' its toddie.

Glasgie chiels, a truth ye '11 learn

New to mony a Scot, I'm thinkin"
;

Water, aibliris, ye '11 discern,
Was na gi'en alane for drinkin'.

Hands and face ye '11 scrub at least,

Frae ane until anither Monday,
Gif nae Sabbatarian beast

Stap your water-warks on Sunday.

Another Laurel Wreath around the Imperial Brow.

IT has long been surmised and a surmise on our part is almost

equal to a fact by anybody else that the MONSIEUR COMMUNIQUE,
who is, perhaps, the most liberal contributor to the French Press, for

the simple reason that there is no Editor who dare to refuse to insert

his articles, was no less a personage than Louis NAPOLEON him-

self. Should this mighty wielder of the sceptre and the pen, how-

ever, fall under the displeasure of the POPE, and be threatened, like

VICTOR EMMANUEL, with all the pains and penalties of excommuni-

cation, he will be able to add to his other proud titles that of MON-
SIEUR E
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Butcher Soy. "Is IT FKOM FREDERICK, itv VE\R? (Old Lady looks aghast,) IT is! SHE SMILES! "

THE CABMAN'S CLUB.
MB. PUNCH is exceedingly happy to find that those useful institu-

tions, Clubs for Cabmen, are being established in various quarters of
the town. LORD SHAFTESBUB.Y states that they are productive of
much good, and that the Cabmen, instead of going home to quarrel
with their wives, come to the Club, and in intellectual conversation

dissipate the hatred they have formed for mankind during the day's
conflict. Softened down, they are thus restored to their homes, and
statistics show that since the getting up of these Clubs, the per-centage
of black eyes among Cabmen's wives has been reduced from 1 in 6 to
1 in 10. Mr. Punch wishes all success to the effort, and is much
pleased with the bye-laws of the Cabman's Clubs. He submits a few
of the rules. It will be seen that they are calculated to exclude every
recollection or discussion of a disagreeable character :

That no Member shall say "Here you are!" under any circum-
stances whatever.

in.
That no Member shall look at a map of London, or ask another the

distance from any point to any other.

v.

That in no case, except'when one Member promises another a legacy,
shall any Member say ''I'll leave it to you."

VII.

That there shall be no attempt to pass bad money at the Club.

vni.
That except when a haunch of venison is presented to the Club by

LORD SHArTESBURY, the word Buck shall never be mentioned.

XI.

That the porter in the hall shall receive the badges of all the Members
on their entering, and shall return each in a sealed envelope as the

owner goes out.

xn.
That Osses shall be as little spoken about as possible, and then only

in reference to sporting events.

XIII.

That a bird's mouth shall be alluded to as his pecker, or some other
device shall be employed to avoid the word Beak.

xv.

That, except when speaking of a fight, there shall be no use of the
word Mill, and that no Member shall describe another as Cranky.

xyin.
That a vessel containing liquid shall be called the Vase, or the

Chalice, or the Ewer, but upon no occasion the Jug.

xx.
That the waiters shall always have small coin about them, and never

have to say,
"
I've no change, Sir."

XXI.
That all anecdotes of successes obtained over female, aged, country,

or foreign Fares be forbidden, not as unwelcome, but as calculated to

excite envious feelings in those Members who have been unfortunate

enough to obtain little more than their legal hire.

"Save us from our Friends'. "

FRANCE is making a claim of 400,000,000 francs upon Piedmont for

the expenses of the late war. It is said that in the event of Piedmont
not being able to satisfy this claim, that it will have to part with either

Savoy or Nice. We doubt the latter, for it would be a shock to our
intellectual powers of penetration if \ve looked upon Louis NAPOLEON
otherwise than as a ruler that was not over Nice.

POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY.

VIENNA is the Capital of Austria. What of that ? From BABON
DE BRUCK'S last financial juggle, it is quite evident that Austria has
no other capital than her chief town.

THE MOCK AND THE REAL. You know mock-modesty, as" you" do

mock-turtle, from its being the produce of a calf's head.

Piinted by William Bradbury, of No. 13. t'pper V cturn PI; re, ana Frer'eilck Ma'.lett Evan?, of >o. 19, Queen's Road West, Regent's PAT*, both in the Patlsb or St. Paiicrsjs, in the County of Middlesex.
Printers, at their Office in ) on bard tuce 1

,
~ir ibe Piecinct of \\hitefriais, :u the City ol London, ai:d Published by them a: No. 56, Kleet Stiei

Londtn. SATDRDAT, Uctoie* -'J, !

fieet. in the Parish, of St. Bridr, in the City*'
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Juvenile.
" Do YOU OBJKCT TO MY SMOKING A CIGAR, SIR ?

"

Elderly Party.
" OH NO, CERTAINLY NOT, IF IT DOESN'T MAKE YOU SICK !

"

" ENGLAND'S DECLINE AND PALL."
(&* the Constitutional, t1t Vnivers, the Payt, and the reft of the French

newspapers patsim.)

OLD England's going down the hill,

It certainly is so ;

Tor Grand Guillot has written it,

And Grand Guillot must know.

Our population's growing fast,

The French don't grow at all ;

Our colonies get richer,
While theirs are singing small.

Our tonnage to their tonnage

May stand as ten to one ;

Their imports to our imports
May weigh as pound to ton.

But England's going down the hill,

It certainly is so
; .

For Grand Guiltot has written it,

And Grand Guillot must know.

Year after year our liberties

Grow broader and more sure ;

While theirs are such as bayonets
And gagging laws secure.

Classes by kindly duty
With us are intertwined ;

With them the tie of class is such
As Socialism can bind.

But England's going down the hill,

It certainly is so
;

For Grand Guillot has written it,

And Grand Guillot must know.

We have a Queen we honour,
With love that knows no fear

;

They have Louis NAPOLEON,
And "

Lapaix de VEmpire!"
We have our Habeas Corpus,
Our press for speaking free,

They have their
"
Loi des suspects,"

And avertissemens three.

Yes, England's going down the hill,

It certainly is so ;

For Grand Guillot has written it,

And Grand Guillot must know.

A FEW GLOBULES FOE HOMOEOPATHY.
HAVING gone through a small course of Homoeopathy, and fairly

digested its merits, we have come to the following inevitable con-
clusion :

" What you tell us that is true is not new, and what you tell

us that is new isn't true."
The latter part of our judgment, or "what you tell us that is new,"

has reference to the assertions of the Homoeopaths that they cure an
average of a hundred and five per cent, of all their cases ; and this, too,
by the administration of infinitesimal doses.
With regard to the former portion, or "what you tell us that is

true," we mildly take upon ourselves to assert, that the doctrine of
"stmilia similium curantur" was known and practised long before

HAKNEMANN, or any other man of their school, saw the usual poly-
chromatic light suspended over his medical door. Instances of this
are as plentiful as cases in the Divorce Courts, from the beginning
of the world, ever since Mr. Bacchus planted the vine, we have every
reason to believe that men have occasionally taken "a little too much,"
and cured themselves the next day,

"
by a hair of the dog that bit

them," a clear case of "similia, similibus'."

Again, "Setting a thief to catch a thief," is as "old as the hills,"
even those that

"
flesh is heir to."

There is yet another instance of this doctrine, well known in days of

yore, in the following nursery lines :

' There was a man of Teddington, and he was wondrous wise,
He jumped into a quickset-hedge, and scratched out both his eyes ;And when he saw his eyes were out, with all his might and main,
He jumped into another hedge, and scratched tliem in again."

We leave Homoeopaths in the midst of this quickset-hedge, to get out
of it the best way they can. It is so clear a proof of

"
like curing

like," that the blindest bigot in the efficacy of globules must see it.

There is blindness produced by the Wise Man of Teddington jumping
into a hedge, and scratching his eyes out

;
and then by going through

another hedge, and the same process of scratching his eyes, he recovers
them in less (to speak vulgarly) than two winkings.
Although we fancy we must before this have convinced all reasonable

beings that
"
like having the power of curing like

"
is no new idea,

still we cannot conclude without quoting one last, but no small,
authority upon the point, which, we imagine, is dead against the
atomic theory of infinitesimal doses. We do not recollect ever having
heard it quoted by the Homoeopaths themselves in support of their

argument. We, therefore, beg, in all good feeling, to present it to
them for their especial benefit and behoof:

" A little money is a dangerous thing,
Drink deeply, or touch not the Pierian spring :

There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
But drinking deeply sobers us again I

"

This last line leans a little to the
"

similia, similibus
"

creed
;
but we

make the Homoeopaths a small present of it, giving them full liberty to

extract what benefit they can from it, as a proof we do not wish to be
hard upon them. Meanness is the test of a little mind, and we do
not profess to deal in little things, as though we were no better than a

Homoeopath.

TWICE SHUT UP.
" ME. WARD, the American Envoy, who went in the box to Fekin, did not, after

all, get the treaty ratified there." Globe.

O COUSINS, in decency, out of your annals
The story (to use Printers' language) delete ;

To Pekin and back, between carpenters' panels,
Your Envoy sneaked off and did not get the Treaty.

You'd better have seen that affairs appeared sinister,
And shared with your kinsmen the enemy's knocks,

Than had to remark of your Cabinet Minister,"
Oh, breathe not his name, let it sleep in the Box."

A Letter too Many.
COUNT B.OGUET has been sent by Louis NAPOLEON on a mission to

KING BOMBALINO. Considering the part now being played in Italy by
the French Emperor, the name of this Neapolitan envoy seems to be

right TO a "t." But the "t" ought clearly to be omitted.

VOL. XXXVII.
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BALLADS FOR BEDLAMITES.
ENSITIVE minds are af-

flicted to consider what

heaps of trash our sen-

timental balladmongers
write. Often as we have
called attention to the

subject, we fear but
little profit has resulted

from our criticism. In-

deed, judging from the

samples which have re-

cently been handed to

us, we really think
the stuff and nonsense
which is written is be-

coming annually more

stuffy and nonsensical.

Tor instance, what pre-

posterous absurdity it

is for a young lady to

burst out, during a lull

in conversation, with
the startling interroga-

tive,
"
Will you love me

then as now ? " a ques-
tion obviously intended
for a private pair of

ears, and not to be pro-

pounded to a roomful
of company. What

"oily, too, it is for any girl to break the solemn silence of a tea-fight by suddenly exclaiming,"
Willie^ we have missed you !

"
a remark which sets one wondering as to who this

WILLIAM is, and whether he has committed burglary, or bolted with the till, or what else is

;he reason that his family have missed him.
Nor is the folly of such songs the worst fault we can find in them. To our mind their

nendacity quite equals their absurdity. When Miss SQAULLER, for example, at the tiptop of
ler voice sings out "/ have always a welcomefor thee !

"
she knows as well as we do that were

iny one to act upon her general invitation, he would most likely get his ears boxed, or be
ticked out of the house. Moreover, who believes a sentimental singer when he or she keeps
constantly protesting before company that

" I'm leaving thee in sorrow, Annie !
" an action

which a person cannot constantly be doing, although it is just possible one might have done
t once. Who, again, can listen with anything like patience when Miss SCHREECHER screws

jer
voice up to its shrillest pitch, and bursts out with some such bosh as, "Ever of thee I'm

fondly dreaming!" However much Miss SCHREECHER may dream when she's asleep, she
:annot when awake continue in so doing; and to make assertion therefore that she is
'

ever
"
dreaming is as barefaced a falsehood as well can be conceived. Such falsehoods are,

wwever, nightly uttered in our drawing-rooms ;
and yet the truthfullest of parents take no

iteps to chip a stopper on them.
To put some check upon the sale of the stuff and nonsense sellers who supply such

rampant rubbish as that which we have quoted, we have devoted some five minutes to the

writing of a song or two, which may serve to throw some ridicule upon our sentimental
songwrights, and may bring them to their senses, if perchance they have any. As
sentimental songs must be silly to be popular, we have tried to make our specimens as
senseless as we can, and in every way to imitate the Bedlamitish bosh which our composers
vre insane enpugh just now to set to music. To read glibly and to rhyme are apparently
he only conditions which are aimed at, and we leave the world to judge if we have hit the
nark. It is a great point, too, with songwrights to make a taking title. Young ladies who
my ballads are caught as readily by a title as plebeian millionnaires ;

and as the first line of
a love-song is used in general for its' title, we may say for popularity, C'est le premier vers qui
mute. We have, therefore, paid particular attention to this point, and rather feel inclined
.0 pride ourselves upon our titular success. There is a something so striking in the first
ines of our ballads, that we feel persuaded they would make a hit. Were the following
rat to music by a popular composer, there is no saying what a heap of money it might bring

BALLAD-" SEE THE SWALLOWS GAILY SWIMMING!"

Melody by BUFFER.
See the swallows gaily swimming,
Hop upon the rainbow's back !

See, the milky way is skimming,
And the comet's got the sack !

Sweetly purrs the cheeky chicken,
Spftly sings the rampant gnu ;

While the moon's alive and kicking,
Pond one, ah ! 1 love but you !

Poetry by PUNCH.

Now the cat hath left the city,
Now the dove hath left her den,

Waken, love, and hear my ditty,
I 'm the merriest of men !

See, my eyes with grief are pouring,
See, my heart is black and blue ;

Harken then, oh ! to my snoring,
Pond one, oh ! I love but you !

The words of our next specimen are also slightly incoherent ; but there is certainly goodsound in them, if there be not good sense :

BALLAD-"THE CLOUDS ARE SHINING CLEAR AND BRIGHT!'
Melody by DUFFER. Poetry by PUNCH.

The clouds are shining clear and bright, i The owlets sparkle red as night,Ihemoon is blazing blue, And sighs the tame curlew
;

The frogs are mewing far and wide,
No sound abroad is seen,

So come, my love, and be my bride,
Por it is all serene !

The tiger hops from spray to spray,
And clears his tuneful throat,

I catch a fragment of his lay,
He warbles, "I'm afloat !"

The diving-bell soars high above,

^
'Tis steered by MR. GREEN

;

So come, my bride, and be my love,
Por, yes ! 'tis all serene !

In the last of our three specimens there is some-
what more coherence

;
and as the least approach

to sense is avoided by our song-writers, we
have no doubt this coherency would interfere
with its success. Nevertheless, we mean to
print it, and any publisher who chooses to pay
us for the copyright, will have our gracious
leave to do the ditto with our ditty, and make
as fine a fortune by it as he can :

BALLAD-" WHEN THE SPARROWS UPWARD
SOARING!"

Melody by STUFFER. Poetry by PUNCH.

When the sparrows upward soaring
Bruise their wings against the sky,

When the beetle by his snoring
Wakes the dormouse slumb'ring nigh ;

When the dolphin on the billow
Ceases for his wife to rove,

And the weeping leaves the willow,
Then may I too cease to love !

When no more the bosky thickets

Joy to sip the mountain dew,
When to chirrup cease the crickets,
And the sky's no longer blue !

When the ocean ceases flowing,
When the donkey mates the dove,

When the cochin ceases crowing,
Then may I too cease to love.!

There is nothing very wonderful in any of
these ballads, excepting, we admit, that they are

wonderfully silly. Yet if SIMS REEVES would
but sing them once or twice in public, we are
sure that all young ladies would instantly go
mad for them; and there are lots of lunatics
at large in the community who would be insane

enough to lend a listening ear to whatever their

particular young lady lent her lips to. So, as we
never entertain a doubt of the merit and success
of anything we dp, we feel persuaded the most
maniacal of musical furores will be at once ex-
cited by our Ballads for Bedlamites.

Passionate Pastorals.

THE ARCHBISHOP OF MALINES has published
a ferocious pastoral, abusing the vindicators of
Italian liberty, and menacing eternal bad con-

sequences to all parents who send their children
to the Belgian public schools. If it had not
been for the ravings which CULLEN and MAC-
HALE have also vented on the like subjects,
we should say that the ARCHBISHOP OF MALINES
was unrivalled for malignity.

Euccleuch v. Brougham.
A WOIID to the Electors of the President of

the Edinburgh University. "New brooms," it

is said, "sweep clean." But there is an old

BROUGHAM that sweeps cleaner than any amount
of new ones. That is the BROUGHAM to stick

at your masthead.

"THE HOME MAGAZINE." The caddy which
:ontains the domestic gunpowder.
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SOLDIERS OF IRISH FREEDOM.
DUBLIN correspondent
of the Morning Post
sends over the follow-

ing piece of intelli-

gence :

" AID FOB THE POPE.
" The Morniny News con-

tinues to publish letters

from parties who are wil-

ling to subscribe towards
' a war fund for the POI-K,'
or to aid in raising an
'Irish Brigade' for him."

" And this is one of

them," as the Irish

pilot said of the rock
which (just as he had
declared that he knew

every one on the coast)

the ship struck upon :

gIH>_As one who approTes of the suggestion of the reverend gentlemen from the North. I beg to begin
the good work for our Ilnly Father. Idle murmiirings will avail little

;
the time is come for action. I beg

to give you my name for Fifty Pounds, and would as willingly give my life for the same holy cause.

'
I am, Sir, for the present,

"A ^ 10 TIII MORNING NEWS."

A Subscriber to the Morning News * Of how much beyond the price of that valuable

journal? Of a name, apparently, at present not just yet of 50. No half of a bank-note

seems to have accompanied the above communication, and if it had, truly, even for one of

the "faithful," the writer ought to have a large allowance of faith, to think of sending any

money to the office of an Irish newspaper.
But as touching that same Irish Brigade contemplated by the "parties who have been

writing to the Morning News, the sooner it is raised and sent away the better. Let the baud

of fanatics who arc not content to be traitors to constitutional government at home, betake

themselves abroad to fight against the emancipation of a foreign people. Let, them go.

GARIBALDI and his brave bands will soon give an account of the blackguards, and Ireland

will rejoice in a good riddance of bad rubbish.

ASSURANCE DOUBLE SURE.

MB. PUNCH had occasion some little time back to give a significant hint that he did not

approve of one form of Post-Office Assurance, namely, the Assurance that presumed to

inquire much too minutely into the private affairs of Everyman's Castle. He has the more

pleasure in strongly commending a new form of Assurance in the same quarter. Ma.
ROWLAND HILL hath taken into consideration the fact that it is not easy for a gentleman
with a limited

salary
to pay a large sum at given dates (not dates you eat, Wiscount ; what

a Hass you are!), whereas the same amount might be pleasingly spread over a long period.

Following out this train of thought, MB. HILL hath arranged with divers Life Assurance

Societies, that the Post Office itself shall pay the premiums on the policies effected by
clerks and other officials in the Establishment, and that the same shall be deducted in small

amounts from the weekly or monthly salary of the party. Now, this is so kind and wise an

arrangement, that nobody can be at all surprised that all the other Government Offices have

abstained from following so good an example. However, with an [occasional prod from

Mr. Punch, they may in time be induced to imitate the Post Office.

Now is the time for young husbands and fathers in official situations to show their regard
(if any) for their Partners and Progeny. Now will a slight weekly retrenchment begin to

tell. For instance, a visit to the theatre. A cab to take your wife costs at least two

shillings ; boxes, say eight shillings ; box-keeper (Adelphi and Covent Garden excepted), one

shilling ;
ices and all that rubbish, two shillings ; your own white gloves, a shilling and a

halfpenny (Tottenham Court Road). Well, leave your wife at home, walk to the theatre, go
to the pit, buy a penny bill, have a pint of porter. No cabs, no boxes, no harpy, no ices,

no gloves. This will save eleven shillings and ninepence halfpenny. Now that sum weekly
is more than 30 a-year, and for that payment you can assure your life for 1,000, besides

the comfort of knowing how much better it is for your wife to be at home minding the

children, than in a hot theatre hearing frivolous dialogues.
There is another way of effecting the same object, but it is so mean that Mr. Punch

mentions it only as matter of form. You cannot get a good cigar under fivepence, and you
smoke four a-day. Give it up, and you will save in the week about the same sum as by the

former process. But this is not recommended. As your wife is to benefit by the assurance,
not you, it is fitting that she make the sacrifice towards it.

But, anyhow, Gentlemen, and others, of the Post, Office, now is your time, and Mr. Punch

hopes speedily to hear that all the Government Offices adopt the plan, and all the Assurance
Offices concur in it. Honesty is the best Policy, but a Policy on your life is a very good one.

Bramwell is Himself Again!
A YACHTING Friend was telling BAIION BRAMWELL that, while out on a coasting cruise,

they dined one, day off Deal.
"
Rather a dry repast," exclaimed the facetious Baron, who

is quite the Widdicomb of the legal circus circuit, we mean.
"
For my part, although

tastes, you know, vary," he continued, in the same humorous strain,
"
I should have preferred

waiting for Sandirich to take my luncheon, and then dining off the Chops of the Channel."
The Baron was so pleased with his own joke, that he immediately began dancing a hornpipe,
after the style of Miss LYDIA THOMPSON.

THE RIFLE VOLUNTEERS.
AIR" The British Grenadier!."

SOME talk of ALEXANDER,
And some of HERCULES,

But JOHN BULL'S rising dander
Needs no such aids as these.

He shoulders his long Eufield,
And at his drill appears,

Till "piny-icing-wing," the bullets sing,
Of the Rifle Volunteers.

And when he is commanded
To find himself in clothes,

Like a trump unto his tailor

For a uniform he goes.
"With his easy Knickerbockers,
And no stock his neck that queers,

For a run, jump, stand, they 're the boys to

command,
Are the Rifle Volunteers !

Let the Horse Guards trust to pipe-clay,
And General Routine,

Till the Linesman's schakoed, belted,
And pack'd to a machine.

With winds and waists unfettered,
And the use of eyes and ears,

Tn wide-awake tile come the rank and file

Of the Rifle Volunteers !

They mayn't, be up to marching,
A hundred legs like one,

Or in coming to the shoulder
To the moment with each gun ;

But for hitting of the target,
Or the foeman have no fears.

He must shoot mighty spry that could

wipe the eye
Of the Rifle Volunteers !

At dawn to drill or practice,
Blow high, blow low, he goes ;

And what a breakfast afterwards
He eatSj you may suppose.

For shooting, marching, wheeling,
Not alone chase invasion's fears,

But they also drive out dyspepsy and gout
From the Rifle Volunteers !

The lovely maids of England,
The comely matrons too,

Rain smiles upon the Rifles,
And applaud their aim so true ;

For they know while each stout marksman
His unerring Enfield tears,

No invader conies to the hearths and the

homes,
Of the Rifle Volunteers !

A BALSAM FOR BRUISED SPIRITS.

WE read that the Governor of Cayenne lias

abandoned in that transporting colony the culti-

vation of the castor-oil plant, and replaced it

by sesame. As Sesame was the watchword of

thieves in the well-known Ali Bubo, story, it may
be considered the most appropriate plant for con-

victs and the outcasts of society, and one so rich

in association that it may be likely to lure them
on to habits of industry, to which such charac-

ters generally entertain a most rooted antipathy.
Sesame in the fairy chronicle was the charm
that opened the cavern in which were hidden

countless treasures; so, in this instance, it may
be the magic key that is to open to the wonder-

ing eyes of the thieves who work it all the

wealth that is buried in the earth. We say
'

thieves,' as it, is well known that, owing to the

munificence of Louis NAPOLEON, not a single

political exile now remains in the wretched
island of Cayenne, or elso we would not insult

them with so
"
priggish

"
a parallel.
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(A very vulgar subject indeed so, ifyon are painfully genteel, you had better puss it over.)

'On, AIN'T HE MOPS AND BROOMS, NEITHER!"

Baker.
" WHY DON'T THEY TAKE HIM TO THE STATION ?

"

Tender Female.
" HE 's ILL, POOR GENTLEMAN, HE SHOULD GO TO THE HOSPITAL !

"

Cabby (contemptuously). "HILL! OKSEPITAL INDEED \I ONY WISH I;D GOT ARF HIS COMPLAINT!
"

PITY THE POOE LAWYERS.

IF a. cat have nine lives, how many has a lawyer ?

This is not a riddle, reader, although you may think it reads like one.

On the contrary, indeed it is a question of grave import, and to

those whom it concerns it is confessedly no joke. The reason why we
ask it is to help to solve the problem as to how much longer the lawyers
will continue to exist : a problem which, according to a high legal

authority, appears to have alarmingly disturbed the legal mind. At the

meeting of the Law Association held last week, the chairman spoke
most piteously on this distressing subject, and described in touching
terms the lowness of the ebb to which, financially regarded, the pro-
fession was reduced. He said that fees were so cut down, that the

lawyers, as a body, were thoroughly cut up ;
and the only means by

which they might continue to exist was by ekeing out the scanty and
quite insufficient pittance which remained of their small savings ere

they were so oppressed.

Said the Chairman, MR. BEAUMONT,
"

I admit that it is wonderful, all things considered, yet somehow or other, chiefly
through the practice of great abstinence, we still exist."

,

So, according to this orator, a lawyer is in fact a marvel of vitality ;

and may, without untruth in this respect, be likened to a cat. There
is moreover this yet further similarity between them, namely, that both
creatures are gifted with remarkable tenacity of claw, and keep firm
hold of whatever may come within their clutch. When, therefore, we
are told that the lawyers are distressed, we do not feel quite unmixed
pity for their plight. Protest as they may, that they have nothing left

to live upon, we believe that they have still some mice left in their

larders, to whom, for all that MR. BEAUMONT may talk about their"
abstinence," we are convinced, when they feel hungry, they still pay

their devours.

THE PRESENT POWDER DUTY.

THE Ladies' Own Journal informs our gallant Riflemen that, by the

44th George III., cap. 54, sec. 11, all members of a Rifle Corps are

entitled to wear hair-powder free of duty. The only powder, however,
that Riflemen are now interested in is gunpowder, which would be

unsuitable, in an ornamental point of view, to any hair, except the

coarse and woolly crop of a nigger, and would be applicable to that

only with the effect of gilding refined gold, not to say of painting the

lily, or of adding fresh perfume to the violet. In the use of gun-

powder, moreover, it is confidently hoped that our bold Riflemen will

always hold themselves under the obligation of duty.

TO THE NEWSPAPER-READING WORLD.

IT may not be generally known that a translation of the Monitenr

appears every morning in London. It is written, we regret to say, in

English, and is published under the name of the Morning Chronicle.

strikes us to be a tolerably fair translation, but of course there are no

signatures to the articles, as in the original, which otherwise it follows

very closely in other respects. Notwithstanding the omission of names,

however, we fancy we can detect the tone of some of the most brazen

trumpeters of the Tuileries that are allowed to have their bray m the

columns of the Moniteur. We are sorry that an English newspaper
should have lost all animal spirit so far as to echo such braying.

GENTLENESS or THE SEX. After all, Woman's Porte is her Piano.

Lord Palmerston.

How TO GET TIP A GOOD APPETITE. Dine at Balmoral with the

British Association next year.
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RIFLING THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH.
HE following incident oc-

curred at the inaugural ii M

dinner given to tiir I hi

lamshire Rifles, which we
take from the

Daily Telegraph :

"The 4th and :Jrd companies
having, in obedience to the
order of their eominmdiiu:
officers, left 'he ante-room and
taken their sent* in the hall,

the order, 'Second eomi>:iny
in single file,' was given, ami
it was somewhat amusing to

nee the manner in which they
i he order, going not in

single file,' but in a higgledy-

piggledy sort of fashion, twos-

threes, fours, and all in dis-

order. The civilians were the

only persons remaining, and

presently a moushic! <

gentleman presented liiinsel!,

and with the utmost tana
j'roid, delivered himself as fol-

lows : 'If any of yo wart
bout to ate yo'd better goo
in.'"

This is quite a new style
of announcing that

"
din-

ner is ready." If all the

toasts were given out in a

similar style, the banquet must have been exceedingly rich. We should say that a

toastmaster was sadly wanted at Sheffield. That high-mettled town, whose

mettle never shines to so much advantage as when displayed in a case of bene-

vplence or charity, can seemingly supply capital knives and forks for a public

dinner, but its English, if measured by the above specimen, was, we should say,
a little too blunt. It might beneficially undergo an extra polish or two, before it

is again introduced at table : or else Mr. PuncA will certainly
"
goo in," and send

Sheffield down a sample of his most cutting articles, such as not all the grinders
and polishers of the place shall be able to surpass for finish, brilliancy, sharpness,
and good temper.

FASHIONABLE ANTHEM.

LONG live our gracious QUEEX,
Who won't wear Crinoline,

Long live the QUEEN !

May her example spread,
Broad skirts be narrowed,
Long trains be shortened ;

Long live the QUEEN !

O storm of scorn arise,

Scatter French fooleries,

And make them pall.

Confound thoselioops and things,
Frustrate those horrid springs,
And India rubber rings,

Deuce take them all !

May dresses flaunting wide
Fine figures cease to hide

;

Let feet be seen ;

Girls to good taste return,
Paris flash modes unlearn,
No more catch (ire and burn.

Thanks to the QUEEN !

ANSWER TO A CORRESPONDENT, WHO SIGNS HIMSELF
A CONTRIBUTOR TO

" NOTES AND QUERIES." No, Sir,

it may be true that
"
half a loaf is better than none," but

then the same principle does not hold good with regard to

a Bank-note. Half a Bank-note is of no value whatever, as

you will find to your cost, until you can find the accom-

panying half to match it, and so, like a matrimonial match,
to make the two into one. Once for

all,
we wish to impress

upon you, for fear you should be writing again, that most

decidedly
"
half a Bank-note is not better than none."

PuncA.

THE OLD CLOTHES LINE.

THE subjoined are portions of a letter which has appeared in a

country paper :

" HASLEMERE. TAKING A CHILD'S SHOES FOB A RAILWAY FAHE.
" To the Editor of the West Sussex Gazette.

"
SIB, Upon coming to London by the 6'15 train from Portsmouth, on Sunday

evening last, and when at Haslemere station, amid torrents of rain, a respectable
mechanic got into the train, with a most delicate child of five years of age, who to

our great surprise had his feet tied up in a white handkerchief. Upon our inquiring
the cause, he informed us that he had travelled down that morning, having paid for

the single journey, but not finding his friends, who had left the place, he was under

the necessity of immediately returning to London. Not having sufficient money to

pay the fare for himself and child back again, they at the Haslemere Station took

the man's waistcoat, which not being sufficient, they took the poor child's new
boots off his feet also. . . . The man's name is JOHNSON; he works at MEARS'S

factory, Blackwall, and lives in the parish of Bromley, Essex.
"
Yours, respectfully, LOUISA LANCASTER."

"
23, Great Tomer Street, Oct. 19, 1859."

The above statement will surely oblige the South-Western Railway
Company to publish either a denial of the man JOHNSON'S story, or

else a new table of fares, arranged on the principle of barter, for the

accommodation of those who may have clothes on their backs, but no

money in their pockets. A hat, so far ; a necktie, such a distance ;
a

coat, a waistcoat, a pair of trousers, so many miles for each article of

apparel. But this sort of tariff would involve the necessity of occa-

sionally giving change, as in the case of a swell who, on some race-

course, for example, had got cleaned out, watch and all. His pegtops
might be worth more than the fare they were rated at. Moreover,
common decency would demand that the denuded passengers should

go in a fourth-class train. The Company would also have to set up an
old-clothes shop, which might adjoin the refreshment room. Among
the articles therein exposed for sale, there would probably appear a

good many pairs of "Men's Strong Walking." But we cannot think

that there would be any children's shoes, in the window at least; for

even the economical South-Western Railway Company would, doubt-

less, be ashamed openly to exhibit the little lace-ups or diminutive

highlows which they had pitilessly stripped from the feet of a poor
little child.

A TEETOTALLER'S DEFINITION.
" LANGUAGE is most decidedly only given to a drunken man to

disguise his thoughts."

A SCOTCH EXPERIMENT.
WE read in the Inverness Courier
" On Sunday the Members 'and adherents of MR. CAIRO'S Church in Glasgow, for

the first time knelt at prayer, and stood at praise. MR. CAIRO announced this as
an experiment for two or three weeks."

What is meant by experiment ? There used to be an idea that an

elephant had no knees, but a writer in MR. ADDISON'S Spectator con-

futed that idea by reporting an "experiment," which resulted in

an elephant's kneeling to take up Ma. PENKETHMAN. Is there the
same superstition as to the conformation of a Scotchman. And] as

to standing ? There are doubtless rather a larger number of persons in

Glasgow than in any place of similar size who find it difficult to stand

under any circumstances on Sunday ;
but this is owing to their peculiar

way of keeping the Sabbath, and
they

are not likely to be members of

MR. CAIRO'S congregation. Why, therefore, call decent and orderly

worship an experiment ? But if it be meant that this departure from
certain old practices, adopted, of course, in defiance of certain older

ones, is to be subject to the approval of the congregation, it may fairly
be called an experiment, and one which may lead to some pleasant
odium theolofficutn, for what spirited religionist, with a sense of nis own
superiority to his neighbours, will be dictated to in regard to his

attitudes. Is a majority to carry it ? Or, as SIR WALTER has it, will
"
All give way to DOXALD CAIRO I"

Questions Mr. Punch would like answered by an early telegram.

INFALLIBLE SPORTING NOMENCLATURE.
His Holiness the POPE went the other day to inspect his new vessel,

a screw steam corvette, which has been built for him in England. She
is to mount eight rifled guns, and to serve partly to defend the papal
shores, partly as a pleasure-yacht for his Holiness. It is probable that
she will practically avail the successor of the Fisherman in the latter

character only. The POPE has christened her the
"
Concezione Imma-

colata." He calls his yacht the Immaculate Conception. With similar

taste, a British racing man denominated his horse "Promised Land."
But what would our Cardinal say if JOHN DAT. for example, were to
name one of his horses that which the POPE has named his yacht P

Yet surely a noble animal is more worthy than any structure built by
human hands. Sporting men may rejoice to learn what devotional
names they are warranted in giving their quadrupeds by infallible

authority.
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SPANISH CHESTNUTS.

THERE is an old man of Morocco,
And he 's a determined old cock ;

And don't you know well
What to Pussy befell,

In the paws of astute Mr. Jocko ?

T think there 's a place they call Ceuta :

I 'm sure that Old England is neuter,
But she '11 look askance
If that place falls to France,

When Spain shall have spent all her pewter.

" Which is the Justice, and which is the
Thief ?

"

THERE is war between Morocco and the nation
that issues Spanish Bonds. The French jour-
nalists say, exultingly,

"
It is high time that

punishment should be inflicted on dastardly
robbers." We wish the French journalists
would write more plainly. What do they mean ?

Surely the SULTAN OF MOROCCO is not invading
ISABELLA SEGUNDA ?

NORTH CORK MILITIA MAX. " Am I to shalute him, or no? Jiegor, I icondhcr if he's a

Sarvan'-man or Giniral."

PLAY CLOSER, SIR."

ANEW epithet appears in the theatrical adver-
tisements. A gentleman calls himself a Joint
Author. Just the man for the terrible morning
after the production the time when the stage
manager wants a lot of cuts.

FORBES MACKENZIE'S FOLLY.

THE North Briton contains two cases which are highly calculated to

excite what serene and cynical gentlemen call virtuous indignation.

They occurred at Edinburgh. The first is

" MR. DOULL'B CASE.
" At the Police Court yesterday, before Baillie CABSELS, DAVID DOVH.L & Co., pro-

prietors of the well-known Restaurant, 60, Princes Street, was charged with a

breach of the Forbes Mackenzie Act certificate, inasmuch as on the 10th of Septem-
ber last, he sold tarts to be consumed elsewhere than on his own premises."

A fellow named DONALD BAIN, an officious detective officer, prove^
that a boy named RICHARD JACK had bought five tarts at MR. DOULL's

shop, and walked out with them in his pocket.

MR. DOULL, in defending himself, made one remark which merits

preservation. He observed that
"
There was very great difficulty in

knowing where the provisions of the Forbes Mackenzie Act began
and ended." The reporter italicises the word

"
provisions." There

can be no doubt that MR. DOULL intended his observation for a joke.

Let it be recorded, to the honour of Scotland. MR. DOULL further

justly remarked, respecting the obnoxious restrictions of the Act in

question, that
" If these were continued to be enforced upon respectable citizens, he did not

know what they would come to in a short time. A lady might come into his shop
and purchase a cookie, consume the half, and take away the other half in her reti-

cule, for which he would be liable, according to the Act."

Then BAILLIE CASSELS pronounced judgment, which amounted to

this: that, however absurd FORBES MACKENZIE'S Act might be, he

felt it his duty to administer it to the best of his ability, and was sorry
to be obliged to fine the defendant 1 5s. A portion of his speech,

however, is worth preserving too'; not, however, on account of its wit,
or

"
wut," but for its profound gravity :

" There may be many cases arise where there is great difficulty, and the case of

the lady purchasing the cookie and eating half of it is one of these. He thought
MR. DOULL might have gone a step further, and asked whether he would have been
warranted in taking hold of the reticule, and taking the cookie from it, after it was
bought and paid for. He feared it would have been found that he had no right to

do so."

One wonders that even an Edinburgh Baillie could say any more
about the ridiculous case before him than that he was ashamed of

being forced to adjudicate on a matter so contemptible, and enforce so

ridiculous a law.

The other instance of oppressive annoyance under the above-named
fool's Act is

" MR. RIDPATH'S CASE.
" The next case brought up under the same Act was that of Councillor DAVID

RIDPATH, keeper of the Railway Refreshment Room at the Edinburgh, Perth, and
Dundee Railway Station. He was charged with selling two muffins to two lads

going to Newcastle on the 22nd September." The evidence was ia all respects similar to the previous case."

The law, however, appears not to have been the same, for

" MR. PEUCHAB, agent in the case, said that before the passing of the Forbes
Mackenzie Act there had been a special exemption made in favour of railway
refreshment rooms, which had not yet been repealed."

It may therefore be questioned whether BAILLIE CASSELS was not
a mistaken Baillie body in supposing that in this case also

"
he had

no alternative but to convict." MR. RIDPATH was likewise fined 1 5s.

for selling two muffins to two boys. Mind, Sabbatarian hypocrites and
fanatics, for selling two muffins, not upon a Sunday, but on a Thursday.
MR. DOULL, indeed, you may say, broke the

"
Sabbath " he sold his

tarts on a Saturday.

FORBES MACKENZIE'S Act was levelled at public-houses. It may
shoot the pigeon but it also kills the crow. It punishes a confectioner
for selling a uoy tarts, and so long as it exists, to the disgrace of the

legislature, will prevent every traveller ou a Scotch railway from
getting anything to eat but what he can bolt in the refreshment-room.
A Scotch proverb says that

"
Fules should na hae chapping-sticks."

We will match it with an English parallel. An Act of Parliament

ought not to be drawn up by a jackass.

BROUGHAM, C.

WITH great satisfaction Mr. Punch announces that his esteemed
friend LORD BROUGHAM may once more adopt the above signature,
abandoned by him in 1834. He is again a Chancellor. The University
of Edinburgh has done itself the honour of electing him as its head,
that is to say 654 of the members have so distinguished themselves.

There was, however, a large exhibition of that curious Scotch super-
stition that a Duke is a supernatural being, before whom prostration
becomes a duty, and the DUKE or BUCCLEUCH, of whom nothing
whatever in this world is known, except that he is a Duke and a

respectable one, actually obtained 419 votes. The university men who
have had the courage to choose an Englishman, the descendant of

GILBERT DE BROHAM, of Westmoreland, whose ancestors held

Brougham before the Norman Conquest (Mr. Punch is thus genea-

logical because he cannot give up to Scotland his adored HENRY, bora,
it" must be admitted, in Edinburgh), deserve nine cheers from Mr.

Punch, and he hereby gives them, and for the sake of those 654 he
takes Caledonia to his affectionate embrace. Long may the new Chan-
cellor enjoy his dignity. [If, when you come up to town, you will

drive on to 85, Fleet Street, we will make a wet ni?ht of it
; meantime,

my Lord Chancellor, your health, ^otaturus tc Salute.]
PUNCH.

An IMPERIAL MERIT. Decidedly, Louis NAPOLEON has transported
his subjects more than any other ruler in the world. This is a merit

that is acknowledged even by his bitterest enemies.
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COUNTY COURTSHIP.
are informed by a paragraph
in the Daily News, headed
"
Caution to Smokers,"

that a MR. PAYNE was sued

in the Westminster County
Court by a Miss LOUISA
]|OTHAM for 5 damage
done to her dress by setting
it on fire with a cigar-light,

which he had carelessly
thrown burning on the floor

of a tavern-bar. The in-

jured articles comprised a

black silk visite, new muslin

dress, and embroidered Cri-

noline, which were handed

up to the Bench for its in-

spection and amusement.

Judgment was given against
the defendant ; damages 4,

with costs. He had offered

5s. This was mean and

shabby : but the decision of

the Court appears ;to have
been too favourable to the fair plaintiff. If MR. PAYNE was responsible
for the consequences of throwing fire on the floor, Miss HOTHAM
was answerable for those of wearing long dresses. The damages should
have been half those claimed, namely 2 10*. ; and the case ought to be

regarded as a caution, not only to smokers, but also to wearers of

Crinoline.

OUR EPISCOPAL CONVERT.

ONE may learn wisdom, even from episcopal lips. A new chapel has
been built for Exeter College, Oxford

;
and the BISHOP OP EXETER, at

the banquet, told a story about the DUKE OF WELLINGTON and himself.

WESLEY and PIULLPOTTS were once in Cambridge together, inspecting
some fine new buildings there. Says Dux to Episcopus,

" We don't
build such things at Oxford." Smartly, as well as proudly, answers
the Bishop, "Perhaps, my Lord Duke, we don't require them." Con
eluded, or shut up, is the victor of NAPOLEON. But away goeth the

hierarch, and in the calm recesses of Bishopstowe considereth his

reply.
"
It was very prompt, I allow," thinketh the triumphant

Bishop, "and quite in the Duke's line. Yes, I flatter my mitre, I

dropped into him. But ." More pondering, and then DR. PHILL-
FOTTS came to the conclusion that Oxford did require new buildings ;

and in process of time, and by the care of MK. SCOTT, upriseth this
fine chapel : and, later still, upriseth the BISHOP OP EXETER to preach
the moral a favourite one of Mr. Punch's that first you should stop
and say the best thing you can say, and next you should go and do the
best thing you can do. Not, of course, that the Bishop's opinion will

have the weight of Mr. Punch's :

"Eadem dicta eadcmque oratio asqua non equ& valet."

but it is gratifying to find the venerable PHILLPOTTS at last treading in
the footsteps of the veiteralilior Punch.

THE ORDER OF AGRICULTURAL MERIT.
SAYS old JOHN HODGE to young JOHN HODGE, says he, JACK, thee

come here ;

I've lived and worked here, man and boy, for more nor dree score year ;

Thy mother brought me ten on 'ee
; I rared 'em every one :

They be all at sarvus or at plough, 'cept thee, my youngest zon.

Ten cliildern have I bred and kep, ten childern clothed and ved,
Nine on 'em larns and labours vor to git their daily bread ;

And thee bist number ten, JACK
;
for a soger thee'st to goo,And sarve thy Queen and country, and perfarm thy duty too.

There's twelve on us, the boys and gals, myself and lawful wife,And 1 never oost the parish not a varden ail my life,
Not a loaf and nare a blanket on my own legs here I stand,On which I've clod-hopped all my days, OU.FARMER HOGMAN'S land.

Now what dost think I 've got at last for all you gals and boys ?
Look here 's a goolden zuvrau, and a pair o' corduroys,A pair of bran-new breeches and a pound, my boy, likewise,
Ihe Hagriculterl Ziety has gied me for a prize.

Zo much for never costun 'em the valley of a straw !A pound, a pair o' breeches, and a power o' purty jaw.

Why even the fat pig, JACK, as weighed over varty score,

He only won a ten-pound prize, he didn't win no more.

I shan't wear them there breeches, JACK, but keep 'em for to show,
By way of a remembrance, I regards the honour /o !

Mind they be to be thine, JACK, when as I be dead and gone,

And, JACK, thee keep 'era for my zake, and zumtimes have 'em on.

Thee'st gwian for a soger, JACK ; thee 'st ha' to vight thy way,
Med'st come to be a general, and a lord, mayhap, zum day ;

Thy quoat all over ribbons, stars, and that are sart o' toys,

But tack thy brightest medal to thy veather's corduroys.

Then, when thee gist a bankut to nobility and squires,
And are a one a cross or star upon thy breast admires ;

Have in thy veather's breeches, JACK, and tell how they was won,
To let 'em know how proud thee bist to be thy veather's zon.

My veather, you may tell 'em, fought a battle precious hard
A fight as lasted all his life this here was his reward,
Besides a pound, and that he spent, but left what I enjoys,
This Order o' the Breeches this here pair of corduroys.

"VOICES OF THE NIGHT."

AT Warsaw, we read that the EMPEROR "visited the theatre, and
afterwards remained in consultation with the Russian diplomatists,
until a late hour in the night." This is tearing a leaf out of our parlia-

mentary debates. We wonder if as much good resulted from this

interview as generally comes out of our midnight consultations. The
report omits to tell us whether the sitting was a late one ? As diplo-
matists are gentlemen rather given to talking, we suppose that the
debate must have been carried into a very protracted hour of the night.
It is a pity that no reporters were present, or otherwise we might have
been favoured with some very curious and interesting details. We
regret, also, that we are equally in the dark as to whether cigars and
spirits, with hot water, lemons, and sugar, were moved for by the

EMPEROR, and ordered to be laid upon the table. We are afraid that
the EMPEROR can have been after no particular good, or else he would
never have selected an hour, at which all sober and well-regulated
individuals are generally in bed.

The War Footing.
Two promising pupils of LORD COWLEY'S were chatting at the

British Embassy over a glass of Sherry.
"
What, le diable, my dear

fellow, is Louis NAPOLEON going to Morocco for?" said one. To
which the other replied,

"
Cannot possibly say, moil cher, unless it is

to get a match for his Italian Boot."

A NATIONAL DIFFERENCE.

THE French papers will have it that there is a difference between
France and England. Yes, and so there is, and the difference is simply
this : France goes to war for an idea, and England has no idea o'f

going to war.
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A VERY PARDONABLE MISTAKE.
Itinerant Musician.

" MEANING ME, Miss ?
"

"FEU DE JOIE."

A GREAT deal of fuss has
been made about the fact

of fifty-six geese having
been roasted at once before
the same fire, at Norwich.

i Why Punch roasts twice
as many every week, and
thinks nothing of it. lie
has roasted over and over

again the entire House of
Commons at a single blow
and though they have

I amongst them some of the

|
very finest geese in the

country, yet every Member
! lias been done beautifully
to a turn so much so,
that many a constituency,
when their pet Solan has
been laid before them, have

scarcely recognised him
again. In the same way
Mr. Punch undertakes to
roast at the shortest notice,
as many geese as the legis-
lature and the quacks, the
theatres and the pulpits,
the dissecting-room and ths

critics, choose to supplyhim
with

;
and he also promises

to do all the plucking and

I
basting and seasoning him-
self. Quantity is no ob-

jject; in fact, the greater
\

number of geese that come
in Mr. Punch's way the

I greater his pleasure in

roasting them. His range
is wide enough to take in
the whole world.

PEIESTS AND THEIR SHAWLS.
THE subjoined advertisement from the Weekly Register is commended

to the attention of youthful Puseyites, whom it may serve to convince
that playing at Roman Catholics is a rather expensive amusement :

WANTED,
a Handsome COPE. The undersigned, who once received

a Cope from a kind but unknown friend, begs to mention that tbc said Cope
is now almost unfit for use. The pour state of the mission will not enable the priest
to purchase another. The undersigned, therefore, respectfully but earnestly begs
of some good friend to present a new Cope to the church, in honour of our Blessed

Lady and Saint Teresa. It will come safe by rail. Many prayers will be said for

the kind donor. If it be not convenient to send a Cope itself, 10 to purchase one
will be most acceptable.

JOHN CANON DALTON.
St. Mary's Church, London Road, Lynn, Norfolk.

From the conclusion of the above pious and pathetic appeal, it

appears that a cope costs 10. This would be a heavy fork -out for the

majority of young curates, disposed to indulge in ecclesiastical masque-
rading. To be sure, the cope for which the REV. CANON DALTON
advertises is explained to be a "handsome" one. MR. DALTON may
be conceived to be a sacerdotal dandy ; and it may be thought that a
serviceable cope is to be had at a lower figure than what he puts it at ;

but he distinctly states that his mission is a poor one, so that any but
the very plainest description of cope would probably be out of keeping
with the style of his meeting-house, and the cheapest cope would be
handsome enough for him. A cope fit to figure in before a fashionable

congregation or assembly, would no doubt be an awfully high 'pike.
Parents and guardians of youth intended for the Church should beware
how they confide them to the tuition of Puseyite preceptors, lest those
extravagant ritualists should instil into their minds a love of finery,
which may cause them ultimately to ruin themselves in dress.

If a cope costs only as much as 10, what does a stole cost, and an
alb, and a dalmatic, and a chasuble ? What does the complete costume
amount to F But there is every reason to suppose that the price of

copes is "from" 10 upwards to a much larger quotation; and the
outfit of a young Puseyite parson, if at all like the real thing, would
assuredly cost the old gentleman his father a great deal more money
than the sum total of all the bills which his sisters run up in the course
of an entile year for Crinoline.

BUCCLEUCH v. BROUGHAM. It is the Drone and the Busy Bee.

INN-VALIDISM EXTRAORDINARY.
IT is rather late now to think of going put of town ; but to those

who, like ourselves, have not yet had their holiday, and who, in like

similitude, have not too much to spend in it, advantages are offered by
the following advertisement, which, for other reasons possibly, the
reflective mind, we think, may be induced to pause over :

TSLE OF WIGHT. KING'S HEAD HOTEL AND BOARDING
-1- HOUSE, close to the Sea. Single beds, 1. 6d ; Breakfast or Tea, 1. ; Dinners, 2*.
Attendance, 1. "

It's highly recommended to invalids at EVANS'S." Oct., 1859.

One is proverbially used to couple cheapness with n ot niceness,
but if this hotel be as remarkable for cpmtort as economy, one might
certainly be tempted to form a wish to visit it. In this case one wouli
have to form a second wish, to know with more distinctness, where the
King's Head really is.

"
Close to the sea" is a rather vague direction,

and one might have to travel completely round the island, before one
hit upon the spot where the hotel is placed.
But puzzling as it is to us to guess the King Head's whereabouts,

the last phrase in this notice of the house yet more perplexes us. As
an additional allurement, besides the lowness of its tariff, we are
informed that "It's highly recommended to invalids at EVANS'S."
Invalids at EVANS'S ! O, cheerv-voiced, and rosy-cheeked ! 0, kindly-
smiling, snuff- bestowing, laughter-moving, health-promoting, joliy,

jocund, joyous, jaunty PADDY GREEN! Who could ever dream of

finding invalids at EVANS'S.

How Happy!
QUESTION being had whether the police were allowed to smoke,

JONES remarked, "I was very glad, that awfully cold night, to see all

the police down our road with pipes or cigars." "Reminding you-,"
said the sparkling BROWN,

"
of LORD MACAULAY'S line in the Armada

"
Cape beyond Cape, in endless range, those twinkling points of fire."

Punch's Literary Anecdotes..

FOR USE IN A QUADRILLE.

AN eminent party, or perfumer, has said that a Revolution can't be
made with Rose-water. But from GARIBALDI'S calling on Farina to

act, it would seem that one can be made with Eau-de-Cologne.

Printed by Will
Pi - .
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abasement, as a fluukey behind a state-carriage glories in his livery.

We kiss the bands of Royalty still : which may be nothing to speak of,

but we should do so, even if Royalty were not of the fair sex. We do

not, indeed, kiss a man's feet, as M. DE MONTALEMBEKT would rejoice

in doing; but those who are capable of kissing a man's fist would

have but to go a degree or two further, if they stooped to the perform-

ance of the more lowly aud affectionate salutation of kissing his instep.

THE LAUREATE'S BUST AT TRINITY.

(a JFragmmt of an EBjDll.)

- So the stately bust abode
For many a month, unseen, among the Dons.
Nor in the lodge, nor in the library,

Upon its pedestal appeared, to be
A mark for reverence of green gownsman-hood,
Of grief to ancient fogies, and reproof
To those who knew not ALFRED, being hard
And narrowed in their honour to old names
Of poets, who had vogue when they were young,
And not admitting later bards

;
but now,

Last week, a rumour widely blown about,
Walking the windy circle of the Press,
Came, that stern WIIEWELL, with the Seniors,
Who rule the destinies of Trinity,
Had of the sanctuary barred access
Unto the bust of ALFRED TENNYSON,
By WOOLNER carved, subscribed for by the youth
Who loved the Poet, hoped to see him set

Within the Library of Trinity,
One great man more o'the house, among the great,
Who grace that still Valhalla, ranged in row,
Along the chequered marbles of the floor,
Two stately ranks to where the fragrant limes
Look thro' the far end window, cool and green.
A band it is, of high companionship,
Chief, NEWTON, and the broad-browed VERULAM,
And others only less than these in arts
Or science : names that England holds on high.
Among whom, hoped the youth, would soon be set,
The living likeness of a living Bard,
Great ALFRED TENNYSON, the Laureate,
Whom Trinity most loves of living sons.
But other thought had WHEWELL and the Dons,
Deeming such honour only due to those

Upon whose greatness Death has set his seal.

So fixed their faces hard, and shut the doors
Upon the living Poet : for, said one,"

It is too soon," and when they heard the phrase,
Others caught up the cue, and chorussed it,

Until, the poet echoing
"
Soon ? too soon ?

"

As if in wrath, WIIEWJSLL looked up, and said :

"
Laureate, if indeed you list, to try,

Try, and unfix our purpose in this thing."
Whereat full shrilly sang tii' excluded bard.

"
Soon, soon, so soon ! WHEWELL looks stern and chill,

Soon, soon, so soon ! but I can enter still.""
Too soon, too soon ! You cannot enter now."

"
I am not dead : of that I do repent.

But to my living prayer, oh now relent :

"
" Too soon, too soon ! You cannot enter now."

" Honour in life is sweet : my fame is wide.
Let me to stand at DRYDEN'S, BYRON'S side."
" Too soon, too soon ! You cannot enter now."

" Honour that comes in life is rare as sweet ;

I cannot taste it long : for life is fleet."
"
No, no, too soon ! You cannot enter now !

"

So sang the Laureate, while all stonily,
Their chins upon their hands, as men that had
No entrails to be moved, sat the stern Dons.

PROFESSOR CHRISTISON ON ELECTRICITY.

PRO*KS,SOR CHRISTISON, in nominating the DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH
for the Chancellorship of the University of Edinburgh, made a joke.
Touching the business then before, the University constituency, the
learned Professor observed, that they had received a good deal of
advice from the newspaper press, and that

" Among others, the individual to whom iu the Press latterly, the name of Thun-
derer had been applied, had given his advice, though he suspected that his thunder
on this occasion would turn out to be mere sheet-lightning."

"Oh!" and "Hear," the report adds in a parenthesis. Nobody
seems to have laughed. However, the joke would not have been a bad
one if the event had made it good. Had the DUKE OF BUCCLEDCH
been elected and LORD BROUGHAM rejected, and flunkeyism triumphant,
then the lightning of the

"
Thunderer "

would indeed have been mere
sheet-lightning ; but unfortunately the Professor's party has found it

forked. His own (lash of wit has proved lightning of the harmless
species. Still it is just a coruscation, and deserves to be noted for
the reproof of those excessively national Englishmen who persist in
maintaining the obtuseness of the Scotch mind to JOE MILLER. Such
efforts as those of PROFESSOR CHRISTISON deserve every encourage-
ment

;
and this appears to have been the opinion of his countrymen

and auditors, from the circumstance that those of them who relished
his joke merely cried "Hear." No doubt they thought that his

praiseworthy attempt to electrify his audience ought not to be
laughed at.

VERDI AT VENICE.

UB TELEGRAM from Venice,
the other day, said that

" On the occasion of the re-

opening of the Opera, a noisy
demonstration has taken place
here."

The opening of an
Italian Opera is generally
attended with some noisy
demonstration. The noise
is usually made by the

orchestra, which, whilst a

young lady on the stage is

singing a love song, sup-
ports her melody with the
clash of cymbals, the clang
of ophicleides, the thunder
of drums, and other appro-
priate aud stormy accom-

paniments. The row thus

created is generally the

composition of SIGNOR
VKKDI; but the uproar

which was made the other night at the Opera House at Venice was pro-
bably caused rather by shouting the name of that composer. There is

every reason to' believe that the noisy demonstration consisted in cries

of
"
Viva VERDI !

"
translated, if any Britons were included in the

audience, by
" VICTOR EMMANUEL for ever ! Hip hip hip hooray !

"

THE NEW BEGGING DODGE.

Little Girl, scarcely six years of age, carrying an infant, not more than
three months old. Please, good Sir, give me a half-penny to buy a
biscuit for Baby !
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THE SHERIFFS SHORN OF THEIR GLORY.
E were sadly grieved to

hear that, ijy a recent.

Act of Parliament, the
Sheriffs of London ;iml

Ai idillescx were exempt-
ed from the necessity of

counting hobnails and

chopping sticks on their

accession to ollice. Our
sorrow has been mate-

rially lessened by the
information that such
is not exactly the case.

The splendour of the

shrievalty has only been
shorn of this ricmy ab-

surd ceremonial as far

as regards the publicity
of its performance; but,

that is a diminution of

civic dignity which is

very much more than

sufficiently melancholy.
The Sheriffs, up to this

present year, have al-

ways had to count six

horseshoes and certain

hobnails, and chop a

number of faggots, in

proof of their intellec-

tual and bodily ability,

in the Court of the

Exchequer, when they were presented by the Recorder t9 the presiding Judge. The Recorder

was accustomed to give the Judge an account of their antecedents, as if it were probable
that these might be low, and as if, at any rate, the Sheriffs were, presumably, remarkable

fellows to have raised themselves to the mere position of eligibility to their grand office. It

is supposed that the Sheriff was set upon a stool, first one Sheriff and then the other, and

that the Recorder described him to the Chief Baron by the help of a long pole, stirring him

up with (he end thereof to demonstrate liis

sensibility and animation. Then the Sheriffs

proved that they had the use of their intel-

lects and their hands ; and, after having been

solemnly chaffed by the learned Judge, went on
their way rejoicing in their honour and glory.

Now, this august exhibition is no longer to be
made iu open Court. It is to lake place pri-

vately before officers appointed for the purpose.
In the presence of these witnesses the, Sheriffs

are to chop slicks and count horseshoes as before,
to render suit and service on behalf of I he City
for certain manors it is pretended. This is all

stuff; those feats of intelligence and dexterity
are retained, as they were originally prescribed,
for security that the Sheriff* shall not be abso-

lute idiots; as law and common opinion have

always supposed that there was great likelihood

of their being.
The Lord Mayor Elect, is still exhibited by the

({reorder to the Lord Chancellor. ALDERMAN
CARTKR the other day was thus showed up, with

!' aeeoiini, of him, to LOUD CA.VIMJKU,, at

Stratheden House; and received from the learned
and noble Lord the honour of a burlesque com-

plimentary address. This was as it should be;
but the privacy of the laughable naif-exhibition

of the Sheriff* is to be deplored. The Sheriffs,
as well as the Aldermen and the Lord Mayor, of

i he City of London, have always been expected,
if not naturally fools, to make fools of them-
selves in virtue of their office ; and few of them
have disappointed that expectation. The Civic

ingredient is the comic element in the British

Cpnstitution, and cannot be eliminated from it

without danger to the integrity of that grand
fabric, the sublime effect of which is heightened
by its contrast with the ridiculous. Long may the

corbels of our old Cathedrals grin j long may our
Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Sheriffs, contribute

to the mirth of merry England !

A NEW IDEE NAPOLE~ONIENNE.

EVERYBODY knows that loyalty just now is in a rampant state in

Prance, and everybody therefore will easily believe that the height to

which it reaches in its rampant elevation proves, every BOW and then,
to be the height of absurdity. As a case in point, we cite this inte-

resting paragraph, on which fauie do mieux, sub-editors have lately
laid their scissors : _

"A PRESENT OF TCBNIPS TO THE EMPEKOR OF THE FRENCH. llvllier's Lilho-

yraphic Sheet gives the following curious letter, as having been addressed to the
EMPEROR NAPOLEON. It was detained at the Office for Examining Petitions to His

Majesty :

'

Sir, Being the possessor of a small property in the Beaujoles, favoured

by a good soil for wine and turnips, and on Wednesday, my wife having made us
a soup of these turnips, I found the taste so exquisite and so sweet, that the idea of

our dear Emperor instantly occurred t me, and I said to my wife and my two sons.
' Their Majesties perhaps have not a better soup.' Then a happy inspiration passed
through the mind of my eldest sou, and he said,

'

Father, you ought to send a cask
to their Majesties.' Sire, we arc giving effect to the idea. May the vegetables be

agreeable to you, and we shall esteem ourselves so fortunate to have procured you
that trifling pleasure. (We have more of them still.) 1 am, with the most profound
respect, Sire, your very humble and very devoted subject, P. BOLMONT, Shirt-maker
at Koissay (Ain)' This letter was followed by a second, in which P. BOLMONT
prayed that,Ms eldest son (he who bad conceived such an excellent idea) might be

exempted froui military service."

The Office for Examining Petitions to the EMPEROR may be. and
doubtless is, a highly useful institution, and saves his Majesty no doubt
a vast amount of needless labour. Nevertheless, with all due deference
to those who have its management, we think that presents and

petitions such as
tlrqse

mentioned above, clearly ought to be allowed to

reach their destination. The examiners no doubt daily do the State
some service by opening and "detaining" suspicious-looking presents ;

and many an infernal machine directed "For the Emperor," may by
such detention be kept from doing damage to him. JBut to detain a

gift so harmless as a cask of turnips savours to our mind of quite

unnecessary caution, and rather seems to indicate a relish for those

vegetables on the part of the official examiners themselves.
At all events, we think that, even were they justified in their deten-

tion of the present, there was obviously no reason why the letter which
came with it should not have reached the EMPEROE. It might have
been thought prudent, rot to let his Majesty have soup made of the

turnips, for fear they might be, poisoned, or might disagree with him
;

but we cannot see what harm the letter could have done him. On the

contrary, we think it would have given him great pleasure; especially
the passage where "the writer naively says, that so sweet was the

taste of the turnips in his mouth that
"
the idea of our dear EMPEROR

instantly occurred to me." The notion that a turnip should remind
one of the EMPEROR is quite a new idee Napoleonierme to think of, and
we feel assured his Majesty could not but have been flattered by it.

There is yet one more reflection suggested by the paragraph, which
it may not be quite profitless just now for us to make. Old women (of
both sexes) who next to talking scandal love to talk about invasion,

represent the Erench as panting, to a man, to be let loose on us, and

burning, every one of them, to make us feel their might. Now, if the

fears of these old ladies have not frightened them quite out of the
small wits they have been blessed with, they may derive some conso-

lation from the purport of the second of the letters above mentioned,
which may be fairly taken as a sample of French spirit, as throughout
the country doubtless it is actually distilled. While French fathers do
their best to get their sons exempt from service, it is clear their martial

spirit is
anything

but ardent : and while in France a soldier is esteemed
of equal value to a cask of turnips, none surely but the turuip-headedest
of niortals need feel the slightest fear of Frenchmen risking lives so

precious by attempting to invade us.

SENATOR BRODERICK SLAIN BY CHIEF JUSTICE TERRY.

IT was a noble Senator erect in Freedom's cause,
A potent, grave, and honoured man to frame Columbia's laws.

It was a yet more honoured one, a chief who held in trust

The rights, the liberties, the lives of kindred sons of dust.

That haughty high-souled Senator, that venerated Judge,
Had nursed between them daintily some paltry cause of grudge,
Till anger's flame too clearly rose for such brave men to smother,
And New-World ethics now laid down that one must kill the other.

Forth from the stern Chief Justice then blood-craving missives sped ;

And Judge and Senator, or both, are numbered with the dead,
For gloating gossips said that if the bully Judge should fall,

Would fellow ruffians take his place, with "blood for blood" their

call.

One after other, while the slain their vengeance would bequeath
To monsters, such of old as sprung from Cadmus' dragon's teeth.

Oh ! blush Columbia, blush, for tales like this are types
Of savage deeds that ever blot your flaunting stars and stripes.
SENATOR BRODERICK. sleeps in death, strvek down by felon glaive,
And JUSTICE TKRRY walks the earch CAiN-branded to his grave !
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AN EXPERIMENT ON A VILE BODY.
Medical Pupil, after dragging a patient round the Surgery, succeeds in extracting a tooth.

" COME !

THAT 's HOT so BAD FOB A FIRST ATTEMPT !

"

PETER LAURIE.

JACKASSES' brays are bonnie,
And sae are bagpipes too,

And auld SIR PETER LAURIE
Heehaws wi' clangour true,
Heehaws wi' clangour true,

In just the tunefu' key ;

And it 's oh that PETER LAURIE
Sae doure a Jack should be !

His wit is like the snow-drift,
When half the Spring is gone ;

His speeches are the silliest

That joke was e'er made on,
That joke was e'er made on,

Provoking mirth and glee :

And therefore PETEE LAURIE
Becomes a butt for me.

Accused by a drunkard lying,
Before his judgment-seat,

An innocent bairn knelt crying ;

For such was Newgate meet ?

For such was Newgate meet ?

Severe, absurd decree !

Fie for shame, SIR PETER LAURIE,
Ye cruel auld boobie !

Conversation on the Knife-Board.

_

First Clerk. I say, JACK, I had game for

dinner yesterday.
Second Clerk. Yes, I understand a pint of

porter, and a game of billiards that's your
game dinner.

THE MATRIMONIAL CODE. The Husband
reigns, but it is tiie Wife who governs.

"
IT 's coming is he ?

"
quoth our JOHX,"

I've heard that talk before"
And then his eye fell straight upon

His stick behind the door."
I wonder if 'twould suit Our Friend
(JOHN'S face was rather grim)

For me to save his coming here,
By going there to him."

"
Because you know, old girl," says he,"

I 'm hearty, strong, and hale,
And I'd be all the better for
A little bit of sail.

I fancy, too, he thinks I'm not
Quite sound in wind or limb.

I've really half a thought, old girl,
Of going there to him.

OUR FRENCH FRIEND.
"
Besides, you know, I shouldn't be
A stranger to the way,

I visited the spot before
In BONYPARTY'S day.

That very stick I took with me
It hasn't grown more slim :

I swear, old gal, I 'm half inclined
To go across to him.

"
I hate to give a gentleman
More trouble than there 's need,

And crossing water makes Our Friend
Uncommon cross indeed.

And if, as these here letters say,
To meet me is his whim,

Why, dang my buttons, MOTHER BULL,
I'll go across to him.

"
Mayhap he 'd like to have a crack
About old days gone by,

Egypt, and Spain, and Trafalgar,
If he would, so would I.

About those days I rather think
His memory 's getting dim,

And that 's another reason, dame,
Why I should go to him.

"
There 's MASTER JACK may mind the house,
I 'm glad he 's bought a gun,

If he don't keep you safe and sound,
He 's not his father's son.

So fill a mug, Our Friend's good health,

Yes, fill it to the brim :

If he 11 hut say he means to come
By George, I'll go to him."

A HARD CONSERVATIVE HIT.

AT the late Conservative dinner at Rochdale, MAJOR EDWARDES
made some diverting observations. For example, after having boasted
that he had always spoken in favour of good old Tory principles he
made the lollowing remark about PALMERSTON and RUSSELL :

" T
.

h
.

e
y,
were bo" 1

.

intei>* upon mischief, and they would both do their utmost to-

'er, because they were

were actuated by interested motives. This part of the audience
laughed as some gentlemen may be observed to do when they are play-
fully called rogues conscious subjects of the pleasantry, and hugging
themselves in the fun which therefore tickles them. The remaining
portion of the assembly perceived that MAJOR EDWAUDES'S imputation
was open to two opposite constructions, and good-humouredly laughed
at its post-prandial ambiguity.

The auditors of the gallant Major laughed at the foregoing specimen
of his eloquence, some for one reason, some for another, and others for
a third. Ihe hrst division laughed because they really believed that
the views of the present Premier and Foreign Secretary are simply
mercenary; that they hold office wholly and solely for the sake of their
pensions; which probably was what MAJOR EDWARDES meant to sayand that m saying so the Major had made a good joke at the two noble i

lords expense. Ihe second class were constrained to laugh out of
their sleeve instead of in it, by construing the orator's assertion to
mean that LORD PALMERSTON and LOUD JOHN would endeavour to

ude the Conservative party from power because the Conservatives
j

BELOW RAREY.

MR. RAREY has been lecturing in Dublin before the Lord Lieu-
tenant and suite. The newspaper paragraph, which mentioned this

fact, further announced that
" ME. RAREY will deliver his second lecture on Saturday next, when ho stated

that a very vicious horse would be operated upon."

It was whispered that the brute which MR. RAREY proposed to

tame, was no other than the furious kicking and plunging animal
named CULLEN. But CULLEN is not a subject for MR. RAREY

;
he

has published a pastoral, which proves that he is no horse, but of
a lower order of animals.
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RlfLE

VOLUNTEERS

ME. BULL. "INVASION, INDEED! THAT'S A GAME TWO CAN PLAY AT! WHY, TO HEAR THESE POODLES

TALK, ONE WOULD THINK MY BULL-DOG WAS DEAD!"
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A PKLICAN OK THE WILDERNKSS inquires whether his

handwriting is good enough to obtain him actuation
under Uoveinimnt ! 'I he writing is notveiy-
wo doubt whether a letter in which autogni; h

with an initial
"

h,'' and two concluding
"

f 's," would

gain the \\t itcr anything much higher th;ui, porhfi]*, an

Cnder-Secretary^hip nf Stale, unices I.ouit M.U.UKSUUKY
Id return to office.

A \MI-MJ L'miKR. Certainly, if you have dour MK.

DiHitAKi.i the distirguUhed honour of christening your

bahy alter him, you have a right to apply to that gentle-

man for a sovereign or two, in the child's name, '['h?

MARQUIS OF WKM.MI.NSTKR usually sends a 5 note in

such cases. The Nurse is the proper person to send to

Grosvenor Gate.

LETTY TIIK HKOWN Gnu,. If your love for him If BO

intense and disinterested as you describe it, we think

that you should not have refused to say "Yes" until

you bad seen the receipt for his current half-year's life

assurance. You should have taken his word, and the

entry he showed you in his Isttx's Viari/, that he had

paid it. Still, in these days, young girls cannot be too

careful.

EDWARD CLOHWIV i* very anxious for an introduction to a

M'lined family, in which there are some elegant young
His laudable object is not so much autxunony,

for he :
.

,
as to be induced gradually to wean

himself from the habits of inebriation, keeping his hat

on in a room, wearing muddy boots, and smoking a

short clay pipe, lie thinks that in time, if he had fami-

liar access to such a household, he might be cured of

some, if not all, of these practices. Any West Knd

family desiring such a guest can write to Mr. Punch.

AMOR VIRTUTIS says that he never goes to a friend's house
without feeling an almost irresistible desire to steal the

spoons. lie usks, is this a crime ? Certainly not
;

it is

mere organisation : and if you wish for the spoons, what
arc a few ounces of white metal compared to a fellow-

creature's happiness! Is'otrue friend would grudge you
such a trine.

MARIA. We can hardly advise you how to turn your
Grecian nose into a ties rttrou*st, which you pay FRKUK-
RICK likes ; but something may be done by rubbing it

upwards whenever you u-c your pocket-handkerchief,
and by thinking constantly of handsomer girls than

yourself.

A YOUNG HXAHER is informed that the beautiful lines
" How doth tlie little busy bee

Improve each shining hour,"
are LORD BYRON'S. They occur in LaUa Rookh, where
Roderick Dhu, the Last of the Goths, reproaches Clara

Vere de Vere for idleness.

ELKONOUA X. The author you name is one of the most
virtuous as well as one of the handsomest men of the

day ;
but as he has already three wives, and is engaged

six deep, your chance is almost hopeless. Still, send him
the 500 note, under cover to us.

LKCTOH INSIPICUS asks who is the author of the lines
"
Twinkle, twinkle, little cow,
How I wonder at you, how !

Up above the world so bright,

Warm, and fresh, and sweet, and white."
We do not remember to have met with them, but they
read like COWLEY,

SARAH JANK DODDHIDOK. Although we think that meta-

physical disquisition is not properly within the range of

a secular periodical, we have no objection to reply to

your inquiry, and cay that we do not believe corn-plas-
ters to be anything but palliatives, and that you must
get the corn out.

A CONSCIENTIOUS FLUNKEY. " Not at home "
is a means

of sparing persons' feelings.
** Out " would be a false-

hood. If you were to say "Engaged," a caller might
wish to wait ; if you were to say

" Does not wish to see

anybody,
1 '

vanity instantly whispers that an exception
is or ought to be made in the inquirer's case. Whereas,
"Not at home" means anything or nothing, and the

visitor goes away tranquil. If you were our Jcames,
and intruded on your betters with scruples ol the kind,
you would be served as the elder Nicholas was by the
Saint of that name in MK. BAKIIAM'S ballad.

MAGDALENE. We pity your taste; but if you think a

spangled officer, who wears his golden epaulettes upon
his brow, a nobler being in the scale of creation than your
despised ironmonger, take Mars and leave Vulcan.

KIKKS. No person who wishes to be in health will walk
less than a quarter of a mile daily, unless the weather is

bad, or the exertion exceedingly distasteful. The more
sleep we take, the better. The poets have said, "How
beautiful is sleep ;

"
and, besides, we knew it without

them.

STUDIOUS SAMUEL has burned down, several houses, in con-

sequence of his habit of reading after going to bed at

night. He asks us whether he ought to discontinue the

practice. We can only say, that if such trifles deter
him from improving his mind, he has taken a name
which he does not deserve.

KNAVK OF CLUBS. Your friend may have been somewhat
hasty in throwing the cards in your face, and knocking
you down with tnc candlestick ;

but if we had been your
opponent, and you had said ** How Hot," and your
partner had played two Hearts, we should have shied a
tumbler at you.

3. FLKTCHKH. We read all the plays yousent, and thought
them very good ; bat, unfortunately, our I .urn >

disposed of them, by mistake, to a butter merchant,
who-e name the poor woman cannot tememht-r. You
hail letter write some more, and keep copii this time.

A THOUGHTFUL QLA/IKU. ! ctilmear arc of

y by the cube of arithmetical parallel'

n.ii, and the, product wiil be what you ought to

pay for putty.

A LOVKIL OF ms COUNTRY. Training a Rifle Corps docs

not exempt you from all taxation of every kind what-
ever

;
but if enough lovers o: Hit ir country join, it may

exempt MK.GLADSIONB from the necessity of putting on
some more taxation to cai ry on a war. As to y<mr
squint, \v< -,!(. no ul-jection to that

; indeed, it may ht-lp

to deceiu uu invading enemy.

A CONSTANT READKR. Nay, with pleasure. Beside, is

it not everyone's duty to inform thoo who are less

instructed than himself! It. I. P. in an obituary means
"
Inspected in the parish,"

n-s. No, it is undoubtedly unlawful for you to

lire .1 pi.-tol at a person t ringing you a writ, or a sub-

pii-ii i. We are not so sure abuut the case uf a County
Court summons ; but you ha !, pet hups, h.-tter take

('..uiiM-l'-t opinion before discharging the weapon.

J. V. P. Nothing is more snobbish than imagining offences,

or taking them nhere tin yare not intended. It' he called

you an everlasting idiot, with no more brain* than a

pumpkin, and not halt s -> inn h heart, us a cabbage, we
.- it was only in playlul hint'im;/?. If, asyousay,

it was I 'ct'orc ladies, this H mly in fun; for

who quarrels in their pic-.m : You had better bog his

pardon lor having been initatcd.

KUORAX sends us a packet of original articles, ami p

:1 a hamper of game. It he will be kind ci.

ae hamper, and send for the original <u i .

shall be much obliged.

A SINCKRK ADMIRER. We don't want any advice ;
and if

yni don't like us, you needn't take us in. Is it you, do

you think, or we, who are obliged by your paying three-

pence for a casket of unequalled wit and inimitable wis-

iJctter consider that problem before you talk of

patronising. We patronise you, and creation generally.

BKTI Y. Go to bed.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS. It is not a good thing to see two
brothers so intimate and inseparable. When you see it,

you may conclude that there are some discreditable

family secrets, which each is afraid the other will reveal

it' allowed to form a new friendship.

lii.ACK-EYKi) SCSAN. And lie had a perfect right to give
you th>> black eye, if you used the language you mention.
No man likes to be told that he is losing his figure.

A YOUNI. NATURALIST. A fungus is not quadruped,
as your cousin asserts, but a uniped. We agree with

you that the flavour is rather inane, and so thought
LACTANTIUS VARRO, when he wrote fwngar inani

MMtt*
PHOJBB ANX. With every disposition to promote the

marriages of our fair correspondents, we are unable to

agree with you that a young gentleman's asking you
whether you did not think Waiworth a nice place to live

in {he living there) is such an offer of marriage as will

enable you to bring an action for breach of promise.
Try to get him to be more gushing.

FURIOSUS. We see no objection to your going, as pro-
posed, to Bath, nor indeed, when there, to your getting
your head shaved.

ULICK TUEODORK O'BRXIM. We have destroyed your
address, and burned all your manuscripts, and if you
come bothering us any more, we have left orders in the
office that whoever is on duty shall forthwith punch
your head, and then take you to the police-station
across the street. Now don't provoke us to harsher
methods of getting rid of an Irish poet.

FitANOs-PiiiLiiTA, Your ease is a very hard one. Your
husband avails himself of your habit of lying in bed
to breakfast and read novels, to help himself to the
best of the coffee. It is mean in him, but you arc with-
out remedy. You might, however, revenge yourself by
giving the servant a hint to boil his eggs hard, and
frizzle his bacon to chips.

A LOVKR OP SIGHTS. The tenure by which the DUKE OF
WELLINGTON holds Apsley House is his exhibiting
every room in it to any person w ho*e name i either

ARTHUR, WBLLESI.KT (or WBSLEY), DI-KE, or WKLU.NO-
TON, in short who has either the Christian name or
surname of the Great Duke. Your card is generally
sufficient, but it is best to take your baptismal cer-

t
, lest the porter should be in a IJ.K! humour.

A liiatKAVBD ONE. Your lines to the memory of a Belov'd
Iluncle arc not deficient in sentiment, but would not be

generally interesting. People don't care about their
uncles. And what is the meaning of the line
"
Thy spirrit could not Mix with Common Clay."

Did not the old party like his pipe with his glass of

grog ? In that ca^e he was a Nass, and unworthy of

your Muse.

ANTHONY ROWLEY. You have no right to have your in-

dentures cancelled because your master insists on your
washing your face every day. We allow that he is a

tyrannical brute, but such is the law of England.

iNauiBKR. Colney Hatch is so called from the great
number of conies which u*ed to b hatched there. To
take their eggs was felony under the forest laws of our
barbarous ancestors.

PUKPKRIC PRTBRSON (Lambeth) wan'sto be told, privately,
"who SCIIILLKU wax." We rant no private replies,

and suspect that there are *o many hundreds of person*
who would like, to a>k the. H '.hat our public
answer will be a favour, ft a HuML-arun,
who fought und^r tin ! 'ON JUAN of Austria,
in hU campaigns aj:, inunU; and having
been wounded at t! .< ; ihenlindcn, was con-
verted to Lutlu-rutii-in by

-

1 BOSSUKT, and
afterwards wrote the {.miou^ H'>rt:s of KfibelaiJt, which
he dedicateil to CATHHMM. m.' MKDH-J-. He died a Car-
thusi.m ;

and his widow, ie-m;in vniir, espoused HORACB
WAI.POI.K. Now you know as much aa VISCOUNT
WILLIAMS.

TIIKSPIANKNSIS. We have repeatedly said that we will

not undertake to give either the ages, heights, or

weights of actors nnd actresses. We believe, however,
th.it MH. H. UVi'.sri i, i- ,.ni more than i-cven feet high,
and that he never played before KIM; < Huu.ts TIIK

SKCONH. Mil. OiAiti.k-.s MYIHKW^ ho* been v.-u
1

You have no right to take a church hassock into the

pit
and put it mi to the M-.U to make, you sit higher, as,

if we sat behind you. \ou should find.

LITTLK JKRKMIAH keeps pickles in a currant jelly pot in

his bed-room, and puto them on a chair by his bedside,

at nik'ht, that he may eat them wuen lie wake.-* in the

morning. His father thre lien* him with meat to hi-*

pi'-kles, namely, eold pu, ii he perseveres in this

epicureanism. The J.K.M h jy should plead the pedigree,
of a pickle, as dedui

King Jeremiah, Jeremiah King, Jerry King, Uherkin,
Pickled Cucumber.

KitMA'S SISTER. Your poetry i* very charming, and had
we space we should havr -rreat pieaure in publishing
it all. As it is, we must tind room tor a scrap :

I KNOW I AM A PRRTTV GIUL.

I know I am a pretty girl,

Although my cousin> sneer,

My teeth are all at* white an pearl,

My eyes are briirht and clear.

My foot is very small and

(To mention itV no blame),
But what is most divinely sweet,

M>j H'-nry thinks the name.

And I can sing, and I can waltz,
And make a pudding, too,

And if I have some little faults,
I shall not tell tbem you.

My hair has got a natural curl,
AMELIA is my name ,

I know I am a pretty girl,
And Henry thinks the satM.

Go on, dear, music publishers eagerly pay for much
worse songs than that, and some composers think them
"

capital words."

MATILDA and ROSY have had their fortunes told by an old
woman in the Westminster Road, and they want to

know whether we think there is "anything in it," as
she certainly told them some extraordinary truths. She
told MATILDA that something would reach her ears that

would surprise her, and sure enough next day her
mother gave her a sound slap on each side of the face

for impertinence. ROSY was told that she would shortly
have a loss, and in three davs -he lost her place for

reading the Sorrows of an Unhappy One, white she let

the mutton be roasted to a cinder. Our young friends

seem fair samples of a fortune-teller's clients, and
nothing we could say would do them any good.

A BEGINNER. Leave off.

A GRAVKSKND BKLLK complains of the young men of that

metropolis, who, she say*, seem afraid to speak to a

girl when they have been introduced to her, though
they are impudent enough before introduction, and
fctare at you like we are sorry to say we cannot print
her porcine illustration. Perhaps her hints may do them
good, but we always thought them muffs.

UORRRSCUS. Your song of the Night Mare, your Ode
written on a Dissecting Room Table, your Lines on
Galvanising a Deceased Donkey, and your Chants of
the Cemetery and Catacombs, are all extremely elegant
and highly creditable to you, but we fear might not be
acceptable to nervous readers. We give a specimen :

Then under his ear in terror and fear,
The galvanical wire they apply,

And the Donkey he opened his ugly mouth,
And winked wilh his fishy old eye.

His leg It swung round, and behold on the ground
Five students are stretched in a row,

And the electrician, in sad condition,
Cried,

"
Well, if that ain't a Go."

BARBARA, It is certainly
'*
very unlucky to cnt your

finger nearly off on a Friday," but we should not con-
sider it an instance of the very highest good fortune if we
achieved that feat on any other day of the week. Yes,
any girl who cuts all the bread and butter for the

family is a good girl, and ought to have an addition to

her pecuniary allowance.

ANTIQUARIAN. The Edgeware-road is so called from
there being nothing sold in the shops but cutlery.

Miss LAURA MACGHEOOR. Saturate the hair every night
with syrup of poppies to which a gill of maraschino ha*
been added; flour the head well, and let the mixture
remain in the hair all night. You will find your hair

thick enough in the morning. If you cannot get

maraschino, treacle and the yolk of egg will do.
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THE MAN WHO DOESN'T MIND.

a Social Skttcf).

MAN who Doesn't Mind
is the most tortured

of all the martyrs of

society. He is con-

stantly exposed to trials

and privations. Like
Ixion's wheel, his life

is one continual round
of profitless exertion

profitless, at least,
_

so

far as it. concerns him-

self. Directly it is

found out that he
Doesn't Mind, every-

body takes advantage
of the fortunate dis-

covery. His time and
he are instantly at

everybody's mercy, and
no one ever dreams of

being merciful to either.

He gets imposed on

right and left, in per-
= son and in purse. Bores
i bother him perpetually,

and have no fear of

being kicked. The re-

motest of relations act

towards him as though
they claimed the closest

consanguinity, and

thereby were entitled

to be worse plagues
than those of Esypt to him. Almost perfect strangers play the part of dearest friends,

and use the privilege of friendship to drop in on him at any time. As for needy visitors,

he has them thick as thieves, and few leave him without making an attempt upon his pocket.

Bosom friends unbosom their family misfortunes to him, and do their best to make him

miserable by the story of their sorrows. Yet of all these pests and plagues, none have the

least compunction or compassion in their plaguings. However they may pester him they
feel quite sure he Doesn't Mind it !

In fact, the Man who Doesn't Mind is perpetually exposed to all manner of annoyances

and physical privations. Everybody takes advantage of the goodness of his nature. It

subjects him to insult as well as inconvenience. People stamp on his pet corns, and scarcely

ever beg his pardon. However much they hurt him, they conceive he Doesn't Mind it,

and rely he won't take steps
to avenge the pedal injury. When he goes out to dinner,

he is always the worst served and the worst seated of the guests. He gets the backbones of

the fowls, and the scrags of legs of mutton. No host ever dreams of giving him tit-bits.

The chances are, indeed, that if the table's at all full he'll be moved off to the sideboard, and

have to eat his dinner among dirty plates and dishes. People take for granted that he

Doesn't Mind where he's put.

At a picnic, too, he finds his fate is just as sad a one. If there happen to be any
children to be looked to, you may always take for granted that he's the happy man. And
besides being appointed to the charge of the light infantry, he is sure to be entrusted with

the heavy baggage also. The commissariat department devolves mainly on his shoulders.

Whoever really is in fault, he is answerable for all its imperfections and deficiencies. When
it happens that the knives and forks are left behind, everybody makes the most cutting of

remarks to him, and digs at him unpityingly with some three-pronged sarcasm. Supposing
such a wonderful accident occur, as that by S9me strange accident the salt should be

forgotten, of course the Man who Doesn't Mind is told to go and forage for some, and not

to leave a farm-house unattacked until he gets it. Then having duly done what was required
of him as errand boy, of course he is expected to officiate as waiter : and should he steal

time in his waitersh'ip to get a snack himself, lie is pretty sure to find his seat assigned him
in the nettles, or elsewhere all the broken crockery and lobster-shells are shot. And to

wind up his day's misery, should it rain going home, as it always does at picnics, of course he

is expected to sit patiently outside and lend his rival his umbrella ;
and not to show the

slightest symptom of annoyance, though he detects that rival, under cover of that umbrella,

flirting fiercely with the widow with whom he himself is smitten !

In short, wherever he may be, and whatever he may do, the Man who Doesn't Mind is

never thought of for a moment, except as a convenience. Whatever foible he may have, he

never finds it gratified. His known "little weaknesses
"

are wholly disregarded. No one

ever dreams of studying his comforts. Like the desires of Mr. Toots, his most heart-cherished

wishes are considered "of no consequence." However useful he may be, no one ever

thinks of even saying, Thank you. Nor is he allowed any periods of respite. If on Monday
he does a service for a friend, on Tuesday the friend calls and makes him do another. Any
one, at any time, may ask him to do anything. Whatever hobbies he may have, people
never give him time to mount a single one of them. They interrupt him just when getting
his foot well into the stirrup,

and never have a fear that he will venture to kick out at them.

In short, they do exactly with him what they please, and solely for the reason that they think

he Doesn't Mind it.

But the worst of it is, that in time even his

wife gets seized with the infection. Prom
seeing how his friends treat him, she learns to

do the same herself. In her domestic calcula-

tions she puts him down as a mere cipher, and

provides only for one, herself being the unit.

She expects him to go shopping with her twice
a-week at least, and to do light porter's work,
and carry home her purchases. She even dares

to try if she can feed him on cold mutton, and
she does so with impunity, and even without

pickles; and she never dreams of palliating
that connubial offence by the after-introduction

of his favourite pudding. At least twice in

every month she asks her "dear Mamma" to
come and stay a week witli her, and then coolly
fills his dressing-room with the parental pugs
and parrots. Of course it gets the smell of a

travelling menagerie. But she dreads not the

Divorce Courts. She feels convinced he Doesn't
Mind it !

LEGISLATING FOR THE MILLION.

THE Financial Reformer, a work whose facts

are figures, informs us that every General Elec-

tion costs the successful Candidates the expen-
diture of a million sterling. What it costs the

unsuccessful ditto would require a strong arith-

metical head to calculate. Why should not the

natiou have the benefit of that million outlay ?

Why should it all go into the pockets of the

Electors, and so feed their corruption ? Since

it is seemingly impossible to put down bribery,
since Members themselves, who should be the

very last to violate the iaw, are generally the

first to break it, we would recommend that

each seat be put up to auction, and knocked
down to the highest bidder. It would then be
an open commercial transaction, instead of

being a secret one. At present, votes are grown
much as mushrooms are by being cultivated in

the dark. You sow your money, keep it

thoroughly dark, and in a very short time you
have a beautiful crop of votes, warranted to give
an extra enjoyment to the dinner of any Candi-

date who has the good fortune, thanks to his

Fortunatus's purse, to be elected. Why should
not the nation have the advantage of the money
that is spent at every election, instead of its all

dropping into the cash-boxes of the hungry
lawyers, and helping to overflow the tills of

the thirsty publicans ?

We would have a regularly-appointed public
auctioneer, whose office it should be to regulate
the sale and transfer of Parliamentary seats, and
the Carlton and the Reform Clubs might be
established as agencies. The House of Com-
mons itself might be selected as the Great Poli-

tical Auction Mart, where these seats should be

put up for sale
; and, with a little spirited bid-

ding, we will warrant that the million sterling,
which is at present the estimated cost of a
General Election, might easily be worked up to

two or" three millions, and the national exche-

quer would be the gainer by it. Make this happy
arrangement, and GARDEN might again come into

Parliament, and the wealthy LE&THAMS might
traffic boldly in the purchase of a seat, without

being considered in the least disreputable.

Truth is Strange.

WHEN Cuddesden College was finished, the

Builder thought fit to cut the initials of the

Founder, the BISHOP or OXFORD, and of the first

appointed President, the REV. ALFRED POTTS,
over the entrance, when there appeared
S. 0. A. P. The inscription has been removed.

A STUPID REMARK. As there is no House
of Lords in America, a Yankee is justified in

bragging about his "Peerless Country."
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SIR PETER NOT HIMSELF AGAIN.

N Ass once showed bis long
ears through a borrowed linn's

skin; and the animal that lion-

berry desired his clerk to write

him down, still now and then

appears in the misfitting robes

of Justice. In proof whereof
the following is a case in

point :

A boy is brought before SIR

PETER, charged with an alleged

attempt to pick a pocket. No
witness appears who can de-

pose to the offence, and the

ground on which the prose-
cutor solely rests the charge
is, that he fancied

"
he felt a

pull at his coat pocket, and on

turning round he saw the

prisoner behind him." On the
other hand there is abundant
evidence adduced that the boy
has for a long time borne the
best of characters, and his

master says that when the lad

was taken into custody he had
in his possession a quantity of

gold leaf
"
which he might

have stolen had he been that

way disposed." Nevertheless.
SIRPETER threatens to remand
the boy to Newgate for some

untrue charges. Sin PETER is obliged then to

dismiss the boy, but it very clearly goes against

his grain to do so, and as a parting benediction

he lets fall this remark :

"
Kcmember, boy, it is 'jvur good cliaraclrr that 1m

"Saved you," forsooth! Saved from what,

pray, good SIR PETE it? Saved from being, by

your blundering, sent wrongfully to Newgate?
If this be what you mean, you misstate the fact,

I'ETER. It was not the lad's "good cha-

racter" that saved him from injustice. You
turned your deafest ear to this plea in his behalf.

It was the outcry in the Court to which alone

you listened. Well, well, Sin PETER. We are

none of us, you know, so young as \ve were once ;

and your deafness to the calls of common sense

and common justice may doubtless be assignable
to your length of years. Still, if ever we be

falsely charged witli picking pockets, all we can

say is Save us from Sui PETER LAUBIE !

days, but is deterred by the
"
great sensation

"
in the Court, in manifest disapprobation of

his threat. The master being guarantee, the boy again appears at the bar of the Guildhall
;

but, for reasons of his own, the prosecutor does not make a re-appearance, and it is shown
that he not only has given in a false address, but that he is in the habit of preferring

PRO BONO UE-PUBLICO.

IN Switzerland, we read that the expenditure
of the country is at the rate of 5s. per indivi-

dual. Of course, we never expected that in a

republic any one would have gone in for a sove-

reign, even in the way of taxation; but the

strangest thing is that, without a' single sove-

reign, there should be such a multitude of

crowns, for if you poll the entire population, you.

will find that there is precisely a crown to every
head. The tax-gatherer, whose duty it is to

carry the national hat round, could not make

things fit more nicely. In England it does not

stop at the crown, but every one is taxed head
over ears.

THE BRASS BAND BURGLARS.
_

EVERT now and then when Parliament is up, and sub-editors are

verging on despair for want of
"
copy." we see extracts from old

journals stuck into the newspapers to refresh us as to what went on a
j

hundred years ago, and remind us how much better we are off than

were our forefathers. One of the many points wherein our better-

offishness is specially paraded is the fact, that owing to our excellent

police, our persons and our purses are less subject to attack, and our

houses and our streets kept in much greater security. If we chance to

stop out late, there are no Mohawks now o' nights to bully us ; and

we can come home from our clubs at any hour we please, without a

fear of being knocked down and half-murdered by a foot-pad. More-

over, when we go to bed we can sleep in peace and comfort, undis-

turbed by any dread lest our house be oroken into. A 1, we feel sure,

is at the corner of the street, if indeed he be not supping in our very

kitchen; and with such a cherub sitting up to watch for us, what
nonsense it would be to feel nervous about burglars.

To show, in fact, how thoroughly pur safety is protected, and how in

every way a Briton's house is now his castle, we need but cast a glance
at the following Police case, which a day or two ago was reported in

the papers :

" MARYBOROUGH STREET. JOHN SCMMERLAD, a German, one of a brass band of

musicians, was charged before MR. BINGHAM with persisting in playing an instru-

ment of music in Queen Street. Mayfair, after he was required to desist, in conse-

quence of illness, and with assaulting DR. ROBERT TEJCPLE FRERE, Physician, No.

\\ in that street.
" DR. FRERE said, the defendant and others planted themselves in front of his

house at seven the previous evening, and commenced playing instruments of music.

His mother being seriously ill in the house, he sent his servant to require them to

desist. The answer being that they had been paid to play, and should not give over

without being paid more to do so, he went himself and told them to stop, and the

reason there was for doing so. The defendant, who was the most prominent, still

refused, telling him he had no power to prevent their music. They had for about
half a minute ceased, and then began afresh. In vain ho begged of them to give

over, and while they played the defendant in particular became exceedingly abusive,

telling him ho knew English law better than he did, and no one had a right to stop
them. While looking for a policeman they played out their tune, and he followed

them into Chesterfield Street, where they re-commenced. While here the defend-

ant impudently told him he should not have his share unless he went round with
the hat. Here they did not stay long, and he on the lookout fora constable, fol-

lowed them still, they every now and then running up against and hustling him ;

the defendant, with the long legs of a music stand under his arm, swinging the

same out and aside, so as to knock him on the face with them, of which he, hurt at

the time, had the mark remaining. To protect himself from this violence he with
his hand pushed him off, and the defendant purposely fell, and then charged him
with knocking him down and doing damage to his instrument to tbe extent of

_

six

guineas. At this moment a policeman came in sight, find he gave defendant into

custody." The defendant, in reply, said he had c nly been a fortnight in London from Hessen,
in Germany, and four days back joined the baud. He then read a paper in his defence,

in which he said he was at a loss to understand why he had been fixed on as the
chief offender, for he did go when the rest went, and wax throwa down by the com-

plainant, and had his instrument crushed in the fall ; that the Magistrate would
doubtless consider him as the injured person, the complainant having dealt out his

own law by upsetting him, and that he looked now for the Magistrate's protection
as a foreigner of recent arrival.
" MR. HINOHAM, having explained the law to the defendant, sentenced him to pay

a fine of 40., or be imprisoned for a month."

This case, we repeat, is taken from the papers, not of a hundred

years ago, but of scarce a fortnight since. It proves, as we have said,

now much we have advanced in point of street-security; and those

noodles who affect to admire the good old times, may take comfort in

reflecting that, after all, our progress in such matter is not great.

Notwithstanding the invention of gaslight and police, bands of highway
robbers still infest our streets, and steal away our comfort, if they
cannot filch our cash. If we are ill, and just dozing off to sleep,

like Macbeth, they
" murder sleep ;

"
if well, and just sitting down to

wprk, they plant themselves directly underneath our "study" (!)

window, and, unless we pay them hush-money, blow our brains out.

We think then that such ruffians as JOHN SUMMEELAD aforesaid

should be charged with something more than merely an assault, when
detected in such acts as those above narrated. To break into a house

for the purpose of extracting money from its inmates, if this be not
"

flat burglary," we shouldlike to know what is : and we think that

burglars should alike be punishable, whether they go to work with

crowbars or trombones. We trust when Parliament next meets, there

will be a due revision of the law upon this point. We should like to

see our Magistrates empowered to deal summarily with culprits like

this SUMMERLAD, and enabled to convict them of a crime not short of

felony whenever, as in his case, the burglary was proved to be accom-

panied by violence. Meanwhile, worthy MR. BINGHAM has our thanks

and KvSos for turning his deaf ear to the said beggar's petition, and

paying no heed to the "paper" which he read in his defence.

SONG BY A SURGEON.

TAKE, take, blue pill and colocyuth :

Hey, Sir ! your liver is much out of order.

Take, take, rhubarb and aqua menth. :

Close on acute inflammation you border.

Symptoms about your head,
Make me congestion dread,

When I take them with the rest in conjunction ;

Leave off wine, beer, and grog :

Arrowroot all your prog,
Let organs rest to recover their function.
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GUY FAWKES FOR 1859.

THE LAW ON ITS LAST LEGS.

IT really almost takes our mental breath away to think of it, but if something be not

done to help to foster their vitality, we fear the race of lawyers will soon become extinct.

They will be numbered before long with the lost tribes of Israel, and the Lane of Chancery
will know their face no more. The few surviving members, who have more longevity
left them than the rest, will be found with empty blue-bags at the corners of the streets,

waiting anxious-eyed to run, or rather hobble off, on errands, as rapidly and far as their

fast falling strength will suffer them. Or haply we shall find them crouchiiig curled up on
the pavementj with the sad words "I am Starving!" chalked close beneath their noses,
and a basket ior stray coppers held between their teeth.

At the Meeting of the Law Association held the other day, the speakers spoke most

mournfully about their gloomy prospects, and many made allusion to the "rainy day" in

store for them, as though there was small chance of their getting an umbrella. The Chair-

man was perhaps the most desponding of the orators, and his oration reads more like a dying
speech and last confession than any other form of words to which we can compare it.

Delenda est Lex was the text on which he preached, and heartrending indeed were the

remarks which he poured forth on it. He plainly
told his hearers that owing to the so-called

"amendment" of the law, they were progressing
Fast in a canine direction, or in vulgar parlance,

they were going to the dogs. He declared that

.t surprised him they continued to exist; but
lie predicted their supplies would fall short be-

fore long, and that they would have to leave

off living upon nothing, and appeal in forma
pauperis to the public for support.

But this legal Jeremiah did not content him-
self with simply lamenting his sad plight, and
the sad plight of all those whom, in a legal point
of view, he regarded as his brethren, he closed

In's Lamentation with something strangely like a

threat, and to his Jeremiad imparted what
savoured very strongly of the Jeremy Dicldler

flavour. Speaking clearly for the purpose of

catching the public ear and "seriously in-

clining
"

it to that attitude of interest which is-

assumed by ears when pricked up by a threat
that they'll be boxed, or that something else to
their advantage is in store for them, said the
Chairman

"
It may not be desirable that we should be too rich ;

but there is ft proverb which saya, that it is a difficult

thing to keep an empty sack upright, and I am sure it is

very desirable for the public that we should not be too
"or." .,.^

So, according to this gentleman, honesty with

lawyers is an article of luxury, and unless they
are well off, they find they can't afford it. When
a lawyer begins to go down in the world, he

gives up his honesty as he would his carriage,
and pursues his path of plunder contentedly on
foot, until he can afford to be honest and to ride

again. To be upright he considers is a matter
not of conscience, but merely of the pocket.
Like one of those toy figures which are kept
upright by the swinging balance of a weight, a

lawyer is kept upright only by a swingeing
balance at his banker's.

Such at least is what we gather from the
dictum we have quoted. The hint that it is difli-

cult to keep poor lawyers upright, appears to

our mind capable of no other construction. As
with other beasts of prey, the conduct of a

lawyer is dependent on his appetite. If you
keep your cat well fed, it won't do you much
mischief; and while a lawyer is well-fee'd he
will not show his teeth much. But depend on

it, as soon as either beast feels pinched, he'll

betake himself to thieving without the slightest

scruple, and lay his claws on everything that

comes within his reach.

A CANDIDATE FOR AN INSTITUTION.

UNDER the head of "Undergraduate Extra-

vagance at Cambridge," the Times relates a

County Court case in which MR. EARDLEY
GIDEON CULLING EARDLEY, a young gentleman
who has lately come of age, not to say arrived

at years of discretion, was sued for the price
of some pictures and a map, bought by him in

his minority. His bills incurred for similar

trifles were said to amount to 16,000. On
examination, this frugal youth stated that

" He was a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, and
also a member of the Society of Denmark, and he ex-

pected to be a member of the Society of St. Luke at

Rome."

This is apparently a young man of great ex

pectations. The membership of the Society of

St. Luke at Rome is one of them which may
perhaps be realised; but the expectant seems
to stand a much better chance of being admitted

into the Society of St. Luke in Old Street.

THE RIGHT OF TRANSLATION RESERVED.
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HUMPTY DTJMPTY.

THE SCHILLER CENTENARY.
THE question keeps recurring to us, Will Punch have a Centenary ?

and if so, where on earth will the event be celebrated ? The Crystal
Palace may suffice for the Centenaries of SCHILLER, of HANDEL, or of

BURNS; but will it be found big enough to hold the million upon
million worshippers of Punch ? Our own impression is that, decidedly,
it won't. Indeed, we shrink not from predicting that a PUNCH'S
CRYSTAL PALACE will have to be erected expressly for the purpose of

keeping his Centenary ; and some faint notion may be formed of the
dimensions of this edifice, when we prophesy that ships of twice the
size of the Great Eastern will float like toys in the big fountain basin
in the central transept.

Meanwhile, let not the thoughts of the stupendous sights in store
for it, distract the public eye and mind from sights which are now
visible, and which, like those at Sydenham, are in general worth look-

ing at. Until the Punch Centenary comes, the now existing Crystal
Palace will doubtlessly suffice for the keeping of .Centenaries. How
many will be kept there before the Crystal Palace has to celebrate its

own, is a problem which we leave to stronger minds to calculate. Had
we not good faith in the good taste of the Crystal Palace Management,
we should almost fear their mania for the keeping of Centenaries
would induce them to keep such as were scarce worthy to be kept. If
the mania spreads much. Centenaries will soon be coming thick as tax-

gatherers, and thelfriends of any Anybody will get them for the asking.
If the mania be not checked, we may live to see it mooted. Shall CATNACH
have a Centenary ? and the lovers of street organs, wno have no ear
for any music except that turned off by Handle, may like to get up a

Centenary for that delightful genius by whom the art of organ-grinding
was first introduced.
As we got into the train which rattled us, on Thursday, to

"
Der

Crystal Palast Schillerfest," we seemed naturally to get into a train of

thought like this. Our thought-train was however soon taken off the

line, or at least we had to shunt it to make room for another. This
we started from our mental terminus upon perusal of the following
most mind-stirring remarks, which in German and in English, or at
least in German-English, prefaced a short sketch of SCHILLER'S life

and works, expressly written to be read upon the day of his

Centenary :

" Hundred years ago on this very day, the creative power of Providence poured
one of the greatest poetical talents of modern times into a mortal mould.
Hundred years full of terrible events (erschiitlemikr Erdgnisst) passed away in the
overflowing stream of time (mrf in dem teeckielnden Strom der ewigstarrm Zeit
vermnken unit verKkunden), Hundred years ! and joyfully-shouting we see in all

parts of our little planet men, unite in order to celebrate the birth of one de-

parted long ago (urn die Meiutchwerduny ci/tw iatujst Dahtngtxckwd&icn zu/eiem .')."

After this big-sounding flourish the word-piler subsides into more
simple language, thus :

" What ifl it which excites the German i on this day, at home not less than aim aj,
in the Ni-rth South East and West, on the shores d' the icy Neva as well as on ihu

tlmadering (ttiirmeHden) Niagara, on the Danube as well as on the banks of the

Ohio, yea, even on the gold-filled rivers of California ? What makes them at homo
forgetful of tho troubles and cares of their evenilay life, their pitiful (kliigl.clt) po-
litical position, the dissension of parties, tho want of a happy iudepemhtKi

', the oppression nf ignontm-e '.' What siK-nccs abroad tho
German's woeful pangs for a Fatherland, his restless chase after mortal gO"ds, his

hope for gain ? What concentrates and moves all his thoughts and feelings as so

mauy sparkling planets round oue bright sun-light ?"

To these poetic questions the brutal and prosaic mind might haply
answer BEEK ! If anything can excite a German, it is I?eer ! II any-

tiling can make him sparkle, it is Beer! So at least thinks vulgar
ignorance, and shallow-brained conventionality. Psha ! bah ! pooh !

Out upon such brutal and untimely jesting! To-day no thought or

taste of beer is in the German's mind or mouth. What brightens and
excites him on the memorable Tenth is

"The heartfelt remembrance of the birth of our great and immortal peet, philo-
sopher, and historian, FRIEDRICH SCHILLER ; who, by stepping into the light of this

world, became for ever a beaming light on the horizon of poetry."

To this we, mentally of course, gave a plauditory
"
hear! " and then

skipping the biography, which was an insult to our memory, we read
with mingled rapture, awe aud wonder, this :

"
It would be now tho moment to establish through Germany's vast provinces a

brotherly unity in political life : for wo have proved on the occasion of SCHILLER'S
Festival that the Germans have, in fact, a Fatherland. A great, far-spread, bound-
less country 1 (writ ausgtdehntfs, unennetslichts .') The empire of thought, imagina-
tion, and civilisation ! There dwell the Germans creating in all the corners and
parts of our terrestrial globe (in alien Winktln und Ofgendfn dt SrdbaUt), 'swelling
eternity but by grains of sand,' putting their shoulders to the wheels of progress at
the slowly-moving coach of universal civilisation."

This picture 9f the Germans putting their shoulders to the wheels of

the coach of civilisation so completely overcame our comprehensive
faculties, that when we reached the Palace we were forced to have
some lunch, that being the best process we could think of for reviving
them. Having thus regained our senses and serenity, we found our-

selves enabled to listen with complacence to the sinking and the

fiddling which was done in the great, orchestra, to a rattling accompa-
niment of knives and forks and coffee-cups.

Owing to our late arrival (we had been closeted with LORD P L-

M RST N and MR. GL DST NE all the morning, helping them to

get up the rough draft of their E. f rm Bill, which, unless
"
our

Trench friend
" comes to

"
play a game that two can play at

"
before

Christmas, will be the trump-card that the Government will lead off

with, shortly after) through this, we say regretfully, we missed hearing
the Address which was delivered with much pantomime by energetic
DR. KINKEL ; and as his speech was all in German, we the more regret
not hearing it, as we thereby lost a chance of pretending to know
German by endeavouring to look as though we understood it.

We also missed the hearing of the Festival Cantata, and the sight of
the "Unveiling of the Colossal Bust of SCHILLER," which a small

wag, who of course would have tr-rembled had he known Us, dared
within shot of Our ear to call irreverently a Buster ! We, however,
were in time for the

"
Song of the Bell," and we thought of our cracked

friend all the time that we were hearing it. Perhaps the lines which
most affected us were these :

" When the copper within
Seethes and simmers, the tin

Pour quick that the fluid which feeds the Bell

May flow in the right course glibly and well."

Reading this, of course we naturally thought of the Tin which we
have poured in, or have shelled out, for Big Ben ; and this passage
too awakened a painful reminiscence :

" Come in, come in 1

My merry men. we '11 form a ring,
The new-born labour christening,
And ' CONCORD ' we will name her !

"

With our mental ears still ringing with the Denisqn-cum-Mears-cum-
Everybody squabble, we thought, had we to re-christen our Ben, we
should rather name him DISCORD.
These reflections, of course, naturally filled us, being tax-payers, with

sorrowful emotions. So, on the homoeopathic principle, we tried to
drive away sorrow by taking a small dose of the Show of Prize Chrys-
anthemums, which, as every schoolgirl knows, are called the

"
flowers

of grief." After a minute inspection of the Show (by a "minute
inspection

" we mean a glance of sixty seconds), we came to the con-
clusion that the judges had shown judgment in giving seedling

"
Arthur

Wortley" a first-class certificate, which seedling "Mrs. W. Holborn"
(query, Holboru, W.C. ?) and seedling "Miss Augusta" had likewise
done their nurseries the credit to obtain. We also came to the con-
clusion that Chrysanthemums were prettier in blossom than in name,
and we rather thought that a young lady with a cold (a complaint

VOL. XXXVil.
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which, thanks to Crinoline and tiny bonnets, is now prevalent) hac

better avoid asking CHARLES to come and look at her
Chrysanthemums,

for fear her pretty lips (and nose) might haply make such ugly sounds

as "Cub aid look at by Chrysalthebubs !

"

Haying ocularly feasted upon this iloral repast, we took the slighf

refection of a Captain's biscuit,* a refreshment which is cheap anc

nutritious if not nice, and has this further advantage, that while it feeds

it exercises. We then came into the Gardens, Maud, to see the

Torchlight Procession, which as every tourist knows, is a German
institution, and natively rejoices in the uncouth name of Fackel-Zug.
A cigar and curiosity impelled us to the- lighting-stove, and there a
courteous German asked us most germanely to become one of the
torch-bearers. But the torches being made of pitch, our enthusiasm

fought a pitched battle with our prudence, and as we hadn't our worst
coat on, we declined the honour proffered to us. The torches when
first lighted had a will-o'-the-wisp look, which made one think that all

the jack-o'-lanthorns in the universe had flocked together for the
sake of having a flare-up, in order, as wags say, to throw a light upon
the subject. With the fountains playing merrily, and the moon patting
their heads and tipping them with silver (the Benevolent may like to

know that she did not tip Us with any), the scene was quite theatrical,
and had all the advantage, whatever that may be, of having

" REAL
WATER ! ! !

"
in it. Indeed, if it had not been for the sharpness of

our appetite (the Crystal Palace air, O Aldermen! is the best of

strops for appetites) we very likely should have felt more sorry than
we were when the nearly burnt out pitch-torches, were tossed into a

heap: a sort of game of pitch and toss which, except upon Guy
Fawkes Days, is seldom played among us. Had the evening been
pitch dark, the pitch-light would have shone more brightly than it did.
But what was wanting in the blaze was quite made up for in the

smoke, which rose skyward from the bonfire in as dense a volume as
would be made by a collection of the speeches of our Wiscount

; whose
oratory in this point may be likened to a Fackel-Zng ; for, flare up as he
may, tnere is very little sparkle in it, and it always ends in smoke.

*
Prithee, why called "Captain's," eh, good Notes and Queries ?

WOMEN'S WORK.

ALENTED SlB, I COllld find

plenty of employment for

women, but I never can get
any of them to do it. At the

present moment there are no
less than nineteen buttons
off my shirts. It is the same
with my collars not a string
on them

; the same with my
gloves not a pair can I wear,
they are all so disgracefully
full of holes. I also would
willingly have my hair curled

every morning, but I cannot

get any one of my sisters to

get up sufficiently early to
do it for me ! It is no better
if I want to learn a particular

song, not one of the girls
will condescend to teach it

me, though there are six
pianos in the house, I am sure, if there is one.

'Believe me, Sir, it is all nonsense : there is plenty of employment,
but the truth is, when it is offered to the women they won't accept it.

Why, 1 would undertake myself to keep two or three constantly
employed all day with the few things (making flies, punching out
wadding, and the like) that I want attending to. The fact is, the girls
of the present day are getting confoundedly too proud, or else too lazy
Ihey won t do a single thing. Why it was only yesterday that I asked
Miss LUCY to clean my pipe out for me, and the young puss actually
refused me to my face !

"That is a fact, Sir, and you are at liberty to make the most of it."
I remain, Sir, with the greatest indignation,

"A SNUBBED BROTHER."
"
P.S My sisters say that I am a selfish, surly, disobliging brother, and

that is the reason they will do nothing to please me. Pretty nonsense !

Why they will do anything for TOM, and ALPIIED, and Guss; and I am
sure they behave no better to them than I do "

SWIMMING TOE LADIES. We hear that the Talking Fish is under
an engagement to leach a large party of ladies to swim. He offers
to teach them swimming, if they in return will give him lessons in

" DOWN AMONG THE DEAD MEN."
"When the POPE is pressed by the Doc DE GRAMMOXT to concede Reforms, he

eludes the request by declaring his readiness ' to retire to the Catacombs like so
many of his predecessors.'" Time* Correspondent's letterfrom Horns.

WHAT was that threat, old man? Thou wilt retire
Down to the Catacombs, where sleep the bones

Of Martyrs snatched from the arena's pyre :

With rude but reverend symbols on the stones,
That from the pagan's desecrating ire

Hid their remains who braved, by faith, both sword and fire ?

A Pope among the Martyrs ! the last link
Of the long chain that round the Church's neck,

Has hung for ages weight enough to sink
Even St. Peter's ship, though proof 'gainst wreck,

Of enemies save her own crew that slink
To scuttle the doomed craft, while her watch-captains wink

The last link of the Papal coil, essaying
To clasp itself anew upon the chain

Of those first converts : saints that fasting, praying,
Holding all things in common, using gain

For godliness, found Truth so strong for staying
Of feeble feet, that they lived down all men's gainsaying.

A Pope among the Martyrs ! The worst fruit
Of that unhallowed wedlock of the Church

And CONSTAKTINE, claims kindred with the root
Of that true seed, that rather chose to smirch

Its hand with fire, than gold and gems to boot,
Offered to tempt men's souls, in Mammon's skilful suit.

A Pope among the Martyrs ! Death by Life-
Battered Corruption crouching by the side

Of virgin Innocence Love clasp'd by Strife-
Old Falsehood claiming Young Truth for his bride

So seems the POPE, fleeing from dangers rife
To caves where the young Church hid from the Pagan knife.

Or is 't that to the graves he fain withdraws,
As feeling that his place is with the dead

Dry bones with dry bones making common cause,
For that the life of these, as those, is fled

Though a tiara shades the fleshless jaws,
And gems and gold still shine upon the bony claws ?

Or is it memory of the marvel, wrought
Upon the dead by the dead Prophet's bones,

That leads the POPE to the saints' tombs, in thought
That there are relics underneath these stones

Which with mirific virtue may be fraught,
To quicken once again that Power which now is naught ?

What matter for the reason ? 'Tis enough
To know the great Iniquity that sits

Enthroned on Rome's Seven*Hills though ne'er so tough
Its hold on mind and bodies with mazed wits,

Sees nations mock its thunders, rude and rough,
As summer winds are mocked by some sea-breasting bluff.

ANOTHER POET ON THE SAME SUBJECT.
GKIM GARIBALDI to breach and to batter comes,
Awfully great is the Vatican's funk ;

Pius declares he'll go .hide in the Catacombs,
Down to the Dead Men, old cowardly monk.

Down with you then, sainted model of lowliness,
Fear not your dive will occasion a tear :

Italy's joy, when she misses your Holiness,
May be less civil, perchance, than sincere.

Such is the aid which the Church's head Shepherd
Gives to the flock he should guide and console !

Dreading his own holy hide may be peppered,
Eager he rushes to burrow a hole.

Nay, he does well. When the combat and clatter comes,
Men may be there he has reason to dread-

But what a proud day for the Church ! In the Catacombs
Skulks from the storm her Infallible Head.

PLIGHT OF TIME.

"I ALWAYS know when it is Quarter-day, and time to receive my
salary, by my wife asking me to take a walk with her down Regent
Street." A Husband of Twelve Years' Combing.
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THE IDEA WE FIGHT AGAINST.

EE the I)ebats on the causes
of our increased armaments,
formation of rifle corps,
state of uneasy expectation,
and double Income-Tax.

.Having contradicted the

supposition that the menaces
of the French Press have
caused us to involve our-

selves in all this trouble and

expense, our Parisian con-

temporary proceeds to say
that

" Tbo general anxiety which
prevails among our itci^'Mjonrs
is rather owing to a convr

ing of the falKe position in which
tin- poliry followed durin:
List yeura haw placed England.
Nutinn^ is more common than
for men to run into an evil which

B toil eat'r tn avoid, :iml

the old saying which advises us
not to jump into the water for

fear of getting wet, has also its

!inn in politics. England
^n ol late violently in love

with neutrality, and has pro-
lilection for peace

hitherto unexampled in her his-

tory. The Titties now tells us,
the most apparent result

ol
1

that conduct, namely, that in
that country, which holds war
in BO much abhorrence, they are
now making a hundred thousand
rifles, and everybody is learning
to use them."

Our friend the author of

The Thistle and the Rose is

requested to observe that,
in the foregoing extract,

England is put for the
United Kingdom part for

the whole. He will please
to mind that this figure of

speech is employed, in the present instance by a French, and not an English
journalist, and may consider whether it is probable that a Parisian writer has

conspired with our London contemporaries to insult, by ignoring, Scotland.

The British Public (Punch will not kick against the prickles of the plant which
is not to be touched with impunity, except by an ass) has, no doubt, endangered
peace by having neglected to prepare war. It certainly has neglected to prepare
war, partly because it holds war in extreme abhorrence ; an abhorrence not lessened

by the thought of the corpses now rotting in the mould of Italy, which English-
men (and Scotchmen) have not forgotten, and by the sight of the stumps on
which it sees young men hobbling about the streets. But the British Public was
also induced to neglect to prepare war by the fond hope that some of its neigh-
bours had ceased to be nations of cruel and brutal fools, and tiger-apes, capable
of running loose upon their kind, cutting, stabbing, squelching, lacerating them,

tearing out their entrails, and burning them alive, from the equally selfish and
silly motive of a thirst for glory ; that is, for the pleasure of getting mad drunk on
the pride and ferocity of fiends, and of being worshipped by the survivors of their
victims with the adoration of fear, as the miserable Yezidi worship the Devil.

The British Public has been disappointed. It prepared peace ; and the Conti-
nental powers levied war. True, the huge hosts of the desnots are chiefly formed of

conscripts, of whom all may not be the voluntary slaves ot their diabolical masters.

Slaves, however, they are, subordinates of those principal demons ; and the best
that can be said for them is, that they serve by compulsion, and perform under
duresse, the drudgery of poor devils, namely, in tormenting mankind, and trying
to involve others in their own misery and subjection.
The British Public abhors war

; but it abhors enslavement more. It abhors
killing; but it hangs murderers, and has constables who will apprehend them
and drag them to justice in spite of their teeth, and nails, and knives. It will

deal, to the best of its might, in like manner with all comers who may approach it

with sword and fire, vain-glorious and bloodthirsty rascals, who go to war for an
idea; which is the idea of domination, crowning a series of accursed revels in

carnage and rapine.

They Stick at Nothing.
THE old saying gives us fair warning that "if we throw plenty of mud, some

of it is sure to stick." On the same principle, we suppose if we are continually
tlirowing abuse at the penny-postage stamps, some or it is very likely to stick,

which may be one way of making them adhesive, since they will not be so in
any other. These stamps are of the flightiest description, for one of them is no
sooner on than it is off again, just in the same touch-and-go manner as CHARLES i

MATIIEWS on the stage, when he is acting in a light farce.

They are here, there and everywhere, but in the right

place. They do not deserve being in the pay of Govern-

ment, for they never know how to keep a post when one is

offered to them.

PROS AND CONS FOR POPE PIUS.

THE POPE he leads a happy life,

He has the Church for child and wife,
With lodging, board, and washing free,
And eke Infallibilitie.

With ANTON ELLI'S counsels sage,
McGuiRE's and UOWYEK'S truthful page,
AHOUT may write what scoffs he will,

And the Ilomagua kick its fill.

Let, GARIBALDI rouse to arms,
A CULLEN'S voice the tempest charms;
If to play false NAPOLEON dare,
There's VEUILLOT and his Univers.

But yet he's not a happy man,
With GRAMMONT at the Vatican.
In PETER'S chair 'tis hard to sit,

With pointed bayonets propping it.

MORTARA meetings break his rest ;

SIIAFTESBDRY night-mares ride his breast ;

Austria and France, his fav'rite sons,
Each other pound with swords and guns.

Between two stools, as all folks know,
TJnto the ground a man will go.
Much more his Holiness of BjDme
Between seven hills to grief must come.

Envoys of France his conduct school ;

A rebel people spurn his rule ;

As brutumfulmen coolly scan
The thunders of the Vatican.

When excommunications fail,

And drunken Switzer guards turn tail ;

When naked Truth dares face the day,

Fig-leaves and figments thrown away,

When Austria hides her damaged head,
And BOMBALINO skulks to bed ;

When Pio NONO'S best defence
Is VEUILLOT'S truth and CULLEN'S sense,

Old Hollow Mask, that sittest there,
In PETER'S aught but easy chair,
Bluster or bully, wail or whine,
I would not that thy seat were mine.

THE STAFFORD STOKING-ROOM.

WHAT has the first of the two sentences which consti-

tute the subjoined handbill to do with the second ?

" The Scotch Express, leaving GLASGOW at 9.45 a.m., and EDIN-
BURGH at 10.0a.m., arriving at STAFFORD at 553 p.m., remains
15 minutes to dine. A HOT DINNER provided daily, in a comfort-
able Dining Room, and at a moderate charge."

The Scotch Express, certainly, arriving at Stafford at

5.53 p.m., and remaining there fifteen minutes to dine, may
be capable of dining within that time. A quarter of an
hour may suffice the stoker for feeding the Scotch Express
with coke. But by whom may the hot dinner, provided
daily in a comfortable diuing-room, be supposed to be
eaten ? One would conjecture that its expected consumers

wpuld be derived from the number of passengers who
might happen to get out of the train at Stafford, meaning
there to leave it. Who would be such a fool as to scald his

mouth, and render himself liable to an attack of indigestion,

by attempting to bolt a hot dinner in fifteen minutes ?

The dining-room in which such a feat was attempted
might be comfortable enough in itself; but the wretches

endeavouring to perform the disgusting exploit would
deservedly experience the severest discomfort m their own
interiors.
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RATHER KEEN.
"Our AGAIN, JACK?"
"
YES ! I ALWAYS LIKE TO GET AS MUCH HUNTING AS I CAN BEFORE CHRISTMAS THE WEATHER. IS SO NICE AND OPEN !

"

HOW ABOUT RIFLEMEN'S LIFE ASSURANCES?
" DEAR MB.. PUNCH,

I HAVE the good fortune to be married to one of the hand-
somest, and I am sure and certain, one of the bravest of men, and how
nobly my EBENEZER would look in the costume of the Edgeware Road
Rifles you can hardly imagine. A fond and devoted wife (which I may
say that I am) would rejoice to behold the husband of her heart in
the uniform of her QUEEN."

But, Mr. Punch, my beloved EBENEZER shall not, if I know it (and
he does very little, I can tell you, a dear fellow, that I do not know all

about)
;
, join a Rifle Corps, try on a uniform, or even look into a gun-

maker's window, until I have my mind made comfortable upon the
following point." When I consented to become his happy bride, my dear parents
insisted upon my EBENEZER'S assuring his life, and he loved me too
well to think of hesitating. He assured himself in either the Ineh'gible
or the IJnamiable Assurance Office, I forget which. To the sum thus
secured, I, and the iive darling children at present composing all our
happy circle, have alone to look, in the unfortunate event of dearest
EBENEZER exchanging this mundane world for a celestial."

Now, dear Mr. Punch, I know that most of the Assurance Offices
provide that they shall not have to pay anything if an assured life
becomes extinct by duelling (and very proper), or by shooting yourself
(and very proper too, only that the loss falls upon your family), or
by your being hanged (which is not likely to happen to a respect-
able person), and I am told that in some offices they provide against
paying if you fall by the hand of an Invader.
"Now, this is the point. If our Riflemen's Assurances are not

made sale, whatever may happen to them in the discharge of their
guus or their duty, no man who has a wife and children, and loves
them, is justified in enlisting. If he cannot protect his own home by
Assurance, he has no call to be protecting other people's homes by
Valour.
"
My EBENEZER shall not join, until he lias it distinctly agreed that

li anything happens to him in reviews, or in exercises, or in case the

enemy comes, and EBENEZER rushes to glory (as I know he will) and
meets a hero's doom, the money shall be paid by the Ineligible or the
Unamiable, or whatever it is. Not that I should long survive him, of
course, but I choose to have the money."

I should think that the Assurance societies would not be such
Idiots as to refuse to make this agreement with all the Riflemen, for if

the country were left undefended, what would become of the Assurance
Offices ? Why, my dear Mr. Punch, the Trench would turn them all

into cafes, and very nice cafes they would make, with their large tables
and plate-glass doors."

However, that is their business. If I were the Offices, I would at
once let the Rifles know what my intentions were, and if I were you,
Mr. Punch, I would publish a list of the Offices to which a brave
Rifleman may safely go, and provide for his innocent family before

encountering his ferocious enemies. No man will take such a steady
aim at a wicked Frenchman as the man who knows that all is right
at home.

"
Lay the proud invaders low,
Tyrants fall in every foe,
But before to fight you go,
Mind your policy."

"
Pray bring this question forward in your own way, and believe me,

dear Mr. Punch,

"
Counauf/ht Terrace."

'

Your devoted admirer,
"CORNELIA CARNABY."

"P.S. The Assurance Offices that hinder gentlemen from enlisting,
by the threat of forfeiting their policies, are surely enemies to the

QUEEN and country, and might be prosecuted for high treason, and
their money taken away towards the expenses of the war. You might
mention this.

Getting a Rise.

ON account of the perpetual ferment in the parish, it is proposed
to change the name of a certain oriental district to St. George's in
the Yeast.
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HIGH JINKS AT MIDDLESBOROTiaH.

HAT truly odd fellows there seem to

be at Middlesborough ! and tlie

author of the advertisement whereof

portions are subjoined appears to be

one of them :

DUNKERLEY'S GRAND DRESS BALL.

AT the repeated request of many of

his friends, M i:. 1) . is made
arrangements fora GKAMi HKESS BALL,
to take place in the Odd Fellows' Hall,

Middlesborough, on Monday Evening, No-
bar Tth, Is.W. . . . Four Splendid

Ii;oil Cakes will be given One to the Belle

of the liall ;
another to the l-tly who ap-

proaches nearest to the Belle : one to the

liest Amateur Step Duller, who has attend-

ed MR. DI/NKI ^-s uud one to

the Best Conducted Gentleman.
The Ball will be kept up till a late hour,

so as to enable parties from a distance to

depart by the early trains in the morning.
Doors open at half-past eight, music at

nine.

We hope MR. DUNKERLEY'S Ball

went off pleasantly. The prize to be

awarded to the best conducted gen-
tleman seems to indicate that the

projected assembly was not likely

to be remarkable for conduct of a

superior description. It is to be feared that the iced-cake which was

to liave been allotted to the Belle of the Ball may have had the effect

of the original Apple of Discord, and occasioned a row. We should

like to know who took the part of PARIS on this occasion, and acted as

umpire. The lady who was judged to approach nearest to the Belle of

the Ball was perhaps dissatisfied at coming off second best, although
she may have swallowed the affront with her iced cake. The gentle-
man who had the politeness to approach nearest to such a Belle was,

perhaps, the rather deserving of encouragement. As to the best

Amateur Step-Dancer, no doubt he fairly earned his prize by cutting

capers of a sort very fit to be exhibited in the Hall of the oddest of

Odd Fellows. Peradventure the "best conducted gentleman" con-

cluded thefestive evening with a song, namely, "We won't go home
till morning, till the early trains are near !

"

THE WEAR AND TEAR OF RAILWAYS.

AN interesting paper on railway statistics gives us the information

that "twenty thousand tons of iron require to be replaced every year
on railways, owing to the wear and tear, and twenty-six million

wooden sleepers require to be replaced annually from the same cause."

These sleepers are evidently not what are called "sound sleepers," or

else they would not have to be pulled out of their beds after they had
been lying down for so short a duration of time. However, there are

other questions connected with the wear and tear of railways that we
should like to be acquainted with.

If a train comes in an hour or two hours late, what is the effect of

the wear and tear upon the patience of the travellers P If a lady finds

that her luggage, which she wants particularly that evening to go to a

grand county ball, has been carried to quite an opposite direction of

the kingdom, how does her temper stand the wear and tear ? If a first-

class traveller is obliged to associate with a set of foul-tongued short-

pipe-smoking ruffians, that are thrust into his compartment, because
there is no room for them in the third-class, is his dignity much hurt in

consequence of the wear and tear to which his fine cambric, as well as

his fine feelings, have during the time been pitilessly exposed ? Then
there is the wear and tear of a railway-meeting, when the poor share-
holders cannot get an explanation from their chairman, who simply
defies them, nor satisfaction from any of the officials, whose sole duty
in attending appears to be to laugh at the questions put to them by
any one who has an interest in the concern ? And lastly, there is the
wear and tear of mind and soul and pocket of the poor creatures who
have invested all their savings in the property, and cannot get the
smallest scrap of a dividend in return.

Leaves and Flowers.
" MR. BOHN, of Covont Garden, the eminent Publisher and Floriculturist, sum-

moned a Cabman. . . . The Cabman was convicted. . . . MB. BOHN would
rather have paid 5 than appear, but did so on public grounds." Police Report.

For punishing that Cabman's scoff,

Accept two wishes, MR. BOHN.
Quick may your monthly rows go off,

Long may your monthly rose hold on.

A GO AT TPIE GAMESLAUGHTEREES.

THE Mania for Gameslaughter has increased so much of late, that

Mr. Punch, who is a sportsman, and therefore not a gaineslaughterer,
feels inclined to say a few words on the subject, for the purpose, if he

can, of checking the insanity. Mr. Punch has, indeed, two objects in

so doing, the one being to prevent the extinction of good sportsman-

snip, which in the present state of tilings he fears is rapidly approach-

ing; and the other, to prevent the extinction of the furred and

feathered tribes of game, which Mr. Punch, as a good sportsman, has

no wish to see annihilated. Abundant evidence is daily furnished by
the newspapers that there are grounds for apprehension on both these

accounts. Here, for instance, is a paragraph which Mr. Punch takes

quite at random from a multitude of others, and without the least

intention to hold up to special censure the persons who are named
in it :

"Is IT SPORT, OR WHAT? The DUKE OF RUTLAND, the DI-KE UF CAMDBIDOB,
Sut JOHN TiiiiKoi.ii, and COLONEL TvnwHrn, shot through his Grace's preserves at

Cheveley 1'arlc, near Newmarket, and in one day kill' :mts, 30 partridges,
Miu han's. :ui<l 17 rabbits. During seventeen days' shooting, the Di KI: 01 KITLAHD
and his friends three ^uns per day have killed 702 pheasants, 2,230 partridges,
i;:!t hares, 17i rabbits, 1 woodcock, 1 landrail ; total, 3,740 head, and with that shot

by LORD GEOJU;E MASVKRS, oil the outside portion of the manor in September,
makes a total of 4.437 head."

To the question, Is this sport ? Mr. Punch says plumply No. A
good day^s sport does not, to Mr. Punch's mind, consist in going out

with armies of gamekeepers and gunloaders, and keeping up inces-

santly a blazing fusillade, and blowing everything to bits the very
instant it gets up. This may perhaps be sport to those who love to

hear their guns go off, and whose organs of destructiveness are so pro-

digiously developed that they shoot for the mere sake of making a good
bag. But Mr. Punch takes no delight in such exterminating gunnery.
.)/;-. Punch loves best to shoot after the manner of the ancients, and lie

sees no sport at all in these wholesale modern massacres. What Mr.
Punch calls

"
sport

"
is, quietly to go out with a brace of good staunch

pointers, and contentedly to bag his dozen brace or so of birds, while

stretching out his legs upon a breezy Suffolk heath, or wading to his

knees among the freshly-smelling turnips. When he shoots, he likes

to kill, and generally does so. But the killing does not constitute the

sole charm of the sport to him. To a rightly-thinking mind, such as

Mr. Punch's, the mam enjoyment of the sport consists in breathing the

fresh air, and getting healthful exercise of lung as well as limb ; while

the game one is pursuing serves to occupy one's thoughts, and keep ,

one's brain from brooding upon matters that might worry it.

No. To Mr. Punch's mind battue banging is not sport. Mr. Punch
still likes to shoot after the fashion of his forefathers, however "mild"
and

"
slow

"
that fashion may be voted. Tour good old-fashioned

sportsman loved to see his dogs work, and gave them time to do so.

But everything now-a-days seems sacrificed to speed, and the race of
Pontos is becoming fast extinct. Gameslaughterers can't wait for

dogs to poke about, and point for them. They care nothing for the

pleasure of shooting to a point- All they aim at is to make up a big
bag ; and, blown to bits or not, every head is scored as game that gets
knocked down by their guns.
To good sportsmen, however, gameslaughter is not sport. Game-

slaughterers may brag of their achievements as they will ; but depend
on it, true sportsmen will never praise or envy them. Gameslaughter
is now-a-days a fashionable pastime, and many noblemen and gentle-
men appear to take delight in it. It is, therefore, with due deference
that Mr Punch complains of it, but it is with no diffidence that he puts
forth his protest. In the eye of a true sportsman the crime of game-
slaughter must rank as an offence scarce less than manslaughter. To
bag a hundred brace a day appears to Mr. Punch unjustifiable bird-

icide, and Mr. Punch therefore won't shrink from publicly condemn-

ing it. As yet, no act of parliament has passed to punish the offence,
and LORD BLAZES or LORD BANGER may commit it with impunity.
They must, however, cease to speak of it as sport, or to fancy by pur-

suing it they earn the name of sportsmen.

A Heal Imposition.

WHEN BRIGHT would stir a faction cry,

By argument that 'a nullity,
One awful tax he passes by,
Nor tells "the mass" how monstrous high
He taxes their credulity.

The Two Extremes.

THERE are many men who are continually going backwards and
forwards from their wine-merchant's to the chemist's. To the latter

they go to recover them from the effects of too many visits to the
former ; and to the wine-merchant they return to restore them from
what they had been taking at the chemist's. It would be difficult to

say which; of the two bottles the doctor's or the wine-merchant's
did them the most injury.^
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IN BANCO-LOOKS LIKE IT.

MILD OtJT-SlDER. " Could you tell me, Sir, in what part of the a buildiny I should

find Mr. Robinson ?
"

AFFABLE RACKET-PLATER. " / can not, Sir. The fact is, I am quite a Stranger here

A CASE FOR DR. CULLEN.
IT is a wonder that DR. CULI.EN and his accomplices

who are urging the Irish to clamour for the enslavement
of the Italians, do not get hold and make use of such
monstrous cases as the following one, thus briefly reported
in a contemporary, as having occurred at Great Berkhamp-
stead Petty Session, before SIR A. P. COOPER. BART., and
F. J. MOORE, ESQ. ; after those justices had previously
disposed of several frivolous and trumpery game informa-
tions by fining the defendants

" HENRY OSBORN, of Northchurch, who did not appear, was charged
with a similar offence. JOSSPH WILMOKE said,

'

1 met HKSRV OSBORN
on Berkhampstead Commou. A rabbit got up, and OSBORN threw a
stnne at it, and killed it : he then took it up, and put it in his pocket.'
Fined 1 and 15. 6d. costs."

Instead of howling and telling lies, the Irish titular

ecclesiastics would, if they were wise, cite such cases as
the foregoing one, and ask if any example.of papal adminis-
tration of injustice or maladministration of justice can be
quoted to beat that. If these are the phenomena of con-
stitutional law, does not constitutional law, they might
ask, immeasurably exceed paternal government in cruelty
and injustice? Of course the Magistrates COOPER ana
MOORE administered the law with all the lenity of which
it admitted ; otherwise they must be considered as holding
the same relation to the Bench as that which the law
itself bears to the Statute book.

HINT TO A FOND FATHER.
PAPA the POPE must be different from most other papas.

Usually, the closer a child's relations with its father, the
more affectionate is the filial sentiment. But in the Holy
Father's case, while his children in America, in Spain, in

Ireland, profess the most unbounded devotion and love for

him, his children in Home, close under his Holy Nose,
would cheerfully subscribe their faggots to forward him on
the road to Saint Peter, or wherever disembodied Popes
are sent. It is a curious fact, that the Catholic says to the
POPE as the sailor (meaning kindness) wrote to his wife.
" The further I get from you the more I love you."
Evidently, therefore, if POPE PERUGIA wishes to be loved
of the Romans, he should make a bolt of it and trust
them to draw the bolt after him.

A FAMILY SECRET. We never knew a family that had
not a Genius in it.

MILLINER'S END OF CONTROVERSY.
THE REV. BRYAN KING officiated on the reopening of the Church of

St. George's-in-the-East ; occasioning a more disgraceful row than any
which he had ever provoked before. At the conclusion of an irritating

discourse, he told his flock that :

" Their services henceforward would be performed without those eucharistic vest-
ments which were familiar to them."

Familiarity, in that instance, appeared to have bred contempt. MR.
KING added
" He could never again put on those beautiful robes."

Poor MR. KING !

"
Oh, dear ! I shall never put on my beautiful

robes again !

" Thus we imagine the reverend gentleman's lament
or might we not say the lament of the reverend lady ?

"
Oh, my beau-

tiful robes ! oh, my handsome stole ! oh, my splendid cope ! oh, my
pretty alb ! oh, my love of a chasuble ! oh, my duck of a dalmatic !

Boohoo!"
However, MR. KING despairs a little too wildly in his excess of

grief. He may still put on his beautiful robes in private, and, thus
attired, admire himself in the looking-glass. Will none of his disciples
get up a testimonial for him ? say, a pair of ear-rings to match his
beautiful robes, and to set them off in proper style, a variety of
Crinoline ? ____

JAPANNING THE POPE.

JAPAN has two emperors a Spiritual Emperor and a Temporal Em-
peror. Why couldn't the Roman States be blest in a similar way ?

Why couldn't Rome have a brace of Popes? There might be a

Spiritual Pope to attend to the affairs of the Church, and a Temporal
Pope to look after the affairs of State. We think it would be an
admirable division of labour, and one that could not fail to improve

matters in the papal world, whilst it could not possibly make them
worse. However, we would make the stipulation that the Spiritual
Pope had no more authority than his spiritual nioitie in Japan. He
should not be allowed to budge an inch, or look either to the right or

left, or to do a single thing, for fear of evil ensuing from it. He should
be a complete dummy, and the dummier the better, for then it would
be impossible for Cardinals, or Jesuits, orUltramontanes, to play upon
him, and he would be powerless alike in the hands of the Austrians or
French. He should be handsomely boarded and lodged, and dressed as

richly as the heart of any Pope could desire, but he should not be
clothed with the smallest power of doing either harm or good.

BATRACHIAN ARRIVALS.

IN the Footman's column of the newspapers, chronicling the insig-
nificant acts of persons of quality, we read that
" HER ROYAL HIOHNESS THE PRINCESS OLGA DOLOOROUKY, COMTE NICHOLAS

KOUCH EFF BZRBORODKO, and M. LEOPOLD PISA, have arrived at Long's Hotel, from
Paris."

Hah ! have they ? We congratulate the PRINCESS OLGA DOLGO-
ROUKY and COUNT BERBORODKO. As to M. PISA, we salute him too,
as a gentleman of whose existence we are happy to hear; out his
name is not sufficiently remarkable to make us include him in the con-

gratulation we address to his fellow-travellers and guests at Long's.
Their names are such that their safe arrival from Paris must be
regarded as a very lucky thing for them. OLGA DOLGOROUKY, and
KOUCHEIT BERBORODKO! Brekekekex koax, koax ! The French must
have taken them for frogs. They have had a narrow escape of it !

A PAPAL POLYGAMIST. Can it be that the POPE, weary of his

single blessedness, seeks the Catacombs because there he will be sure
to find plenty of ribs ?
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MARRIAGE AS IT SHOULD BE.

OE THAT CRITTER, PUNCH,
"
WAL, and heow air you, old

hoss, and heow's the gals and

Jiuly ? Guess as heow her chickens

air a gitting growed up neow,
aud'll soon be lit in

necks, leastways their lingers,

ringed. Reckon now their scliool-

in's over, and they're quartered
on your larder, you '11 be a lookin'

out for chaps to come and splice

'em. Wai, if you've any doubts

about their matches hanging fire,

jist ship 'em over here, and we '11

soon do the needful for 'em. Our
fellers in the States air all-tired hot

for marryin', and for finery and
fuss I kinder calc'late we chaw up
all creation at a weddin'. Jist you.

listen here, old 'coon : this is heow
we goes and does it :

" Social events of stirring interest
abound in New York. Revolving in sym-
metrieal splendour, they unite to form
that fashionable system, which is recog-
nised as perhaps the gayest, the brightest,
the most sparkling in its ceaseless whirl
of excitement anywhere known. Occa-

sionally the regularity of this system is

disturbed by occurrences which, comet-like in their erratic brilliancy, afford a

striking contrast to the ordinary flow of incidents, and startle beholders by their
unusual lustre. One of these yesterday attained its perihelion. It was an event
on which the minds of feminine New York had long been concentrated, and with
which all tongues had tampered unrestrainedly. It was the marriage ceremony of
Miss FRANCES AMELIA BARTLETT with DON ESTEBAN SANCTA CRUZ DE OVIEDO."

" You see, we ain't so vulgar as to call a splice, a splice. We haint

no weddin's now-a-days. We terms 'em
'

marriage ceremonies.' Wai,
this here marriage ceremony

" Took place in tho Homan Catholic Cathedral, and the rush to obtain, not seats,
but standing-room, was tremendous. Pews overflowed, aisles were thronged, and
even the outer passages were speedily obstructed. The pews most favourable for

observation were radiant with expectant countenances, and glittering with the

glories of lace, silk, jewels, and dazzling shoulders."

"
Applesquash and airthquakes ! Ain't that screamin', neow : spe-

cially the shoulders ! But here 's a bit o' writin' I don't quite see the
drift of
" It was pleasant to witness the graceful mingling of the aristocracy with the

democracy : pleasant indeed it would bo in any country, but especially our own,
where the lines of social distinction are so clearly drawn, and where the lineage of
those who boast of ancestry can be so far traced back."

"
Ain't tliis here a lapsis lingua, or whatever you chaps call it ? We

haint got no democrats nor yet no 'ristocrats out here. Ours is A free

country, and our feller citizens air all of ekal birth. And as for talking
of their

'

boast of ancestry
' and

'

lineage,' that sounds to me oncom-
mon like a bit of chaff. But toe git on with the splicin'

" At 11 o'clock, when the organ sent forth its melodious welcome, the crowd was
excessive. Rustling masses of humanity writhed in sinuous motion. Who could
withstand those subduing influences oi youth and beauty, of glowing throngs and
mellow atmosphere, of flashing gems and sumptuous circumstances generally ?

Some ladies could not, it seemed, for yielding to the pressure they first bewailed
their fractured skirts, then murmured feeble, incoherent appeals for aid, then
fainted, and were borne out in collapse by stalwart policemen. But still the multi-
tude expanded. Then beautiful brows were knitted with ire, cries of anguish were
emitted, and masculine remonstrances poured out with frantic zeal, all of course
without avail. The excitement was enormous."

"
Wai, if haafe of that be true, I should rayther say it was. Talk of

gals a crowdin' and a crushin' at your Drawrin" Rooms, why our
fashionable weddin's beat 'em all by chalks. And I 'd like to see your
dowagers presenting of a critter as is fit to comb the hair or lace the

stay- fixings of this :

" The appearance of the bride was unexceptionably charming. Her fair blonde
shone somewhat more luminously by contrast with the more sombre complexion of
DON ESTEBAN. Tall and dignified, though young her mien indicates but eighteen

I

years she bore her blushing houom-s well. Her ban- was wreathed with orange
flowers : her dress was exoticof Parisian point lace but her^arwre was of native

dered white waistcoat and cravat, displaying for ornament only a solitary diamond
breast-pin of excessive dimensions : and that he underwent with composure the
ordeal of inspection to which he was subjected."

"
Reckon as lieow this portrait ain't drawed very flatterin', but

then p'raps the penny-a-liner felt a leetle jealous.
'

Darkishly disposed
in the matter of complexion,' is he? Guess that sorter seems to hint
that the Don ain't over fond of goin' toe the washin' tub

; and when
we air told that his whiskers were haafe curled, one might fancy that

the Don had overslept hisself that mornin', and had to bust off toe the
weddin' without finishin' his toilette. Wai, however, that might be,
he came up toe the scratch, and this is heow the splice I mean the
'

ceremony
'
ended :

" The assemblage of spectators, momentarily calm at the opening, fell back into
tumult. Tho contusion ;md clamour deadened tho sound of the Archbishop's voice.
Sometimes the cries of

'

iimi-:i front' and other remarks not pertinent to the occa-
M'III were hear.l. Men struiuud on tiptoe to catch the feeblest glimpse of the absorb-

ing scene. Young girls announced intentions of fainting, until elevated to corn-

ling potato of view, when their tucultie.-; were miraculously restored. Some
women indued, with unlooked-for sprightlin. t into lofty windows, and
gazed complacently on tho leas agile ones below. Others jperched and balanced

^securely on backs of pews, swaying dangerously with each throb of
.1 t:iat pervaded them. Hut amid, and notwithstanding all tills turbulence,

the ceremony did proceed and end, LIEDT. BAKTLETT shedding tears the while.
Then the bride turned, and standing in full view of the assemblage, her cheeks
tluslied with excitement, her eyes diffusing liquid lustre, showered kisses among
her bridesmaids. After that, the party retired by a private door, and general des-
sication followed."

" What 'general dessication' is, I ain't learned enough to know,
but to make a fitting climax it should be something stunnin'. Wai,
next toe bein' the Don, I 'd have liked to be a bridesmaid, and come in

for some of them air kisses as was
'

showered
'
on 'em. I think myself

the bride ought toe have kissed the men all round, considerin'
how they'd 'strained their tiptoes' toe 'catch glimpses' of her.

Anyhow, old hoss, if any of your gals air fond o" showerin* kisses,
if they 'H come and get spliced here, they '11 have a precedent for doin'
it. Jist you tell 'em this, and say that though I 'm not a Don, I 'd not
mind beiu' stared at for the sake o' splicin' one of 'em, providin' as
she's handsome, and you'll come down with somethin' ditto with her.

And.so, old hoss, let 's liquor Toe our
'
General Dessication !

,'

"
Yours to command, and, if she '11 take me, hers,

"(1 don't know what her name is, but I ain't partic'lar),
" JONATHAN MABCELLTJS JOSH GOLIAH GONG."

"P.S. I ain't quite forty-nine yet, and my whiskers air whole curled
ones !

"

LITERARY REWARDS.
VICTOR EMMANUEL has been distributing crosses and stars to

certain French literary gentlemen, who followed the Italian campaign.
It is not often that rewards in England are conferred upon literary
gentlemen; but we think that MONS. MICHEL CHEVALIER is deserving
of some distinction from the British Government, for the admirable
letters he is at present writing in the Debats upon the relations between
France and England. MESSIEURS EDMOND TEXIER, JOHN LEMOINE,
and others, merely received their rewards for recording the events of
war. MONS. CHEVALIER'S cause is a far higher one, and consequently
deserving of a higher recognition. By disabusing prejudices, and
simply telling the truth, he has perhaps done more, from the nature of
his position and the force of his talent, to maintain peace between the
two countries than any English minister. However, as the arts of war
are always more liberally rewarded than those of peace, we suppose
that Virtue, like MONS. CHEVALIER'S, must be its own reward, always
excepting the abuse, of course, of MONS. VEUILLOT, for the abuse of
such men must invariably be received as the proud testimonial of a
good cause.

Experientia Eocet.

WHY bad drainage should frighten
The people from Brighton,

Is what I can hardly explain.
I took purse (wife, and lodgings)

And spite all my dodgings,
I found there no end of a drain.

PATERFAMILIAS.

manufacture,

description."

It proceeded from Tiffany, was of vast value, and deserves a brief

"
This 'brief description' is so long that I ain't got time to copy

j

it. But your gals wifl find what follers pretty much as interestin'.

I

Next to larnin' what the bride wore, of course they '11 like to hear the
' '

,

full partic'lars 'bout the bridegroom :

THE HAMPSTEAD TRAGEDY.
A DRAMA PERFORMED WITH UNBOUNDED APPLAUSE IN THE COURT OF

VICE CHANCELLOR SIR W. P. W. LAST WEEK.

SCENE A Heath, and a Wood.

Enter SIR THOMAS.
Sir T. I want to build round this here heath.
Wood. Then you '11 do nothing of the kind. [Kicks him off.

Curtain.
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THE LAST NEW THING IN CLOAKS.

Pretty Milliner (trying it on).
" Do YOU THINK THIS WOULD SUIT THE LADY, SIR ?

[Little Tomkins begins to like shopping rather. \

LADIES' LUGGAGE ; OR HARD LINES
BY A BRUTE.

How happy is the single life

Of all those priests and monks !

Not one of whom has got a wife
To bother him with trunks,

And bandboxes, a load too great
For man or horse to bear,

Which railways charge for, over-weight,
And cabs ask double fare.

Fell care as with your bride you post
Distracts your anxious miud,

Lest this portmanteau should be lost,
Or that be left behind :

Her baggage as you travel down
Life's hill, weighs more and more,

And still, as balder grows your crown,
Becomes a greater bore.

Outstretched by Fashion vile and vain,

Hoop-petticoats and vests,
Now British females, to contain,
Require no end of chests.

To which bags, baskets, bundles, add,
Too numerous to name,

Enough to drive a poor man mad,
A JOB with rage inflame.

The cab keeps swaving o'er your head,
With luggage piled above,

Of overturn you ride in dread,
With her whom you should love

;

Then you, the station when you gain,
Must see that lumber stowed,

And fears about it in the train,
Your heart and soul corrode.

Thus does your wife each journey spoil
Of yours that she partakes,

Thus keeps you on the fret aud broil,
Your peace and comfort breaks.

With all these boxes, all her things,
(How many!) to enclose,

The fair Encumbrance on you brings
A waggon-load of woes.

A REYEREND MASTER OF HOUNDS.

(To the Editor of the "Record")

MY BELOVED BROTHER,
SUFFEK me to draw your attention to the subjoined most

interesting statement which appeared the other day in that truly

edifying newspaper the Morning Post :

" FOXHUNTING AND THE CLERGY. A few days ago the EARL OF PORTSMOUTH
inaugurated his foxhunting season at Eggesford, North Devon, with a generous
hospitality. The house was open to all comers, whether attired in fustian or scarlet,
and a sumptuous repast was provided for about 300 guests. The occasion was con-
sidered appropriate for the presentation of a testimonial to the REV. JOHN' RUSSKI.L,
incumbent of Swymbridge, who for many years had most creditably discharged the
duties of a master of foxhounds of that district."

LORD PORTSMOUTH, in presenting the testimonial to MR. RUSSELL,
spoke in terms of high praise of the popularity of that reverend gen-
tleman and of his kindness and warmth of heart, remarking that

" It was true that MR. RUSSELL had shown an attachment to the noble sport of

foxhunting, but he (the noble Earl) had never he^rd that he had ever in- a single
instance neglected his duties as a Clergyman for the exciting and health-giving
sports of the field. He was one of those who thought that a Clergyman was quite
as much in his place in following field-sports as he was in gadding about to balls
and parties."

I feel quite sure that you will coincide in the opinion above expressed
by the EARL OF PORTSMOUTH. But at the same time I am painfully
afraid that you will also declare the converse, and say that you consider
a dancing clergyman as properly employed as a fox-hunting one ; and I

also fear that you will farther intimate your conviction that the one is

riding and the other dancing exactly the same way, namely, that which
SHAKSPEARE (whom the French profanely style the divine WILLIAMS)
calls the primrose path : riding and dancing to a place which I need
not name. Mark then this cheering and satisfactory assurance that the
reverend master of hounds and incumbent of Swymbridge is walking
in the right way as well as accustomed to gallop across country :

" To show that the pleasures of the chace are not incompatible with a zealmiq

discharge of ministerial duty, it was stated that the KKV. Hit. RUSSKLL had pre-

sented to him a testimonial from his parishioners on leaving a former curacy, and.'
that so highly was he esteemed by his present parishioners that they had also pre-
sented him with a testimonial of their esteem."

These facts may serve to correct some erroneous sentiments which I
have too much reason to think that you entertain concerning the
pleasures of the chace. Abide not in the prejudice which deems them
sinful. Oh ! if you could only listen to the earnest conversation which
foxhunters are wont to hold on the subject of their cherished pursuit,
and particularly on that noble animal by whose aid they practise it I
mean not the fox but the horse you would soon learn that fox-hunting
is an avocation which may truly be described as serious. And oh ! if

you were to notice the glow of health which suffuses the face of the
habitual huntsman, you would admire the congruity of hale condition
with sound views, amongst which you would then rejoice to recognise
the view holla. Yea, you woidd own that his fresh-coloured cheeks.
are meeter for a Protestant 'minister than the sallow visage which is

liable to be mistaken for that of a Popish priest. Believe me, in the
wish that you may one day taste the sweetness, and enjoy the privilege,,
of sitting under, and peradventure of riding after, the REV. JOHN
HUSSELL, Master of the Swymbridge Hounds, alway affectionately

P.S. Recollect that the Man of Sin forbids fox-hunting in the Seat
of the Beast.

The Mortara Story and Moral.

A JEW boy comes home rather grimy and greasy,
The servant maid sprinkles him, using no soap ;

"He's a Christian," cries Pius, with conscience unqueasy:
Cries Punch, "But if making a Christian's so easy,

Oh, why doesn't somebody sprinkle the PorE ?
"

A CHEQUERED CAREER. When one's cheque is continually coming
back marked,

" No effects."
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'
Part;/.

" THERE'S ONE COMFORT NOW-A-DATS ; A GOOD-LOOKING
YOUNG FELLER, WITH A HELEGANT FIGQER, CAN ALWAYS BE A MODEL
TO A PHOTOGRAPHER !

"

IMAGINARY CONVERSATION.
SCENE Hyde Park. MR. GLADSTONE, coming from Srompton, meets

MR. DISRAELI coming from Park Lane.

Mr. Gladstone. My dear DISRAELI, how are you ? What a bracing
morning ! Which way are you going ?

Mr. Disraeli. Can you doubt ? To the Serpentine. Have I not
been declined by the Scotchmen, for Lord Rector of Glasgow.
Ought I to survive it ? But before I die let me congratulate you
upon being more acceptable to Sawueydom.
Mr. G. Yes, 1 have been chosen Lord Rector of Edinburgh, but

we won't be proud, because that's wrong. (They laugh.) If your
appointment with Orcus is not urgent, take a turn with me.
Mr. D. Political, do you mean. What, going to change again ?

Mr. G. I never changed my politics, my dear ME, DISRAELI. But
no politics are the worse for having a little India-rubber in them.
Mr. D. To rub 9ut one's former lines with P

Mr. 0. Nay, epigram in the open air, before dinner

Mr. D. I am schooled. You mean that elasticity has its advan-

tages. True, but elastic things have a habit of coming back with a

snap that is the deuce and all. Sometimes it jerks folks out of Uni-

versity seats.

Mr. G. (tartly). And sometimes it don't. But let that pass.
Mr. D. That pretty ancle, do you mean ? Yes, it does the owner

credit, whoever she is. But whence comes the CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER ?

Mr. G. I have been at the Brompton Boilers.

Mr. D. Trying some machinery for a new taxation ?

Mr. G. Oh, don't talk about that. No, I've been looking at the

pictures, with the new LORD MAYOR, who admires them hugely.
Mr. I). Eli ? Then he aspires to the title of Sheep-Shanks's Mare.
Mr. G. Too bad

;
but I will take care he hears it.

Mr. D. If you like. I shall hardly have to make a Ministerial

speech during his tenure of office, unless you fellows display pre-
ternatural genius for getting into a hole. May one ask after

Reform ?

Mr. G. As well as could be expected. In fact, getting on nicely.
At least so I am told. But I mind my own business.

Mr. D. I take the hint, of course, and am dumb.
Mr. G. No, no, 1 didn't mean that. I should be happy to tell you

anything I knew, but really I know nothing about it. At the proper
time I shall know all, I presume.
Mr. D. Avoid presumption, aud tell me how it happens that you are

at this eleventh hour sending out for returns on which, I suppose, you
are going to build your Reform statistics ?

Mr. G. Eleventh hour be hanged, and put the returns in your pipe
and smoke them.

Mr. D. A la bonne heure. Don't be astonished if they are smoked
on the SPEAKER'S left, some fine afternoon in February coming.
Mr. G. About questioning time, with a prefix to the effect that

somebody would be the last person in the world to embarrass
administrative arrangement by inquisitorial indiscretion, but having
had the honour of holding a not irresponsible office . (They
laugh heartily.) All right. We shall have an answer for you, I dare

say.
.!//. D. Nay, there 's no want of answering in a Whig Administra-

tion, except that the thing itself never answers.
Mr. G. My dear fellow, mercy. Remember I am only just out of

the society of a Lord Mayor. Frankly, I do not see why all infor-

mation could not have been obtained without writing public letters,
but some people have a mania for official correspondence. But as to

your eleventh hour, we have got four clear months.
Mi\ D. Four, that's April. Taxes first, eh ?

Mr. G. I can't say. But even if so, it is in conformity with the

principle of the Reform Act. First pay your taxes, and then come
for the franchise.

Mr. D. Yes, and if ever there was a pettifogging Whig innovation

upon constitutional right, that was one. The idea of making a candi-

date for Parliament, an assistant clerk to the tax-gatherer !

Mr. G. De cette eglise je n'etais pas sacristain, my dear friend. I was
not one of the Reform Ministry I was (slily) never even a Radical.

Mr. D. No, and your mental process has therefore been incomplete
and unhealthy. Every boy ought to be first a Republican-radical, and
next &jure-dicino Tory.
Mr. G. And then sober down, or rather up, to a

Mr. D. Conservative-Liberal, like me.
Mr. G. Or Liberal-Conservative, like me.
Mr. D. And so become an ornament to his age and a blessing to his

country, like both of us. (They laugh.) What a fleet of little ships
those children are launching on the water! Talking of that, PAKINGTON
hopes and trusts that you are doing justice to his conceptions, and keep-
ing his navy up ?

Mr. G. He "s very good, but give notice of your question.
Mr. D. I hear that the DUKE OF SOMERSET has made four civil

answers in five weeks. What trouble you must have taken with him.
Who has been the Rarey P

Mr. G. Patriotism, I suppose, but I know nothing about it.

Mr. D. Shall you be offended if I ask whether HER MAJESTY'S
Coalition are on speaking terms ?

Mr. G. Bless you, most affectionate terms. Are we not always
having Cabinet Councils ? There goes a child into the water while
his nurse is engaged with the soldiers.

Mr. D. Exactly what some of you hope will happen in the case of

your Reform child. And the invasion idea may save you yet.
Mr. G. I '11 tell LORD JOHN that you called him a nurserymaid.

But it is truly kind in you to be so much concerned for our welfare.

They might as well get that child out, though, before he is drowned.
I see three courses open to me to go to the Humane Society house,
and report the circumstance, to tell the nurserymaid that she ought to

be ashamed of herself, or to mention the incident to the policeman I

see on the other side of the Paik.
Mr. D. Perhaps, if one saved the little lad, it would only be to pre-

serve him to be brought up a Peelite. On the whole. I think a masterly
inactivity may be the most humane policy. Ah ! the butcher-boy has
fished him out. He is saved without my intervention.
Mr. G. I trust the country may be as fortunate. Well, good

morning.
Mr. D. Good morning. [They part.
Mr. G. (aside). Vinegar varmint !

Mr. D. (aside). Oily beggar!

A GOOD YOUNG MAN.

MONSIEUR Louis VEUILLOT implores of MONSIEUR EDMOND ABOUT
to become un boa jeune homme. If to be a good young man is to act,
and write, and indulge in abuse and blackguardism after the style of
MONSIEUR VEUILLOT

;
if to be a good young man is to fill yourself with

the worst prejudices, and then to hurl anathemas against every one who
will not share those prejudices with you; if to be a good young man.
is to do the dirty work of the Church, and to believe in all the lies and
miracles that the stupid priests may wish to cram down your throat ;

if to be un bon jeune homme is in any way to resemble MONSIEUR
VEUILLOT, then we implore of MONSIEUR EDMOND ABOUT to remain
as he is, and to abjure with all possible loathing so pernicious an

example. It is sad to see an old serpent, like MONSIEUR VEUILLOT,
breaking his teeth by attempting to bite the numerous wise saws con-

tained in MONSIEUR ABOUT s work of La Question Eomaine.

HOW TO DEAL WITH TORY CANDIDATES WHO BRIBE. Send them
to a Reform-a-Tory School.

VOL. XXXVII.
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SUPERIOR CLASSES.

A YOUNG lady of quality,
and a nobleman, were
married the other day at

the usual place in George
Street, Hanover Square,
and of course the Muraing
Post chronicled the event.

The reporter deserves
credit for the following
paragraph :

"The company, on leaving
the Church, reassembled at the

family mansion of the Duke
and Dudiuss of Richmond, in
Portland Place, where break-
fast was served to a party of

nearly 200 guests."

"Breakfast was served."

To be sure ; that is the

way to write: how much
better than saying that
the party "partook of a

," as if the idea of

breakfast were something
that ought to be wrapped

up in the decent obscurity
of a foreign language.

It is true that in the

next paragraph we are

told that the bride aiid

bridegroom left Portland
Place "en route" for

Goodwood,when the writer

might much better have
said "bound for Good-

wood," or "on their way
to Goodwood;" but allow-

ance must be made for
habitual practice, which is hard to break. Use is second nature, and nature, as
we all know, will keep recurring, although you "huck un out" (as they say in

Hampshire) with that implement in the name of which lies the meaning of the

flunkey's euphemism, dejeiinera la fourchette.

LOVE'S REASON FOR LOVE'S RHYME.
BY THE HON. AUGUSTUS TWYNTWYNE.

In Answer to the Question
"

Wliy ta loni, ?
"

As sunlit ripples of a slumbering ocean,
As dial shades, that seem unmoved to dwell,

By slow gradation of their viewless motion,
Still onward march still upward stealing swell :

So on Love's golden sands flood-tide will brim,
Love's light mark noon upon Life's dial-rim !

Why do I Love ? Does Love require a reason ?

(Aside) [Though twenty thousand reasons I could tell.*]
Do roses m the blooming summer season
Ask why so fair they show, so sweet they smell ?

Or does the bee on busy wing that comes
Sing aught but

"
Honey, honey !

"
as he hums ?

If of my Love 1 could make long division,
And part it into twenty thousand words,

I love because to love is bliss Elysian,
I sing

"
Love, love !

" What sing the singing birds ?

What ! ask me still
"
Why I do Love thee ?

"
pet !

Sweet ! (kisses Miss Lutestring with tender emphasis, and
adds, aside) she has money, and I am in debt !

*
Alluding possibly to the reputed charms of Miss L.'s figure, not

in the flesh (for Miss L. is of a spare complexion) but of her pecuniary
figure, which is a round one.

Question for Mr. Planche.

A SCOTTISH lady who is coming to town next season,
writes to Mr. Punch to say that she has been studying

!
the table of

"
Precedence among Women." Her husb'and

is in a Highland Rifle Corps, and she wishes to know
whether she is not entitled to claim, in addition to the
privileges of Wives of Gentlemen Entitled to Bear Arms,
those of Wives of Gentlemen Entitled to Bare Legs.

"THE GKEAT TRIBULATION COMING." Is it Louis
NAPOLEON ?

CITY AETICLES IN THIS STYLE.

"
I HAVE often lamented the great poverty of style about the

City articles of your contemporaries, and I am satisfied that I or even
you

*
might do the thing better. I should like to give a few illustra-

tions of the kind of article that would suit. Take for instance theTm s. In this case the words should flow ponderously t and
majestically along ;

a kind of Baconic Macaulayean or Miltonic style.
Thus :

"
Great were'the changes in the Consol market to-day. At times

elated with joy, then driven to the lowest depths of despair, the wild
speculators of the Stock Exchange revelled in the severity of the
fluctuations. Men talk of the excitement of the gaming table, the
hopes and fears of the turf, but what are they to the ferocious exulta-
tion or the terrible anguish felt by those whose fortunes and credit
are doubled or imperilled by a rise or a fall of an-eighth. Yes, one
half-crown may be the ruin or the enrichment of thousands. At earlymorn whispers went around that the jarring interests of France and
Austria had been reconciled, and that peace would again reign between
the nval empires. Straight the cry arose,

'

I '11 give 96,' and far
beyond the sacred precincts of the Stock Exchange went forth the
happy news. 'An advance of an eighth, an eighth advance !

'

resounded
from Houndsditch to Temple Bar, from London Wall to London
Bridge. Men spoke fearfully to one another, and hesitated to credit
the (City) world wide rumour. Expectation was on tiptoe as the
moment arrived for the Second Edition of the Times. Fiercely jostled

,ie dealers to catch sight of the fortune-making journal. In a moment
the gigantic BUGGINS hoarsely bellowed 'four new iron-cased gun
boats ior the French navy !

'

and down down went Consols until a fall
ol a quarter was the frightful result,' &c.

"
There now, Mr. Punch, I flatter myself that that is something like

the writing that befits the leading journal. A different stvle might be
employed with the D hj News. In the case of this lighter paper a
more flowing sort of diction is required. At present the D N indulges

Cool ! Punch. t How is the case at present? Punch.

in a few flowers of fancy, but there is still scope for improvement.
Suppose we give a specimen :

"
Bright as the bright moming sky were the cheerful countenances

of the dealers on the Stock Exchange, and gladdened were their hearts.
A heavenly rumour that peace was signed conveyed new spirits to
their bosoms, and Consols at once jumped up an-eighth. Merrily
bounded forth railway stocks, Turkish and those miscalled investments
which are especially the delight of speculators. On they caracolled,
Caledonian leading the way, that stock which represents what we may
call the whiskey side of the character of our countrymen across the

Tweed, so wide are its gyrations. Lancashire and Yorkshire, London
and North Western fast stocks sensitive to the smallest influences,
and then Great Northern, that steady-going bow-windowed (if we may
so term it) stock that moves up one per cent., and has done with it.

Merrily capered the bulls, and tossed up prices so high as to be beyond
the reach of the disheartened bears who shrunk gloomily into their
dens. Alas ! how evanescent is joy. The second edition of that

iniquitous cold blanket (there is no necessity to allude further to a

journal deserving to be crushed into obscurity by the enlightened
public opinion of England, which as is generally allowed, we represent)
led to a quite unnecessary panic. The bulls stood aghast, and forth
rushed the bears, who with deadly hug pressed down Consols a quarter
per cent. Railways et id genus omne were also determinedly driven
down."

" And so on. There is again the Mo g Hrd, a paper devoted
to the interest of LORD DERBY. Why do not the respectable old
ladies who I am given to understand conduct this publication, take a
leaf out of his Lordship's book. LORD DERBY is noted for his sense
of the chivalrous, and we may charitably hope that a little of his sense

might with some difficulty perhaps be infused into the worthy editresses
of the M. H.

^

" Oh for a poet's pen to describe the bright feats in the mfilue of the
Stock Exchange this goodly morn. Speculators for the rise tilted

bravely with operators for a fall, and many were the broken purses.
Such a joust has not been seen for many a day. The former for a time
had the advantage, but their opponents were not easily to be routed.
'

Gramercy for my Lancashire and Yorkshire,' cried one bold knight.
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'I defy one and all to dispute the firmness of my stock.' 'I dispute

not its charms,' said another,
'

but what equals my peerless Midland
;

peerless in position, in dividend, and its unapproachable home, far

beyond the reach of rivalry.'
' Be satisfied with your oldeii charmers,

boasted a third (a very young knight).
"

1 rejoice in the youthful, the bright of hope, the dear in every

sense. 'Great Northern A.' 'A pin for your railways,' chorussed

several, 'for have not Consols many admirers? the English runds

against all comers, be they Russian Loans or Brazilian Railroads, or

even Victoria Debentures, heroes of a hundred fights.' But vainly

were they all praised up, the fierce onslaught of the opposite faction

(crest, a bear ; motto,
'

Down, down to hell, and say I sent thee ')

caused a rush back. Approach of the settlement, additions to capital.

Parliamentary expenses were their watchwords, but before the, terrible

cry of New India Loans all faces paled. Great was the ruin. One
;

unhappy speculator for the rise was affixed to the black board, with

arms reversed, a recreant knight unable to ransom his favourite

stock."
*

"
I need not go further, this I am quite sure is sufficient to prove how

great an improvement can be effected
"
I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,

" SIDNEY SIIAKSPEARE SMITH."
"
Prioate and Confidential.

" To save trouble, I may as well give you my terms for undertaking
the City Department of any of these papers. As you will probably
receive applications from all four, of course you may accept the best,

but it, must be distinctly understood that I will not take !< :-s than

2,000 a year, unless there are contingent advantage, say 1,500, with

a house in the best part of town, coals, candles, (and beer) being of

course included."

* There are two more pages of this stuff, which consideration for our readers

determines xu not to print. Punch.

THE TWO MAGUIEES.
TIIE Morning Post says that a fellow named MAGTTIRE :

' As .% member of the Town Council of Cork appeared a few days ago in person
to resist the appointment of a deputation to meet LORD CARLISLE on the occasion of

his coming to lay the foundation-stone of a new bridge, the old edifice having been

awept away by a flood in the year 1853."

LOUD CARLISLE, according to the Post, put himself put of the way
to travel in November to Cork, at the request of the citizens, in order

that he might inaugurate a useful work thus evincing his anxiety to

perform a public duty.
"
Yet," adds our contemporary :

" This duty is in the Town Council pronounced to be ' humbug and fudge
'

by a

speaker who wears, wonderful to say, a barrister's gown, who edits a popular
journal, and who still more wonderful is a member of the British Legislature."

In short, from what the Post says, one might be tempted to conclude

that this fellow MAGUIBE was no other than MR. MAGTJIKE, Editor of

the Cork Examiner, and M.P. for Dungatvan^ This must be a mistake.

The journal in question goes on to say that *his same MAGUIBE also

proposed in the Town Council that an amnesty! should be demanded
for the rascal MITCHELL, the escaped convict, who recommended
would-be rebels to throw vitriol on British soldiers, and is now doing
his small possible to persuade the French to invade Great Britain.

The Town Council of Cork repudiated both MAGUIRE'S antipathy to

the EARL OF CARLISLE and his sympathy with MITCHELL
; rejecting as

well his proposal to insult the LORD LIEUTENANT as his notion to solicit

a pardon for the criminal, now trying to levy war against the QUEEN.
That the impudent, coarse, vulgar dog who called LORD CARLISLE'S

Act of complaisance and kindness "humbug and fudge" can have
been MR. MAGUIRE, M.P., is incredible. Still more incredible is it

that the fellow who made common cause with the other fellow actually

engaged in plotting treason against the state is identical with the

honourable Member for Dungarvan. It is true that MR. MAGUIRE,
the Irish Member, represents the POPE rather more than Duugarvan.
It is true that this champion of Irish freedom has written a pamphlet
designed to extol the papal tyranny. There is no doubt that he is an
Ultramontane fanatic

;
but surely some unaccountable blunder has

caused him to be confounded with the insolent sympathiser with a
traitorous blackguard. MR. MAGUIRE is an M.P. He knows what is

due to the character signified by those initials, which, if he really were
the sort of character that some namesake of his appears to have shown
himself, he would retain for a very short time after the Opening of

Parliament.

Homoeopathy for the Toilette.

MILK of Cucumber is advertised for curing sun-burns ; price 2*. M.
per quarter-pint. This is a high figure ;

what makes the stuff so
dear ? Perhaps this milk is a solution of the problem of extracting
sunbeams from cucumbers; and acts, on the Homoeopathic principle
that like cures like, as a remedy for sun-burns.

ANOTHER GO AT THE GAMESLAUGHTERERS.
It. PUNCH last week said a
few words against game-
slaughter ; and, as what-
ever Alf. Punch may say is

always certain to be listened

to, those few words would
suffice to diminish that

offence. But it being Mr.

P/tiich'iVfayio clench nails

after hitting them, he has

prepared himself for li;nn-

mcring away at the same
theme, until the crime of

game.skughter is utterly
extinct. The text on which
his Sermon will this week
be preached is taken from
the Mi'ii/i'ose Standard of

a short while since :

" NOIILK SPORT. The other
day Mlt. HALL, who has been
rusidin^ dntiii;' tlio shooting
season at limit Hill, on the

ground* of LORD PANMUBE, in
the parish of Lethnot, killed a
line young stag at 208 yards
distance, from horseback. He
also killed a royal stag, the first

ever known upon the ground,
and shct this year 20,008 hares."

If it had not been for the last sentence in this paragraph, it would
not have excited the just wrath of Mr. Punch. On the contrary, indeed.
had the "noble sport

"
consisted of the deerstalking alone, Mr, Punch

would have awarded it the KV&OS which it merited. To kill a stag from
horseback at above two hundred yards was a feat of which a sportsman
might be pardonably proud, and Mr. Punch would have delighted
to assign him all due honour for it. What is afterwards narrated is

however widely different, and smacks very much more strongly of

gameslaughter than sport. To shoot a hare at all is scarcely to be
viewed as a sportsmanlike proceeding. Hares should by rights be
coursed or hunted, and not shot. Pot-hunters are prone to shoot

them, it is true ; but what is sport to pot-hunters is death to sport
with sportsmen. If pot-hunters had their way, all the game which
could be got at woidd go speedily to pot.
Mr. Punch would fain repeat that the killing of a stag at 200 yards,

off horseback, is such an act of sportsmanship as may be well called
"noble sport." But the term is surely misplaced when applied to the
achievement which is afterwards recorded. To massacre by shooting
more than twenty thousand hares is more an act of butchery than a
feat of sport. It savours of the slaughterhouse, and not the sporting
lodge or shooting-box. Pe9ple who can shoot don't care to kill a hare

by it. One of the chief delights in shooting is to make a difficult shot.

The more difficult the shot, the more one likes to make it. A sports-
man therefore seldom lets his gun off at a hare; inasmuch as it is

seldom at all difficult to shoot it. In general, one finds that any muff
can shoot a hare. Mr. Punch would as soon think to miss a haystack
if he fired at it

; and as for the achievement of bagging 20,000, he is

not disposed to think it much to boast of. Vast as his estates are,
Mr. Punch might find it difficult to put up 20,000 hares, but "when
found

"
it would be easy work to go and make a note

"
of them.

To palliate the enormity of shooting 20,000 hares, Mr. Punch has
heard it questioned whether his contemporary has not put a nought
too much ; and it has been hinted that 2,000 would perhaps be nearer
to the truth. To Mr. Punch's mind, however, it really matters nought
if this be so, or not. Be they two thousand or twenty, enough hares
have been shot to show that their destroyer has committed wilful

gameslaughter, and deserves the reprobation of all sportsmen for the
act. Especially a vote of censure is demanded from those who love to
see their greyhounds or their harriers go a-field with them. The
question really is of vital national importance ; for unless something be
done to stop such wholesale massacres, the country will ere long be
left without a hare apparent.

Indignant Impromptu.
WHO is the Lord Lieutenant of Kent,
Whose business seems to be to prevent
The muster of Riflemen plucky ?

Mr. Punch would be very content
If that ass of a Lord Lieutenant of Kent
Were kicked from Kent to Kentucky.

IMPERIAL BLACK. Louis NAPOLEON'S character.
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HOW A FOOLISH BIRD DID TRY TO SWIM ACROSS YE BRITISH CHANNEL !

MUSIC BY STEAM.

HE Crystal Palace is a place
at all times worth a visit,

and it is especially worth

visiting just now. Not only
are fresh air and unadul-
terated sunshine, free from

fog, to be obtained there

(and these are luxurieswhich

anyone who has to live and
breathe in London would
willingly at this time give a
half-crown and half-day for),
not only are the pompones
and chrysanthemums in

blossom, and the orange-
trees and evergreens all

wearing their best looks,
as befits the favoured in-

mates of a nice warm Winter
Garden; but, added to the
other known attractions of

the Palace, there has lately
been erected one whose fas-

cinating influence will doubt-
less draw to Sydenham a

myriad of visitors. We
hope we shall not startle

our more nervous-minded
readers when we state that an INFERNAL MACHINE is now on view,
and may be publicly inspected in the Central Transept, where it goes
off daily at one and five o'clock. For a description of this curious
but diabolical invention we are indebted to a contemporary :

"A new American invention called the 'Calliope,' or 'Steam Orchestra,' was
exhibited, for the first time ill England, on Saturday last, at the Crystal Palace ;

attracting, of course, considerable attention by this promise of novelty held out in
the title. Nor was the promise altogether unfulfilled. The '

Calliope,' if not one
of the most harmonious of musical instruments, is certainly one of the most original

ever heard in this world, since the discovery of the bagpipes and the burdygurdy.
It is, in fact, a species of organ, the pipes of which are worked with steam instead
of air. Externally, it has more of oddity than of beauty in its favour. Upon a
common counter-like table, some thirty odd brass cylinders, of varied dimensions,
stand up perpendicularly in two rows, while at one end are keys that set in motion
the mechanism by which they are made to send forth sound. The same effect is

also produced with a barrel, working by means of a handle."

So the grandly-named 'iCalliope
"

is in point of fact a barrel-organ,
with the extra disadvantage (that is to say, as far as its hearers are

concerned) that its so-called music is extractable by steam
;
so that its

motive power becomes a greater nuisance even than an organ-grinder's,
inasmuch as it won't tire and has no body to be kicked.
" One manifest drawback to the new invention is, that at each note emitted a puff

of steam is sent forth also. The consequence is that, after a few minutes' vigorous

E
laying in the Listz manner, the instrument is surmounted by folds of vapour,
eavy and dense-looking as the sculptured clouds in Westminster Abbey. This in

the Crystal Palace produces an effect rather picturesque than otherwise, perhaps,
and as the steam has plenty of space in which to escape, no manifest inconvenience
results. But we imagine that in a drawing-room the Calliope

' would be calculated
to disseminate on all sides illustrations of one of the worst features of

'

washing
day

'

scarcely to the taste of dress-coats or crinoline."

This sounds somewhat penny-a-linerish, but it is by no means an
exaggerated statement. Our first notion indeed on finding what great
puffs the instrument emitted was, that some of our composers would be
anxious to employ it, seeing that their music will not go off without
puffing. We thought, moreover, that had we been asked to christen
the Calliope, we should have tried to find a more befitting name for it.

To call it a steam orchestra is contrary to fact, for the sounds which it

produces can in no way be compared to those'which any orchestra that
we have heard has given birth to. We should ourselves have rather
called it the Whistlmg-Eccalobeion, or Steam Music Hatcher, though
there would certainly have been a fair objection to our title, for the
music which was hatched was not music at all, but in fact a most un-
musical most melancholy substitute. Indeed we wonder that the ta-

lented inventor of the instrument did not on first hearing it become a sort
of Frankenstein, and fall an aural victim to the Monster-he had moulded.

EMPLOYMENT FOR WOMEN. To teach the men to behave better to
them.

_
Our only fear is that the employment would take them all

their lives, and tliat after all they would not gain much by it.
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BRITANNIA-THE UNPROTECTED FEMALE ! !
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A SHOT BY A NON-SHOOTING STAR.

HE Ex-Champion of the

Sepoys (need we name
the Morning Star?) has

been giving; further proofs
of its patriotic spirit by
disparagingly sneering at

the Rifle-Shooting Move-
ment, which, the Star

thinks,
" On the whole, is very

much to be regretted, because
it proves itself utterly

incompetent for a duty it will

culled upon to fulfil,

that of resisting the invasion
of our shores, its only ten-

dency has been to create a
false impression in France as
to the just and friendly dispo-
sition of England, and it may
yet provoke an antagonism
very much to bo deplored."

Punch need not tell his

readers that he differs

with the Star, toto c/clo,

in these views. Punch
has all along supported
the Rifle-Shooting Move-
ment, because, so far

from thinking it may irri-

tate our neighbours, he
deems it a sure means to

induce them to keep
friends with us. How-
ever, this is a free coun-

try, and every one, of

course, has a right to his

opinion ;
else there might

be such a thing as bring-

ing to a pump the man
who could just now put
forth such silly stuff as

V this:

" In the meanwhile, France ought to be made acquainted with the fact that the Rifle Corps movement,which can

only number five hundred juvenile recruits in the City of London, and but haudfuls of unread young gentlemen in the

country, is by no means a national movement like that of 1804, when invasion was actually threatened, and when nearly
four hundred thousand individuals responded to the call to rise in defence of their country. .... Nevertheless,

these puerile manifestations of weakness which the Riflo Corps movement has excited, and such rude conduct on the

part of certain English journalists, are truly vexatious and annoying, for they help to perpetuate strife, and to familiarise

both countries with the notion of invasion and war."

To make the French acquainted with our (so-thought) weakness is clearly not the way to make
them keep at peace with us; and the language of the Star, however lamb-like it may seem, may
be considered quite as likely to provoke them to attack us as the

"
rude conduct

"
of those journalists

of whom the Star complains. Of course, foremost in the throng of these rude journalists is Punch,
whom the Star devotes a column to the purpose of demolishing. After accusing Punch of

"
asinine

stupidity," and hinting that Punch resorts to the use of illustration only because his "braying
stands but little chance of being translated into French," the Star continues thus its complimentary
attack :

" In pandering to the low taste for braggadocio indulged in by a certain portion, and we firmly believe an insigni6cant

portion, of its readers, Punch is a disgrace to the country in which it is tolerated. Its cartoon this week is the illustration

of an idea at once the most feeble and the most insulting to our neighbours across the channel. It is feeble even to

silliness, and iusolent to a criminal extent."

Punch calls this C9mplimentary, for, seeing how the Star has pitched into the Rifle Corps, Punch
considers it a compliment to be pitched into by the Star. Censure from some people is the highest
form of eulqsry which they are competent to give ; and Punch would much regret saying anything
just now whicii might unhappily provoke the laudation of the Star, As for the cartoon the Star is good
enough to compliment, Punch looks to History to chronicle the effect it will produce :

" For what purpose can such an artistic falsehood be perpetrated ? Is it to eicite a laugh on this side of the Straits of

Dover, or hatred of us on the other 1 If the former be the object, it will be a failure, for we will venture to say, not a
single man of ordinary good sense or good feeling has seen it who has not blusfied flown into his boots at its imbecility. I]

to excite animosity against us in France is the object, it may possibly succeed. If, as some people pretend to suspect,
Louis NAPOLFON is designing to get up a war between the two countries, we know no means by which we could more
effectually rouse an exasperated feeling of hatred among the French people than by importing a hundred thousand copies
of this week's Punch, and distributing them among the cafts of Paris and the departments. If PimcA should receive a

large order from the French Government for his cartoon, we may look for war ; if not, we shall hold it to be proof positive
of the pacific designs of the French EMPEROR."

If Punch did not
"
blush," at any rate he tr-r-r-r-rembled

"
in his boots

"
on reading this. Little di<3

he think when he knocked off his Cartoon that his
" Bow-Wow " would most probably be sounded

as a war-note, and his design be used for testing the designs of the French EMPEROR !

**
Postscript (added for the benefit of nervous-minded

readers}. Up to the hour of going to Press,
Punch has only sold his usual million copies, and has NOT received the order for the extra

"
hundrec

thousand." This, then, is
"
proof positive

"
that the EMPEROR is pacific. Let England go to bee

and get up again in peace ! VIVANT REGINA, ET RIFLEMEN, ET PUNCH ! !

THE CHILDREN IN THE WOOD
AT ANDOVER.

.V MOST outrageous trespass, in-

volving the destruction of property to

in immense amount, has Deen com-
mitted in the neighbourhood of An-
dover. The perpetrators of tliis

enormity were the other day brought
;o justice at the tribunal of their

county ; present, according to the

Andmer Adoertisn; SMI .1. \V\ POLLEN,
Hart., H. B. COLES, ESQ., and the

REV. C. DODSON. The particulars of

;his aggravated case of extensive and
wilful damage, are thus briefly stated

ay our Andover contemporary :

"COMMITTING DAMAGE.
' AKS GOODALL and DIANA WITHERS, a girl

ibout H years old, both of Charlton, were
ned by MK. GEORGE FRY, of Enham.

for having on the 20th ult., committed

damage and injury to certain underwood of
ive copse, to the value of

2d. Defendants pleaded guilty to being in

;he copse, but sai'l they did no harm; the

Magistrates, however, seemed to have a dif-

ferent opinion, and fined them 1:J. being the

costs, and damage to be paid between them."

When we seriously regard the

amount of underwood represented by
the value of Id., and duly consider

the size of the faggot whicn would be

constituted by a quantity of twigs

equivalent to that sum, we shall be

enabled adequately to estimate
_
the

magnitude of the offence committed

by these little but destructive girls,

and, in some degree, to appreciate the

lenity of the Magistrates in imposing
the more than merited penalty of their

probable crime. The juvenile and des-

perate offenders may think themselves

well off to have escaped with costs

amounting only to 13*. to pay for the

tremendous and twopenny havoc which

they committed in FRY'S copse. But
the greatness of the judges' clemency,
as well as that of the guilt of the

criminals who experienced it, is espe-
cially apparent in the award which
directed that the damage should be

paid between them. A fine so heavy
as twopence, in addition to 13*., would
have been richly deserved, of course,

by either culprit ,
but the considerate

justices were content with sentencing
them to halve it, and pay a penny
a-piece.

This was tempering mercy with

justice ; yet the former virtue may
very possibly enter in too large a

proportion into a judicial sentence

pronounced by the Great Unpaid, es-

pecially when their number includes

a clergyman. We are by no means
sure that ANN GOODALL and DIANA
WITHERS, on suspicion of damaging
underwood to the value of 2</., ought
not to have been committed to the

county gaol.

The Pope's Representative in

Congress.

THE Patrie announces that CARDI-
NAL AHTONELLI will represent his

Holiness the POPE at the approach-
ing Congress. This news wants con-

firmation. It is probable that Punch
will represent the POPE, and that

the representative of his Holiness

will, in that case, be a prodigious
Guy.
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FAINT PEAISE.

JOHN (who has come for the Saddle and things).
"

Yessir, there 's Master he is a
Starin' hard, sure-ly (a pause) ;

and there 's t' old mare and isn't she a Starin,' I
"

ARTIST (nettled).
"

Well, there 's the dog, he 's staring too, I suppose

JOHN. "Ay, Sir, that he lei"

THE HOUSE-SURGEON IN SAMARIA.

MR. PUNCH has received the Twelfth Annual Report of
the Samaritan Tree Hospital, an excellent Institution, with
some ridiculous rules for the guidance of its House-
Surgeon, on which Mr. Punch animadverted in his penul-
timate number. The Report of the Hospital contains a list

of the Committee of Management, consisting of the names
of persons of honour, worship, reverence, and quality.
That these gentlemen can have composed the rules which
fell under the criticism and condemnation of Mr. Punch,
is quite impossible. As gentlemen of education they must
know that one great use of a Hospital is the promotion of
Medical Science for the public good, and to that end that
the office of House-Surgeon ought to be a remunerative

one, and the prize of knowledge and ability.
Punch is glad to hear that the act.ual Matron of the

Samaritan Free Hospital is not an old woman. So much
the pleasanter for the House-Surgeon. But, if she is a

widow, she may marry, and her successor may answer to
the abstract idea of a Matron. Any body of gentlemen
must see the propriety of allowing the member of a liberal

profession to choose his company at his meals, or, if he
likes better, to enjoy them alone.

In conclusion, Mr. Punch will take the opportunity to

remark, on behalf of the Samaritan Free Hospital, that the
smallest contributions will be thankfully received.

VERY GOOD COMPANY.

A carious reading of BARRY CORNWALL.

SING, sing, who sings,
To the people who 've done with priestly kings ?

And whose were these men of hopes ?

The Pope's, boys, the Pope's ;

They 've kicked him out as clean as can be
;

And got SIGNOR BUONCOMPAGNI.

Drink, drink, who drinks
To the people who 've snapped a tyrant's links ?

And where is the tyrant's home ?

At Rome, boys, at Rome,
Where he sits and growls like a bear to see

They 've got SIGNOR BUONCOMPAGNI.

To the Wives of Would-be Farmers.

LADIES, believe (we 're sure you will)

Amateur farming 's all our eye :

Make all your Husbands go to Drill,
That is the best Drill-Husbandry.

SENSE FROM SALOP.

MR. PUNCH always feels great pleasure in praising, and great pain
in blaming, as must have been observed throughout his career. It he,

therefore, blames a good many people, and praises a very few, it is

because this is a world in which self-denial is a duty, and we ought to

refuse ourselves many pleasures. He has, however, before him a case

in which he intends to award decided praise. His eye is ubiquitous,
and therefore it is not surprising that the luminary in question should

light upon the remote but interesting Salopian borough of Oswestry.
There, as elsewhere, a Mayor has just been chosen. Mr. Punch reads

in the Oswestry Advertiser (which, if it have not the frantic genius of

its Fleet Street namesake, is a precious deal more reliable than that

impetuous organ) that the Mayor selected this year is a highly respect-
able tradesman of the name of PHILLIPS. Touching him, a Town-
Councillor, MR. MINSHALL, seconding the nomination, remarked, with
the most straightforward good sense :

"Some persons may say
' What does a tradesman know about law?' Some

people are ignorant of law, and not knowing it, make law for themselves ;
but

MR. PHILLIPS knows that he does not know law, and when he needs it he will have
the good sense to apply to the Town Clerk, who will always be able and ready to

advise him. MB. PHILLIPS will look at facts with the eye of a man of business, and
he will get his law from tho Town Clerk. (Ckeera.)

"

Mr Punch would have been among the cheerers, had he been in the
council of the town of the late KING OSWALD. But only imagine such
a speech made on the nomination of a London Mayor, or any of the yet
more bumptious municipal chiefs of our principal towns. Fancy telling
PETER LACKIE, the ex-saddler, that he knew nothing about law, and
that he must apply to MR. CHARLES PEARSON for some when he wanted

it. Why, the roof of the Guildhall would have been blown clean off by
his indignation. We shudder at the idea. But while imagination it on
the wing, let her take the tremendously bold flight of conceiving
PETER LAURIE, the ex-saddler, making such a rational answer as was
made by MR. MAYOR PHILLIPS :

"
I will devote my time to the duties of the office, and I am sure I shall never fail

to consult our worthy Town Clerk on any questions on which I have any doubts/'

No, imagination has ventured on too daring a flight, and like Icarus
comes tumbling down with melted wings. PETER could never have
demeaned himself to speak so modestly and sensibly. There must be

something like justice to ibe had at Oswestry, and we hardly believe

that if a drunken fellow came before MAYOR PHILLIPS, and accused a

well-conducted little boy of picking EBRIOSUS'S pocket, simply because

boy was near EBRIOSUS, MR. PHILLIPS would propose to send Boy to

Newgate until further notice, or, if he so threatened and were shamed
into fair play, would blunder out that Boy's good character had" saved

"

him, when there was nothing to be saved from but a drunkard's mis-

take and a Magistrate's folly. We are sorry that our PETER is not a

member of the Oswestry town council, though, to be sure, that is

rather a spiteful thing to say of a borough that never did us any harm.
Mr Punch amends his wish, and would be glad that as good sense

were talked in KING LUD'S town as in KING OSWALD'S.

It Makes all the Difference.

Visitor.
" Do you mean to say that you took your carriage out i

that fearful fog the other day ? Were you not afraid of injuring th
horses ?

"
Host.

"
Oh, no ! not in the least. We job our horses."
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BOY. "
Little /li-i/'tiii .' />'* r. '.it you're walked London

all these years, a* itn.iii .'

"

FAIR WORDS BY A FRENCHMAN.
MR. PUNCH last week gave a dozen lines of KV$OS to MOXSIEITR

MICHEL CHEVALIER, and he feels inclined this week to give a dozen
more. MONS. CHEVALIER'S assertions so startled Mr. Punch, that Mr.
Punch at first half doubted if he could believe his eyesight : and when
his spectacles assured him the words were in real print, he felt more
than half disposed to shake his faith in his optician. One no more
expects just now to find a journalist in France writing sensibly of

England, than to see a sweep in spectacles or a sailor in top-boots.
When Mr. Punch therefore first saw what MONS. CHEVALIER had said

of us, he thought he was a victim of some optical delusion, and he even
now can scarcely believe that he is not so. However, here the words

are, in very black and white, and Mr. Punch can see no cause why he
should not put faith in them :

" A State which sends abroad 3,000.000,000 f. (120,000,000) worth of the products
of her manufacturing industry, without couuting a mass of foreign merchandise, in

respect to which she acts as an intermediate agent sxich a nation cannot do without
the freedom of the seas. A State which receives from beyond the ocean for the food
of its population 25,000,000 or 30,000,000 hectolitres (10,000,000 quarters) of grain,
without speaking of the innumerable cargoes of live stock and salted meat, millions
of quintals of sugar, tea, and coffee, indisi>enBable for the well-being of its working
as well as for its middle classes, capitalists, and nobility such a State is bound to

inquire every morning if something does not appear to be in preparation elsewhere
which may some day acquire dominion on the seas. In a word, the statesmen of
Great Britain, to whatever party they belong, ought to keep watch and guard that
their country's navy may be never held in check. England would be gravely com-
promised even iu the conditions of her existence the day when a coalition possible
between the maritime Powers would render it possible to oppose her tleets with
fleets superior or even equal. It is for her a question of life or death,"

Stripped of pardonable verbiage, what does this amount to ? Why,
to what has been for years King Punch's message to his parliament : in

brief,
"
My Lords and Gentlemen, keep up your Channel Fleet !

"

And here again King Punch believes his words are echoed :

"
Up to the present all that she has done has been purely defensive, nothing at

which France can take offence.
"

It should also be remarked, that the ardour with which England builds a fleet

to-day is essentially temporary, for the object she pursues will be attained before
long. The programme of England is to have, in ships of war, an effective force
which shall equal that of other groat maritime Powers, and even surpass it, counting
the stations necessary for the protection of her ]>os>essionH beyond the seas. But,
in reality, what does that mean, if not that the English fleet ought to exceed the
united fleets of Franco and Russia ? For, unless that be done, to speak only of
Europe, the display of that splendid and redoubtable show of political power must
be renounced. But the moment that England wills such a result, it will be impos-
sible that it can escape her. It is certainly cusier fur her to launch within a given
time a hundred ships of the line than for France and Russia to build fifty ; for here
the ways and means are, money, dockyards, and factories for the construction of
powerful steam engines. No man in his senses will contest that England can, if she
likes, devote to her navy much more money than Franco and Russia together, and
it is further notorious that the capabilities of the respective dockyards is at least in
the same proportion to the advantage of England."

"
The English fleet ought to exceed tlte united fleets of France and

Russia." Excellently said, good MONSIEUR CHEVALIER ! Bravo, good
MONSIEUR ! Punch thanks you for the hint. The French and Russian

fleets are not united now, but there 's no knowing when they may be.

And when they are, they "ought to find" themselves outnumbered

by the English. LoBi> PALMERSTON, We trust that you will look

to this.

Although our space, as correspondents keep on telling us, is

"valuable," we really must find room for one short extract more:
"

It is not then to be presumed that any Power will essay with England an im-

possible struggle (joute) I mean to say \vill try to C'jnal her l>y the 'iix-atlies^

tleets ; fur all UK: v,orld knows that England would tiro out whomsoever attempted
to follow her. Whence it to apparently true that England will so.>u moderate her

nee attain, are no more- than defensive.
" There is a owe i-jfensive to the offensive

attitude, \v!i whirh is in her irni].' rament, and which is sufficiently
well indii -ateil in the name of .1 t the English people havo assumed:
that would be if one of the great Powers provoked or threatened her. It would bo
the same ii, .. she acquired proof that one of
the great Powers lia'l a previously ivumerted plan to keep her eonstantly in a state

m. We must l>e prepared, then, n'i, irritated by degrees, display
some day her anger witli s it depends on her, like a thun-

!t. But according t<> . an<l all the
information 1 liav. '..ithcr, she would not arrive at this terrible extre-

mity until ;>.,: ., and with the conviction that her quiet and
securii ! .ioars to me, that it would

is collision, whieh will cause civilisation lonp; to mourn; or, to

speak better, it is to recognise that such a calamity will be prevented-"

The more widely words like these are spread and read the better,
and Pitticli therefore delights to put them in his world-perused and

world-pervading print. That our warlike preparations
"
are no more

tlian defensive," is a truth which clearly nobody who knows us can

deny ;
and that, if provoked, we should -in'/e, "with vigour

"

make ourselves offensive, is a fact, whicii our provokers would speedily
find out. The fact, too, that if kept in irritation and alarm we may
some day

"
display our anger with effect

"
is a prospect which our

neighbour would do well to keep in view. Between the best of

friends it is well always to speak plainly. Words may be misconstrued,
and so even may acts. Where no offence is meant none surely should
be taken; but our dearest friends can't blame us for looking to our
own. We mean no harm to any one, fxoept if they provoke us.

Bulls are slow to wrath, but whe'n "gradually irritated" they behave
with vigour ; and when their anger once breaks loose, as ancient JEsoi'

teaches, there 's a bad look out for frogs.

THREE CHEERS FOR TYRWHITT.
MR. PUNCH writes the most exquisite poetry nearly as fast as he

writes the most translucent prose ; but there is a slight, very slight
difference in the rate of progression in the two departments, and it is

his impatience to do justice to the subject of this article that compels
him to give it in prose instead of in verse. Else he had intended an
Ode to MR. TYRWHITT, whose name, rhyming with Merit, offers every
facility for just eulogy. But Mr. Punch cannot wait even for a rhyme
to express his unqualified, untempered, unbounded admiration of the

following sentiments recently delivered by that excellent Magistrate.
An Organ-Fiend was brought before mm, charged with annoying

a professional gentleman named MATHER, of Islington. (The Morning
Star, with its usual vulgarity, calls this gentleman, who is a Surgeon,
with a most respectable address, a MB. MATHER, because he very pro-

perly punished one of the vagabonds for whom the Star has a ridiculous

sympathy ; but an Article in the Star is not likely to do anybody much
harm.) MR. TYRWHITT did not talk any maudlin nonsense about the
brown beast being a poor foreigner, who knew no better, or abont bis

cwn liking for music, or any other trash, but he fined the fellow

twenty shillings. And then, addressing himself to the Padrone, or

chief wretch who hires and sends round the nuisances, he said that the
Padrone was
" The fellow who had brought the prisoner from a distant country for his own

profit and gain, and he was the man who ought to be fined if possible. Such fellows
as the padroni were the cause of much mischief in England. Respectable people
in this country were not to be annoyed by a parcel of low foreigners, and as far as
he could he would prevent it. The country would not be worth living in if people
were to be continually annoyed by such fellows. Some time since a measure was
introduced into Parliament for putting an end to this nuisance. The remedy pro-
posed was ill-advised and rash, and was such that it could not be expected to be
passed, for by that measure it was stated that a man could not play his flute on
Hampstead Heath. He was of opinion that when the men were brought before the
Court, he should have the power to detain the organ for six months, and then the
padrone would get tired, if he had twenty or thirty of them taken away, for the

organs were ex pensive. If the inhabitants were to cousider a measure of this kind,
arid were to petition Parliament, ho had no doubt such a measure would pass.'

1

MR. TTRWHITT talked good sense in straightforward English, and
his advice is very sound. Let aggrieved localities and where is a
locality not aggrieved by these noisy fiends at once agitate for the
Act recommended. Tooterooeytooey TYRWHITT, and bravo !

Accident in the Fog.

IN the terrible fog of last week, VISCOTOT WILLIAMS, bewildered by
the obscurity, ran bang up against a Pump. An equally bewildered

policeman, coming up, observed,
" Now then, move on, you Two."
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A COMPETENT AUTHORITY.

A Cafe Chantant, Paris. YOUNG ENGLISHMAN (to kis fellow-tourist}.
" 'Ow uncommon

well they 'it off the British Snob, don't they, Sam 1
"

MR. TILBURY DENIES HIS DEMISE.

(See Times, Nov. 15.)

" Thou art not dead, thou art not dead.
No, dearest HARMODUTS, no." Greek Hymn.

WHAT, TILBURY dead ? See where he stands
A bishop all but lawn and bands,
With jolly cheeks and twinkling eye !

" We knew 'twas false, he could not die."

What, baseborn scribbler dared to kill

Our TILBURY, whom his friends call TILL?
What, rob our till, presume to drive

Our TILBURY off while he 's alive !

His name 's TIL-BURY, true, but still

That gives no right to bury TILL :

Perdition catch the wight who buries

Before he's dead our dear old HERRIES.

Because he looks so strong of frame,
Punch grants addition to his name.
In every place where men resort.

Let him be known as TILBURY-FORT.

HOMAGE TO GERMANY.

A GERMAN has succeeded MR. CIPRIANI POTTER at

the English Royal Academy of Music. This election is

only proper, as it is well known that the English know
nothing at all about music, and the few Englishmen who
follow it as a profession are not worth noticing. The
German's name is HEHR PAUER, and, without wishing to

pay him a compliment, we dare say he is as well qualified
for the post as any other foreigner. To be a foreigner is a

great advantage sometimes, more especially if you happen
to be a German. What first-rate composers some of our
musicians would be considered, if they had only been
Germans ! It may be that we are both wrong and mean in

our suspicions. Perhaps the Committee of the Royal
Academy of Music were kind enough to take the German's
musical attainments for granted, placing every trust in the
old maxim that

"
Knowledge is PAUER."

AN ORGAN OF IEISH PATRIOTISM.

SERIOUS and consistent thinkers will admire the following portions
of the programme of a newly-started Irish journal :

"THE CONNAUGHT PATRIOT. THOROUGHLY CATHOLIC. ENTIRELY
NATIONAL.

" The first number of ' The PATRIOT '

appears this day, in the name of God, under
the patronage of the Blessed Virgin, and with the sanction of the venerated Pre-

lates, and revered Catholic Clergy of Connaught. Its principles will be thoroughly
national, uncompromisingly independent."

Thoroughly national and uncompromisingly independent; that of

course means ultramontane to the oaekbone, and entirely subservient

to the "venerated Prelates and revered Catholic Clergy." This
address is signed "MARTIN A. O'BRENNAN;" a name which, by
the account of its bearer, passes in Connaught for much if not, like

that of another worthy, for more than it is worth. MR. O'BRENNAN
says for himself that

" The name of the Editor is an 'evidence that no Catholic interest will be over-
looked. The Patriot will be temperate in tone, but firm in purpose ;

its leading
articles will be bold, but seasoned with prudence, and written in such a style aewill
be apt to improve literature."

They will be very apt to improve literature, if MR. O'BRENNAN
goes on writing in the above style. The leading articles of his

paper will, he says, be bold but seasoned with prudence. Perhaps he
means what he says and, if so, what he says is good English. But
prudence is generally intended to constitute the substance of leading
articles, and boldness only to form the seasoning. MR. O'BRENNAN
may design to pursue the reverse of the ordinary practice in this

respect. In this case his assertion to that effect is excellent Irish.

MR. O'BRENNAN, having stated his religious creed, goes on to

profess the political faith which is in him :

" The Editor ought to have no need of making an act of political faith, in soliciting
the support of the patriotic inhabitants of his native province, yet, however, as in
these days of treachery and moral turpitude, men, who seek popular favour, should
declare their policy, the Editor pledges himself to the following line of action :

"

PADDY BRENNAN seems to say that in these days, when treachery
and moral turpitude are prevalent, men, who seek popular favour, should

Filmed by W
London.-*SATURDAY. November 2d, 135y.

declare a policy of moral turpitude and treachery. Accordingly, Ixe

proceeds to state the policy which he is going to adopt in his paper,
and which will include, among other objects, "Tenant Right," "The
Destruction of the Temporalities of the Irish Church," and

" The Right
of Catholics to a system of Separate Education." Moreover, he
announces that

"
Fraternity, Equality, Liberty, but no Ascendency, will be our motto. God

having created man free, how dares one man enslave another, or throw chains-

around his mind or body ? Religious toleration is the great the grand bond of

society the strong lever to uplift a fallen nation, or preserve it from falling."

MR. O'BRENNAN should go and tell all that to the Marines no, to
the Ultramontanes, and the POPE, to reconcile the Holy Father to the
abolition of the Inquisition by the subjects who object to wear his

chains any longer around their minds and bodies.

However, adds our liberal Irish editor,
" Whilst we will be true to the "principles of liberty of conscience, we shall deem

it a solemn duty to hold up to public execration, the unhallowed practice of prose-

lytism."

And then he breaks out in the strain ensuing :

" If on earth there be onewretch viler than another, it is the person who," Arc. &e

Having relieved his mind concerning the
"
Soupers," he thus

resumes :

"To narrow, not to widen, differences between all sections of Liberals will be one
of our duties, and, therefore, all topics of an irritating character will find no placo
in our columns."

One would like to know, after reading MR. O'BRENNAN'S animad-

versions on prpselytism and the Soupers, what sort of topics those are

which he considers really irritating. No doubt he will let us know in

good time ; and in the meanwhile we shall await with patience the

mild abuse and the gentle invective against his Protestant fellow-

subjects, and the government of the United Kingdom, which we

expect will form the greater part of all his editorial effusions, sub-

stantially bold and seasoned with prudence. We anticipate much
diversion from his future leading articles, which, whether they will be
"
apt to improve literature

"
or not, will, if they are as good as his

prospectus, be very funny.
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HOW TO GET MONEY.

SEEDY PARTY. "Eureka I A great ideal Advertise in the ' Times' NEXT OF KIN.
All persons of the name of Smith -may hear of something greatly to their advantage by

addressing A. B. (ENCLOSING Two POSTAGE-STAMPS FOR REPLY), Post Office, <Stc. d:c."

SEEDIER PARTY. "
Fiijijins! you are a GeniuaJ"

GERMANY'S WELCOME TO PUNCH.

PINCH has been readmitted to Xorth Germany after long banish-
ment. The Ktadderadatgcfi, our younger Berlin brother, welcomes
us in accents, which we venture thus u> render into our own English :

To my heart, long-banished brother !

Sadly parted from each other

Have we been this many a day !

Hard they strove thy laugh to smother
Master mine in wit and play !

With his whinger bared for slitting,

The grim constable was sitting,

Keen thy merry blood to draw ;

Beaks about the frontier flitting,

Quick to swoop with censor-claw.

Angry Prussia and Westphalia,
Clenched their thunders to assail you,
On the threshhold of our land ;

We as brother could but hail you,

Gazing tow'rds your favoured strand !

Humour on thy curled lip sitting,

All unchecked we saw thee hitting
At the follies of the day

In thy light bark fearless flitting,

O'er the shoals that barred our way.

There was freedom on thy borders ;

While all cramped with laws and orders,
German wit must bear the yoke ;

Our great Lords the people's warders
Then had little turn for joke !

But at last, new life revealing,
Head to heel, stir fire and feeling,
Where old FRITZ held rule of yore :

And on brilliant pinions wheeling
Wit comes flying back, once more.

Thou, too, oh glad resurrecton !

Tak'st our open door's direction,

Thou, my Punch, heart-welcome guest !

Censor, nor Police-inspection,

Troubling thee to thine unrest.

To my heart unvexed of sentry
Brother, make fraternal entry ;

Laugh and sport and stay with me !

To the lists I vouch my century
Arm-in-arm, my Punch, with thee !

MONEY INTELLIGENCE.

THE Austrian Government is actually in receipt of twenty million

florins, which it has just received in exchange for Lombardy ! This is

the first bit of ready money which the Vienna Bank has known for

many a bankrupt year. The fact might be recorded under the heading
of

" STRANGE DISCOVERY op COIN." We can imagine the astonish-

ment of the Governor of the Bank, upon looking into his coffers, to

find that there, was anything in them
;
we wonder that the severity

of the shock did not turn his hair white in a minute. Poor fellow,
now that he has got the money, he won't know what to do with

it; so little has he been accustomed to the use of it. As for the
Viennese Government resumiug cash payments, that is all non-
sense

;
we will wager our next week's receipts, which is a liberal offer

as pitted against so small a sum as twenty millions of florins (a beggarly
2,000,000 !), that the government would not know how to set aoout

it. No, they will keep the money, and hoard it, as boys do the first

sovereign that is given to them, not liking to spend it, and knowing too
well if they once part with it there is no likelihood of their ever seeing
it back again. Occasionally grand entertainments will be given, and
nobles and crowned heads will be allowed, as a great treat, to feast

their eyes on the glittering hoard.
As for the mob, they may make their minds perfectly easy about the

matter, for not a kreutzer of the twenty millions is clearly ever
intended for them. However, every precaution has been taken'in the

metropolis to guard against any violent outbreak of curiosity on the

part of the multitude. A strong military force is quartered round
the Imperial treasury, and cannon have been planted in all the principal
thoroughfares. The EMPEROR need not alarm himself. We are con-
fident that if one of his loving subjects was to see a florin, that he would
not know it. In fact a large sum of money might be made by showing
one at first and explaining what it was. TJhe novelty of the exhibi-

tion would be sure to make it pay. An Austrian peasant for a few
pence would be able to purchase a new sensation, such as the Roman
Emperor would willingly have given his entire fortune for.

The entire price to be given for Lombardy is a hundred millions of
florins. The Lombards were the creators, we believe, of the pawn-
broking system, and we certainly look upon this transaction as the

largest bit of pawning on record. It does great credit, however, to
the Lombard creation. Lombardy has been pledged for 10,000,000,
and there is no chance of Austria being in a position to redeem it

again. Besides the redemption of Italy is not such an easy thing.
In the meantime, Austria has eighty millions more of florins to

receive. The sudden possession of 39 much money is more than suffi-

cient to send it crazy. We are sure its head is not strong enough to
stand the blow of such a fortune. Lombardy should only have paid it

a few florins at a time.

Panic in the Nursery.

A PRECOCIOUS child, who has a good juvenile idea' of the supreme
power of Royalty, is in great tribulation at the fear of losing his long-
promised Pantomime and plum-pudding that fall due in another month,
because he has heard that the QUEEN intends to keep Christmas at
Windsor this year.

BARON BHAMWELL'S BEST.

WHEN is a fraudulent debtor like a woodman ?

When he puts his hand to a bill, and cuts his stick.

A QUESTION FOR THE JESUITS' COLLEGE.

DOES the
"
Holy Poker " form one of the Italian Irons, and is it

used principally in stirring up the fires of religious discord ?

VOL. xxxvn. A A
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A VENERABLE AND A NON-VENERABLE BEDE.

HERE was a pious as well

as celebrated old divine

named RICHARD BAXTER,
whose death was as edify-

ing as his life, and whose

parting speeches to his sor-

rowing friends were justly
esteemed so admirable that

an excellent little book was
made of them, and it was
called Last Words ofRichard
Baxter. The book had an

extraordinary success, so

great that an ingenious

bookseller, whose name
may have been NEWBY for

anything we know, con-

ceived the brilliant idea of

profiting by the fame of the

memorial volume. So, with
the aid of sonie Grub Street

scribe, he issued another

little volume (MR. PANIZZI
doubtless has it), and this

he entitled More Last Words of Richard Baxter.

There is an author of the present day (we will not say an authoress,

firstly because there is no such word m the English language, and

secondly because Mr. Punch does not know, in the way that gives him
a right to affirm, that Miss EVANS is the writer of the most charming
novel of the year) who has written Adam Bede. It is not exactly

necessary for Mr. Punch to signify his decided approbation of that

book, because it has been one or the Tilings of the year, and therefore

would have been at once assailed and demolished utterly from off the

face of the earth by him, had he seen any reason for putting an end to

the admiration with which the tale has been received by all classes

whose good opinion should be coveted. Adam Bede is a first class

novel, and an ornament to English literature.

Now, there is one TTOMAS CAUTLEY NEWBY, a publisher of books,
whose shop is situate in Welbeck Street. It need scarcely be
said that he was not the fortunate publisher of Adam Bede, seeing
that the novels which usually proceed from his shop are not those

to which the epithet
"

first class
"

rigidly appertains, but are, gene-

rally, if harmless in their way, not likely to cause a reader any
intense desire to read them twice, even if he succeed in reading
them once. When a humane person takes up a novel with MK.
NEWBY'S name on the title page, it is to that gentleman's credit that

his name evokes in the bosom of the humane party the gentle feeling
called Indulgence, and in this way MR. NEWBY is a civiliser and refiner

of mankind, and deserves all laudation. Adam, Bede came out of

sterner hands, and is published by a Paternosteric firm, rather in the

habit of considering how far a shrewd public will accord with it in its

opinion of a book, and consequently when the names of MESSRS. WM.
BLACKWOOD & 09. are upon a volume, even the exacting and terrible

Mr. Punch takes it up with a certainty that he shall be repaid for

bestowing upon it some of his golden minutes.
But MR. NEWBY, upon whom the mantle of the paulo-post Baxterian

has alighted, does not see why something should not be done by which
he may benefit from the notoriety attaching to the words Adam Bede.
So he announces a work without an author's name (in imitation of the
other anonyme), and he calls it a Sequel to Adam Bede.

Well, as we do not know that the writer of Adam Bede has not aban-
doned the celebrated and liberal publishers of that book, and
deserted a house whose name gives a character to any book that bears

it, and that such writer has not suddenly transferred his or her talents

to the care of MR. NEWBY, and enrolled himself or herself among
Mr. NEWBY'S band of debilities, we are unable to say that the Sequel
is not by the original hand. And that ignorance which of course is

shared by all who are not in the confidence of either MESSRS. BLACK-
WOOD, the Anonymous, or MR. NEWBY is, we understand, the

triumphant proposition urged by MR. NEWBY as a reason why his

Sequel should be "subscribed" by the trade and read by the public." How do you know," asks MR. NEWBY, "that my book is not written

by the author of Adam Bede?"
And Mr. Punch does not know. But if Mr. Punch were to state his

opinion, which is based upon his estimate of the sort of party who
must have written Adam Bede, and upon a consideration of the other
facts of the case, Newbyism inclusive, he would certainly say that he
believes the author of Adam Bede has never seen a single line of the

Sequel, and is as much disgusted with the tricky way in which it is

sought to gain notoriety for the latter work as are Mr. Punch and all

other real admirers of literature and fair play. And, proceeding upon
the hypothesis that the writer of the novel and the writer of the Sequel
are two persons, Mr. Punch would express in the blandest, but at the

same time the most distinct manner, his infinite contempt for the

order of mind that can stoop to seize the conceptions of another mind,
and make (in all probability clumsy) spoil of them, for the sake of

certain miserable shillings. But to touch upon the literary crime thus

committed would be to appeal to canons whereof such a writer can
never have heard. Mr. Punch arguing, of course, on the hypothesis
of there being two writers in the case would only point out the

uncleanliness of the trick of trade.

Now, if MR. NEWBY will come forward and state that the Sequel to

Adam Bede is by the author of the original novel, Mr. Punch will also

come forward and retract, with extra gracefulness, all that he has said

on the subject. If MR. NEWBY will not. why that gentleman must
rest content with having at last succeeded in publishing a book about
which the public talks. How it talks is beside the question.

A WORD WITH BROTHER JONATHAN.
BY BROTHER PUNCH.

YANKEE DOODLE whips the world

('Specially the niggers),
For Progress and Enlightenment

Almighty tall he figgers :

But there s a spot upon his sun
That Punch can't shut his eyes to,

'Tis that a word in lightest fun
A duel may give rise to.

Yankee Doodle, Doodle! do
Your rifle keep less handy :

And lay down your revolver too

Friend Punch would fain command ye !

A Senator in Congress no\r,
A lawyer or physician,

Whoever haps to have a row,
Whate'er be his position,

In hot blood deems cold steel or lead

The means that row to settle,

And when his brother's blood is shed,
Thinks he has shown his mettle.

O Yankee Doodle, Doodle ! do
Your rifle keep less handy,

And lay down your revolver too :

Friend Punch would fain command ye !

A bar'ster calls a judge a brute,

Straight, out come their revolvers :

In slightest wrangle or dispute

They 're deemed the only solvers.

Two doctors chance to disagree,
A deathbed while they stand by :

To show their skill, they fight until

Each falls the other's hand by !

O Yankee Doodle, Doodle ! do
Your rifle have less handy :

And give up your revolver too

Friend Punch would fain command ye !

Americans ! these deeds disgrace
A free enlightened nation :

The scroll of Honour they deface,
Such blots are degradation.

To check by forces-be this your course,
For this your wills be banded :

Stern truth insists that duellists

As MXJB.DERERS be branded !

Then, Yankee Doodle, Doodle ! do
Your rifle keep less handy ;

And lay down your revolver too

Let Punch, let LAW command ye !

Interesting to Baron Bramwell and Sir Peter Laurie.

From a curious old Jllack-letter volume in the British Museum.

"
IF y

e Justice saieth or doeth a wytlesse or unryghtful thynge, let

hym not stryve to serene his errour. Blounders on y
e Benche are lyke

sea-coales, y
e more you serene them y

e
bygger they looke." Mirrour

for Magistraytes.

A WAY IN BASINGHALL STREET.

A FRAUDULENT Bankrupt generally adds to his other offences the

crime of perjury, and it, is not to be wondered at, when we take into

consideration his great lie-abilities.
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ANOTHER SHOT BY A NON-SHOOTING STAR.

in exquisite good taste a

Correspondent of the Star
endeavours to poke fun at

gallant GENERAL HAY, who
is twitted for

"
continually

expressing his surprise" at

the efficiency of the Rifle

Corps which he is called on
to inspect. The writer thinks
it funny to pretend to feel

afraid that this continual

surprise will turn the Gene-
ral's brain: a fate which
could not well befal the
Xtiii- - writer himself, inas-

much as it is probable he
has no brain to be turned.
To give point to his letter

the writer heads it with the

paraphrase of
"
Hay was an

Archer !

"
a bit of humour

hist about upon a level with
his sense. As Rifle Corps
arc an abomination to the

Star, of course such sneers as these find easy access to its columns.
But however balefully the Star may try to shine on them, its light is

quite put out by the sun of their success : and it is clear that "while
their sun shines" they cannot well do better than "make HAY"
come and look at them. Although the compliment sounds cockne) ish,
we mean it for a high one. when we say that GENERAL HAY in

judging military matters is allowed to rank HAY 1.

WHO SHALL CRITICISE THE CRITICS ?

THE Saturday Review is so critical a paper that it startles us a little

to find it use bad language. Indeed, we own we felt it difficult to
believe our eyes, when we saw in it an article last week beginning
thus :

*' The opinion which MR. EDWIN JAMES and MR. ALLAN have given upon the case
placed before them on behalf of the workmen on strike is a very remarkable docu-
ment. It consists of three branches, of which the first two relate to the rules of
various Trades Unions, and the third to a question whether the masters who joined
in the lock-out have thereby rendered themselves liable to an indictment for con-
spiracy. The Member for Marylebono and his coadjutor are inclined to think it

does."

Are they indeed ? Well, before we can agree with them, we should
like to know what "it" is, and what it is "it" does. It rather

puzzled us to hear of
"
branches

"
of a document, and to be informed

that branches could
"
relate to

"
rules and questions. We swallowed

this, however, with a struggle and a gasp, but when we tried to gulp
the "it" it very nearly choked us. Intact the query "it" suggests
to us is

" What does what P
"

and till this be clearly answered, we
cannot possibly endorse the learned gentlemen's opinion, and say if

they be right in thinking that "it does."

ROMANCE BY SIR JOHN BOWRING.
IN the course of an interesting lecture delivered the other evening,

at a Meeting of the Society of Arts, on China, SIR JOHN BOWTUNG
took occasion to deny the immorality of the trade in opium, and the
injurious effects which that drug has been said to produce. In one
especially important particular, by his account, the most cruel injustice
had been done to opium, inasmuch as

"
It had been stated, as one of the evil consequences of the encouragement of

opium-tiating, that it prevented tho diffusion of Christianity; but this was so far
from being the case, that in one district into which opium had been introduced as
a substitute for intoxicating drinks, the people had been found particularly willing
to receive Christian Missionaries, and had become ready converts."

Come, SIR JOHN BOWRING, this is the flight of an arrow shot a little

too far. It is notorious that Missionaries, wherever they go, excite an
awakening. How could the narcotic influence of opium have prepared
the minds of the drug's consumers for that ? Sermons certainly do
sometimes produce an effect resembling that of opium ;

but coma must
not be confounded with conversion.

DK. CULLEN'S CHAFF.

THE Irish papers have just published another Pastoral, signed by
DR. CULLEN and several other bishops of the Roman Catholic per-
suasion. The subject of this address is the Irish "Catholic Univer-

sity," for which it is said those prelates propose asking the grant of

a charter, which they affect to entertain an idea that they have some
chance of getting. On this point they observe :

"
It is so just to grant a charter to our university, we emnot easily believe that

upon reflection it will be denied."

Do these titular gentlemen really give the British Government credit,

for being likely to concede their demand in consideration of its justice?

Surely, then, they are too charitable. A ministry composed of heretics

cannot, of course, have any idea of what justice means, in common, at

least with the only true believers in mysteries and morals. The holy
fathers must be joking, after the abuse with which they have so long
been pelting their Protestant rulers, when they impute any the slight CM

possibility of a virtue to those enemies of the faith ; (hose impious
blasphemers, fiends, demons, &c.
More seriously, they proceed :

" But even without a charter, the university will, to a large extent, realise the

advantages we expect We do not deem the charter so absolutely indispensable as
some seem to imagiuo."

To be sure. In short what you intend to say, most rererend gen-
tlemen, is that you do not want a charter at all. A Protestant charter

begged for a Catholic University! vou spurn the base suggestion.
A Protestant charter faugh ! it smells like tinder and carrion. You
would not touch it with a pair of tongs. Saving your sacred prisince,
the divil fly away with the dhirty charter !

Such, doubtless, are the real sentiments of DR. CUILEN and the
Irish hierarchy of his denomination. "Here's the health of his

Holiness the POPE ; and then that of QUEEN VICTORIA
;
and as for

?>u,
PALMERSTON and RUSSELL, you wicked haythen, bad luck to ye.

ou must know we have founded a Catholic University to teach the

youth of Ireland devotion and loyalty to the POPE, and detestation of

heresy and the Saxon. So now, ye blackguards and thieves of the

world, be civiL and do us the justice of coaxing HER MAJESTY (con-
version and salvation to her!) to hand us over a charter."
To such chaff as this the only possible, and doubtless the only

expected, reply would be
"
Don't you wish you may get it?"

THE GREAT CIRCULATION.

BY the account of the Morning Post,
" So great has been the demand for DR. CUMMINO'S remarkable book. The Ortat

Tribulation, that upwards of 4,000 copies were immediately gold, and the demand
for it increases every day."

Long live DR. GUMMING ! Should this wish be fulfilled, and should
a long series of years of prosperity immediately succeed this troublous

time, and should DR. CUMMING at the end of them publish another

book, announcing the instant arrival of the Millennium, or the approach-
ing conflagration of the universe, then his new work, likewise, will no
doubt immediately sell to the number of 4000 copies or more, and go
on selling. Such works are sure to sell, in the ordinary as well as in

the slang sense of the word, and those who are sold by them, no
matter how often, continue buying similar productions to the end of
the chapter. DR. GUMMING, therefore, may rest in the assurance that

though his prophecies may fail him, he will always be sure of his

profits.

A Pious Hoax.
ONE of REUTER'S Telegrams, the other day, announced that
" The Patrie of this evening asserts : The letter published in the Ami de la

Rtligion, alleged to be an answer by the Kixo OF SARDINIA to the EMPEROR OF
TH FRENCH, bears the full character of an apocryphal document"

The Ami de la Religion holds the Apocrypha to be canonical ;
no

wonder, therefore, that all that it says is not Gospel.

A CONUNDRUM TO FILL UP A GAP IN THE CO^TIRSATION.

WHY is a person older than yourself like food for cattle ?

Because he 's past your age (pasturage).

Fas ab Hoste.

VICTOR-EMMANUEL, oh, why should you scatter all

Hopes that were centred on you by four nations :

Why not be entrenched in jour own Quadrilateral,
Tuscany, Modena, Parma, Legations ?

TRY IT OJ>.

IT has been proposed (very properly) to give poor MONS. JULLIEN
a testimonial, as an expression of condolence for his many misfortunes.

Perhaps, for a man who has gone to the wall so often, a suitable sort
of thing would be a Mural crown.
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YOUNG NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Master Harry (lay.).

"
QUICK THING, THAT ! DID YOU FELLOWS SEE IT ? / GOT POUNDED ?

:

A WOMAN'S THOUGHTS ABOUT WOMAN'S WORK.
" DEAR MR. PUNCH,

''

REALLY, I can't think what Miss BESSIE PARKEE and the

gentlemen of the Social Science Association who patronise her, mean,
when they talk about the narrow field of employmentfor women. I'm a

woman, and / have always found plenty to do, I 'm sure
;
and looking

round me, I think I may say the same thing of all the women of my
acquaintance."

I must tell you, first, that I 'm just twenty-one I won't say any-
thing about looks because my friends I dou't mean my lady friends,

you know say I 'm so very like one of MR. LEECH'S illustrations. I

suppose by the way Diey say it, they mean this for a compliment ; but I
don't mention it to you, on that account, but because it will save me
from any attempt at describing myself; and I don't think any girl ever
succeeded in doing that I meant to try, but after

sitting^ three-quarters
ofan hour before my dressing-glass, I gave it up in despair."

Well so much for my appearance. As to my position in life, I 'm
exactly one of the girls Miss PARKES seems to allude to in her paper.
Papa can't give me any fortune, he says ; and I suppose I must look to

being married some day as the best thing that can happen to me. I 'm
sure I've no objection to take my chance and I had far rather be
employed in fitting myself for a wii'e than as articled clerk to a solicitor
like my brother CHARLEY, or as an apprentice to a surgeon, like my
cousin BOB, or in a telegraph office, or as a book-keeper, or a wood-
engraver, or anything of that kind. Of course after I'm married I
shall have plenty to do.
"But just now, only think how much there is! First, there's

dressing, that's two hours a-day hard work, merely for putting on
one's things, to say nothing of all the hard mark beforehand, of

making up one's mind what one will look best in
;
of buying it and

I 'm sure you 'II admit that shopping is dreadfully hard work (at least, /
knov> all the gentlemen of my acquaintance complain dreadfully of it,
and say it's worse than the treadmill). And then there's the making
up, and I hardly know, I'm sure, whether that's harder work when
one does it at home or when one employs a dress-maker, and the

altering, and the trimming, and a hundred things besides. I 'm sure, if

a woman had nothing to do but dress, she could find plenty of employ-
ment all the year round. But dressing's only one item in woman's
work. There 's calling, now only think what hard work that is : and
chatting over one's acquaintance; and then there's going out to balls,
and dinners, and picnics, and dancing, and driving, and making one's
self generally agreeable. Indeed, for six months of the year, at least, a

poor girl's life, if she does what other people do, is downright hard
labour, with hardly time for eating and sleeping. And all this time
I 've said nothing about improving one's mind. What with music, and
drawing, and French and German, and crochet and worsted-work,
even if one don't do anything like leather-work, or wood-carving, or

embroidering altar-cloths, or illuminating, and keeping up with
MUDIE'S and the Reviews, I wonder how any girl can find time for

anything but improving her mind.
" Now only just think, Mr. Punch, what a number of serious female

occupations 1 've put down, just as they came into my head, and then
say if the/eW of woman's employment isn't quite wide enough. I don't
knmv whether Miss BESSIE PARKES has a husband in her eye. I sup-
pose she despises such things ; but if ever she sets herself to try for one,
she 'd find it hard enough, I can tell her, let her work ever so diligently."

I say, for my part, that so long as girls have husbands to get they
want no otherfield of employment. That's quite as much as any ordi-

nary young woman can get through. Indeed ordinary young women
seldom can manage it at all, the young men of the present day are so

dreadfully hard to please."
No, Mr. Punch, don't you believe Miss BESSIE PARKES. Poor

women are quite hard-worked enough as it is at least such is the

opinion founded on four seasons' experience of
"
Your constant reader

"FANNY HOOKER."

The largest Harbour of Refuge in the World.

OLD ENGLAND ! It can be entered at all times with safety, and in
the stormiest weather. Louis NAPOLEON once took refuge in this

Harbour, and it is open to him again, providing he comes alone, and
does not bring any of his French craft with him.
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THE NEXT REFUGEE, OR A "DRHEAM OF THE FUTUR."
Pio NOKO.

"
I WANT-A, TO GO TO LEY-CHESTERRA SQUARRA !

"
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THE QUEEN AND MR. PUNCH.

State Audience and Presentation of the Croa of Valour.

HURSDAY morning last, a

most affecting ceremony
took place at Windsor

Castle, which Mr. Punch
will now delight the uni-

verse by chronicling. The
cause why the Court Circular

has not recorded the event

simply
was that Mr. Punch

preferred to be his own
reporter; and although all

other writers would have

given their best pens to

have narrated the occur-

rence, Mr. Punch obtained

the privilege of exclusively

reporting it.

It having been announced
that Mr. Punch was to be

honoured with an audience

by his QUEEN, and to re-

ceive from her a Royal
recognition of his services,

all the joy -bells in the

kingdom began ringing at

daybreak, and a million tons

of gunpowder were blazed

of in salutes. Mr. Punch

having arrived by early

train from his own Palace (which inquiring-minded Cherokees may
be informed is placed in Fleet-street) had the honour and delight

of taking breakfast with his Sovereign, who with her own hand

Eoured
his coffee out and cut his bread and butter. The meal

eing concluded, and Mr. Punch haying enjoyed his cigar upon
the Slopes (the QUEEN observing graciously that all great thinkers

must smoke), the Royal party were at once conducted to the

Throne Room, and the Audience and form of Presentation then took

place. With a grand flourish of trumpets the great doors were

thrown open, and, preceded by a walking Stick (either gold or silver,

Mr. Punch quite forgets which), the CONQUERING HEEO of the PRESS

was bowed into the presence of his Royal Mistress, to receive from her

the honour which in justice was his due. When the cheering had sub-

sided, and the State Usher had restored perfect "silence in the

Court," the QUEEN, rising from her seat, delivered a set speech, which

Mr. Punch wishes he had the pen of HOMER (if HOMER had a pen) to

hand down to posterity. As it is, posterity must be content with

learning that Mr. Punch received the highest praise which Royal lips

could utter : HER MAJESTY, proclaiming in her silveriest of tones, that

he had won golden opinions from Her and from Her Ministers, ol

whom She should, as She had ever done, regard him as the chief.

(Here LORDS PALMERSTON and RUSSELL were observed to bow obeisance.]

In especial She would thank him for his last week's great Cartoon :

which, as some, however slight, recognition of its merits, She had

ordered to be treasured with the Cartoons in Her Commons House,
where History demanded that it should have a place. For his distin-

guished act of bravery in putting forth this picture, which in Her
belief had saved Her country from attack, Sue had determined tc

present the heroic Mr. Punch with the laurel-crown of Victory, anc

with it Her Victoria Cross.

Mr. Punch, who had been kneeling upon one knee all this time, ii

token of his graceful submission to his Sovereign, here rose, anc

having assumed the attitude of CICERO, in which that orator deliverec

his most impressive speeches, said that perfectly accustomed as he
was to public compliment, he felt somewhat overpowered by the eulogy
and honour which his QUEEN had just conferred on him. Praise fron

Royal lips in England was now of no slight value ;
and if he did not, as

his friend the Morning Star would have done, "blush down into hii

boots
"

at Her Majesty's laudation, the omission showed no lack o

loyalty on his part, but merely a less degree of sensitiveness in hii

cutaneous membrane. With regard to the slight service which he ha<

done the State, it was reward enough for him to know his Sovereign

applauded it. Some of his aristocratic friends who could not roll their

"r's" well, had accused him of endeavouring to make a "wow with
Fwance." Now this absurd assertion was perfectly unfounded. He
(Mr. Punch) had never meant to make a

" wow "
with France. Al

that he designed was just to make a
" Bow-wow !

" As his friend DR
JOHNSON had once similarly said (he, Mr. Punch, felt sure the Docto
would have been his friend, had the world been only able to contain ;

couple of such great men together), as DR. JOHNSON had once said

when BOZZY could not comprehend his jokes,
"

Sir, I find you wit, bu
I am not bound to find you brains to understand it ;

"
so he (Mr. Punch

when he gave out his great cuts could not be called upon to give

jeople the wit to comprehend them. The French press-writers had

ong been barking at Great Britain, and Mr. Punch'.i "Bow-wow !"
was put forward just to muzzle them. That Jhe cut had done its work
here was the amplest proof to show.
Is was patent to the world that, directly the Cartoon was laid

>efore the EMPEROR, he had instantly put forth his instructions

o his prefects to stop the cur-like snappings and snarlings which
lad worried us. That the cut had been complained of, Mr. Punch
lid not deny; but the complaints hud come from quarters whose
jensure he considered the best xuSos they could give him. He was

old, that on the Stock Exchange the cut had caused a panic, and that

everal of the jobbers who were speculating for a rise had, in City

jlang, been "much depressed" by Mr. Punch. Their depression had,

lowever, given him but slight concern
;
for he (Mr. Punch) had always

mted speculation, and he rejoiced when he enjoyed the opportunity of

checking it. In conclusion, Mr. Punch begged leave, in all humility,
.0 assure HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY that (except, of course, his Judy*}
.here was no one in the kingdom dearer to him than Herself ; and,

coute am co/tte, or cut qui cut, so long as England, as it did, expected
/'/>,/<// to do his duty, Pu/irh would never flinch from going in and

doing it.

Mr. Punch then, having kissed the Royal hand, and approvingly been
rlanced at by the Royal eyes, left the Royal presence attended by his

suite, his Sweet consisting of a lump of Royal sugar-candy, which one

of the Royal Children (Punch will not make others envious by pro-

claiming which) had with Royal generosity bestowed on him to suck.

* I should think so, indeed ! Judy.

RIFLEMEN BOTH SIDES THE BORDER.

DRILL, drill, London and Manchester,
Shoulder your Eufields and shoot in good order :

Drill, drill, Glasgow and Edinburgh:
Don't be behind us, on your side the border.

Foreigners oft have said BRITAIN'S old fire is dead,
Let your array tell a different story :

Arm and make ready then, Squires, Shop, and Warehousemen,
Scotchman and Englishman, Lib'ral and Tory.

Come from the shops, where your goods you are praising,
Come from your moors, from the red-deer and roe :

Come to the ground where the targets they 're raising,
Come from your ledgers, per contra, and Co.

Bugles are sounding, drill-serjeants grounding,
Practise your wind in loose skirmishing order,

Foes will think twice, I lay, 'ere they provoke a fray
Once Britain stands in arms, both sides the Border.

REFORM IN THE HAREM.
ACCORDING to recent telegraphic advices from Constantinople,
" A decree has been published in which the sumptuary life, the luxury, and the

corruption of the women is censured, and wherein certain changes regarding their

costume are ordered."

For sumptuary, by your leave, telegraph, we will read sumptuous.
The decree censuring the women's expensive life, and prescribing

changes of their costume, is sumptuary if you like, and summary also.

The power that can compel the alteration of female fashions by its

mere mandate, must be great. The sick man cannot be so very bad if

he is able to exert all this authority over the women. What the pre-
scribed changes regarding ladies' costume are, the telegraph does not

state; but they probably relate principally to poll-bonnets, hooped
petticoats, and high-heeled ancle-jacks; revived barbarisms of the
last century, crowned with an additional folly of this, which are top
bad for the intelligent and civilised Turks, and have disgusted their

rational and enlightened SULTAU. It is to be hoped that English-
women will shake off the yoke of French milliners, and follow the

example of their Constantinopolitan sisters, so as to combine, as the

advertising tailors say, economy with elegance, instead of combining
extravagance with awkwardness and absurdity.

Charity begins Abroad.

WE read this in the Morning Chronicle last week :

" A subscription has been set on foot in Lisbon for the benefit of Jog* ROGERO,
the Portuguese seaman who courageously lauded the rope from the Kuyal Ckarter."

The reader will perceive there is an error of the press in this.

"Lisbon" is of course a misprint for "London." We never could
allow the man who risked his life to save our countrymen to be first

subscribed for and rewarded by his own.
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THE FAGGOTS OF THE MAN IX THE MOON.

M vs in the moon brought down by charm
What are those t'a-iMU under your arm ?

"Faggots they are that themselves have sold,

Bartered their British rights for gold."

Man in the Moon, did they cost you ii

" Some of them rather ; as you shall hear :

Twenty, and thirty, and forty pounds ;

Desperate bribery knows no bounds."

Man in the Moon, now tell me, pray,
Did you buy them up in an open \\

;i.y
?

"
No; for we lirat, tn pick up our sticks,

About the bush in politics."

.Man in the Moon, how was it, done?
" Oh '. I went and bought, a ham of one,

At about three guineas or so a pound,
And otherwise wriggled the rest around."

Man in the Moon, oh ! tell me where ?
"
Wakelield : I buy my faggots there.

I wish I could sell them for what I gave ;

But every one is a worthless knave."

OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.
" MY DEAR PUNCH,

"
November, 1859.

" AN eminent Tragedian, who lately terminated his career as

manager of a
highly popular theatre, observed on that interesting

occasion that 'the Pitcher goes often to the well, but the Pitcher at

last may be broken.' What this talented gentleman remarked with

reference to his own mug, is no less applicable to the humbler clay of

your obedient servant. Fatigued by my arduous labours in the cause
of art, and (between ourselves) somewhat disgusted with a Continental

life, 1 returned not long ago to my native land, and after paying a
short visit to my beloved Aunt (who, you will be glad to hear, is in

excellent preservation), I have been endeavouring for some days past
to recruit my health and spirits at that most favoured and fascinating
of all watering-places the breezy, brilliant, bustling Brighton. You,
my dear Punch, who have seen and done everything that should be
seen and done by everybody under every variety of circumstance, will

readily understand how welcome the sight of my native shores must
have been to me after such a long absence, and appreciate the honest
emotion which filled my breast on beholding so many of my dear fellow

country-women. I allude especially to the Ladies not only because

they ought, of course, to occupy our first attention, but because at the

present moment they literally form the principal part of the Brighton
population. Just fancy sixty thousand visitors (not including the
'

Talking Fish ') and the greater part of them in Crinoline ! Only
think of a French invasion (the coast seems very much exposed)
say that ten thousand ladies with strong constitutions and stout para-
sols could take care of themselves what would become of the rest ?

to say nothing of the Talking Fish who would, doubtless, take a mean

advantage of the confusion, and escape to his native element.
"
Let me turn from sucli a terrible contemplation. Of course I

nave met a great many old friends. There are some people, my dear

/', whom one sees errrywhere. Take SLOPER for instance (a fellow

of Quodh:un, Oxbridge), I was down at the lakes some time ago, and

met him there. I went to hear SPURGEON preach and saw SLOPEK

taking notes. Looked in at EVANS'S the following evening, and found

him before a tumbler of gin sling. Caught him again attempting the
'

cancan
'
at Chateau-Rouge. Came across him once more in the Cata-

combs. Saw him last on Mount, Athos smoking a short clay and by
Jove. I hadn't been a week at Brighton, before he walked out of the

Bedford
'

as coolly as if he had lived there all his life.
"
'Hullo! how do, EASEL you here Gad 'strawney f'lar you are

ponsole meet you everywhere which way are you going ? come
and do some luncn,' &c. &c.

"
Having finished our repast at MUTTON'S celebrated establishment,

we adjourned to that rendezvous of rank and fashion the Pavilion.
" As we entered the chaste but imposing portico which leads to the

spot, I C9uld not help reflecting on the happy accident which induced

the erection of this wondrous building so near the coast. If our Gallic

neighbours fresh from Versailles and the Louvre are not awed into

utter helplessness by the sight of this miracle of palatial architecture,

I don't know what itifl frighten them. For my part I feel grateful to

the master mind which designed and raised the noble pile,
and only

feel surprised that no fresco perpetuates the memory of its illustrious

founder, and that we .'stretch our necks to the ceiling in vain for the

apotheosis of GEORGIUS REX.
" As we gaze on its chaste proportions rich in many a sculptured

onion and oriental chimney-pot how the visions of the Past rise up
before us. There stood the First Gentleman of England, cane in hand,

smiling at poor BRUMMEL'Jrom behind his fair cravat, or turning the

back of his creaseless coat upon him. The very ground we tread on
was once pressed by his Hessian boots which now

" Heu mihi! v/e vectii! man is but mortal. Charon cares little for

deportment in his boat, nor will canes avail us much beyond the Styx.
* * *

" SLOPER is a bore I say it with deliberate purpose. This is the

third opportunity which I have lost of renewing my acquaintance with
the WINSOMES, uncommonly jolly girls whom I met last winter in

Rome,* and who were also in the Pavilion Gardens, where the band
was playing. The wretch (SLOPER) would stick close to me all the

afternoon. It was in vain I endeavoured to shake him off. If I had
walked up and joined them, he would have asked to be introduced,
I feel an inward conviction of the fact. He 's such a deucedly cool

hand.
"
Yesterday I went to see the Talking Fish. TSntre nous it is neither

a fish, nor does it talk, and how the British Public cpuld allow a Seal

to make such an impression, I am at a loss to conceive. By the way.
what is that ejaculation which its foreign custode uses when the animal

begins to snort P

It appears to be a word of three syllables, and sounds like
'

OLDCHERNIZE.' I have searched TRENCH'S book in vain for an

explanation, and am thinking of writing to Notes and Queries on the

subject.t" An awkward accident occurred while I was there. A scientific

lady of a certain age appeared much interested in the matter, and

leaning over the side of the tub note book in hand was about to

make a sketch of the Seal, when, prompted by some sudden impulse,
the sagacious creature floundered towards her, sprang up and snapped
its huge jaws in her face, exclaiming emphatically at the same time,
'Mam ma, Mam ma !

'
I need scarcely add that the scientific lady

was carried out in hysterics."
I am getting rather tired of Brighton. I have 'done

'
the Pavilion

and used up the Chain Pier. I have been out with the harriers five

times, and lunched at MUTTON'S every day. The sad sea waves no

longer charm me and as for the Talking Fish, I wish it was boiled
and eaten.

"
Di/lre est desipere in loco. But the time has arrived when I must

return to my duties. Hence, vain deluding jo"
Hurray ! I have been writing this at iny window and have just

seen HER walking towards the cliffs.
' Go on ! I '11 follow thee !

'

SLOPER is in bed with a sore throat Now, or never ! where are my
boots?

"
Yours in haste, JACK EASEL."

* Our correspondent here describes at some length the romantic details of his first

interview with the ladies in question, which it appears took place at the Coliseum
by moonlight. We consider however that we exercise a proper discretion in with-
holding this portion of bis letter.

t A horrible suspicion has just flashed across me that it may be intended for
" hold your noise." If so, the Seal must be an intelligent animal.

FRENCH SUPERIORITY. The French do not beat us on many points,
but with regard to theatres, it must be confessed they do manage those

1 things better in France than we do in England.
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A VERY HAPPY IDEA.
KEEPER. " Had ever a run, Sir I

GENT. " No I But I mil though, if you'll be kind enough to watch my float for a minute or two; for it's precious cold

itandimj here, I can tell you."

UNIFORMS NOT
UNIFORM.

THERE lias been a tedious
amount of discussion about
the most appropriate uni-
form for the Volunteer
Corps. Different bodies
have assumed different
colours. It seems that
there abounds as many
Greys as there were once
in a Whig Administration,
whilst the Greens are
almost as numerous, givin

'

this branch of our national
defences quite a leafy look.

They are living lanes of
warriors. The latter colour
appears entitled to the pre-
ference, for it comes natu-
rally within the duty of a
Rifleman to practise largely
on the Green. The question,
however, is a very simple
one. To our mind, the
best colours for English
regiments are those which
they are in the habit of

taking from the enemy.

UNFEELING PRACTICAL JOKE

OFFERING SIR EGBERT
GARDEN a fine bit of

"Gloucester," and extol-

ling it very highly to his
notice on account of its

very advanced stage of cor-

ruption. We doubt if SIR
ROBERT, with all his love
for a joke, would think it

quite the cheese.

A MAN OF SHORT MEMORY.
FEW of our readers probably ever saw a more remarkable advertise-

ment than the subjoined :

TO HOTEL-KEEPEKS and CABMEN. LOST, the NAME of an
HOTEL (-up; s,-d to be in tho neighbourhood of Bond Street), by a gentleman

who arrived shortly after 12 on the night of Saturday, luth, and went out' the next
morning at about 10. Left luggage consisting of a portmanteau, carpet-bag, hathnx,
and small deal box. Being a stranger in London, and unacquainted with the name
of the hotel, he has been unable to find it himself, and will feel much obliged if the
proprietor or the cnbmau who brought him will assist him, Address T P 15
Ebury .Street, I'imlico.

One naturally wonders how the gentleman arrived at the Hotel the
name of which he has forgotten ; that is, if he ever knew it. If lie told
the Cabman to drive there he must have known it, unless he gave him
a mere direction to stop at the first Hotel. His oblivion might be
accounted for by the supposition that the Cabman had picked up his
fare in a state of insensibility, and considerately conveyed the uncon-
scious being to a place at which he would be taken care of. In that
case, it would be necessary further to suppose that the gentleman who
had been drunk and incapable over night, had not got quite right the
next morning ; for even then he seems to have been in such a mental
condition as not to have thought of the expediency of ascertaining
where he was and had passed the night. If he is really a person
whose memory is apt utterly to fail him, it is fortunate that he has
been able to direct that, answers to his advertisement should be
addressed to "T. P.," if those are his true initials- He may not
always be able at need to make so great a mnemonic effort

;
and he

should tattoo the letters in question on the back of his hand, where he
will frequently see them : otherwise, one of these days, he will
assuredly forget his own name.

Numismatic Curiosity.
THE most extraordinary coin Mr. Punch ever heard of is, according

to a Birmingham contemporary, now in circulation. That journal
cautioning the public against taking a franc for a shilling, states that
the difference may easily be known the edse of the shilling being
milled while the rim of the other coin is the Reverse." We hope the
Museum will secure a specimen.

: A THIRSTY SOUL.
"DEAR PUNCH,

"As Drinking-Fountains are running all over the country
couldn t you get one established for my own particular benefit ? It 'is

so very long since I tasted a glass of pure fresh water, that I should
like to know again what the taste of it was like. I would give any-
thing for a good draught of the New River. I am heartily sick and '

tired ot the poisonous stuff that I have been for years condemned to
'

swallow. The wonder is, how I have been able to keep up my head
at all.

"
Therefore, dear Punch, I do beg of you, as a favour, to exert your

influence with MR. GURNEY, or MR. MELLT of Liverpool, or MR
LIVESEY of Preston, and see whether a Drinking-Fountain cannot be
laid on for my own especial use. The nearer it is erected to my mouth
ot course, the better. I remain, dear Punch,

"
Yours, very low and confined to my bed,

"OLD FATHER THAMES."
"If something is not done for me, I am sure I shall do something

desperate. I have a good mirid to take to drinking African Port, even
though it should be the death of me. Do you think it is as nasty as
the water I am compelled to drink ?"

An Irish Eifle Brigade!
A LOYAL proposal from the Nation, newspaper will be hailed with

enthusiasm. The organ of Irish Ultramontanism would have young-
Ireland arm to defend the British constitution ! It demands that the
formation of Volunteer Rifle Corps in Ireland shall be encouraged by
the Government. Of course the PREMIER will not, hesitate a moment
to gratify so innocent and ingenuous a request. The noble Lord is no
weasel; and the Nation will find no obstacle to its admirable sugges-
tion from PALMEKSTON'S suspicious vigilance.

FROM LAST KJGJirS FLEET STREET GAZETTE.

PROMOTION*.
To TitncVs Pet Donkey Corps The Morning Star, vice the Morninq Advertiser

sacked.
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This rf Young Dawdlemore, the artist. Not that he ie idle, dear, no,
" but he is

obliged to thin/,- great deal I ifon / ii-i/iat to work."

.V. It. It is 6 P.M., and he has been thinking ever since he got up at 11 A.M., and now

thinks he should dress for dinner.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

WHY do all the foreign nations

Rage so loud ajruii^t our owu,
Loading us with execrations,
When we let them all alone,

Whilst we hail their rare advances
In the path that 's good and true,

And lament the sad mischances

They are always coming to ?

Victims of their mad distractions

Here, in turn, asylum find,

Exiles of all foreign factions,

lirftigees of every kind;
Forced from home ny revolutions,

Hi itish liberties they share,
Under British institutions,

Dwelling safe in Leicester-square.

What can be their great, objection
To the Island of the Free,

Whicli affords them all protection,
Shows them hospitality ?

Evil they for good return us,

And with curses kindness pay,
Want to rob, lay waste, and bum us,

Why and wherefore who can say ?

We decline their lead to follow

Through the fog, and mud, and fire,

They think fine what we think hollow,
We despise what they admire.

Of the monstrous creed wliich bridles

Them, derision we avow.

Laugh aloud at all the idols

Which command at least their bow.

They detest our cool sedateness,

Envy our Constitution's health,

And the evergrowing greatness
Of our mere material wealth,

Hate us for the scorn of trifles

Which they value, or adore ;

Therefore need we muster rifles,

From them to defend our shore.

SHALL OUR VISCOUNT HAVE A STATUE?

Too long have we waited for some worthier pen than onrs to be
nibbed and dipped to moot this most momentous question. We can
wait no longer. Our feelings fairly overcome us. We have bottled

them down somehow for we can't tell how long ; but we feel our bosom

bursting, and we must give them vent. Shall our Viscount have a
Statue! There! The cork's out now, and we can calmly breathe

again.
Would the public wish to know whence comes this sudden outburst,

we refer them to the speech delivered last week to his constituents by
the noble, because not ennobled, Member for Lambeth. The speech
was made at the Horns Tavern; and it was in this way that the

speaker blew his trumpet :

" MB. WILLIAMS (who was warmly received) said he had no doubt that his consti-

tuents looked pretty sharply after him. and he wished the constituencies of England
would do the same with regard to every member, for depend upon it this was the

way to keep them honest and to make them discharge their duty. He attended
the House of Commons throughout the whole of last Session, without the omission
of a single day or night ; and no question of the least importance was brought
before the House in which he did not take purt."

Hearing this affecting flourish, who will say that WILLIAMS should
not have a Statue ? Dulee et decorum est, and so forth, we all know

;

but the patriot who lives such a life as has our Viscount has made
more sacrifice for his country than he who merely dies for it. Just
conceive the mental bore, not to say a word of the personal fatigue, of

sitting day and night on the stuffed seats of St. Stephen's, listening to

the ceaseless stream of talk which flows there.

" WILLIAMS expectat dum denuat amnis, at ille

Labitur et labetur in omne volubilis HANSARD."

Full sure the labour is as great, in hearing speeches as to speak ; and
we wonder the line mind and the fine person of our Viscount could
have survived the torture to which they were self-doomed.

It remains now for the country to recognise his services, in a manner
that shall be befitting to the man. As he has not spared himself in his

labours for the nation, there is nothing which the nation ought not

cheerfully to spare for him. Contentus parvo is however probably his

motto. Let then a subscription be commenced, in sums of not more

than one penny, as the Economist would doubtless prefer such small

amounts. It can be no slight task to sit for days and nights with one's

face turned to the Speaker, Nocturnd versare manu, tersare diurna."

One good turn proverbially deserves another. Let us statuefy the

patriot, if we can t ennoble him. But who is there can design a pose

that shall befit him ? There is but one mind equal to it. The nation

points to Punch. In the name then of the nation, Punch says let the

statue of our VISCOUNT WILLIAMS be carved after the thought of him

called the
"
Divine WILLIAMS." Let us chisel him as Patience sitting

in a Parliament, and sadly smiling at the grief to which his patriotism

has brought him. Be the motto underwritten:
"
Sedet aeternumquc

sedebit Infelix Williams," until by hook and crook he can catch the

Speaker's eye. Being as he is by far too venerable a bird to be caught
with the chaff of the offer of a title, his statue clearly should be

modelled after the antique. We would have him represented wrapped
up in his virtue (the

"
Wiscpunt Wirtue Wrapper'' would sell well,

MESSIEURS MOSES), and holding in his hand the mouthpiece of Fame's

trumpet, which, in his own praise he has shown how he can blow.

Kismet ! We have spoken. Be his Horns exalted ! May the shadow

of his Statue be cast ere next Recess !

* We really must apologise for these hackneyed old quotations. From parlia-

mentary associations we somehow can't help using them. By the way, what a

number our Viscount must have heard last Session, sitting as he did daily and

nightly in the thick of them !

Novel Eclipse of the Moon.

SIR FRANCIS GRAHAM MOON has been receiving from the EMPEROR
OF THE FRENCH some fresh decoration, connected this time with the

Legion of Honour. If it goes on at this rate, our gentle MOON pro-

mises to be totally eclipsed m time by a quantity of stars.

AN ODD FELLOW. Morpheus, for he is undeniably a Nod fellow.

TOI. XXXVIT. B B
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ANOTHER SMASH FOR A STARTELLER.
His national capacity of

Protector of the Public,
Mr. Punch had recently
to smash a MR. SMITH,
who having assumed the

more imposing alias of

"Zadkiel," had endea-

voured to palm off a cer-

tain sham-prophetic Alma-
nack, containing what lie

called the "Revelations"
of the stars. Mr. Protector
Punch convicted this of-

fender of a fraudulent at-

tempt to impose upon the

public, and sentenced him
to public condemnation
for the act. For having
thus discharged what lie

conceived to be his duty,
Mr. Punch was assaulted
with a sheetful of abuse,
wherein it was asserted,
with more emphasis than

grammar, that Mr. Pinirh

was plainly doomed either

to commit suicide, bigamy,
or murder, Mr. Punch at

this moment forgets precisely which. What yet more horrid horror Fate may have
in store for him, Mr. Punch may be expecting in a post or two to learn : inasmuch
as he is now about to smash another Starteller, whose first impulse most probably,
on reading this annihilating notice of his work, will be to pick the choicest words
that Billingsgate can offer, and hurl them, in his wrath at the much-suffering
Mr. Punch.
The Starteller, or story -teller, whom Mr. Punch means now to smash, assumes the

alias of "RAPHAEL" to assist him in his fraudulent design upon the public: his

design being simply to extract as many half-crowns as he can from people's
pockets, by means of certain blasphemies, absurdities, and lies, which are collectively
entitled RAPHAEL'S Prophetic Messenger. It would appear that this sham literary
coinage has been in circulation for nearly half a century, the present being said to
be its fortieth yearly issue. If this statement be by any accidental slip the truth, it

certainly reflects small credit on the country. It may, however, serve by way of

proof, to those who need one, that the race of fools is by no means yet extinct ; and
that although the age of so-called "golden simplicity" has passed, there must be
lots of silver simplicity still current, or Ma. RAPHAEL would not have sacked so

many half-crowns as he hints he has. Here are some random specimens of
RAPHAEL'S advice, from his Table of Celestial Influences, and which is prefaced by
the statement, that each day in the year is affected by some lunar or planetary
aspect :

'

January 19. Ask favours of aged persons, but avoid contracts.

|
July 27. Travel, ask favours, deal with Solar and Jovial persona.'

August IS. Deal with things and in persons under Venus and Mars, but marry not.
'

August 25. Deal in Saturnine things ; ask favours towards night.
'

September 1. Deal with surgeons and Mars men. A.M. Good for Chemists.
'

September '20. Deal in things and with persons under Venus. Until 4P.M. good for Surgeons,
afterwards uncertain. After 7 favourable.

' November 23. Untoward for Martial men and things ; travel ; ask favours.
'

December 29. Deal in Saturnine things, and with Martial men."

This instruction might be headed "MORALITY FOR MAIDSERVANTS," as it is to
them that it is obviously addressed. And it is specially for them no doubt that
there is added this delicious bit of kitchen composition.
With regard to the prophetic ( !) portion of the work, the following may be cited

as fair illustrative samples :

"At the Meeting of Parliament some antagonisms arise, and a conflict of parties results. . .A distinguwhed lady labours under malign influence!. . . The POPE has difficulty to retain the
Papal chair. . . The influence of Uranus is most inimical to the connubial happiness of those

liose luminaries are affected by his stationary position in the early degrees of Gemini. . .

Persons having their luminaries in or near 15 or 16 degrees of Cancer, or any sign of the watery
gpn,

bask under the beuefic smiles of Jupiter. . . The Sun in this scheme signifying the
Parliament, afflicted by Uranus, is indicative of the possibility of a dissolution it may be on the
question of Reform. . . The conjunction of Venus and Herschel is of peculiar import, and has
eference to very remarkable and uncommon conduct of a female of note and high rank. .

Kailway casualties are portended. . . The head of the noble house of STANLEY sufiers grief. . .An untoward period for lawyers and literary men, one of whom sufiers misfortune or disgrace.
. . Jupiter is very near the opposition of the moon in LOPJ> PALMERS-TON'S nativity, which will
produce adverse circumstances, but not perhaps drive him from power. Of this we cannot feel
certain, not having knowledge of the hour of his birth,"

"Stuff and nonsense!" Mr. Punch hears some reader exclaim. "What's the
good of making so much fuss about such gibberish ? Who the Blank can put an
atom of belief in such unmitigated bosh and balderdash as this?" Whereto
Mr. Punch replieth with that calmness which distinguishes great minds. Your
questions, courteous reader, seem fairly enough founded. Nevertheless you must
admit that you are not Everybody, and that Everybody is not quite so knowing
as yourself. There are men and women

;
and all are not so cleve.r as a Saturday

Hetieicer, or (pray excuse the anti-climax) as yourself. We Punch, who write for

Everybody, must of course write for the Nobodies as well as for the Somebodies ;

and for the warning of the former, We must expose this

humbug RAPHAEL, although the latter may consider it a
waste of space to do so. A quack-hunt is, We own, not
half so good fun as a duck-hunt. But, fun or not, it is
Our duty, as Protector of the Public, to hunt down all such
quacks as RAPHAEL until we make gone geese of them.

NUMBER ONE AND TWO.
SOME fine moral principles, mingled with a few commer-

cial fallacies, were enunciated the other day by a worthy
bhip-qwner, MR. DUNBAH, to the assembly of the distressed

shipping interest, convened in the London Tavern. MR.
DUNHAR said,

'

Gentlemen, I wish we had the good old times of OLJVEH CROM-
ni-.i i kick again, and then we should know how to deal with
f.n-ui^iiurs. . . . But I do hope you will go to your homes, and
Uy :isnlo the feeling we have of loving foreigners. (Laughter.) An
hoiiot man loves himself tirst; and the great principle IK, that we
should take cure of ourselves first, and if we have anything to spare,
give it to our neighbours, (//ear, hear, and lauyhler.)''

Our Cromwellian forefathers are not perhaps the mo-
dels whose examples we should wisely follow in our
mercantile dealings with other nations. But MR. DUN-
BAR was quite right in protesting against "the feeling we
have of loving foreigners," although perhaps the British

ship owners whom he was addressing had not very much
of that weakness to lay aside. He propounded a grand
truth in laying down the axioms that

"
an honest man loves

himself first," and that "we should take care of ourselves

first, and if we have anything to spare, give it to our neigh-
bours." If a man does not love himself first, he will cer-

tainly not love anybody eke afterwards, how much soever
he may love his neighbour as himself. He that does not
take care of Number One will not have the means to take
care of Number Two. You may move the world if you
have the where to stand on

; you may exercise boundless
benevolence if you have the needful

; not otherwise. If we
practise generosity, we must practise it either at our own
expense or at that of somebody else. In the latter case we
are humbugs. MR. DUNBAR'S maxims on the subject of
self-love afford a pleasing contrast to the prevalent cant
about self-sacrifice. People who sacrifice themselves sacri-

fice others ; and they who talk much of doing the former,
very commonly content themselves with doing the latter.

When men often accuse other men of selfishness, the fact

generally is that they have failed in attemping to cheat
those whom they malign. He that pretends to be unselfish
is always unscrupulous. The domestic relations of the pure

philanthropist are frequently shameful
;
and if anybody pro.

fesses not to take care of himself, depend upon it that his

munificence will be imaginary and insolvent.

GARIBALDI'S LOGIC.

THE reasons why the Italians should choose their rulers

for themselves are not perhaps at present sufficiently nu-
merous. GARIBALDI very wisely tells the Podesta of Milan,
that "the subscription for 1,000,000 muskets must not only
not be suspended, but, on the contrary, promoted as much
as possible." Muskets, of course, mean rifles. Rifles are
the reasons required. At present, the late subjects of the
Dukes and the POPE have not apparently provided them-
selves with so ample an array of these reasons as may be

requisite to confute all who may dispute their right to

govern themselves. A million rifles, in hands trained to

use them, are arms of logical precision which carry convic-

tion to any breast at nearly half a mile. If the Italian

peoples will only enable themselves to advance that num-
ber of those arguments against any conclusion which may
be pressed upon them by foreign bayonets, they may de-

pend upon it that no attempt will be made to dispute the

position which they will be so well prepared to maintain.

A Point in Favour of America.

IN England there are certain periods of the year specially

put aside for shooting, but in America, if we are to judge
from the numerous duels and savage assaults that are

almost daily taking place with pistols and revolvers, the

shooting season seems to continue pretty nearly all the

year round.
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reserved the rope.

MITCH EL AND MAGUIRE.

ITCIIEL, the convict,
from Paris a letter which
lias been published in a low

Irish newspaper. On the

cool proposal, made by certain

scoundrels who sympathise
with him, to ask the QUEEN
to grant him an amnesty, the

fellow thus speaks for him-

self :-
"

I do not know whether my two
friends Hud eoinnuU-s n<n.

States would :iv:ii

-solves of tlio
'

:univ:-TV
'

it

For my part I certainly wuuld in it.

I hope, indeed, to go tn

:itfam, but never by the ^ i

KNGLAND'S good-mil."

MR. MITCHEL hopes to

accompany an invading army
to Ireland ; and if an enemy
ever should venture to laud

on that part of the United

Kingdom, it is indeed to be

hoped that the traitor will

accompany the foe. The rifle

_ in that case will await the

one; for the other will be

MITCHEL proceeds:

1 nu I upuu Illy WMJK IWUOB LUU Dilluu null u*v 1 1 .tuu nu mv vj

, again seize my person and plunder my children, under a false pro-
Oh no ! I cannot go back to live in Ireland under her dominion ; yel
ick and live in Ireland."I hope to go back

ME. MITCHEL says too much and too little. If he were contemp-
tuously pardoned, or granted a ticket-of-leave, and suffered to return

to Ireland, and, when he had got there, were to act as he says he

would, he would be simply taken up again, and tried for high-treason
without much of the ceremony which he anticipates. He would then

be convicted and hanged. It may be possible that he will return to

Ireland according to his expectation, but if his return takes place
under the conditions, or with the intentions, which he contemplates, it

will not be to live there very long, but to die there speedily : and to

die in his shoes unless he kicks them off, in order to falsify, as far as

possible, the predictions of his friends.

The consequence of which this despicable villain imagines himself is

something comical. His idea of BARON LEFROY "
set upon

"
his

"track," and that by the QUEEN, would make it seem that he flatters

himself with the supposition that he is [as it were, royal game ; some
noble animal of prey, no meaner at least than a wolf, whereas the truth

is, that he corresponds to a rat, and to the nasty venomous kind of rat

which infests sewers, and whose mouth is poisonous with the filth that

it devours there. He talks, indeed, of the QUEEN stealing his letters,

setting BARON LEI-ROY after him, seizing his person, and plundering
his chddren, much as .ZEsor might represent a rat complaining of the

housekeeper who cut off its communications, put a terrier on its scent,
sent a ferret into its hole, and routed out its nest. To complete the

absurdity of his conceited self-measurement, he says that HEB MAJESTY
would do these things

"
under a false pretence of law," he, MITCHEL,

in the case he supposes, having, on his own supposition, committed
high-treason.

But the funniest point in the above quoted balderdash, is the apparent
fancy, on the part of its infamous author, that the observance of some
legality is due to him in dealing with him. Legality, no doubt, would
be regarded in prosecuting him and punishing him. If caught to-

morrow, he would be dealt with as an escaped convict, strictly according
to law. But his idea of being actually entitled to legal consideration
is absurd. It is laughable to find an unrestrained miscreant, who sets

not only law, but honour, justice, and common humanity at defiance,

expecting that any measure should be observed towards him in

the endeavour to get rid of him. It would be ridiculous of a rat
to hope for law, although British fair-play might accord law even
to a rat.

MITCHEI. is ludicrously unconscious that his relation to the United
Kingdom is simply that of a banished vermin. The country has
banished him

;
if he returns, it will bane him. Meanwhile the question

for the Government to consider is, whether or no they will move the
House of Commons for the expulsion of any Member of it .who may
have been guilty of showing overt sympathy with MR. MITCHEL.

STRANGE TASTE.

WE were startled off our chair the other morning, by reading the

following paragraph in the Jin,;//,/// Star :

"Wo pub!: ' news from Hayti. Some twenty person* had been con-
victed uf engaging in the kite conspiracy against the Government, and sixteen of
them were cxcrutod."

And this is from our morbid contemporary, who is supposed to enter-

tain such an acute horror of slaughter that it is said the Editor objects
even to killing a llea, inasmuch as the sanguinary act would be

prompted by no other than the old revengeful law of taking blood for

blood ! If the execution of some sixteen unfortunate devils comes
uuder the denomination of "interesting news," we wonder
endearing epithet would be applied to a coup d'etat, or a Peruvian
massacre, or any of the numerous little rencontres witli revolvers that

are continually taking place in Congress and the best society in

America ? A boiler explosion, we suppose, would be classified as
"
cheerful news ;

" a colliery accident would be doubtlessly denomi-
nated

"
refreshing ;

"
whilst a ship on fire, in which all lives were lost,

would be probably alluded to as "the most gratifying intelligence that

has readied us for some time." A new edition of the Newgale Cal

sprinkled profusely with these admiring adjectives, would create a new
sensation. Might we, with all possible respect, recommend the notion
to the Editor of the Morning Star? His talents seem to qualify him
admirably for so congenial a task.

HORRIBLE OCCURRENCE '.-GROSS ASSAULT ON
MR, PUNCH !

THE world will learn with mingled pain and indignation, that
3Ir. Punch last week was the victim of a brutal and quite unprovoked
attack, from the effects of which he still is mentally a sufferer. It

appears that Mr. Punch was (as usual) in his study, engaged (as usual)
in settling the affairs of the nation, and just then deciding upon Whom
to send to Congress, when the smallest of his errand-boys timidly
approached him, and kneeling on one knee in token of submission,
said

"
Please, Sir, why may we expect that mice will next week be made

nervous?"

To have collared the small miscreant, to have partially undressed

Mm, and administered that punishment which justly was his due, would
have been to Mr. Punch but half an instant's work. But with him
invariably mercy tempers justice ;

and so, with the air of one of Fox's
Martyrs, he leaned back in his chair, resigned to bear the worst.
Emboldened by the attitude the Great Man had assumed, the small

boy grinned and chuckled, and, with fiendish malice, completed his
assault by exclaiming,

"
Please, Sir, it 's because there 'II be a Cat'tt Show !

"

HEAVY AND MELANCHOLY MENDELSSOHN.
THE Programme of the Promenade Concerts at Drury Lane, the

other day, contained the announcement that
" Tho first part ia selected entirely from the works of MENDELSSOHN."

Whereunto was added the notification following :

" The second part will consist of light and cheerful music."

The author of the antithesis may appear to have regarded the music
of MENDELSSOHN as heavy and melancholy. Perhaps, however, he

employed those epithets simply with a view to attract the gents whom
a whole evening of any composer of genius would have repelled from
the Promenade Concerts to the Casino. By music the opposite of

light and cheerful, he probably meant music requiring attention and

interesting the nobler feelings. What he intended by light and cheer-
ful music, most likely was music requiring no effort to understand it,

and exciting only the animal spirits of those who are incapable of any
more spiritual excitement. Joy of heart is heaviness, and elation of
soul is gloom, to the poor gent who has neither heart nor soul.

Liberal and Conservative Loyalty.
THE Man in the Moon may boldly defend his proceedings at vSYake-

field, and perhaps also the majority of the Members of the Ho*nse of

Commons may justify the means whereby they have obtained their

seats, by alleging that in what is vulgarly called practising bribery and

corruption, they have only .exercised the legitimate influence of the

Sovereign.
'

SEVERITY or THE SEASON. MR. W. WILLIAMS met his Constituents
last week, and spoke for nearly two hours.
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MAKING THE BEST OF IT.

Bus DRIVER (after taking the old gentleman's wheel of, <ic.)
"

Well, you are a funny Driver. Never mind, Sir, jump inside ; we 'II k'ist the

P'ramb'lator onto the Roof, and ketch the pony in no time."

EYES EIGHT ! DEESS ! WOED OP COMMAND.
MR. PUNCH is, of course, a Rifleman. In the exuberance of his

loyalty, and the intensity of his determination to fight for his am et

focus, he has become a member of more Volunteer Corps than he can
exactly remember. His attendance at drills is continuous, and all but
ubiquitous. He may be found at one moment in Lincoln's Inn Hall,
the next, with LORD RANELAGH and the South Middlesex at Beaufort
House ; and anon with the smart young fellows of the Civil Service
Brigade between half-past four and six in Westminster Hall, practising
extension motions, as far as his a priori and a posteriori protuberances
will allow him, and taking the most alarmingly long shots at imagi-
nary Frenchmen in aiming-drill, and butt-practice.

Of course, as he belongs to so many corps, he has a fine field of
choice before him as to which he will actually serve with; and in

making up his mind on this point, the consideration of uniform weighs
with him considerably. He has naturally determined to countenance
no trumpery of cocks' feathers, lace, and ornamental buttons cela va
sans dire. His uniform must be plain, cheap, and serviceable. But
among the many competing uniforms that combine these conditions,
he has felt a difficulty in the choice of colour. Mrs. Punch, of course,
recommends "invisible" grey, out of wifely consideration poor
dear of her P.'s bodily safety , and Mr. P., from his purely patriotic
desire to be spared for his country's service as long as possible, had
hitherto agreed with her that the best colour was that which was least

likely to present a mark to the enemy.

But, lo, the shortsightedness of the unprofessional soldier ! He now
learns from a military correspondent of the Times (who dates from the
Junior United Service Club), that the more conspicuous the colour he
chooses, the better chance for him of canying a whole skin out of the
neld. Blazing scarlet is the best ; rifle-green the next best.

His real danger (it appears from this skilled witness) is not from the
enemy in his front, but from his comrades in the rear. He is much
more likely to be potted a tergo, at long range, by a friend who mis-
takes him for an enemy, than in the face, by an enemy who blazes at

him for what he is the truest of Britons. This has led t9 an entire
bouleversement of Mr. Punch's notions on the subject of uniform alto-

gether ;
and has set him considering whether he cannot devise some

dress which shall combine the double advantage of presenting the most
conspicuous beacon for avoidance to his friends, and the least visible

target for
hitting

to his foes.

He believes that at last he has discovered this desideratum. He
would respectfully submit that our Volunteer uniforms should be parti-
coloured the hinder part of the most blazing and far-resplendent
colour that can be contrived, the fore part of the most misty and un-

distinguishable of grays, or heather mixtures, or whatever else most
confounds men with earth, twigs, or stones. Observe the great benefit
of this contrivance. It will not merely tend to the saving of life, but
will furnish the Volunteer with the strongest inducement not to turn
tail. So long as he keeps his face to the foe his blazing back will be
safe fro.m his friends' bullets, while his indistinct front will present the
worst possible mark to the enemy's fire. But once let him turn his

back, and the Briton will take him for a gray-coated Chasseur de Vin-

cennes, while the Frenchman will have the blazing British behind for
the most hittable of targets. The recreant turn-tail will thus be
punished for his cowardice by being placed between two fires, out of
which his chances of escaping scot-free are reduced to a minimum.
Mr. Punch begs to submit his idea to the National Rifle Association,
and to suggest that a corps should be raised to wear this parti-
coloured uniform, and to be styled the "Punch's Reversible Rifles."

The Latest from Osborne.

"I SAT," said WILLIAMS to OSBOKNE, "what is meant by this term
I am always meeting in the French papers,

' un succes d'estime ? ' '

"It is difficult to explain," said the incorrigible BERNAL, in the gravest
manner,

"
but I will give you an example the railway engine, my boy,

was vn grand si/cccs de steam. You '11 find the fact recorded in the
second volume of SMILES' Life of George Stephenson.." Dear WILLIAMS
was perfectly satisfied.
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WHO GOES TO CONGRESS?
MR. P. TO LORD P.

" IF YOU DON'T GO, I MUST."
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GOOD ADVICE.

FRENCH paper, the

Moniteur dr FArmee,
has published the

following eighteen

golden rules for the

guidance of the troops

going to Canton, to

which Mr. Punch begs
to append Full Private
JEAN TOULOUEOU'S
comment.

1. Have warm dotli-

my in winter.

[With great plea-

sure, if the Govern-
ment will supply me
with it. I would

suggest at the same
time the propriety
of serving out foot-

warmers to stand-

at - ease in. hot -

water tins for ,our

beds, carpets for

our tents, and
camp-stools, with cushions for us to sit down upon.]

2. Never remain in damp or wet clothes, tinkss you are at work or on,

the march.

[1 would much rather not. In order to enable me to follow this

excellent direction, I should be extremely obliged by the Go-
vernment serving out to me a complete change of upper and
under-clothing, with the means of conveying them otherwise
than upon my back, which has to support more than it can

comfortably carry already.]

3. li -Kir light clothing of soft wool, or Urtica nivea linen. Be
careful to wash this clothing when it is soaked with perspiration.

[Nothing could be more comfortable, if the Government will be kind

enough to provide me with the soft and light woollen clothing.
As to the Urtica nivea linen, I should be obliged by information
what it is, and where and how it is to be come by. The recom-
mendation as to -washing has my approval, and I trust will be
followed by the requisite allowance of soap, the proper facilities

for a supply of hot-water, and_anlallotment of washerwomen to
each regiment.]

4. Wear flannel, Inth as a waistcoat and round the abdomen. Never
leave it off.

[I -won't, if 9nce I can get it on. En attendant, I can only wish
1 uiay get it.]

5. Never sleep on the bare ground.
[I solemnly promise never to do so, if I can get anything softer
and pleasanter to sleep upon.]

Put aplank under yourfeet when you stand still.

[Two, if the Government will oblige me with them, and inform me
how I am to get 'em along with my knapsack, musket, ammuni-
tion, provisions, cooking utensils, and tente d'abri.]

6. In sunnierput a little straw upon yourplank.
["A Little !

"
I will investiit with a layer a foot deep, given the

straw.]
And ewer it with a matting of rope-yarn, or bamboo.
[Ah Messieurs of the Sanitary Commission, when you are about

it, couldn't you make it a spring mattrass or an edredon f]
7. Never drink water

[Never, if I can get anything stronger.]
Always tea.

[Corbleu! I am not prepared to give this undertaking, unless
the tea be properly corrected with eau-de-vie, rhum, kirsch, or
other means of quenching thirst known to the soldier. The au
naturel is a British beverage, and as such distasteful to every
true soldier of France.]

8. Clarify your water, when it'is muddy, with rock-alum.
[Why rock-alum ? I shall be perfectly satisfied with the clarifying
powers of cognac. Nay, I prefer that fluid to rock-alum, if a
paternal Government will permit me a choice.]

0. Drink in moderation the spirits of the country, taking care to warm
themjirst.

[I will. I respect the institutions of a poncheflamloyante, or a groc
chaud. If the Government wish me to abstain altogether from
the spirits of the country, they have but to serve me out a

sufficient ration of thn taw-ih-r.lv of our beloved France, which
is, 1 am satisfied, better suited to my constitution.]

The lest spirits are those madefrom Sorgho (Kuo-lyaiig'), or wheat.

[I thank the Government for the information, the accuracy of
which 1 shall lose no opportunity of testing. Among 300 millions
of people there must be a vast variety of drinks, as to which
the Government will pardon me for observing science can as yet
be but imperfectly informed. It shall be my object to submit all

the fermented liquors I meet with to quantitative and qualitative
analysis, for the information of the Government.]

10. mriii-rtii'ii.

[A paternal Government has placed any infraction of this most
valuable rule out of my power. My rations are by no means
excessive ; aud my sou a day of pocket-money does not enable
me to overload the stomach by any dangerous addition to them.]

11. Never eat ducks.

[I never do they are a delicacy reserved for my superiors. I
have seen them in CHEVET'S windows, and in those of the

restaurants^
The best meat is that of Tonquin, when not toofat.

[This observation is valuable ; but I have never yet met with any
meat to which I could conscientiously apply the epithet

"
too

fat" or "too lean" either. The soldier's pot au feu, like

death, levels all distinctions.]

12. Eat but sparingly of sweets andfruits.
[Such is my practice, as these luxuries can

T

only be procured by
plunder, and plunder is abhorrent to the heart of the French
soldier.]

The sugar-cane is almost the only wholesome sweet thing.
[Ah, Messieurs de la Commission Sanitaire, make a reservation in
favour of sucre depommef]

All others are either too heating, or sit cold on the stomach.
[I have not found this borne out in practice.]

Never eatfruit too ripe.

[I never will
; but till now I cannot recal any instance in which I

have found fruit in this condition. It may be different in China.]
13. As soon as you arrive in the country, acquire l/te habit of eating rice

as the natives cook it.

[This will cost me no trouble. Consider the habit acquired,
Messieurs. I will not only eat it as the natives cook it, but insist
on their cooking it, that I may acquire the habit of eating it.]

Their rice is much better than bread, which is always heatii/y.
[Thanks for the information. As I said, with regard to fruit, I
have never found myself heated by any quantity of bread I
could procure. I submit myself for any experiment Messieurs de
la Commission Sanitaire may wish to institute upon me, as to the
allowance of bread necessary to produce the alleged heating
effect.]

14. When you smoke spit as little as possible.
[L never spit at all.]

15. At night, take care to cover your head well, more particularly your
eyes.

[I demand 26,000 bonnets de colon. Consecrated as that article has
hitherto been to the Epicier, the French soldier will not refuse
to wear it at the demand of the EMPEROB.]

16. In hot weather avoid coldplaces; draughts are always dangerous.
[I request to be informed if this refer to "draughts to be drunk"

or
"
draughts to be played

"
P If the former. I admit the danger

and, as a French soldier, I fly to meet it. If the latter, I
wish to know whether the remark extends to dominoes my
favourite game.]

17. In spring andautumn take care never to get wet-footed in the morning.
[How, if my boots wear out, or the enemy be stationed on the
other side of a stream, or a mud-flat ?]

18. Never take a nap in the day-time.
[The old troupier never sleeps unless like the weasel, with one

eye open. But let Messieurs les Officiers take care I have my
regular night's rest unbroken, and 1 promise not to close even
one eye during the day. On any other condition I am compelled
to demur to this rule.]

Sympathy with the Pope.
THE Government of the POPE must be unpopular indeed, when the

very Romans themselves are crying out
" No Popery !

" The title of
his bacred Highness, when he has received his papal congS, might be
conveniently altered to "Pro No-No POPE." His temporal power
seems now to be so very short-lived, that his rule, instead of temporal.
might be appropriately designated as pro-tempore.

ALDEBMANIC VACANCY. SIB ROBERT CABDEN opening his mind.
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THE MANNSTER CONCERTS.
NOVEMBER scarcely seems to

be a November without

JULLIEN. But as we cannot
have our Mons., we of course

must do the best we can
without him; and the best

thing we can do is to go to

Drury Lane, and hear the

Mannster Concerts.

Readers in the country,
and those from it for the

Cattle Show, may wonder

very possibly what the

Mannster Concerts are, and
will naturally ask Punch for

instruction on the point.

Now, Punch's chief aim and

delight always being to en-

lighten, Punch informs the

world with pleasure that he
has christened the Maunster
Concerts from the name of

their ; Conductor. As the

Mons-ter Concerts were so

called because conducted by
the Mons., so Punch names
the Mannster Concerts thus,
because conducted by HERR
MANNS.

HERE MANNS or MK. MANNS, as he prefers to call himself, showing
thereby a commendable desire to sink the foreigner, notwithstanding
that, as far as concerts are concerned, foreign names strangely tickle

the long-eared British Public MR. MANNS is a conductor who knows
how to conduct himself, and moreover knows how to conduct good
music. Whether he can conduct bad music as well as he can good, is

a point which at his Concerts there is small chance of deciding. The
music there selected is nightly of the best, and the sounds which are

emitted serve to show that MR. MANNS is a good sound conductor.
To the eye of the philosopher who looks into the past, there is of

course one shade of gloom upon the Mannster Concerts. It is true the

brilliant shirt front of our JULLIEN is absent, and our eyes are no more
dazzled by his spotlessly white waistcoat; Nor is our bump of vene-
ration excited, as of yore, by that sacrifice of kids, which in his palmy
days our JULLIEN had nightly on his hands. But what is lacking now
in brilliancy of waistcoat is made up for amply in brilliancy of music.
If they appeal less to the eye, they appeal more to the ear, and this

surely is no fault in a musical performance. There is more music and
less row than in the Jullienic era, and one may hear the Mannster
Concerts without cotton in one's ears,.which is more than could be
said of certain of the Monster ones.

The Freeman's Journal was only indiscreet iu prematurely publishing
the fact, and was therefore ordered to deny it

; but the matter need be
a secret no longer. It is a long time since Rome has had a Jew Pope,
and almost as long since she lias had a Christian Pope ; but now she

gets both in one. Five Pio NONO !

HUNTING.INTELLIGENCE IN HAMPSHIRE.
A NIMUOD of the New Forest forwarded the other day to the

Hampshire Advertiser a highly technical account of a fox-hunt ; whereof
the commencement is subjoined :

ASTOUNDING NEWS PROM ROME.

TEE following terrific announcement appeared last week in the
Freeman's Journal, a great Irish Catholic organ :

" We understand an autograph letter from his Holiness lias reached Ireland. We
are not yet at liberty to communicate the recipient of tbis momentous document
for momentous it is, and calculated to produce the most profound effect on the
Catholic world ; but that it has actually been written by POPE Pius, and transmitted
to this country, we are at liberty to state on very high authority."

The following soothing announcement appeared three days later in
the same journal :

" We regret to have been led into an error relative to the supposed receipt of an
autograph letter from his Holiness the POPE. We are requested to state that the
document on which we commented did not emanate from his Holiness, or from any
official source, but was a communication from a party resident in Rome, conveying
his opinions on the present peature of affairs. We thought the gentleman on whose
information we relied was accurate in his statement, but it appears he was
mistaken."

And then these Irish complain that the Saxon does not put implicit
trust and confidence in al] they say, or entertain any very high respect
for their way of doing business !

But this is not all. The
Freeman's^ Journal only pleads guilty to

having made an elaborate and
extraordinary

blunder. Mr. Punch is in
a position to state that the Journal spoke the truth in the first instance,
and that such a letter from the POPE has been received in Ireland, and
a duplicate thereof has been seen by Mr. Punch himself. And the
momentous announcement contained in that document is and we have
no doubt that it will produce a most profound effect on the Catholic
world that

HIS HOLINESS THE POPE IS ABOUT TO ABDICATE, IN FAVOUR
OF YOUNG MORTARA.

t, November 2G.
' THREE DAYS WITH THE NEW FOREST HOUNDS. Saturday, November 19th, the

meet was at Hilt-top Gate, and punctual to a minute UAWTIX and his famous bitch
pack made their appearance, followed shortly after by tbu worthy master, E. TIMSON,
ESQ. There was a good muster of red and black coats, among whom were SIR
HENRY PAL-LET, BART., CAPTAINS HEATH, TIMSON, and M. POWELL, MESSRS. B.
POWELL, GORE, MUDOE, ST. BARBE, C. and J. SHRUBB, EVEUITT, PALMEB, STRIDE,
FLETCHER, ASHBY, CARTER, CURN, MULTIS, and ALUS."

It is to be presumed that MESSIEURS CURN, MTJLTIS, and ALUS are
local celebrities mighty hunters in the New Forest. Not for a
moment can we suppose that, they are no other than our old acquaint-
ances in 1 lie Propria Qure Maribus of the Eton Latin grammar,

" Cum
Miiltia aliis," implying the additional presence of those other well-
known sportsmen and hard riders, "gate nunc perscribere longum est."

The New Forest Pony must not be mistaken for the Pony of Jerusalem.

The Currency.

THE circulation ofPunch was 93,456 greater last week than the week
before. The money was paid the moment it was received into the

Treasury, that is to say, into Mr. Punch's till. It is all for the home-
market, not a farthing of it being intended for the Continent, with the

exception of a French bonnet, which Mr. Punch, in the expansive joy
of the moment, was weak enough to promise his wife.

Impromptu.
On Sed-itg the tan MISSES WILTOX al the Sirand

How happy could I be with IDA,
Were MARIE, dear charmer, away !

NOT "(T)RiFLES LIGHT AS AIR." Our Volunteer Corps, as any
invader will find to his cost, who ventures to consider them as such by
landing on the British shore.
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ONDAY'S

AtiVICE GRATIS.
Jfoni''

contains "of-

ficial advice to the

troops about to embark
for China." As tin ar-

ticle has been trans-

lated in the Times, our

gallant soldiers will

also have had an oppor-
tunity of laying to

heart the thoughtfully
matured counsels of

the Moniteur, anent
not sitting m draught*
or over-eating them-

selves, &c. That our
brave fellows should,

however, start equally
well stocked with
sound and seasonable

monitions. Mr. Punch has put together a dozen brief hints which may be easily

C9inmitted to memory, and which are fully as pertinent and needful as those of

his contemporary.
1. Take a slate and pencil on board ship to play

"
oughts and crosses," and

acquire a knowledge of strategic combinations.
2. If you begin to weary of the salt junk at sea, think of the rich prize junk

that may await you in the Peiho.

3. Avoid heavy food in China. The natives prefer a light diet, and even on
festive occasions indulge in nothing beyond a Feast of Lanterns.

4. Eat sparingly of unripe fruit, especially the big sort represented on the

dinner-plates.
5. Never eat a steak with a chop-stick.
G. In taking bird's-nest soup, be careful not to swallow the twigs and straws.

7. Don't run up scores at the public-houses for pots
of tea and pickled ginger.

8. If you are fond of green tea, buy it on market days
fresh in from the country. If you like it very green,

gather it off the bush yourself.
9. Throw a few thirteeri-inch shells into Pekin and you

may puzzle the conchoid
10. Should you get hold of the EMPEROK, the best

thing to do with him is to Hareyfy him.

11. Pepper the Chinamen well, and make them pay
costs of the action.

12. Should you observe any figures skulking about the

Peiho forts in flat caps and Noah's-Ark coats, shoot down
one or two of them to see what they are.

When we may Expect the Reform Bill.

WHEN Westminster Bridge is completed; when the

City coal-tax is abolished ; when there is not a turnpike
within twenty miles of London; when Sill PETER LAURIE
has put down everything, including himself, the National

Debt, and the organ-boys ; when dramatic authors write

original pieces ; when vestrymen talk English ; when

playbills, and low comedians, and Irish priests speak the

truth
; then, and not a day before, we may expect the

long-promised Reform Bill. Let us express the fervent

wish that the fond reader may live to see it, for we have

strong doubts ourselves, whether we ever shall.

JOKING IN A CIRCLE.

Miss ELLA, the celebrated horse-woman, is now playing
at the Circus, Leicester Square, and the performances may,
in consequence (at least so says the ever facetious BARON
BBAMWELL), be called Miss Ella-news.

A LAW-SUIT AND A LOVE-SUIT.
"
Myrtle Cottage, Mitcham. Prince of TFales's Birthday.

" O MY DEAR DARLING MR. PUNCH,
"
I 've such a piece of news for you ! At least, I can't quite

call it news, for it's been in all the papers, and as you read everything
I make no doubt you 've seen it. However, if you have, you '11 find it

quite worth re-perusing, and I 'm sure your lady readers will be charmed
immensely with it. What with all your horrid politics and stuff, it 'a

seldom that you editors print anything to interest us. It 's only when
that nasty Parliament is 'up' that one ever finds a scrap worth read-

ing in the newspapers ; and yet I 'm sure those horrid speeches don't
do a bit of good, and they are not half so entertaining or instructive as

such dear delightful little paragraphs as this :

" THE POWER or BEAUTY. In a village near Yvetot, some abort time back {says
the Abeille Cauchoise). a case was to bo argued before the juge de paix, and just as
tl at functionary had given notice that he was ready to hear the particulars, the
defendant, a pretty young female entered. On seeing her, the plaintiff, (a lawyer
in good practice) rose and said,

'

Mademoiselle, I have not courage to plead a^ainit
you, ana am sorry to have given you the trouble to come here. I abandon the case,
and will pay all the costs .' deign to accept my arm !

' The proposition was accepted.
The acquaintance thus commenced has produced its fruits, as three days back, the
banns of marriage between the two were duly published."

"
There now, isn't that a sweetly pretty story ! At least, I shouldn't

say a story, because of course it 's true. But truth, you know, is some-
times much more strange than fiction. If I hadn't seen this statement
I never should have dreamed of lawyers making love in this way. I'm
sure it 's quite romantic, and would make a charming novel. Of course

you haven't time to write novels yourself, but you really should get
some one of your lady friends to write it. I declare it would be just
the very thing for the Penny Parlour Startler, or any other one of
those nice story telling newspapers which one is pretty sure to see
when one peeps into one's kitchen. I think if I were her. I 'd call it

'Love and Law, or tJie Young Lady's Revenge!' Only think now of a

lawyer falling over head and ears in love at the first sight ! I 'm sure it 's

quite delicious, and some one ought to write about it. Lawyers are,

you know, such horrid cautious creatures that in general it takes weeks
\

to get them to propose to one. I 've heard Mamma say that it took
her all the Long Vacation to get Papa to make a declaration, as he

that, you know, was only the impulse of the moment. It seemed so

nice for a slice-eater (that 's the same as lawyer, isn't it ? AUGUSTUS
told me once he was in training for a

'

slice-eater
'

*) to be love-struck

at first sight, and at once to make an offer such as could not be miscon-

strued, that I declare I felt my heart quite beat for the dear man ; and
if I 'd been in Court, I do believe I should have kissed him. But this,

you know, was childish impulse, and would, of course, have been

improper for a grown-up girl like me. (I snail be sixteen my next

birthday.) And so, on second thoughts, I have taken what Pa calls a
common sense view of the matter, and I now feel quite convinced that

this lawyer had some motive for acting as he did. Depend on it he
knew that the girl had something else besides her prettiness to boast of.

It was the power of Booty, not of Beauty, that attracted him.
" At least, so thinks your sincere friend,

" GEORGIANA GUSHTNGTON."

"P.S. Wouldn't it be nice, now, if this French system were followed

here, and all our nasty law-suits were to end by being love-suits ! Only
think what loads of girls would love to go to law then, and what a lot

of business there would be for our young slice-eaters. But I don't
believe you Englishmen are half so gallant as your neighbours. It 's

quite hard enough to catch you, without your having to pay costs

for us !

"P.P.S. I do so hope AUGUSTUS wfll chanced to read this letter-

especially ike postscript !
"

* We presume bo meant "
Solicitor," wbieh M in some degree a synonym for

"
lawyer," Miss. Punch.
t Chance, Miss 1 Why, of course ho will. Every man, that is if ho be sensible,

reads Punch. You know that well enough, or you never would bave written.
Ptmch.

Jt sight,
not been so I never could have fancied it. I should as soon have
thought to hear of bishops learning crochet, or of boa-constrictors
being taught to dance the polka !"

No, no, Mr. Punch. The story may be true, but for my part, I
confess, I don't believe a word of it. At first, I own I rather did

;
but

THE VALUE OF A SEAT IN PARLIAMENT.
A HIGH Idea of the House of Commons is likely to be diffused by

the following advertisement, which lately appeared in the Daily
Telegraph :

TO MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT and Parliamentary Agents.
WANTED, one or two M P.s as DIRECTORS to an important PUBLIC COM-

PANY, limited Qualification small, no risk incurred, and a handsome consideration
will be offered. Address, in confidence, with real name, to N. T., Esq., News
Booms, 76, Strand, W.C.

What are Members of Parliament a-piece? appears now to have
become the question in market overt. The above advertisement is so
far satisfactory, that it tends to explain the seemingly unaccountable
fact that Honourable Gentlemen will spend five thousand pounds to
obtain the privilege of working for their country night and day, by
assiduous attendance on dry debates, and self-devotion to unremune-
rated service on Committees.
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TRUE COURAGE.

THE LEGATE'S SONG.

(After TENNYSON at a respectful distance)

THE Popedom's thralls crowd public halls,
Which ring with many a bare-faced story ;

They 're mad as snakes, to see how shakes
The fabric of their Pontiff's glory :

Roar, Legate, roar ; set the loud falsehood flying ;

Hoar, Legate, answer, Bishops lying, lying, lying !

Oh, hark ! oh hear ! what fiction mere !

The merest, sheerest, farthest going ;

Oh, blacker far than pitch or tar,

The slander from the foul mouth flowing !

Roar, Legate, roar, thy furious priests replying,
Roar, Legate, answer, Bishops lying, lying, lying.

Oh, how they lie, beneath yon sky,
Where they maintain this world moves never !

Their fables roll from soul to soul
;

They lie for ever and for ever !

Roar, Legate, roar, notorious fact defying,
Roar, Legate, answer, Bishops lying, lying, lying.

CLOSE COMPANIONSHIP.
THE following is part of a dialogue which took place the

other day before the LORD MAYOR, between a fellow had
up for stealing a watch, and PARTRIDGE the gaoler, who
had stated that the prisoner had already been sentenced
to seven years' transportation :

"Prisoner. Yon have known me for eight years, but how do on,
kuow I have been transported ?

" PARTRIDGE. Because I know you as well as I know myself."

This is a very close intimacy. If it existed during the
whole period of the prisoner's transportation, then, all

that time where was MR. PARTRIDGE ?

SANITARY TOAST AND SENTIMENT. "TheDeodorisation
of Sewage !

"

THE MILKY WAY. The Chalk Pits of England.

A BIT OF BALDERDASH.
THE Professor, whose name is omitted in the following Times adver-

tisement, is apparently a candid fellow :

UT C^ESAK aut NULLUS. Professor -'s celebrated TOILET
G KM, a Luxuriant and Oriental Preparation for the Hair. Prepared and sold, &c.A
As a scholar, the Professor knows that the name of Cajsar signifies,

etymologically, a man with a bushy head of hair, a thing which, by a

natural confusion of names and persons, is popularly called a Brutus.

By
" Aut Ceesar ant Nullus" he of course means to say, only in

happier diction,
" Aut Casaries ant nulla," or

"
either a Brutus or a

bald head." This is a very honest way of advertising a pomatum or

hair-wash
;

it amounts to a plain profession that, as regards the hair,

the article recommended is a remedy of the sort called,
'-' kill or cure."

Any gentleman using the Professor's
"
luxuriant and Oriental prepara-

tion," may therefore confidently expect, either, on the one hand, a
"
Gentleman's Real Head of Hair," or, on the other, what may be

truly described as an "Invisible Peruke."

A Bill Long Due, but not Honoured yet.

IT seems to be the general opinion, as well as the opinion of

MB. ROEBUCK, that there will be no Reform Bill next year, on account
of the public mind being so much absorbed by the apprehensions of

an invasion. LORD PALMERSTON will perhaps smile at the Reform
bubble being pricked by a French bayonet. It is really too bad of

these Frenchmen! If they have no craving for liberty themselves,
they need not do all they can to stifle what aspirations we may have.
Since they can have no freedom at home, they seem determined that
there shall be as little of it as possible abroad. It is petty spite

arising from the meanest jealousy.

How TO KEEP POLICEMEN OUT OF YOUR KITCHEN. Hire a cook
whose husband is a Policeman. He will take good care that no other
Policeman is admitted to partake of the good things of your establish-

ment.

BRAVO, IPSWICH!

IT gave Mr. Punch a fresh relish for his rasher, to read at breakfast-
time the following, in the Times of Friday last :

" VOLUNTEER CORPS. Ipswich. The Members of this Club hare agreed to receive
volunteers unable to pay for their own outfit, on their being nominated by gentle-
men who have already contributed to the funds of the corps."

The good sense and the common sense of this speaks for itself, and
needs not many words from Mr. Punch to speak for it. To make our
Rifle Clubs effective, we of course must make them national

;
and to do

this, we must throw them open to the nation. There must be no
exclusiveness or snobbism about them. A Rifleman, when serving, is

nothing but a Rifleman. Be he gentleman or gent he sinks it in the
Volunteer, and his social rank in no way raises or degrades him.

So if our poorer neighbours wish to join a corps, there should be
neither bar of money nor of modesty to hinder them. Those of us who
cannot serve should pay for those who can. Let the rich contribute

money while the poor contribute muscle. Their contributions then
may be considered pretty equal, and neither of them will need to feel

indebted to the other. They will take rank side by side as defenders
of their country, for while the one supplies the funds which are the
sinews of war, the other will be able to provide the muscles for it.

The Calculator's Assistant.

THIS valuable contrivance is a musical instrument, which plays a

variety of common tunes when turned by a handle. In the hands of a

dirty and verminous foreigner it affords a singular help to persons
engaged in abstruse mathematical calculations. Strongly recommended
by DR. BABBAGE, the celebrated author of the Calculating Machine.

OPERATIONS OF THE BOARD OF WORKS.

THE Metropolitan Board of Works is a body which does not bear a

very good name. A Board which makes a mistake in its accounts,

inyolving a leakage of several thousand pounds to the advantage of

private parties, ought rather, perhaps, to be called the Board of Jobs.
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iHOW WE CAME TO WRITE TO THE EMPEROR.
HE following account
of the circumstances
which led to the ap-

plication of MESSRS.
S H A W, MELLOR,
IRVING, and BLACK-
WELL, the four cele-

brated brokers of

Liverpool, to Louis
NAPOLEON, by letter,

demanding to know
what were his inten-

tions with regard to

Kntiland, is supposed
1 1) have proceeded from
tlie mouth of one of

the parties :

" Me and MELLOR
and HIRVING and
BLACKWELL ad been
illnin together at the

White Art, and after

dinner we ad some
wine and then brandy-
and-water and cigars.

What with one thing

another, at last we got,

rayther jolly, and I

should say was a little

sprung. Well we got
a talkm about the fear

of invasion, and the

commercial injury it

was doing, and all that

sort of thing; and at

last I says,
'

1 wonder
if LEWIS NAPOLEON
does mean mischief?'

'Iwonder if he does?' says MELLOR ;

'

suppose he don't, what a thing it would be for bisnis

if we could only ascertain !' 'What if he was asked?' says HIRVING. 'Who's to ask

him?' says BLACKWELL. 'Why shouldn't we?' says I. 'Capital suggestion,' says
BLACKWELL. ' My eye,' says MELLOR,

'

-what a lark !

'

HIRVING, he bust out larfin.

Well, so, just as it were on the spur of the moment, and by way of a spree, we calls for

pen, hink, and paper, and writes the EMPEROR a note short and sweet.
' We the under-

signed, having been alarmed by a report that your IMPERIAL MAJESTY intends to invade

England, hereby take the liberty of asking, What 's your intentions ?
' So then we signed it

and sealed it, and put it into a hangvelop, and stuck a ned on it, and put it into the Post.

Lo and beold you, two days after comes the note in answer to it from MOCKHARD ! We "d

forgot all about it expectin in course it would be treated as an oaks, and wasn't we

astonished a few at receivin a hanswer ! Well,
there, all's well that ends well; but 'twas a

plucky thing to do, mind yer ; only I don't

think we should ever have done it excep for the

brandy-and- water."

"THE DANGERS OF A VIS-A-VIS."

(By a Family Man with a Season-Ticket.)

On, all vou single gentlemen,
Who live just out of town,

And travel by the Railway,

Mornings
"
up," and Evenings

"
clown."

If a lady 's in the carriage,
Think ere you take a petting tone,

Of the RKVKHEND 1(. MAGTJIRE
And Miss LOUISA LETTINGTON.

All innocent of evil thoughts,
This Reverend Gent he goes,

And in a railway carriage

Disposes of his toes.

Little he thought of Crinoline,
And the steel employed in setting'! on,

Or he had giv'n a wider berth

To Miss LOUISA LETTINGTON !

Three feet of breadth between the seats

And in that narrow space,
A Crinoline to stow away,
And a pair of legs find place !

With sparest figure, greatest care

The carriage seat in getting 't on-
Still LETTINGTON must squeeze MAGUIRE,
Or MAGUIRE encroach on LETTIXGTON '.

Let us grant the fair LOUISA
Was all a girl should be,

(Though lodging in the Mint, and used
With gin to lace her tea,)

Still with virtues so ferocious,
And Crinoline's besetting ton,

Who might not be a MAGUIRE
Were iiis vis-a-vis a LETTINGTON ?

But if this sort of peril
Is to haunt each railway line,

We dwellers in the Suburbs
Must in self-defence combine :

By an Anti-Crinoline Bill

To put down these steel and netting tuns,

And save possible MAGCIRES
From probable Miss LETTINGTONS.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT FOR ADMIRAL BOWLES.
" MR. PUNCH,

"DON'T you think that some sort of testimonial is due to old

ADMIRAL BOWLES, Port-Admiral of Portsmouth, for the service which
he rendered the British Navy the other day by revoking the leave he

had given those sailors of the Princess Royal to go ashore, and turning

them, for no apparent reason, back to their ship? Of course he was
aware that this treatment of men, who had just returned from a long
cruise, was certain to drive them mad, and create a mutiny. His

C9urage, therefore, in determining to provoke them was admirable ; and
his wisdom is justified by the event. Is it not attested by the fact that

there are now some 100 A. B.'s in Winchester gaol ? Perhaps you will

think that the gallant old gentleman requires no other testimonial.
"
I submit, however, that his judicious and meritorious conduct is

deserving of some public recognition. Consider its probable effect on
the affair of manning the fleet. We shall probably have to thank
ADMIRAL BOWLES for an economy of public money, consequent on the

discouragement to enter the Navy, which his late exploit will have
afforded seamen. There will be the fewer hands, by many, to pay.
Let me, then, suggest that some token of the estimation which he has

fairly earned should be presented to him by a grateful nation. The
gift which I propose is an emblem of rest and retirement, and of some-

thing else which is better symbolised than named. A handsomely
embroidered nightcap is the present I would have made to ADMIRAL
BOWLES. Especial care should be taken that the cap should have a

splendid tassel, and, to render it still more ornamental and significant,
it might also be decorated with two lateral appendages in the shape
of ears of a certain zoological type.

"This appropriate crown of glory should be worked and presented by
the hands of ladies, the fair sex being especially interested in all con-

duct and behaviour affecting the efficiency of the fleet which protects

Beauty from invasion. Give this proposal a lift with your stick,

Mr. Punch, and also try to knock into tne heads of the Admiralty the

propriety of promoting CAPTAIN BAILLIE and COMMANDER JOSLTNG

for desert of an opposite description to that for which I advocate the

coronation of ADMIRAL BOWLES.
"
I have the honour to be, Sir,

" Your obedient servant,

"SuuM CUIQUB."
"
P.S. If the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH has really any

'
intentions

'

which a powerful Channel Fleet would be required to baffle, he ought
to send ADMIRAL BOWLES the Cross of the Legion of Honour."

Quadrille for County Balls.

IN Connection with the Baker Street Exhibition of the Smithfield

Club, we felt constrained this year to lament the departure of M.
JULLIEN. Had the Mons remained with us a little longer, he would

assuredly have composed a Cattle Show Quadrille ; perhaps also an
Ox Waltz or two, and a Pig Polka, or porker dance. But he is gone ;

and that unhappily being the case, cannot some native musical genius
take up the subject, and treat it in the more national and perhaps
more suitable style of a country dance ?

THE FOUR BROKERS OP LIVERPOOL. From the style of their cor-

respondence, one would take them to be "Underwriters." These
brokers ought to do a good business with the lots of

"
assurance

"

j they have.

VOL rxxvn. c c
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GOOD NEWS FOR GOOD FIGURES.

UB delight is to interest,

the ladies, and we now
transcribe for them a most
momentous piece of news,
which has within the last

few days been wafted here

from Paris :

" The most important Fa-
shion news at present is the

positive decline in the amount
of Crinoline, which is threat-

ened in high quarters to be
abandoned altogether, as well
as the long dresses, already
shortening in front, so that

graceful figures and pretty feet

( which have so long been
masked by their ferruginous
entourage') will be restored to
their rightful dominion."

We tremble to contem-

plate the effect which
these few words may be

expected to produce on
womankind in general, and
on the less fair of the fair

sex in particular. Strain
our fancy as we may, it

refuses to imagine the
alarm and agitation into

which the MISSES SKYN-
NYE must infallibly be

thrown, on being told that
Crinoline is

"
threatened

in high quarters," and that

probably ere long it will

be utterly
"
abandoned."

Still less can we conceive
the state of desperation to

which the MISSES SPLAYEFOOTTE will most likely be reduced, when they learn, alas ! that

dresses are
"
shortening in front," and that concealment by long skirts will no longer be

permitted them. Whether the aggrieved ones will forthwith, unite their forces, and make
common cause against the enemies of Crinoline, is a matter which remains for history to

chronicle. But knowing to what lengths ladies lately have been going in the matter of their

dresses, it would not at all surprise us to be told

that some such warlike course as this had been

agreed upon, and that the SKYNNYES and the
SfLAYrooTTES had boldly thrown off their alle-

giance to the Empress of the Fashions, or, to

give her her other title, the EMFKESS OF THE
EKENCH. But while we contemplate with terror

the steva indignatio which will seize our lankey
Junos, when they learn the brutal threat of
thus exposing their defects, we cannot but con-

gratulate theoetter favoured of the sex on their

freedom from the tyranny to which they have
been subjected, and which has far too long, we
fancy, robbed them of their rights. We rejoice
that "graceful figures" will no longer be con-
cealed by their "ferruginous entourage;" and
we are glad that

"
pretty feet

"
will be "restored

to their dominion," from which they have so

wrongfully, we take it, been deposed. As the
"
female form divine

"
is in our eyes much more

beautiful than any form of ironwork, we shall

delight to see it stripped of its ferruginous sur-

roundings, and its lower half reduced to its

more natural proportions. Crinoline, like death,
levels all distinctions between ugliness and
beauty ; and while lovely woman stoops to the

folly of wide petticoats, it is impossible to praise
her for the beauty of the figure. She may have

pretty feet, but nobody can see them; and
nobody of sense would take such gifts for

granted. Desinit in Crinoline mulier formosa
superne: and though her face and form be as

beauteous as a mermaid's, her extremities, for

ought that we can tell, may be as iishy.

THE following frightful attempt at wit was
perpetrated this morning, just after breakfast,
by that man JONES, whilst waiting with a few
friends for the conveyance to Town :

Q. When our vehicle is in sight, what river
does it remind you of?
4. Why the Buss for us, to be sure.
As we believe JONES meant the Bosphorus, we

don't intend to ride with him again.

CROSS AND DAGGEE.

THE ardent devotion of the faithful Irish Ribbonman is beautifully

exemplified in a minatory missive, addressed to a gentleman, and pub-
lished in the Belfast News Letter. This edifying composition thus
commences :

" PREPARE YOUR SHEET AND COFFIN.
" take Notice that for the Abuse you hare Poowered on our Beloved Clergy in

comparing them to turkey Cocks I will Make a turkey cock of your Brains and A
scullabogue of your devils dens at No 10 Bridge Street for you done all you could
whin My Poor sons were in prison But in spite of you and old white livered and
Berdy your Heretic government had to set them free for the dare do nothing
Else wheres your ten years transportation Now A fig for Whitesid's Big speach,
our Clargey Must Be Respected and the demands of our Beloved and Apostolic
Bishops Must Be granted with Al due Honours to his Holiness Christs vicker on
Earth"

His Holiness, &c. is perhaps sensible of the honour which he derives
from the circumstance of having so zealous a disciple as the author of
the foregoing denunciation, and of that which follows :

"
you think that old Blood hound has one of our Respected Clergy in A fix But

Never Mind if I dout fix him yet for I will Make Another Wild Goose Lodge of him
and old the old Rober Who But a Short time ago took three Pounds off A Poor
Man Because he would (not) go down on his Nees and Let a Party of Sandy Row
Blood hounds tramp over him And as I have .got Everything settled and in Ready-
ness in the South I am determined to Make some of the orange Blood hounds of the
North Curse the day the were Born and old the old traitor of shall share the
same fate for these Monsters are not fit to be on A Bench Why not such Gentlemen
as or- or one of the greatest ornaments in Belfast I Know you are
fond of this Kind of Music on the other sid so you can Just Clean your teeth on it
don't wonder at this for you shall have more "

What this pious Catholic means by the
"
music on the other sid" is

a copy of verses addressed to the EMPEE.OK OP THE FRENCH, inviting
that sovereign to invade Ireland, and detach that jewel of an island
from the British crown. The religious earnestness of the writer breaks
out no less in poetry than in prose, as, for example, in these pretty
lines :

"
May Holy MARY guard thy sleep
direct thy Path while on the deep
o Come and here My Children weep

that prays for thee NAPOLIKN."

Louis NAPOLEON, having accepted the invitation thus delivered :

' ' the say to land is quite Absurd
Come Right Across then from Cherbourg

"

notwithstanding the slight geographical difficulty lie would encounter
in so doing ; having then marched without much further impediment
into the bowels of the land, and driven his bayonets into those of the

Saxon, the consequence according to this religious poet, will be that
" then down will go great Englands Queen
No more again shel Er Be seen "

and Irish loyalty to the POPE having thus accomplished its purpose ;

Irish zeal for the Catholic Faith will enjoy free agency, to the following
effect

" then Sandy Row shall get her du
for she has murdred Not a few
Wei Massacree this orange Crew

or die for Great NAPOLIEN "

Alas! the alternative is the more probable event. It is but too

likely that this model native of the Island of Saints will come to be

martyred in a nightcap. These verses are signed
" MOLLY MAGUIRE."

no relative, possibly, of the Hon. Member for Dungarvan ?

This orthodox menace, which is dated,
"
Head-quarters Belfast

1859," concludes with the following postscript :

*' Turn over" this is to Let you see what Road the Wind Blows.
" I know I should have sent this to another quarter But least it would not have

get your length I send to you for I dont Care you Put it up at the Exchange I

iearlossly tell you that my Sous are Ready for the day that happy day down goes
English Saxon Tyrene M. MAGUIRE t

"

It will be observed that a peculiar sign is appended to the name
of MAGUIIIE. A like mark is prelixed to the signatures of

" M. MA-
GirrRE

"
's

"
Beloved and Apostolic Bishops ;

"
and, from some of the

recent Pastorals and speeches of those right reverend but furious pre-
lates, it would be natural to conjecture that the two similar marks
mean the same thing.

THE MISEK'S SUM OF HAPPINESS. Addition.
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THE MONEYMOON.
HE First Month
after marriage of a

\vlio marries

for money, should

not be called the

Honeymoon, but,

by rights, the
.Monrunoon. It is

during those four

weeks that he be-

gins to realise what
must be his posi-
tion. He finds his

"better half" in-

tends to get the

better of him, and
to treat him just
as though he were
her flunkey and
inferior. Of the

so-called
"
happy

couple
"

he dis-

covers that she

views him as by far the lesser moiety. Her happiness must always be the

first consideration with him, and till her wishes be attended to, it will be

no use for him to think about his own. To wait on her must be the

business of his life, and though he do that
"
business first," he finds

she will allow him little "pleasure afterwards." With dragonlLke

sharpsightedness she will watch his every movement, and keep an eye

upon his outgoings as well as his incomings. Her wants must be

satisfied without regard to his, and if she think of his at all it will be

only to prohibit, them. She will cut him off his club, his claret, and

cigars, and make him live on toast and water to reduce him to sub-

mission. If he venture to remonstrate he will but put her on her

mettle, and have her gold lung in his teeth, which will effectually
silence hiru. It, is of little use his threatening to sue for a divon-'

she knows well enough that her moaer is tied up to her, and tint

there 's no law as yet in this unhappy kind by which a husband may
prefer a claim for separate maintenance.

All this, and much more, the man who weds for money finds out in

the Honeymoon. The fancied sweets of married life turn acid on his

stomach, and, in nine cases in ten, quite sour him for life. Before the

end of the first week the Honeymoon has set, and the Honeymoon has
risen and shed its lurid light on him. It is by it that he, first sees that

he is mated to what MR. T. CARLYLE would call a Money-bag, which,
wherever he may go, he will find a constant clog to him. And what
makes his burden still heavier to bear is, that nobody will give him the

least sympathy to lighten it. If he ever venture to complain of his

hard trial, the universal verdict is,
"
It Serves him Right !

"

. FUNNY BUNNY MONEY.
MEN who fancy they know everything might perhaps be posed and

puzzled, were they asked to mention where and when, within the last

five years, penny buns were used as a circulating medium. We would
wager that not one in ten of the Knoweverythings would be able to

reply that the place in point was Jaeobstaq, and that the time was
during that of the last monetary crisis. Writing from Helsingfors, a

correspondent of the Daily News says of the famous Fifty-seven pres-
sure :

"
Copper coinage was raade use of as far as it went ; but I know for a fact that at

a fair held at Jacobstad, in the Gulf of Bothnia, the tradespeople and peasantry
were so inconvenienced by the want of small coins that they employed penny buns
in giving change, and these circulated sa copecks, from man to man, during the
days of the fair."

To the monetary mind there are several reflections suggested by
this statement, and when he writes again the Daily Newsman would do
well to clear up a few points in it which at present somewhat puzzle
us. We are curious to learn how long the Jacobstad Fair lasted, and
whether the penny buns, which were employed in giving change, were
subjected to any fluctuation in their value. Judging from one's own
experience in buns, one would imagine that their stateness would
depreciate the worth of them

; and the buns which were baked at the

beginning of the fair, one would fancy, must have fallen much in value

by the end of it. In England buns of yesterday are procurable at

50 per cent, under their first price, and if four-and-twenty hours thus

depreciate their value, it is difficult to fancy what forty-eight or more
might do. Moreover, buns are not improved by being passed

"
from

man to man
;

"
and if the fair at Jacobstad lasted a whole week, we

should think the- buns first issued were long before the close of it

considered not negotiable.

Inquiring-minded persons might also like to know, if the penny
buns at Jacobstad were ever halved by those who held them, so as to

do duty for, and take the place of, half-pennies. If so, it might be

asked how this process was effected ; and whether, in clenching a close
!

bargain, the buyer ever stood out for having the first bite. We can
j

imagine how a holder of this new kind of cash would inquire every day j

into the state of the bunny market, and ascertain if buns were
\

"tighter" or "easier" than last quoted. But it is difficult to con-
;

ceive how he at lunch-time could restrain himself from eating up his !

capital, so long as the buu-coinage continued to be currant.

"THE BELLS I'VE SHAMM'D ON."

An: " Groves of Blarney."

TTIE Bells I 've Shamm'd on,
This town so grand on,

Hare made me famous among greater names.

Though silent swinging,
Nor proudly ringing

They've sent 110 music over Father Thames.

I 've stood all tremblin',
Neath the vaulted Kremlin,

While aisles vibrated with a solemn hum.
But what 's all their mettle

To Westminster's kettle?

That gave one bang out, and then was dumb !

Men were well wearied
Of chimes so varied,

And longed some simple song to hear ;

And my cracked pitcher,
If it were not richer,

At least was newer to the world's ear.

At midnight waking,
And thro' silence breaking,

Some bells would seem a solemn sound to tell ;

A song of nations,
In the deep vibrations,

Sending the echo, thro" many a far-off dell.

But my harsh screamer,
With the shrill cry of steamer,

Awakes no memory of distant times,
Nor rings a benizon,
But the knell of DENISON,

Who first invented these cruel chimes.

THE RING IN HYDE PARK.

UNDER the head of
" Want Places

"
in the Times, there occurred,

the other day, the partly subjoined very striking advertisement :

flOACHMAN. Light weight. Knows Town well.

The advertiser probably has an eye to the coach-box of some fast and
aristocratic patron of a certain Noble Art. He is

likely to attain to
that positipn. Nobody, on reading his own description of himself
would be disposed to exclaim,

"
That cock won't fight."

A "SFA OF TROUBLES." The Holy See.
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R E,CEI\.TS., PAR K

OUR 'BUS DRIVER ON FEMALE COSTUME.
" And the Sonnets. Now jest look at this Young Woman a comin' almig 'ere o' the near side. Kow, do you mean to tell me she wouldn't lu'>k

a deal better in
'
Jilinkers f"

AN AIE FOE THE POPE'S BRASS BAND.

SPOUT, MURPHY and MITCHEL, and Fox and MAGUIRE,
And you, bould POPE HENESST, help stir the fire !

While the black bloody Saxon allows us the rope,
We '11 cry,

" Down with ould England and up wid the POPE !

"

There 's PALMERSTON laygued 'gin that pious ould man,
Wid CARLISLE and RUSSELL bad cess to their clan !

They grudge the sweet Saint his poor thousand a year
For that's ail he sacks from his subjects the dear !

They complain of the Cardinals, ranged round his throne,
When their cardinal vartues is mighty well known :

And divil a one by the year can affoord
To spind more than three hundred for lodgin' and booard.

As a Tyrant his Holiness' self they miscall,
Though divil a wrong thing can he do at all

;

'Gin his kindness to that young MORTABA they howls,
As if Popes mayn't nab bodies, for saving o' sowls.

They complain that he gags won't let folks speak their mind :

But blasphemers and thraytors to gag, sure, is kind :

He won't stand conthradiction Ah thin, sure small blame
To his Holy Infallible self for that same.

They tell us, if vie was in Rome we 'd be made
To do as Rome does, or in chains we 'd be laid

;

Whereas, 'neath the rule of the Saxon we 're free,
To spout thrayson, or nonsinse, both M. and P. P.

Well, boys, sure that 's thrue, and as thanks for that same,We '11 spit froth and venom, we '11 slander and schame ;

And so long as the Saxon allows us the rope,We '11 cry,
" Down with ould England, and up wid the POPE !

"

A VERY PROPER DEMAND.
SCBXE Highbury Terrace, or anywhere else.

"
WILLIAM, my love, I declare I want a new dress. Take me out

and buy me one."
"With pleasure, dearest ADELAIDE, conditionally."" What condition, darling ?

"
"
That, my heart's duck, you first produce to me your dressmaker's

receipt to her bill for making the last."

\Wife either does so, radiantly, and gets her new dress, or bursts into

tears, as her conscience reminds her that some poor MRS. DYER
has begged twice a weekfor ten monthsfor payment.

A Disagreeable Bed for the Prince Consort.

WE were very sorry to learn from the Times' Cattle Correspondent's
account of the Smithfield Club Show this year, that His R. H. F. M.
PjtiNCE ALBERT not having been successful with his horned stock
has been forced "to fall back on his pigs."
We trust that neither the pigs nor His R. H. were injured in the

execution of this manoeuvre ; but considering His R. H.'s substantial

figure, we should fear the pigs had the worst of it.

An Incident in the Life of a Tailor.

SCENE : A Cheap Shop in Regent Street.

Shopman, holding up Paletot (%.). Here 's a sweet pretty thing, Sir.

I can assure you it 's very much worn, Sir.

Country Cousin, indignantly. Hang its being very much worn ! I
want something that 's quite new.

AMERICAN PROVERB. Sherry-cobbler mends no shoes.
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RIFLE WAKE HO US E "

SCENE FROM THE NEW PANTOMIME.
CLOWN (TO BRITANNIA, A WEALTHY LADY).

"
OH, IT'S ALL EIGHT! MY INTENTIONS ARE STRICTLY HONOURABLE ! !

"
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A HINT TO A HORSE-TAMER.
ODD ME. J. RAREY,

his labours to vary,

Having quite tamed
the horse, without

using brute force,

Means liis system to

try on the Groom
now:

And 'twill be Ids best

deed if he can but

succeed,
For they're mostly

such brutes, that

no one disputes
For improvement

they've plenty of

room now.

The old - fangled
course in breaking
a horse

Is to ban? him and
beat him, and

cruelly treat him,

Till he 's driven well nigh to insanity ;

But you know, MB. RAREY acts tout au coutraire, he
Cures vicious tricks by kindness, not kicks :

And to this may he tame down Groomanity !

THE SENTINEL AND THE CROWNED HEADS.

IT has been said that no Englishman ever wrote good French verses.

The following neat lines, from an English pen, seem toMr. Punch to prove
the contrary. They were written soon after the Peace of Villafranca,
but they are as germane to the Italian question now, as they were
then. The reader is requested to supply the scene and personages.
Italy, armed, stands sentinel on the banks of the Mincio. To her

enter the EMPEROR OF FRANCE, the KAISER OP AUSTRIA, and the

KING or SARDINIA.

The Sentinel challenges on the approach of the Mo.
Sentinel. Qui vive ?

Louis Napoleon. Un Empereur ami de 1'Italie.

Sentinel. Lequel des deux ?

Louis Napoleon. La France !

Sentinel. Et 1'autre, a qui se lie

Ce bras arm6 ?

Louis Napoleon. L'Autriche !

Sentinel. Et 1'autre, au front soumis ?

Louis Napoleon. Sardaigne !

Sentinel. Au large, tons ! Nous n'avons point d'aniis.

Louis NAPOLEON.

Allons, Soldat ! accepte hi victoire ;

Ensemble, hier, nous bravions le feu :

Et sur ces champs, dqnt j'ai double la gloire,

(Sis) On voit de qui je dois etre neveu.

SENTINEL.

Vos faits, du moins, sont bien de la famille ;

Je reconnais la trace de ses pas.
II nous sauya, ce yainqueur trop habile,

(Sis) Puis il veudit, ce qu'il ne garda pas.

Louis NAPOLEON.
J'ai donnd tout, ingrat ; qu'il t'en souvienne ;

Pour notre part les coups seuls sont comptes.

SENTINELi

Aussi, dit-on, que vous allez a Vienne,
(Ms) Y recevoir le prix de vos bontes.

A due et roi vous donnez la puissance :

Au fond du sac KOSSUTH est rejette" ;

Nous vous devons une vaine espcrance,
(Sis) Le Pape seul vous doit la liberte.

Au large, done, ami de Htalie !

Allez chez vous raconter vos exploits.
J'atteuds le jour pour creer ma patrie
Qui vous mettra dans le tombeau des Hois !

CULSHAW, THE TOVVNELY HERDSMAN, TO BEAUTY'S
BUTTERFLY.

Ala "
Ulte 't all my fancy /,,,;;, ,( hir."

BEAUTY, and MASTER BUTTJSKFLY,
Your daughter is divine;

There "s but, oue tiny crumple,
From her huggius to her chine :

There 's few can show the calves I can,
Yet. few dare feed so high;

Has RICHARD BOOTH a thing like you,
My Beauty's Butterfly !

Your neck-vein knows no equal,
Your bone and offal's light. ;

Your horns are sweet and waxy,
Your eye is soft and bright.

It still will look its love for me ;

Let Steers and Devons die,

No Christmas knife will toucli the throat,
Of Beauty's Butterfly.

My Butterflies in summer bloom,
And neath the winter's blast

You've won the two gold medals,
And railroad toils are past :

For years, mid happy pastures,
You '11 own your JOSEPH nigh,

And plant soft kisses on his cheeks,
My Beauty's Butterfly.

THE BOARD OF WORKS AT THEIR WORK.
THAT industrious, useful, and economical public body, the Board of

Works, held a meeting on Friday last week, in the Council Chamber,
Guildhall, Ms. J. THWAITES in the Chair, when the following vast
amount of important business was transacted. First, the financial

statement, showing a net balance of 60,551 17. 4rf. was presented.
Next, the Members resolved themselves into a select committee with
closed doors, and consumed only three hours in the clandestine dis-

cussion of the new arrangements which would be required on account
of the appointment of MR. WOOLHYCH as standing counsel to the
Board, at a salary of 800 a year. Then, at the instance of ME.
D'lFFANGER, a long discussion took place on the following question of
immense practical importance, whether considered in reference to
the health of the population, or the pockets of the ratepayers :

Whether, at a meeting of the Lambeth vestry, MR. DEPUTY HARRISON
had or had not made these remarks in reference to the Board :

" He (Deputy HARRISON) said he could tell the vestry that the Metropolitan
Board of Works was governed by the Chairman ; that no proposal wad made in
Committee, but at his option. Did the Deputy use these words !

"

MR. DEPUTY HARRISON said that his language had been misreported
and in answer to various pressing invitations to be more explicit, and
repeat what he did say, persisted in simply denying that he had used
the words ascribed to him. This denial constituted the end, as it had
formed the beginning, of the whole debate, which having come to this

satisfactory conclusion, the matter dropped.
The great public question respecting the observations which MR.

DEPUTY HARRISON had made in a vestry having thus been settled,
the Board devoted its energies to receiving communications from
several parishes disapproving of the appointment of its legal adviser.
This onerous duty having been accomplished, the active and most
efficient Council girded themselves to the trying task of receiving a

report from a committee, consisting of themselves (a committee of
the whole Board), relative to the {duties to be performed, and salary
to be received by their future clerk, and nominating a person for

appointment to that office. That fortunate gentleman having been
then called in before them, they discharged the arduous function
of receiving his thanks for the situation which they had given him."
The other business," says the report of these weighty transactions," was of a routine character, and the meeting then adjourned." The

routine business got over by the Metropolitan Board of Works, was
doubtless too difficult for description, if not for despatch. Perhaps it

consisted in the auditing of accounts, that is to say, overlooking them,
possibly mistakes and all.

Sympathy with the Pope.
IN confirmation of one of the most wonderful of the alleged facts of

Mesmerism, it is stated that the sympathy of DR. CULLEN with the
POPE is so strong, that he can always tell if anybody is venerating his
Holiness by a pleasurable tingling sensation which he feels in his own
great toe.
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THE FOUR FISHERS.

(WHO CAUGHT NOTHING.)

-

FOUR Merchants who thought themselves wisest and best

Of all the folks in Liverpool town,
To the EMPEROR LOOEY a letter addressed,
Intended to do him uncommonly brown :

"
We'll sound his plans so dark and so deep,

From Liverpool brokers no secret he '11 keep,"
Said they, in their Lancashire toning.

Pour Boobies went sniggering round all day
Among the folks in Liverpool town,

And thinking that none were so clever as they,
And how they should come to a great renown :

" We '11 strike LORD PALMERSTON all of a heap,
And show we can catch a French weazel asleep,"

Said they, their impertinence owning.

Four Asses they hung down their lollopping ears,

When the post came in to Liverpool town,
And brought them a letter whereot it appears
Those donkeys couldn't translate a noun.
For LOOEY knows well how his secrets to keep,
And the Liverpool brokers unluckily reap

A harvest of jeering and groaning.

A PRESENT TO MR. NEWBY.

THE time for making presents being unfortunately near at hand,
Mr. Punch has been looking up everything that is not of the least use
to himself, in order to do his duty in the way of generosity. Among
other things which he proposes to give away is the following dozen of

Suggestions for Sequels, which he respectfully presents to the pub-
lisher of Adam Bede Junior, or a Sequel to Adam Bede, or by whatever
other title it was sought to make persons think that another work was
ready from the pen of the author of Adam Bede.

The Little Tribulation Coming on the Earth, being a Sequel to the
Great Ditto by DR. GUMMING.

Thirty Years in the Chapel, being a Sequel to
"
Twenty Years in the

Church."
Our Field of Five Acres, and What we didn't do with it; being a

Sequel to
" Our Farm of Four Acres, and What we did with it."

Hymns of the Zed, being a Sequel to
"
Songs of the Wye."

Idols of the Queen, being a Sequel to "Idylls of the King."
The Knave of Diamonds, being a Sequel to

" The Queen of Hearts."
The Minister's Wedding, being a Sequel to

" The Minister's Wooing."
Some More Tangles, being a Sequel to

"
The Gordian Knot."

The Ugliness of Vice, being a Sequel to "The Beauty of Holiness."
Old Virginny Never Tire, being a Sequel to

" The Virginians."
Christian Cwnplasters, being a Sequel to Banyan's

"
Pilgrim's Pro-

gress."
Baden-Baden Towels, being a Sequel to

"
Soapey Sponge."

PICKED tTP AT THE CATTLE-SHOW.

WHY is a sovereign like a pig ?

Because it 's all the better for having a ring in it.

COMPLAISANCE AND RIFLES.

To His GRACE THE DDKE OF RUTLAND.

MY LORD DUKE,
IN proposing "The Army and Navy," at the Annual Dinner

of the Leicestershire Agricultural Society, at Leicester, on Friday last,

your Grace is reported to have marie a speech with some sense in it,

but also containing the passage following :

"
Circnmstancefl, time, steam, and science have swept away our defences.

(11'a.r, /mi/-.) Formerly it waa impossible lor an Hrmy to land here without having
to encounter, in a naval engagement, a superior fleet. That is no longer necessary.
It is now posbibie in a. few hours to land an enormous army in this country, (lltar,

licar.) But, gentlemen, when I say therefore, for God's sake let us put this country
in an efficient state of defence let us cull cut the militia, encourage the rifle corp*.
and do all wo can to make ourselves safe I say also, let us not, in the same breath
which is not necessary abuse the ruler whom the French people have chosen,

or run down the Church which thty choose to support. (Cheers.)"

If the British Navy is really the nullity which your Grace represents
it to be if there exists the possibility of landing an enormous army on
the coast of England in a few hours then, my Lord Duke, don't you
think that the Channel Fleet is a humbug, and, seeing that it is, if a

humbug, a very expensive humbug, are you not further of opinion that

we had better instantly break it up and abolish it, and employ the

money saved by that operation in maintaining a standing army to
afford us that protection which we can now no longer hope for Irom
our wooden walls ?

In a subsequent portion of your speech, your Grace appears to have

criticised, at some length, the financial and republican principles of
MR. BRIGHT. There are, however, some views which that gentleman,
in common with the Peace Society, is supposed to entertain, and which
also seem to coincide with the sentiments of your Grace. The impro-
priety of abusing the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH, wantonly and

maliciously, is manifest. Such abuse, however, is improper surely
because it is malicious and wanton, not because it is dangerous. Does
your Grace mean to say that abstinence from criticism of the conduct
of powerful foreign princes ought, for the future, to form an important
element in our precautions for the defence of the nation? By way of

security against invasion, would you have our naval deficiency supplied
by obsequious silence ?

Such really appears to be the course of policy which your Grace
would recommend your countrymen to follow : for not only do you
advise them to abstain from abuse of the ruler whom the French people
have chosen, but also to desist from running down the religion which

they choose to support. We are not only, at that rate, to respect any
despot whom the French may please to serve, but also any nonsense
which they may think proper to maintain. The French are ready to

invade us for an Idea, let us, therefore, defer to the theological Idea
which they propose to our veneration. Your Grace believes this

compound Idea to consist, in as far as it differs from your own, of

absurdities and falsehoods
;
but you say, let us not run it, down, for

fear lest the bayonets which uphold it should run us through.
In the mean time, for your Grace's comfort, let me remind your

Grace that the papers which have been now for some time principally

engaged in maligning Louis NAPOLEON are those of the Ultramontane
Irish Press. For instance the Freeman, which vindicates its name by
opposing the political emancipation of the Italians, has recently been

vehemently attacking the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH. In one of the

late numbers of this truly Irish advocate of freedom, occur the following

slaps at his Imperial Majesty :

" Why should history be falsified to humour Emperor or State ? France has dono
more injury to the Holy Bee than any other State in Europe. . . . We have not
an opinion or word to retract relative to the policy of Louis NAPOLEON. . . The
French bishops arraign the policy of the Empire in Italy. We have done 110 more."

Thus your Grace will see that the Church which the French choose
to support is itself actually engaged in running down the ruler whom
they have chosen. Take up the Tablet, and you will find the same
fact exemplified. The organs of the POPE are vituperating Louis
NAPOLEON just now as venomously as they assail the EARL or
SHAFTESBTJRY. I do not think that their object, in traducing and

denouncing him, is to provoke him to invade their native country,

simply because they know that to make him their enemy is to con-

stitute him the friend of the British people at large. Your Grace will

perhaps not much longer be alarmed by abuse of the EMPEROR OF THE
FRENCH now that the British Public are aware of the circumstance
that Louis NAPOLEON, just at present, has the distinguished honour
of being the special object of the hatred and invective of fanatical Irish

titular ecclesiastics. I, in the meanwhile, enjoy that of remaining

Your Grace's most obedient humble Servant,

A New Turn to an Old Question.
THERE is a brisk fire of letter-writing just now about "Works of

Art found in the Drift." The question we should feel inclined to ask
is not, "Are there many Works of Art in the Drift ;

"
but

"
Is there a

Drift in many Works of Art ?
"
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CRIMINALINE.

Financial Reform.

A LAW is strongly wanted to punish very severely the Waiters in

the neighbourhood of Leicester Square, who make a practice of giving

you in change francs for shillings. It is always a mistake, and they
are always extremely sorry, but the mistake is invariably in their

favour. Let you by accident make the same mistake, and you will see

how very quickly the Waiter will find it out.

HAT is she, look at her; there

she goes !

What a fine lady 'midst all

those clothes,

Why can't she pay for them
what she owes i

There 's the poor creature those

things that made,
Starving because^she has not

been paid,

liy that selfish dishonest unfeel-

ing jade.

Can't work, for means to buy
cloth she lacks,

Needles and thread to get, tape
and wax,

To cover proud ladies' expen-
sive backs :

What will she do ? her re-

sources fail

Labour and toil are of no avail :

Why, she will steal, and be sent

to gaol.

There shows her debtor teeth

white with milk,

Madam, withsatin spread round,
and silk,

Shames not that famishing
wretch to bilk.

What shall we call those pro-

digious things,

Stretchers, and steel frames,
and hoops, and springs,

Whereupon JEZEBEL'S finery

swings?

Caging the form of a cozening

quean,
Crime who enforces by swin-

dling mean,
Let it henceforth be named

Criminaline !

LETTER FROM AN ACTOR.

To Mr. Punch.

"Six,
" As it might injure me in

my profession if it were supposed that

I ever went to Church to make a dis-

turbance, I beg to say that I am not

the
'

very zealous lad named SELBY
'

who was yesterday charged before

MB. YARDLEY with misconducting
himself in St. George's Church in the

East. Persons of my profession, Sir,

are always male if actors, but seldom
malefactors.

"
Yours perpetually,

" CHABLES SELBY."
" Thatre Royal, JdetjM."

EXCHANGE OF SEATS.

IT would be a curious, and withal a

moving sight to see the POPE leave

St. Peters chair, and take up his

future residence on the Blarney Stone
in Ireland. Pilgrims and devotees

might kiss the POPE'S toe and the

Blarney Stone at the same time,

thereby enjoying a double blessing.

More improbable things may occur

than Pros removing his Court to the

Green Isle, where, if he could only
succeed in making the natives happy
and contented, it would be the grand-
est miracle his Church has ever

accomplished. In our opinion, the

Blarney Stone would make a canital

seat of Roman Catholicism. With
WISEMAN on one side, and BOWYEB
on the other, and the POPE in the

middle, the tableau would be complete.

"PBEMIEB BLACKING." Defaming
LOBD PALMEHSTON.

MOPS AND BROOMS.

SOME considerable excitement was occasioned, we believe, in the

fashionable world, by the letter-press attached to a recent cut \nPnnch,
wherein a gentleman was spoken of as being

"
Mops and Brooms."

"
Mopth and Broomth !

"
exclaimed Miss SIMPEBTON.

"
Now, what

can Mithter PuntKth artitht mean by 'Mopth and Broomth?' I

can't gueth what it ith. I mutht athk Couthin AUGUTIITUTH. Couthin

AUGUTHTUTH, can you tell me what ith meant by 'Broomth and

Mopth?'" And Cousin AUGUSTUS, when appealed to, doubtless

made the sage reply that itwasmeawly aw slang phwase, with which
aw gyurls of course were not expected to be conversant. Then, on

being further questioned (Miss SIMPEBTON declaring that she does
"
tho love thlatig phwatheth "), Cousin AUGUSTUS, it is probable, ex-

plained that "Mopsand Brooms" was an equivalent expression forgetting
tight" or"scwewed," or whatever term be used to signify inebriated.

Another meaning is, however, attached to the word "mops," of

which young lady-readers are no doubt in equal ignorance, and it is

therefore our delight to explain it and enlighten them. A "
mop

"
is,

in some counties, a synonym for "fair," and is used to denote a

hiring place for farm-servants. Whether "
mops

"
be worth preserving

for the queerness of their name, just as certain dogs are kept for the

queerness of their looks, is a question which we leave philosophers to

argue. That there is any other reason which can plead for their

retention, is a point, we apprehend, which admits of no dispute. At
a meeting held at Worcester, the speakers, speaking from experience,
averred that Statute fairs, or

"
mops," were mischievous, and needless,

and unprofitable nuisances
;
and that the best thing; to be done with

them was, to trundle them away into the dust-hole ot disuse.

Said LORD LYTTELTON, the chairman :

*' That these mops were evils was beyond controversy ; the only question was
whether they were necessary evils, or were counterbalanced by attendant advan-

tages. Looking at these mops as applicable for the object which they professed
the engagement of agricultural servants he could not sec that they were either
convenient or desirable means to the end. The relations between master and

servant ought to be commenced on

previous mu
different footing; there should be some

lutual acquaintance, and some knowledge of the respective character

of both master and servant, which could not exist under a system of hiring at

mops. All must depend, as it were, on an engagement at first sight, and depend-
ent upon the physical qualities of the servant. But, beyond this, there must be an
evil in the promiscuous gathering together of young persons of both sexes without

control, and there was with mops an evil which did not necessarily attend other

public gatherings for a particular object. Why should the assembling together of

farmers and their servants for the purpose of hiring entail these evils ? The answer

given was that it was not necessary at all, but that the collecting together of large
numbers of persons attracted others for the sake of profit."

Sufficient reasons these why mops should be mopped out, and their

stains be wiped away from the face of rural England. There is one

point, however, to De thought of ere discarding them, which LOBD
LYTTELTON proceeded to dispose of thus :

" With regard to the question of providing some recreation and amusement for

the labourers in lieu of the mops, he was aware that that point had been discussed,
but it was not intended to propose at this meeting any organised system of recre-

ation for those classes. Ho thought that was a subject that might safely be left to

take its natural course. It was a subject which was very much thought of in these

days, and he thought that the employers of labour, under the advice of the clergy
and gentry resident around them, would be found willing and ready to provide a

better and a far more unobjectionable mode of amusement than that afforded by the

mops for those whom they employed. (Hear, hear.)"

Whether or no "hops" might, under due restrictions, be held instead

of
"
mops," is a point which may be argued by those who like to do so.

Dancing is, by many, thought a healthy, wholesome exercise, and
under proper supervision, it might not only improve the deportment of

our clod-hoppers, but also, very possibly, amend their moral bearing.
Rifle practice too would be a far more unobjectionable mode of

amusement" than that which is at present afforded by a "mop;" and

although the wives and sweethearts could not take such active steps
in it as they would do in the dancing, they might perform the looking-
on part, as their sisters do in Switzerland, and stimulate the shooters

without giving them strong drinks. But be this done or not, it is at

any rate high time that the "Statutes" be repealed; and whatever

recreation be established in their stead, there must clearly be some
brooms found to sweep away the

"
mops."
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PAETANT POUR LA RUE BAKER,

IT was BILL NOTES, the yeoman brave,
Was in the tillage line,

But first he set his heart upon
His stock of beeves and swine

;

His mind to cattle most was given,
And "

darn," he swore,
"
my wig !

But I will breed the hugest ox,
And rear the fattest pig."

This point of honour, weight of swine,
And ox as highly scored,

He proved it at the Smithfield Club,
Before both squire and lord,

And cried as to the judges' view
He bore the monsters big." Now bain't this here the hugest ox ?

That there the fattest pig ?
"

They owned his victory due the palm
And then the chairman said :

" The ox that is for honour grown,
On oilcake must be fed ;

On barley-meal hog, boar, pr"sow,
And tubs of wash to swig ;

That 's how you cram the hugest ox,
And stuff the fattest pig."

So round his neck the prize was tied,
And then they went to dine,

Which makes a farmer's heaven on earth,
When beef and beer combine

;

And every yeoman, lord, and 'squire,
Conservative and Whig,

Drank " Honour to the hugest ox,
Be praised the fattest pig !

"

Beware of that confounded Mediceml Knocker that Flainboy brought from Belgium, mid put

on the door of his Chambers, which opens outwards, or you 'II <jet a Black Eye as we did.

The Hills that Rome is Heir to.

ROME is seated on seven hills. There is another

lull, also, connected with Roman foundations, and thai:

is the Ultramontane. It is an ugly black-browed hill

that holds its head very high indeed, and is extremely
difficult to get over. However, this hill (round which

donkeys are fond of gathering in great numbers), is

not near the Vatican ; the exact latitude of the Ultra-

montane is to lie far beyond Rome.

TAILORS OF THE FRENCH TOOLEY STREET.

WE are requested by VISCOUNT PALHERSTON to publish the fol-

lowing letter, which was addressed to HER MAJESTY by four Merchants

of Marseilles, and the reply.

"
MADAME,

"
Marseilles, Dec. 15th, 1859.

" THE EMPEROR of this country is an impenetrable mystery,
and his ministers are slaves. It is of no use, therefore, for us to apply
to them for information as to probable events in Europe. We should

receive an invitation to mind our own business. Under these circum-

stances, we take the liberty of requesting TOur MAJESTY to favour u's

with a little news. We learn that England is arming from end to end,

that from John Grouts to Silly Isle, from Osbon to Berric, the bugle
calls the riflemen to drill, that many millions of these Voluntaires are

enregistered, and that they are full of the martial spirit."
Manifestly, Madame, there is but one nation of the world that is

j

worth the enmity of England. She has chastised other nations, but
\

as one chastises a child for his good, and with no particle of hate. But
France she hates, as her superior, with a fierce and an undying hatred.

England thirsts to renew the
glory

of Agincourt and Poictiers, of

Malplaquet and Blenheim, of Salamanca and Waterloo. She asks

once more to see her coarse-fed legionaries rampant in the Champs
Elysees. We need hardly say, Madame, that we do not hold you
responsible for the evil hearts of your people. It is your misfortune
to be Queen of such a race, and you have our sympat by."

But, Madame, as business is very much interfered with by the

reports of war, and as we have no burning desire to purchase costly
fabrics of cloth and velvet to be the spoil of British cruisers, we take

the liberty of asking your MAJESTY what your Councillors design to

do. Is this mighty force of Rifles intended for the invasion of France,
or is your ferocious Army to be used for that malignity, while the

Voluntaires protect the coast from the avenging fury of our troops ?

We shall be much obliged by a reply by return of post. We en-
close a postage-stamp, and are,

"
Madame,

"
Yours very truly,

"
DUBOIS, \

"
To JI.N. the QUEEN,

"England NEGUS, ;

"(near FRANCE).
"
P.S. If you are going to_invade, be so good as to mention in your

reply wherfe the landing will be attempted*."

ANSWER.
"
Downing Street Dec. 16.

"LORD PALMERSTON presents his best compliments to MM. DUBOIS,
BLANC, SANTERRE, and NEGUS, and has just had the pleasure of

handing their letter to the French Ambassador in England. LORD
PALMEKSTON wishes them excessively nice weather on their voyage to

Cayenne." .

A Smash Among the South American Crockery.

OUR old friend "The Plate," of which we had heard nothing for

some time, has turned up again, and with such news of row, skrim-

mage, battle, burning, and destruction what with URQUIZA and his

army, Buenos Ayres and her soldiers, LOPE/, and Paraguay, Montevideo
and her President all jostling, buffettiug, rebelling, and revolu-

tionising, that the wonder would be if the "Plate" were not not

that it is
"
cracked

"
beyond all hope of mending.
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OBSERVANT STREET BOY. "There's a couple o'Prize 'uns they wasn't fed upon
'taturs."

THE MOTIIEll'S SATURDAY REVIEW.
To examine the linen when it comes home from the wash,

and take care that the same is properly aired and mended
before distributed to its respective owners ; to take the

circuit of the tradesmen, and pay all the weekly bills
;
to

take stock of the larder, and see wliat is wanted in the house
for the ensuing week ; to make a rigorous journey of i

inspection round the kitchen, and examine whether the

cook keeps her pots and pans in a proper state of clean-

liness, and if the copper kettle is as bright as it can be

made; to look into the scullery and satisfy oneself that,

no undue quantity of rubbish is allowed to accumulate in

the sink or elsewhere ;
to give out clean towels and sheets

and table-cloths and dusters to housemaids and servants :

to count over the plate with the footman, checking each
item with the duplicate list given to him when the plate-
basket was first confided to his care; to have the parlour

thoroughly cleaned, and the mahogany table properly oiled

and rubbed, in anticipation of the morrow's dinner; to

make liberal preparations for the same, and ascertain how
many are coming, leaving one or two vacant seats in the

hope of a married son or daughter, or some welcome

dropper-in, taking them by surprise ; to get out best bonnet
for church the following day ;

to collect all accounts and
make up housekeeping book before submitting it, pioperly
vouched and balanced, to one's lord and master

; to go
into the nursery after dinner, and observe with one's own
maternal eyes that the young olive-branches in the tub
have their usual scrubbing and small toothcombing once

every seven days; to drill the younger children in their

catechism before kissing them, and tucking them up in

bed ;
to see that the house is closed, and every one between

the sheets, before twelve o'clock ; and to do all this in the

gentlest, kindliest, most methodical, and yet dignified and

matronly manner, exacting obedience, and yet winning
respect from all.

Quite to be Expected.

IP an octogenarian admiral go
A hundred brave sailors in limbo to pack.

Why should folks be surprised, when we all of us know,
That the whole game of Bowles lies in hitting the

Jack?

THE SUEZ CANARD.

CONSIDERABLE astonishment has been caused by the fact that

France, Austria, Russia, Prussia, and Sardinia, have united in a demand

calling on the Sublime Forte to authorise the project of M. DE LESSEPS
for cutting through the Isthmus of Suez. The scheme, if carried into

execution, would shorten the way to India. What is that to any other

European Power than England ? is the natural question of people who
are not generally considered particularly green and innocent. But it

is not everybody that can see into the heart of a millstone. We do not

hesitate to say, that we are endowed with the faculty of thorough

clairvoyance, because we are, as we have demonstrated to the satisfac-

tion of everybody many thousands of times.

We now proceed to afford one more proof of the lucidity which we
enjoy always, and not merely at intervals, like some seers. The five

nations above-named, have conspired to destroy the greatness of Eng-
land. Their little game is to acquire the control of the Company which
is to execute the proposed undertaking. When the Ship Canal shall

have been completed, and shall divide the Isthmus, and connect the

Mediterranean with the Red Sea, they intend to throw across it two

large toll-bars ;
one at the hither end, and the other at the farther

extremity. They will thus establish two ocean-turnpikes, through
which will lie the nearest way to the East.

Having completed this arrangement, they will immediately proceed
to put in act, for the ruin of British commerce, an ingenious expedient
of that system of protection, which continental nations have already
so greatly enriched themselves by pursuing. They will levy a pro-
hibitive toll on British shipping, allowing the vessels of all the rest of

the world to pass at moderate rates, so as to have the start of our

merchant ships, and forestall our traffic. We, they reckon, shall, if

they will not let us through the Suez Canal, be obliged quietly to turn

back, and creep our old way round the Cape of Good Hope. They
will, of course, appoint for turnpike-men two famous admirals, each in

command of a vast fleet, in case a British captain should make any
mad attempt to break the bar, or force his way tlirough without paying.
This deep-laid plot will be crowned with success ; for how will Great

Britain be able to withstand it? Great Britain will, indeed, become

Little Britain ;
her Eastern commerce will be annihilated ; and her

Indian empire will pass into the hands of rulers, who not only know
how to govern foreign dependencies, but also how to keep their own
people in order. The sun of England will set for ever ; and Europe
be, consequently, a little in the dark. Then will the five great Powers,
who will have accomplished the overthrow of perfidious Albion,

quarrel among themselves : there will be a struggle : the event whereof
will be, that France will get the upper hand

; and finally, for the hap-

piness of all mankind, the Indian Ocean will be converted into a French
Lake !

THE TUSCAN STRAW STIRRED.

'Tis well that NAPOLEON should bluster and grumble,
And Austria her protest should maunder and mumble,
When Sardinia, to right Central Italy's jumble,
Sends down BCONCOMPAGNI, her Regent to be
But that Tuscans should suffer the man thus selected
To be snubbed and cold-shouldered and all but rejected,
Is what Mr. Punch would have never expected
From a people so FOND of

"
good-companie !

"

To RICASOLI, then, SALVAGNOLI & Co.,
Mr. Punch drops a hint of course, whispering low,
They may find they '11 fare worse, if farther they go,
(Since the will to do right won't prevent getting wrong)
For surely 'twere folly, superlative sad,
For folks, when Good-Company M to be had,
To show such a strange predilection for bad,

As, to snub BUONCOMPAGNI, and come to Plon-Plon !

Important to Next of Kin.

WHEN a man intends to marry a widow, his friends, if they cannot

prove him a lunatic, should, if possible, take care that he settles very
little of his property on the lady of his choice ;

for the obvious reason,
that a second-hand wife ought to be cheap, since her new husband can

hardly expect to be dear.

VOL. XXXVII. D D
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ROYAL CHILD'S PLAY IN SPAIN.

EE how pretty all this is !

" The Madrid journals of the
10th say that on the preceding
day two flags, offered by the

Queen and King to the araiy in

Morocco, were solemnly conse-
crated in the Royal ChapeL in

presence of their Majesties. One
of these nags, that offered by the

Queen, has embroidered on one
side an image of the Immaculate

Conception, and 011 the other the

Royal arms ; the flag offered by
the King bears on one side the

images of Our Lady of Forget-
fulness, Our Lady of Triumph,
and Our Lady of Mercy ; and on
the other a crucifix."

The picture, presented in

the above extract from
recent foreign intelligence,
of the QUEEN and KING
OF SPAIN united in playing
at religion and soldiers,
must be contemplated with

pleasure by every amiable

mind. Joining their little

flags, all worked in fine

colours, as a present to their

little army, they seem to

resemble a little brother
and sister rather than a man and wife, and exhibit an edifying spectacle
of innocence. What delightful unsuspicion of the horrors and atroci-

ties of war is betokened in the standards embroidered with images of

the "Immaculate Conception" and "Our Lady !" What a truly lady-
like idea of things of that sort things the least horrible of which is

the death of men who are lucky enough to have their brains dashed to
atoms by a cannon-ball. What would her Spanish Majesty say to
" Our Lady of Amputation?" The pretty pictures are funny as well
as pretty funny, of course, only in a lovely infantile way. What sort

of an image that of the
" Immaculate Conception

"
can be, it is hard to

conjecture, since what is meant by the words is itself entirely incon-
ceivable in any physical form. The symbol is probably some play-
thing which the QUEEN or SPAIN was pleased, in giving it that title,
to christen by one of those odd names which we are wont to hear our

Siuthful
daughters or nieces give their toys. The images on her

oyal Consort's flag are also delightfully lunny, regarded as orna-
mental figures chosen to decorate a bawble by a great baby. Their
names also appear to be the inventions of undeveloped intellect.

"Our Lady of Mercy" is charmingly out of place on the banner
under which the Spanish forces will march to slaughter the Moors if

successful, and, if not, perhaps to fall into the hands of their enemies." Our Lady of Triumph" may prove an emblem of reckoning chickens
before they are hatched. What " Our Lady of Forgetfulness" may
be supposed to mean, we are at a loss to divine.

" Our Lady of
Remembrance " would be more to the purpose of recalling the glories
of Spanish chivalry.

"
Let by-gones be by-gones," is a very Christian

sentiment ; but one does not see what it can have to do on his Spanish
Majesty's war-flag. If the KING or SPAIN were a great man, of
course we should say that he is the best judge of his own colours; and
but that he is manifestly a nice little man, and his spouse a sweet
little woman, there would not perhaps be wanting those who might
suggest that

" Our Lady of Forgetfulness
"
may be considered as

synonymous with
" Our Lady of Condonation."

SETTLERS FOR SHAKESPEARIANS.
Is it reasonable to suppose that Othello was out fishing when he

remarked to Desdemona, "Perdition catch thy sole" ?

Then let the kettle to the trumpet speak!" Is this reading
correct ? Should it not be rather,

"
Then let the trumpet to the kettle

speak !

"
Speaking-trumpets are, and long have been, quite common.

But what grounds have we for believing that in the time when
SHAKESPEARE wrote, any more than in our own, there was such an
instrument as a speaking kettle ?

"My tables! meat it is, I set it down." May this be cited as a
proof that Hamlet was a butcher ?

What authorities can you quote for the popular belief that the man
Macbeth called "whey-face" was in reality a Kurd?

CONSOLATION UNDER CRITICISM. (By a pachydermatous author^
Alter all, according to SIR EMERSON TENNENT, the elephant has no
real enemy but the fly.

A COUGH IN THE HOUSE.
A-HACK! That cough! Ack-ack! That cough again !

Oh, how it tears through my distracted brain !

Yack ! Mercy Heaven ! how can I read or write !

Ack-kack-kack-kack ! noise seeins made out of spite.
Ahacka hash ! mine ear what tortures rack !

My shattered nerves ! their tender threads will crack.
A-hawk ! Oh, don't ! Those thorns mine ear-drums prick
lawk! Ack! Yaw hawk! Forbear! I shall be sick !

Ahawm ! Ahack ! This torment is too bad !

Ahash ! Hack ! Hash ! That row will drive me mad !

So it goes on. I stamp I tear my hair
I yell 1 shriek forgive me, if I swear !

My groans and cries, if heard my room without,
Pass for the screams of toothache or the gout,
Or by the hearer are perchance divined
To speak mysterious agonies of mind.
What if their cause my fell tormentor knows ?

I'm sure she could control it if she chose :

Thought, if allowed, to fury which will lash
Mine irritated soul ! Another crash !

My senses whirl. Ye Powers, preserve my wits,
And let me not be worried into fits :

Oh spare my reason ! take me to your care,
Or else I shall be goaded to despair !

I stop mine ears with cotton to exclude
Those dreadful sounds which still, alas ! intrude ;

I bind my kerchief round my throbbing brow,
And tighten it in vain I hear them now !

Ah ! blessed are the Deaf, I moan, with tears,
And wisli I had old SURD'S unfeeling ears.

Oh, I exclaim, for some less painful sound
Wherein those hideous noises might be drowned !

Oh, for the crowing of a neighbour's fowl !

Oh, for ten thousand mongrel dogs to howl !

Oh, for that greatly preferable bore,
A knocking carpenter at work next door !

For some harmonious blacksmith o'er the way,
Pig killed close by, or hungry donkey's bray,
E'en for an organ-grinder, I could pray,
Out in the street to stand before my house, and play.

"Pulmonic Wafers" I would fain implore
To stay that plague, or stuff called

"
Cough No More

;

"

A doctor, nay, a quack, I'd richly fee
From such a nuisance to deliver me.
Oh, you who may these frantic verses scan,
And have a cough restrain it if you can.
Sad is a sore affection of the chest,
As sad are peace disturbed, and broken rest.

Expectoration's grievous need I know :

But think, oh, think upon the hearer's woe !

Relieve the bosom with an effort mild :

Drive not your nervous fellow-creature wild.

THE BELLS ON BIG BEN.

BIG BEN'S case looks scaly, say the bells of Old Bailey ;

His voice is quite gone,.say the bells of St. John;
He's chock full of holes, peal the bells of All Souls

;

Must go to the forge, chime the bells of St. George ;

Even my voice is sweeter, sneer the bells of St. Peter ;

He ain't worth two fardens, snarl the bells of St. Martin's ;

Case of too many cooks, growl the bells of St. Luke's ;

Don't know what they're about, howls St. Botolph Without;
MEARS, DENISON chides, say the bells of St. Bride's

;

Well, d'ye think MEAKS is wrong? asks St. Mary's ding-dong;
I don't, if you do, says the belfry at Kew

;

It 's a great waste of tin, tolls St. Botolph Within
;

And the cash must come from us, growl the bells of St. Thomas ;

Aye, every shilling, add the bells of St. Helen
;

And we're not over-rich, groan the bells of Shoreditch ;

It makes one feel ranc'rous, say the bells of St. Pancras ;

Yes, that's for sartin, again rings St. Martin ;

But what's to be done, once more peals St. John ;

Bang'd if I know, tolls the big bell of Bow.

WHAT THE ITALIAN BOOT DOES NOT WANT. More Austrian welting
or new French binding.
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IMAGINARY CONVERSATION.
LOUD TAI..V THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL.

Lord P. WELL, Sin RICHARD, how arc you? Deuced cold weather.

Come near the fire. And now, Who 's to be our new Solicitor ?

Att.-G. My dear LORD PALMEBSTON, all my information on the

subject is derived from the columns of the Tii.ica newspaper. There I

see mentioned 1 he names of certain gent lenien, any one ol whom would

make a more or less desirable successor to my talented friend SIK

HENKY KEATDFO.
Lord P. Ilather less than more, eh ?

Att.-G. I am not prepared to say that. Indeed I am not prepared
to say anything on the subject. I have given it no consideration. If

I had, I might possibly have suggested that where is the journal in

question (takes it /q>) that those who where is it, here that those

who "mention the name" of MR, EDWIN JAMES, mention the name of

a gentleman of of considerable success.

Lord P. Well, we all know all about him. If he were Member for

anywhere else but Maryleboae, the thing would be well enough.
Att.-G. Your Lordship is too much a man of the world to be afraid

of associating with anybody.
Lord P. I've no time to be particular. And JAMES is a very clever

man, and tells a capital story, and all that ; but while he is the Delegate
of those Marylebone Vestry snobs, you know, my dear SIB RICHASD,
who would not object to be his colleague.

Att.-G. Nobody more than the haughty little nobleman who created

the borough of Marylebone. Besides, that a that Epistle of JAMES
the other day about indicting the masters in the strike affair, showed
that he was in no hurry for office.

Lord P. He is all right, and can wait. Besides, he can do better

service from an independent battery just now.
Att.-G. Then I observe, or rather I am apprised by this paragraph,

that another name which is "mentioned" is that of MB, CAPVLET
LODGINGS, as some of my gay young friends have been pleased to call

him.
Lord P. MONTAGUE CHAMBERS?
Att.-G. I assume it to be a simple impossibility that there was ever

any idea of appointing him.
Lord P. Well, I don't know. Why. There 's stuff in him.
Att.-G. There indubitably is, and rum stuff, if I may be pardoned a

colloquialism.
Lord P. He 'd pitch into the Papishes, eonfuoco, Mr. Attorney.
Att.-G. I am not here to deny the value of Ma. CHAMBERS' vitu-

perative faculty,when stimulated by real or assumed theological acerbity ;

but I am unaware that it is the precise business of HER MAJESTY'S I

Solicitor-General to fustigate a very important portion of HJSE.

MAJESTY'S subjects.
Lord P. Especially when HEB MAJESTY'S Attorney-General can do

the thing in the most superior style !

Att.-G. You are pleased to be complimentary, my dear lord.

Lord P. Not a bit. I thoroughly concur with my friend Mr. Pnnch
in thinking you as effective and damaging a debater as ever went in

for slaughter. But you are too good to be used up on the Irish. You are

not a bludgeoneer to quote BILLY,
"

you carve your enemy as a dish

fit for the gods, not hew him as a carcase for the hounds." We 11 ask

you to keep yourself for worthy antagonists I want a hard-mouthed I

chap who will knock fellows down and stamp on them.
Att.-G. What do you say to TEAB'EM ?

Lord P. Will you undertake for collar and chain ? if so, yes.
Att.-G. I "11 see him I mean that such an undertaking would be an

unwelcome addition to my present responsibilities.
Lord P. He would mind you.
Att.-G. I would take precious good care he did, if I had him in

hand
; but in fact, my suggestion was not serious.

Lord P. No
;
but the best hints often come out of a joke. I have a

very good mind to send for JOHN ARTHUR.
Att.-G. In that case, have the kindness to send for somebody else.

Lord P. Anybody you like Who ?

Att.-G. Nay, anybody you like, who can replace the humble indi-

vidual who addresses you.
Lord P. What, you won't have TEAR'EM at any price ?

Att.-G. Not even at his real value.

Lord P. You've been reading TOMMY MOOBE
" Of all speculations the market holds forth,

The best that I know, for a lover of pelf,
la to buy ROEBUCK up at the price ho is worth,
And then sell him at that which ho sets on himself."

Att.-G. The epigram suits him as well as if written for him. I

imagine that we may pass on to another name.
Lord P.

"
Gregory, o' my word we '11 not carry coals."

Att.-G. "No, for then we should be COLLIERS."
Lord P. He has waited a long time.

Att.-G. Is it too antiquated a ribaldry to reply, that he must now be

so accustomed to waiting, that a still further postponement will not

be very afflict in:,'?

Lord P. Yes. but where are you to find a better man? For nobody
knows better than you that we want a good one.

Alt.-G. I suppose 1 mav assume that almost any change would be

an improvement upon the late occupant of the office in question.

/,'/,--/ /'. 1C th;it means that you've got a dull man for me, 1 reply,

No such thin?: and that KEATING was a capital fellow. 1 won't have
.

No such thin?:, and that KEATING was a capital

a worse, ni':

Att.-il. 1 have been accused of enterprise, but I never essayed

impossib
Lord P. Who 's your man out with him.

Att.-G. Do not let me intrude my suggestions. Perhaps your lordship

has some bright particular star of your own whom you wish to insert

into the ministerial firmament ?

l.nnl P. I dare say there are lots of barristers who would make
better Solicitors than any we are likely to lay hand on ;

and if 1 had

only time to go down to the Temple and look 'cm up, I'll be hanged
if I wouldn't choose my own man, and take you what odds you like I

didn 't get a bad one.

Att.-G. There is a little volume in red, increasing in balk, I re?rei

to say, yearly, and called tiie l.uio LM, which would save your lord-

ship the necessity of perambulating the precincts in question. You
will there find the name of every gentleman in the profession, from

my LOED CHANCELLOR down to the last call.

Lord P. I never read print. I don't think I could if I tried now
I've had my Prayer-book copied out in an official hand for me and

I've no time to go to the Temple. So, who's your man ?

Att.-G. I am really unprepared to advise, but if 1 suggested any-

body it would be my friend Mil. ATHERTON.
Lord P. Hm. Is Durham safe ?

Att.-G. That is all arranged.
Lord P. Let's see he's a bit of a Radical, isn't he? rather goes m

for-
Att.-G. For the Solicitor-Generalship, my dear lord. Judging from

r gentlemen who have had that ambition, 1 think it would be

illiberal to suppose that his Liberality will interfere with his reMferiny,
either by speech or silence, the requisite service to HEB MAJKTT s

Government.
Lord P. He's not a bad man ?

Att.-G. I had hoped that proposition was implied in my proposing
him.
Lord P. I never heard anything against him.

Alt.-G. Nor L, until this instant. lour lordship's last words are the

unkindest thing that can be said of anybody.
Lord P. I can't tell. It was never said of me. Will you tell the

gentleman that if he'll call here, he may hear of sometiiing to his

advantage. By the bye, have you heard the good thing that somebody
said about our poor dear friend, the

(Left

GAME IN MOROCCO.
THE Spaniards appear to have had but indifferent sport on the

Moors. They have nothing as yet to show for their powder and shot,

but a few head of slain
;
for the unbelieving Mahometans will not

allow themselves to be made prisoners ; and there seems to be every

probability that the invaders of Morocco will catch many more Tartars

than Moors.

" Wanted A Few More of the Same Sort."

EARINI, the dictator of Central Italy, has shown so much pluck,
sagacity, and energy, that one cannot help wishing Italy had at this

moment more men "
ejusdemfaritue." v
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ARTIST (reading note from obliged'friend).
"
Um, um, muck obliged to you for ike loan of

your Bedouin's dress (urn, mn,) trill return it in a day < two, as I've, (Ah 1 What !) sent it

'to the WASH!!"
[The Artist's feelings (for colour especially) may be easier imagined than described.

COMMON CRIERS.

IT is surprising how infectious tears are at a wedding. First of all the Bride cries, because
she 's going: to be married ; and then of course the Bridesmaids cry, perhaps, because they are
not

;
and then the fond Mamma cries, because she '11 1 1 lose her d d darling : and then

the fond Papa cries, because he thinks it's proper : and then all the ladies cry, because
ladies as a rule will never miss a chance of crying; and then, perhaps, the Groomsmen cry,
to keep the ladies company : and then the old Pewopener cries, to show what deep (pecuniary)
interest she takes in the proceedings ; and then, perhaps, the public cries, the public
being, of course, composed exclusively of petticoats. But. n9twithstanding all these

Niobes, who make quite a Niagara of eyewater around him, we own we never
yet have seen the Bridegroom cry, and should about as soon expect to hear the Beadle
blubber.

CHRISTMAS TREES.

COMB fog come frost who counts the cost,
Of wood and coal at Christmas-time ?

Bring winter in, to warm his chin,
And thaw his coat of rime.

Let those that have help those that lack
To food and fire to game and glee

Pile high the screen of berried green,
And plant and deck the Christmas-tree.

The tree that like this blessed time
Of peace, good-will, on earth, on high,

Through frost and snow green boughs doth

show,
Hope's hue, 'neath winter's sky.

In wealth's warm room how brave they bloom,
Hung with child-treasures, bright to see :

But let us think, that cold and gloom
Should also have their Christmas-tree.

A little pains will plant it there,
A trifling cost will deck its boughs.

The rare full meal of common fare,
The once-a-year carouse,

Coarse means of warmth for back and bed,
A blaze where cold bars wont to be

Such are the gifts we '11 help to spread,

Upon the poor man's Christmas-tree.

And if that nations have a life

That may collective mercies own,
In Britain's heart what thanks were rife,

For God's hand o'er her shown !

What boughs were broad enough to bear
The gifts she takes by land and sea P

Small wonder hungrier lands elsewhere
Should envy England's Christmas-tree.

As we are rich let us bestow
A thought on poorer nations round ;

Letting our fulness overflow,

Giving, as we abound.
Till lands show bright where now is night,
And Europe's borders see

Arise for them, that noblest stem

Undying Freedom's Christmas-tree !

HAPSBURG HUMILITY.

PRINCE METTEBNICH said, on the part of his

master, a nice thing the other day to Louis
NAPOLEON if this is what he said, as the Moui-
teur avers :

"
SIRE, The EMPEROR, my master, in deigning to

appoint me bis Ambassador to your Imperial Majesty,
particularly impressed upon me to convince you of the
value of your personal friendship."

The year is ending with a somewhat better

understanding between the two Emperors than
that with wlu'ch it began. In the meantime,
one of them has given the other a good
thrashing. METTERNICH delivers a message
from a sovereign who has evidently been licked

into shape. It is neat and elegant, if not straight-
forward

; but we must allow a little for the

usual humbug of diplomacy. If the Ambassador
had plainly spoken the mind of the monarch,
whose sentiments he had slightly to disguise,
he would perhaps have said something of this

sort :

"
Sire, In sending me to kiss your Im-

perial Majesty's foot, the EMPEBOB, my master,

particularly desires me to signify the deep im-

pression which it has made upon his person, and
the conviction which he feels in consequence of

your having so well kicked him, that he had
better endeavour to keep on good terms with

you." FRANCIS-JOSEPH might, with a view to

conciliation in Congress, as well, perhaps, salute

Louis NAPOLEON'S toe by proxy at once, as

thank him in a circuitous, if graceful manner, for

chastisement received at the tip of it.
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A CHRISTMAS TREE FOR THE YOUNG FRENCH PRINCE.

MR. PUNCH. "
THERE, MY DEAR, PUT AWAY THAT NASTY THING, AND PLANT THIS."
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SOCIAL SUGGESTIONS.
IT may not much im-

prove the appearance of

the supper-taole if, when
it is laid out, you let your
children have the run of

it. The practice is, how-

ever, economical, although
the odds may seem against
it. Traces being visible

that the sweets have all

been fingered, you may
depend on it your guests
will be the less disposed
to eat them.
When you catch gentle-

men flirting with girls you
"have no patience with"
(because you rather fear

their cutting out your
daughters), do not scru-

ple in the slightest to

interrupt their tete-a-tetes,

and part them, if you can,

by saying something vici-

ous : such as,
"
Really,

ME. SPOONEH, Miss PEKT
must be bored with you!

they 'say that you've been talking to her nearly all the evening!"
A neatly-used

"
they say

"
is pretty sure to do her business for her.

Pew young men will flirt at the risk of being
"
they say "d for it.

You can easily avoid the expense of hired musicians by inviting one
or two good-natured possess girls who you know can play dance-music,
and whose plainness will, you think, prevent their getting many
partners.

Recollect, the more unpleasantly yon make the evening pass, the
more likely are your guests to be "engaged" when you next ask them,
and the less expense and trouble you will then experience.

Finally, before you go to bed, be sure you have the spoons counted.
This practice cannot out impress upon your servants the high moral
estimation in which you hold your guests.

FETICHISM AT NAPLES.
"MK. PUNCH,

"THE vollerun's what I 'read t'other day in a ncwspeaper;
portion of a letter vrom that are vorren zitty, Neaples :

" Some thieves have again broken into the Church of the Madonna della Orazia,
and stripped

' Our Lady
' of all her jewels. The Church, too, was cleared of tha

silver candlesticks and other valuables. The unfortunate Madonna is to have a new
dress and jewels from the King."

"
Just as I'd a vinished radun on't, in comes the paason.

I sez to un,
'

Paason, what d'ye think o that ? Fancy a Mad what
'There,'

d'ye call her? in a church, dressed out with jools and I spose
crmnerline and ribbons and vlounces ; and. beun robbed on't all,
to ha noo petticoats and trinkuts gin her by a King. What d'ye
say to all that are ?

' '

Mariolatry, says the paason ;

'

Mariolatry,
varmer,' he says ;

'
one o them there errors o Romanizzum ; a par-

tickler kind of zaint-wnrshup which we gives the neam o Mario-
latry.' 'vl/nolatry,' says I; 'd'ye call it J/anolatry ? Dolhtry's
what I calls it; bain't it a doll they worshups, dressun of her out in

vinery and gimcracks F dollatry, ah! and High Dollatry, for that
matter. Dollatry, 'cause as how they worshups a doll. Now ain't
that are what you calls a derry vashion ?

' At which the paason, he
laughs, and a says to me, a says,

'

Varmer, I persave thee be'st a
scollard.'

'

Very well,' I says,
'

then darned if I dwoant zend that
are highdear to Punch, and zee what game he'll make out on 't. What
neam shall I zign myself?

'
I says to 'n. To which the paason ansered

and zed, what I've tne honnur to be, your most obajent umble sarvunt,
"
RUSTICUS.

"P.S. They goggles their
eyes,

I be told, zumtimes, they 'Talian
dolls in churches, and makes b'lieve they be alive, and I dassay the
monks can make um squake likewise, if they 've a mind to 't, so as to
desave them pore zimple hoax-devourun, whopper-swollerun, vorreners
with their darned priestcraft."
"
Inrmutfteld, December, 1859."

SEASONABLE CONUNDRUM.

WHY is the Frost like a Hotel-Boots ?

Because it changes one's shoes into slippers.

THE VOLUNTEERS.

3 BallnS Dt the Citrus.

'TWAS when of any fear of war no Briton felt a particle
The Times came out one morning with a most exciting article,
The Editor saw far ahead with swift prophetic glance,
Midst hordes of little red-legged men, the Orifliimme of France
Borne onward by a burglar-host, who burned with plunder's
To pillage London, sack the Bank, and bolt with all the

"
res! !

"

Forthwith the warning telegram was Hashed along the wire,
Forthwith the British bosom flamed with patriotic fire.

Then rang around the trumpet-cail no moment this to trifle,

Up Britons, shoulders to the wheel, and shoulders to the rille !

Then far and fast the watchword passed, lie ready for the foe.

Thus forth did float the bugle-note, the herald-call to arms ;

It reached the busy husbandmen amidst their flocks and farms;
It reached tbe merchant bending calmly o'er his blue-lined page,
With heart and hand the merchants band, the rightful strife to wage.
It stirred the stalwart artisan Oh men of brain and sinew !

Invader foes who come to blows, will find what metal 's in you !

The blacksmith left his forge awhile, the miller stopped his mill,
In black and white their vestments dight, they hied them to the Drill.

No stint the country gentlemen displayed of martial labours,
But blazed away from day to day at peril of their nciihbours.
The sportsman for his smooth-bored gun provided bullet cartridges,

Ready for red-legged buccaneers, as if for red-legged partridges.
Such rush there was for rifle-gear among those loyal men ;

Such times had tailors never seen, and never may again ;

And Beauty's brightest glances fell, in that eventful day,
To gallants of the belt and pouch all garmented in grey.
Through royal London warlike talk was heard on

every hand,
High swelling 'mid the City, surging westward through the Strand.

BeJgravia's lordly mansions then the hot commotion share,
It stirred a gentle flutter 'midst the dovecotes of May Fair.

The kingly fanes of Westminster now heard the martial din ;

The gonfalon of volunteers was raised in Lincoln's Inn,
The frescoed hall with measured tramp resounded to the rafter,
Till passers-by much marvelled what those learned men were after.

And East and West, and South and North, through every class and clan,
The warning watchword "

be prepared
"

flew on from man to man.
No idle show was all this stir, no vain fanfaronade,
For, while a hearty prayer for peace each loyal marksman made,
One strong resolve his bosom filled, all doubts and fears abolishing.
To give the foe, should need arise, a proper good French polishing !

PEST-CABS.

COMPLAINT has been made lately that Small Pox is on the increase,
and among the many causes which have been alleged for this, it is said,
that small pox patients are often put in cabs, and infection so transmitted
to the persons who next ride in them. In this blessedly free country
it is difficult, of course, to interfere with ancient liberties; and a
cabman, if accused of having knowingly admitted small-poxed persons
to his cab, would bellow out some bladerdash about his vested
rights," and breathe defiance, mixed with blasphemy, at any "Beak"
who_ tried to punish him. But without interfering with our Ancient
Institutions, or in any way sapping the foundations of the State, might
not some course be suggested for preventing in some measure this

damage to the public, without causing at the same time any damage to
the Cabman? Without limiting in any way the liberty of the subject,
or professing disbelief in "The right divine of cabmen to drive wrong,"
it surely might be feasible to have specially marked cabs for hirers

specially afflicted, and which only should be suffered to drive np to a
Hospital ; applicants in unmarked cabs not being suffered to approach.
Or, there might be different cab-classes established ; and those who
paid for first-class vehicles might insist on a certificate that the cab was
not infected, and if this proved false, the cabman might be made to
ride in his own vehicle, after the manner of the genius who made the-

Brazen Bull. At all events, something must be done to disinfect our
cabs, else people will regard them as equivalent to hearses, to which
they are in many cases only the next step. A law of Public Safety
must certainly be passed, if it be only to preserve a good name for our
cabs ;

for so long as they entail such risks upon the public, it is clearly
quite absurd to call them Patent Safety Vehicles.

Medical Intelligence.

A YOUNG Lady, residing not a hundred miles from Muddleditch, and
whose brother was "walking" Guy's, kindly wrote to say, she would
willingly send up to him her left-off Skeleton Petticoat, if the study of
its anatomy would he of any use to him.
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AND CHINA.
HE Gazette de France an-

nounces that it has engaged
a Chinese contributor. Ihis

is a learned Chinaman living

in Paris, and he is to write

in that journal a weekly letter

relative to events whieh may
occur in his own country. In

his introductory communica-

tion he pays the following

compliment to France :

"
I came here because I had of-

ten heard said, that Paris is the

centre of European civilisation;

that it is the brain and the heart

from which all the thoughts and

pulsations which occupy and agi-

tate the people of Europe are

derived. France, in truth, appears

to me to be the China of the West.

I have already studied your man-

ners, usages, and laws and 1

assure you, dear elder brother,

that I have taken real pleasure in

comparing your civilisation with

that of the Middle Empire. I have

seen that the Frenchhave a decided

tendency to become Chinese in

many things."

Our neighbours and allies must feel highly gratified at the resem-

blance which is discovered by the contributor to the Gazette de 1ranee

between them and his pig-eyed countrymen. We confess we cannot,

see a very strong likeness; though it is impossible to say mat II

Napoleonic Empire will not become like the Celestial as it grows older,

according to that writer's prediction. Costume is the only point ot

resemblance that we at present perceive, and in that respect the irencli

and Chinese fashions may to some extent agree in absurdity, it may be

a question whether pinched feet are more foolish or not than pinched

waists, and if pigtails are more or less absurd than Crinoline.

MODERN ATHENS.

BY OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.

'Mr DEAR PUNCH, 1 December, 1859.

''

EDINBURGH, the capital of Scotland, occupies a picturesque

but, somewhat inconvenient situation on a cluster of hills, about a mile

and a half from the Firth of Forth. It has long been celebrated as the

birth-place of the most eminent men of every nation under the sun,

and being justly considered the intellectual hotbed of Science and

Philosophy when mv talented friend, LANCELOT PROBUS, embraced the

medical profession, he naturally selected this spot for the pursuit of

his studies ; remarking in his usual facetious way, that if differences

of opinion did exist respecting the relative merits of a London or

Edinburgh diploma, the matter was, after all, only a question of degree.
"
During the late electioneering excitement, PROBUS insisted on my

coming down here to matriculate at the University (which can be

done at a moderate charge), in order to qualify myself to vote for

a Lord Rector to which I consented in the most disinterested manner

(not caring myself 0*. Zd. who holds the office) and had the

melancholy satisfaction of increasing one of the candidate's majority

"PROBUS inhabits jolly little chambers in Ward Street, Hospital

Square. When yon ring one of the nineteen brass bells which deco-

rate the street entrance, the door is opened by some unseen and

mysterious agency. The visitor ascends a winding staircase, and finds

himself in a comfortable little room, hung round with uncomfortable

anatomical diagrams. The skull of a hydro-cephalous subject grins from

the mantel-piece, and on a sideboard PROBUS keeps his case of mstru-

ments, with

occupation.

various other insignia of his interesting

IsUUBUlUUi _. . j 1"
Before visiting the other Lions of the town, PROBUS insisted on

dragging me through the Infirmary wards, showing me all the most

recent and dangerous cases, and took it quite unkindly that I declined

have been who designed that window ! The joke is as transparent as

the glass itself. Justice indeed ! it is easy to see through that.

"Among the various useful institutions with which Modern Athens

abounds, there is one which is especially worthy of notice, as being of

incredible service to the learned professions and society at large I

mean the Conjectural Club. It is composed of a number of praise-

worthy young gentlemen, who devote their leisure hours once a

fortnight to the investigation and discussion of subjects upon which

controversies have arisen or are likely to arise. It is established on

the principle of the celebrated Speculative Society, and, according to

PROBUS, bids fair to rival that learned and ingenious body.

"A Programme of the
'

Transactions' for 1860 accidentally fell into

my hands, and I subjoin a few examples from recollection, although I

cannot exactly vouch for the accuracy of all, having finished my fifth

glass of 'toddy' before reading them over.

"TRANSACTIONS OF THE CONJECTURAL CLUB.

1860.

Jan. 9. (Essay) On the Differential Calculus in its relation to the

Binomial'Theorem. ANDREW MICKLEFASII.

Feb. 14. (Debate) Can the metre of "John Anderson, myjo" be pro-

perly termed brachycatalectic ? BUHR'NS SANGSTER.

Feb. 28. '(Essay) On the Efficiency of the present Detective Force.

The MAC NAB.
March 2. (Debate) What is the smallest proportion of water necessary

in the composition of "Toddy?" BENJAMIN BOOZIE, ESQ.

April 1. (Debate) Were the Poems of Ossian written by the Author

of Jitnius ? JOCK HEYMON.
April 5. (Essay) On the Habeas Corpus Act, considered with refe-

rence to the Siamese twins. GOLF KNOX, ESQ.
j/23. (Debate) Was SHAKSPEARE a Scotchman? (N.B. Extraor-

dinary meeting). MR. LOCHLOLLOP, of Lochlollop,

&c., &c., &c.

" Of course I went over Holyrood Palace, and saw Queen Mary's

apartments. Imagine the interest with which I gazed at a venerable
'

four-poster,' on which, as the guide assured me, that unfortunate

Princess
'

'slep.'"
Thirteen square inches of dingy flannel are now all that remains ot

the blanket which once cpvered that regal couch.

"In the antechamber is still shown the spot were RIZZIO fell, and

musical young ladies examine with mingled horror and delight the

stain said to be occasioned by the blood of that talented but unprin-

cipled composer.*
"All this, I say, is very romantic and interesting, but the poetic

'fallacy' lias vanished when ypu pass back through the grim old

portal. It is no longer the sixteenth but the nineteenth century.

Modern Athens has forgotten old Dunedin.
" How are the traditional notions of my youth dissipated ! I remem-

ber the time when my conception of a Scotchman was based on that

type of humanity, which may be even now occasionally seen at the

doors of tobacconist's shops, stern as to feature, rigid as to his ex-

tremities, apparently always about to 'take a pinch of snuff,' but from

motives of economy, never taking it.

"I expected to find every Scotch gentleman carrying about an

enormous ram's head mull, with the horns sticking out of his coat-tail

pockets. So far from that, if you will believe me, I was not offered so

much as a pinch of
'

Prince's Mixture,' during the whole time I was

in Edinburgh."
Don't believe in bag-pipes any more. The only street-music which

I heard in Modern Athens, proceeded from a London grinding-organ,

played by an Italian boy, and that was an Irish air. It is a mistake to

suppose 'that the Edinburgh police wear kilts, or carry claymores.

They do not even sport Balmoral bo9ts, but the professional high-low.
"
The' ladies are not universally attired in tartan, and some few speak

English as well as their native dialect. They have heard of other

dances besides the National Reel.
"
'Putting the Stone' is not practised in all the public squares, and

Same
of

'

golf
'

is prohibited in Prince's Street.

do not wish to boast of the fact, but 1 have whistled on a Sunday
lout being apprehended by the police.

Roast beef is occasionally substituted for the national dish at the

tables of the aristocracy ;
and I must say, on the whole, I do prefer it

to Haggis.
"Red hair is not, as many suppose, one of the qualifications mcus-

to see the celebrated PROFESSOR McCARVER go through his experi-
1 pensable for the Editorship of the Scotsman.

I

ments on the ancle-joint. I

"
Having thus corrected a few erroneous notions which are liable to

"
The Population of Modern Athens consists chiefly of lawyers and

| arjse jn t |je minc)s of Young England respecting our 'canny' neigh-

doctors, of whom the former gentlemen abound to an alarming extent.
| bourS; j have only to add, that there is a national produce north of the

They are divided into two classes, viz., 'Advocates' and 'Writers to
| Tweed, concerning the excellence of which there can be no mistakeA llcV arc Ul V lllcU lill/'J U W*J viia-oatO) i j^.j -iiu wmwm *".v*.

the Signet' (Scotch for Attorneys), and may be seen in throngs fre-

quenting the 'Parliament House,' which still proudly retains its name, I was thinking of asking the guide whether he found claret or cochineal the

nest adapted for per]
'

' a large window representing DAME JUSTICE the" motto"

H"'-:".''"% "-;,- f17n7* Tl.o'r,- f best adapted for perpetuating the interest in this portion of the floor: but PROBUS

notwithstanding the melancholy event ol 1707. 1 he Great Hall in that
inti ^ tha h

'

craS(Ul .

representation of two unicorns sparring at each other over

building is lighted up by a large window representing DAME JUSTICE

with her sword and balance. What a satirical dog the artist must

pointing to the .......,, . ,.,., - , ^
' ffemo me impune lacesxit," warned me of the dangor of chaffing a

tven in joke.Scotchman-
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thousand natural ills not only that 'flesh ii"heir to,'" but which
i PROFESSOR GULLAWAY pretends to cure a specilic strongly recom-
i mended by the Faculty at least, of Modern Athens. I subjoin the
'

prescription of a celebrated M.D., whose portrait I have just painted.
"
Recipe :

Spiritus Vini Scotici, cyathos duos.

Sacchari albi, semiunciam .... 3fs.

Aquse ferventis, ad uncias octo . . . 5viij.

(Interdum addere liceat corticis Limonis Crustulum). Fiat Mis-
tura. Capiat ceger (vel sanus) cochleare magnum unurn, septies, orani

quadrante horse paulo post eibum.
'

Surely, my dear Punch, when the poet wrote
"

aplffTov lifi/ vSaip,

He could not have tasted the incomparable' Glenlivat.'
"

I have just concocted the
'

Mixture as before."
"
Here's

'

towards you !

'

" JACK EASEL."

PUTTING HIS PIPE OUT.

OT long ago the Mayor of

Douai, we are told, ad-

dressed a circular to the

communal schoolmaster,

expressing his determina-
tion to put down the pre-
cocious habit of smoking
among the boys of that

city. Bravo, MONS. LE
MAIRE ! We recommend
as a motto for DEAN
CLOSE'S fcext Counterblast

the inscription,
"
Douai-

way (Do away) with to-

bacco-smoking."

Australia Felix.

THE Ballarat Star re-

ports the arrival of adonkey
m that district, and adds,
that "the incident has

created much excitement among the population." A Donkey at the

Diggings and only one !

We all know that a dead donkey is a rare sight. But we little

thought ever to hear of a country in which, a live one is an appearance
sufficiently rare to create an excitement.

This solitary Jerusalem Pony must surely be the Golden Ass o)

AFULEIUS !

[ADVERTISEMENT.]

VTO MORE GREY HAIR NOR ANY OTHER MEDICINE ! ! !

-1- ' Punch's Almanack for 1860 is as certainly a CUBE for ague, asthma, mental or

personal acidity, fever, indigestion, drowsiness, gout, cougb, catarrh, hysteria,
headache, heartburn, dizziness, despondency, nerves, nausea, neuralgia, irritability,
low spirits, spasms, sickness, sleepiness,rheumatism, redtapeiam, mental crampsand
sinking, fits, word-flatulency, folly, sourness, stupidity, biliousness, blue devils, bore-

dom, baldness, and bronchitis, as any quack specific ever advertised or paid for. It

removes superfluous airs, and imparts a healthy mental tone to all who take it.

Persons of weak mind will lind in Punch's Almanack a most invigorating tonic, and
those whose hair is falling off (as they say) through stress of work, will derive from
Punch's Almanack the greatest benefit and comfort. It not only cures the gout, the

colic, and the phthisic, but it is allowed to be the very best of physic. As has
been said, it does as much for one as any advertised quack medicine, and has,
moreover, the advantage of being nice to take. No domestic happiness is complete
without it. One joke relieves, one page cures ! There 's no mistake about it, so
walk up, with your Threepennies, and prove the fact ! N.B. Sold also, price
Fourpeuce, with the Government Stamp.

&F To be had ereryvtKere, and at a hundred places dse.

The following are some of the ton million testimonials : Cure No. 2,000,002 :

"
Fifty minutes' iudescribable agony from reading an anti-Rifle- Movement article in

the Morning Star, have been removed by buying that delightful mental food called
Punch's Almanack. Punch is a certain antidote to Star poison, and may be used
with safety on every occasion. Signed, JOHN SMITH, London. '

Cure, No. 9,999,999." My husband having been for many months afflicted with acidity of temper, I tried
the effect of reading him some jokes from Punch's Almanack. After hearing the
tenth joke his sourness almost disappeared, and at the twenty-seventh his temper
was so sweeteued that he promised me a new dress and a box at Covent Garden

;

and, what is still more wonderful, he has kept his word. Signed, JEMIMA JOLLY. "

WHAT A CONGRESS OF THE GREAT POWERS is LIKELIEST TO DO
WITH THE ITALIAN BOOT. Put their foot in it.

SILLY SONGS FOR SABLE SINGERS.

No. 1.

WHEN first I lib wid MASSA PKUE,
Miss DINAH swep de kitchen:

Her cheeks were black, her eyes were blue,

O Gosh ! she was bewitching !

CAorxt.

Lubly DINAH ! de belle ob Carolina !

Red-nosed 'possums, ring-tailed "coons,
All in lub wid DINAH !

Dis nigger see her as she sat

A churning ob de butter :

She make my heart go pit a pat,
And all dat I could utter

Was Lubly DINAH ! &c.

I flop d9wn plump upon my knees,
Tho' hi my Sunday trousers,

And den I try my lub to please,

By breedin" tender vows, sirs.

Lubly DDJAH ! &c.

Miss DINAH said she'd marry me,
So Massa found de shiners ;

Now in my cabin you may see

Two SAMBOS and two DINAHS !

Chorus.

And they 're all like DINAH ! de belle ob Carolina !

Black-nosed blue flies, ring-tailed 'coons,
All in lub wid DINAH !

No. 2.

OF all the gals in New Orleens,
There 's none like SALLY CARTER ;

She 's full of wit.she 's full of beans,
She 's UNCLE PUMPKIN'S darter !

She 's got two eyes, she 's got a nose,
She 's got a mouth thereunder,

She 's got two feet, she 's got ten toes,

Oh, isn't she a wonder !

Chants.

Yah ! yo ! SALLY ! Guess I knows your valley !

There ain't a hoss
Like COUSIN JOSH,

To tell the worth of SALLY !

SAL can bake and SAL can brew,
Down in Louisiana,

She can make a pudden too,
And play on the planner !

SAL 's the gal for apple squash,
SAL 's the gal for dumpling ;

Oh ! ain't she fond of COUSIN Josii,
Her crinnylean a crumpling !

Chow.
Yah ! TO ! SALLY ! Guess I knows your valley !

There ain't a hoss
Like COUSIN JOSH,

To wed a gal like SALLY !

A Miss-Fire from the Morning Star.

TUB Mornittg Star comments, in a tone of ridicule, on a provincial
advertisement of a meeting to promote the formation of a Rifle Corps,
because the presence of the ladies was requested at it. This is unfair.

How can a set of young hands be expected to learn the use of the rifle

without a good many Misses?

Epitaph on a Liberator.

By a. Citizen o/ the U-iiUcd States.

IN this here land of ours of great renown,
The least mistake in colour won't go down ;

For treating Black as White, we've hang'd up Brown.
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MILITARY FRIEND. "
Why, look here, my dear boy, it seems to me you, are precisely the man

we want with your beard you would look quite tcmjic ill our uniform. You, would, indeed

quite terrific."

ENTOMOLOGICAL NOTE.

TICKS are found in the greatest quantities
at the Universities, among the papers of fast
young undergraduates, where they often attain
the most extraordinary dimensions. They also
reach a large size in the barrack-rooms of crack
regiments, and especially in the lodgings occu-
pied by officers of the Household Brigade. One
of their favourite haunts is the ground on which
wild oats have been sown. This crop is never
reaped without ticks making their appearance
Generally, it may be remarked of these trouble-
some pests, that they have a tendency to spring
up wherever they are in the least encouraged,
and that the rapidity of their growth is only
equalled by the

diffigulty of their eradication.
They breed in especial profusion in the offices
of Jew money-lenders, bill-discounters, and
generally where parchment is used in large
quantities.
The application of the sponge has been re-

commended as a remedy for ticks, but it is

generally found that when they have been super-
ficially removed by this process, it is only to
reappear in greater force than before. If allowed
to make head, they will speedily exhaust every
available source of support ; and it may be said
of a swarm of ticks as of a flight of locusts, that"
before them is a smiling garden behind them

a howling desert."

Tolerably Safe.

THE DUKE OF SOMERSET on pension
Will surely never dare insist ;

For not the most insane invention
Could put him in a Civil List.

INSANITARY INTELLIGENCE.

ABSUKD as it may seem, we begin really to think that the doctors

have some hand in the setting of the fashions, they are so pointedly
conducive to illnesses and ajlments. Here, for instance, is the latest

bit of ladies' news from Paris
;
and the reader will perceive how it

confirms us in our thinking :

" In dresses generally there is little to record ; tbey still bear either a number of

flounces, or none at all, d discretion. Bonnets, in spite of the cold, do not advance
towards the forehead, but tend to the contrary direction by then- largo descending
curtains."

Looking at it merely as a Paterfamilias, we see nothing to object to
in the first half of this statement. For aught we care, our daughters
may wear no end of flounces, or none at all, as it best pleases them.
Be they flounced up to the eyes, or go altogether flounceless, they will

in neither case be less dear to our person, though they may be in the
latter cheaper to our pocket. But, whatever be our damage, they
will not do themselves any ; and so we let them flounce themselves or

not, a discretion, seeing that they have by this time reached the years
of it.

When., however, we are told that, in spite of the cold weather, it is

not fashionabje for bonnets to cover up the head, but, on the contrary,
to be worn still further off it, here our feelings as a father prompt us
to interfere, and firmly to forbid our daughter to be fashionable.
She may be flounced a discretion, as much or little as she likes ; but,

we will not see her bonneted a indiscretion to please anybody. While
the cold weather lasts, she shall wear a bonnet which really is a bonnet,
and shall wear it on her head, not off it

;
or we, as a "stern parient,"

will know the reason why. She shall not commit suicide for the sake
of being fashionable, whatever other maniacs there may be who will
do so. Ladies who go out this weather with their brains exposed, can
have but little brains, we fancy, to expose. We can only view them
as fashionable lunatics, and wish there were asylums erected to receive
them. Such persons are not fit to take care of themselves, and should
be placed under restraint, and so stopped from self-destruction, while,
however, they are suffered to remain at large. Perhaps the best form
of strait-waistcoat would be restraint in pin-money. Confinement of
the person might, to some extent at least, be effected through the

purse. Were husbands to allow their wives and daughters less for

dress, the latter would not pay so many visits to their milliners
; and

when any suicidal fashion came in vogue, they could not afford to kill

themselves, even if they would.

JACK IN GAOL.

HEBE is a pretty bit of a letter for a British sailor to be in a position
to write ! Excuse the style, and consider the statement :

'
I think visitors are allowed to see us about Christmas time, so perhaps you will

have a chance to see us but (minus of our hair and whiskers) we will write again if

I have any opportunity tell our Mothers we are quite happy tell them it is not so
bad as a man of war "

The writer hails from Winchester Gaol :

"
tell them as ifwe did not care a fig for it dont tell them we shall have our hair

cut if you write immediately perhaps wo shall get it but dont be surprised if we
dont answere it please to drink our health on Christmas-day tell our friend we
cannot write.

"

Winchester Gaol is not so bad as a man-of-war, is the opinion of a
sailor confined in that prison, and is penned by him for the comfort of
a sympathising friend. The correctness of it is too apparent from the

prisoner's case. He is one of the 108 A. B.'s of the Princess Royal,
incarcerated by the sentence of a court-martial which does not appear
to have been a court of inquiry. From the statement of a correspondent
of the Times, it appears that this was a perfectly good fellow, and quite
innocent of moral participation in the mutiny wherein he had got
bodily involved. He had experienced four years' confinement in the

floating prison, and preferred the stationary one. What that confine-
ment must have been, may be inferred from the eagerness of his mess-
mates and fellow-prisoners to obtain a temporary liberation, and from
the mutiny which an old blockhead created by sending the poor fellows
back to their ship after allowing them just to touch the shore.
But what a remark from this honest, true-hearted, generous (for

proof of the justice of these epithets, see the Times) British Tar, to go
forth to the world pending the present demand for hands to man the
British Navy ! The remark has gone forth, my lords and gentlemen,
all the mischief is done ; Punch did not publish it

;
he merely calls

attention to it, and begs to suggest one way to counteract its con-

sequences ; that of letting the author of it, and at least his innocent

companions in trouble, out of quod.

Fast Life.

ONE hears of Little TOUSSOUN PACHA, heir apparent to the Viceroy
of Egypt, visiting Paris and London with his suite, and chatting
fluently m French and English, all at the precocious age of seven. Let
us hope the young Egyptian may not turn out too fast, as well as
TOU-SOUN.

; "? *?$'&**, ?'"'"" Ev
"r'

< K
?' "i Boa? Writ, Beam's Par,. Goto In the Pamn or St. FiwcrM, In the County of Middle.**.Whrfn>, in t. City ol tondcu, uid fubli.hed by them at ffo. 85. Fleet Street, in the Para of St. B rid,, in the City .
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Noble Swell (in scarlet). "HARK! BY JOVE, THAT'S A FIND!"

Party (in black).
"
'COURSE IT is, MY LORD ! JUST THE WAY WITH THEM 'OUNDS. DRAW DRAW DHAW ALL THE MORNING

AND THEN DROP ON A FOX JDST AS V0N 's 'AVIS' VUN J
S LUNCH !

"

'THE GREAT TRIBULATION COMINGS"
In-i'/illili'xK Miililof-all 11 ~ork to Master of the House (who AM done a good

il,in'*
./-,/,,{:,

<i,,i/ has eoau hnuie to enjoy himself!)
"
Please Sir here's the

Waits have bin and called for their Christmas Boxes and as you was not
at home they says they '11 call again this heyenink and the Beable he'ave
bin and

opes
as ow as you '11 remember of im and the pleaeeman he ave

called and when I told im you was hout he says it didn't siggerfy acos
he says as he could look you hup at henny time and the turncock he
have l)in and please Sir he ave left his most respeckful complimumsJ 1.] u_ _V.j :p >n i i*

.... oppersition turncock as you oughtn't not, to give UUHUUK auos iius
man he do all the work and have been hat it hoff and hon nigh nine
and thutty year which he says as it 's a shame to hev the Chrismas
boxeses took out of his mouth leastways that is his pocket and please
Sir here's the sweep hev.bin a waitink down below and I guv him some
cold meat and beer and biled pertators which he ave consumed and he
ave left is card and opes as you'll stump up leastways that was what
he says but he dint tell me to mention it and please Sir here 's some
potry as was guv me by a dustman which he said as ow he were the
reg lar proper dustman and he adn't been gone long when there come
another rap and please Sir when I harnsers it I sees another dustman
which e ands me this ere potry and says as ow please Sir as he 's the
reg'lar dustman and t' other's hon'y a Himporsturer and never as done
nothmk for you and please Sir when he 'd gone there come another rap
and ere 's another piece of potry which please Sir I 'm to say as it 's all
his own compojink and that the hqther pair of dustmin was a couple of
low blaggards and he ave left his card to show as he 's the mostest
proper one and please Sir here 's the newsman he ave left his compli-mums and his boy ave likeways called and wished pertickler for to see
you and the grocer's cart ave been and axed for somethin' seasonable
and the butcher boy he wants to ave jist arf a word with you acos he
says as how he 've allus bin pertickler careful of your iints and have
allus seen as you 've been cut up fair and andsome and han't ad your
weight made up with bones and sichlike kitchin stuff and please Sir

here 's the fireman he 've been kep a waitin and ave ad some bread
and cheese and a couple of pots of beer which I'm a makink im some
grog cos missus han't no change and she said she knew you meant to
give im suthun and the baker he ave left his best respects and '11

peraps look in tomorrer and the doctor's boy have called and opes
you'll not forgit im and the milkman says as how you allus hea
renicmbrud of irh and so he'll take the libaty of axing you agin and please
Sir a old ooman as you bought a box o' matches of she ave come and
left her complimums and opes as you're quite well and she'll call

again tomorrer and please Sir here's the gravedigger leastways I
means the sexting he ave halso called to see you which I wus to say
he wishes you '11 enjy a Merry Christm

[Here MASTER makes an, observation which we dare not print, and
when he sits down to his dinnerfinds his appetite has left him.

6s- MORAL Such is ILtfc!

Collier's Various Headings.
MR. COLLIER has been appointed Legal Adviser to the Fleet. We

suppose it is all right ; but any advice that we have ever heard tendered
to a decent vessel by a Collier has always been of a description to make
us wish we were a boatswain's mate in the neighbourhood of the
counsellor. However, we should be sorry to see COLLIER get the
sack in consequence of any facetious remark of ours; and we lose no
time in hoping that he is not only up in Black-Stone, but will prove
a Black Diamond. If not, the Collier will know where to look for

whippers.

ONE OF THE COMPLIMENTS OP THE SEASON.

WHY is the MABQUIS OF WESTMiNSTEK'.like 1860 ?

Because he 's exceedingly near.

" WHEN POUND, 10 BE MADE A NOTE OF." When you find a
Policeman.

VOL xxxvn.
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"CRACKERS" FOR CHRISTMAS.

MAS UFACTORED SOLELY TOE THE JUVENILES! PARTIES.

HE custom of bringing in the

Boar's Head at Christmas still

survives at many very hospit-

able houses, where the comfort

of the guests is seriously im-

paired by the introduction of

a Bore in the shape of a rich

uncle, from whom no one but

the family has the slightest

expectations.

Snapdragons is a pastime
which originated with ST.

GEORGE, who was commis-
sioned by the Government to

snap iij) iiamiug dragons.

Plum-pudding owes its origin

to an eccentric mUliotinaire,

who told his daughter if the

married he would give her no-

thing in the world but a plum-

pudding. Notwithstanding this

discouragement, the girl was
rash enough to marry; as

girls generally will, upon sulli-

cient provocation. Mindful of

her father's threat, she WHS
not at all surprised to find

that he refused to settle any fortune on her. But the imaginative

reader may faucy her astonishment, when, at the wedding breakfast,

there was brought her a huge pudding, which, on being cut, disclosed

her eccentric parent's cheque for a hundred thousand pounds, which

was very nearly boiled to the rags it had been made of. The old

millionnaire had strictly kept his word. He had only given his daughter
a

"
plum

"
pudding.

Roast beef became a standing Christmas dish in the time of Bluil

KING HAL called, in more politeness, by historians, HENRY THE
EIGHTH. This Monarch (vide portraits) used to eat prodigious dinners,

and of course kept a jester to act as a di-gester the exercise of

laughing being good for the digestion. This jester's name was BEKFFE,
in the spelling of the period, but would doubtless now be written

simply Beef. The KING used daily to amuse himself with making fur

of this Court-jester, or, to use his own expression, with "going in anc

roasting him;" and as on Christmas Day the Monarch always dincc

more heartily than usual, he used invariably, as soon as the cloth hac

been removed, to cry out to his courtiers, "Now come and let's roast

BEEFE!"
Mince-pies have been in vogue since the reign of RICHARD rat

FIRST, who, being armed cap-a-sus,, made mince-meat of whoever

ventured to confront him.
Blind Man's Buff originally was called Blind Man's Re-buff, from

the fact that the blind man was rebuffed when guessing wrongly. It

is believed the game was played first at the Court of KING CANUTE
and that PEEPING TOM OF COVENTRY was the first man who was
blinded.

It is believed that there is evidence in the old black-letter chronicles

ouly nobody, as yet, has ever had the pains to hunt for it to prove
that the first ladies ever kissed under the mistletoe were MHS. PAGE
and MRS. FORD, the Merry Wives of Windsor, and that the operation
was severally performed on them by the MAN or Ross, assisted by the

REVEREND JOHN KNOX.
The first man who made Wassail was EDWARD THE BLACK

PRINCE, and the place he chose to make it in was, it is said, the

Devil's Punch-bowl.
It is not generally known that Christmas Trees were first discovered

growing in the Sandwich Islands, and that the fruit they bear consists

of sliced roast beef and bread-and-butter, enveloping a bit of hot plum-
pudding-stone as kernel.

CimiSTMAS WAITS.

EUROPE this Christmas waits to see

What 's to be done with Italy :

Whether the despots mean to free her,

Or somewhat further first to see her.

The POPE, too, waits, with visage grim,
To learn what 's to become of him -.

Whether the fools who 've owned his sway
His HOLINESS will still obey j

Or whether, of his presence sick,

They '11 bluntly bid him cut his stick,

And tell him that, for change of air,

To England he had best repair ;

Rome oeing to him less safe by far

Than three-pair backs in Leicester Squarr.
In France they wait to see war taxes

Laid upon the people's backses ;

For nobody can there gainsay
The fact, that "L'Empire, c'est la Pan."

Germany waits, beer-cup in hand,
To hail her new-born Fatherland.

A realm, where sages, brain-bemuddled,

May at their ease sit, and get fuddled ;

Regardless what the world may think,

So long as they can have their drink.

The Czar of Russia waits to see

His nobles set their serfs more free :

A feat, wherein if he succeed,
Punch will applaud the worthy deed.

The loyal Irish wait, to determine

How to crush out the priest-bred vermin,

Who, to mob-meetings late have been,
To spit their venom at^our QDEEN.
England meanwhile waits, all-prepared

From burglars her strong box to guard :

And while abroad War's tempest rages,

And with Morocco Spain engages,
She calmly waits, secure from storm,
The coming battle of Reform.

SPANISH LIMITATIONS.

A LETTER from Madrid, probably official, in the Patrie, touching

the demand for payment of a long-standing debt due from the Spanish

Government to that of Great Britain represents England as

"
Disinterring from her official archives those claims, and presenting them at a

moment when Spain is obliged to meet heavy expenses for the war in Africa."

Very mean and shabby of England to make such a claim at such a

moment, isn't it? How should we like, in case we were attacked by

France or Russia, or some other state, Holland, or Prussia, or Sweden

to take that opportunity to come down upon us with a demand for the

repayment of -110,000, due over twenty years? Not at all. But

suppose that we had just declared a fancy war against some other

Power, would not a nation to which we owed money naturally suppose

that we had waxed rich, take our indulgence in the luxury of warfare

as evidence of our prosperity, and think the time had at length come

;o trouble us in the slightest possible degree to hand back that little

rillc V When a gentleman sets up a carriage, may not his unpaid and

suffering tailor consider, without incurring a merited imprecation, that

,he day for sending his bill in has now arrived ? If we had owed Spam
440,000, for between twenty and thirty years, on account of war-

material furnished to enable us to establish the British Constitution

by a dynastic struggle, and had now unnecessarily involved ourselves

in a conflict with a foreign enemy, and when Spain, on the strength ot

that symptom of solvency, asked us for the money, if we resented the

demand, and pleaded against it the equivalent to an international

Statute of Limitations, what a Government and people of swindlers

we should be ! Shouldn't we ?

A CONUNDRUM 1'OK TWELFTH NIGHT.

WHY are the hop-growers of Kent a sensible race of men ?

Because they put their pride in their pockets.

THE TAKE-YOU FORTS. Apropos of our recent Chinese mishap, it

has been remarked, that after the great success of MK. FORTUNE'S
works iu relation to China, we might have been prepared for the

appearance of Miss-Fortune's.

ASPIRATION. The H-bono of Contention.

In Pari Passu.

AN English reason, half bad, half good, why ADMIRAL BOWLES

ought not to command at Portsmouth. Because he's a "pious octo-

genarian."
An Italian reason, altogether good, why ANTONELLI ought not to

command at Rome. Because he 's a
"
PJo-

ONE FOR PAM. LORD PALMERSTON said at Romford that he never

could learn shorthand. It was not often necessary to him. At least,

we never saw him at the slightest loss to "take down" an Opposition

speaker.
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HYMEN'S GAS-LAMPS.

E trust we shall not bo ac-

cused of being over-senti-

mental, if we look upon a

bridesmaid as a kind of gas-

lamp. Of course, we would
not for an instant be so

rude as to compare a lovely
woman to a lamp-post : and
to speak of girls as being
attachable to posts, would
be an insult not to them

alone, but to their future

husbands. But there are

many ornamental gas-lamps
without posts, and it is to

these that bridesmaidens
are comparable. Their

bright eyes light the way
to the hymeneal altar, as

well as, if not better tlimi,

a row of fish-tail burners

could. Like gas-lamps too

their light is such as never requires snuffing ;
and when turned on to the

full, its' radiance is quite dazzling. Another point of likeness too may
be discovered in the fact that the light in Hymen's lamps is often

dimmed by tears, which may be regarded as water in the pipe. No
Company lias yet beeu formed for supplying Hymen's gas, out this

is
1191

much to be wondered at, for any one who wants it can always

get it for himself. As lias been truly said

"
Only propos to blow a bubble,
And Lord ! \Vh.it hundred* will subscribe for soap !

"

So. only propose, and have a wedding, and dozens of young ladies will

volunteer to rt as -as-lamps at it. They view the post of bridesmaid

as being a sort of sign-post, which points to getting married; and when

they turn their gas on we have no doubt that they keep an eye to the

main chance.

OUR ANNUAL OBSTRUCTION.

AN alarming obstruction in Fleet Street was created on Thursday
morning last by the publication of Punch's Almanack, which took place
at 10 o'clock on that day. All the westward-bound omnibuses were

obliged to diverge at Farringdon Street, and go up Holborn, in con-

sequence of the crowd which occupied the whole of Fleet Street. A
denser mass of human beings was never perhaps jammed into any

space. The authorities must not be blamed for omitting to take un-

popular precautions
to prevent accidents, of which a great number

unavoidably occurred. Fortunately, no lives were lost, nor were any
bones broken ; but several toes were trodden upon, which, however,
as the concourse chiefly consisted of newspaper-boys of light weight,
sustained no material damage. MASTER BOAKES received a severe

dig in the ribs from the elbow of MASTER HUFFEY, who, in the excite-

mi lit of the competition, did not mind where he was shoving. MASTER
KACG'S coat was torn down his back, and MASTER STOGGS lost his

comforter. MASTER MULLINGS'S hat was knocked over his eyes ;

several other young gentlemen were also bonneted; and MASTER
BOBSON was deprived of his cap, which, it is to be feared, he will never
see again.
The promptest attention was rendered to the sufferers by our

attendants at the office, in supplying them, as fast as possible, with
numbers of the Almanack, at no charge beyond the regular fee of 3</.,

or \4. stamped. A good deal of fighting took place among the

urchins, who were more, awake to the attractions than alive to the

principles of Punch. On the whole, however, the greatest good-
liumour prevailed, and the general harmony was heightened by nume-
rous whistles, snatches of nigger melodies, and other popular airs. A
large body of the City Police was in attendance, and laudably exerted

themselves to enforce order, as well as they could, allowance being
made for the convulsions of laughter occasioned by the illustrations of

the Aliiitiiiai'k, which were thrust under their noses, and brandished in

opposition to their staves. Fleet Street remained impassable during

iieiirly the whole of the day, and all traffic was suspended, except what
was carried on in the interests of Punch. We are happy to state that

no serious injury occurred; though some of the purchasers of the

Almanack nearly burst themselves with laughing at its facetious

contents.

TOAST AT AN AGRICULTURAL MEETING." Here 's to the Riflemen

England's truest and staunchest Protectionists !

"

THE GREATEST REVOLVER ON RECORD. The World.

THE DOOM OE THE POPE.

M. UE PUNCH presents his respectful compliments to the EMPEROR
Louis NAPOLEON, and has much pleasure in performing for his

Majesty's new pamphlet, issued by their friend M. DK LA GUKKKON-
IERE, the same condensing process by which M. IJE PUNCH so much
improved the EMPEROR'S former excellent publication, in which he

promised an Italian war. Cordially agreeing with the EMPBROR in his

conclusion that the I'nn: must be smashed up, if not exactly into a

cocked hat, into a sort of Beadle-General to the Roman Chun ;

other show-places, M. I>E PUNCH will not attack any of his _\i

l'i-i mises, and hopes, by the way, that his Majesty will be

forbearing iu regard to those of their other friend, M. DE BULL.

THK I'AMHII.KT.

Let us keep our tempera.

II.

Tliu Foi'K must have VIM temporal
iwwer, or, with priestly instinct, will

inisclf to thu tyruut who will best

serve him.
III.

But his rule must be paternal, and
therefore, the smaller his dominions the

greater his power.
IV.

lie must no!, meddle with politics, but
himself to priestcraft and the

other lino arU.
V.

Hi army must be a mere symbol, and
he must really murder nobody ;

" blood-
,i his name being au insult to

Heaven."
VI.

Now, in he to have the Romagna
again ?

VII.

Well, the Romagiieso detest our pa-
ternal old friend.

VIII.

Force therefore would be necessary,
and Franco i.s certainly not goiu^ to use

that.
IX.

Nor shall A: has thrashed
>

L-i no idea ot

her iu again.

Shall Naples ; Why, the Ki
NAPUUJ if hardly safe on his own throne.

XI.

Congress must settle the question. If

it does not choose to give Knmagna to

the POPE, it may merely regisU-i

accompli. But it must secure Rome to

him, and give him an Italian militia in-

stead of a foreign army. At present
"

lie

cannot rely
on the love and respect ni

his people."

M. DE PUNCH would certainly say that POPE PERUGIA could *ol.

Without turning aside to ask Irish gentlemen, who have been de-

claiming in the POPE'S praise, what they think of the ElCPUOB's
account of the old gentleman, M. DE PUNCH begs most heartily to com-

pliment the EMPEROR upon the bold and logical form in which he has

permitted their friend, M. DE LA GUERRONIERE to publish his Majesty's

ideas, which, upon the question of what should be done with the POPE,
are precisely those of M. DE PUNCH and all liberal and enlightened

persons. M. DE PUNCH scarcely expected so welcome a Christmas-box

from the Tuileries.

CLERICAL ELOCUTION.

A REPORT of the ordination lately held by the BISHOP OP Los DUN

states that
" Full choral service was performed ;

the prayers being beautifully rendered by
(,1,o HKV. .1. il. UOWAU, M. A., and the lessons read by the BKV.H. MILMAM, M.A.

In what sense were the prayers "beautifully rendered" by the

reverend gentleman? The word "render" has several meanings.
For one example, "to render" signifies to translate. This seems to

be the signification in which it is employed above. Mi. COWABD is

said to have rendered the prayers just as Mil. CHARLES KBAN might
be described as having rendered, or interpreted, Hamlet or Macbeth.

We now come to inquire into the import of "beautifully'' in the fore-

going connection. How were the prayers rendered in being rendered

beautifully? In a loud, clear, and audible voice ? We hope so. We
hope not with any sort of mouthing or moaning. In accounts of
"
Marriage in High Life," the service is often reported to have been

"impressively" performed. "Impressively" in those narratives is

perhaps nearly equivalent to "beautifully." One of the graces of the

beautiful ana impressive utterance of reverend Tenderers and per-

formers of the Liturgy, consists in drawling for the sake of emphasis ;

as, for instance, pronouncing the vowel O, in a word wherein it ought
to be short, ridiculously long. In venting these offensive sounds, they

appeal to the sympathies of the canting and illiterate part of their

congregations, and make the same mistake as that which a vulgar

actor makes when he plays to the gallery.

" SHORT AND (NOT) SWEET."

JOHN ABTHUE DOGTEAR'EM ROEBUCK, ESQ., once a Bath Chap,
and now a Sheffield Blade not always of the best temper.

A FREE ADMISSION. A very fastidious musical critic, a propos of

the new opera of Victorine, admits that MELLON has the Meat of talent

in him. J
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THE WEATHER AND THE PARKS. -GLORIOUS NEWS FOR THE BOYS!
Billy Witting. "Hi! LOOK HERE! COME! SUCH A LARK! HERE'S n PKRLICKMAN FKM, ON A SLIDE!"

JOHN BULL GUARDS HIS PUDDING.
JOHN BULL be has houses, JOHN BULL he has lands,
He has beef, lie has mutton has pudding and pelf;

He no doubt feels it hard, as he stands upon guard,
Both to pay his police-rates and watch for himself.

'

But them sneaks," says the cook,
"
before one can look,

They whips down the area, all of a sudding."
So, to keep what he 's got, from the area-sneak's pot,
JOHN BULL is determined to guard his own pudding.

With his East and West Indies, Auslralias and Scindes,
For oitron and suet, for sugar and spice

With such plums as Gibraltar, such currants as Malta,No wonder the rascals should long for a slice.
JOHN is lib'ral at giving, as any man living;
To a laste of his pudding the world he'd invite ;

But those who try taking, will find he is waking,
'

His hand on the trigger, his eye on the sight !

The Papal Thaw.
THAT great moral icicle the POPE, who has far too long been over-

hanging TOi ^ beginning to show symptoms of approaching disso-
lution. His Frostmess is thawing with remarkable rapidity, and there
is a prospect of his speedy disappearance. The Papal ice, in fact, is

giving way in all directions, and we may expect to hear, ere long, of a
general break-up.

TEMPOBA MUTAKTUR.
WHAT Austria made in 1815 Treaties.
What Austria will be glad to make in 1860 En-treaties.

THE COLDEST RIVER AI THIS TIME or THE YEAR? Why it is
the Dnieper.

A QUAlttlEL WITH CHRISTMAS.
"MR. PUNCH,

"I WISH you would not make such a fuss as you do about
Christmas. I hate Christmas. In short, Christmas is a bore. Holly
and mistletoe have been worked to death. The former is all very well
in the hedges, and the latter may be an ornament to the tree on which
it grows ;

but neither about the house is either useful or ornamental.
Who would commit the absurdity of kissing a girl under a bunch of

twigs before a number of spectators ? The inevitable roast beef and
turkey of Christmas are tiresome. The plum-pudding is disgusting.
The mince-pie is an abomination. The pantomimes are idiotic and
imbecile. Christmas, in my mind, is simply associated with duns.

Otherwise, it is one continual yawn. Now old noodles attempt to

sing, and fogies make fools of themselves by playing at blind-man's
buff as you might say in your Almanack. Now children are en-

couraged to get upon your knees, and spoil your trousers. I am sick
of it all. I have no sympathies with my kind, if the people who
commit these annual follies are my kind : which I natter myself they
are not- I abhor popular sentiment about peace and goodwill, and all

that sort of thing. I detest yule logs, to which scuttlefuls of coals are

vastly preferable. I despise ghost stories : let us talk about death if

you fike, which is an end of everything, and I wish Christmas were dead,
like the heart, to speak sentimentally, of your weary Correspondent,

" JAUNDEHS LEGRAND."
"
P. S. Evergreens. Bosh ! Fudge ! They are all the colour of

gamboge. Stick a sprig in a pudding pshaw ! What is a good thing
for indigestion ?

"

Pardonable at Christinas.

IN the interest of the Field Lane Refuge, to which Mr. Punch begs
that everybody will send all the old clothes they can spare, he suggests
a new reading of a misunderstood text. He would say, "Charity
covereth a multitude of skins."

A CURE POH THE HEARTACHE. Matrimony.
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ACCOMPLISHMENT for the Arluy (An), .'11

Acknowledgment for Admiral Bowks, 243

Advertising Columns, 41
Advice Gratis, 241
Aids to Criminal Devotion, 104
Aids to Feminine Reflection, 100
Air for the Pope's Brass Band (An), 246
Alderman's 1-ament (The), 145
All up with England I 111
American Outrage on the Emperor, 92
Anecdotes from Balmoral, tM
Another Austrian Defeat, 12
Another l:utnmet and Testimoni <

Another Go at the Gameslaughterer.s, 2i.j

Another Railway Row, Ion
Another Laurel Wreath around the Im-

perial Brow, 181
Another Shot by a Non-Shooting Star, 225
Another Smash for a Starteller, 234
Art Baubury Cross (An), 32
Artist and a Baby (An), 73
Assurance Doubly Sure, 185

Astonishing a Congregation, ..::

Astounding News from Rome, 240
Awful Warning, 131

BAD Jobs for John Bull, 101
Had Language by a Lady ! 140
Ballads tor Bedlamites. 184
Balsam fur Bruised Spirits (A), 185

Banquet of Authorities, Isle of Wight, 104
Batrachian Arrivals, 210
Bavarian Small Beer, 45
Beautiful Buttermilk, IKi

Bells I 've Shamm'd on (Tho), 245
Bells of Big Ben (Tho), 254 ,

Below Baroy, 19B

Big Ben. An Ode, 164
Bit of an Old English Ballad (A), I'.'i

Bit of Balderdash (A), 42
Bitter Cup (The), 14
Board of Works at their Work, 249
Bomba Kedivivus, 155
Boobies of Brighton, 145

Boot-Mending, 149
Bramwell is Himself again, ls,"i

[land Burglars (Tho), ail
" Bravo" for Barry (A), 70

Bravo, Ipswich ! 242

Brigham Young, Papa, T22
British and Foreign Affairs, 233

Brougham, C., 190
Brunei and Stephenson, 169

Buying v. Bunkum, 95

Byronic Lay (A), 73

By the Margin of Fair Zurich's Waters, 151
CAB Law Amendment, 75 .

Cabman's Club (The), 182
Cabman's Progress (The), 104
"
Call a Spado a Spade," 79

Calumny on Cooks (A), 64
Candidate for an Institution (A), 202
Cant of Two Kinds, 153
Catholic Theatrical Intelligence, 152
Cat out of the Bag (The), 17S

Cartridges to Bite and Swallow, 4
Case for Dr. Cullen (A), 210

Chapter on Slan.;(A). 112

Children in the Wood at AndovcrfTho), 219

Chivalry in Excelsis, 124
Christmas Trees, 256

City Articles in this Style, 214
Civic Poetry of Paris, 71
Civil Service Examinations, 95
Classical Butter, 19
Classical Duet (A), 176
Clergymen and Baptists, 102

Clerical Elocution, 2i;.3

Clerical Conscience-Money, 133
Clerical Slips and Skirts, 115
Close Companionship, -i-J

Cold Water Cure for Wanton Mischief, 11.1

Colouring Extraordinary, 2.1

Commander of the Faithful (The), S2
Common Criers, 256
Common Sense in "Society,
Companion to the Hymeneal AlUr, 41

Complaisance and lti:l.

Concordat in the House ofCommonsfA), 79

Cough in the House (A), 254

Court Consistency, 8

County Courtship, 191
' Crackers "

for Christmas, 264

Cracking of Big Ben, Correspondence, 109
creation Whipped Again I 110

Criminaline, 251
Crinoline for Blue Coat Boys, 114
Cross and Dagger, 244

Cullenary Colleges, 14i>

Culshaw, theTownely Herdsman, &c., 249
Cut for a Critic's Pencil (A), 89
DANGERS of a Vis-a-Vis (Tlu i

Dawn in Italy (The),
Dead Wells and Drinking Fountains, 30
Defend us from our Defenders, 175

Dialogues of the Dead, 9
Disturbances in Eastern Churghfl'lie), 1-2

Doom of the Pope (The), 205
" Down among the Dead Men," 204
Dr. Cullen'a Chaff, 225
Drive in the Queen's Carriage (A), ::l

Dr. Livingstone in Destitution, 149
Duct at St. Cloud (A), 00
Duet for Doon, ISO
ECONOMY in Earthquakes, 30

Economy of the Budget, 42
Election Intelligence, 12

Emperors at Odds. 49
Encore Swindle (The), 60
End of all Things (The), 99
End of False Imprisonment (An), 4
"
England's Decline and Fall," 1S3

Englishmen and English. 129

English Vandal (The), 121

Entomological Note, 262

Epicurean in an Asylum (An), S3
Error of the Press, 39
Error of the Press that wanta Correcting
(An), 124

Estimates and Armed Neutrality, 2

Example Made (An), 181
Exhibition of the Works of very Early

Masters, 161
Extreme Probabilities. 39

Extremely Objectionable, 160

Eyes Right! Dress! Word ofCommand, 230
FAIR Words by a Frenchman, 21

Faggots of the Man in the Moon (The), 231
Fashionable Anthem, 189
Fatal Facility (A), 171
Father Antic the Law. 04
Fearful Engagement (A), 32
Feast for a Philologist (A), 49
Female Briarcus Wanted (A), 176
Female Rush to the Pole (A), 100
Fetichism at Naples, 259
"Feu do Joie," 192
Few Globules for Homoeopathy (A), 183
Few Items in a Testimonial Advertise-
ment (A), 81

Fidgety Subject (A), 55

Figures amongst Flowers, 35
First of September (Tho), 115

Five-and Twenty Years of a Parliamen-

tary I-ife, 35
Food for Teetotallers, 54
Fool and his Luggage (A), ISO
Forbes Mackenzie's Folly, 1!IO

Foreigners in Bad Odours, 56
n Office Spelling Book (Tli'

Fortification of London (The), 40
For Use in a Quadrille, 192
Four Fishers (The), 260
France and China, 260

Francis-Joseph the Green, 52

Franklin, 143
Free Trade in Doctors' Commons, 90
Freedom for the Popish Press, 179
French and English Estimates, 100
Frenzied Fi lends! A Tale of Terror ! 125

FumuSjGloria Mundi, 49

Funny Biumy Money, 245
GARIBALDI'S Logic, 234

Gems of Justice, 85
Gentlemen Riflemen, 230

Germany's Welcome to Punch, 223

Giving Literature a Lift, 146
Class-HouseMutual Assurance Corap.. 175
Glut of Fresh French Butter (A), 34
Go at the Garueslaughterers (A), 209
Good Advice, 239
Good News for Good Figures, 244

Good Young Man (A). 213

Governess Strike Wanted (A), 90
Government Broker (The), 143
Graffiti of London (The), 174
Grave Subject (A), 115
Great Circulation (The), 225
Great Sea-side Building SquabblofThe). 13J

Great Tribulation Coming (The), 203

Guy's Geography, 89
Gross 111 treatment of a Great Public

Benefactor, 165
"HALE! Fellow 1" 160

Half-Measures, 64
Handel Feast (The). 9

Happy Removals, 20

Hapsburg Humility, 256
Hard Conservative Hit (A), 196

Harvey's Bones, 41
Head of English Composers (The), 143

Heavy and Melancholy Mendelssohn, 235

Helping Hand forthe Handel College(A),32
Hero-Worship at St. Cloud, 45

High Jinks at Middlesborough, 209
Hint to a Fond Father, 210
Hint to a Horse-Tamer (A), 249

Homage to Germany, 222
Horrible Occurrence ! Gross Assault on
Mr. Punch, S35

House-Surgeon in Samaria (The), 220
Howabout Riflemen's LifeAssurances ? 206
How Sehamyl was Caught, 162
How to Dress our Riflemen, ::

How we Came to Write to the Emperor, 243

How we Spend our Sundays, 83
Human Candle (AX 120

Hunting Intelligence in Hampshire, 2-10

Hunting the Black Badger, 170

Hymen's Gas-lamps, 265

Hymen and Low Men, 26
IDA we Fight against (The), 205

Image by Mr. Osborue (An), 99

Imaginary Conversation, 163, 213, _2,j

India under the Income-Tax, 169

Infallibility's Four Reasons, 99
Infallible Sporting Nomenclature, 189
Inns of Court Rifle Corps (TheX 7
Inn-validism Extraordinary, l(>2

Insanitary Intelligence. M2
Insure your Member.',' Lives! Cl

Irreverent Alderman (An), 02
Is it

" J?" 43
Italian Chevy Chace (The), 180

Italy is Free, 36

Italy's Partial Successes, 130
" It 's a Mad World, my Masters !

"
CO

JACK in Gaol, 262

Japanning the Pope, 210
John Bull guards his Pudding, 200

Jonathan's Johnson, 133
Jonathan's Ride to Pekin, 152 >

KIM ; Punch's Amnesty, 99

King Punch Sweareth Allegiance, 4!)

LADIES' Luggage, 212
Ladies' llaids and Lindley Murray, 60
Lament of the Spider (TheX 64
Lament of the Westminster Clock-AYorks

(The), 131
Last Visit to Vauxhall (A), 119
Latest from America, 230
Latin for Ladies' Dresses, 39
Laureate Abroad and at Home (The), 121
Laureate's Bust at Trinity (The), 104

Law for the Lawyers. 156
Law on its Last Legs (The), 202
Law-Suit and a Love-Suit (A), 24 1

Lay for Liskeard (A), 93
Lectures about to oe Delivered, 112

Legate's Song (The), 242

Legislating for the Million. 200
"
L'Empire c'est la Paix," 85

Letter-Boxes sometimes Needless, 111
Letter from Dr. Johnson, 95
Letter of the Law at Lynn, 155
Life is a Mystery, 126
Lines on the Lord Mayor Elect, 151
Lion and the Eagles (The), 1

Literary Rewards, 211

Literature for Ladies, 51

Loch Katrine in Glasgow, 1S1

Long Life and anything but Merry (A), ICC

Long Shot with a Long Bow (A), 70
Look in his Face, 180
Look to your Gold Diggings, 124
Louis Napoleon's Court Jester. 106

Love-making at Lowestoff, 170
Love's Reason for Love's Rhyme, 214
MAN of Short Memory (A), i'::2

Man who Doesn't Mind (The), 200

Marriage as it Should be, 211

Marriage without a Mother-in-law, 04

Martyrs of Science, or the Lay of Mogna
Mola, 134

Matrimonial Allies, 45
Manuster Concerts (The), 240
Mauve Measles (The), 81

Mayor and Something more (A), 1-2

Mcdicine and Morality, 61

Melancholy View of Marriage (AX 22
Member on the Moors (The), 76
Mild Court Martial (A), 60
Millennium Arrived (The), 48
Milliner's End of Controversy, 210
Minister in Town (The), 110
Misses and Merlins, 186
Mitchel and Maguire, 23J
Modern Athens, 260
Momentous Question (The), 33
Mouckton Milnes on the Maine Law, 164

Money Intelligence, 223

Moneymoon (The), 245
Monsieur "Bounce," SI

Mops and Brooms, 251

More Dramatic Novelty, 181
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More Sanctified Slang, 103
Mortal Mistake (A), <;:;

Mother-in-law on Neutrality (A), '20

Mother's Saturday Review (The). 253

Mr.Punch'sTcstimonialtoChas. Koan, 105

Mr. Tilbury denies his Demise, 222

Muzzy Notions of Mercy, 113
Music by Steam, 216

Mystery of a Lady's Dress (The), 24

NAPOLEONISM, Idealism, and Realism, ISO

Nathan's Clerical Costumes, 176
"Nation" in a Fit (The), 134

Nelson Monument (The), 150
No Plus Ultra-Moutauist, 145
New Cut (The), 145
New Failing (A), 175
News for Downing Street, 03
New Idee NapoWonienne (A), 195
New Literary Entertainment, 169
Nice Thing to say to a Gentleman (A), 7

Nine Hours Fix (The), S6
" No More Grey Hair," 261

No Such Luck I 92
Non-Natural Faihers and Mothers, 7

Not Exactly a Drinking Fountain, 6:!

Number One and Two, 234

ODORIFEROUS Plants on Bow Common, 179
Off with his Head," &c.. 172

Oh, that Sort of Person !

"
142

Old Clothes Line (The), ISO
One Humbug the Less, 80
One Minute's Advice to Med. Students, IV,

One more Bomba, 22
Order of Agricultural Merit (The), 191

Organ of Irish Patriotism (An), 'I'll

Our Annual Obstruction, I'*;:",

Our Chinese Ceremonies, lii:i

Our Episcopal Convert, 191
Our French Friend, 19U
)\ir Roving Correspondent, 105, 231
3ur Vivid Viscount, 1:1

PAGE of Posterity's Possible Penning, 1

Palladian Palmerston, 72

Palpable, 4t>

Palpable Advertisement (A), 103
Paradise and the Perry 91
Parallel (A), 140
Partant pour la Rue Baker, 252

Paul-Pryism .it the Post Office, 159
Peculiar Memory (A), 140
Penal Shirt-Making, 125

People I don't want to Meet, 144
Pest Cabs, 259
Peter and Paul, 151
Pet for a Palace (A), 69
Peter Laurie. 190
Pictorial Walls and Windows, 173
Pierian Springs at the Museum (The), 1GH
riper at Compiegne (The), 230

Pity the Poor Lawyers, 1S(1

Pouching under Extenuating Circum-
stances, 152

Poetry of the Season, 20
Politicians in Statu Pupillari, : :'.(

Poor Stowell the Informer, 150
Pope's Allocution (The), 1,1.;

Pope and the Perugians (The), 21

I'o] ic at his Little Game (The), 54
Portrait of a Diabolical Englishman, 25
Poser for the Puseyites (A), 132

I

Posers for Policemen, 93
Present to Mr. Newby (A
Pretty Pigs, 125
Prices of Seats (The), 11
Prince at High Pressure (A), 126
Prize Butcher (A), 40
Probable Railway Catastrophe, 112
Proclamation by King Punch, 109
Poison for Breakfast, 172
Present Powder Duty (The). ISO
Prey for the Green-eyed Monster, 29
Priests and their Shawls, 192
Pro Bono Re-publico, 201
Professor Christisou on Electricity, 194
Pros and Cons for Pope Pius, 205
Puff Pasta and Scissors. 65
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 8, 19, 23
Punch's Imaginary Correspondence, is;
Punch on Punch, 171
Punch to Cavour, 41

Punning in Parliament, 84
Putting his Pipe out, 261
QUACKS and their Constituents, 165
Quarrel with Christmas (A), 266
Queen and Mr. Punch (The) 229
Quoth Father Thames, 33
RACE in Danger (A), 113

Really Enlightened Statesman (A), 180
Heal School of the Virtues (The), 165
Real Scotch Romance

(A), 44
Recollections by Joseph Todgers, 90
Kedesdale's Worst Fears, 23
Reform in the Harem, 229
Reform your Calendar, 89
Report of an Important Case 8
Remedy for the Thames (A), 34
Reverend Master of Hounds (A), 212

vby (A), 250

Riflemen both sides the Border, 229

Rifle Volunteers (The), 185 .

Rifling the Queen's English, 189

Right Hero in the Right Place (The), 70

Ring (The), 112
Romance by Sir John Bowring, 225

Romance in Russia, 69

Roman Martyrologist (A), 171

Royal Child's Play in Spain, 254
Rub for a Railway (A), 159

SAINT in Crinoline (A). 145

Sale of Government Stores, 66

Sale or Sell, 71
Save me from my Friends, 101

Save us from our Friends ! 182

Schiller Centenary (The), 203

School of Ornament (A), 30

Scotch Experiment (A), 189

Scotch Plush. 121

Senator Broderlok Slain by Chief Justice

Terry, 195
Sense from Salop, 220
Sentinel and Crowned Heads (The), '.'19

Serpentine through a Sieve (The), 80

Serious Clown (A), 149
Settlers for Shakesperians, 254

Shall mir Viscount have a Statue? 233

Sheriffs shorn of their Glory (The). 195

Shot by a Non-Shooting Star (A i,
219

Shyloc'k and a Skylark (A), 40

Silly Songs for Sable Singers, 201

Sirens at the Sea-side, 142

Sir Peter not himself Ag>iin, 2ll

Slang of the Superior Classes (Tile), 214

Small Pope Pius (A), 130
Smash for a Star Teller (A), 141

Social Suggestions, 25!)

Soldiers of Irish Freedom, 1S5

Solution of Italy (The), 53

Sontf by a Surgeon, 201

Song of the Imprisoned Member, 43

Song of the would-be Merman, 71

Song to Scursionists, 73

Sonnet to the Sovereign Pontiff, 169

Spanish Chesnuts, 190

ipani-sh Limitations, 2(U

Sports in the.North, 151
Stafford Stok'hig Room (The), 205
Steam Cat (The), 121

3t. George and St. Nicholas, 114
St. Januarius at it again ! 149

Strange Taste, 2:i5

Substitutes for Military Flogging, 131
Suez Canard (The), 253

Surgical Slave to a Free Hospital (\), ]<r;

TAILORS of the French Tooley Street, 25-'

Terrible State of Tilings, 59
Testimonial Tablet (The), 120
Tete-a-TCte with Tait (A), 11
" That's the Way the Money goes," 75

They Stick at Nothing, 205

Thirsty Soul (A), 232
Three Cheers for Tyrwhitt, 221
To and From the War, 44
To Correspondents, 52, 199
To the Newspaper Reading World, ISO

Tournament, U. .s. (A), 104

Tripping Time, 92

Tuscan Straw Stirred, 253

Twice Shut Up. LS3

Two Maguires (The), 'J 1 5

Types of Longevity and Disease, 164

UNATTACHED Couple (An), 174

Uncalculating Sorrow, 111

Uneducated Section of Spirits (The), 2

Uniforms not Uniform, 232

University Intelligence, 20

VALUE of a Seat in Parliament (The), 241

Vatican's Threatened Thunder (The), 15.'!

Venerable and Non-Venerable Bede (A), 224
Verdi at Venice, 194
Vermin Extraordinary, 72

Very Appropriate, 12

Very Good Company, 220

Vessel in the Knavy (A), 65

Vestiges of Creation, 100
Victoria Cross for the Ladies (A), 14
Visible Oratory, 179
Vision of Vauxhall (The), 59
" Voices of the Night," 191

Volume of Sentences (A), 1 64
Volunteers and Veterans, 11
Vol-mtcers (Th-), 259

Voter-Bottling Stoppered, 122
WA NTED an Uncommon Prayer-book, 1 G2
War Dialogue, 25
Wear and Tear of Railways (The), 209
" What Next, and Next !

"
3

What our Vestrymen have done.for us, ::l

What Spirit-Rapping can do, 69'
" What to Eat, Drink, and Avoid," 170
Whit will this Cost to Print ? 121
Who shall Criticise the Critics ? 225
Wife on Conscience and Bribery (A), KM
Woman's Thoughts about Woman's \V..rI:

(A), 226
Women's Work, 204
Word with Brother Jonathan (A), 224
YOUNG Lady on the High Classical School
of Ornament (A), 30

LARGE ENGRAVINGS:

ARMISTICE (The), 27
At Home aud Abroad, 87
Blondin Outdone, 147
Bow-Wow ! 207

Bntanni*, the Unprotected Female ! 217
Christmas Tree for the Young French
Prince (A). L'57

Emperor Unveiling Italian Liberty
(The), 137

First Lesson (The), 97
Free Italy (?), 37
Game Two can Play'at (A), 197
Hint to Louis Napoleon (A). 157
John Bull guards his Pudding, 2(17

Keep the Door-Chain up ! 77

Keep Watch! 1(1

Monsieur " Walker !

"
57

New Alliance (The), 127
Next Refugee (The), 227
Old Real Reformer (The). 1C.7

Only Minister in Town (The), 117
Peaceful -'Very ! (17

Punch Fountain, Fleet Street (Thu). 1,:7

Royal P.nad to Learning (The). 177
Scene from the New Pantomime -'47

Strike (The), 187
Turn and Turn-about, 5
Unpleasant Neighbour (An), 47
Who Goes to Congress

1

; 237

SMALL ENGRAVINOS :-

ALARMING Epidemic Whistlephobia, 50" Am I to Shalute him or no?" lint

Artist and the Ucdrmin'g Dress, 250
Baby's now Sea-side Dress, 13 i

Badou Races Portrait of a Jockey 11*" Been Bitt. hoff. Sir!" 20

"By Jove, that 's a Find!

CaptainTomkinsPracti-ingthBuglc,53
Clerical Magnate and Child, 60

Competent Authority, 222
Confounded Mediaeval Knocker, 252
Cricket RoundBowIing ofthe Period,52
Cruel Joke at a Fete, l:i

Design for a Lamp-Post, 31
"
Doing a Bit o( Park, Eh !

"
8

Don't Broil your Babies ! 03" Doocud nice Place this," rjil
" Do you Object to my Smoking?" 183
Dream of the Future Centenary of
Punch (Tne), 10

Drinking the Waters at Scarborough, 86
Excitement of Hansom Cabbies, 136
Exhausted Editor, 40

Experiment on a Vile Body (An), 11H1

Faint Praise, 220

Fly-Dressing in the Holidays, 142
Guy Fawkes for 185s, 202
Hibernian Friend and Jones, 146
Horrid State of the Serpentine (The), :}^

How a Foolish Bird tried to Swim
Across the Channel, 21(1

How Beautiful those Beans Smell ! 4
How to Get Money, 223

Ihmipty Dumpty. 20 ::

I Lou- very Kind. 1-J

Ignorance was Bliss, 1(10

Important Notice - Quite Necenary,19S
In iianco Looks like it, I'lO

Incident of Travel (An), 173
Invida .Etas, lii:l

"I Ony Wish I'd got Arf his Com-
plaint!" ISO

"
Is it from Frederick. i:r.

Jones goes to have a Quiet Night, 30

Landing at a Watering Pl:n

-. i:w Thing in r ... .
I

'

Last Sweet Thing in Hats (The), 121
"Little Britain!" 221

Little Farceata Railway Station (AX ?:.',

Lord Broadacrcs' Dinner, 156

Making the Best of it, 236
Model foru Photographer, (A), 21:;

Modern Philosophy, 150
Most Offensive, 172
Mr Bounoer receives a few llamj
Mr. Hackle disappointed of IMSIMO;.;, ;.o

Mr. Pothunter making the most of a :

Day's Fishing, (12

Not a Bad Judge, 162
'

Now, Mann, will you please move," CO

Oh, How Jolly! 33
"
Oh, that I were in that Balcony !

"
4(i

'

Old Dibbs in the Park, 42
Our 'Bus Driver on Female Costume, 2iC
Our Indolent Young Man.
Paterfamilias Buried Alive, 113
'- Rather a Neat Ideaw," 110
Rather Keen, 206
Real Treasure (A)i 1::.:

Kod for Roach-fishing, 132
Scene A Certain Watering -Place, 100
Sea-Side Conference, vj
Season at linden il'uc), 122

Sporting Intelligence, 12:;

SquallyWeather, making all
"
Taut," 1 02

" There 's a Couple o' Prize 'uns," 253

Tolerably Broad Hint (A), 106
True Courage, 242
True Sentiment, 72
Turcos Mode of Fighting (The), 43
Turcos Soldier and Parisian Cabman, 93
Turcos Soldier in a Parisian Family, 120

Tyrant (A), 7(1

Unexpected Lift (An), 153

Very Happy Idea (A), 2^2

Very Pardonable Mi..taKu (A), 192
Weather aud the I a (Tin;), 2i;ii

Wet Day at the Sea-t, o (A), 152
" What 'ave you 'ad, ;_>?" 103
" What haveyou been Doing, Fred?" 90
" What 's the Matter with him '!

"
176

Wind, 8.W. Fresh, 11(1
" Would you please to Pay for the

Cheers, .Mum';" L'l

" You are Precisely the Man we want,"
262

Young Dawdlemore the Artist, 233

Young Northamptonshire, 226
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